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PREFACE.

THE plan announced in the preface to Vol. I. has been pursued

through this concluding Volume also. No less care has been taken

in translating and revising ; while experience has perhaps enabled us

to work with something more of precision and confidence.

But the Gnomon itself presents one important exception to its

general plan. In the year 1741, Bengel had published in German, a

very full exposition of the Kevelation of St. John. In this work, he

applies history and chronology to the interpretation of the prophecy,

at great length and with unsurpassed ingenuity ; but as it was essen

tial to his scheme that the Lord's second coming should take place

A. D. 1836, it cannot be revived now. The Gnomon on the Apoc

alypse is supplementary to the German exposition ; being made up

chiefly of critical remarks on the text, and of explanations or de

fence of statements in that work, which had been misunderstood or

attacked by others. A translation would lose little by ending with

Jude ; but such a change would be inconsistent with our plan. We

have therefore given the text of the Revelation a thorough critical

revision, by the editions of Tregelles, Tischendorf, and Alford ; have

omitted most of Bengel's Chronology, now fully refuted by the event,

and such discussions as are merely polemic and supplementary to the

German Exposition ; and have added a few notes, explaining or cor

recting his statements, and giving a general view of his labors on the

Apocalypse and their influence.

The general division of work and responsibility remains as in

Volume I. ; but Prof. Vincent has translated nearly the whole of the

text of Bengel in this Volume. I may therefore be permitted to say

that the scholarly accuracy and taste, and the pains-taking fidelity,

with which he has performed this task, have not only prevented longer

delay in issuing the work, but give it its chief claim to the confidence

and gratitude of the Christian student.

CHARLTON T. LEWIS.

TKOT UHIVBBSITY, Junt 29th, 1861.
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ANNOTATIONS

OH

PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROKANS.

CHAPTER I.

1-7. [The Apostolic greeting. Mey. Paul— etc. Even the

Exordium of this Epistle is arranged with the utmost skill. The au

thor begins by commending his apostleship, ver. 1 ; then passes

naturally to the praise of the Gospel itself; which leads to the dis

cussion of faith, to which, accordingly, he quietly passes on, as if

guided by the thread of his own language. Calv.~]

1. Paul—The beginning of the Epistle is the Inscription. [All

that we are now accustomed to write in the Subscription, the Address,

and the previous Salutation, was put by the ancient Greeks and Bo-

mans at the beginning of the letter, and was very brief, as Paul salutes

the Christiana at Rome. But through an abundant measure of the Spirit

the apostle expresses this in great exuberance of style, while chiefly

insisting on Jesus Christ and his gospel, and his own evangelical

office of Apostle. F*. (?.] The epistolary form is more common

in the Scriptures of the New Testament, than in the books of the

Old Testament ; being that not merely of Paul's, Peter's, James's,

and Jude's books, but also of both of Luke's and all of John's.

Yet more, the Lord Jesus Christ himself, in his own name, gave

seven epistles by the hand of John (Rev. ii., iii.) ; and the whole

Apocalypse is like an epistle written by himself. Epistles were

usually sent, not to slaves, but to free men, and to those especially

•who had been emancipated ; and the epistolary style of writing is

better suited than any other, for spreading the kingdom of God

everywhere, and for edifying souls most richly Paul too wrote and
" "
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labored more in this way than all the others. For there are extant

fourteen epistles from him, which are arranged and divided variously.

He wrote one, that to the Hebrews, without prefixing his name ; to the

rest he added his name; and they were addressed, some to churches,

some to individuals. Now, when collected in volumes, the order is such

that those with most verses are put first. But the chronological

order which I have treated in the Ordo Temporum, is much more

worthy of consideration. When that is settled, both the apos

tolic history, and the epistles themselves, afford one another mutual

light ; and we perceive a correspondence of thoughts, and modes of

expression, in epistles written at one time, upon the same state of

affairs ; and we recognize the spiritual growth of the apostle. There

is one division, which, we think, ought to be particularly mentioned

in this place. Paul wrote in one way to churches planted by his own

labor, in another way to those to which he was not personally known.

The former class of epistles may be compared with the ordinary dis

courses of pastors ; the latter with those which visitors deliver. The

former are filled with the kindness, or the severity, of an intimate

friend, as the state of the churches was more or less accordant with

the Gospel ; the latter present the Gospel as it were more unmixed,

generally, and in the abstract. The former are more for household

and daily use, the latter for holidays and festivals, comp. note, on ch.

xv. 30. This epistle to the Romans is mostly of the holiday kind.

[For '/jy<Tou Xptorov, Jesus Christ, read Xficaroii 'lyaov, Christ Jesus.

Tisch., Alf.~] Servant of Jesus Christ—The conclusion corresponds

to this exordium (xv. 15, etc.) Christ—God—Everywhere in the

epistles of Paul, and the whole New Testament, the contemplation

of (rod is most closely connected with that of Christ. For example,

Gal. ii. 19, etc. [This may also become habitual with us. V. (?.]

Called to be an apostle—Supply, of Jesus Christ ; for the preceding

words, servant of Jesus Christ, are now more particularly explained.

[An apostle—In the high and peculiar sense in which the Twelve bore

the title. Alf.~] It is the duty of an apostle, and a called apostle, to

write to the Romans also. [The whole world is certainly exposed to

such a servant as this. V. (?.] The other apostles, indeed, had been

trained by long intercourse with Jesus, and called first to be follow

ers and disciples, and afterwards advanced to apostleship. Paul,

heretofore a persecutor, on a sudden by a call was made an apostle. Sc

the Jews were saints through the promise ; the Greeks became saints,

merely from being called, ver. 6, etc. The called apostle, therefore,

had a special likeness and connection with the called saints. Paul

applies a similar title, both to himself and to the Corinthians, 1 Cor.
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i. 1, 2. And that similarity suggests the bnoruxwatv, pattern, or

shewing forth, spoken of, 1 Tim. i. 16. While Christ calls one, he

makes him what he calls him, (comp. ch. iv. 17), and that quickly, Acts

ix. 3, etc., 15. Separated—Gr. dfioptopivoc. From the same root

as Pharisee; hut Paul here means that he was separated by God not

only from men, from the Jews, from the disciples, but even from

teachers. There was a kind of separation before (Gal. i. 15), and

one after his call (Acts xiii. 2). To this latter he here refers. Unto

the Gospel—The kindred verb xpotitrffreiXaro, had promised before,

follows ; ver. 2. The promise was the Gospel made known, the Gos

pel is the promise actually fulfilled, Acts xiii. 32. God promised the

Gospel, that is, he embraced it in a promise. The promise was not

merely a promise of the Gospel, but the Gospel itself. [The Gospel

of God—Not about God, but God's Gospel. Comp. ch. xv. 16 ; 2

Cor. xi. 7, etc. Mey., Alf.]

2. Which—The copiousness of Paul's style shows itself in the very

inscriptions : hence we must watchfully note the connection of the

parentheses. [God has promised not only that he will display his

grace in the Son, but also that he will publish that fact to the whole

world. Attend closely and grasp it with both hands. V. G.]

Promised afore—Formerly, often, and solemnly. The truth of the

promise, and the truth of the fulfilment, confirm each other. By his

prophets—What God's prophets said, God said, Luke i. 70 ; Acts iii.

24. Scriptures—Ch. xvi. 26. The prophets used the voice, as well

as writing, and the voice would have greater weight with a single

people, than with the divisions of the whole globe : and so its greater

certitude would give the voice the preference over writing : yet as much

importance is ascribed to writing, for posterity, as if the voice had

not been. So Scripture takes rank before tradition. [The believing

Romans were originally, in part, Jews, and, in part, Gentiles, and

Paul has especial regard to the latter, ver. 13. V. (?.]

3. Concerning—The sum of the Gospel is, concerning the Son of

God, Jesus Christ our Lord. [But this is to be connected with the

words, which he promised. The personal subject in reference to

whom God promised the Gospel, is here introduced. Mey.] Here an

explanation is inserted in this passage, of the meaning of the title,

Son of God, ver. 3, 4. [Jesus Christ is the Son of God. This

is the ground of all rightful access of Jesus Christ, to his Father and

his God ; and so of our approach by him, as our Lord, to his and our

Father and God, who has given us to him as his own. Even before

his humiliation, he was indeed the Son of God ; but this Sonship was

eclipsed by his humiliation, and was disclosed to us only after his re
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surrection. His justification depends on these facts, 1 Tim. iii. 16 ;

1 John ii. 1 ; and it is the foundation of our justification, Rom. iv.

25. Hence, in his passion, he placed all his trust in the Father, not

on account of his works (for not even the Son gave first to the Fa

ther any thing, which the Father was bound to restore him), but for

this reason, because he was the Son; and thus he went before us in

the way, as the Captain and finisher of our faith. Heb. xii. 2. V.

Cr.] Wlio wag born—So Gal. iv. 4. [From this to the end of ver.

4, describes, in a twofold view, the exalted worth of this Son ; 1, by

the flesh, David's Son ; 2, By the Spirit of holiness mightily shewn

to .be the Son of God. Mey.~\ According to—The determinative par

ticle, ver. 4 ; ix. 5.

4. Who wa» defined the Son of God—He uses row, again, not xai,

or ds. The article, repeated, forms an epitasis, [i. e., makes the ad

ditional words emphatic.] In many passages, where both natures of

the Saviour are mentioned, his humanity is put first, because his

divinity was most distinctly proved to all, only after his resurrection

from the dead. [Hence the word he, (Gr. oyrof, this one), is so often

repeated ; i. e., he, not any other. Acts ix. 20, 22, (this), etc. V.

G.~\ The participle bpeod-evcoz, defined (declared} expresses much

more than dywpeffplvoc, separated, in ver. 1 ; for one of a number is

separated, but the one and only one is defined or declared, Acts x.

42. In that well-known passage, Ps. ii. 7, pn, decree, is the same as

the bptoftb/;, the act of defining ; because the Father has said most

definitely, Thou art My Son. The dnodei&z, the approving of the

Son to men. follows in the train of this bpcaiibv, defining, Acts ii.

22. Paul particularly enlarges on the glory of the Son of God, when

writing to those to whom he had been unable to preach it face to face.

Comp. Heb. x. 8, etc., note. With power—Most powerfully, most

fully ; as when the sun shines in duvdfi.e.(, in his strength. Rev. i. 16.

According to the spirit of holiness—The word emp, 8.710$, holy, when

God is spoken of, not only denotes his blameless uprightness in ac

tion, but the very Godhead, or, to speak more properly, the divinity,

or excellence of the Divine nature. Hence arttoowy, sanctity of be

ing or life, has a kind of middle sense between djwnyra, holiness, and

ariafffiov, sanctification. Comp. Heb. xii. 10, 14. So that there are,

as it were, three degrees, sanctification, sanctity of life, holiness. Ho

liness is ascribed to God the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost.

And since here the Holy Spirit is not mentioned, but the Spirit of

holiness (sanctity, artaiawyz,) we must inquire farther, what this so

peculiar expression denotes. The name Spirit is expressly, and very

often, given to the Holy Spirit ; but God is also called a Spirit ; and
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the Lord, Jesus Christ, is called a Spirit, but in contrast to the letter,

2 Cor. iii. 17. But in the strict sense, it is of use to compare with

this the fact, that the contrast of flesh and spirit occurs, as here, so

frequently, in passages which speak of Christ, 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; 1 Pet.

iii. 18. And in these passages the word Spirit is applied to whatever

is Christ's besides the flesh [assumed by descent from David, Luke i.

35. V . (?.] (Though that was pure and holy); and above the

flesh through his generation by the Father, who has sanctified him,

John x. 36 ; in short, the Godhead itself. For, as here, flesh and

spirit, so ch. ix. 5, flesh and Godhead stand in mutual contrast. This

spirit is not called the spirit of holiness, the peculiar and usual title

of the Holy Spirit, with whom, however, Jesus was most abundantly

filled and anointed, Luke i. 35, iv. 1, 18; John iii. 34; Acts x. 38;

but is called in this passage only, the spirit of sanctity, to suggest at

once the efficacy of that holiness or divinity which necessarily fol

lowed the Saviour's resurrection, and was most forcibly illustrated by

it; and also that spiritual and Jvoly, or divine power of Jesus Christ

glorified, who, however, has retained the spiritual body. Before the

resurrection, the Spirit was concealed under the flesh ; after the resur

rection the Spirit of sanctity entirely concealed the flesh, although

he laid aside, not the flesh, but what is fleshly, (carnal,) (which was

also without sin), Luke xxiv. 39. In reference to the former, he once

used to call himself the Son of Man ; in reference to the latter, he is

magnified as the Son of God. His visible state passeth through

various changes. At the day of judgment shall appear his glory

as the Son of God, and his body in great glory. See also

John vi. 63, note. By — [Gr. i£, from.~] The resurrection of

the dead. [Of the dead—Not from the dead, as Eng. Vers., but the

resurrection of all the dead, exemplified in that of Jesus himself;

Mey. Or rather included and involved in it. De W., Alf.] Not

only after, but through the resurrection, (for the resurrection of Jesus

Christ is at once the source and the object of our faith, Acts xviL

31). The verb dviarqpt, I raise up, is also used without a prepo

sition, as in Herodotus, dvaardvrez rtSv fta&pwv, [i. e., dxo rmv /9a-

&paov, comp. Erfurdt, on Oed. Tyr., 142.], rising from the seats :

therefore, dvdaraatz vexpiov might be taken in this passage for the

resurrection from the dead, [and so Eng. Vers.] But in reality the

sense is fuller ; for it is intimated, that the resurrection of all is inti

mately connected with the resurrection of Christ. Comp. Acts iv.

2, xxiii. 6, xxvi. 23. Artemonius conjectures i£avaardauoz ix ve-

xpiov. And construes thus : nepi [ver. 3] isavttazdauoz ix vexpmv zou

ufou abro~v x.z.h, concerning a resurrection of his Son from the dead,
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etc. But, I. The Apposition is obvious concerning his Son—Jesus

Christ; therefore, the intervening words are all construed in un

broken connection with one another. II. The antithesis is obvious:

TOryuiotdvoo EK KATA: TOY bptadevroz—KATA—EE. Mads

—of—according—declared aecording^-by (of.) III. ' Avdtrraatz, not

i£avdaraat^ in Paul's style, is appropriate to Christ; but izavd-

0ruatc [used only in Phil. iii. 2.], to Christians ; comp. rfrupe, hath

raised him, izerepet, will raise us, 1 Cor. vi. 14. Artemonius ob

jects that Christ even previously was the Son of God, Luke iii. 22 ;

John x. 3d ; Acts ii. 22, x. 38. Answer, Paul here does not infer

the Sonship itself, but the bptopbv, the definitive marking (declaration)

of the Sonship from the resurrection. With this Chrysostom com

pares the passages : John iL 19, viii. 28 ; Matt. xii. 39 ; and the

preaching of the apostles follows up this declaring, Luke xxiv. 47.

Therefore, such a mention of the resurrection is most appropriate to

this introduction, as Gal. i. 1.

5. By whom—By Jesus Christ our Lord. We have received—We,

the other apostles and I. [Better, himself alone. Paul often speaks

thus in the Plural. Mey~, Alf.] Graee and apostleship—These two

things are distinct, but closely connected. Graee, a singular mea

sure of grace, was bestowed on the apostles, and from it, not only

their whole mission, Eph. iii. 2, but akso all their actions proceeded,

Rom. xii. 3, xv. 15, 16, 18. The word dxoarotf, apostleship, occurs

in this sense, Acts i. 25. In the Sept. it means sending away, a gift

sent, etc. Obedience to the faith answers to grace and apostleship.

For obedience to the faith—That all nations may become and abide

submissively obedient to the word of faith and doctrine concerning

Jesus (Acts vi. 7), and so render the obedience, consisting in faith it

self. From its relation to the Gospel, the nature of this obedience is

evident, ch. x. 16, xvi. 26 : 1 Pet. i. 2 ; and b:axovj, obedience, is

dxorj pts&' ba:orayffi, hearing with submission, ch. x. 3, end. So, Mary

believing- said, Behold, the handmaid of the Lord, Luke i. 38, 45.

Among all nations—As all nations outwardly obey the empire of

Rome, so all nations, even the Romans themselves, ought, with the

whole heart, to be obedient to the faith. [The reference here is to the

heathen, the Gentiles including the Romans; whom Paul always

means by i&vrj, nations, when he speaks of them as objacts of his

Evangelical labors. Gal. i. 16,~ ii. 2. Eph. iii. 1, 8, etc. He was the

Apostle of the Gentiles. Mey.] For his name—That of Jesus Christ

our Lord. By him grace has come, John i. 17 ; for him his ambas

sadors act ; 2 Cor. v. 20 ; by him faith moves toward God, 1 Peter

i. 21.
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6. Among which—Nations, brought to the obedience of the faith by

the calling of Jesus Christ. [More simply, among whom (those

heathen) ye also are called of Jesus Christ. Alf.] Ye also—Paul

ascribes no superiority to the Romans. Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 36. Yet

he touches upon his reason for writing to the Romans. Presently, in

the following verse, he addresses them directly. Called—Ver. 7.

7. To all that be in Rome—Most of these were of the Gentiles,

ver. 13, yet mixed with Jews. They were at Rome, either because

they had been born and educated at Rome, or at least as residents

there for the time. [Ver. 8 proves that mere sojourners were not

included. MeyJ] They dwelt scattered in a very large city, and had

not hitherto been formed into a church. Only some used to assemble

in the house of Priscilla and Aquila, Rom. xvi. 5. What follows,

beloved, etc., agrees with the word all; for he does not address the

Roman idolaters, Beloved of God, called saints. These two clauses

are without a conjunction, and are parallel ; for he, who is of God, is

holy. Comp. Heb. iii. 1. He calls the believing Israelites in par

ticular, beloved of God, ch. xi. 28 ; believers of the Gentiles, called

saints. The Israelites are holy, through their fathers, Acts xx. 32,

note. Comp. note on ver. 1, of this chapter ; but believers of the

Gentiles are said to be sanctified or called saints, holy through their

calling, as Paul interprets it, 1 Cor. i. 2. The title is double, and I

have referred the first part to the Israelites, the second to the Gen

tiles. Comp. ver. 5, 6, and add the passagesjust quoted. The celebrated

Baumgarten, in his German exposition of this Epistle, to which we

must often refer, writes thus : " This would have given too much

countenance to both the differences of religious worship among believ

ers, and that fancied superiority of the Israelites, which Paul is much

more disposed to dispute, and which, he assures us, is abrogated and

made void." We answer: The privilege of the Israelite (although

the called saint is as blessed as the beloved of God) is as appropriate

in Paul's introduction, as the npanov, first, cb. i. 16, is to the state

ment of the subject ; which Baumgarten defends quite enough. [But

no such distinction, which anticipates the burden of the Epistle—that

Jew and Gentile are one in guilt and are in Christ, would be in place

here, in the exordium. Alf.] Grace, etc.—This is Paul's usual form.

See the beginnings of his epistles, and also Eph. vi. 23. To you—

Supply, fall to your lot. Peace—Heb. peace : a common form

of salutation among Hebrews, before which is placed %dptt;, grace, a

term in harmony with the. New Testament, and the preaching of the

apostles. Grace comes from God ; Hence the condition of peace is

with man, ch. v. 2, note. From God our Father and the Lord Jesus
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Christ—A title in frequent use by the apostles, Cod and Father, God

our Father; and, when they speak to one another, they do not often

say Kuptoz, Lord, since it stands for the peculiar name of God, the

tetragrammaton [Heb. rorr, Jehovah, always rendered Kuptoz, in the

Sept. and the Lord in Eng. Vers., is so called, because it has four

letters] is intended ; but, in the Old Testament, they had said,

Jehovah our God. The reason of the difference is : in the Old Testa

ment they were as servants ; in the New Testament, sons ; but sons

know their father bo well that there is no need of calling him often

by his proper name. Comp. Heb. viii. 11. Farther, Polytheism

being rooted out, there is not the same necessity for distinguishing

the true God from false gods, by his own name. Kuptou, Lord, is

construed, not with fawv, our, or of us. [So as to read, from God

the Father of us and of the Lord, etc.] For then the order is the

Father of Jesus Christ, and ours, not Father of us, and of Jesus

Christ; but with &nb,from, [grace from the Lord,] as obviously in 2

Tim. i. 2. One and the same grace, one and the same peace come from

God and Christ. Our confidence and prayer are directed to God, in

asmuch as he is the Father of our Lord; and to Jesus Christ, inas

much as he through himself presents us to the Father.

8. First—A next does not always follow ; and here the feeling has

absorbed it. Mkv—[Indeed; emphasizing first; not rendered in

Eng. Ver.] The corresponding dk, but, (now) follows at ver. 13.

Already indeed he says, ye are in the faith ; but yet I desire to con

tribute something for you. / give thanks—All spiritual emotions

have left their traces in the opening alone of this epistle. Among

these, thanksgiving takes preeminence: and with it almost all the

epistles begin. The sentence makes this affirmation: You have

found faith. Thanksgiving is an idea added to modify the expres

sion [strengthening by connecting the fact stated with the feeling of

the speaker], comp. note to ch. vi. 17. Paul rejoices that what he,

as a debtor to all, holds himself bound to effect elsewhere, was already

effected in Rome. My God—This phrase, my God, expresses faith,

love, hope, and, therefore, the whole of true religion, Ps. cxliv. 15 ;

Hab. i. 12. The God whom I serve is my God; ver. 4. Through—

The gifts of God come to us through Christ, our thanksgivings go to

God through Christ. Faith—In congratulations of this kind, Paul

describes either the whole of Christianity, Col. i. 3, etc., or some

part, 1 Cor. i. 5. He therefore mentions faith here, as appropriate

to his design, ver. 12, 17. Is spoken of—[Is declared; Gr. xaray-

riXXerat.] Concise language ; You have obtained faith ; I hear of it,

for it is everywhere declared ; so, 1 Thess. i. 8, he says, that the faith
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of the Thessalonians is spread abroad in every place. Throughout

the whole world—The goodness and wisdom of God established the

faith in the principal cities, especially in Jerusalem and Rome, that

it might thence be sent into the whole world.

9. Witness—A pious assertion of a needful fact, which could not

be perceived by men, especially distant and unknown ones, 2 Cor.

xi. 31. I serve—As apostle, ch. xv. 16. God's witness is heard in

spiritual service ; and he who serves God desires and rejoices that

as many as possible should serve God, 2 Tim. i. 3. [Read, God is

my witness—how unceasingly, etc., tLc, how, not that, as Eng. Ver.

Comp. Phil. i. 8; 2 Cor. vii. 15. Mey.] Mention of you—Paul used

to make distinct and explicit mention of the churches, and the souls.

10. If by any means now at length—Gr. unwz fjdrj xozi. The ac

cumulated particles express the strength of desire.

11. May impart—Face to face, by preaching the Gospel, ver. 15,

by fruitful discourses, prayers, etc. Paul, not satisfied with writing

an epistle meantime, retained this purpose, ch. xv. 24. Personal pre

sence effects much more than letters, when it is possible. Spiritual

gift—With such gifts, the Corinthians who had had Paul's presence,

were richly favored ; 1 Cor. i. 7, xii. 1, xiv. 1 ; also the Galatians,

Gal. iii. 5. And those churches, which were gladdened by the pre

sence of the apostles, evidently had distinguished privileges of this

kind; for example, from the apostolic laying on of hands, Acts xix.

2, 6, viii. 17, 18; 2 Tim. i. 6. But hitherto, at least, the Romans

were far less privileged in this respect ; hence also the list of gifts at

ch. xii. 6, 7, is very scanty. He desires therefore to go to help them that

they may be established, for the testimony of Christ was confirmed by

the gifts. 1 Cor. i. 6. Peter no more than Paul, had visited Rome,

before this epistle was written, as this passage shews, and indeed the

whole tenor of the epistle, for Peter would have imparted what Paul

desires to impart to the Romans. Furthermore, Baronius thinks that

this epistle was written a.D. 58; but Peter's martyrdom was in a.D.

67. Therefore, if he was ever at Rome, he could not have tarried

long at Rome. Be established—He speaks modestly ; to establish, is

of God, ch. xvi. 25. Paul implies that he is but an instrument.

12. That is—He explains the words, to see you, etc. He does not

say, that is, that I may organize you in the form of a church. Care

was exercised to prevent the Church of Rome from bringing mischief,

yet it came afterwards. Both of you and me—He not only associates

the Romans with himself, desiring to be comforted (exhorted) together

with them, but he even sets them before himself. The style of the

apostle differs far from that of the Papal court of Rome.

3
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13. Not—ignorant— A. usual form with Paul, showing candor of

mind. Brethren—An address, frequent, holy, adapted to all, simple,

affectionate, splendid. It is profitable, in this place, to consider the

titles used by the apostles. They seldom introduce proper names,

such as Corinthians, Timothy, etc. Paul most frequently says, breth

ren; sometimes in exhortation, beloved, or my beloved brethren.

James says, brethren, my brethren, my beloved brethren; Peter and

Jude always, beloved; John, beloved, often ; once, brethren; more than

once, little children, as Paul says, my son Timothy. Have fruit—

Have, an elegantly chosen word, a mean between receive and give.

What profits others, delights Paul himself. He esteems that as fruit

(Phil. i. 22). In every place, he will have something put out at in

terest. He somewhat qualifies this desire of gain, by speaking of

himself in the following verse as a debtor. He both demands and

owes, ver. 12, 11. By these two cords the 15th verse is strength

ened. Even as—Good extends itself among as many as possible.

14. Both to the Greeks and to the Barbarians—He reckons as

Greeks, those to whom he is writing in Greek. [It has been disputed

whether Paul -would include the Roman church among Greeks or Bar

barians. But there is no occasion for such a question ; he simply

means by the expression, all Gentiles, expressing in its generality,

his calling as the Apostle of the Gentiles. Mey., Alf.~\ This division

into Greeks and Barbarians comprehends all Gentiles. Another fol

lows, both to the wise and to the unwise ; for there were fools even

among the Greeks, wise men even among the Barbarians. To all,

he says, I am debtor, by my divine mission to all, and servant of all,

2 Cor. iv. 5. They who excel in wisdom or power, still need the

Gospel ; others are not excluded. Col. i. 28, note.

15. So—Therefore, [according to this relation, which makes me

debtor to all. Mey.'} It is a sort of Epiphonema [exclamation, after

an argument or narrative], and an inference from the whole to an im

portant part. [As to all Gentiles, to you, who hold no mean place

among them. Alf.] As much, etc.—Gr. TO xar' lft&. That is, for

my part, -or /, so far as I am not prevented ; so Ezra vi. 11, xac 6

o?xoc ttirou TO xar' l/ik iiotrflrjafcat, and his house, so far as it depends

upon me, shall be made. Ready—Supply is, i. e., literally, my part

is ready. 3 Mac. v. 23, (26), -6 xpoffuftov TOU ^afft).eto<; iv foot/tip

xtlffOat, the readiness of the king to continue in a state of preparation.

At Rome—To the wise. Comp. ver. 14. To the powerful. Comp.

ver. 16, and 1 Cor. i. 24. Therefore the word Rome is repeated

with emphasis. (See ver. 7.) Rome, the capital and theatre of the

•world. To preach the Gospel—The statement of the subject is im
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plied here ; I will write, what I would wish to have said face to face

concerning the Gospel.

16. For I am not ashamed—He speaks with little force, as becomes

the introduction ; afterwards he says, / have whereof I may glory, ch,

xv. 17. To the world, the Gospel is folly and weakness, 1 Cor. i.

18 ; wherefore, in the opinion of the world, a man ought to be

ashamed of it, especially at Rome ; but Paul is not ashamed, 2 Tim.

i. 8 ; 2 Cor. iv. 2. Of Christ—Gr. roD Xpctrcolj. Baumgarten well

shews, why Paul did not say here the Gospel of GOD, or of the SON

OF GOD ; but the grounds which he alleges give no more reason for

reading the words roD Xptfffou, of Christ, than for omitting them. Ar

guments are easily contrived for both sides ; but testimony must b«

allowed the chief weight ; and the testimony for the omission here

is sufficient. [So Tisch., Alf., etc., omit them.] The power of God

—Great and glorious, 2 Cor. x. 4. Unto salvation—As Paul sums

up the Gospel in this epistle, so he sums up the epistle in this verse,

and the next. [The universality implied in the every one ; the con

dition expressed in that lelieveth, and the power of God acting unto

salvation, are the great subjects of the first part of this epistle. Alf."\

This then is a fit place to present an outline of the epistle. It con

tains—

I. THE INTRODUCTION, - ... Chap. i. 1-15.

II. THE STATEMENT, with a Summary of the Proof.

1. Of Faith and Righteousness.

2. Of Salvation, or, in other words, Life.

3. Of Every one that 'believeth, Jew and Greek, - 16, 17.

To these three divisions, of which the first is

discussed from ch. i. 18 to ch. iv., the se

cond from v. to viii., the third from ix. to

xi., not only this Discussion itself, but also

the Exhortation derived from it, correspond

in the same order.

III. THE DISCUSSION.

1. On Justification, which is effected,

I. Not by works: for alike under sin are

The Gentiles, ... -18.

The Jews, .... ii. 1.

Both together, - - 11, 14, 17 ; iii. 1, 9.

n. But through faith, - - - 21, 27, 29, 31.
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in. Shewn in the instance of Abraham, and by the

testimony of David, - iv. 1, 6, 9, 13, 18, 22.

2. On Salvation, - v. 1, 12 ; vi. 1 ; vii. 1, 7, 14 ;

viii. 1, 14, 24, 31.

3. On "Every one that believeth," ix. 1, 6, 14, 24, 30;

x. 1, 11 ; xi. 1, 7, 11, 25, 33.

IV. The Exhortation, - - xii. 1, 2.

1. Of Faith, and (because the law is estab

lished through faith, ch. iii. 31) of love,

produced by faith, and of righteousness to

wards men, 3.—xiii. 10. Faith is ex

pressly named, ch. xii. 3, 6. Love, xii. 9,

and ch. xiii. 8. The definition of Right

eousness is given, xiii. 7, at the beginning.

2. Of Salvation, xiii. 11-14. Salvation is

expressly named, ch. xiii. 11.

3. Of the union of Jews and Gentiles, xiv.

1, 10, 13, 19 ; xt. 1, 7-13. Express men

tion of both, xv. 8, 9.

V. Conclusion, xv. 14 ; xvi. 1, 3, 17, 21, 25.

To the Jews—After the Babylonish captivity, as Josephus informs

us, all the Israelites were called Jews; hence Jew is opposed to

Greek. For a different reason, Greek is opposed to Barbarian ; ver. 14.

First—The apostle, as I have shown, treats offaith, ch. i. to iv. ; of

salvation, ch. v. to viii. ; of the Jew and the Greek, ch. ix. to xi.

The knowledge of this division greatly aids the right understanding

of the epistle. The third part of the discussion, of the Jew and the

Greek, neither weakens nor strengthens the genuineness of the par

ticle npwrov. Paul uses it to shew the guilt of the Jews more

effectually, ii. 9, 10; but the Gospel is the power of God unto salva

tion, no more to the believing Jew, than to the Greek.

17. The righteousness of God— The righteousness of God is often

mentioned in the New Testament, often in Isaiah and Daniel, oftenest

in the Psalms. It sometimes signifies that righteousness, with which

God himself is righteous, acts righteously, and is acknowledged

to be righteous, ch iii. 5 ; and also that righteousness, either particu

lar or universal as it is termed in respect of men, which includes also

grace and mercy, and which is most shown in condemning sin,

and justifying the sinner. And in this view the essential righteousness
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of God is evidently not to be excluded from the business of justifica

tion, ch. iii. 25, etc. Hence it sometimes signifies this latter righte

ousness, by which a man (by the gift of God, Matt vi. 33) becomes

righteous, and is righteous ; and that, too, either by laying hold of

the righteousness of Jesus Christ through faith, ch. iii. 21, 22, or by

imitating that righteousness of God by virtues and good works, James

i. 20. Paul, speaking of justification, calls that righteousness of

faith the righteousness of God; because God has originated and pre

pared it, reveals and bestows it, approves and crowns it, camp. 2 Pet.

i. 1. And to it, therefore, is opposed men's own righteousness, Rom.

x. 3; comp. Phil. iii. 9. Nay, we ourselves are also called the righte

ousness of God, 2 Cor. v. 21 . In this passage, as in the statement,

the righteousness of God denotes the whole beneficence of God in

Jesus Christ, for the salvation of the sinner. Is revealed—Hence is

manifest the necessity of the Gospel, without which neither righteous

ness nor salvation is known. The manifestation of the righteousness

of God was made in the death of Christ, ch. iii. 25, etc. ; the mani

festation and revelation of that righteousness of God, which is

through faith, in the Gospel, ch. iii. 21, and in this passage. Here

a double revelation is made, comp. ver. 18, of wrath, and of righte

ousness. The former, by the law, is but little known to nature ; the

latter, by the Gospel, altogether unknown to nature. The former

precedes and prepares the way ; the latter follows. Each is revealed;

expressed in the present tense, in opposition to the times of ignor

ance, Acts xvii. 30. From faith to faith—Construe thus : the righte

ousness which is of or from faith, as we have presently after the just

from faith. [But the true construction is, is revealed from faith to

faith. Meg., Alf, etc. ; i. e., Righteousness in the Gospel is made

manifest from faith, and has for its end and aim higher faith. Meg.,

etc.] The phrase, from faith to faith, means faith alone, for righte

ousness from faith, subsists in faith, without works. Eiz, to, denotes

the destination, the boundary, and limit; see ch. xii. 3, and notes on

Chrysostom's work. De Sacerd., p. 415. So. 1 Chron. xvii. 5. Heb.

/ have been, Snx Sk Snxa, from tent to tent, which does not mean

different tents, but a tent alone, with no house or temple. Faith,

says Paul, continues faith ; faith is beginning and end, ( prow and

stern,) for Jews and Gentiles; for Paul too, even to its very consum

mation, Phil. iii. 7-12. Thus ix, tiz,from, to, beautifully correspond,

as dxb, from, and efc, to, 2 Cor. iii. 18, said of the purest glory. It

is an Euphemism in Paul not yet expressly to exclude works, yet it was

necessary that, in this statement, the exclusion should in some way be

made. Furthermore it is in accordance with the nature of a propo-
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sition, thus introduced, that many other things be inferred from this;

for sinee he does not say, ix tzfi mareioz «V r^v ttimra, from the faith

to the faith, but indefinitely ix xiareioz «c xtartv, from faith to faith,

so we shall say, from one faith to another, from the faith of God, who

offers, te the faith of men, who receive, ch. iii. 2, etc. ; from the faith

of the Old Testament, and the Jews, to the faith of the New Testa

ment, and of the Gentiles also, ch. iii. 30 ; from the faith of Paul to

the faith of the Romans, ch. i. 12 ; from one degree of faith to those

more advanced, 1 John v. 13 ; from the faith of the strong to the

faith of the weak, ch. xiv. 1, etc. ; from our expectant faith, to the

faith which is to be divinely made good to us, by the gift of life. At

—Paul has just laid down three principles : I. Righteousness is of

faith, ver. 17 : II. Salvation is of righteousness, ver. 16 : III. To the

Jeio and the Cheek, ver. 16. The whole is confirmed by the just by

faith shall live, out of the prophetie record, Hab. ii. 4. [This is the

true rendering ; not shall live by faith, as Eng. Ver. Mey. But the

general sense is the same in both. Alf] See notes on Heb. x. 36,

etc. It is the same Spirit, who spoke by the prophets Words, that

were to be quoted by Paul ; and under whose guidance Paul so appo

sitely and opportunely quoted them, especially in this epistle. Shall

Uve—Some of the Latins wrote of old, lives, for shall live, (Latin,

vivit, for vivet,) an obvious mistake in one small letter, needing no no

tice or refutation. Baumgarten, following Whitby, refutes it, and

observes, that I have not noticed it.

18, ete. [From here to ch. xi. 36, we have the doctrinal Exposition

of the above truth ; that the Gospel is the Power of God unto sal

vation to every one that believeth. I. That all are guilty before God,

ch. i. 18, to iii. 20. II. The Gentiles, i. 18-32. Alf.]

18. Is revealed—See ver. 17, note. For—This particle begins the

discussion; the statement being now ended, ch. vi. 19; Matt. i. 18;

Actsii.15 ; 1 Cor. xv. 3. The Latins generally omit it. Paul's first ar

gument is this r All are under sin ; and the law shows it ; therefore, no

one is justified by the works of the law. This point is discussed to cb.

iii. 20. Hence he infers, therefore it is by faith, ch. iii. 21, etc. Wrath

of God—[Not the wrath.~] ' Op-pj, wrath, here without the article, but

fj dppj, the wrath, is denounced against those who disregard righte

ousness. There is, as it were, one wrath against Gentiles, and

another against Jews. Righteousness and God's wrath form, in a

measure, an antithesis. The righteousness of the world crushes the

guilty; the righteousness of God crushes the sin, and restores the

sinner. Hence wrath is mentioned often, especially in this epistle,

eh. ii. 5, 8, iii. 5, iv. 15, v. 9, ix. 22, and besides, ch. xii. 19, xiii. 4,
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5. [The wrath of God is the Holy One's love of goodness, working

towards evil. As Lactantius well says : If God has no wrath for th6

impious and unrighteous, neither has he love for the pious and righte

ous. For where objects are opposite in their nature, the affection of

the mind must regard both, or else neither. Mey.] From heaven—

This denotes the majesty of the angry God, and his seeing eye, and

the extent of his wrath. Whatever is under heaven, and yet not

under the Gospel, is under wrath, Ps. xiv. 2. Against all—Paul,

presenting to view the wrath of God, speaks, in the abstract, of ain :

presenting salvation [ver. 16] in the concrete, of believers. There

fore he now darkly intimates, that for sinners grace has been pro

cured. Ungodliness and unrighteousness—These two points are dis

cussed at ver. 23, etc. [Paul often mentions unrighteoumess, ver.

29, as directly opposed to righteousness. V. G.] Men who—A peri

phrasis for the Gentiles. 'The truth—To which belongs whatever

sound doctrine the heathen writings possess. In unrighteousness—

The term is taken now in a larger sense than just before, where it is

contrasted with daiftuav, ungodliness. Here it is dvopta, lawlessness,

iniquity, ch. vi. 19. Who hold—Gr. xar^obziov, holding back, hind

ering. [So Alf., who renders, of men who hold back the truth, in

(and by) iniquity.,] Truth in the understanding strives and urges ;

but mnn impedes it. [Such is the most unhappy but abiding self-

contradiction in the life of the heathen. Mey.]

19. The known—That God is known : that God makes himself

known ; that is, the actual knowledge that there is a God, not merely

that he can be known. [Not therefore as Eng. Ver., that which may,

be known of God. The meaning is, on this account, became they-,

have that which is known of God, rendering them inexcusable, there

fore is God's wrath revealed, etc. Mey.] For at ver. 21r be says,

they knew God. Plato (b. 5. Polit.) has, ro pkv xavzeXa^ uv,

navrshoz yvioardv prj ov dk prjdaprj, xdvrrj dyvtoazov, That which,

wholly is, is wholly known ; but that which is not at all, is in all re

spects unknown. Shewed—Gr. ifaviptoae. Paul has chosen this

word with great propriety, as well as dnoxaXuxzw, reveal, above.

20. The invisible things are seen—An incomparable Oxymoron [con

necting of opposites]. The invisible things of God would certainly

have become visible at the creation if ever; but then, too, they began

to be seen only by the understanding. From the creation—''Anb,

from, here denotes either a proof, as in Matt. xxiv. 32, so that the

understanding of the fathers from the creation of the world, may

condemn the apostasy of the Gentiles; or rather, time, corresponding

with the Hebrew a, from, since; ever since tJie foundation - of the
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world, and beyond, reckoning backward and with this the dldtoz,

eternal, presently after, agrees. In the former construction, the con

nection is xaOoparat dxb, are seen from ; in the other, with dopara

dxb, unseen from (since). Things made— The works produced by xriatv,

creation. There are works ; therefore there is a creation; therefore

there is a Creator. Understood—Gr. Nooupeva. None but those

who use the vouc, understanding, xadopioat, see clearly. Are seen—

For works are discerned. Antithesis, iaxoriadrj, was darkened, [ver.

21.] Bower, etc.—These words stand in apposition with dopara, in

visible things. Eternal, etc.~—The highest perfection of God, worthy

of God, in being and acting ; in one word Oubrrfi, which signifies

divinity [not Godhead,~] as flsonyc, Deity, Godhead. [So Alf, etc.]

Power—The first revealed all the attributes of God. His works in

a peculiar manner correspond to his several attributes [Isa. xl. 26.]

iSo that—Paul not only speaks of some result, but directly takes away

excuse. And this clause is like a statement of subject for the fol

lowing verses. Construe with favepov iartv, is manifest, ver. 19,

Without excuse—So also of the Jews, ch. ii. 1.

21. Because—Gr. dtbtt, resumed from ver. 19. They did not sin

in ignorance, but knowingly. God—as God—This is dXrj&ua, the

truth, the perfect consistency, where worship corresponds to the di

vine nature. Comp. the opposite, Gal. iv. 8, by nature no Gods.

God—Eternal, Almighty, to be praised by showing forth his glory,

arid by thanksgiving. Glorified—were thankful—We ought to render

thanks for benefits ; to glorify him for the divine perfections them

selves, (contrary to Hobbes.) If a mind could exist out of God, not

created by God, it would yet be bound to praise God. Became vain

—Gr. iparauafyaav. This verb and kaxorio&rj, were darkened, have

a reciprocal force. San, pdrata paratuua&at, vain, etc., are often

said of idols, and their worship and worshipers, 2 Kings xvii. 15 ;

Jer. ii. 5 ; for the mind is assimilated to its object, Ps. cxv. 8. Van

ity is opposed to glorifying, the foolish heart to thanksgiving. Imagi

nations—(Reasonings.)—Gr. dtaXoytapolz. Variable, uncertain, and

foolish. [And tJieir—This strengthens what precedes. Comp. Eph.

iv. 17, 18. The heart, which through these vanities had become

foolish, became now dark, losing the truth entirely. Mey.]

22. Became fools—Sept. Jer. x. 14, etc., ipiopdv&rj dv&pwxoz

dno rvmatioz—t/ieodrj i%wveuaat<—pdratd iartv Ipra iptzSxatype^a,

every man is a fool without (from) knowledge. Their molten images

are falsehoods, they are vain and deceitful works. Throughout this

epistle Paul alludes to the last chapters of Isaiah, and to the first of
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Jeremiah, from which it appears, that the holy man of God was at

that time fresh from reading them.

23. They changed—With extreme folly, Ps. cvi. 20 ; Jer. ii. 11.

The same impiety, and the same punishment have three degrees. In

the first, the emphatic words are heart, hearts, ver. 21, 24 ; glorified,

glory, and dishonor their bodies, ver. 21, 23, 24. In the second,

changed is emphatic, and the repetition of this verh, not, however,

without a distinction between the simple and compound forms, [Gr.

rjXXa£av, ver. 23 ; perrjXXaSav, ver. 26, expresses the retaliation, ver.

25, 26 ; as xapa, repeated [xapa, more than, ver. 25 ; against, ver.

26]. In the third, did not like, Gr. oux idoxipaaav, (approved not)

and ddoxtpov, reprobate, ver. 28, are emphatic. In the several cases,

the word -apidioxe, gave up, or over, expresses the punishment. If

a man worships not God as God, he is so far left to himself, that he

casts away his manhood, and departs to the utmost from God, in

whose image he was made. The glory of the incorruptible—The per

fections of God may be expressed either in positive or negative terms.

The Hebrew language abounds in positive terms, and generally ren

ders the negative by a circumlocution. Into—Gr. iv. Hebrew a,

Latin pro, cum, for, with, so ver. 25. Man—creeping things—A de

scending climax ; corruptible is to be construed also with birds, etc.

They often mixed together the forms of man, bird, quadruped, ser

pent. In the likeness of an image—Image is the concrete ; likeness,

the abstract, opposed to dozrj, the glory. The greater the resem

blance of the image to the creature, the more manifestly it departs

from the truth.

24. Wherefore—One punishment of sin is in its physical conse

quences, ver. 27, note, was meet ; another, yet from retributive just

ice, as here. In the lusts—[In, not through, as Eng. Ver. The

lusts of the heart were the field of action, in which this dishonor took

place. Alf.] 'Ev, in, not eiz, to. The lusts were already there. The

men themselves were as the gods they framed. Uncleanness—Im

piety and impurity are often joined, 1 Thess. iv. 5 ; so the knowledge

of God and purity of mind, Matt. v. 8 ; 1 John iii. 2, etc. Dis

honor—Honor is its opposite, 1 Thess. iv. 4. Man ought not to

debase himself, 1 Cor. vi. 13, etc. Among their ownselves—Gr. iv

kauzotz. [Eng. Ver., between themselves. For which read iv aozo7z,

in (among) them. Tisch. SoAlfi, who renders, So that their bodies were

dishonored among them.~] By fornication, effeminacy, and other

crimes. They are the material of their own punishment, and at the

cost of it. How justly ! They who dishonor God, punish themselves.

John Cluver.
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25. The truth—Which commands us to worship God AS God. In

to a lie—[That is, exchanged for a lie] the price of mythology.

Worshiped—Internally. Served—Externally. More than—Gr.Kupa,

ch. xiv. 5.

26. Vile affections—(Literally, Lusts of dishonor—See Gerber't

book on unknown sins). The writings of the heathen are full of such

things. Of dishonor—The opposite is honor, 1 Thess. iv. 4. Wo

men—[Gr. dyhtat, females.] In stigmatizing sins, we must often

call a spade a spade. The unchaste usually demand from others an

absurd modesty. Paul, at the beginning of the epistle, writes to

Rome, which he had not yet visited, more plainly than anywhere be

fore. The dignity and earnestness of the judicial style, does not

offend modesty by the use of appropriate language. Use—Supply

of themselves ; but it is elliptical ; the reason is found, 1 Cor. xi. 9 ;

we must use, not enjoy. Note the gravity of the sacred style.

27. Burned—With an abominable burning. That which is un

seemly—Against the very conformation of the body and its members.

Which was meet—By natural consequence. Their error—By which

they wandered from God. Receiving—Gr. anoXan^dvoint^. The

contrasted word of the Gentiles ; as will repay, Gr. axodioast, that of

the Jews, ii. 6. In both words, 0,1:6, re—, i. e., back, has the same

force.

28. To retain—Antithesis to napddwxsv, gave them over: l%stv iv

l^tj-vaiffse, to retain in knowledge, means more than incftvioaxstv, to

know. They were not altogether without knowledge ; but they did

not so far profit in the possession of it, as to retain (have) God, ver.

32. Reprobate—Gr. dSoxcftov. As dbrcoroc, [incredible, Acts xxvi.

8, or unbelieving, John xx. 27.] And such words have both an active

and passive signification, so ddoxtpo^. Here it denotes in an active

sense, the mind, which approves things by no means to be approved ;

to this are given up those who have disapproved what was most to be

approved. The word ddoxipov, reprobate, is treated of at ver. 32 ;

aweudoxoum, have pleasure in, and the doing things not convenient, at

ver. 29-31. Not convenient—[That is, not becoming.'] Meiosis [lan

guage softened to express less than is meant.]

29. Filled—A large word ; psarouz, full, follows presently. Un

righteousness—This, the opposite of righteousness, is put first ; un~

merciful, last. Righteousness has life; unrighteousness, death, ver.

32. The whole enumeration is wisely arranged, nine members on the

affections ; two on language ; three respecting God, one's-self, and

his neighbor; two on the management of affairs; and six respecting

ties of relationship. Comp. the contraries, ch. xii. 9, etc. [Omit
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eitt, fornication. Tisch., Alf.~\ Fornication—For a long time I

have acknowledged that this word must be retained. It does not ap

pear that it was not read by Clemens Bomanus. Wickedness—ma-

ticiousness—Gr. novypia—xaxea. The former is the perverse wicked

ness of man, who delights in injuring another, without benefit to

himself : the latter is the vicious disposition through which one can

confer no good on another. Govetousnesi—Ilieovesia, strictly denotes

avarice, as often in Paul : otherwise this sin would rarely be blamed

by him. But he usually joins it with impurity ; for man outside of

God, seeks his. food in the material creature, either for pleasure or

avarice. He appropriates the good of another. Mischief—[Eng.

Ver., malignity.^ Gr. xaxorj&siaz. Ammonius explains .this a hid

den vice. Seizing for harm all that belongs to others ; making one

self troublesome to another. [Aristotle explains it to mean, taking

everything in bad part, or a bad sense. There is a work of Plutarch,

entitled on the malignity (Gr. xaxoydsiaz) of Herodotus. Stephens.']

Whisperers—In secret.

30. Backbiters—Openly. Haters of God—Men who show their

hatred to God. [But the word means hated by God ; so the Vulgate,

Deo odibiles, hateful to God. There is no good authority for the ac

tive sense. Mey., Alf.~\ Despiteful—Gr. bppiaTaz. Who insolently

drive away from themselves all that is good and salutary. Proud—

Gr. bxsprjipdvouz. Who exalt themselves above others. On this vice,

and others here noticed, see 2 Tim. iii. 2, etc. Boasters—Arrogant

in things great and good. Inventors of evil things—New pleasures,

new gains, of new arts for injuring others, as in war, 2 Mace. vii. 31.

Antiochus is said to have been an inventor of all evil against the

Hebrews.

30. 31. [Omit dffnovd'ouz, implacable, Tiech., Alf.~] Disobedient

to parents, without understanding, refractory, without natural affec

tion, implacable, unmerciful—Two triplets, the former referring to

superiors, the latter to inferiors.

81. Covenant breakers—Gr. 'Affuvdirouz. The Sept. translates

the Hebrew 1J3, to act with perfidy, Syo, to prevaricate, by aauv&srsiv,

to be avuv&STOt.

32. Judgment—The mark of God's royalty, that God approves

virtues, hates vices, visits the wicked with death, and that justly and

deservedly, to show that he is not unjust. For while he punishes the

guilty with death, himself is justified. This is acknowledged Royal,

even by the Gentiles. Do—Gr. Ttpdaaat, commit- The repetition of this

verb, Kotouaiv, do, intervening, accurately expresses the wantonness

of the profligate, opposed to divine justice. Do such thing*— Gr.
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notoumv. Even with the affections, and reason. The same distinc

tion in ch. ii. 3. Of death—Lev. xviii. 24, etc. ; Acts xxviii. 4.

From time to time every extremely wicked race of men is extirpated,

and all posterity comes from those less wicked. [Death in general aa

the consequence of Sin. Alf. But Mey. refers it to the future pun

ishment in Hadet, of which even the heathen had some idea.] I'nt

also—Gr. d>Ud xat. It is worse, auveuSoxeiv, to have pleasure in, for he,

who perpetrates the evil, is led away by his own desire, not without

condemnation of himself, or even others, (comp. judgest, ch. ii. 1),

and while approving the law ; comp. ch. vii. ] 6 ; but he who takes

pleasure or approves, with heart and tongue, has, as the fruit of

wickedness, wickedness itself. He feeds upon it, heaps his own guilt

with others, ami inflames others in sin. He is a worse man, who

ruins both himself and others, than he who ruins but himself. This

is indeed a reprobate mind. 'Adoxtpov, reprobate, and auveudoxoufft,

take pleasure in, approve, are kindred forms, ver. 28, note. The

judging, ch. ii. 1, is in contrast with approving here. The Gentiles not

only do, but also approve. The Jew judges indeed, without approval ;

yet does them. Them that do—Themselves, and others. Comp.

Is. iii. 9.

CHAPTER II.

1. [See note on ch. i. 18, etc. In ch. ii. the same, that all are

guilty before God, is proved of the Jews also. Alf.'] Therefore—

Paul passes from the Gentiles to the Jews, as the whole following dis

course shows; and yet he uses the particle not of transition, but of

inference, (therefore,} the latter, as the stronger, absorbing the former.

Thfr Gentile does evil ; the Jew does evil. Then ver. 6, etc., he in

cludes both Jews and Gentiles. Inexcusable—Man seeks a defence.

0 man—In ch. i. he spoke of the Gentiles in the third person, but

he deals with the Jew in the second person singular ; as the law itself

deals with the Jew, not in the second, but in the third person singu

lar; [us Deut. xxvii. 16, etc.], because it had to do with none but

the Jew. Comp. ch. iii. 19. But the apostle, who directs his dis

course to Gentiles and Jews, addresses the Jew indeed in the second
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person singular, but calls him by a name [O man] common to all.

Comp. ch. i. 18 ; not acknowledging the Jew, ver. 17, 28. The same

distinction between the third and second persons occurs again, ver.

14, 17. Similarly, the Gentiles are put off till the last judgment,

ver. 16 ; but the Jews are threatened out of the law with a present

judgment also. That judgest—Far from having pleasure, i. 32.

Paul uses a weighty expression. The Jew esteems himself superior

to the Greek, ver. 19, etc. Paul now calls this judging, and thus

opens his way to show God's judgment. Self-love, the worse it sup

poses others, thinks the better of self, Gal. vi. 4. There is here a

Paregmenon [Connection of kindred words, or of simple words

with their compounds, as here, xptvuz, xaraxpivuz, judge, con

demn.~] For xaraxptvuz, condemnest, follows. Comp. ch. xiv. 22,

23 ; 1 Cor. iv. 3, etc., xi. 29, etc ; James ii. 4. [ Wherein—Gr. ev

tp, i. e., in the thing in which, not in that, as Eng. Ver., Alf., etc.]

Another—With whom thou hast nothing to do ; whose more open

unrighteousness profits thee nothing ; a heathen.

2. We know—Without thy teaching, O man, that judgest. The

judgment of God—Not thine, thou who exceptest thyself. Accord

ing to truth—The highest without distinction ; [without error ; without

partiality. Meg.] dixatov, righteous judgment, ver. 5, 6, 11 ; and ac-

sording to what is in men, not the outward alone.

3. Thou—As distinguished from the Gentile ; every one, even

without cause, excepts himself ; and flatters himself, though he knows

not why. Thou shalt escape—Through the crevices thou seekest.

Every one accused tries to escape ; he who is acquitted, escapes. [But

it is not by an acquittal that the Jew expects to escape; but by being

excepted entirely from the judgment of God. According to the Jew

ish notion, only the Gentiles shall be judged ; while all Jews, as the

children of the kingdom of Messiah (Matt. viii. 12), shall inherit it.

Meg.]

4. Or—Men easily become despisers of goodness, while they do not

perceive God's judgment. The particle or, properly is a disjunctive

between the vain thought of escape, and the plain treasuring up of

wrath through abuse of goodness itself. Goodness, forbearance, long-

suffering—Since thou both hast sinned, and art sinning, and wilt sin.

[By goodness, God restrains his wrath, ver. 5 : by forbearance, he

keeps himself, as it were, unknown, until he is revealed, ver. 6 : by

long-suffering he delays his righteous judgment, ver. 15. V. G.]

Presently after, ro %prjozov, the goodness of God, denotes all these.

Even those, who shall be condemned hereafter, might and ought to

have repented. [Riches—Comp. Treasurest, ver. 5. Meg.] Being
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ignorant—Paul wonders at this ignorance. Leadeth—Sweetly ; not

forces by compulsion.

5. But—Antithesis between despising the riches of goodness, and

treasuring up wrath. Hardness—Antithesis, %prjardv, goodness. Im

penitent heart—The antithesis is repentance, ver. 4. Impenitent—

Gr. dpezat,or^ov. He would have said aperavor^iav, impenitence, [a

noun, in antithesis to the noun repentance ;] often used by later

writers ; but avoided the word as unusual. Treasurest—Although

thou, O man, thinkest thou art treasuring up all blessedness. Oh, what

may a man lay up, in the many hours of his life, in either direction !

Matt, xviii. 24; 1 Tim. vi. 18. [ Treasurest—Implies that the sen

tences of divine wrath are stored up little by little ; to be brought

fyrth at last as the whole. Wolf in Mey.] Thyself—Not the other,

whom thou judgest. Wrath — of wrath—Very strong, Demotes

[unusual force] of language. Why have many no sense of wrath ?

Not yet is the day of wrath. But it shall be. In the day—Gr. iv.

When iv, in, refers to time, it denotes the present ; uc, unto, the fu

ture. That day is present to God. But this expression may also be

construed with opfjv, wrath. [And this is certainly the true con

struction. Thou art treasuring up for thyself wrath in the day of

wrath ; i. e., wrath which shall break out on that day, the day of

judgment. The Eng. Ver., against the day, is wrong. Mey., Alf.]

Revelation—-When God shall be revealed, the secrets of man shall be

revealed, ver. 16. [Many manuscripts read xai dtxatoxptaiaz, revela

tion and righteous judgment. So Beng.] Righteous judgment—By

far the greatest weight of testimony, and the unquestionable antithe

sis between dvo%rfi, forbearance, and dnoxakvif' unz, revelation, one

most worthy of the apostle (comp. that between dvo%rjv and Ibduztv,

ch. iii. 2ti; Ps. 1. 21), confirm the reading.with xai, and, thus, ver. 4,

goodness and forbearance and long-suffering, ver. 5, of wrath and reve

lation and righteous judgment. Kai dnoxaAixf'Uoz, xat dtxatoxptaiazz.

Forbearance and revelation—Have respect to God, and are compared

together, like to declare and forbearance, ch. iii. 25. Long-suffering

and righteous judgment—Refer to the sinner, goodness and wrath are

put generally. Hence they are wrong who omit the particle xai, and,

which Origen, in his work against Celsus, in the Bale manuscript,

supports ; as Sam. Battier informs us. Instead of obtoxatixpuoz, reve

lation, the Alexandrine manuscript has dvraxodoaeioz, retribution.

I formerly omitted to notice this various reading, which arose from

its having the same letters at the beginning as the verb dnodioau, and

is absurd ; nor do I use it now to defend that xai, and, which follows
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immediately after. Erasmus observes that dtxatoxptaiaz was a word

new-coined to express a thing not recognized by men before.

6. [This and the following verses say nothing of the means of at

taining righteousness before God. They merely state the general

law of divine government ; Everywhere and in all, God punishes evil,

and rewards good. Alf.] Who will render to every man according to

his deeds—Gr. oc dnodwou ixdarip xazd ru Ipra aurou. So the Sept.

in Prov. xxiv. 12, and Ps. lxii. 13, ao dnoddoetz,. etc. Thou wilt

render, etc.—This saying, and that below, ver. 11, are quoted with

peculiar frequency. Will render—Not only will give, but will repay.

[See that you make this the rule of your plans. V. (?.] According

to—Paul is here describing generally those who shall obtain life or

death, and does it according to the comprehension of those with whom

he here has to do ; entirely apart from any special ground by which

salvation is to be obtained or lost. Therefore this passage is no ar

gument for the merit of good works.

7, 8. To them who—but to them—A vaster distinction than many

now think.

7. [Beng. would supply ouat, loith to7z ; reading, To them who are

ofpatient continuance, etc., and seek ; but it is better to read, to those

who by endurance in good works, seek for, etc., (will he render) eternal

life (Alf.) nearly as Eng. Ver.] Of patient continuance—Gr. xazd

(see Acts xxv. 23,) employed here nearly in the same sense as If, of,

[contentions, Gr. of contention] next verse ; save that the latter im

plies something natural to the sinner ; the former something superin

duced. The Greek student will see the difference, by an interchange

of the particles. Patient—etc. Gr. Patience of work—So the pa

tience of hope, 1 Thess. i. 3; bxopo^rj, patience, here includes obedience,

steadfastness, and that, submissive. Good work—[Eng. Ver.] Well

doing—There is great force in the singular number here, Phil. i. 6 ;

Rev. xxii. 12. Glory—The construction is, to those who seek for

glory, etc., (he will render) life. Pure love does not exclude faith,

hope, desire, 1 Cor. xv. 58. Seek—While thou, O Jew, thinkest

thou hast no need of seeking. [Industry is requisite. V. G. Im

mortality—Gr. df&apa'tav, incorruptibility. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 25.

Alf]

8. [Alf. renders this ver., but to those who are (men) of self-seeking,

and disobey the truth, but obey iniquity (shall accrue) anger and wrath.

This is the only right construction. De W. 'Ept&ua, often rendered

contention, (so Eng. Ver.), is not from Iptz, strife, but Iptdoz, hire

ling, and means labor for hire, hence self-seeking, as here. Mey.]

Unto them of contention—Paul shrunk from saying directly : God
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will render to them that are contentious, death or eternal destruction.

He therefore leaves that to the conscience of the dinner, to be sup

plied from the preceding antithesis, He will render, not certainly

eternal life ; and he turns the discourse to those things which follow.

Toiz, them, here, has therefore the force of Heb. h, understood be

fore it, signifying as concerns. Comp. ch. iv. 12, notes. Accordingly

ini xaaav, upon every, follows, with propriety, for so we have Ex.

xx. 5, Sept. ixt rixva, ini rpirrjv xat zerdprrjv yevtav, rolc ptaouai pe,

upon children, upon the third andfourth generation, for them that hate

me. Furthermore, i£, of, as ver. 27, [by nature] and often else

where, denotes a party or sect ; in reference to those, who are of a

contentious party or nation, like thee, O Jew, resisting God. The

mark of false Judaism is disobedience, stiff-neckedness, impatience.

Truth—unrighteousness—Two which are often contrasted, 1 Cor.

xiii. 6 ; 2 Thess. ii. 10, 12 ; truth includes righteousness, and un-

i ighteousness implies falsehood. [For dupbz xat dprrj, indignation and

wrath, read dprrj xat Oupbz, wrath and indignation. Tisch., Alf.

Wrath, dpFj, is the abiding, settled mind of God towards them,

(John iii. 36) ; indignation, dupbz, the outbreak of that anger at the

great day of retribution. Alf] The Sept. has, Ps. lxxviii. 49, dopbv xat

dprijv, anger and wrath. Anger inflicts punishment ; wrath follows up

crime. The propriety of the words is seen in Eph. iv. 81, 32, where

.^api^ea&at, forgive, is opposed to the latter, and euoxXay%yoz, kind, to

the former, dupbz is defined by the Stoics to be dprij dp%%ophrj, in

cipient wrath. Nor should we despise the explanation of Ammonius ;

&opbz is temporary; dp-pj is the lasting remembrance of injury.

9. Tribulation and anguish—Tribulation for the present; arevo-

%iopia, anxiety or anguish, for the future ; tribulation weighs down ;

anxiety frets and distresses. Job xv. 20, etc. In these words we

have a proof of the avenging justice of God. For God's wrath leads

the sinful creature, experiencing wrath and all adversity, to hate him

self, because he has opposed God ; and so long as the creature shrinks

from this righteous hatred of self, he is under punishment. Every

soul—This term adds to the universal character of the language, ch.

xiii. 1. First—So Ps. xciv. 10; He that chastiseth the nations, shall

he not correct (you among the people ?) The Greek partakes with the

Jew. [The Jews, as God's people, possessing revelation, with its

promises and threats, have the priority in recompense ; not only in

rewards but also in punishments. Mey.]

10. But glory and honor—Glory, of God's good pleasure ; honor,

of the divine reward ; and peace, for the present and for ever. For

Sk, but, expresses the opposition between wrath and glory ; indigna
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tion, and honor ; tribulation and anxiety, and peace. Comp. ch. iii.

17, 16. Of these things, those which are joyful are viewed, as they

proceed from God; those sorrowful, as felt by man; for the latter

are put absolutely in the nominative, while the former, on the con

trary, are put in the accusative in ver. 7, as things which God be

stows. But why are honor and sorrow contrasted, since the opposite

of honor is disgrace, of pleasure sorrow ? Ans. : In this passage,

we must carefully attend to the word itprjvrj, peace, here opposed to

sorrow, that is, to tribulation and anxiety. But at Isaiah lxv. 13, joy

(and honor) is opposed to shame (and grief), and each part of the

sentence being concisely expressed, is to be supplied from its own op

posite. Besides, in the class of blessings, honor is greatest, and in

the class of penalties, sorrow ; and the highest degree, including all

below it, is opposed to the highest degree. So glorying and woe. 1

Cor. ix. 16.

9, 10. Karepya^Opivou—ipya^optivtp. [Eng. Ver., doeth, worketh.~]

The distinction between these words is more easily felt, than explained,

more easily ridiculed, than refuted. There is another distinction :

ini t/iu%jv, on every soul, is said of the punishment ; for punishment

abides upon it, and the soul will bear it unwillingly. But the reward

is given navrt rtp ipya^opivqi, to every one that worketh, the dative

of advantage.

12. For as many—The Gentiles : and as many, the Jews. With

out law—Gr. dvopuoz. This word occurs twice by Antanaclasis [a

word repeated in a modified sense], in the sense, not in the law, not

by the law, as is clear from the antithesis. Sinned—The past tense,

in respect to the time of judgment. Shall also perish—The word,

also, denotes the correspondence between the mode of sinning, and

the mode of perishing ; he says, they shall also perish ; for it was not

proper to say they shall be judged, dvopioz, without law, as he pre

sently says aptly, they shall be judged by the law. In the law, not,

dvbptoz, without law—That is, although they had the law. By the

law—Ch. iii. 20.

13. For not—A clear definition of the subject. The words have

respect also to the Gentiles, but are particularly adapted to the Jews.

Of the former, ver. 14, etc., of the latter, ver. 17, etc. Hence, too,

ver. 16 depends on ver. 15, not on ver. 12. Much confusion has

been caused by enclosing within a parenthesis- the passage from the

14th, or even the 13th verse to the 15th. Hearers—Who only hear,

however sedulously. Before God—Ver. 2. Doers—If there be men

who have shown themselves to be doers, ch. x. 5. They may do

things in the law, but cannot shew themselves doers of the whole law.

5
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Shall be justified—This verb, in contrast with the noun dixatot, men

ttctua'ly just or righteous, involves a condition to be performed, and

then tne manifestation of the righteous, to follow in the day of divine

judgment.

14. When—After Paul has refuted the perverse judgment of the

Jews against the Gentiles, he now shows the true judgment of God

against the latter. He treats here of the Gentiles more directly, to

convict them ; and yet, what is granted to them in passing, is granted

in order that the Jew may be dealt with the more heavily. But ver.

26 treats of the Gentiles quite incidentally, to convict the Jew.

Hence orav, when, is used here [ver. 14] ; lav, if, there [ver. 26].

for—He gives the reason, why the Gentiles also are required to be

doers of the law ; for when they do ever so little of it, they acknow

ledge it binding on them. And yet he shows, that they cannot be

justified by the law of nature, or by themselves. There are four

sentences, for, when, etc. ; these, etc. ; who, etc. ; the conscience bear

ing witness along with, etc. The second is explained by the third,

the first by the fourth. Gentiles—Not the Gentiles ; some individuals

of the Gentiles; and yet there is no man, who fulfils nothing whatever

of the law. He did not choose to say iftvixoi, heathen, which is usu

ally tuken in a bad sense. Not the law—Gr. fty i>6/tovt Afterwards

•we have wfiov JJLIJ, these, the law not having. Not even here is the

changed order of words without a reason. In the former place, not

is emphatic to give force to have not; in the latter place, the word

vbfjiov, the law, has the emphasis, in contrast with kaurotz, unto them

selves. So also, vo/wc, law, not without a good reason, is used some

times with the article, sometimes not, ver. 13, 23, 27, iii. 19-21, vii.

1, etc. By nature—The construction is, py wfjiov lyovra. yuasi, not

having the law by nature'. Just as ver. 27, )J Ix yuaeux; a.xjtofli>aria,

the uncircumcision by nature, contrary to the Syriac version of ver.

27, which connects the word nature with doing, doing by nature the

law. The Gentiles are by nature (that is of themselves, as born, not

as men, but as nations), destitute of the (written) law; the Jews are

by nature Jews, Gal. ii. 15, and therefore by nature have the (written)

law, ch. xi. 24, end. Nor yet, is there any danger of losing the force

of the construction, which most follow, do by nature those things,

which are of the law ; for what the Gentiles, who have not the law,

do, they surely do by nature. The term law, in the writings of the

apostle, does not occur in the philosophical, but in the Hebrew sense,

therefore, the phrase, natural laio, is not found in sacred Scripture.

The thing is true, ver. 12. [But the Eng. Ver., Do by nature, is

right. The meaning is, do under the impulse of natural conscience.
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The connection advocated by Beng. robs the addition, by nature, of

all force. Mey.] Do—Not only by works, but also by inmost thoughts,

ver. 15, end. [Not that the Gentiles could fulfill the law. But that

a conscientious Gentile, who acts in accordance with particular re

quirements, does so far set up the law to himself. Alf.~\ Thete—This

word gives the collective noun Idvrj, Gentiles, a distributive sense [to

far as they really do it. V. 6r.~\ A law—[Or rather, the law. There

is but one law of God, revealed in the conscience, and more clearly

by Moses. Alf,] What the law is to the Jews, that the Gentiles are

to themselves.

15. Show—To themselves, to others, and, in some measure to God

himself. The worlc of the law—The law itself, with its operation.

It is opposed to the letter, which is a circumstance. Written, or a

writing—A noun, not a participle, much less an infinitive. Paul

alludes, by contrast, to the tables of Moses. This writing precedes

the doing of those things, which are in the law ; but afterwards, when

any one has done (or has not done) the things commanded, the show

ing follows, and that permanent writing appears more clearly. Also

bearing witness—An allegory. In a trial, there are prosecutor, ac

cused, witnesses. The witness is conscience ; thoughts accuse, or else

defend. Nature, and sin itself, bear witness : conscience bears wit

ness also with them. [While in the outward act they show that the

work of the law stands written in their hearts, their inward moral

consciousness bears witness with them ; both in respect of individuals,

conscience witnessing to itself, and of each other, in the moral judg

ments the heathen form and express of each other's conduct. Mey.]

Their conscience—The soul has no faculty less under its own control

than conscience. So auveidrjatz, conscience, and Itrfttrftoz, thought,

are joined, Wisd. xvii. 11, 12. Between one another—Gr. //sr«£t»

dUr^aiv, as prosecutor and accused. This expression is put [in Gr.]

at the beginning of the clause for emphasis, inasmuch as thoughts im

plicated with thoughts, are opposed to conscience which respects the

law. Their thoughts accusing—Analyze thus : the thoughts, which

accuse, testifying simultaneously ; but the words thoughts accusing

stand by themselves. Or even—Gr. r/ xal. The eoncessive particle,

even, shows that the thoughts have far more to accuse, than to defend,

and the very defence (comp. 2 Cor. vii. 11, defending or clearing of

yourselves) does not extend to the whole, but only to a part of the

conduct, which of itself in turn proves us to be debtors of the whole,

L 20. Excusing—An instance, Gen. xx. 4.

16. In the day—Construed with show; the present tense is no

objection ; ver. 5. And Paul often says, in the day of the Lord,
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which means more than against the day, 1 Cor., v. 5. Comp. before,

1 Tim. t. 21, note. Such as each thing was, such shall it then he

eeen, be determined, and abide. [But it is better to include verses 14,

15, (not 13-15, as Eng. Ver.,) in a parenthesis, and connect this with

ver. 13 ; shall be justified—in the day when, etc. So Mey. after Lachm.]

In that day, that part of the law written on hearts shall be estab

lished, having also joined with it some defence of upright acts, al

though the man be condemned in judgment, for other things, himself

being accuser. And that implies in this life also, (reasoning from

greater to less,) accusation, or even defence, exercised as often as

either the future judgment itself is vividly presented to a man, or a

foretaste of it in the conscience without his own knowledge. Comp.

1 John iv. 17. And Scripture in speaking of the future, especially

of the last things, often presupposes what precedes them. The Jews,

ver. 5, as the Gentiles here, are threatened with the future judgment.

The secrets— The conscience, and thoughts. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 5.

This confirms the connection of this verse with the preceding. The

true quality of actions, generally unknown even to the actors them

selves, depends on what is secret. See ver. 29. Men judge by what

is manifest, even of themselves. The manifest will be judged too,

but not then first ; for they are judged, from the time when they are

wrought; secret deeds, then first. Men—Even Gentiles. [Through

Jesus—The judgment of the Lord shall be accomplished through

Christ. The apostles often repeat this truth, among the chief themes

of the gospel. Calv.] According to—That is, as my Gospel teaches.

Paul adds this clause, because he here deals with a man who does not

yet know Jesus Christ. The Gospel is the whole preaching of Christ ;

and Christ will be Judge; and the judgment on the Gentiles is not

so expressly declared in the Old, as in the New Testament. And it

is called the Gospel of Paul, as preached by Paul, even to the Gen

tiles. Acts xvii. 31. All articles of gospel doctrine, and the article

on the last judgment, illustrate one another strongly ; and this very

article, as respects believers, belongs to the gospel. Acts x. 42 ; 1

Pet. iv. 5.

17-24. [The pride of the Jews in their law and their God, con

trasted with their disobedience. Alf.]

17. [For ide, Behold, read ti de, but if. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.]

But if—If (comp. when, ver. 14) has some resemblance to an Ana-

phora, [beginning successive sentences with the same word,] save that

8tuv, when, said of the Gentiles, asserts more ; et, if, of the Jew, concedes

less. After if, follows ouv, therefore [ver. 21], like dUu, but, (ch. vi.

5,} and de, then, [not in Eng. Ver.] Acts xi. 17. Comp. Matt. xxv.
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27. And the following oftv, therefore, (ver. 21,) sums up the rather

long protasis, which begins with tl, if. A Jew—This, the highest

point of Jewish boasting (a farther description of it being inserted,

ver. 17-20, and its refutation added, ver. 21-24), is itself refuted,

ver. 25, etc. Moreover, the description of his boasting consists of

twice five clauses ; of these the first five, from thou restest (ver. 17),

to out of the law (ver. 18), show what the Jew assumes for himself ;

the rest, the same number, thou art confident (ver. 19), to in the law

(ver. 20), show what more the Jew thence arrogates to himself, in

reference to others. In the two series, the first clause corresponds

to the first, the second tojlhe second, and so on ; aiid as the fifth in

the former, instructed, ver. 18, so the fifth in the latter, having, ver.

20, denotes a cause : because thou art instructed, and because thou hast.

Art called—Or rather callest thyself. Gr. ixovopd^, middle voice:

thou callest thyself, and delightest to be called by this name. Restest

—In that which threatens thee with constraint; thou hast a school

master, instead of a father. In the law—Paul has a purpose in his

frequent use of this noun. In God—As though he were thy God,

[thy covenant God, peculiarly thine. Alf.]

18. TJie will—That is, whatever is approved by the law ; so, the

will, absolutely, Matt, xviii. 14; 1 Cor. xvi. 12. But this will is

nothing but the will of God ; but reverence prevented Paul from ad

ding of God. [Provest things which differ, is the literal reading

of doxtpd^uz ta. dtafipovra ; i. e., provest the rigid and the wrong,

dost try and conclude what are right to do and what not. De

W., etc.]

19. [Guide of the blind—Doubtless an allusion to Matt. xv. 14.

The Pharisees, most of all Jewish sects, magnified this outward call

ing of the Jews. Ols.] In darkness—That of native ignorance.

20. Form—Gr. popfwatv. The word is taken here in a good

sense, in reference to the boasting Jew: the form, plan, or outline.

Of knowledge and of the truth—A Hendiadys, [i. e., of knowledge

of the truth ;] tJie truth in this passage expresses accuracy in estab

lished doctrine, now called orthodoxy.

21. Teachest thou not—A Metonymy of the consequent [substitution

of antecedent for consequent], i. e., he, who doth not practise, doth

not teach himself. Preaehest—Clearly.

21, 22. Steal—commit adultery—sacrilege — Thou sinnest most

grievously against thy neighbor, thyself, God. Paul had shown to

the Gentiles, that their sins were first against God, next against

themselves, next against others. He now inverts the order ; for sins

against God are very openly practised among the Gentiles, but not
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by the Jew. TJiat abhorrest—Even in speech. Idols—The Jews,

from the Babylonish captivity even to , our day, abhor idolatry, to

which they had been formerly addicted. Yet they put Christ to

death, and are fighting the Gospel and glory of God. Commit sacri

lege—Because thou dost not give God the glory, which is properly

God's. [But the contrast of the clauses requires the rendering,

Thou who abhorrest idols, dost thou rob their temples ? The reference

is to the temples of the heathen ; and there are intimations elsewhere

of facts justifying it. Met/., De W., Alf.]

23. [God—Gr. rbv deov, the God, namely, who hath given the

law. Mey.]

24. [Paul here quotes a Scripture, to justify the phrase, dishonor-

est thou God, " For what is written in Isaiah, is no less true now of

you." Mey., Alf] The name—Is. lii. 5, Sept. Through you con

tinually my name is blasphemed among the Gentiles—Comp. Ezek.

xxxvi. 20, etc. As it is written—This short clause is suitably placed

at the end, as it refers to a thing evident of itself; but it is added

for the Jews, ch. iii. 19.

25. Profiteth—He does not say justifieth ; the profit is described

ch. iii. and iv. Circumcision was still practised among the (believing)

Jews. If—Paul is not only bringing his adversary's own principles

home to him, but speaks his own sentiments, and shows, that they

who trust circumcision, while they have violated the law, deceive them

selves. A transgressor—A word abhorred by a Jew, ver. 27. [Is

become uncircumcision—That is, the circumcised, if he keep not the

law, has no advantage over the uncircumcised. Mey.]

26. Uncircumcision—That is, an uncircumcised person, for to this

the abrou, his, refers. [The righteousness—That is, the moral re

quirements of the Mosaic Law ; which are kept by conforming to the

law of nature. An impossible case ; but put to show that circum

cision is secondary to keeping the law. Mey., Alf] Shall—The

future ; shall be counted, by righteous judgment. In ver. 25, the

past tense yerovev, is made, now.

27. [The uncircumcised by nature (in contrast with by the letter

and circumcision) who fulfil the law shall fudge, etc. An independent

sentence, advancing the thought ; not a question. De W., etc. So

Beng.] Judge—Those, whom thou judgest, shall in turn judge thee

at the day of judgment, ver. 16. Matt. xii. 41 ; 1 Cor. vi, 2, 3.

If it fulfil—Gr. reXuuaa, keeping : a splendid word. Therefore iav,

if, ver. 26, is conditional, and makes no assertion. Thee—Its judge

By—Thou hast the letter, but thou dost even abuse it. There is an

antithesis between by nature, and with the letter ; then follows a Hen
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diadys, by the letter and circumcision, [i. e., by the circumcision of the

letter.] On the letter and spirit, see ch. vii. 6. [Alf. paraphrases

well : thee, who in a state of external conformity with the written law,

and of circumcision, art yet a transgressor of the law.]

28. [For not he who is outwardly (a Jew, i. e., in Confession, cir

cumcision, and ceremonial observance ;) is a (true, rightly named) Jew.

Mey., etc.] In the flesh—Contrast, of the heart, ver. 29.

29. [7w the spirit—The living power or element, which fills the

inner sphere of being W.) ; not a man's spirit, nor the Holy

Spirit ; but the spirit as opposed to the letter of the law, and of all

God's revelation. Alf] Whose—Who seeks and has praise, not

from men, etc. Praise—Alludes to the name Jew ; -lnv, they shall

praise thee, Gen. xlix. 8. He therefore adds, ob, whose, not ^c, of

which [circumcision]. This is the solution : The Jew who is one in

wardly, he is the Jew who has praise ; i. e., this is true Judaism. It

is opposed to the judging [ver. 3]. Not of men—Who, when they

praise themselves, boast, ver. 17. Of God—Who regards the heart.

CHAPTER III.

1-20. [By the testimony of Scripture itself, the advantages of the

Jews cannot exempt them from the sentence of guilt before God,

which involves all flesh. Alf.]

1. What—Paul often introduces an objection thus. Tlien—Since

circumcision without keeping, and being a Jew outwardly avail not,

what has the latter ? of what profit is the former ? The Jews then

have no peculiar privileges. Paul denies the conclusion. There are

innumerable exceptions taken by the perverseness of the Jews, and

of mankind, against the doctrine set forth in this epistle ; Paul re

moves them all. Advantage—Gr. to neptaabv, excellence ; Heb. "\iy,

namely, above the Gentiles. This is taken up at ver. 2. Profit of

circumcision—See on this ch. ii. 25.

2. Much—Gr. ~oXu, neuter : supply mptaaov, advantage. It

rather refers to the concrete, concerning the Jew, than to the ab

stract, concerning circumcision, ver. 1 ; this will be treated at ch. 'iv.

1, 9, etc. So, ch. ii. 29, ob, whose praise, namely the Jews. First

—[Eng. Ver., chiefly, is wrong. Mey., Alf], and therefore chiefly.
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A secondly does not always follow. One privilege of the Jews, ad

mirably adapted to Paul's object, is set forth in this passage (the

others will follow, ch. ix. 4, 5); and by this very one, by and by,

after finishing this conciliatory address he will all the more strongly

convict them. Were committed—He, to whom a treasure is intrusted,

may manage it either faithfully and skillfully, or otherwise ; and the

Jews treated the Old Testament Scriptures variously. But Paul says,

that the oracles of God were intrusted to the Jews in such a manner

that the good to come, ver. 8, described in them, should belong to the

Jews, if they would receive it by faith. [And ver. 3, shows that by

the Oracles of God, Paul means especially the prophecies of Mes

siah's glory and kingdom. These are not destroyed by the Jews'

unbelief. Mey.] Most suggestive thoughts : God is true, faithful, in

trusts his revelation to men, is righteous ; man is false, faithless, dis

trustful, unrighteous. Oracles—Gr. Xb-lia, a diminutive. The Divine

answers were often brief, as in Urim and Thummim. This word

means also the saying [ver. 4], concerning circumcision, and the other

privileges of the Israelites.

3. [Render, For what ? Suppose some were unfaithful, etc. Alf.]

For what—Supply, shall we say, ver. 5, where also the Gr. pij fol

lows to indicate a question; comp. Job xxi. 4, Sept. If—Thus the

Gentile rival would be likely to object. Did not believe—Gr. i^iar^aav.

The words ixtaztb$rlaav, believed, ipiarrjaav, believed not, axtaria,

unbelief, martv, faith, are from a common root. Some—An euphem

ism. [There were many such]. Moreover, unbelievers, though

numerous, are considered as some indefinitely, because they are not

the especial subjects ; ch. xi. 17 ; 1 Cor. x. 7 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1. Faith

—With which promises will be kept, and good will come [ver. 8].

This faith abides, though all men were faithless ; it abides, especially

in respect to the faithful. They who deny universal grace, have per

ceived but little of the faithfulness of God in respect to unbelievers.

Even in the case of the lost, the antecedent will of God ought to be

highly valued. For what they have not, they yet might have had;

and this very circumstance confers upon them a very great privilege ;

and even though they do not improve it, still this advantage, that the

glory of God, and the glory of the faith of God, are illustrated in

them. Comp. hath abounded, ver. 7. This advantage is something.

The apostle, when he would vindicate our faith, appropriately praises

the faith of God. Comp. 2 Tim. ii% 13. Make of no effect—The

future, employed with great force in a negative address. The faith

of God is unchangeable.

4. God forbid—Gr. urj yevoao, Be it not so. This expression is
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found only in Paul's epistles to the Romans and the Galatians. - Be

—In the judgment. God be true—See Ps. cxvi. 12, where God's

most faithful retribution is contrasted with man's perfidy. This fact,

and the liar, are referred to again, in ver. 7. Evert/ man—Not even

excepting David. Ps. cxvi. 11, Sept., iruc dv&pamoz ^euarrjz,

every man a liar. Hence David, 1 Sam. xxiv. 9, speaks of man's

words, that is, falsehood. [And every man is a liar, in not doing that

to which he has bound himself. They, as members of God's people,

had bound themselves to faith in his promises. Yet many disbelieved.

Mey.] That thou, etc., judged—Gr. S.twc—xpiveo&ai ae. So the Sept.

Ps. li. 6. The prayers which David made in the agony of his re

pentance, have also a prophetical reference. That—Gr. onioz &v,

implying, if only God's faith were tried, if man would dare test it.

Be justified—overcome—In the name of faith and truth. A human

judge regards in judgment only the offence of the accused person ;

nor does he directly consider his own righteousness at all ; but God

exercises judgment so as to manifest his own righteousness, as well as

the unrighteousness of men. Overcome—Gr. vtxtjtv, generally said of

a victory after the hazard of war, or a lawsuit, or a public game.

Here it is said of the judicial victory, which God is sure to obtain.

In thy sayings—Gr., iv ro?c Xbroiz aou. Heb. -pa'0, the only passage in

which the verb "Di, to speak, occurs in the conjugation Kal, and not

in the participle ; that is, when thou beginnest to speak, and in judg

ment to answer man, who accuses thee, or to proceed against him.

[In a general way, indeed, men acknowledge that God is just, but

when special instances are discussed, then they are fond of defending

their own cause. V. (?.] When thou art judged—Gr. iv rtp xpiveadai

ae. Heb. ipsvi. God at once both Kptvet, judgeth, and Kpiverat,

is judged, i. e., pleads in judgment. For here it has the meaning of

the middle voice, such as verbs of contending often have. It is said

of those who dispute in a court of law. See Sept. Is. xliii. 26 ;

Judg. iv. 5; Jer. xxv. 31. Also an instance in Micah vi. 2, etc.;

and in 1 Sam. xii. 7. It is unutterable condescension in God to come

down and plead his cause with man. [ When thou art judged—That

is, when thy dealings are called in question by man. Alf.]

5. But if—This new argument, in the person of a Jew, is drawn

from the verb be justified, ver. 4. Unrighteousness—Committed

through unbelief. What shall we say—Paul shows that this supe

riority [ver. i.], does not prevent the Jews from being under sin.

Who taketh vengeance—On the unbelieving Jews. Gr. b inupipwv,

the injlicter of wrath. The article is forcible. An allusion to Ps.

vii. 11, Sept. God is a just judge, and one that inflicteth not wrath:

6
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where* it should read, a God inflicting wrath. (The Sept. translators mis

taking htt, God, for Sx, not, which differs only in the pointing.) As

a man—A man might reason thus in human style : My wickedness

subserves the Divine glory, and makes it conspicuous, as dark

ness does light; therefore, I ought not to be punished. [As a man—

As a common, unenlightened man might speak ; apart from the light

of Christianity, which knows no such language as the question con

tains. Mey.]

6. For—The consequence is drawn from less to greater, as a nega

tive conclusion must be. If it were unrighteous in God to take ven

geance on the Jew who acts unrighteously, which is absurd, he

certainly could not judge the whole world. Affirmatively, the rea

soning would be this : He who judges the whole world justly, will

doubtless also judge justly in this single case. On the other hand, a

conclusion is drawn from the greater to the less, 1 Cor. vi. 2. The

world—For even the unrighteousness of the whole world [contrasted

with the Jews, ch. xi. 12) commends the righteousness of God;

and yet God judges the whole world unrighteous, and that justly.

Gen. xviii. 25. Nay, in the very judgment, the unrighteousness of

man will illustrate in the highest degree the righteousness of God.

The Jew acknowledges the righteousness of the Divine judgment on

the world; but Paul shows that there is the same ground for judg

ment on the unbelieving Jew.

7. [Ver. 7, 8, give the ground of the question, how shall God

judge the world ? For an unjust judge of the world, the fact that

his truth is glorified through a man's lie would remove every ground

for judging that man as a sinner ; and the damnable principle would

result for the man himself, to do evil that good may come. Mey.] For

if—An Etiology [a statement of the reason] in the person of the

opponent, who wishes to strengthen the objection stated at the begin

ning of ver. 5. [For—This follows from ver. 6 ; and shows that the

supposition, carried out, would overthrow all God's judgment, and man's

moral life; (ver. 8.) Render, How shall Godjudge the world? For if

the truth of God hath abounded (i. e., his faithfulness been manifested)

by means of my falsehood, to his glory, why any longer am I also

judged as a sinner? And (shall we) not (rather say) as we are slan

derously reported, etc., let us do evil that good may come, whose con

demnation (i. e., that of those who say and act on this principle) is

just. Alf. after De W.] My lie—What God says is true, and he who

does not believe it, makes God a liar, himself being a liar. Why—

That is, why do I even yet excuse myself, as if I had reason to

fear ? Comp. why—yet, ch. ix. 19 ; Gal. v. 11. Ialso—To whom the
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truth of God has been revealed ; not only the heathen. Judged—

Corresponding to judged, ver. 4, 6, Sept. Job xl. 4, re In iyu>

xpivoftat, why am Iyet judged ? And not—That is, / do not act so, as ;

but a change of number or person is introduced, as in ch. iv. 17. At>—

Some slandered Paul ; others adopted this sentiment, and'said that it

was approved by Paul. Some affirm—Who pretend our support to

cover their perverseness. Paul wrote this epistle principally to confute

such. That we—Who maintain God's righteousness. Let us—The

quotation (marked by on) depends strictly on lereev, say. Let us do—

Without fear. Evil—Sin. Good may come—The same phrase in the

Sept. Jer. xvii. 6. The slanderers mean to say this : Good is at

hand, ready to come ; but evil should prepare the way for it. Good

—The glory of God. Whose—That those who do evil, or even say

that we ought to do evil, in order that good may come. Damnation

—Gr. TO xpipa, judgment, which they endeavor to escape by a

subterfuge, as unjust, will in an especial manner, overtake them.

Just—Thus Paul puts away utterly that conclusion, and abruptly

repels such disputers.

9. What then—He resumes the beginning in ver. I. Are we bet

ter—[Gr. ?r/>o££<Y«<?a ; which never means this in the middle voice.

Render, have we an excuse, which will secure us from the penal right

eousness of God ? Mey.~\ Have we any advantage over the Gentiles?

Not altogether—Gr. ou xdiTto;. [Eng. Ver. No, in no wifte, is right.]

The Jew would say ff«£vro»c, altogether; butPaul contradicts him. In the

beginning of this passage, he speaks gently (for, in other places^ where

pjda/twz, in no wise, is used, ou xdinatz, not altogether, cannot be substi

tuted for it ; and in this passage faflaftaiz, by no means, would contradict

the concession which he made to them at ver. 2) ; but he afterwards

speaks more severely. [But the question here relates only to justifica

tion, in which the Jew has no preference at nil over the Gentile. Wern.

and so De W., etc.] We have before proved—Before I mentioned the

privilege of the Jews. Paul deals in chapters i. and ii., as a stern officer

of God's justice; but yet he would not speak in the singular number.

By the plural, he expresses the assent of his believing readers. All—

All the Jews, all the Greeks. Under sin—T«o, under, denotes

subjection, as if under the tyranny of sin.

10. As—[Hitherto Paul has used arguments to convince men of

sin. Now he begins to appeal to authority ; the surest kind of proof

among Christians, provided authority be ascribed to God alone. Calv.~\

That all men are under sin, is very clearly proved from the vices

which always, and everywhere, have prevailed among mankind; just

as the holiness of Christ is displayed in the innocency of his words
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and actions. Paul therefore quotes, with propriety, David and

Isaiah, although their complaints apply to their own times, and even

that with the exception of the godly, Ps. xiv. 4, etc. For that com

plaint describes men as God looking down from heaven finds them,

not as his grace makes them.

10. 11. See Ps. xiv. 2, etc. Sept. There is none that doeth right- -

eousness, there is not even one :— Whether there is one that under-

standeth or seeketh after God. The general statement is, there is

none righteous ; the parts follow : the dispositions and pursuits, ver.

11, 12; the conversation, ver. 13, 14; the actions, ver. 15, 16, 17;

the habits and will, ver. 18. Righteous—A fit word in a discourse on

righteousness. No, not one—Who can except any one here ? ver. 23,

not so much as one under heaven. Were one, or at least a few ex

cepted, it might bring favor to all ; now wrath is on that account the

greater.

11. There is none that understandeth—They are without under

standing for good. None that seeketh after—They are without the

will to good. To seek after, implies that God is tnnoa, hidden, Is.

xiv. 15. [Thus the first charge against them is foolish ignorance, in

not seeking after God. And empty indeed is the man, however

learned in all besides, who is without the knowledge of God. All

arts and sciences are vanity, without this basis. Calv.]

12. They have turned aside—They have gone out of the way.

Turning aside implies, that all had formerly been in the right path.

Together—At the same time. They have become unprofitable—They

have no power to return to the good. And on the contrary, in all

these respects they cling to the evil, either secretly, or even openly.

They have become unfit for any useful purpose. The kindred word

%j,r^zozrjz, good, usefulness, follows in the next clause.

13. Sepulchre, etc.— Gr. zdfoz, etc. Sec Sept. Ps. v. 10, cxl. 4.

Open—That is, a sepulchre just laid open, and therefore very, offen

sive. Their throat—Observe the course of conversation, as it flows

from the heart, by tJie throat, tongues, lips ; the whole is called the

mouth. A great part of sin is in words. Under their lips—For on

their lips is honey.

14. Whose, etc.—Ps. x. 7, Sept. whose mouth is full of cursing

and bitterness and grief. Mouth—In this and the following verse

violence is described, as in ver. 13, deceit. Cursing—Against God.

Bitterness—Against a neighbor.

15—18. Their feet—known—'0cetc—obx Irvmaav. Comp. Is. lix.

7, 8, Sept. So of the feet, Prov. i. 16.
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16. Destruction and misery—Gr. Zuvrptppa xac TaXaixu>.pia. Heb.

"HP, wasting and destruction.

17. Have not known—Neither know, nor wish to know.

18. There is no—So the Sept. Ps. >:x.\ vi. 2. Fear—Not to say

love, of which nature is much more ignorant. From several passages,

in which human depravity is expressed, either in the complaint of

God and of the saints, or else in the confessions of penitents. Paul

has transcribed some of the words, intimating that the rest are to be

Bought in the same passages. Their eyes—The seat of reverence is

in the eyes.

19. What things soever—He has just now accumulated many testi

monies from the law. The law—Therefore the testimony, ver. 10,

etc., brought forward from the Psalms, strikes the Jews ; nor ought

they to think that the Gentiles are there accused. Paul has brought

no saying of Scripture against the Gentiles, but has dealt with them

according to the light of nature. Law—law—An instance of Dei-

notes, [impressive vehemence in words]. That—[That is, in order

that. This conviction of the whole world as guilty, is an especial

aim of God's revelation. Alf. In the profound views of Scripture,

many things are represented as the design and purpose, which we are

accustomed to think of simply as the result. Mey.~\ He presses this

home to the Jews. Mouth—Bitter, ver. 14, yet fond of boasting,

ver. 27. The Jews are chiefly meant, as the Gentiles by the world.

May become—The world is always guilty, but it becomes guilty, when

the law fulfils its office on it. All—Not even excepting the Jews.

The guilt of the Gentiles is presupposed as manifest ; the Jews are

prosecuted by arguments from the law. These are guilty ; and by

their condemnation the- whole world is condemned as guilty.

20. Because—[Gr. SIOTI. Eng. Ver. therefore is wrong. Alf., etc.]

Of the law—Indefinitely, but chiefly the moral law, ver. xix. 9, ch.

ii. 21-26 ; which alone is not made void, ver. 81. The works of this

law Abraham possessed, before he received circumcision. Paul, in

affirming that We are not justified by the works of the law, as opposed

not to any particular law, but to faith, means the whole law, of which

the ceremonial and the moral laws were parts rather than kinds. Of

these the former, as then already abrogated, was not so much taken

into account ; the fact that the latter was given through Moses, does

not make it binding upon us. In the New Testament we have no

works of the law at all, apart from grace ; for the law gives no

strength. Paul has good reason, when he speaks of works, for add

ing always, of the law; for his adversaries relied on these, and

knew nothing of the better ones which proceed from faith and right
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eousne-s. Be justified—Gr. SexattoOijaeTae. On the meaning of this

verb, see note on Luke xii. 35. In Paul, at least, it obviously bears

its judicial meaning, ver. 19, 24, etc., ch. iv. 5; with the context.

On the future, see ver. 30, note. No flesh—Gr. all flesh shall not.

All flesh is the same as the world, ver. 19, but besides implies the

reason ; the world and its righteousness are flesh. Therefore it is not

of itself justified. In his sight—Ch. iv. 2, ii. 29. Law—Given for

that purpose. Knowledge—This knowledge of sin does not of itself

justify, but it perceives and acknowledges the want of righteousness.

Sin—Sin and righteousness are directly and throughout opposed to

each other. But sin includes both guilt and depravity. Therefore

righteousness expresses the opposite of both. Righteousness is more

abounding, ch. v. 15, 17. It is well said in the Apology of the Augs

burg Confession, " The good works of the Saints proceed from right

eousness, and are well-pleasing because of faith ; hence they are the

fulfilling of the law." Hence datatovv means to make righteous, or

to justify ; a sense in harmony with the form of the word. The only

difficulty is in the meaning of the root-word dixatot;, just, righteous.

He then who is justified is brought over from sin to righteousness,

i. e., from guilt or crime to innocence, from depravity to soundness.

Nor yet is the signification double; but the words sin and righteous

ness have a simple and pregnant meaning ; just, such as is expressed

everywhere in the word difearz, remission or forgiveness, and the verbs

which express the act, as aftd^<a, sanctify; axotoiita, wash away;

xaOaiii'ta, cleanse, purify ; etc., 1 Cor. vi. 11., note. Ps. ciii. 3. Mic. vii.

18, etc. And this pregnant meaning of the verb to justify, denoting

the wliole divine benefit, by which we are brought from sin to right

eousness, occurs also, for example, in Tit. iii. 7 ; comp. 2 Cor. v. 21 ;

and Rom. viii. 4; comp. ch. v. 16. But elsewhere, as the subject

under discussion demands, it is restricted to some particular part, and

especially to deliverance from sin, in so far as guilt is viewed in it.

And so Paul always uses it when, according to his design, he treats

of God justifying the sinner by faith. [By the law is—etc. The

meaning is, the law gives on'y the knowledge of sin: just as the sin-

offerings did not remove sin, but recalled it to mind. (Ileb. x. 3.)

The law makes the sense of sin clear and strong, but does not

strengthen and set right the mil. De W.~]

21—2(5. [Having shown that man has no righteousness of his own

through the law, he proceeds to show, that God's righteousness is re

vealed by Christ, whose atoning death avails for the pardon of

believers. Alf.~\

21. Now—Introduces the antithesis, but includes also the idea of
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time, ver. 26. Without the law—by the law and the prophets—A

sweet antithesis. The word law is used both in a strict and in an

extended sense [i. e., strictly in the phrase, without the law; widely

in, by the law. So Mey. David, for instance, must be reckoned

among the prophets, ch. iv. 6. V. G. Being witnessed by the law

and the prophets—This clause removes all danger of supposing that

the apostle was speaking of a righteousn'ess opposed or strange to the

Old Testament. Mey.] Is manifested—By the Gospel of Jesus

Christ. Being witnessed by—According to promise.

22. Even—He explains what the righteousness of God is, ver. 21.

By faith of Jesus Christ—By faith in Jesus. See Gal. ii. lfi, notes.

Unto—Connect this with the righteousness, ver. 21. Unto all—The

Jews, who are, as it were, a peculiar vessel. [Rather, destined unto

all, and actually coming upon all, who believe. Ewald in Mey.] Up

on all—The Gentiles, who are as a soil which receives an exceedingly

abundant reign of grace, comp. ver. 30. For there is no difference—

Jews and Gentiles are both accused and justified in the same way.

The same phrase occurs in ch. x. 12.

23. Have sinned—That is, have contracted the guilt of sin. This

refers to both the prime act of sin in paradise, and the sinful dispo

sition, as well as the acts of transgression flowing from it. The past

tenses often have an inchoative meaning, with the idea of continued

action ; such as imareuaa, rjXxtxa, iffdnrpa, uxrjxouaa, earrjxa, I have

taken upon me faith, hope, love, obedience, I have established myself,

(and still do - so). And come short—From the past, have sinned,

flows this present, come short, and by this word the whole supe

riority [ver. 1] of the Jews, and all boasting of all flesh, are taken

away. The former is a past act ; and the latter is an established

course of conduct ; each denotes deficiency ; they do not attain, ch.

ix. 31. The glory of God—The glory of the living God himself

which bestows life, is signified, ch. vi. 4 ; and to this, access was open

to man, if he had not sinned ; but, as a sinner, he fell short of this

end of his being ; nor does he now attain to it, nor can he in any

way endure that glory which would have shone forth in him, Heb. xii.

20, etc. ; Ps. lxviii. 2. Hence he is subject to death; for glory and

immortality are synonymous terms, and so are death and corruption.

But Paul does not more expressly mention death itself, until, after

the completion of the process of justification, and its going forth even

to life, he looks at death as it were from behind, ch. v. 12. There

fore, the whole state of sin is most perfectly described thus, in this

fundamental passage : They are far from the glory of God ; that is,

they have missed the chief end of man. And this very fact includes
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every lesser aberration. But the justified recover the hope of that

glory, along with a glorying realized most immediately, in the mean

while (of which they of themselves had been deprived, ver. 27), and

the kingdom in life. See in general, ch. v. 2, 11, 17, viii. 30, at the

end of the verse. Therefore, the antithesis to they have sinned, is

explained at ver. 24, etc., and ch. iv. throughout, on justification;

the antithesis to they have come short, in ch. v.; comp. ch. viii. 17,

etc. [But the meaning here is, have come short, i. e., failed, of the

honor which God gives. But for their sinning, they would have en

joyed God's good pleasure, comp. ch. ii. 29, John xii. 43. Mey. So

Alf, De W., etc.]

24. Being justified—Suddenly, thus a more pleasant scene is

opened. [The connection is, having come short of God's glory, they

must now accept his righteousness as a free gift. Mey., ete.] By his

grace—Which is not inherent in us, but as it were inclines to us.

This is plain from the kindred words ^api^opat, %apnbm, to show

favor. Melancthon, instead of grace, often uses the words favor and

mercy. His is emphatic. Comp. ver. 25. Redemption—From sin

and misery. Atonement or propitiation and redemption, are funda

mentally one benefit, namely, the restoration of the lost sinner. This

is a most complete and pure idea, which answers adequately to the

name Jesus. [The deliverance from inward sin is not the essence

of redemption, but its consequence, through the Spirit, when it is ap

propriated by faith. Mey.] Redemption refers to enemies (and on

this point the positive theology of Koenig distinctly treats in the pas

sage on Redemption), and reconciliation refers to God; and here the

words propitiation and reconciliation differ ; propitiation takes away

the offence against God: reconciliation may be viewed from two sides;

it removes God's indignation against us, 2 Cor. v. 19 ; and our alie

nation from God, 2 Cor. v. 20. In Christ Jesus—Not without good

reason the name Christ is sometimes put before Jesus. By the Old

Testament, progress is made from the knowledge of Christ to the

knowledge of Jesus; in the experience of present faith, from the

knowledge of Jesus to the knowledge of Christ. Comp. 1 Tim. i.

15, note.

25. Hath set forth—Before the eyes of all. Luke ii. 31. Gr.

npoi&erO ; where the npb does not denote time, but the force is to

set forth. A propitiatory [Eng. Ver., propitiation, see below.] The

allusion is to the mercy-seat, (or propitiatory) of the Old Testament,

Heb. ix. 5 ; and by the same Greek term the Sept. generally renders

the Heb. msa, Ex. xxv. 17-22. Propitiation presupposes an offence,

ctntrary to the opinion of the Socinians. [But the words in his
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blood, which follow, make the sense of an offering plain here. Whom

God hath set forth as a propitiatory offering. Mey., Alf, De W., etc.

Through faith—Connect this with a propitiation. The apprehending

faith gives its inward efficiency to the sacrifice. Mey., etc.] In his

blood—This blood is truly propitiatory. Comp. Lev. xvi. 2, 13, etc.

[Connect in his blood with hath set forth. His blood, i. e., the shed

ding of it, it was, by which he was set forth. Mey., Alf., etc.] To

declare his righteovmess—This is repeated in the following verse, as

if after a parenthesis, to resume the train of thought ; only that in

stead of elc, for, literally, for the declaration of, we find there npbz, unto,

which implies a something more immediate, ch. xv. 2. Eph. iv. 12.

Declare—Comp. notes at ch. i. 17. On account of the remission—

Gr. xdpeatv, literally, pretermission, passing by ; Paul, in the Acts,

and to the Ephesians, Colossians, and Hebrews, as well as the other

apostles, often speaks of &tpeotv, remission: but he alone, and only

in this passage, of ndpeatv, pretermission ; certainly not at random.

There was remission even before Christ's advent and death, ch. iv. 7,

3 ; Matt. ix. 2, in so far as it expresses the application of grace to

individuals. But pretermission in the O1 d Testament had respect to

transgressions, until redemption from them should be accomplished in

the death of Christ, Heb. ix. 15; which redemption, datoXuzpwatz,

itself is, however, sometimes also called &fsatz, remission. Eph. i. 7.

Ilaptivat, to pass by, is nearly the same as uxeptduv, to overlook, wink

at. Acts xvii. 30. Hence, in Sir. xxiii. 3, (2) prj feidea&at, not to

spare, and prj xaptivat, not to pass by, are parallel ; for both imply

the punishment of sin. Ildpeatz, pretermission, is not an imperfect

&ftatz, remission ; but the distinction is quite different ; abolition or

entire putting away is opposed to the former (see Heb. ix. 26); retain

ing, to the latter, John xx. 23. Paul, at the same time, praises God's

forbearance. Sins are the object of pretermission ; sinners, against

whom God hath not prosecuted his claim of forbearance. So long as

the one and other of these existed, the righteousness of God was not

so apparent ; for he seemed not to be so exceedingly angry with sin

as he is, but to leave the sinner to himself, dpehlv, to regard not.

Heb. viii. 9. But in the blood and atoning death of Christ, God's

righteousness was exhibited, with his vengeance against sin itself,

that he might be just, and with zeal for the deliverance of the sinner,

that he might be the justifier ; and therefore both this vengeance and

this zeal are frequently mentioned by the prophets, and especially by

Isaiah ; for example, ix. 6, lxi. 2. [The declaring of God~s righteous

ness by the death of Christ necessarily implies the vicarious satisfac

tion of the sin-offering. It has no meaning otherwise. Mey.] A,nd

7
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dta, on account of that pretermission in the forbearance of God, it was

necessary that at some time there should be made a declaration of his

righteousness. Past—Which had been committed, before atonement

was made for them by the blood of Christ. Comp. again Heb. ix.

15. In [Eng. Ver. through], marks the time of forbearance. The

antithesis is at this time, ver. 26. Gr. iv rtp vov xqtptjt, where also the

vuv, now, corresponds to the xpb, before, in xporerouortov, past.

26. That he might be just and thejustifier—The justice of God not

merely appeared, but really exercised itself in the shedding of Christ's

blood. Comp. the notes on the preceding verse. He—Gr. aurbv,

He himself, in antithesis to the person to be justified. We have here

the greatest paradox of the Gospel ; for, in the law, God is seen as

just and condemning; in the Gospel, he is seen as being just himself,

and justifying the sinner. Who believeth—Gr. rbv Ix in~trre«ic. Who

is of faitlt, comp. ch. ii. 8.

27. Where—A particle expressive of victory in the argument.

1 Cor. i. 20, xv. 55 ; comp. 2 Pet. iii. 4. Boasting—[Gr. $ xaOffiotz,

the boasting, that, well known, of the Jews. Alf, etc.] Of the Jew,

over the Gentiles, towards God, ch. ii. 17, etc., iv. 2. He may boast,

who can say, I am such as I ought to bo, master of righteousness and

life. The Jews sought that ground of boasting in themselves. By

what law—Supply, is boasting excluded ; or rather, by what law is the

work accomplished? A similar ellipsis in ch. iv. 16. Nay—Though

a- man had, by the law, righteousness and a reward, yet he could not

boast before God ; comp. Luke xvii. 10 ; now, there being no right

eousness by the law, there remains much less room for boasting ; and

boasting is excluded by the law of faith much more fully than by the

law of works. The law offaith—An appropriate Catachresis [violent

use] of the word law. This is also a law, because it is of Divine ap

pointment, and subjection is due to it, ch. x. 3. [But the word Law

has the same sense throughout. The Gospel is the Law of faith, re

quiring faith as the condition of justification, just as the Mosaic Law

was the Law of works, requiring works as its condition. Mey.]

28. Therefore—Gr. yap, for ; used for obv, therefore; in this sense:

So fur we have written. For we wished to set it forth as proved, that

it is by faith, etc. Most copies read obv, therefore, but it seems to

have been repeated from ver. 27, and yap, for. serves the purpose of

the argument against boasting, now deduced from justification through

faith, ver. 22. [So Mey., Alf., who renders, for ive hold (reckon)

that a man is justified by faith, etc., and says that Aoyt^nps&a cannot

mean conclude, as Eng. Ver., but reckon, as ch. viii. 18. But Tisch.

retains obv, therefore.~] By faith—Gr. xtaru. Luther allein durch
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den glauben ; by faith alone, or rather only by faith, as he himself

explains it. [By adding in his German translation the word allein,

only, here, which is not in the Greek, Luther furnished a pretext for

many charges, -on the part of enemies, of perverting and changing

the Scriptures.] Arithmetically expressed, the demonstration stands

thus :—

Two means come to be considered ;

Faith and Works, - - 2

Works are excluded, subtract - 1

There remains Faith alone, - 1

If one be subtracted from two, one remains. [Comp. ch. xi. 6.

So the pbvov, only, is expressed at ver. 29 ; and so the Sept. added

pbvov, only, in Deut. vi. 13, according to the sense : comp. Matt. iv.

10. The Vulgate has solum, only, Job xvii. 1, etc., xiaru povrj, byfaith

alone, says Basil., in homily 22, On Humility. In short, James, in

discussing this very subject, and refuting the abuse of the doctrine

of Paul, adds povov, only, ch. ii. 24. And, in fact, volumes are on

sale, abounding with testimonies of persons who used the word allein,

only, before Luther. V. (?.] Justification takes place through faith

itself, not in so far as it is faith, or a work of the law, but. in so far

as it is faith of Christ, laying hold of Christ; that is, in so far as it

has in it something apart from the works of the Law. Gal. iii. 12.

[Take care, however, not to misunderstand this point. Faith alone

justifies ; but it neither is, nor remains alone ; it works inwardly and

outwardly. V. G.] A man—Gr. iv&pmxov, Heb. era, any man

whatever, Jew and Greek, comp. the following verse. So dvitpioxoz,

a man, 1 Cor. iv. 1.

29. Ye of the Gentiles also—[Although they are without the law.

V. G.] As nature, and the Old Testament prophecies teach.

30. [For h:unep, seeing, or since, Alf. (and Tisch. 1849, not

1859,) reads u~ep, if at least. This verse is well rendered by Alf. ;

if at least God is one, whe shall justify the circumcision (the Jews) by

(Gr. ix, out of ; the state out of which the justification arises) faith,

and the uncircumcision (the Gentiles) through (by means of) their

faith.-] Seeing—He argues, if justification be by the law, then the

Gentiles, who are without the law, cannot be justified ; yet they also

rejoice in God, as a justifier, ch. iv. 16. It is one—Namely, God who

depends en one, as its antecedent. Shall justify—The future, as w«

often find it, ch. i. 17, iii. 20, v. 19, 27 ; 2 Cor. iii. 8, therefore, wo

have in express terms, pi/Xovroz, that was to come, ch. v. 14 ; pMu,

will be, ch. iv. 24. Paul speaks as if he were looking forward out of

the Old Testament into the New. To this refer such expressions as
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foreseeing, Gal. iii. 8 ; the promise, iii. 14 ; the hope, v. 5. So John

is said to be about to come, Matt. xi. 14, zrii. 11 ; the wrath to come,

Matt. iii. 7, where the language is the forerunner's, which presupposes

the threatenings. Of or by—through—The Jews had been long ago

in the faith ; the Gentiles had lately obtained faith from them. So

through is used, ver. 22 ; Eph. ii. 8 ; of or by, Gr. Ix, often. Com

pare the same distinction in the particles in ch. ii. 27 ; and in the

things signified, ch. xi. 17, etc. Through—Not on account of faith,

Gr. Sta TYJV itiartv, but through faith.

31. The law—This declaration is like the declaration of the Lord,

Matt. v. 17. We establish—While we defend that which the law

witnesseth, ver. 20, 21, and while we show how the law is truly satis

fied through Christ.

CHAPTER IV.

1. What then^Se proves- from the example of Abraham ; 1,

That justification is of grace; 2, That it has been provided for the

Gentiles also, ver. 9. Our Father—The ground of the inference

from Abraham to us. Hath found—Gr. eupyxevat. [Hath found,

i. e., towards his justification, or rather, hath earned, as his own.

Alf.~\ The word is applied to a new subject, Heb. ix. 12, and Paul

intimates, that the way of faith is older than Abraham ; and that

Abraham, in whom the separation from the Gentiles by circumcision

took place, was the first whose example, if any one's, seemed capable

of being adduced in favor of works ; and yet he, at the same time

shows, that this very example is much more in favor of faith ; and so

he finally confirms by examples, what was already established by

arguments. As pertaining to the flesh. Abraham is nowhere called

our father according to the flesh. Therefore the clause is not con

strued with father ; for the expression according to the flesh is added

in mentioning the fathers, only when Christ is the subject of discus

sion, ch. ix. 5; and Abraham presently, at ver. 11, is shown to be the

father of believers, even of those of whom he is not the father ac

cording to the flesh. Construe therefore, hath found as pertaining to

the flesh. In the question itself, Paul inserts something which has
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the effect of an answer, that he may leave no countenance for Jewish

righteousness, and boasting before God.

2. If—A particle implying reluctant concession. For—Express

ing the cause after the proposition, and the reason for adding in ver.

1, the limitation, hath found as pertaining to the flesh. [By works—

Abraham was before the law, hence Paul does not mention the law,

ver. 1-12. V. (?.] Before—He was not justified by works before God,

and therefore, has no ground of boasting before God; but both ac

cording to theflesh. [The idea is, suppose that Abraham was justified by

works (as the Jews thought) then he had groundfor boasting ; but he

had no such ground in respect to God ; (for in that case, not God's

free gift, but his own merits justified him.) To abound in good works

might bring honor to himself, says Theodoret, but could not manifest

God's mercy. Mey., etc.]

3. For—Refer this to but not. The Scripture—Scripture is elegantly

used. He does not here say Moses, comp. ch. x. 5. Abraham be

lieved—Gen. xv. 6, Sept. and Abraham believed in the promise of a

numerous seed, and especially of the seed Christ, the seed of the

woman, in whom all the promises are yea and amen, and on whose

account a numerous seed had been desired. Was counted—Xoyi^a&at.

to number, to estimate, to consider, to reckon, signifies here the act

of a gracious will. It is repeated here, very effectively : iXoyio&rj,

was counted, the passive, as loyc^erat, ver. 4, 5, is reckoned. Heb.;

he reckoned it to him, namely, the fact, or his faith ; for this is sup

plied from the verb just preceding, believed. For—So ch. ii. 26,

Acts xix. 27, notes.

4. Now—Paul disposes of the contrary. [The case of him that

worketh,] so as in the next verse, to draw his conclusion regarding

him who does not trust to works, and to prove that Abraham was not

one that worketh. To him that worketh—If there were really any such.

We must take both expressions, him that worketh and him that work

eth not, in a double sense : to work, and wages, are kindred terms in

the Heb. bps. [He that worketh, here means him who, by his works,

performs all that the law requires. V. (?.] Reward—In contrast to

faith. Debt—By virtue of a contract. Merit, in its strictest sense,

and debt, are correlatives.

5. [ Worketh not—That is, is not an iprdrrjz, workerfor hire. Jus-

tifieth—Accounts just. Alf] The ungodly—This shows the excellence

of faith, which hath ordained that the ungodly«are justified, ch. v. 6.

Compare and consider the end of ver. 17 of this chapter. Translate

tov aa:ffi, him who is ungodly. Justification is individual. This

word shows very conclusively that Paul is speaking especially of the
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moral law, by whose works no one can be justified. According to the

purpose of the grace of God—A very ancient translator of the

Scriptnres into Latin has this clause ; and after him, the deaeon

Hilurius ; then the scholiast on Jerome, etc. Beza acknowledges

that it is exceedingly suitable ; for there is a manifest antithesis be

tween, not according to grace, but according to debt [ver. 4] etc.,

according to the purpose »f the grace of God. The Greek trans

cribers might easily omit it, from the initial words xara and *<>/>(/'-:;>

beginning with the same letters. Since the publication of the Ap

paratus, I have concluded to receive this clause, to which Beza is not

opposed. Baumgarten objects; let the learned judge. Paul con

trasts zcorks and purpose; and that just when he is speaking definitely

of certain believers, the subjects of that purpose, as of Abraham

here. [There is no good authority for this clause ; and it is properly

omitted by all editors.]

6. Even—After the law was given by Moees. David—David is

very properly introduced after Abraham, because both, being among

the progenitors of the Messiah, received and propagated the promise.

No direct promise regarding the Messiah was given to Moses, because

the former is contrasted with the latter, and was not of Moses' pedi

gree. Describeth the blessedness of the man, fiaxapi^to, I pronounce

him blessed. The words are to be thus construed : lefte, declares

without reference to works ; that is, David, in recounting the ground

of bestowing salvation on man, does not mention works at all. The

argument from the silence of Scripture is very often conclusive. But

David, you say, immediately adds, and in whose spirit there is no

guile, which is equivalent to adducing works. Ans. It is not equiva

lent. This addition has no part in the description of the subject, but

is part of the predicate, although not even then would the merit of

works be established ; for the thief who confesses his crime, and does

»ot craftily deny it, does not merit pardon for his offence by bis con

fession. But this is the meaning : blessed is the man to whom the

Lord hath not imputed sin : blessed is be, and in his spirit there is no

guile ; that is, he is sure of his condition, of the forgiveness of his

sins ; he may be well assured : his spirit, his heart does not deceive

him, so as to be, as it were, a rrai rwr>, a deceitful bow, Ps. Ixxviii.

57. The act of Phinehas too was imputed to him for righteousness,

Ps. cvi. 31 ; not, indeed, as a work : but it was, so to speak, pure

faith. He seemed neither to see nor hear anything else, in his pure

zeal, to maintain the honor of his God. [The definition of justifica

tion in the following verses, as the remission ef sins, wrought n-itl^^ut

works, by faith, shows clearly that by works, or the works of the lawt
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Paul does not mean merely the forms and ceremonies of the Mosaic

ritual ; but all good deeds, without exception. Calv.]

7. Are forgiven—Gr. d.fi^aav. So the Sept. Ps. xxxii. 1. The

synonymous words are, dftivat, to forgive, intxaXCmruv, to cover, ou

Xori'ea&at, not to impute, that sin committed may be accounted as not

committed.

8. To whom—The transition from the plural in the preceding, to

the singular in this verse is forcible ; as also the express mention of

the man and of the Lord.

9. This—Paul comprehends in this what he lately said of Abraham

and David. Circumcision—Does it come on the circumcision only, by

itself, exclusively ? or upon the circumcision also ?— We say, ver. 3.

10. How—This implies more than when. Not in circumcision—

For justification is described, Gen. xv. ; circumcision, Gen. xvii.

11. Sign—Circumcision itself was a sign, a mark, imprinted on the

body, and the sign of circumcision, is used just as taking of rest in

sleep, John xi. 13 ; and the virtue of piety, that is, piety a virtue.

Received—Obediently. That—(Which he had) in the (uncircumcision)

[Eng. Ver. which he had, yet being uncircumcised]. rrfi, the, is to be

construed with niareioz, faith, with which compare the next verse.

With uncircumcision—Std, with ; as in ch. ii. 27. [Je< being uncir

cumcised—Paul turns back to the original and spiritual adoption of

sons. Abraham's justification took place, when as yet the distinction

of circumcised and uncircumcised was unknown ; and Christianity,

with its justification by faith, leads back to this method of becoming

just before God, without any outward condition. Mey.]

11, 12. Father—Construe, that he might be the father of all who

believe with uncircumcision. [Gr. dt dxiioftuariaz, Eng. Ver., though

they be not circumcised] and the father of the circumcision. Father

and seed are correlatives.

12. Circumcision—The ~abstract for the concrete, of the circum

cised nation. To them—Heb. h. Generally, it implies as to, so ro?c,

to them, 1 John v. 16 ; Luke i. 50, 55. Sept. 1 Chron. xiii. 1 : with

the captains, etc., with every leader, add 2 Chron. xxxi. 2, 16 ; Num.

xxix. 4. Not—only—Abraham, therefore, is not the father of cir

cumcision to such as are merely of the circumcision, and do not also

follow Abraham's faith. Of the circumcision—~Ex, of, means mora

than iv, in. Circumcision was at least a sign, uncircumcision was not

even a sign. But alio to those—[Eng. Ver., but who also] so in ver.

16. In the steps—The traces of faith are contrasted with the traces

of outward circumcision ; the path is not trodden by many, but there

are traces in it ; it is, however, an open way.
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13- For the promise was not through the law—This appears in the

very terms ; and the promise was given before the law. Through the

law, that is, through the righteousness of the law, but Paul did not

wish to join the mention of righteousness and the law. Or to his seed

—The ground of the inference from Abraham to all believers. [That

is, Abraham is father of all believers, for not the law but the righteous

ness of faith brings to him or his seed the promise, etc. If the law

had brought the promise, then must ///•• Jews as such be the children

of Abraham. Mey.~\ Of the world—And therefore of all things.

Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 21. Heir of the world, is the same as father of all

the nations, who accept the blessing. The whole world was promised

to Abraham and to his seed conjointly throughout the whole world.

The land of Canaan fell to Abraham's lot, and so one part was allot

ted to one, another to another. So also bodily things are a specimen

of spiritual. Christ is heir of the world, and of all things, Heb. i.

2, ii. 5, x. 5 ; Rev. xi. 15 ; and so are they who believe in him after

Abraham's example, Matt. v. 5, notes.

14. If—The promise and faith complete the matter : and we must

not add the law, as something homogeneous. They which are of the

law—This phrase recurs in a milder sense in ver. 16. Made void—

aid of none effect—Words synonymous but not interchangeable.

Comp. Gal. iii. 17, 15 ; the word contrasted with these is sure, ver.

16. Faith receives the fullness of blessings, it is therefore said, on

. the contrary, to be made void, to be of no effect. Faith—the promise—

Correlatives : and appropriately put in retrograde order, in this argu

ment which shows the absurdity of the opposite theory.

15. The law—Occurring twice ; first, with the article, definitely ;

next, indefinitely. Wrath—Not grace, see next verse. Hence the

law is not of promise and of faith. There is not even transgression

—Gr. o'jds napdpafftz [Eng. Ver., there is no transgression.'] He

does not say, not even sin, comp. ch. v. 13, 'ii. 12; offence, ch. v. 20,

and transgression refer more expressly to the law which is violated.

Transgression rouses wrath.

16. Offaith—So through, Gr. Ix, ch. iii. 30, v. 1. Supply heirship,

[By grace—Not of reward. Comp. ver. 4, ch. iii. 24, freely. Mey.~\

comp. ver. 14. Of the law—So of the circumcision, ver. 12, where

the not only belongs to of the circumcision, but in this verse, not only

refers to, to that seed which. [That part of the seed which has the

law here means only the believing Jews ; the seed being believers only.

Alf. Father of us all—Hence, although Christ is said to be the Son

of David, believers are not called the sons of David, but of Abraham.

V. <?.]
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17. I have made thee—So the Sept. Gen. xvii. 5. The construc

tion, zetistxd ae, xarhuvrt—deou, I have made thee, before—God,

is like the following, tva std/^ze, apov, that ye may know—take up.

Matt. ix. 6. Comp. Rom. xv. 3 ; Acts i. 4. [But the words As it

is written, etc., as far as many nations, are a parenthesis, quoting a

passage of Scripture to confirm the words father of us all. The con

nection is, who is the father of us all, before him whom, ect. Mey.

Render, Before God, in whose sight he believed, etc. Mey., Alf.]

Before God—Since those nations did not yet exist before men.

Whom—That is, before God, in whom he believed. Who quickeneth—

Heb. xi. 19, notes. The dead are not dead to God, and to God things

which are not are. Calleth—Abraham's seed did not yet exist, yet

God said, So shall thy seed be. The multiplication of the seed as

sumes the existence of the seed. For example, the centurion says to

his servant, who was living and moving, Do this ; but God says to

the light, while it is not, just as if it were, Come forth, exist. Think

of that often recurring irr, be, Gen. i., expressing the transition from

nonexistence to existence, produced by God calling, Ezek. xxxvi. 29.

18-21. Who—Paul shows, that the faith, to which he ascribes justi

fication, is no insignificant thing, but an extraordinary power.

18. Against hope believed in hope—[For Abraham's faith was

against hope, as respected outward things, but was based in hope, in

himself. Mey.] We grasp the same object both by faith and by hope;

by faith, as a thing, which is truthfully proclaimed ; by hope, as an ob

ject of joy, which certainly can and will be realized. He believed in

the hope of the promise, against the. hope of reason. Ilapu, against,

and i-~t, in, the contrasted particles, produce a striking Oxymoron,

[that is, a union of words producing a seeming contradiction. That

he might become—That is, in order to his becoming. His faith was an

essential step in the process. Alf.] So—As the stars, Gen. xv. 5.

Sept. also, ourwz, so.—aou, thy. Comp. Gal. iii. 8, notes.

19. Being not weak— Reason might have suggested causes of weak

ness. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits rjd/j, now. Uis own—of Sarah's—

The old age of both, and the previous barrenness of one, increase the

difficulty, and prove that Isaac's birth was miraculous. The course

of the history shows, that Sarah gave birth to Isaac only through her

union with Abraham. His renewed bodily vigor remained even in his

marriage with Keturah. [He considered not—This does not contra

dict the history in Gen. xvii. 17, for it does not refer to it at all ; but

to Gen. xv. 5, 6 ;—another incident, with which it is in complete

harmony. Mey.~] When he was about a hundred years old—After

8
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Shem, we read of no one who begat children after the age of one

hundred, Gen. xi.

20. At—The promise was the ground of his confidence. Stag

gered not—What doubt is, appears from its opposite was strong. Mark

this in your contest with doubt. Giving—These things, giving glory

to God, and being fully persuaded, are closely connected. [Every

act which tends to his honor is said to give glory to God. See Josh,

vii. 19. Jer. xiii. 16. John ix. 24, etc. Here it was done, through

acknowledging the Omnipotence of God. Mey.] Glory—The glory

of truth (its opposite is stigmatized in 1 John v. 10, in the case of

him who believes not) and of power.

21. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits xai, and, at the beginning of this

verse.]

22. [Therefore—Namely, because he gave glory to God. V. G.

Rather, because his faith was so strong; ver. 18-21. Mey.]

23. For his sake—Who was dead long before. [For us—Who

should be incited by Abraham's example. V.G.]

24. Him, that raised up—Comp. v. 17, quickeneth the dead. Ab

raham's faith was directed to what would and could come to pass,

ours to what has actually occurred ; the faith of both is directed to

the Quickener.

25. Was delivered—So the Sept. Is. liii. 12, andfor their iniqui

ties he was delivered up. [Eng. Ver., made intercession for the trans

gressors.~] God is not said to have inflicted death upon Christ ; al

though he inflicted on him griefs ; but to have delivered up Christ, or

else Christ is said to have died, ch. viii. 34. I do not deny the fact

itself, see Zech. xiii. 7 ; but the phrases are so moulded as to express

rather the passion laid upon Christ by the Father, and the death

obediently endured by Christ. [For—for—Gr. dta, dta, in two

senses; he was delivered for our sins; i. e., because we had sinned;

he was raised again for our justification ; i. e., that we might be jus

tified. Alf] Justification—Gr. dtxaiioatv. A verbal noun, differing

from dtxatoouvrj, righteousness. Faith flows from Christ's resurrection

and justification also, Col. ii. 12 ; 1 Pet. i. 21. The ground of our

belief in God, is, that he raised Jesus Christ from the dead. Yet

Jesus Christ's obedience and his own blood justify us nevertheless.

See ch. iii. 25, v. 19.
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CHAPTER V.

1-21. [Paul, having treated of the righteousness of faith, first of

its necessity (ch. i. 18, iii. 21) ; then its nature (iii. 21-30); then its

harmony with the law (iii. 31, iv. 25), now describes the blessed state

of those justified by faith, (ver. 1-11), and contrasts it with the ruin

which came through Adam (12-19), and is heightened by the law,

(20, 21.) Mey.]

1. Therefore being justified by faith—This clause sums up what pre

cedes; comp. justification, ch. iv. 25. [For l%ppev, we have, the best

manuscripts, etc., read Ijw//ev, let us have. So Lachm., Tregelles.

But Tisch., Alf,Mey., De W., etc., retain the common text.] Peace

—We are no longer enemies, ver. 10, nor do we fear wrath, ver. 9,

we have peace, and we rejoice, which is the principal topic of chsipters

v. vi. vii. viii. [Hence Paul so often joins peace with grace. V. G.]

With—Gr. -/)6c, towards, as regards; God embraces us in peace.

The—(Lord of us) [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] Paul gives the full

title, our Lord Jesus Christ, especially at the beginning or end of

any discussion, ver. 11, 21, vi. 11, 23, which last verse, however, is

more closely connected with those that precede, than with those that

follow, at the beginning of which, the word brethren is placed.

2. Access—Eph. ii. 17, iii. 12. We have had—[The Eng. Ver.,

we have, is wrong. Mey., Alfi, etc. We have had, i. e., since we became

Christians. De W.'] The preterite in contrast with the present, we

have, ver. 1. Justification is access unto grace ; peace is the state of

continuance in grace, which removes the enmity. So, Paul in his

salutations usually joins them, grace to you and peace; comp. Num.

vi. 25, 26. It comprehends both the past and present; and, soon

after, speaking of hope, the future; wherefore construe thus: we

have peace and we glory. [Omit rj xiaru, by faith. Tisch., Alf.]

In which—Grace always remains grace ; it never becomes debt. We

stand—We have obtained a standing-place. Rejoice—In a manner

new and true; comp. ch. iii. 27. Hope of the glory of God—Comp.

ch. iii. 23, viii. 30; Jude ver. 24. [That which his people shall

share. The Latin paraphrases correctly ; the glory of the children of

God. Mey.] Christ in us, the hope of glory, Col. i. 27 ; John xvii.

22. Therefore, glory is not glorying itself, but is its surest object in

the future.

3. We glory—Construe with ver. 11, see notes. Tribulations—

Tribulations throughout this life seem to deliver us up to death, not

to glory, and yet not only are they not unfavorable to hope, but even
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aid it. Worketh patience—In believers ; for in unbelievers the result is

rather impatience and apostasy. Patience is not learned without ad

versity ; it characterizes a mind not only prompt, but also strong to

endure.

4. And patience experience—Again, conversely. ( The trying of

your faith worketh patience) James i. 3. It will be difficult to find

any one using doxtpij, experience, before Paul : doxtprj is the quality

of that man, who is doxtpoz. [TTAo has been proved by various

casualties and perils. V. G.] Experience, hope—Heb. vi. 9, 10, 11;

where ver. 10 illustrates experience; ver. 9, 11, hope. Comp. Rev.

iii. 10. Hope—Of which ver. 2 treats. The discourse returns to

hope; and to this whole [i. e., from rejoice, in ver. 2, to maketh not

ashamed, ver. 5] the Aetiology [statement of the reason] because, at

ver. 5, refers.

5. Maketh not ashamed—A Tapeinosis [less said than the writer

wishes understood] ; that is, hope affords us the highest glorying, and

will not deceive ; hope shall be fact. Because—The present is de

scribed, ver. 5-8. Thence, hope for the future is inferred, ver. 9-11.

The love—God's love towards us ; ver. 8 ; the ground of our hope ;

for it is an eternal love. [For however overwhelmed by afflictions,

we yet do not cease to perceive God's love lowardus; which is a much

richer consolation than prosperity would be. Calv.] Is shed abroad—

Most abundantly; whence we have this very feeling, atatir^tz, per

ception. In our Jiearts—Not into our hearts. This indicates that

the Holy Spirit himself is in the believer's heart. By—The reason is

assigned for our whole present state, in which the Holy Spirit is the

earnest of the future. [This is the first mention of the Holy Spirit

in this discussion. When a man is really brought to this point, he at

length perceives distinctly the Holy Spirit's operation. V. (?.]

Given—Through faith. Acts xv. 8 ; Gal. iii. 2, 14.

6. Yet—Construe with ovrwv, when we were. For—God's won

drous love is set forth. Without strength—'Ao&evua is that weakness

of a mind made ashamed (comp. the beginning of ver. 5) which is

opposed to glorying, (comp. notes on 2 Cor. xi. 30) ; we have the con

trasted word at ver. 11, where this paragraph also, which begins

with being without strength, returns to the point from which it started.

There was weakness, and that deadly (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 43), on the

part of—

The ungodly, J ( Good men.

Sinners, > opposed to whom, are < The righteous.

Enemies, J ( The reconciled.

See on the weakness and strength of glorying, Ps. lxviii. 2, and the
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following verses [lxxi. 16, civ. 35] ; Is. xxxiii. 24, ch. xlv. 24 ; 1

Cor. i. 31 ; Heb. ii. 15. Add the verbal parallelism, 2 Cor. xi. 21.

In due time died—ruyfa, xara xatpbv, in his time, Is. lx. 22. When

our weakness had reached its height, then Christ died, at the time

which God had predetermined, so that he died neither too soon nor

too late (comp. at this time, ch. vii. 26), and was not held too long

under death. Paul limits his expression, and he cannot here speak

of Christ's death, without, at the same time, thinking of the counsel

of God, and of Christ's resurrection, ver. 10, ch. iv. 25, viii. 34.

The question, why Christ did not come sooner, is not an idle one ; see

Heb. ix. 26 ; Gal. iv. 4 ; Eph. i. 10 ; Mark i. 15, xii. 6, just as the

question, why the law was not given sooner, is no idle one, ver. 14.

[For—Gr. bnep, on behalf of, for the sake of. Mey., Alf.]

7. Righteous—good—Gr. dixatou—roD dya&ou. Masculines ; with

which comp. ver. 6, 8. [It is much disputed whether the words right

eous, dtxatou, and good, dya&ou, here mean the same or different char

acters. Beng.'s reasoning, which follows, seems conclusive, that a

distinction is meant. Ols. well states it ; the righteous does all that

is required, the good does more than others can ask. The former

commands respect, the latter love.] When there is doubt of the

meaning of an expression, or a distinction between words, it will be

very advantageous to test it by substituting something, or by trans

posing the words. Thus, by transposing here, we shall read : pohz

yap unep dya&ov rtz dno&avuzat, u~ep yap dtxaiou zd%a ri^ xai zoXpif

dao&aviiv, for scarcely for a good man will one die, for peradventure

for a righteous man, some one would even dare to die); suppose, also,

that dya&o~v, good, is put without the article. You will immediately

perceive the disadvantage attending this change, and it will appear

that there is both some difference between dixatov, righteous, and

dya&bv, good, and a great one between dixatov, righteous, and rbv

dyatYov, the good, wherever that difference may be found hereafter.

In fact, the article so placed, makes a climax. Every good man is

righteous; but every righteous man is not good. Gregory Thauma-

turgus ; ~epi xoXXou xai TOY xavrbz, of much valve and invaluable.

Chrysostom; fuxpd za~vza xai TO prjdiv, those trivial things, and what

is of no importance whatever. The Hebrews call a man p--ix, who per

forms his lawful duties ; Ton, who also performs acts of kindness.

The Greeks call the former dixatou, just; the latter, oatoz, pious;

pi* and nuy, Zeph. ii. 3. But here we have not baiou, pious, but zoo

dyadou, the good. Wherefore that distinction between the Hebrew

words does not determine the point. But this is certain, that just as

oatoz, pious, so also dya&bz, good, expresses more than di/atoz, right'
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eous. (See Matt. v. 45, and lest you should think them there also to

be merely synonymous, try that same transposition, and it will he

seen, that the mention of the genial sun with thejutt, and the useful

rain with the good, is not so suitable, likewise Luke xxiii. 50.) And

so Paul, here, judges rbv d.ya&bv, the good man, to be more worthy,

that one should die for him, than dixatov, a righteous man. 'Aaeftziz

and 6 d.ra&b~, the ungodly and the good man, also dixatoz and dpap-

rwXoi, a righteous man and sinners, are respectively opposed to each

other. What then is the result ? Jixatoz, indefinitely, implies an in

nocent man ; b dya&oz, one perfect in all that piety demands, excellent,

honorable, princely, blessed, for example, the father of his country. For

—[scarcely], for here yap, for, has a disjunctive force as in many cases.

Peradventure, one, even, dares—These words each amplify what is

stated in ver. 8 ; zd%a, peradventure, for zd%tara, weakens the affir

mation ; ric, one, is evidently put indefinitely ; nor is it regarded,

whether he who dies for a just or for the good man, is in a state of

wrath or of grace ; xai, even, concessive, shows, why Paul says not

simply, dies, as if it were a daily occurrence; but dares to die,

is more proper, since it is something great and unusual. ToXpff.,

dares, [Eng. Ver., would dare,] as if an auxiliary verb, corresponds

to the future, will one die ; dares, endures. To die—Dost thou wish

to have the most faithful friends ? be a good man.

8. Commendeth—A most elegant expression. Persons are usually

commended to us, who were previously unknown to us or were stran

gers. Comp. he interposed, etc., [Gr. ipeaizeuoe, Eng. Ver., confirmed].

Heb. vi. 17. But—This comparison assumes that God's love toward

Christ, is as great as God's love toward himself. Therefore the Son

is equal to God. Sinners—We were not only not good, but not even

righteous.

9. [Much more then—That is, there is far less reason then to doubt.

Now, Gr. vvv, refers to while we were yet sinners, ver. 8. Mey.] Be

ing justified—Opposed to sinners, ver. 8. Now—The memory of

Jesus Christ's death was then fresh among believers. From wrath—

Which otherwise does not cease : wratJi abides upon those who do not

attain to grace.

10. If—Often ti, if, especially in this and the eighth chapter of

this epistle, does not so much denote the condition as strengthen the

conclusion.

11. We joy—[For xau%tbpevat, literally, glorying, Beng. reads

xau%tnpe&a, we glory ; with the same sense. Render, And not only

so, but we also triumph in God, through our Lord Jesus Christj

through whom we have now received (our) reconciliation. Alf. Now
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he scales the highest point of glorying. For when we glory that God

is ours, all that can be dreamed or wished of good is implied in this,

flowing out of it as a fountain. For not only is God the chief good,

hut he contains all good, and all parts of good ; and he is ours through

Christ. Calv."] The whole discourse from ver. 3 to 11, is compre

hended in one construction, thus: and not only go, but we glory in

tribulations also (knowing, ver. 3—by his life, ver. 10) and not only

go, but we also joy in God, etc. Tims the sense, suspended by a long

parenthesis, is most elegantly and sweetly completed, according to the

following arrangement of the apostle, lately perceived by us, We

have peace, and we rejoice not only in the HOPE of the glory of God ;

but, even amid tribulations, we glory, I say, in God himself, through

our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have NOW received the atonement.

Most of the more recent copies have made it xauytofjtsvot, as if the

construction were, being reconciled, we shall be saved, and glorying ;

according to the reading which is more generally received. In God

—Gr. 'EvTtp dsui. Not before God, ch. iv. 2. The reconciliation—Gr.

xarnJJ.arTjV, [Eng. Ver., atonement.] Glorying for love, which means

something more, follows the reconciliation and deliverance from wrath.

12. Wherefore—This refers to the whole preceding discussion,

from which the apostle draws these conclusions concerning sin and

righteousness, herein making not so much a digression as a return.

In imitation of Paul's method, we must treat of actual sin, accord

ing to the first and following chapters, and then go back to the source

of sin. Paul jloes not speak expressly of what theologians call origi

nal sin ; but Adam's sin sufficiently demonstrates man's guilt ; its

many, and mournful fruits suffice to prove man's habitual corruption,.

And man, through justification, at length looks back upon, and ap

prehends the doctrine of the origin of evil, and the other things

connected with it. [Thus the reference here is to sin as a power

ruling over mankind ; a principle in us, and a state in which we are

involved. Alf.~\ This second part, however, has a special connection

with the first part of this chapter ; comp. the much more, which reigns

[ver. 17] on both sides; ver. 9, etc., 15, etc., for the very glorying

of believers is exhibited ; comp. ver. 11, with ver. 21. The equality,

too, of Jews and Gentiles, and therefore of all men, is herein included.

As—The first member of the sentence, which the words and so con

tinue ; for so also does not follow. The conclusion, from a change in

the language, is concealed in what follows. . Man—Why is nothing

said of the woman ? Ans. 1. Adam had received the commandment.

2. He was not only the Head of his race, but also of Eve. 3. Had

Adam not listened to his wife, only one would have sinned. More
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over, why is nothing said of Satan, who is the first cause of sin ?

Ans. 1. Satan is opposed to God ; Adam to Christ; moreover, here

the economy of grace is described as it belongs to Christ, rather than

as it belongs to God: therefore, God is once mentioned, ver. 15;

Satan is never mentioned. 2. What has Satan to do with the grace

of Christ ? Sin—death—Two distinct evils, which Paul discusses

successively at great length. Into the world—Into this world, denot

ing the human race. Entered—Began to exist in the world ; for it

had not before existed outside of the world. [Death—Not that man

was created immortal, 1 Cor. xv. 47. But he would have become so,

through the tree of life ; Gen. iii. 22. Mey.] And by—Therefore,

death could not have entered before sin. And so—Namely, by one

man. Upon—Upon all, wholly. [Omit 6 dd^arozz, death, before

passed— Tisch., Alf.] Passed—When sin once entered, which had not

been in the world at the beginning. For that—'Ff tp, for that, with the

verb rvpapzov, have sinned, has the same meaning as ota, by, with

the genitive, r^c apapriaz, sin. The meaning is, through the fact that,

or inasmuch as all have sinned, comp. the itp tL, for that, 2 Cor. v.

4, and soon after, the other ini, over, in ver. 14. All—Without ex

ception. The question is not about the particular sin of individuals ;

in Adam's sin all have sinned, as all died in Christ's death for their

salvation, 2 Cor. v. 15. The Targum on Ruth, ch. iv., at the end;

(hp) Throuyh the counsel which the serpent gave to Eve, all the inhabi

tants of the earth became subject to death, (xra iD"nnx) Targum on

Eccl. ch. vii. at the end. The serpent and Eve made the day of death

rush suddenly upon man and upon all the inhabitants of the earth.

Sin precedes death; but the universality of death becomes known be

fore the universality of sin. This is the plan of arrangement of the

four clauses in this verse.

13. [The argument is : Sin was in humanity; but the death of

individuals could not be occasioned fcy their own sins ; for they had

not the law, which denounces death for sin ; and therefore sin was not

in this sense imputed to them. Hence their death must be referred to

Adam's sin ; and thus Adam is the representative man of the race,

and the type (Gr. ruxoz) of him which was to come, Christ. Mey.]

Until—Sin was in the world, not only after the law was given by

Moses, but also all the time before the law from Adam to Moses,

during which sinners sinned without the law, ch. ii. 12, for the con

dition of all before Moses, and of the Gentiles afterwards, was equal ;

but this sin was not, properly, the cause of death : because there is

no imputation of sin without the law, and consequently there is no

death; comp. ver. 20. Adam's sin entailing evil on all, is called the
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tin, (^ bfjuzprea,') twice in the preceding verse ; now, in this verse, sin

in general is called aftaprea without the article. Is not imputed—

The apostle is not speaking here of men's negligence, which disre

gards sin in the absence of a law, but of the Divine judgment, be

cause sin is not usually imputed even by God, in the absence of the

law. Comp. IMoret, put to my account, Philem. v. 18, note. Sin

therefore does not denote heinous crimes, such as those for which the

Sodomites were punished before Moses' time, but the common evil.

Chrysostom on this passage shows well, what Paul intended to prove

by this argument, " that not the very sin of transgressing the law,

but that of Adam's disobedience brought universal destruction : for

that all died even before the law."

14. Reigned—Chrysostom says, How did it reign ? In the likeness

of Adam's transgression. He therefore construed in the likeness

with reigned; and doubtless reigned, I say, may be supplied, comp.

vi. 5. A reign is ascribed to death, as well as power, Heb. ii. 14.

Scarcely indeed has any sovereign so many subjects, as death has

removed kings. It is a vast kingdom. This is no Hebraism ;

sin rules ; righteousness rules. From—to—The dispensation re

specting the whole human race is threefold. 1. Before the law.

2. Under the law. 3. Under grace. Each man experiences the

power of that dispensation, chap. vii. Even—The particle indicates

a kind of persons subject to death, whom it might have seemed that

death would spare above all others ; and therefore it establishes the

universality of death. [Not only against those, he says, who, after

the age of Moses, committed many sins which were to be imputed to

them according to the law, but even against those, long before, who

did not commit such sins. V. <£.] Over—This is a paradox; death

reigned over those who had not sinned. Paul is fond of such para

doxes in speaking of this mystery, comp. v. 19 ; 2 Cor. v. 21 ; Rom.

iv. 5. Those who had not sinned—All indeed from Adam to Moses

have sinned, although some were virtuous, others profligate ; but be

cause they sinned without law, without which sin is not imputed, they

are called those who had not sinned; but Adam is called the one who

ginned, ver. 16. Observe, if those seven precepts of Noah were

what they are said to be, Paul would have described those who had

not ginned, from Adam to Noah, not to Moses. After the similitude

—As Adam, when he transgressed the law, died, likewise also they

died, who did not transgress, or rather, who did not sin ; for Paul

varies the words in speaking of Adam, and of all others. This in

the conclusion.: That men died before the law, resulted from the simi

litude of Adam's transgression ; that is, Because their footing and

9
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Adam's was the same : they died because of another guilt, not for

that which they themselves had contracted, namely, the guilt con

tracted by Adam. In fact, the death of many is ascribed directly

to the full of the one, ver. 15. Thus it is not denied that death is

the wages of any sin whatever ; but it is proved that the first cause

of death was the first sin. This has destroyed us, just as the robber,

who has plundered his victim, after having murdered him, is punished

for the murder, and yet he did not rob with impunity, since the pun

ishment of the robbery was merged in that of the murder ; but, as

compared" with the punishment of murder, it was scarcely taken into

account. Of Adam—In this one verse we have the name of the in

dividual Adam ; in all the others, the appellative noun, man. But,

•while Adam's name is forgotten, the name of Jesus Christ is plainly

preached, ver. 15, 17. [ Who is the figure of him that was to come—

Seng, renders TOU //^.oiroc, that which was to come; but the words

evidently refer to 'Ada/*, just before ; and must be rendered of him,

etc., as Eng. Ver. So Mey., De W., etc.] '0c, who, for o, which

Hiing, agrees in gender with rfeoc, figure : that which was to come,

TO /jtsttov, is in the neuter gender. Hence, what is said of the

future, ver. 17, 19. This paragraph from ver. 12, contains by impli

cation the whole comparison of the first and second Adam, so far as

they correspond ; for what follows refers to the differences between

them, and the conclusion should be inferred from the first part of the

proposition at ver. 12, thus : So, by one man righteousness entered in

to the world and by righteousness life ; and so life passed upon all

men, because all are justified. And at ver. 14, All shall reign in life,

after the similitude of Christ, who has rendered all obedience; al

though they have not by themselves fulfilled all righteousness. Again

Chrysostom says, How is he a figure? Because just as he became the

occasion of death, introduced by eating the forbidden fruit, to his de

scendants, although they had not eaten, of the fruit, so also Christ

has become the provider of righteousness to those who are his, al

though they have not wrought righteousness ; and this he has freely

given us all by the cross ; therefore he EVERYWHERE urges One thing,

and repeatedly presents it. We may farther add : as Adam's sin,

independently of our subsequent sins, brought death upon us, so

Christ's righteousness, independently of the good works afterwards

performed by us, procures for us life ; nevertheless every pious act,

as every sin, receives its appropriate recompense.

15. [The thought is, But—Although Adam is a type of Christ,

although, as the heads of old and new humanity, they form a typical

parallel, yet the work arid its effects are very different in the twc
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cases. They are opposites. Mey.] But not—Adam and Christ, re

garded from contrary points, agree absolutely [that is, in being repre

sentative], differ in the degree. Paul first intimates their agreement,

ver. 12-14, expressing the first member of the proposition, leaving

the conclusion, meanwhile, to be understood. Then, he much more

directly and expressly describes the difference : now the offence and

the gift differ ; 1. In extent, ver. 15 ; 2. The very man from whom

sin proceeded, and this very Person, from whom the gift came, differ

in power, ver. 16 ; and these two members are connected by Anaphora

[that is, repeating at the beginning the same words], not as, ver. 15

and 16; and the ^Etiology [assigning- the cause], in ver. 17, compre

hends both. Finally, after previously stating this difference, by way

of Protherapia [precaution], he introduces and follows up by Protasis

and Apodosis [that is, by a clause where the sense is suspended, and

another clause required to complete it] ; the comparison itself, viewed

in the relation of effect, ver. 18, and of cause, ver. 19. The offence

—the free gift—The contrasts in this passage are to be most carefully

observed, from which the proper signification of the apostle's words

is best gathered. Presently, in this verse, and then in ver. 17, the

gift is expressed by synonymous terms. The many—Gr. tk xoXloi,

[Eng. Ver., many.] This includes all, for the article has a meaning

relative to all, ver. 12, comp. 1 Cor. x. 17. Grace—Grace and the

gift differ, ver. 17 ; Eph. iii. 7. Grace is opposed to the offence ; the

gift, to they are dead, and it is the gift of life. The Papists regard

that as grace, which is a gift, and what follows grace, as they define

it, they do not consider a gift, but a merit. But nothing is at our

cost. [The Eng. Ver., is obscure. Bender, much more did the grace

of God, and the gift abound in (by means of) the grace of the one man

Jesus Christ towards the many. Alf. Similarly Beng.] In the grace—

of Cfirist—See Matt. iii. 17; Luke ii. 14, 40, 52; John i. 14, 16,

17 ; Gal. i. 6 ; Eph. i. 5, 6, 7. The grace of God is the grace of

Christ, conferred by the Father upon Christ, that it may flow~ from

him to us. By the [grace] of the [one man]—Gr. zf- zo~v. [Eng.

Ver., whieh is by one.] Articles most forcible, Col. i. 19 : rj, by

the, especially, is very prudently added; for if it were wanting, one

might I think suppose that of one, depended on gift, rather than on

grace. As it is, it is evident that the grace of God, and the grace

of Jesus Christ, are the things predicated ; comp. viii. 35, 39, on

love. [Connect the words by grace with hath abounded ; i. e., through

the grace of Christ, this grace and gift have become abundant. Mey.,

etc.] By one man—Paul (more than the other apostles, who had seen

him before his passion) gladly calls Jesus man, in this work, 1 Cor.
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XT. 21 ; 1 Tim. ii. 5. Who can exclude Christ's human nature from

the Mediatorial office ? When Paul in this verse calls Christ man, he

does not call Adam so ; and ver. 19, where he gives the title to Adam,

he does not give it to Christ (comp. Heb. xii. 18, note). Adam and

Christ, it is clear, do not sustain our humanity at the same time ; and

either Adam rendered himself unworthy of the name of man ; or the

i, -unc of man is scarcely sufficiently worthy of Christ. Moreover,

Christ is generally designated from his human nature, when the

question is about bringing men to God, Heb. ii. 6, etc. : from his Di-

rine nature, when the subject is the Saviour's coming to us, and the

protection he affords us against our enemies, Tit. ii. 13. No mention

is here made of the Mother of God ; and if her conception was neces

sarily immaculate, she must have had no father, but only a mother,

like him, whom she bore. Eccles. vii. 29. [Unto many—Gr. the

many, i. e., all humanity, to whom the grace of God is given In rich

abundance, in so far as the offering of Christ has obtained the grace

and gift of God for all; though their enjoyment of it is conditioned

on their faith. Mey.]

16. And—The general sense is this : and not, as by one that sinned

(is the judgment :) (so by one, the author of righteousness, is) the gift;

that is, moreover the relation in the two cases is not the same. Of one

—Namely, offence; for the antithesis, of many offences, follows.

The one offence was of the one man ; the many offences are of many

men. [It is better, with Alf., etc., to render, For the, judgment (of

God on Adam) was by occasion of one man (who sinned, not one trans

gression, as Beng.) unto condemnation. I frankly confess, that I do

not well understand how this plural very clearly proves that Paul is

not treating here of original sin, as if it ever exists without tlie ac

companiment of other sins, which some one of the later commentators

assumes. Doubtless the Apostle distinctly shows that the gift in

Christ is the cure both for original sin, and for the actual offences of

individuals BESIDES. There are, certainly, many actual sins, which

are not to be considered as the necessary consequence of the first sin

(otherwise all the morality of our actions would now cease) ; but there

is no sin, whether it be called original or actual, whose pardon and re

moval should not be considered as the mere effect of the gift, yapio-

//aroj. Therefore the power of the gift, TO~J -^afiiafiaro^, is greater

than that of the judgment, rou xplfia-roz. E. B.~\

17. [For Tip TO!J ivof, by one mans, read Iv &i, by one. Tisch. (not

Alf.J] By one man's—by one—A very significant repetition ; lest the

gins committed by individuals should rather seem to have produced

death. Reigned—The word in the preterite looks back from tho
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economy of grace to that of sin ; as presently, shall reign, in the fu

ture, looks forward from the economy of sin, to that of grace and

eternal life ; so ver. 19. Abundance—Gr. neptaaeiav. Ilhovd^uv,

to abound, and xtptaoeuttv, to superabound, differ, as much in the posi

tive, and more in the comparative, ver. 20. Abundance of grace is op

posed to the one offence. They which receive—Japftdvuv, to receive,

may be understood either to express a passive receiving or an active

taking. The former is better ; still the relation to gift better suits

the act of taking. In justification, man does something ; but the act

of taking, so far as it is an act, does not justify, but that which is

taken or grasped. The gift and taking are correlatives. £The pre

sent tense is used, to denote that the receiving is not one act merely,

but a continued process. De W. (after Rothe), Alf, etc.] Further

more, this verb is not used, in speaking of sin ; for the same reason,

that we are not said to reign in death, but death reigned; but life

reigns in us, 2 Cor. iy. 12, and we in life. Christ, here, is King of

them that reign. Life and reigning are mentioned conjointly also,

in Rev. xx. 4. The term life is repeated from ch. i. 17, and often

recurs, presently in ver. 18, 21, and in the following chapters.

[Jesus Christ—The name is here in full put at the end, defining the

unnamed but well-known one ; as it were in triumph. Meg.]

18. Therefore then—Gr. dpa ohv [Eng. Ver., therefore-]; dpa, there

fore, draw's the inference, logically : obv, then, concludes, almost rhetori

cally : for this subject is not farther discussed than in this and the

next verse. Of one—of one—Masculine ; as appears from the con

trasted word all. One, generally put without man, designates very

forcibly, one, either of the two. Righteousness—justification—Gr.

Jtxauopa, righteousness, is, so to speak, the foundation for Saattuau,

justification; obedience, righteousness fulfilled. [That is, the dtxaiioivta

is the pronouncing free from condemnation, on the part of God; the

outward basis of justification, the dtxauoatz is the justification, as it

is to be appropriated by the faith of the individual. So Meg.] It

may be called justificamentum, the ground and material of justifica

tion, as kSpaiiopa denotes a firmament ; Ivdopa, vestment. [Beng.

quotes many examples of the admitted fact that verbal nouns in

Greek with this ending, pa, denote the effect of the action expressed

by the verb-root.] The following scheme exhibits the exquisite pro

priety of the terms :
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I

A. B. C. D.

Ver. 16. xpifjwt, xaToxptfta, •jfdntaftai, oaaitapa,

judgment, condemnation, free gift, righteousness.

x A. B. C.

Ter. 18. Ttapdxrwfjia, xardxptfta, dtxauopa,

offence. condemnation. righteousness.

D.

justification of life-.

In both verses A and B correspond, and likewise C and D ; but A

and C are opposed ; so also B and D. In ver. 1& the transaction on

God's part is described ; in ver. 18 on the part of Adam and of

Christ ; and that, with less variety of words respecting the economy

•f sin, than respecting the economy of grace. Justification of lift

is that Divine declaration, by which the sinner, subject to death, has

life awarded him, and that justly.

19. Disobedience—napa, [implying neglect} in /ror/wwoiy, disobe

dience, [literally, neglect to hear,} very appositely points out the rea

son of the first step in Adam's fall. It is asked, how could the

understanding or the will of an upright man have received injury, or

committed an offence ? Ans. The understanding and the will simul

taneously wavered through neglect, nor can any thing prior to neglect

be conceived ; as the beginning of a city's capture is the remissness

of the guards. Adam was seduced through carelessness ; as Chry-

tostom says, Homil. xxvii. on Gen., and fully in Homil. Ix. on Matt.

"Whence did man wish to disobey God ? from heedlessness." Disobedience

implies this carelessness. The opposite here is obedience, from which

arises an excellent argument as to active obedience, without which

Christ's atonement could not be called obedience. Hence he is so

often praised as blameless. [Sinners—Not by imputation ; but actual

sinners by practice ; Adam's disobedience having beer* the inlet to all

this. Alf.~\ Shall be made—It is one thing for a man to be made

righteous, even where imputation is spoken of, it is another to be justi

fied, since the former is the basis and foundation of justification, and

necessarily precedes true justification, which it underlies : for a man

must necessarily be righteous, before he can be truly justified. But we

have both from Christ, for both the merit of Christ's satisfaction, im

puted to a man in himself unrighteous, already constitutes him right

eous, since it procures for him the righteousness, by which he is right

eous ; and by virtue of this righteousness, obtained by that merit, he is

necessarily justified where that justification is needed ; that is, he is
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justly acquitted by merit, who in this way is righteous. Thorn. Ga-

taker. This is right. Nevertheless the apostle, as at the close, seems

to set forth such a making of men righteous, as may follow the act

of justification, and is included in the expression be found, Phil. iii.

9 ; comp. Gal. ii. 17. The many—Gr. of noXXot, [Eng. Ver., many],

All men, ver. 18, 15.

20. Law—Gr. wfy/oc [Eng. Ver., the law.] The omission of the

article heightens the sublimity. Entered—Gr. napurfX&e. Stole in by

Moses, ver. 14. The contrasted word is, entered, ver. 12 ; Sin therefore is

older than the law. [That the offence might abound—This denotes

the design of God in giving the law ; and cannot be reasoned away,

as meaning that the knowledge or consciousness of sin might abound.

This was the consequence of giving the law, and cannot be taken out

of the purpose of God. But it was only a mediate purpose ; not the

great end in view ; a means which must be realized before the over

abundance of grace could enter. For the law, with the multiplied

offence, awakened the conscience and made active and prominent the

necessity for redemption. Mey., De W. So Alf, who renders, But

the law (of Moses) came in besides (besides the facts stated before, of

the many being made sinners, and made righteous; and as a transition

* point between them) ; in order that the transgression might multiply.

But (this terrible end was not God's ultimate design ; he had a farther

and gracious one) where sin multiplied, (God's) grace exceedingly

abounded.] Might abound—Ch. vii. 7, etc. Sin is not imputed

without the law; when the law stole in, sin appeared as abounding:

but, before the law, Adam's fall should be regarded as the cause of

death. The offence—Supply, and sin. All the sins of mankind,

compared with Adam's, are as it were offshoots ; it is the root.

Apapria, sin, in the singular, is considered as a plague most widely

spread ; and it also comprehends all actual napanzwpara, offences,

ver. 16. The sin—Gr. $ dpaprta, [Eng. Ver., sin.] Or, the offence

and sin ; for they differ ; see notes on ver. 14 ; the sin, in the singu

lar number, John i. 29. Did much more abound—A tfiird party

overcoming the conqueror of the conquered is superior to both : sin

conquered man: grace conquers sin; therefore the power of grace is

greatest.

21. [As sin—As sin is called the sting of death, because death has

no dominion over a man save because of sin ; so sin exercises its power

through death, and is thence said to reign in, or through death. Calv.

Eng. Ver., unto death, is wrong.] In death—unto life—Note the

difference between the particles iv, in, and uz, unto. Death has its

goal and boundary, life is everlasting, and divinely extended. Death
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is not said to be eternal ; life is called eternal, ch. vi. 21, etc. Grace

might reign—Grace therefore has had, as it were, no reign, that is, a

most brief one before the fall. We may believe that Adam sinned

not long after he was created. Jesus—Now Adam is not even men

tioned : but Christ alone is prominent.

CHAPTER VI.
t

1. [For Ixt/tsvoufjtev ; Shall we continue—Read Irtpeixopev, let us

continue. Tisch., Alf. The deliberative subjunctive ; must we think

that we may persist in sin? Alf.~\ Shall we continue—Hitherto he

has treated of the past and the present : now he treats of the future;

and in words suited to those immediately preceding, respecting the

abounding of grace. Here the continuing in sin is presented ; in the

15th verse, the return to sin, which had been overcome. The man

who has obtained grace, may turn in either direction. Paul in this

discussion turns his back on sin.

2. Are dead—[But axt&dvopev is simply died; not are dead. Alf.~\

In baptism and justification.

3. Or—Gr. TJ [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] A disjunctive interro

gation. Know ye not—The doctrine of baptism was known to all.

The same form of expression occurs, ch. vii. 1, to which know ye not?

corresponds, ver. 16, xi. 2, and 1 Cor. throughout. Ignorance is a

great hindrance ; knowledge is not sufficient. So many—as—No one

of the Christians was by that time unbaptized. Were baptized—The

mention of Baptism is extremely appropriate to this place ; for an

adult, a worthy candidate for Baptism, must have experienced these

things, which the apostle has hitherto been describing. Paul in his

more formal epistles to the churches (Rom. Cor. Gal. Eph. Col.), at

the beginning of which he calls himself an apostle, mentions Baptism

expressly ; in the more familiar (Phil. Thess.), he assumes it. Into—

The ground of our baptism. Christ Jesus—The name Christ is here

put first, because it is the main point here, ver. 4, Gal. iii. 27. Into

his death—He who is baptized puts on Christ, the second Adam ; he

is baptized, I say, into a whole Christ, and so also into his death, and

it is just as if, at that moment, Christ suffered, died, and were buried for
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such a man, and as if such a man suffered, died, were buried with

Christ.

4. We were buried with him—Gr. auvezdtprjpzv [Eng. Ver., less

correctly, we are buried.~] The fruits of Christ's burial. Immer

sion in baptism, or at least the pouring of water upon the person,

represents burial, burial is an evidence of death. Into—Construed

with baptism, comp. ver. 3. As—so—Abbreviated for, As Christ

was raisedfrom the dead by the glory of the Father, [i. e., received

from the Father. Mey.] So we also should rise, and as Christ reigns

eternally in the Father's glory, and in that life to which he has risen,

so we also should walk in newness of life. By—By is also said

of the Father at 1 Cor. i. 9. The glory—Joja, is the glory of the

Divine life, of incorruptibility, ch. i. 23, of the power and virtue, by

which both Christ was raised, and we are restored to a new life, and

conformed to God, Eph. i. 19, etc. In newness—Ch. vii. 6; 2 Cor.

v. 15, etc. This newness consists in life.

5. Planted—Gr. ovjKlvzo* [Eng. Ver., planted together is certainly

wrong; see below.] Sept. ftouvbz atjfuluroz, Sfilijioz aupyuzoz, a

planted hill, a, planted forest, Amos ix. 13; Zech. xi. 2, and on this

account bpoubpart, in the likeness, here may be taken in the ablative.

ZvpuOzoi, planted together, with the dative, is a word very significant;

con p. ver. 4, 6. Cluver translates engendered together, grown to-

ge her—[And this seems to be the best rendering here. For if we

} we become united with the likeness of his death, so shall we be also

\rith his resurrection. Christians partake only of the likeness of the

death, but of the actual resurrection ; hence the words likeness of

are not to be supplied, as in Eng. Ver., before his resurrection. Alf]

All spiritual quickening power is in Christ, and that power centers in

baptism ; obv, together, is used, as in the opposite word auvzaraufiiodrj,

crucified with ; and the simple word tlitopat, to spring up, refers to

ddvarov, death, and dvdaraatv, resurrection. Yea also—Gr. a/b~i xai

[Eng. Ver., also.] The contrast is between death and the resurrec

tion. We shall he.—Supply, planted in a new life. The future, see

ch. v. 19.

6. Man—The abstract for the concrete, as in ch. vii. 22, and else

where. That—henceforth—The particles should be carefully noticed ;

also the three synonymous nouns, and the verbs added to them.

Might be destroyed—Stripped of its dominion. The body of sin—

The mortal body, abounding in sin and lusts, etc., ver. 12, so the body

of death, ch. vii. 24, note.

7. Dead— To sin, ver. 2. [But this sense is inadmissible here,

where the statement is general. Mey. Fully expressed, it would read:

10
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As a man that is dead is acquitted and released from guilt and bond

age (among men, no reference to God's judgment) ; so a man that has

died to sin is acquitted from its guilt and released from its bondage.

Alf.] Is freedfrom sin—Sin has no longer any legal claim against

him ; comp. ver. 6, 9, so that he is no longer a debtor, ch. viii. 12.

As respects the past, he is justified from guilt; as respects the future,

from its dominion, ver. 14.

8. If—The conclusion falls chiefly on the verb, shall live with.

9. Knowing—This word depends on we believe. Death—Without

the article, any kind of death. No more—Death never had dominion

over Christ, yet it had assailed him, Act~s ii. 24; and had it held him

it might have been said to have dominion over him ; which God for

bid. Paul was unwilling to say here, reigneth.

10. In that—This is stronger than ort, that. [Bnt it is better to

render b, as the direct object, thus : For the death which he died, unto

sin he died, once for all. Alf. So Meg., etc.] Unto sin—The

dative of disadvantage, as in ver. 11. Sin had been cast upon

Christ, but Christ abolished it by his death for us ; he truly died.

Once for all— Gr. ifdxas. [Eng. Ver., once.-] This is stronger

here than dnaz, once. [It is emphatic, and excludes the idea of repe

tition. Mey.~\ So Heb. vii. 27, and 8.xa?, once, 1 Pet. iii. 18. He

liveth unto God—A glorious life from God, ver. 4, full of divine

vigor, eternal. For God is the God of the living.

11. Ye reckon—Gr. Xori'eade. [So Beng. But Eng. Ver., reckon

ye.] The indicative ; for the imperative begins in the next verse.

[But it is better to take it as imperative, with Eng. Ver., De W.,

Meg., (3d ed.) and all recent commentators.] So Xori£bfn0a, we con

clude, iii. 28. Every one should reckon himself according to his state.

Elvat—To be—is omitted by a few copies, but they are ancient.

Bauragarten adopts this reading. I consider it doubtful. [Tiseh.,

Alf., etc., omit it.] Through—or in—Gr. iv. Construe with alive,

and even with dead: ver. 8, only that the prepositions with and by,

ch. vii. 4, are rather used with dead. [Omit rtp Kupiip bpiov, Our

Lord. Tisch., Alf.] ,

12. Not—Refer the dXXa, but, to lvq, not, and refer and your mem

bers, etc., to neither. [The force of this dissuasion and exhortation

is striking. \i~. G.] Let not sin therefore reign—The same verb oc

curs in ch. v. 21. A synonymous term in ver. 9. It is a correlative

of serve, ver. 6. Mortal—For you, who now live, are alienated from

your body, ch. viii. 10. [Omit the words «!>rjj iv, it in. Tisch., AlfJ]

It in—This savors of a paraphrase. In the lusts thereof—That is, of

the body. The bodily appetites are the fuel ; sin is the fire.
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13. Neither yield ye—Gr. xaptardvers. The first aor. napaa-

rqouzt, yield, soon after is more forcible than this present. Your

members ; yourselves and your members—First, the Christian's char

acter is considered ; secondly, his actions and duties. Man, who is

dead in sin, could not properly be said to yield himself to sin : but

he, who is alive, may yield himself to God. Instruments—Or ra

ther arms, weapons, Gr. SnXa. A figure, derived from war, as wages,

ver. 23. [Sin is viewed as the ruler who uses the man's limbs as his

weapons, to fight against God's sovereignty. Mey.] Of unrighteous

ness—Which is opposed to the righteous will of God. Unto sin—

Sin is here considered as a tyrant. Yield—As to a king. From

the dead—The Christian is alive from the dead. He had been

dead, he now lives. Comp. Eph. v. 14, note, Rev. iii. 1-3. Sleep,

too, is here the image of death. Of righteousness—The contrasted

word is of unrighteousness.

14. Shall not have dominion—Sin has neither the right nor the

power ; it shall not force men to serve it unwillingly. [Rather, shall

not become lord over you. Mey. That is, eventually and finally ; Alf.

There is here a consolation for believers, that they may not fail in

seeking holiness through a sense of weakness. Use all your powers

to follow after righteousness. Amid the remains of the flesh you will

stumble somewhat. Do not despair ; for the works of believers are

not now brought to the rigid test of the law, but kindly and gra

ciously accepted by God, being cleansed from impurity. The yoke of

the law cannot be borne ; flee to Christ as advocate ! Calv.] Under

the law—Sin rules him, who is under the law.

15. Under—Ch. vii. 2, 14. [For apaprrjaopev, indicative, shall

we sin ? read apaprrjaaipev, let us sin ? Tisch., Alf. Comp. ver. 1.]

16. Servants—Servitude is denoted, from which obedience follows.

Servants—The state of servitude, which follows obedience, is signified,

2 Pet. ii. 19. Unto—AVc, unto, occurs twice in this verse, depending

on servants. [Death—Not bodily, nor spiritual, merely, but eternal;

the end of the service of sin. Mey.] Of obedience— Obedience, used

absolutely, is taken in a good sense. Righteousness, too, promptly

claims as her own, those who obey her. Unto righteousness—Supply,

and of righteousness unto life : as appears from the contrast [death],

comp. ver. 20, and 22, iii. 20, note.

17. But God be thanked—An idiom peculiar to Paul, who usually

expresses categorical propositions, not absolutely and nakedly, but,

as it were, with some qualification, that is, with an intimation of

affection, thanksgiving, prayer, etc. 1 Cor. xiv. 18 ; 2 Tim. ii. 7,

note. The Enthymeme [simple statement] of this passage stands
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thus : You were the servants of sin ; but now you have become obedient

to righteousness : but there is added the sentiment, God be thanked,

that though ye were the servants of sin, ye have now obeyed righteous

ness. [But the word ijre, is emphatic, as denoting a past state ; But

God be thanked that ye were the servants of sin ; i. e., that this ser

vice is past. Mey., Alf.] This qualification, however, here implies

this also, that this is the blessed state of the Romans, which they

should by all means maintain. This observation will show the apos

tle's meaning in many passages, and the warmth of his feelings.

That—So that, with indeed, understood, John iii. 19. Servants—

Especially in heathenism. From the heart—The truth and power of

the Christian religion. The wicked cannot be wicked with their

whole heart, but even unconsciously and continually repent of their

conduct, and of their slavery to sin ; but the good are good from the

heart, and voluntarily. [That form—Gr. runov, type, i. e., perhaps,

the Pauline doctrine, as distinguished from that of Judaizing Christ

ians, or opponents of Paul. De W., Mey. No human doctrine, but

God's alone, overcomes tJie human heart. V. 6r.] To which ye were

delivered—Gr. «c Sv napedodrjze, [Eng. Ver., which was delivered

unto you.] Explain thus, you obeyed the form of doctrine (comp.

obedient in all things, 2 Cor. ii. 9). Unto which you were delivered—

Comp. «c, Gal. i. 6. The case of the relative, concisely expressed,

depends on the word preceding, ch. iv. 17, or following ch. x. 14.

You were delivered—That phrase is here elegantly inverted, and is a

very graceful expression respecting those who, when freed from sin,

yield themselves, ver. 16, with a great change of masters, to the

honorable service of righteousness. Form—A very beautiful term,

Ex. xxv. 40. Christ is that form, Gal. iv. 19. Of doctrine—That

rule and standard, to which the servant conforms, is shown to him

merely by the doctrine ; he does not need constraint.

18. Render, and having been freed from sin, ye were enslaved to

righteousness. Alf.] Being made free—The following synopsis of the

apostle's plan up to this point will be useful :—

L Sin, * - - - - Ch. iii. 9.

II. The perception of sin from the law; the

sense of wrath ; inward death. - - iii. 20.

III. The revelation of God's righteousness in

Christ, by the Gospel, against sin, for

the sinner. .... iii. 21.

IV. Paul's central idea, Faith ; embracing that

revelation unreservedly, and striving suc

cessfully for righteousness itself. - iii. 22.
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V. The remission of sins, and justification, by

which God the judge views man's sin as

uncommitted, and righteousness lost, as

retained. - - - Ch. iii. 24.

VI. The gift of the Holy Spirit ; Divine love

shed abroad in the heart ; the new inner

life. - - • - v. 5, vi. 4.

VII. The free service of righteousness in good

works. - - vi. 12.

From this view, it appears why Paul, in proving justification by

faith alone, against those who doubt or err, often mentions the gift

of the Holy Spirit, and the other things which follow justification.

As righteousness flows from faith, adoption accompanies righteous

ness, the gift of the Holy Spirit, with the cry, Abba, Father, and

with newness of life, follows adoption ; but faith and righteousness

are not in themselves perceptible ; whereas the gift of the Holy Ghost

produces very conspicuous and prominent effects ; comp. bare them

witness, Acts xv. 8. Farther, the excellence of these fruits, most

effectually proves the worthlessness of men's works.

19. [In ver. 16-18, Paul has represented the idea of the highest

moral freedom, in view of the moral necessity which it contains, (to

serve God is true freedom, August.) as a service, a slavery. Now

he remarks, not exactly as an excuse (" The Apostle apologizes,"

Alf.), but to enable the reader to separate the idea from this figura

tive form, that he borrows this comparison from a relation common

among men. Mey. Thus, / speak as a man, on account of the (in

tellectual) weakness of your flesh (because you need such figures of

speech), for, like as ye have rendered up your members, etc. Alf.~\

After the manner of men—Human language is frequent, and in a

measure constant, whereby Scripture adapts itself to us. Too plain

language does not always suit the subject. The accusative is used

for the adverb. [According to our mode of speaking, it may be ren

dered : I must speak to you very plainly. V. (?.] Because of—Slow

ness of understanding arises from fleshly weakness, that is, of a na

ture merely human, comp. 1 Cor. iii. 3. [Infirmity—Those who

desire discourse to be everywhere quite plain, should perceive in this

a mark of their own weakness, and should not take offence at a more

profound expression of the truth, but should thankfully consider it

a great blessing, if in one way or other, they have happened to un

derstand the subject : at first, the expression of the truth is more

lofty, afterwards plainer, as with Nicodemus. John iii. 3, 15. What

pleases the most is not the best. V. (?.~| To iniquity unto iniquity—
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A Ploee [that is, the repetition of a word, to express some attribute

of it], not observed by the Syriac version. The [to] iniquity (before

which uncleanness is put, as a part before a whole) is opposed to

righteousness ; [unto] iniquity is opposed to holiness. Righteousness

corresponds to the Divine will, holiness, as it were, to the whole of the

Divine nature. The servants of righteousness progress, workers of

iniquity are workers of iniquity, nothing more. [Unto holiness—Gr.

aytaapov. Moral purity and consecration to God. Mey.~\

20. Of sin—This case is emphatic ; sin had taken possession of you.

From righteousness—That is, in respect of righteousness. [He calls

them whom no tie of obedience binds, free from righteousness. This

is the liberty of the flesh, which frees us from subjection to God, that

it may bind us as slaves to the devil. Wretched, accursed liberty,

which with an unbridled, yes, insane impulse, runs riot to destruction.

21. [The proper pointing is, Tivaobv xalmdv u%ere rore; ifolz

vuv lxata%OvzaOs. Tisch., Alf. Render, What fruit then had ye at

that time ? (Things, deeds) of which ye are now ashamed. Alf. But

Beng. construes as Eng. Ver.] This whole period has the force of a

negative interrogation. He says, that the righteous have their fruit

unto holiness ; but he does not consider those things which are " un

fruitful," worthy of the name of fruit. Eph. v. 11. He says, there

fore, those things which now make you ashamed, were, indeed,

formerly not fruits. Others put the mark of interrogation after then,

so that itp ote, whereof, may answer the question ; but then the apos

tle should have said if tj5, for which, supply xa{i-tp, fruit. [But it

is better to point as Tisch., Alf, Oh., etc. See note above. The

sense is; what fruit did ye then obtain? Answer, (deeds, the fruit of

the man considered as a tree; his actions, as always in the New

Testament. Alf.), of which ye are now ashamed. De W. Sanctifi

cation is the reverse of this shame, ver. 22, just as in 1 Cor. i. 28,

30, that which is base and sanctification, are in contrast; but the mul

titude of Christians are now ashamed of sanctification, which is

esteemed something base. What a fearful death threatens such ! 0

the times, O the morals ! V. (?.] Now—When you have repented.

For—Instead of moreover ; but it has a greater separative power,

comp. ver. 22, at the end, dk, and moreover; so ydo, for, ch. v. 7.

In those things—He does not say, these things ; he regards them as

far past. Death— The epithet eternal, ver. 23, is never added to this

noun, not only as respects those in whom death yields to life, but not

even in relation to those who shall go away into everlasting fire, tor

ment and destruction. If any one can think, that it is by chance,
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and not design, that Scripture, when eternal life is expressly men

tioned, never names its opposite, eternal death, but everywhere speaks

of it differently, and that, too, in so many places. I, for my part,

leave him to regard as equivalent the phrases, eternal destruction, etc.

The reason of the difference, however, is this : Scripture often de

scribes death, by personification, as an enemy, and one to be destroyed;

but it does not so describe torment.

22. But now—Paul has used vuvt, now, very often, and always

with dk, but. Ye have ; or, have ye, comp. ver. 19. Unto holiness

—Contrasted with of which you are. ashamed, ver. 21. Ye are a

holy priesthood of God. The reference seems to be to Amos ii. 11,

D'luS, Sept. e«"c aytaapbv, for holiness ; [Eng. Ver. has Nazarites.]

23. The [wages]—the [gift]—The mark of the subject. Wages—

gift—Evil deeds earn their own pay ; not so, good works ; for the

former obtain wages, the latter a gift : dti'tbvta, wages, in the plural,

[properly, that of soldiers. Thcophyl. in Mey.] %aptapa, a gift, in

the singular, with a stronger force.

CHAPTER VII.

1-6. [Explanation and proof of ch. vi. 14. Ye are not under the

law, but under grace. AIf.] "H, Or, [not rendered in Eng. Ver.]

The disjunctive interrogation. There is a close connection here with

ch. vi., the words of which, at ver. 6, 14, 21, he destroyed—have do

minion,—fruit,—death, etc., recur in this chapter. The comparison

of the Old and New state is continued. To them that know—The

Jews ; although all Christians should know the law. The law—

For example, of marriage. The whole law, in accordance with the

opening of this portion, is put by Synecdoche, [that is, the use of

the whole for a part,] for the law of marriage. Over a man—Over a

woman, ver. 2, comp. 1 Pet. iii. 4, where the inner man presupposes

the outer, and the parallelism consists in man being used also sepa

rately of the woman, not merely of Adam, the husband. Man here

is used generically ; but in the second verse, Paul applies it to the

woman. So long as—Neither longer nor shorter. Liveth—The Law.

[But Eng. Ver.. is correct ; as long as he—the husband—liveth.
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So 3Iey., Alf, etc.] A personification. In the conclusion, life and

death are ascribed, not to the law, but to us ; whereas, here is the

first part of the proposition, in which, according to the apostle's

meaning, life or death is ascribed to the law itself, and to the husband.

What is here said, depends on the nature of the things related, which

are the law and man. When either party dies, the other is consid

ered to be dead. Thus both members of the proposition agree.

2. [Render, For (an example, which is also a proof) the married

woman is bound by the law to the living husband; (the word living is

emphatic, Mey) : but if the husband have died, she is set free from

(Gr. annulled from) the law of the husband. Alf] Which hath an

husband—Gr." YnavSpoz. So the Sept. Is bound—It may be con

strued with to her husband, and with by the law. The law of her

husband—The apposition, from the law, i. e., her husband, would not

be unsuitable.

3. Shall be called—She will receive the name of an adulteress, and

that too, by the force of the law. She shall bring upon herself the

name of an adulteress. If she be married to another man—Sept.

Deut. xxiv. 2.

4. So that—Gr. ioars. [Eng. Ver., wherefore.] This word is

stronger than ourioz, thus. Ye are become dead—Which denotes

more than ye are dead. The sum of the comparison is, the husband

or wife, by the death of either, is restored to liberty ; for in the first

member of the proposition, the party dying is the husband; in the

conclusion, the party dying is that which corresponds to the wife.

By the body—A great mystery. In the atonement for sin, why is the

body rather than the soul of Christ usually mentioned ? Ans. The

theatre and workshop of sin is our flesh; and for this, the holy flesh

of the Son of God is the remedy. Who is raised—And therefore

alive. We should bring forth fruit—He comes from the second per

son to the first ; fruit corresponds to offspring ; for the simile is from

marriage.

5. We were in the flesh—That is, carnal. See the opposite ver. 6,

at the end. [Better to interpret it, when we were not yet dead to the

lata, i. e., in the period before death with Christ. Mey., De W., Alf]

By—Ver. 8. Unto that death—Gr. rtp &avd-ti). [Eng. Ver., death.]

Of which ver. 13, ch. viii. 6, speak.

6. [For d.tzo&dvobzoz, that being dead, read dxo&duovrez, having

died ; i. e., we. Tisch., etc. So Alf., who renders, But now (opposvd

to ore, when, ver. 5), have we been delivered from the law ; having

died to that wherein we were held.] Being dead—So ver. 4, ye are

become dead, said of that party, which corresponds to the wife : comp.
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Gal. ii. 19. Wherein—Gr. h tp. A plain construction in this sense:

we have been freed by death from the law, which held us. Were

held—An expressive term; comp. oovexXuoe, concluded, ch. xi. 32,

ifpoupoupeda, kept, Gal. iii. 23. In newness of spirit, and not in the

oldness of the letter—We have the same contrast ch. ii. 29 ; 2 Cor. iii.

6. The letter is the law considered, not in itself, since, thus consid

ered, it is spiritual and living, ver. 14 ; Acts vii. 38, but in respect

of the sinner, to whom it cannot give spirit and life, but leaves him

to death, nay, even devotes him to it more completely : although he

may meanwhile aim to do what the letter and its sound command ;

so that the appearance and the name may remain, just as a dead hand

is still a hand. But the Spirit is given by the Gospel and by faith,

and bestows life and newness, 2 Cor. iii. 6 ; comp. John vi. 63. By

the words oldness and newness, Paul refers to the two covenants, al

though believers have now long enjoyed the first fruits of the New

covenant ; and at the present unbelievers retain the remnants, yea the

whole essence of the Old Testament. Observe too, the in, is put

once, not twicn. We have served oldness, not God : comp. Gal. iv. 9,

o?c, whereunto , now we serve not newness, but God in nexoness, ch.

vi. 22.

7-13. [The Jewish Christian, reverencing the Law of his Fathers,

might be offendel by ver. 5, 6, drawing the inference that the law, if

the occasion of sin, must be worthless and even immoral. Paul states

this as a possible inference, ver. 7, rejects it, and then shows (to ver.

13), that the law is good in itself, but is that which leads to the know

ledge of sin, and is abused by sin to a man's destruction. Mey.]

7. Is the law sin ?—He, who has heard the same things stated of

the law and of sin, will perhaps object thus : Is the law sin, or the

sinful cause of sin ? comp. ver. 13, note. Sin—Observe again the

propriety and difference of the terms :

b vbpoz~ tb Xiruv rou vbpou.

the law ; the saying of the law.

$ ipapria' $ intdupua.

sin ; lust.

Oux lyvmv, I had not known, (from ytvuaxw,) oux fjSttv, I had not

known, (from olda.)' Eyviov is the greater, olda the less. Hence the

latter, since even the less degree is denied, is an advance. 'Apap-

riu, sin, is as it were the sinful principle from which every disease

and outbreak of lust springs. / had not known—Paul often speaks in

definitely in the first person, not only for perspicuity, but from the
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constant application of his remarks to himself; see 1 Cor. v. 12, vi.

12. And BO also here. [/—When he says /, in me, etc., he refers

to cur common humanity. Theodor. Under his own person, he speaks

of human nature. Theophil. both in Mey. That is, Paul expresses

of himself, what is meant to apply to every man in general, in re

spect of his relation to the Mosaic law. Paul's own experience, so

far from being excluded thus, appears with peculiar vividness and

depth, and represents that of mankind. The subject meant by /,

me, is therefore man in his merely human and natural condition.

Paul transfers himself, as it were, to that state which preceded his

conversion, and represents it as present. Mey, This is now the com

mon interpretation of this disputed passage. Calvin, and many after

him, refer this chapter entire to the struggles of a Christian, after he

is born again. But this is contradicted by many phrases (esp. ver.

25, carnal, sold under sin, than which stronger language can scarcely

he found in the New Testament ; Stuart,), and is inappropriate to the

context. (Tfiol., etc.) Beng. is right in referring ch. vii. to the legal

ist, in earnest indeed, but who does not found his sanctification in

grace ; and ch. viii. to the man justified by grace. Thol. So De W.,

Stuart, Ols., etc.] For even lust—Gr. r^'v ~s ffi[> txi&vniav. [Eng.

Ver., omits re, even.] '// tifiapria, sin, is deeper and more hidden:

•I) Inittiifila, lust, rather assails the sense, and at the same time betrays

sin, as smoke does fire. The particles re raftt for even, indicate this

distinction ; and sin, that one indwelling evil, produces a variety of

lust: see what follows ; and again lust brings forth sin finished, James

i. 15. [Sin lies concealed in man, as heat in drink, which, if you

judge by sensation, may be very cold. V. (?.] / had not known—

That lust was an evil ; or rather, I had not known lust itself; its mo

tion at length meets the eye. Said moreover—Now it said so, by

itself; then, in my mind: comp. when the commandment came,

ver. 9.

8. By the commandment—The construction is with the following

verb [xareif>rdffaro, wrought concupiscence by the commandment. Not

as Eng. Ver., Taking occasion by the commandment] ; as in ver. 11,

twice. Without—dead—A self-evident statement. Dead—Supply

was : It did not so much rage through concupiscence : or supply is.

9. I was alive—Zf/v, to live, here does not merely signify to pass

one's life, but it is put in direct opposition to death. This is the

Pharisaic spirit, comp. the next verse. [I seemed to myself indeed to

be extremely well. V. G. But this must not be so weakened. He

means I was alive, free from death, in the life of childish innocence,

before the law began its work upon me. There is no allusion to the
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Pharisaic spirit or state, as Beng. supposes. Mey., etc.] Without

the law—The law being removed, being kept at a distance, as if it

did not exist. Came—In contrast with ympiz, without. The com

mandment—~EvzoXij, a commandment is part of the law, with a more

express idea of compulsory power, which restrains, enjoins, urges,

prohibits, threatens. Revived—Just as it had lived, when it had en

tered the world by Adam. [This is far from the apostle's meaning.

He presents his experience as the type of that of each man, not of

humanity as a whole. But the rendering revived is right. Sin is a

Hiring power in men, which is dead, however, showing no life, until

the law comes ; when it assumes its true nature ; and revives. Mey.]

I died—I lost that life which I had.

10. Was found—Gr. di(ii&rj. [Eng. Ver., I found.-] So eupiaxai,

Ifind, ver 21. To life—On the ground of God's original intention,

and otherwise, on the ground of my own opinion, when living without

the law. Life indicates both joy and activity ; death implies the op

posite. This—Gr. «3nj, [not rendered in Eng. Ver. Beng. prefers

*\irTj, itself. But Tisch., Alf., Mey., etc., have avrrj, this.] The

same. Comp. Acts viii. 26, note.

11. Deceived—Led me into by-paths, as the robber leads the trav

eler ; and while I supposed I was going to life, I fell into death. Slew

me—This is the limit of the economy of sin, on the confines of

grace.

12. [ WJierefore—That is, although sin, the evil principle within

me, has abused this law, which in itself is good, to my ruin, yet, etc.

Mey., Alf., etc.] Holy—Supply from what follows, and just and

good; although it was necessary to multiply these synonymous terms

chiefly in defence of the commandment, with its caustic power : holy,

just, good, in relation to its efficient cause, its form, and its end ; or

holy, as respects my duties to God ; just, as respects my neighbor ;

good, as respects my own nature; with which whatever is commanded

harmonizes, for life is promised, ver. 10. The third of these three

epithets is taken up very appropriately in the next verse.

13. The (good)—Gr. ro. [Eng. Ver., that which is.] Then, that

which is good— Mark the force of the article. [But sin—Render,

but sin, that it might appear as sin ; by working death for me through

the means of the good, etc. Mey.] Death—The greatest evil, and the

cause of death, the greatest evil. But sin—Supply, was made death

to me; for the participle xarepya^ops^, working, without the sub

stantive verb, does not constitute the predicate. That it might ap

pear sin—Ploce, [that is, repetition of a word to express an attribute

of it]: sin, by no means good. This agrees with what precedes.
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By that which is good—death—A paradox, and the adjective good is

used verj forcibly for the substantive, the law. Working—A parti

ciple, whicb must be explained thus : sin was made death to me, since

it accomplished my death even by that which is good. It is no tau

tology ; for by that which is good strengthens the second part of this

sentence. That—might become—This depends on working. So Iva,

thatr repeated, forms a gradation. If any one prefer to make it an

Anaphora [repetition of the same word in beginnings], the second

part of the sentence will thus also explain the first. Exceeding sin

ful—Gastellio translates it, at sinful as possible : because, namely,

by that which is good, the commandment, it works in me what is evil,

death. By—Construe with might become.

14-25. [Proof of the important principle ; But sin, etc., ver. 13.

For the law is spiritual, but man (naturally, and out of Christ) is car

nal and under the power of sin ; against the moral will of his better

self, he is hurried away by the might of the sinful principle within

him, to evil. Mey.~\

14. [We know that—That is, it is acknowledged, and obvious.

Chrysost. in Mey.~\ Is spiritual—It requires the agreement of every

feeling of man with the mind of God ; but God is a Spirit. Carnal

—Ver. 18. lam—Paul, after comparing the twofold state of believ

ers, the former in the flesh, ver. 5, and the present in the Spirit, ver.

6, next proceeds from the description of the first to the description

of the second, and does so with a view both to answer two objections,

which, because of that comparison might be framed in these words :

therefore the law is sin, ver. 7, and, therefore the law is death, ver. 13;

*nd to interweave in the solution of these the whole course of a man,

from his state under the law to his state under grace, thinking, sigh

ing, striving, and struggling-forth, and to show the function of the

law in this matter: this, I say, he does, ver. 7-25, until at ch. viii. 1,

he goes further. Therefore in this 14th verse the particle for does not

permit any leap at all, much less does the subject itself allow so great

a leap to be made from the one state into the other ; for Paul directly

opposes the carnal state in this verse, and the spiritual state, ch. viii.

4, as also slavery in this and the 23d verse, and liberty, viii. 2.

Moreover he uses, before the 14th verse, verbs in the past tense ;

then, for the sake of more lively expression, verbs in the present

tense, to be resolved into the past, just as he is wont elsewhere to

exchange cases, moods, etc., to impart ease to his language; and for

example in ch. viii. 2, 4, he passes from the singular to the plural

number, and in the same chapter ver. 9, from the first to the second

person. Also the discourse is the more suitably turned from the past
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to the present time, as a man can only understand really Ihe nature

of his former state under the law, after he has come under grace ^

and from the present he can form a clearer judgment of the past

Finally, that state and process, though one and the same, has various

degrees, which should be expressed either more or 'less in the past

tense, and it is gradually that he sighs, strives, and struggles forth to

liberty. The apostle's language becomes gradually calmer, as we shall

see. Hence it w lest wonderful that interpreter! differ. They seek their

main arguments, some from the former, others from the latter part of

this passage, and yet endeavor to explain the whole section as refer

ring to one state, either under sin, or trader grace. [We must observe

in general, that Paul, as often elsewhere, so here, from ver. 7, is not

(peaking of his own character, but under the figure of a man, engaged

in this contest. That contest is described here at length, but the

business itself, so far as concerns the decisive point, is in many cases

quickly accomplished ; although believers must contend with the ene

my, till their deliverance is accomplished, ver. 24, ch. viii. 23. V,

(?.] Sold—A man, sold into slavery, is more wretched, than a born

slave, and he is called a sold man, because he was not originally a

slave. The same word occurs in Judg. iii. 8 ; 1 Kings xxi. 25. Sold :

Captive, Ter. 23. [This unqualified assertion, carnal, gold under gin,

and that in contrast to spiritual, ought to have prevented the miscon

ception of August., etc., in supposing this passage to refer to one al

ready born again. True, even he has remains in his carnal nature of

the former disease, and flesh and spirit contend in him ; but he is not

carnal as opposed to spiritual; else he must have fallen back from

the new birth. In the man born again, the conflict is between flesh

and (the Holy) Spirit, but in the carnal man, it is between the flesh

and his own moral nature ; while in the former the spirit may be and

ought to be victorious. Mey.~\

15. For that which—He describes slavery so as not to excuse him

self, but to accuse the tyranny of sin, and to deplore his own misery,

ver. 17, 20. Pap, for, tends to strengthen sold. The slave serves

an unworthy master, first, joyfully, then, with grief, lastly, he shakes

off the yoke. / allow not—Gr. fiviaaxut. As good ; the same as to

content to it, that it is good, ver. 16, which forms the contrast ; it*

opposite is I hate. [But the Gr. fifvmaxio means know; and Eng.

Ver. and Beng. are wrong. Render, for that which I do I know not,

i. e., it occurs without any perception on my part of its moral rela

tion. Such is the case of the slave, who acts as the tool of his

master, without being conscious of the real nature and aim of his ac

tions. Mey. So Alf.} I would, .he does not say, I love, which would
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imply more, but I would, intending to oppose this to I hate, imme*

diately following. [Omit roDro, that, the first time. Tisch., Alf.]

Do—do—Gr. npdaow, x0110. There is a distinction between npdaaa)

and nouo common among the Greeks ;—the former implies something

weightier than the latter. The former is put twice in the present

tense, first in a negative, and then in an affirmative assertion, 00

npdaoa), Ipractise not, the thing is not put in practice; noiio, I do,

inwardly and outwardly. These words are interchanged, ver. 19,

xiii. 3, 4 ; and this interchange is not only not contrary to the nature

of the discourse which is gradually culminating, but it even helps and

strengthens it ; for at ver. 15, the sense of the evil is not yet so bit

ter, and therefore he does not even name it, but at ver. 19, he is now

very indignant that he should thus impose evil on himself. The far

ther the soul is from evil, the greater is its distress at touching the

Bmallest particle of evil with even a finger.

16. 1 consent—[Gr. oblulrjpt, I speak with, or join my voice to :

i. e., / add my voice to that of the law, affirming that it is good. Mey.]

Zuvrjdoput, I delight, is stronger, ver. 22, note. The assent of a man

to the law against himself, is a remarkable trait of true religion, a

powerful testimony for God. Good—Gr. KaXbz. The law, even

apart from its legality, is good : xaXbz, beautiful, suggests holiness,

justice, and goodness, ver. 12.

17. [Now then—Since this which I have just stated, is so. Alf.]

No longer—This is repeated, ver. 20. That dwelleth—War. 18, 20.

This word is afterwards used of the Spirit, ch. viii. 9.

18. I kn&w—This very knowledge is a part of this state, here de

scribed. That is—A limitation ; in me is more than in myflesh, and

yet the flesh is not called sin itself ; but Paul says, sin dwells in the

flesh. And already this state, of which Paul is treating, carries with

it something good. [Omit ebptaxio, Ifind. Tisch., Alf. Read, For

to will is present with me, but to perform that which is good, is not.~]

To will—The Accusative, good, is not added, the poverty of the lan

guage thus expressing the feebleness of willing. Is present—Without

the victory. The contrast as to the performance of good, is the not

soon after. My mind, though seeking, does not really find it.

20. [Hence follows the very principle to be proved, ver. 17. Mey.]

No more—Namely, as I used to do it. A sense of calmness and de

liverance gradually arises. / is emphatic in opposition to tin. He

who says emphatically, It is not I that will it, instead of, I would noty

(ver. 16,) is already farther removed from sin.

21. / find—In this distressing conflict / find the law, without

which I formerly lived. This is all. That proposition in ver. 14, is
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repeated. The law—Gr. rbv voftov. [Eng. Ver., a taw.] The late

itself, in itself holy. When I would—Gr. rip -d-iXovtc Ipoi, [literally,

unto me willing.'] The Dative of advantage : I find the law not sin

ful or deadly to me. The first principles of harmony, friendship, and

agreement between the law and man, are expresseM with admirable

nicety. The participle is purposely put first, to me willing, in oppo

sition to the second me, used soon after absolutely. With the words,

to me willing, comp. Phil. ii. 13. Is present with me—Here the bal

ance is changed ; for at ver. 18, the good will is present ; as the

weaker part, now the evil, though not the evil will, is present, as the

weaker part. [This is the rendering of Chrysostom, Theophylaet, etc.,

and of Meyer's 2nd ed. But it does not accord with the purpose of

the Apostle here, which is, in drawing this inference, to sum up the

misery of the condition he describes. It is better (connecting TOV

voftov, the Mosaic law, with r<jj ^eAovrt Ifioi, me that will, and xotstv,

as infinitive of purpose) to render ; Ifind thus, while Iwill the law (my

will is directed to the law) to do the good, that the evil is present to me.

What depth of wretchedness ! My moral nature wills the law, in

order to do what is good, but the evil is at hand in my carnal self to

make vain this will ! Mey.~\

22. / delight—This too is already more than ai>[i<fjjni, I consent,

ver. 16. The inward—He already considers the name of the inward,

but not yet of the new man ; so also in ver. 25 he says, With my

mind, not with my spirit. [For even he who is not yet born again

has an inward man, that which receives the Spirit and grace ; (comp.

2 Cor. iv. 16 : Eph. iii. 16 ;) but it is not the work of the Spirit.

This last is the new man, (Eph. ii. 10.) Mey. So Thol, etc.]

23. I see—From the higher region of the soul, as from a watch-

tower, which is called voDc> the mind, and is the repository of con

science. Another—And different one. Members—Thi soul is as

the king ; the members are as the citizens ; sin is, as an enemy, ad

mitted through the fault of the king, who is to be punished through

the oppression of the citizens. The law of my mind—Which delights

in the Divine law. Bringing me into captivity—By every actual vic

tory. The apostle again speaks somewhat harshly in his holy impa

tience : the figure is taken from war, comp. warring.

24. 0 wretched man that I am !—[But Beng., wretched me in being

a man /] Man, if he were sinless, is noble and blessed ; with sin, he

rather wishes not to be a man, than to be such a man. The man

speaks of mans state in itself, as it is by nature. This cry for help

is the last thing in the struggle, and, henceforth, convinced that he is

helpless, he begins, as it were, unknowingly to pray, Who shall deliver
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me ? and he seeks release, and waits until God manifests himself in

Christ, in answer to that who. This is the moment of mystical death.

Believers retain something of this feeling, even until death, viii. 23.

Shall deliver—Power is necessary. The verb is properly used ; for

puea&at, to deliver, is to drag from death. From the body—The body

being dead through sin, ch. viii. 10. The death of the body is the

full accomplishment of that death, of which ver. 13 treats, and yet in

death there is to be deliverance. This—Ziopa &at.drou toutou, the

body of this death, is for ompa &avdzou touto, this body of death.-

Comp. Acts v. 20, note. [0?*. refers toutou, this, to aioparozz, body,

adding that the pronoun is placed after the noun by an Hebrew idiom.

But the Eng. Ver., the body of this death, is right ; this death being

that drawn on by sin, and described just previously. So Mey., Alf,

etc.]

25. [For eu%aptarm, I thank, read, %iptz, thanks to. Tisch., Alf.

I—Not Paul, for himself alone, but as the same representative person

expressed by I, me, heretofore. A change, not of person, but of scene

and circumstances. The actual man has bewailed his wretchedness,

out of Christ ; now he is in Christ, and triumphs in his lot, because

after that cry for rescue, the rescue itself is come. Mey.] Thank—

This is unexpectedly, though most pleasantly, mentioned, and is now

at length rightly acknowledged, as the only refuge. The sentence is

categorical : God will deliver me by Christ ; the thing is not in my

own power : and that sentence sums up the matter ; but the expres

sion of feeling (of which see on ch. vi. 17), Igive thanks, is added.

(As in 1 Cor. xv. 57 ; the sentiment is, God giveth us the victory ;

but there is added, Thanks be to God.) And the phrase, I give

thanks, as a joyful hymn, stands contrasted with the sad complaint,

in the preceding verse, wretched that I am. Then—He concludes

those topics, on which he had entered at ver. 7. [ / myself— Gr. ub-

roc iru, that is, I myself, in contrast with Christ the Saviour. Hav

ing expressed the need of salvation, and thanks for it, he pauses

and sums up the consequence of all said in ver. 14-23, in a brief de

scription of the division within man ; I myself (alone, without Christ,

the man in and for himself. Mey.,) serve with the reason (rtp vol) the

law of God; but, etc. De W.] The law of God—the law of sin—

vbptii, lato, is the Dative, not the Ablative, ver. 23. Man is now

equally balanced between slavery and freedom, and yet at the same

time, panting for liberty, he acknowledges that the law is holy and

blameless. The balance is rarely even. Here the inclination to good

has now become the stronger.
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CHAPTER VIII.

1. [Now—In contrast with the unregenerate condition ascribed in ch.

vii. Mey.~\ There is therefore now no condemnation—The apostle

comes now to deliverance and liberty. Moreover he does not use the

adversative Se, but; he uses the conclusive apa, therefore, comp. on

ch. ii. 1 ; because at the end of ch. vii. he had already reached the

limits of this state. Now, too, he clearly returns from his admirable

digression to the line of thought in ch. vii. 6. And, mHoken of this,

the particle now, which denotes present time, was used there, and is

resumed here. Condemned in ver. 3, refers to condemnation here.

[Omit the clause, Who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.

Tisch., Alf., JUtfey., etc.]

1. 2. Who walk ; for the law—The Etiology [assigning of the rea

son] by a parenthesis suspends the train of thought (for the law of

death (ver. 2) ; tn «• who walk, ver. 4) ; and as this parenthesis is

terminated by Epanalepsis [that is, the same word or words are before

and at the close of the parenthesis], the expression but after the spirit

completes the period, where the but is opposed rather to the not in ver.

1. than to the not in ver. 4. But after the spirit is omitted in the

first verse, on the most respectable testimony. But Paul immediately

discusses the not after the flesh ; then as he advances, he adds, but

after the spirit, ver. 4, note.

2. The law of the spirit—The Gospel inscribed on the heart ; comp.

ch. iii. 27 ; 2 Cor. iii. 8. The spirit makes alive, and this life quick

ens the Christian. Hath made me free—A mild term, and in the past

tense ; he had formerly put the weightier verb fiuasrai, shall deliver,

in the future. Grace renders that most easy, which seems difficult to

man under the law, or rather does it itself. Both are opposed to

bringing me into captivity, ch. vii. 23. Of sin and death—[This is

defined, ch. vi. 23, 25. Not then the Mosaic law, but the law of sin

in our members. Hence too the law of the spirit, contrasted with it,

must denote an inner power, as Beng. expounds it. Mey.~\ He refers

to what he said in behalf of God's law, ch. vii. 7, anil 13. Observe

that and is put here, and not at the beginning of the verse in the

contrasted clause of the spirit of life, where either the connective is

wanting, of spirit, of life, or it must be explained thus, TO Ihs-jfjia rijc

£<o',;, the Spirit of life.

3. The [impossible thing of the law—Eng. ~Ver.,what the law could

not, etc.] This word has an adjective force, thus: God has accom

plished the condemnation of sin, which was impossible for the law ;

12
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God condemned sin in the flesh (which the law could not do, namely,

condemn sin) without destroying the sinner. To dduvarov, what was

impossible, has an active meaning here; and Luther's pain phrase

gives the Apostle's meaning. The law—Not only ceremonial, but

also moral ; for if the moral law had involved this possibility, the Son

of God's mission would have been unnecessary. Furthermore, the

word impossible, implying a deprivation, assumes something previously

possessed : formerly the law could afford righteousness and life, ch.

vii. 10. Hence man so willingly follows the traces of that fir.^t path

even after the fall. His own—i'oiov, his own, ver. 32. His own,

over whom sin and death had no power. Sending—This denotes a

sort of separation, as it were, of the Son from the Father, that he

might be the Mediator. In the likeness of sinful flesh—The construc

tion is with xarexpfre, condemned. [But Eng. Ver., sending his own

Son in the likeness of sinful flesh is right; see below.] We, with our

flesh utterly tainted with sin, should have been consigned to death ;

but God, in the likeness of that flhh (for justice required the like

ness), that is, in the real and holy flesh of his own Son, and that too

for sin, condemned that sin which was in our flesh, that we might be

freed ; iv, in, is construed with condemned, compare by, ch. vii. 4.

[But the apostle is speaking of the removal, not of guilt but of the

practice of sin ; the weakness of the law in its want of sanctifying

power ; its want of justifying power has been dealt with before.

Hence we must not connect condemned sin in the likeness, etc., aa

Beng. ; but as Eng. Ver. Alf.] For sin— sin—The substantive is

repeated, as in Luke xi. 17, note, when the house is divided, the house

falls. But a Ploce [repetition of a word to express an attribute of it]

is here added, as the use of the article only in the latter place indi

cates. These two terms refer to each other, as do the likeness offlesh

a.nd flesh, nepi,for: nepi hpaprtaz, far sin, is equivalent to a noun,

as in Ps. xl. 6. Sin-offering—Gr. nepi ipapriaz, for sin. Heb. x.

6, 8. But hare, in the epistle to the Romans, I explain it thus:

God condemned sin, because it is sin. Sin was condemned as sin.

So sin is put twice in the same signification (not in a double significa

tion as happens in an Antanaclasis, [use of the same word twice in

a twofold sense,]) but the article rTjv, the [not rendered in Eng. Ver.],

adds an Epitasis, [emphatic addition.~] Condemned—Removed, ex

hausted, finished, destroyed all its strength, deprived sin of its power,

(compare impossible above—sin which was laid on the Son of God.

For execution also follows the condemnation of sin. It is the oppo

site of to justify, ver. 1 ; ch. v. 18, note, and 2 Cor. iii. 9.

4. Righteousness—In contrast with condemnation, ver. 1. Might
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be fulfilled—That fulfilment is soon after described, ver. 5-11 ; thence

comes the for, ver. 5. Works of righteousness follow him that is

justified: sin is condemned, he who had been a sinner, now acts

rightly, and the law does not pursue him. Not after the flesh—In

contrast with in the flesh, ver. 3. Paul has now come at length to

the clear distinction between flesh and spirit. The spirit denotes

either the Spirit of God, or the spirit of believers, ver. 1C. The lat

ter is a new power produced and maintained in us by hitx ; and the

reference is, wherever flesh stands in opposition.

5. For they that—From this passage Paul first descr'W the con

dition of believers; and secondly, byway of illustration, its opposite.

Who are—A condition. Mind—A feeling arising from the con

dition.

6. The mind [of the flesh]—Gr. to fpovqpa. [Eng. Ver., to be

carnally minded.~] Corresponds to mind, ver. 5. Death—life—In

this life with its continuation in another, comp. ch. vi. 23. Life and

peace—By the addition of the word peace, he prepares the way for

the transition to the next verse, where enmity is described.

7. [Because—The reason why to be carnally minded can tend to

no result but eternal death ; because it is enmity to God, the prime

source of life. Mey. Neither can be—Hence the pretext of impos

sibility, by which they desire to excuse themselves, who are here re

proved as carnal. V. (?.]

8. [And—Gr. dk, Eng. Ver., wrongly, so then. Alfi] Added to

increase the emphasis. Please—'Apiaxw, I please, here, as often,

signifies not only Iplease, but / desire to please, 1 Cor. x. 33 ; Gal.

i. 10 ; it is akin to be subject, in the preceding verse.

9. The Spirit of God, the Spirit of Christ—A remarkable testi

mony to the Holy Trinity, and its economy in the hearts of believers,

comp. ch. v. 8, 5, xiv. 17, 18, xv. 16, 30 ; Mark xii. 36 ; John xv.

26; Gal. iv. 6; Eph. i. 17, ii. 18, 22; 1 Pet. i. 2; Acts ii. 33; Heb.

ii. 3, 4 ; 1 Cor. vi. ll, 13, etc. ; 2 Cor. iii. 3, 4. Refer ver. 11, to

the Spirit of God, ver. 10, to the Spirit of Christ. For the dis

tinctive marks, proceed in this order: He who has the Spirit, has

Christ; he who has Christ, has God. Comp. on such an order, 1 Cor.

xii. 4, etc. ; Eph. iv. 4, etc. In you—In, a particle to be carefully

noted in this chapter, ver. 1-4, 8-11, 15, concerning the carnal and

spiritual state. We in God, God in us. He— This man is not

Christ's ; and therefore, this whole discourse has no reference to him.

His—Christ's : he is a Christian, who is Christ's.

10. [The conuection of thought is: if, on the other hand, Christ

it in you, then you have these blessed fruits to enjoy ; 1. though the
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body is a prey to death, because of sin, yet the spirit is life, through

righteousness ; ver. 10. 2. But even the mortal body will He, who

raised up Christ, quicken, because Christ's spirit dwells in you, ver.

11. Mey.] And if Christ—Where the Spirit of Christ is, there

Christ is, comp. the preceding verse. The body—Sinful, for here it

is opposed to the Spirit, not to the soul. Dead—The concrete : he

says dead, instead of about to die, very forcibly ; adjudged and given

to death. So those feel, who have experienced the separation of soul

and spirit, or of nature and grace. But—An immediate opposition,

excluding Purgatory, which is suited neither to body nor spirit, and

at variance with the remaining economy of this very full epistle, ver.

30, 34, 38, ch. vi. 22, 23. Life—The abstract. Because of—Right

eousness produces life, as sin death ; life does not produce righteous

ness, contrary to the Papists. Righteousness—The just—shall live.

11. [For rbv Xptarbv, Christ, read '/ijt7oDv, Jesus— Tisch., Alf. So

Beng.] Jesus—Afterwards in the conclusion, Christ. The name

Jesus refers to himself; the name Christ to us. The former title, as

a proper name, belongs to the person ; the latter, as an appellative,

to the office. Shall quicken—Comp. life, ver. 6. This life knows

no condemnation, ver. 1. By—2 Cor. i. 22. One and the same

Spirit is Christ's, and is in believers ; therefore as Christ lives, so

believers shall live.

12-17. [Hence we are bound, not to live after the flesh, for this

brings death, but the rule of the Spirit, on the contrary, brings life ;

because, as actuated by God's Spirit, we are God's children, and sure

of the glory to come. Mey.]

12. We are—We so acknowledge and consider ourselves. A kind

of teaching, bordering on exhortation ; (so, we are, is also used in

Gal. iv. 31) and which presupposes willing hearers. Delight mitigates

the sense of debt [But what is the condition of the carnal V These

are really debtors, and so confess themselves as often as they declare

their inability to live spiritually. V. (?.] Not to the flesh—KM, but

to the spirit ; but this is elegantly left to be understood. After the

flesh—Which tries to recall us to bondage.

13. [For—The flesh is a wretched paymaster. Who would be its

debtor ? V. (?.] Of the body—Others read zrfi aapxoz, of the flesh.

Ye shall live—He does not say, peXXere £%v, you are about to obtain

life, but ^rjoeo&t, you will remain in life. In the repentance of those,

in whom the flesh bad ruled, and in the temptations of those, in whom

the Spirit reigns, the flesh and the Spirit are, so to speak, evenly bal

anced : grace anticipating the former, sin, the latter ; to whichsoever

side a man turns, from it he receives his title. With this passage,
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Patel entirely dismisses the carnal state and having now finished that

part which he had begun at ch. vi. 1, he describes the pure and

living state of believers.

14. Are led—In the middle voice ; are led willingly. [This is the

sum of what precedes ; the sum of what follows is, they are the sons

of God. V. G. Then—Emphatic; then, and no others. Alf.]

They are the sons of God—Others read oloi deod siatv, or uloi eiat

Ozov. There are thus three readings, of which I prefer the second,

which is sustained by the third, since the word uhi, sons, is placed

first for emphasis; and the emphasis led me to touch upon this variety

in the readings. Sons—The Spirit is given to sons, Gal. iv. 6. Here

Paul begins to discuss those topics, which he afterwards comprehends

under, He glorified, ver. 30 ; he does not, however, describe unmixed

glory, but only that whose taste is still tempered with the cross.

Therefore the sum of his remarks is, through sufferings to glory ; sup

port is interwoven with sufferings. Hence the whole connection of

the discourse will be obvious.

15. For—This refers to sons in the preceding verse. The spirit

of bondage—The Holy Spirit was not even in the Old Testament a

spirit of bondage ; but he so developed his power among those be

lievers, in whom he then dwelt, that there was, nevertheless, a secret

sense of bondage, among those who were but children, Gal. iv. 1.

Again—As formerly. The Romans as Gentiles had had groundless

fear ; but not the spirit of fear, as those into whose place the Gen

tiles had come. The Church of all ages is, as it were, one moral per

son ; so the word again, Gal. iv. 9, v. 1. To fear—See Heb. ii. 15,

note. Of adoption—See Gal. iv. 1, etc. [By—Or rather, in which,

as the element of our inner life. Mey.] We cry—One and all. Cry

implies vehemence, with desire, confidence, a just claim, perseverance.

And the Holy Spirit himself cries : Abba, Father, Gal. iv. 6, note.

[If, while you live, you have not experienced this, mourn, and eagerly

seek it ; but if you have experienced it, see that you joyfully continue

in it. V. (?.]

16. With the [spirit of us,] Gr. rtp [Eng. Ver., our spirit.~] Our spirit

testifies ; the Spirit of God himself testifies with our spirit. [But auv,

with, in composition, here does not refer to our spirit, but to agree

ment in fact, with what goes before ; TJie Spirit himself testifies to

our spirit, etc. De W., Alf. Our spirit is human, 1 Cor. ii. 11 ;

and therefore its testimony is in itself not infallible, Mal. ii. 16. V.

(?.] Blessed are they who clearly perceive this testimony. Itself

refers to ver. 14.

17. Joint-heirs—That we may know that it is a very great inherit
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ance, which God gives us ; for he has assuredly given a great inherit"

ance to his Son. If so be—This short clause is a new proposition, re

lating to what follows. We suffer with—To this refer sufferings in

the next verse, and likewise, may be glorified together, to the glory in

the next verse.

18. Foi—The reason why he just now mentioned suffering and

glorification. Of this present time—The cross in the New Testament

is greater than formerly, but it is short. Kaenb;, a short time ; the

present and future are contrasted. To be compared with—That is, if

they be compared. In us—Comp. 2 Cor. v. 2.

18. 19. Revealed—manifestation—The glory is revealed, and then

also the sons of God are revealed.

19. Earnest expectation—This denotes the hope of the coming

event, and the effort of the mind, eagerly panting for it. The expec

tation of tie creature—That is, the creature waiting, or expecting.

Luther on this passage calls it, final waiting. Of the creature—Gr.

T^C xr'catto-. [This word $ xrcat;, may mean creation, that is, the act

of creation ; or, the creation, that is, the created, and that in general,

Mark x. 6, xiii. 19, etc. ; or in a more or less special sense, as the

context requires. The right rendering here is nature, or the whole

animate and inanimate creation, as distinguished from man : without

reference, of course, to angels or other worlds. Mey., De W., Alf.~]

The creature here does not denote angels, who are free from vanity ;

nor men in general, although not even those most subject to vanity

are excluded, «ho, although in the bustle of life they regard vanity

as liberty, and partly stifle, p:irtly conceal their groaning, yet in

calm, quiet, sleepless, and dangerous seasons, they breathe forth many

sighs, which are heard by God alone; nor are the virtuous Gentiles

excluded ; but believers are expressly opposed to the creature. As to

the rest, all the visible creation is intended, and every class according

to its capacity, [ver. 39, i. 25]. As every creature stands related to

the sons of God, so, here, the things stated of the former stand related

to those stilted of the latter. The wicked neither desire, nor will ob

tain liberty. Misfortunes have accrued to the creature from sin ; re

paration will nccrue to the creature from the glory of the sons of God.

Sons— TEXISHIV, children, ver. 21. Waiteth—Gr. dusxtis^erut. ''Azb

in this compound signifies the waiting for a thing hoped for, because

of the promise. The same word is in ver. 23, and in like manner

diroxufiafioxia, earnest expectation, above.

20. To vanity—[That is, instability, the liability to change and de

cay of all created things. Alf.~] Whence the first of believers, whom

the Scriptures commend, was called San, Abel [vanity\. Glory is op
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posed both to vanity and corruption ; and the greatest vanity is idol

atry, ch. i. 21, 23. Vanity is abuse and waste ; the malignant spir

its themselves rule over the creature. Was made subject—Passive

with a middle meaning, though it partially personifies. Not willingly

—For in the beginning it was otherwise ; thence it is that the crea

ture would rather be made subject to Christ, Heb. ii. 7, 8. By reason

of him who hath subjected—That is, by reason of God, Gen. iii. 17,

v. 29. Adam rendered it liable to vanity, but he did not subject it.

21. In hope—Construe with was made subject, so, in hope is put

absolutely, Acts ii. 26 ; and comp. by hope, ver. 24. Shall be deliv

ered—Deliverance is not accomplished by complete destruction ; other

wise quadrupeds, when butchered, would fall with pleasure. From

the bondage of corruption [the bondage which is corruption; apposi

tion ; Mey.] into the glorious liberty—[Gr. The freedom of the glory of

etc., and so it ought to be rendered. The freedom consists in, and is

a component part of, the glorious state. Alf.] 'Anb, from, and uc,

into, are opposed. From denotes the point from which ; into, the

point to which. Bondage and liberty belong to the creature ; corrup

tion and glory to men, believers. Vanity, ver. 20, is something more

subtle than corruption. Not only deliverance, but also liberty, is the

goal, to which the creature in its own way is tending. Into the lib

erty—That they may freely subserve the glory of the sons. Cluver.

[On the idea of the renovation and glorification of all nature at the

revelation of the glory of Christ, see Is. xi. 6, etc., lxv. 17, etc. ; Rev.

xxi.; 2 Pet. iii. 13; Acts iii. xxi. Alf]

22. For—This JEtiology [assigning a reason] supposes, that the

groaning of the creature is not in vain, but that it is heard by God.

The whole—It is considered as a whole, comp. ver. 28, 32, 39.

Groaneth together—With united groanings. Dio Cassius, book 39,

gives a singular example in the wailing of the elephants, which Pom-

pey devoted to the public shows contrary to an express pledge as men

interpreted it ; and the people themselves were so affected by it, that

they cursed the commander. Until—He insinuates, that there will

be an end of its pains and groans.

23. And not only—The conclusion is drawn from the strong groan

ing to that which is much stronger. [There is some doubt as to the

reading here, but not affecting the sense. Tisch. omits fytstz, we,

which however is understood ; Alf. retains it.] Ourselves—even we

ourselves—Gr. avzoi—xai fyiuz auroi. The former aurol, ourselves,

refers by way of contrast to the creature, ver. 22 : the latter to ver.

26, concerning the Spirit ; and yet the same subject is denoted;

otherwise the apostle would have said, avroi of zrjv d.xap%rjv, x.z.h
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[Ourselves having the first fruits, etc., i. e., though we have them ; not

which have, as Eng. Ver. Alf., Met/.~] The first fruits of the Spirit—

That is the Spirit, who is the first fruits, see 2 Cor. i. 22, note. We are a

kind of first fruits of God's creatures, James i. 18 ; and we have the

first fruits of the Spirit ; and the same Spirit enters into all crea

tures, Ps. cxxxix. 7, from which passage the groaning of the creature

is explained. The sons of God are said to have the first fruits, so

long as they are in the way. They who possess the first fruits, and

the accompanying good, are the same. Which have—This involves

the cause ; because we have. Within ourselves—Implying, that the

groaning of believers differs widely from that of the creature. We

groan—Zrevd^ai, I groan, here, and in ver. 22, signifies to desire

with groaning ; comp. 2 Cor. v. 4. The [redemption]—This article

shows by the apposition, if it be analyzed, that this sentiment is con

tained in it, the redemption of our body constitutes the adoption. Re

demption—This will be at the last day, which they already supposed

to be at hand; liberty is akin to this. Comp. Luke xx. 36. [The

redemption is that of the body, from all defects of its earthly nature ;

and will constitute it an incorruptible body, glorified like Christ's.

Phil. iii. 21 ; 1 Cor. xv. 51. Mey. That liberty, by which we are

freed from the body is not meant, but that by which the body is freed

from death. V.

24. Hope—The dative, not of the means, but of the manner; we

are so saved, that something may even yet remain, for which we may

hope,—both salvation and glory. He limits the present salvation,

but in limiting, he takes it for granted. Why—yet— Why yet does

he hope for it ? With vision, hope is needless. The blessed will be

sure of the eternity of their blessedness, because they will not need

hope; and will therefore be established.

25. But if—The patient waiting of believers is deduced from the

nature of hope.

26. Also—Not only the whole creation groans, but the Holy Spirit

himself aids ; comp. ver. 23, note 2. On both sides, believers have

such as groan and sympathize with them,—on the one side, the whole

creation ; on the other, what is more important, the Spirit. So far

as the Spirit groans, it respects us: So far as he also helps, it respects

the creature. Helpeth—Gr. auvavrdapftdvezat, in which abv, with,

has the same force in this compound as in auppaprupii, beareth wit

ness with, ver. 16. [For Taiz do&evuatz, infirmities, read, rj dxt&e^tin,

infirmity. Tisch., Alf.] Infirmities—In our knowledge and in our

prayers ; the abstract for the concrete, infirmities, that is our prayers,

which are in themselves infirm. For—Paul explains what the infir
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mities are. What—as—Comp. how or what, Matt. x. 19. Makrth

intercession—Gr. bxepevruyyrd~uti. 'Yxkp, abundantly, as in ver. 37,

Imepvtxcbpev, we are more than conquerors, and bxepmepiaaevaev, did

much more abound, ch. v. 20. Both bnepevruy^dvu, in this verse, and

ivrur%dvu, maketh intercession, ver. 27, are predicates of the same

subject, viz. the Holy Spirit. It is usual first to put the compound

verb with its proper emphasis, and then merely to repeat, in its stead,

the simple form. Thus in Rom. xv. 4, we have first nposypdfrj, were

written aforetime, and irdfrj, were written, follows, which is the genu

ine reading. [Omit Imkp fjpiov, for us, Tisch., Alf, etc. The idea

is expressed by Imkp, for, or in behalf of, in the verb bxepevzoy%dvu,

which means intercedes for (us) not intercedes abundantly, as Beng.

supposes. Mey., etc.] With groaning*—Gr. otevaypolz- Every

groan (the root of the word being otsmz, strait) proceeds from dis

tress : therefore the matter of our groaning is from ourselves ; but the

Holy Spirit gives it form, whence the groanings of believers, whether

from joy or sorrow, are unutterable.

27. But—Gr. Se. [Not and, as Eng. Ver.,] refers to not, implied

in djMXrjzoiz, that cannot be uttered. The hearts—The Spirit dwells in

the hearts, and intercedes. Christ is in heaven. He who searches the

hearts is the Father, to whom especially this is attributed in Scrip

ture. The mind of the Spirit—Comp. fp6vrqpa, the mind [of the

flesh], ver. 6. Of the Spirit—The Holy Spirit, as in the precedi ng verse.

According to—Kara debv, according to God, not xara dv&pamov, ac

cording to man, (comp. 1 John iii. 20, as is worthy of God, and

acceptable and manifest to him. The Holy Spirit understands the

style of the court of heaven, which is acceptable to the Father. Kara,

according to, has the emphasis, as beginning the clause. For saints

—[Not as Eng. Ver., the saints.'] The article is not added; the

saints are those, who are both near to God, and are worthy of aid, for

whom the Spirit intercedes.

28. And we know—Contrasted with, we know not, ver. 26. To

them that love—The subject is here described from the fruit of those

things before mentioned,—namely, love to God; which causes be

lievers to receive contentedly all God's dispensations, and steadily

to overcome all difficulties and temptations, [James i. 12. Paul is

an example, 2 Cor. i. 3-11. V. (?.] Presently, in the case of the

called, the reason is given, why those who love God are so blessed.

All things work together—By groanings, and otherwise. So 1 Mace,

xii. 1, time works with him. For good— Until their glorification, ver.

30, end. To them who are the called according to his purpose.—A new

proposition in reference to what follows. The apostle, designing to

13
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sum up the whole blessing of justification and glorification, ver. 30,

now returns first to its fundamental principles, which only can be

known from these sweetest fruits : he at the same time prepares us

for the ninth chapter : irpofrsfftz, is God1» purpose, to save his own

people. A'AiyroZc, the called, is a noun, not a participle ; as ouatv,

who are, is added : the purpose is unfolded, ver. 29, the called,

ver. 30.

29. [This and the following ver., explain and carry out the idea

in the words, called according to his purpose ; as the ground of the

we know, ver. 28. " For the Divine economy of salvation leads

Christians safely and certainly to glory," hence nothing contrary to

this plan can effect any influence on them for evil ; ver. 31, etc. Mey.~\

Did foreknow— Hafenreffer renders, He formerly acknowledged.

JJpodeat?, the purpose, comprehends itpbfvwatv, foreknowledge, and

xpoofita/jiov, predestination, for calling is connected with both the for

mer and the two latter, ver. 28-30 ; Eph. i. 9, where however 0&-

fajna, his will, has a wider meaning than predestination, and assuredly

predestination accompanies foreknowledge, for foreknowledge takes

away reprobation, ch. xi. 2. Moreover reprobation and predestina

tion are opposed. Predestined—conformed—He declares, who they

are, whom he foreknew, namely, the conformed. This is the charac

teristic [impress of the seal] of those who were foreknown and are

to be glorified, 2 Tim. ii. 19 ; Phil. iii. 10, 21. [But Eng. Ver., to

be conformed, gives the true sense. So Mey., etc.] To the image—

Construed with oofinoptpooz, conformed, although aupfiopyov, conform

able, Phil. iii. 10, governs the dative. Here it has more the force of a

substantive with the genitive. This likeness is the very adoption of

sons, not the cross or glory ; for the latter follows. only after justifica

tion ; on which, see ver. 30 : but they who are the sons of God are

Christ's brethren. Conformity to his cross or his glory, follows con

formity to the Son of God, Gal. iv. 19. So Eph. i. 5. Having pre-

destinated us unto the adoption of children. To the (being)—Gr. etc

TO. [Eng. Ver., that he might be.~\ The reason for joining predesti

nation with foreknowledge, namely, Christ should have many brethren ;

but this multitude of brethren would fail, or at least would be dimin

ished, if there were foreknowledge without predestination. Predesti

nation overcomes all obstacles to the salvation of believers, and

changes adversity into prosperity. Might be—And might be seen to

be. The first-born—The glorious resurrection of Christ, and of be

lievers, is itself a kind of generation, Matt. xix. 28.

30. Them he also justified—Paul does not make the number of

those, who are called, justified, glorified, to be absolutely equal; ha
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does not deny that the believer may fail between the special call, and

the glorification, ch. xi. 22 ; nor does he deny that there are also per

sons called, who may not be justified ; but he shows, that God, so far

as he is concerned, conducts his people from step to step. He glori

fied—Ver. 17-24. He speaks in the preterite, as if looking back

from the goal to the course of faith ; from eternal glory, to the eternity

in which God decreed the glorification. [Comp. Ps. xvi. 3.]

31-39, [This whole passage is a commentary on ver. 28. Mey.~\

31. To thete things—Spoken of in chapters iii., v., viii. ; that is to

say, we cannot go, think, or wish farther. And if anyone, through

unbelief, should wish to adduce anything against these things (comp.

Luke xiv, 6), he cannot. [It may be justly said, that the gate of

heaven here lies open, ver. 31-39. V. <?.] If—The conditional, in

stead of the causal, strengthens the conclusion. Many think that

there are three sections in this passage, every one of which begins by

a question, with r/c, who ? with an Anaphora [that is, repetition of

the same word in beginnings], and has its answer immediately follow

ing, which is called Anthypophora [that is, an answer anticipating an

objection}. But the apostle contemplated a different analysis. There

are four sections beginning with this verse : one, general ; and three,

special ; every one of them contains, first, rejoicing for Grace ; and

then a suitable -question, challenging all opposition, to which, I am

persuaded, is an answer. The first, a general section, is, If God be

for us, WHO can be against us f The first special section is this, con

cerning the past : He who spared not his own Son, but delivered him

upfor its all ; HOW shall he not also with him freely give us all things f

WHO shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect f (Here in the

question, the inference is from glorying for the past ; for the nature

of the subject did not suffer the section to be expressed by past tense«

only. Accordingly there is also a doMefuture in shall freely give, shall

lay to the charge ; but it manifestly refers to past events. God will

forgive all the sins that have been committed. No one can now ac

cuse God's elect on account of their sins. And the how and wJw are

thus combined in the same section, but there is also a double relation,

1, God did not spare his own Son. Therefore, He will also give us

with him all things. 2, He delivered him upfor us att. Therefore, no one

ghatt lay anything to the charge of God's fleet.) The .second section re

spects the present ; It is Gad thatjustifieth, WHO is hf that condemneth ?

cnmp. by all means, Isa. 1. 8, 9. The third section Concerns the future ;

It i» Christ, etc. WHO shall separate us f For something future is im

plied in the shall separate ; eomp. the end of ver. 3l8. Tnc JPast and.

Present are the foundation of the Future, and Christ's IQV^ Is often ,
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inferred from his death, ch. v. 5, etc. ; Gal. ii. 20 ; Rev. i. 5. Such

an interrogative conclusion is common, and admirably suits a spirited

discourse. Acts viii. 33 ; Num. xxiv. 9 ; Job ix. 12, xxxiv. 29 ;

Ps. xxvi. 1 ; Isa. xiv. 27, xliii. 13 ; Lam. ii. 13, end of verse ; Amos

iii. 8.

32. He that—This first special section has four sentences : the third

refers to the first, the fourth to the second. He did not spare his Son ;

therefore there is nothing which he will not give. He delivered up

his Son for us ; therefore no one shall accuse us on account of our

sins, ch. iv. 25. He was delivered. Nor is who shall lay ant/thing

to the charge so closely connected with what follows, as with what pre

cedes ; for the delivering up of Christ for us forbids all accusation,

whereas our justification does not forbid accusation, but overcomes it.

Fs, [an emphatic particle, which cannot be adequately rendered,] has

an exultant sweetness, as the xai, even—also, ver. 34, repeated : Sc,

who, has its antecedent, he, implied in the following words. Spared

not—Scpt.r thou hast not withheld thy son, Gen. xxii. 16, concerning

Abraham and Isaac; and Paul seems to have had that passage in

mind. Godr so to speak, did violence to his paternal love. Us all—

In other pla«e» it is generally said, all we, of all of us; but here us

is put first with greater force and emphasis. The perception of grace

with respect to ourselves, precedes our perception of universal grace.

Many examples of its application are found without mention of its

universality, as 1 Tim. i. 15, 16 ; whereas its universality is after

wards commended to stimulate to farther duties, ib. ii. 1, etc. De

livered up—So Sept., Isa. liii. 6. With him also—Kai, also, adds an

Epitasis [emphatic addition] to the reasoning from the greater to the

less. It was more, not to spare his Son ; now, with the Son, that is,

when we have the Son already sacrificed for us, he will surely give us

freely all things. All things—That are salutary. Freely give—In

contrast with he did not spare. The consequences of redemption are

themselves also of grace.

33. Of God's elect—Ver. 29. [Some render all these clauses as

questions, Who will lay, etc 1 Will God that justifieth ? Who will

condemn? Will Christ, who died, etc. ? So De W., Alf. But it is

better (with Tisch.) to punctuate as in Eng. Ver., and render, Who

will bring complaint against the elect of God ? (answer with triumph

ant counter-question,) God is the justifier, who the condemner ? (comp.

Is. 1. 8. And as concerns Christ,) Christ is he that died, nay, rather

that is arisen, who also is at the right hand, etc., Mey^\ That justi

fieth— To justify and condemn are opposed, ver. 3, note. In Isa. 1. 8,

I
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9, a passage previously quoted, there is similarly first a supposition,

and then an answer interrogatively expressed ; as,

A. He is near, that justifieth me:

B. 1. Who will contend with me ? let us stand together.

(Here, and for the time, this is placed on Old Testament grounds,

because he ii near; but in Romans he is called, God that y'ustifieth,

without any restriction).

2. Who it the lord <>f my cause f let him o«me near to me.

C. Behold the Lord God will help me :

D. Who is he that shall condemn me f

Here the apostle seems to have assumed A, and on the contrary to

have omitted B, and likewise to have omitted C, and on the contrary

to have quoted D.

34. That died, yea rather—who even—who also—The order of

enumerating the contrary things, ver. 35, 38, 39, corresponds to these

four points". In ver. 35, are lighter and smaller matters, which may

he all referred to death, ver. 38, since they, as it were, lead the way

to death. The matters in ver. 38, 39, are more weighty. This wiH

presently be more fully developed. Rather—Ch. v. 10. Our faitk

should rest on Christ's death, but it should rather also so far progress,

as to' lean on his resurrection, dominion, and second coming. Is at

the right hand of God—He is able to save : he himself and the Fa

ther. The ascension is 'not previously mentioned, nor does the men

tion of his glorious coming follow ; for the former is the act of sitting

at the right hand of God, the latter entirely removes all that threat

ens separation from the love of God, and introduces the state of glory

of which ver. 30 treats. Maketh intercession—He is willing to savet

he himself and the Father.

35. [ Who—Gr. r«c for TC, what, to correspond with preceding. Mey..,

Alf.~\ Shall separate us—A perpetual union, for the future, with the

love of Christ and of God, is inferred from Christ's death, resurrec

tion, fitting at the right hand of God, and intercession, comp. ch. v. 5,

6, 9, 10 ; Heb. vii. 25. But the who is presently explained by the

enumeration without an ^Etiology [assigning the reason] following :

from which again it appears, that the ^Etiology must be sought before

who shatt separate us, in ver. 34 : and he says who, not what, although

he adds affliction, etc., because enemies lurk under these misfortunes.

From the love—Towards us, ver. 37, 39. The ground of this impos

sibility of our separation from the love of Christ is love ; the ground

of this confidence is love clearly perceived. Of Christ—God's love

mnd Christ's are one, ver. 39. [Here, Christ's love for us. Comp.

ver. 37. Hey., etc.] Nakedness—The want of clothing, the extreme
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of poverty, 1 Cor. iv. 11 ; 2 Cor. xi. 27. The enumeration proceeds

for the most part in pairs, hunger and nakedness, etc. Peril—Hypo

crites often yield to mere dangers. Or sword—An instrument of

slaughter. Paul names the method of his own death, ch. xvi. 4 ; Phil,

ii. 17, note. Many martyrs, who survived other tortures, were de

spatched with the sword.

36. As—He states why he enumerates in the preceding verse so

many trials. For thy sake—slaughter—So the Sept., Ps. xliv. 23.

Both the Old Testament church, and much more that of the New

Testament, might have so spoken ; and the latter may still so speak.

For thy sake—It is good thus to suffer: sorrow for other causes in

which the world abounds, is vain. We are killed—The first class of

the blessed is mostly filled up with those who met a violent death,

Matt, xxiii. 34, 35 ; Heb. xi. 37 ; Rev. vi. 11, xx. 4. All the day—

So the Sept., in many passages, ovn So, a proverbial expression ; the

whole day, all the day : Matt. xx. 6. Ps. 44, ver. 16, & : We art

accounted—By our enemies, by ourselves.

37. We are more than conquerors—We have strength not only

equal and sufficient, but far more than enough to overcome the pre

ceding evils : and not even shall the evils, which follow, injure us, be

cause Christ, because God is greater than all. In this section there

is designated that highest mark, as it were, which the Christian can

attain, before his happy departure. Through him that loved—The

Aorist : through him who hath with his love embraced us in Christ, and

therefore proves us by trials. [Rather, through Christ himself, who

hath loved us ; as the question, who shall separate us from the love of

Christ ? ver. 35 requires. Mey.]

38. I am persuaded—All doubt being overcome. For—Minor

things do not hurt us ; for even greater things shall not hurt us.

[Transpose oure dtwdpuz, nor powers, after oure pkXXovra,nor things to

come. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Neither death, etc.—This is intro

duced from ver. 34, in an admirable order :

Neither death shall hurt us, for Christ hath died :

nor life : comp. ch. xiv. 9. Me rose again :

nor angels, nor principalities, nor things „ . . , . ,

f ' , . , -n , Christ is at the right
present, nor tJunqs to come : comp. ±rph. , , . _ ,

i. 20, 21. ^ G

nor power, nor height, nor depth, nor any He makes inter-

other creature. cession.

Hence the order of the words is explained. For the enumeration pro

ceeds in pairs : neither death nor life ; nor things present, nor things

to come. The other two pairs are subjoined by Chiasmus [cross refer
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ence of pairs of words or clauses] ; nor power, nor height, nor depth,

nor any other creature ; in such a way, however, that in some sense,

also power and height, depth, and any creature may be respectively

joined. A similar Chiasrmis [cross reference] occurs at Matt. xii. 22,

»o that the blind and dumb both spake and saw. But if any one pre

fers the more commonly received order of enumeration, he may read

thus-

Neither death, nor life :

nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers :

nor things present, nor things to come :

nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,

BO that there may be four pairs of species, and the second and fourth

pairs may have the class added in the first or last place. But older

testimony maintains the superiority of the former order. I acknow

ledge that the received order of the words is easier, and the reader is

free to choose either. At least the relation of this enumeration to

ver. 34, demonstrated above, is so evident, and so full of saving doc

trine, that it cannot be regarded as an arbitrary interpretation. Now,

we shall consider the same clauses singly. Death—Death is consid

ered most terrible, and is here put first, comp. ver. 34, and the order

of its series, and ver. 36. Therefore the death also, which is inflicted

by men, is indicated: burning alive, strangulation, casting to wild

beasts, etc. [The author, in his German version, suspects that the

state of the dead is here indicated, rather than actual slaughter; be

cause in v. 35, every kind of death may be included under the term

Sword. E. B.~\ Life—"And in it tribulation, etc., ver. 35 ; likewise

length of life, tranquillity, and all living men. None of these things

shall injure, comp. 1 Cor. iii. 22. Angels—Angeh are mentioned,

after the implied mention of men, by way of gradation ; 1 Cor. xv.

24, note. Here good angels may be understood (conditionally, as

Gal. i. 8), and wicked angels (absolutely) : (for it will be found that

the latter are also called angels absolutely, not merely angels of the

devil ; Matt. xxv. 41. [A mistake: angels alone means always good

angels. Mey.]) 1 Cor. iv. 9, vi. 3, xi. 10 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; 1 Pet. iii.

22 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude, ver. 6 ; Rev. ix. 11, etc. ; Ps. Ixxviii. 49.

Principalities—These are also included under the nanvj angels, as

well as other orders, Heb. i. 4, 14 ; but those seem to b-_- specially

called angels, [messengers] who are more frequently svrt tLan the

rest. They are thus called principalities, and also thrones, Col. i, 16 ;

bat not kingdoms, for the kingdom belongs to the Son of God, 1 Cor.

XT. 24, 25. [Comp. also Col. i. 16: Eph. i. 21, and 1 Cor. xv.-24;
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Eph. vi. 12; Col. ii. 15, where Paul recognizes a distinction of rank

and of power among the angels. Mey.] Nor things present, nor things

to come—Things past are not mentioned, not even sins ; for they have

passed away. Present things are the events that happen to us dur

ing our pilgrimage, or to the whole world, until it come to an end.

For the saints are viewed either individually, or collectively. Things

to come refer to whatever will happen to us either after our time in

the world, or after that of the whole world, as the last judgment, the

burning of the world, eternal punishment; or those things, which,

though they now exist, will yet become known to ua by name in the

future world, and not till then. Nor power—[Gr. duvapuz in the sin

gular, according to Beng. But duvdpuz, powers, is right.] JOvaptz,

power, often corresponds to the Hebrew word xax, and signifies forces,

hosts.

39. Nor heigJit nor depth—Things past and future refer to differ

ences of times, height and depth to differences of places. We do not

know the number, magnitude, and variety of things, comprehended

in these words, and yet we do not fear them. Height here is finely

used for heaven ; depth for the abyss ; [But the words are used in

their most general sense. Meg. No extremes of fpace. Alf.] With

which comp. ch. x. 6, 7 ; Eph. iv. 8, 9, 10, that is, neither the ardu

ous and high things, nor the dangerous and deep things, I will not

say, of the feelings, of the affections, of fame, and of wealth, Phil,

iv. 12, nor will I say, of walls, of mountains, and of waters, but even

of heaven and of the abyss itself, of which even the bare conception

can appal the human mind, terrify us. Furthermore, Paul does not

say in Greek, 5^oc, height, y9e£#oc, depth, as he does elsewhere in

another sense ; nor vi/iiofv.a, a height, ftdduapa, a depth, (as Plutarch

says, uipdpara zmv axtriptov, the heights of the stars, and Theophras-

tus, ftad-)opara rijc Up^rfi, the depths of the lake) but u^wpa, a height,

ftd&oz, depth; using purposely, as it were, the derivative and primi

tive, and securing a variety in sound. " Ytlioz, the primitive noun,

signifies height absolutely ; iKpaipa, a sort of verbal noun, is not so

much height, as something made high or raised; uipoz belongs to God,

and the third heaven, from which comes nothing hurtful ; ix/>iopa has

perhaps some likeness in sound to arepimpa, firmament, which is

often used by the Sept., and here certainly refers to those regions,

to which it is difficult to ascend, and where the powers of darkness

range, exalting themselves fearfully against us: /JoEtJo,-, how far

soever it descends, does us no injury. Creature—Whatever exists

outside of God, and of whatever kind. He does not even conde

scend to mention visible enemies. Shall be able—Although they
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make many attempts. To separate—Neither by violence, ver. 35,

nor by law, ver. 33, 34. [The love of God—God's love to us in

Christ. Met/., Alf.]

CHAPTER IX.

1, etc. [This and the tenth and eleventh chapters, are an appendix,

as it were, on the exclusion of most of the Jews from Christianity ;

1. The lament for them, (ix. 1-5.) 2. The divine justification of it,

(ix. 6-29.) 3. The guilt rests with the Jews themselves, (ix. 30—x.

21.) 4. The consolation (xi. 11-32), with praise to God, (xi. 33-36).

Mey.-\

1. Truth—On the connection, see on ch. i. 16, note. The article

is not added here [as in Eng. Ver.] Comp. 2 Cor. vii. 14, xi. 10, be

cause he refers not to the whole truth, but to a special truth, in which

sense also ak/jduat, truths, in the plural is used in Ps. xii. 2, Sept. ; 2

Mace. vii. 6. This declaration chiefly relates to ver. 3, where for is

put as in Matt. i. 18. Therefore in ver. 2, ott denotes because [not as

Eng. Ver., that], and indicates the cause of the prayer. For verse

2 obtained credit of itself without so strong an assertion. I say—

The apostle speaks deliberately. In Christ—a, iv, in, has sometimes

the force of an oath. [But the idea is, in Christ, as the element in

which my soul moves and has its being. '~ Ev, in, never has the force

of an oath, except where a verb meaning to swear, etc., is connected

with it. Mey.] I lie not—This is equivalent to that clause, I say the

truth. Its own confirmation is added to each. This chapter through

out in its phrases and figures approaches the Hebrew idiom. Con

science—The criterion of truth is in the conscience and in the heart,

which the inward testimony of the Holy Spirit enlightens and

confirms.

2. Heaviness—In spiritual things the extremes of grief and (see

the end of ch. 8) joy may exist together. Paul perceived, from how

great blessings, already enumerated, the Jews excluded themselves,

and at the same time he declares, that he does not say what he has to

say in an unfriendly spirit towards his persecutors. I have—in my

heart—These are equivalent in each half of the verse.

14
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3. I could with—A verb in the imperfect tense, involving a poten

tial or conditional meaning, if Christ would permit. His grief was

unceasing, but this prayer does not seem here to be called unceasing,

or absolute. Human words cannot express fully the emotions of holy

souls ; nor are those emotions always the same ; nor can those souls

always draw from themselves such a prayer as this. A soul not far

advanced, cannot comprehend this. It is not easy to estimate the

measure of love in a Moses and a Paul. For our limited reason does

not grasp it; as the child cannot comprehend the courage of warriors.

With those two men themselves, what may be in a good sense called

ecstatic, was something sudden and extraordinary. Even they them

selves were unable to perform such acts as these at any time they

chose. Grief and sorrow for the people's danger and distress, shame

for their fault, zeal for their salvation, for the safety of so great a

multitude, and for still farther promoting God's glory by the pre

servation of such a people, so transported them, that they for a time

forgot themselves, Exod. xxxii. 32. I am inclined to paraphrase

thus that passage : Pardon them : if ihou dost not pardon, turn upon

me the punishment destined for them, that is, as Moses elsewhere

says, kill me, Num. xi. 15. Therefore the book of temporal life is

understood without reference to eternal life, according to the nature,

economy, and style of the Old Testament ; comp. Ex. xxxiii. 3, 5.

The book of temporal life is meant in Ps. cxxxix. 16. [But the

words a Curse from Christ, can refer only to the eternal destruction.

The energetic expression of self-denial and self-abandoning love must

not be measured by a standard of calm reflection. Mey.~\ I myself

—Construe with were. Were accursed—It will suffice to compare

this passage with Gal. iii. 13, where Christ is said to have been made

a curse for us. The meaning is, I could have wished to bring the

misery of the Jews on my own head, and to be in their place. The

Jews, rejecting the faith, were accursed from Christ ; comp. Gal. i. 8,

9, v. 4. Whether he wished only the deprivation of all good, and his

own destruction, or annihilation, or the eternal suffering also of every

evil, bodily and spiritual, or whether, in the very excitement of that

prayer, he clearly conceived the matter, who knows whether Paul

himself, had he been questioned, could have defined? Certainly, self

was quite forgotten ; he only regarded others, for the sake of the

Divine glory ; comp. 2 Cor. xii. 15. From the highest faith (ch.

viii.) he now displays the highest love, enkindled by the Divine love.

What he had wished could not be done, but his prayer was pious and

sincere, although under the tacit condition, if it could be done ; comp.

Horn. viii. 38, I am persuaded; Ex. xxxii. 33. From Christ—So
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(ko, from 1 Cor. i. 30 ; or, as Christ, being made a curse, was aban

doned by the Father; so Paul, filled with Christ, wished in place of

the Jews to be forsaken by Christ, as if accursed. He is not speak

ing of exclusion from the everlasting society of the church. These

two things differ, for xardpa rrV?p, curse, is the more forcible, and

implies something more absolute : Din, anathema, something relative,

Gal. i. 8, 9 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 22 : the former is severe, the latter mild ; the

former expresses the power of reconciliation by Christ's cross ; the

latter is more suitable to Paul ; nor can the one be substituted for the

other, either here, or in the passages quoted. [For—Not instead of;

but for their good ; to effect their salvation. So Grotius : "If by this

I could lead them to true righteousness and eternal salvation." Mcy.~]

The [brethren of me] Gr. roiv, [Eng. Ver., my brethren.'] He speaks

of the whole multitude, not of individuals. My brethren—Express

ing the cause of his so great love. My kinsmen according to the flesh

—Expressing the cause of his prayer, showing why the prayer, other '

things being equal, was right ; and by adding kinsmen, he shows that

the word brethren is not understood, as usual, of Christians, but of

the Jews. Christ was made a curse for us, because we were his

kinsmen.

4. Who—He now explains the cause of his sorrow and grief: that

Israel does not enjoy so great blessings. He uses great JLuphemia

[softening of an unwelcome truth]. To whom pertaineth the adop

tion—the promises—Six privileges are enumerated by three pairs of

correlatives : and in the first pair, God the Father is referred to ; in

the second, Christ ; in the third, the Holy Spirit; comp. Eph. iii. 6,

note. The adoption and the glory—That is, that Israel is the first

born son of God, and the God of glory is their God, Deut. iv. 7, 33,

34 ; Ps. cvi. 20, (xlvii. 5) ; but by the force of the correlatives, God

is at the same time the Father of Israel, and Israel is God's people.

This relation is likewise concisely in Rev. xxi. 7 ; comp. Bom. viii.

18, 19. Some understand 36£av, the glory, of the ark of the cove

nant ; but Paul is not speaking here of anything bodily. God him

self is called the Glory of his people Israel, by the same Metonymy

[change of name] as he is called the Fear, instead of the God of Isaac,

Gen. xxxi. 42, 54. [But all the other nouns are separate matters of

fact ; so here it is better to take the glory as the glory of the Lord

(Ex. xxiv. 16 ; xl. 34, etc.) ; the visible symbolic presence of God, as

in the pillar of cloud and of fire, and in the Shekinah of the ark.

Alf,, Mey.~\ And the covenants and the giving of the law—Comp.

Heb. viii. 6. Why the covenants are put before the giving of the law,

appears from Gal. iii. 17. diadyxai, covenants, is plural, because the
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testament, or covenant, was both often and variously repeated, Lev.

xxvL 42, 45 ; Eph. ii. 12 ; Heb. i. 1 ; and because there were two

administrations of it, Gal. iv. 24, the one promising, the other fulfil

ling. And tJie service of God and the promises—Acts xxvi. 6, 7;

Eph. i. 13; Heb. viii. 5, 6. Here the giving of the law and the ser

vice of God, the covenants mnd the promisee correspond by Chiasmus

[cross reference of pairs of words or clauses]. The promises flow

from the covenants ; and the service of God was instituted by the giving

of the law. [The promises procured for the service of God its dig

nity. Moreover, the Holy Spirit was promised, Gal. iii. 14. V. (?.]

5. And of whom—Of the Israelites, Acts iii. 22. To the six

privileges of the Israelites lately mentioned are now added a seventh

and eighth, respecting the fathers, and the Messiah himself. Israel

is a noble and a holy people. [ W7w is—etc. llhe punctuation and

sense are much disputed. Tisch., Mey., etc., put a period after ad/ixa,

i. e., in English, after Christ came. The remainder is then a dox-

ology, independent of what precedes ; God who is over all be blessed

forever. This is grammatically possible, but it is better to render as

Eng. Ver. So Alf., Ols., ThoL, and most commentators.] W7io is—

Gr. 6 u>v, that is, oc San, but the participle has narrower meaning.

Artemon properly proves from Paul's grief, that there is no doxology

in this passage : but at the same time he with his associates contends,

that Puul wrote wv o Ini TtAinoiv, #soc, i. e., whose is he that is over

all, God, etc. [But for this there is no authority, and none defend

it now. We therefore omit part of Beng.'s argument against it.] Arte

mon objects to the common reading: I. Christ is nowhere in the

Scriptures expressly called God. Ans. Nowhere? Doubtless be

cause Artemon seeks to get rid of all those passages either by a

different reading, or a different interpretation. He himself admits,

that too many proofs of one thing should not be demanded. As re

gards the rest, see note on John i. 1. He objects, II. If Paul wrote

6 an, i. e., Christ, who is, he omitted the Israelites' principal privi

lege, that the Almighty God was their God. Ans. The adoption and

the glory had consisted in that ; therefore he did not omit it ; nor is

the Lord is the God of Israel, ever expressed in these words, Thine,

0 Israel, is God blessed for ever. He urges further ; Christ is in

cluded even in the covenants, and yet Paul soon after makes mention

of Christ; how much more of God the Father himself! Ans. The

reason does not hold good in both cases. Paul mentions in the

order of time all Israel's privileges (the fathers being incidentally

joined with Christ). He therefore mentions Christ, as he was mani

fested ; but a similar mention of God was unnecessary. Moreover,
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Christ was peculiarly related to the Israelites ; but God was also tlio

God of the Gentiles, ch. iii. 29 : and the Jews openly rejected not

God but Christ. What ? In the very root of the name Israel, and

therefore of the Israelites, to which the apostle refers, ver. 4, 6, the

name El, Q-od, is found. He objects, III. The opinion of the Fa

thers disagrees with this : nay, the false Ignatius reckons among

Satan's servants those who said that Jesus himself is God over all.

Ans. By this phrase, he has incautiously described the Sabellians,

next to whom he ranks the Artemonites in the same class. Other

wise the fathers often apply Paul's phraseology respecting Christ to

the Father, and thus prove its true force ; and yet the apostle is su

perior to the fathers. Wolf refutes Artemonius at length. Over all

—The Father is certainly excepted, 1 Cor. xv. 27. Christ is of the

fathers, according to the flesh ; and at the same time was, is, and shall

be over all, since he is G-od blessedfor ever. Amen ! The same praise

is ascribed to the Father and the Son, 2 Cor. xi. 3L Over all, which

is contrasted with of whom, shows both the pre-existence of Christ to

the fathers, in opposition to his descent from the fathers according to

the flesh, and his infinite majesty and dominion full of grace over

Jews and Gentiles; comp. on the phrase, Eph. iv. 6 ; on the fact it

self, John viii. 58; Matt. xxii. 45. They are wrong, who either place

the period here ; for then he must have written eW-o^jroc 6 6so;. (if this

had been an appropriate place for such a doxology ;) or after adpxa.

[See note on preceding page.] God—We should greatly rejoice, that in

this formal description Christ is so plainly called God. The apostles,

who wrote before John, assume Christ's deity as acknowledged ; whence

they do not directly discuss it, but yet when it comes in their way, they

mark it most gloriously. Paul, ch. v. 15, had calledJesus Christ man; he

now calls him God ; so also 1 Tim. ii. 5, iii. 16. The one title sup

ports the other. Blessed—mpn. By this epithet we unite in giving

all praise to God, 2 Cor. xi. 31. For ever— Who is above all—-for

ever, is the first and the last, Rev. i. 17.

6. Not as though—The Jews thought, that, if all the Jews were

not saved, the word of God became void. Paul refutes this, intimat

ing at the same time, that the Jews' apostasy had been rather fpre-

told by God's word. But—Gr. 8k, [not rendered in Eng. Ver.,]

namely, although I profess great sorrow for Israel, without Christ.

ff'i'!i taken none effect—[Gr. IXXSXTUIXSV, hath fallen out of its place ;

fallen through; i. e., the promise of God to the Jews. Mey., etc.]

An apposite expression, 1 Cor. xiii. 8, note. If all Israel had failed,

the word of God would have failed ; the latter cannot occur, so

neither can the former : for even now there are some, and hereafter
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i

there will be all. For this sentence includes all in chapters ix., x., xi.,

and is most aptly expressed. It is closely connected with what pre

cedes in ver. 2, and yet as respects what follows, where lbroc,

word, recurs, there is a studied gentleness of expression and antici

patory caution so as to modify a disagreeable expression before utter

ing it; as in 1 Cor. x. 13. The word—Of promise, given to Israel.

For not all—Pap, for, begins the discussion ; not all is mildly said for

there are not many. This the Jews held : We all and we alone are

God's people. Wherefore the all is refuted here ; and the alone at

ver. 24, etc. The Jews were Exclusives, [Particularists, i. e., those

who believe God's grace limited to a portion of mankind]; therefore

Paul directly refutes them. His whole discussion will be not only

tolerable, but even delightful to those, and those alone, who have gone

through the former chapters in faith and repentance; for here faith

is especially regarded. The sum of this discussion, according to those

who deny universal grace, is this : God gives faith to whom he will ;

he does not give it to whom he will not; according to Paul, it is this:

God gives righteousness to them that believe, he does not give it to

them that work; and that is by no means contrary to his word. Nay,

he himself has declared by types and testimonies, that the former, the

sons of the promise, are received; that the latter, the children of the

flesh, are rejected. This decree of God is certain, indisputable, just ;

as any man or people listens to or resists it, he is either accepted in

mercy or rejected in wrath. Compare by all means i. 16, note.

Meanwhile Paul, as regards those whom he refutes, does not par

ticularly distinguish between the former chapter on faith, and the lat

ter on righteousness ; nor indeed was it necessary. Israel—Israel—

Ploce, [repetition of a word to express an attribute of it.]

7. Because—This particle makes an Epitasis [emphatic addition]

with respect to the preceding sentence. Of Abraham—What hap

pened to the children of the early Fathers, may much more happen

to their later descendants. But in Isaac, etc.—This clause is a " Sup-

positio Materialis" [that is, a phrase used without respect to gram

matical inflexion, rat as consisting simply of letters and syllables],

for we supply, it was written, and it is being fulfilled, Sept., Gen. xxi.

12 : that in—seed. The origin of the name Isaac [Heb., laughter] is

also appropriate here ; for they are the seed, who embrace the cove

nant of grace with a pure and noble joy, Gen. xvii. 19. [The argu

ment is: the true seed of Abraham is that which is made so by the

promise of God, not by mere bodily descent. Thus the promise to

Abraham at the first limited itself to Isaac alone ; in the person of

Isaac shall a posterity be called thine. Comp. Chrysost. : " He saya
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in Isaac, etc., to show that those born just as Isaac was are the true

children of Abraham. But how was Isaac born ? Not by the law of na

ture, nor the power of the flesh, but by the power of the promise." Mey.]

8. That is—The apostle boldly puts that is for therefore. These—

DD, that is, are. The substantive pronoun for the substantive verb ;

so these, ver. 6 : and often this, ver. 9. The language in this chapter

fitly follows the Hebrew idiom, so ver. 28, etc. [The children of the

promise—Not, the promised children, although it might mean this ;

but here the children begotten through the power of God's promise ;

Gal. iv. 23 ; they who are placed in the relation of children to Abra

ham by the promise of God. Mey.]

9. Of promise— Corresponding to of the promise, ver. 8. Tltis—

Supply is. At this time will I come, and Sarah shall have a son—

Sept., Gen. xviii. 10: I will certainly return unto thee according to the

timeoflife, andlo, Sarah thy wife shall have asm; comp. Gen. xvii. 21.

10. And not only this—That is, what I have said is wonderful ;

wb^t follows is still more so. [Rather, But not only Sarah had a

promise from God, but Rebecca too, etc. Mey.] Ishmael under Abra

ham, Esau under Isaac, and those, who resembled Ishmael and Esau

under Israel, rebelled. Rebecca—Supply is, that is, occurs here.

The mother, and presently Isaac the father, are named. By one—

Isaac was now separated from Ishmael, and yet under Isaac himself,

in whom Abraham's seed is called, Esau also is separated from Jacob.

Ishmael and Isaac were born not of the same mother, nor at the same

time,—and Ishmael was the son too of a bondmaid, Isaac of a free

woman. Jacob and Esau were born of the same mother, a free woman

and at the same time. [Had conceived—Gr. xoizrjv l%ouaa, not as

Beng. interprets it, Heb, mat?, Lev. xviii. 20 : but literally, having bed

of, that is, intercourse with. Mey., etc.]

11. Being not yet born—Carnal descent profiteth nothing, John i.

13. Neither having done—This is added, because some one might

think that Ishmael was driven out, not so much because he was a

bondmaid's son, as because he was a mocker ; although this slavish

insolence afterwards shows itself in Ishmael, so that he derides and

mocks Isaac, whom he envies and insults. [For xaxbv, evil, read fall-

Xov, evil. Tisch., Alf.] According to election—The purpose, which is

quite free, is founded on election alone ; comp. xaru, according to, ch.

xvi. 25; Tit. i. 9. Might stand—Immovable. The purpose is as

sumed to be prior to the might stand. Not of works—Not even of

works foreseen. Observe, works are opposed to election, not faith.

Of him that calleth—Even him, who called Jacob to be the superior,

Esau to be the servant : comp. ver. 25.
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12. To her—Their sons' destiny was often foretold to mothers be

fore conception or birth. The elder—the younger—Gen. xxv. 23, Sept.

The elder—Who, it would seem, should command, as the younger

should obey. Shall serve—And yet not for ever, Gen. xxvii. 40.

13. A*—Malachi's word so long afterward, agrees with that in

Genesis. Jacob have I loved—Mai. i. 2, Sept., / loved Jacob. I have

loved—/ have hated—Referring not to the spiritual state of both bro

thers, but to their outward condition, as Isaac's corporal birth typifies

spiritual things, ver. 9. All Israelites are not saved, and all Edom-

ites are not damned. But Paul intimates, that as there was a differ

ence between the sons of Abraham and Isaac, so there was a differ

ence among Israel's posterity. So far has he demonstrated his pro

position ; he next introduces and refutes an objection ; [uoeiv properly

signifies to hate, nay, to hate greatly. See Mai. i. 4, end.

14. What then ?—Can we therefore be accused of charging God

with unrighteousness and unfairness by this assertion? By no means;

for we assert God's indisputable statement ; see next verse. Godfor

bid—The Jews thought that they could not possibly be rejected by

God, that the Gentiles could not possibly be received. As therefore

an upright man treats insolent and spiteful demandants with more se

verity than he really feels (that he may defend his own and his pa

tron's rights, and may not unseasonably betray and sacrifice his cha

racter for liberality), so Paul defends God's power and justice against

the Israelites, who trusted to their mere name and merits ; on which

subject he sometimes uses those appropriate terms, to which he seems

to have been formerly accustomed in the Pharisaic school. He says

this : No man can prescribe anything to*lhe Lord God, nor demand

and insolently wrest anything from him as a debt, nor can he prohibit

him in anything, or require a reason, why he is kind also to others.

Therefore Paul abruptly checks by a severe answer the captious and

spiteful objectors, comp. Luke xix. 22, 23. For no man may deal

with God, as if he were his creditor, but even were this so, God deals

more strictly with the man, comp. Matt. xx. 13-15, which is quite

parallel : / do thee no wrong, etc. In one sense, therefore, Paul's

language answers the advocates of good works : another, and milder

one, in behalf of believers, is concealed in the words. In the Scrip

tures, too, especially when we have come from the proposition to that

on which the proposition rests, the modes of expression, as well as the

reasonings should be considered ; and yet there can be no commentary

so plain, that the self-righteous can more easily understand it than the

text of Paul.

15. For to Moses—Many think, that the objection extends from
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this verse to ver. 18 ; thus for is used, as in ch. iii. 7, and thou wilt

lay then, ver. 19, concludes the objection, begun at ver. 14. And in

deed by thus introducing an adversary that rejoinder would be fitly

expressed, which is censured at ver. 20, and afterwards refuted by

taking up the words themselves or their synonyms. Meanwhile Paul

so speaks that the objector at the same time answers himself; and

therefore the words here may be also correctly regarded as spoken in

the person of the apostle, as we shall now try to show. Moses,

Exod. xxxiii., had prayed for himself and the people, by jn, the grace

of the Lord, ver. 12, 13, 16, 17, and had concluded with, show me thy

glory. The Lord answered, I will make all my goodness pass before

thee, and I will proclaim the name of the Lord before thee, iipx-nx

'n:rn, ornx "it^x ns vrami [nx, And win be gracious to whom I will be

gracious, and will show mercy on whom I will show mercy, ver. 19.

The Lord did not immediately disclose even to Moses, to whom he

would show grace and mercy, although the question concerned Moses

and the Israelites alone, not the Gentiles. To this Moses, then, not

merely to others by Moses (Maxrrj, to Moses, says Paul, as afterward,

rtfi <Papa.to, to Pharaoh) the Lord spoke thus : By my proclamation,

and by my most abundant working, hereafter, /. will designate Mm as

the object of grace and mercy, on whomsoever Ibestow grace and mercy ;

thus intimating that he would make proclamation concerning grace

and mercy, which he soon after did, Ex. xxxiv. 6, p:ni Dim, merciful

and gracious, etc., to thousands; adding, and wiU by no means clear

the guilty, etc. Therefore according to the subsequent proclamation

itself, the following meaning of the previous promise appears : I will

show thee so abundant grace, that thou mayest see concerning me all

that.thou desirest and canst receive, that thou mayest further under

stand, that it is grace ; because 1 have once for all embraced thee in

grace, which thou acknowledgest to be grace. And to the rest of the

people, I will show the most abundant mercy, in not at once destroying

them for their idolatry, that they may further understand that it is

mercy ; because I have once for all embraced them in mercy, which

thou, for them, acknoioledgest to be mercy. The Sept. and Paul have

expressed the meaning of this sentence by the difference between the

present and future tense : lteyaa> t>v dv Ifeat, xae otifrttf^ffte bv dv

olxretpat, I will have mercy on whom I have mercy, [not as Eng. Ver.,

will have mercy,~\ and I will have compassion on whom I have com

passion, [not as Eng. Ver., will have compassion.'] And there is a

Place, [repetition of a word to express an attribute of it,] signifying

nearly the same as below, ch. xiii. 7, and expressing here the liberty

of the Agent, of whom the apostle is speaking, as in Ex. xvi. 23.

15
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Moreover, each verb, repeated in both the clauses, contains the em

phasis on its first mention; although elsewhere the verb is usually

emphasized on its repetition. Gen. xxvii. 33, xliii. 14 ; 2 Kings vii.

4. That the acknowledgment of grace and mercy, by Moses, and the

true Israelites, is also involved, appears from this, that Paul, ver. 16,

speaks, on the contrary, of the man that willeth and that runneth, to

whom grace is not grace, and mercy is not mercy. it?s nn, on whom,

is put twice, and intimates in the former passage that Moses (to whom

the word ln, grace, is repeated, from his own prayers from Ex. xxxiii.

ver. 13 : where the same Ploce [repetition of a word to express an

attribute of it] occurs, and that in the latter passage, the others

were among the thousands to whom sinners, their children, grand

children, etc., are opposed, Ex. xxxiv. 7. And thus, this testimony

is very well fitted to prove, that there is no unrighteousness with God.

This point is clear to believers. But as to the advocates of good

works, it sounds too abrupt: the reason why God is merciful, is no

other than his own mercy, for no other is mentioned by Moses, con

cerning Moses and Israel. / will have mercy, that is, no one can

forcibly extort anything ; all things are in My hand, under My au

thority and will; if I act otherwise, no one can charge Me with injust

ice. This answer is sufficient for the defender of good works ; any

farther answer is superfluous.

16. So then—So also ver. 18. Paul's inference here is not drawn

from bv &v, on whom, but from I have mercy, and / have compassion.

Not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth—Supply it is, the

business, or, will, course ; nor that it is vain to will rightly, and, what

is greater, to run, or strive rightly, 1 Cor. ix. 26 ; Phil. iii. 14 : but

because to will and to run produce nothing sought by the defenders

of works. The human will is opposed to divine grace, and the human

course to divine operation. Comp. ver. 30, 31.

17. Saith—Exhibits God speaking thus, comp. ch. x. 20, saith.

For—He proves, that it is of him who shows mercy, even God. Pha

raoh—Who lived in Moses' time. Even for this same purpose have I

raised thee up that I might show my power in thee—The Sept. Ex. ix.

16. For this cause, thou hast been preserved, [Eng. Ver., have 1

raised thee up,] until now, that I might show my power, etc. Have I

raised thee up—ymayn, Sept. tJ«erifp)?{?ijc, thou hast been preserved,

(as Exod. xxi. 21, my, dtafttouv, to pass one's life), but Paul accord

ing to his custom says more significantly, have I raised thee up : ob

serve carefully however that by lzsreipw, here the meaning of the

word D'pn, raise up, is not expressed, as it is used in Zech. xi. 16, but

TO^n, preserve in being, which in all cases presupposes the subject
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previously produced. See the difference in 1 Kings xv. 4. The sense

then is this : I have raised thee up a king very powerful (in whom I

might show my power) and illustrious (through whom my name might

be proclaimed throughout the earth). Therefore this raising up in

cludes the preserving, as the Sept. more mildly render it : and also

the tyzrxev, endured, which in ver. 22, is introduced from this very

passage of Moses. The predecessor had begun to oppress Israel;

Exod. ii. 23: and yet the successor did not repent. The Ordo Tem-

porum [Chronology] makes his reign very short, and therefore his whole

administration was an experience of the Divine power. We must add,

that this was told to Pharaoh not at first, but after excessive obstinacy,

and it was not even then intended to discourage him from acknow

ledging Jehovah and releasing the people, but to reform him. Power

—By which Pharaoh with his forces was drowned. Might be declared

—This is done to-day.

18. Whom he will—Moreover, to whom God wills to show mercy,

and whom he wills to harden ; Paul shows elsewhere. Hath he mercy

—As on Moses. Hardeneth—[That is, maketh incapable of receiving

divine salvation. Mey.\ as Pharaoh. He uses hardens, for has not

merzy, by substitution of the consequent, although not to have mercy

sounds somewhat harsher : so, is sanctified, for is not unclean, 1 Cor.

vii. 14; and yon rescued from, instead of you did not deliver up.

Jos. xxii. 31. [This hardening is, 1, not a beginning of evil in man;

but supposes the evil already in him ; 2, is not an aggravation of sin,

but rather a means of preventing the aggravation of trampling on

grace ; 3, is a manifestation of punitive justice, when sin has reached

the point of the sin against the Holy Ghost. Ols.]

19. [For ri, why, read ri ohv, why then? Tisch., Alf.] Yet—This

particle well expresses the peevish outcry. To the objection here

made, Paul answers in two ways. I. God's power over men is greater

than the potter's power over the clay, ver. 20, 21. Then II. More

mildly : God has not exercised his power, even over the vessels of

wrath, ver. 22. [ Who resists—Present ; not hath resisted, as Eng.

Ver. Alf.] His—For, of God, expressing the aversion of such

objectors to God.

20. [Nay, but—This answer savors of sternness and impetuosity.

The insolent should certainly be restrained ; but the sweetest ground

of the whole argument is afterwards disclosed to the called, ver. 24.

In this discussion, he who merely severs a portion of it from the rest,

must be perplexed; but he proceeds easily, who carefully examines

the whole structure of chapters ix., x., xi. V. (?.] O man—Weak,

ignorant of righteousness. Shall—say—Isa. xxix. 16. Shall ye not
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be esteemed [Eng. Ver., your turning of things upside down shall be

esteemed] as the potter's clay ; for shall the work say of him that made

it, Thou didst not make me ? [Eng. Ver., he made me not.] The

same prophet, ch. xlv. 9. Is. xlv. 9, Shall the clay say to the potter,

what cert thou doing, that thou dost not work, neither hast hands f

Shall the thing formed answer him that formed it f Sept.

21. Power—Construed with over the clay. The potter does not

make the clay but digs it ; God makes man, therefore he has greater

power than the potter. But absolute power and liberty do not imply

an absolute will and decree. Had God left the whole human race

under sin and death, he would not have acted unjustly, but he did not

use that right. [Man is struck with the exhibition of Divine power,

so that he afterwards forgets all his outrageous suspicions of God's

justice, Matt. xx. 15 ; Ex. xx. 20 ; Job xlii. 2, 6. V. G.~\ Lump

—Prepared from clay, softened and made a uniform mass. To dis

honor—Paul speaks guardedly, he does not yet say, to wrath : vessel

must be construed with these words. [In this question, the apostle's

aim is rather to strike dumb the inquirer, than to state the facts.

Alf.-]

22. But if—Gr. ei 3e, [Eng. Ver., what if.] The conclusion of

this particle must be supplied at the end of ver. 23 from ver. 20 :

God has much more cause to complain of man, and man has less cause

to expostulate with God, Comp. if, John vi. 62, where also the con

clusion is understood. It is an implied question, with an ellipsis,

What dost thou answer? Willing—Corresponds to his will, ver. 19,

and to he will, ver. 18. Paul speaks after the manner of men, in

his opponent's words ; and so el means whereat. At the same time,

we must observe that he speaks sparingly of the vessels of wrath, and

more fully of the vessels of mercy ; willing to show, he says, not,

that he might show, comp. next verse, and Eph. ii. 7. To show—hit

power— Repeated from rer. 17. Wrath—He does not say the

riches of his wrath ; comp. ver. 23. His power—Meaning his inher-

rent power, not his right. Endured—As he endured Pharaoh. With

much long-suffering—To allure the wicked from their dislike to re

pentance, ch. ii. 4 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9. God suffers many bad men to

enjoy great and continued prosperity in this life, when he might at

the very first have consigned them to death. The gate of grace is

still open to them. This long-suffering, humanly speaking, precedes

his " will to show his wrath," and does not merely follow it. Usually:

wherefore rptfxtv should be translated, had endured. Thus the ques

tion, who hath resisted f ver. 19, is most powerfully refuted. Of

wrath—Which is not indeed causeless, but presupposes sins ; he docs
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not say, of disgrace, nor unto wrath, but of wrath. Fitted—Denot

ing the disposition inward and full, but no longer free, not the desti

nation ; he does not say, which he previously fitted, although he says

in the next verse, which he prepared, comp, ver. 19, oh. xi. 22, note ;

Matt. xxv. 34, with ver. 41, and Acts xiii. 46, with ver. 48. This is

distinct from the efficient cause; it is only stating in what condition

God finds them, when he brings upon them his wrath. To destruction

—The contrast is, ver. 23, unto glory.

23. [The idea is, and (what if he did this) that he might make

known the riches of his glory towards the vessels of mercy, which he

before made ready for glory. Alfi] That—Denotes more distinctly

the end and aim, without excluding means. Might make known—

This verb is applied to things not formerly known ; it is therefore put

both here, and in the preceding verse, but ivduKvvodat, to show, is

only used in verse 22, of wrath ; of which even the Gentiles know

something. On—The connection is this. But if God, that he might

make known the riches of his glory, supply, did this, or, made known

the riches on the vessels of mercy ; on the conclusion, see the begin

ning of the note, ver. 22. Of his glory—Of his goodness, grace,

mercy, wisdom, omnipotence, Eph. i. 6. Of mercy—Ver. 15, 16, 18,

25, which assumes the former misery of the vessels. Afore prepared

—Before works, ver. 11, by the arrangement of all the outward and

inward circumstances, which he, who is called, finds tending to his

salvation, at the first moment of his call. This is implied by the

preposition in xporjroipaoev, prepared. So a vessel unto honor, pre-

pared, 2 Tim. ii. 21.

24. Us whom also—Gr. o5c xai f^iaz, [Eng. Vor., even us whom.~]

Kai, also, in ch. viii. 30, Cluver : whom (having been previously pre

pared for glory) he hath also called. Called—In some sense a con

trast to he endured, ver. 22. I will call recurs in the next verse.

Us—This sentiment leads Paul to the proposition respecting the

grace open to the Jews and Gentiles ; and he proceeds to refute the

Jewish Exclusivism, and to defend the universality of grace. Not

only of—The believing Jew is not called because he is a Jew, but he

is called from the Jews. This is the root of the word ixxhjata,

church, [the called. The epistle to the Ephesians especially corres

ponds to this whole section, and to the exhortation, chapters xiv.,

xv., deduced from it. V. (?.] Of the Jews—He treats of this at

ver. 27. Of the Gentiles—He treats of this, ver. 25, etc.

25. 26. [These quotations from Hosea seem to be adduced to show

that it is consonant with what we know of God's dealings to receive

as his people those who formerly were not his people; that this may
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be done in the case of the Gentiles also ; and that Israel was the pn>

phetic type of his future dealings with men in this as in many things.

Alf]

25. Saiih—God. Paul asserted the prior right of God in calling

the Gentiles, and their actual calling, and now at last that the event

is shown, he cites one testimony from the Old Testament, and in ch.

xv. 9, etc., several, with wonderful system. The predictions^ though

numerous and quite clear from their fulfilment, yet at first are not

readily believed. The strength of the following quotation is not in

the verb I will call, but in the remainder of the expression : ixdhaev,

he called, is used as m viii. 30. Nevertheless naming immediately

accompanies calling, and in a manner precedes it. I will call them

my people, which were not my people, and her beloved which was not

beloved, Hos. ii. 2&. The Sept. have, And I will have mercy on her

that had not obtained, and I will say to them which were not my peo

ple, Thou art my people. Be loved—As a bride.

26. And—there shall they be called—ofthe living—Hos. ii. 1, Sept.

There—So they need not change their country and go to Judea,

comp. Zeph. ii. 11.

27. Crieth—See Isa. x. 22, where the accents also may be com

pared. Israel contradicts : Isaiah with a still louder cry declares, a

remnant shall be saved. For—Gr. bnhp, [not as Eng. Ver., concern

ing,] for Israel, in behalf of. The number of the children of Israel—

a remnant—will the Lord make upon the earth— Isa. x. 22, 23, Sept.

For though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea—a remnant of

them—The Lord shall make—in the midst of all the land. In the

last clause Symmachus and Theodotion have iv piatp idorjz r^c 7^c»

in the midst of all the earth. The word dpt&pbz, number, Paul introduced

from Hos. i. 10. If Israel shall have been as numerous as the sand,

a remnant shall be saved, from the Babylonish misery, and from

spiritual misery. That a remnant should remain in the multitude of

the remnant is less wonderful. The Many are hardened ; but the

seed implies a small number, ver. 29, note. At the height of Israel's

rebellion salvation begins.

28. Word—Gr. Xirrov [not as Eng. Ver., work.~] A thing heard,

and therefore spoken, Isa. xxviii. 22. Finish and cut short—Supply,

as often in Hebrew, is, comp. Acts xxiv. 5 ; 2 Pet. i. 17 ; Heb. nSa

mnrm and yr\rt The Lord consummates his word concerning Israel,

as respects the appointed punishment (so that it becomes rrSj, fulfilled};

and likewise cuts short his word, as respects the limit of the punish

ment (so that nxinj becomes rfoi. Supply Lord from the next clause ;

and take auvrsliov, finishing, either as the subject, or rather, since
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the article is wanting, as a part of the predicate. In righteousness—

np-ra tp,ar. Is. x. 22. [The Hebrew is literally, the blotting out de

cided, righteousness flouting ; for a blotting out and a decision maketh

the Lord Jehovah of Sabaoth in the midst of all the earth. The Sept.

renders it falsely, giving the sense ; The Lord will complete and cut

thort the word in righteousness; (i. e., his denunciation against the

Assyrian, etc.), for the Lord will accomplish a cut-short word, (i. e.,

rapidly accomplished) on the earth. Both meanings suit the apostle's

purpose here, and he adopts the latter, as generally known. Mey.,

etc. The verse is adduced here to confirm the certain salvation of the

remnant of Israel, seeing that now. as then, He with whom a thous

and years are as a day, will swiftly accomplish his word. Alf.~]

29. Except—we had been made like—Is. i. 9, Sept. And except—

we should have been like. Said before—Before the event, or before

the prophecy quoted at ver. 28. Sabaoth—In 1 Samuel and in Isaiah,

aajjawd; Sabaoth, is put for the Heb. niox ; in all the other books it

is translated navroxpdTatp, Ruler over all. Whence there is strong

ground for conjecture, that one, or perhaps several persons translated

those two books, and different persons the rest. And in the same

first book of Samuel, Scripture begins to give this title to God, al

though others had been formerly used as it were in its place. Exod.

xxxiv. 23. A seed—Denoting, 1, a small number at present, 2, the

propagation of a multitude after release. As Sodom—Where no

citizen escaped ; no seed was left.

30. What—He returns from the digression, commenced at the

middle of ver. 24, and comprehends summarily the whole subject, ver.

30-32. The severity of the discussion from ver. 6, to ver. 23, is

mitigated ; but this will only be understood by him who is acquainted

with the way of faith. In short, by this tone of feeling the foregoing

remarks are judged. Have attained— [Luke xiii. 29, 24.] Of faith

—Ver. 33, end.

81. The law of righteousness—to the law of righteousness—He did

not use law, in the preceding verse, of the Gentiles ; but now uses it

of the Jews ; and there is a repetition of the words in a different

sense ; concerning legal and evangelical righteousness. While Israel

follows the one law, he does not attain the other. The apostle appro

priately says, the law of righteousness, for, the righteousness of the

law. [This is altogether wrong. Law of righteousness is the law

that assures righteoustfess, i. e., the justifying law. Mey.] The Jews

rather regarded the law than righteousness : K>/«C, doctrine, mm.

[Hath not attained—That is, the mass of the people. Mfy.~\

32. Not—but as it were—The Basle Lexicon says : w$, as, in com
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paring things dissimilar is doubled, and the one dic is elegantly un

derstood in the former member, and ttic is only expressed in the latter

part. Examples are there added from Aristotle ; we may compare

John vii. 10 ; 2 Cor. xi. 17 ; likewise Acts xxviii. 19 ; Philem. v. 14;

Phil. ii. 12. [Tisch. omits v6fiou, of the law. Alf. brackets it. Not

by faith—In the fewest possible words, he strikes the deepest root of

the matter. Ewald in Mey.]

33. Behold I lay in Zion a stumbling stone and a rock of offence,

and whosoever believeth on him shall not be ashamed—Sept. Is. xxviii.

16. Behold Hayfor the foundation of Zion a stone, excellent, elect, a

precious corner stone ; he that believeth shall not be ashamed—-Is. viii.

14, xat ou% aic Xi&ou npozxoppart auvavrqoea&s obdk aic nirpaz srrio-

part, and ye shall not meet him as a stone of stumbling and rock of

offence. Such a one will not be made ashamed, and so will obtain

glory ; comp. ch. v. 2, 5. This denotes eternal life, Is. xlv. 17.

CHAPTER X.

1. Brethren—Dropping now the severity of the preceding discus

sion, he kindly styles them brethren. Indeed—Gr. pkv, [not rendered

in Eng. Ver.], dk, but, and, usually follows this particle, but dk, ver.

2, is absorbed in dXXa, but. Well-wishing—[Gr. eudoxia, which may

mean good pleasure, as Beng. seems to understand it, or well-wishing,

which here the context requires ; (the inclination of my heart.) Alf.

It cannot mean desire, as Eng. Ver., renders. Mey.] I would most

gladly hear of Israel's salvation. Prayer—Paul would not have

prayed, had they been utterly reprobate. [For rou laparjX, Israel,

read auriov, them. Tisch., Alf]

2. [For—Therefore even in those not in a state of grace, some

thing at least may dwell which may induce those who rejoice in grace,

to intercede for them. V. (?.] A zeal of God—Acts xxii. 3, note.

Zeal of God, if it is not against Christ, is good. Not according to

knowledge—An example of Litotes [softened expression] that is, with

great blindness; it agrees with ignorant, in the next verse. Flacius

says : The Jews had and have a zeal without knowledge ; we on the
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contrary, alas ! have knowledge without zeal. Zeal and ignorance are

referred to at ver. 19.

3. Seeking—Gr. £iyrovvrec, [Eng. Ver., less correctly, going about,]

by all means. [Their own—That of the law, that secured their own

works and sufferings. Theophyl. in Mey.] Have not submitted them

selves—And have not obeyed, ver. 16. ' Ynozapj, subjection, submits

itself to God's will.

4. The end—Bestowing righteousness and life, which the law points

out, but ciinnot give. TeXoz, the end, and xtypwpa, the fulfilment,

are synonymous ; comp. 1 Tim. i. 5, with Rom. xiii. 10, therefore

comp. with this passage Matt. v. 17. The law presses a man, till he

flies to Christ ; then the law itself says, Thou hast found a refuge. I

tease to pursue thee, thou art wise, thou art safe. [This is the proof

that their not submitting themselves, ver. 3, was the necessary conse

quence of their ignorance of God's righteousness, and effort to es

tablish their own ; For in Christ there is an end to the validity of the

law, that righteousness may be shared by every believer. Christ ends

the law, by introducing the economy in which, no longer the law, but

faith is the ground of salvation. Mey.] Christ—The subject is, the

md of the law. [Eng. Ve'r., Christ is the subject.] The predicate is,

Christ (supply div, who is) in, Eng. Ver., to, etc., [ver. 6, 7, 9.] In

every one that believeth—In the believer, is treated at ver. 5, etc. : and

every one, at ver. 11, etc., in every one, namely, of the Jews and

Geutiles. The ix. ch. must not be more contracted than Paul per

mits in this x. ch., which is more cheerful and broader ; and where

the word all is very prominent, ver. 11, etc.

5. Describeth—By the letter that killeth. Opposed to ver. 6, 8.

Speaketh—With the living Voice. Another similar contrast is, Moses

in the concrete ; the righteousness which is of faith in the abstract.

That the man which doeth—Lev. xviii. 5, Sept. Ye shall keep my

statutes— Which, if a man do, etc. [Those things—God's command

ments. Mey.] .

6. The righteousness which is offaith—A most pleasing Metonymy

[change of expression], that is, a maji seeking righteousness by faith.

Speaketh—With himself. Say not—For he who says so, does not

find in the law what he seeks ; and he does not seek what he might

find in the Gospel: viz. righteousness and salvation, which are in

Christ and ready for believers in the Gospel. And yet, whoever only

hears and heeds that from Moses, He that doeth shall live, considers

it necessary to say so. In thine heart—Faith too has a mouth ; for

faith speaks ; but unbelief generally mutters. [A common phrase in

reference to unholy thoughts. Ps. xiv. 1 ; Matt. iii. 9. Rev. xviii.

it
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9. Mey.~\ Who—Deut. xxx. 11-14, Sept. For this commandment

which I command thee this day is not exceeding great; nor is it far

from thee ; it is not in heaven, that thou shouldst say, who of us shall

go up to heaven and obtain it for us, that we may hear it and do it ?

nor is it across the sea, that thou shouldst say, who shall cross the

sea for us and hring it to us, that we may hear it and do it ? The

word is very near to thee, in thy mouth and in thy heart and in thy

hands to do it. This parody, if I may call it so, most sweetly alludes

to the passage, without expressly quoting it. [So v. Seng. ; " a

holy and lovely play of God's Spirit in the Lord's word;" Luther;

" Paul framing, against the self-righteous, as it were, a new and right

text, but of Moses's words." But the play of the Spirit cannot be

false, and this implies that Paul recognized in the passage a typical

reference to the righteousness of faith. So Theodoret ; " He teaches

again the difference between the law and grace, and introduces Moses

the lawgiver as teacher of both." Mey.~] Moses, like Paul, speaks of

heaven, but the former afterwards says, across the sea, instead of

which Paul most skilfully turns his discourse to the deep, that he may,

on the contrary, mention Christ's resurrection from the dead. The

abyss is a huge cavity in the terraqueous globe, at once under the sea

and the land. Gomp. Job xxviii. 14, 22 ; Phil. ii. 10, note. Who

thall ascend?—He who thus speaks, shows his willingness, but de

clares his inability to ascend and descend, to seek righteousness and

salvation afar off. That is—Their perverseness is reproved, who say,

Who shall ascend into heaven? for they speak just as if the word

were not nigh concerning the Lord of heaven, whom the believer's

mouth confesses, ver. 9, and they who wish to bring salvation from

heaven, wish to bring Christ (as the One, without whom there is no

salvation) down from heaven, whence he has already descended : but

as the latter cannot take place, so neither can the former. That is,

in the present is thrice used, very forcibly.

7. That is— That is construed with to say, as substantive and ad

jective. Moreover, their perverseness is again reproved, who say,

Who shall descend into the deep ? for they speak just as if the word

were not nigh concerning the resurrection of Christ, which the believ

er's heart acknowledges, in the same ver. 9 : and they who wish to

seek salvation in the depths, wish to bring Christ (since there is no

salvation without him) from the deep, which he left once for all at his

resurrection ; but as the latter cannot happen, so neither can the

former. Therefore the believer so far regards neither heaven nor the

deep, since he has what he desires as near to him as he is to himself.

But unbelief fluctuates ; it is always wishing, it knows not what ; it
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is always seeking, and finds nothing. Hence it looks into the deep

with giddiness, nor can it look joyfully up to heaven. Christ—The

unbeliever does not seek Christ in his own name, that is, in the name

of Christ, either in heaven or in the deep : but the righteousness by

faith, speaking here, suggests to the ignorant unbeliever the name of

Christ, as much as to say, know that what thou seekest, 0 unbelief,

moving heaven and the deep, and taking refuge in heaven or the deep,

can neither be thought of by me, nor found by thee, outside of

Christ, ver. 4. The expression is hypothetical. That, which cannot

be done,—to seek righteousness afar, in heaven or in the deep ; Paul

sets aside : and so leaves as the only refuge, Christ's word which is

very near.

8. But—The particle here either has an incressive force, as in

Matt. xi. 8, 9, or falls upon, nigh thee. Niffh—We should not seek

Christ afar off, but within us. For while faith is beginning to believe,

Christ dwells in the heart. He is sought not only by beginners, but

even by the experienced, Song of Sol. iii. 1 ; Ps. cv. 3, 4. For he

here speaks as if the righteousness of faith were conversing with it

self. In thy mouth and in thy heart—So in the Hebrew, but the

Sept. add and in thy hands, that is—The word, that is, the word of

faith is nigh thee.

9. If—Only. Thou shalt confess—Confession in itself does not

save; otherwise infants could not be saved: but only so far as it in

cludes faith. Lord—{That is, Jesus as Lord. Mey.'] The sum of

faith and salvation is found in this title. He who confesses that Jesus

is Lord, no longer tries to bring him down/row heaven. Hath raised

Jam from the dead—The special object of faith. He who believes

Jesus' resurrection, no longer tries to bring him from the dead. ver. 7.

10. [The thought, here expressed in the Hebrew form by parallel

ism, is : Confession by the mouth must be added to faith of the. heart,

in order to secure salvation. Mey.~] With the heart—From the men

tion of the heart and mouth by Moses, the consequence is proved

respecting faith and confession; namely, because the heart is the

proper subject of faith, and the mouth of confession; therefore Paul

begins his sentences, with the heart, and urith the mouth.

11. Saith—ix. 33,note. [Shall not be ashamed—Unrighteousness and

destruction produce shame: righteousness and salvation, glory. V.G.~]

12. For there is no difference—[In respect to salvation by faith.

Mey.~\ Ch. iii. 22. Here first to the Jews, is not added, as at the

beginning, ch. i. 16. For the same—Ch. iii. 29, 30. Lord—Ver. 9.

Rich—And liberal, whom no multitude of believers, however great,

can exhaust ; who never is compelled to retrench.
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13. Whosoever—Acts ii. 21, note. This monosyllable, JT«C, aU,

more precious than the whole world, set forth in ver. 12, is BO re

peated, yer. 12 and 13, and farther confirmed, ver. 14, 15, as not only

to signify that whosoever shall call shall be saved, but that God wills

that he should be called upon by all, for their salvation.

14, 15. Sow—A descending climax, by which Paul argues from

each higher step to the next lower, infers the necessity of the latter,

and from that necessity its very existence. He who wills the end,

wills also the means. God wills that men call upon him for their sal

vation ; therefore he wills that they believe ; therefore he wills that

they hear ; therefore he wills that they have preachers. Therefore

he sent preachers. He has done all that was required. His antece

dent will is universal and powerful.

14. Of whom they have not heard— Whom, speaking in the gospel,

rer. 15, or offering himself, they have not heard.

15. And how thatt they preach—Namely, the preachers. This

word, as well as those preceding, is put in the future tense, as view

ing the subject from the Old Testament stand-point, in imitation of

Joel, who says, shall call, ver. 13. As—That is, messengers were

not wanting. Isaiah in spirit saw their eager steps. How—peace—

glad tidings—•good things—Is. lii. 7. Sept., how—the hearing of

peace, wlw bringeth glad tidings of good. Beautiful—Properly said

of beauty and loveliness in nature. The feet—At a distance, how

much more their lips close by ! That bring glad tidings—For while

they speak, the Lord himself speaks, Is. lii. 7, comp. ver. 6.

16. But—Here the fault is finally pointed out. Not all—A con

trast to whosoever, ver. 11, etc. The fault is with men, especially the

Jews ; not all, that is, almost no one, comp. who ? immediately fol

lowing. Obeyed—Comp. &n6 in uxtrdfyoav, submitted themselves,

ver. 3. Those, too, should and might have obeyed, who have not

obeyed. Saith—Soon after the words quoted in ver. 15. See John

xii. 38, note. [Our—He means, thy ambassadors. V. G.~\

17. Tlien—From the prophet's complaint of. his hearers' unbelief,

he infers, that God's word and preaching, the proper source and occa

sion of faith, were not wanting. By hearing—And hence speech,

word, preaching.

18. Have they not heard ?—Was the faculty of hearing wanting,

since faith comes only by hearing ? To all—their words—So the

Sept., Ps. xix. 5. In that Psalm there is a comparison, and the first

member of the proposition is accordingly, ver. 2-7, and the conclu

sion, ver. 8, etc. [These words of Paul have led to an allegorical

explanation of this Psalm by most commentators. The sun going
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forth at a bridegroom, is Christ, and the heavens declaring are the

Apostles. More careful interpreters have thought that the Psalmist

spoke strictly of the architecture of the heavens ; and that the apostle

transfers his language to the apostles. But I prefer to understand

Paul as citing the words in their original and proper sense, not as

wresting them. He means, God has manifested himself to the Gen

tiles from the beginning, if not by the preaching of men, yet by the

witness of his creatures. Calv."] Hence we clearly perceive the same

reason for the Proclamation of the heavens, and of the Gospel, which

penetrates to all tilings. The comparison rests mainly on the apostle's

quotation, and does not impair the text. The sound—Ps. xix. 5, ip.

Aquila had formerly translated that word xavtov, rule. Comp. by all

means, 2 Cor. x. 13. Every apostle had his own province, as it were,

defined, to which his voice was to come, but a rule only refers to in

dividuals : a sound or word relates to the whole earth.

19. Did not Israel know?—The meaning is, that Israel could and

should have known God's righteousness, but did not wish to know it,

ver. 3, and that is now shown from Moses and Isaiah. Paul in ch.

ix.-xi. frequently calls the people Israel, not Jews. First Moses—

Moses, under whom Israel assumed a national form, has even then

said, I will provoke—I will anger—Deut. xxxii. 21. Sept., And 1

—them—not a people—As the people followed gods that were no

gods, so God avenged the people's perfidy, and adopted a people that

was no people, a people who had not God, a people quite unlike Is

rael. [For Israel alone were truly a people ; one that corresponded

to the idea in the name. Mey^\ So the term people recurs not at ver.

20, but at ver. 21. Foolish—Wisdom makes a people, Job xii. 2.

Therefore a foolish people is not a nation ; a people ignorant of God

is foolish. 1J is a middle term, by which even Israel is denoted. The

epithet SDJ denotes other nations.

20. Is very bold—What Moses had intimated, Isaiah boldly and

openly proclaims. I wasfound—I was ready for, Isa. Ixv. i., Sept.,

I was made manifest to them that sought me not, I was found by them

who asked not after me.

21. All—Isa. Ixv. 2, Sept., I have spread out my hands all the day

unto, &c., comp. the whole day, ch. viii. 36. I have stretched forth—A

change of the antecedent [for the consequent]. They permit me to

extend my hands, and do not come. Even by this word alone the doc

trine of the double will of God, a mere good-will, and a will of seal

ing [the elect] is shown to be absurd. Disobedient—Gr. direttfovi/To,

[Beng., unbelieving']. With the heart. 'Avrde?ovca, gainsaying—

With the mouth ; comp. ver. 8, etc.
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CHAPTER XI.

1. Hath—castaway—Hath he cast away entirely? So Gideon,

expostulating in faith, says, Now he has forsaken us, Judg. vi. 18.

But the Lord will not cast away his people, Ps. xciv. 14. Has

he cast them away, says Paul, so that they are no longer God's

people? In ch. x. after so impressively exhibiting the grace towards

the Gentiles, and the rebellion of the Jews, this objection might be

made. He therefore answers, far be it from us to say that God has

rejected his people, when the very title, his people, contains the rea

son for denying it. Godforbid is said, (1.) of the present time of the

offending people; both that there are now some, comp. Acts xxi. 20,

note, and that in the increasing influx of Gentiles, there will be very

many of Israel who will believe. These are called the remnant and

the election, ver. 5, 7. (2.) Of the future ; that the people themselves

will at last be converted, ver. 24, note. /—Paul prefers to draw a

favorable conclusion from the individual to the nation, to drawing an

unfavorable one, from the nation to the individual : I, once a perse

cutor, deserved to be cast away. The class is the whole Jewish

people : the species is believers among the Jews (of whom Paul was

one individually) or such of that people as should hereafter believe.

[For I, etc., contains the ground of the God forbid. For Paul, as a

true Israelite who loves hie nation, cannot admit that it is excluded.

2. Foreknew—As a people peculiar to himself, ver. 29. In Eliot

—[Eng. Ver., of Ellas']—In the history of Elias, who was in the

greatest straits, and thought himself alone, when Israel had become

fewer than ever. Maketh intercession—Comp. Acts xxv. 24 ; 1 Mace.

yiii. 32. [Omit ti?<i>v, saying. Tisch., Alf.~\

3. Lord, thy prophets—my life—1 Kings xix. 14, Sept., The chil

dren of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thine altars,

and slain thy prophet* with the sword, and I, even I only, am left, and

they seek my life to take it away. The nicety of the Apostle's style

is remarkable ; the Sept. in this passage use //ovoirarof. alone, as is

common ; Paul, ffwot;, alone. [Omit xai, and (the first time). Tisch.t

4. [Render, But what saith the divine response to him ? Alf.~\ T

have left—Gr. xareAmov [Eng. Ver., reserved]; who were not to be

slain by Hazael, Jehu, or Elisha. The Sept., 1 Kings xix. 18, have,

And 1 will leave in Israel seven thousand men, all the knees which

have not bowed to Baal. From the verb faiirto, I leave, we derive
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a remnant; set what follows. To myself—Paul adds this for

emphasis, in contrast with Elias' complaint about being left alone.

The Lord knows his own. Seven thousand—Among a people wonder

fully reduced, the number is not small, nay it was itself the whole

people, 1 Kings xx. 15. From these the whole posterity of the ten

tribes at least were descended. Heb. Ss, that is, purely such as thete,

with no admixture of the idolaters. I do not say that they were

the same who are mentioned in 1 Kings xx. 15, and xix. 18 ; but the

number is equal, seven thousand, in ch. xx. 15, and about seventy

years afterwards, in ch. xix. 18, after the time of Hazael, Jehu, and

Elisha, comp. 2 Kings xiii. 7, 14. Men—Men were chiefly reckoned,

and were present at public worship : therefore their wives and chil

dren also are to be added to the seven thousand. To Baal—Gr. rj

in the feminine, supplying elx6ve, the image of Baal, used

contemptuously, and opposed to men. So the Sept., also Judg. ii.

11, etc. Under guiltlessness of Baal's worship, guiltlessness of the

•worship of the golden calves is included.

5. Then—The inference drawn from the Old to the New Testa

ment.

6. By grace—The dative has one meaning, and the particle Ix, of,

•with the genitive, another. The former rather indicates the medium,

• the latter, more properly the material cause, the principle, the source.

No more—This phrase used four times shows the strength of the con

clusion. This decree of God is absolute : / will make men righteous

only by faith, no man by works. This decree no one shall infringe.

Becomes—is—Gr. fivirat—iariv. This is a nice and just distinction

between these words [lost sight of in the Eng. Vers., which renders

both w]. Nature asks for works ; faith acknowledges in addition

grace, f&vofi.ivrtv [coming into exercise]. So kfivtto, came, John i. 17,

grace that is to be brought, 1 Pet. i. 13. But if it be of works, then is it

no more grace, otherwise work is no more work—From this clause, it

is no more of works, it is inferred that Israel hat not obtained: and

from the clause, it is no more grace, the inference is, the election has

obtained. The first part of this verse excludes works, the second

establishes grace ; with this comp. ver. 5. The first part forms the

condition, the last, the conclusion, which is always the more necessary

part, and is improperly omitted by some here, comp. by all means ch.

iv. 4, 5 ; Eph. ii. 8, 9. Grace and work are opposed, rhys, Sept.

mostly interpret it Sprov, work, as Ps. cix. 20.

7. The election—Chiefly of the Israelites, the election, that is, the

elect, because elected, obtain.

8. God hath given them the spirit of slumber, eyes that they should
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not see, and ears that they should not hear—Deut. xxix. 4, yet the

Lord God hath not given tliee a heart to perceive, and eyes to see, and

ears to hear unto this day. Is. xxix. 10, Sept., The Lord hath made

you drunk with the spirit of slumber, and He will shut their eyes, etc.

Add Matt. xiii. 14, note. "Edatxev, hath given, by a most righteous

judgment, and hath said to them, have. Of slumber—Karduisic,

slumber, here denotes suffering from frequent pricking, which termi

nates in stupor. It is taken in a good sense, Acts ii. 37, and very

often among ascetic writers. The Latins use similarly compunctio,

compunction. Unto—A tacit limitation, 2 Cor. iii. 14.

9. Let their table be made a snare, and a trap, and a stumbling

block, and a recompense unto them—Ps. Ixix. 22, 23, Sept., Let their

—be made before their eyes into a snare, and for a recompense, and

for an offence. A table—]rhv, Ps. Ixix. 22, where, on comparing

with it the preceding verse, there is an allegory : that is, while they

are carelessly eating, let them be taken. Stumbling block—It is taken

here more literally, to correspond with the synonyms, noose and trap ;

for oxdvdoj.ov is the moveable stick in a trap. It corresponds

to pain in the above psalm. There is a gradation : the noose catches

a part, as the foot ; the trap holds the whole ; the stumbling block not

only catches, but also hurts. Recompense—Their fault therefore, not

God's absolute decree was the cause. i

10. Be darkened—bow down—They, whose eyes are darkened, and

their hack bent, are sure to stumble, ver. 11, and rush into a snare.

11. Stumbled—Ilrata), I stumble, is properly used for the stumb

ling of the feet. Comp. James iii. 2, note. The physical propriety

of the word KTaito, stumble, both respecting the foot and the tongue,

is contrasted with its moral meaning. That they should fall—[That

is, The divine purpose has not determined that because they stumbled

at Christ, and would not believe in him, they should perish forever.

Mey.~\ Entirely, all of them, hopelessly. A proverb: they have

fallen in some measure, ver. 22, but not utterly. Unto the Gentiles

—We have here the very thing perforsied, Acts xiii, 46, lo ! To pro

voke them to jealousy—That the Israelites might be provoked to be

lieve, ver. 14. [Reader, see that you also be provoked, by every

means, to jealousy ; you will thus be very strong in grace. V. (?.]

This word occurs elsewhere, ch. x. 19.

12. [Here the apostle argues from the happy effect of the worse

cause, to the happier effect of the better cause. Mey."\ Now if—This

verse has two parts; the first is treated ver. 13, etc. : the latter, how

much more, etc., ver. 23, 24. Of the world—of the Gentiles—

The world denotes quality, the original fall ; the Gentiles, quan
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tity, or multitude, to which diminishing is opposed ; whence the ful

ness signifies, presently, the large numbers of Israel abounding in

grace. Diminishing—Opposed to fulness. Is. xxxi. 8, shall become

a fewness [a mere handful. "HTrqfia. means defeat ; the diminishing

of members in a beaten army, by slaughter ; and so here. Mey.~\

How much more—For where there are many seeds, their product is

the greater. Their fulness—Supply, will be the riches of the Gentiles.

Therefore, even if the Jews nad believed from the first, the Gentiles

would not have been excluded. The same word occurs in ver. 25.

13. To you—Not that you may be elated, but that the Jews may

be invited. Office—Apostleship among the Gentiles. Magnify—

Paul magnifies the grace given to the Gentiles, and its fulness, as

about to reflect upon the Israelites themselves ; and here he gives a

reason for so doing.

14. Flesh—That is, brethren. Is. Iviii. 7.

15. For—The particle connecting the discussion with the proposi

tion. The casting away—Opposed to receiving, but in this sense, that

God is said to receive by grace; men to be cast away by their own fault.

Upon the rejection of the Jews, the Gentiles were received, and ob

tained grace, ver. 30. Receivyig—That is, recognition, comp. xpoa-

eldfisTO, hath received, ch. xiv. 3. TYc, what, concludes from the less

to the greater : casting away and receiving are contrary to each other ;

therefore reconciliation precedes life from the dead, which implies

much more. Life—Of the world, ver. 12. Life from the dead—A

thing much greater and more desirable. The meaning is : the life of

those who had been dead, Ez. xxxvii. 3, etc., so Ix.from, ch. vi. 13;

2 Cor. iv. 6. He is speaking of quickening the whole, that there

may be no dead mass remaining. The conversion of the whole hu

man race or the world will accompany Israel's conversion. [But after

all this interpretation gives nothing higher than the reconciliation as

the meaning of life from the dead. The proper sense of the words

must be retained ; the restoration of the yet unconverted Jews will

be so glorious that it will bring with it the last blessed development,

the life in the world to come, beginning with the resurrection from the

dead. The reconciliation of the world leads to the blessed resurrec

tion life. Mey.~\

16. The first fruit—The patriarchs. Holy—Devoted and accepta

ble to God. Comp. ver. 15, with 1 Tim. iv. 4, 5. A lump—Num.

xv. 20, 21, the first of the lump. The root—The patriarchal stock,

considered naturally, as partaking of circumcision and of the promise.

According to Welter, after Origen, Christ is the root, the patriarchs

also are the branches, from whom the first fruits were derived.

17
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17. Thou—O Roman, a Gentile. A wild olive—A twig of the

wild olive; a very expressive Synecdoche, [the whole for a part.

Sad experience even in our age proclaims this. A promiscuous mul

titude, impatient of true Christianity, are deeply ignorant, not even ex

cepting those who hoast no ordinary virtue and knowledge. V. (?.]

Among them—Them does not refer to some, but to the branches

generally. Didst become a partaker—Gr. aurxon.mvbz irivou, [Eng.

Ver., partakest.^ Paul often uses auv, with, of the Gentiles, Eph. ii.

19, 22, iii. 6 ; comp. pera, with, Rom. xv. 10.

18. Boast not against—Let them who deny the conversion of the

Jews, beware that they boast not against them. [ZVie branches—The

whole people of the Jews. Mey.] It is not thou that bearest—[Eng.

Ver., thou bearest notJ] Supply know, or remember that, etc.

19. That—This particle expresses the force of the boasting; but

against this boasting compare for your sakes, ver. 28, and rtit, the

(mercy.) ver. 31.

20. Because of unbelief—by faith—Neither (says Paul) absolutely:

for if absolutely, there would be room for boasting, which is here

checked : faith, God's gift, making men humble. Standest—Thou

hast obtained and maintainest this standing, contrasted with them who

fell, ver. 22. Be not high-minded, but fear—Prov. iii. 7. Be not

wise in thine own eyes ; but fear God. Fear—Fear is opposed not to

confidence, but to arrogance and security.

21. Lest—Repeat, foftov, take heed. He spare—Gr. ftioerat.

The Indicative, the particle pujxioz, lest, being as it were disregarded,

is more positive. Certainly positive language tends more to excite

fear.

22. Goodness and severity—An important separation. [For ^prjo-

zoz-qra, goodness (after ae, thee) read ^joijoronyc deou, the goodness of

God. Tisch., Alf.] Thou continue—In good here; in evil in the

next verse. The one is described on God's part, the other on man's,

comp. ver. 28, 30, etc. The Roman Church has not remained in

goodness, since the righteousness of works has been introduced.

Otherwise—Believers may utterly fall away. Thou shalt be cut off

—By the sword ; not merely, shalt be broken off', as they were by the

hand, ma, Sept. ixxonrw, I cut off, Jer. xliv. 8, not generally how

ever in the sense of / utterly destroy, (izoXodpe~Mo.)

23. If—not—Therefore their conversion will not be irresistible.

Able—It might be a special objection : how will the Jews be con

verted, who for so many ages act so as to withdraw themselves from

the faith, separate the Old Testament revelations from the true Mes

siah, and snatch them from believers ? Paul answers, God haspower:

,
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comp. able, ch. xiv. 4 : and he will show the glory of this power,

against -which no Gentile can strive. There will therefore be a great

work ! Again—Not only in a small number, as now, but in a great

number, as formerly, when they were God's people. [These verses,

22 and 23, prove the possibility of falling from grace, of resisting

conversion, of being restored after falling. Mey.~\

24. Of the olive tree which is wild—There is as great a distinction

between those who have not, and those who have the revealed word, as

between the wild and the cultivated olive-tree. Contrary to nature—Quite

so : for in the art of gardening, the engrafting, which unites two trees

of a different nature, joins the cultivated graft, which is followed by

the fruit, to the wild stock : but Paul says that the cutting of the

wild olive is inserted into the good olive-tree, that it may acquire the

fatness of the good olive. How much more—He gradually comes

from the possibility, to the fact. The discourse in fact increases

in force ; formerly Paul showed from the prophets, that in Israel

there were more wicked than good, he now likewise shows from the

prophets, that there will be hereafter more good than wicked men ;

and while he shows this, he calls it a mystery, fitted to check the pride

of the Gentiles, lest they should think that the Jews' share was to be

always inferior,

25. A mystery—By mysteries Paul does not always mean those doc

trines which at the beginning are necessary to be known by believers, but

the secrets, unknown even to many believers, until, as the case re

quired, for the sake of faith or love, they were revealed to them from

the Scriptures, heretofore sealed. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 51, and on a

similar occasion, Eph. iii. 3. The call of the Gentiles had been a

mystery, ch. xvi. 25. But now the conversion of Israel is likewise a

mystery. [Therefore there is intimated something different from such

conversions as were exhibited day by day in Paul's times. V. (?.]

Each of these forms a great part of that mystery which is confirmed

in Rev. x. 7. Furthermore, since it is a mystery, they should be

treated with patience who do not recognize it so quickly, and we

should hope for the time when all will recognize it. [We should

never examine a mystery out of curiosity,—but to be humbled there

by. V. G-.~\ Wise—Dreaming, that the Church at Rome cannot fail.

Cluver. The very term, mystery, checks the reader's pride. Hence

the admonition is repeated at ch. xii. 16, which is already at ver. 20,

note. Part—He speaks mildly ; for those who were hardened were

as the sand of the sea, ver. 7 ; ch. ix. 27. Therefore, in the next

verse, the conversion, which will not be partial, but will include all

Israel (see next verse), will be by far the most abundant. And mean-'
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while, also, always some are being converted, for which object it be*

comes believers always to watch. Fulness—A most abundant supply;

the contrast is in part. No nation shall remain to which the Gospel

shall not have been preached in the whole world ; although much of

mankind will continue to be wicked. Re come in—John x. 9, 16.

For many ages, many obstacles have retarded this coming in, obsta

cles which will be overcome at the proper time, so that the fulness of

the Gentiles, long since called, may wholly come in ; and then Israel's

hardening will end, Ps. exxvi. 2, 3. Paul provokes the Israelites to

Christian emulation; and this assumes the conversion of the Gentiles

before that of Israel, and yet the remaining abundance of the Gen

tiles may afterwards be won by the full conversion of Israel, ver. 11,

12, 15, 31 ; Ez. xxxix. 7, 21-27.

26. And so—He does not say and then, but more forcibly and so, in

which the then is included ; namely, Israel's blindness will be ended by

the very coming in of the Gentiles. AllIsrael—Israel distinguished from

the Gentiles, of which ver. 25 treats. The words, m»tt?, a remnant, and

rtB'Ss, deliverance, are used of those that perished ; but the Remnant it

self, numerous in itself, will be wholly converted, Mic. ii. 12. Shall be

saved—The Latin Vulgate has well expressed this by salvus fieret, be

come safe. This sentiment is involved, the fulness of the Gentiles shall

come in, and so all Israel shall become safe ; but ajf/«C oh, until, has

changed the former verb uoehuaerat, shall come in, into uoeX&rj, may

have come, the second verb, ow&rjotzat, shall be saved, remaining [Indica

tive]. See similar instances noticed at Mark iii. 27. The Latin Vulgate

gives the meaning. Shall come out of Zion—the covenant, when 1

shall take away their sins. Is. lix. 20, 21, Sept. and there shall come

for the sake of Zion—the covenant, saith the Lord, etc. Is. xxvii. 9,

Sept. and this is his blessing, when I shall take away his sin. Heb.

p-xS Sxu, and there shall come to Zion (and/or her good) the Redeemer,

and to those turning from transgression in Jacob. Paul, ch. iii., in

describing sin had quoted Ps. xiv., and chiefly Isaiah lix. : now in

describing salvation, he unites the same texts. He says, ix Zuov, out

of Sion, as the Sept. Ps. xiv. 7. [Out of Sion—That is, of the peo

ple Israel ; Sion being the centre of their theocracy. Mey.~] The

Redeemer comes (ix) out of Sion, and (S evexa) for good to Sion.

His coming has been long since accomplished, and the fruit will be

perfected at the proper time. Sion is a whole, in a good sense, Jacob

here is a whole, in a less favorable sense ; those returning are a part.

[Omit xai, and, before dnoarpeipu, shall turn away. Tisch., Alf.]

27. This—On which see in the preceding verse. From me—Gr.

xap~ iuou, [Eng. Ver., my.] He himself will do it. Covenant—
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Namely, it shall then be and shall be disclosed. Sins—And the

miseries arising thence.

28. [They—The unbelieving Israelites. Mey.] Enemies—There

fore the Jews' obstinacy should not be alleged to the prejudice of

their conversion. Moreover, they are called enemies, in an active

sense ; presently they shall be called beloved in a passive sense ; (both,

in respect of God, not merely of Paul ;) the evil is to be imputed to

man ; the good proceeds from God. So also mercy arid unbelief are

opposed, ver. 30, etc. For your sakes, ver. 31, 12, 15.

29. Without repentance—An axiom truly apostolic. Something

absolute is signified ; for God will not suffer his own people's unbe

lief for ever. Repentance is hid from the Lord's eyes, Hos. xiii. 14.

Gifts—Towards the Jews. Calling—Towards the Gentiles.

30. Ye have not believed— Unbelief applies even to those, who

themselves have not heard God's word, because they had notwith

standing received it primitively in the patriarchs Adam and Noah.

31. Have not believed—They have been left to their unbelief.

Your—The objective Genitive [the mercy of which you are the ob

jects], as the mercies of David, 2 Chron. vi. 42, -py mn, the favor di

rected to thypeople, Ps. cvi. 4. Through mercy—Construe with ihrftioot,

might obtain mercy ; for tva, that, is often transposed ; and in verse

30, the disbelief of the Jews precedes the mercy of the Gentiles ;

wherefore in verse 31, the mercy of the Gentiles does not precede the

same disbelief of the Jews. Might obtain mercy—That mercy which

precedes faith, and is only acknowledged and received through faith,

by which unbelief is retracted.

32. Hath concluded—Jews and Gentiles, comp. Gal. iii. 22, note.

The phraseology of the Sept. Ps. lxxviii. 50, is uc &dvarov ouvixhtae,

he shut up to death. In unbelief—Eph. ii. 2. Those who have ex

perienced the power of unbelief, at length betake themselves the more

sincerely to faith. That—The thing itself will be accomplished.

Them all—All together ; comp. ver. 30, 31. Might have mercy—

His mercy being acknowledged by them, ver. 6, when faith is given

to them by himself. [This text utterly destroys, not only the idea

of an absolute decree of reprobation ; (so Melanth. ; let us not attrib

ute contradictory purposes to God ;) but also the supposition that

Paul means merely all the elect. See Eph. ver. 25, 26. But it does

not prove a final restoration of all ; for the merciful purpose of God

does not destroy the judgment of God ; and so may become in part

ineffectual, through the guilt of individuals toward whom it was di

rected. Mey.]

33. O the depth—[The proper rendering here is, O the depth of
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the nehet, and wisdom, and knotvledge of God; not as Eng. Ver.,

riches of, etc. Mey., Alf., Thai., etc. So Beng.~\ Paul in ch. ix. had

been sailing, as it were, on a strait ; he ia now on the ocean. The

depth of the riche» is described in ver. 35, and refers to ch. ix. 23, x.

12. (wherefore it should not be resolved into a mere epithet); the

depth of wisdom is described in ver. 34 ; the depth of the knowledge,

in ver. 34. Comp. on riches and wisdom, Eph. iii. 8, note, and Rev.

v. 12. The different meanings of biblical terms deserve to be noted

and collected. Wisdom directs all things to the best end ; knowledge

knows that end and issue. How—No one examines, no one searches

out, but himself. Here and in ver. 34, there is a Chiasmus [cross

reference of pairs of words or clauses]; comp. what precedes and what

follows. The depth is described in "the" second part of ver. 33. Know

ledge itself, as we have said, is described in ver. 34, for who—wisdom

itself is described in the words or who : riches themselves, in ver. 35.

His judgments—Respecting unbelievers. His ways—Respecting be

lievers. A gradation. His ways are as it were plain, his judgments

deeper ; we do not even search out his ways.

34. for who—hath been—Isa. xl. 13, Sept. Who hath known—

and who, his counsellor. Who? that is, none: but he himself. For

—The more express quotation of Scripture follows. In proving doc

trines the phrase is used, it is written, elsewhere, it is often omitted,

ch. xii. 20. The mind of the Lord—Isaiah has nirr nn nx, the Spirit

of Jehovah. Paul uses the version of the Sept. Otherwise nn,

spirit, and vou/;, mind, are not synonymous; but the conclusion is

very good ; no one apprehends the Spirit, therefore no one appre

hends the mind or sense of the Lord. Reference to the Holy Trinity

is implied, comp. on the words, «'c aurbv, to him, ver. 36, Isa. xxxiv.

16, at the end. Counsellor—Paul says, not only that no one has been

his counsellor, but not even now can be so : ovpftooXos, counsellor, is

either a partner in counsels, or, at least privy to them ; for he said

just now, for who hath known the mind of the Lord f And yet many,

in their discussions, for example, on the origin of evil, which touch

upon principles of the Divine economy far deeper than this, which is

reverently broken off by the apostle between ver. 32, 33 (for there is

a great difference between the fall of many angels and of the whole

human race, and the fall of the Israelites) ; many such, I say, talk as

if they were not only the Lord's counsellors, but also his inquisitors,

his patrons, or his judges. Scripture everywhere rests in this, that

the Lord hath willed, and said, and done. It does not unfold the

reasons of things general or special ; respecting things too high for

our infant conceptions, it refers believers to eternity, 1 Cor. xiii. &t
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etc. The thirst of knowing will eternally torture and burn others,

who are unbecomingly inquisitive.

35. [This ver. specifies the depth of the riches of God. See ver. 33,

note. Mey.~] Or who—Some adopt these words in the Sept. Isa. xl.

14 : others do not ; but Job xli. 2, Hebr. and Vulg. have it thus :

Who hath previously given to Me, that I may restore to Him ? All

things which are under heaven are Mine.

36. Of him, and through him, and to him—Denoting the Origin,

Course, and End of all things, comp. 1 Cor. viii. 6. [Furthermore,

of Him, refers to riches ; through Him, to wisdom ; to Him, to know

ledge. V. (?.] The glory—Of the Riches, Wisdom, Knowledge.

[With this doxology to Omnipotence, is included the praise of Divine

Wisdom and Love, whence the creatures derive their strength, under

standing, and blessedness. V. 6r.] Amen—With this the apostle

concludes with the highest enthusiasm. [There is here, not indeed a

formal allusion to the doctrine of the Trinity ; but an implicit refer

ence to the three attributes of Jehovah, manifested in three Persons.

Alf. after Origen.]

CHAPTER XII.

1. I exhort—Gr. xapaxalai, [better than Eng. Ver., beseech.']

Moses commands : the apostle exhorts. Paul commonly exhorts in

accordance with the doctrines previously discussed, Eph. iv. comp.

ch. iii. So here the general application from the whole discussion is

contained in ver. 1, 2, as the statements immediately following prove.

We have shown at i. 16, the special applications from ver. 3, up to the

end of the epistle. [Therefore—On the ground of the whole doctri

nal part of the epistle, preceding; from which the apostle now passes

to practical exhortations, extending to ch. xv. 13. Alf.~\ By the

mercies—The whole thought is derived from chapters i.-v. ; the word

originates in the contrast to wrath, ch. i. 18 : for the whole economy

of grace or mercy, exempting us from wrath, and rousing the Gen

tiles especially to duty, is here indicated, ch. xv. 9. He who is

rightly affected by God's mercy enters into the whole will of God.

[But the soul exposed to wrath scarcely derives any benefit from ex
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hortations. You are pouring oil on a stone. V. G.] That ye pre

sent—In so large a list of duties, Paul has none of those things

which at present, athong Romanists, generally make up both sides of

the account. Ilapaarqaat, present, is repeated from ch. vi. 13, 16,

19, to yield. The offering it presented alive, not slain. Bodies—Op

posed to the abominable abuse of their bodies among the Gentiles, ch.

i. 24. For more contrasts soon follow upon this same topic. The

body generally encumbers the soul : present the body to God, and

the soul will not be wanting, ch. vi. 12. See also ch. vii. 4 ; Heb. x.

5. On the contrary the soul, when subject to the master, will obey

with the body also, ch. xiii. 1. Bodies, service—We have here an

apposition by Metonymy [change ; service for the soul that serves],

indicating body and soul. Sacrifice—Sin being dead : comp. on this

sacrifice, ch. xv. 16. [How can the body become a sacrifice ? Let

the eye look on no evil, and it is a sacrifice. Let the tongue utter

nothing base, and it is an offering. Let the hand work no sin, and it

is a holocaust. But more, this suffices not, but besides we must ac

tively exert ourselves for good ; the hand giving alms, the mouth

blessing them that curse us, the ear ever at leisure for listening to

God. Chrysost. in Alf.] Living—That life, mentioned in ch. i. 17,

vi. 4, etc. It is an abomination to offer a dead carcase. [Living—

As contrasted with sacrifices which lose their lives in the offering.

Mey.] Holy—As the holy law demands, ch. vii. 12. Acceptable, ch.

~ viii., especially ver. 8. Ttp detp, to God—Construed with to present.

Reasonable—Sincere (1 Pet. ii. 2) as to understanding and will : the

verb doxtpd^uv, prove, ver. 2, harmonizes with this ; and fpovuv,

think, ver. 3. The service of the Gentiles is unreasonable, ch. i. 18-

25, the confidence of the Jews is unreasonable, ii. 3, but the Christian

considers all things rightly, and infers his duty from the kindness of

a merciful God. The epithet Xoytxrjv, reasonable, now corresponds to

that verb, Xoyi^ea&at, reckon, often used, ch. iii. 28, vi. 11, viii. 18.

Aortxbv ydXa, sincere milk, 1 Pet. ii. 2, is a periphrasis for the Word

itself, but here reasonable, is an epithet of service. Peter uses the

word, "AdoXov, pure. The Word is sincere, and the Service, accord

ing to the word, is sincere.

2. Conformed—transformed—Moptprj, form, denotes something more

inward and complete, than offipa, fashion. Comp. Phil. ii. 6, 8, iii.

21. The outward appearance of the saints should agree with the

inward form. To the world—Which neglects God's will, and is wholly

devoted to self. [For zoo vobz upiov, your mind, read zou vooc, the

mind. Tisch., Alf.] To prove—This also refers to that new /orm.

The contrast is in ch. i. 28. [While a man's mind is in its original
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state, however sagacious he may be, he cannot prove Goa's will. He

will try to defend now this, now that, thinking that God is such as him

self. V. G. The will—For special reasons very many questions of right

and wrong occasionally arise. They to whom God's will is the great con

cern and delight can easily decide. But they need experience and in

telligence. Eph. v. 17. V. G. Good, etc.—These adjectives are not

epithets of the will of God (as Eng. Ver.), but abstract neuters. Ren

der, prove what is the will of God, (namely, that which is) good and

acceptable (to him) and perfect. Alf.] And perfect—He, who pre

sents a sacrifice, living, holy, acceptable, knows God's will as good, re

quiring what is living and holy, acceptable, and, as believers progress,

perfect. [They by unworthy means shun this perfect will, who are

ever seeking such things as they are free still to do without sin (as

they think). Such resemble the traveller, who delights walking, not

in the safe path, but unnecessarily on the verge of the bank. V. (?.]

3. I say—Flacius explains : / distinctly declare. This word adds

an imperative force to the subsequent characteristic exhortation. For

—He shows what God's will intends. Hirough the grace—Paul him

self affords an example of the sobriety he commends ; lest, by this form

of expression, Xiyio, 1 declare, which Christ alone could use abso

lutely, he should seem rashly to prescribe things so difficult to others,

comp. ver. 6. [Through the grace—That is, by authority of the

grace. Mey.] That is—To each one who is among you, of your

class, a believer. Among you—There were many reasons why the

Romans might think they could exalt themselves, and they afterwards

did so. Ought—According to truth and duty. To think—And thence

to act. [Soberly—Eiz aiofpoauvrjv, unto moderation, an excellent vir

tue among those that are spiritual. V. G.] To every man—No man

should regard himself alone as the rule by which he tries others, nor

think that others should^e entirely such as he is, and do the same

things and in the same way. As—And not more, ver. 5 ; but not

less, ver, 6, 7 ; therefore de, but, [Eng. Ver., then,] is used, ver. 6.

Measure—Both faith and its measure are God's gifts. Offaith—Whence

the rest of the gifts flow (Cluver.) ; even sanctifying and administrat

ive gifts. Faith is the source of all, and the rule in their very use.

Of faith, which has been discussed, ch. i. and ii. [Love follows, ver.

9. V. <?.]

5. [ The many—Gr. ol xoXXoi, that is, the multitude of Christians,

as contrasted with the oneness of the body, which they constitute.

Mey.] Every one—See Mark xiv. 19, note. Members, Eph. iv. 25.

6. Having—This word also depends on iopev, we are ; for there is

an Apodosis [conclusion] at the end of ver. 4 ; but iapkv denotes we

18
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are, and at the same time borders on a gentle exhortation, as Gal. iv.

28, note. Hence in the several parts of this enumeration, the impera

tive should be understood, comp. ver. 14 ; but it is Paul's character

istic not to express the imperative often, after it has been once put at

the beginning, as in ver. 3. Gifts—These are various : grace is one.

Prophecy—This is chief of the gifts. Acts ii. 17, 18, xi. 27, xiii. 1,

xv. 32, xix. 6, xxi. 9, 10; 1 Cor. xi. 4, etc., 12, etc. ; Eph. ii. 20,

iii. 5, iv. 11 ; 1 Thess. v. 20; 1 Tim. i. 18, iv. 14 ; Rev. i. 3, etc.

On comparing these passages, it appears that prophecy is the gift by

which the heavenly mysteries, sometimes also future events, are

brought under the notice of men, especially believers, with an expla

nation of Scripture prophecies, which could not be elicited by the or

dinary rules of interpretation. But the other gifts, noted in the epis

tle to the Corinthians, are not added in this so full epistle. See ch.

i. 11 ; 1 Cor. ix. 2, notes. According to—Repeat, having, namely,

the gift, prophecy, and so in succession. So just before, according to

the grace. As it is given to a man, so ought a man to employ it. The

proportion—That is, as God distributes (to every prophet) the measure

of faith, ver. 8; for there already Paul touched upon this, and he

now returns to it, after some other topics had intervened. Prophecy

and faith are closely connected even in 1 Cor. xii. 9, 10, xiii. 2.

Peter on the same subject, 1 Pet. iv. 11, says, as the oracles of God.

It is equivalent to Paul's saying, whether it be prophecy, in prophecy ;

with which compare what follows ; let it not be carried without and

beyond faith ; nor let any one prophesy from his own heart, beyond

what he has seen ; and again, let him not conceal or bury the truth ;

let him only speak so far as he has seen, and knows, and believes,

see Col. ii. 18 ; Rev. i. 2. Paul himself affords an example of such

a proportion, 1 Cor. vii. 25. Erasmus says, " The phrase according

to the proportion, implies that the more respect the faith, the greater

are the gifts." fiasilius on the Holy Spirit : " He fills all things with

his power, but the worthy can alone receive him, nor is he merely re

ceived in one measure, but according to the proportion of faith, he

distributes his working," c. 9. Chrysostom : "For although it is grace,

yet it is not poured out uniformly, but taking the measures from those

who receive it, \iflows in proportionally to the size of the vessel of

faith presented to it." As with Paul here, so with Mark the Hermit,

the measure and the proportion are the same : " The knowledge of a

man's affairs is proportioned to his practice of the precepts of the

law, but the knowledge of the truth (of the doctrine of salvation) de

pends on the measure of faith in Christ;" and this writer often thus
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nses the -word, Avalofiav, proportion. In Paul's writings, however,

the word fjte-rpov, measure, is used in the sense of limiting, in refer

ence to moderation or avoidance of excess ; whereas foodo-fitt, pro

portion, has a fuller meaning (if we compare it with what follows) re

specting the avoiding of deficiency. In what theologians call the

creed, all the heads harmonize admirably, and each article on which

a question occurs, should he decided according to the articles already

settled. The rest should be interpreted according to the clearly ex

plained declaration of Scripture ; and this is the proportion of Scrip

ture itself, and of the articles of faith which form the creed. But

every man does not know all things ; nor all of what he does know

with equal certainty ; and yet he holds the things which he certainly

knows, by that very faith by which the creed is formed ; wherefore

both he himself, in prophesying, should determine all things according

to the proportion of his faith, and others, in hearing, according to the

proportion of their faith. 1 Cor. xiv. 29, 37 ; Heb. xiii. 8, 9 ; 1 John

ii. 20, and the following verses.

7. Or—Thrice repeated by Place [repetition of a word to express

an attribute of it]. Do, what thou doest that the reality may answer

to its name, Eccles. ix. 10. The principle of the following sentiments

is the same. [In our ministering—Let not the minister assume too

much, and yet fail in his duty. V. (?.]

8. Be that yiveth—Gr. 6 fteradtSoiif. Atdo^ac signifies to give ;

fisradedwat, to impart, so that he who gives may not strip himself.

With simplicity—As God gives, James i. 5, liberally, abundantly, 2

Cor. viii. 2, [neither prevented by the desire of private advantage,

nor by anxious deliberation whether another be worthy of the favor,

and whether proper moderation be observed in giving. V. Q-.~\ He

that ruleth—One who has the care of others, and has them under his

patronage. With diligence—The application of this word is very ex

tensive, ver. 11 ; 2 Cor. vii. 11, note.

9. Love—He treated of faith from ver. 3 ; he now treats of love.

Verses 9, 10, 11 refer to ch. vii. ; ver. 12 to ch. viii. ; ver. 13 to ch.

ix. and the following chapters, concerning the communion of Jewish

and Greek believers. The third clause of the sixteenth verse is re

peated from ch. xi. 25. Abhoi—cleave—Both in the mind and its

manifestation, even at the risk of danger and envy. The word, with

out dissimulation, is explained, Prov. viii. 7, Let my lips HATE wick

edness. This is rightly connected with love, 1 Cor. xiii. 6. Very

emphatic words. He, who hates not evil, does not really love good.

From this passage the discourse proceeds in pairs of sentences.

[There are men, 1, who defend evil and assail good ; 2, who love good,
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but do not abhor evil as indignantly as it deserves ; 3, who disdain

evil, but cherish good more coldly than is proper ; 4, who so abhor

evil and cleave to good, that no one can be ignorant of it. V. G.]

10. Kindly affectioned—Gr. ftXoaroproi. Zroppj, the spiritual

]ove of brethren. [An expression selected to intimate that the Christ

ians form one family. Mey.] Anticipating—Gr. nporfloupevoi [Eng.

Ver., preferring]. If not always in bearing and actions, at least al

ways in the judgment of the mind. That will be, if we rather con

sider others' virtues and our own faults. These are the social virtues

of the saints. The Talmudists say, "Whosoever knows that his

neighbor has been accustomed to salute him, should anticipate his

salutation." [in honor taking the lead of one another—That is, in the

esteem without which there is no love, set an example to one another.

De W., etc.]

11. In zeal— [Better than business, Eng. Ver.] In spirit—The

outward or active, and the inward or contemplative life, are thus in

structed. Serving the Lord—We should serve Christ and God, ver.

1, ch. vii. 6, xiv. 18, xvi. 18 ; Acts xx. 19 ; Phil. iii. 3 ; Ps. ii. 11,

where serving and rejoicing are parallel, as here.

12. In hope—So far as to faith and love, now also as to hope,

comp. ch. v. and viii. Then concerning our duties to others, to the

saints, ver. 13, to persecutors, ver. 14, to friends, strangers, enemies,

ver. 15, etc. Rejoicing—True joy is not only an emotion and a pri

vilege, but also a Christian duty, ver. 15. It is the highest kindness

in God. He wishes us to rejoice and to spend our spiritual life joy

ously.

13. [Sharing in the necessities (wants)—Not distributing to ; Gr.

xoivaivouvzez, that is, acting as if the wants of your fellow Christians

were your own. MegJ] The necessities— Trj &Xi^et, affliction, Phil,

iv. 14. There was much occasion, especially at Rome. It is remark

able that Paul, when expressly treating of duties arising from the

communion of saints, nowhere gives any charge concerning the dead.

Following after—Gr. duoxovrez [Eng. Ver., given to]. So that you

not only are to receive strangers, but to seek them out.

, 14. Which persecute—For Christ's sake. Curse not—Even in

thought.

15. Rejoice—The infinitive for the imperative, a thing common

among the Greeks, and here a courteous mode of expression. I ex

hort is understood, from ver. 1. Laughter is properly opposed to

weeping, but here as in 1 Cor. vii. 30, joy is used, not laughter, which

is less suitable to Christians in the world. [Omit xai, and. Tisch.,

Alf]
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16. To lowly things.—[Eng. Ver., men of low estate]—Neuter,

for high things precedes. Condescend—The verb has a middle force,

by which voluntary condescension is denoted. The proud think that

he who is humble, is led away, but it is good to be led away thus ; so

it was with David. Be not wise in your own conceits—Prov. iii. 7.

SepJ., be not wise in your own eyes [comp. Rom. xi. 25].

17. [JVT0 man—Be he Christian or not. Contrasted with all men,

Mey.~\ Provide things honest in the sight of all men. Prov. iii. 4,

Sept., Provide honorable things before the Lord and men. Honorable—

A gem should not merely be a gem, but also properly set in a ring,

that its splendor may meet the eye. Of all—For many are suspicious

and unjust. See the next verse.

18. If—If possible. He makes it conditional, and this clause may

be construed with the 17th verse, since good actions, especially if

caution be wanting, may often appear to some as of inferior worth.

As much as lieth in you—This is a limitation, for it is not always pos

sible owing to others, [as Paul himself had often experienced. Mey.~\

With all men—Of whom there waS a vast multitude at Rome. No

man is so savage as not to be courteous towards some, but we should

be peaceful, gentle, kind towards all, Phil. iv. 5 ; 2 Tim. ii. 24 ; Tit.

iii. 2. [At some time or other in our life, we have to deal with some

man, and according to our behavior toward him, he ever after esti

mates us and our general conduct. V. G.~\ Be at peace—xiv. 17, 19.

19. Beloved—By this title he soothes the angry ; and he often

uses it in the exhortations that flow from a sense of the Divine grace

towards the exhorter and the exhorted : comp. ver. 1. Give place—

He who avenges himself, seizes upon .what belongs to the wrath of

God. Unto wrath—That wrath, of which so much is said in Scrip

ture; that is, the wrath of God, which alone is just and alone de

serves to be called wrath. This is an Ellipsis, due to a religious

feeling, 2 Chron. xxiv. 18. [That dsou, of God, is to be supplied

here, is admitted by nearly all commentators; So Thol., De W.,

Mey. Do not anticipate the ways of God ; give place to his righteous

retribution. Ols.~\ Mine—Gr. ZfJioi, to me. Supply, let it be, Deut.

xxxii. 35, I will repay in the day of vengeance. Vengeance—Gr.

Ixotxtjfftz. Hence Paul inferred—not avenging yourselves. ' ExStxsiv,

to exact by law, to prosecute a law-suit to the utmost. / will repay

—That is, leave this to me. [This consideration easily suppresses all

desire of vengeance. Suppose, that your adversary is not better, and

that you are not worse than you think : he will however either obtain

at length the Divine grace, or he will not. If he shall obtain it, he

will doubtless also acknowledge the injury done to you, even though
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you should not be alive ; in which case you will not desire, I hope,

because of any grudge of yours, to debar him from access to God,

but rather will rejoice in aiding him in every way with your prayers.

If he shall not obtain it, God at least, as supreme Judge, will by no

means fail to punish him severely for the fault, for which you have

pardoned him. V. G.] Saith the Lord—A prophetic form of ex

pression, which the apostles only used in quoting the prophets;

because the prophets had one kind of inspiration and the apostles

another.

20. If—hunger—feed—his—Sept. Prov. xxv. 21, 22. If—hunger

—feed—his,—and the Lord shall repay thy good deeds, netvtf—rpife.

The apostles applied it is written more to doctrines than to morals.

Enemy—This especially holds good of a bitter and violent enemy.

Feed—With thy hand. So Sept. 2 Sam. xiii. 5. Thus will even

thy iron-hearted enemy be softened. Coals of fire—The end of all

vengeance is that an enemy may repent, and deliver himself into the

avenger's hands. He will very easily attain both objects, who treats

his enemy kindly. Both are described in this remarkable phrase ;

for such a repentance burns most ; 4 Esd. xvi. 53, and an enemy be

comes willingly his avenger's property, you will then have him in

your power. Upon his head—That is, upon himself, wholly, in that

part too where he will feel it most.

21. Be not overcome—They, whom the world regard as conquerors,

are really conquered. Of evil—By the evil, of your enemy, and of

your own nature. Overcome—He is brave who can endure. Evil

with good—So also ch. xiii. 3, 4, with which there is a charming

connection.

CHAPTER XIII.

1. Every—[The proud spirit of freedom among the Jews, and their

riotous disposition, (Acts v. 36, 37, etc.,) seems to have increased the

necessity for careful obedience to civil law on the part of Christi

ans ; who were considered a Jewish sect, and known to call Jesus

King. Especially was this true at Rome. Mey.] The apostle writes

Very fully to the Romans, whose city was the seat of empire, on map
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istwy, and this circumstance has the force of a public apology for

Christianity. This, too, may have been the reason why Paul, in ttys

long epistle, used only once, and that too not until after this apology,

the phrase, the kingdom of God, usually so common with him ; xiv.

17, for, instead of the kingdom, he calls it the glory ; comp. however,

Acts xxviii. 31, note. Every one should be under the magistrate's

authority, and be liable to punishment, if he has done evil, ver. 4.

Soul—He had said that their bodies should be presented to God, ch.

xii. 1, assuming that the souls would be : now he wishes souls to be

subject tu the magistrate. It is the soul, which does either good or

evil, ch. ii. 9, and rulers are a terror to the evil work. A man's high

rank does not exempt him from obedience. To the higher powers—

'Ezouaia, power, from sipt, I am, uxeptyw, Iam superior, from l%w,

I have ; being is before having : bxepz%obaaxz contains the JEtiolegy

[assigning the cause or reason], 1 Pet. ii. 13, Sovereign. Be subject

—The contrast to this is resisteth, ver. 2. The kindred words are

ordained, the ordinance. Let him be subject, an admonition especially

necessary to the Jews. Power—' Esouaia denotes the office of the

magistrate in the abstract ; ai dk lzvuatat, the powers that be, in the

concrete, therefore dk is interposed, forming an JSpitasis [emphatic

addition]. The former is more readily acknowledged to be from God

than the latter. The apostle makes a declaration as to both. All

are from God, who has instituted all powers in general, and has con

stituted each by his providence. [Omit izouatat, powers, Tisch.,

Alf. Read, They which be, are, etc.]

2. Ordinance—[It has been thought by many that there must have

been some special occasion for these earnest exhortations. Possibly

disobedience to the civil authorities may have arisen from mistaken

views of Christ's kingdom, especially at Rome. Alf., etc.] The ab

stract, in which the concrete is implied. So 1 Pet. ii. 13, xr/trtc,

creature, in the abstract ; it at the same time includes, for example,

the king, in the concrete. Resisteth—The Preterite, that is, by that

very act resists. Judgment—Gr. xptpa, [Eng. Ver., damnation.~] Di

vine jwlgment, through the magistrate. They shall receive—While

they assume another's power, they shall voluntarily take judgment.

A Mimesis [allusion to another's words with a view to refute him].

3. [For tiov dyadtov Ipriov, dXXd twv xaxiov, to good works, but to the

evil, read rtp dyadui Iprip, dXXd ztp xaxtp, to the good work, but to the

evil. Tisch., Alf, etc.] Not— to good works—This is immediately

discussed, Wilt thou—as to good. EviU—This is treated of at ver.

4, if—upon him that doeth. They especially do evil who are also re

bellious. For at the beginning of the verse thus retains its proper
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force. Wilt thou—All in some degree will, but they do not equally

acj;. Not be afraid—One kind of fear precedes bad actions, and de

ters from them : this fear continues, ver. 7 : another follows bad

actions, and from this fear, the good are free. Praise—1 Pet. ii. 14,

-with a reward ; comp. 1 Cor. iv. 5.

4. For—of God—An Anaphora [repetition of the same word in

beginnings]. There is a trace of Divine providence in that even the

wicked appointed to govern, support what is good, and punish evil.

[He is the minister—Paul uses the same words of the magistracy, as

he uses elsewhere of the ministry of the Gospel. So also ver. 6.

V. (?.] To thee—This is used very elegantly of him that doeth

well, but rtp, to the (one that doeth) is used indefinitely of the evil

doer. For—As respects what is good, useful. Evil—Good is marked

as opposed to this evil in ver. 3, not in ver. 4. Beareth—Gr. tpopu.

Not merely fipet, carries : according to Divine appointment.

5. For wrath—Which threatens the evil-doer, ver. 4. Hence ap

pears another connection of this with the preceding chapter, where

see ver. 19, unto wrath. For conscience' sake—Which expects the

praise of a good action from God's minister, ver. 3.

6. [Also—Besides other obedient conduct. Mey.] Ministers—The

ministry and the magistracy have the same titles. So ver. 4, dtdxovoc,

minister, comp. Is. xliv. 28 ; Jer. xxv. 9. Attending continually—

Oh that all men would do so rightly !

7. [Omit obv, therefore, Tisch., Alf.] To whom—Gr. rtp [literally

to that one], concise expression, as in 2 Cor. viii. 15, note. Tribute

—custom—Respecting the thing ; fbpoz, tribute, is the class, ziXoz,

custom, the species. Fear, honor—With the mind, and words and

bearing. CPo(?oc, respect, a higher degree of honor.

8. No man—From our duties to magistrates, he proceeds to gene

ral, mutual duties. Owe—A new part of the exhortation begins here.

Love—An eternal debt. Song of Sol. viii. 7, at end of ver. If you

will love, you will owe nothing, for love is the fulfilling of the law.

To love is liberty. [Love is the fulfilling of the law, and is righteous

ness ; t. e., ideal love : not that existing among men in this life. Me-

lanth. in Mey.]

9. Thou shalt not commit adultery—Paul reviews the command

ments without observing their order. [Omit ob ipeudopapruprjouz,

thou shalt not bear false witness. Tisch., Alf, etc.] If there be any

other—As honor thy father. Commandment—A part; vbpoz, the law,

the whole. Saying—Short, easy. It is briefly comprehended—So

that although you may not think of particular precepts, yet you can
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break no one of them, if endued with love; comp. is fulfilled, Gal. v.

14, likewise, hang, Matt. xxii. 40.

10. No ill—Moreover, moat duties are of a negative character ;

of at least, where no one is injured, positive duties are pleasantly and

voluntarily performed. Where there is true love, there is not adul

tery, theft, lying, covetousness, ver. 9. [Therefore—Love is not

extinguished of itself ; for well-doing, unless obstructed by some evil,

never ceases: hence, from the avoiding of evil, the fulfilment of the

law, which also includes good, is derived. V. (?.]

11. And that—Supply do, those things, laid down from ch. xii'. 1,

2, and especially from xiii. 8. Time—Full of grace, ch. v. 6, iii.

26 ; 2 Cor. vi. 2. High time—Supply, it is. This marks a short

period of time. We note the hour for rising. Already—Gr. fjdrj,

[Eng. Ver., now]. Without delay; presently there occurs vov, now.

Out of sleep—The morning dawns, when man receives faith, and then

sleep departs. He must therefore rise, walk and work, lest he fall

asleep again. The Gospel exhortations always aim at something be

yond, and assume the oldness of our present state, compared with

those newer things, which should follow, and which correspond to the

nearness of salvation. Our—Construed with near, which is included

in iryurepov, nearer, rather than with amrr^ia, salvation ; for else

where it is always called either the salvation of God, or salvation

absolutely, not our salvation, comp. on this nearness of salvation, Gal.

iii. 3, v. 7. In both places the apostle supposes that the Christian

course once begun progresses continually, and comes nearer the goal.

Paul had long ago written both his epistles to the Thessalonians ;

therefore when he wrote of the nearness of salvation, he wrote con

siderately, comp. 1 Thess. iv. 15, note. Observe : he says elsewhere,

that we are near to salvation, Heb. vi. 9 : but here, -that salvation,

as a day, is near us. He who has begun well should not flag, when

near the goal, but should progress. Salvation—To be consummated

at Christ's coming, which is the goal of hope, ch. viii. 24, and the

end of faith, 1 Pet. i. 9. The mention of salvation is repeated from

ch. v. and viii. [Moreover from that whole discussion, this exhor

tation is deduced, which is shorter, in proportion as that was longer.

V. (?.] Than when we first believed—And entered upon the path

described, ch. i.—iv. ; so, xiartbuv, to accept faith, Acts iv. 4, 32,

and elsewhere. [He, who has once begun well, either continually ap

proaches nearer to salvation, or salvation, as it is said here, comes

nearer to him. He need not feel great anxiety, excepting the eager

ness of expectation. V. (?.]

12. The night—Of this dark life, npolxoipev, is far spent ; the day

19 *
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of complete salvation has approached,—the day of Christ, the last

day, Heb. x. 25, the dawn of which is this whole time, between our

Lord's first and second coming. Paul speaks as to persons awaking,

who do not immediately comprehend that it is dawn. He who has

been long awake, knows the hour ; but he to whom it must at last be

said, it is no longer night, the day has approached, is understood to

be regarded as one, who is now first fully awake. The works—

Which they, while still asleep, perform : comp. Gal. v. 19, note ;

works, which are unworthy of the name of arms. Farther, works

come from inward feeling : arms from a different quarter ; during the

night men are without even their clothes ; during the day, they have

also arms. Arm, armoi—This word is repeated from ch. vi. : arms

suited to the light-armed, as the breastplate and the helmet, 1 Thess.

v. 8. [Armor—Thoughts, principles, habits. Mey.\

13. [As in the day—See that you bear yourself now, as you would

desire to be seen at the last day, honestly. V. G.] Rioting and

drunkenness—As to ourselves. Kiopoz, feasting, orgies, with dancing

and riot. Wisd. xiv. 23 ; 2 Mace. vi. 4. In chambering and wan

tonness—With others. In strife and envying—Against others. In

ver. 13, 14, there is a Chiasmus [cross reference of pairs of words or

clauses] ; a. not in rioting—/?. not in strife and envying : y. but put

on, in love, the Lord Jesus Christ—S. and—not—for the lusts, ft and

y correspond, so a and S.

14. The—Here is summed up all the light and power of the New

Testament, as is the whole of salvation, [every sin being excluded.

V. (?.] 1 Cor. vi. 11. Jesus Christ—Ch. vi. 3, 4. For the flesh

—This refers to ch. vii. and viii. Provision—The care of the flesh is

neither forbidden here as bad, nor praised as good, but it is regulated

and guarded against dangers as something of a middle character, and

yet in a measure suspicious. Ilpovoia, previous care of the flesh is

opposed to holy hope. Lusts—Of pleasure and passion: comp. ver.

13, [and ch. vi. 7.]

CHAPTER XIV.

1, etc. [From here to ch. xv. 13, treats of the conduct to be pur

sued towards weak and scrupulous brethren ; and first, ver. 1-12.
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Mutual forbearance urged, because every man must serve God accord

ing to his own sincere persuasion. Alfi]

1. Weak—Gr. d.a&evouvra. The participle is milder than the ad

jective eUr^ewy, weak. In faith—Still the apostle refers all to faith.

Receive ye—We have the same word, ver. 3, ch. xi. 15, xv. 7 ; Phi-

iem. ver. 17. ~ [Salvation has come to both Jews and Gentiles by

faith ; therefore neither party should hinder the other, but both should

mutually assist. V. G.] Not to—He who urges another to do what

he himself is doing, appears to receive him, but then he receives him

so that his thoughts are driven into doubts, titaxpiouz, so that he can

not xhjpofopeHz&at, be fully persuaded. 'Adtatpopelv, to be indif

ferent, is opposed to dtaxpivuv, to dispute. He calls them doubts

in the thoughts f_Eng. Ver., doubtful disputationt], for those in doubt

think more than they speak.

2. Believeth—This word has a more direct sense in the predicate ;

the participle da&ev&v, weak, conceals, as it were, the weakness of

him who eats herbs. Herbs—Vegetable food (in preference to meats,

ver. 21), which we may undoubtedly eat, Gen. ix. 3.

3. Him— Who eats in faith. Hath received—As from among the

Gentiles.

4. Thou—0 weak man ! Who art thou—Who assumest so much.

Another man's servant—He calls him in another respect thy brother,

is the connection demands, ver. 10. Master—Christ, ver. 6', 7, 9,

10, 14, 15, 18. He standeth—Although thou, 0 weak man, dost not

think so. Yea, he shall be holden up^—li he fall ; he will be upheld

by sure knowledge. [For 6 debz, God, read b Kuptoz, the Lord.

Tisch., Alf.] For—able—In the works of Divine grace, the conclu

sion is often valid from the possibility to the fact; against those especially

who judge otherwise ; for those who are weak.

5. Every day—Another judges every day a day—He judges that

he should do good at all times alike. In his own mind—His own, not

another's. Aowc does not signify the opinion of the mind, but the

mind itself. Fully persuaded—Gr. xhjpoipopeiadai ; that is, let each

one act, and let another permit him to act (this is the force of the Im

perative, as at ver. 16) according to his own judgment, without anxious

disputation, and with cheerful obedience, comp. v. 6.~ He is not speak

ing positively of the understanding ; for these two things are contra

dictory : you may eat, you may not eat, and therefore cannot at the

same time be true ; and yet a man, who has determined on either,

may be fully persuaded in his own mind, as a boat may pursue its

course uninjured either in a narrow canal or in a spacious lake.

6. [The whole phrase, And he that reaardeth not the day, to the
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Lord he doth not regard it, is of very doubtful authority, being omit

ted by all the oldest and best manuscripts, by the Latin Vulgate, etc

Griesb., Lachm. omit : Alf. brackets it; Tisch. retains it.] For he

gives thanks—and gives thanks—Thanksgiving sanctifies all deeds,

however differing outwardly, which do not weaken it, 1 Cor. x. 30 ;

Col. ii. 7, iii. 17 ; 1 Tim. iv. 4. The For, however, is 'more forcible

than and, as thanksgiving is more connected with eating than with

abstinence ; and in him who eats, there are the fruits, the test, and in

a measure the cause of faith, even that treated of in ver. 22, and of

an assured conscience. In him who eats not there is the fruit, etc. :

not indeed of that faith treated in ver. 22, but yet of an inviolate

conscience. And giveth thanks—For herbs, ver. 2.

7. Of us—Believers ; for all others live and die to themselves. To

himself—Weller says, "No man should live to himself, so that, as if

at his own disposal, he should live according to his own desires ; nor

because self-satisfied, he may wish to indulge himself; nor that he

may make pleasure the end of his life."~ Liveth, dieth—The, art of

dying is the same as that of living.

8. Unto the Lord—Implying/Christ's Divine majesty and power.

We are—Not merely we begin to be.

9. [Omit xai, both; also xai aveozrj, and rose. Also for dvifyoev,

revived, read I^rjoev, lived. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Both died and

lived—This agrees with what precedes and with what follows. The

dead—The dying and the dead rejoice in the Lord Jesus, who has

died and abolished death and vanquished the devil, Heb. ii. 14. Of

the living—The living and those made alive again triumph with their

living Kinsman. The living God is the God of the living, Matt. xxii.

32. Christ, who lives again, is Lord of those who live again. Paul

places here, ver. 7, 8, this life before death, and in ver. 9, by grada

tion, after death, that life, as ch. viii. 38, comp. ver. 34. Chr^t, says

he, died, that he might have dominion over the dying, Christ revived,

that he might have dominion over the living. Christ has died, there

fore death (the act or rather the suffering and state of death) will not

separate us from him. Christ has risen again, therefore the life (of

the future world) will not separate us from him ; hence Christ's do

minion over the dead refutes the notion of the insensibility of the soul,

while the body is in the grave ; and against this doctrine solid argu

ments are drawn from the appearance of Moses and Elias, Matt. xvii.

3, as also from the resurrection of the saints, Matt, xxvii. 52, 53 ;

and from Paul's hope, etc., Phil. i. 23 ; 2 Cor. v. 8; Heb. xii, 23.

To these we may add the fifth seal, Rev. vi. 9, note, and the multi

tudes of the blessed, Rev. vii. and xiv., etc. The apostles themselves
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declined, 1 Cor. v. 12, to judge those that are without. The state

of deserving good or evil doubtless extends not beyond this life.

Man's eternal condition depends on the moment of death, although,

without man's co-operation, -different degrees may exist. Comp. Luke

xvi. 9, 22, 25 ; John ix. 4 (comp. Eccles. ix. 10) ; Gal. vi. 10 ; 2

Tim. iv. 6, 8; Tit. ii. 12, at the end ; Heb. iii. 13, vi. 11, at the end,

ix. 27 ; Rev. ii. 10 ; Rom. viii. 23, etc.

10. But—thou—Thou, the weaker ; with him the apostle has hith

erto been dealing: he now addresses the stronger, or thou also. Dost

Judge—He who judges, demands that the knees should actually be

bent to him. [Of Christ—God will judge by Christ, ch. ii. 16. V. (?.]

Dost thou set at nought ?—In mind and deed. [For Xptarou, CJirist,

read deou, God. Tisch., Alf.J

11. It is written—Christ is God, for he is called Lord and God r

It is he himself to whom we live and die. He swears by himself. A*

I live, saith the Lord—and every tongue shall confess to God—Is. xlv.

22, 23, Sept., / am God, and there is none else, and every tongue shall

swear .by God. [Shall confess—Seriously. The oath of believers

answers to God's oath, Is. xlv. 23. V. (?.]

12. [Of himself—Not of any other. V. G.J ShaU give—A gen

tle exhortation : let no man assume the office of a judge.

13-23. [ The strong exhorted to regard the scruples of the weak, and

follow peace ; respecting not only his own, but the other's conscience ;

because each one's conscience is his own rule. Alf.J

13. Judge ye—A beautiful Mimesis [repetition of words in order

to refute them] in relation to what precedes, let us no longer judge,

[This matter requires careful attention. V. (?.] A stumbling-block—

If a brother be compelled to do the same thing, ver. 20. An offence

—If he abhors you for the deed.

14. In the Lord Jesus—[Eng. Ver., by]—All cases are best and

most certainly settled by reference to Christ ; / know and am per

suaded, a rare conjunction of words, but fitted here to confirm against

ignorance and doubt. [Ols. understands this nothing unclean to imply

that through Christ and his sanctifying power, the whole creation is

restored to purity.]

15. [For Ss, but, read yap, for. Tisch., Alf, etc.] But—A con

trast. Not only faith, ver. 14, but also love should be present. With

thy meat—Meiosis [less is said than is intended] ; comp. Heb. ix. 10,

xii. 16, xiii. 9. Grieved—The contrast to this is joy in ver. 17. No

longer—Gr. o'vxirt [Eng. Ver., now]. He imagines one steadfast in

love, and intimates that he should never lose sight of love. Love

and joy, not love and grief, are connected. Charitably—Hence the
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connection of the first verse with the preceding chapter, ver. 8, is

manifest. With thy meat—Do not make more of thy food than

Christ did of his life. Destroy not—1 Cor. viii. 11. Even the true

brother may perish, for whom Christ most lovingly died.

16. Not—Liberty is the good of believers, 1 Cor. x. 29, 30, flow

ing from the privileges of the kingdom of God. Free service in ver.

18, is opposed to the abuse of this liberty. With the fathers the

Lord's Supper also- is usually called to dya&bv, the good, which is in

deed not inconsistent with this very passage of Paul, who, writing on

the same subject, 1 Cor. x. 16, takes his argument from the Lord's

Supper. It is comprehended under the good of believers. But he

speaks of the good, to show the baseness of evil-speaking, of which

either the weak, who consider the liberty of the stronger licentious

ness, or even others might be guilty. [Yoitr good—That is, your

•trength of faith. The contrast is between the weak and the strong.

Alf.-]

17. Die kingdom of God—The kingdom of God is, when a man is

mnder God's power, so 1 Cor. iv. 20. Meat, drink—It does not con

sist in the bold and careless use of liberty, for instance, in meat and

drink. Righteousness—In respect of God. The three points of this

definition relate to the sum of the whole epistle in their order. The

peculiar characteristic of faith and life, independently of the sinner's

justification is righteousness. Peace—As respects our neighbor;

comp. ch. xv. 13. Joy—As respects ourselves : comp. ch. xv. 13.

18. [For iv zouroic, in these things—Bead iv touttp, in this. Tisch.

i. e.r thus, so, Alf. He who serves God according to this principle,

that the kingdom of God it, etc., ver. 17, is acceptable, etc. Mey.] In

these things—Whether he eats or not. Acceptable—approved—He

does that by which he pleases God and approves himself to men, and

should be approved by men : he is eveB approved by those whom he

does not aim to please.

19. Of peace—of edification—[Eng. Ver., the things which make

for peace, and wherewith one may edify anotherJ] These two are

very closely connected. Theology is in itself pacific, and is designed

to edify. Controversy is not so directly useful for edification, though

it should sometimes be added. Comp. Nehem. iv. 17.

20. Destroy not—The effects of even one sin may be distressing

and important, ver 15. For meat—A very small matter. The work

of God—An important matter : the work, which God accomplishes ia

the soul, by edification, and in the church by harmony. [Faith is prin

cipally intended, John vi. 29. V. G. There has been much question

as to the allusion in the work of God. The most natural reference is
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to edification, ver. 19; the work is the building; i. e., the Christian

at such, so far as his Christian life is God's work. Mey., A.lf.] Evil

—Supply to eat, from what follows : He does not say xaxd, evils.

With offence—So that another may be offended by his eating.

21. Neither— Whereby. Neither—Namely, to eat, drink, do any

thing, whereby. Stumbleth—And is wounded, induced rashly to imitate

thee, with the loss of righteousness. As righteousness and joy differ, so

there is a difference between the loss of each. Is offended—Is ensnared

and impeded, averse to thy action and losing peace. Is made weak—

Or at least remains so, 1 Cor. viii. 9, 10 ; defective in inward strength,

and hesitating between imitation and horror, with the loss ofjoy : comp.

ver. 17. Sko, Sept. ao&eviiv.

22. Faith—As to the cleanness of meat. Thyself—before God—

A double contrast, in relation to our neighbor ; as in ch. xv. 3. Have

—The ground of real prudence and judicious concealment. Happy

—These words, to the end of the chapter, contain the contrast to ch.

xv. 1, then. Condemneth—Condemning and approving are the con

trasted words : by combining the two, the doubting copscience is

exquisitely described, when a man approves a thing, and yet con

demns his own action.

23. [Render, But if a man have scruples, he incurs condemnation

by eating, because (he eat) not from faith. Alf] And he—The rea

son why the stronger should not induce the weak to eat. 1f he eat

—This must be understood both of a single act and much more of

frequent eating. Is condemned—[Eng. Ver., damned.] Comp. Gal.

ii. 11, note. Offaith—Of which ver. 2, 5, at the end, 14 at the be

ginning, 22. Therefore faith itself, by which men are accounted

believers, is indicated, informing and confirming the cor science,

partly the ground and partly the standard of uprightness. Sin—

And therefore subject to condemnation.

CHAPTER XV.

1-13. [Further exhortations to forbearance towards the weak, from

the example of Christ (1-3), and to unanimity between Jew and Gen-

tSe, since Christ had been promised as common Saviour of both. Aff.]
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1. [We ought—For Christ's sake, ver. 3. V. G.~\ But—[Eng.

Ver., then."] There is great danger, and we are only guarded by

God's power, but we should watch over each other. We—He counts

himself also a debtor, as an apostle, and as an apostle of the Gen

tiles. Strong—Comp. Gal. vi. 1, note. To bear—It is indeed a

burden. To please—'Apioxia, I desire to please. He who aims to

please himself, is indifferent about pleasing another, and regards not

his conscience. This is a change of the antecedent for the con

sequent.

2. For good, to edification—Elf, unto, denotes the inward end, as

respects God ; ny>oc, to, the outward end, as respects our neighbor.

Good, the class ; edification [i. e., the building up of that neighbor to

Christian completeness. Mey.~\, the species.

3. Christ—Who alone was truly strong, comp. ver. 1, with ch. v.

and vi. : strong, weak. Not himself— Admirable condescension!

Not himself, but us, ver. 7, 8 ; Ps. Ixix. 32 : Christ procured what is

well-pleasing to God for those who see and are glad [referring to Ps.

Ixix. 32, which see.] But—He took that upon himself, which is

written. It is written—Ps. Ixix. 10, comp. ver. 11. 12, in the latter

half of either. The—upon me—So the Sept. Fell on—Christ might

rightfully have borne himself as God and have enjoyed Divine hon

ours, but he did not use his right for our sakes, Phil. ii. 6. He in

deed deeply felt the reproaches which the wicked cast upon God,

with that sorrow which they should have felt who uttered them ; .and

he himself bore and expiated those reproaches as patiently as if he

himself had been guilty. His whole sufferings are here intended :

he then acted as a servant, Matt. xx. 28. [Then he did not please

himself, but he interposed himself, that in the case of all who had dis

honoured GOD, GOD might receive what was well-pleasing. It be

hoved him to endure much with patience, ver. 1, 4. V. (?.]

4. For—The reason for the quotation just made, [and prepares the

way for the next subject : Christian unanimity, based on the testi

mony the Scriptures give to Christ. Alf.~\ Were written before—The

New Testament time ; as was that quoted, ver. 3, as written of Christ.

Our—New Testament believers, ch. iv. 24 ; 1 Cor. x. 11. Patience

—Of which Christ afforded an example, -riot pleasing himself. And—

A Hendiadys [expression of an idea by two nouns and a conjunction,

instead of a noun and a limiting adjective], the comfort of the Scrip

tures leads us to patience. A summary of sacred Scripture. Com

fort—Which is between patience and hope ; ch. v. 4. There is com

fort when the soul re-echoes the sentiment, thou art Soxipo;, approved.

2 Cor i 6. Of the Scriptures—The plural corresponds with whatso
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ever. [TJie Scriptures testify of Christ, and tench us by his example,

what to do or what to leave undone. V. G.] The hope—[Eng. Ver.

omits the article]. The article must not be overlooked, comp. on pa

tience and hope, ch. v. 4, on hope, ver. 12, 13. For from this men

tion of patience and comfort, the fifth verse is deduced, and from the

mention of hope, the thirteenth verse. Might have—The former part

of this verse treats of the use of the whole Scripture, the latter prin

cipally of the use of the Saying quoted at ver. 3. Hence the two

fold prayer, ver. 5, 13, suitable to the approaching conclusion.

5. The God of patience and consolation—So the God of hope, ver.

13, the God of peace, ver. 33. Titles from the thing treated of.

Elsewhere the God of glory, the God of order, the God of the living,

the God of heaven. [Here these titles refer not only to patience and

comfort, ver. 4, but also to be of the same mind (likeminded) just

after ; "for it is impossible to have the living harmony implied in this,

without both patience and consolation. Mey.] Of consolation—to be

likeminded—according to—So plainly, Phil. ii. 1, 2.

6. [To be likeminded—Patience and comfort promote harmony. He

who disagrees with himself shows himself very morose to others. Har

mony is founded in Christ Jesus, as full hope, subsequently, in the

Holy Spirit, ver. 13. V. (?.] One mind—One believing mind.

Mouth—Confessing. Ye may glorify—Ye Jews and Gentiles, ver.

7, 9. The God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ—[Eng. Ver.,

God, even the Father, etc.]—A common title, 2 Cor. i. 3, xi. 31 ;

Eph. i. 3 ; Col. i. 3 ; 1 Pet. i. 3. Analyze thus : The God of our

Lord, etc., Eph. i. 17, and the Father of our Lord, etc., instead of

what the ancients said, God the Creator and the Lord of heaven and

earth, Ps. cxxiv. 8, and the God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob,

thereby endorsing the faith of these believers. So elsewhere God

and our Father, Gal. i. 4. Christ has a double relationship to God

and the Father, above us ; we also have a double relationship, through

Christ, John xx. 17. [It is better with Mey., De W., etc. to render,

God and the Father of our Lord, etc. The usage of the article does

not decide, (so Alf.,) but comp. 1 Cor. xv. 24 ; Eph. v. 20, etc. Mey.

Thus the highest fruit of this harmony is the united praise of God,

for his benefits through Christ].

7. [For $/wc, us, read* you. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.~\ You

—Who were formerly weak, Jews and Greeks indiscriminately. To

the glory of God—Construe with received, comp. ver. 6, 8, 9.

8. [For Ss, ntw, read yap, for. Tisch., Alf] Now I say—The

preceding clause concerning Christ is explained. [Omit ' l^aouv, Je

sus. Tisch., Alf.] Christ Jesus—Gr. Xptarbv ' I^aouv. Others say,

on '
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Xptarbv, Jesus Christ [as Eng. Ver.]. Those who have omitted

the name Jesus here, seem to hare had reference to ver. 3 and 7. Jesut

Christ, and Christ Jesus, should not be considered as promiscuously

used. Jesus is the name, Christ, the surname. The former was first

revealed to the Jews, the latter to the Gentiles. Therefore he is

called Jesus Christ according to the natural and common order of the

words ; but when he is called Christ Jesus, by inverting the order of

the words, special reference is made to Christ's office, with a more

solemn intent. And this especially suits this passage. Sometimes

in one place there are both arrangements of the words, ver. 5, 6 ;

Gal. ii. 16, note; 1 Tim. i. 15, 16, vi. 13, 14; 2 Tim. i. 9, 10. See

also 1 Cor. iii. 11 ; comp. 1 Tim. ii. 5. A minister—A fitting title,

comp. ver. 3; Matt. xx. 28. [Wonderful humiliation ! Here indeed

patience was needed, ver. 4, 5. V. (?.] Moreover, Jesus Christ be

came the Father's minister for the salvation of the circurucision.

Christ was subservient to the Father's will ; the Father devoted him

for the salvation of many, whence the Genitive, of circumcision, has

the same meaning as in Gal. ii. 7, 8. Presently reigning is ascribed

to this minister, ver. 12. But this title is not repeated in the next

verse, for the calling of the Gentiles is connected with his state of

exaltation :—it is accordingly said there, that they might glorify, for

greater thanksgiving is rendered by the Gentiles, than by the circum

cision. Of the circumcision—That is, of Israel. Unto—Gr. itarepwv,

of thefathers. The fathers—The Genitive is emphatic, Matt. xv. 26.

9. for this cause—among the Gentiles—sing—Ps. xviii. 49, Sept.

[Render, But (I say) that the Gentiles glorified God on account of his

mercy, that is, they had no covenant promise of God to claim*, only

his pure mercy. Alf, The rendering of Eng. Ver. is inadmissible.]

I will confess—Paul says that the Gentiles do, what Christ declares

in the Psalm that he will do ; in fact, Christ is doing this in the Gen

tiles, Heb. ii. 12, where Paul quotes Ps. xxii., as here Ps. xviii. is

quoted. In Ps. xxii. Christ announces the name of the Lord to his

brethren ; in Ps. xviii. he confesses to the Lord in the Gentiles, and

the Gentiles confess to him in Christ. Afterwards in Ps. cxvii. the

Jews invite all tribes and all nations ; ON1? signifies a multitude, and

Dp, a state. J will sing—The Gentiles sing and praise, because they

have obtained mercy, Heb. maiK, with the organ.

10. Saith—He the speaker, [better, it, the writing or Scripture.

Mey.~\ Rejoice ye Gentiles with his people—So the Sept., Deut. xxxii.

43. Comp. Ps. Ixvii. 5, the nations in the earth. The Imperative,

put by Apostrophe [sudden shifting of the discourse to another per

son] is equivalent to an absolute indicative, for the promise was not
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made to the Gentiles. With—The Gentiles were not his people ;—

this is mercy, because they are nevertheless admitted.

11. Praise—laud—Ps. cxvii. 1, Sept. [For izzatveaarmoart, laud,

read i^atueadrmaav, let (all the people) laud. Tisch., Alf.]

12. [Praise ye—For grace and truth. For these things follow in

the Psalm, where Israel cries to the Gentiles. V. (?.] Isaiah—He

had quoted three sayings without the name of Moses and David ; he

now names Isaiah, of whose book the Haphtara, [Scripture lesson]

with this Saying, is read on the eighth day of the Passover, at that

time of the year, when this epistle seems to have been written. There

shall be—and he—in him—Is. xi. 10, Sept., and in that day there

shall be a root, etc. The root—[Eng. Ver., the root]—Christ is else

where called the root of David, Rev. xxii. 16 ; but compare this pas

sage from Isaiah quoted above with ver. 1, he is called the root of

Jesse. The descent of kings and of the Messiah from his house was

appointed to Jesse in his own name, before it was in David's name,

and that descent might have been expected even from another son of

Jesse, 1 Sam. xvi. 7. But David was king, not Jesse ; and Christ's

kingdom was in a measure hereditary from David, Luke i. 32, as re

spected the Jews, but not as respected the Gentiles. He is therefore

called here, not the root of David, but that which was next to it, the

root of Jesse. The Messiah, who was to descend from Jesse, had been

promised neither to him alone, nor to the Gentiles ; and yet he was

given to both. Those things, however, immediately preceding, where

he is called the root of Jesse, and the passage, 1 Sam. xvi. 7, where

it is said of the first-born son of Jesse, / have refused him, testify

that the Messiah was divinely appointed to Jesse. He that shall rise

—So the Sept interpreted the word of Isaiah, 03, a banner ; there is

a pleasant contrast : the root is in the lowest place, the banner rises

highest, so as to be seen even by the remotest nations. Shall trust

—Divine worship due to Christ even in his humanity. The Gen

tiles formerly had no hope, Eph. ii. 12. i

13. In hope—Comp. they shall hope, in the preceding verse and

immediately after, in hope. The God of hope, a name glorious to

God, before unknown to the Gentiles. For Hope had been a false di

vinity, whose temple at Rome, Livy, book xxi., says, was struck with

lightning, and again in book xxiv., was consumed. With joy and

peace—Refer to ch. xiv. 17. On joy, comp. ver. 10, Rejoice ye ; on

peace, xiv. 17, with. Through the power—Construed with xtptaaevuv,

to abound.

14. etc. [The conclusion, personal notices, ver. 14-33, of the
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Apostle himself ; ch. xvi. 1-16, of those greeted ; 16-23, of those

greeting ; 24-27, concluding doxology. Alf]

14. My brethren—As one street often leads men, leaving a large

city, through several gates, so the conclusion of this epistle is mani

fold. The first begins with this verse ; the second with ch. xvi. 1 ;

the third with xvi. 17 ; the fourth with xvi. 21 : and the fifth with

xvi. 25. / myself also—Not merely others think thus of you, ch. i.

8. Ye also—Even without my admonition. Able—By this very

declaration he exhorts them to use that ability. Also—one another—

Not merely each one himself : comp. 2 Tim. ii. 2. To admonish—He

refers to man's ability to befull of goodness, full from the new crea

tion itself ; filled with all knowledge, filled by daily exercise, in the

understanding and the will. So goodness and knowledge are joined,

1 Pet iii. 6, 7, and the former is especially recommended to women,

the latter to men. rvmatz is properly knowledge ; and such know

ledge as shows respect to the weaker vessel, is called moderation, yet

it is really knowledge.

15. More boldly—That is, I have acted somewhat boldly in writing

to you, who are unknown to me, when I should rather have gone to

you in person. He says that his boldness consisted in writing, not

in the manner of writing. Because of depends on I have written.

In some sort—Modestly said. He does not assume the whole duty

of teaching, but only one part of it, admonition, and that not wholly ;

for he adds putting in mind with as before it ; he does not say simply

avaptpvrjaxiov, putting you in mind, but lxavaptpvjaxiov, putting you

further in mind.

16. Minister—ministering—offering up—This is allegorical. Jesus

is the priest, Paul the priest's servant, the Gentiles themselves are the

offering, ch. xii. 1 ; Is. lx. 7, lxvi. 20, and that offering is very ac

ceptable, because sanctified (John xvii. 19), with its gifts, ver. 31.

[For '/i;tto5 Xptazou, Jesus Christ, read Xptarob 'Irjaou, Christ Jesus.

Tiseh., Alf.] In the Holy Spirit—[Eng. Ver., by]—Whom the Gen

tiles receive by God's Gospel.

17. Glorying—[Eng. Ver., whereof I may glory]—Paul had a

large heart ; so he says at ver. 15, more boldly; and ver. 20, was am

bitious [Eng. Ver., strived]. In Christ Jesus—[Eng. Ver., through]

—This is explained in the next verse. My glorying in those things

pertaining to God, rests in Christ Jesus. In those things which per

tain to God—[That is, in respect to the relation in which I stand to

God. Mey.] Paul makes this limitation, otherwise he was poor and

an outcast in the world, 1 Cor. iv. 9, etc.

18. For I will not dare—That is, my mind shrinks without Divine
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influence. To speak of any—To mention any exploit of mine, or

rather, to preach the doctrine of the Gospel ; for the expression is ab

breviated thus : I will not dare to speak (or do) any thing which Christ

did not (speak, or) do by me ; for, by word and deed follows. Paul's

Inspiration is here indicated : 2 Cor. xiii. 3. [But the reference here

is to Paul's glorying, ver. 17. He means, In this glorying, I will dare

to speak of nothing which Christ has not really wrought by me ; only

of the truth. Mey.]

19. Through mighty signs and wonders—This refers to deed, ver.

18. By the power of the Spirit—This refers to word. A climax;

for he attributes more to God's Spirit than to signs. From—unto—

A large tract. Illyricum—Including Dalmatia, 2 Tim. iv. 10. Ful

filled the Gospel—That is, the office of preaching the Gospel.

20. Yea—He shows why he took those regions. Strived—On the

Greek construction, comp. Luke xxiv. 47. [The Greek is, tpdort-

poupevov euaYyeXi^ea&at, which A If. renders thus, Being careful to

preach the Gospel, making fdortpua&at lose its sense of making a

point of honor. But it seems better with Mey., etc., to retain this

sense, And so preached the Gospel as to seek my honor in it, etc.]

Not where—More emphatic than if he said, where not. It implies

that he avoided the places where Christ was already known. So Col.

ii. 1 ; Gal. i. 22, Paul is said to have been unknown to those who

had adopted the faith before. Another man's—In this passage Paul

calls, not Christ himself, but other men's work in preaching Christ's

Gospel, the foundation.

21. To whom—&c., just as Is. lii. 15, Sept.

22. [Much—Or rather, for the most part ; Gr. za xoXXa. Paul

had other hindrances. Mey.] To you—As to those yet ignorant of

the name of Christ.

23. Parts—This word abandons the political division of the earth ;

for the Gospel does not follow it. The Reformation also had fruit at

the earliest period out of Germany. Having—desire—More sonor

ous than desiring.

24. Whensoever—Gr. dic iav ; by whatsoever manner, or time, or

route. Into Spain—Where the Gospel has not yet been preached.

[The words, ihuaopat npbz bpaz, I will come to you, are not found

in the best manuscripts, nor in the Latin, etc., and are omitted by

Alf. and most editors, though retained by Tisch] In my journey—

Because the faith was already founded at Rome. Brought on my

way—Passive, with a reciprocal force ; that is, cause or suffer my

self to be brought. He writes familiarly, as if he might claim this

service as from brethren, though he had not yet seen them.
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Your—Modestly said. One might suppose the Romans would rather

fully gratify themselves with Paul's. Somewhat—He intimates that

he will not he so long at Rome as he wishes ; or else, that it is Christ,

not believers, with whom believers may be perfectly filled.

25. [But now—This shows that he is not putting off his journey to

Rome, etc., on his own account. Mey.] Minister—After Christ's

example, ver. 8. Saints—See Acts xx. 32, note.

26. Macedonia and Achaia—From this we may gather the time

when the Epistle was written. Acts xix. 21. Contribution—Gr. xoi-

vioviav, communion. An honorable term, and very justly applied.

Poor saints—Literally, poor among the saints. Hence not all saints

were poor. Hence the community of goods had already ended at

Jerusalem, since the death of Ananias and Sapphira, and since the

persecution, Acts viii. 1.

27. Pleased—Supply I say ; comp. ver. 26, beginning. Twice he

mentions pleased, twice, debt. And—Liberty and necessity in good

works are one. For if—This reason applies to the Romans also.

Hence, in conclusion, he mildly invites and counsels them also

to contribute. Comp. ch. xii. 13. Duty—By the debt of

brotherly equity. 2 Cor. ix. 7. Minister—The inferior ministers

to his superior.

28. Performed—sealed—Words related, 2 Kings xxii. 4, Sept.,

And seal the silver. Paul performed (finished) first ; he broke off

nothing, however eager, Acts xix. 21. Sealed, not only that they

may know the good faith of him who delivers it, but may also be con

firmed in spiritual communion. Will come—Gr. dnehuaopat, go away,

even if I shall never return from Spain. This is the force of the

compound verb. [By you—Through your city. Alf.] Spain—Paul

does not seem to have reached Spain. A holy purpose often arises in

the minds of pious men, which is precious, though it be not fulfilled,

2 Sam. vii. 2, 4.

29. [In—That is, furnished with. Mey.~\ Fulness—Comp. ver.

19. There is a parallel between the fulness of the Gospel in a single

soul, and in the whole mass. Blessing—Such as is conspicuous in

both Jerusalem and Rome. [Omit roo tbaryeXiou tou, the Gospel of.

Tisch., Alf.]

30. [Tisch. omits ddetyoi, brethren. Alf, with more reason, re

tains it.] Lord—He exhorts by the name (sake) of the Lord. Comp.

for the love, next clause. Love—The love of the Spirit is very wide.

It gives you an interest in what seems to be wholly another's affair.

Strive together—He ought to pray himself who would have others

pray with him, Acts viii. 24, 22. Prajer is a strife, especially when
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men resist. Paul is the only apostle who asks the prayers of believ

ers for himself. He generally does so in concluding his epistles, but

not promiscuously. Thus he does not write in the same way to those

whom he treats as sons with a father's authority, or even a father's

severity, for instance, Timothy, Titus, the Corinthians, the Galatians ;

as to those whom he treats as equals, with brotherly reverence, such

as the Thessalonians, Ephesians, Colossians, (whom he had not visited,)

and so the Romans also, and the Hebrews. He weaves in this re

quest elegantly in 2 Cor. i. 11 ; Phil. i. 19. Philemon, ver. 22.

31. [Omit tva, that, after xat, and. Tisch., Alf.] And that—This

too is a great matter. Accepted—That the Jews and the Gentiles

might be most closely joined in love. The liberality shown by the

Gentiles for the sake of Jesus, afforded the Jews a proof of the truth

and power of Christian faith, and of the lawfulness of communion

with the Gentiles, 2 Cor. ix. 13.

32. Come—with joy—Come refers to the first part of ver. 31, joy

to the latter part. He came to Rome in bonds, by the will of God ;

but not according to his own desire. Alf.]

33. The God of peace—A climax in respect to ver. 5, 13, God of

patience, of hope. So the God of love and peace ; 2 Cor. xiii. 11. The

God ofpeace, ch. xvi. 20 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 33 ; Phil. iv. 9 ; 1 Thess. v.

23 ; Heb. xiii. 20.

CHAPTER XVI.

1. Phebe—The Christians retained names taken from heathen gods,

in remembrance of abandoned heathenism. A servant—Or minister,

without the office of teacher. She was to be regarded as a minister,

from being sent on this very embassy. Cenchrea—Near Corinth.

[Being the eastern part of Corinth, on the Saronic gulf. MeyJ]

2. In the Lord— The Lord, or Christ, is very often mentioned in

this chapter. In the Lord, as we now say, in a Christian manner.

A phrase peculiar to Paul, but frequent. For—A strong argument,

1 Cor. xvi. 15, etc. ; Phil. ii. 29. See the wide relationship of be

lievers ; Phebe is commended to the Romans for good deeds done

away from Rome. Succorer—Perhaps Phebe was rich. Yet she did
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not shun ministry among strangers, the needy, etc. ; nor among citizens

zealous for their own interests, did she care that they thought her a bad

economist. Many—Believers owe gratitude not only to their own

benefactor, but to the benefactor of others.

3. Greet—Note the civility of the apostle in writing his saluta

tions ; the intimacy of believers, in committing theirs to him, ver. 21,

and again, his humility in sending them, their love in multiplying

them. Prisca—Gr. Ilpioxa; the well-established reading here for

Prigcilla, flpiaxttta. [So Tiach., Alf., etc.] A holy woman in Italy

seems to have been named Priscilla, (a Latin diminutive of Prisca,)

Acts xviii. 2, but the name Prisca had more weight in the Church.

The wife's name here precedes her husband's ; because she was more

regarded in the Church, Acts xviii. 18 ; or, because the name of a

woman, Phebe, here precedes. A quila—The proper names of believ

ers, taken from various languages, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and used

promiscuously, show the wonderful riches of the New Testament.

Helpers—In teaching, or guarding, v'er. 4.

4. Wlio—Each is distinguished by his own graces or duties ; but

Scripture never gives such praise to any one as to furnish ground for

extolling himself; but for praising God, and rejoicing in God.

Churches—Even that at Rome, for preserving Paul. And we still

ought to thank Aquila and Priscilla, or shall do so hereafter.

5. House—When any Christian had a large house, he gave it op

for meetings. Hitherto, the believers at Rome had neither bishops

(or elders) nor deacons. Hence there was then nothing like the pa

pacy. There do not seem to have been other household churches at

Rome ; or Paul would have mentioned them also. Aquila, then, was

at Rome what Caius (Gaius) was at Corinth ; ver. 23 ; although he

had been especially persecuted. Acts xviii. 2. Epcenetus—Paul had

not yet been at Rome, yet he had many friends there, from Asia, or

also from Greece, Palestine, Cilicia, Syria. He does not here men

tion Linus or Clemens ; hence we may infer that they came to Rome

later than this. First-fruits—Obviously a title of approval, 1 Cor.

xvi. 15. [For 'A%ataz, Achaia, read 'Aala/;, Asia. Tisch., Alf.

Beng. is uncertain.]

7. Kinsmen—So ver. 11, 21. They were Jews, ch. ix. 3. Apos

tles—They had seen the Lord, 1 C )r. xv. 6. They are therefore

called Apostles, in a wide sense of the word ; although perhaps some

adopted the faith after the Lord's ascension, under Peter's first ser-;

mons. The rest may have been old disciples, and I consider as such

the more than five hundred brethren. The passage cited from 1 Cor.

implies a multitude of those who had seen Christ, and had therefore
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Deen competent to give the Apostolic testimony. [On this wider

sense of the word Apostle, see Acts xiv. 4, 14 ; 2 Cor. viii. 23 ; 1

Thess. ii. 6, (comp. i. 1.) Alf. But the sense here may be, not that

they were apostles, but that the apostles knew them well and honor

ably. So De W., Mey.] Before me—Age makes venerable, especi

ally in Christ. Among the ancients a seniority of four years was

ground for reverence. Were—Or had begun to be in Christ.

8. In the Lord—Construe with beloved. Salute (Greet) ver. 6,

and everywhere, is absolute.

9. Our—Ver. 21.

10. Approved—An incomparable epithet. [He was of distin

guished virtue. V. G.] Them which—Perhaps Aristobulus was dead,

and Narcissus, ver. 11, and but part of these families converted.

Some of these seem to have been known to Paul, not personally, but

through their character for piety. Faith makes men not morose, but

companionable. Not even Apostolic seriousness hindered Paul from it

11. Which are—Then some of the family were heathens.

12. Who labor—Though their names are derived from rpufrj, lux

ury ; as Naomi. Perhaps these two were sisters by birth.

13. Chosen—A splendid title, 2 John ver. 1, 3. 1 Tim. v. 21.

14. Asyncritus—Paul joins those peculiarly connected by relation

ship, neighborhood, etc. This greeting sent by name to men in lowly

life, who perhaps not even knew that the apostle had heard of them,

must have cheered them greatly.

16. Salute one another—Supply, in my name. [Rather, to test

ify their mutual love, Mey., in the manner afterwards customary at

the celebration of the Lord's supper. Alf.] Holy kiss—This was

the flower of faith and love. A kiss of love (charity), 1 Pet. v.

14. It was usual after prayer. Paul mentions an holy kiss at the

end of 1 Thess., of 1 and 2 Cor., and of Rom. These epistles were

the earliest written. Afterwards, love lost its purity among some, or

abuse arose. For in Eph., Phil., Col., written later, and in bonds,

he does not command this kiss. The difference is one of time, not

of place ; for the Philippians were in Macedonia, as were the Thes-

salonians. Yet the difference of time may not have been the only

reason for commanding or not commanding the kiss. In 2 Thess.

there was no need of it, so soon after the first epistle. The Gala-

tians were not then fit for it. [Read nuaat a} ixxhjaiat, all the

churcJies. Tilth., Alf.] Churches—Where I have been, ch. xv. 26.

He had informed them that he was writing to Rome. [No doubt he

was directly commissioned by many churches with their greeting ;
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I

and for the rest, as Erasmus says, he knew the deep interest all felt

in Rome. Mey.J

17. Brethren—While his mind embraces the churches of Christ,

exhortation suggests itself. When this is concluded, as in a paren

thesis, he adds to those saluted, those who salute, ver. 21. Which

cause—There were such men at Rome. Comp. 2 Thess. ch. ii., written

before Romans. Divisions—By which it is not good to defend the

good. Offences—By which evil is introduced. Learned—To have

learned once, is binding, 1 Cor. xv. 1 ; 2 Cor. xi. 4 ; Gal. i. 9 ; Phil,

iv. 9 ; 2 Tim. iii. 14. Avoid—Comp. withdraw, 2 Thess. iii. 6 ; re

ject, Tit. iii. 10. Comp. 1 Cor. v. 11 ; 2 John v. 10. Rome had

not the form of a church yet. [This would seem to be a mistake.

See ch. xii. 6, etc. But it is likely that these teachers of error were

not in the church. Comp. Acts xv. 1. Mey., etc.] The admonition

is therefore adapted to individuals rather than to the whole. Yet

there is a testimony for future ages in this epistle to the Romans, as

the song of Moses was a rule to Israel.

18. They—such—Such as these. The substance is pointed out,

mid its quality. [Omit the word '/ifooD, Jesus. Tisch., Alf., etc.]

Belly—Phil. iii. 19. Good words—Promised, of themselves. Fair

speeches—Praising and flattering you. Simple—Gr. d.xdxiov. An

indifferent word, repeatedly used by Sept. in Prov. for Heb. \na.

They are called so, who are merely without positive wickedness;

when they ought to abound also in prudence, and to guard against

other men's wickedness.

19. Obedience—Which becomes the simple. Their obedience it

self, not merely report of it, reached all, wherever, by the intercourse

of trade, faithful men of the Romans came to other places, and their

obedience was actually seen. Thus there arises a contagion of good

among the good, as of evil among the wicked. All—Near and far.

On your behalf—So far as you are concerned. In contrast with dis

turbers, who bring anxiety, not joy. Would—An Antithesis. Obedi

ence indeed and simplicity are not wanting in you ; but wisdom ought

to be added. Wise—The opposite character to those in Jer. iv. 22.

They are wise to do evil; but to do good, they have no knowledge. Sim

ple—If any evil offer itself, say, I count this strange to me. Simple

is passive here in sense.

20. But—[Eng. Ver., wrongly, and.] God's power, not your wis

dom, shall do it. Of peace—In contrast with seditions? ver. 17. See

1 Cor. xiv. 33. I will bruise—Future. Shall tread down Satan, in

treading down his apostles. Satan—The sower of strifes. He names

the Enemy once in this whole epistle ; and nine times he names Satan
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in all his epistles ; calling him the Devil six times. Scripture treats

directly of God and of Christ ; indirectly of Satan and Antichrist.

Under your feet—Eph. vi. 15. Every victory of faith brings new

sorrow to Satan. Shortly—This refers to the beginnings of the

bruising, on a sudden danger. Amen—This word was often added

by copyists, but is here wanting in nearly all manuscripts; [and in

Tisch., Alf., etc.]

21. Workfellow—Here named before kinsmen; but not named ch.

i. 11, because he had not been in Rome.

22. Salute—Paul either asked or permitted Tertius to insert this.

Paul dictated ; [habitually ; comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 21 ; Gal. vi. 11 ; Col.

iv. 18 ; 2 Thess. iii. 17. Mey.,] which shows how ready the apostles

were in pouring forth their writings, without toil in meditating.

Tertius—A Roman name. Doubtless a scribe whom the Romans

knew. In—Construe with who wrote. An implied confession of faith.

23. Gains—A Corinthian, 1 Cor. i. 14. Whole—For many used

to visit Paul. Chamberlain—The faith of a most influential man

must have been a source of joy to the Romans. City—No doubt

Corinth.

24. The grace—all—Altogether omitted by the Alexandrian copies.

{But Tisch., Alf., etc., retain it] Amen—See on ver. 20.

25. [The doxology in these three verses, 25-27, is found in many

manuscripts at the end of ch. xiv. : and so Griesbach ; but other

editors, as Tisch., Alf., etc., agree to place them her^; and there is

little doubt that this is their true position. So Mey.] Now to him—A

doxology closes the whole epistle, as one closed the doctrinal part of

it; ch. xi. 36. So 2 Pet. iii. 18; Jude ver. 25. The last words of

this epistle correspond exactly to the first : ch. i. 1-5. Especially

on the Power of God, the Gospel, Jesus Christ, the Scriptures, obe

dience of faith, all nations. Able—my Gospel—God's power is sure,

ch. i. 16 ; Acts xx. 32, note. You—Jews and Gentiles. Stablish—

Gr. arrjpizat. The same word, ch. i. 11. [Of Jesus Christ—That

is, my gospel ; but it is mine only, in that Jesus Christ sends it forth

through me as instrument. Mey.] Revelation—The same word,

ch. i. 17. Construe according to the revelation with my gospel.

Mystery—Of incorporating the Gentiles, Eph. iii. 3, 6. Since the

world began—Gr. fflrovoiz aieavtoiz, in eternal times; i. e., since, not

only men, but angels were created ; for to both of them the mystery

had been unknown at first, Eph. iii. 9, 10. The times are pointed

out, which at their very beginning, as it were, touched upon previous

Eternity, and as it were, mingled with it. Not eternity itself, of

which the t~mes are, as it were, streams. For before eternal times is
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the phrase (literally), in 2 Tim. i. 9 ; Ps. lxxvii. 6, Sept. Ancient

days and Eternal years. Kept secret—The Old Testament is as a

dock in its silent course ; but in the New are heard the sound and

elash of brass. In the prophets the calling of the Gentiles had been

predicted ; but the Jews did not understand it.

26. Made manifest—Col. i. 26 ; 2 Tim. i. 10 ; Tit. i. 3. Com

mandment—The foundation of apostleship. 1 Tim. i. 1 ; Tit. i. 3.

The everlasting God—A most suitable epithet. Comp. ver. 25.

Eternal times—So Tit. i. 2. God's silence presupposes eternal

knowledge, Acts xv. 18. The new dispensation introduces no change

in God ; known to him is his work from eternity. Comp. only wise,

ver. 27. Nations—Not only that they may know, but also that they

may enjoy.

27. Wise—God's wisdom is glorified by the gospel in the Church.

Eph. iii. 10. That is ofpower—Ver. 25, and wise, here, are joined,

as 1 Cor. i. 24, where Christ is called the power of God and the wis

dom of God. To whom—[The Gr. is povtp aoftp deio, dta'l^aod Xpta-

tou, tii -/) do£a e/c rouc aimvac ; Render, To God alone wise through

Jesus Christ, (that is, who through Christ appears as wise alone,) to

whom, (that is, God,) be the glory (due to him) forever. Mey. Alf.

Eng. Ver. and Beng. are wrong.] This stands for to him.

Comp. div, whose, ch. iii. 14 ; comp. 2 Tim. iii. 11 ; Acts xxvi. 7 ;

2 Cor. iv. 6, note. Sept. in Is. v. 28. And there would be an in

complete connection without this pronoun. [Which Eng. Ver. omits.]

Amen—And let every believing reader say, Amen.



ANNOTATIONS

Oil

PAUL'S FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

CHAPTER I.

1. Paul—The Epistle contains :

I. The inscription, ch. i. 1-3.

II. The discussion, consisting of,

j. Exhortation to concord, repressing the uplifted judgment*

of the flesh, ver. 4 to iv. 21.

II. Reproof,—

1. For not putting away the wicked person, v. 1-13.

2. For perverse lawsuits, vi. 1-11.

III. Exhortation against fornication, vi. 12-20.

IV. Answer on marriage, vii. 1, 10, 25, 36, 39.

V. On things offered to idols, viii. 1, etc., 13—ix. 27. x. 1,—

xi. 1.

VI. On a woman veiling herself, xi. 2.

VII. On the Lord's supper, xi. 17.

VIII. On spiritual gifts, xii., xiii., xiv.

IX. On the resurrection of the dead, xv. 1, 12, 29, 35. ,

x. On the collection : his own coming, and that of Timothy and

A polios; on the sum of the subject, xvi. 1, 5, 10, 12, 13, 14.

IIL Conclusion, xvi. 15, 17, 19, etc.

[For ' lrjaou Xputrou, Jesus Christ, read Xptarou ,Iriaou, Christ

Jesus. Tiseh., Alf.] An apostle of Jesus Christ—Ver. 17. By the

will of God—So 2 Cor. i. 1 : Eph. i. 1 ; Col. i. 1 ; 2 Tim. i. 1. It

is said the commandment in 1 Tim. i. 1. This is the ground of his

(165)
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authority toward the churches: and of a lowly and zealous disposi

tion in Paul himself ; comp. Rom. i. 1, note. For mentioning God,

he excludes human bargaining, Gal. i. 1 ; by mentioning God's will,

he excludes Paul's desert, ch. xv. 8, etc. : whence this apostle is the

more grateful and zealous, 2 Cor. viii. 5, end. By his own will Paul would

never have become an apostle. [It is of the greatest advantage to'

have the will of God for guide. To attempt anything through one's

own will is an undertaking full of hazard, however plausibly it may

be presented. In the world it readily produces troublesome and very

difficult embarrassments. V. G.] Sosthenes—A companion of Paul,

a Corinthian. Apollos is not mentioned here, nor Aqulla; for they

appear not to have been with Paul then, although they were in the

same city, ch. xvi. 12, 19. In the second epistle he associates Timothy

with himself.

2. [The order is, rj ixxhjatq. tou deod ijriaopkvotz iv Xptcrte 'hjoou,

rfl, etc., To the Church of God (they who are) called to be sairits,

which is at, etc. Tisch.,Alf.] To the Church of God—Paul, writing

somewhat familiarly to the Thessalonians, Corinthians, and Galatians,

uses the term Church; to the others he employs a more formal pe

riphrasis. The Church of God in Corinth [that wicked city};, a joy

ful and striking paradox. Which is—Flourishing, ver. 5, 6. So,

which was, Acts xiii. 1. That are sanctified—Them who have been

claimed for God. Making a prelude already to the discussion, he re

minds the Corinthians of their own dignity, lest they enslave them

selves to men. [Then in the Introduction also, ver. 4-9, he highly

praises the same persons, however great their danger of undue elation

ef mind. The praise derived from Divine grace rather cherishes hu

mility, besides tending to awaken. V. (?.] The force of the parti

ciple is immediately explained, called to be saints ; comp. Rom. i. 7,

note. With all—Connect with sanctified and saints, not with to the

Church; compare ours, at the end of the verse. Consequently the

epistle refers also to the other believers in Achaia, 2 Cor. i. 1. [But

see 2 Cor. i. 1, which shows that this with all, etc., is to be connected

with unto the church. Paul addressed first the Corinthians, but with

them, all that in every place, etc. Mey.] Yet the universal Church

is not shut up within the neighbourhood of Corinth. As Paul thought

of the dwellings of the Corinthians and Ephesians, the whole Church

came into his mind. The consideration of the Church universal frees

the mind from party bias, and sways it to obedience. It is therefore

at once suggested to the Corinthians; comp. ch. iv. 17, vii. 17, xi.

16, xiv. 33, 36. Call upon—So that they turn to him in worship,

and call themselves after him ; comp. ver. 10, on the authority of the
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name of Christ. [This passage certainly prepares for that exhorta

tion which follows in ver. 10. V. (?.] Theirs—Those near Corinth.

Ours—we—Where Paul and Sosthenes were.

5. Utterance—knowledge— Utterance follows knowledge, in fact:

and the latter is known by the former. He shows that the Corinth

ians ought to be such as need no letter written to them. Moreover,

they admired spiritual gifts ; therefore, by mentioning their gifts, he

conciliates them, and prepares a way for reproof.

6. Even as—That the Corinthians wanted nothing, he shows from

this, that the testimony of Christ was confirmed in them. The part

icle is demonstrative. Of Christ—Christ is not only the object, but

the author also of this testimony, Acts xviii. 8, note. Was confirmed

—By himself, and by the accompanying gifts and miracles, xii. 3 ; 2

Cor. i. 21, 22; Gal. iii. 2, 5 ; Eph. iv. 7, 8; Heb. ii. 4. [Or rather,

became fixed, that is, in their spirits and character, the opposite of ye

have not his word abiding in you, John v. 38. Mey.]

7. So that ye come behind—This depends on ye are enriched, by

antithesis. Waiting for—The test of the true or false Christian is

his waiting for, or dreading the revelation of Christ. [Leaving to

others their philosophic remembrancers of death, (Memento Mori,)

cling to a joyful expectation. V. G.]

8. WJio—God, ver. 4 ; comp. ver. 9. [Nay but Jesus Christ, ver.

7, as the position requires. Mey.] To the end—Antithesis to the be

ginning, ver. 4, which was given. This end is immediately described

in this verse, comp. ch. xv. 24. In the day—Construed with blame

less, 1 Thess. v. 23. After that day there is no danger, Eph. iv. 30 ;

Phil. i. 6. Now, there are our own days, in which we work, days of

enemies, by whom we are tried ; then shall be the day of Christ and

his glory in the saints.

9. Faithful—God is said to he faithful, because he performs what

he has promised, and what believers promise themselves from his

goodness. [Here it expresses the ground of Paul's confidence, ver.

8. Mey.] Ye were called—Calling is the pledge of the other bene

fits, [to which the end, ver. 8, will correspond. V. G.] Rom. viii.

30 ; 1 Thess. v. 24 ; 1 Pet. v. 10.

10. [7 exhort—Though they required reproof, he employs the form

of exhortation. V. G.] Now—This connects the introduction and the

discussion : You have the end of your hope, maintain also love.

Brethren is an address appropriate to the discussion, now beginning.

By—As it were, an adjuration. Lord—Paul will have Christ alone

to be all things to the Corinthians. Hence he so often names him in

this first chapter. Speak the same thing—They spoke different things.
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ver. 12. Divisions—Gr. a'^iapara, schisms. Antithesis, joined to

gether ; comp. Matt. iv. 21. Schism, a division of minds, John vii.

43, ix. 16. Mind—Within, in creed. Judgment—Displayed in life.

[Alf. renders disposition and opinion.] This corresponds to that ye

speak.

11. Hath been declared—An instance of proper information, such

as ought not to be concealed without reason, ch. xi. 18. By those of

the house of Chloe—These men seem to have been especially ap

proved by both Paul and the Corinthians; so the matron Chloe,

whose sons the Corinthians sent with letters to Paul, ch. vii. 1. They

had sent Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus, ch. xvi. 17, either of

whom may have been a son of Chloe's, Stephanas being the father,

ver. 16, xvi. 15. Contentions—He calls the thing by its name.

12. [Say—That is, This is what 1 mean. Alf., etc. Every one—

For the contagion had infected the whole church. Chrysost. in Mey.]

Says—Boastfully, ver. 31, ch. iii. 21, 22. Of Paul—A climax, in

which Paul puts himself lowest. Cephas, Paul, and Apollos were

genuine ministers and true teachers, to boast of one of whom above

the rest was more unlawful than if some Corinthian believer had said

that he was a Pauline Christian, to distinguish himself from followers

of false apostles. Of Cephas—Peter does not seem to have been at

Corinth, ch. iv. 6, and yet he was there held in high esteem, and that

justly ; yet some abused it, and Paul detests this Petrism, which af

terwards sprang up so much more rankly at Rome, just as much as

Paulism. How much less should one say or boast, I am. of the Pope!

I—of Christ—These spoke more correctly than the others, ver. 2,

iii. 23, unless under this pretext they despised their ministers, ch. iv. 8.

[Yet even then, so far as they severed themselves from others, appro

priating that name to themselves alone, were guilty of schism. Calv.

in Mey.]

13. Divided—Are all the members not now under one Head ?

Though he alone was crucified for you, and in his name alone ye were

baptized ? The glory of Christ is not to be shared with his servants,

nor the unity of his body to be divided, as if Christ were ceasing to

be one. Was Paul?—Gr. prj, is here Lat. num, [that is, simply the

sign of an interrogation, expecting a negative answer,] often put in

the second clause of an interrogation ; ch. x. 22 ; 2 Cor. iii. 1. Cru

cified—baptized—The cross and baptism claim us for Christ. The

correlatives are, redemption and self-dedication.

14. I thank—The Providence of God reigns often in events, the

reason for which is not seen until afterwards. Pious language indi

cating the importance of the subject, instead of the common rejoice.
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Crispus and Gains—He brings witnesses. Paul baptized tbe most

important persons with his own hand; not many others; not from

ambition, but because they were among the first who believed. The

just estimation of his office is not pride, ch. xvi. 4. The adminis

tration of baptism was not so much the duty of apostles, as of dea

cons, Acts x. 48 ; nor did that diminish the dignity of baptism.

15. Lest—Paul anticipates calumnies, which, however unjust, might

yet have arisen, and removes them ; 2 Cor. viii. 20. My own—As if I

were collecting a company for myself. [For iftdnrtaa, I had bap

tized, re;xl iftaxzia&rjze, ye* were baptized. Tisch., not Alf.]

16. [The house of Stephanas—The first fruits of Achaia, xvi. 15.

The rest of the believers at Corinth may have been baptized by Silas,

Timotheua, Crispus, Gaius, or at least by the family of Stephanas. V.

(?.] Besides—He is very careful in recording the facts, / know

not—It does not occur to my memory without an effort. Whether

any—That is, I have baptized no one else, or scarce any ; comp. ver.

17. He left to the memory of individuals the question by whom

they were baptized.

17. Sent—One should attend to that, for which he is sent. To

baptize—In his own name, much less mine. The labor of baptism,

often undertaken, would have hindered the preaching of the Gospel;

on other occasions the apostles baptized ; Matt, xxviii. 19 ; especially

the first disciples. To preach the Gospel—This wordf in respect of

what goes before, is a Syncategorema [an accessory or secondary

statement] : in respect of what follows, a Proposition. I doubt

whether Paul's mode of transition would be approved by the rules of

Corinthian eloquence. [Therefore the Apostle in this very passagf

is furnishing a specimen, bo to speak, of apostolic folly ; and yet the

whole is arranged with the greatest wisdom. V. (?.] Wisdom of

words—[On account of which some of you consider me of more or lesi

importance than the rest. V. G.] The nouns wisdom and power are

frequently used here. To the world, a discourse is wise, which treats

of every topic rather than the cross ; but a discourse on the cross

admits nothing heterogeneous. The cross of Christ—Ver. 24. Ig

norance of the mystery of the cross is the foundation, for example,

of the whole Koran. [The sum of the Gospel, in its beginnings, is

implied, ver. 18, 23, ii. 2. He, who rejects the cross, continues in

ignorance also of the rest; he, who receives it, to him afterwards its

power ( or virtue, 2 Pet. i. 5) and glory become known. V. (?.]

18. [Perish—Eternally. Mey.] Foolishness—And offence. See,

immediately after, the antithesis, power. There are two steps in sal-

vatnn, Wisdom and Power. For them that perish, when the first
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etep is taken away, the second is removed; for the blessed, the

second presupposes the first. To them, that are being saved—The

Present tense is used, as, that are perishing. One who begins to hear

the Gospel is considered neither as lost, nor as saved, but is as it were

where two roads meet ;—and now he is either perishing, or being

saved. The power—And wisdom, so also, ch. ii. 5. [The poioer—

Itself, in its noblest manifestation. Alf.]

19. Destroy—bring—Isa. xxix. 14, Sept. I will destroy—I will

hide. The intermediate words are the samg as Paul's. I will destroy

—Hence bring to nought, ver. 28, ch. ii. 6.

20. Where is the wise, etc.—Isa. xxxiii. 18, Sept. Wli.ere are the

scribes ? Where are the counselors ? Where is he that numbereth

the collected ones, [ouatpupopivouz, a mistake for ouvrpefopivouz,

towers ; as Heb. etc. Schleusner.~] Heb. idd frx Spw rrx 'mo mt

D'Voannx. The first half of the verse proposes two questions, of which

the former is answered in the second half, the latter in the verse fol

lowing (like the figure in Isa. xxv. 6) : Where is the scribe ? where

is the receiver ? where is the scribe with the towers ? where is the re

ceiver with a strong people, on whom thou canst not bear to look ? For

this seems to be proverbial language, which the particle rut, with,

usually accompanies, and in such passages denotes universality, Deut.

xxix. 18. Th^t some charge of the towers was in the hands of the

scribes, may be gathered from Ps. xlviii. 12, 13. The term, receiv

ers, is appropriate to commanders of forces. Scharbau has collected

many .facts with great erudition, and has suggested these reflections.

Paul brings forward both the passages in Isaiah against the Jews;

but has changed the words of the second so, as to apply more to re

cent times, and at the same time to the Gentiles, ver. 22. Some

think that the three classes of learned men among the Jews, D'aon,

the wise, d-iad, the scribes, D~Bm, the inquirers, are intended. There

is moreover a threefold antithesis, and that a striking one, in Isa.

xxxiii. 22, where the glorying of the saints in the Lord is expressed.

But this is what the apostle means : The wise men of the world not

only do not approve and promote the Gospel, but they oppose it, and

that in vain. Of this world—[This belongs not only to disputer, but

also to wise and scribe; Alf., etc.] Which is quite beyond the sphere

of the preaching of the cross [ver. 18]. Made foolish—So that the

world cannot fathom the principle of the Divine counsel and good

pleasure, ver. 21. The wisdom—The wisdom of this world [ver. 20],

and in the wisdom of God [ver. 21], form an antithesis. [Read roo

xoapou—Of the world, omitting toOtou, this. Tisch., Alf] World—

In which are Jews and Greeks.
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21. In the wisdom—Because the wisdom of God is so great, ver.

25. [This is the wisdom of God revealed itt nature and Scripture,

before Christianity. Mey.] Knew not—Before the preaching of the

cross, although the creature proclaimed the Creator, although the

most eloquent prophets had come, yet the world knew not God. They

who heard the prophets, despised them ; they who did not hear them,

were such in spirit, that they would have despised them. By wisdom

—Namely, that of preaching, as is evident from the Antithesis, by the

foolishness of preaching. Eudoxrjoev debz—It pleased God, in mercy

to us. Paul evidently imitated the words of the Lord, Luke x. 21.

By the foolishness—God deals with perverse man by contraries, that

man may deny himself, and give God glory, through belief in the

cross. Ofpreaching—Since it is of the cross.

22. Require—From the apostles, as formerly from Christ. [For

arjpuov, a sign, read orjpua, signs. Tisch., Alf. So Beng. Signs—

Deeds of power. You will not find that Paul wrought any such at

Corinth. Acts xviii. V. G.] Wisdom—Seek in Christ the sublime

philosopher, building a demonstration.

23. We—Paul, Apollos. Preach—Rather historically, than philo

sophically. Christ crucified—Not the Christ ; no article. The cross

is not mentioned in ver. 24. The discourse begins with the cross, ii.

2 ; to those who thus receive it, the whole of Christ and his glory is

made clear; those who do not receive it, fail of the whole, Acts xxv.

19, xvii. 32. A stumbling-block—As folly and wisdom, so a stumb

ling-block and a sign are contrasted, for a sign is an attractive work

of Omnipotence, as a sign and power are often synonymous. But

stumbling-block, properly said of a snare, is a very weak thing. [So

things extremely worthless are now called trifles. Germ. Schwach-

heiten. V. G.] So far do Jews and Greeks dread the cross of Christ,

that they reject with it even a sign and wisdom. [For "EXhjatv,

Greeks, read I&vrjotv, Gentiles. Tisch., Alf]

24. Them—Construe with Jews, Greeks. Called—Refer the call

ing, ver. 26, to this. Christ—With his cross, death, life, kingdom.

[The word Crucified is not added in this passage. When the offence

of the cross is overcome, the whole mystery of Christ lies open. V.

G.] Power—wisdom—Power is first experienced, wisdom afterwards.

[Power answers to sign ; wisdom to wisdom ; ver. 22. Mey., Alf]

25. [Foolishness—Seemingly such to men. Mey., etc.] Of God—

In Christ. Wiser—stronger—Ver. 30. Than men—The language

is concise : i. e., wiser than the wisdom of men, stronger than the

strength of men, although they may appear to themselves both wise

and strong, and wish to be the standard of wisdom and strength.
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26. PC tee—Gr. (Miners, not imperative; tee; the word for

shows it to be indicative* [But it is better to take it as imperative :

for look at the vocation of you Christians. This is a proof of the

principle in ver. 25. Alf., Mey.~\ Your calling—The state, in which

the heavenly calling proves an offence to you ; so, calling, vii. 20.

Not many—Therefore, some however. Supply, have been called. As

the preachers have been compared, so now the hearers of the Gospel.

The Ellipsis contains an Euphemism. [ Wite—Hence at Athens, the

seat of Grecian wisdom, so very few men were gained. V. (?.] After

the flesh—Akin to, of the world, ver. 27. The world judges accord

ing to the flesh. Noble—Who are generally also wise and powerful.

27. The—Gr. ra. The article has this force: those things es

pecially, which are foolish, etc. Hath chosen—[And that t'n great

numbers. Acts xviii. 10. V. <?.] This word is put thrice ; election

[dhoosing] and calling, ver. 26, are joined in one ; Ez. xx. 5. The

latter is a proof of the former. Election is the judgment of Divine

grace exempting in Christ, from the common destruction of men,

those who by faith accept a calling. Every one called, is elect from

the first moment of his faith ; and so long as he continues in his call

ing and faith, he continues elect ; if at any time he loses calling and

faith, he ceases to be elect; by bringing forth fruit in faith, he estab

lishes calling and election in his own case : if he returns to faith, and

falls asleep believing, he returns to his state of election, and falls

asleep elect. And these pre-eminently, are the elect and foreknown.

Election is either of peoples or of individuals. The question here and

in Ez. xx. 5 : also Acts xviii. 10 ; 1 Thess. i. 4 : is concerning the

election of a people; and this' election comes more fully within the

comprehension of believers, than the election of individuals. For

some individuals of the people may fall away, and yet the same

breadth of calling and election be preserved. The election of some

outside of the church is Reserved for God himself, and is not to be

measured by the rule of the preaching of the Gospel. The wise—

The masculine, i. e., the wise men ; to express a very beautiful idea ; all

the rest are neuter, corresponding to the words contrasted with them;

even ra ftwpd, foolish things, is neuter. Confound—This word is

twice repeated ; we have afterwards, bring to nought [ver. 28]. By

both of these words glorying [ver. 29, 31] is taken away, whether

the matter be more or less under the control of the will.

28. [Omit xat, (after fab:;), and, (after yea.) Tisch., Alf.] Things

that are not—A genus, comprehending things base and despised, also

things foolish and weak. [That is, things considered as utterly worth

less as if they did not exist Mey. etc.] There is therefore an appo
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sition, to the whole of which is opposed this one phrase, which are

Which are—Are something. ?

29. That no—Antithesis, that, ver. 31. Flesh—A suitable appel

lation ; flesh is beautiful and yet frail, Is. xl. 6. In his presence-*

Gr. ivciniov outou. Before—him—[For which read ivmmov too dtob,

before God. Tisch., Alf.] Before—We may glory not before him,

but in him.

30. Of him—Ye are of God, not now of the world, Rom. xi. 36 ;

Eph. ii. 8. Ye—Antithesis to many, ver. 26. Those very persons,

whom the apostle is addressing, ye, were not many wise men accord

ing to the flesh, etc. Ye in Christ Jesus—Ye are Christians, etc.

The* antithesis is between, things which are not [ver. 28], and, ye are

[ver. 30] ; also flesh [ver. 26, 29], and Christ [ver. 30]. Is made

unto us—This expresses more than if he had said, We have become

wise, etc. He is made to us wisdom, etc., in respect of our know

ledge, and, before that, by himself, in his cross, death, resurrection.

To us—Gr. tfplv, the dative of advantage. Wisdom—Though we

were formerly fools. The variety of the Divine goodness in Christ

assumes that our misery is of ourselves. Righteousness—Though we

were formerly weak [Rom. v. 6], comp. Is. xlv. 24. Jehovah, our

righteousness, Jer. xxiii. 6, where (comp. ver. 5) he is speaking of the

Son : for the Father is not called our righteousness. Sanetification—

Though we were formerly base. Redemption, to the uttermost ; whereas

we were formerly despised, i£ou&evrjpivot, [ver. 28].

31. That—That is, it may come to pass. He that glorieth—It is

not for all to glory. In the Lord—Not in himself, not in the flesh,

not in the world.

CHAPTER II.

1. And I—The apostle shows it to be fitting that he should sub

serve the counsel and election of God. Not—This word is not con

strued with came, but with the following words ; [and the phrase with

excellency of, etc., belongs to declaring. Mey., Alf, etc.] Of speech

or of wisdom—Speech follows wisdom, a sublime discourse, a sublime

subject. Declaring unto you the testimony—Holy men do not so much
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testify, as declare the testimony which God gives. The testimony of

God—In itself most wise and most powerful. [But it here means

concerning God ; not that which God gives. Mey., Alf.] The corre

lative is, faith, ver. 5.

2. For I determined not—Although I knew many other things, yet

I acted, as if I knew them not. If a minister of the Gospel however

turns from the things in which he excels, in order to simply preach

Christ, he makes those things of the highest benefit to him. The

Christian doctrine ought not, for the sake of scoffers and sceptics,

and their admirers, to be sprinkled and seasoned with philosophical

principles, as if they could be convinced more easily by natural the

ology. They, who wilfully reject revelation, will be gained by no

reasonings from the light of nature, which indeed serves only for

rudimentary education. Determined—Gr. Ixptva. This word with

its compounds is often used by Paul in writing to the Corinthians,

ver. 13, etc., iv. 3, etc., xi. 29, 31, 32, 34. Jesus Christ—Paul had

seen, above others, how little the world esteemed this name. [Cruci

fied—Contrasted with excellency of wisdom, ver. 1. V. G.]

3. And I—The Antithesis is, my speech, ver. 4 ; and, to know,

ver. 2. For he describes the subject, the preacher, and the speech.

In weakness—Opposed to power [ver. 4]. We must not sup

pose that the apostles were always in an agreeable frame of mind,

and quite free from perturbations, 2 Cor. vii. 5, xi. 30; Gal. iv. 13.

And in fear and in much trembling—This is a proverbial saying, de

noting the fear, which abounds so as to affect even the body and its

gestures and movements, Mark v. 33; Eph. vi. 5; Phil. ii. 12; Sept.

Deut. xi. 25. So Is. xix. 16, Sept. They shall be in fear and tremb

ling. [Antithesis to excellency of speech, ver. 1. V. G.] The world

admires every thing but this. Was—Gr. irzvdprjv, I began to be,

with yoc, towards you.

4. Speech—Private. Preaching—Public. Enticing—[Persuasive

—Alf.] A very appropriate term ; an Antithesis to in demonstration.

Didymus, in his second book on the Holy Ghost, quotes this; where

Jerome has persuasionibus, with persuasions, as if nu&oiz Xoyotz,

were in apposition. It comes in this view from nu&io, persuasion,

akin to xu&rj. [Omit o\u&pmxivrfi, man's. Tisch., Alf.] Wisdom—

He explains in the following verses, what the wisdom is, whose

speeches and arguments are set aside. [In demonstration, etc.—

That is, demonstration (of the Truth) springing from the Spirit and

power of God. Alf., etc.]

5. Wisdom—And power. Power—And wisdom.

6. We speak wisdom—He returns, as it were after a parenthesis,
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to what he had mentioned at i. 23-25. We speak, contains by impli

cation an Epanalepsis [resumption] of the words, we preach [ch. i.

23] ; but we speak is something secret, comp. ver. 7, 13; we preach,

public. For wisdom here denotes not all Christian doctrine, but its

sublime and secret principles. There is also an Antithesis between

the past tense1, ver. 1, etc., and the present here, among them that are

perfect, at Corinth or elsewhere. Construe with, we speak. The

knowledge of God and Christ is the highest knowledge. Comp. iv,

in, i. e., unto, xiv. 22 ; Phil. i. 30, the perfect. In contrast with not only

worldly and natural men as far as the end of the chapter, but also

carnal men and babes, ch. iii. beginning ; Heb. v. 14, 13. [Render,

But wisdom not of this world. Alf] Not—nor—To the world, God

is opposed, ver. 7 ; to the princes of the world, the apostles, ver. 8,

etc. Of the princes—i. 20. Paul uses a comprehensive word, em

bracing the men of rank both among Jews and Greeks. That come

to nought—i. 19, 28. This epithet applies to the princes of the

world, and to the world itself ; whence it is evident, that the wisdom

of the world is not true, because it does not bring immortality.

7. [Render, we speak God's wisdom in a mystery, etc. ; the word

God's being emphatic. Mey.] In a mystery—even the hidden—It

is hidden before it is brought forward, and when it is brought forward,

it yet remains hidden to many, to the imperfect. Ordained before—

The allusion is to hath prepared, ver. 9. Before—Therefore it does

not come to nought, ver. 6. This wisdom very far surpasses in anti

quity that of the world. The ages—[Eng. Ver., the world] in the

plural. Antithesis to, of this world, ver. 6. Unto—That that may

be our glory; comp. the following verse, and glorying, i. 31. Glory

—From the Lord of glory ; ver. 8, afterwards to be revealed, at the

time when the princes of the world shall come to nought. Antithesis

to mystery.

8. Which— Wisdom. None of the princes—knew—None, almost

none; nay, none at all, as prince. The Antithesis to this predicate is

in the but, ver. 9 ; to the subject, in the but, ver. 10. The Lord—

Who surpasses &\\ princes. Crucified—The cross, the punishment of

slaves. With this the Lord of glory was slain. [This deed of Jews

and Gentiles together, is here viewed as the act of all the princes of

the world collectively. Mey.]

9. [Render, But as it is written, Tiie things which eye saw not, ana

ear heard not, and which came not up upon heart of man, the thingt

which God prepared for them that love him, to us God revealed through

his Spirit. Alf] But—Namely, it has happened, comp. Rom. xv. 3,

21, and 1 Cor. i. 31. As—He shows that the princes of the world
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knew not wisdom. Eye, etc.—Isa. Ixiv. 4, Sept. Since the begin

ning we have not heard, nor have our eyes teen a God besides Thee

and Thy works, which Thou will do to them that wait for mercy. [For

&, which, Tisch. (not Alf.) reads 5aa, as many as."] The things

which— What eye hath not seen are those things, which God hath pre

pared. Eye—ear—Man's. Neither have entered—Gr. ditifirj, ascended,

i. e., have not come into the mind. Prepared—Heb. ney, he will

make ; what was future in the time of Isaiah, had been dobe in the

time of Paul. Hence the former spoke to them that were waiting [Isa.

Ixiv. 4], the latter to them that love [1 John iv. 19] : comp. given,

ver. 12, by the grace of the New Testament, whose fruits are per

fected in eternity. [Rom. viii. 28 ; James ii. 5.]

10. [For 3e, but, Tisch. (not Alf., etc., Tisch., 1849) reads ?ap,

/or.] To us, apostles. Hath revealed—Antithesis to hidden, [ver.

7]. Comp. Isa. xlv. 19, 15 ; Ps. li. 8, and again Luke x. 21.

[Searcheth—The search, not of ignorance, but of most complete and

accurate knowledge. Chrysost. in Mey.~\ All things—Ver. 9V The

deep things—The most hidden, Ps. xcii. 6 ; not merely those things,

which believers search out, ver. 9, end, 12, end. The deep things of

God, even of his divine nature, not only of his kingdom.

11. For what one of men knoweth the things of a man?—The

Alexandrian manuscript alone omits ''Av6'pdmaiv, of men, and yet Ar-

temonius would have it marked spurious. But this use of many

cases, of men, of man, of a man, is appropriate to the purpose of the

apostle ; for he notices the similarity of nature, which seems to give

men's mutual knowledge of their feelings, and yet does not give it;

how much less will any one know God without the Spirit of God ?

The things of a man—Within. The spirit of that man—The Greek

Article evidently points out that the man's own spirit, not one enter

ing from elsewhere, is meant. Which is in him—The test of truth,

the conscious nature. No man—Gr. ovdeiz, no one, but God. Not

even one man knows another ; God is One, known to himself alone.

The Spirit—The Godhead cannot be separated from the Spirit of

God, as manhood cannot be separated from the spirit of man. [This

comparison must not be pressed beyond this application. The spirit

of a man is compared with God's Spirit only as being the principle

of the knowledge of each. To carry it further leads to error. Hey.,

12. The spirit of the world—Eph. ii. 2. Received—The spirit of

the world is not received ; but they who are of the world are always

in it. We have received the Spirit of God. Of—Antithesis to m,

ver. 11.
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13. Also—Thus he joins we might know and we speak. Taught

words of human wisdom—Consisting of doctrine and instruction.

The word oofiaz, wisdom, with Xorotz, words, is not to he resolved

into an epithet. Wisdom is the gushing fountain of words. But in

—Those taught of, etc. An immediate Antithesis ; nor can it be

said, that the apostles compared merely the natural power of speech,

apart on the one hand from art, and on the other, from the Spirit.

Taught—Gr. dtSaxroiz. But I prefer the reading dida%fj, by the teach

ing which the Holy Spirit gives through us. [But no editors adopt

this.] That doctrine comprehends both wisdom and words. [For

xveuparoz b.yiou, Holy Ghost, read nveuparoz, Spirit. Tisch., Alf.

Render the next clause, connecting spiritual things with spiritual;

i. e., not mingling heterogeneous things, but linking the spiritual les

sons of the Spirit with spiritual language ; etc. Mey. So Alf, etc.

Beng. is wrong.] Interpreting spiritual things to [Eng. Ver., by]—spirit

ual—We suitably interpret spiritual things and spiritual words to spirit

ual men, ver. 6, 15, so that they may be willing and able to receive them ;

aurxjww, aurxptpa, obrxptatz, are frequently used by the Sept. ; for

example, of the interpretation of dreams, Gen. xl. and xli. ; Dan. ii.

iv. v. vii.

14. The natural man—[That is, not merely the man of gross pas

siont, but whoever is taught only by his own faculties. Calv.] What

soever and how greUt soever he may be, if without the Spirit of God.

Ephraim Syrus well remarks : " The apostle calls men, who live ac

cording to nature, natural, ^ujt«oiic ; those who live contrary to nature,

carnal, aapxtxobz; but those are spiritual, xveupartxoi, who even change

their nature after the spirit." Flesh and blood, Matt. xvi. 17, note.

Receiveth not—Although they be offered, yet Jie will not accept;

comp. dezao&e, receive, James i. 21. To this corresponds neither can

he. Comp. Rom. viii. 7. The reason is added to each [Etiology],

by for, and because. [Each forms an Antithesis to the mind of Paul,

1 Tim. i. 15, faithful and worthy of all acceptation. V. G.] The

things of the Spirit—So the things of God, ver. 11. Foolishness—

Whereas he seeks wisdom, i. 22. Neither can we—He has not the

spirit and power. Know— The things of the Spirit of God. Spirit

ually—Only.

15. He, etc.—Gr. 6, the article, which has great beauty here,

the spiritual man ; ipu^txbz, a natural man, is without the article.

All things—The neuter plural, as ver. 9-14, all things of all men,

and therefore also all men. The neuter comprehends the masculine,

as Matt. xi. 27. By no man—No natural man.

16. [The connection is ; For, to judge the spiritual man, one must

23
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have the mind of Christ, but who, etc. Mey.] Who—No one who is

a mere man ; comp. Jer. xxiii. 18 ; Isa. xl. 13; Sept. Who hath

known the mind of the Lord—that he may instruct him. Literally,

as here, who shall instruct him; when. That he—Gr. oc, who;

Not the interrogative, but the relative, which extends the force of the

question, in the preceding r/c, who, i. e., and so shall teach him. The

mind of Christ—The Spirit of the Father and the Spirit of the Son

is the same. We have—That is both more and less than to know:

he who has the mind of Christ, judges all things, is judged by no

man.

CHAPTER III.

1. And 1—He spoke, ii. 1, of his coming : now of his progress.

As unto carnal—A milder word than natural, especially when he

adds the mild statement of the state they straightway attained, as

babes in Christ.

2. [ ' Enbztaa, means, not fed, as Eng. Ver., but have given to drink.]

Milk—He speaks thus, to bring the Corinthians to humility. [Omit

xai, and. Tisch., Alf] Not—Supply, I have fed, or any other

word, akin to, I have given you drink. An instructor may not teach

what he himself knows, but what is suitable to his hearers. Scrip

ture is perfect ; for, as an example, to the Corinthians milk is sup

plied ; to the Hebrews, solidfood.

3. [Carnal—Gr. aapxtxoi; but in ver. 1, adpxtvot, i. e., made of

flesh. There he says he treats them as if men offlesh, merely ; here,

he asserts that they are carnal, in life and character ; t. e., not actu

ally mew of mere flesh, but live like them ; are as them. Mey., Alf]

Whereas—Gr. 5.Tou, where. Envying—In feeling. Strife—In words.

[Omit dtxpozaaiat, divisions. Tisch., Alf] Divisions—In actions. The

style grows ; he had said contentions, i. 11 ; he now multiplies the

words ; so he uses the word glorying, iii. 21 ; afterwards, a severer ex

pression, to be puffed up, iv. 6. As men—Literally, according to men,

not according to God ; after a human manner.

4. [For while—See of what vast moment a seeming trifle may be !

V. G.] Are ye not—For the Spirit does not endure the party-feel
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ings of men. [Tor aapxtxoi, carnal, read tiv&pwnot, men. Tisch.,

Alf]

5. [Transpose Apollot and Paul. Tisch., Alf.2 Who?—He re

turns to what he began with. Minutert—A lowly word, and on that

account appropriate. [The words dXX f), but, seem to be spurious.

Alf. etc., (not Tisch.) omit. Read, Who is Apollot? Ministers by whom

ye believed. Mey, etc.] By whom—Not in whom. Pelagius correctly

observes here, If we, whom he has constituted ministers, are nothing,

how much more those who glory in carnal things ? To every man—

That is, every man as well as they. The Lord—The correlative is,

dtdxovot, ministers. Gave—Variously, see ver. 6.

6. Planted—watered—Acts xviiL. 1, xix. 1. Afterwards with the

same view, he speaks of the foundation and what is reared upon it

fver. 10-15]; of a father, and instructors [ch. iv. 15]. Gave the in

crease—Ver. 10, beginning ; Acts xviii. 27, end.

7. That planteth, that watereth—As such; or the planting and

watering themselves. That giveth the increase—Namely : He is some

thing ; and therefore, because alone, he is all things. Without

this increase, the grain from the first moment of sowing would be like

a pebble ; from the increase, belief instantly springs up, ver. 5.

8. One—Both are equally not anytliing. As in heaven one star

shines high above another ; but the unskilled man does not perceive

differences in height ; so the Apostle Paul was far more eminent thaa

Apollos ; but the Corinthians did not understand this. Nor is it just

on this that Paul is instructing them here ; he is merely asserting the

pre-eminence of Christ. His own—his own—An appropriate repe

tition, is Antithesis to one. Steward or hire—Something beyond

salvation, ver. 14, 15. The faithful steward will receive praise, the

diligent workman a reward. Labor—Not merely according to the

tuork.

9. [Gr. deou yap iapkv cuveproi, deoii reioprtov, dtov oixodopij

lare ; (for) God's fellow-workers are we : God's husbandry, God's

building are ye.] God—An Anaphora [emphatic repetition at the

beginning of successive clauses] of great force in this word, placed

with strong emphasis at the beginning thrice ; as ver. 10, grace ; and

ver. 11, foundation. Laborers together with—We are God's laborers,

and in turn laborers together with him. Husbandry—The sum of

what goes before ; Gr. ytioltytov, a word of comprehensive meaning,

embracing field, garden, and vineyard- Building—The sum of what

follows.

10. Grace—Protherapia [an anticipatory precaution] to avoid the

appearance of arrogance in calling himself wise. Given—[Gr. do&el
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aav, i. e., given from time to time]. It was therefore an habitual thing

in Paul. Wise or skilled—The knowledge of Jesus Christ makes

men so. Foundation—The foundation is the first beginning. Another

—Whoever he is. He elegantly avoids the proper name. The pre

decessor does not see his successor, and Paul regards the dignity of

Apollos; so presently, every man; for there were others too, iv. 15.

Take heed—I, says Paul, have done my part ; let them who follow

see to theirs. How—How wisely, how workmanlike.

11. For—The reason, why he so deliberately says, builds thereon.

No man—Not even Apollos. Lay—At Corinth, and wherever Christ

has been made known. [Transpose VijtroDc and Xptarbz, so as to

read Christ Jesus. Tisch., (notAlf.y] Jesus Christ—Each name is

appropriately placed here.

12. Whether—[Eng. Ver., if], Comp. of what sort, ver. 13. An

indirect question, which does not require the mark of interrogation.

The Apodosis is in ver. 13, whether u be interrogative, or means if.

Gold—He enumerates three classes, which bear fire; as many, which

are consumed by it. The former denote men that are true believers;

the latter, hypocrites : Moreover, the abstract [belief] is included in

the concrete [believers] ; so that the first three denote also true and

solid doctrines, the rest false and worthless ones ; in both cases, doc

trines both of greater and of less importance. Even a grain of gold

is gold : even the lightest straw feeds the fire. [Rather, the primary

reference in both cases is to doctrines, not to men. Mey.] Precious

stones—This does not apply to small gems, but to noble stones, as

marble, etc. Wood—In the world, many buildings are fitly con

structed of wood ; but not in the building of God, comp. Rev. xxi.

18, 19.

13. Work—That which each has erected. The day—Of the Lord.

So Heb. x. 25, comp. 1 Cor. iv. 3, 5, where, after an interval, as

usual, he speaks more clearly. Previous days, which vividly realize

to us the fire, in adversity and at death, are not altogether excluded.

Shall declare—To all. [Many things are also revealed sooner, at

least to some, but Paul fixes the last and most certain day. V. G.]

Is revealed in fire—Namely, the Lord, whose day that is ; or, the

work [so Eng. Ver.] ; 2 Thess. i. 7, 8, is revealed, present, because it

is certain and near, Rev. xxii. 20. The fire—A metaphor, as through

the whole discourse. The fire of the last day and of the Divine

judgment is intended, as is evident from the appropriate language,

which follows, iv. 5 ; 2 Cor. v. 10 [2 Thess. i. 8.] ; to which the visi

ble fire on that day will correspond. Shall try—Not shall purge. This

passage not only does not sustain the fire of purgatory, but entirely
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extinguishes it ; for only at the last day shall the fire try every man's

work. Therefore the fire of purgatory does not precede. Nor on

that very day, shall the work be purged; but it shall be tried, of

what sort it was before on either side, when it shall either abide or

be burned.

14. If any man's—Hence Paul is accustomed to promise glory to

himself from the constancy of his brethren [hence also to derive ex

hortations], 2 Cor. i. 14 ; Phil. ii. 16 ; 1 Thess. ii. 19. [For pivu,

abide, read pevei, shall abide. Tisch., Alf.]

15. He shall suffer loss—He shall fail of the reward, not of salva

tion. Shall be saved—Because he does not forsake this foundation,

ver. 12. As—A particle which explains and limits ; as one compelled

to go through fire. Gr. dta, through. So dtd, through [Eng. Ver.,

by], Rom. ii. 27 : not without fire, comp. ver. 13. As a shipwrecked

merchant, at the loss of merchandise and gain, is saved through the

waves. [Comp. the last, Matt. xx. 16 ; Matt. x. 31. Hey.]

16. The temple—The most noble kind of building. Ye are—All

of you together. The Spirit—The indwelling of the Holy Spirit,

and that of God, of the same value. Therefore the Holy Spirit's

honor is the same as God's, vi. 19.

17. Destroy—[Gr. tp&eipet, as below.] By schisms according to

the wisdom of the world. Shall God destroy—By most righteous

return in kind. There are many punishments, which do not flow

from sin by a physical consequence. Holy—Divine, inviolable.

[WJiichye are—Namely, holy: not which temple. Ye are holy; and

therefore inviolable, like the temple. Mey., Alf.]

18. Seemeth—Or rather thinketh—Gr. doxei. This word as well

as Xoyt^opat, reckon, is frequent in the epistles to the Corinthians ;

but doxio, seem, more in the first ; the other, with a milder meaning,

in the second. If any man be wise, and think that he is so. For

often, in this epistle especially, seem has the force not of denying

the thing itself, but of indicating along with the thing, the estimation,

which the man, who has it, entertains concerning himself, whether just

or inflated, vii. 40, viii. 2, x. 12, xi. 16, xiv. 37. Wise—Hereby he

entirely cuts off all wisdom, worldly or divine. [It is indeed wretched

wisdom to deceive one~s own self. V. (?.] For with whatever wisdom

any man wishes to be endowed, he ought first of all to deem himself

a fool in that kind of wisdom, that he may become wise-

19. He taketh, etc.—Gr. 6 dpaaabpevoz rouc oofouz iv rjj navoup-

rta aitzmv. Eliphaz in Job v. 13, in the Sept. says, 6 xaraXapftdviov

aofobz iv zjj fpovrjaet, Jie that overtaketh wise men in their under

standing. The apostles seem to have retained the words of the Sept.
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most closely in passages well known to those who spoke Greek ; Jews, for

example in the Parschijoth and Haphtaroth [sections of the Penta

teuch and of the Prophets selected for public reading}, and likewise

in the Psalms ; but follow the Hebrew in passages less familiar, such

as this of Job. Paul also refers to Job, Phil. i. 19, see note. In—

Not only while they think they are acting wisely, but so that their

very wisdom is a snare to them.

20. Of the wise—Sept. av&pmnwv, of men. The word, thought*,

not in itself, but with the word3 of the wise, answers to the Hebrew

mni?rra, Ps. xciv. 11, Sept. Are—Namely men, with their thoughts ;

see Ps. xciv. Heb.

21. In men—This serves as extenuation. [Contrast, the Lord, ch.

r. 31. Mey.] All things—Not only all men. Your*—Those things

are yours; not you theirs, i. 12; 2 Cor. iv. 5.

22. Paul—Paul, as a stranger to himself, tells in the third person,

how the Corinthians ought to speak of him. And he mentions him

self first as the lowest. Cephas—They gloried in Peter also, and

that was wrong, i. 12, note. The world—This sudden leap from

Peter to the whole world gives comprehensiveness to the language,

and suggests a lack of patience to enumerate the rest. Peter and

every one else in the whole world, however excellent in intellect, gifts,

or office, ecclesiastical or political, they are yours; they promote your

welfare, even though they know it not : eomp. on the world, ver. 19,

iv. 9, vi. 2, vii. 31 ; Rom. iv. 13; Gal. iv. 3. Whether life or death—

And therefore the living and the dead. Comp. Rom. xiv. 8 ; Phil. i.

21. Things present—On the earth. Things to come—In- heaven.

23. And ye are Christ's—Immediately; Peter not mediating.

Christ's—God's—To this iv. 1, has respect. And Christ is God~s—

xv. 28 ; Luke ix. 20. [God's—Not as his property, but as his Son.

Theodoret in Mey.J

CHAPTER IV.

1. So—Defines and resumes from what precedes. Account—With

out glorying, hi. 21. A man—Heb. etk- [Germ. Man, Fr., on,

Eng., one.] Any man, one like ourselves, iii. 21. Ministers—Luke

i. 2. Of Christ—In his office, not of men. Stewards of the mysteries
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of God—Paul, where he describes the ministers of the Gospel in the

humblest language, still recognizes in them stewards; see Tit. i. 7,

note; comp. of Christ, and of God, with iii. 23. [Mysteries are

heavenly doctrines, of which men are ignorant without God's revela-

lation. V. G.]

2. [For o dk Xoinbv, moreover, read fade Xotnbv, moreover here (that is,

on the earth), etc. Tisch., Alf. Render, Moreover here on earth enquiry

is made in thecaseof stewards, in order that a man may be found faith

ful; that is, it is required that he be. Alf.'] Moreover, etc.— What

God requires, and men too, in their stewards is, that a man be found

faithful. Ver. 3 corresponds to this paraphrase. It is required—

By investigation, when the time comes. The correlative is, be found.

Faithful—The Corinthians were not content with that. Be found—

Every man meanwhile would be thought faithful.

3. To me—For my part. But—Though I might be found faithful.

Unto—(Gr. unto the least, that is, of least importance). A particle

of mitigation. I do not despise your judgment in itself ; hut when I

think of God's judgment, then yours comes almost unto nothing. A

very little thing—The judgment of God alone should be valued highly.

Of you—Privately. An antithesis to of man's judgment, (Gr., oy

man's day,) publicly. [Man's day—In contrast with the Lord's day

Mey. He limits what had been said at iii. 21, all things are yours.

V. G.] Should be judged—Whether faithful or not. The Corinth

ians certainly appeared not to be contented with faithfulness alone,

but the apostle is short with them. Man's—Gr. human. A depre

ciating word. [All days until the Lord's are man's days. V. (?.]

Day—So he calls it in contrast with the day of the Lord : fjpipa, the

day appointed for the trial. It is here the abstract for the concrete ;

compare by you ; it is also hypothetical ; for none of the believers

would appoint a trial day for the apostle. Judge not—Gr. o\vaxpivw,

adjudge. For we ought not to adjudge our own case, but to judge it.

'Avaxpioiz, is the decision in judgment upon one, in respect of others ;

xp'tatz, judgment simply. A happy forgetfulness of his own good.

So the decision of the Corinthians respecting Paul is forcibly refuted.

4. [Eng. Ver., I know nothing, is wrong. The sense is, I am con

scious of no unfaithfulness. Mey., Alf, etc. So Beng.~\ Nothing—

Unfaithful: comp. fatthful, ver. 2. So the Sept., Job xxvii. 6, For

I am not conscious in myself of having committed improper acts. He

whom conscience accuses, is held to adjudge his own cause. Not here

by am Ijustified—If I decide in my own case. For judgment re

mains. The Lord will justify me, ver. 5. Paul may be regarded

either as judge or witness in his own case. As a witness he knows
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that nothing is on his conscience. As a judge, he may not on that

account decide in his own case, or declare himself justified. [Better,

not hereby, nay, but by faith. Mey.~\ lie that judgeth me—Whose

judgment I shun not at his coming, ver. 5, and who justifies me. [/*

the Lord—Jesus Christ, v. 5. He is mentioned along with God, as

in ver. 1. V. <?.]

5. Judge—Gr. xplvare. He does not say dvaxpivaTe, adjudge, de

cide ; he alludes more closely to the judgment which the Lord will

give. The Lord—Jesus, whom we serve, ver. 1. Also—[Eng. Ver.,

both"]. He will not only judge, but also bring forth his judgment.

Bring to light—Gr. <p<ari^etv, which may mean, to throw light on a

thing, as iftaTt^eev rjjv wxra, to throw light on the night, Ex. xiv. 20,

on the margin of the ed. Wech., or to bring a thing to light, 2 Tim. i.

10. Both will be done then. The hidden things—Truly the heart of

man is a secret place [a crypt]. Of darkness—Whither no human

vision penetrates. Will make manifest—So that then at length you

shall know us clearly. The counsels—Showing who hath been faith

ful or not. Hearts—According to the state of the heart, so the con

duct is just and praiseworthy, or the reverse. Then—Therefore wait.

Praise—The world praises its princes, generals, ambassadors, wise

men, artists : God will hereafter praise his ministers. Every man—

Every praiseworthy, faithful steward : you praise only one, for exam

ple, Paul. So every one, iii. 8. On praise from God, see Matt. xxv.

21. Those too, who are not faithful, expect praise, but their praise

shall be reproach. Therefore the contrary is implied also in the word

praise, by a Euphemism, [mild expression of unpleasant truth] ; as

in shall try or prove, etc., ch. iii. 13, viii. 8, 10, notes. So blessing

also embraces cursing. Gen. xlix. 28, 7. There is a similar passage,

1 Sam. xxvi. 23, (24). [Gr. b ixatvos, the praise, that is, that due

to him. Paul refers especially to apostles, as himself and Apollos.

He looks entirely away from those who merit no praise. Mey., etc.]

6. [Omit tppoi/stv, to think. Tisch., Alf. ; and render, But these

things I transferred to myself and Apollos on your account, that ye by

us might learn this. Not above those things which are. written, that

ye may not, etc. Alf.~\ These things—From ch. i. 10, etc. Trans

ferred—Comp. 2 Sam. xiv. 20. The figure [Schema] consists in

this, that Paul wrote his admonitions to the Corinthians, not only in

the second, but chiefly in the first person, ver. 8, 4 : so that the same rea

sons for thinking moderately, which influenced Paul and Apollos, might

also influence the Corinthians, ver. 16, and the Corinthians might think

of Paul, as Paul of himself. Ye might learn—By .this word Paul

calms the pufied-up Corinthians. Is written—Comp. 3TO3, as it wot
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written, 2 Chron. xxx. 5. Written, that is, in the whole of Scripture,

from which some quotations, iii. 19, 20, have just been made ; for weought

not to have thoughts beside it and beyond it, Rom. xii. 3, xv. 4. This

is the rule in respect to all spiritual sentiments, and we may not

break the rule, 2 Cor. x. 13. Scripture, whose archetype ia in heaven,

shows the general principle for all believers, by which the Lord will

judge each man, and by which every man ought to look up to Christ

alone, and each estimate himself rather than by those gifts, wherein

he excels others or thinks he excels them, (Luke x. 20.) [Add, that

Scripture ascribes glory to GOD alone ; to man, none whatever, i. 31 :

and therefore human glorying is contrary to Scripture and its uni

versal feeling, Luke xvi. 15-18, 29 ; Is. Ixvi. 2. V. G.~\ In har

mony with this are the words no (me, for one. In this manner all

good and bad men (Jude, ver. 4) were long ago pointed out in Scrip

ture. One for one—The definition of a sect, where individuals ad

mire and follow individuals. The article roD adds emphasis. He

does not refer to a single minister alone. Be puffed up—Gr. <fum-

oua&s. [The indicative, which after foa is ungrammatical, though

the sense is clear. It seems to be either a local dialectic form (comp.

Alf.), or a later Greek corruption ; perhaps of copyists. Winer.,

305.] For <puffi<aa&e, as £jf/oDr£ for {ylaJTe, Gal. iv. 17. An irre

gular form of the subjunctive, which some call the indicative. The

mode of contraction is singular. For it is not credible, that in these

verbs only, the indicative is put for the subjunctive. Against—

another—As Apollos.

7. Who ?—Not thou, not another man ; but if you excel in aught,

God alone. Thee—This may be referred to any Corinthian, or, by

changing the figure [transferred, ver. 6], to Paul: thee, thyself, how

ever great thou art; in antithesis to the gifts, which thou mayesthave

received or not. Makes to differ—Or distinguishes by some excel

lence. But what hast thou that thou didst not receive—The meaning

is : whatever thou hast, thou hast received not from thyself, but from

God : or, there are many things which thou hast not received, and tliere-

fore thou hast not these things, and canst not boast of them ; either

thou, hast received, or hast not received ; if thou hast not received, thou.

hast not ; if thou hast received, thou hast only that received, without cause

for glorying. He whom Paul here addresses, is a man : for example,

Paul, whose sentiment a Corinthian ought to adopt. The latter sense

renders the meaning of the xac, even, [literally, if thou hast even re

ceived #,] which immediately follows, more expressive, and shows the

Antanaclatis [repetition in a modified sense] in thou hast not received :

24
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Jiadst not received. At if thou liadst not received it—As if thou hast

it from thyself.

8. Now—In comparison with us. The • words without us, agree

with this. Full—A climax : full, rich, kings. The contrast is, we

hunger, etc., 11, 12. This passage exhibits in a marked degree that

varied feeling, [Ethog] incomparable urbanity, [A»teismui\, and spirited

play of thought which marks the two epistles to the Corinthians ; so that

it may be understood, either in respect of the Corinthians or of the

apostles, of their internal or external condition, of the state of the

facts, or of the inflated ideas of the Corinthians. The spiritual con

dition of the Corinthians was truly prosperous—that of the apostles

was prosperous too. This was well ; but the cross galling the apostles

without, kept them from complacency on that account : the Corinthi

ans, flourishing in external things also, were pleased with and ap

plauded themselves, which was wrong. Therefore, the Corinthians

imitated sons, who, when renowned, care little for humble parents.

Through fulness, they became fastidious ; through opulence, insolent ;

through kingly power, proud. Without u»—A new and apt ambi

guity ; you have us not as partners ; hence you have not had us as

assistants. You have forgotten us ; as the saying is, many pupils sur

pass their teachers. Have reigned—Have come to your kingdom.

Note the majesty of Christians. And I would—That is, I do not

envy you, only let it be really altogether well with you, 2 Cor. xii.

14, 15. That we—also—When you shall be perfected, we shall have

ease, and the end of apostolic trouble. Might reign with—He says

modestly with you; comp. ix. 23, iii. 22.

9. I think—Gr. Jnzti>, seem. A humble feeling; a gentle Mimesis

[allusion to the words of another; here of the Corinthians; comp.

ch. iii. 18.] The Corinthians thought that they excelled. The apos

tles, last—'Eaydroui;, most worthless, ver. 10, 11. Oppositcs, put to

gether. The prophets also were afflicted, but the apostles much more.

And the prophets might destroy their enemies, as Elias [and so

greatly were they esteemed among men, that even Nobles were bound

to reverence them, and with demonstrations of honor to follow or

send for them, 2 Kings i. 10, v. 9, viii. 9, 12. V. Gr.'}, but it was the

lot of the apostles to suffer and endure, ver. 12. [Omit 5rt, that,

Tisch., Alf.~] Setforth—Gr. dxeSegev. As a public show; the tech

nical word for a spectacle. As it were, etc.—Gr. A>c Int&avaTeous.

That is, expecting to be put to death. The world—Which is presently

divided into angels and men, without repeating the article. Angels

and men—The good ; but rather, the bad.

10. Fools—i. 21. For Christ's sake—in Christ—This must be
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repeated in the two following clauses. Without any violation of the

truth, different things may be affirmed of one subject ; or of different

subjects, in the same relations : for example, of Paul and the Corin

thians; from different points of view, as is here intimated by the

words, /or the sake of, and, in. For the sake of is applied to slaves ;

in, to partners. Honorable—Gr. evdozot, in the highest estimation ;

but dripot, despised, means deprived even of simple esteem. But we

—Here the first person takes the second place, as it continues in

ver. 11.

11. Are naked—The extreme of poverty, 2 Cor. xi. 27. [So far

were the heralds of the kingdom of Christ from being adorned with

any splendor. We imagine that we are quite different. V. G.] Buf

feted—As slaves ; thus we are not kings.

12. Labor—As if compelled by necessity. Few of the Corin

thians did so. We bless—we suffer it—we entreat—That is, we do

not return reproaches, persecution, cursing, but only bless ; nothing

else is lawful ; the world thinks that contemptible.

13. Filth—off-scouring—Gr. neptxaddppara—nepiiprjpa. Both words

are used for filth, and denote men not only utterly outcast, but made

an expiatory offering. Heb. -iaa, Sept. xeptxa&dppa dtxaiou dvopoc,

the wicked a ransom for the upright, Prov. xxi. 18, let money be as

refuse in the case of our child, Tob. v. (18) 26 : add Jer. xxii. 28,

where nta3 axy has been translated by some nepiiprjpa fauXov, vile

off-scourings. Hesychius explains xepiiprjpa to be either an expiation,

or a thing trodden of all. In Eustathius it is any thing wiped away

with a sponge, and therefore less obvious than Xvpa ; Xvpa is less

forcible than xd&appa, and xddappa is strengthened by xepi. Where

fore Paul calls himself and the apostles neptxa&dppara too xoapou—

nepiiprjpa, the off-scouring not only of a persecuting world, but of all

[Eng. Ver., all thingt], even though they are not our persecutors.

The world hates us ; all men despise us. Until now—An Epanalepsia

[a repetition of the beginning of one member of a sentence, in the

end of the next], comp. ver. 11, at the beginning.

14. Obx ivrpixmv, Not to shame—An exquisite Epitherapeia [an

addition to soften what went before]. The dissimilarity between

themselves and Paul, the children and the father, might have shamed

the Corinthians. This 'Evrponrj, putting them to shame, in the mind

of the apostle, was not an end, but a means; as he also says else

where, that he had not wished to make them sad, though in fact this

had been done. The apostle often uses a kind of refined pleasantry,

without losing apostolic gravity ; as in 2 Cor. xii. 13, see note. Warn

—As a father, Eph. vi. 4.
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15. Instructor*—However evangelical, being in Christ, not legal

instructors. The opposites are, planting and watering ; laying the

foundation and building upon it : begetting and instructing. Not

many—So with every regenerate man, he has not many fathers. Paul

does not say, one Father ; for that applies to God alone ; not many

is however sufficiently explained by the following word, /. Not only

Apollos, his successor, is excluded, but his companions Silas and

Timotheus also, Acts xviii. 5. Spiritual fatherhood brings with it a

peculiar tie of relationship and affection, above every other connec

tion. For in Christ Jesus—This is more express than the phrase in

Christ above, where he speaks of others, the instructors.

16. [Therefore—Since I am your father. Mey.~\ Beseech—The

short exhortation aims with force after the long and true account of

his own example. Followers—Gr. (uproot. Imitators—As sons.

That disposition which in us the cross fosters, do ye cherish even

without the cross, putting away fastidiousness. He proposes himself

tor imitation to those with whom he had been, Gal. iv. 12; Phil.

iii. 17.

17. Timotheus—xvi. 10. My son—And therefore imitator. Paul

calls Timothy his brother, 2 Cor. i. 1, see note ; but here the affec

tion of the father is prominent. Beloved—To whom I was glad to

commit the business. Faithful—To whom I could commit the busi

ness. Bring to remembrance—mind you—He does not say teach.

The Corinthians had knowledge ; they needed admonition. My ways

—Which I held among you. As—As didxovoz, a minister. Church

—The singular number, with emphasis.

18. As though—Because I send Timothy, they think, that I will

not come. This is the force of the particle (Ji, but. Some were

puffed up—Paul wrote this under Divine illumination, laying bare

and refuting their rising thoughts, at the very time when they were

reading these words. They were puffed up about various things ; ver.

19, ch. v. 2. He says, I will put down such persons, when I come.

Perhaps also the apostle might have heard of this puffing up from

those of the house of Chloe (i. 11). But the Corinthians seem not to

have been puffed up about the delay of the apostle's coming, until

after he had sent Timothy, his second self, with this very epistle.

But then suddenly those inflated thoughts arose ; Paul himself, then,

will not come. A puffed up spirit was a common fault of Corin

thians.

19. Will come—Paul keeps all the churches at their duty, by writ

ing of his coming. If the Lord will—He wisely adds this condition.

Afterwards some things occurred to prevent his going immediately.
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Will know—Gr. rvwoopeu. A judicial term. Here, and at ver. 21,

this man, so outcast, shows his paternal authority, see ver. 9, 10.

Not the speech—Big, empty. [Power—For advancing God's king

dom, ver. 20. Mey.]

20. For—An axiom. In power—The absence of the article is

forcible, as Eph. iv. 21. [Weigh thoroughly that in which the power

of thy Christianity consists. V. (?.]

21. What will ye—Choose. [Comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 3. So this, what

wilt thou ? holds good still ; both in the principal point, and in its

various cases. See that you choose to make room for Love. V. G.]

With a rod—A father's. Comp. Isa. xi. 4. Or—Paul would prefer

the latter. [The Spirit of meekness—That is, The Holy Spirit, who

produces meekness. Mey., etc.]

CHAPTER V.

1. Altogether—Gr. S7toc [Eng. Ver., commonly.~] Paul nowhere

uses this particle but in this epistle, and here thrice, (see ch. vi. 7,

xv. 29,) as fitting his thoughts. And in these and in all other places,

the particle is either put in a negative sentence, or implies a negative

sentence, and contradicts it : So Chrys. Homil. 5, c. Anom., Never

theless, although man differs little from an angel, inudij "OAQZ iozi

rt peaov, since there is altogether, (i. e., nevertheless) some difference,

we do not accurately know, what angels are. So here no fornication

at all, oXux;, altogether, should be reported among you ; but it is re

ported, 8Xwz, altogether, (nevertheless). The particle, zrjv dpfyv, is

similarly used. Of you—[Eng. Ver., among] repeated in your name.

Fornication—and such fornication—A weighty repetition ; the more to

affect the Corinthians. Not so much as—It was an unspeakable

crime even among the Gentiles, except a few monsters. That—Gr.

wars, is a Protherapeia [preparatory mitigation] of the following

clause. The apostle shows, that even the Gentiles abhorred such infa

mous conduct. [Omit dvopd^erat, named, Tisch., Alf] Wife—She

was no doubt a heathen ; therefore he does not rebuke her, ver. 12,

13. The father, we may suppose, was dead. Have—By one act, or

habitually, ver. 2, 3.
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2. [And are ye puffed up ?—A sudden question, showing how un

becoming the fact is. MeyJ] And ye—He presses it. Puffed up—

[As if free from blame. V. (?.] The force of the word appears

from the contrast, mourn. Ye are—Hitherto. Mourned—Paul him

self wrote this mourning, nay weeping ; 2 Cor. ii. 4. We should

mourn over others' sins ; 2 Cor. xii. 21, and repent of our own ; and

do both, for the first and original sin. That—You had no grief, to

stir you up, that, etc. Be taken away—Paul has already in mind

what he will write, ver. 13. This is a milder word than put away

afterwards. [Deed—A base act ; out of wedlock. V. G.]

3. Verily—There is an antithesis between the lighter punishment

which the Corinthians would have inflicted, and the severer one

which Paul threatens, thence also, ver. 2, nocqaaz, done, a milder

word ; but in ver. 3, xarspyaaipevov, perpetrated, one more severe.

Afterwards the Corinthians did what they ought, 2 Cor. ii. 6. Hence

he could retract his more severe disposal of the sinner (here, ver. 5).

Thence Paul's joy, 2 Cor. i. 24, ii. 1, etc. [Omit dic, as. Alf. (not

Tisch.)] In spirit—Col. ii. 5, 2 Kings, ver. 26. Have judged al

ready—The language solemnly hangs in suspense, and hesitates, till

ver. 5, where hath perpetrated [or done, ver. 3] is resumed, taken up

in such a one. Present—Construe with delwer, ver. 5. Him—so—

this—Gr. tov ootai touto. A triple demonstrative. So—So shame

fully, so, while called a brother.

4. In the name—Construe with deliver. [Omit Xptarou, Christ

Tisch., Alf.] My spirit—Ver. 3. [That is, consider me as present,

and pronouncing sentence in this assembly. Mey.] With the power

—The spirit and power are almost synonymous. Paul speaking of

himself, says, spirit ; of Christ, power, 2 Cor. xiii. 3 ; Matt, xxviii.

20, xviii. 20. A Hypotyposis, i. e., that the power of the Lord may

immediately exert itself. [Again omit Xptazou, Christ. Tisch.,

Alf.-]

5. To deliver—This was the prerogative of the apostle, not of the

Corinthians ; comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 10, note, and 1 Tim. i. 20, note. An

instance of the highest degree of punishment in the Christian repub

lic, suited to those early times. Destruction—Death, even though

not sudden. It answers to Heb. ma : comp. ch. xi. 30. Flesh—In

which he had sinned. [1 Pet. iv. 6 ; comp. as to the Spirit, Rom.

viii. 10. V. G. Omit 'I^aou, Jesus. Tisch., Alf-I

6. Not good—The not meets the carelessness of the Corinthians.

Glorying—This in itself is good and becoming, xv. 31 ; but wherever

it is not anxiously watched, it is in danger, and advances to a puffing

up of the spirit, ver. 2. A little, etc.—lump—Gr. ptxpa—^opdi. An
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Iambic Trimeter, Gal. v. 9. Leaven—One sin, and one sinner.

Lump—Assembly. Leavens—With guilt, and an example spreading

widely. [Alas ! for how long a series of ages, and in how great a

degree, must the Christian world, save those who are renewed, be a

lump, or heap most thoroughly leavened ! V. (?.]

7. [Omit obv, therefore. Tisch., Alf] The old—Of heathenism

and natural corruption. That ye may be a new lump— Ye all, evil

being removed. As—The third clause of this verse depends rather

on the first, than on the second. Unleavened—Individuals, through

conversion, vi. 11. Pastover—The epistle was written about the

passover, xvi. 8. Our—That of Christians. The Jewish passover

was a type of the Christian and new passover. Was sacrificed—

Paul speaks in the past ; he would more likely have spoken in the pre

sent, as his purpose required, if he had acknowledged tlie sacrifice of

the Mass. [Omit bnep tfpuov, for us. Tisch., Alf.]

8. Keep the feast—The Vulgate has epulemur, let us feast: an ap

propriate word. [In the moral sense ; keep it by a holy walk ; with

pure Christian virtue, unmixed with sin. Mey.] With old—Of Ju

daism and heathenism. The genus. Malice and wickedness—Gr.

xaxiaz xai xovrjpiaz. The species. Kaxia, is vice, as contrary to. vir

tue, and that virtue unmixed, or in sincerity ; novrjpia, wickedness, is

in those, who strenuously retain and defend xaxiav, vice, and is opposed

to the truth. Ammonius defines : novrj/i6c, disposed TO do evil; comp.

ver. 13. Sincerity takes care not to admit evil with the good ; truth,

not to admit evil instead of good.

9. / wrote—A new part of the epistle, corresponding to the former;

comp. ver. 1. In the epistle—Written before this. The Corinthians

had not sufficiently understood it ; Paul therefore now explains it.

No doubt Paul and Peter and the rest of the apostles wrote many

things, not now extant ; comp. xvi. 3 ; 2 Cor. x. 10. [No doubt this was

a previous epistle to the Corinthians, not preserved to us. So Mey.,

De W., Alf., etc.] Not to company with—Have no association ; ver.

11, at the end. Fornicators—Ilopvoz elsewhere is a male prostitute,

but here, every one who commits fornication. Supply here also from

ver. 11, or covetous, etc.

10. [Omit xai, and (Eng. Ver., yet.) Tisch., Alf] Not altogether

—The language is not a universal, but a particular negative, Rom.

in. 9, note. Of this world—[In which you may fall in with covetous

and extortioners, etc., anywhere. V. (?.] Antithesis, a brother, ver.

11. [For ^, or, read xai, and. Tisch., Alf. Covetous—Greedy for

their own gain. V. G.] Extortioners—He calls them thus rather

than thieves ; because their theft is not apparent. [It refers also to
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!:hose who grasp others' property either by violence or injustice. V.

Or.] He mentions three classes of crimes ; against one's person, his

neighbor, and God. Then mutt ye needs—Others have written

(byeihre, [imperfect tense; So Tisch., Alf., etc.; but the sense is

the same, Ye must go out of the world, Alf."], for diftihre, but the

present is also used, vii. 14. What is written without express limi

tation, should not be always taken absolutely, if any thing unsuitable

follows from it. In the present day there is room for a paraphrase ;

•• otherwise you must needs go out of a land inhabited by Christians."

They are therefore especially to be avoided, who among Christians

wish to be considered more virtuous than others, and yet are forni-

cators, etc. Must needs—For thus all intercourse as citizens would

be done away with. What the monks call evangelical perfection, is

absurd and unsuitable in Paul's eyes. Of the world—Which abounds

in profligate men.

11. Brother—A common title. [This is the chief point of Paul's

explanation ; one such bearing the Christian name. Mey.~\ Called—

An indifferent word. A fornicator—Here crimes are enumerated,

for which others are to be avoided ; then in vi. 9, 10, more are added,

on account of which every man should fear for himself. [Drunkard

—The man who drinks large quantities of wine, even though he does

not break out into unbridled revelings. V. (?.] No, not to eat—Not

only not with such a man as host, but not even with him, at another's

house. The lowest degree of intercourse, in which men indulge at

random, in company, (ver. 9,) is to eat together. Even among the

Jews, oin, excommunication prevented this intercourse of eating to

gether. We must not eat with the man, who shall be unfit to eat

with the saints in the kingdom of God, ch. vi. 10. Let the Church of

to-day take heed, for her guests at the Lord's table are not like

children in one family, but like the various guests in a large inn. [If

Christians must not eat common food with such, how much less share

with them what is mystical and divine ! Theodoret in Mey.~]

12. For what, etc.—Le Clerc's conjecture, taken up and improved

by Artemon, would read, For what have I to do with those without ?

And now therefore ye judge them that are within. But this is ungrum-

matical. Also—That is, those, who are within, give me enough to do.

Judge—He judges, who does not company with them. Do not—You

ought to have interpreted my admonition according to what com

monly occurs in the Church, ver. 9. You judge citizens, not stran

gers ; how much more do I ? You judge, will thus denote righteous

judgment. But this may also be a preparatory and, indeed, a sea

sonable sting to the Corinthians, who were judging them that were
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within, although they considered the saints exempt from judgments on

things pertaining to this life, vi. 1, 2, 3.

13. That are without—Knowledge of the destruction or salvation

of the Gentiles is reserved to God. [For xpivu, judgeth, Tisch. reads

xptvii, shalljudge. SoBeng.] Shall judge—Rom. ii. 16. Supply, And

thisjudgment we humbly leave to God. This connects the following and

more closely. And, etc.—An Epiphonema [exclamation after an im

portant passage] suited to both parts of this chapter. The particle xai,

and, with the whole sentence is quoted here, from the Sept. Deut. xvii.

7, xix. 19, xxiv. 7, xai, and so. [But the word xai, and, (Eng. Ver., there

fore,) is spurious. Tisch., Alf., etc., omit.] But the phrase, as it is writ

ten, is not prefixed here ; either through severity, or because i£apelre,

Heb. rnpyi, put away, with Moses, means the removal of a wicked

man from the people by punishment ; with the apostle, that of a wicked

man from the Church by excommunication. Wicked—Ver. 2, 9.

Yourselves—Gr. bpiov abtuv. So the Sept. often. The antithesis is,

them that are without.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Dare—The injured majesty of Christians is denoted by a splendid

word. Any one—Even one man. Go to law—Ver. 7. Before the

unjust—Every unbeliever is unjust ; usually, even as a citizen. Be

fore the saints—Christians. A great privilege of believers, to settle

even civil business among themselves ; and the magistrate ought not

to interfere at all with the private affairs, except of those who apply

to him. The heathen magistrates were indulgent to the Jews ; and

in this respect there was as yet no difference between Jews and

Christians.

2. [Read ^ oOx oidare, or know you not. Tisch. Alf] Do ye riot

know—This phr.ase is used with great force six times in this single

chapter. The Corinthians knew, and were glad to know ; but they

acted against knowledge. The saints—First judged themselves. The

world—All those who are not saints. Antithesis, the smallest matters ;

comp. iii. 22. Shall judge—The future, comp. ver. 3; Rev. xx. 4.

The present, is judged, is interposed ; comp. John xv. 8. The saints

25
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obtained the civil authority also under Constantine the Great ; a pre

lude of the future. [Scripture from time to time, as in passing, casts

light on the most important affairs. The proud despise such things ;

but the humble store them at heart, with a sober mind. The majesty

of the saints is hidden, to be revealed in its time. V. (?.] By—Gr.

iv, in. Comp. Acts xvii. 31. Are ye unworthy—The figure Com

munication [throwing the question on the reader's feelings.]

3. Angels—Those not saints, and so also wicked men. Not, the

angels ; a climax in respect of the world. Things—to this life—Worth

less, compared with angels.

4. Who are least esteemed in the church—Any, rather than heathen.

The least of all is capable of deciding the greatest external interests

[and so can decide, not indeed according to the ancient laws of the

heathen, but from true equity. V. (?.] Comp. i. 28, xi. 22, there

fore xa&i^ere, set, is the imperative. [They must not think of giving

way in that matter to the jurisdiction of heathen judges. V. (?.]

5. Shame—The 'puffed up spirit [ch. v. 2], of the Corinthians is

checked : ch. xv. 34. Wise—They admired wisdom in other things,

and wisdom gives ability to judge causes. No, not one—[When ye are

so many ! Erasmus in Mey.] Even the least believer is a wiser and

more desirable judge than an ungodly man. Shall be able—The fu

ture ; if applied to. To determine—Gr. dtaxptvat. Different from

xptvat, to judge. Brethren—Gr. ddtXfou, a brother. Singular for

plural, to denote how easy the matter is ; he wishes the plaintiff and

the defendant to settle the dispute together, without troubling a

judge.

6. And that—So v. 8 ; Heb. xi. 12.

7. [Omit iv, among. Tisch., Alf. Read, Now therefore there is al

together a falling-short to you, in that ye have matters of dispute, etc.,

i. e., ye fall short altogether in this.] Utterly—Gr. SAioc. A particle

of feeling ; comp. ch. v. 1 : it is opposed by implication to urfiohoz,

not altogether. You ought to have no judgments among you oXmz, at

all, but you have 8hoz, notwithstanding. A fault—Even on the part

of him, who has the juster cause, and thinks he gains the cause [Matt,

v. 39.] He does not say, sin, yet this is easily added, v. 8 ; fault

and praise are contrasted; comp. xi. 17, note. Praise is not ex

pressly mentioned here, but some such antithesis is intended, because

he does not expressly call it sin. That which is praised, is as it

were something more blooming than mere legal action. So in its op

posite. Among you—Gr. bptv, to you. A similar dative, xv. 32.

[To law—Though not in an unjust cause. V. (?.] Kather—All men

do not understand this rather. Many aim neither to injure nor to be
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injured. They do not attempt to inflict injury, but this is only~a

false half-way righteousness.

8. Ye—Emphatic. The Antithesis is to those, from whom they

ought to suffer. [So Alf. You on the contrary, do wrong and de

fraud.] Ye do wrong—By taking away. Ye defraud—By refus

ing, by retaining. Brethren—This increases the fault.

9. Unrighteous — Comp. v. 8. The kingdom of God—In this

kingdom righteousness flourishes. Shall not inherit—Because they

are not sons of God. Be not deceived—-By yourselves and others.

Fornicators—extortioners—Crimes of Corinth, 2 Cor. xii. 20, 21 ;

Rome, Rom. xiii. 13; Galatia, Gal. v. 19, 20; Ephesus, 1 Tim. i. 9,

10 ; Crete, Tit. i. 12. This is true of the act of fornication, etc.,

and much more the habit. Idolaters—Idolatry stands between for

nication and adultery, for it was connected with these crimes. Ef

feminate—Even the hand in the deepest solitude must bo chaste ; a

warning necessary to youth.

11. But ye are washed, bat ye are sanctified, but ye are jus

tified — You are entirely freed from fornication and sins of im

purity, in regard to yourselves ; idolatry and impiety against God ;

unrighteousness against your neighbor ; and that from both the guilt

and the dominion of sin : ch. v. 7, 10. [The rendering ye are

washed is wrong ; the verb is middle voice ; ye washed yourselves, or

washed off (the sins, ver. 10.) Alf., Mey.] Sanctified—That is,

made holy. One is called holy in respect to God. Justified—Cor

responds to the unrighteous, ver. 9. I was once unwilling to state

what emphasis the apostrophe in o\DC gives this verb above the two

preceding (comp. 2 Cor. vii. 11), lest I should be hissed. But con

sider the antithesis, the unrighteous. Without an apostrophe, d.XXa is

emphatic, but when dXX' has the apostrophe, the accent and emphasis

fall upon the verb, (in contrast with the fault, reproved at ver. 7,

etc.,) namely, on the word idtxaub&rjrs, ye are justified or made right

eous, because this discourse is against unrighteousness ; and so in 2

Cor. vii. 11. Before ixdixrjatv, revenge, for this is the chief part of

zeal, arising from holy sorrow, add Mark ii. 17. Name—Thence the

forgiveness of sins. Spirit—Thence the new life. Our—For these

reasons, he shows them, that there is nothing now to hinder their be

coming heirs of the kingdom of God.

12. All things—The apostle takes care that no one shall abuse

what he is about to say concerning meats and the belly ; comp. x.

23. The word all, is to be referred to what follows ; not to fornica

tion, although this is his principal subject ; but to an accessory and

incidental subject, of the eating of meats, of which also below, x. 29,
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it is repeated. All things are lawful to me, which can be lawful.

To me—Paul often speaks in the first person singular, with the force

of a. maxim, especially in this epistle, ver. 15, vii. 7, viii. 13, x. 23,

29, 30, xiv. 11. To me, every Corinthian ought to think. Expe

dient— We must consider with greatest care what is expedient.

"Ezsara,, are lawful—izouatasd^aopat, brought under power—Kin

dred words. He, who does not freely use power and liberty, steps

aside from his own power, and passes into another's, as into that of

a harlot, ver. 15; comp. vii. 4. He would be a stupid traveler, who,

though his road lay in the open plain, would always walk on the bank

and very edge of the stream. Yet many so live, who even pass for

godly men. The Power ought to be in the believer, not in what he

uses, [Liberty, good in itself, is destroyed by its abuse, Gal. v. 13 ;

1 Pet. ii. 16. V. G.] The very expression I will not has power,

with application to oneself. Not 1 ! another may venture it, so far

as I am concerned. The believer fixes this principle for himself: he

says for his neighbor, all things do not edify, x. 23. Anything—

Neuter, like all things.

13. Meats—Supply are, [i. e., belong to. Mey.] No conclusion

holds good from meats to lust. Both it and them—The Gr. is this

and them. Demonstrative, twice, of the present ; this precedes ;

food is for the belly. Shall destroy—And not merely as the body

is destroyed at death ; from the antithesis of the belly and the body,

it may be inferred, that the sexes will differ even in the state like the

angels. Those things which shall be destroyed, in themselves, have

unrestricted use, Col. ii. 20, etc., Mark vii. 18, cannot. Now, here

and ver. 14, stands elegantly for for. For a severe denunciation is

added to the concession ; a joyful declaration to the prohibition.

Raise up, directly corresponds, as contrast, to destroy. Now the body

—In contrast with, not the belly, but meats. Fornication—An ab

stract noun. The Lord—Christ. The body is his due, for he

assumed the body, and sanctified us; and by the resurrection of the

body we are joined to bim. For the body—How great condescension !

14. Hath raised—will raise—Gr. rjrupe—i£e-rePe'- [Paul here

alludes beforehand to those topics, which he will discuss more dis

tinctly in ch. xv. V. dr.] The simple verb, appropriately said of

the first fruits, the compound, (a rare word,) to the mass of them that

sleep. ' E!; in composition often denotes consummation. A practical

reflection on the resurrection of our flesh, sin once committed in the

flesh will never be undone. By—Paul preferred to connect this with

the resurrection, rather than with destruction. Power—Who then

will doubt ? God is omnipotent.
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15. Bodies—-Whether the whole or the parts be regarded. Shall

I then take—Gr. dpazz. There is the utmost graphic power, in this

participle, as it were depicting the baseness of the thing. Take,

take away, voluntarily alienate Christ's members, and make tJtem the

members of a harlot ? So the participle fipiov, bringing, is often

redundant. Make ?—For they cannot be at once members of a har

lot and of Christ.

16. [Omitij, what! Ti&ch., Alf.] He who isjoined—A Syllepsis [the

construction interrupted by the feeling], i. e., the Jiarlet and he who it

joined to her. For the predicate, is one body, acoords thus ; and the ex

pression, tJie two [of Svo], agrees with it. [Gen. ii. 24, in the Sept. but

the word two is wanting in the Heb. Mey.] Shall be—This is said

first of the wedded ; and, by parity of reasoning, is applied to those,

who become one flesh without wedlock. By covenant the woman be

comes the wife of the husband before the husband is joined to her ;

and in this is the chief reason, why they are inseparable. Otherwise

even the union of men with harlots would be indissoluble.

17. [Joined—In inner fellowship of life. Mey.] To the Lord—

Christ. It is the same Syllepsis [see ver. 16.] One spirit—Ab

closely, as husband and wife are one body. Try it.

18. Flee fornication—Severity with disgust; flee, for danger is

near. Every sin—Even gluttony and drunkenness; comp. v. 13;

even self-murder; [even idolatry, though in other respects a more

grievous sin. V. (?.] It is a more serious matter to abuse the mem

bers of Christ, than food or wine, and the belly: and the body of a

fornicator is more debased by his deed, than even the corpse of one

slain by his own hand. The comparison at Prov. vi. 30, etc., is not

unlike this. Without—A man indeed sins with the body and by the

body, but not z«c, against the body; the sin is not terminated in his

body ; and he certainly injures, but does not alienate the body. He

rather sins against the xoiUav, belly, than against the body, according

to the apostle's distinction. Such moral sentiments are not to be

severely pressed, nor with utmost strictness. It seems that the vis

cera, which serve especially the animal economy, are to be destroyed

and not restored at the resurrection. The Scripture refers much to

the bones, as solid parts, in respect of good and evil, of punishment

and reward. Hence it is no vain conjecture, that the most intense

pain, and so also the most intense joy and pleasure, will be in the bones.

19. What—The expression, his own, ver. 18, is in this ver. sweetly

limited. The body is ours that it may be God's temple, t. e., his pe

culiar and perpetual habitation. [For ro ampa, body, Tisch. (noi

Alf.) reads r« ampara, bodies.~] Which is in you—The reason
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(^Etiology). The Holy Spirit is in you; therefore ye are his temple.

Which—Tha Spirit. Not your own—This appropriately follows, yet

it is connected more closely with, ye are bought, and in construction,

depends on fir*, that.

20. Bought—Ye are altogether another's. To sell is used for to

alienate; to buy for to claim for one's self, and here too with pro

priety ; for a price is also mentioned. With a price—This word has-

thus much greater force, than if an epithet were added. So also vii.

23. Glorify—An JSpiphonema [exclamation after a weighty argu

ment]. They are in error, who think that God should he only inter

nally, or only externally worshiped. In your body—[Considered as-

a temple. Mey.] Rom. xii. i. ; Phil. i. 20. [Omit all after awpart

fyuov, your body. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.[

CHAPTER VII.

1. Now concerning the things—He elegantly sets his subject before

ns at first, rather generally than particularly. In the epistles, the

apostles often treat of marriage ; Paul alone, once and not of hi*

own accord, but when he was asked, advises celibacy, and that very

gently. [So far is it from being right to obtrude it by human pre

cepts. V. G. Tisch. (not Alf.) omits poi, unto me.~] Good—This

agrees with the feeling in the preceding chapter. Comp. below ver.

7, 8, 26, 34, (middle), 35, (end), 40. Good, becoming, suitabk, for

liberty and exemption from the due, ver. 3, and for entire power,

over oneself, ver. 4 ; though on the other band touching, ver. 1, is

always accompanied by modesty among the chaste. A man—In

general, though not a Christian, ver. 7, 26. Woman—And so for a

woman not to be touched. In what follows, each of the correlatives

involves the other.

2. To avoid—Gr. dta, on account of; comp. for, ver. &. Fornica

tions—Practised at Corinth [and not considered sin by the heathens,

especially the Greeks, V. G.\ to which unmarried persons might bo

easily allured. The phiral denotes irregular lusts, and thus expresses

better the contrast with the unity of the marriage relation. Mis own

—As tdtov, her own, afterwards. The same change, Eph. v. 22, 23.
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uTou, Tits own, indicates the rights of the husband. Both words

exclude all the community, in polygamy, comp. ver. 4. Now the rea

son for having a wife, is the same as for retaining her, namely, to avoid

fornication. Hence also concubinage is excluded, for a concubine is

either a wife or she is not ; if she is not, there is sin ; if she is, she

ought to continue, ver. 10, 11.

3. [For Tijv difedo/jtivyv euvolav, due benevolence, read rrjv dyistfyv,

the ditty. Tisch. Alf., etc. So Seng.J Due—This is explained in the

next verse. Gataker shows, that the Greeks called this duty, %dpev,

favor, the poets, ytttryra, kindness. The reading, due benevolence,

is a spurious paraphrase.

4. Her own—This makes an elegant paradox with she has not

power. [And the ground of this being another's, while it remains

their own, is in the oneness of body, in which marriage places them.

Alf.'] The rights of both are equal.

5. Defraud not—So the Sept., Exod. xxi. 10, he shall not defraud

her of her duty of marriage. This word agrees with the word due,

ver. 3. Except—It is much limited. When these conditions occur,

it is not privation, but abstinence. That you may have leisure for—

Gr. 0%o}id£yTC. The apostle speaks here of great leisure and ease.

Previous abstinence aids prayer. [Omit rfj ^arelff xal, fasting and.

Tisch., Alf. So Beng.~] Abstinence might have other motives, even

bad ones. Together—This does not mean the act of intercourse, but

is contrasted with the previous separation. Tempt—To fornication,

etc., ver. 2. Satan—Who amid the exercises of lofty virtue seeks

an opportunity for harm. Temptation cannot be easily presumed

without Satan. Incontinently—Ver. 9.

6. This—What has been mentioned all along from ver. 2. Per

mission, etc.—See ver. 25, note.

7. [For yap, for, read de, but. Tisch., A 7f.] / would—For my

part, ver. 32. Paul had tasted the sweetness of celibacy, and de

sired others to enjoy it. The expression, I would, may be also taken

absolutely for it is desirable, comp. vi. 12, note : as he says on other

occasions, his will was not, [1 Cor. xvi. 12.] for—Strictly. It re

fers to ver. 6. As myself—Unmarried. The Corinthians seem to

have regarded Paul's example, ver. 8. Gift—That, which in the

natural man is a natural habit, becomes in the saints a gift. The gift

here is the entire habit of mind and body in the Christian, in so far,

for example, as marriage or celibacy is better suited to him, along

with the actions suited to each state, according to God's command

ments. But in a state not voluntarily assumed, the assistance ot

grace is more sure to the godly.
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8. Isay—Comp. ver. 12, where it is more express. To the unmar

ried—Of both sexes, comp. ver. 10, 11. To widows—Including wid

owers. Abide—At liberty. Even as I—Paul was evidently without

a wife at that time, comp. ix. 5 ; and although he speaks here also

of widowers, yet he seems rather to have been unmarried, than a wid

ower ; comp. Acts vii. 58, etc.

9. Better—This comparative does not destroy the positive, ver. 38.

Than to burn—A strong word. A continent man may have to strug

gle, though he do not burn. Thomas Aquinas on this passage says,

to burn, " that is, to be overcome by concupiscence ; for concupiscence

is a kind of noxious heat. He, then, who is assailed by it, becomes

warm indeed, but he does not burn, unless, overcome by concu

piscence, he loses the dew of grace." This burning thrusts men at last

into hell-fire.

10. [Married—When both husband and wife are believers. The

antithesis is the rest, ver. 12 ; when one is an unbeliever. V. (?.] I

command, yet not I—A similar Zeugma, I live, yet not I, Gal. ii. 20.

The force of the word command, is affirmatively connected with the

Lord. The Lord—Christ, who had taught on this subject, Matt. v.

32, xix. 4, 5 ; or even spoke to Paul on the matter, comp. ver. 12.

Depart—Gr. %ioptodrjvat, be separated. The less noble party, the

wife, is separated; the nobler, the husband, puts away; conversely the

believing wife also is said to put away, and the unbelieving husband

to be separated, ver. 13, 15.

11. [But—husband—A true parenthesis, unconnected in structure

with the rest. Mey.] If—This also at the end of this verse must be

understood of the husband. She be separated—Contrary to the com

mandment.

12. The rest—Who live in marriage, I—See ver. 25, note. Speak

—He does not say command, as in ver. 10. I speak, namely this,

which is said, ver. 12, etc., 15, etc., and chiefly ver. 15, etc. ; for if

ver. 12-14 be considered separately, they flow from ver. 10. Be

pleased—There might be many who either doubted, or were not

averse from the faith. Let him not put away—The rule was stricter

in the Old Testament. That the difference between the Old and New

Testament is here regarded, we gather from ver. 18, 15, note.

13. Woman—A sister. [For aurov, him, read rbv dvSpa, her hus

band. Tisch., Alf.]

14. Is sanctified—So that the believing party may have holy in

tercourse, and not put away the other : comp. 1 Tim. iv. 5. A very

significant word is used, because Scripture wishes to guarantee us a

conscience in all things not unencumbered. In respect to the wife—
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[Eng. Ver., better, by the wife], with whom he willingly remains ; so

iv, xiv. 11. He does not say the believing wife. For an unbelieving

husband floes not know what faith is. [For rip avdpi,.by the hus

band, read iv rtp ddeXftp, by the brother. Tisch., Alf.] Else—The

children would follow the condition of the unbelieving parent. The

marriage is Christian, the offspring is Christian. Children—Born of

a believing and an unbelieving parent. Unclean—As those both of

whose parents are unbelievers, though they be not bastards. Are

holy—Gr. dyed iortv. 'Hytaarat differs from this as, to become holy,

to be holy ; but the holiness of the children is the same as of the un

believing parent. He is speaking of a purity, which not only makes

the children legitimate, not bastards, (such as those born of two mar

ried unbelievers also have ;) but which also implies a degree of nearer

relationship with the Church, and a more open door to faith itself,

just as if both parents were Christians. Comp. Rom. xi. 16. Timo

thy, Acts, xvi. 1, the bearer of this epistle, is an example, and there

may have been many such among the children at Corinth. [A hus

band is in other respects preferred ; but the faith of the wife has

more influence than the unbelief of the husband. V. G.]

15. [' 0 dmaroz, emphatic ; But if the desire for separation is on

the side of the unbeliever, etc. A If] Let—be separated—Let him be

divorced. Let the brother or sister be patient, and not think that

that ought to be changed, which one cannot change. [The believing

party is not bound to renounce the faith for the unbelieving party.

V. G.] Not under bondage—The liberty in this case was the more

just, because the believing party was not likely to obtain much as

sistance from the unbelieving magistrate. Yet even now, the princi

ple on the ground of liberty and peace holds good, but with that

exception, let her remain unmarried, ver. 11. [For $ju«c, us, read

ufxuz, you. Tisch. (not AlfJ] Peace—A sententious truth ; proceed

ing from the internal to the external. There had been enmity for

merly, Eph. ii. 15.

16. For what—Therefore thou shouldst not distress thyself too

anxiously ; but to preserve mentll tranquillity, exert yourself accord

ing to hope. Husband, wife—Averse from thee, and therefore from

the faith. Shalt save—Consort ought, as far as possible, to lead con

sort to salvation.

17. [Transpose Kv[hoz, the Lord, and c?soc, God. Tisch., Alf.]

1f not—That is, if this be not so, or, otherwise, [Eng. Ver., but.]

There is a digression from husbands and wives, ver. 10, to any exter

nal condition of life. Evert/—It may be thus resolved, let every man

walk, as God hath distributed to him. Distributed—Ver. 7. As—

-

26
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hath called—The state in which the heavenly calling has found every

one. Lord—Christ. Let him walk—This conclusion, blending per

mission and command, is repeated and explained at ver. 20, and 24.

Galling from above does not destroy our external conditions. Paul

shows that what any one has done or would have done apart from it,

is lawful to be done in it. And so—A universal doctrine, in which

the Corinthians also may acquiesce.

18. Become uncircumcised—Many, who had apostatized from the

Jews to the Gentiles, restored their uncircumcision to some extent by

surgical skill, 1 Mace. i. 15. It may be gathered from Paul's admo

nition, that some, who from Jews had become Christians, imitated

them.

19. Nothing—Comp. viii. 8. So also by parity of reasoning,

slavery and liberty ; marriage and celibacy, are nothing. Keeping—

A great truth. Commandments—Circumcision had been also com

manded; but not for ever, as love. [Supply is all, as ch. iii. 7.

20. In the calling—The state in which the calling finds one, is as

a calling.

21. Care not for it—Do not anxiously seek freedom ; so, seek not,

ver. 27. Use it rather— Use the power of obtaining liberty, or rather

use slavery. For he, who might become free, has a kind master,

whom it is better to serve, than to follow another condition, 1 Tim.

vi. 2 ; comp. ver. 22 : beginning therefore in ver. 23, he does not say, be

not, but become not the servants of men. [This interpretation of puttov

Iffijaat, use it rather, namely, rather remain in slavery, seems required

by the language, and by the context ; for the opposite rendering di

rectly contradicts ver. 20, and is not explained by ver. 22. Hence

this view is adopted by De W., Mey., Alf., etc.]

22. Freedman—'Ehuftepoz, free, he also who was never a slave;

here axehuftepoi;, a freedman, who had been a slave. The Lord's

—Christ's, as is said afterwards. [Omit xat, also. Tisch., Alf.~\

He that being free is called — At the beginning of the verse

called stands before a servant ; here free before called, for em

phasis, that he may be also included, who, by his calling, ob

tains power to acquire freedom. Comp. on the order of words, Gal.

iv. 25, note.

23. Ye are bought—By God [as Christ's servants. V. G.~] Do not

become—[Not as Eng. Ver., be not.] The internal and external state

should agree, so far as may be, and the latter should aid the former.

To become here, is properly applied to those who are not slaves.

[Let not him who is free, cast away his liberty. Not. Crit. The
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general sense is, let no outward relations so bring you into bondage

as to cause you anxiety for change. Alf.]

24. With God—Antithesis to men, Rom. xiv. 22. Those who al

ways regard God, maintain a holy indifference about external things.

By this principle, however, the rule laid down at ver. 20, is limited.

For example, a slave may become free, without any change of his

condition before God.

25. Virgins—Of both sexes : See the following verses. [But it

means females only, here as nearly always. Meg., Alf.] So virgin,

Rev. xiv. 4. I have—He does not say, we have. The Corinthians

expected a special commandment by revelation, which Paul was to

receive. Judgment—Gr. yvmpc^v dk. A word carefully selected, here

and at ver. 40, as presently vopi^w, suppose, ver. 26. Aristotle,

carefully pointing out the propriety of Greek words, especially in his-

Ethics, says, " What is called yvmpyj, is the right judgment of the

equitable man ; but pardon is an upright judiciary decision of the

equitable man ; and the decision of a truthful man is upright." Lib.

6, Eth. Nic. c. 11. There the discussion is more extended, and by

reading it all, the meaning of the words will be more clearly under

stood, ixnarrj is command : yvup^ is opinion, and auryviopa}, indul

gence, is akin to it. These things treated in this chapter, are such

that they partly fall under commandment, partly under opinion and

indulgence. But it was becoming, that the commandment should be

throughout written in the name of the Lord, the opinion and indul

gence in the name of the apostle. Therefore on that point, which falls

under commandment, the Lord had expressly given the apostle what

he should write, but on this, which falls under opinion, it was not

necessary to give it. For, the apostles wrote nothing, not given by

inspiration ; but they sometimes had a special revelation and com

mand, ch. xiv. 37 ; 1 Thess. iv. 15. The rest they derived from the

habitual faith, which had arisen in them from experience of the Lord's

mercy ; as in this verse ; and also from the treasury of the Spirit of

God, ver. 40. And in these things they might very freely apply

various methods according to the variety of circumstances and per

sons, as their holy feelings impelled ; and give up their own right,

humble or reprove themselves, prefer others to themselves, beg, en

treat, exhort (2 Cor. vi. 1, vii. 8, xi. 17, note), act now with severity,

now with mildness ; as Paul, for example, says suppose, ver. 26, more

mildly than speak, ver. 12. Therefore here also, though without com

manding, he yet wrote things, which exactly agreed with the mind of

the Lord, who would have only this opinion given. But at the same

time, he faithfully informs us by what principle he wrote every thing,
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(how far from this modesty, has the style of the Pope departed ?) and

furnishes a proof, that those, who are already guarded sufficiently by

the word and Spirit of God, must not demand anything extraordinary.

Hath obtained mercy—The mercy of the Lord makes men faithful ;

faith makes a true casuist. The Lord—Christ. Faithful—Having

faith in the Lord ; evincing that faith both to him and to men.

26. For the present distress—The famine in the time of Claudius,

Acts xi. 28. It was very long and severe, especially in Greece.

Therefore this advice of Paul was, partly at least, accommodated to

the time. For a man—Both sexes. So—As he is [without changing

his state by marriage, Mey.~] ; comp. ver. 27.

27. Art thou bound—art thou loosed—There is an argument in the

very words. Sound to a wife, a man is often prevented, with or

without blame, from being able to practise liberality and other virtues

so munificently as he might wish. In the verb Xefooat, art thou loosed,

the latent participle has the force of a noun, so that loosed denotes

not only one no longer bound to a wife, but also him who never was

bound. See a similar phrase, Job xxxix. 5. Not—Twice, that is,

thou art not forced to seek.

28. In the flesh—Not in the spirit, whose trouble is sin, which here

does not occur. But /—He writes with a father's affection, ver. 32.

Spare—It is more difficult and requires greater constancy to live well

in marriage than single. [But Paul means, / am sparing (that is, en

deavoring to spare) you this trouble in tJte flesh, by advising against

marriage. Alf., Mey.~\

29. But this I say—The same form as in ch. xv. 50, where it ex

plains and sums up. Brethren—Paul is wont, especially when writ

ing about external circumstances, to introduce the most noble digres

sions, the Holy Spirit calling him to most excellent things. [Omit

oft, that. Tisch., Alf.~\ Time—The present, either of the world, ver.

31, ch. x. 11, or of individuals, the time of weeping, rejoicing, etc.

Short or narrow—Contrary, unencumbered liberty, ver. 26. [Con

nect TO lotKOv with what precedes, and render, The time that remains

is short, in order that both they, etc. Alf. Beng. renders TO Xombv,

but, improperly.] But—The particle here is very suitable. [He

hints, that the consummation of the world is not far off. V. G.~\

That—Time, in short, is of such a nature, that they ought, etc.

[Some spend much time in the superfluous conveniences of life, in

wandering thoughts, in constant pursuit of literature, in long and

frequent feasts and amusements ; and it is a virtue in the opinion of

worldly men, when any one knows to spend with his boon companions

in an attractive manner, half or even whole days and nights in vaiu
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words or deeds. But if it should become necessary either to engage

in prayer, or to watch over the education of children, or to exemplify

the duty of love to a neighbor, then truly the want of time is an ob

stacle ; nay, he has not even leisure to consider how guilty such con

duct is. V. (?.] Wives—And so, children, friends, patrons. We

ought to consider nothing our own. Not me—Properly expressing

Christian self-denial. They are without it who have, as if they have,

and long expect to have. Be—This word is to be supplied also in the

following verses.

30. That rejoice—He does not say, that laugh. [Rom. xii. 15.

The suggestion in these words is of a nuptial feast ; as in the preced

ing of the death of a wife, etc. V. G.] He speaks soberly as in the

vale of tears. As though they possessed not—To possess, after to buy

makes an Epitasis [an emphatic addition] ; as after use, abuse, ver.

31. Hence it is evident that the three preceding clauses contain a

Ploce [the same word repeated to express an attribute of it] ; for as

the Apostle Paul exhorts the teacher to teach, and every one who does

good to do it, Rom. xii. 7 ; so in the world they that rejoice, rejoice ;

but this is the very thing he forbids.

31. That use—Paul seems to have put this expression for they that

sell, because according to the general practice of the world, selling in

itself is most suitable to travelers. We must use, not enjoy. [For

rtpxdoptp zoOrti), this world, read tov xoapov, the world. Tisch., Alf.]

Abusing—Gr. xara^pwpevoi. The compound verb both in Greek and

Latin denotes not only the perversion of the use, but its excess. [So

Alf. here ; as not using it in full. But the simple meaning, as not

using it, is fully allowable, and is here required by the parallel claus

es. De W. So Mey., etc.] Passeth away—Every moment, not

merely, shall pass away. The fashion of this world—The world it

self and the fashion of it, which is to marry, to weep, to rejoice, to

buy, etc., Heb. dSx, Ps. xxxix. 7, lxxiii. 20. While a man, for ex

ample, advances from twenty to forty years of age, he has lost most

of bis former relations, and acquired new.

32. Without carefulness—Not only without affliction ver. 28, but

also without care distracting the mind. He that is unmarried—That

is, if he will use wisely his condition. The Lord—Christ. Please—

By holiness of body and spirit.

33. Sow he may please—The word please is repeated from ver. 32,

and comprehends here all the duties of a husband, which the wife may

demand in all their intercourse.

34. [Read pepiptazat xa't $ yuvrj xat $ napdkvoz. Tisch., Alf.

Render, Divided also is the (married) woman and the virgin. So Bing.
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The rendering, there is a difference, etc., is too weak. MeyJ] Divided

also, etc.—Not only the unmarried and the married man have differ

ent duties ; but also among females, those of the wife and the virgin

differ exceedingly. The verb /jtsfteficarat, there is a difference, is con

strued with what follows; for the difference between marriage and

celibacy, each of which claims for itself different duties, concerns

women more than men. For the woman is the helper of the man,

and changes her condition more than the man, in contracting mar

riage ; comp. ver. 39, 40. Further, he is speaking here chiefly of vir

gins, ver. 25 ; therefore this word is especially appropriate here ; and

the singular number does not prevent it from being construed with

wife and virgin. So 2 Kings x. 5, in the Hebrew, He that was over

the house, and he that was over the city, the elders also and the bring-

ers up of the children sent [singular verb]. So below, ix. 6, (povos for

fiovot). May be holy—She thus pleases the Lord, if she be holy, all

devoted to him. Holiness here implies something more than at ver. 14.

35. A snare—A snare, the fear of sin, where there is no sin ; or

also forced service. ' Men are unwillingly drawn into a snare, Prov.

vii. 21, Sept. That is readily considered a snare, which is most ex

pedient. Comely—Antithesis, uncomely, ver. 36. Attention—[Gr./or

devoted attention to the Lord]. A kindred verb npoaedpeittiv, wait,

in ix. 13. An example, Luke X. 39. Without distraction—This ex

plains elmdpedpov, for assiduous attention and distraction are opposites.

Sitting [implied in tundptdpov] assists a devout mind. Comp. Luke

x. 39, 40. Paul says something similar of the widow, 1 Tina. v. 5.

36. Any man—A parent. His virgin—Daughter. Thinks—An

tithesis to / suppose, ver. 26. If she pass the flower of her age—

Without marriage, as if despised by suitors. Need—[Because he

cannot do better for his daughter. V. (?.] Antithesis, having no ne

cessity, ver. 37. He sinneth not—The matter is sweetly expressed by

short clauses.

37. Standeth steadfast—There is here an admirable accumulation

of synonymous phrases and description of liberty. Having no neces

sity—Through which to prefer celibacy to marriage, ver. 26, or mar

riage to celibacy. Power—Without any interference. Hath—For

having. For not and but correspond. There is the same Enallage in

Col. i. 6, note. Over—For often the -will is one, and the power an

other. His own—Liberty is elegantly denoted. [Those wlio now

regard the Divine will, are often led to think that they can only ob

tain by one way the things which accord with the Divine will. Never

theless, God grants to man full liberty in what is agreeable to his law,
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Deut. xxxvi. 6. V. (?.J Doeth well—Not only does not sin ; does

- well.

38. So—Observe, with how great zeal, fidelity, and fullness, Paul

dwells on this passage. [For 6 dk, but he, read xat b, and he. Tisch.,

Alf.-]

39. [Omit vbpp, by the law. Tisch., Alf.] In the Lord—So that

here also Christ is all. Christians and unbelievers dwelt among one

another. Therefore he bids Christians marry Christians.

40. Happier—Ver. 1, 28, 34, 35 ; Luke xxiii. 29. My judgment

—The Corinthians thought more of themselves than was right, and

less of Paul. Paul, with delicate pleasantry, retorts the word. I

think also—Certainly, not less than any of you. The Spirit of God

—Whose counsels are spiritual, divine.

CHAPTER VIII.

1. We know—This is resumed, ver. 4, after the following paren

thesis. Because—[Eng. Ver., thatJ] This explains we know. Know

ledge—Not, the knowledge ; that he may not concede too much. We

have—He speaks in the first person of himself and others, established

in the faith ; more generally, in the third, ver. 7. Thus we easily

reconcile all [ver. 1] and not in all [ver. 7]. Knowledge—Withont

love. [Although the fundamental doctrines and those most neces

sary and difficult are spoken of. V. G.] Puffeth up—When one

pleases himself; comp. thinks, ver. 2. But love—The right use of

knowledge ; love, towards God, ver. 3, and towards our neighbor.

Edifieth—When one pleases his neighbor. Knowledge only says, all

things are lawfulfor me ; love adds, but all things do not edify.

2. [Omit de, and. Tisch., Alf.] That he knoweth—This respects

we know, ver. 1 ; it differs from to be acquainted with. [He can only

think that he knows, when love is absent ; no real knowledge is ac

cessible without humility and love. Alf. So Mey.] Anything—Paul

makes a small concession here ; comp. the following clause. Yet—

Like a novice. As—Namely in the way of love from God.

3. God—The love of our neighbor follows the love of God. The

same— Who loves. Is known—Active follows passive knowledge,
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xiii. 12. In this word is an admirable Metalepsis [a double figure

in the word or phrase]—he was known, and therefore he knoweth, .

Gal. iv. 9, note. [See also Ps. i. 6, 2 Tim. ii. 19. Mey.] There is

mutual knowledge.

4. Eating—He limits more closely the subject proposed at ver. 1 :

as concerning, therefore, the eating, etc. Nothing is the predicate ;

its force is augmented by its opposite, the world; inn, 1 Sam. xii. 21,

Sept. ovdiv ; comp. ch. x. 19, note. [So Eng. Ver., etc. But it is

better to render, that there is no idol in the world, i. e., no real exist

ences corresponding to the heathen representations of their Gods.

Meg., Alf. A piece of wood or stone and nothing besides. V. (?.]

5. Called—God is called the supremely powerful One. Hence by

Homonymy [distinct things bearing the same name by analogy], the

angels, powerful through their spiritual nature, and men, powerful

through authority, are called gods. Heaven—earth—The provinces

of the gods among the Gentiles were divided into heaven, and earth,

with the sea ; but each of these belongs to God. Gods many and

lords many—Ps. cxxxvi. 2, 3.

6. To us—Believers. Of whom are all things—Therefore, we have

one God. All things—By creation. We—Believers. In—Gr. «'c, un-

to-him—The end of believers. And one—Christ, the object of divine

and religious worship. The apostles also, to avoid the appearance of

polytheism, oftener called Christ Lord, than God, when they wrote to

Gentile churches. Lord—This title comprehends the notion of the

Son of God, and therefore also of God, with the idea of Redeemer.

By whom—The dominion of Christ is proved ; by him all things are

of God. By him—We come by him, e?c, to the Father. The, plan

of the sentence is this :

Of whom are all things I by creation ;

by whom are all things | and we

7. Howbeit—We have knowledge ; but others have not so much.

Some—Antithesis, aU, ver. 1. Some, namely, Jews, detesting the

idol ; Greeks reverencing it, x. 32. [The order is eituc dp-i roD eiSw-

Xou; Tisch., Alf, i. e., Through their consciousness to this day of the

idol (their notion that it is a reality, and so their conscientious fear

of meat offered to it) eat it as offered to an idol, etc. Alf] Of the idol

—They felt as if the idol were something ; or at least as if the offer

ing to an idol were polluted thereby. Until this hour—When by this

time they should have knowledge. As—On this depends the dis

tinction. Is defiled—A suitable expression, by a metaphor derived

from flesh.

| to him,

\ by restitution.

J by him,
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8. Meat — Used indefinitely, ver. 13. [For oh xapiarrj(tt, com-

mendeth not, read ou napaarrjau, will not commend, also omit yap, for.

Tisch., Alf.] Us—With or without knowledge. Commendeth—

1 Neither to please him in the judgment, nor to displease him, so as to

make worse. Zoviarrjpt, commend, in a good sense. But the word

here is napiarrjpt, which is indifferent, [meaning therefore, will not de

termine our merit or demerit before God. Mey.] This is the foundation

of power, tfouataz, [liberty, ver. 9], comp. dk, in the next verse.

[Transpose the two clauses following ; so as to read, if we eat not, are

we the worse, nor, etc. Tisch., Alf] The better—the worse—Because

in both cases thanksgiving is retained, Rom. xiv. 6.

9. Lawful power—[Eng. Ver., liberty.] A frequent word for power

and liberty in this discussion, ix. 1, 4, etc. : comp. vi. 12. Of yours—

Which you so eagerly uphold, ver. 11.

10. Temple—A word fitted to deter. It is found in 1 Mace. i.

(47), 50, x. 83; 3 Esd. ii. 10. Emboldened—Literally built up. An

Antiphrasis, [a violent use of the word, in irony]. You ought to

have built him up to do good ; but you impel him to evil. [The force

of example is great. V. (?.] To eat things offered to idols—The

words express the horror of the weak, who eats notwithstanding.

11. [Tisch. reads yap axbXXozat,for—perishes (for and—shallperish.

But it is better to retain xai, and ; and to read ; and the weak perishes

(dndXXuzat) in thy knowledge—the brother, in whose behalf Christ died?

Alf.] Perish—Make shipwreck of faith, and, if he do not recover

it, of salvation, Rom. xiv. 23. [See, what important results a single

action may produce, although externally considered it seemed to matter *

little. V. Qr.] For whom—For rather than instead of suits the pas

sage before us; to teach what we ought to do for our brethren. Died

—Through the love, which thou art so far from imitating.

12. Wound—Gr. twrovrec, strike. As the weary cattle are urged

on by the lash. He says elegantly striking, not wounding, for a

wound is seen, a stroke is not. You strike brethren, or make them

strike themselves. Against Christ — To whom the brethren are

united. The expression, against Christ, in the latter clause bears the

chief emphasis ; when ye sin, in the former.

13. Flesh—To avoid with the greater certainty flesh sacrificed to

an idol, I would abstain from all flesh. Make offend—The person is

changed : he just now said, if meat offend.
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CHAPTER IX.

1. [The order is oux elpi ihu&epoz ; oux eipi o\tzbtTtoXoz ;—Ami

not free? Am I not an apostle? Tisch., Alf., etc. So Beng.] The com

mon text transposes these two clauses. But Paul first lays down the

proposition, I am free; then, the reason of it, I am an apostle ; and

the two express one thought ; thus, I am entitled not only to Christian,

but also to apostolic liberty. We have a Chiasmus [cross reference of

clauses] in the discussion : for he first claims apostleship, ver. 1-3,

then he asserts his liberty, and that too as an apostle, ver. 4, 5, 19.

To the adjective free, ver. 1, answers the substantive power, ver. 4;

comp. viii. 9. Have I not seen—See the apostle's firmness. My

work—The testimony of facts, the strongest.

2. [Unto others—In the estimation of others. Mey.] To you—

To whom I came ; who received the Gospel ; you cannot deny it :

Optv, as concerns you. Similar datives in ver. 21. For the seal—

From the Church of believers an argument may be derived for the

truth of the Gospel, and of the Christian religion. Of apostleship—

Even one who was not an apostle, might bring men by the Gospel to

the faith, as Philip, Epaphras, and others ; but Paul calls the Corin

thians the seal not of calling in general, but of his apostolic calling:

because he had the signs of an apostle, 2 Cor. xii. 12; Rom. xv. 18,

19 ; nor did the Corinthians merely receive faith, but also a peculiar

abundance of gifts, 1 Cor. i. 7.

3. My—Gr. $ ipij. An Anaphora [the same word beginning suc

cessive sentences] with $ afpur'tz, the seal, ver. 2. Answer—The

Roman Pontiff, desiring to be irresponsible, assumes more to himself.

Who examine me—Who doubt my apostleship. [This—That ye are

the seal of my office. V. (?.]

4. Have we not—He passes from singular to plural, including his

colleagues. To eat and to drink—Without manual labor.

5. A sister, a wife—In the nominative case, the proposition would

be this sister is my wife. Hence the name, sister, does not abolish

marriage. To lead about—A concise expression for to have and to

lead about; for he had no wife. The Churches were put to expense,

not by having, but by leading about a wife. As well as—This also

refers to ver. 4. The others—[Not others, as Eng. Ver ] The arti

cle shows that all the others had done so. We may suppose it even

of John. And the brethren of the Lord—Acts i. 14 ; Gal. i. 19.

[Probably actual brethren, by the same mother, being sons of Joseph
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and Mary. So Alf., Mey., etc.] And Cephas—A climax ; comp. in.

22, note.

6. [Power to forbear—To cease working by hand for their own sup

port, and to expeot support from the churches. Mey., Alf., etc. So

Beng.]

7. Who—The minister of the Gospel is beautifully compared with

.the soldier, vine-dresser, shepherd. The apostle speaks of what usu

ally occurs; though even then, some had been soldiers on their* own

.charges, volunteers. Planteth—iii. 6. {For ix too xapnou, of the

fruit, read tov xapxov, the fruit. Tisch., Alf]

8. Also I—Speak this not only not as a man, but with the :appro-

fcation of the law itself.

9. Thou shall not, ete/—So Sept. Deut. xxv. 4. Treadeth—

threshing—Horses still tread out corn in some parts of Germany.

Doth—oxen—He by no means denies that God cares for oxen. For

*he man, who should have muzzled the ox, threshing the corn, would

have sinned against the law. But the conclusion moves from the less

to the greater. An example of discussion on the Mosaic laws, con-

.cerning animals.

10. Altogether—This word of affirmation stands in the question

itself. In hope—Heb. naaS, which the Sept. usually renders in' iX-

3ttdt : comp. Acts ii. 26. Should—A change of person. The obli

gation {in dfuXet, should] is with them that reward, not with them

that labor ; otherwise the latter would em if they received none. So

of the precept, ver. 14 : comp. / ought, 2 Cor. xii. 11. He that

ploweth—This also is the labor of oxen. It seems to be an adage,

.something like this ; hope feeds the husbandman. Of his hope—Ab

stract for the concrete : of Hie fruits, in the hope of which he, who

now threshes, plowed. Be partaker—Supply ought. To be partaker

of his hope is a periphrasis for the verb to thresh. Namely, he, who

plows, plows in the hope of threshing and eating ; he, who threshes,

possesses that hope, which he had in plowing, and threshes in the

hope of eating. £The last clause should read xai b dXoiov in iljiidt

roo peziftuv, and tJie thresher in hope ofpartaking. Tisch., Alf. The

words ploweth and thresheth, are to be taken figuratively ; as referring

to the work of Christian preaching and instruction. Mey., Alf.]

11. Unto you—He does not say yours, as afterwards. Great—

Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 15, 14, where it is explained as a marvel.

12. Others—True apostles, ver. -5: er false, 2 Cor. xi. 20. Rather

—For our greater labor. This power—The repetition is forcible. Suf

fer—Gr. ariropev ; properly we cover ; Hence protect, defend ; like

wise conceal, bear and endure in order to conceal, as here and ch. xiiL
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7, On the other hand, oil OTeretv, not forbear, in a burst of strong

feeling, 1 Thess. iii. 1, 5. [The minister of the Gospel needs this

forbearance. For he is reproached with such things, arrogance or

avarice, for instance, as among the worldly are considered virtuous.

V. G.~\ Lett we should hinder—That is, in order as far as possible

to forward. The least encumbered do more work and cause less ex

pense. Hence the celibacy of priests among Papists and soldiers in

the'coramonwealth.

13. The altar—If the Mass were a sacrifice, Paul would certainly

have shaped to it the conclusion in the following Terse, with refer

ence to it.

14. The ion*—Christ. Matt. x. 10.

15. Have written—Just now. [So done—That is, as I have writ

ten, ver. 14, that the preachers of the Gospel should be supported by

it. Mey., etc.] Setter—The reason of such an affirmation is ex

plained, 2 Cor. xi. 7, etc. Any man—By giving me a livelihood

from the Gospel, or declaring that it is given.

16. For—He shows im what this glorying consists. Preach—Take

this exclusively. Though I preach, if I do so not gratuitously ; if I

do nothing besides. Necessity—Debt takes away glorying. Yea—

woe—Gr. 8k, but woe : but intensive ; not only have I no glorying,

but even woe, John i. 4 ; Ex. iv. 14 ; Jer. xx. 9.

17. Willingly—This is used for gratuitously, whence / have a re

ward makes an Oxymoron [a pointed union of contraries] ; moreover

he defines the reward and gain in the following verses. Paul often,

when speaking of hi» own affairs, speaks in hyperbole or extenuation

{Meiosis~\ not unlike a Catachre»i», and suitable to express his self-

abnegation. He might have preached willingly, and yet received a

reward from the Corinthians ; but if he should receive a reward, he

considers that equivalent to preaching unwillingly ; so in the follow

ing verse the use of power might be without abuse; but he imputes

the former to himself for the latter; comp. Rom. xv. 15; 2 Cor. xi.

8, 9, i. 24, ii. 5, vii. 2, 3. A dispensation is committed to me—I can-

Hot withdraw myself, though I fail of that reward. Exclusive lan

guage again, as in ver, 16.

18. [Alf. renders ; What then is my reward (in prospect) that I

while preaching, render the gospel without cost, in order not to use my

power in the gotpel ? i. e,, What reward have I in prospect, in refus

ing to use my power of gaining a support by preaching ?] That—•

An answer to the question. [Omit rou Xfttarou, of Christ. Tiech.,

Alf.~\ That I abuse not—That is, to withdraw as far as possible

from abuse.
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19. From all (men)—Masculine, as immediately after, unto all;

comp. the wore. I was free from all men, i. e., no one could have

held me subject to him. Made niipseif servant—A servant accommo

dates himself entirely to another. The more—The article relates to

all, i. e., as many of them as possible. Might gain—This word agrees

with the thought of a reward. £And not only agrees with it, but

actually answers the question in ver. 18. The gaining more is his

reward in the day of the Lord. 1 Thess. ii. 19, 20. Alf]

20. As a Jew—In those things which are not defined by the law ;

for as under the law follows, although even those, who observed the

laws given Noah, might be considered as under the law, midway be

tween the Jews, and men witJiout the law. As under the law—Gr..

oic bnb vopov. Here prj t2iv auro< bnb vbfiov, not being myself under

the law, is subjoined in the oldest copies. [And is added by Tisch^,

Alf, etc.] The omission was easily made in others from the recur

rence of the word vbpov.

21. Without law—Gr. dvopotz, lawless, here used in its strict ety

mological sense ; as avunozaxrov, not put under, Heb. ii. 8. As with

out law—By omitting what may be omitted in things ceremonial.

Not without law—Paul was not anomian, without law, much less, anti-

nomian, opposed to the law. [For dup, to God, Xpt«ztp, to Christ,

read 6?eou, Xptarou. Tisch. Also Alf, who renders, not being an out

law from God, but a subject-of-the-law of Christ]. To God — tt

Christ—Christ is God's, iii. 23 : whence, he who is without law to

God, is also without law to Christ ; he who is under the law to Christ,

is under the law to God. On the law of Christ, comp. Gal. vi. 2, note.

* Ewopoz, under the law (as here), is milder than foe vapav, under the

law, (ver. 20).

22. The weak—Gr. rouc, the. But the words 1 louSaiouz, Jews,

dvdpouz, wit?iout law, are without the article. It is added here, be

cause the chief subject is, the weak, viii. 7 ; and all these are easily

gained, if rightly treated. Became—Gr. rerrova. With this form of

the verb the transition is easily made from irevoprjv, became., ver. 20,

to the present xoiei, I do, ver. 23. [Omit £*c, as. Tisch., Alf]

23. [For touto, this, read xdbra, all. Tisch., Abf.] Might become

partaker with—The words with and become show great modesty.

Those things which follow, are referred t» this verse, as the principal

theme. Thereof—Of the Gospel and salvation; comp. migJit saue,

ver. 22. s*

24. Know ye not ?—A comparison to a thing well known to the

Corinthians. [AU—Comp. ch. x. 1. V. G.] One—Although we

knew that only one would be saved, still it would be worth while to
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run. [For what will become of those, who cease not to defend them

selves by the inactivity of others. Comp. x. 5. V. So run

that ye map obtain—Paul speaks of himself to the end of the chap

ter ; he does not yet directly exhort the Corinthians. Hence he

seems here to introduce into his discourse [Sermocinatio- : the intro

duction of a speech by a third party, bearing indirectly on the argu

ment}, that encouragement, which, as Faber shows, judges of combats,,

instructors in gymnastics, and spectators used to give- The words of

quotation, they say, etc., are often omitted. See ch. v. 13, xv. 32,

33 ; Eph. vi. 2 ; Col. ii. 21 ; Ps, cxxxvii. 3 ; Jer. ii. 25, li. 9. Thisi

then is the sense here ; so run, they say, etc. ; and this clause belongs

to the protasis, which is continued at the beginning of the following

Terse. So, a particle expressing praise as well as exhortation, Phil,

iv. 1. Run—All are- urged, as if each, not merely one, would obtain.

25. Every man—There were many sorts of contests. And—Epi-

tasis [emphatic addition]. The race was among the lighter contests

wrestling, alluded to presently is, among the more severe. Teviperate

—Athletes practised an admirable regimen. They—Who run and

wrestle. Christians had abandoned the public games. Corruptible—

Of wild olive, apple tree, parsley, or fir. Not only the crown, but ita

remembrance perishes.

26. I—For my part. So—As I said, ver. 23 ; comp. so, ver. 24.

Not uncertainly—I know what to aim at, and how. He who run*

with a clear aim looks straight and runs straight to the goal, casts

away every weight, pays no regard to what bystanders say, and some

times is but aroused even by a fall. Eight—Paul^mentions besides

the pugilistic contest rather than the other kinds of contest. That

beateth tJie air—In mere practice which preceded the serious contest,

they used" to beat the air r comp. the air, xiv. 9. [But he is speaking

here of the real conflict, in- which the uncertain boxer misses his ani-

tagonist, and beats- the air. Mey.]

2T. Keep under—Gr. dnwmd^w. Eastathius says, Blows around

the eyes are termed bndrma, hence, sinee it is a most tender part, tho

Terb bniom&reev, and Cmamtaopbc, applied metaphorically to the se

verest treatment of the body, its mortification. [Thus, I subdue and

bring under the unwilling body, as if by repeated and severe blows.

Steph. tThes.] Eustathtus also shows, that apoaxoppK, stumbling, is

to the foot, as Sxtbmov, to- the head ; (compare xpoaxappct and rux-

tovrez with Lmiontd^w, viii. 9, 12). Body—A close antagonist, Rom.

viii. X3 ; 1 Pet. ii. 11. Bring into subjection—Gr. doulariorA. I

lay my hand on it, as a slave, and subdue it ; comp. respecting a slave-,

Sir. xxxiit. 25. I keep under, as a pugilist, Ibring into subjection as a
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runner. The latter follows the former ; the one denotes rather the

act, the other the state ; the former is weightier than the latter ; for

greater severity is necessary at first, till the body is subdued.

Preached—Gr. xypu£az. Heralded—There were heralds at the gamea

[who placed the crowns on the conquerors announcing their names.

V. (?.] Cast away—Unworthy of a prize, a crown. It is a word

used in the games.

CHAPTER X.

1. [For <?£, moreover, read rap, for. Tisch., Alf. So Sena, in V,

#., etc.] I would not that you should be ignorant—The phrase re

fers to the whole passage ; for the Corinthians knew the facts ; comp.

ix. 13. The particle moreover transfers the discourse from the singu

lar, ix. 26, to the plural. Our fathers—Those of the Corinthians

too ; for the Gentiles succeeded to the place of the Jews. [Our pre

decessors, he says, in respect of communion with God. V. (?.] All—

Had gone out of Egypt—not even one of so great a multitude was de

tained either by force .or through disease, Ps. cv. 37. Five divine

benefits are mentioned, 1-4, and as many sins of the fathers, 6-10.

Under the cloud—Ex. xiii. 21, 22. Through the sea—Ex. xiv. 29.

2. And were all baptized unto Moses—Kat, and so. He resumes

what he touched upon ver. 1, about the cloud and the sea, and shows

to what each refers. They were baptized in the cloud, so far as they

were under it ; and in the sea, so far as they passed through it. They

•were neither wet with the cloud nor the sea, much less immersed (al

though from Ps. Ixviii. 9, cv. 39, some conjecture that rain fell from

that miraculous cloud), nor does Moses use the term baptism. But

Paul uses it with great propriety, 1. Because the cloud and the sea

are in their nature water (hence too Paul is silent respecting the pil

lar of fire) ; 2. The cloud and the sea took the fathers out of sight

and restored them again to view, much as water does those who are

baptized ; 3. They were initiated by the cloud and by the sea ; and as

initiation, at Col. ii. 11, is described by circumcision, so here by bap

tism, a metaphor common to the Old and New Testament ; coinp. ch.

v. 7. But they were baptized unto Moses, as the servant of God,

Ex. xiv. 31, because they had begun to believe him, and in order that
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they might afterwards believe him ; comp. «Y» Rom. iv. 20. ' Eflax-

Teffatro, middle voice, received baptism. In ver. 1, is hinted what

God did for them ; in ver. 2, what the fathers received. The sacra

ments of the Old Testament were more than two, if we number these

extraordinary ones, at the exodus out of Egypt. And in the sea—

In, repeated, indicates a new step.

3. And all—The three former particulars refer to baptism ; this

and the following, to the Lord's Supper. If the New Testament had

more sacraments, Paul would have drawn some resemblance for the

others also. The same—In respect of the fathers that fell, or did not

fall ; not in respect of them and us; for in the New Testament there

is no Mosaic manna; comp. of one, ver. 17. Meat—Ex. xvi. 14.

Spiritual—Manna was spiritual food, not of itself, John vi. 32 ; nor

merely as a figure : but because from Christ there was given to the

Israelites, with food for the body, food for the soul ; manna, which is

far more noble than the material : comp. ver. 4 ; and in this better

sense, the denomination is not given : comp. Ps. Ixxviii. 24, 25 ; and

the spiritual food was given not only to believers, but also, so far as

God's part is concerned, to the rest.

4. Drink—This refers rather to Ex. xvii. 6, than to Numb. xx. 8,

where cattle also are mentioned. For—As the rock, such the water.

Of that spiritual rock, that followed them—The article r^f is not

added. The people did not know what the rock was ; therefore Paul

afterwards adds, but the rock tvas Christ. This spiritual rock is

spoken of as following, not because it followed the people; for it1 ra

ther went before them ; but because, although at that time it was

really present with them, ver. 9, yet only in after ages was ifat length

made known to them ; comp. on the word axoiou&eiv, to follow, 1

Tim. v. 24 ; on the order of natural and spiritual things, 1 Cor. xv. 46.

5. But—Although they had so many signs of the Divine presence.

With the most of them—Not—Gr. oux Iv roTf nhiooiv. The position of

the particle not should be noticed. Reason might conjecture that God

certainly was well pleased £v role nfeioaiv, with the most of them.

This the apostle denies. He points out not only those who are pres

ently particularly described, but at the same time many others. God

—Whose judgment alone is valid. Were overthrown—In great heaps,

with great force. The Sept. has this word, xaraaT/jwi-w/ju in Numb.

xiv. 16. for—The event showed that they had not pleased God.

In the wilderness—Before reaching the land of promise.

6. These—Benefits which the people received, and sins which they

committed. Examples—By which we may be instructed, from which

we may learn, what punishments we must expect if we receive like
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benefit-, and in like manner. That not—The benefits are told in

the order in which Moses tells them in different chapters of Exodus ;

the offences, with the punishments, in a different order. The source

of the offences is concupiscence : afterwards, the mention of idolatry

most serves his purpose, ver. 7, 4 : and fornication was usually joined

with idolatry, ver. 8: temptation with murmuring; see ver. 7, etc.

Those offences are especially called to mind which serve to admonish

the Corinthians. Lust—Gr. be lusters, Int&ufafTd^. A verbal noun,

used by the Sept. Evil things—Rom. xiv. 20. Lusted—Numb. xi. 4.

7. Be ye—Here and ver. 10, the second person is used ; for Paul

was beyond the danger of idolatry, nay, he was even the object of

murmuring ; other things are stated in the first person ; both with

decorum. So 1 Pet. iv. 1, 3, in the second person. [Idolaters—By

partaking of the sacrificial feasts of the heathen. Mey.~\ Some of

them—We should mark some. Where some begin, the mass easily

follow, rushing into both sin and punishment. Sat down, etc.—So

the Sept., Exod. xxxii. 6. To eat and drink—This is quoted to the

purpose ; comp. ver. 21. To play—A joyful festival is referred to

[celebrated with lascivious dancing around the calf, V. £?.], and a

vain one, on account of the idol.

8. Committed—Num. xxv. 1. Three and twenty thousand—They

are said to have been twenty-four thousand, Num. xxv. 9. A stroke

from God swept them away ; but besides the heads of the peo

ple [ Num. xxv. 4 ] were hanged, and the judges were com

manded to put to death their men, over whom they presided, who

were joined to Baal-peor. Moses as well as Paul gives the number

of them, whom the plague itself destroyed on that day. Why then does

Paul subtract a thousand ? The precise number of the dead, we may

perhaps suppose, was between the round numbers, 23,000, and 24,000,

Bay 23,600, and was known by tradition. We avoid the subtilties of

other interpreters.

9. Tempt—Gr. limapd^tafjtsv. A compound verb, as Matt. iv. 7.

The simple verb follows. Christ—Paul mentions five benefits, ver.

1-4, of which the fourth and fifth were closely connected ; and five

crimes, of which also the fourth and fifth were closely connected. In

speaking of the fifth benefit, he expressly mentions Christ ; and in

speaking of the fourth crime, he shows that it was committed against

Christ. [Omit xat, also. Tisch., Alf.~] Tempted—Num. xxi. 5.

Christ is therefore God. Comp. Ex. xvii. 2. Often those things which

are declared of the Lord in Old Testament, are affirmed of Christ in

the New, Rom. xiv. 10, 11 ; and that temptation, by which the people

sinned, was peculiarly an offence against Christ, Ex. xxiii. 20, etc., xxxii.

28
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34 ; Is lxiii. 9 ; for when they had drunk from that Rock, which was

Christ, ver. 4, they yet complained of want of water, Num. xxi. 5.

So they were also preserved from the fiery serpents, by raising a ser

pent, a type of Christ. As Abraham saw Christ's day [.John viii.

56], as Moses embraced "the reproach of Christ" [Heb. xi. 26], so

the Israelites tempted Christ, yet the Corinthians could more directly

tempt Christ.

10. Murmur—Comp. ver. 22. Moses and Aaron were a secondary

object of murmuring in the Old Testament. [Omit xat, also. Tisvh.,

Alf.] Murmured—Num. xvi. 41. With Moses, murmuring preceded

the temptation; but Paul places murmuring after the temp

tation, last of all, as most like that sin, into which the Corinth

ians were liable to fall. He who is weaker, comp. ver. 22, ought

not to murmur, Ex. xvi. 8, 10, end. Destroyed—Ibid. ver. 49. De

stroyer—Comp. Wisd. xviii. 22, 25 ; Heb. xi. 28, note.

11. [Omit ndvra, all. Tisch., (not Alf.)] All—He resumes what

he said, ver. 6, and in this recapitulation adds all, which stands in

apposition with ensamples. Are written—The use of Old Testament

Scripture abounds in the New Testament. It was not written out in

the beginning. Ends of, etc.—Literally, the ends of the ages, ol ai-

iovez. All, even former ages ; r« tIXrj, the ends, in the New Testa

ment, comp. Rom. x. 4. The plural has great force. All things

come together, and attain their height; benefits and dangers, punish

ments and rewards; comp. ver. 12. It remains that Christ come, as

avenger and judge ; and until that happens, the ends, being many,

include various periods succeeding each other. Are come—As it were

unexpectedly. He does not say, we, who have come upon the ends.

The same word, xiv. 36.

12. Him— Who stands, and thinks that he stands. Standeth—

Well-pleasing to God, ver. 5. Fall—Ver. 8, 5.

13. Temptation—It is temptation, suited to man, to be overcome

by man, when the man has to do either with himself, or with others

like himself ; to this is opposed temptation of demons ; comp. ver. 20,

14. You—Paul had greater experience ; the Corinthians, being inex

perienced, were more careless. Hath taken—He says not, (no,) not not

yet. He, therefore, speaks of some present temptation ; comp. with hath

taken, Luke vi. 5, 26 ; 2 Cor. xii. 16. [Not arising from persecution,

but from the attractions and pleasures of sin. Mey.] Faithful, etc.

—A concise expression, of which one member must be supplied from

the other. Hitherto you have not been severely tempted ; you owe

that not to your care, but to God's protection ; but now a greater

temptation impends ; in it too God will be your defence, but be ye
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also watchful. Thug 3e, but, extends its meaning to ver. 14. God

is faithful in affording the assistance which both his word and hi»

former works promise. [Were he to permit temptation bejond your

strength, he would be untrue to his catting of you. Mey.~\ To be

tempted—By men or demons. You are able—Supply to bear, from

the end of the verse. With—God permits us to be moderately

tempted ; and at the same time provides an escape. Also—In un

broken connection. A way of escape—Which takes plane gradually

even while some things remain to be borne. The same word in Wis

dom ii. 17, viii. 8. xi. (14), 15.

14. From idolatry—The consequent is put for the antecedent, the

more to deter the Corinthians : i. e., avoid things offered to idols, and

the religious use of them, in so far as they are offerings to idols.

Having premised this caution in ver. 23, he shows that the use of

them in common life is indeed lawful, but still requires great caution.

15. Wise—To whom a few words on this mystery suffice to form

their judgment.

16. Cup—The cup is mentioned before the bread ; because accord

ing to his design he considers more particularly the meat, ver. 21 ;

yet it is mentioned, because it is inseparable. The change of the

order here is a proof, that the body of Christ is received separately,

not inasmuch as it has the blood accompanying it. In mentioning

food more respect is paid to meat, than drink ; but in the mystery of

redemption the blood is oftener named, than the body of Christ.

Hence Paul's promiscuous arrangement. Of blessing—Thus dis

tinguished from a cup, Matt. xxvi. 27. Which we bless—Plural, as

in we break, supply, we ministers and believers, each for his own

part : comp. ch. v. 4. All, who bless and break together, thus enter

more closely into communion. Communion—This predicate used in

the abstract shows that the subject must also be taken in the abstract.

The cup, which we use, i. e., the use of the cup (comp. Mark vii. 30,

note). He who drinks of this cup, is a partaker of the blood of

Christ ; so ver. 18, they who eat. The highest reality is implied :

comp. ver. 19, note. Of the blood—Shed. Now, he who is a par

taker of the blood and body of Christ, is also a partaker of the sacri

fice offered on the cross: comp. ver. 18; a partaker in fine of Christ

himself; comp. the antithesis, ver. 20, end. Bread—A' like con

struction, vii. 17 : and Sept. Num. xxxii. 4. Again supply, r^c

cWoytoc, the bread of blessing. Of the body of Christ— The body

delivered up for us ; comp. the opposite, ver. 20, beginning. The

body of Christ is also the Church, ver. 17, but here the very body

of Christ is intended, from which the blood is distinguished.
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17. [Benff. renders, since there is one bread, we, the many, are one

body. But ore here means simply for. The true rendering is, For

there if one bread, we the many are one body. Mey., etc. Eng. Ver.,

is wrong.] He proves, that the cup and the bread are the communion ;

for the bread by itself does not make them that eat it one body ; but

the bread does so, in so far as it is the communion, etc. One bread—

Namely, tliere is [and indeed it is such as is broken, and carries with

it the communion of the body of Christ. V. (?.] The many—Be

lievers. Of that one bread—And therefore also of the one cup.

18. Of the altar—And therefore, of God. He, to whom the offer

ing is made, those things which are offered, and the altar on which

they are offered, have communion as ia evident from the following

verses, corap. Matt, xxiii. 20, 21.

19. [Transpose the words eidalodurov, that which is offered in

sacrifice to idole, and ecdtafov, the idol. Tisck., Alf.~\ What—In the

Protasis, he has derived his argument from the sacred rites of Christ

ians and Jews ; and now about to give the conclusion he uses Prothe-

rapia, [precaution by anticipation,] and sets down by implication the

Apodosis itself with pious caution, in ver. 20 : he who eats things

offered to idols, cultivates communion with demons. An idol is a

piece of wood, nothing else ; what is offered to an idol is a piece of

flesh, nothing else ; but that cup and that bread, ver. 16, are not a

mere cup, not mere bread.

20. [For Met ra Iffvy, the Gentiles sacrifice, read duouaev, they

sacrifice. Tisch., Alf.~] Devils—Rather than idols. Fellowship—

Those who were present at the sacrifices of the Gentiles, which invite

demons, opened the windows to demons, to assault themselves. To

God—In whose communion you ought to be. See Deut. xxxii. 17,

sacrificed to devils and not to God ; com p. Baruch iv. 7.

21. Ye cannot—Without very great sin. The Lord—Christ. Of

the Lord's table—The Lord's Supper is a feast, not a sacrifice ; on a

table, not on an altar.

22. Provoke to jealousy ?—Namely, by idolatry, ver. 7; Ex. xx.

5. Heb. nmbn, is akin ; Afut^a nafie^nj, to cause one a conflict, to

weary, Is. vii. 13. So Deut. xxxii. 21, they have moved me to jea

lousy with that which is no god. Stronger—So that we can escape

his jealousy when kindled ? [The weaker party is provoked without

danger ; otherwise with the stronger. V. G.~]

23. [Omit pot, me. Tisch., Alf.] Expedient — Ver. 33. The

power, by which all things are lawful, is given by God: expediency

affects myself: edification relates to another.

24. [Omit ««<rrof, every man. Tisch., Alf.~]
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25. [ Whatsoever—As concerns the distinction of meats ; ver. 26.

V. (?.] Asking no questions—Whether it has been offered to an idol

or not. Curiosity is often more hurtful than simplicity. For con

science' sake—That of another, ver. 29, who by silence, is prevented

from being disturbed. [Or rather your own ; asking no questions,

that you may bring no burden on your conscience. Mey.]

26. The Lords—Not idols. Ps. xxiv. 1. The earth is the Lord's

and the fullness thereof. Ps. 1. (xlix.) 12. TJie world is mine and its

fullness. Fullness—Even all meats.

27. Disposed to go—Paul does not altogether approve this, nor

forbid it.

28. [Any—Some weak Christian, who would warn his brother.

Mey., Alf., etc.] For his sake that showed it, and for conscience'

sake—A Hendiadys, [i. e., for the sake of his conscience~], pcqvoio,

show, denotes serious information given of a thing. [Omit zo~j yap

Kopiou, etc. For the Earth, etc., to the end of the ver. Tisch., Alf.]

29. Thine own—Comp. ver. 28, or rather, because he is there

speaking in the plural, my own; comp. with what follows. The other

—Of whom, ver. 28. My liberty—That is, I, with the liberty of my

conscience; so just after, by another man's conscience, i. e., by another

with his encumbered conscience. Judged—That is, his weak con

science cannot deprive my conscience of its liberty. Another—Lite

rally, another conscience ; more forcible than another man's.

30. [Omit dk, for. Tisch., Alf.] I—This refers to his power.

Evil spoken of—By him, who does not use his liberty, i. e.T no man

can reprove me (but ittaofrjpuv, to speak calumniously of, is even

worse), as if I were acting contrary to my conscience. For which—

That is, why do reproaches come upon me for my thanksgiving?

Give thanks—Thanksgiving sanctifies all meat; it denies the author

ity of idols, and asserts God's, 1 Tim. iv. 3, 4 ; Rom. xiv. 6.

31. Whether—A great first principle, comp. Jer. xxii. 15, 16. Or

doing anything—[Not whatsoever ye do, as Eng. Ver. ; but with the

emphasis on doing. Alf.] Anything—Whether more or also less

common than eating or drinking. [It is in the highest degree just

to consider in all our words and actions, whether they tend to God's

glory, 2 Cor. ix. 12 ; 1 Pet. iv. 11. V. (?.] To the glory of God—

With thanksgiving and the edification of our neighbor.

32. The church of God—The holy church called from Jews and

Gentiles. The same titles, ch. xi. 16, 22.

33. All—Jews, Greeks, Christians. Please—In their consciences.

May be saved—The standard for judging of expediency.
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CHAPTER XI.

1. [This verse belongs to the previous section. Mey., etc.] Fol

lowers of me—He adds this verse to the former to show, that Christ's

example is highest, not his own. Christ— Who did not please him

self, Rom. xv. 3, but laid himself down for our salvation, Eph. v. 2.

2. [The chapter properly begins here. Not. Crit.'] I praise—

Nowhere else does Paul so directly praise any, to whom he writes.

But here he resolves to write about something, which does not pro

perly fall under his Ttapaf-feXiav, declaration [admonition] to them,

ver. 17 ; in which, however, if they will follow the reasons, which he

adduces, and the custom of the saints, ver. 16, which he finally lays

down stringently, he assures the Corinthians, that they will be worthy

of praise, and declares, that they will incur neither Peter's indigna

tion, nor his. Me—Construed, you remember me, or aU my things,

xvi. 14. I delivered—traditions—[Eng. Ver., ordinances.'] That is

doctrines, imparted to them either by word of mouth, or by letters,

whether they relate to mysteries, or ceremonies, ver. 23, xv. 3 ; 2

Thess. ii. 15: especially, however, the ceremonies. In ver. 23, he

says of the Lord's Supper, that he had both received and delivered ;

but here, he says, that he had delivered, not that he had received.

3. But—On this subject Paul seems to have given no command

ment before, but to have written now for the first time, when he un

derstood that it was necessary. 1 would—He openly professes his

sentiments. That—Even matters of ceremony must be settled on

moral principles, so as to agree with them. It may be said, How can

one and the same principle of the head (i. e., Christ, or the man) re-

• quire the man to uncover his head, and the woman to cover hers ?

Ans. Christ is not seen ; the man is seen ; so the covering of him,

who is under Christ is not seen ; that of her, who is under the man,

is seen. The man, the woman—Though they do not live in marriage,

ver. 8, etc. The head—This term alludes to the head properly so

called, of the dress of which he treats, ver. 4. The article ^ must

be afterwards twice supplied from this clause. The head of Christ—

iii. 23, xv. 28 ; Luke iii. 23, 38 ; John xx. 17 ; Eph. iii. 9, where

God is said to have created all things by Christ, therefore he is th«

head of Christ. [In each member, the word head means the next,

immediate head ; for Christ, as head of the Church, is also head of

the woman. Mey.~] God—Ver. 12.

4. Praying or prophesying—Especially in the church, ver. 16, and

the assembly, ver. 17. His head—The state of the head, the princi
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pal part, gives dignity to the whole body. [The face is chiefly re

ferred to, when he speaks of a covering. V. G.\ Having—That is,

if he has. The men of Corinth used not to be covered, and in this

respect, the women imitated the men. To convince them therefore,

Paul speaks conditionally of the man. His head—Properly so called,

as just before in this verse ; comp. note to ver. 6. Otherwise, the

man praying with his head covered would sin more against Christ,

than the woman with her head uncovered against the man.

5. Bvi every woman—J£, but, forms an Hpitasis [emphatic addition].

This whole passage admonishes the woman, especially of Corinth.

Praying or prophesying—Therefore women are not altogether ex

cluded from these duties ; at least the Corinthian women did it. But

Paul postpones considering how far it is lawful to ch. xiv. 34, 35, where

he limits it to places outside of the solemn assembly. Uncovered—Na

ture demands a covering, but how far the forehead with the face, and

the back part of the head, should be covered, is left to custom. It is

probable, that Jesus and his disciples had their heads covered in the

Jewish custom. Hence the rule is not universal, nor more ancient

than Paul. And there was ~af>dSoac^, an ordinance, not a rule

strictly so called, but a custom, an arrangement. A question arises

here, what is to be thought of wigs? First, they do not seem to be

considered as a covering of the head, for they are an imitation of the

hair, and where that is too thin, a substitute; and are now sometimes

necessary for health, nor do they veil the face more than one's own

hair : while if women were accustomed to wear them, they would not

be considered sufficiently covered. Therefore the head of a man is

scarcely more dishonored by them, while he prays, than while he does

not pray. Yet in fact, a wig, especially a long and bushy one very

unlike natural hair, is an adventitious thing, and originates and flour

ishes through pride or at least effeminacy, either wilful or through an

artificial necessity :—it was not so from the beginning, and it will not,

be so always. If we could now consult Paul, he would not I suppose

compel those who now wear wigs to cast them off entirely; but he

would dissuade those, at least, who have not begun to wear them,

from ever wearing them ; as unbecoming to men, especially those whc

pray. Is—Such a woman does not differ from one, that is shaven.

6. Be shorn—As is the back part of the head by nature, in man

and woman, so in general it is becoming that the forehead be in its

dress : ver. 14. The imperative is permissive, but a permission,

which has in it mockery [Mimesis'] or a deduction to an impropriety.

So a nun's shaving is unbecoming. A shame—So ver. 14. The op

posite, comely, ver. 13: glory, ver. 15. Shorn—shaven—The latter
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is more than the former. Mic. i. 16, the back part of the head is

shorn ; the forehead is shaven. In the passage in Micah, there is a

climax in the extent of the shaving.

7-10. Ought not, etc.—The man has more freedom in his head

dress, especially apart from acts of prayer or prophesying, than the

woman. To cover—Verses 7 and 10 are in exact antithesis. Observe,

first, he ought not, and the ought; secondly, look at the plan: The

man ought not to be covered ; because the man is, A. the image of

God, B. and the glory of God ; but the woman ought to be covered :

C. because she is the glory of the man, D. and on account of the an

gels. The man, he says, is the image of God ; supply, and of Christ

from ver. 3 (see ver. 8 ; comp. ver. 12 ; Ix, of, of the man and of

God ; but did, by, of the woman) ; not only on account of his power

over woman, but also on account of the causes of the power, namely,

because woman is of man ; but she is of man, for (?"«/», ver. 9) she

was created for the man. But the man is, more nearly, both of God

and under God ; and so represents God. Now because man is the

image of God, he is also the glory of God; comp. glory, 2 Cor. viii.

23. But the woman is the glory of the man, because the man is head

and lord of the woman. He says not, the image and glory of the

man, but only the glory of the man, as if suspending the expression.

But he proves that she is the glory of the man, ver. 8, 9, as it were,

in a parenthesis. Hence may also be gathered, why the man is the

image and glory of God. Now since the woman is the glory of the

man, she might also be called the image of the man ; but Paul substi

tutes for this another expression, and says, for this cause, namely, be

cause the woman is the glory of the man, she ought to be covered

because of the angels ; for in the plan just laid down, D is related to A,

as C to B. The meaning of this brief Noema [a general truth] should

be drawn from the very words added ; let the woman cover herself be

cause of the angels, that is, because the angels are also covered. As

the angels are to God, so the woman is to the man. The face of God

is manifested : the angels are covered, Isa. vi. The face of the man

is manifested ; the woman is covered. Nor does this exalt the man

above the angels ; but he is considered only as he represents God to

the woman, which cannot be said of the angels. But the woman

ought especially to be covered in prayer and prophesying ; for prayer

and prophecy belong to the man, rather than the woman ; when there

fore the woman undertakes these parts, then some open avowal is

needed, that woman is still properly and willingly inferior to man.

Both an outward dress of the body showing humility in the heart,

which the angels cannot reach, and order, delight the angels them
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soives, who also contemplate the order, and hehold human affairs in

the assembly of the Church, iv. 9 ; Eph. iii. 10 ; comp. Eccles. v. 6,

waere Sept is, npo xpoouncou #eoD, before GocCsface. A conclusion

A drawn from angels to the uncreated Angel, as from the less to the

greater. Add Ps. cxxxviii. 1. But if not, the woman offends the

angels by what is unbecoming, Matt, xviii. 10, 31. Moreorer the

woman ought the more to avoid offending the angels, because she re

quires their protection, somewhat more than the man. She needs it

more, on account of her own weakness, just as young children in Matt,

xviii. 10, 31 : as also demons lay more snares for woman, 2 Pet. ii.

19. Power over what is seduced and conquered is in proportion to

the extent of the seduction and the conquest ; but the woman waa

first overcome ; or farther, she is more assailed by those extremely

impure spirits, whom the Greeks for their eagerness after victims, call

fdoulouc, lovers of destruction. Comp. Matt. viii. 31, xii. 43. This

great superiority of the man over the woman is qualified in ver. 11,

12, by way of Epitherapeia [after-softening of an unwelcome truth],

lest the man exalt himself, or the woman think herself despised. Jac.

Faber, of Stapula: "Man was made immediately by God, the image

and likeness of God, for his glory : but the woman mediately through

the man, placed as a veil between her and God ; for the mean is as

an interposing object and a veil. To mark this mystery, when a man

is converted to God, which occurs usually in prayer or prophesying,

he ought to have his head uncovered, having, so to speak, no veil be

tween himself and God, offering thus to God the honor of his crea

tion ; but the woman with her head covered, acknowledging her crea

tion, and, as it becomes her, offering honor to God ; in the second

place, and through the intervening glory of the man. For the man

is the first and immediate glory of God ; the woman is mediate and

second, and is made immediately the glory of the man, and for the

sake of the man." He proceeds: "Both man and the angels were

immediately created by God, and therefore man should have no cov

ering, as a symbol of this event, when he is turned to God, just as

the angels ; but the woman ought to have it, not only on account of

the man, but also on account of the angels. For it would be pride,

if she made her creation equal to that of the angels, inasmuch as she

has this privilege by means of the man. For what else is this, that

a woman has and ought to have power over her head, but that she

has it through the mediation of the man, that is, through the media

tion of her head, who is her husband ?" The discreet reader will

skillfully qualify this by what we have said.

29
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8. For—As his wife was related to the first man, so all women tc

men. Of the man—Of the man's rib.

10. Ought—Gr. otpeiht. Which differs from Set, it is necestary.

The former denotes obligation, the latter necessity. The former is moral,

the latter, as it were, physical necessity ; as shall and must. To have

power on the head—From the antithesis between verses 7 and 10, it

is plain that power is the same as xdlu/jiua. a covering : so Gen. K.

16, ovp niD3. Sept., e/c t'lJ-ty TOU Kpoaainou aou, for the honor of thy

face, for a -covering, that is, for a testimony of undefiled matrimonial

chastity. On the contrary, the priest was commanded d-oxalunTetv,

to uncover the head of the woman, who had gone out from the power

of her husband by adultery, or who was at least suspected of it, Num.

v. 18. This passage agrees admirably with both quotations ; only

lEouaia, power, is a more suitable word here than ripy, honor. Nor

would it at all have been foreign to the purpose to compare Ps. Ix. 9,

JSphraim is the strength ,of my head. Paul uses lyouaiav, power, by

an elegant Metonymy, the sign for the thing signified ; or a mild one

of a term for its correlative term, Imota^rj, subjection, or the like ;

unless it be rather the sign, by which the woman avows and acknow

ledges that, although she prays and prophesies, still she is inferior to

the man ; in short, on this condition does the power of praying and

prophesying fall to her share, not to be exercised without that sign.

And this term is therefore more suitable, because it is closely con

nected with the 86£a, glory, ver. 15: and Isouoia, power, is also said

of angels.

11. The Lord—Christ, by whom both man and woman have been

created and redeemed. The difference between the man and the wo

man, Gal. iii. 28, disappears rather in respect of Christ in this ver.,

and in respect of God, ver. 12, than of the angels. Therefore ver.

9, 10, 11, 12, elegantly correspond with one another in short clauses.

12. The woman, etc.—Gr. $ fuviy Ix row. Only here, and at ver.

10, the articles are added. In ver. 10, its force is to refer to ver. 9,

and in ver. 12, to ver. 11. Of—by—The particles differ; presently

Ix, of, is also said of God. AU things—The man, the woman, and

the mutual dependence of each on the other.

13. In yourselves—Without a long explanation. /* it f—A direct

interrogation, as vi. 5. A woman—unto God—Paul describes the leap

which the uncovered woman takes, passing both man and angels. An

excellent Hypotyposis [vivid representation], though short.

14. Even nature itself—From which all learn very easily. Nature

—And its light on decorum. Have long hair—Like a covering ; for

he is not commanded to be altogether shorn. Disgrace—That is, if
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he do it without a reason ; for sometimes hair becomes even men.

Num. vi. 5 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 26 ; Acts xviii. 18. The Nazarite ought

to retain his hair, however long.

15. For a covering—Not that an artificial covering ought to be

added, but because her longer hair indicates that her head should be

«overed as much as possible : the will ought to correspond to nature.

Is given—By nature. [Omit aurj, Tier.. Tisch., Alf.]

16. But if—A curt hint, as xiv. 37. Paul pereeives that some

exceptions may be taken, but he authoritatively represses them. Seem

contentious—Such a disputer might think that he contended rightly;

but Paul calls him contentious. . He means this : If any one wishes to

contend, and deems that he acts rightly. In this passage it is rather

intended to teach the Corinthians modesty, than to bind aill : comp. 2

Cor. ii. 9. For he especially restrains their fuo'uoatv, puffed up

spirit : comp. xiv. 34—38. [ We—That is, let him be assured that we,

etc. Mey.] Your teachers, of the Hebrews. Custom—That a womau

should not cover her head, especially in prayer. The churches of

God—Which ought wot to be despised, xiv. 36.

17. This—Which follows. [For naparriXXwv, read xaparyiXho.

Tisch., so Alf, who renders ; But this I command you not praising,

etc. So Beng.] I command—In the name of the Lord, ver. 23, xiv.

37. Not praising—The opposite I praise, ver. 2. The two parts

into which this chapter is divided, are closely connected by this anti

thesis. In the one the Corinthians were approved, in the other, they

sinned. For the better—An assembly of believers ought always to be

progressing for the better. Far tlte worse—And therefore for con

demnation, ver. 34. - At first Paul speaks more gently. Kpurzov,

better, ^rrov, worse, form a Paranomasia [similar sound].

18. First—This word, followed by no secondly, gives the language

a degree of characteristic feeling. Their assembly, even in the use

of the gifts, might have been held by the Corinthians for the better,

ch. xiv. [First, he blames the perversions of their feasts of love,

here ; secondly, the abase of spiritual gifts, beginning ch. xii. 1. So

that the secondly, answering to this first, must be implied there. Mey.,

Alf.] In the church—Church here approaches the meaning: place

of meeting. Comp. ver. 20, into one place, [where ail things ought

to be arranged for harmony. V. (?.] Divisions—Not only in opinion,

ch. i. 10, but even in the meetings, ver. 21. Partly—He excepts the

innocent, and uses mild language. Believe—His love unaffected, ch.

xiii. 7.

19. Also heresies—Sehisms and heresies here mean one thing; nor

does also make a distinction ; but this is its meaning : not only many
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good things, not merely itumbling-blocks, viii. 9, are found among

you, but there must be also heresies, or different opinions, and

schisms, which generally arise from them. Now there is at once both

necessity for these, and it is profitable to the godly, where men not ap

proved are mingled with them. Schism is a mutual separation ;

heresy is the separation of one party from the unity of the Church,

either in faith or worship. [Tisch. (not Alf.) reads xai oi, that

(hey also which, etc.] .^Approved—There were then certainly some

such. A polite expression ; for he meant that those not approved

might be openly manifested.

20. When ye come together therefor^— Therefore resumes the dis

course, ver. 18. This is not to eat—That is, it does not fall to you to

tat ; eating is prevented, viz. because the bread is taken ; he there

fore says pointedly, to eat. An indefinite expression. [We come

not to that end because of the want of bread and wine. Not. Crit.~]

Sometimes they attained the privilege of eating the Lord's Supper,

ver. 26. Sometimes they were excluded, some at least, who came

too late, and were not waited for, ver. 33. So iari, is, with the in

finitive, Heb. ix. 5. We cannot—So repeatedly Chrysostom. [Hence

. the force is, it is not possible to eat the Lord's Supper, because this is

prevented by the facts stated, ver. 21, etc. Mey!] Comp. yivezat,

Acts xx. 16. Also the Heb. 2 Chron. v. 11 ; Esth. iv. 2 ; 1 Chron.

xv. 2 ; 2 Chron. xx. 6, and especially Gen. vi. 21, xai larat aoi xai

ixeivotz fayuv, and it shall be for thee andfor them, to eat. The Lord's

—An antithesis to hit own supper, next verse.

21. Every one—Raphelius says : " It was a custom at Athens, in

the time of Socrates, for every one of those, who met at supper, to

bring viands for himself, which they did not always put in the com

mon stock ; usually each ate his own." Then, after referring to Xen-

ophon's testimony, he concludes, " This very passage of the apostle,

is a proof that this custom was observed also at that time, by the

Corinthians, who had become Christians, so far that when they were

about to celebrate the Lord's Supper, they brought into the church

at least bread and wine, if not other meats also, of which part was

afterwards taken and consecrated for the eucharist. For doubtless

Paul calls the first their own supper, ver. 21, namely the food which

each had brought from home, and which they fell upon as their right,

without waiting for others. Then, they that have not, ver. 22, must

be understood to be the poorer members, in whose presence, the

richer, not without showing contempt for them, feasted intemperately

before the distribution of the Lord's Supper, which the poor had

come to enjoy, while they had no other food." Taketh before—When
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he ought to wait, ver. 33. In eating—Language on feeding the body,

ver. 33, etc., from which the Lord's Supper differs widely. And—

And one indeed (who has not) is hungry (and thirsty) : but another

(who has, is well filled and) becomes drunken. The one has more than

is right, the other less.

22. For—[Eng. Ver., what.~] He presses them with questions.

Houses—Ver. 34. The Church—Of which the better part was the

poor, James ii. 5. Of God—The dignity of the Church- Despise

—When you do that apart in the church, which you might do at

home. Have not— Those, who have, viz., the wealthy; those, who

have not, viz., the needy. [Tisch. punctuates; Shall 1 praise you ¥

In this Ipraise you not,~] Praise you not—Meiosis [saying less than

M meant], implying : You are much to be blamed.

23. Received—Directly. " We ought therefore to approach witk

great reverence that most solemn mystery, which the Lord instituted,

while yet upon the earth, as we distinctly learn from Matthew, Mark,

and Luke; and which he renewed, besides, when he ascended into

heaven, by revelation to the Apostle Paul." Jac. Faber Stapulensis.

From the Lord—Jesus Christ. Delivered—In your presence. Lord

Jesus—This word Jesus is added with a purpose. He had just said,

from the Lord. On the night—Hence called Supper. Comp. Ex.

xii. 6 ; although for the Paschal lamb, the time of day was expressly

appointed ; not so for the Eucharist. On which he was betrayed—

This is thus brought forward with evident design for the betrayal

broke off the intercourse of Jesus with his disciples : comp. ver. 26,

note.

24. Brake—The very mention of the breaking, involves distribu

tion, and refutes the Corinthian plan, every man his own, ver. 2L

[Omit Xdftere, ^drere, Take, eat; also riMpevov, broken. Tisch., Alf.

The sense is, which is for you (your salvation), in that it is broken.

Mey.] Broken for you—In Luke the words are, given for you. In

the Lord's Supper, with the bread broken, the body of Christ, which

was given to death for us, is taken and eaten, as true food ; though

no one would affirm that the Lord would have added breaking the

bread, had not that been the common practice then. In the natural

order the passion precedes the eucharist ; hence the institution of the

Supper took place immediately before the death of Christ. There

fore the body of Christ is said to be given in respect of the passion

in itself; to be broken, in respect of the passion fitting the Lord's

body for being eaten: and the expression for you shows that the word

given is also implied, so that it is a concise phrase, meaning; which

is given for yojf, and broken to you. These remarks indeed refer to
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the common reading xhaftevov, broken, from the verb SxXaae, braker

just before ; but the Alexandrian copies had not the participle, as is

evident from the fourth book of Cyril against Nestorius ; whence

others have supplied dtdoftevov, given, from Lake. My bodyr which

(is) for you, is a nervous sentence, as John vi. 51, in the old copies^

my flesh for the life of the world. [See note.}

25. When he had suffered—Therefore you, Corinthians, ought to>

separate common meals from the Holy Supper. At oft a»—As oft

at is not a command, but implies that we should eat and drink often,

Ye drink—This cup, ver. 26. In remembrance of me—This is pre

supposed by Matthew and Mark. Luke uses it once, Paul twice, be-

eause it suits his purpose. The old sacrifices were to bring sins to

remembrance, Heb. z. 3 ; the sacrifice of the body of Christ, accort-

plished once for all, is revived by the remembrance offorgivtness.

26. [Omit TOU-O, this, (with cup.) Tisch., Alf. Read the eup.~] The

Lord"» death—The death, by which Christ was sacrificed for us [and

his blood was separated from his body. Hence he says separately,

This is my body; and separately, Thi» is my blood. V. G.~\ So alsor

the Apocalypse mentions a lamb, as it had been slain. Ye do slww—

Refer the Indicative, with/er, to I have delivered, ver. 23. He con

victs the Corinthians from their own practice, such as it was. New

things are announced [showri^, and the death of the Lord ought al

ways to be new in our memory ; Ex. xiii. 8, and thov, shalt show ;

referring to the passover; whence the paschal lesson is called m:nr

the annunciation. The Syriac also has the indicative. Until—Paul

infers this from the particle ?«c, until, Matt. xxvi. 29. Whatever

seems lost to us by Christ's departure, is compensated by the Lord's

Supper as a kind of equivalent, so that from the Lord's departure

from the sight of believers to his visible and glorious coming, we still

have him whom for a time we do not see. " What was manifest in

our Redeemer has passed into the sacraments;" Leo the Great.

Hence, he says, in remembrance of Me : and of this mode of remem

bering there was no need, so- long as he was with his disciples. Hence

he did n-o-t institute the Supper sooaer, but on that night, on which

the betrayal broke off visible intercourse with Jesus upon the earth.

But he instituted it then, lest with the sight of him, the memory

also should be interrupted. It may be asked, why did he act insti

tute the Supper during those forty days between his resurrection and

ascension ? Ans. 1. Because it chiefly relates to the remembrance

of his death. 2. The Sacred Supper is a foretaste as it were of a

jommon banquet with Christ in heaven, but after Kis resurrection,

Christ did not eat and drink with his disciples, but merely ate with
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them, and that only to convince them of his real resurrection and

presence. This remembrance is of the closest and most fivid kind,

like the remembrance by children of parents, by a wife of her hus

band, by brother of brother, united with faith, love, desire, hope,

joy, obedience, and summing up the Christian condition. This rela

tion is in force from the close of the last feast with the disciples till

his coming, Matt. xxvi. 29. This mystery unites the extremes of

the two periods [Dispensations]. Till—Whenever his coming may

take place. Then it will be drunk new, Matt. xxvi. 29. Come—In

glory, iv. 5. Not return; comp. Acts i. 11, note. [Why until he

come? Because there will be no need of the- symbols of the body,

when the body itself shall be seen. Theodor. in Mey.]

27. [Omit toutov, this, with bread; read, the bread. Tisch., Alf.]

And—For xat, and, some read rj, or, but and is right ; as in what

follows, body and blood. [This is wrong, The true reading is, ?], or.

So Tisch. Alf., and all eds.] From the or, Pamelius, writing to Cy

prian on the Lapsed, attacks the necessity of communion in both

kinds. The disjunctive particle, if any one thinks that Paul used it,

does not, however, separate the bread and the cup ; otherwise the cup

might as well be taken without the bread, as the bread without the

cup. Paul twice demands, both with the bread and with the cup, the

remembrance of the Lord Jesus in his own words, ver. 24, 25. But

among the Corinthians, as they celebrated the Lord's Supper, a man

might at once both eat this bread and drink the cup of the Lord, and

yet separately he might eat this bread unworthily or drink this cup

unworthily, the remembrance of the Lord being profaned in the case

of either, ver. 21. But if any one among the Corinthians even in

that time of confusion took the bread without the cup, or the cup

without the bread, on that very account he took it unworthily, and

became guilty of the body and blood of the Lord. Unworthily—This

is done not only by those without repentance and faith, but by those

who do not examine themselves. The unworthiness of him who eats

is one thing, that of the eating is another. " Some indeed say, that

he excludes, not a person unworthy, but one receiving unworthily

of the sacred ordinance. If then even a worthy person approach

ing unworthily is kept back, how much more an unworthy person who

cannot partake worthily !"—Pelagius in the works of Jerome.

28. [But—That he may not incur this sin. Mey.] Examine—By

discerning himself, and discerning the body of the Lord, ver. 29, 31.

A man—Any one, iv. 1, even one of himself unworthy. So—At

length. Of—The preposition expresses a circumspect mind ; but the

bread, the cup, is language showing indiscretion, ver. 27.
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29. [Omit dva?twr, unworthily. Tisch., Alf.] Judgment—Gr.

xptpa, [without the article, comp. v. 32. Not. Crit.] some judgment,

disease, or bodily death, ver. 30 ; so that those who do not discern the

Lord's body, atone for it in their bodies. He does not say to xard-

xptpa, the condemnation. Not judging—[Or appreciating ; Alf. better

than Eng. Ver., discerning] Comp. Heb. x. 29. Body—Supply and

blood. Tlie Lord—An Antonomasia [an appellative for the proper

name], that is, Jesus. The Church is not called the body of Jesus, or

the body of the Lord ; but the body of Clirist. This then refers to

the proper body of the Lord Jesus. [But the words zou Kupiou,

Lord's, are not genuine. Tisch., Alf]

30. For this cause—The Corinthians had not observed this cause ;

but in our day it is proper to attend to it. Weak and sickly— Weak

from slighter ; sickly from more serious diseases ; comp. Rev. ii. 22.

[This distinction is unfounded. Mey., etc.] Sleep—An indifferent

word [neither good nor bad] apart from the state after death. Here

however it does not denote a dreadful death.

31. [For yap, for, read ds, but. Tisch. Alf] Judge—Before the

deed, Gr. dtaxptvopev. Be judged—After the deed, Gr. ixptvops&a.

The simple verb and its compounds are elegantly used ; nor does he

immediately add by the Lord. But Paul afterwards discloses it to us,

we are chastened by the Lord, Rev. iii. 19.

32. With the world—There is sure condemnation therefore for the

world, since it is without chastisement.

33. Wherefore—(The remedy and advice suitably follow the reproof

of a fault; the simpler the better. My-brethren—A title suited to

the conclusion.

34. [Omit dk, and. Tisch., Alf] Hunger—So that he can not

wait. Occupatio [anticipation of objections]. The rest—Regarding

the Lord's Supper ; for presently after in this epistle he sets in order

also some spiritual things.

CHAPTER XII.

1. Now concerning spiritual [gifts]—Neuter, ch. xiv. 1, [not men].

Some may wonder, that the other epistles do not treat of the gifts also,

in which other churches wore not wanting, ch. xiv. 36 ; Gal. iii. 5 ; 1
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Thess. i. 5, ii. 13. The abundance of gifts in the Greek churches

powerfully confuted the learned but vain curiosity of the Greeks.

The abuse of them gave Paul an opportunity to write to the Corinth-

thians ; and this is a mark of Divine wisdom, that every book of the

Sacred Scripture, including the New Testament, discusses some sub

jects peculiar to itself. The Corinthians abounded in spiritual gifts,

and yet Paul had something to write to them, as well on other mat

ters, as also on this topic; and that without delay ; comp. ch. xi., end.

Now he sets forth here: I. The unity of the body, verses 1-27. II.

The variety of members and functions, verses 27-30. III. The prin

ciple on which gifts are exercised rightly, namely, by love, ver. 31,

ch. xiii., throughout. IV. The comparison of gifts with one another,

ch. xiv. Would not have you ignorant—This is repeated in ver. 3 in

synonymous terms, as if after a parenthesis. Ignorant—Ch. xiv. 38.

2. Know—Related to the verb remember, found in Eph. ii. 11.

The true reading is, oiSars 8rt, ore I&vrj Tjrs, etc. So Tisch., Alf.,

Mey., etc. Alf. renders, Ye know (that) when ye were Gentiles, led

about to idols which were without utterance, just as ye happened to be

led\. The analysis will be easy, if we only hold fast this thread, ort

ffleo&e, that you were led ; so that rjyeo&t, were led, is not a mere ac

cessory proposition [Syncategorema], but the predicate itself; comp.

Eph. ii. 12, where Gentiles and Gentilism are likewise distinguished

in the enunciation. For, instead of ort or dbc, that, we have con

jointly t5>c Sr«, how that, and ort iSic, that as; and that with another

word interposed. Furthermore &v is joined with the verb fjrsa&e.

But the sense, as a whole, will remain, if &ic &v be entirely set aside

in the construction, as in 2 Cor. x. 9, where it means as if ; and so it

might be taken here too. Moreover in ^yeads anaybpevoi, the passive

is construed with the middle, the simple with the compound : you were

led and led away, you gave yourselves up to any guidance whatever.

[In this leading, Paul considers Satan as the leader ; (comp. Eph. ir.

2). The opposite is to be led by the Spirit, Rom. viii. 14 ; Gal. v. 18.

Mey.] Dumb—A proper epithet; comp. ver. 3, you blind went to

the dumb ; you dumb to the blind.

3. Wherefore—[Namely, because you have been ignorant hitherto,

ver. 2. Alf., etc.] He infers this thesis, that spiritual things are with

all Christians, and with them alone, that is, with those who glorify

Jesus ; and that by them faith in Jesus is proved. For idols bestow

nothing spiritual ; when the superstition of the Gentiles was over

thrown, there was not the same need of miraculous gifts. In turn,

he who glorifies Jesus, has the Spirit of God ; he who does not, has

not the Spirit of God, 1 John iv. 1, 2. Paul furnishes a test of truth

30
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against Gentiles; John, against false prophets. Give to understand

—Divine operations of that kind had been unknown to the Corinth

ians before. Until these letters came from Paul, their knowledge was

less distinct, as they had not been long rescued from heathenism. By

the Spirit of God—Immediately after he says, by the Holy Ghost.

Godhead and sanctity are synonymous, especially in speaking of the

Holy Trinity. Speaking—This expression is of very wide applica

tion. For even those, who perform cures and miracles, are accus

tomed to use words. In antithesis to dumb idols. [The true reading

is, Xsyu 'Avd&epa 'lrjaouz, saith, Jesus is accursed. Tisch., Alf.]

Calleth accursed—As did Gentiles, but the Jews yet more. There is

a Tapeinosis [saying less than is meant]. Does not call accursed, that

is, he in the highest degree blesses. Accursed and Lord are opposed.

[It is long-suffering, surpassing all comprehension, that Jesus Christ

the Lord, at the right hand of the Father, does not refuse to tolerate,

for so long a period of time, such a mass of blasphemy from un

believers, and especially from Jews, in their wretched blindness.

That consideration ought to free the Christian from any indignation

on account of any reproach whatever, however little deserved. V. G.

The true reading is; unuv KOptoz ' lrjoouz, say, Jesus is Lord. Tisch.,

Alfi]

4. Diversities—Gr. dtatpiauz. The Sept. has this term for Heb.

npSna, of the orders of the priests. Comp. dividing, ver. 11. But—

An antithesis between one fountain and many streams. Gifts—What

in ver. 1 he called spiritual things, now, after mentioning Jesus, he

calls gifts. Spirit—The Holy Spirit is spoken of in this verse;

Christ, in ver. 5; God the Father, in ver. 6; and the names gifts, min

istrations, operations, agree respectively with these names. The Spirit

is treated of ver. 7, etc. ; the Lord, ver. 12, etc. ; God, ver. 28, etc.

[Comp. Eph. iv. 4, 5, 6].

5. Administrations—Ver. 28. The same Lord—The Son of God

whom the Holy Ghost glorifies by those ministers.

6. Operations—Ver. 10. The same God—By his Spirit working,

ver. 11. All—The working of God is seen somewhat more exten

sively than the offices of Christ and the gifts of the Spirit. In all—

Masculine, all men ; comp. every man, ver. 7, etc.

7. [To each man (thus endowed ; emphasis on each, as individual

distinction of gifts is to follow) is given, etc. Alf.] Manifestation—

Various, by which the Spirit manifests himself, though in himself hid

den. Profit—This is treated, ver. 12, 13.

8-10. To one, to another, to another—Three classes (genera) : comp.

rh. xiii. 8, and among these the expression, to another, denotes many
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kinds, (species,) each one under its own class. So also xv. 39, 40,

41. "AXXoz in turn is used for distinguishing kinds ; erepoz, classes.

By a change, &XXoz is used to distinguish classes, erepoz, kinds, Heh.

xi. 35. Prophecy is put in the second class, rather than the first, be

cause in the second are stated such things, as have more influence

with thos« without, namely, unbelievers, than those m the first class,

for believers. By—Presently after follows xara, according to ; iv, in ;

which are severally used with great propriety. [Eng. Ver. renders

all three by]. Word—Both wisdom and knowledge are set forth in

the church by the word. Wisdom, knowledge—Paul in various ways

mentions knowledge, especially to the Corinthians, either by itself, 2

Cor. vi. 6, or with kindred things ; in word and knowledge, 1 Cor. i.

5 ; comp. 2 Cor. xi. 6 ; in faith and word and knowledge and all dili

gence, 2 Cor. viii. 7 ; prophecy (concerning mysteries) and knowledge,

tongues being added, 1 Cor. xiii. 2, 8 ; either by revelation, or by know

ledge, or by prophesying, or by doctrine, ch. xiv. 6 ; and here of wis

dom and knowledge, Col. ii. 3; Eph. i. 17, iii. 19. He speaks as of

daily matters among the Corinthians; at present we doubt of the

meaning and distinction of the very words. This is certain, that

when they are ascribed to God, they differ only in their objects ; see

Rom. xi. 33, note : when they are attributed to believers, wisdom

reaches further, wider, deeper, and higher than knowledge. Know

ledge is, so to speak, sight ; wisdom, sight with taste. Knowledge is

of things to be done ; wisdom, of things eternal ; hence also wisdom

is not said to pass away, ch. xiii. 8, and knowledge is more frequent;

so Paul does not so much ascribe the former as the latter to the Co

rinthians, ch. viii. 1, ii. 6. Prophecy belongs to prophets; wisdom,

to wise ; what is left, namely, knowledge, to scribes, Matt, xxiii. 34 ;

Luke xi. 52. The same—By whom the word of wisdom is given.

9. Faith—Faith here is not that which is common to all saints, but

a peculiar gift, distinguished too from the four species, which follow

presently : and yet it is joined more closely with them, than with that

first and third classes of gifts, ver. 8 and 10, end. This faith then

is a very earnest and most present apprehension of God, chiefly in hia

will, as to the effects particularly conspicuous either in the kingdom

of nature or of grace. Therefore it is connected with the operation

of the miraculous powers, ch. xiii. 2 (of which the principal, because

the most useful to others, was that of healing), and with prophecy (to

which the discerning of spirits was related, ch. xiv. 37), Rom. xii. 6.

And from this description, which we have now given, it is evident,

how faith, common or saving, and miraculous, (a peculiar gift,) either

agree or differ, how the one may or may not be, without the other.
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and zither without love. Even men without righteousness and love

may perceive the omnipotent will of God in Christ, Matt. vii. 22.

But none but holy men can apprehend the will of God reconciled to

us in Christ. And in these things, the faith working miracles, and

that which saves, are not different, but one and the same. In its

first act it always has miraculous power ; for it is something entirely

supernatural, Eph. i. 19, although not always in such a degree, or on

such an occasion, as to show itself. Gifts of healing—" Not only

miraculous cures are meant, Acts v. 15, xix. 12, xxviii. 8, but also

a gracious blessing on the cure of the sick, by natural remedies : as

it cannot be denied, that some physicians are more fortunate than

others, and this should be attributed not merely to their skill, but

chiefly to Divine favor." E. Schmidt. This may also be applied to

other gifts. For as the king of Judah when he lost his golden shields

substituted brazen ones ; so after the Church has lost distinct gifts,

grace still lends its aid more secretly under human efforts and means,

and that the more abundantly, the more room is given it. [For aurtji,

same, read ew, one. Tisch., Alf.]

10. Prophecy—See on Rom. xii. 6. [He that prophesieth speaks

altogether from the Spirit; he that teacheth speaks partly also of his

own understanding. Chrysost. in Mey.] Discerning of spirits—So

that he can show to others, what kind of spirit each prophet pos

sesses, ch. xiv. 29. Kinds of tongues—interpretation—Ver. 30, xiv.

5, xiii. 26, 27.

11. Will—The Spirit. So, as God willed, ver. 18. He gives the

several gifts, or some in various measures, to each.

12. [For, etc.—Here follows the proof that one and the same

spirit will work all gifts by his own will, ver, 11 ; for else the church

could not be a unit. Mey. For too amparoz rod Ivoc, that one body,

read too awparoz, the body. Tisch., Alf.] So also Christ— The whole

Ohrist is the head and body. The head is the only-begotten Son of

God, and his body is the Church; Augustine. With this agrees Ps.

xviii. 51. To his Anointed, to David and his seed: for so the accent

i equirea.

13. By one Spirit—The Holy Spirit is in baptism. Into one body

—That we may be one body, animated by one Spirit. Whether Jews

or Greeks—Who were bodies very different by nature. Whether bond

or free—Who were bodies very different by human institution. Have all

—Have been made to drink one Spirit. [Omitting uc, into, we have

the true reading. Not. Crit. So Tisch., Alf] John vii. 37, etc. Hence

also is inferred the unity of the body. I do not think, however, that there

is any direct allusion here to the Lord's Supper, comp. Mark x. 38,
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note. [Rather, the reference in the last part of the verse also is to

baptism : which naturally appears as a giving to drink, from the fre

quent idea of the outpouring of the Spirit. So Mey., Alf., etc.]

14. For—This protasis on the body extends to ver. 26 : and is so

adjusted, that the conclusion, ver. 27, is summarily added.

15. If—The more ignoble members ought not to be spurned by

themselves, ver. 15, 16, nor can they be neglected by the more noble,

ver. 21, 22. Foot—The foot is elegantly introduced speaking of the

hand ; the ear, of the eye ; one part of the other most resembling it.

For so among men, each usually compares himself with those, whose

gifts are most like his own, rather than with those, far superior, or

far inferior. Thomas Aquinas says : " Men devoted to active life

are distinguished by the members of motion ; those who are devoted

to contemplation, by the members that mark intellectual strength."

He therefore decides, that the feet are in subjection ; the hands, more

dignified ; the eyes are teachers ; the ears, learners. Am not of—Sup

ply therefore from the foil owing clause.

15. 16. Not—Gr. ou. My, as a sign of interrogation expects a

negative answer, as ver. 29, (aj ndvrez faooroXot ; [are all apostles ?]

but oux an affirmative ; as ch. xiv. 23, ovx Ipouatv; [will they net

say?] Therefore the question, whereby some read, ott napa rouro

ottx lorev Ix roo amfiaro/; ; is it not therefore of the body ? perverts

the sense. [Hence Tisch., etc., write this verse without the interro

gation mark. The two negatives destroy each other, as in English

(comp. Acts iv. 20), and the meaning is, not therefore is it not of the

body ; i. e., it is still of the body. Win. 520. So Beng.~\ Oi> napa

TOUTO owe is a double, not a simple negative, as Acts iv. 20, 2 Thess.

iii. 9. If the foot should say, Because I am not the hand, I am not

of the body: this saying of the foot is blandly contradicted: Not

therefore art thou not of the body, thou dost not therefore cease to be

of the body. Theophilus of Antioch has language like this ; It does

not follow, that, because the blind do not see, now therefore also the

light of the sun does not appear, where xapu is used to denote on ac

count of, because, as Deut. xxiii. 4.

16. The ear—A part less noble. The eye—A most noble and

most commanding part, comp. Num. x. 31. Sight excels hearing,

ver. 17, 21.

17. If the whole were an ear—He does not say, and if, for the etc.

is supplied at the end of the verse. Or if the whole were smelling,

where were the taste and the touch f

18. As it hath pleased him—We ought not to require other deeper

reasons for things, beyond the will of God : it is lawful to philoso
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phize in subjection to that will ; we may treat of the best possible

world, as the apostle does here of the best possible human body.

20. One body—From this unity follows the mutual dependence of

the members.

21. [The preceding verses met the dissatisfaction of those who had

inferior gifts; this meets any feeling of pride or superiority in those

who had higher ones. Mey., etc.] Need—To this refer the word

necessary, ver. 22. The head—The chief part.

22. More feeble—The hand, compared with the eye.

23. Lets honorable—As the feet. The comparative softens the

expression ; dishonorable would be too severe. But he so calls the

parts covered with garments. Uncomely—Which need clothing. Be

stow, etc.—So the Sept. Esth. i. 20 ; bestows honor, (clothed with

honor,) likewise Prov. xii. 9. Have—From the attention they re

ceive from other members.

24. Save no need—What need then of patches on smooth cheeks ?

[The women sometimes put small patches of black silk, etc., on the

face.] Honor—Comp. ver. 23, beginning.

25. Care one for another—This is explained in ver. 26. The plu

ral more expressly denotes the care of all the members, than would

the Attic singular.

26. Rejoice with—Both this and suffer with denote not only the

affection, but also the effect.

27. In particular—Or in part. He adds this, because the Corin

thians were not alone the body of Christ and his members, ch. xiv.

36. Even Rome ought to be satisfied if she be a part.

28. In—So, in ver. 18, with the same verb set. First—Apostles,

not Peter separately, are in the first rank ; the others follow them,

according to the nature of their office, time, dignity, usefulness.

Prophets—Acts xiii. 1. Thirdly, teachers—Teachers hold a high

place, even above those who work miracles. Under prophets and

teachers are included also evangelists and pastors ; comp. Eph. iv.

11. After that—The other classes are not distinguished by numbers.

Powers—That is, miracles. Abstract for the concrete. So in the

following terms. Helps, governments—Literally pilotiygs. They

hold governments, who take the helm in the church. Helps are those

who, though not governors, yet exercise a certain influence, by which

others are supported ; comp. xiii. 3. These two offices are not men

tioned again, ver. 30. Princes, as soon as they adopted the Christian

faith, claimed for themselves the offices of helps and governments;

but at the beginning those who stood first in authority, prudence, and

resources in the church, aided and governed it. Government is bu
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pied with outward things ; therefore the Spirit reckons it in an inferior

place. [Beng. adds, with slender authority, ippajveiaz yhoaoiov, inter

pretations of tonguesJ] The want of a connective has the force of

et cetera.

29. Are all?—That is, not very many are. Workers—Literally,

are all powers, [i. e., endued with miraculous powers; So Alf.] For

if Paul referred the have all? of ver. 30, to it, he would have ex

pressed it here.

31. Covet—The Spirit gives as he will, ver. 11 : yet believers may

freely follow, and engage in one rather than another, ch. xiv. 26.

God's operations are pleasant, not compulsory. [For ra xpehrova,

the better, read ra pei^om, the greater. Tisch., Alf.] Best—Gr.

xpehrova, better, as each gift is more favorable to love. Theology is

comparative: ch. xiv. 5, 19. Nay, even—Gr. (xai Irt) [Eng. Ver.,

and yet], Luke xiv. 26. I not only exhort, but also show the method,

and the way or plan. Excellent—Literally, by excellence. This ex

pression gives the noun the force of a superlative (Rom. vii. 13), as

to say, the way most way-like [not a way more excellent than gifts ;

with which he is not contrasting it; but the seeking for the best gifts

must have love for its motive and guide ; and without love the gifts

are worthless, ch. xiii. 1, 2. Mey.] A way—Not the way; keeping

the Corinthians somewhat in suspense, while he explains the way :

.pi, the way of love. Show—The present. Paul warms, and is car

ried on to love. When he has thus shown the way, he returns to

gifts, as the repetition of the word covet (desire, Gr. tyXouze) indi

cates, here and ch. xiv. 1.

CHAPTER XIII.

1. Though—All the gifts [however delightful, extensive, and use

ful, V. Or.] ought to be estimated, exercised, and elevated, accord

ing to love and its standard. The apostle introduces into the discus

sion of the gifts a more effective discussion of love. So in Disputa

tions, we must always return to those points, which give greater

grace. The—All. Tongues—A climax ; with the tongues, ver. 1:

prophecy, ver. 2 : faith, ver. 2 : bestow, ver. 3. I speak—The tenor
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of love leads him, though he just said to you, to speak in the first

person singular. He does not except even himself in the condition;

And of angels—Angels excel men, and their tongue or tongues excel

men's. Moreover, they use their tongues to address men : Luke i.

and ii. Love—[Eng. Ver., charity has not now the same meaning.]

Which seeks the salvation of our neighbor. Have not—In the very

use of the gifts, and in the rest of life. Many indeed have prophecy

and other gifts, without charity and its fruits, ver. 4 ; Matt. vii. 22,

which are called gifts, in respect not so much of themselves as of

others. / am become—For want of love. The language assumes a

harshness. Brass—Brass, for example a piece of money of that

metal requires less art than a cymbal, for instance, of silver. To the

former may be compared he who speaks with the tongues of men

without love ; to the latter, he who speaks those of angels. Sound

ing—Tinkling—With any sound whatever, mournful or joyful, with

out life and feeling. The language varies, / am nothing ; it profiteth

me nothing, ver. 2, 3. Without love, tongues are a mere sound:

prophecy, knowledge, faith, are not what they are : Matt. vii. 22, 15 ;

1 Cor. viii. 1, 2 ; James ii. 14, 8 ; every sacrifice is without reward.

However such a man please himself, think that he is something, and

promise to himself great reward. With love, the good things op

posite to these are understood.

2. Mysteries—Rom. xi. 25, note. [The secret counsels of God,

the arrangements of Messiah's kingdom, etc. Mey,~\ He does not

add wisdom, which is nothing without love. And all knowledge—

Construe with eidto, understand, as that is a kindred word, and im

mediately precedes. Of those gifts, which are enumerated at ch.

xii., Paul at ch. xiii. selected the more remarkable, and those to

which the prerogatives of love are fitly opposed. Mysteries relate to

things concealed ; knowledge comprehends things more ready at hand,

and more necessary, as Science [ Wissenschaften] commonly applies

to nature. Faith—Ch. xii. 9, note.

3. Though—This is the utmost that the helps and governments can

do, ch. xii. 28. Bestow—He puts in the highest place, what depends

on the human will and seems most closely connected with love, in

acting and suffering. He, who gives up goods and his body, loves

much, 2 Cor. xii. 15 ; but he who gives them up without love, keeps

back his soul to himself: for love is a faculty of the soul. Therefore

he speaks of profit in the Apodosis. On Bestow, </>(opi£eev, see Rom.

xii. 20. Give—For others. Even to be burned—Dan. iii. 28 ; they

gave up their bodies to the fire.

4. Love—He describes the nature of love. He does not say, love
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speaks with the tongues, prophesies, gives to the poor : bat it k long-

suffering. It is a Metonymy for the man, who has love. But Paul

chiefly mentions those fruits of love, necessary in exercising the gifts,

which he requires from the Corinthians, and without which there may

be prophecies, but no profit. Taking 1 Cor. viii. 1, we may advan

tageously compare together the delineation of love which Paul

adapted to the Corinthians, and the delineation of wisdom, which

James also adapted to those for whom he wrote, James iii. 17. Sitf-

fereth long—Twelve praises of love are reckoned in three classes,

ver. 4-7—(if we reckon together one pair at the beginning, and two

pairs at the end, as is shown in the notes). The first consists of two

members, 1, it iufferi long, is kind : 2, envies not. We have the

same synthesis and antithesis, Gal. v. 22, 20. Long-suffering is of

evil proceeding from others : kind of good to be extended to others ;

on the other hand, it does not grieve at another's good, nor rejoice at

another's evil. The conjunction and is not expressed with is kind.

4, 5. Vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not betiave itsrlf

unseemly, seeketh not her own—The second class is of four members.

In the first and second, two things in excess, which generally go to

gether, are excluded ; in the third and fourth two defects, likewise

united, are also excluded. For dafflpovtiv means the want of atten

tion to that decorum, that civility, which are proper to be observed :

and to seek one's own is connected with neglect of others, when one

merely regards himself and leaves others to themselves. Love avoids

these two defects. And the third corresponds to the first, for both

belong to the desire of approving one's self to others : the fourth is

opposed to the second, for both refer to the avoidance of party feeling.

Vaunteth not—Doth not act insolently, with pride arid ostentation ;

again, doth not behave unseemly, is not uneourteous, unpolite, rude.

[Where love, there true modesty also flourishes, which is termed civil

ity among people of the world (nor yet should familiarity be blamed

as insolent) : on the other hand, every degree of elegance of manners,

in highest perfection, in men of the world, has something insolent in

it, on account of self-love. Let the world cease to boast of virtues ;

they suit true Christianity alone. V. (?.] Is not puffed up—With

too great zeal for another ; comp. iv. 6 : again, seeketh not her own,

does not labor for its own interests, nor require others to do so.

In a way not dissimilar, twice two members respect each other mutu

ally (though occasionally placed in a different order by direct or in

verse Chiasmus') at ver. 7, and especially at ch. xiv. 6.

5. Not provoked—beareth all things—The third class, of six mem

bers; of which the third and fourth, and so the second and fifth, the

31
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first and sixth, answer to one another. For there is a Chiasmut

[cross reference of clauses] and that a retrograde one, quite agree

ing with the double climax by negative and affirmative steps. And

all these have in our neighbor the personal object ;—the real object,

[the thing or fact, which is their object] in the future, is, love is not

provoked, hopeth all things, endureth all things ; in the past, thinketh

no evil, it covereth all things, believeth all things : in the present, re-

joiceth not at iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth. Now by thus

transposing the members, the elegance of Paul's order is more clearly

seen. The following scheme represents it, and its evident plan shows

the thread and connection :

1. Is not provoked.

2. Thinketh no evil.

{3. Rejoiceth not at iniquity. \
4. But rejoiceth at the truth. /Present-

5. Covereth all things, believeth all things, past.

6. Hopeth all things, endureth all things, future.

Thus the order is consistent in its part with itself; and the reason

appears, why these last, hopeth, endureth, are put at the end, because

they refer to the future. Is not provoked—Although it glows with

desire for God's glory, yet it is not provoked ; comp. Acts xv. 39.

Thinketh no evil—Doth not meditate upon evil inflicted by another,

as if to avenge it. So the Sept. renders njn 3»n often. [It does

not think thus, This or that man inflicts upon me this or that wrong ;

he has done, or he has deserved this or that. V. (?.]

6. In iniquity—in the truth—On this antithesis see Rom. ii. 8.

Rejoiceth—Gr. aur%aipet, rejoiceth with— Congratulates with joy.

[ Truth is personified1; and denotes the Truth above all others, the

Truth of the Gospel. Love rejoices with it, and in its spread.

Mey., etc.] All truth cherishes joy.

7. All things—All things four times, viz., things to be covered,.or

believed ; things to be hoped and endured. These four steps beau

tifully follow one another. Hideth—Gr. arej-ei, [Eng. Ver., beareth ;

which is better, comp. ch. ix. 12. Mey., Alf.~\ Hides, to itself and

to others. We cover, ch. ix. 12, note. Believeth—As he covers the

evils of his neighbor, which are obvious, so he believes the good, which

is not so. Hopeth—See the ground of hope, Rom. xiv. 4 ; he like

wise hopes good for the future, and endures evils. Endureth—Until

hope some time springs up, 2 Tim. ii. 25. Thus the praises of love

describe as it were a circle, in which the last and first correspond to

each other. It is long-suffering, it is kind ; it hopeth all things, it

endureth all things ; and, that which is of far greater importance, it

never faileth, pleasantly follows this fourth step.
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8. Never fatteth—Is not destroyed, does not cease, always holds its

place ; is never moved from its position : comp. fall, Mark xiii. 25,

note. But whetherprophecies—Supply, there be : so oh. xv. 11. Pro

phecies in the plural, because multifarious. Fail—This of prophecies

and knowledge ; but of tongues, cease. Tongues are a most charm

ing thing, but by no means lasting; they were first on the day of

Pentecost, Acts ii., but they did not continue in the primitive church

BO long as the other miraculous gifts. Nor have they anything anal

ogous in a perfect state, as prophecy and knowledge have ; hence

they mast yield to these : whence presently after, he regards these

rather than tongues, when speaking of "that which is perfect."

Tongues—These occupy a middle place, because they are the vehicle

and appendage of prophecies ; but prophecy and knowledge consti

tute two different classes, ver. 9, 12.

9. In part—He not only says this : This prophecy and this know

ledge which we have, are imperfect ; for the same must be said even

of love, we love in part ; but such is the nature of prophecy itself,

(except the one prophet Jesus Christ,) and of knowledge, that they

ought to be reckoned among the things, which are in part, because we

nse them only in this imperfect life. On the phrase, comp. the note

on Rom. xv. 15, / have written more boldly.

10. Is come^—In its own time, by degrees, not by a leap. In spir

itual things, weaker age ought not too eagerly to aim at more mature

things. That which is perfect comes at death ; 2 Cor. v. 7 : and at

the last day. [Omit r6re, then. Tiech., Alfj] Then—Not before.

Therefore prophecy and knowledge never pass away entirely in

this life.

11. When—The progress from grace to glory, which awaits indi

vidual believers and the whole Church, is compared to the stages of

life. A child—See Paul's humility. The natural man does not will

ingly remember his childhood through pride ; but the soul, pining

under adversity, confesses its earliest growth, Job x. 10. Spake—In

reference to tongues. Understood—In reference to prophecy ; for it

is something more simple. Thought—In reference to knowledge : for

it is more complex. [But this is simply an illustration of ver. 10,

and there cannot well be any allusion to these threefold gifts. Mey.,

Alf. Omit dkt but. Tisch., Alf.~\ But when—He does not say,

when Iput away childish things, I became a man. Winter does not

bring spring, but spring drives away winter. So it is in the soul and

in the Church. Put away—Of my own accord, willingly, without

effort. Childish things—Childish speech, understanding, counsel.
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Ta denotes the Abstract. Humanity is not removed, but manhood

attained.

12. We see—[Literally, for we see now as through a mirror,

(through, because the object is seen as if behind the mirror, Mey.) in

an enigma, (that is, in a dark discourse, a revelation which is certain

to us, but not yet fully clear. Mey., Alf.)] This corresponds in the

Sept. to the Hebrew hkt and run, 1 Sam. ix. 9 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 29,

of the Prophets. And this passage has a synecdoche of the nobler

species for the whole class : and with the verb, we see, supply, and

hear, for prophets both see and hear: and commonly words were

added to visions. But what a mirror is to the eye, that an enigma is

to the ear : and the tongue serves it. On various grounds, we may

compare with this Num. xii. 8. Moreover he says, we see, in the

plural : I know, in the singular : and to see and to know differ in the

classification of spiritual things, as the external and internal senses

differ in natural things. Nor does he mention God in this whole

verse : but he speaks of him, as he shall be all in all. Then—Paul

had a great relish for that future : 2 Cor. xii. 2, 3. Face to face—

tna Sn o'ja, with our face, we shall see the Lord's face. That is more

than na Sx na, arbpa. xpbz aropa, mouth to mouth. Vision, the most

excellent mode of enjoyment. The word fUhzopev, see, is elegantly

used, and is adapted to both states, but with a different idea. Know,

shall know—Gr. ytvioaxio, inq-vmaopat. The latter, Hie compound,

signifies much more than the former, the simple verb ; I know, I shall

thoroughly know. And so Eustathius interprets the Homeric word,

imo,/'Opat, I shall observe most accurately ; and iniaxonoz, an accurate

observer ; and adds the reason that the prefixed ixl adds accuracy and

energy. As also I am known—This corresponds to face to face.

13. Now abideth—This is not said strictly of duration ; for these

three things do not meet in it ; since faith is terminated in sight, and

hope in j.oy, 2 Cor. v. 7 ; Rom. viii. 24 ; love alone abideth, ver. 8 :

but of their value, in antithesis to prophecy, etc., in this sense : all

being reckoned up, these three are necessary and sufficient ; let only

these three stand. These exist, these abide, nothing more. One may

be a Christian without prophecy, etc., hut not without faith, hope,

love. Comp. on the verb pevw, abide, Rom. ix. 11 ; 1 Cor. iii. 14 ;

2 Cor. iii. 11 ; Heb. xiii. 1. Faith is in God, hope for ourselves, love to

wards our neighbor. Faith is properly connected with the economy of

the Father, Hope with the economy of the Son, Love with the economy of

the Holy Ghost, Col. ii. 12, i. 27, 8. And this too is the reason of

the order in which these three are enumerated. Now has the effect

of an Epitasis [an emphatic addition, and shows what are the chief
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duties of pilgrims. V. <?.] Three—Only. Many are not necessary.

Paul often refers to these three. Eph. i. 15, 18 ; Phil. i. 9, 10 ; Col.

i. 4, 5, 22, note: 1 Thess. i. 3; v. 8; 2 Thess. i. 3, 4 ; Tit. i. 1, 2;

Heb. vi. 10, etc. Sometimes he mentions faith and love, sometimei

faith denoting by synecdoche the whole of Christianity, 1 Thess. iii.

6, 5. In a wicked man are unbelief, hatred, despair. Tliese—Heb.

Dn, i. e., are, viz., greater than prophecies, etc. Greatest—Gr.

pei^wv, greater—The greatest, of these, the three. He not only pre

fers love to prophecy, but even to things which excel prophecy. Love

is of more advantage to our neighbor, than faith and hope by them

selves. Comp. greater, xiv. 5. And God is not called faith or hope

absolutely, he is called love.

CHAPTERXIV.

1. Follow after—This word implies more than desire (covet), here,

and ver. 12, 39, xii. 31. Rather—Than tongues. Paul here does

not now speak expressly of knowledge, for it, in respect of other

gifts, coincides with prophecy, ver. 6.

2. Unto God—Alone, who understands all tongues. Heareth—

That is, understandeth. In the spirit—Ver. 14. [Therefore not the

Holy Spirit, but his own higher spiritual nature. Meg.~] Mysteries—

Which others may rather admire, than learn. Not the mysteries.

3. Edification— Two principal species are added to this class;

xupdxh)otz, exhortation, takes away sluggishness ; xapapodia, com

fort, takes away sadness.

4. Himself—Understanding what the tongue speaks. The church

—[Rather, an assembly. No article. Mey.] The whole congregation.

5. With tongues—The Corinthians chiefly cultivated this gift ; and

Paul does not rebuke them, but he sets it in order, ver. 12. Greater

—More useful, ver. 6. Interpret—Gr. dtepprjvsuu.—Jta elegantly

expresses the mediation of the interpreter between the speaker, in an

unknown tongue, and the hearer. If the very same person, who

speaks in an unknown tongue, also acts as interpreter, then the very

same person comes as it were between himself and the hearer ; ac

cording to different points of view. The church—Seeking [ver. 12]

edification ; may receive agrees with this.
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6. Either by revelation, or by knowledge, or by prophecy, or by doo-

trine—Four kinds of prophecy broadly so called. The two fornm

refer to the person himself, who possesses the gift ; the two bitter at

the same time show more of a leaning towards the hearers. On the

difference of prophecy (which answers to revelation) and of knowledge

(to which doctrine corresponds) see xii. 8, 10 : and on the whole sub

ject, below at ver. 26, etc. Prophecy relates to particular facts, not

well understood before, to mysteries to be known only by revelation.

Doctrine and knowledge are brought from the common storehouse of

believers, and refer to obvious things in the matter of salvation.

7. [Render, Things without life, which yield sound, whether flute

or harp, yet if they do not give a distinction, etc. Alf. after Mey.]

Pipe—harp—Two chief musical instruments ; not only the pipo,

which is, as it were, animated by the breath of the piper, but also the

harp. How shall it be known—How shall pipe be distinguished from

pipe, and harp from harp? One instrument has different sounds for

different things.

8. For—This serves for a climax ; for the higher confirms the

lower step. Uncertain—Different sounds of the same trumpet sum

mon soldiers to different duties.

9. You— Who have life ; comp. ver. 7. By—That is, then, when

you speak in an unknown tongue.

10. So many, it may be—Gr. rooaxna, si tu%oi—El zb%oi (Latin,

verbi gratia, for example ; comp. xv. 37) gives rooavra, so many, the

force of a definite number. If men could ever have counted the

number of voices, Paul would have set it down here. [Omit ubrciv,

of them. Tisch., Alf] None without signification—Each of them

has its own power [meaning, ver. 11], duvapuv.

11. A barbarian—See Acts xxviii. 2, note.

12. Spiritual (Gifts)—Gr. of spirits—Plural as ver. 32, xii. 10.

As there is one sea, and many seas, so one spirit, and many spirits ;

one trumpet, it gives many sounds. [Excel—Gr. abound. So far

am I from wishing you not to have these gifts, that I wibh you to

have them superabundantly, only let them be used to edify. Chrysost.

in Mey.] To the edifying—That the Church may be as much as pos

sible edified.

13. Pray—And he will do this with such fruit and effect, that the

interpretation shall be added to the tongue ; ver. 14, etc. It is im

plied that this is to be obtained by prayers. [But the word pray

here must mean speak or pray in an unknown tongue, as in ver. 14.

Mey. Hence, render, Wherefore let him who speaketh with a tongue.
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in his prayer strive that he may interpret; i. e., use hia gift of thus

praying, with earnest striving for the gift of interpretation. Alf.~\

14. Spirit—understanding—The spirit is the power of the soul,

when it sweetly suffers the Holy Spirit's operations ; but the under

standing is the power of the soul, when it goes abroad, and acts with

our neighbor : as also when it attends to external objects, to other

things and persons, although its reasonings may be concealed, comp.

ver. 20, note. So understanding, ver. 19 ; Spirit, the inmost shrine

of the understanding, Eph. iv. 23; comp. Heb. iv. 12. Without

fruit—It has fruit, but does not produce it. On this word, see Matt,

xiii. 22.

15. Pray—With the voice ; the first person singular for the second

person plural. Sing—With the voice, or play on an instrument.

16. Ehe—If that be done with the spirit only. Bless—The most

noble kind of prayer. He that oecupieth the place of the unlearned—

This expression is not a mere paraphrase of the word unlearned, but

comprehends all, who, however they excelled in gifts, did not at least

understand the tongue^ in which one spoke, any more than an un

learned man. And therefore Paul shames him the more, whom he is

here refuting. It is a common phrase among the Hebrews, he fill*

the place of his fathers, i. e., he shows himself worthy of his ances

tors. Say amen—This was their usual practice even at that time ;

not only the unlearned, but all the hearers would say it, giving their

assent to him who blessed. And so also, those who could not speak

much adopted the words of others, and declared the assent of their

understanding. What thou sayest—Not only ought he to know, that

thou hast spoken no evil, but also what good thou hast spoken.

18. I thank—Paul uses thanksgiving and Protherapia [anticipa

tory precautions against any charge, as of egotism], before speaking

his own praises. [Omit fiou, my, also for raJf ykioaaatz, tongues, read

TJ -flcoooff, a tongue. Tisch., Alf.~] Than you all—Than any or even

all together. You—Frequently, those less accomplished are more

proud and assuming.

19. Five words—A definite for an indefinite number; the two

thousandth part of ten thousand: comp. Lev. xxvi. 8.

20. Brethren—The vocative put at the beginning has an agreeable

force. Vice—understanding—Gr. rfj xaxia- raZc tppeai—Ammonius

says appropriately : " vooc is covert reasoning, but ypfaes implies

GOOD thoughts." Nor does xaxia denote malice [badness], but vice,

or whatever is opposed to virtue. Men—Perfect—Gr. reiseoi. And

therefore determining the true value of every thing from its use.

21. The law—Embracing also the prophets. With men, etc.—la.
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xxviii 11, Sept. By stammering (imperfection) of lip» by another

tiiiii/iit, (in) men of other tongues : (Gr. kTepoyXwaaocs ; masculine or

neuter.) The paraphrase accommodating the text of Isaiah to this

passage of Paul may be as follows : This people do not hear Me,

though I speak their common language, I will therefore speak to them

in other tongues, those of the enemies sent against them; but even

then will they not hear me, comp. Jer. v. 15. Since God is said to

speak in the tongues of enemies, the comparison holds good from

them to the gifts of tongues. And yet—Sept. Is. xxviii. 12, And

they would not hear.

22. For a sign—[Not to the faithful, who already believe ; but to

infidels, that they may believe ; Estius in Mey.~\ By which allured

they ought to hear the word. But for all that they do not hear. Are

—The accent in Greek makes the word emphatic, exist. But pro

phecy—Namely, is for a sign, or simply is; comp. vi. 13. To them

that believe—This must be taken as an Ampliatio ; [a name given

from some past or future circumstance ; thus believers, because made

such by the prophecy] since prophecy makes believers of unbelievers;

the speaking tongue leaves the unbeliever to himself. The language

of Paul is indefinite. Unbelievers, generally, when tongues fall upon

them, continue unbelievers, but prophecy makes believers of unbe

lievers, feeds believers.

23. The whole into one place—A rare occurrence in so large a city.

Come in—As strangers or even from curiosity. Unlearned—Men

who have some degree of faith, but do not abound in gifts. There

follows as a climax, or unbelievers, who were not so likely to come in,

and yet were not kept out. In this verse Paul speaks in the plural,

in ver. 24, in the singular. Many bad men hinder one another by

bad conversation ; individuals are more easily gained. That ye are

mad—For they will not be able to distinguish that earnestness from

madness ; hence they will speak shamefully ; comp. Acts ii. IS.

24. All— One by one, ver. 31. Come in—An example in 1 Sam.

xix. 20, 21. One that believeth not—To this refer is convinced, comp.

John xvi. 9. Unlearned—[Gr. iSetarat, i. e., Christians not gifted

with either the power of speaking with a tongue, or the understand

ing of it. So ver. 16. Mey.~\ To this refer is judged: comp. ii. 15.

That conviction of unbelief, and that judgment of unlearned rudeness

is wrought by the power of prophecy itself, though this be made with

out application to individuals. And these are two successive steps ;

the third follows the secrete, etc. Of all—Partly speaking, partly as

senting.

25. The first xal ourto, and thus, is spurious ; for the verb riverae,
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'are'made, in the present indicates that this clause, ra xpuKta—j-cvsrat,

the secrete are made, etc., is more closely connected with the preced

ing words, where the present tense is used than with the following,

which have the future. [Omit xai oitrta, and thus. Tisch., Alf. So

Beng.~\ The secrets of his heart—All the inmost thoughts of the

heathen's heart, which has never had such experience, and now first

becomes acquainted with itself and makes confession of itself. For

the unbeliever is here principally intended. The unlearned man is

added by the way, because his case is not altogether dissimilar. Any

one with the lowest degree of faith before entering such an assembly,

must have perceived that God is truly in believers. His—The unbe

lieving stranger's. Made manifest—Dan. ii. 30, end. So—At last.

Falling down—A public declaration of those who feel and experience

in themselves the power of the word, is made too rarely in our times.

Report—Spontaneously, clearly, expressly declaring it either in the

Church, or even out of it. That—Comp. Dan. ii. 46, 47. A most

conclusive proof of the truth of religion, from the operations of God

on godly men. Of a truth—He will confess that you are not mad,

but that God is truly in you, and that he who is in you, is the

true God.

26. Every one—The assembly was then more fruitful than now,

when one man, whatever his state of mind, must fill the time with a

sermon. Hath a psalm—Either stored up, or by inspiration ; either

a little before, or at the moment ; comp. ver. 30. Extemporary

hymns were given to them by the Spirit. Individuals had a psalm,

wherewith to praise God, or a doctrine to be imparted to neighbors ;

or a tongue to speak each to himself. The word hath, repeated, ele

gantly expresses the distributed abundance of gifts. [Transpose hath

a revelation and hath a tongue. Tisch., Alf.~] Revelation—By which

God communicates something to man ; Gal. ii. 2, prophetical revela

tion, ver. 30, 29. Interpretation—By which one interprets a tongue

to another. Edification—The best rule.

27. If—He explains more particularly how all things may be done

for edification. Any—Merely one person ought never to have spoken

in an unknown tongue ; but if one did speak, one or two should have

followed to vindicate the abundance of the Spirit. [Rather, not more

than two, or at most three, in any assembly, ought to speak thus.

Mey.~\ By course—By apportioning the times or even the places of

speaking.

28. But if there be no—Either he himself, who spoke in an un

known tongue, might have interpreted, ver. 13, or another. Let him

82
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leeep silence— Who speaks in an unknown tongue. To himself and to '

God—Ver. 4, 2. Speak—Privately.

29. Let the prophets—An Antithesis to those who speak in an un

known tongue. Prophecy, strictly so called, is opposed to revelation,

rer. 6 ; prophecy, in a wider sense, (as also revelation,} is opposed to

knowledge, ver. 6. Again, comprehending knowledge, it is opposed to

tongues, ver. 4. Let them speak—Supply by course, ver. 27. Other

—Namely, prophets. Judge—Even by word.

30. Sitteth—Listening. The first—Who was speaking before.

31. One by one—So that each may always give way to others. Att

—Mark how universal. All may learn—By conversing, inquiring,

speaking, listening: all are prophets. Men learn by teaching: learn

by speaking and asking questions, ver. 34, 35. [Many continue fool

ish and languid in spiritual things, because they almost never speak

of such things. F". (?.] May be comforted—Sometimes the speaking

of another arouses us more, sometimes our own.

32. And—And indeed; so xat, 2 Cor. v. 15 ; 1 John iii. 4. The

spirits of the prophets—Abstract for concrete, the prophets, even while

acted upon. To the prophets—He does not say, to the spirits of the

prophets. Are subject—Not that a prophet would for the sake of an

other deny or cast away the truth of his prophecy, 1 Kings xiii. 17,

etc. ; for the word of prophecy is above the prophets, ver. 37 ; but

that he may not demand to be heard alone, but must give his atten

tion to others also, while speaking, and learn from them what they

have received more than himself. Subjection, that of silence and

learning, ver. 34, 35, [1 Tim. ii. 12]. Every act of teaching involves

a kind of authority : they are subject, he says ; not merely ought to

be. The Spirit of God teaches the prophets this.

33. As—A close very like that of the next portion, ver. 36.

\_Tisch. (not Alf.) connects this clause, as in all the churches, etc.,

with the following ver.]

34. Women—Paul writes this also, 1 Tim. ii. 11, 12, and yet it

was expedient that this should be written especially for the Corinth

ians ; comp. note at xi. 16. In your churches—Where men are pres

ent that can speak. Under obedience—To submit their will to an

other's, Gen. iii. 16. The application npitfn, (desire,) of the woman

is to her husband, and that as to her lord. Also—Comp. ix. 8, note.

35. Learn—By speaking. Will— Occupatio [anticipation of ob

jection]. Their (own)—Rather than others. Let them ask—Men alone

were to put questions in the assembly. [For ftJuatEev, women, read

ruvaexe, a woman. Tisch., Alf.'] In the assembly—['Exxtyoiip, not
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thurch, as Eng. Ver.] Either civil or sacred. To speak—Either by

teaching or asking.

36. What—or—Gr. rj—5. You, Corinthians, (likewise you, Ro

mans,) are neither first nor alone. But women are also elsewhere

silent.

37. A prophet—The species; spiritual, the genus. The former,

endowed with more eloquence than the latter. Let him acknowledge

—Paul in fine does not allow the question to be raised, whether he

write correctly. [Omit ivroXai, the commandments. Tisch., Alf.]

Of the Lord—Jesus.

88. But if any man be ignorant—So that he cannot acknowledge

[perceive]. If any one is ignorant, he says, or pretends to be.

A weighty argument with the Corinthians, who were very desirous of

knowledge. Let him be ignorant—Which means, we cannot cast away

all things for such a man ; let him keep it to himself. Those, who

are thus left to themselves, repent more readily, than if you were to

teach them against their will.

39. Wherefore—The suBMning up. Covet—This is more than,

forbid not.

40. [Read ndvra 5k, But let all things, etc. Tisch., Alf.] Decently

—As respects individuals. In order—By turns.

CHAPTER XV.

1. Declare—Construe with rivt, what, ver. 2 : comp. Gal. i. 11.

Paul had already made known the gospel to the Corinthians, but he

now informs them at greater length, in what way, by what method,

on what foundation, and by what arguments he had preached to them.

It had been formerly doctrine, it now becomes reproof, which severely

stigmatizes their want of knowledge, ver. 34. The gospel—Of Christ,

chiefly of his resurrection. A pleasing appellation, by which he al

lures the Corinthians, and a formal preface, holding them, as it were,

in suspense. [Have received—This receiving involves everlasting ob

ligation. V. Gt.] Stand—That is, have obtained a position. Pre

sent, in sense.
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2. Ye are saved—The future in, sense, ver. 18, 19. If ye keep^

If here implies a hope, as is plain from what follows, unless, etc. [In

vain—A sad word. Gal. ii. 2, iii. 4, iv. 11. V. (?.]

3. Among the first—The things of greatest importance ought to

be taught among the first things, njitwoa, Sept. iv npuzoiz, i. e., in

old time; 2 Sam. xx. 18: but, in Deut. xiii. 9, first, and so here.

Received—from Christ himself. I have not feigned it, 2 Pet. i. 16.

That—Paul says that he had declared among the first, not only the

resurrection of Christ, but also the resurrection of the dead, which

flows from it ; the faith in all of which the Corinthians adopted be

fore they were baptized in the name of Christ, crucified for them, and

eo dead and risen again, i. 13 : comp. Heb. vi. 2. For—A very ef

fective word, for taking away our sins, Gal. i. 4 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24 ; 1

John iii. 5. So bxip, lleb. v. 3; comp. Tit. ii. 14; Luke i. 71-74;

2 Cor. v. 15. Sins—By which we had deserved death, ver. 17.

Scriptures—Many things are said in Scripture on the death of Christ.

Paul puts the testimony of Scripture before the testimony of those

who saw the risen Lord.

4. Was buried—Matt. xii. 40. [Here the burial of Christ is more

closely connected with his resurrection, than with his death. As

suredly, at the very moment of his death, the power of his life, which

could not be dissolved, exerted itself, 1 Pet. iii. 18 ; Matt, xxvii. 52.

The grave was to Christ the Lord, not the destined receptacle of cor

ruption, but an apartment fitted for entering into life, Acts ii. 26.

V. G.] Rose again—This enlarging on the resurrection of Christ

is the more suitable, because the epistle was written about the time

of the passover ; ch. v. 7, note. We must urge the weight of the

Subject of the resurrection, as it is disparaged at the present day on

various pretexts. According to the Scriptures—Which could not fail

of fulfilment.

5. Cephas—Luke xxiv. 34. Twelve—Luke xxiv. 36. Perhaps

Matthias also was then present. [This is against probability. They

are called the twelve, as their popular designation, though the number

was not full. Mey., Alf.] Photius and others read evdexa, eleven.

6. After that—Advancing to a greater number. More than five

hundred—A remarkable appearance. [Not mentioned in the gos

pels; nor are those spoken of in ver. 7. Mey., etc.] Paul puts him

self after all these. The greater part—Say 300 at least. The

greater part were providentially preserved in life bo long, to be wit

nesses [having authority akin to that of the apostles. V. (?.] ; comp.

Jos. xxiv. 31. Remain—In life. The opportunity of thoroughly

sifting these witnesses remained unimpaired. Andronicus and Junius
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may be presumed to have been of them, Rom. xvi. 7. But—Gr. xai,

also. It was of no less importance to adduce these witnesses. They

had died in this belief. Fallen asleep—As to rise again.

7. [James—The less. V. By all—More than the twelve

seem here to be called Apostles, ver. 5 ; yet in a stricter sense than at

Rom. xvi. 7.

8. Last of all—Or rather, after all, to exclude himself. Also after

Stephen, Deut. xxxi. 27, 29, after my death, etc. [The appearances,

that afterwards followed, are not excluded by this expression, Acts

xxiii. 11. V. (?.] As by one born out of due time—Sept. Ixrpiopa,

abortion. Num. xii. 12. The article, the one is emphatic. Paul so

calls himself alone in reference to the circumstances of the appear

ance, and the present time of writing. What Ixrpwpa, an abortion,

is among children, he says, 1 am among the apostles ; and by this

one word he sinks himself lower than in any other way. As an abor

tion is not worthy of the name of man, so the apostle declares him

self unworthy of the name of apostle. The metaphor is from the

same idea as the term regeneration, 1 Pet. i. 3 ; ei, if, in {tioxepei, as if

(by etc.), somewhat softens the phrase : as if. He shows that this is

not to be pressed too far. By me also—This is elegantly put at the

end of the period.

9. Least—In Latin Paulus, minimus. That—The language in

creases in strength. [To be called—To bear this highly honored

name. Mey.] Persecuted—Believers even after repentance impute to

themselves what they once perpetrated.

10. Grace—Alone. What I am—That is, an apostle, who saw

Christ. Not in vain—Paul proves the authority of the gospel and

of his testimony by its effect. They—This is referred to ver. 7. All

—Individually. [Or even collectively. Mey.] With me— With, a

suitable particle, because he says, 1 labored: comp. Mark xvi. 20.

11. [So—After this manner, namely, that Christ died, was buried,

and rose again ; as ver. 3, 4. Alf] We preach—All the apostles,

with one mouth. Ye believed—Faith once received is a foundation

for subsequent faith ; and its first firmness not only binds the waver

ing, but also often keeps them.

12. If—A particle of affirmation. How—The connection between

the resurrection of Christ from the dead, and that of the dead was

very manifest to Paul. Those, indeed, who held any resurrection

impossible, could not believe even the resurrection of Christ. Some

—No doubt Gentiles, Acts xvii. 32.

13. But if—Beginning a retrospect, and enumerating what he al

leged, ver. 3-11.
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14. [Add xat, both, before TO jc^puffia. jj/«3v, our preaching. Tisch.,

Alf.~\ Vain—vain—Contrary to what yourselves have acknowledged,

ver. 11. KSVIJ, pain, without reality, differs from parata, vain, ver.

17, without ute.

15. False witnesses—It is not lawful to' declare of God what is not

so, though it seem to give him glory. False witnesses, for instance,

traders, who, for the sake of their gain, feign accounts of earth

quakes, inundations, and other great calamities in distant countries,

and lead souls otherwise not too credulous to thoughts and conversa

tions concerning divine judgments, good in principle, but erroneous in

fact. \_0f God—So Alf., of or concerning God; but Mey. renders

Kara, against, strictly, in its judicial sense.]

17. In your sins—Even those of blind heathenism; ver. 34, [de

prived of the hope of eternal life. V. (?.]

18. Perished—They were, they are not. Paul speaks conditionally ;

the heathen denying the resurrection might, on that supposition, re

gard the dead just the same as if they had never been. Nor had

Paul here any need of expressing distinctly what it is to be in tint.

19. If—The statement of the topics discussed at ver. 20, etc., pre

cedes verse 18 and 19; and verse 19 contains the statement of those

treated at ver. 29-34. In—Gr. lv, at far at concerns, i. e., if our

hope in Christ is confined wholly within the bounds of this present

life only. Life—Scripture does not readily call this life, life ; oftener

al&va, an age ; here it speaks after the manner of men, as Luke xvi.

25. Have hoped—[The perfect, implying the endurance of the hope

through- our lives. Alf. Not have hope, as Eng. Ver.] Have believed

with joyful anticipation of the future. More miserable—Gr. Ueet-

vorepot, the strict comparative ; for if it had the superlative force,

the article would precede it : We are more miserable than all men :

the rest, viz. all other men, are not duped by false hope, and they

. freely enjoy the present life ; we, if the dead rise not, foolishly duped

by a false hope, and by denying ourselves and the world, losing the

sure enjoyment of the present life, are doubly miserable. Even now

Christians are happy, but not in the things which are the delight of

other men; and, if we removed the hope of another life, present spir

itual joy is diminished. Believers have immediate joy in God and

therefore are now happy ; but if there be no resurrection, that joy ia

greatly weakened. This is the second weighty consideration : the

first is, that the happiness of Christians rests not in worldly things.

Each consideration confirms happiness from the hope of the resur

rection.

20. Now—Paul declares, that his preaching is not empty, that their
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faith is not vain, that their sins are taken away, that the dead in

Christ are not annihilated, that the hope of Christians is not ended

with this life. [Omit irivezo, and become. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.]

The first fruit—Supply, obaa or dtv, being. The mention of the first

fruits admirably suits the time of the passover, at which we have ob

served above, this epistle was written ; nay, more, with the very day

of Christ's resurrection, which was likewise the day after the Sabbath,

Lev. xxiii. 10, 11. [But the sense is general ; as the first fruits be

gin the harvest, so Christ the resurrection. Mey.]

21. Also—The conclusion after for since.

22. All die—He says die, not in the past, as in Rom. v. 17, 21,

etc., but in the present, in order that in the antithesis he may speak

more plainly of the resurrection, even yet future. And he says, all.

Those who are in the highest degree wicked die in Adam ; but Paul

is here speaking of the godly, of whom the first fruit is Christ; and

as these all die in Adam, so also shall they all be made alive in Christ.

It is with believers that Scripture everywhere deals. It treats pri

marily of their resurrection, 1 Thess. iv. 13, 14 : incidentally of that

of the ungodly. In Christ—This is emphatic in this clause. By af

firming the resurrection of Christ, he affirms the quickening of all.

Shall be made alive—He had said, they die, not are put to death; now

not, they shall revive, but they shall be made alive not by their own power.

23. Everywhere—first fruits—afterward—Gr. "Exaaroz—anap%rj

—Ineaa—In this verse we must thrice supply iazt, is, or, eiat, are. In

ver. 24, too, supply is. Order—Divinely constituted. The word,

foeracev, put under, ver. 27, is akin. First fruits—The force of this

word comprehends the force of the word dp%rj, beginning, to which

the end corresponds by contrast. Afterward—then—Gr. Ixtaa—

eha—" Enura is more disjunctive ; eha, more copulative, ver. 5, 6,

7. " Enetra, afterwards, the comparative in opposition to primum,

first, ver. 46, of which first the force is contained in first fruits, in

this passage : eha, then, is used more absolutely. This different use

of Inetza and eha is clear in ver. 5, 6, 7. For the twelve are joined

with Cephas by the conjunctive eha ; The five hundred by the dis

junctive, and so James with these ; but the Apostles with James by

eha. Therefore those, who are introduced by Inena, are put in be

tween, as it were, by parenthesis. But here ver. 23, the matter seems

to be ambiguous. If we make a twofold division, we may either place

Christ and those who are Christ's in the one member, and to rsAoc,

the end, the other ; or we may put Christ alone as the principal per

son, and join to the other side thpse who are Christ~s, and afterwards

to riXoc, the end. By the former method, Christians are the append
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age of their head ; by the latter, Christ everywhere retains his pre

rogative, and all others are massed on one side. The former method

puts a comma after Xptorbs, [in Eng. Ver., after first fruits], the lat

ter, a colon ; and so £?:«, then, retains a more absolute sense, and yet

its copulative power more than the InetTa, afterward. Paul describes

the whole process of the resurrection with those things that shall fol

low it, and therefore renders the resurrection itself more credible.

For this resurrection is necessary to bring about this result, that God

may be all in all. They that are Christ's—A pleasant Polyptoton

[variety of cases], XptaTos, Xptarou, Christ, Christ's. Christians are,

so to speak, an appendage to rf^ dxapffii;, the first fruits. The un

godly shall rise at the same time, but they are not reckoned in this

blessed number. At his coming—Then Christians shall have their

order. They shall not rise one after another at that time. Paul does

not call it the judgment, because he is dealing with believers.

24. Then—After the resurrection of those who are CJirist's; for

he, as King, will accomplish judgment between the resurrection and

the end. The end—Namely, of the whole resurrection. The cor

relative to the first fruits. [Rather, the end in general, when all shall

be accomplished. Alf.~] In this end all orders shall obtain their con

summation, 1 Pet. iv. 7 ; Rom. vi. 22. This noun contains the force

of the verbs delivered up [ver. 24] and destroyed [ver. 26]. See how

great mysteries the apostle draws from the prophetic syllables -\y, un

til, and S3, all, Pa. ex. 1, viii. 6. Gr. &%pt<;, until, and xavra, all

things. Therefore even the words are inspired by God. For the

same principles apply to all. When—Namely, when. The former

is explained by the latter ; and the first part of the following verse

refers to the former ; the second part, to the latter. So soon as the

Son shall have delivered up the kingdom to the Father, the Father

will destroy all authority ; and the deliverance of the kingdom into

his hands takes place, that all authority may be swept away. Shall

have delivered up the kingdom—The Father will not then begin to

reign without the Son, nor the Son cease to reign without the Father ;

for the divine kingdom of both Father and Son is from eternity and

shall be to eternity. But this refers to the mediatorial kingdom of

the Son, which will be delivered up, and the unmediated reign of the

Father, to which then it will give place. In the meantime, the Son

manages the affairs, which the Father has given him, for and by his

own people, for the elect, by angels also, and before the Father and

against his enemies, while even an effort of these continues. The Son

will deliver up the kingdom to the Father, in so far as the Father

gave it to the Son, John xiii. 3. Neither the Father when he has
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appointed the Son king, nor the Son -when he delivers the kingdom

to the Father, ceases to reign ; and by the very fact, that we are told

not that it is to be abolished, hut delivered up to the Father, it is sig

nified, that it itself also is of infinite majesty. But the glory before

the foundation of the world will remain, even after that delivery,

John xvii. 5 ; Heb. i. 8 ; nor will he cease to be king according to

his human nature, Luke i. 33. If the citizens of the New Jerusalem

shall reign for ever and ever, Rev. xxii. 5 ; how much more will God

and Christ reign ! To Q-od even the Father—A twofold point of

view. He is considered both as God and as Father toward Christ,

John xx. 17; even when exalted, Rev. iii. 12, 21: and toward be

lievers, Col. iii. 17. He is considered as God towards enemies. Put

down—Namely, God even the Father, to whom also refer put [ver.

25] and put under [ver. 27]. In a similar manner the subject is

changed to another in the third person, ver. 25 and 29. [But here

the two verbs, delivered up and put down, must have the same sub

ject: Christ. M<ty.~\ All rule and all authority and poicer—Rule and

authority are also said of human powers, Tit. iii. 1 ; but oftener of

angelic, Col. i. 16 ^ and that too in the concrete, to denote their very

essence ; but here in the abstract, as ftaffdelav, of the kingdom of the

Son ; for the angelic essences will not be destroyed. 'Apyri denotes

rule; subordinate to this are Izoijoia, authority, magistracy, and

dwafitz, an army, forces. The last two here being more closely con

nected, have one epithet, all, in common. Here they denote not only

rule, authority, forces of enemies, ver. 25, such as is death, ver. 26 ;

but the all includes those, even of good angels. For when the king

lays down his arms, after subduing his enemies, the soldiers are dis

charged, and the word xuraprecv, to put down, is not inappropriate to

them, xiii. 8 ; 2 Cor. iii. 7.

25. Must—For it is foretold. He—Christ. Reign—rm, reign

Thou in the midst of TJiy enemies, Ps. ex. 2. Until—There will be

no further need. Put—The Father. All—Paul brings in this, to

prepare a transition to what follows. Enemies—Bodily and spiritual.

Supply His, from His feet, to wit, the Son's. As it is, the Ellipsis is

elegant ; since Christ previously destroyed them, in so far as they

were Christ's enemies ; lie will destroy them so far as they are ours.

The remaining part of his victory is related to his achieved triumph,

as any frontier or corner to the subdued compass of any human mon

archy.

26. Last—A pregnant announcement. Death is an enemy ; is an

enemy, who is destroyed ; is the enemy, who is destroyed last. Last

moreover, that is, after Satan, Heb. ii.. 14 ; and after sin, ver. 56.

38
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For they became strong in the same order ; and Satan brought in

sin, sin brought forth death. Those enemies hare been destroyed ;

therefore also death is destroyed. It may be said, It not the prin

ciple the tame as to all enemies f for in so far as the rest have been

destroyed, death also has been destroyed, 2 Tim. i. 10, therefore inas

much as death remains, the other enemies also stUl remain, and there

fore death is not destroyed last. Ans. Christ, in so far as he engaged

frith his enemies formerly, first overcame Satan by his death ; next

sin, in death ; lastly death, in his resurrection ; and in the same

order, he both delivers all believers from the enemies' power, and de

stroys the enemies themselves. Again, it may be said, How is death

destroyed last, if the resurrection of the dead precedes the destruction

of ALL RULE ? Ant. The resurrection is immediately followed by

the judgment, with which the destruction of •/•'/ rule is connected;

and the destruction of death and hell immediately succeeds this. The

order of destruction is described, Rev. xix. 20, xx. 10, 14. More

over the expression ought to be taken in a reduplicative sense. Ene

mies will be destroyed, as enemies. For even afterwards, Satan will

be Satan; hell, hell; the goats, accursed. For they will be first de

stroyed, before death, the last enemy ; not so as to cease to be alto

gether as death ; not to cease to be what they are called, namely,

Satan, hell, accursed ; but to be no longer enemies, resisting, and

able to oppose. For they will be subdued, powerless, captive, pun

ished, under the feet of our Lord. The destruction of ALL RULE is

not to be reckoned as part of the destruction of enemies ; but the

destruction of hostile power, according to Rev. xix. 20, is accomplished

even before the destrnction of death, which is followed by the de

struction of ALL authority and of ALL rule. The good angels also

are freed from labor. Enemy—Death, an enemy ; therefore it was

not natural to man at first. Those, who denied the resurrection, also

denied the immortality of the soul. The defence of the former de

fends the latter. Is destroyed—The present for the future. Death

— Iff/I is here included in death, so far as it is to be destroyed,

ver. 55.

27. All things—Not even excepting death. The Psalm [viii.]

might seem by this syllable, S:>, all things, merely to indicate animals

and stars, which it names ; but the apostle shows that it extends much

further. Good things are made subject to him in a most joyous con

dition ; bad things, in a most sorrowful one : for the latter are

destroyed, and made his footstool. Put under—Namely, God even

the Father ; comp. on put under; Eph. i. 22; Phil. iii. 21; Heb. ii.

8 ; 1 Pet. iii. 22. He will put under, in his own time ; He has al
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ready put under, because he hath said it. Under Ms feet—Are put

not only enemies, but also other things, Eph. i. 22. This phrase is

a Synecdoche ; all things are put under him : and those which oppose

him, and will not be subject, are altogether thrust down at his feet,

as a footstool. There is a clear distinctkm between put under his

feet and given into his hands. The former however must not be un

derstood too harshly : otherwise, there would be no room for the

exception of Him who subjected them. Saith—The prophet, Heb. ii.

6. [Better as Alf. renders, after Mey. ; But when God shall have

declared that all things have been subjected to him, it is evident that

they have been subjected with the exception of Him who subjected att

things to him,~] Manifest—For the Father is not subjected to the

Son ; but (SI, ver. 28) the Son to the Father. The apostle with

power and wisdom points out the sum of all things, from the Psalm.

28. Shall be subdued—So that they shall remain in subjection for

ever. Then—Finally. There are always enemies to contend with

before. Himself—Voluntarily. Himself is contrasted with all things,

so that it denotes the infinite excellence of the Son ; and besides, as

often, it signifies something voluntary ; for the Son subordinates him

self to the Father ; the Father glorifies the Son. The name, " God

even the Father," and " the Son," is more glorious than " King."

The latter will be absorbed by the former, as it had previously been

derived from it. The Son—Christ, according to both natures, even

the divine ; which we learn, not so much from his being here called

the Son ; comp. note on Mark xiii. 32; as that he is expressly consid

ered in relation to the Father. Nor, however, is the Son here spoken

of, in so far as the Father and the Son are one, which unity of es

sence indeed is presupposed here ; but in respect of the economy of

government, inasmuch as the Father has rendered all things subject

to him. Shall be subordinated—For this renders the word, Gr. feora-

jTJasfae, more properly and worthily than subjected. A word well

adapted to denote things most widely different. For obviously the

subordination of the Sou to the Father is one, of the creatures to

God another. The Son shall be subordinated to the Father in a way

in which he had not been subordinated before ; for in the mediatorial

kingdom, the brightness of the 'Son had been in a manner separated

from the Father ; but subsequently the Son shall be quite subordi

nated to the Father ; and that subordination of the Son will be en

tirely voluntary, desired by the Son himself and glorious ; for he will

not be subordinated as a servant, Heb. i. 14 ; comp. the foregoing

verses ; but as a Son. [So also in human affairs subordination be

longs not only to subjects, but also to sons, Luke ii. 51 ; '1 lob. xii. 9.
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V. (?.] ' TxoTajTjaeTat is therefore middle, not passive, [i. e., wilt

tubordinate him»elf.~\ My goodness, says he, Ps. xvi. 2, is not inde

pendent of THEE, 0 Jehovah [Eng. Ver., extendeth not to Thee.}

Hesshusins remarks, "The subjection and obedience of the Son to

the Father do not affect the equality of power, nor prove diversity

of essence. The Son in all eternity acknowledges with deepest

reverence that he was begotten from eternity by the Father. He

also acknowledges that he has received the spiritual kingdom from the

Father, and has been made Lord of the whole world. He will show

to the whole creation this his most holy reverence, subjection, and

filial love, that all honor may be rendered to the eternal Father. But

all this derogates nothing from the divine honor of the Son ; since

the Father wills that all men honor the Son, as the Father." John

v., Exam. p. 10. Tliat God may be all in all—Here is signified

something new, but at once the consummation, and everlasting. AH

things (and therefore all men) without any interruption, with no crea

ture to invade, no enemy to disturb, will be subordinated to the Son ;

the Son to the Father. All things will say : God is all to me. This

is rj'/ic, this the end and crown. Further, not even an apostle can

go. As in Christ, there is neither Greek, Jew, circumcision, uncir-

cumcision, barbarian, Scythian, bond, free, but Christ is all and in

all, Col. iii. 11 ; so then there will be neither Greek nor Jew, etc.,

nor rule, authority, etc., but God all in all. God is esteemed as

nothing by the ungodly in the world, Ps. x. 4, xiv. 1 : and with the

saints many things prevent him from alone being all to them ; but

then he will be all in all.

29. [For the second rtov vexpiov, the dead, read au-rwv, them. Also

punctuate thus;—vexptov;—irtipot>rae,—aorwv;— Tisch. So as to

read ; since what shall they do (i. e., shall become of those) who are

(habitually) baptized for (on behalf of) the dead? If dead men are

not raised at all, why do they trouble themselves to be baptized for them f

Ay. So Seng, in punctuation and reading. On the interpretation,

see note below.] As to the pointing : Connect the clause, If the dead

rise not at all, with what follows. El, if, begins the sentence. So ver.

32, 12, etc. Refer the pronoun auram, 'them, to vexpol, the dead.

Furthermore, there is such variety of'interpretations of the baptism

for (over) the dead, that he who would collect, I do not say, the dif

ferent opinions, but lists of them, would write a dissertation. [Beng.

proceeds to argue that the phrase fakp ribv vsxptav, must mean over

the dead, i. e., as he understands it, in the prospect of speedy death ;

but neither the translation nor the interpretation can be supported.

The allusion here is to a custom in the early church, by which Christ
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ians were baptized in behalf of friends who had died without baptism;

in hope that it would be ascribed to those dead as their own baptism.

This usage was afterwards extended and preserved only among here

tics. So Be W., Met/., Alf., etc. The apostle by no means endorses

the practice ; but in the question What shall they do ? what will be

come of them ? there is a tacit reprehension of it ; for the phrase

ology separates himself and those to whom he writes from the third

party, they which are baptized. Alf. It may be paraphrased : / ap

prove the faith, not the deed; for while it is absurd to think that a

dead.man is profited by another's baptism, yet they are right in their

trust in a resurrection to come. Erasmus in Mey.] Dead—In all

this chapter, in the question, if [ver. 13] Paul speaks of dead, v*3h

pobz, without the article ; afterwards, this being cleared up, in the

question how, ver. 35, etc., he uses the article ; but rmv, the, here has

a relative force. [Rather its usual definite force ; the dead in behalf

of whom the baptism took place. Alf]

30. We—Apostles, iv. 9. [How absurd is our conduct, too, in

that case ! Mey.]

31. Die—Not only by the danger always before him, 2 Cor. i. 8,

9, xi. 23, but also by a continual mortification. This agrees with the

whole discourse. [Add ddeXfoi, brethren, after xab%rjatv, rejoicing.

Tisch. (not Alf)] By your glorying, which I have in Christ Jesus

our Lord—In swearing or making an asseveration, if a human being

is appealed to, then that person is used, which is preferred as more

worthy, and therefore sometimes the third, Gen. xlii. 15, 16. Sept

by the health of Pharaoh ; sometimes the first, 2 Sam. iii. 35, God

do so to me and more also: comp. ibid. ver. 9., but generally the se

cond, 1 Sam. i. 26, Sept. may thy soul live: iii. 17, God do so to thee,

and more also. So Paul here appeals to the Corinthians' high state

even as to spiritual life, in opposition to his own death, which he

bore for their glorying, comp. iv. 8 ; 2 Cor. iv. 12, 15 ; Phil. i. 26 ;

Eph. iii. 13 ; and therefore he brings it forward to stir up the

Corinthians themselves. Indeed the first person follows in, / have,

but in the singular number ; and which refers not to your glorying,

but to glorying simply ; for so relatives are sometimes used ; Gal. i.

6, 7 ; Eph. ii. 11, where that which is called circumcision is concrete,

and yet in the flesh made by hands is added, which agrees only with

the abstract, 1 Tim. vi. 20, 21 ; 2 Tim. 1, 5. Paul shows that it is

not without good cause that he dies daily, but that he is a par

taker of the glorying of the Corinthians, 2 Cor. iv. 14.

32. If after the manner of men, I have fought with beasts at Ephe-

sus, what advantageth it me ? if the dead rise not, let us eat and drink,
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for to-morrow we die—Thi3 clause, if the dead rise not, is properly

connected with the words that follow ; for in the foregoing, the for

mula, after the manner of men, stands for its force : that is, if, after

human fashion, for a human consideration, with the mere hope of the

present life, not in the hope of a resurrection to be expected from

God, I have fought with beasts at Ephesus, etc. Have fought with

leasts at Ephesus—This one contest Paul expressly mentions, not

only because it was very great, but also, because Tery recent. He was

still at Ephesus, ch. xvi. 8 : and there, before this epistle was written,

he had been in unusual danger, probably that described, Acts xix.

29, 30 ; 2 Cor. i. 8 ; wherefore he calls it a fight with beasts, in which

his life was at stake; comp^ iv. 9: as Heraclitus of Ephesus had

been in the habit of calling the Ephesians wild beasts, &rjpea, four

hundred years before : comp. Tit. i. 12, concerning the Cretans and

Epimenides. [Thus this expression is figurative, for a severe conflict

with strong and fierce enemies. Paul's Roman citizenship would save

him from being literally cast to the beasts. Meg., Alfi] Let us eat

—die—So the Sept. Isa. xxii. 13, that is, let us use the goods of the

body and the present life. A Mimesis [imitation in an opponent's

person] of wicked speaking.

33. Corrupt—The kindred word, corruption, is in ver. 42. He

quotes the well-known sentence of Menander in a loftier sense, and

opposes it to the Epicurean creed, ver. 32 ; though presently, ver.

34, about to adduce a more strenuous exhortation. [There is indeed

a vast multitude of wicked sayings and proverbs in human life, by

which a vast number repel things however sacred and salutary, and

endeavor to defend their own wantonness and hypocrisy. Scoffs of

that kind were also common among the Israelites, Ez. xi. 3, 15, xii.

22, xviii. 2. V. Manners—Good manners are those, by which

a man passes from things fading to things eternal. Good—Or evea

easy, light, Gr. iprjara. Comp. Rom. xvi. 18. Evil—Opposed to

faith, hope, love. On the other hand, good communications on the

resurrection destroy gluttony and depraved manners.

34. Awake— Gr. ixvyipare. An exclamation full of apostolic

majesty : shake off lethargy or surfeiting, ver. 32, so the Sept. Awake

(ixvrjipare) ye drunkards, Joel i. 5. He says, more mildly, watch

ye, in the conclusion, xvi. 13. To righteousness—That righteousness,

which flows from true knowledge of God. The antithesis is, sinning

in this ver., and corrupt manners, ver. 33. And sin not—The Im

perative after an imperative has the force of a future (John vii. 37,

note), and ye shall not sin, either by an error of the understanding,

or by evil communications, or by corrupt manners. Those, who place
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sin in the will alone, and not in the understanding, are in error, and

therefore commit sin. Stirring arguments follow those used as proofs>

as Gal. iv. 12, note : for Scripture instructs the whole man. Have

ignorance of God—Gr. dfvaxria, is both ignorance, 1 Pet. ii. 15, and

forgetfulness, 3 Mace. v. 24. To have ignorance, is stronger than to

be ignorant., and includes an antithesis to knowledge, which otherwise

was agreeable to the Corinthians. Of God—And therefore also of

God's power and works, Matt. xxii. 29. Some—This softens the re

proof. Shame—The Corinthians claimed great knowledge. A re

proach, ignorance and drowsiness, from which they must awake.

Your—You who are without the knowledge, or have among you such.

' Tfjitv is also the dative of advantage. I speak for you. Speak—

Boldly. He speaks more severely than at the beginning, on another

subject, iv. 14.

35. Some one—Who dares deny the fact itself, through ignorance

of the manner, inasmuch as death has been so great a destruction,

and it is asserted that there will be so glorious a resurrection. But

then—Epitavis [emphatic addition]. Come—The living are said to

remain, ver. vi. The dead to have gone away, d/r£/$wrec '•> Chrys.

df. Saccrd., p. 494 : and to return, Ps. ex. 3 ; Eccl. xii. 7. But the

revived come, and are said rather to come than to return, because of

their entire newness, ver. 36, etc. ; comp. Acts i. 11, note. Paul,

writing to the Corinthians who doubted if [ver. 13], so treats of the

question how, as to express the identity of the falling with the rising

body somewhat more faintly, as it were, and more sparingly than he

usually does elsewhere.

36. Thou fool—The apostle wonders, that any one could doubt

here. So certain it was to him. This also belongs to the shame, ver.

34. To him who inquires about the way of the resurrection, and the

quality of the rising bodies, he answers first, by a comparison, 36-42,

(middle), then, without a comparison, ver. 42, etc. In the compari

son, the protasis and apodosis admirably correspond ; and the ques

tion is on the way of the resurrection, in the protasis, ver. 36 ; in the

apodosis, ver. 42, it i» sown, etc. ; then on the quality of the bodies,

in the protasis, ver. 37-41 ; in the apodosis, ver. 43. Thou—Silly

fellow. [ Thou sowest—Thou is emphatic, in contrast with God's work,

ver. 38. Mey.~\ Smvest—In the field. A copious allegory follows.

Is not quickened—To a new germ. Except it die—Paul reverses the

objection : death does not hinder quickening, but precedes and an

nounces it, as sowing does harvest.

37. Not the body that shall be—Namely, the body, beautiful, no

longer bare.
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38. But God—Not thou, O man! not the grain itself. It— The

grain. Hath pleased—The preterite, in respect of creation, Gen. i.

11 ; or at least because willing is before giving. To every—Seed not

only of fruits, but also of animals. A gradation to ver. 39. Itt own

—Suited to the species, peculiar to the individual, produced from the

substance of the seed. Ver. 39 explains this its own further. [How

absurd then to suppose that the same body which is buried must arise,

in order to constitute a resurrection ! Mey.]

39. All—not—This is a universal negative. Every kind of flesh

is different from the others. Paul shows that terrestrial bodies differ

from terrestrial, and celestial from celestial, ver. 41 ; but in such a

way as to make each of these contribute to illustrate further the dif

ference of the body from its seed, and of celestial bodies from ter

restrial ; for in the apodosis he lays down nothing on degrees of

glory, but leaves it to the wise, as it were, in an enigma for consider

ation, while he accounts it sufficient to have openly asserted the glory

of the resurrection bodies. [Omit adp£, flesh, the second time. Tisch.

(not Alf.) So Beng.] One kind of men—He elegantly omits the

word flesh, when he places the flesh of brutes in opposition to that of

man. Kt^vrj, beasts, or cattle, here is applied to all quadrupeds ; for

fishes and birds are opposed to them. [Transpose birds and fishes ;

and read, dXhj dk odp£ xxyviov, and another flesh of birds. Tisch.,

Alf.] Of fishes—Therefore those who eat fishes, eat flesh, with the

added charm of variety.

40. Celestial bodies—Sun, moon, stars. Bodies terrestrial—Vege

tables, animals. One—On the glory of the terrestrial, comp. Matt,

vi. 28, 29 ; 1 Pet. i. 24.

41. For o?ie star—For intensive. Not only have the stars a dif

ferent glory from the sun and moon, but further, even one star often

surpasses another star in brightness. There is no star, no glorious

body, that does not obviously differ in some way from another. [But

the comparison is not to differences among the glorified bodies, but

between these as a class and the bodies we now have. Mey.,

Alf, etc.]

42. So—This refers to the protasis already begun at ver. 36. Sown

—A delightful word, instead of burial. In corruption—This ex

presses the condition not only of the dead body, but of the mor

tal body.

43. In dishonor—In nakedness, ver. 37, to which is opposed glory,

as a garment, ver. 53, 49. Is sown in weakness—[All power having

passed from the dead body. Mey.~] The figure is continued : but in the

thought itself, the comparison being ended, a transition is made to a
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new part of the answer, of which this is the statement : There is a

natural body and there is a spiritual body. The expressions, in power,

ver. 43, and a spiritual body, ver. 44, are akin, Luke i. 17 | just as

incorruption and glory, ver. 42, 43.

44. Natural—or animal—Which, consisting offlesh and blood, ver.

50, is wholly governed by the animal soul. Spiritual—Which is

wholly governed by the Spirit. [The true text is, el lartv aiopa

ipu^txov, Iartv xai nveupartxbv, if there is a natural body, there is also

a spiritual. Tisch., Alf.] And—So consequently.

45. It is written—Gen. ii. 7, Sept., man was made a living soul.

Paul adds the rest in the nature of a contrast. First—For the last is

contrasted with it ; but ver. 47, xpwroz means the former ; for deu-

repo-, the second, is the contrast, and each is there considered as a

model of the rest. The last, just as the second, points to Christ, not

to the whole human race in the consummation. Adam—A proper

name here, but just after repeated by Antonomasia [a proper, for a

common name]. Soul—Gr. ipu%rtv, from which comes ipu%txov, animal,

[natural] ver. 44. The last—Job xix. 25. jnrot, the same who is

called Sxj, as is evident there from the parallelism of the double pre

dicate. Christ is last; the day of Christ is the last day, John vi. 39.

• [Christ is a Spirit, 2 Cor. iii. 17. V. (?.] Quickening—He not only

lives, but also gives life, [and that the resurrection life, as the con

text shows. Comp. ver. 22; Rom. viii. 11. Mey.]

46. Spiritual—Body. This verse refers to ver. 44, ver. 45 making

a kind of parenthesis, to which afterwards ver. 47 corresponds. Af

terward—This should be carefully noticed by those who dispute about

the origin of evil, just as if all things should have been at the begin

ning not only good, which they were, but also such as they will be at

their consummation.

47. [Omit b Kupioz, the Lord. Tisch., Alf] The first man is of

the earth, earthy ; the second man is the Lord from heaven—An ex

act antithesis. The first man, since he is of the earth, is earthy, %oi-

itoc, affected in the same way as earth, Jfooc, %urrj, heaped, and scat

tering. The reason is, because he is sprung from the earth. This is

the protasis; the apodosis follows, in which it was not proper to say,

the second man, of heaven, heavenly. For man accounts it to the

earth as an obligation that he is earthy; but the Lord docs not

owe his glory to heaven, for he himself made heaven what it is, and

by descending from heaven, presented himself to us as Lord. There

fore the order of words is changed, the Lord from heaven. The word

Lord signifies the same thing in the concrete, as glory in the abstract.

(Lord, Lordliness,) whence it is properly opposed to earthy, ver. 43 ;

34
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Phil. iii. 20, etc. ; and from this glory proceeds the incorruptibility

of Christ's flesh, Acts ii. 24, 31. In this way the received rending

is defended, and the various readings, -though ancient, mentioned in

the Apparatus, are refuted.

48. The earthy—Adam. They—All Adam's posterity. The

heavenly—Christ. [They also—The risen Christians, as citizens of

the heavenly city. Mey.]

49. And as—From the former state Paul infers the latter. We

have borne—As a garment. The image—This not only denotes re

semblance, but also dependence. [For. tpopiaopev, we shall bear,

some eds. read, fopiawpev, let us bear. And so Beng., but without

sufficient grounds. The change seems to have arisen from un

derstanding flesh and blood, ver. 50, in a moral sense, Mey., and is re

jected by Tisch., Alf., etc.] Let us bear—Tertullian says, "Let us bear;

not we shall bear, a command, not a promise. Nay, tpopeaiopev, let

us bear, and yet as a promise." The subjunctive makes the language

conditional and conciliatory, by which Paul (comp. ver. 53, must) ex

presses the divine appointment and faith assenting to it. Comp. the

subjunctive, James iv. 13, 15.

50. Flesh and blood—An abstract phrase, [meaning man, as far as

the circulation of the blood quickens his flesh. V. (?.] Like f&opa,

corruption. The one denotes those living in the world; the other, the

dead. Both must become different. The spirit extracted from the

dregs of wine differs less from them, than the glorified man from the

mortal man. The kingdom of God—Altogether spiritual, in no part

natural. A great change must intervene, in making man fit for that

kingdom. Cannot—Gr. dOvavrat [the plural where the Gr. would

regularly take the singular]. A Syllepsis of number; indicating the

multitude of those, who are flesh and blood. Nor—doth—inherit—

Not, cannot inherit. Flesh and blood are farther from it, than corruption

itself ; and it is obvious of itself, that corruption cannot, though it is

certainly the way to incorriiption, ver. 36. The meaning of the pre

sent may be gathered from ver. 52, beginning.

51. You—Do not suppose, that you know all things. Show—

Prophetically*: xiii. 2 : 1 Thess. iv. 15. We shall not all sleep, but we

shall all be changed—The Latins read with general consent ; We

shall all rise indeed, but we shall not all be changed, and Tertidlian

and Rufinus, besides others, follow this reading. Yet the Latin trans

lator does not seem to have had a text different from our Greek

copies, but to have given the sense, as he understood it, rather than

the words. For this is his common practice in this epistle, as when

xii. 10 and 28, for yhoaowv, tongues, he has sermonum, words, and
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in turn xiv. 10, for fmvmv, voices, linguarum, tongues. He seems

therefore to have understood we shall not sleep to mean, we shall not

continue sleeping, that is, we shall rise again. Hence it followed,

that he presently after supplied not, for the sake of the antithesis, as

he had suppressed not, chap. ix. 6 : (where also Tertullian follows

him.) Moreover from the Latin have been formed the word dvafttio-

oopev, we shall revive, in the Veles. and dvaarr^bpt&a, we shall rise

again, (a word which Paul does not use in this whole chapter,) in the

Clar. manuscript, as first written. Some of the Greeks have ndvrez

pkv (ow) xoiprflrjaOpt&a, dW ov ff^rec dXXar^obptsda, we shall all

indeed sleep, but we shall not all be changed; from pev ob, pev cibv

being easily produced. Indeed in this verse the apostle wished to

deny nothing whatever concerning the change, but to aflirm, and to

bring forward a mystery. The reading of the text stands, being not

unknown even to Latin copies, which Jerome adduces from Didymus.

Moreover each clause is universal. All indeed, namely we, with

whom the dead are presently contrasted, shall not sleep ; but all, the

same we, shall be changed; the subject of both enunciations is the

same: comp. nuz obx, taken universally, xvi. 12 ; Rom. ix. 33 ; Eph.

v. 5 ; Rev. xxii. 3 ; Acts xi. 8. The language refers less to the very

men then alive, waiting for the consummation of the world, than to

those, who shall then be alive in their place, ver. 52, end, 1 Thess. iv.

15, note. Be changed—While the soul remains in the body, the body

from being natural will become spiritual.

52. In a moment—Lest it be considered hyperbolical, he adds a

more popular phrase, In the twinkling of an eye. Excellent work of

divine omnipotence ! Who then can doubt, that even in death a man

may be suddenly freed from sin? Trump—The full description of the

trumpets is reserved for the Apocalypse ; yet some things on the last

trumpet are anticipated in Matt. xxiv. 31 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; and this

epithet last is expressed here, presupposing the preceding trumpets,

either because the Spirit inspired Paul with an allusion anticipating

the Apocalypse, or because earlier Scripture teaches in general that

some trumpets come before the last. Is. xxvii. 13 ; Jer. li. 27 ; Zech.

ix. 14; Heb. xii. 19; 2 Esdr. v. 4: or especially in relation to the

trumpet at the ascension, Ps. xlvii. 6, comp. Acts i. 11 : for one may

be called the last, where two only are referred to, ver. 45 ; not to say,

one without another following, Rev. x. 7. For—shall sound—

Namely, the Lord, by his archangel, 1 Thess. iv. 16. The trumpet

was formerly used on feast days to assemble the people. And—Im

mediately. Incorruptible—Strictly the word immortal would seem
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proper ; for incorruptibility will be put on by the change, ver. 53 ; but

incorruptibility includes immortality.

53. This — itself— Our present state. Incorruption—By that

change.

54. But when— immortality — The frequent repetition of these

words is very delightful. Then—Not before. The Scripture is sure,

therefore the resurrection is sure. Death is swallowed up in victory

—Is. xxv. 8, Sept. Karimev b &avaroz ia%Oaaz, it was swallowed up

at one instantaneous draught : comp. Rev. xxi. 4. In victory—Gr.

«c vtxoz, Heb. r\ft>, which the Sept. not here but elsewhere often

renders «c ^'oc, unto or in victory. [The death here spoken of is

bodily death, ver. 55 ; hence this verse does not support the final res

toration of all men. Mey.]

55. [For Spdij, grave, read t?rfvare, death. Tisch. Alf.] Where is,

etc.—Hos. xiii. 14, Sept. where is thy judgment (Gr. dixrj, perhaps

vixrj, victory) O death? where thy sting, O Hades? Heb. literally,

where are thy plagues, O death ? where, O Hades, thy destruction ?

In this hymn of victory, where signifies that death and hell were for

merly very formidable : now the case is changed. divaroz, death,

and iffyz, Hades, hell, are often used without distinction ; yet they

differ, for the one can never be substituted for the other. Hell is in

fact opposed to heaven ; death, to life ; and death is first, hell is more

profound. Death receives bodies without souls, hell, souls, even with

out bodies; not only those of the wicked, but also of the godly,

before the death of Christ, Gen. xxxvii. 35 ; Luke xvi. 23. There

fore they are mentioned together, and it is a climax, death and hell:

comp. Rev. xx. 13, 14, vi. 8, i. 17 : in which passages it is evident,

that the word grave cannot be substituted for hell. Furthermore,

because the subject is here the resurrection of the body, therefore

hell is only once named, death often, even ver. 56. Sting—With the

poison of plague. Paul transposes victory and sting ; which not only

agrees better with the gradation of the Hebrew synonyms, but also

makes a more convenient transition to the following verse, where sting

and strength are kindred terms. A goad is the larger xivrpov, comp.

Acts xxvi. 14 ; a sting is the smaller xevtoov : sometimes they may

be used without distinction, when used apart from the consideration

of size ; we may even kick against the pricks in thorns. O hell,

[Eng. Ver., grave.']—It does not here mean the place of eternal

punishment, but the receptacle of souls, which are to be united again

with bodies at the resurrection. There is nothing here said of the

devil ; comp. Heb. ii. 14 : because the victory is taken from him,

sooner than from death, ver. 26. Victory—Paul sweetly repeats
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vTxoc, victory ; comp. ver. 54. The rarity of the word is suited to a

teng of victory.

56. Sin—If there were no sin, there could be no death ; comp.

Hos. xiii. 12. Against this prick no one could have kicked by hia

own strength; no one could have sung where, etc. The particle but

indicates this. The law—Threatening death for sin; without the law

sin is not perceived ; under the law sin rules ; Rom. vi. 14.

57. But thanks be to God—It had not been of our accomplishment.

But—Although both the law and sin, and death and hell, opposed us,

yet we have overcome. This is the thought ; but the mode or feeling

is added, thanks be to God. Who giveth—Present, to suit the state

of believers. The victory—A repetition, suited to triumph ; death

and hell had aimed at the victory. Christ—In the faith of whom we,

dying to the law, have obtained life, ver. 3, etc.

58. [^Therefore—There was a grave error to be refuted here, yet he

does not neglect to subjoin an exhortation. V. (x.~\ Beloved—The

true consideration of the last things kindles love to the brethren.

Steadfast—Do not yourselves turn from the faith of the resurrection,

Unmoveable—Be not led away by others, ver. 12. So Col. i. 23.

In the work of the Lord—Christ, Phil. ii. 30. It is called generally,

the work, which is carried on for the Lord's sake. Its more particu

lar definition depends on the relations of each text. Knowing—He

is now sure of the assent of the Corinthians. /* not in vain—That

is, is most profitable. They who denied the resurrection, were mak

ing it vain. Paul is gentle in refuting these men even in the conclu

sion. [In the Lord—It rests in Christ, that your labor is not vain.

Mey.~\

CHAPTER XVI.

1. Collection—A plain term, well adapted to the beginning, ver.

2 : it is called a blessing, 2 Cor. ix. 6. Saints—He prefers to call

them saints rather than poor, because it is both more dignified and

contributes to strengthen his request. Have given order—By apos

tolic authority, familiar to the Galatians. Of Galatia—He proposes

the Galatians as an example to the Corinthians, the Corinthians to
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the Macedonians, the Corinthians and Macedonians to the Romans ;

2 Cor. ix. 2 : Rom. xv. 26. There is great force in examples.

2. On the first day—The Lord's day was even at that time pe

culiarly regarded. On the Sabbath the Jews and Christians met to

gether ; next day the latter engaged in their peculiar duties. Of the

Sabbath—That is, the week ; the usual expression is $ fua aaftftfatov,

one, i. e., the first day of the week ; here xara, distributive, every

first day, excludes the Greek article. The advice is easy. At once,

not so much is given. If a man every Lord's day hat laid by some

thing, he is likely to have collected more than one would have given at

once. Every one—Even those not rich. By him—Apart, that it

may appear what he himself lays by ; whether others lay by more

sparingly or more liberally. The Corinthians had no common trea

sury yet in the Church. Lay by—At the public meeting. [But by

him means, doubtless, at home. Mey.~\ In store—Plentifully, a plea

sant word, 1 Tim. vi. 19. As may be convenient—[Literally, whatso

ever he may be prospered in, nearly as Eng. Ver. Seng, is wrong.

Alf.~] With ease of mind and means. It is the part of Christian

prudence to follow up in action occasions as they present themselves,

Eccl. ix. 10 ; 1 Sam. x. 7. That—no—An anticipation that they

may not think there will be a collection then also, and also boldness,

as much as, I will not pass you by altogether. When Icome—It would

neither be pleasant for Paul nor for the Corinthians to do this in his

presence. Now, says he, you will act the more generously; then we

shall attend to other matters. Gatherings—collections—This less

agreeable term advises no delay.

3. Whomsoever—In my presence ye shall approve, as faithful.

[The proper connection is, di ZinaTohov TOUTOU; xcft</'a>, them will 1

send with letters. Tisch., Alf., etc. So Beng. The contributors

choose the carriers; but Paul, the author of the collection, sends

them with letters. Mey.~\ With letters—In your name. The antithe

sis is Paul himself, ver. 4 ; comp. oca, Rom. ii. 27 ; 2 Cor. ii. 4.

Your liberality—A gracious term, and therefore frequent, 2 Cor. viii. 4.

4. Meet—If it shall be worth while for me to carry it myself. He

invites them to be liberal. That I also—A just estimate of self is

not pride, 2 Cor. i. 19. Paul mentions himself in the first place.

With me—To meet all suspicion, 2 Cor. viii. 20, 21.

5. Will come—He had said, ver. 2, when I shall have come. Do

pass—A Place [repetition of a word in a limited sense], of which the

antithesis follows, to pass through, to abide, ver. 6. Hence we must

not press the present teuse. He was not yet in Macedonia, but was

thinking of it, ver. 8.
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6. It may be—He speaks very familiarly. WJiithersoever—For

the sake of modesty he does not say how far he thinks to go, Acts

xix. 21.

7. Now—After so long delay heretofore. If the Lord permit—A

pious qualification. The purposes of the saints have some liberty,

which the divine goodness in various ways both precedes and follows.

8. At Ephesus—Paul was at Ephesus : comp. vcr. 19, on Asia.

9. Door—It is a wise man's part to watch opportunities. Is opened

—At Ephesus. Great and effectual—He would take advantage of so

great an opportunity for some weeks; comp. ch. v. 7, note. Adver

saries—Whom to resist. Often good, and its contrary, evil, flourish

vigorously at once.

10. Now—An antithesis^etween Paul himself and Timothy his

substitute. [Who bore this epistle. V. (?.] Without fear—This

will be the case, if no man shall despise him. If some despised Paul,

how mueh more readily Timothy the youth of Lystra ! The Lord—

Christ. Worketh—It is right that this work should be performed

without fear. The foundation of true respect to ministers.

11. Rim—A young man, Ps. cxix. 141, Sept., I am young and de

spised. The brethren—Who also look for him, or who also are

coming.

12. Greatly desired—Paul was not afraid of the Corinthians pre

ferring Apollos, who was with them, to himself. Apollos, when Paul

sent this epistle, was not present, for he is not mentioned at ver. 19,

nor at ch. i. 1. With the brethren—Ver. 17. These are different

from those in ver. 11. The will was not—A kind of impersonal ex

pression, where the matter is considered as to be willed or not willed

without expressing whose the will is ; where however the standard is

God's will ; comp. Matt, xviii. 14. So also the Greeks use the verb

&iXg), Acts ii. 12. When he shall have convenient time—Convenience

does not mean carnal convenience, but that which follows God's will.

13. Watch—The conclusion, exhorting chiefly to faith and love.

[This is the sum of all those things, which either Timothy or Apollos

thought should be inculcated on the Corinthians. V. (?.] In the

faith—Ch. xv. 2, 11, 14, 17.

14. With love—viii. 1, xiii. 1. [For where love is, there are no

schisms. Grot, in Mey.]

15. The saints—Of Israel, for they were the first fruits of Achaia.

Themselves—Of their own accord. [These were the very persons,

who had come from Corinth to Paul, ver. 17. V. G.] The more

voluntary the service in difficulties, the more agreeable and praise

worthy. 2 Cor. viii. 16, 17 ; Is. vi. 8.
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16. Ye—In turn. Submit—Corresponding to Ira£av, addicted.

Helpeth—With others. [Not with us, as Eng. Ver.] Laboreth—

By himself.

17. Am glad—Paul, in respect of God, gives thanks, when he might

have said, I rejoice ; ch: i. 14, hut when he writes to men, he says,

Iam, or was glad, instead of 1 give thanks; Phil. iv. 10; Philem.

ver. 7 : comp. Acts x. 33 ; 3 John v. 3. Now again the deputies of

the Corinthians had departed ; and yet he says in the present, I am

glad ; for a pleasant remembrance remained, and the present is used

to accord with the time of the reading of the epistle at Corinth. Of

Stephanas—This person seems to have been the son of that Stepha

nas, whose house is mentioned, not himself, at ver. 15. Which was

lacking—So far as you had been wanti^p to me, and were not your

selves able to refresh me, in my absence.

18. Have refreshed—True brethren, although inferiors, come not,

nor are present, in vain. The refreshment of saints. My spirit—2

Cor. vii. 13. And yours—In me : 2 Cor. vii. 3. Acknowledge—

The Antecedent [acknowledge] for the Consequent [receive kindly],

so tidivat, to know, 1 Thess. v. 12. He who does it not, is called

o\yviopwv, without judgment.

19. Much—For especial affection, Acts xviii. 2, 1. [For TlpiaxtXXa,

Priscilla, Tisch. (not Alf.) reads Ilpiaxa, Prisca.] Aquila and Pris-

cilla—Elsewhere this woman is mentioned first. Here she is put last ;

comp. xiv. 34. In their house—This couple [who had removed from

Corinth to Ephesus, Acts xviii. 2, 18, 26] afterwards established a

household church at Rome also ; Rom. xvi. 5.

20. A holy kiss—In which all dissensions are lost.

21. Mine own hand—He then dictated what precedes.

22. If any man—not—Paul loves Jesus, do ye also all love him.

Loves—With the heart : kisses, by his conduct : corresponding to

kiss, ver. 20 ; for to love means to kiss, Luke xxii. 47 ; and to kiss is

used for to love, Ps. ii. 12. The Lord—He is to be preferred even

before all the brethren, even Paul and Apollos. [Omit ,Irjoouv Xpto-

rbv, Jesus Christ. Tisch., Alf.] Let him be Anathema Maranatha—

So far from saluting him, I rather bid him be accursed. The words

Maran atha add weight to the anathema ; and this phrase, an idiom

familiar to the Jews, indicates, that he who loves not Jesus will par

take with the Jews, who call Jesus anathema with bitter hatred, xii.

3, in that curse which falls most righteously upon themselves. For

this is an Euphemism instead of if any man hate Jesus. Mapav d&a,

Maran atha, i. e., the Lord cometh ; papav, Syriac, our Lord, or

simply the Lord. So Hesychius. As in French monseigneur is the
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same as seigneur. Mapav c\&a, seems to have been a common for

mula with Paul, whose meaning the Corinthians had either already

known, or now, when about to be seriously affected by it, might learn

from others.

23. Grace—This is the salutation set forth at ver. 21 : at ver. 22,

the unworthy are excluded; comp. 2 John v. 10, 11. [Tisch. (not

Alf.) omits Xptarou, Christ.~]

24. My love be with you all in Christ Jesus—The Apostle embraces

in Christ Jesus with love divinely kindled, not only those who had

said they were of Paul, but all the Corinthians. In the Alexandrian

copy alone, pou, my, is omitted ; but the word is entirely appropriate

to the beginning and end of this epistle. Afterwards were added the

words irpdfvj dnb (PtMxtuov, it was written from Philippi. But it

was written at Ephesus, as ver. 8, proves ; perhaps, however, it was

sent from Philippi, ver. 5, because the deputies of the Corinthians

had accompanied Paul thither. At least, Aquila and Priscilla,

spoken of, ver. 19, were at Ephesus (Acts xviii. 19) ; thence there

was a road to CorinSb. near Philippi. [In Christ—Christ is the sphere

of Paul's whole life. In it he lives. Thus his love is defined as in

Christ, in contrast to all worldly love. Mey. Omit duqv, Amen.

Tisch. Alf. brackets it.]



ANNOTATIONS

ON

PAUL'S SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

CHAPTER I.

1. Paul—While Paul repeats his admonitions, he shows his apos

tolic love and affection to the Corinthians, who had been devoutly

affected by his former severe epistle ; and, as he had written therein

about the affairs of the Corinthians, so he now writes about his own,

but with constant regard to the spiritual benefit of the Corinthians.

But the thread and connection of the whole epistle is historical;

other topics are introduced as digressions. See the leading points, at

ver. 8, 15 ; ii. 1, 12, 13 ; vii. 5 ; viii. 1 ; x. 1 ; xiii. 1, concerning

the past, present, and future. Whence this synopsis of the epistle.

There is in it—

L The Inscription, ch. i. 1, 2.

II. The Discussion.

1. We were greatly pressed in Asia :

but God consoled us :

for we act sincerely ; even in this that I have not already

come to you, who are bound to obey me, 3—ii. 11.

2. I hastened from Troas to Macedonia, which is near you ;

keeping pace with the progress of the Gospel, whose glori

ous ministry we worthily perform, 12—vii. 1.

8. In Macedonia I received joyful tidings of you, 2-16.

(274)
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4. In this journey I perceived the liberality of the Macedonians.

Wherefore it becomes you to follow that example, viii. 1

-ix. 15.

5. I am on my way to you, armed with the power of Christ.

Therefore obey, x. 1-xiii. 10.

III. The Conclusion, 11-13.

[Tisch. (not Alf.) reads, Xptarou 'lrjooii, Christ Jesus]. Timothy,

our brother—When Paul writes to Timothy himself, he calls him son;

when writing of him to the Corinthians and others, he calls him bro

ther. [Timothy is not joint author, but joint sender, though subordi

nate to Paul. Mey.] Unto the Church of God—This has the force

of a synonym with saints, which follows.

3. Blessed—An elegant mode of introduction, and befitting the

apostolic spirit, especially in adversity. The Father of mercies and

(rod of all comfort—[That is, the merciful Father, and God that

worketh all comfort. Mey.] Mercies are the fountain of consolation :

comp. Rom. xii. 1. The principle of exhortation and consolation is

often the same ; consolation is the proof of mercies. [And Paul men

tions mercies and help before afflictions. V. G.] He shows his mer

cies in calamity itself ; and the calamity of the saints is neither con

trary to the Divine mercy, nor does it render the saints suspicious of

it : afterwards it even affords consolation ; therefore of all is added.

4. In all—in any—He who has experienced one kind of affliction,

is peculiarly qualified to console others in the same circumstances ; he

who has experienced all can console under all, Heb. iv. 15. In

trouble—The contrasted words on the one side are, the sufferings and

trouble, of which the one is implied in the other—and on the other

side, salvation and consolation, of which the one is likewise implied

in the other. The frequency of these words will be greatly relished,

but only by the experienced. [How necessary is experience ! how

unsuitable a guide is he who is without it ! V. G.] Adversity is dis

cussed from ver. 8; consolation from ch. vii. 2, etc. Paul speaks

generally of comfort at the beginning ; he, however, refers especially

to that which he drew from the Corinthians' obedience.

5. Of Christ towards—[Eng. Ver., in]—us ; our—by Christ—The

words and their order are sweetly interchanged. Sufferings ; conso

lation—The former are numerous ; the latter is but one, and yet ex

ceeds. So—From this very epistle, compared with the former,—more

of comfort,—after the distresses which had intervened,—clearly ap-

Dears : comfort especially suited to the Corinthians, who had been
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deeply moved by the first epistle ; and so there appears in it the new

ness of the whole inner man, increasing daily.

6. [The true order places xai jj Ifait; -/j/iwv fteftaia Imkp buiov, and

our hope is steadfast in your behalf, (Alf. ; Eng. Ver., our hope of you

it steadfast,) before efre xapaxaAobfjieda, whether we are comforted, etc.

Tisch., Alf., etc.] Whether we be afflicted—The meaning is this, and

whether we be afflicted (we are afflicted] for your comfort and salvation ;

or whether we be comforted (we are comforted) for your consolation,

which enables you to endure the same trials, which we also endure, and

our hope for you is steadfast; knowing that as you partake of the

sufferings, so also you share the consolation. As in Phil. i. 16, 19,

affliction and salvation are opposed ; so here the affliction of the Gos

pel ministers, and the consolation and salvation of the Corinthians

are opposed, just as the death of the former and the ///'•• of the latter,

iv. 12. Furthermore, as the consolation and salvation of the Corin

thians depend on the affliction of the ministers of the gospel ; so the

consolation of the Corinthians, and the hope of the ministers for them

depend on the consolation of the ministers. The participle knowing

depends on the verbs, we are afflicted and we are comforted, under

stood. Thus the members of this period harmonize. We shall now

explain some of these words singly. Whether—Sometimes we are

more sensible of trials, sometimes of consolation. Your—The com

munion of saints, cultivated in the heart of Paul, Titus, the Corinth

ians, and other Churches, is admirably represented in this epistle, ii.

8, iv. 15, vi. 12, vii. 7, 13, ix. 12. These hearts, so to speak, mir

rored each other : comp. Phil. ii. 26, 27. Consolation—Salvation as

felt in the soul. Salvation—The thing itself which is felt. Which is

effectual—Middle voice, iv. 12 ; Rom. vii. 5. The same—In number.

Paul's sufferings were the same as those of the Corinthians, who were

in Paul's heart: vi. 12; and the fruit of those sufferings benefited

them, although they [the sufferings] had prevented his coming to

Corinth. A mutual participation is declared. We suffer—and our

hope—Hope is usually mentioned with afflictions and patience, ver.

10 ; Rom. v. 3, 4, xv. 4. Is steadfast—It obtained steadfastness

through adversity.

8. In Asia—1 Cor. xv. 32, note. The Corinthians were not igno*

rant of that affliction in Asia ; but Paul now declares its magnitude

and result. [The whole epistle presents a journal of his travels, but

interwoven with sterling precepts. V. (?.] Above strength—Ordi

nary strength. That we despaired—He affirms here what he denies

in another sense, iv. 8 : for he is -speaking here of human, there of

Divine aid.
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9. But—That is, nay ; supply, for this reason we ourselves, etc. $

that not, etc. The sentence—Gr. dnoxptfta. Hesychius defines judg

ment—vote to condemn. ''Axoxpivtev, to pats sentence on one con

demned, to consider him as dead. The contrast is trust. But in—

Illustrating the wonderful nature of faith in the greatest difficulties,

from which there seems to be no escape. Which raiseth—1 Cor. xv.

He had written fully on the resurrection of the dead ; he now repeat

edly alludes to the same doctrine, and assuming that its truth is ad

mitted by the Corinthians, urges it practically.

10. Delivers—[Eng. Ver., delivered]. The present, in respect of

this affliction, that is, while we are in death, we are delivered. We

trust—Gr. we have obtained hope. He will deliver—That I may go

to you.

11. You helping together—Gr. owimoufifou'UToJv. ' Tnoupreiv is from

Iprov, a work ; Iprov, the work, is of God ; imoupf&'iv, to help subor-

dinately, belongs to the apostles ; auvuxoupretv, to help subordinately

along with, belongs to the Corinthians. Also—You also, not merely

others. [By prayer—that thanks may, etc.—He who enjoys the com

munion of saints, will never want an opportunity for prayer : although

he should have no further cause of anxiety for himself. V. Gr.] In many

respects—Gr. Ix noMitov npoawKtov. [Eng. Ver., By the means of many

persons'}—icpoaoinov, face, respect. In respect, viz., of the past, pre

sent, and future. He has delivered, delivers, will deliver. We do not

translate it, of many persons, for that is included in the words, by

many. The gift bestowed upon us—By grace. Thanks may be given

—Gr. eii%aptaTrt67J. Xdpca/jLa, the free gift, and evyaptffTia, gratitude,

are correlatives, iv. 15. [For faep tffiaiv, on our behalf, read fakp

bfiwv, on your behalf. Tisch. (not Alf.) So Beng.~\ Just now he had

said, for us, respecting prayers ; now, he says, for you, respecting

thanksgiving. The Corinthians received the benefit. Nor was it

necessary, after «c $/<«C, upon us, again to say, dxep faaiv, in our

behalf. [This difficult verse is thus rendered by Alf. (after De W.),

In order that the mercy shown to us by the intercession of many per

sons, may by many be given thanks for on our behalf.]

12. For—The connection is : We do not seek in vain, and we pro

mise to ourselves the help of God and the prayers of godly men.

Rejoicing—Even in adversity and against our adversaries. Of our

conscience—Whatever others may think of us. [For a^Xotr^c, sim

plicity, Alf. (so Tisch., 1849, not 1859) reads arcbrijt, holiness. The

sense is, in the holiness and simplicity which God produces by the

power of grace. Mey.~\ In simplicity—With one aim most directly

pursued. Sincerity—Unmixed with any foreign quality. Not with—
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The contrasted terms are, fleshly wisdom and the grace of God, who

•wisely directs his own, ver. 17, 18. In the world—The whole deceit

ful world. More abundantly—ii. 4.

13. Other things—Contrary. We write—In this epistle. Heap-

peals to something present. Ye read—In the former epistle. Or

even—Gr. rj xat, [Eng. Ver., does not render xai, even] ; lirfyvwrtc, know

ledge, is more than dvdyvwatc, reading. Even to the end—Of my course,

comp. ver. 14, at the end, and 1 Cor. iv. 5: whence it appears that

regard to the day of the Lord is not excluded.

14. In part—The contrast even unto the end is in the preceding

verse.

15. In this—Of which ver. 12 treats at the beginning. Before—

This design is often mentioned in the former epistle ; construe with

/ wat minded. A second benefit—They had had their first benefit

[given by Divine help ; ver. 12], at Paul's first visit : comp. thy first

love, Rev. ii. 4. He had designed a second one for them at his se

cond visit. Grace is in itself one ; but in its reception, there is a

first, second grace, etc. : comp. John i. 16.

16. To be brought on my way—To commit myself to your escort.

17. Lightness—By promising more than I performed. According

to the flesh—Paul intimates that, if he should consult according to

the flesh, he must rather have come, than not ; for they who consult

according to the flesh, try by all means to fulfil the promise, under

any circumstances, for the sake of consistency [whether it result in

good or evil. V. (?.] But the Apostle was neither inconsistent, nov

carnally consistent : either of which prejudiced persons might have

suspected. He had promised conditionally, and afterwards he de

layed his visit through the interference of an important cause. [But

Paul is not answering a supposed charge of obstinacy, but of fickle

ness : Estius in Mey. ; and the yea and nay, in ver. 18, is evidently

parallel with yea, yea, and nay, nay, here. Hence the sense is, that

there may be with me the yea, yea, and the nay, nay, (i. e., both affir

mation and negation, concerning the same thing.) ? Mey., Alf.~\ Yea

and nay—[But the common reading, yea, yea—nay, nay—is right.

Tisch., Alf.~] Paul's simple yea and nay is fully established by the next

verse, where he denies having said yea and nay, of the same things; but

affirms it, ver. 17, of different things. Should be, %, is emphatic ; as it

may be said, for example, of an inconsistent person, You can neverfind

either his yea or his nay, that is, no one can trust his words ; or, as if it

be said of a consistent man, his yea and his nay are reliable.

18. True—A. positive statement, Our doctrine is sure. The ex

pression of feeling, however, is added: God is faithful, JDK:: comp.
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amen, ver. 20. But—The contrast is between his intention to travel,

and the doctrine itself. The outward change of that intention for

good reasons argues no inconsistency of doctrine. Meanwhile, Paul

shows, that those who are fickle in outward matters usually are, and

appear, fickle also in things spiritual. Towards you—Opposed to

teith me, ver. 17. [For IJ-SVSTO, was, read lartv, it. Tisch., Alf.~\

Wag not yea and nay—Contradictories have no place in Theology.

19. [For '/!j<ToDc Xptorbs, Jesus Christ, Tisch. (not Alf.) reads

Xpearo; '/yffouz, Christ Jesut.~\ For the Son of God, Jesus Christ—

The principal subject of our discourse. Observe the union of the

three titles, indicating firmness ; and their position in the natural

order ; for the first is evidently not the same as the third. And Sil-

vanus—Luke calls him Silas ; Acts xv. 22, note. But yea—Pure

and unmixed, on our part and yours. In him—Christ preached, that

is, our preaching of Christ became yea in Christ himself. So the

Aetiology [reason assigned] in the next verse harmonizes. All the

promises in Christ are yea. Therefore truly also the testimony con

cerning Christ himself is yea in Christ.

20. Promises—Declarations. Yea—amen—The words yea and

amen according, are in pleasant contrast to yea and nay, ver. 19,

which conflict : yea, by affirmation ; amen, by an oath ; or yea, in re

spect of the Greeks ; amen, of the Jews ; comp. Gal. iv. 6, note ;

for yea is Greek, amen is Hebrew ; or yea, in respect of God \vlio

promises, amen, in respect of believers ; comp. 1 John ii. 8 ; yea, in

respect of the apostles, amen, in respect of their hearers. To the

glory of God—For God's truth is glorified in all his promises, which

are verified in Christ. To the glory—iv. 15. By us—Construed with

there is, again understood. For whatever be the number of God's

promises, there is in him the Yea, and in him the Amen. To the

glory of God—Is that Yea and Amen—By us. The yea is re-echoed

by us.

21. Now he which stablisheth—The Son glorifies the Father, ver.

19 : while the Father in turn glorifies the Son. Stablisheth—That

we may be firm in the faith of Christ. The term sealing corresponds

to this word ; the one is from Christ and .his anointing ; the other

from the Spirit, as an earnest. That is sealed, which is confirmed as

some one's property, whether it be a purchase, or a letter, so that it

be certain, whose it is ; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 2. A metaphor withdraws

us from the persons and things whence it is taken. Us—Apostles

and teachers. With you—He speaks modestly of himself. In Christ,

and hath anointed—Kindred words. From the oil here, we derive
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strength, and a good savor, ii. 15. All things tend to the yea ; eit

Xptarbv, in faith in Christ.

22. Earnest—Ch. v. 5. 'Appafttbv, Gen. xxxviii. 17, 18, is used

for a pledge, which is relinquished at the payment of a debt ; but

elsewhere for earnest money, which is given beforehand, as security

for the subsequent fulfilment of the bargain. Hesychius, appaftmv,

xpbdopta, something given beforehand. For the earnest, says Isid.

Hispal., is to be completed, not taken away : whence the possessor of

an earnest does not restore it as a pledge, but requires its fulfilment.

Such an earnest is the Spirit himself, Eph. i. 14: whence also we are

said to have the first fruits of the Spirit, Rom. viii. 23.

23. But I—[Eng. Ver., moreover /.] The particle but forms a

contrast : I was minded to come, btU I have not yet come. God—The

omniscient. I call—The apostle makes oath. [Comp. ch. xi. 31 ;

Rom. i. 9 ; Gal. i. 20. Mey.] Upon—A weighty expression. Soul

—In which I am conscious of all my affairs, and which I would not

wish to be destroyed. To spare—A strong term; therefore it is pre

sently explained: He is able to spare, who rules; he also spares, who

causes joy rather than sorrow. His saying, not for that we have do

minion, not, seeing that we have not dominion, confirms this explana

tion. Unto Corinth—Elegantly used for to you, indicating his power.

In their presence he must have acted more sternly, for his presence

would have been more severe. Comp. Exod. xxxiii. 3; Hos. xi. 9.

Therefore the apostle had sent Titus before him.

24. [Not—A caution against possible misunderstanding of the

words, spare you; which might be thought an assumption of dominion

over their faith. Mey.] Dominion—It would have been a serious

matter for the apostle to have used even his lawful authority ; and

therefore he calls it to have dominion; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 17, note, on

such a mode of speaking. Over your faith—The faithful are free.

Helpers—Not lords. Ofjoy—Which flows from faith, Phil. i. 25.

The contrast, sorrow, ii. 1, 2. By faith—Rom. xi. 20. [Rather, in

faith ; in respect of faith', in which ye are firm, there is no question

now. Mey.] Ye stand—Ye have not fallen, although there was

danger of it.

I
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CHAPTER II.

1. But I determinedfor myself—So far as concerns myself, for my

own advantage. [Not with myself, as Eng. Ver., etc. ; but for my

own sake. Alf. This* gives an affectionate and touching effect to the

sentence. Mey.] The contrast is, to you, ch. i. 23. But—A contrast

to not aw yet, i. 23. Again—Construe with come ; not with come in

heaviness: he had formerly written, in heaviness; he had not come.

In heaviness—Twofold ; for there follows, for if I make you sorry,

and if any have caused grief. This repetition forms two contrasted

parts, whose discussion elegantly corresponds: / wrote that you might

knoio [ver. 4] ; I wrote that I might know, ver. 9 ; of you all ; you

all, ver. 3, 5.

2. Imake you sorry—Either in person or by letters. Who it he

then—The if has a twofold conclusion, who—then, and Iwrote: both,

and, that is, not only—but also. TJiat maketh me glad—By repent

ant sorrow. But—I have no pleasure in having saddened by my re

proofs him who now delights me by his repentance. I would rather

it had not been necessary. Which is made sorry—He indicates the

Corinthians, but more especially him who had sinned. By me—,Aif

of whom, in the next verse. These particles differ : i£, out of

[Eng. Ver., by,] more clearly indicates a direGt, special agency, than

d-b,from: comp. iii. 5; 1 Thess. ii. 6.

3. And I wrote—He shows that when he sent his first epistle, in

vhich he had promised a visit, he had this intention, which he ex

plains at ver. 1. [Omit tpSv, unto you. Tisch., Alf.] Of whom—

As from sons. That—Paul's joy itself is desirahle not for his own

ease, but for that of the Corinthians.

t. For out of—I wished to arouse you before my coming, that it

might not be necessary afterwards. Anguish of heart produced tears,

mucJi anguish, many tears. The Corinthians might have seen the

marks of tears on his letter, if he himself wrote it—a proof of an

guish. Not that—Not so much that, etc. Sorrow's fruit is not sor

row, but love's fruit is love. You should be grieved—He easily

grieves who is admonished by a weeping friend. Love—The source

of sincere reproof and of joy derived therefrom. Ye might know—

From my faithful admonition. More abundantly unto you—Who have

been specially commended to me, Acts xviii. 10.

5. [Render, Now if any one hath occasioned sorrow, he hath grieved,

not me, but, more or less, (partially,) that I be not too heavy on him, all

of you. Alf, after Mey., De W., etc. Beng. is wrong.] Any—He

36
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now speaks mildly ; any one and any thing, ver. 10. In both epistles

Paul withheld the name of him of whom he is speaking. He hath

not grieved me—That is, not permanently. Only in part—He has

caused me sorrow. Overcharge— Weightier than I make sorry,

ver. 2.

6. Sufficient—Neuter for a substantive ; it is sufficient for such a

one, so that no more can be demanded of him; fxavov, sufficient, a fo

rensic term. It is the part of Christian prudence to maintain mod

eration. Considerable time intervened between the two epistles.

Punishment—In opposition to forgive and to comfort, ver. 7. Of the

most—[Not many, as Eng. Ver., but the majority. Perhaps the op

ponents of Paul refused to break off intercourse with man. Alf.~\

Not merely those in authority. The Church bears the keys.

7. Forgive—This has the force of an indicative, whence he is rather

forgiven; and the indicative very mildly exhorts : xii. 9 : Matt. xxvi.

18, note. [By the higher degree of sorrow—(Not overmuch, as Eng.

Ver.) That, namely, which will result from his entire exclusion.

MW]

8. To confirm—The xvpoc, certainty, is with love, not with sorrow.

The majesty of church government and discipline consists in love.

This reigns, cp, Sept., xupouffftat, made sure, Gen. xxiii. 20 ; Lev.

xxv. 30.

9. Also did I write—Not only write, but also did write. [But the

reference is, not to this epistle, but to the first epistle. Mey., etc.]

The proof—Whether you are true, loving, obedient sons. In all things

—In reproof and in love.

10. Any thing—He speaks very gently of the atrocious, but ac

knowledged sin. Ye forgive—He doubts not that they will do what

he wrote at ver. 7. J also—He modestly endorses the act of the

Corinthians, and as it were, classes himself with them. If Iforgave

any thing—[Eng. Ver., forgive]. The matter is limited by if any

thing, that Paul may show his willingness to follow up the Corinth

ians' forgiveness of the sinner. From the present, Iforgive, the past

forthwith results, I have forgiven ; while Paul is writing these things.

For your sakes—Namely, Iforgave. In the presence of Christ—[But

Eng. Ver., in the, perston ; and so Alf.~\ Before Christ, 1 Cor. v. 4 :

[»'. «., before his eyes, so that Christ is witness to my forgiveness.

Mey.~\ Lest we should be defrauded— [Eng. Ver., lest—(Satan) should

get an advantage of us—The loss of a single sinner is a common loss,

therefore he said, for your sakes. By Satan—To whom Paul deliv

ered or was about to deliver the sinner, 1 Cor. v. 5. Satan not only
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devised to destroy the flesh, but the soul ; and he especially seeks an

opportunity to injure by sorrow.

11. For not—True ecclesiastical prudence. Those who have the

mind of Christ, are not ignorant of devices and hostile attempts. Noy-

para, device*, and afvostv, to be ignorant, are kindred.

12. And—Gr. xai [Beng., even]. Even although. Paul would

have willingly tarried at Troas. A door—Nevertheless Paul did not

sin in departing, since he was free to do so. Rest—His spirit first

began to want it, then the flesh, vii. 5. He desired to know how the

Corinthians had received his former epistle. In my spirit—He per

ceived from this, that it was not necessary to avail himself of that

door. Titus—Who was to come from you.

13. Into Macedonia—Where I should be nearer and might be sooner

informed [of the result of my former epistle to you. V. G.~\ These

topics are continued at vii. 2, 5 ; and a most noble digression inter

venes respecting events, which had meanwhile occurred, and suffer

ings which had been endured elsewhere : of the benefit of which lie

makes even the Corinthians partakers, thus preparing the way for a

defence against false apostles.

14. [But in Macedonia he found Titus, and heard through him

good news of the impression made by his former epistle, see ch. vii.

6. Hence he cries, thanks be, etc. Mey.~\ Now—unto God—Al

though I have not come to Corinth, I did not remain at Troas ; ne

vertheless the Gospel prevails even in other places. The expression

of feeling is added, Thanks be unto God. Always—The parallel

follows, in every place. Shows us in triumph—[Eng. Ver., causeth us

to triumph. But the true rendering seems to be, who even triumpheth

over us, i. e., ceases not to show us before all the world as his cap

tives, like a conqueror celebrating his victory ; in Christ, as the

sphere in which every fact composing the victory, takes place. Mey.,

(followed by Alf.)~] Not as conquered, but as the ministers of his

victory ; not only the victory, but the showing of the victory is de

noted, for there follows, Who maketh manifest. The triumph forcibly

strikes the eyes; the savor, the nostrils. The savor—The metaphor

is taken from all the senses to describe the power of the Gospel.

Here the sight (of the triumph) and its savor occur. His—Of Christ

ver. 15. Maketh manifest—A word of frequent occurrence in this

epistle, which refutes the suspicions of the Corinthians. So 1 Cor.

iv. 5.

15. A sweet savor—That is, powerful, grateful to the godly, offen

sive to the ungodly. The savor of Christ pervades us, as the odor

of spices docs garments. [The allusion is probably to the incenst
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turned with a triumphal procession. Mey.] In them that are saved,

in them that perish—To which class each belongs, appears from the

manner in which he receives the Gospel. Of the former class he

treats, iii. 1-iv. 2 ; of the latter, iv. 4-6. In them that perish—

iv. 3.

16. The savor of death—They regard us as a thing dead ; hence they

justly meet with death. And to the other—Who are being saved.

This verse, if we compare what precedes and what follows, has a

Chiasmus [cross reference of pairs of words or clauses]. And who

is sufficient for these things—Who? that is, but few, viz., we. This

sentiment is modestly intimated, and is left to be acknowledged by the

Corinthians ; comp. the next verse. Paul fully asserts both his own

sufficiency and that of the few in the next chapter, and repeats this

very word, ver. 5, 6, so that his adversaries seem either expressly or

virtually to have denied that Paul was sufficient.

17. The many—[Eng. Ver., many.] So xi. 18. cam, 1 Kings

xviii. 25. The article is forcible ; the many, most men, void of savor:

comp. Phil. ii. 21. Which corrupt—Gr. xairrjhuovrez. Who do not

aim to exhibit as much virtue as possible, but to gain by it. These

men speak of Christ, but not as of God, and in the sight of God.

KdnrjXoi, vintners, select their merchandize from different quarters ;

they adulterate it; they manage it profitably. The apostles deal

otherwise with God's word, for they speak as of God, and as of sin

cerity, and so as to approve themselves unto God. JoXouvrez, adul

terating, iv. 2 [Eng. Ver., handling deceitfully'], is synonymous, and

also ipnopedea&at, to make merchandize of, 2 Pet. ii. 3. Of sincerity

—We apply ourselves to the word of God by itself. But as of—A

gradation, but being repeated ; as is explanatory. In the sight of

God—speak we—So clearly, ch. xii. 19. We always think that God,

from whom we speak, is present when we speak ; we do not care for

men. ' [In Christ—Who is the sphere and element in which we live ~

and speak. Mey., etc.] In—Our discourse, which we hold in Christ,

is divinely given and directed. Speak we—We use the tongue ; the

power is God's.

CHAPTER III.

1. Do we begin ?—A just reproof to some who had so begun.

Again—As was done in the first epistle ; so, again, ch. v. 12. To
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commend—After the manner of men ; xii. 19, by mentioning what

took place elsewhere. [The common text has «' prl, unless (we need,

as some, etc.), and so Beng. But the true reading is rj prj, or do we

need, etc., (which Eng. Ver. follows.) Tiseh., Alf., etc.] Unless—

A conciliatory particle. Is it thus only that we can commend our

selves without needing also letters ? Some—Of many, ii. 17. In

this, too, he shows that he utterly differs from the false apostles.

They did need them. From you—To others. This then was cus

tomary at Corinth. [Our epistle—Namely, of commendations, both

to you and from you; ver. 1. Mey.]

2. In our hearts—Your faith was written in our henrt, in which we

carry it and yourselves—a faith everywhere to be known and read.

It was reflected from the heart of the Corinthians to the apostle's

heart. Of all men—By you and others. An argument for the truth

of the Gospel, obvious to all, to be derived from believers themselves

[iv. 2 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 25].

3. Manifestly declared—Construed with upiiz, ye, ver. 2. The-

reason why this epistle may be read. Of Christ—by us—This ex

plains our, ver. 2. Christ is the author of the epistle. Ministered

—The verb dtaxovew, I minister, has often the accusative of the thingr

viii. 19, 20 ; 2 Tim. i. 18 ; 1 Pet. i. 12, iv. 10. The apostles, at

ministers, dtrjxovoov, furnished the epistle. Christ, through them,

shed spiritual light on the Corinthians' hearts, as a scribe applies ink

to paper. Not merely ink, but parchment or paper and a pen are

necessary for writing a letter ; but Paul mentions ink without paper

and pen, by Synecdoche [one material put for all.] To piXav does not

exactly mean ink, but any black substance, as even charcoal, by

which one may write on stone. As writing is performed with ink and

pen, so the Decalogue was engraved on stone tables. Letters were

engraved on stone, as a dark letter is written on paper. The hearts-

of the Corinthians are meant ; for Paul was, so to speak, the pern

Not with ink—A Synecdoche [ink for all writing materials] ; for the

tables in Moses's hands, divinely written without iflk, were certainly

material. Of the living—Comp. ver. 6, 7. Of stone—Ver. 7. In

fleshy tables of the heart—Tables of the heart are a class ; fleshy-

tables, a species ; for every heart is not of flesh.

4. Trust—By which we both determine and profess to- be such.

The contrast is, to faint, iv. 1. Throitgh Christ—Not through our

selves. This is discussed, ver. 14, at the end, and in the following

verses. To God-ward—This is discussed, ver. 6, and in the follow

ing verses.

5. [ We are—Even at this very hour. V. (?.] To think—1o ob
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tain by thinking, much less to speak or do. There seems to be a

kind of Mimesis [allusion to the words of the persons whom he re

futes]. For they do not think, whom God moves : that is, they frame

-or accomplish nothing by their own thinking, 2 Pet. i. 21. Anything

—Even the least.

6. Also—An emphatic addition. He has given sufficiency to us,

.even the sufficiency of New Testament ministers, which demands

much more. Us ministers—Apposition. New—A contrast to old,

ver. 14. Not—Of the New Testament, that is, not of the letter, but

of the spirit, see Rom. vii. 6, and the following verses, with the notes.

Of the letter—Even in writing this, Paul was the minister not of the

letter, but of the spirit. Moses in his peculiar office, even when he

did not write, was yet engaged with the letter. Of the Spirit—Whose

ministry has both greater glory, and requires greater ability. Killeth

—The letter rouses the sinner to a sense of death ; for if the sinner

had life, before the letter came, quickening by the Spirit would have

been unnecessary. Comp. the next verse, of death.

7. The ministration—Which Moses performed. Engraven—Sept.,

xexoXapipevrj, graven, Ex. xxxii. 16. In stones—There were then two

different tables, not of one stone. Ex. xxxiv. 1 : engraven in stones

explains this clause, in letters, Gr. ypippaotv, [Eng. Ver., written.

Render, engraved by means of letters in stones. Mey.] Was glorious

—Gr. iy&r)&rj iv dozq, obtained glory. Ptvopat, become, and tifu, am,

ver. 8, differ. Could not steadfastly behold—Ex. xxxiv. 30, they

were afraid to come nigh. Of Moses—In the discharge of his duties.

8. Shall—be—He speaks as looking forward from the Old Testa

ment to the New. Add hope, ver. 12. [Or rather from the present

age to that which is to come. Mey., etc.]

9. Of condemnation ; of righteousness — God's glory is more

brightly reflected by the latter than by the former. The letter con

demns ; condemnation imposes death. The Spirit with righteousness

brings life. Glory—The abstract for the concrete, for brevity.

10. Had no glory—The limitation immediately follows, in this re

spect. The greater light obscures the less. That which was made-

glorious—So Sept., Ex. xxxiv. 29, 35, pp, dedozaarat, was glorified,

[Eng. Ver., shone].

11. Marked by glory ; in glory—The particles are appropriately

varied, [the distinction is lost in Eng. Ver., glorious—glorious~].

Supply is. That which remaineth—Neither the ministry, itself, nor

anything that is in part, remains, 1 Cor. xiii. 10 ; but the Spirit,

righteousness, life remain ; therefore the neuter is used.
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12. Hope—He spoke of trust, ver. 4 ; he now speaks of hope, as

he glances at that which remaineth, ver. 11.

13. And not—Supply we are, or we do. A veil—So Sept., Exod.

xxxiv. 33. npbz denotes congruity. Comp. Matt. xix. 8 : npbz, be

came of ; for rb pirj dreviaat, the not being able to look steadfastly, oc

curred before the veil was put on, but after the glory of Moses, ver.

7 ; wherefore, there, dtare, so that, is used. [But the rendering is, In

order that the sons of Israel might not look on the termination of the

transitory, Ex. xxxiv. 30-35, where the Eng. Ver., till Moses had

done speaking with them, he put a veil, etc., is wrong ; and the sense

is, He spoke without the veil, with his face shining ; but, when he had

done speaking, he put the veil on, that they might not behold the end,

the fading of that transitory glory. Alf.'] What is affirined of Moses

is wholly denied by Paul respecting the New Testament ministry,

namely, the putting on of a veil, lest the Israelites should look upon

them. Often something is inserted in the first member of a proposi

tion, which properly belongs to the conclusion also. So in ver. 7 we

have, so that they could not steadfastly behold; here, that they could

not, etc. Here the act is denied, not the power. The power was

wanting to all in the case of Moses ; to some, in the case of the apos

tles. To the end of that which is abolished—Paul allegorizes the

words. That, which is abolished, has its end in Christ, ver. 14, at the

end ; Rom. x. 4, the law tends to and ends in him.

14. But were hardened—Gr. ixwpm&rj, [not as Eng. Ver., blinded].

But is opposed to look steadfastly. The same—As in Moses' time.

In—That is, when they read, and although they read. Reading—

Public, frequent, constant. Paul makes a limitation. The veil is not

now on Moses' face or writings; but on the reading, while they read

Moses, and that, too, so as to exclude Christ ; it is also upon their

heart, ver. 15. [Punctuate thus, pivet, prj avaxaXunrbpevov, and for

-8 rt, which (veil), read or*, for. Tisch., Alf. Render, the discovery

not being made (i. e., by removing the veil) that it (the Old Test.) is

done away in Christ. Alf., etc.] Remains—Remains lying upon

them, 60 that it is not even taken away. Because—Gr. ort, it is not

done away, save in Christ. A statement of what follows. Is done

away—The Old Testament ; comp. ver. 7, 11, 13. He does not say,

has been abolished, but is being abolished, as respects those that are

to be converted.

15. But even unto—But is opposed to untaken away. Wlten—

Here only Paul uses this adverb. It seems to have remained with

him from his recent reading of the Sept, Ex. xxxiv. 33. Moses is
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read—And that studiously, without seeing Christ therein. The con

trast follows, nevertheless when it shall turn to the Lord.

16. But when—the veil is—[Eng. Ver., shall be]—taken away-—

This is a paraphrase of Ex. xxxiv. 34, But when Moses went in be

fore the Lord tc speak to him, the veil was taken away. Therefore

tfvtxa, not if, hut when, clearly affirms, as in the preceding verse, and

often in the Sept., Gen. xxiv. 41, xxvii. 40; Ex. i. 10, xxxiv. 24;

Lev. vi. 4, x. 9 ; Deut. xxv. 19 ; Ex. xxxiii. 8, 22, xl. 36. Shall

have turned—Namely, their heart. The truth is acknowledged by re

pentance, 2 Tim. ii. 25. Not disputation, but conversion is to be ap

plied to the Jews. To the Lord—Christ, ver. 14. A noble title, iv.

5. Taken away—neptatpoupat, taken away, is passive, Acts xxvii.

20, and in the Sept., Lev. iv. 31, 35 ; but middle very often in the

Sept., and that too in the very passage to which Paul refers. The

contrast of ver. 15 and 16 shows, however, that here the meaning is

passive. The veil lies ; the veil is taken away. The present, is taken

away, is emphatic. [Taken away—That is, it shall no longer remain

unknown to them that the Old Covenant is done away in Christ.

Mey.]

17. Now the Lord is the Spirit—[The Lord (to whom they shall

turn, ver. 16) is the Spirit (received at this conversion). Comp. Rom.

viii. 9-11. Mey.] The Lord is the subject. Christ is not the letter,

but he is the Spirit and the end of the law. A sublime announce

ment ; comp. Phil. i. 21 ; Gal. iii. 16. The particle now shows that

the preceding verse is explained by this. The turning is made to the

Lord, as the Spirit. And where the Spirit of the Lord is—Where

Christ is, there is the Spirit of Christ ; where the Spirit of Christ is,

there is Christ ; Rom. viii. 9, 10. Where Christ and his Spirit are,

there is liberty; John viii. 36; Gal. iv. 6, 7. [Omit ixet, there.

Tisch., Alf.] There—And there only. Liberty—Opposed to the

veil, the badge of slavery : liberty, without such fear in looking, as

the children of Israel had, Ex. xxxiv. 30. [Rather spiritual liberty,

in general ; as opposed to having a veil on the heart. Mey., Alf.]

18. But we all— We all; the New Testament ministers, in opposi

tion to Moses, who was but one. [Rather, we, Christians, in general.

Mey., Alf.] With open face—Our face being unveiled as respects

men ; for as respected God, not even Moses' face was veiled. The

contrast is hid, iv. 3. The glory—Divine majesty. Of the Lord—

Christ. Reflecting—The Lord makes us mirrors, putting the bright

ness of his face into our hearts, as into mirrors : we receive and re

flect that brightness. An elegant contrast to engraved; for things

which are engraved are made gradually ; the images which are reflected
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in a mirror are most rapidly produced. The game—Although we are

many. The same expression of Christ's glory in so many believers,

is the mark of truth. \Beng. here renders xaronTpi^o/jtsi/ot, reflect

ing ; but Eng. Ver. is right. Beholding in a mirror is the sense ;

t. «., in the gospel, not yet beholding it face to face. Mey. So Alf.t

etc.] Image—Of the Lord, which is glorious. ,Are changed—The

Lord forms by quick writing his image in us; even as Moses reflected

God's glory. The passive retains the accusative. From glory to glory

—From the glory of the Lord to glory in us. The Israelites had not

been transformed from the glory of Moses into a similar glory ; for

they were under the letter. Even as—An adverb of likeness : comp.

ver. 13. As the Lord impresses himself on us, so he is expressed by

us. He himself is the model ; we are the copies. By the Spirit of

the Lord—This refers to ver. 17 : but where the Spirit of the Lord,

etc. If there were an apposition, Paul would have said, dno Kuploa

row irvs'jftaToc, by the Lord the Spirit. Elsewhere the Spirit of the

Lord is used ; but here, the Lord's Spirit, emphatically. 'Anb, by, is

used as in i. 2, and often elsewhere. [Mey- renders, as by the Lord

of the Spirit : Christ being so called in that the working of the

Spirit depends on him, for the Holy Spirit is Christ's Spirit, Rom.

viii. 9, etc. ; Gal. ir. 6.]

CHAPTER IV.

1. This ministry—Of which iii. 6, etc. As we have received mercy—

God's mercy by which the ministry is received, makes men active and

sincere. Even Moses obtained mercy, and was therefore permitted to

approach so near, Exod. xxxiii. 19. Not—but—A double proposition ;

the second part is at once treated by Chiasmus [cross reference of

pairs of words or clauses] ; the former from ver. 16. Wherefore we

faint not is there repeated ; we become not weary in speaking, in

acting, in suffering.

2. Have renounced—Hesychius defines have cast away, we have

renounced, and desire their renunciation. The hidden things of dis

honesty—That is, nhame, regardless of God's glory, acts secretly,

we desire such conduct to cease, Rom. 5. 16. The contrast is /$

37
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manifestation, and we speak, v. 13. In craftiness—Opposed to sin

cerity ; craftiness seeks hiding-places; we do not practise it. Nof

handling deceitfully—by manifestation—Comp. iii. 3. Of the truth—

Of the Gospel. Ourselves—As sincere. Every—Gr. nuaav, [con

strued with auvudrjatv, conscience, not as Eng. Ver., with avdpioxtuv,

men], concerning all things. Conscience—Ch. v. 11; not to carnal

judgments ; iii. 1, where the carnal commendation of some is implied

and stigmatized.

3. But if—Just as in Moses's time. .Even is—[Eng. Ver., does

not render xai, even.~] Even strengthens the force of the present

tense in is. Gospel—Quite plain in itself. In—[Eng. Ver., to, but

the sense is among, Mey., i. e., in the estimation of, the perishing (not

the lost). Alf.] So far as concerns them, that perish ; so iv, in, 1

Cor. xiv. 11. In the case of them—Not in itself. That perish—1

Cor. i. 18.

4. The God of this world—A grand, but awful description of Satan

[corresponding to his great but fearful work, mentioned here. V. G.],

comp. Eph. ii. 2, as to the fact : and Phil. iii. 9, on the term. Who

would otherwise think, that he could obstruct in men so great a light?

But there is a Mimesis [allusion to an opponent's words or senti

ments] ; for those that perish, especially the Jews, think that they

have God, and know him. The ancients construed thus :—the unbe

lievers of this world, that they might more effectually oppose the

Manicheans and the Marcionites, [who regarded matter as essentially

evil, and under the Devil's power.] Of this word—He says, of this,

for the devil will not be able always to assail. Blinded—Not merely

veiled. Of them which believe not—An epithet, supplying the pro

noun of them; for the lost are chiefly those, who, though they have

heard, do not believe. The Gospel is received by faith unto salva

tion. The enlightening—Gr. fiortopbv [Eng. Ver., light less cor

rectly.] Of the Gospel—He afterwards calls it the enlightening of

the knowledge, etc. Enlightening is the reflection or propagation of

rays from~ those who are enlightened, to enlighten more. The Gospel

and knowledge are correlatives, as cause and effect. Of the glory—

[Eng. Ver. reads of the glorious gospel], iii. 18, note. The image of

God—Hence we may clearly perceive how great is Christ's glory, v.

6; 1 Tim. vi. 15. He, who sees the Son, sees the Father, in the face

of Christ. The Son exactly represents and reflects the Father.

[Omit abtotz, unto them. Tisch., Alf.]

5. Not—We do not commend ourselves, iii. 1 ; although they who

perish think so. For—The fault of their blindness is not ours. [The

Lord—That is, we preach him as Lord. Mey.] The Lord; servants
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-—A contrast : we do not preach ourselves as masters ; comp. i. 24,

Your servants—Hence Paul is wont to prefer the Corinthians to him

self, ver. 12, 13. For Jesus' sake—The majesty of Christians u

from him. n

6. For—He proves that they were true servants. God—God—

to shine, forms the subject ; then by supplying is (as in Acts iv. 24,

25), the predicate follows, who hath shined. Who commanded—Who

commanded by a word, Sept. said, Gen. i. 3. Light out of

darkness—Sept. Job xxxvii. 15, fwz xorqaaz ix axorouz, made light

from darkness [Eng. Ver., caused the light of his cloud to shineJ] A

great work. Hath shined—Himself our Light ; not only its author,

but also its fountain, and Sun. In our hearts—In themselves dark.

£Omit 'hjoov, Jesus. Tisch. So Alf., who renders : For (it is) God,

who commanded light to shine out of darkness, who shined in our

hearts in order to the shining forth (to others) of the knowledge (in us)

of the glory of God in the face of Christ] In the face of Jesus

Christ—The only begotten of the Father and his image, and was

manifested in the flesh with his glory.

7. This treasure—Described from ii. 14. He now shows, that

affliction and death itself, so far from obstructing the Spirit's minis

try, even aid it, and stimulate ministers and increase their fruit.

Earthen—The ancients kept their treasure in jars, or vessels. There

*re earthen vessels, which yet may be clean ; as a golden vessel may

be filthy. Vessels—Thus he calls the body, or the flesh, subject to

affliction and death ; see the following verses. The excellency of the

power—Which, consisting in the treasure, exerts itself in us, while

being saved, and in you, while being enriched ; ver. 10, 11. May be

—May be acknowledged to be, with thanksgiving, ver. 15. [So often

in Paul. See Rom. iii. 26 ; iii. 5, vii. 13. Mey.] Of God—Not

merely from God. God not only bestows power once for all, but al

ways maintains it.

8. Troubled on every side—So vii. 5, in every, namely, thing and

place ; comp. alieays at ver. 10. Troubled—The four participles in

this verse refer to the feelings ; the same number in the next ver. to

outward occurrences, vii. 5. They are construed with J^o/zev, we have;

and in every member the first clause proves, that the vessels are

earthen, the latter points out the excellence of the power. Not reduced

to straits—Gr. arevo^iopobpevot, [more forcible than Eng. Ver., dis

tressed. It means, into such straits, that there is no escape. Kypke

in Mey.] A way of escape is never wanting. Perplexed—About

the future ; as troubled refers to the present.
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9. Persecuted—Cast down is worse than persecution, where there

is no escape.

10. Always—'Aei, alway, in the next verse differs from this. IIuv-

rore, throughout the whole time; dec, at every time: comp. Mark xv.

8. The words, bearing about, we are delivered, here and in ver. 11,

agree. TJie dying—This is as it were the act, life, the habit. [Omit

tou Kupeou, the Lord. Tisch., Alf.~\ The Lord—This name must be

thrice supplied here and in the next verse, and appropriately softens

in this first passage the mention of dying. It is called the dying of

the Lord, and the genitive intimates participation, as i. 5. Of Jetut

—Paul uses this name alone more frequently in this whole passage,

ver. 5, than is usual with him ; therefore here he seems peculiarly to

have felt its sweetness. Bearing about—In all lands. That—also—

Consolation is here increased. Just before we had but, four times.

Might be made manifest in our bodies—Might be made manifest in our

mortalflesh, in the next verse. In the one passage the noun, in the

ether the verb precedes, for emphasis. In ver. 10, glorification is re

ferred to ; in ver, 9, preservation in this life, and strengthening : our

is added here rather than at the beginning of the verse. The body is

oars, not so much in death as in life. May be made manifest is ex

plained, ver. 14, 17, 18.

11. We which live—An Oxymoron [union of phrases or words of

contrary meaning, producing a seeming contradiction] ; comp. they

who live, cb. v. 15. The apostle wonders that he has escaped so many

deaths, or even survived others already slain for the testimony of

Christ, as Stephen and James. We who live, and death ; life, and

mortal are contrasted. Delivered—He elegantly and modestly ab

stains from mentioning Him who delivers up. Outwardly viewed, the

delivering up might seem to be indiscriminate.

13. Death—Of the body [by the decay of the outward man.

V. (?.] Life—Of the Spirit.

13. The same—Which both David had and you have ; comp. ver.

14. According as—Construe with we believe and we speak. I be

lieved, therefore have I spoken—So Sept., Psa. cxvi. 10, Hebr. Inla-

reuoa, ore Xal^aut, I believed, for I will speak. The one mean

ing is involved in the other. Faith, born in the soul, immediately

speaks, and from speaking it knows and increases itself. We speak

—Without fear amid affliction and death, ver. 17.

14. Knowing—By great faith, ch. v. 1. [For Sea, by, read abv,

with. Tisch., Alf."] Shall present—This word is equivalent to a Hy-

potyposis [word-picture].

15. For—The reason for just now saying, with you. All things—
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-whether adverse or prosperous. Grace—Which preserves us and con

firms you in life. Abundant—might redound—lThovd^io, to abound,

has the force of a positive ; neptaoeue), redound, of a comparative,

Rom. v. 20. Therefore construe dta, through, with xeptaozujj, re

dound IlXiov, more, the same as nXrjpez, full, is not a comparative.

[But the true rendering is, That grace, having abounded by means of

the greater number (who have received it), may multiply the thanks

giving (which shall accrue) to the glory of God. Alf. after Mey., etc.]

Through—The thanksgiving of many for that grace. Thanksgiving

invites more abundant grace, Psa. xviii. 3, 1. 23 ; 2 Chron. xx. 19,

21, 22. Thanksgiving—Ours and yours, ch. i. 3, 4. Redound—

May abound to us and you, again tending to God's glory.

16. For which cause—[Namely, the assurance in ver. 14. Mey.]—

We faint not—Ver. 1, note. The outward—The body, the flesh.

Perish—By affliction. Is renewed—By hope ; see the following

verses. This new condition excludes all infirmity.

17. But for a moment—Just now : a brief present is denoted, 1

Pet. i. 6. The contrasts are, just now, and eternal; light, and

weight : affliction^ and glory ; supereminently, and exceedingly. [xa&

irxepftoXrjv tiz bnepftoXrjv, which Eng. Ver., renders far mere exceed

ing.] Even that affliction, which is excessive, when compared with

other less afflictions, i. 8, is yet light compared with the exceeding

glory. A noble Oxymoron [union of phrases or words of contrary

meaning]. Worketh—Procures, accomplishes.

18. While we look—Every one follows that which is his aim.

Things, which are not seen—The term, dopara, things invisible, [in

capable of being seen,] has a different meaning ; for many things,

which are not seen, will be visible, when the journey of our faith is

accomplished. For—The reason, why they look at those things

which are not seen.

CHAPTER V.

1. For—A reason for this statement, affliction leads to glory.

Earthly— Which is on tJte earth : 1 Cor. xv. 47. The contrast is, in

the heavens. Our—The contrast is, of God. The house of this
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tabernacle—The contrast is, a house not made with hands. A meta

phor from his own trade might more forcibly strike Paul, who was a

tentmaker. Were dissolved—A mild expression. The contrast is,

eternal. We have—The present ; immediately upon the dissolution

of the earthly house. Not made with hands—Of man.

2. In this—The same phrase occurs, ch. viii. 10, and elsewhere.

We groan—The Epitasis [emphatic addition] follows, we groan, being

burdened, ver. 4. Dwelling-place—[Eng. Ver.r house.], oixta, a house,

is somewhat more absolute ; oixrjnjpwv, a domicile, refers to the in

habitants. Which is from heaven—'Ez, from, here signifies origin,

as, of the earth, John iii. 31. Therefore this abode is not heaven

itself. To be clothed upon—Middle yoice : Ivdufia, the clothing, viz.,

the body : hence being clothed refers to those living in the body ;

ixivdupa, the clothing upon, refers to the heavenly and glorious habi

tation, in which even the body, the clothing, will be clad. As the

clothing of grass is its greenness and beauty, Matt. vi. 30, so the

heavenly glory is the abode and clothing of the whole man, when he

enters heaven. [This sudden transition from one metaphor to another,

may be explained by the image which his birth-place and his occu

pation would present to the apostle ; the tent of Cilician hajr-cloth,

suggesting at once a habitation and a vesture. Stanley in Alf.]

3. If so be—What is wished for, ver. 2, holds good, should the

hist day find us alive. Being clothed—We are clothed with the body,

ver. 4, in the beginning. Not—naked—As respects this body, that

is dead. We shall be found—By the day of the Lord. [It is better

to render, seeing that we shall really be found clothed, not naked;

(i. e., not without a body.) The reading of Tisch., (after Griesbach, etc.)

ixduadpevot, unclothed, (i. e., having laid aside the body,) instead of

ivduadiuevoi, clothed, is not sufficiently supported. Alf, Meg. Beng.

is wrong.]

4. For—The reason of the desire. We groan being burdened—

An appropriate phrase. A burden extorts sighs. Be unclothed—T»

put off the body. Faith does not acknowledge the philosophical con

tempt of the body given by the Creator.

5. Be that hath wrought us—By faith. For the selfsame thing—

Namely, that we should thus groan, Rom. viii. 23. [Rather, that

mortality should be swallowed up, ver. 4. Alf.] Also—A new token.

Earnest—-Ch. i. 22, note. Of the Spirit—Who works in us that

groaning.

6. Being confident—[Not we are, as Eng. Yer. The participle

cannot thus stand for the finite verb. Me.y., etc.] The contrast is

between we are always confident, and confident—and willing rather.
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Its own explanation is added to each part : confident both always, and

during our whole life ; and most of all confident in the hope of a

blessed departure. We are at home—we are absent—These two

words here signify a stay ; but at ver. 8, where they are interchanged,

departure. We are absent from the Lord—In this word is concealed

the cause of confidence, for a pilgrim has a country, whether he reach

it sooner or later, Heb. xi. 14. From the Lord—Christ. Phil. i. 23.

7. Byfaith—Not to see, is nearly the same as being separated.

For—Referring to dnb, from. We walk—In the world. So nopeit-

ea&at, walk, Luke xiii. 33. Not by appearance—[Eng. Ver., sight,

is wrong. A If, Mey.'] The Sept. translate nxia, udoz, vision, aspect,

appearance. See especially Num. xii. 8 : iv udet, xai oh St aivtrpi-

tiov, apparently and not in dark speeches; likewise Ex. xxiv. 17.

Faith and appearance are opposed. Faith ends at death in this pas

sage, therefore appearance then begins.

8. I say—An Epitasis [emphatic addition]; comp. ver. 6, note.

[Render, notwithstanding we are confident, and are well pleased rather

to migrate out of the body, and dwell at home with the Lord. Alf. So

Beng.] See ver. 6, note. With the Lord—Phil. i. 23.

9. Wherefore also—[Eng. Ver. does not render xai, also.'] That

we may obtain what we wish. We labor—This is the only lawful

ambition. Whether—Construed with we may be accepted.

( ivdrjpouvrez, at home—In the body, or

\ ixdrjpouvrez, absent—Out of the body. [Eng. Ver., present

or absent. The sense is, that whether he find us in or out of the body,

we may be well pleasing to him. Alf] Accepted—Especially as re

spects the ministry.

10. For—all—When treating of death, the resurrection, and eter

nal life, he also thinks, appropriately, of the judgment. The motive

for that holy ambition. We—all—Even apostles, whether living as

pilgrims or dead. Appear—Not only appear in the body, but to be

made manifest with our secrets, 1 Cor. iv. 5. Even sins of believers,

long since pardoned, will then be revealed ; for many of their good

deeds, their repentance, their vengeance upon their sin, in order to

become known, require the revelation of their sins. If one has par

doned his brother an offence, the offence will also be exhibited, etc.

But that will be done to them, at their desire, without shame and

grief ; for they will be different from what they were. That revela

tion will be made indirectly, to their greater honor. Let us consider

this subject more deeply.

§ 1. The words of Scripture on the remission of sins are extremely

significant. Sins aie covered : they will not be found : they are cast
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behind : sunk in the sea : scattered as a cloud and as mist : forgotten.

Therefore not even an atom of sin will cleave to any who shall stand

on the right hand in the judgment.

§ 2. On the other hand, the expressions concerning all the works

of all men, which are to be brought to judgment, are universal, EccL

xii. 14; Rom. xiv. 10; 1 Cor. iii. 13, etc., iv. 5.

§ 3. The passage, 2 Cor. v. 10, harmonizes with these, where the

apostle from the manifestation of all, whether living or dead, before

Christ's tribunal, infers the TERROR of the Lord and of the Judge,

ver. 11, 12, and declares that that terror causes anxiety not only to

the reprobate, but also to himself and to those like himself. Such

fear would have no existence with the saints if their sins were not to

be revealed. Furthermore Paul says that he, and such as he, would

be manifested, not only so far as they have acted well on the whole,

but also so far as they have failed in any particular. There is won

derful variety of rewards among the saved ; and faults, though they

do not cause punishment, are productive of loss, as opposed to reward,

1 Cor. iii. 14, 15; comp. 2 Cor. i. 14; Phil. ii. 16, iv. 1. That

phrase, that every one may receive, etc., shows, that the deficiencies

of the righteous will be also manifested. For thus only will it appear

why each receives neither more nor less than the reward, which he

receives. The Lord will render to every one, AS his work shall be.

§ 4. Wherefore we should not press too far the words quoted in

§ 1. The past sins of the elect will not cease to be the objects of

the Divine Omniscience for ever, although without any offence and

upbraiding. And this one consideration is more important than the

manifestation of their sins before all creatures, though it were to con

tinue for ever, much less in the day of judgment alone, when their

sins will appear not as committed, but as retracted and blotted out

through repentance.

§ 5. With the elect themselves, their own sins will not cease to be

remembered, although without any annoyance. He to whom much

has been forgiven, loves much. The eternal remembrance of a great

debt forgiven, will foster the strongest love.

§ 6. So great is the power of the Divine word with men in this life,

that it separates the soul from the Spirit, Heb. iv. 12, and lays bare

the secrets of the heart, 1 Cor. xiv. 25. Shame for sin committed

and remitted belongs to the soul, not the spirit. Men wallowing in

gross sins often reveal their secrets; in despair they conceal nothing.

But grace, much more powerful, renders its subjects quite ingenuous.

Men truly penitent most readily and openly confess their secret wick

edness, Acts xix. 18. How much more in that day will they bear
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manifestation, when the sensitiveness of the natural feelings is en

tirely swallowed up ! Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 9, 11. Such candor confers

great peace and honor. If in the judgment the righteous could be

conscious of shame, for instance, I believe that those sins, which are

now most covered, would be less annoying than those, of which they

are now less ashamed. We are most ashamed now of the sins against

modesty. But we should be more ashamed of other sins, for example,

against the first five commandments.

§ 7. Doubtless Adam was saved, but his fall will be remembered

for ever; for otherwise I do not understand how the restitution made

by Christ can be properly celebrated in heaven. David's conduct in

the case of Uriah, the denial of Peter, the persecution of Saul, the

sins of others, though forgiven, have yet continued on record so long

in the Old and New Testament. If this does not hinder the pardon

long ago granted, the mention of sins will not prevent their forgive

ness even in the last judgment. Not every manifestation of offences

is a part of punishment.

§ 8. Good and evil are so closely connected, and so inseparably

related, that the revelation of the good cannot be understood without

the evil. But since certain sins of the saints shall be revealed, it is

fitting that all things should be brought to light. This view enhances

the glory of the Divine Omniscience and mercy ; and thus the reas

ons for judging some mildly, and others severely, will clearly appear

along with the strictness of the retribution.

§ 9. I do not say, that all the sins of all the blessed will be actu

ally and distinctly seen by all creatures. Perhaps the accursed will

not know them ; the righteous will have no cause to fear each other.

Their sins, when the light of that great day discloses all things, will

not be directly manifested, as with the guilty, who are punished,

(whence in Matt. xxv. they are not mentioned,) but indirectly, so far

as it will be proper ; just as in a human court the actual deed often

embraces many incidentals. And in some such way the good works

also of the reprobate will be made manifest. All things may be

known in the light, but all do not know all things.

§ 10. This consideration should inspire us with fear for the future ;

for it so affected the apostles, as this passage, 2 Cor. v., shows. But

if more tender souls shrink from that manifestation, because of their

sins past, after having been duly instructed from what has been said,

especially at § 6, they will be satisfied. Often truth, which at first

seemed bitter, becomes sweet upon closer consideration. If I love

any one as myself, he may, for ought I care, know all things of me,

88
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which I know of myself. We shall judge of many things differently,

we shall feel differently on many subjects, until we reach that point.

May receive—This word is used not only of the reward or punish

ment, but also of the action, which the reward or punishment follows,

Eph. vi. 8; Col. iii. 25; Gal. vi. 7. Every one— Separately. The

things—in the body—Man with his body acts well or ill ; maa with

his body receives the reward ; comp. Tertullian on the resurrection

of the body, c. 43. Ta xpbz &, those inmost thoughts, according to

which he acted outwardly. In the body—While he had a body, ver.

6, 8-iv. 10, comp. dia, by, Rom. ii. 26. Whether good or bad—Con

strue with It, a I, done. No man can do both good and evil at once.

11. [The terror—Eccl. xii. 13. V. G. But the meaning is, Being

then conscious of the fear of the Lord, (i. e., the wholesome fear of

Christ as judge,) we persuade men (men emphatic; we need not to

persuade God), but to God we are already manifested, etc. Alf., Mey.

Men—By many the acts of God himself are not approved ; and how

can the acts of his servants be approved by any ? What is the coun

sel of his servants? Thou nearest, reader, in this very passage.

V. 6r.] We persuade—We so bear ourselves, by acting both vehe

mently and soberly, ver. 13, that men, unless they be unwilling, can

commend us. Comp. what he says on conscience presently, and at

iv. 2. To persuade and to compel are opposed. We are ma'de mani

fest—We show and bear ourselves as those manifest. Such may be

made manifest without terror in the judgment, ver. 10. I trust— To

have been made manifest is past, whereas hope refers to a thing fu

ture. Paul either hopes for the fruit of the manifestation already

made, or else, that the manifestation itself will still occur. In your

consciences—The plural gives greater weight. [It sometimes happens

that one may be made manifest to the conscience even of such as at

tempt to conceal the fact. V. G.~\

12. For—The reason for his leaving it to the conscience of the

Corinthians to form their opinion. Giving—[Eng. Ver., but give].

Supply we write, or a similar general verb, whose meaning is included

in we commend. There is a similar participle, vii. 5-xi. 6. He says,

we give you arguments for glorying in our behalf. Of glorying—

[Eng. Ver., to glory]. As to our sincerity; so far am I from think

ing that, after all, any commendation of us is necessary. Ye may

have—Repeat occasion. In appearance, and not in heart—The same

contrast occurs at 1 Sam. xvi. 7, Sept., and differently in 1 Thess. ii.

17. In heart—Such was Paul's nature; truth shone from his heart

to the consciences of the Corinthians.

13. Whether we be beside ourselves—whether we be sober—The for
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mer is discussed ver. 15-21 :—the latter, vi. 1-10. The force of the

one word appears from the other, to act without or with moderation.

Paul might appear immoderate from the Symperasma [brief summary]

in the preceding verse [namely, so freely eulogizing his office. V. Cr.]

God—Namely, that we have acted without moderation, although men

do not understand us. For your cause—Even godly men bear the

moderation of their teachers better than their excess ; but they should

obey the Spirit.

14. For—The same sentiment is found at xi. 1, 2 ; but far more

forcible; for he says here, we be beside ourselves, and the love; there,

in my folly and 1 am jealous. Love—Mutual ; not only /ear, ver. 11,

the love of Christ toward us, in the highest degree, and consequently

also our love toward him. [But the apostle refers simply to Christ's

love to us, as shown in his death, its highest proof. Mey., Alf. That

which the apostle here calls love, which may perhaps soem excessive,

he afterwards calls jealousy, which may be roused by fear, even to

folly, xi. 1-3. V. 6r.] Constraineth—To strive to approve ourselves

both to God and you. Because we judge—Most truly. Love and

judgment are not opposed in spiritual men.

15. For all—For the dead and living. Then these all—jTEng.

Ver. does not render ol, these]. Hence the full force of the onkp,

for, and the utmost extent of the mystery appears ; not only is it

just as if all had died, but all are dead ; neither death, nor any other

enemy, nor they themselves have power over themselves : they are

entirely at the Redeemer's disposal. 01, these, has a force relative

to ndvriov, for all. The all refers to both teachers and learners.

The former urge ; the latter are urged, because Christ died for both.

Were—dead—And now no longer regard themselves. The generous

lovers of the Redeemer apply principally to themselves, what belongs

to all. Their death was accomplished in Christ's. And—This also

depends on 8re, that. First, the words one and for all correspond ;

next, died and live. They that live—In the flesh. But—Namely,

that they should live, in faith and new vigor, Gal. ii. 20. Unto him

—He does not say imkp rou, for him. It is the dative of advantage,

aa they call it ; faep, for, denotes something more than this. And

rose again—Here for them is not supplied; for it does not accord

with the apostle's phraseology, but something analogous, as from

Rom. xiv. 9.

16. Henceforth—From the time that the love of Christ has en

grossed us. Even this epistle differs in degree from the former. No

man—Neither ourselves, nor the other apostles, Gal. ii.' 6 ; nor you,

nor others. We do not fear the great, we do not consider the humble
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more humble than ourselves ; we do and suffer all things, and are

anxious in every, way to bring all to life. In this enthusiasm, ver.

13, nay in this death, ver. 15, we know none of the survivors, even

in our ministry. After the flesh—According to the old state, in con

sideration of nobility, riches, power, 'wisdom [so that from natural

considerations, we should either do or omit this or that. V. <?.] Tea,

though we have known—Otda, I know, and Ijvwxa, I become aware

of, differ, 1 Cor. ii. 8, 11-viii. 1, etc. Such knowledge was more tol

erable before Christ's death ; for then were the days of the flesh.

After the flesh—Construed with ij'votxafjLtv, we have known. Christ

—He does not say here Jesus. The name Jesus is somewhat more

spiritual than Christ : and they know Christ according to the flesh, who

acknowledge him as the Saviour, not of the world, ver. 19, but only

of Israel, ch. xi. 18, note : and who congratulate themselves on be

longing to Christ's nation, and who seek in his glory political splen

dor, and in t&ir seeing and hearing him before his passion, some su

periority, and in the knowledge of him, mere sensual gratification :

and who do not strive for that enjoyment here described, and derived

from his death and resurrection, ver. 15, 17, 18 ; comp. John xvi. 7 ;

Rom^viii. 34 ; Phil. iii. 10 ; Luke viii, 21.

ITT If any man be in Christ—So as to live in Christ. If any one

of those who now hear us, etc. Observe the relation, we in CJtrist

here, and God in Christ, ver. 19 ; Christ, therefore, is the Mediator

and Reconciler. A new creature—Not only is the Christian himself

something new ; but as he knows Christ himself, not according to the

flesh, but according to the power of his life and resurrection, so he

contemplates and estimates himself and all things according to that

new condition. On this subject, see Gal. vi. 15; Eph. iv. 24; Col.

iii. 10. Old things—This is somewhat contemptuous. Are passed

away—Spontaneously, like snow in early spring. Behold—Indicat

ing a present fact.

18. And all these things—[Eng. Ver. does not render r«, these"],

mentioned from ver. 14. Paul infers from Christ's death his obliga

tion to God, ver. 13. Us—The world, and expressly the apostles;

comp. next verse, where unto us is again added. Us especially com

prehends the apostles ; but not them alone ; for at the beginning of

ver. 18, the discourse has already a wide application. Thus the sub

ject often varies in the same discourse, and yet the variation is not ex

pressly noted. [Omit '/qaou, Jesus. Ti*ch., Alf.'] To us—Apostles.

The ministry—The word in the next verse. The ministry dispenses

the word.

19. To wit—Gr. <Lf fat. Explanatory particles. Was—reconcil
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ing—Comp. ver. 17, note. The time implied by the veib 1}v, was, in

shown, ver. 21. In Christ—In [Eng. Ver., to us.] These words

correspond. [But the rendering, God was in Christ, reconciling, etc.,

is wrong. The words Jjv xaraXdaaaiv belong together ; and the sense

is, God in Christ reconciled (was reconciling) the world, etc. Alf.,

Mey.] The world—Once hostile. Reconciling, not imputing—The

same thing is generally expanded by affirmative words. Trespasses

—Many and grave. Committed—As it is committed to an inter

preter what he should say.

20. For Christ—Christ the foundation of the Divine embassy. We

are ambassadors—we pray—Two extremes, as it were, contrasted, re

lating to whether we be beside ourselves, the contrasted mean between

those extremes is, we exhort [i:apaxaXoupev, not as Eng. Ver., We

beseech], ch. vi. 1, x. 1, relating to whether we be sober. Therefore

the apostle's discourse generally exhorts ; since we are ambassadors,

implies majesty: we beseech, intimates an unusual submission, ch. x.

2, [comp. 1 Thess. ii. 6, 7]. In both expressions Paul indicates not

so much what he is now doing, as what he is doing in the discharge

of all his duties. For Christ, is placed before the former verb, for

emphasis ; comp. the preceding verses. Presently, the latter verb

precedes for the same reason. Be ye reconciled.

21. [Omit yap, for, Tisch., Alf.'] Him—Who knew no sin, who

needed no reconciliation ;—a eulogium peculiar to Jesus. Mary was

not one, who knew no sin. Made him to be sin—He was made sin,

just as we are made righteousness. Who would dare to speak thus,

if Paul had not led the way ? comp. Gal. iii. 13. Therefore Christ

was also abandoned on the cross. We—Who knew no righteousness,

who must have been destroyed, had the way of reconciliation not

been discovered. [The righteousness of God—Endued with it; ex

amples of it. Alf.] In him—In Christ. The contrast is, for us.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Workers together—[That is, workers together with Christ, ver.

20. The words with him are supplied in Eng. Ver., but are not in

the Gr. Beng. understands, together with you, but incorrectly. Mey.]
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Not only as God's ambassadors, or on the other hand, as beseeching,

we deal with you ; but also, as your friends, we co-operate with you

for your salvation. [^Ehis is the mean between the dignity of ambas

sadors and the humility of beseeching, ch. v. 20. That is, we try

all means. Not. Crit.] For you should icork out your own salvation,

Phil. ii. 12. The working together is described, ver. 3, 4 ; the exhor

tation, ver. 2, 14, 15, [as far as ch. vii. 1. V. G.] He dissuades them

from Judaism, as an ambassador, and by beseeching ; as co-operating

with them, he dissuades them from heathenism. None but a holy

minister of the gospel can thus adapt himself. The grace—Of which

ch. v. 18, 19, treats, [and ch. vi. 2, 17, 18. V. G.] Receive—This

is drawn from the dexrtp, accepted, of ver. 2. Divine grace offers

itself: human faith and obedience avail themselves of it.

2. He saith—The Father to Messiah, Is. xlix. 8, embracing in him

all believers. For—He is describing grace. Accepted—The time of

God's good pleasure. Hence Paul presently infers its correlative,

well-accepted, that it may be also agreeable to us. [The former is

dexzoz, the latter eunpotfexzoz, a far stronger term ; the very time

of most favorable acceptance. Alf.] I have heard thee—Praying.

In a day—[Eng. Ver., the day.'] Luke xix. 42 ; Heb. iii. 7. Be

hold now—The sura of the exhortation, ver. 1 ; stated as a dialogue.

3. In nothing—Gr. iv prjdevt, [Eng. Ver., in anything.~] Corres

ponds to in every thing, in the next verse. Giving—The participle

depends on ver. 1. Offence—Which would be the case, if we were

without patience and the other things presently mentioned. The

ministry—The Abstract. The ministers of God, the Concrete, ver. 4.

4. Ministers—Gr. dtdxovoi. This word is more forcible, than dtax-

ovouz would be. [The latter would mean, we approve ourselves as

(being) ministers of God. Render, approving (recommending) our

selves as ministers of God should do. Mey., Alf] In patience—This

is put first ; ch. xii. .12 : chastity, etc., follow in ver. 6. A remark

able gradation. In much—Three triplets of trials follow, in which

patience is exercised, afflictions: stripes: labors. The first group of

three includes classes ; the second, the species of trials ; the third,

things voluntarily endured. Note also the variety of each, expressed

by the plural number. In afflictions, in necessities, in distresses—

These words are closely related, and are variously joined with one

another and with the others, ch. xii. 10 ; 1 Thess. iii. 7 ; Rom. ii. 9,

viii. 35 ; Luke xxi. 23. In afflictions—Many, but difficult ways are

open, in necessities, one way is open, though difficult ; in distresses,

none is open.

5. In tumults—Either for, or against us.
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6. In—[Eng. Ver., by.'] Knowledge—A/w^tc, knowledge often

means leniency, which inclines to and admits favorable constructions

of harsh things; an interpretation according with ire long-suffering,

which follows; comp. 2 Pet. i. 5; 1 Pet. iii. 7, note. In long-suffer

ing, in kindness—[Eng. Ver., by.] These words are also united in 1

Cor. xiii. 4, under the name of one virtue. In the Holy Spirit—

[Eng. Ver., by the Holy Ghost.] That we may always have the

Holy Spirit present, that we may always be active, as also in exer

cising miraculous gifts, 1 Thess. i. 5. In love, immediately follows,

the principal fruit of the Spirit, and which regulates the use of spirit

ual gifts.

7. On the right hand and on the left—By offensive .armor, when

we are prospering ; and defensive, when we are in difficulties. Paul

has so placed these words, that they might at the same time form a

transition ; for he just now treated of the armor for the right hand,

and is forthwith to treat of that for the left.

8. Honor—Honor and dishonor come from those in authority, and

fall upon those who are present ; evil report and good report are with

the multitude, and fall upon the absent. [Furthermore, honor pro

ceeds from those, who recognize the character of God's minister ; dis

grace, from those who do not recognize him as such, and therefore

more highly esteem others, who in the affairs of this world perform

any trifling work whatever. Infamy or evil report proceeds from the

ignorant and malicious ; good report, from the well-informed and well

disposed. A man's disgrace or infamy is proportioned to his glory

or good report. V. (?.] The contraries are elegantly intermingled.

Evil report—If not even the apostles escaped this, who can ask to

escape it ? As deceivers—The deepest infamy. True—In the opinion

of believers, and in reality.

9. Unknown—[So that we are either quite nnknown and neglected,

or are considered altogether different from what we really are. V. (?.]

Gal. i. 22; Col. ii. 1. [Yet well known—That is, through good and

ill report; known and greatly desired by some, while others not even

deign to know us. Ghrysost. in Mey. Dying, xi. 23— V. (?.]

Behold—Suddenly and unexpectedly.

10. Alioay-.—At every time. As often as we had been saddened.

Making rich—Spiritually. Holding fast all things—Gr. ndura xari-

jfoirec. [So Beng., but Eng. Ver., possessing all things], lest they

should be lost to others.

11. The mouth—A Symperasma [a brief summary] by which Paul

prepares a way for himself, that, from the praise of the gospel min

istry, brought down from ii. 14, to this point, he may derive an ex
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hortation to the Corinthians. It open—Hath opened itself. There

is indeed something very extraordinary in this epistle. 0.Corinthians

—A rare and very impressive address, indicating, as it were, some

privilege of the Corinthians ; comp. Phil. iv. 15, note. Heart—They

should have argued from the mouth to the heart. To be opened and

enlarged, are closely connected. It enlarged—Is diffused, 1 Kings

iv. 29, aS am, largeness of heart as the sand that is by the seashore.

12. Ye are not straitened—The Indicative. The contrast is, be ye

enlarged. In us—'Ev, in, in its strict sense, as at ch. vii. 3. Our

heart has sufficient room to receive you. The largeness of Paul's

heart is the same as that of the Corinthians, on account of their

spiritual relationship, of which ver. 13. Te are straitened—By the

narrowness of your heart because of your late offence. In your own

bowels—Which have been grieved on my account.

13. The same—[7n the same manner, as a return for my largeness

of heart to you. Alf.~\ That you may feel as we do. Recompense—

Which you owe to me as a father ; comp. Gal. iv. 12. I speak as

unto children—He hints in this parenthesis, that he demands nothing

grievous or harsh. Be ye enlarged—A double exhortation. Open

first yrurselves before the Lord, and then before us : comp. viii. 5 ;

be enlarged, that the Lord may dwell in you, ver. 14—ch. yii. 1, re

ceive us, ch. vii. 2.

14. Do not become—[Eng. Ver., be not"], softened for be not. Un

equally yoked—Lev. xix. 19, Sept., Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender

with a diverse kind. The believer and the unbeliever are of different

kinds. The notion of slavery is akin to yoke. The word onoxjn,

were joined (yoked) unto. Num. xxv. 5. The apostle dissuades the

Corinthians from marriages with unbelievers ; comp. 1 Cor. vii. 39,

only in the Lord. He however adduces such reasons, as may deter

them from too close intercourse with unbelievers even in other rela

tions : comp. v. 16 ; 1 Cor. viii. 10, x. 14. Unbelievers—Heathen.

He uproots all foreign connections. What ?—Five questions, of

which the first three have an argumentative force ; the fourth, or

what, and the fifth, have at the same time the force of a conclusion.

Righteousness and unrighteousness—The state of believers and unbe

lievers is very different. [For r/c 8k, and what, read T) r/f, or what.

Tisch.,Alf.~]

15. Belial—The Sept. always express in Greek words the Hebrew,

SjrSa, Belyaal : but here Paul uses the Hebrew word by way of Eu

phemism [substitution of an agreeable for an offensive term]. This

word is an appellative, 1 Sam. xxv. 25, and first occurs in Deut. xiii.

14. Belijaal, without ascending ; that is, of the meanest condition,
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[contemptibleness, wickedness. Alf.] Paul calls Satan Belial. Never

theless Satan is usually contrasted with God, Antichrist to Christ.

Wherefore Belial as opposed, to Christ, seems here also to denote all

Antichristian uncleanness.

16. Agreement—Sept., Ex. xxiii. 1 : Thou shalt not agree with the

wicked. With idols—He does not say, with the temple of idols (al

though the Syriac version supplies with the temple), for idols do not

dwell in their worshipers. Ye—The promises made to Israel are

ours also. I will dwell in them—my people—Lev. xxvi. 11, 12,

Sept., I will set my tabernacle among you—and I will walk among

you, and I will be your God, and ye shall be my people. Paul quotes

a single verse, he wishes the whole paragraph to be considered as re

peated. I will walk in—I will dwell, signifies the continuance of the

Divine presence; 1 will walk, its operation. The subject of God's

gracious dwelling in the soul and body of the saints may be explained

from its opposite, viz., the subject of spiritual and bodily possession :

as every dispensation of evil and good may be compared according to

their opposite aspects. I will be—The sum of the Divine covenant,

Ex. vi. 7; Heb. viii. 10. Their God: my people—There is a gra

dation, a father ; sons, ver. 18; Rev. xxi. 3, 7; Jer. xxxi. 1, 9.

17. Come out—touch not—Is. lii. 11, Depart ye, depart ye, go ye

out from thence, touch not the unclean thing, go ye out of the midst of

her, be ye separate. From among them—From the Gentiles. Saith

the Lord—The Epitasis [forcible addition] follows the Lord Almighty.

Unclean—The masculine, Is. lii. 11, 1 : comp. Is. lxv. 5. To this

refer let us cleanse ourselves, ch. vii. 1. Touch not—To see, when it

is necessary, does not always defile, Acts xi. 6 ; to touch is more pol

luting. I will receive you to—As into a family or home [comp. ch.

t. 1-10. V. (?.] We are without, but we are admitted within. The

clause, Come out from, etc., corresponds to this. God is in the saints,

ver. 16, and the saints are in God. Eiadi%opat, receive, corresponds

to the Hebrew word, pp, Ezek. xx. 41 ; Zeph. iii. 19, 20.

18. Sons and daughters—Is. xliii. 6. The promise given to Solo

mon, 1 Chron. xxviii. 6, is applied to all believers. TJie Lord Al

mighty—From this title we perceive the greatness of the promises.

Now the word xavroxpdrmp, Almighty, occurs nowhere else in the

New Testament but in the Apocalypse ; but here Paul uses it after

the manner of the Sept., because he quotes the passage from the Old

Testament.

39
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CHAPTER VII.

1. Let us cleanse—This is the conclusion of the exhortation, set

forth at vi. 1, and brought out, vi. 14. He concludes the exhorta

tion in the first person. The contrasts are the unclean thing, vi. 17,

and filthiness here. The same duty is derived from a like source, 1

John iii. 3; Rev. xxii. 11. Filthiness—Filthiness of the flesh, as

fornication, and filthiness of the spirit, as idolatry, were often con

nected among the Gentiles. Even Judaism, occupied, as it is, with

carnal purity, is now in a measure filthiness of the spirit. Holiness is

opposed to the former ; the fear of God, promoting holiness (comp.

again 1 Cor. x. 22), to the latter. Of spirit—Comp. Ps. xxxii. 2,

lxxviii. 8. Perfecting—Even to the end. It is not enough to begin ;

the end crowns the work. The contrasts are, / begin, I finish, ch.

viii. 6, 10, 11; Gal. iii. 3; Phil. i. 6. Holiness—Corresponds to be

ye separate, ch. vi. 17. In—He does not say, and the fear. Fear is

a holy sentiment, which is not perfected by our efforts, but is merely

retained. [The pure fear of God is united with the consideration of

the grandest promises, ch. v. 11 ; Heb. iv. 1. V. (?.]

2. Take us—understand us rightly—[But the sense is, receive us,

give us room in your hearts: comp. Mark ii. 2; Jno. xxi. 25, 4.

Mey.] The sum of the contents of this chapter, and of the tenth

and eleventh. Us—Who love you, who rejoice for your sake ; us,

our feelings, words, and actions. We have wronged—corrupted—de

frauded—We lays down three things by gradation, the first of which

he discusses from ver. 4, by repeating the very word ddtxuv, to wrong

at ver. 12 ; the second from ch. x. 1, by repeating the very word

f&eipuv, to corrupt, at ch. xi. 3 ; the third from ch. xii. 13, by re

peating the very word nhovexruv, to defraud, ch. xii. 17. I have

marked however the beginning of the paragraph at ver. 11, of the

chapter quoted. The point of transition may be referred to what

precedes or to what follows ver. 11. The discussion of tlfe clause it

self, we have defrauded, begins at ver. 13. This then is his meaning :

There is no reason why you should not receive us ; for we have in

jured no man, by our severity producing an overwhelming grief; nay,

we have not even made any worse by too haughty behavior ; nay, we

have not even defrauded any for gain ; in everything we have con-

lulted you and your interests ; comp. ver. 9 ; and that too, freely.

While he declares, that he had done the Corinthians no evil, he inti

mates that he had benefited them, but very modestly.

3. Not to condemn you—He shows that he docs not make the re
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mark at ver. 2, because he supposes that the Corinthians dislike Paul

and his colleagues, but that he speaks paternally, ch. vi. 13 ; and to

show how far he is from supposing so, he calls it a condemnation,

humbling himself anew. I have said before—Ch. vi. 12. For—The

reason why he himself does not condemn them, and why they should

receive him and his associates. [Render, ye are in our hearts to die

together and live together. Alf] In our hearts—So Phil. i. 7. To

die and live with you—Ch. i. 6, iv. 12. The highest friendship.

4. Boldness of speech—Ver. 16, ch. vi. 11. Of you—To others

the contrast is toward you. With comfort—On which, see ver. 6, 7 ;

on joy, ver. 7, 8, 16 : on both, ver. 13 : comfort relieves, joy entirely

frees us from sorrow. / exceedingly abound in joy—Eng. Ver., am

exceeding joyful]. Above all adversity. In tribulation—Of which

ver. 5, troubled. To this belong all those trials mentioned at ch. iv.

7, 8, vi. 4, 5.

5. Flesh—This is used in a wide sense; weigh well the word fears.

Without—On the part of the Gentiles. Within—On the part of the

brethren : comp. 1 Cor. v. 12 ; 2 Cor. iv. 16. [Rather, without,

from enemies; within, from our own spirit. Mey., Alf]

6. Those that are. cast down—For the haughty and proud do not

receive comfort.

7. When he told—Bringing back word to us waiting for him. This

is the meaning of the compound verb. The nominative depends on

he was comforted ; the sense also refers to by his -coming. Your

earnest desire—Towards me. Your mourning—For yourselves, be

cause you had not immediately punished the sin. Your fervent mind

—For saving the sinner's soul. These three expressions ocour, ver.

11. A Syntheton [two words often or emphatically joined] is added

to each of them ; but here he treats them more moderately, and for

Euphemism [use of a mild form of expression for an unpleasant one]

puts earnest desire first, and says mourning, not indignation. For my

take—Gr. bnep ipou [not as Eng. Ver., toward me]—Because the

Corinthians were zealous, Paul was relieved from exercising zeaL

So that I the more—An imperceptible transition. I had not so much

consolation as joy ; joy is more desirable, ver. 13.

8. In the letter—[Eng. Ver., with a letter]. He does not add my;

presently he removes himself further from it, when he adds ixeivrj,

that, [Eng. Ver., the same]. Though—Paul had wished to remove,

if possible, sorrow from the Corinthians' repentance. He uses this

particle thrice in one verse ; also at ver. 12. Observe his paternal

gentleness, he almost deprecates [having grieved them]. I perceive

—From the very fact. Though—In this clause, that the same epistle
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hath made you sorry, though it were butfor a season, the words ei xat,

though, should have a comma either before and after them, or else

neither before nor after them. The apostle explains why he does not

repent of having grieved the Corinthians. The letter, he says, has

made you sad only for a time, or rather not even for a time. Whence

also Chrysostom, in his exposition, repeats the words, that hath grieved

you for a season, so as to omit ei xat, though. The particle ei xat,

though, put absolutely, expresses much feeling. Luther very appro

priately translates it Vielleicht, perhaps. Others, without observing

the force of the particle, have strangely tortured this passage, which

is peculiarly characteristic of the apostle. The oiiSh npbz wpav, not

even for an hour, Gal. ii. 5, is a kindred phraseology.

9. How I rejoice—The now forms an JEpitasis [emphatic addition];

not only do I not repent, that you had brief sorrow, but I even rejoice,

because it has benefited you. To repentance—To here determines

the kind of sorrow. After a godly manner—After here signifies the

feeling of the mind, regarding and following God. There is no sor

row with God; but penitential sorrow conforms the mind to God;

comp. xara, according to, Rom. xiv. 22 ; Col. ii. 8 ; 1 Pet. iv. 6. In

nothing—This harmonizes with that feeling, under which the apostle

also speaks, xi. 9. Ye might receive damage—All sorrow which is

not godly, is injurious, and deadly, ver. 10.

10. Repentance—not to be repented of—[For attaining which none

will ever be sorry, however hardly won, however dearly purchased.

De W.] From the meaning of the primitive word, petdvoia. repent

ance, belongs properly to the understanding ; perapehta, repentance,

to the will; because the former expresses the change of sentiment,

the latter, the change of care, or rather of purpose. Whence Thomas

Gatdker closes a long dissertation with this recapitulation : "We have

thus a series not completely, but accurately sketched, by which that feel

ing from its origin, as it were by degrees and advances, is at length

brought to its proper maturity. First, censure is inflicted: hence

arises acknowledgment of error, and reformation. IHssatisfaction and

sorrow, Hebrew, anj, penitence, follow this. The consequence of this,

where it is effective and genuine, is ait?, conversion, ixtarpofrj, pera-

piXua, which finishes and crowns the work, since it introduces quite a

new mode of life." Such are his views. Further, because of the very

close relationship between the understanding and the will, perapihia,

repentance, and pezdvoia, repentance, occur together, and both the

nouns and verbs are promiscuously used even by philosophers, and

they correspond in the Sept. with the single Hebrew word Dru; ia
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both pertz signifies after. Whence Plato in the Gorgiaq: These

things are possible to them that think beforehand, but impossible . to

those that think afterwards, pezavorjaaat. Synesius, Ep. iv. It is

mid, that Epimetheus had no care at the time, but that he afterwards

had care, perapehtv. Both these words are therefore applied to him,

who repents of his deeds or purposes, whether his penitence be good

or bad, whether it be for something evil or good, whether accompanied

with a change of eonduct in future or not. Respecting their use

however, perapsXua, repentance, is generally an intermediate term,

and chiefly refers to single actions ; but pezdvoia, repentance, especi

ally in the New Testament, is taken in a good sense, denoting the

repentance which concerns the whole life, and, in some respects, our

selves, or that whole blessed remembrance of the mind, after error

and sin, with all the emotions entering into it, and which suitable

fruits follow. Hence it happens, that peruvoiiv to repent, is often put

in the imperative, perapeh7adat, to repent, never; but elsewhere,

wherever pezdvoia, repentance, is read, perapihia, repentance, may

be substituted ; but not vice versa. Therefore, Paul uses both words here

distinctly, and applies to pezdvoiav uz owrrjpiav, repentance to salva

tion, the term dpezapihjzov, not to be repented of, because neither he

can regret, that he had occasioned this repentance to the Corinthians,

nor they, that they had felt it. To salvation—All the hindrances to

which are thus removed. Worketh—Therefore sorrow is not repent

ance itself, but produces repentance ; that is, carefulness, ver. 11.

But the—But mere worldly sorrow which I did not excite among you.

Of the world—Not merely, according to the world, fSuch was Ahab'a

sorrow in the case of Naboth. Occasionally the malignant powers of

darkness also mingle with it, as in Saul's case. Then, even the in

nocent cheerfulness of children, or the singing of birds, or the frisk

ing of calves sometimes* move their indignation. Such worldly sor

row is not less to be avoided than worldly joy. The world is joyful

at feasts, for the rest of the time it is generally sorrowful. V. 6r.j

Death—Chiefly spiritual, as appears from the contrast.

11. Behold—Paul proves this from their present experience. In

you—Gr. bpiv. The Dative of advantage ; comp. ver. 9, at the end.

Carefulness—EnouSutov, careful, is said of whatever of its kind is

good, sound, and vigorous. A beautiful passage in the 2d book of

Aristotle's Eth. Nicom. c. 5, illustrates this. The vigor of the eye

makes both the eye and its action excellent, anoudatov ; likewise the

vigor of the horse renders the horse excellent and fit for running,

etc. ; so that ro anouduiov is to tv the well conditioned, and

is opposed to rtp faMp, that which is bad, ib. c. 4. Therefore onoudrj
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signifies zeal ; and here expresses the principal characteristic of re

pentance, which seriously penetrates the soul, a characteristic which

despisers are devoid of, Acts xiii. 41. Six special characteristics

presently follow this carefulness ; and this is repeated at ver. 12. The

same word is also at eh. viii. 7, 8, 16, 17, 22. But—[Eng. Ver. Yea].

Clearing of yourselves— Yea, dXXa, is emphatic. Not only this, which

I have said, but also, etc. Some of the Corinthians had behaved

well, others not so well ia that affair ; or else even all in one respect

had been- blameless, in another, culpable ; whence various feelings

arose. Namely, self-justification and indignation, as regarded them

selves ; fear and vehement desire, m respect to the apostle ; zeal and

revenge, as regarded him, who had sinned. Comp. in this threefold

respect ver. 7, note, and ver. 12, note. Clearing of yourselves—Be

cause you disapproved of the deed. Indignation—Because you did

not instantly restrain it. 'Ayavdxrrjotv, indignation, is admirably ap

propriate here. It denotes the pain, of which the cause is in one's

self, as in teething ; for E. Sehmidius compares with this passage that

from Plato, itching and pain, dj-avdxrifoec, about the gums. Fear—

Lest I should come with a rod. Vehement desire—To sec me. Zeal

—For the good of his soul, who had sinned. But revenge—Against

his sin, 1 Cor. v. 2, 3. In all—Which I have stated. You have ap

proved yourselves—Yon have satisfied me. To be clear— To be soft

ened for to have become ; for they had not been quite elear, 1 Cor. v.

6. A mutual amnesty is expressed here, and in the next verse. In

the matter—He speaks indefinitely, as of an odious occurrence-.

12. Not for his cause who did the wrong—He calls him rbv i.8txrj-

tavra, him who did the wrong, whom he calls, ch. ii. 5r rbv hXoxrj-

xora, him who caused grief. He now varies the term, because he used

the expression, to make sorry, of himself, ver. 8, 9 ; and he now dis

misses this very sorrow. Since you Corinthians have done the of

fender justice, by your zeal and revenge, I acquiesce. Nor for hit

cause that suffered wrong—The singular for the plural by Euphem

ism [substitution of an agreeable for an offensive expression. But

this explanation is forced. The reference, no doubt, is to the father

of the incestuous man, 1 Cor. v. 1. Mey.] The Corinthians had

suffered wrong, ch. ii. 5 ; and their clearing of themselves and indig

nation, now enabled Paul to acquiesce also fcr their sake. Others

explain; it as referring to the offended parent, 1 Cor. v. 1. [The true

reading is, riju ovtouStjv bpAv ttjv Intep tfpdov, your zealfor us. Tisch.,

etc. The common reading, our zeal (Eng. Ver., care) for you, is in

consistent with the fact. He wrote to bring out and make manifest

to (Gr. Tzpbz, among) them, their zeal to regard and obey him. tllf.]
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Our care—Comp. ii. 4. In the sight of—Construe with might

appear.

13. [Point thus, (placing de after ini) : dta touto napaxexXrjpe&a.

fazt dk rfj napaxXrjoet, etc. ; also read ^pwv, our, for bpmv, your.

Tisch., etc. Render, on this account we are comforted ; but in addi

tion to our comfort, we rejoiced very much more at the joy of, etc. Alf]

In your comfort—Which followed that very sorrow. Exceedingly the

more—That feeling rather takes the name of joy than comfort; and

the^'oy was more abundant than the comfort. So paXXov, rather, with

the superlative, xii. 9 : paXXov, rather, for de, yea and, is effectively

used here.

14. I have boasted, I am not ashamed—Ch. ix. 4, xii. 6. All

things—He appropriately refers to ch. i. 18.

15. [Fear and trembling—Lest ye should not sufficiently regard

my injunctions and his mission. Alf]

16. In every thing—This applies in what precedes and follows,

[Eng. Ver., in all things]. He says, if I reprove you, you take it

well ; if I promise for you, you perform. So he prepares a way for

himself to chap. viii. 1 and x. 1, where the very word Oaftpw, I am

bold, is resumed. In you—On your account.

CHAPTER VIII.

1. We make known—[Eng. Ver., do you to wit]. This exhorta

tion is very suitably inserted here, after the very sweet declaration

of mutual love, with which it is connected by the mention of Titus ;

it is also stated according to the order of Paul's journey, that the

epistle may afterwards end in a graver admonition. Moreover the

exhortation itself, even to the Corinthians, toward whom the apostle

might have used paternal authority, is especially liberal and evangel

ical. The grace—When anything is well done, there is grace to those

who do it, and to those to whom it is done. This word here is com

mon, ver. 4, 6, 7, 9, 19 ; ch. ix. 8, 14.

2. Of affliction—Joined to poverty, ver. 13. Abundance and pov

erty—An Oxymoron and Hendiadys [i. e., abundant poverty] pleas

antly interwoven. Deep—Gr. xara ftd&ouz, [literally, down to the

depth]. BdOooz, depth, ib the genitive, governed by xara, down :
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comp. xara., down, Matt. viii. 32. Of liberality—Gr.

\_Beng. renders simplicity]. Simplicity makes men liberal, ch. ix. 11.

8. For—Anaphora [repetition of a word in beginnings] with Epi-

tatit [emphatic addition]. / bear record—This expression refers to

to and beyond. Of themselves—Not only unasked, but they them

selves beseeching us. See the next verse. >

4. Praying—They had been affectionately admonished by Paul not

to do beyond their power. The Macedonians, on the other hand, be

sought that their gift might be received. Gift and fellowship—A

Hendiadys [two nouns and a conjunction put for a noun and its lim

iting adjective. Omit desaadai jjjuwf, that we would receive. Tisch.,

Alf., etc. So Beng. Render, beseeching of us the grace andfellow-

ihip of the ministry to the saints (i. e., to allow them a share in these)

and not as we expected, etc. Alf.]

5. Gave—This word supports the whole structure of the para

graph in the following sense : Not only have they given grace and

fellowship, or nnn,,, that gift, but they have devoted themselves. The

nominatives, willing, praying, are connected with the same verb gave ;

and the accusatives, _•////, fellowship, their own selves, depend upon it,

in an easy and pleasant sense. [But this is wrong. Render, and not

as we expected (see on ver. 4, i. e., far beyond pur expectation), but

themselves they gave first (above all ; not first in time) to the Lord and

to us by the will of God. Alf.] First—Their own selves in prefer

ence to their gift : comp. Rom. xv. 16. To the Lord—Christ. And

unto us by the will of God—It is therefore called the grace of God,

ver. 1. The Macedonians did not themselves previously determine

the amount of the gift, but left that to the apostle.

6. Insomuch that—Not the end, but the consequence is meant.

As he had begun—In spiritual things, ch. vii. 15. To him who has

begun well, the things beyond are easy. He had gone to the Cor

inthians; he was going to the Corinthians. He would finish—Inthit

matter. [If you have attempted any good thing, finish it. V. G.]

Jn you—That you might imitate the Macedonians.

7. But as—[Eng. Ver., therefore as]. He says, but. What Paul

had formerly done with the Corinthians through Titus, had the force

of an injunction, vii. 15. Comp. 1 Cor. v. 7. He now acts differ

ently : therefore that, soon after, depends on 1 speak, in the next

verse. As—The Spirit leads to abundance in all respects. In know

ledge—Tins is mentioned appositely : comp. ch. vi. 6, note. Its kin

dred word fMofjtrjv, advice, occurs presently at ver. 10 ; cornp. 1 Cor.

vii. 25, note. And in all diligence—Diligence here comprehendsfaith,

and utterance (of the heart and of the mouth), knowledge, etc. And
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the class or whole is often added to the species or one or more parts,

by introducing the connecting link, and all: ch. x. 5; Matt. iii. 5,

xxiii. 27 ; Mark vii. 3 ; Luke xi. 42, xiii. 28, xxi. 29 ; Acts vii. 14,

xv. 17, xxii. 5; Eph. i. 21, iv. 31, v. 3; Heb. xiii. 24: James iii.

16; Rev. vii. 16, xxi. 8, xxii. 15. And in love—He adds to the

class the species most connected with the matter in hand. From you

—[Eng. Ver., your]. He does not say, in your love toward us, but

he says, in love from you in us, because the Corinthians were in Paul's

heart, ch. vii. 3. He pleads their love; he does not add that they

should give the more on account of Paul, who had preached to them

gratuitously. That—This word depends on I speak, elegantly added.

8. [Render, But by the zeal of others proving (testing) the sincerity

of your love. Mey. So Beng. Eng. Ver., by occasion of, is wrong.

Alf., etc.] By—By the diligence of others mentioned to you, ver.

1. Also—This is stronger than any commandment. Of love—

Nothing is more zealous than love. To prove—Gr. doxtpd^wv, de

pending on ver. 10 ; [rather on Xirw, speak. Mey.]

9. For ye know—By that knowledge which should include love.

Hie grace—Love most sincere, abundant, and free. He became poor

—He endured poverty, and yet this is not demanded of you : ver.

14. His—This implies the Lord's previous greatness. Ye through

his poverty might be rich—So by all those things, which the Lord has

suffered, the contrary benefits have been procured for us, 1 Pet. ii.

24, end of ver. [Rich—In the same wealth he had. Alf.]

10. [This—Namely, giving my opinion, not a command. Mey.,

Alf] Is expedient—An argument from the useful, moving them to

give : so ver. 16, &xip, for. A most pleasant paradox. To do—For

the past year. To be forward—For this year.

11. To do—That you may do again. Perform—The beginning,

and especially the end of actions lays the foundation of praise or

blame. Gen. xi. 6 ; Josh. vi. 26 ; Jer. xliv. 25. Out of that which

ye have—Not more. The proposition respecting what follows.

12. If there be first—Gr. npoxenat [literally, lie before.] So xovrj-

pia npoxeaat bprlv, evil is before you, Ex. x. 10. It is accepted—

[Beng., he is accepted]—To God, ch. ix. 7, with his gift. [Omit

«r, a man. Tisch., Alf. Render, according to what it may happen

to possess. Alf.] Not according to<that he hath not—For thus an

humble person would be less acceptable.

13. For—not—The object is not. The rule of exercising liberality.

Ease—burden—The same contrast is found, 2 Thess. i. 6, 7. By an

equality—In carnal things. [Love thy neighbor as thj'self. V. (?.]

At this time—This limitation does not recur in the next verse. Abun

40
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dance—In outward resources. The imperative -revia&w, let—be, is

courteously omitted, for he does not command, ver. 8.

14. Their abundance alto—In spiritual things. May be—for—We

have the same expression at Gal. iii. 14. Your want—As ye were

Gentiles. Their abundance had already begun to supply the Corinth

ians' want; he is therefore speaking of continuation, increase and re

ward. Nor yet would I venture to deny that the material abundance

also of the Jews would sometimes supply the material want of the

Gentiles ; for the limitation is omitted, ver. 13, note. Although the

spiritual abundance of Israel is supported by the parallel passage,

Rom. xv. 27. Equality—In spiritual things.

15. It is written—Ex. xvi. 18, He that gathered much to ito/u, had

nothing over, and he that gathered little had no lack. The article zb

adds a superlative force. He that—much—Supply, gathered. There

is a similar expression, Num. xxxv. 8. From them that have many—-

many. Had nothing over—He had not more than a homer.

16. Thanks—There was earnest care in me : whence proceeded the

exhortation to Titus ; but Titus himself had the same earnest care,

divinely inspired ; for which I thank God. See how widely this duty

of thanksgiving extends. Often in some particular case, one person

has greater care than others, as Titus. This should not be blamed,

but acknowledged as God's gift.

17. The exhortation—Given at ver. 6, namely, to go to you. More

forward—Too active to require exhortation, ver. 22.

18. We have sent with him—Timothy and I. So ver. 1, etc. This

word is repeated at ver. 22, by Anaphora [repetition of a word in

beginnings], and here where it first occurs, is emphatic with pera,

with. The brother—It was unnecessary to name this companion of

Titus, and that brother, mentioned at ver. 22. See ch. xii. 18. The

ancients thought that Luke was meant ; see the close of the epistle ;

comp. Philem. 24. Whose—He, who is faithful in the Gospel, will

be faithful also in a minor matter

19. [This ver. is a parenthesis, and ver. 20, connect with ver. 18.

Mey., etc.] Chosen—This participle is not construed with, he went

unto you, ver. 17 : for that would break the connection, ver. 18, 20.

We sent with—Avoiding. Therefore supply 8c, who, from oh, whose,

in the preceding verse. The churches had given this companion to

Paul, whithersoever he might go. Hence they are called the apostles,

[messengers] of the churches, ver. 23 : and Paul declares, that this

also relates to the present business. Hence it appears that the rights

of the churches are mutual. [For abv, with (this grace) read iv, in.

Tisch. Alf.] With—Construed with auvixor^oz, the companion of
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our travels. They carried with them to Jerusalem the gift of the

Macedonians. To—Construed with chosen. Of the [same~] Lord

himself—Namely, Christ, ver. 21. [Read xat xpo&upiav tfpmv, our

ready mind—Not &fuov, your. Tisch., Alf, etc. So Beng.] Our—the

churches had charged the brother here mentioned, Paul's companion

with their own gift, not with a view to the readiness of the Corinthi

ans, which had less relation to those churches, but to produce readi

ness on the part of Paul and of that brother, that is, lest for fear of

that blame, afterwards mentioned, their willingness to undertake and

finish the business might be lessened.

20. In this abundance—This term does not permit the Corinthians~

to give sparingly.

21. [For npovooupevot, providing, read npovooupev yap, for we

provide. Tisch., Alf.] In the sight of the Lord—In private, in truth:

comp. Rom. xii. 17, note.

22. [/» the sight of men—Men are depraved, and therefore sus

picious. Hence also it is just, that the most upright men should avert

all suspicion. V. (?.] With them—With Titus and the brother. Upon

the confidence—Construed with, we have sent with, here and at ver.

18 : comp. v. 23. In you—Concerning your liberality.

23. For—Gr. unep, [Eng. Ver., of] The motive of the confi

dence. Of Titus, my partner—These words are in apposition ; comp.

Luke xxii. 20, note. Brethren—It might have been said for our

brethren, but partner, a nominative intervening, brethren is also put

in the nominative, and the verb are is supplied, that is, whether they

are and are regarded as our brethren. Messengers—Persons who on

the public account discharge a pious duty. Again supply are.

24. Show—the proof—Gr. lvdu£tv ivdeiSao&e. The same idiom

as %aipuv %ap^i to reyowe with joy. [Omit xat, and (before the

churches). Tisch., Alf.] To them, before the churches—The know

ledge of the matter was sure to spread by the messengers among the

churches.

CHAPTER IX.

1. To write—For you will have witnesses present, and I know that

you are ready without letters.

2. J boast—The present. Paul was still in Macedonia. [-4 year
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ago—Through Paul's former exhortation, 1 Cor. xvi. 1. V. (?.]

Your zeal— The zeal, which was communicated from you to the Ma

cedonians. Most—Gr. rouc nteovaz, [not very many, as Eng. Ver.],

of the Macedonians.

3. / sent—Before me, ver. 5. In this behalf—He makes a limita

tion. As I said—Ver. 2.

4. Ye—Much more so. Confident boasting—Ch. xi. 17. [Omit

zrfi xau%rjouoz, boasting. Tisch. Alf. Read in the matter of thit

- confidence. AlfJ]

5. Necessary—Not merely becoming. [For T.poxarrjryeXpivrjv,

whereof ye had ruiticed before, read -KpozxrjrreXpivqv, long promised.

Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Promised—By me, among the Macedonians,

concerning you. Bounty—As *\y\, is used for word and deed, so

euXoyta, a blessing and a benefit, a bountiful gift, Sept., Josh. xv. 19.

So—Gr. outwz, [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] The Ploce [repetition

of a word to express an attribute of it] is shown in regard to bounty.

Covetousness—Avarice, is when men give sparingly and receive un

justly.

6. Sparingly—[The reaping corresponds to the manner of the sow

ing. The very words imply this. V. <?.] Bountifully—Gr. in'

ebXoyiatz, itr' ebloyiatz, [literally, upon bounties, upon bounties]. The

plural adds force.

7. According as he purposeth in his heart—Gen. xxxiv. 8, ws>i

nptrn, his soul longeth, Sept. he hath determined in his soul. He pur

poseth : grudgingly :- of necessity: cheerful. Four words, of which

the first and third, the second and fourth are opposed. Necessity—

Only, because he cannot refuse. Cheerful—Like God, Prov. xxii. 9,

Sept., God loves a cheerful man and a cheerful giver.

8. All grace—Even in outward goods. To make—abound—Even

while you bestow. That—It is given to us and we have it, not that

we may have, but that we may do well therewith. All things in this

life, even rewards, are seeds to believers for the future harvest. Suf

ficiency—That you may not require another's liberality. To this

refer the bread, ver. 10. Good—As regards the needy. To this

refer seed, ver. 10.

9. He hath dispersed—A noble word ; to scatter with full hand, ^

without anxiety, in what direction every grain may fall. There is

also a Metonymy, [substitution of the consequent for the antecedent,]

hath dispersed, that is, he always has something to disperse. Indeed

in Ps. cxii. 9, it is a part of the promise. His righteousness—That

is beneficence ; see the next verse. The latter is strictly denoted.
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Righteousness is something more. Remaineth—Unexhausted, un-

effaced, unfailing.

10. [Render, But he that ministers seed to the sower, and bread for

eating, shall minister, etc., (see below.) Alf] Now he—God. That

ministereth—There is abundance, as seed is given ; bread, which is a

necessary, is at any rate given first. Paul hints, that, in the promise

of the seed, which is denoted by he hath dispersed, the promise of

bread also is assumed ; but he adds more : for there is in the text a

Chiasmus [cross reference of pairs of words or clauses] ; God, who

gives seed to the sower, will supply and multiply your seed : God, who

gives bread for food, will increase the fruits of your righteousness,

which feeds the soul. Righteousness is the food of the soul, Matt. v.

6 ; vi. 31, 33. [For %oprjyrjoat, minister, read %op^r^jaet, shall min

ister. For xfy&uvat, multiply, read xhj&uvet, shall multiply. For

ahzrjaat, increase, read ab£rjou, shall increase. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.

etc.] ' Em%oprjyeiv, to supply, is emphatic ; but %oprjriiv, to give, with

the addition of xhj&uvuv, to multiply, implies more. The seed—That

is, property so far as it is piously expended : the fruits, that is, the

growth of all spiritual improvement and bodily blessing, from~ that

sowing. And bread—Is. lv. 10, until the rain give seed to the sower

and breadfor food. Will minister—The indicative. The Corinthi

ans will give opportunity for the divine liberality, and it will evince

itself towards them. Fruits—So the Sept. fruits of righteousness,

Hos. x. 12.

11. Being enriched—Depending on, that ye may abound, ver. 8.

The present implies, having more than a sufficiency.

12. The administration of this service—A fitting name. Aenoupyia

is the service itself, dtaxovta, the act. Still further supplies—Gr.

xpoaavanXrjpooaa [Eng. Ver., supplieth.] A double compound. Their

wants were also supplied from other quarters.

13. [Render, they, glorifying God by means of this ministration,for

the subjection of your profession as regards the Gospel of Christ, etc.

Alf] They glorify—Depending on thanksgivings, ver. 12. Again

the nominative case, as viii. 23, note. For the subjection of your pro

fession—[Eng. Ver., professed subjection.] They were about to pro

fess by their very acts, that they acknowledged the divine bounty

shown to themselves in the Gospel, [and had yielded to the word of

grace. V. G.] And unto all—He, who benefits some saints, benefits

all ; for he shows, that he favors all.

14. Prayer—Construe, glorifying for their prayer ; [Eng. Ver.,

and by their prayer] for we give thanks even for the prayers which

we have been enabled to offer, 2 Tim. i. 3. [Alf. paraphrases thus :

i
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" glory also accrues to God by the prayers of the recipients, who ar«

moved with the desire of Christian lore to you, on account of the

grace of God which abounds eminently towards (over) you."] Which

long—Construe with aiiTojv, their. For—Construe with thanksgiv

ings. Upon you—Gr. ttf1 tiffin, [Eng. Ver., in you.] So that it

benefits them.

15. Thanks—The meaning is : God has given us the gift, abund

ance of blessings both inward and outward, which both is in itself

unspeakable, and bears corresponding fruits; comp. ver. 8, etc.,

(where the words of the expression do not satisfy Paul's mind), and

ch. viii. 9, 1, and the full expression of these fruits, because of the

fulnesH of the topics, has rendered the language itself at the end of

the preceding chapter somewhat perplexed. The expression of feel

ing is added, thanks be to God.

CHAPTER X.

1. Now IPaul myself—An expression very pointed and emphatic.

Myself forms a contrast either to Titus and the two brethren, whom

Paul sent before : or, to the Corinthians, who of themselves were

bound to attend to their duty ; or, even to Paul himself, who was

about to be more severe when in their presence, so that myself, may

signify, of my own accord. [The force is rather, even 1, with this

mean personal appearance. See below. Mey., etc.] Exhort—Gr. ira-

paxa).a>, [not as Eng. Ver., beseech."] A dvite, for your sake ; when I com

mand and threaten. The contrast is Seo/jtae de, but 1 beseech, for my own

sake, in the next verse. By—A motive of Paul and the Corinthians. The

meekness andgentleness—Meekness, a virtue more absolute: gentleness,

relates more toothers. Each is the true source of even his severest admo

nitions. Of Christ—Indicating that his meekness was not of nature.

Or else, by, is used as at Rom. xii. 1, so that the meekness and gen

tleness of Christ himself seem to be understood ; but on the contrary,

gentleness appears to be said of Christ himself no where else, and

this mode of speaking is usual with Paul, to represent Christ as work

ing and exerting his power in him and by him. Comp. the truth of

Christ, that is, the truth in Christ, 2 Cor. xi. 10 ; and add Phil. i. 8,
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note. Who—A pleasant Mimesis [allusion to their usual mode of

speaking], ver. 10, a figure which is also common here in the verb

Xoyc^opat, I am thought. Base—Mumble, timid.

2. I beseech—God; xiii. 7, or here, I beseech you. [The latter

is right. Mey., Alf] Paul means, that, as he beseeches in his let

ters, so he can nevertheless act severely in their presence. / am

thought—[But Eng. Ver., I think, i. e., am minded or disposed, is

right. Mey., Alf] Passive as in Rom. iv. 4, 5. Against some—

Construe with to be bold. Which think—Gr. rouc Xoyi^opivouz, mid

dle voice. As if—Connect with according to the flesh. According to

the flesh—As if they may despise us with impunity.

3. In the flesh—With weakness. See next verse. [7ra the flesh ;

not according to the flesh; there is a great difference. V. (?.] We

war—By this word he makes a transition to what follows ; and the

reason of the boldness, is included.

4. For the weapons—From the paternal rod, 1 Cor. iv. 21, he now

proceeds to arms, with increasing severity ; comp. presently ver. 6 ;

also 1 Cor. v. 5, 13. Not carnal, but mighty—Not carnal and weak,

but spiritual, and therefore mighty. To God—[Eng. Ver., incor

rectly, through God.] This is virtually an accusative case. So ch.

ii. 15, to God. Likewise, Acts vii. 20 ; as the preposition b, to, is

used as a prefix, Jonah iii. 3. [A city to God, i. e., a very great

city.'] The power is not ours, but God's. The efficacy of the Christ

ian religion is an argument of its truth. [So here, in the sight of

God, in his estimation ; the highest proof of might. Mey., Alf.] Of

strongholds—A grand expression. [The human understanding may

here suspect bombpst; but the force and power of those things, which

in the case of the soul are developed on both sides, are uncommon.

V. G. ]

5. Imaginations—Those very thoughts of which he speaks, ver. 2.

Casting down—This might be construed with ver. 3, but it rather de

pends on ver. 4, the pulling down. Again, the nominative is used for

an oblique case, as in ch. ix. 13, note. [Render, and every lofty edi

fice which is being raised against the knowledge of God. Alf] Every

high thing— Thoughts is the species ; high thing, the class. He does

not say, \xpoz, height; comp. Rom. viii. 39, note. That exalteth it

self—Like a wall and a rampart. Against the knowledge of God—

True knowledge humbles men [since it attributes all power to God

alone. V. G] Where there is self exaltation, the knowledge of God

is wanting. Bringing into captivity every thought—Norjpa, implies

the faculty of the mind, vo6c, of which Xortapol, the thoughts, are the

acts. The latter, hostile in themselves, are cast down; the former
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vanquished and taken captive surrenders itself, so that it necessarily

and willingly tenders the obedience of faith to Christ the conqueror,

having relinquished all its own authority, as a slave entirely depends

on the will of his master.

6. Having in a readiness—Supply jj//«c, ourselves ; he says, we are

ready. We have zeal already ; and it will be manifest at the proper

time. All—This has a wider meaning than bptov, your, soon after.

When—Lest the weaker should be injured, ver. 8. This is the prin

cipal point of pastoral prudence. [Paul had already done something

of this sort at Corinth, Acts xviii. 7. On a similar principle GOD

exercises so great long-suffering towards a vast multitude of wicked

men, till his purposes have been accomplished. See Exod. xxxii.

34. V. #.]

7. Do ye look on things after the outward appearance—The error

of the Corinthians is noticed and opposed generally, ver. 7-9 ; then

it is specially detailed and specially refuted, ver. 10, 11. Therefore

let him think this, is repeated. After the outward appearance—Ver.

1. In contrast with by letters, ver. 9. He says, I can act severely

in your presence. If any one—[Eng. Ver., any man]. Of you.

Trust—IJenoifyfftz, trust, and nixot&a, I trust, have been hitherto

variously used by Paul in this epistle, ver. 2, etc. To himself—Be

fore he is more severely convinced of it by us. The Christian by his

own feelings can measure his brother. As—Paul's condescension,

since he merely demands an equal place with those whom he had be

gotten by the Gospel ; for he himself must previously have been

Christ's or a Christian, by whom another became such. This was a

cause of modesty with the Corinthians. Even—we—A fact which

such will be able to experience.

8. For—This forms an emphatic addition. Somewhat more—For

they were not only Christians, but apostles, etc. Of our authority—

Ver. 6, xiii. 10. The Lord—Christ. [Omit i)/uv, us. Tisch., Alf.~]

I should not be ashamed—It will not be mere flashings from a basin ;

I shall not shrink from exercising my authority.

9. That I may not—I say this, lest, etc. As if—Appropriate par

ticles. Terrify you—As if children, with vain terror.

10. Saith he—[Eng. Ver., say they]. Namely, he who thus

speaks, mentioned at ver. 11. The concealed slanderer is meant,

whom the Lord, or even Paul, by the Lord's showing, saw. There

was such a slanderer also among the Galatians, Gal. v. 10. Weighty

—The contrast is, contemptible. Powerful—The contrast is, weak.

His presence—As is said at the present day : One's presence dimin

ishes one's fame. The Anthology of the Greek Church for the 29th
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day of June, speaks of Peter and Paul, with a description of the ap

pearance of both the apostles, and, so far as Paul is concerned, it agrees

well enough with this passage. Weak—Occasioning no fear to the

spectators.

11. In word—In contrast with in deed.

12. For we dare not—Paul very fully vindicates his apostolic au

thority, under which the Corinthians also are ; and he refutes the

false apostles who, under any plausible form, also obtruded them

selves among them, and put the sickle into Paul's harvest. Reprov

ing the audacity of these drones, he says, we dare not ; in which,

while he tells what he himself does not do, he implies what they are

doing. I, says he, claim nothing from them ; let them in turn cease

to identify themselves with us, even at Corinth. He puts a hedge be

tween himself and them. Make ourselves of the number,—or compare

ourselves—Put ourselves on an equality, as sharers of the same office;

or compare ourselves as partakers of the same labour ; both in your

midst : Ifxptvovrae, things are put on an equality, which are of the

same kind ; aurxplvoi/Tat, things are compared, which, though they

differ in kind, are supposed to have at least the same relation. Meas

uring soon after corresponds to to make of the number, as comparing

to compare. Of those (that commend)—Gr. riov [not rendered in

Eng. Ver.] The Genitive. Of those who commend themselves, the

boldest place themselves on an equality, etc. And comparing—This is

put at the beginning of the clause for emphasis. Among themselves

—not (boast)—This does not indeed apply to the false apostles, who

really attempted to measure themselves by others, and to obtrude

themselves among them. Paul, on the contrary, says of himself and

those like himself, we measure ourselves by ourselves, not by them, the

false apostles ; we compare ourselves with ourselves, not with them.

13. Not—From ver. 13 to 16, both the equalizing and the compar

ison between the apostle and the false apostles are set aside. This is

the summary : we will not boast of things without our measure. The

first member, not—without our measure, is contrasted with the meas

uring by themselves, and is treated of ver. 13, 14, the word peTpov,

measure, being often repeated. The second, not of other men's labors

is contrasted with the comparing among themselves, and is treated of

ver. 15, 16, the word d^orfiloi/;, other men's, being repeated. Paul

has a measure ; they boast without measure, and Paul will proceed to

preach the Gospel among the untutored Gentiles ; they boast oj

things made ready for them. Of—Concerning : comp. ver. 15, note

Things without measure—An acute ambiguity ; dfjtsrfjov is that which

either does not keep, or has not a standard or measure. Paul keeps

41
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his measure; the false apostles have none at all. But—Supply, we

will act. The measure of the rule—Mirpov xat xaviov, measure and

rule, are sometimes used synonymously : here they differ. Mirpov,

measure, is said of God who assigns ; xaviov, rule, of the apostle who

labours. Therefore xaviov, rule, is determined by pirpov, measure ;

for pirpov, according to Eustathius is rcE&c, arrangement ; and pi

rpov, measure, and pept£w, to allot, are kindred, because both are

from peipw, to divide. Each apostle had his province. A measure—

This word is repeated, so that oh, which, may be recognized as refer-

ing to pirpov, measure. Too xavovoz, the rule, is put absolutely.

After the accusative pirpov, measure, the genitive pirpou, of measure

is put to mark the part [assigned to Paul] among the Corinthians.

Distributed—By this verb the false apostles are openly excluded.

Even to you—Meiosis [less said than meant].

14. For—as far as—Paul proves from the effect, that the Corinth

ians were included in the rule marked out to him by God. In

(preaching) the Gospel—Comp. ii. 12.

15. Not of—This is the beginning of the second member, which,

bo far as concerns the construction, is connected with the end of the

first : comp. notes on Rom. viii. 1. We will not make an advance

into any other man's province, laying, These are mine. As your

faith is increasing—Gr. absavopivrfi rifc xiareioz, [Eng. Ver., when

your faith is increased]. The present. Paul wished neither to leave

the Corinthians prematurely, nor to put off others too long. By you

—Our altogether real and complete success with you, will greatly aid

ns towards farther successes. Be enlarged—to preach — To be

truly enlarged by preaching the gospel. To boast is contrasted with

both verbs jointly, but especially with enlarged.

16. In—The contrasts are, in the places beyond you, and, of things

ready to our hand. Regions beyond—To which no one has yet come

with the Gospel, towards the south and west ; for he had come from

Athens to Corinth, Acts xviii. 1. Not in another man's—The con

trast is, according to our rule. Of—Gr. uc, [as to.] To intrude our

selves by boasting, into those things which are ready to our hand.

Keady—It denotes even more than fjroipaopiva, prepared. [Line—

Gr. xaviov, measuring line ; like the metaphor common with us, in

his i. e., within the line Providence marks out for him. Alf.]

17. But he that—He in a measure sounds a retreat; and yet by

this very qualification, he again gives a blow to the false apostles. In

the Lord—And therefore with the Lord's approval.
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CHAPTER XL

1. Would to God—He gradually advances with a remarkable an

ticipatory apology, and anticipation of blame, to which the qualifi

cation at xii. 11, corresponds. A little—The contrast is at ver. 4,

20. [For rf- ikfpoavvrj, in folly, read dfpoauvrfi, of folly. Tisch-,

Alf, i. e., Bear a littlefolly in mer] He names it thus, before explaining

it, and by that very fact captivates the Corinthians. This is a milder

word than pmpia, absurdity. Bear with—The imperative ; comp. ver.

16. [Rather the indicative; But (there is no need of such a wish,

for) you really do bear with me. Mey., Alf]

2. For I am. jealous—In this and the next verse the cause of his

folly is stated : for lovers seem to be distracted. The cause of the

forbearance due to Paul is explained ver. 4, comp. ver. 20. With

godly jealousy—Great and holy jealousy. [If I am immoderate, says

he, I am immoderate to God. V. <?.] I have espoused—There is an

apposition, to one husband, via., Christ, and both are construed with,

that I may present you. Therefore I espoused is put absolutely.

Moreover dppo^opat, I espouse, is usually applied to the bridegroom.

But here Paul speaks of himself with the same feeling as when he

ascribes to himself jealousy, which is peculiar to the husband ; for he

felt, and did all things for Christ's sake. A chaste virgin—Not

singly, but conjointly. He does not say, chaste virgins.

3. Ifear—Such fear is not only not contrary to love, but belongs

to love, ch. xii. 20, 19. [All jealousy doubtless arises from fear.

V. (?.] But—This is opposed to, I have espoused. As—Avery appo

site comparison. Fee — Who was artless and ignorant of evil.

Through subtilty—Which is most hostile to simplicity. So—The

saints, even though original sin were entirely quiescent, may be

tempted. Should be corrupted—Their virgin purity lost. Seducers

threatened the Corinthians ; see next verse. Abbreviated for, May

be corrupted and enticed from their simplicity. The simplicity—In

tent on one object, most tender ; which seeks not another [Jesus], nor

a different [Spirit], ver. 4.

4. //—He states a condition, as regards the fact, which is impos

sible ; he therefore says in the imperfect, you might bear; but respect

ing the attempt of the false apostles, he states not only a possible,

but an actually realized condition. He therefore says in the present,

preacheth : comp. Gal. i. 6, 7. For—The reason of Paul's fear was

the yielding character of the Corinthians. Be that cometh—Any

one ; out of Judea, if you please ; Gen. xlii. 5, they came with those
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that came. [He already states, what the Corinthians were bound to

allow to be stated, ver. 1. V. G}.] Another—a different—[Eng. Ver.,

another.] These words differ. See acts iv. 12, note. 'AXXov, another

separates far less here than erspov, different. [Received not—From

us. Alf] Accepted—Distinct words, suited to the subjects ; man's

will does not concur in receiving the Spirit, as in accepting the

Gospel. Or another gospel—The words, if there be, or, if you receive,

are appropriately left to be understood. You might well bear with—

Thisforbearance, as being likely to lead to corruption, is not approved,

but the word, xaXioz, well, is used as at Mark vii. 9. The abun

dance of the Corinthians is noticed, and their eagerness for a more

novel and splendid Christianity, if there were any such found.

5. For—The particle connecting the discussion with the propo

sition. The sum of Paul's boasting is here stated and repeated, ch.

xii. 11. The very chiefest—Such as James, Kephas, John [distin

guished for their high privilege in witnessing Jesus' transfiguration.

V. G.], or even the other survivors of the twelve, Gal» ii. 2, not

merely such as those who are called apostles in a wider sense, that

is, I am as much an apostle as he who is most so. Peter has no pre

eminence. [Acts xxvi. 13,16; Gal. i. 16. But the meaning is

rather, in no respect do Ifall short of these surpassers of the apostles,

or these exceeding great apostles ; said in bitter irony of false teach

ers. Mey., Alf.]

6. Though—He proves himself to be an apostle, 1. from his

knowledge worthy of an apostle ; 2. from his disinterestedness, ver.

7, 8. He makes foe himself by anticipation a way for stating both

of these facts, so that the necessity of stating them may be per

ceived. Rude—This is opposed to his apostolic eminence. His de

tractors characterized Paul as untutored. He declares that he is not

bo in knowledge, which is the first gift of an apostle : and an extraor

dinary instance of it appears in the next chapter. His rudeness of

speech, he does not deny very strongly, since that does not injure the

apostleship, nay, it benefits it, 1 Cor. i. 17, etc. : nor does he confess

it at greater length than his power in speaking allowed ; nor does he

answer, that other apostles also may be considered rude in speech ; but

he leaves the matter undetermined, comp. ch. x. 10, 11, and to be de

cided by the Corinthians themselves ; for he adds : but we have been

made manifest to you in all things, etc. [He therefore removes one

after another of those things, which the Corinthians opposed to his

apostolic prerogative. V. G. For pavepwdevrez, made manifest,

read the active favepioaavrez; Tisch., Alf. Render, In every matter

we have made things manifest. Alf] Thoroughly made manifest
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among you in all things—The Vulgate has, but we are manifested in

all things to you, as if either ivxavrt, thorovgMy, or iv na-atv, m all

things, were superfluous. Bat the two expressions have a different

meaning : iv navrt, in every thing, even in speech and knowledge ;

iv xuatv, in all men, ch. i. 12, iii. 2, iv. 2. 'Ev nZat, in all, is used

in the Masc. gead., 1 Cor. viii. 7 ; Heb. xiii. 4, and elsewhere. It

likewise occurs in the Neut. gend., 1 Tim. iii. 11, iv. 15; 2 Tim. ii. 7,

iv. 5; Tit. ii. 9, 10; Heb. xiii. 18. But iv navri, in everything,

[Eng. Ver., thoroughly] occurs only in the Neut. gend., and that

very often, ver. 9, ch. iv. 8, vi. 4, vii. 5, 11, 16, viii. 7, ix. 8, 11 ;

Phil. iv. 6. Therefore in this passage iv navtv, in all, is masculine,

iv navrl, in every thing, neut. So Phil. iv. 12, everything and all men.

[But see notes.] Among you—Because Paul was also engaged among

others, the hearts of the Corinthians enjoyed the fruit.

7. Have I committed an offence—So an objection might be raised

against in everything, ver. 6. Abasing myself—-In any mode of liv

ing. [He had waived his apostolic right in this matter. V. G.] Ye

might be txalted—Spiritually. The Gospel of God—Divine, most

precious. [Freely—Gratuitously; emphatic. Mey.]

8. I robbed—He imputes to himself the receiving of just payment,

as robbery and afterwards as sloth and a burden : comp. notes on 1

Cor. ix. 17. This word and wages are figures from military affairs.

Taking wages—For my journey, when I came to you. The contrast

is present, when I was with you.

9. [Render, the brethren, when they tame, supplied, etc. ; also /

kept myself, (not have kept). Alf.] Supplied in addition—Gr. npo-

auventypioaav [Eng. Ver., supplied]. A double compound. Paul

supplied something by his own manual labor. And will I keep—So

far is he from repenting. See xii. 14.

10. Is—The verb emphatically precedes stands fast. The expres

sion refers to a special truth : eomp. Rom. ix. 1, note. Not (be

stopped)—[Eng. Ver., no man shall stop]. A substitution of the

consequent for the antecedent : my boasting will not be stopped, that

is, I will be in no way more burdensome to you hereafter.

11. Because—Love is often offended even by refusing.

12. I may cut off—It did not suit the false apostles to preach for

nothing, ver. 20. The occasion—[Eng. Ver. omits the article]. la

this matter, presently without the article in any matter whatever.

Wherein—Their boasting consisted in saying, we are found as Paul

13. For such—The reason why he is unwilling, that they should

be thought like him. False apostles—This is now part of the predi

cate ; the contrast is at ver. 5. Now at length he mentions them by
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name. Deeeitful afterwards agrees with it. [This is remarkable se-

Terity of language. Not a few have thought : Sueh men are of a

disposition not altogether despicable, and they should not be so odi

ously disgraced : they saw Chriet, and now daily testify to him ; they

therefore ought to hold some place among others. But the eause of

truth is most delicate : and the Indifferentism whieh is so pleasant to

many at present, was not cultivated by Paul. He was no pleasant

preacher of toleration. Besides this, when his life was often in dan

ger, the apostle's zeal continued unweakened. V. <r.] Into the

apostles of Christ—They did not altogether deny Christ, but they

did not preach him truly, ver. 2S.

14. And no marvel—No great thing in the next Terse. It is moro

marvellous concerning Satan, as he differs more from an angel of

light. Himself—Their author and master. Is transformed—Present,

that is, is wont to transform himself. He did that already in Para

dise. [It was really the Jewish belief that the devil appears to men

as an angel. Mey. Bat here the language is metaphorical, probably

referring only to the practice of Satan in tempting and seducing men.

Alf] An angel of light—He does so, not only to injure us, but also

to enjoy honor. Of light—Although Satan's power is in darkness.

15. No great thing— No difficult matter. His—Satan's. Of

righteousness—Which is in Christ. End—Whatever the appearanct

on which they now plnme themselves, the form will at last be stripped

from them. A most effectual test is derived from the future end of

things, in good and evil, Phil. iii. 19, 21. •

16. I say again—To this new subject of boasting, he prefaces the

anticipatory apology from ver. 1, which certainly no fool uses. Let

not (any one)—Gr. [Eng. Ver., let no man]. A particle of prohi

bition, let no man think that I am a fool. This clause is not intro

duced parenthetically, but the force of Xirc*, I say, falls here.

17. That whieh I speak, I speak not after the Lord—Therefore

whatever Paul wrote without this express exception, was inspired and

spoken after the Lord; nay he even wrote this passage and the ex

ception peculiar to it, according to the rule of divine propriety, hav

ing been taught by the Lord ; just as a literary man dictates to a boy

a letter suited to a boy, though the boy could not have so written it

of himself.

18. Many—What is allowed to many, is the more easily granted

to one. After the flesh—As, that they are Hebrews, ver. 22.

19. [Bitte-ly ironical ; The ground of the encouragement in ver. 18.

Ye arc so wise as gladly to be patient with folly, thy boasting included.

Ay., Mej/.l
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20. [Render, for ye endure him, if (as is true) a man, etc. Alf.\

For—An intensive particle ; ye suffer fools : for ye even suffer op

pressors. Cleon in Thucydides, lib. iii., the man was naturally dis

posed to treat with contempt flattering attentions, but to admire inde

pendence. If a man—As the false apostles, who were given to much

boasting. Bring you into bondage—The class ; two pairs of species

follow. Kareo&iu, devour—So Sept., Ps. liii. 5. Take—That is,

from you : for bpaz, you, is not necessarily supplied, as appears ou

comparing the next clause. Exalt himself—Under the pretext of tho

apostolic dignity. Smite you on the face—Under the appearance of

divine zeal. That may have happened to the Corinthians : comp. Is.

lviii. 4 ; 1 Kings xxii. 24 ; Neh. xiii. 25 ; 1 Cor. iv. 11 ; 1 Tim. iii. 3.

21. [Render, By way of disparagement, I say that we (emphatic)

were weak (i. e., when with you ; too weak to do these things among

you.) Alf. after Mey., De W., etc.] As concerning reproach—As if

I were already considered as dishonored. See 1 Cor. iv. 10, from

which passage compare the term weak with this and wise, ver. 19.

Comp. with the use of xara, concerning, here ; the xa&> baripfjatv, in

respect of want, Phil. iv. 11. As though we had been weak—In mind,

having nothing to boast of, and in which we might show boldness.

The contrast follows: But wherein soever any is bold: the weak and

dishonored cannot boast, but still I will be bold : comp. ver. 30. Fool

ishly—Speaking after the manner of men : comp. v. 16: and for tho

sake of modesty.

22. Hebrews—He indicates the principal topics of boasting, of

which the first and second are natural, the third and fourth are spir

itual privileges ; comp. Phil. iii. 5. So am I—A Hebrew (not a Hell

enist) of the Hebrews.

23. Ministers—Outwardly. _T speak as a fool—Paul wrote these-

things with a constant effort to deny himself. [From a deep sense

of unworthiness, and how untrue the more is in any boasting sense.

Alf, etc.] More—Than they. The more a man suffers, the more-

he ministers. More abundant—The false apostles had also experi

enced labors and imprisonmerits, but less ; the rest were peculiar to

Paul.

24. Five times—It is profitable to God's servants accurately to re

member all they have done and suffered with a view to relate them

when necessary afterwards. Comp. Gal. i. Forty save one—Thir

teen strokes with a triple lash made thirty-nine.

25. Thrice I suffered shipwreck—Before the shipwreck at Melita.

In the deep—'O /?u06c, the deep, denotes anything deep; but when

used absolutely, the sea, especially here, as mentioned with ship
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-wrecks. The Sept. generally translate it, nSixa by ftu0bz, deep. I

have spent—Gr. T.txoirpa [Eng. Ver., have I been]. Swimming.

Many who have been shipwrecked, so contend with the waters for

many hours, so that they at last escape.

26. In journeyings—See Acts. Among false brethren—This dan

ger is most distressing ; being added to the others unexpectedly, it

has a pleasing effect. [These men were violent and pernicious, al

though not destitute of the appearance of good, Gal. ii. 4. V. (?.]

27. In—Five clauses ; the second agrees with the first, the fourth

with the third, in pleasant harmony. In hunger—Deut. xxviii. 48.

In hunger and in thirst, and in nakedness, and in want of all things.

[Fastings—Voluntary ; besides the involuntary implied in hunger,

etc., above. Mey.]

28. Beside—The particle connects. Those things—without—Thus

he terms outward labors and troubles. Hitherto he has described his

own ; he now refers to those of others, shared with him. [But na-

pexzoz, cannot mean without, but only besides, i. e., besides those al

ready mentioned. Mey., Alf.] That which—The Apposition of the

oblique and nominative case. That which cometh upon me—The

Sept. often uses the verb imauviarrrfiu, to come together to a place, and

the verbal noun intauazaatz, a concourse, of the sedition of Korah

and his associates : comp. Acts xxiv. 12. Here therefore we remark

the disorderly conduct of those, who troubled Paul by the perverse-

ness of their doctrine or life ; as Gal. vi. 17. Daily—A large ex

tent of time ; and of place, in the words, of all. Of all—This is

more modest than if he had said of the whole church. Of all, of

those even, to whom I have not come, Col. ii. 1. Peter could not

have said that of himself in an equal degree.

29. Who—He not only cares for the churches, but for individual

souls. I am weak—Not only through condescension, 1 Cor. ix. 22,

but through compassion. /* offended— To be weak, and to be offended,

at least here differ, comp. Rom. xiv. 21, note. The former comes by

itself ; the latter, by others. And I burn not—He adds /, not in

the former, but in this part of the verse, for there he suits himself to

the weak man ; here he confesses that he is unlike the offender, as he

himself, for the sake of the offended, assumes the duties neglected by

the offender. The duties, neglected by the person offending, are love,

prudence, etc. Paul however at the same time takes upon himself

the part of the offended person, or the inconvenience, which he feels.

All these things thus follow from the force of the things related.

Ilupouadat roiz Oupoiz, to burn in spirit, is read more than once in
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2 Mace. They think or speak badly, who, seeing an offence, say I

have earned myself to offend.

30. If—That is, since. I will glory of the things, which concern

my infirmities—An admirable Oxymoron [union of two apparently

contradictory terms], xii. 5, 9, 10, for infirmity and glorying are

opposed.

31. [Omit fjpmv, our, read the Lord. Also omit Xptirtou, Christ.

Tisch., Alf] Blessed—This increases the sacredness of the oath.

Knoweth—The persecution at Damascus was one of the first and

greatest, and belonged particularly to this place ; and Paul calls God

to witness, for he could produce to the Corinthians no human witness,

about a matter which was known to few, and had happened long be

fore : comp. Gal. i. 20. Luke afterwards recorded it, Acts ix. 25.

This religious preface increases even the credit of the circumstances,

related in the next chapter.

32. ' E&vdp%qz, governor—Thus Simon the high priest is called,

1 Mac. xiv. and xv. [Omit Oihov, desirous. Tisch. Alf.]

CHAPTER XII.

1. 21 is not expedient for me—Because of the danger of vanity,

and of the buffetings of Satan, and of hindering the exercise of

Christ's power. / will come—He does not say, I come. He does

not eagerly run at it; so, I will glory, not I glory, at the very con

clusion of ver. 5. For—Gr. yap, [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] The cause

stated, as a short preface. Visions and revelations— Visions, in refer

ence to seeing; revelations, to hearing, 1 Sam. ix. 15, Sept. Both plural,

because those raptures had two degrees, as he presently mentions. So

of revelations, ver. 7. Paul had several visions and revelations be

sides. Of the Lord—Ver. 8, that is, of Christ, ver. 2.

2. I know—[Not knew, (Eng. Ver.), which confuses the sense.

Alf] Whether: caught up—These things, repeated in the next

verse, not only keep the reader in pleasant suspense, arouse his mind,

and add weight to circumspect glorying ; but also plainly express this

action in two relations. Clemens Alex. Strom. 1. v. To the third

42
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heaven and thence to Paradise—So also Irenaeus, 1, 2, c. (56) 55.

likewise 1. 5, c. 36, where (comp. Matt. xiii. 23; John xiv. 2), he

infers different habitations from the difference among those who Lear

fruit, and assigns different abodes for those who have their joy in

heaven, in paradise, in the splendor of the city. Athanasius : and he

was caught up into the third heaven, and was borne up into paradise.

Orig. or his translator, on Rom. xvi., has, into the third heaven, and

thenae into paradise. Oecumenius : he was caught up to the third

heaven, and again thence into paradise. That different revelations

are mentioned here, is acknowledged by Hilarius Diac. Primasius,

Anselm, Pope Gregory in Estius, as well as Jerome on Ez. x.vviii.

Pelug. on this passage, Gassiodorus, Haymo, Aquinas. Lest I should

be exalted, twice occurring, corresponds to his being twice caught up.

Certainly paradise, coming last in the gradation with the emphatic

article, denotes some inner recess in the third heaven, rather than the

third heaven itself; an opinion very general among the ancients. See

Gregor. Ob?., c. 18; comp. Luke xxiii. 43, note, and Rev. ii. 7.

Therefore Paul was permitted only to hear the things of paradise ;

but also to see the things of the third heaven ; comp. the preceding

verse ; although even of the latter he speaks somewhat sparingly.

The force of 1 know, falls particularly upon the participle caught;

comp. on, how that, ver. 4. Fourteen years ago—Construed with,

caught. He recounts a former event : after a long time every one

seems to have become different from himself ; so that he may the more

freely relate his good and evil experiences. [Truly it was a long

silence, and yet he had been engaged among the Corinthians no short

time, and was most intimate with them. V. G.~\ In the body, Iv

OMpart—This is without the article ; then ^xroc TOU atiipaTOi;, out of

the body, with the article; and so, consistently in the next verse.

Paul seems to think that he was out of the body. Howsoever this

may he, Claudianus Mamertns on the state of the soul, c. 12, rightly

concludes from this, that the better part of man is incorporeal ; and

this, the soul itself, was caught up. Whatever existed, independently

of Paul's body, was without or within the body. I know not—Ignor

ance of the mode does not remove the knowledge of the thing. The

apostles were ignorant of many things. Caught up—Comp. Acts

viii. 39, note. To—Even to, far into the third heaven ; comp. «c,

into, ver. 4. Is therefore paradise not included in the third heaven ?

Ans. £«jc, even to, is inclusive, as Luke ii. 15, etc. Third—The first

heaven is that of the clouds ; the second of the stars ; the third is

spiritual. The dual number in c~ov, the heaven, denotes the two
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visible heavens. The title of the third, which eye hath not seen, has

been reserved for the New Testament ; comp. Eph. iv. 10, note.

3. And—The particle here expresses a new phase of the transac

tion. Suppose, that the third heaven and paradise, were quite synony

mous ; the force of Paul's language will be greatly diminished. Such

a one—Him who was in Christ. Whether—This is repeated, because,

even if in the body he was caught up to the third heaven, neverthe

less, in the next stage [of his trance] he might have been caught up

to paradise without the body.

4. Unspeakable words—Not in themselves ; otherwise Paul could

not have heard them ; but not to be spoken by man, as immediately

follows, and therefore by Paul himself. Who spoke those words?

God, or Christ, or an angel or angels, or the spirits of the just? and

to whom ? Paul does not satisfy us. There were certainly very su

blime words, for all heavenly words are not unspeakable, as Ex. xxxiv.

6 ; Is. vi. 3, and yet these are very sublime. It is not lawful—'E£bv

and duvarbv, lawful and possible, are said of that which neither the

thing itself nor the law forbids. Therefore unspeakable words, and it

is not lawful, mutually explain each other, and affirm either that man

cannot speak these words, or that it is unlawful for him to do so.

Others who did not hear them cannot ; Paul, who did hear them, is

not fully able ; and though they were able, it would not be lawful or

befitting the mortal state ; because the inhabitants of the earth would

not understand them, John iii. 12. Hearing has a wider range than

speaking. For a man—Construed with it is lawful. The power of

speaking is often narrower than that of knowledge. [These are re

served to be communicated by God alone. Mey.]

5. Of such an one—Masculine. The contrast is, of myself. We

should remove the I from important matters. This verse has two

parts, the one has the reason assigned in the next verse ; the other is

explained, ver. 7, 8. I will glory—That is, I might glory : comp.

ver. 6, at the beginning.

6. 1 shall not be a fool—In the preceding chapter also he spake

the truth, and yet he accuses himself offolly, for glorying about things

by no means glorious, hence of things most glorious. Iforbear—I treat

of these things sparingly. Lest any man—O how many, even theo

logians, shrink not from treating of such things ! [Not a few allow

themselves to be estimated both at home,and abroad more highly than

is lawful ; but of how great a share of Divine honor, think you they

thus deprive themselves. If indeed you rejoice in the right of Divine son-

ship, see that this your light shine, but remember to treat extraordi
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nary events cautiously and sparingly. V. SeetJt, heareth—In

common life, while I cannot prevent it.

7. Lest Ishould be exalted—In all that Paul did, and which ren

dered him great, beloved, and admired among men, he might be less

elated than in that, of which he was alone conscious. The mind is

vain and weak, which applauds itself on account of men's applause.

The better things are within. [How dangerous must self- exaltation

be, when the apostle required so much restraint. V. (?.] A thorn—

Gr. axoXoip. Hesychius, axoXonez, sharp, straight stakes, poles, a sharp

pointed stake is denoted ; coinp. the Sept., Num. xxxiii. 55 ; Ez.

xxviii. 24. This general word is soon specially explained by those

buffetings ; and this double explanation does not require a third, va

riously attempted by those who wrongly interpret the buffetings. In

Vie flesh—The ablative case, in tJie flesh, to emaciate the flesh. The

same case occurs, 1 Pet. iii. 18, iv. 1, 6. This weakness was greater

than all those enumerated in the preceding chapter, and that he

might relate this weakness, he considered* it necessary to mention re

velations. The messenger of Satan—Paul, having experienced the

state of blessed angels, now feels the power of an evil angel. The

word Zaruv, Satan, only occurs in the Sept. twice or thrice, and that

too as indeclinable; but 2'aravuz, Satan, is declined in thirty-four

places in the New Testament, and among these, nine times by Paul ;

and here alone it is used as an indeclinable noun, by a well-weighed

Apocope [the loss of a syllable at the end3, certainly not without

reason. Messenger and Satan then do not seem to be in apposition

here, as if it were said the angel Satan for the devil, for the devil is

nowhere called an angel, but he himself has his angels. Therefore

Satan is either a proper name in the genitive or an adjective in the

nominative, so that there is denoted either an angel sent by Satan, or

a very dangerous angel, an angel like Satan himself or the devil, as

distinguished from the fact of his being sent by Satan. [The former

is the right construction, as Eng. Ver. Mey., Alf.] The ambiguity

seems to intimate that the apostle himself, with a view to his greater

humiliation, must have been ignorant of this angel's character. He

had a revelation from heaven, a chastisement from hell. Job and

Paul were harassed by an enemy ; the angel of the Lord smote

Herod. TJiat he might buffet me—[Eng. Ver., to buffet]. Therefore

Paul is not the angel himself J^comp. however Num. xxxiii. 55), but it

is that the angel harassed Paul with blows : tva, that, is again ele

gantly placed in the middle of the clause, that the contrast may

twice precede the particle, twice follow it. For the excellence of the

revelations and the angel of Satan, are in contrast, and likewise to be
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exalted and to be buffeted. Buffet— With bloios. Slaves were beaten,

1 Pet. ii. 20, nor is there any obstacle to its being taken here liter

ally, Job ii. 6, 7. For if the apostles and the Lord himself received

blows and other troubles from men, ch. xi. 24, 25 ; 1 Cor. iv. 11 ;

Matt. xxvi. 67, comp. iv. 5; why should not Panl receive such from

Satan or his angel, either visibly or invisibly. Such evils also befel

Antony, as Athanasius mentions in his life. Opposition of every

kind met the apostle, ver. 10, which he did not deprecate ; but here

he mentions something special, which weakened him with infirmities

and met his exaltation with pain and disgrace, even more so or cer

tainly not less than the rage of lust, excited in the members of the

body, or the most violent headaches. Paul had become as it were of

late afraid of these blows, since he restrains himself in his boasting

so frequently that a reader in his natural state would grow weary.

Chrysostom remarks, that Paul says xoXatlt^rj, that it may buffet, not

xoXaftaTj, that it might buffet, as concerning the present. The Bight

and hearing of Paul had been directed to the most glorious objects :

The touch had been most severely tormented. [Lest, etc.—The dis

ciplinary purpose, not of Satan, but of God. Mey.]

8. For this—Demonstrative. He had forgotten his exaltation.

Thrice—As the Lord himself did on the Mount of Olives. Paul pre

sented his three requests, I know not at what intervals. He patiently

endured the thorn, when be saw that it must be borne ; he does not

seem to have been free from the thorn, even when he wrote these

things, and so long as he was liable to exalt himself : comp. what fol

lows. [The first and second time he received no answer ; the third

time it came ; and it is of course that he was faithful, submissive to

his Lord, and asked no more. Mey.] The Lord—Christ; see the

next verse. Satan must not be asked to spare us.

9. He said to me—When I prayed the third time. My grace is

sufficient for thee—A most gracious refusal, expressed in the indica

tive. The Lord, as it were, puts these words into Paul's mouth, that

following them up he may say : O Lord, thy grace is sufficient for

me. There may be grace, even where there is the greatest sense of

pain. [Omit poo, my, before strength. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] For

strength is made perfect in weakness—For duvaptz, strength, several

have written SOvapiz pou, my strength, from the alliteration with %i-

ptz poo, my grace. If Paul had written dvvapjz pou, my strength, I

believe he would have added hv dadeveia aoo, in thy weakness. It is

however intimated that Christ's power is proportioned to his grace :

yap, for, here as often elsewhere, is a separative particle, by which

grace and strength are distinguished. Grace is sufficient : do not ask
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sensible strength; for strength. So in short the particle for, gets the

sense of causing, not immediately, but through the distinction be

tween grace and strength. In weakness—Because it is the Lord's

language, Paul often repeats this word, ch. xi., xii., xiii. Is made

perfect—It accomplishes, it perfects all that belongs to it : therefore

we should not, under the pretext of false self-sufficiency, cast away

the strength of Christ. Will I rather glory—In my infirmities than

in revelations ; for if I glory in these, I shall prevent the exercise of

Christ's power. He adds the pronoun to the former, not to the lat

ter. May cover me over—Gr. ixtax^vioarj [Eng. Ver., rest upon]—

As a tent. Zrfvoz, a tent, the body. Covering over, something out

ward ; he does not say, that it may dwell in me ; for he would thus

diminish the sense of his infirmities. The power of Christ—That is,

Christ with his power. We should most gladly receive whatever pro

motes this.

10. I take pleasure—Gr. eudoxw, [Beng. 1 am contentJ] He does

not say here, I rejoice, which would mean more than he intended. In

infirmities—This is the class ; hence we have immediately after, Iam

weak ; two pairs of species follow. In reproaches, in necessities—

Which also Satan's messenger occasions. In persecutions, in dis

tresses—Caused by men. For the sake of—Construed with / take

pleasure. Then—In particular. Strong—In the power of Christ.

11. Iam become—He sounds a retreat. [Omit xau^iopevozz, in

glorying. Tisch., A If.] I ought—An interchange of persons, that

is, you ought to have commended me. Of you—Among you. / be

nothing—Of myself.

12. Truly—This particle or morsel feeds modesty. Signs—The

proofs of the facts are at hand. Of the apostle—[Eng. Ver., an

apostle]. The article has this force ; of one who is an apostle. Signs

—On signs and wonders, see Matt. xxiv. 24. Mighty deeds are

most palpable works of divine omnipotence. [ Were wrought—When I

was with you ; but the Iis modestly concealed in the passive voice. Mey.]

13. What—This word refers both to what precedes and what fol

lows. Other churches—Planted either by me or by the other apostles.

Except—this—A striking Asteism [refined pleasantry]. I myself—

The contrast follows, nor by others, ver. 16, 17. [Rather, the person of

Paul is in contrast to his conduct in the preceding clause. Mey.] Wrong

—The apostle might rightly have accepted his support from the Corinth

ians, and when he did not avail himself of this right, he charges himself

with wrong ; and he names it thus, not in irony, which is foreign to the

apostle's language, but ambiguously; for he uses ddtxiav, wrong here,

in a very unusual sense, thus, Forgive me, if I have not seemed to
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show so much affection towards you, and if in not suffering myself to

be supported by you, I have renounced my right to support. I have

perhaps wronged you, in wronging myself. The a of ditxiav is used

privatively as dvopoz, without law, not contrary to law, Rom. ii. 12 :

1 Cor. ix. 21 ; so dvunozaxrov, not subjected instead of insubordinate,

comp. xi. 11.

14. [Tisch. (not Alf.) reads rpkov rouro, this third time. Also

omit L<piov, to you, (after xaravaprqato, burdensome.) Tisch., Alf.

With either reading, the sense is, / am ready to come the (this) third

time; not as many, ready the third time. Mey., Alf., etc. "I was

-with you again the second time, and this third time I am ready to go,

and I will not burden you." Chrysost. in Mey.] Yours—Phil. iv. 17.

You—That I may gain you. Matt, xviii. 15. He heaps up spirit

ual treasures for the Corinthians' souls; ver. 15.

15. And I—The Sk, and, makes an Epitasis [emphatic addition].

I will spend—My own means. Less—Love rather descends, than

ascends. [It is unworthy scantily to repay the most devoted love.

V. G.]

16. Nevertheless, being — An objection which the Corinthians

[moved by suspicion, V. (?.] might frame. The answer is in the

next verse. Icaught—That you might not escape the net, set for

my gain.

17. Did I make again, etc.—[The good faith of his associates

wonderfully assisted Paul. V. G.]

18. 1 desired—To go to you. The brother—[Eng. Ver., a brother.']

He seems to have been a Corinthian. In spirit—Inwardiy. Steps—

Outwardly.

19. [For again, read xdXat. Tisch., Alf. Render, Ye think

this long time that it is to you I am defending myself. Not a question.

Alf] Unto you—As if it were necessary for our own sake thus to

retain your fauor. For your edifying—That you may rather see,

than experience with sorrow, how much I am an apostle.

20. Not—such as—This is discussed to the end of the chapter.

Then, such as ye would not, is treated of from ch. xiii. 1, and on

wards. As is the hearer, so is the pastor to him. [For ffiXoi, envy-

ings, read f^oc, envying. Tisch., Alf] Debates, etc.—Gal. v. 20.

21. Lest—again—There is here an Anaphora [repetition of a word

in beginnings]. Haply, lest haply—[Gr. fxqxwz, Eng. Ver., lest]

And indeed in this verse he speaks more severely. Will humble—

A Metonymy [Substitution] of the consequent [for the antecedent].

My God—He thus gives the reason, why he considers acts committed

against God, as appertaining to himself. Who have sinned already—
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Who have tinned before my last coining. The vncleanntss—For ex

ample, of married persons: 1 Thess. iv. 7. Fornication—Among

the unmarried. Lasciviousness—Sins contrary to nature.

CHAPTER XIII.

1. The third—The decisive number, the third time. So the Sept.

Thi» third time—[Eng. Ver., these three times'], Num. xxii. 28. Am

coming—Am now ready to come. Of witnesses—Therefore in this

matter the apostle thought not of depending on an immediate revela

tion, but on human testimony ; and he does not command the culprits

to be cast out of the Church before his arrival.

2. [Omit fpdipia, I write. Tisch., Alf. Read, / have forewarned

you, and Inow forewarn you, at (I did) when present the second time,

and (I do) now when absent. The Eng. Ver., as if I were present

(so Beng.), would make the second time mean the same as the third

time, ver. 1, which confuses the sense. Alf.'] 1 told you before and

Iforetell you—Refer to the former, as if 1 were present a second time;

to the latter, being absent now. He seriously forewarns them. There

is in the text, which excludes the word fpAjifo), I write, as an inferior

reading, an uninterrupted Chiasmus [cross reference of pairs of words

or clauses] throughout the three members of the sentence, in the

following order:

I told before, and I tell before hand,

at if I were present the second time—and being, absent now

(doubtless when he had come into the

vicinity of Corinth, and had already

determined to go thither himself also,

although he afterwards forbore),

to those who have heretofore sinned, and to all others, who

namely before this second visit, afterwards sinned,

after my second

coming, and yet

before my third.

/ witt not spare—He had formerly spared, i, 23.
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3. Ye seek a proof—A Metonymy [change] for yon provoke me;

you tempt me ; you desire to experience what I am ; see ver. 5.

Joxtpij, proof, has its kindred words in ver. 5, 6. Of Christ—That

is, whether CJirist is speaking in me. The Corinthians doubted ; he

presently proves that they should not doubt. To you-ward, in you—

The particles differ ; see ch. x., i. Is not weak—By me and this

very epistle. Is mighty—The ardor of his mind produced this new

word by way of parody upon aa&evii, is weak.

4. [Ka\ el, cannot mean though, as Eng. Ver. ; but even if. But

the true reading seems to be xai yap, omitting ei ; render, For he was

even crucified from weakness, but, etc. Alf. (not Tisch.)] If—A con

cessive particle. Was crucified—The cross, the utmost weakness ; it

includes death, for life is contrasted With it. Through weakness—

It is the part of weakness to be crucified. This is the force of the

particle. We are weak in him—Presently the particle is varied, txuv,

with him ; we are weak, we do not exercise power, and therefore we

ourselves feel it less, as the sense of tribulation prevails.

5. Yourselves—Not Paul. If you examine yourselves, you will

perceive what we are. Where there are true teachers and true learn

ers, we may judge from the feeling of one party toward the other, the

character of that other. In the faith—And therefore in Christ.

Prove—The milder admonition is added to the severer word, examine:

if you are in the faith, prove it; ti, if, is used as presently after in ti

pjjzt, except—[expressed by the inflexion of the voice in the question

know ye not, etc. ] The second part of a disjunctive interrogation;

that is, you can truly prove yourselves: for Jesus Christ is in you,

and you know that he is in you. [In fact, any one may test himself,

whether he be in the faith or not ; none but a believer can prove him

self and search out his true character. V. G.] Know ye—Gr. im-

rtvmaxere. An emphatic compound. How that—The grounds upon

which. [Transpose and read Xptarbz ' Irjaovz, Christ Jesus. Tisch.

(not Alf)~] 'Ajoouc, Jesus—Not only a sense of Christ, but Jesus

Christ himself, [as appears from the addition of the proper name,

Jesus; comp. 2 Tim. iv. 22. V. G.] Unless somewhat—Gr. el ftrjri

[Eng. Ver., except] So el pij, or (need we) etc., ch. iii. 1 ; rt, some

what, softens the language. Reprobates—In a passive and active

flense ; for the kindred word doxtpd^ere, prove, is referred to in a

reciprocal sense.

b~. Ye shall know—By proving yourselves, without any experience

of my power, ver. 10.

7. [For eu%opat, I pray, read eb%bpe&a, we pray. Tisch., Alf.]

The same verb occurs with the accusative and infinitive, Acts xxvi.

43
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29. That ye do no evil—The Vulgate has thus correctly translated

it. For there follows, that you may do good. Grotius renders, thai

I may not be forced to inflict evil, punishment, on any one. But in

this way the contrast just noticed is lost, Iloislv, do, has the accu

sative of the person, but Paul says, noiuv npbz rtva, uc rtvu, do to

one. Approved—By restraining you when you do evil. As repro

bates—No cause being given to us for exercising authority: f)x;, as,

softens the expression.

8. We can—Comp. power, ver. 10. Truth—Truth here denotes

the exact authority to be exercised over the Corinthians.

9. We are weak—In body and with our authority unemployed.

Strong—In faith. [Omit dk, and. Tisch., Alf.] Also we wish—

Weakness is welcome, not wished for ; perfection, is even wished for.

Perfection—Ver. 11; 1 Cor. i. 10: that there may be no need of

severity in cutting off any one from the body. [But the reference is

general ; perfection in all good. Alf.]

10. Me—Paul, in treating of his peculiar apostolic power, returns

from the plural to the singular.

11. Finally—The conclusion. Paul had written somewhat severely

in his discussion ; now he writes more gently, without however dis

missing the subject itself ; comp. ch. xii. 20. Farewell—[Rejoice.]

He returns to that with which he set out, i. 24; but the word %aipere,

rejoice, is appropriate here, as by it men are accustomed to bid fare

well. Be of good comfort, ch. i. 6.

13. The grace—This prayer corresponds in both epistles. The

first epistle, indeed, has also its own conclusion and prayer ; but yet

because the first epistle is taken up and renewed in many important

particulars by the second, this prayer also suits it, and in the very

universality of the prayer, the apostle seems also to have had refer

ence to the first epistle. Grace—This is mentioned, for by the grace

of Christ we come to the love of the Father.~ [An admirable testi

mony to the Holy Trinity. V. (?.] The love of God—Ver. 11. The

communion—Which has also come to you Gentiles, and which pro

duces harmony. [Omit dprjv, amen. Tisch., Alf.]



ANNOTATIONS

ON THE

EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

CHAPTER L

1. Paul an apostle, not of men, nor by man, out by Jesus ~CJirist

and God the Father, who ratsed him from the dead—A remarkable

contrast, in which, while Paul asserts his apostleship, he mentions

also his divine calling, not of man, but (by) God the Father; comp. ver.

15, and the following verses ; and his direct instruction, not by man

but by Jesus Christ. Instruction is generally given by one individual,

as by Gamaliel ; calling, by more than one ; hence the difference of

number, of men, by a man. Artemon contends that we must insert

Anb, from, after xai, and ; but Sta, by, is Tightly supplied from the

last clause and the force of dta, by, in this passage, includes that of

dT:b,from, but not conversely. Paul, when he mentions the Father

and the Son conjointly, often uses a single preposition. 1 Tim. vi. 13.

By—He had just used bxa, by, with an apostrophe ; it is now without

the apostrophe, for emphasis. Who raised—The seeds of the dis

cussion are scattered. The resurrection of Christ is the source of

righteousness and apostleship, Rom. i. 4, 5, iv. 25; 2 Cor. v. 19.

2. All—This short verse adds to this epistle the form of a creed.

To the churches—He uses the plural because of the multitude of

churches and towns in Galatia. Nor does he add the epithets, which

he applies to the Romans, Corinthians, etc. Of Galatia—1 Pet. i. 1.

4. Who gave—Paul makes such an addition nowhere else to the

(3391
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prayer for grace and peace : who gave himself, ii. 20. For our sins

—Which had enslaved us to this evil world. Might delwer—Paul de

scribes the whole benefit of redemption on that side, on which the

Galatians, carried away by the mischievous influence of Jewish teach

ing, experienced greatest difficulty. Present—This present lasts as

long as evil prevails. Evil world—A rare expression, by which the

whole economy of sin under Satan's authority is denoted. For ever

and ever, in the following verse, is opposed to this world [which is

both depraved and unhappy, V. (?.], on which comp. Rom. v. 6, by

which the Corinthians had been almost entirely led away. The pres

ent world obstructs God's glory, and is under the authority of the

Wicked One. Paul speaks of Satan nowhere more sparingly than in

this epistle. According to—Construed with who gave, John x. 18, at

the end. The will—Without our merit : comp. John vi. 38, 39. And

—See Rom. xv. 6, note.

5. The glory—For this saving will. [The article is added for so

lemnity. The glory due him. Alf.] A delightful introduction.

6. I marvel—3Paul, writing to all the other churches, begins with

thanksgiving and praise to God, which, although the subject here re

quires something different, has however been expressed, ver. 5. He

also delays calling them brethren. We give this summary of the epis

tle. There are three divisions.

I. The Inscription, i. 1-5.

. II. The Recalling of the Gentiles to the true Gospel,

WHERE

I. He reproves them, 6-10.

II. He asserts the divine authority of the Gospel preached by him

self: because he

(1) From a persecutor has become an apostle by heavenly call

ing, . 11-17.

(2) Never bore himself as other than Peter's equal, 18, 19:

21, 22.

III. He vindicates justification by faith, reproaching the Galatians

anew, iii. 1, 2, 15-iv. 11.

rv. He explains the same subject to the Galatians, with the most

tender affection, by the allegory of the son of the bond-maid

and of the son of the free woman, iv. 12.

V. He then exhorts them to maintain their liberty, v. 1-12, dis

suades them from its abuse, and admonishes them not to

walk after the flesh, but after the Spirit, 13, 14, 16.—vi.

5, 6-10.
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III. Conclusion, 11, 12, 17, 18.

See also the note at chap. ii. 16.

So soon—Paul had been with the Galatians long before. [But he

means rather, so soon after their conversion, Mey^] Removed—A

weighty expression, blended with an excuse. Jerome says ; " Galatia

in our language implies removal." [But perari&ea&e means, ye are

passing over. Alf.] From him that called you—[Namely, God, the

Father, Mey., Alf. Beng. would render, from him that called you in

grace, Christ, etc. But Eng. Ver. is right]. One's calling is there

fore the channel of grace, the rule for the future, ch. v. 8, 13. We

have here, ver. 6-10, a Proposition, and a sort of Division ; and the

calling in grace is discussed from ver. 11 : the words, there be some

that trouble you, are discussed, ch. v. 7, etc. In grace—Gr. iv %dptrt,

[Eng. Ver., into the grace,] Acts xv. 11. Of Christ—The construc

tion is with anb, from.

7. Which—Referring to the Gospel, not to any other Gospel. It

not anothei—"AXXo, another, differs from irepov, a second and differ

ent. Paul not only rejects that which the Galatians had allowed to

be thrust upon them, but any other whatever. Some—Unhappy per

sons, ver. 8, ch. v. 10, 12. That trouble—Ch. v. 10. Would—They

really were not able, yet they earnestly wished it. Paul often al

ludes to the Galatians and their seducers by this expression : ch. iv.

9, 17, 21, vi. 12, 13. So Col. ii. 18. Pervert—lan is frequently

translated by this word. The Gospel of Christ—Their disturbers did

not wholly deny Jesus Christ ; but Paul acknowledges nothing but

the pure Gospel.

8. We—Many, ver. 2. Or an angelfrom hfaven—Whose author

ity, excepting God and Christ, is the highest, ch. iv. 14. Which we

have preached—Apostolic infallibility. Let him be accursed—De

prived of all part in Christ and God. The contrast is at vi. 16. Let

him be—Controversies not only cannot, but even should not be with

out feeling ; but that feeling should be holy.

9. As—He speaks deliberately. He seems to have paused between

the writing of each verse. A similar statement is repeated, ch. v. 2,

8, 21. We said before— In the plural ; for in ver. 8 he wrote, we

have preached, also in the plural. [But here he refers to what he had

said when with them (the second time). Mey., Alf] Isay—In the

singular. All knew the truth of the Gospel ; Paul knew that the

Galatians' minds had been truly imbued with the Gospel ; he now

therefore says, ye have received, in which lies the Epitasis [emphatie

addition] of this repetition. If—Gr. This is more positive than
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lav, though, ver. 8. Preach any other Gospel—Here you, pre*

cedes zbaryeXi^rat, preach, though in the 8th verse ty2v, unto you, is-

put after ; this is for emphasis ; moreover we are not to suppose that

there is no distinction intended by the difference ©f case. We have

preached the Gospel to you, has the Dative of advantage ; To furnish

any one [Accusative] with a Gospel, implies a sneer against the false

teachers' pretensions.

10. For now—The reason why even now he writes so earnestly ;

now is repeated from ver. 9. Men—This word is without the article,

but presently rbv debv, God, with the article. God alone must

be regarded. Ipersuade—lluda, tak, Ipersuade one, is much the

same as the word dpiaxio, which presently occurs, 1 seek to please any

one : nei&uv rtva, to obtain the consent or indulgence of any one.

Comp. 2 Cor. v. 11, note. Men—The contrast is, of Christ. Yet—

The meaning is, I have not heretofore sought, nor do I yet seek t»

please men : comp. yet, ch. v. 11. The particles of the present tim»

now and yet, refute the words of him who troubled the Galatians.

They here distinguish the present from the former time, not only

when he was a Pharisee, but likewise when he was an apostle. As to

the time when he was a Pharisee, Paul neither denies nor affirms here.

Paul not long before bad circumcised Timothy for example. They

wished to make that an argument against him with the Galatians.

Men—For the feelings of men are at variance with these of God

and Christ r hence, the evil of this present world, ver. 4. I pleased

—'Apiaxm, I seek to please, Rom. viii. 8, note. A man generally

either pleases or displeases him, whom he either seeks or does not

seek to please. Of Christ—Whom I seek to please, as becomes a

servant, Tit. ii. &. »

11. Brethren—He now at length ealls them brethren. After—

[According to] xara, whieh, includes the meaning of the prepositions

dnb, of, dtet, through, and xapa,from, in ver. 1, 12. My Gospel is

not according to the estimate of men.

12. Received—Differing from I was taught ; for the one is accom

plished without labor ; the other by the labor of learning. By reve

lation—That is, / received it.

13. Ye have heard—Before I came to you. In time past—When

Paul was by no means desirous of promoting the GospeL I wasted

—This word denotes the direct opposite of edification.

14. Profited—In my very acts. My equals [in years]—Then in

full vigor. Of my fathers—Which were very dear to me, as if they

depended on me as their sole patron. A Mimesis [imitation of th*

language he had once used respecting his traditions].
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15. It pleased—The good pleasure of God is the farthest point

which a man can reach, when inquiring as to the causes of his salva

tion. Paul attributes nothing to merit ; presently he adds, from the

womb ; comp. Rom. ix. 11. Who separated me—That he might show

me this good pleasure. From my mother's womb—Jer. i. 5.

16. [Omit 6 debz, God. Tisch., Alf. Render, But when it pleased

Mm, who, etc.] To reveal—Construe with it pleased God. A re

markable word. His Son—ii. 20. In me—Not merely by me ; for

that after all is but the consequent. The Son of God had been for

merly revealed, now he was also revealed in Paul, in relation to Paul,

that is, to Paul. So, in, presently in this verse, and ver. 24. Among

the heathen—Whose calling corresponds in many respects to my own.

There was the less need therefore of going to Jerusalem. Imme

diately—This is chiefly connected with I went [to Arabia.] The

sudden fitness of the apostle is denoted, Acts ix. 20, he straightway

preached. [Moved, however, by modesty, he willingly yielded the

palm to his senior colleagues, if at any time they were present.

V. G.] Jerome construes eu&edx;, immediately, with ebayj^Xi^o-

pat, that I might preach. I conferred not—/ had not recourse to flesh

and blood, for the sake of consulting them. The same verb, and

~ dvz&eprjv, communicated, occur ii. 6, 2. The dictionaries (which see)

make no distinction between the single and double compound verb.

But the apostle seems to have considerately distinguished them, so

that xpbz [in npoaavediprjv, I conferred] means, besides, that is, di

vine revelation was sufficient for me. Flesh and blood—That is, with

man or men, ch. ii. 6 : comp. Matt. xvi. 17, note.

17. Neither went I up—So dvrjX&e, went up, John vi. 3. To Jeru

salem—The seat of the apostles. Arabia—A Gentile country. Re

turned again—Paul here assumes that his journey to Damascus, on

which he had been converted, was known. Damascus—Of Syria.

There is no other Damascus than the Syrian, but I have mentioned

Syria, because he had before been speaking of Arabia, etc.

18. Three—[ Three years after his conversion ; not after this jour

ney. Mey., Alf] After he had given proofs of his apostolic office.

[Render faroprjaat, to make the acquaintance of Cephas. Alf] To

see—Gr. laroprjaat [to know by personal examination]. A weighty

expression, as referring to an important matter. He did not say

ideiv, to see, but laroprjaat, which (says CJirysostom) is said by those

who accurately observe great and splendid cities. Plutarch repre

sents Solon and many others as having traveled to acquire great

wisdom and information. Julian, when he was about to consult the

diviners in the Grecian cities, alleged as the cause of his going, the
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extensive information, lazopiav, of Greece, and of the schools there.

[For Ilerpov, Peter, read Krjfuv, Cephas. Tisch., Alf.] Peter—

Therefore Paul preferred him to the other apostles, ch. ii. 7. Fifteen

—During so short a time, Paul means, Peter could not have made me

an apostle. [It is profitable to observe, carefully, the events of your

life, so that, if needful, you may confidently appeal to it even after a

long interval. V.

19. The Lord's brothel—Jesus' cousin. James, the Lord's brother,

and the apostle were the same. [An error. This was not James the

eon of Alphaeus ; but"probably a son of Mary and Joseph, and there

fore called the Lord's brother. Mey., etc.]

20. Behold—Supply iart, it is; for ort means that.

21. I came—With the Gospel, ver. 23.

22. Of Judcea—Except Jerusalem.

23. He which persecuted—He had been very well known by this

name, nor was the name Saul itself so celebrated, as that of the

persecutor.

24. They glorified—And to-day the Church glorifies God in Paul.

[Remember to observe the same thing as often as a good report has

been brought to thee. V. (?.] In me—Comp. note to ver. 16.

They glorified God before, they now glorified him also on account of

PauL

CHAPTER II.

1. After—At an interval of fourteen years between the two jour

neys to Jerusalem.

2. By revelation—As Paul had revelations, he had no need to learn

from men. This revelation had been made to him for an important

reason. Communicated—As equals are wont, not that they should

confirm me, but others, Acts xv. 2. Unto them—At Jerusalem. This

is treated of ver. 3, 4. Privately—All could not comprehend it.

Which were of reputation—In contrast to Paul, who was less acknow

ledged. [The apostles are principally intended, ver. 9. V. G.] :

comp. 2 Cor. xi. 5. Hesychius ; doxouvrez, men of note. This is

considered, ver. 6, 7. List by any means—This depends on I com

municated. I should run, says he, or should have run in vain, if
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circumcision had been judged necessary. / should run—With the

swift victory of the Gospel.

3. Not even—Gr. ouSs, [better than Eng. Ver., neither]. We did

not even allow the necessity of circumcising Titus, who was with me,

to be laid upon us.

4. And— [Beng. but] because of. But this matter concerning

Titus happened on account of, etc. But—[Eng. Ver. And that~\—

A particle explanatory and intensive. Unawares brought in —

Gr. xapstodxTouz. IJapa, here and in xapEiof^&ov, came in, denotes

stealthily. False brethren—He had shown greater respect to those,

•who were professed Jews, in the case of Timothy, Acts xvi. 3. Who

—Comp.'Acts xv. 1, 24. To spy out—And destroy.

5. [ We— Barnabas, Titus, and himself. Alf.~\ By subjection—A

limitation. We would willingly have yielded for love. The truth of

the Gospel—The pure Gospel, not another, ch. i. 6: which false

brethren attempted to substitute. The same phrase occurs, ver. 14 ;

Col. i. 5. Truth, precise, unbending, abandons nothing of its own,

admits nothing foreign. You—Greeks. We defended for your

eakes, what you now reject.

6. Of—Supply of, of &nb, those—who of, etc., and construe. It is

of no importance to me, what sort of persons those were, who were of

the number of those more distinguished. The preposition is put in the

same way, while the article is omitted, Mark v. 35; Luke xi. 49.

Not only the three, James, Peter, and John, •were highly distinguished.

He therefore says dnb roiv, of those. 01 <Jo*oDvref, viz., of 6-e/j ).iav

(btoaroXot, the very chiefest apostles ; 2 Cor. xi. 5. To be somewhat

—Among those, who did not so esteem Paul. God—Paul followed

God's judgment. He asserts the Divine authority ; he does not dis

parage the apostolic. For—The reason assigned not of the thing

but of the word. Paul had just made a preface, and states why he

did so, and proposes the subject itself. Similarly, for occurs, ch. vi.

7. The preface is, that he does not depend on the consent of others ;

afterwards, however, he shows that consent. Contributed (added)

nothing to me—That is, they found no fault in my doctrine. Often

a man, who wishes to find fault or admonish, does it modestly under

the appearance of information. Those, who took the load, (us Ter-

tullian calls roue doxouvra;, those seeming to be somewhat), used no

such method towards Paul. I communicated to them, ver. 2 ; they

had nothing to add.

7. When they saw—From the effect itself, which I pointed out to

them, ver. 8 ; Acts xv. 12. [The word npoaavedwro, means not

added, but imparted. " As I, at conversion, imparted it not to flesh

44
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.1

and blood, so they now imparted nothing to me." A1f.~\ Of the un-

circumcision—That is, of the Gentiles, who were to be brought to the

faith without circumcision.

8. Toward the Gentiles—That is, to the apostleship of the Gen

tiles.

9. Perceived—After having heard and seen me. Given—Comp.

respecting Paul, 2 Pet. iii. 15. Jamet—He is put here first, because

he mostly remained at Jerusalem, or even because he took the lead

in this matter, and Paul might have seemed to differ more from James

than from Peter, more from Peter than from John. For from many

circumstances it appears that James and Paul, as well as Peter and

Paul, etc., had that in their nature and feelings, which would demand

mutual love and forbearance, with self-denial ; without, however, any

compromise of the truth recognized 'by all. Hence it happens, that

the same man, or assembly cannot with equal facility comprehend

both James and Paul. This is proved in Luther's failure, who called

the epistle of James an epistle of straw ; but let those who arraign

him, see what monstrous feelings they themselves cherish toward

Paul. Christ is the only Head, the only Sun ; the greatest apostles

were only members ; nor did these, as individuals, all equally receive

the rays of that Sun, but all together represented Christ in the apos

tleship ; comp. on their variety, Rev. xxi. 14, 19, 20. And the

matter was Divinely so directed, that James, who was more tenacious

of the law, preached to the Jews ; Paul, who did not copy others,

and was more eager for faith and liberty, preached to the Gentiles,

and that thus each might bring a character and endowments as much

adapted as possible to the province assigned him. Cephas—In some

way or other, this word sounds more august than Peter. If Peter

had held that supremacy, which men afterwards attributed to him,

Paul would have had the strongest reason for mentioning it here, or

at least of naming him as in an exalted position. Pittan—This

word corresponds to the Hebrew Tiny, Prov. ix. 1, and wherever it

occurs. They gave right hands—So, dat^ev destdv, let us make peace,

1 Mace. vi. 58, etc. Fellowship—Which belongs to colleagues. That

—Namely, we might go, with the Gospel. Unto the heathen—Es

pecially. For Paul also taught the Jews, Peter and John the Gen

tiles, but the former went beyond Judea, the latter had continued in

Judea, while it existed as a nation. If Peter came to Rome, he

certainly had no fixed abode there.

10. The poor—Of the Jews. We should remember—The antece

dent for the consequent ; for Paul wa» forward, not only to remem
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her, but to assist. Iwat forward—Even among the Galatians, 1 Cor.

xvi. 1. Paul did not cast away his zeal for good works.

11. When—The argument at last reaches its height. Paul re

proves Peter himself, therefore he owes not his teaching to man. [For

Mrpoz, Peter, read Krjfaz, Cephas. Tisch., Alf] Antioch—Then

the citadel of the Gentile church. To the face—Comp. ver. 14, be

fore all ; so the Sept. 1 Kings i. 23, twice ; 1 Chron. xxviii. 8 ; Ps.

1.21; Dan. xi. 16, etc. Below, xara, before,m.\. Iwithatood—Astern

word. Condemned—Gr. xarsyvwapJvoc [Eng. Ver., to be blamed is

wrong, Alf, etc.], for contrary actions, of which the one condemned

the other ; see the next verse ; comp. ver. 18. The participle has a

reciprocal meaning. For Peter had condemned himself by his own

judgment, by his own practice.

12. He did eat—As we did, with the Gentiles. He began to with

draw — [Eng. Ver., withdrew], gradually. Separated—Entirely.

Fearing—The fear of man is very injurious.

13. The other—Believers. Even—Gr. xai, [Eng. Ver., also].

Even Barnabas, whom you would think least likely to do so. Was-

carried away—The power of frequent example.

14. / saw—A happy observation. Walked uprightly—With a

straight and open step, according to the rule, vi. 16 ; in the right

way, or rather with body erect, so that it is opposed to lameness, and

to what is properly called stepping out of line. Straightness of the

feet is meant. The Greeks say also dp&oftaruv, to walk straight,

dp&odpapuv, to run straight. [/7/i6c, not according to, as Eng. Ver.,

but towards ; i. e., towards maintaining andpropagating the truth of

the Gospel. Mey., Alf] Of the Gospel—For the Gospel teaches,

that righteousness from the works of the law and the necessary ob

servance of the ceremonial law are inconsistent with redemption by

Christ's death. I said—Paul alone maintained the point, without

associates, against Judaism; afterwards also against heathenism, 2

Tim. iv. 16, 17. [For IHrpyt, Peter, read Krjfq., Cephas. Tisch.,

Alf.] That— Gr. ztp [construed with Ilerpy), Peter, and not ren

dered in Eng. Ver.] The authors of this conduct should be attacked.

Before all—1 Tim. 20. If thou—In this argument Paul reminds

Peter of the latter's argument against the Pharisees, Acts xv. 10, 11.

Here begins a twofold proposition, of which the first part, if thou,

etc., is discussed in ver. 15, 16; the second, why—the Gentiles, etc.,

at ver. 17, 18. Being a Jew—And therefore more closely related to

the law. JAvest after the manner of Gentiles—So Paul speaks, turn

ing Peter's own practice against him. For Peter, abandoning his

former mode of living, declared for the Gentile mode, since it was
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right in itself. After the story of Peter's recantation, the proposition

itself, that we must not live after the manner of the Jews, is dis

cussed. The Gentilet—Freed from the law. Compellest thou—By

thy conduct. They would have held it necessary that the Gentiles

should either observe the Jewish ritual, or be deprived of communion

with the Church. To Uoe at do the Jews—What had before been

obedience to the law is now mere Judaism.

15. We—Paul, sparing Peter's person, passes from the second per

son singular to the first person plural, then figuratively to the first

person singular, ver. 18 ; lastly I in its literal meaning, ver. 19, 20.

We, though Jews by nature, and not sinners of the Gentiles, supply,

have been : comp. the preterite knowing—we have believed. This we,

after the reason has been thrown in parenthetically, is resumed in the

next verse with epitasis [emphatic addition] and reaches to we have

believed. By nature—Not merely proselytes. Not tinner» of the

Gentiles—Paul declares it as an acknowledged fact, that the Gen

tiles, as they did not posses the law, are sinners, while the Jews, on

the contrary, had the law or even works, Tit. iii. 5. Then he inci

dentally grants that the Jews can have communion with them only in

Christ; but he especially states, as an acknowledged fact, the justifi

cation of the Gentiles by faith, and also infers the same thing con

cerning the Jews. To this refer sinners, ver. 17, note.

16. [Read eidorei; 6~e, nevertheless. Tisch., Alf. Also read Xpia-

TOU Vjj«row, Christ Jefus. Tisch. (not Alf.)~] Knowing—That is,

since we have learned. A man—Every man, Jew or Greek. By the

works of the law—The followers of Galatism, from not clearly un

derstanding and not rightly interpreting the nature and end of the

moral law, earnestly maintained the ceremonial law; and, acknow

ledging little or no distinction between the two, comprehended both

under one word, the law, and therefore sought to be justified in the

observance of the whole law. The apostle therefore similarly refut

ing them, includes both in one word ; or. where he uses the word law

more strictly, he means the moral law itself; he gives the ceremonial

law a different name, elements, etc. But the state of controversy

was more noticeable, as it regarded the ceremonial law, than as it re

garded the moral law : since the matter of the former relating to

times, circumcision, meats, etc., met the eye more than that of

the latter : and the abrogation of the former, which was complete,

was more conspicuous than that of the latter, which was only par

tially abrogated. Hence it happens that some arguments serve par

ticularly against justification by the ceremonial law; more, however,

against justification by the whole law, including even the moral law.
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The whole appears more clearly from the arrangement of the epistle

to the Galatians ; for in ch. i. and ii., the apostle shows that he was

divinely sent and taught, and was in no wise inferior to the other

apostles, as his peaceful conferences, nay even his controversies

with them and with Peter himself, plainly evince. In the third chap

ter, there is the discussion on the moral law; whence at ch. iv. 1-11,

arguments are deduced concerning the ceremonial law, and, after both

have been illustrated, in ch. v. the question is raised respecting cir

cumcision in particular. This is the sum : Moses and Jesus Christ ;

the law and the promise ; doing and believing ; works and faith ;

wages and the gift ; the curse and the blessing,—are diametrically

opposed. And the Decalogue is left by Paul either wholly untouched,

or is included under the term law ; nay, the Decalogue is properly

that law, which, though its power to justify is denied, is yet estab

lished by faith ; for, truly, the ceremonial law is abolished; Rom. iii.

31. But Sinai, Gal. iv. 24, is much more celebrated for the Deca

logue than for the ceremonial law. Nor was the ceremonial law a

yoke intolerable in itself, but it derived its strength from the moral

law, Acts xv. Therefore the moral law is, so to speak, more legal

than the ceremonial, which was at the same time, as it were, an ele

mentary and preliminary Gospel. See also Rom. iii. 20, note. But

—Gr. lav UTTJ, if not. A particle to be resolved into dtta, but, though

with greater force. Man is not justified by the works of the law,

and therefore in no other way save by faith. We find the same mean

ing of the particles, and not, soon after. Knowing that a man i» not

justified by (Gr. I?) etc., but by (Gr. dia) etc., that we might be jus

tified by (Gr. l£) etc. ; by (Gr. ^£)—did, by, is said of the Gentiles ;

1$, by or from, of the Jews, Rom. iii. 30, note. [Rather, they are

but different words for the same relation. Mey.~\ Of Jesus Christ—

That is, in Christ Jesus, as presently follows with the names trans

posed. The name Jesus became known first to the Gentiles ; the

name Christ to the Jews. Wherefore the order is not always indis

criminate, where both names are used as here, Rom. xv. 5, 6 ; 1 Tim.

i. 15, 16, ii. 5, vi. 13, 14 ; 2 Tim. i. 9, 10, notes ; and generally in

formal discourse Christ Jesus is used ; in ordinary discourse, Jesus

Christ. Even we also—How much more the Gentiles \ Have believed

—That is, we began to believe long ago. For—The consequence is

proved in reference to the Jews.

17. But if—When Peter withdrew himself, and refused any more

to eat with the Gentiles, as he had begun, it was equivalent to say

ing that he had lived a heathen sinner during that association. But

Christ had formed a close relationship with the Gentiles, on account
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of which he had very properly eaten with them. Wherefore if Peter

einned in eating with them, the consequence will be that Christ was

the minuter of that am. Paul so shrinks from the inconsistency of

such a consequence, that he not only adds God forbid, but immedi

ately softens the expression by an interrogation, and by using also

the word minuter, which is well suited to mark the indignity implied

here. There is no blame attached to Christ, conferring righteousness

and holiness upon the Gentiles ; but the whole blame lies with him,

who renews a separation from the Gentiles, after they have been con

verted to Christ : see next verse. While we seek—Ever since we

have received faith and freedom from the law. To teek is virtually ex

pressed in the preceding verse ; and if while seeking, we ar-e /"..,/«./.

is a strong contrast to it. We are found—Now, anew. We ourselves

alto—Voluntarily. Christ—In whom, however, we seek to be justified.

18. / destroyed—By the faith of Christ. / build again—By sub

jection to the law. A transgressor—A transgressor of the law,

w,hile I seem to observe it, [retracting, as it were, my former abandon

ment of Judaism. V. G.~] A dreadful word to those who were zeal

ous for the law. [This was to transgress the law of faith. V. <?.]

/ commend—Gr. ovviarript [Eng. Ver., mtflce]. Peter had wished to

commend himself, ver. 12, at the end ; Paul shows by this Mimetit

[imitation of the word characterizing Peter's aim] the sad fruit of that

commendation.

19. For I—The reason assigned for Godforbid. Christ is not the

minister of sin and death, but the Establisher of righteousness and

life. I am entirely in him. This is the sum and marrow of Christi

anity. Through the law—to the law—Through the law of faith to

the law of works, Rom. iii. 27. I do no injustice to the law ; I de

pend on a law, not less divine. This is stated as it were enigmatic

ally, and is presently explained by the definition of the law of faith.

In the same sense in which transgressor is used, law is used in speak

ing of faith. [But it cannot mean this here, as the whole argument

shows. The law is the Mosaic law throughout. The law itself, prop

erly apprehended, became my school-master to Christ, in whom I died

to the law. Mey., Alf., etc.] Am dead that I might live—Rom. viL

4, 6, note.

20. / am crucified with—Death is included in the cross, as appears

from the contrast, / live ; comp. Phil. ii. 8. On the same participa

tion, Phil. iii. 10. Live—After that death. No longer /—[The com

mon punctuation and Eng. Ver. are wrong. Render, / have been

crucified with Christ, but it is no longer I that live, but Christ that !ir-

ethin me. Mey., Alf., etc.] No longer as a Jew: Col. iii. 11.
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21. / do notfrustrate—As the Judaizing teachers do, but embrace

it with my whole soul. The grace of God—By which Christ died for

us. For if—Christ is our righteousness in himself ; not in so far as

he fulfils the righteousness of the law in us. This appears from the

consequence which Paul here shows would follow on the other suppo

sition. Died—[Eng. Ver., is dead,]—And so rose again. There

would have been no need of these, if righteousness had been from the

law. [That is, For if Christ died, it must evidently have been be

cause the law had no power to justify us ; but if the law can justify,

the death of Christ is superfluous. Chrysost. in Alf.~\

CHAPTER III.

1. O—He abruptly attacks the Galatians. Foolish Galatians—

In.not having followed up, and held fast, a subject most clearly pre

sented, ver. 3. He does not call them beloved, because they were not

to be loved, but reproved ; although he really loved them. Bewitched

—[That is, produced in you so sudden and great a change. V. (?.]

What follows more closely agrees with this word, if you omit the

words, that ye should not obey the truth, [which are omitted by Tisch.,

Alf, etc.] ; for the eyes are so obstructed by fascination [that a man

either thinks that he does not see what he sees, or that he sees what

does not exist. V. (?.] Before whose eyes—Very clearly. Hath

been evidently set forth—Things are said xpaypdfea&at, to beget forth,

which are stated publicly in writing. Jesus Christ had been so writ

ten or portrayed before the eyes of the Galatians by the Gospel.

Crucified among you—The form of his cross impressed upon your

heart by faith, that now you might also be crucified with him, ch. ii.

20, iv. 19, note. Especially in the Lord's Supper.

2. Only—A weighty argument. Learn—What you think. Here

is the point : you have learned much from me ; I wish to learn this

only from you. By the works of the law—In which you seek right

eousness. The Spirit—[In whom you addressed God as Father.

V. (?.], conspicuous by his gifts, ver. 5 ; Mark xvi. 17 ; Heb. ii. 4,

The gift of the Spirit accompanies righteousness, ver. 14 ; Eph. i. 13.

Therefore the one is often put for the other ; comp. note on Rom. vi.
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18. This argument is repeated, ver. 5; and weight is added by the

verses interposed, viz., ver. 3, 4. Further, Paul, in this epistle only,

although he so often names the Spirit, does not, however, even once

add the epithet, Holy ; and this he does not appear to have done

without reason ; namely, the epithet " Holy" is a very joyful one, but

this epistle is decidedly severe. Or—Two things directly opposed.

By the hearing offaith—The nature of faith is thus exquisitely de

noted!, not working, but receiving.

3. So foolish—OUTOX;, so, makes, an emphatic addition ; you not

only neglect Christ as portrayed in the Gospels, but also the gift of

the Spirit, which came much more under your notice ; see at 1 Cor.

i. 6. Having begun—The progress corresponds to the beginning.

No second justification is given by the works of the law. Now—

Whereas having left the flesh, you should have become more and more

spiritual. By the flesh—Heb. ix. 10. [Phil. Si. 2 ; Rom. ii. 28].

Doubtless the Galatians thought that they were entering more deeply

into the Spirit. The flesh may be easily taken for the Spirit, even

by advanced believers, unless they maintain a pure faith. Are ye

made perfect—When, aiming at the end, yon follow the flesh. All

things are estimated by the end and issue.

4. Have ye suffered—While you suffered and bore with me most

patiently (and this patience is the fruit of the Spirit), when I por

trayed to you Christ and his cross, ver. 1, note, and labored among

you in the weakness of the flesh ; as he says more explicitly after

wards at iv. 11 (where the word etxy, in vain, is repeated), 13, etc.

He does not say, have you done (comp. 2 John 'ver. 8), because he

here refutes those that work; but he says, have, you suffered, very

properly (for he suffers who is born [in Christ], iv. 19; and he who

runs, v. 7) ; also appositely to his argument, to amplify the indignity

of their loss. There is a similar use of this verb at Amos vi. 6 ;

Zech. xi. 5. Sometimes ey ndayscv, ayadbv nda%etv, is to receive a

benefit, Baruch vi. 33 (34) ; but this is not the notion of the word

adopted by Paul. [But the sufferings here meant are those they un

derwent at the reception of the Gospel, by persecutions, etc. Ay.]

If it be yet in vain—This is as it were a correction ; ye have not suf

fered so many things in vain ; for God has given you the Spirit, and

has wrought mighty works in you. Comp. Heb. x. 32.

5. He that ministered—and worked—[But Eng. Ver., ministereth

and worketh is right. So Mey., etc.]; BO Chrysostom. For the

participle of the imperfect tense is contained in the participle of

the present : Ixt, in the first of these participles, int^opijftov, min

istering, is emphatic : for he who preaches ministers. God, in the
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strict sense, ministers, or furnishes in addition. By—Supply, did he

it. By the hearing of faith—This expression, with the next verse,

constitutes the proposition, and in xadtbz, even as, assumes an affirm

ative force.

6. Abraham—See Rom. iv. 3, note. Genesis is Paul's armory,

ver. 6, 8, 16 ; ch. iv. 22 : for we must go back to the beginnings of

things, Matt. xix. 4.

7. Know ye—The imperative ; comp. 2 Tim. iii. 1. Neither the

slowness of the Galatians nor the commencement of the discussion

admitted an indicative. They which are offaith—For Abraham be

lieved. The same—These alone, the other descendants of Abraham

being excluded. Children—Ver. 29.

8. And foreseeing—Je, and, being an emphatic addition, extends

the force of the argument to the Gentiles also. [But there is no em

phasis on the Gentiles. The question is between those who were of

faith, and those who would be of the works of the law, whether Jews

or Gentiles. Alfi] Foreseeing implies divine foreknowledge, more

ancient than the law. The great excellence of sacred Scripture is,

that all that can be controverted is foreseen and decided in it, even

in the most appropriate language. Scripture—A mode of expression

variously condensed, as will appear to him who analyzes it, thus :

God has testified to these things; God foreknew that he would act

thus with the Gentiles ; God therefore already dealt similarly with

Abraham ; God also caused it to be written, and that too when it was

still future. All this is included in foreseeing . All these

ideas could not be so briefly expressed in our mode of speaking, other

wise they might be considered obscure. But the ardor of the apos

tle's mind, which, full of the Spirit, was directed to one topic, and

that of primary import, produces this effect. What was said to

Abraham, was written out in Moses' time. Through faith—Not by

works. Would justify—Gr. dtxatoi [Beng., justifies']. The present,

in respect of Paul writing ; so, they are blessed, ver. 9. Preached

the Gospel before—Gr. nliotorjryeXiaaro. A word which very sweetly

approaches a Catachresis [using the term Gospel of the promise given

to Abraham, instead of in its true sense]. The Gospel was preached

to Abraham before the times of the Gospel. The gospel is therefore

older than the law. Shall be blessed—1a1a31, Gen. xii. 3 ; then more

expressly, lyiinm, Gen. xxii. 18 ; Ps. lxxii. 17. The mere promise

of blessing ; nothing is said of works. Moreover, justification and

blessing are joined. At the same time the nature of the pledge ap

pears from the form of the Hebrew verb : they shall bless themselves,

they shall congratulate themselves on the blessing. Is. lxv. 16 ;
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comp. Deut. xxix. 18. In thee—As in the father of the Messiah ;

therefore much more in Messiah. The Gentiles, as believers in

Christ, are Abraham's seed. Seed first, then blessing, was promised

to Abraham. Add note to ver. 16.

9. They which be of faith—All, and they alone, as appears from

the opposite in the next verse. With faithful—The blessing was con

ferred on Abraham himself by faith ; with whom those who believe

are blessed. Observe : he says now, -truv, with, not iv, in. In thee

was said before Christ was born of Abraham's seed, after that event,

with, nay even before : compare the heirs with him, Heb. xi. 9.

10. Under the curse— Under, here and afterwards, is very forcibly

joined to the accusative. The curse and the blessing are opposed.

Are—This verb is repeated very forcibly. It is written—Deut. xxvii.

26 : cursed is every man that continueth not in all the words of this

law to do them, where naz, every, and no' at, in all, are not in the He

brew, but in the Samaritan. Perfect obedience is required by in all,

and continual obedience by continueth. No man renders this. Writ

ten in the book—Paul adds this as a paraphrase.

11. By the law—Paul rather pressingly urges this matter, lest any

one should say, I acknowledge that righteousness is not by the works

of the law, but yet it is by the law itself. Many depended on the law,

though they did not keep it, Rom. ii. 17, 23. He answers, it is of

no advantage to them that do it not, ver. 12. In the sight of God—

Whatever it may be before men, Rom. iv. 2. It is evident for—The

phrase refers to what follows, 1 Tim. vi. 7 ; 1 Cor. xv. 27. As to

the fact, that no one is justified by the law before God, it is doubt

less true that the just shall live by faith. The former is alleged as if

still doubtful, but the latter is ro drjXov, manifest, by which even the

former should be placed beyond doubt. [Beng. renders, The just by

faith shall live, connecting the words by faith with just, not shall live

by faith. So also Alf., Mey., etc.] The just by faith—See Rom. i.

17. Shall live—The same word is in the next verse.

12. Is not of faith—It does not act the part of faith ; it does not

say believe, but do. That doeth them—Rom. x. 5. [Omit dv#/i«u;roc,

man. Tisch., Alf. Read, he that doeth, etc.]

13. Christ—Christ alone. This is an abrupt exclamation without

a conjunction, and with some indignation against the doers of the

law. A similar Asyndeton [absence of conjunction] occurs, Col. iii.

4 ; where the apostle is likewise speaking of Christ. Us—The curse

chiefly pressed upon the Jews ; for the blessing also was nearer to

them. The contrast is, on the Gentiles, ver. 14: comp. iv. 3,6.

Hath redeemed—He freed us by purchase from the state, in which we
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were held. The same word occurs, iv. 5. [Us—The Jews, for they

.alone were under the curse, ver. 10. Meg.] From the curse—Under

which they lie, who trust either to the law or its works. Being made

/a curse for us—We have here the abstract, not the concrete noun.

Who would dare without the fear of blasphemy so to speak, if the

apostle had not led the way ? Curse, xazdpa, means more than ana

thema, Bom. ix. 3; for the curse is inflicted by another, the anathema

is voluntarily incurred. Likewise r\M\, -shall be cut off, -is said of

Christ, Dan. ix. 26. '!fTikp, for, is also very properly used here :

for Christ became the curse, which we were, in our stead, that we

might cease to be a curse. It is written—Deut. xxi. 23, accursed of

'God is every one that hangeth /upon a tree. On a tree—Between

heaven and earth. .Our mother-tongue calls it the gallows. The

apostles, in treating of redemption, mention the cross, rather than

the agony on the Mount of Olives, 1 Pet ii. 24. Had not the pun

ishment of the cross been long ago abolished, the stupendous import

of Christ's cross would be more apparent.

14. That—that—The first <that corresponds to, being made, the last

to, hath redeemed m ; -comp. tAoi ocouitring twice, iv. 5, note. On

the Gentiles—Who were afar off, ver. 8. The promise of the Spirit

—Luke xxiv. 49, note. We might receive—We Jews, nearly related

in Christ to the blessing. The nature of faith is expressed by this

word ; the promise and faith are related. Through faith—Not of

works, for faith ~depends on the promise alone. " The Spirit from

without kindles within us some .spar~k of faith, which grasps Christ,

and even the Spirit himself, that he may dwell within us."—Flacius.

15. Yet—Although it be only a man's testament from which the

comparison is taken. is covenant, not testament, as Beng.

seems to understand it. Meg., etc.] A man's—The maintenance of

whose purpose is far less important Confirmed—When once all

things have been ratified, as, by the death of the testator, Heb. ix.

16. So the field was made sure, opn, Gen. xxiii. 20. No man

—Not even the author himself, unless some unexpected cause either

in his own mind or from without should happen (such a cause as can

not oecur to God); much lees any other [since he is here indeed

speaking of a legal right, for in fact testaments or human bequests

are sooner or later infringed not without heavy guilt. V. (?.] ; and

to that other person the law corresponds in the conclusion. For the

law also is here considered as a person distinct from God's promise,

as it were by personification, just as sin and the law are opposed to

God, Rom. vi. 13, viii. 3 ; and Mammon, as if a master, is opposed

to God, Matt. vi. 24 : and the elements of the world are compared
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with the tutors, and the law is called a schoolmaster, presently, VCF.

24, i-!i. ir. 2, 3* The promise is regarded as more arfcient, and aa

spoken by God : the law,, as n>ore recent, and as distinguished from

God the lawgiver ; because the promise is more peculiarly God's : the

law is, as it werer something foreign ; see ver. 17, 18, 21, 22, notes.

Disannulled or addeth thereto—In whole or in part : by abolishing,

taking away legacies, or adding new charges or conditions. Makes

»f none effect? ver. 17, corresponds to both words.

16. Were spoken—[Eng. Ver., made']. A weighty expression. The

promises—lu the plural ; the promise frequently repeated [ver. 17, 18] :

and it was twofold, of earthly and heavenly things ; of the land of Canaan

and of the world, and of all the Divine blessings, Horn. iv. 13. But the

law was given once for all. And—Gen. xiii. 15, xii. 7, xv. 18, xvii.

8. He saith—God. At of many—As if there was one seed before

the law, another under the law. As of one—See how weighty a

conclusion Paul draws from the grammatical accident, number ; and

this is the more wonderful, because jni, seed, is never put in the plural,

unless- in 1 Sam. viii. 15, where it however denotes lands, not seeds.

Indeed, in the Sept. the force of the singular number is more appar

ent. Moreover, Paul has not here determined that seed denotes a

single offspring, and that seeds only signifies a numerous offspring :

for seed in the singular very often implies a multitude ; but he means

to say that there is one seed, that is, one posterity, one family, one

lace of Abraham's sons, to all of whom the inheritance falls by

promise, [after Moses, as well as before Moses ; ef the uncircumcision

not less than of the circumcision. V. (?.], not to some by promise, to

others by the law, Rom. iv. 16. But the promise of the blessing and

the promise of the inheritance of the world or of the earth must be

carefully distinguished ; in the former, not in the latter, the name

seed refers to Christ. For the blessing is accomplished in Abraham,

not in himself, since he died before the Gentiles obtained the blessing,

but inasmuch as he has the seed ; and it is accomplished in the teed

of Abraham, not because that seed is innumerable ; for Abraham

himself did not bless, but received the blessing ; how much less can

his posterity bless, who only receive with him the blessing by faith.

Therefore the bkssing is iiecomplished in Christ, who is the one Seed

most excellent and most desired, who in himself bestows the blessing.

But yet, because all Abraham's posterity are akin to him, therefore

the blessing is said generally to be accomplished in the seed of Abra

ham, but to come to the Gentiles, ver. 14. The promise of the earth,

and therefore of the inheritance, was given to Abraham and his seed,

that is, to his numerous posterity, ver. 19, 22, not, however, to Christ,
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but in relation to Christ Which is Christ—Which is not to be

strictly referred to, to the seed, but to the whole of the foregoing

words in this sense : what God says, wholly refers to Christ [Yet

»ot alone the personal Christ Jesus, but including also his mystical

body. Aif. That is, to Abraham and his seed belong the promises,

or, the blessing promised in Christ. V. <?.] For Christ upholds all

the promises, 2 Cor. i. 20. In Greek and Latin the gender of the

pronoun often corresponds to the substantive that follows.

17. And this I say—He shows to what the comparison, ver. 15,

refers. Covenant—The word is . taken here in a little wider sense

than that of a testament, for 6 o\a&dpevoz, the contracting party here,

is the immortal God. And yet the term testament better suits this

passage than covenant, ver. 18, at the end. Comp. note on Matt,

xxvi. 28. Confirmed before—Confirmed, ver. 15, corresponds to this :

but npo, before, is added because of those four hundred and thirty

years. The Testament was confirmed by the promise itself, and that

promise repeated, and by an oath, and that too many years before;

Irt, longer, [ouxirt, no longer], in ver. 18, agrees with this before.

[Omit «c Xptarbv, in Christ. Tisch., Alf.] After—It will be said.:

The epistle to the Hebrews (vii. 28, note) everywhere prefers to the

law those things which were confirmed after the law; how then is

that preferred here, after which the law was given ? Ans. Those

things are noticed there, in which the new covenant expressly re

pealed the old : but that the law, neutralized the promise, as is here

urged, was added neither in the time of Abraham, nor of Moses.

That which was from the beginning, is preferred in both cases : comp.

Matt. xix. 8. Everywhere Christ prevails. Years—The greatness

of the interval increases the authority of the promise. Which was

—This also tends to attribute inferiority to the law, and to impart

elegance to the personification. He does not say, given, as if the law

had existed before it was given ; nor does he add, by God, as he had

said of the covenant. [There is no force in this; every law first

comes into being with the act of legislation. Mey.] There is another

reason for these words, John i. 17. The law—He speaks in the

nominative case; so that God who promises, and the law which does

not annul that promise, may be distinctly opposed, and this contrast

turns on the personification before noticed. Cannot disannul—A

change of the consequent, that is, the law does not confer the inheri

tance. To make of no effect—But it is rendered ineffectual, if the

power of conferring the inheritance be transferred from it to the law.

18. If—A conditional syllogism, of which, when the consequent is

removed, the antecedent is removed ; so that the conclusion is, there
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fore the inheritance is not from the law. God—Here the promise is

expressly predicated of God-

19. Wherefore then—the latc—Some punetnate thns, « obv; 6-

vopoz, what then; was the law added, etc: Indeed rrot5*<, what thenr

often stands alone ;. sometimes, however, the interrogation is prolonged,

rt o5v f^pt, what then do Isay 1 1 Cor. x. 19 : reow to xepecobv tou Vou-

Saiou, what advantage then hath the Jews? Rom. iii. 1. What then is-

the law, that is, one might say, was the law therefore given in vain ? Be

cause of transgressions—That they might be acknowledged and might

gain strength. [Rather, that sin might become transgression, to prepare

the way for Christ's atonement- Meyi, Alf.] Human transgressions-

are noticed not so much before, Rom. v. 13ras after the giving of the-

law. The same word occurs at Rom., iv. 15, see note; and in the

plural at Heb- ix. 15. The eontrast is emtinuethr ver. 10. The

thing itself is explained at ver. 21, 22: namely, all are concluded?

under pin. It was put, given—He does not say, substituted. Should

come—Comp. earne, ver. 23. The seed—New Testament believers

obtain the fulfilment of the promise \ ver- 22. To whom the promise

_wag made—Or rather to whom God promised^ [Better, it had been

promised ; comp. the passive in ver. 16.. Mey.] Cemp. inffreXzaer

he had promised,. Rom-, iv. 21~ mr Heb. xii. 2(>. Ordained—Not inidtar-

a7"e'ci [ordained as something new to supersede the promise} ; comp-

ver. 15. By- angels, in the hand of a mediator?—A double mediation.

Angels representing God, Heb. ii- 2 :. a mediator, the people. GoiJ

delegated the law to angels as something foreign to hinv and severe t

he reserved the promise te himself, and gave and dispensed it ac

cording to his own goodness- Moses was the mediator ; hence it is-

often said, nro Ta, by (he hand of Moses. A mediator is defined,.

Beut. v. 5v Moses, as a mediator, is quite different from Christ—the

one repels—the other attracts-

20. Now ot mediator—The article has a relative meaning. That

Mediator, Moses,, who was far later than the promise, and at the same

time severe- Of one—The middle term of the syllogism, of which

the major and minor premises are expressed, the conclusion is under

stood, One does- not use that Mediator (that is, whosoever is one [un

changing] does not deal first without a mediator, then through a

mediator ; nor does be afterwards withdraw himself to deal through

a mediator ; for intimacy does not generally decrease, bat increase :)

but God is one. Therefore God did not deal first without a mediator,

then through a mediator. Therefore that party, to which the medi

ator belonged, is not one and the same with God, but different from

God, namely, the law. But God is one—There is not one God before
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and another after the giving of the law, but one and the same God.

Before the law he dealt without a mediator ; therefore the mediator

at Mount Sinai does not belong to God, but to the law ; whereas the

promise is God's ; comp. as to the unity of God, on the same subject,

Bom. iii. 30 ; also 1 Tim. ii. 5 : and the oneness of God before and

after the law agrees most beautifully with the oneness of the seed be

fore and after the law. Thus Paul infers from the very manner of giving

the law, that the law was given because of sin ; and thus the new

objection in the next verse is in direct connection.

21. Then—This objection may be raised, because the law is said

to have been given because of transgressions. The answer is, that

the law is not against the promises, and the answer presents two con

siderations : 1, the law in itself, though willing, cannot give the

promised life, ver. 21 ; 2, nevertheless, as a schoolmaster, it assisted

the promise of life ; ver. 22-iv. 7. The first consideration is proved

by this Enthymeme [a covert syllogism ; the argument is confirmed

from its contrary. If the law could—which it could not, etc.], (of the

same sort as at ver. 18)—If the law could give life, righteousness

would be by the law ; but righteousness is not by the law ; supply,

therefore the law cannot give life. The major premise is evident, for

only the just shall live, ver. 11. The minor premise, and at the same

time the second consideration itself, is proved by ver. 22 : and that

too by Upanodus [repetition of the same words, either as. to sound

or sense, in inverted order] ; for of these four terms, to give life,

righteousness, sin, promise, the first and fourth, the second and third,

relate to each other. The law—It is called the law, not the law of

God : but we say, the promises of God, not, the promises absolutely.

For if—The conditional force does not fall upon was given, for the

law was certainly given, but upon could have. Which could have—

The article shows that the emphasis is on dwapac, can. The law

would, ver. 12, for it says, he shall live, but it cannot. Given life—

In this expression death is assumed as threatened against the sinner,

and therefore the language becomes very distinct. The law offers life

conditionally, ver. 12 ; but does not confer it, because it cannot, being

powerless through sin. Verily—[This word is emphatic; in very

truth, righteousness would have been by the law. Alf.~\ Not merely in

the opinion of those maintaining justification by works. The matter

is a serious one, although it be now beyond the law's power. Right-

eousnest—For righteousness is the foundation of life. The contrast

is fin. ver. 22.

22. But—So far is righteousness from being of the law, that, from

the law comes rather the acknowledgment of sin. Hath concluded-*
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It has comprehended sinners, that were formerly unconcerned, and

has concluded them altogether [but obv in nuvixhtaev, has no such

force as this. Alf., etc.] ; comp. inclosed, Luke v. 6. The Scripture

—The Scripture, not God, is said to have concludes all under sin ;

although such a concluding is elsewhere ascribed to God, Rom. xi.

32. Moreover, note that he says, the Scripture, not the law. Scrip

ture began to be written, not when the promise was made, but when

the law was given ; for God keeps his promises even without writing :

but the sinner's perfidy required to be rebuked by the written letter.

Furthermore, in the next clause also, that, etc., Paul alludes to some

thing, which goes beyond the sphere of the law, not of Scripture.

All—Not only all men, but also all the things, which they are and

have. [Rather, all men, simply ; comp. Rom. xi. 32. Mey.]

23. The faith—Gr. trjv niartv, [Eng. Ver., omits the article]. So

the following verses. We were—kept shut up—These two words

elegantly separate the law and faith. The being kept is the conse

quence of the shutting up. Wisd. xvii. 16 : he was kept shut up in

a prison without iron bars. Shut up unto—Comp. Sept. aurxXtiuv uc

&dvazov, to shut up unto death. Ps. Ixxviii. (lxxvii.) 50, xxxi. 9 ;

Amos i. 6, 9. But it is an abbreviated phrase : shut up, and there

fore reserved and forced to the faith, etc., [so that there remained to

us no refuge but faith. V. (?.] Polybius says, he was shut up (txuv-

exhto&rj) to those very hopes whose object was his own family and

friends; so the same writer often. Irenaeus has, the sons of God

are shut up to the belief of his coming.

24. A schoolmaster—Who has kept us under discipline, lest we

should escape. Children need such discipline, iv. 3. There is again

a personification of the law.

26. Children—Emancipated, the keeper being removed.

27. Have put on Christ—Christ is to you the badge of manhood.

You are no longer estimated by what you were, you are alike in

Christ and of Christ ; see the following verses. Christ is the Son of

God, and ye are in him the sons of God. Thomas Gataker says, If

one should ask me to define a Christian, I would give him no definition

more readily than this : A Christian is one, who has put on Christ.

28. There is neither—These were formerly differences, now they

are at an end, with their causes and signs : Ivt for lutart, there is in

or among, with the preposition to which iv, in, presently corresponds.

Jew, etc.—Col. iii. 11, note. Male nor female—In the circumcision

there was the male : for the weaker sex, by which the transgression

began, was without it. One—A new man, who has put on Christ,

Eph. ii. 15. In Christ Jesus—Construed with one.
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29. Then— Christ sanctifies the whole posterity of Abraham.

[Omit xat, and (before heirs). Tisch., Alf.] The promise—Given to

Abraham.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Now I say—He explains what he said, iii. 24, of the school

master. The heir—This term is repeated from ch. iii. 29. Child—

Under age. Differeth nothing from a servant—Because he is not at

his own disposal, in deeds and contracts. Of all—Those things

which relate to the inheritance.

2. Tutors—Of an heir. Overseers—Gr. oixovopouz, stewards of

goods. [Eng. Ver., not so well, governors~].

3. Under the elements of the world—Zzot%uov, an element. A

certain principle, from which other things arise and are constituted) :

in the universe, 2 Pet. iii. 10, see note : and in letters, Heb. v. 12,

(comp. aroi%tiioatz, respecting the child in the womb, 2 Mace. vii. 22):

thence by Metonymy [change] elements of the world here, likewise

weak and beggarly elements, presently, ver. 9, that is, principles of

living, depending on times determined by the motion of the elements,

that is, the sun and moon ; likewise principles which refer to meat,

drink, and other earthly matters, all material and outward objects, iii.

28. Comp. Col. ii. 8, 16, 20, etc. They are called tutors in the con

crete, elements in the abstract. The Son of God, sent down from

heaven, and the Spirit of the Son of God, iv. 6, are opposed to these

worldly things. In bondage—This answers to, differeth nothing from

a servant, ver. 1.,

4. TJie fulness of the time—This refers to as long as, and to the

time appointed, ver. 1, 2 ; for the Church also has its own ages.

[When human nature had passed through every form of evil, and

lacked a cure. Theophyl. in Mey.] Sent forth— Out of heaven, from

himself, as he had promised. The same verb is repeated, ver. 6, of

the Holy Spirit. [The Father's infinite love ! V. G.] Comp. Is.

xlviii. 16, where Castellio and others interpret thus : The Lord Jeho

vah sent me and his Spirit. Before this visitation men seemed to be
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less the object of God's care ; Heb. viii. 9 : afterwards a new aspect

of things was presented. His Son—The Author of liberty, aurou,

in a reciprocal sense, his own. What that means appears from the

train of thought in this passage, for we have received first adoption,

then the Spirit of adoption. Therefore Christ himself is not the Son

of God, merely because he was sent and anointed by the Father.

5. That—that—Gr. tva—tva [Eng. Ver., to (redeem), that (we

might, etc.)] An Anaphora [repetition of a word in beginnings].

The first that refers to made under the law: therefore the second re

fers to born of a woman. There is a Chiasmus [cross reference of

pairs of words or clauses] very similar to this, at Eph. iii. 16, v. 25,

26, which see with the notes. Christ, in the likeness of our con

dition, made our condition good ; in the likeness of our nature, he

made us the sons of God : made is forcibly repeated, he might have

been born of a woman, and yet not have been made under the law ;

but yet he was born of a woman, that he might be made under the law.

The first made, with the addition of a woman, adopts the meaning,

being born. To redeem—From slavery to liberty. The adoption—

The dignity of sons, in which those who are of age delight, with the

enjoyment of the inheritance. We might receive—Gr. dnoXdftwpev.

,Anb shows the fitness of the thing, which has been long ago pre

destined by God.

6. Because—The indwelling of the Holy Spirit follows the condi

tion of sons, the latter does not follow the former. Ye are—Even

you of the Gentiles. Sons—Of age, living with the Father on terms

of noble liberty. [For bpmv, your, read fipiov, our. Tisch., Alf]

Abba, Father—The Hebrew noun is here delightfully used; comp.

Mark xiv. s36 ; and the union of the Greek and Hebrew idiom har

monizes with the one blended cry of the Hebrews and Greeks. The

Hebrew says, Abba, the Greek says, Father, both, Abba, Father;

comp. Rev. i. 8. So peace, peace, is likewise redoubled, for the Jews

aud Greeks, Isa. lvii. 19. Individuals also redouble their call upon

the Father. This is a pledge of sonship in the New Testament ;

comp. Matt. vi. 9, note.

7. Thou art—a son—Paul passes sweetly from the plural to the

singular, as in ch. vi. 1 ; and there is at the same time here expressed

the fatherly answer of God to individuals who cry Abba, Father, in

the spirit. [The language individualizes more and more as it ad

vances: we might receive, ver. 5—ye are, ver. 6—thou art, ver. 7.

Mey.] A servant—In the manner of inferiors. An heir—In real

ity. [Read, dta dtov, (an heir) through God. Tisch., Alf]

8. Then— When we were children. Ye knew not God—The very
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wretched state of the Gentiles. Ye did terviee—Being under a dif

ferent bondage from that of the Jews, ver. 3. You worshiped false

gods with a false worship. You had not been accustomed to the Mo

saic worship, and therefore it is mo-re wonderful that yon now affect

it. You attained the truth without those elements, and now at length

you follow them. WJiieh by nature are no Gods—So the Sept., to

that which is no God, 2 Chron. xiii. 9. [Transpose prq after tpuau;

Tisch., Alf. Render, to gods, which by nature exist not. Alf]

9. After that ye have known God—The true God, who is a Spirit.

When you know him, and yet follow eagerly after those elements, it

is as if a master should wish to return to the alphabet. Rather—It is

the gift of God. He acknowledged and declared you to b« his sons ;

comp. Ex. xxxiii. 12, 17. What belongs to God, is more important

as concerns our salvation, than what belongs to ourselves ; comp.

Phil. iii. 12. How ?—A question full of wonder ; i. 6, / marvel.

Again—As we have formerly been in bondage. Weak and beggarly

— Weakness opposed to filial boldness ; want, to the abundance of the

inheritance. Whereunto—To elements, not to God. Again afresh—

Gr. xahv dviodev, [Eng. Ver. translates both again]. You wish to be

in bondage again : now to elements, as formerly to idols ; and afresh,

to the same elements anew, by which Israel had been formerly en

slaved ; comp. again, Rom. viii. 15, note. To be in bondage—Un

worthy of freemen. Ye desire—See ver. 21, and Mark xii. 38, note.

[Not every kind of readiness in wishing is good, Col. ii. 18, 23.

V. G.]

10. Days—Rom. xiv. 5, that is, Sabbaths, Col. ii. 16, note. The

time of the Sabbath was the most sacred of all. Therefore the order

of gradation is to be observed, comp. 1 Chron. xxiii. 31 ; 2 Chron.

xxxi. 3 : Sabbaths, new moons, feast days, is an affirmative sentence ;

but in a prohibition, the order is inverted, as in Col. ii. 16. Ye observe

—Gr. naparrjpua&e. As if there were anything beside [napa] faith.

And times—Longer than months, shorter than a year, that is, feasts

xmpo, which the Sept. frequently translate xatpobz. Years—Anni-

versaries, as, the commencement of the year with the month Tisri ;

for it cannot be said that the sabbatical years, fixed for the land of

Canaan, were observed by the Galatians, although this epistle was writ

ten about the sabbatical year, which ended (Dionysian era) 48. [This

passage shows how far the Galatians had and had not been led away.

They had not adopted circumcision, but were only in danger of it;

(ch. v. 2, 3, 12, vi. 12, 13). But nothing is said of the observance

of meats in this epistle. Mey.]
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11. You—I do not fear this for my own sake, but for yours. Upon

you—An emphatic expression. '

12. Be—He suddenly lays aside arguments for appeal, ver. 11-20 ;

of which whoever has not command (and no carnal man has it), is not

a perfect teacher. Here especially the apostle's tenderest affection

descends to the Galatians. As I—Brotherly harmony of minds

causes what is taught to be the more readily received ; 2 Cor. vi. 13.

He says, therefore, Unite with me in my feeling towards Christ. The

particle toc, as, denotes the closest unidn, 1 Kings xxii. 4. As ye are

—I consider your loss as my own. I beseech you—To think as I do.

Ye ham not injured me at all—He who offends another, or thinks

that he is offended, stands aloof from him ; but this is not your case.

Some will say, Had they not offended Paul, by rendering his labor

among them almost vain ? ver. 11. Paul answers : I have pardoned

this, I do not recall it. There is at the same time a Meiosis [less ex

pressed than intended], that is, you have embraced me most affection

ately, ver. 14, 15.

13. Through infirmity—Infirmity had not been the cause of his

preaching, yet it aided Paul in preaching more effectively ; 2 Cor. xii.

9; though it might have seemed that the Galatians would more read

ily reject him on that account

14- My temptation—That is, me with my temptation. Holy men,

even apostles, in former times did not conceal their temptations, as

men do now, not even in public. In myflesh—He mentions Paul in

the flesh, 2 Cor. xii. 7. [This seems to have been the same as the

thorn in the flesh, 2 Cor. xii. 1, etc. Alf.] Despised not—Through

natural pride. Nor rejected—Through spiritual pride, more con

temptuously. There is a distinction.—(1.) As respects the object,

the temptation in the flesh, which temptations might have seemed con

temptible in a twofold sense. (2.) As regards the contrast, which is

twofold :

(a) you did not despise me, but—as an angel: who might be greatly

esteemed from his place in creation, for he has a most excellent na

ture, for which even carnal man cannot but magnify the angels:

(/?) nor rejected, but—as Christ : this is more from a spiritual stand

point.

An angel—TheflesJu, infirmity, temptation, are unknown to angels ;

wherefore to receive as an angel, is to receive with great veneration.

Christ—Who is greater than the angels.

15. Blessedness—Gr. paxa'Hofibz, , derived from paxapi^w, I con

gratulate. You were thankful for the Gospel, and for me its messen

ger: what cause was there for this thankfulness, if you now disdain
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me. [Have given to me—Thus testifying a grateful mind, for having

obtained so great blessedness through me. That spontaneous affect

ion is never to be sought in a mercenary. V. Eyes—Very

dear.

16. Enemy—He who speaks the truth is a friend, and truth ought

not to produce in you hatred against him. Became I tell you the

truth—Preaching the pure truth, even apart from my temptation.

17. They zealously affect—They zealously solicit you. He does

not name his rivals. Not well—Not in Christ, although they appear

well The contrast is, in a good thing, ver. 18. Neither their cause,

he says, nor their manner is good. Exclude you—From us, from

me. [Rather, from other teachers ; the anti-judaizing ones, including

Paul, etc. Mey.] They think that we shall be excluded from you ;

but they would not exclude us from you, but you from us : ixxXztaat,

to exclude, I am disposed to think, is not used in the sense, in which

the Latins say that chickens are hatched [excludi, thrust forth from

the shell].

18. But it is good—He advises them not to allow themselves to be

excluded. To be zealously affected—After the active he uses the

middle. It is Paul's duty in the name of Christ £rjXouv, to be jealous,

2 Cor. xi. 2 : it is the part of the Church, as the bride, tyXoua&at,

to be zealously affected, to respond to ardent love, to kindle zeal by

zeal (see Chrysostom), to be mutually zealous. In a good thing—

When the matter in hand is good. When I am present, answers to

this ; and so also, always. Which is time in general, while the ex

pression, when I am present, is special time, and that too modified so

as at the same time to comprehend the ground of their zeal, viz., that

they had been able so to exult, at Paul's presence : the in a good

thing, harmonizes with when I am present, and may be taken with

always as one idea, Whenever any good thing is presented, and not

merely when I am present. WJien I am present—They had formerly

shown towards Paul, when present, most earnest affection, and had in

turn kindled Paul's zeal, ver. 15.

19. My little children—A father should be affectionately honored

by his children. This is closely connected with you, [ver. 17], as ok,

but, which occurs in the next verse shows. [But it is better to con

nect with what follows. Mey., etc. Render, My little children, whom

I again travail with until Christ shall have been fully formed within

you, yea, I could wish to be present with you now, etc. Alf.] Paul

addresses theGalatians>notasarival, but as a father, comp. 1 Cor. iv.

15, with authority and the tentlerest sympathy towards his little chil~

dren—children weak and alienated from him. The pathetic style
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often accumulates figures. Here, however, the figure, derived from

the mother, prevails. In the note on ^rjXouadat, to be zealously af

fected, conjugal affection was assumed from the parallelism. Even in

spiritual things, love sometimes descends, rather than ascends ; 2 Cor.

xii. 15. Again—as before; ver. 13. / travail—With the utmost

affection, 2 Cor. xi. 2 ; with crying, ver. 20. [Paul, in writing these

very words, strained every nerve. V. #.] He speaks as the case

demands, for in the natural birth, formation precedes the pains of

labor. Until—We must not cease to strive. Always is the corre

lative, ver. 18. Be formed—That you may live and think nothing

but Christ, ii. 20, and his sufferings, death, life, Phil. iii. 10, 11. This

is the highest beauty. This form is opposed to worldly formation.

Christ—He does not say here Jesus, but Christ ; and this too by

change of the concrete for the abstract. Christ, not Paul, was to be

formed in the Galatians. In you—Col. i. 27.

20. But—Gr. dk [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] Although my pre

sence is toot the only cause which should kindle your zeal. To be

present—Ver. 18. Now—Now it would be more necessary than for

merly; comp. again, ver. 19. To change—To accommodate the voice

to the various feelings. They usually do so, who zealously strive to

recover alienated affections. He writes mildly, ver. 12, 19, but he

would wish to speak still more mildly. My voice—The voice may be

varied more than writing, as the case demands. The art of speaking

is first, that of writing is only a substitute and subsidiary ; 2 John

ver. 12; 3 John ver. 13, 14. I stand in doubt—I know not how to

begin or end. Paul aimed to speak most plainly to the Galatians.

He accommodated his discourse as much as possible to their dulness,

to convince them. The doctrine of inspiration is not thus endangered ;

see 1 Cor. vii. 25, note.

21-30. [These verses add a learned Rabbinical allegorical argu

ment from the law, intended to destroy with their own weapons the

influence of the false apostles. Mey.]

21. Tell me—He urges them, as if present, tell me. Do ye not

hear—When it is publicly read. You therefore act, as if you heard

nothing of Abraham written in the law. He has recourse to an alle

gory only through extreme necessity. This is, as it were, a' sacred

anchor, ver. 20.

22. It is written—Gen. xxi. Abraham—Whose sons you wish

to be.

24. [Omit otf, the, before SOo, two. Tisch., Alf., etc.] An allegory—

Gr. dMr/ropoi)peva, is compounded of dMoc, another, and dropiw, to

say : so that an allegory is, when one thing is said, another more ex
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cellent is meant, as in mythology. [Render the verse ; For thest

(women) are (mean, in the allegory) two covenants; one -indeed from

Mount Sina, gendering (bringing forth children) unto bondage, which

one is Hagar. Alf.~\ This scheme will assist the comparison:—

SUBJECTS :—HISTORICALLY, THE TWO SONS OF ABRAHAM.

Hagar, the Bond-maid: The Free Woman.

The Son of the Bond-maid: Isaac, the Son of the Free

Woman. •

ALLEGORICALLT, THE TWO COVENANTS.

She who has a husband: TJie Desolate.

Those who are from Mount Those who are of the prom-

Sinai : ise.

The Mountain (that is now) : She who is above (that

shall he).

Jerusalem, which now it : Jerusalem, which is above.

The Flesh : The Spirit.

PREDICATES.

The Mother : brings forth brings forth free-born chil-

slaves. i dren.

The Offspring, abundant at more abundant afterwards.

first :

persecutes : suffers persecution,

is cast out : rejoices in the inheritance.

But Paul's language is of most extensive application, so that his dis

course may comprehend the doctrine both of the Law and the Gospel,

and the Old and New Dispensations ; and not only all these things

together in the abstract, but also the people of each doctrine and dis

pensation, as if they were two families, with their mothers, in the

concrete. Hence that declaration, Agar is the covenant from Mount

Sinai, to which we is opposed, ver. 28. Hence, by parity of reason

ing, the quick transition from the one to the other in the allegory.

The one indeed—Gr. fua fiei>a [Eng. Ver., omits indeed]. But

in ver. 26, corresponds to this indeed; and there follows at ver.

28, express mention of the promise, as a contrast to Sinai or the law;

and the §ame term, promise, swallows up the expression, the other

covenant, which would seem to be required in the conclusion. Sinai

—Therefore Paul chiefly treats of the moral law ; comp. iii. 19 ;

Heb. xii. 18, etc. Which gendereth to bondage—For she has chil

dren, and those at first numerous. Which—Gr. ^«c. The predicate.

Hagar is the subject, if the statement be considered within the con

text ; on the other hand, without the context, it is the predicate, as
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•

is the case in the allegorical discourse, Matt. xiii. 37, 38. [But

Hagar is predicate ; the covenant at Sinai is in the interpretation

what Hagar is in the history. Mey.~\

25. [For the second 3k, and, read yap, for. Ti»ch., Alf., etc. So

Seng, who renders incorrectly. Render, For the (word) Hagar it

Mount Sinai, in Arabia, (i. e., among the Arabian*,) but corresponds

(Hagar does ; not Sinai, as Seng, etc.), urith the present Jerusalem,

for she is in slavery with her children. Alf., Mey.~] For Sinai is a

mountain in Arabia, and [but] answereth to Jerusalem that now it,

for it is in bondage with her children—Hagar, ver. 24, and Isaac,

ver. 28, are opposed, where observe, that Hagar is mentioned by her

own name, not so Sarah ; and yet Isaac is named, and Ishmael not ;

as the child follows the mother, a bond-maid ; but the son of the free

woman is called by his own name. Thus Hagar is introduced in thia

section on good grounds. Meanwhile, the covenant from Mount

Sinai, and the promise, are opposed in ver. 24 and 28 ; likewise at

ver. 25 and 26, Jerusalem which now is, and Jerusalem above. Some

consider these words Stva Spof larh Iv rj 'Apajiif/i, Sinai is a moun

tain in Arabia, found in all the copies, as a gloss, erroneously. For

thus Paul's argument is weakened, when he adduces the bondage en

gendered from Mounj; Sinai, as answering to that of Jerusalem which

now is ; ver. 24, 25. We now notice some things in detail. Sinai,

a mountain—Ver. 24, has/rowz the Mount Sinai; now the order of

the words is changed, (comp. Eph. ii. 1, note.) In the former pas

sage, the mountain is more regarded, since upon it the law was given,

whatever name it mighf have; afterwards, Sinai, is the prominent

idea, a mountain in Arabia. Answereth—Je, and, although it is in

Arabia ; owj-tQtyitv, to answer to, is used of that which agrees in a

comparison. This agreement is self-evident, for the same people that

received the law on Mount Sinai, inhabit the city of Jerusalem ; and

the same principles apply to the people at both periods. It is to be

added, that Sinai and Jerusalem were nearly under the same meridian,

and with slight interruption were chained together as it were. Which

now is—The contrasts, that it above. Now—Refers to time, above

to place ; the contrast of each must be supplied from the other in the

semiduplex oratio. [A concise mode of expression, when two mem

bers of a sentence are so related, that each must supply some words

from the other.] The Jerusalem which is present and earthly ; the

Jerusalem which is above, and eternal. Which is above, is said with

the more propriety, because it alludes to the higher and nobler part

of Jerusalem, and rises above Mount Sinai: and the Jerusalem which

is above, since she is already our mother, could not be suitably men
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tioned as future; not only is she future, but also more ancient than

that which now is, which has not existed for a long time, and will not

hereafter exist. Is in bondage—As Hagar was in bondage to her

mistress, so Jerusalem, that now is, is in bondage to the law, and also

to the Romans,—her civil and spiritual state thus according.

26. Which is above—Heb. xii. 22 ; Rev. xxi, [Just as the Jeru

salem which now is (ver. 25) represents the Jewish Theocracy, so

here the Jerusalem above represents the Messianic Theocracy, i. e.,

before Christ's second coming the church, afterwards the kingdom of

glory. Mey.] Free—As Sarah was. Which—Jerusalem. Mother

—The ancients said of their own Rome, Rome is our common father

land. [Omit ndvriov, all. Tisch., Alf] AU—As many as we are.

To this refer the many in the next verse.

27. It is written—Is. liv., i. Rejoice—With singing. Barren—

Sion, Jerusalem above. Break forth—Into crying. And cry—For

joy. The desolate—That is, the New Testament Church, gathered

mostly from the Gentiles, who had not the promise ; and as this

Church heretofore seemed unproductive, and not aiming to be other

wise, it is called "not bearing," "not travailing." [Eng. Ver., many

more is wrong. Render, many are the children of the desolate, more

than, etc. Alf.] Than she which hath—The Jewish Church.

28. [For rjpuz, we, read bpetz, ye. Tisch., Alf.] Of promise—

Ver. 23. We are—And should wish to be so, ver. 31.

29. Persecuted—Wantonly, Gen. xxi. 9. Persecution belongs to

carnal, not to spiritual men. [Take care lest you lightly esteem

whatever is done against the free woman's children. V. G.] Him

that was born after the Spirit—Paul, having the conclusion in his

mind, so frames his discourse respecting Ishmael'and Isaac as to ap

ply it to carnal men and believers. Where the Spirit is, there is

liberty.

30. The Scripture—Sarah, concerning Isaac ; the Scripture by al

legory. Cast out—From the house and the inheritance. The bond

woman and her son—The servile condition of itself deserves expul

sion ; but persecution of spiritual sons furnishes a pretext for exe

cuting the punishment. Shall not be heir—Sarah looks to the Divine

appointment regarding Isaac as the only heir, although Ishmael also

been circumcised.

31. [ We are not—That is, we neither should be, nor wish to be.

V. G.] Of the free woman—In the liberty follows. An Anadipb-

sis [repetition of a word from the end of one verse in the beginning

of the next ]

47
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CHAPTER V.

1. [Omit o5v, therefore. Tisch., Alf.] Stand fast—in the liberty

—The clause, wherewith Christ has made us free, has the force of

Aetiology [assigning the reason]. Liberty and bondage are contrasted.

There is no connecting particle, iii. 13 ; ihu&epty, in the liberty,

is emphatically put without iv, in : liberty itself confers the power

of standing, ijhu&epwot signifies, has rendered free, and j, where

with, is connected with free ; stand, erect, without a yoke. Again—

Ch. iv. 9, note. With the yoke of bondage—Not merely the circum

cision given to Abraham as the sign of the promise is so called, but

circumcision as connected with the whole law, given long after on

Mount Sinai, ch. iv. 24, iii. 17. For the Jews had been accustomed

to regard circumcision rather as a-part of the law received by Moses,

than as the sign of the promise given to Abraham, John vii. 22.

Nor was circumcision so much a yoke in itself, as it was made a yoke

by the law ; and the law itself was much more a yoke. Therefore

Paul, by a weighty Metonymy [change], puts the consequent for the

antecedent : Be not circumcised, for he who is circumcised, with this

part of it, comes under the whole law, and apostatizes from Christ,

ver. 2-4. Nor does the apostle oppose Christ so directly to circum

cision as to the law. He speaks according to their perverse cus

tom, while he refutes their Galatism and Judaism; and yet he

deviates in no respect from the truth. Peter also, Acts xv. 10,

calls it a yoke. Be entangled—' Eve%opat, in the middle voice, I

hold fast.

2. If ye be circumcised—This shouid be very forcibly pronounced.

They were being circumcised, as persons seeking righteousness in the

law, ver. 4. Nothing—Ch. ii. 21.

3. A debtor—Endangering salvation. The whole—Which he will

never be able to perform. [This true and terrible consequence of

circumcision had probably been dissembled or weakened by the false

apostles. Mey.]

4. Ye have ceased from Christ—Gr. xarrjpr^drjrs dnb rou Xpto-

tou [Eng. Ver., Christ is become of no effect]— Your connection

with Christ is made void: so the Vulgate. One might say in

German, ohne werden, to become without. Comp. ver. 2 ; Rom.

vii. 2, 6. Are justified—Seek righteousness. Middle voice. Ye are

fallen from grace—Comp. ver. 3. You have altogtther fallen from
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the New Testament. We are and stand in grace, rather than grace

in us ; comp. Rom. v. 2.

5. For we—I and all the brethren, and as many of us as are in

Christ. Let those, who differ from us, keep their views to themselves.

Through the Spirit—Without circumcision, etc. By faith—'By the

faith of Christ ; comp. the preceding verse. Hope of righteousness—

Righteousness is now present ; and that affords us hope for 'the future.

Rom. v. 4, 5. [But the genitive is objective ; the hope -of obtaining

righteousness. Mey., Alf.~\ Waitfor—And obtain by waiting for it.

Gr. axexdeififisda.. A double compound. Paul includes and .con

firms the present, while he mentions the future. [This verb denotes

the patient, attentive waiting, which never slackens until realized.

6. Availeth—The same word occurs, Matt. v. 13 ; James v. 16.

Nor uncircumcision—This refers to those who, if they regard them

selves as free from the law, think that they are Christians on that ao-

count alone. Faith which worketh by love—This is the new creature ;

vi. 15. He joined hope with faith ; now he joins with it love. In

these the whole of Christianity consists ; ivep^ou/i.^, that worketh,

is not passive, but middle, 1 Thess. ii. 13 ; nor does Paul represent

love as a form of faith, but shows that, with faith, nothing but love

remains, ver. 13, 14 ; in which very truth, however, he teaches the

same thing as James, ii. 22.. Faith is recommended to those who de

fend circumcision ; love, to those who think that uncircumcision avails

something, [that they may be reminded that the law is not annulled

by faith, but confirmed. V. Q-.~\ Love is opposed to the enmities

which raged among the Galatians, ver. 13, 15, 20, 26. [Those seek

ing justification by works are very far from love. The Spirit is a

Spirit of faith and love. V. #.]

7. Ye did run well—In the race of faith, as your calling required,

ver. 8 ; comp. Phil. iii. 14. This implies greater activity than to

walk. He again comes to conciliatory and affecting arguments,

Who—No one, to whom you should have listened. So, wfio, iiL 1.

Did hinder—In running.

8. This persuasion—Most commentators interpret it persuasion,

with the addition of this, that, or your. Comp. Chrysost. This word

very rarely occurs, and Eustathius alone, as far ab I can find,, has it,

and shows that xetapa. and irstafiovrj are said of the stubborn, by a

figure taken from the cables of ships. But a pertinacious and obsti

nate man is given to starting difficulties ; and therefore that man has

ireetrftovTjv, self-confidence, who, having left off running, ivtysrac, holds

fast, and who persuades and trusts to himself alone, and does not
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obey another, ver. 1, 7 ; and in this way pjj neidea&at, not to obey,

and $ nuapovij, persuasion [or as Beng. renders, self-confidence], and

izexoi&a, I have confidence, form an Antanaclasis [use of a word twice

in the same passage in a double sense], a figure frequently used both

by Paul, as many everywhere observe, and by the other sacred writers.

Whether it be a metaphor or not, at least this verbal noun, like others

in -01-77, IS intransitive. [It is better with Alf., etc., to understand it

actively : the persuasion (to which ye are yielding).] Not—Supply

is ; is not of (God), who called you, but of a hostile power: and

there is added a change of the abstract for the concrete, as appears

from the previous word, who, not what. That ealleth you ; comp.

ver. 13, you have been called. So 1 Thess. v. 24 ; comp. Phil. iii.

14. The calling is the rule of the whole race.

9. A little leaven—One disturber, ver. 10. [One wicked man de

stroys much good, Ecdes. ix. 18. The malice, craft, or violence of

one man often produces immense injury. V. (?.]

10. Otherwise—than as I write. Ye will be minded—When you

read these things ; comp. Phil. iii. 15. But he that—A distinction

between the seducer, of whom there is less hope, and the seduced.

[But need not refer to any one person. The singular merely indi

vidualizes the general reference to the class. Mey., Alf] Troubleth

-^-judgment, whosoever—Ch. i. 7, 8. Shall bear—As a heavy burden.

His judgment—Which certainly hangs over him for so great a crime.

The article intensifies the meaning. Whosoever he be—The disturber

among the Galatians was a secret one. Whosoever, of whatsoever

character.

11. Yet—Ch. i. 10. Preach—Hence we gather what this dis

turber had said, that Paul himself preached circumcision ; and per

haps his pretext was Timothy's circumcision ; for which, performed

as it was long before, there was quite a different reason, / suffer

persecution—They persecuted Paul, because he abolished circumci

sion. It was now a useless rite, which, if Paul had conceded to his

opponents, there would have been peace ; but he did not yield. See

how zealously the truth should be defended. Then—If I should

preach circumcision, he says, there would now be no offence of the

Cross ; but the offence still rages. Therefore it is false that I preach

circumcision. Offence—Among carnal men. Of the Cross—The

power of which is inconsistent with circumcision ; ch. vi. 12, 14.

The Cross of Christ itself is meant. There was a great blending of

Jews and Judaizers. Many more easily endured the preaching of

Christ's Cross, by blending it with circumcision and the preaching of

circumcision. They thus still retained something.
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12. Shall be cut off—Immediately after the reproof for the past,

Paul entertains good hope of the Galatians for the future ; but he

denounces punishment against the seducers in two sentences, which,

throwing out meanwhile the particle 5tpeXov, would that, are as fol

lows: He that disturbeth you shaUbear hie judgment, and they shall

be cut off which trouble you. That one concealed troubler, worse than

the others, ver. 10, who boasted that Paul himself agreed with him

about circumcision, is here incidentally refuted, ver. 11 ; but the

others also, who seek to drive the Galatians from their position in the

Gospel, are threatened with being .cut off. Thus xai, and, retains its

natural meaning, and these words cohere, shall bear, and shall be cut

off, as well as ye judge, and put away, 1 Cor. v. 12, 13: a~xaxbipov-

rat, shall be cut off, is the future middle, which here, as often, has a

passive meaning ; it corresponds to the Hebrew rno, and is allied to

irtonruv, to hinder, ver. 7. Either the whole, when a part is cut

off, or a part cut off from the whole, is said, dnoxonrea&at, to be cut

off. Some ascribe the former sense here to the apostle's zeal, so that

the mutilation of the body of the circumcised may be denoted ; and,

indeed, the Sept. often translate n'D by xdnrw, dnoxonrto, cut, cut

off, etc., especially Deut. xxiii. (1) 2, where dnoxexoppivoz is used for

that which the French here translate, more than circumcised. [This

is the true meaning, Let them not only be circumcised, but even be

made eunuchs. Mey., Alf, etc.] But we can scarcely receive the

apostle's words, save by Metonymy [ehange], that is, that as persons

cut off, they may be debarred from the Church. Deut as above.

The second sense harmonizes better with the apostle's gravity : As

the foreskin is cut off by circumcision, as a thing which it becomes

an Israelite to want, so those shall be cut off, as a worthless foreskin,

from the communion of the saints, and shall be accursed ; ch. i. 7,

and the following verses. With a like reference to circumcision, Paul,

Phil. iii. 2, speaks of xararo/«;v, concision ; nor is it altogether for

eign to the subject, what Apollon. in Philostr. v. 11, says of the

Jews : " Already of old they not only cut themselves off from the

Romans, but also from all men." Now, what is to be done with the

particle StpeXov, would that ? Most construe SfeXov xai dnoxdipovzat,

I would they were even cut off [as Eng. Ver.]; but ofeXov, would

that, though common enough, is nowhere to be found construed with

the future indicative. The Complutensian Edition, to avoid this dif

ficulty, have given anoxdipwvzat [the subjunctive] ; but it is unsup

ported by the manuscripts. There are many imprecations in the

sacred writings, and this word 5feXov, would that, is not used in any ,

if other formulse: nor would Paul in this passage, after a direct de-
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nunciation, finally attack by a prayer the disturbers of the peace.

Zrtypaj, the period, is put after 6tpeXov, would that, in the silth Au

gustan. I think it will Be found so in many manuscripts, if philo-

lbgers would notice such things; for the comma is certainly in some

ancient editions, especially in that of Basle, 1545. Nay, otpeXov,

would1 that, may be very conveniently joined with the preceding

words; Is then the offence of the Cross taken away? I wish it were.

"OfeXov, would that, is added in reference to a thing desirable (such

as is also noticed 1 Cor. iv. 8), as pij yivoiro, God forbid, iii. 21, is

used of a matter by no means pleasant : and as ehv among the

Greeks in cases of concession, or esto among the Latins [granted].

And, as in ch: H. 17, after dpon, therefore, is put pij ykvorzo, God for

bid, so here, after Apa, then, is put ofeXov, would that. Would that

the Cross were an offence to no one. Would that all, with Paul, might

hereafter glory in the Cross, ch. vi. 14, 15. [This strange rendering

cannot be supported. "0tpeXov, would that, belongs to the sentence

as in Eng. Ver.- Mey., Alf., etc.] Which trouble—Gr. «hi«#rarouvre<v

The same word as at Acts xvii. 6. It denotes, to remove a man en

tirely from his station.

13. Ye—So far am I from preaching circumcision, that I rather

show you liberty. Unto liberty—That you might rejoice in liberty.

Your calling is not to obstinate persistence in old ordinances, but to-

liberty. Only—not—An Ellipsis of the imperative, with the

Eulabeia [caution], Only use not libertyfor an occasion to the flesh .-

or else the accusative, rrjv ihodeptav, that liberty, is put absolutely.

An occasion—For which the flesh is eager. To the flesh—Ver 16r

17. By love—Ver. 14, 22. Serve—A beautiful contrast.

14. Is fulfilled—Rom. xiii. 9, note.

15. But—The opposite of the service to be rendered by love. Ye

Site—As to reputation. Devour—As to possessions. Be consumed

—Spiritual strength, bodily health, character, and property, are con

sumed by quarrels, and [their attendant] sorrows. [Ah I how re

markable the number of those, who destroy each other's lives. Harsh

men, careless and unthinking, consume others—those of softer dis

position silently suppress their anxiety, and die prematurely. V. G.]

16. I say then—He goes on to explain what he proposed at ver.

13. In the Spirit-See [ver. 18, 22, 25, ch. vi. 1-8]. Rom. viii. 4,

note. [The Holy Spirit given to believers as the divine principle

of the Christian life. Mey.]

17. And the Spirit—Against the flesh. The word im&opet, lust-

eth, itself, or, as that word is taken in a bad sense, another analogous

to it must be supplied. There is certainly an elegance in the Ellipsis
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or Zeugma [use of imOupet, lusteth, desireth, in the double sense]..

Are contrary—In a mutual, serious contest. Whatsoever—Gr. & &v,

[Eng. Ver., the things that]. Carnal men do whatsoever they will ,

although sometimes the flesh wars with the flesh. As to the repent

ant, their condition is different, and wonderful too ; for the Spirit

strives against the flesh, and its evil doing : the flesh against the

Spirit, and its well-doing ; so that (JW) neither the one nor the other

is fully accomplished. In such a state, as being doubtful, many bad

and many good actions are prevented ; but where the Spirit conquers,

ver. 18, the matter is decided by conflict. This summing up corres

ponds in a measure to what is fully explained, Rom. vii. 14, etc. ;

although here a state already spiritual is rather assumed.

18. By the Spirit—Of God, Rom. viii. 14, and of liberty. Ye be

led—The middle voice ; see Rom. viii. 14, with the note. Under

the law—Rom. vi. 14, 15.

19. Now—manifest—The flesh concealed betrays itself by its own

works, so that its discovery is easy. The works— Unfruitful. The

works, in the plural, because they are divided and often at variance,,

and even singly betray the flesh. But the fruit, being good, ver. 22,

is in the singular, because it is united and harmonious. Comp. Eph-

v. 11, 9. Which—He enumerates those works of the flesh, to which

the Galatians were most prone ; on the other hand, also those part*

of the fruit of the Spirit, which needed to be most recommended to»

them; comp. ver. 15. He maintains this order, that he may enu

merate the sins committed with our neighbor, against God, against

our neighbor, and as regards ourselves ; and to this order the enu

meration of the fruit of the Spirit corresponds. [Omit poi%uaT

adultery. Tisch., Alf.] Uncleanness, lascivioumess—[Rather, want

onness. Alf.] 2 Cor. xii. 21, note.

20. Witchcraft—See Sept. Exod. vii. 11, and elsewhere. That

Paul is not speaking here of natural poisoning, but of magic, appears

from his joining it not with murder, but with idolatry. Comp. Rev.

xxi. 8, note. Seditions—In civil affairs. Heresies—In sacred things.

1 Cor. xi. 19.

20, 21. Emulations—envyings—Both emulation and envy are dis

satisfied with another's advantages ;—emulation, for one's own ad

vantage ; envy, even without any advantage to the person himself.

Strife—Gr. ipt&uat. [Rather, cabals. Alf.] This differs from Ipuzr

variance: Iptz, quarrel; iptdeia, contention, defiance. 'Ept&eiu im

plies a wish to be greater, lp«z, wishes at least not to be less. [Omit

tpovot, murders. Tisch. (not Alf.)] I tell you before—Before the re- .

suit. You—The maintainers of justification by works are often care- ~
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less. [Such things—If a man commit, not indeed all these, but at

least some or one of them, he has lost the kingdom of God. V. <r.]

22. [The fruit—Singular, not plural. The works of the flesh are

many and scattered ; the fruit of the Spirit forms an entire and

united whole. V. G.] Love^-This grace leads the family. Fewer

words are used of what is good, because good is more simple, and one ~

virtue often has many opposites ; comp. Eph. iv. 31. Joy—For bless

ings. Gentleness—goodness—These differ. Xprjarbrrjz, gentleness,

rather refers to another dya&wauvrj, goodness, as it were pouring out,

spontaneously. Fidelity — Gr. niartz, [Eng. Ver., faith]. miax,

constancy, fidelity, to which are opposed seditions and heresies. Weigh

well the order of the words. •

23. Against such—This is, as if he had added, after temperance,

and things like these ; although the very want of the copulative has

this force, Matt. xv. 19, note : zmv toiourwv, such, is masculine,

against such men. [But the neuter, such things, is right. Mey., Alf.]

Comp. ver. 18, 21, at the end ; where xpdaaovrez, they which do, is

added, which is now as it were compensated for by zoioutiov, such :

1 Tim. i. 9, 10, at the beginning. There is no law—The law itself

commands love. [And therefore such are not forbidden the king

dom of God. V. (?.]

24. [Tisch. adds ' Irjoo~v, (not Alf), so as to read, they that are of

Christ Jesus have, etc.] And they that are Christ's—He resumes the

proposition stated at ver. 18. The flesh—On which see ver. 19, 20.

Have crucified—They do so with Christ, Rom. vi. 6, by having re

ceived baptism and faith. They have it crucified now. Supply, and

the Spirit thrives within them. This is included in ver. 24, from ver.

22. With the affections—The lusts spring from the passions, and are

nourished by them. The affections and appetites both deserve the

same punishment as the flesh. [The passions are those that are vio

lent, boisterous, and dangerous. The lusts, on the contrary, seek

quiet sensual indulgence. V. (?.]

25. If—He returns to exhortation ; Walk, he said at ver. 16, now,

let us walk. From the beginning of the spiritual life, the well regu

lated walk (says Eustathius), should be maintained. Comp. concern

ing the wicked, Col. iii. 7. Let us walk—The same word occurs, vi.

16. [They live and move in the Spirit, and are spiritual. V. (?.]

26. Let us not become—[Eng. Ver., be]. Those who do not care

fully walk in the Spirit, fall next into the desire of vain-glory, of

which two effects are here mentioned. Desirous of vain-glory—[What

then, says he, is the food of those wild beasts ? (he means the soul's

affections) : the food of vain-glory is honor and praise ; and of folly,
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the great power and authority ; and of envy, the fame of our neigh

bors ; of avarice, the ambition of those who supply the occasions ;

of licentiousness, luxury, and the perpetual intercourse with women

—and the one feeds the other. Chrysost. quoted by E. B.] Provo

king—To envy. Referring to the stronger party. Envying—Refer

ring to the weaker.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Brethren—An admonition peculiarly suited to the Galatians

follows. If even—Gr. iav xai [Eng. Ver., if. The verb is emphatic ;

If a man be even surprised in, etc. Alf. So Mey.] He who pro

vokes, often considers another as the assailant ; but if another Jias

been really overtaken in a fault, still we ought not to consider our

selves provoked, but rather to consult the other's good. 'Eav xai, if

even, denotes an easy thing, but not too common with spiritual per

sons. Be overtaken—Gr. npoXrjf&f]. The passive, as well as the

name, man, refers to the procuring of pardon ; but the preposition xpb,

before, refers either to the offence, comp. Wisd. xvii. 17, or rather to

the party injured, so that he is said to have been overtaken, who,

though uninjured, has injured us. As Herodian says, 1. 5, those who

have been formerly benefactors. In a fault—As vain-glory, v. 26:

or a return to legal bondage ; comp. fall, Rom. xi. 11, 12. Ye which

are spiritual— Who are strong in the Spirit, and watchfully observe

that fall. So, tJie strong, Rom. xv. 1. This agrees with in the Spirit,

soon after (comp. ch. v. 25). Restore—As a member of the Church.

All, who can, should assist. Of meekness—In this is the power of

curing : this is the pre-eminent characteristic of the spiritual man

[comp. ch. v. 22]. Considering—The singular after the plural. Each

should attend to himself. Thou also—When one is tempted, another

is easily tempted ; especially if he wishes to cure another, and does

not maintain meekness. Thou be tempted—In the same or another

way.

2. Burdens—Every fault is indeed a burden: in ver. 5, fopriov,

burden; fopriov is a burden proportioned to the bearer's strength;

ftdprj are burdens which exceed his strength. Bear—Constantly:

do not assist once only. And so fulfil—Gr. dvaxXrjpwaare. The im
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perative, including the future of the indicative, as John vii. 37 :

assumes some defect to be made good by the Galatians. '/'/•• law of

Christ—A rare title ; comp. John xiii. 34 ; Rom. XT. 8. The law

of Christ is the law of love. Moses has many other precepts. These

words, burdens and the law, involve a Mimesis [allusion to an adver

sary's words or opinions] in reference to the Galatians, who were

eagerly trying to come under the burden of the law.

3. Think himself to be something—In the Spirit. Whoever does

not think himself to be something, he alone bears the burdens of

others.

4. But his own work— Again another extreme is forthwith met,

lest, whilst assisting others, we should forget ourselves. Work—A

real work, not a mere opinion concerning one's self. In himself alone

—Many, while they compare themselves with others, who seem in

ferior, are apt to glory : therefore Paul dissuades from this compari

son. We should not even glory over our own good qualities and

deeds ; much less over others' vices, from which we are free. While

he excludes glorying concerning the latter, he seems to allow glory

ing for the former ; but the concession is not great, for the proving

of a man's own concerns will at once raise many objections, by which

glorying will be diminished : moreover, soon after he speaks not of

glorying, but of a burden. Nay, the very word glorying, used by

Mimesis [allusion to the Galatians' opinions], at the same time in

cludes the contrary. [Then in a slight irony here, whatever matter

of boasting he finds, after such a testing, will be in reference to him

self alone, etc. Alf.~\ Rejoicing—That, by which he says : I am

something. Shall have—He himself being judge.

5. Burden—Either heavy or light. Comp. ftd-py, burdens, ver. 2.

Shall bear—In the Divine judgment. The future, the contrast to

which is in the present, in ver. 2. There is however a Semiduplex

Oratio [two members of a sentence, so related that each must supply

something from the other] in these words, so that the one is simul

taneously indicated by the other. Rejoicing is used after men's

way of speaking, because the other [if a man thinks himself, etc.]

exhibits false glorying : this is taken away from him, and the peculiar

testimony of a good conscience is also meanwhile called glorying, by

way of paraphrase.

6. Let him—communicate—Paul means, When I said his oidh bur

den, the diminution of your liberality should not be argued from

this. Konuoviu), I communicate, as the Latin partinpo, includes

the idea both of receiving and giving; here, the idea is of
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giving, as in Phil. iv. 15, very elegantly. In all good things—In

every kind of resources, as the case may be.

7. God is not mocked—The verb is in the middle voice. God does

not permit empty promises to be made to him. The expression, which

is by no means common, seems to allude to the Sept., and indeed to

Prov. xii. 8, vw&poxdpdtoz puxrrjpi^erat, the slow of heart is despised,

[Eng. Ver., he that is of a perverse heart], so that the meaning is :

God is not vto&poxdpdtoz, slow of understanding, but judges truly, and

is not silent for ever ; Ps. 1. 21. They endeavor to mock him, who

think thus : I will sow to the flesh, and yet persuade God to give me

the harvest of life. Whatsoever—Whether bad or good. A man

soweth—Especially of his resources ; 2 Cor. ix. 6. A man—Any

man. That—That very thing. [Nothing else. The identity of the

seed sown and the harvested grain, images the relation of moral con

duct in life, and the recompense at the judgment. Mey.] Shall he

reap—The epistle seems to have been written in harvest-time. Prov.

xxii. 8, he th at soweth worthless things shall reap evil.

8. To—As into the ground. The Spirit—Here his is not added.

In ourselves we are carnal, not spiritual. The flesh is devoted to

selfishness. Life everlasting—The article is not added, for the ques

tion here is not about faith, but its fruit.

9. Well-doing—When we do good, perseverance should he added.

The expression differs in ver. 10, ipya^iope&a to dya&bv, let us work

what is good [Eng. Ver., do good] : comp. ire all good things, ver. 6.

In due season—After the sowing. We must wait meanwhile. Add

the note to 1 Tim. vi. 15. Then sowing will be beyond our power.

If we faint not—'Exxaxuv, to be weary, is in the will : ixXuea&at, to

faint, in the power. Not to faint, is something more than to be weary.

Both are to be referred to the sowing ; for fainting arises from an in

ward relaxation of strength. So the Sept. Ho&t pjj ixXuopevoz, be

not faint, Prov. vi. 3. Chrysostom therefore interprets it, that no

one should be fatigued in it, as in a worldly harvest.

10. As—As far as, in whatever time, manner, and place. Comp.

Eccles. ix. 10, 'lroa, Sept. «Lc fj Sbvaptz aou, as thou art able. Oppor

tunity—That of the whole life, and in it the more convenient part of

the time. So xatpbv I%ovtzz, having opportunity, 1 Mace. xv. 34.

We have—For we shall not always have it. Satan is incited to in

jure us by the shortness of the time ; Rev. xii. 12. Let us be

aroused to well-doing. The household offaith—Every man does good

to his relatives ; believers do good to their relations in the faith, es

pecially to those, who are entirely devoted to its propagation, ver. 6.
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So the apostle commends faith itself in this passage, which ends the

discussion.

11. Ye see—The conclusion. In how large letters—That is, how

large a letter ; just as long letters mean a long epistle ; the quantity

does not refer to the single letters, but to them unitedly. The epistle

to the Efebrews is longer, which however is said to be short, xiii. 22 ;

but this is called long, because it was on one subject, by the hand of

Paul himself, on a point on which the Galatians should have been

long ago established. Also the former is compared to hortatory, the

latter to polemic theology. He had not heretofore written a longer

epistle. [But the reference is to the size of the characters, in which

he wrote the passage from ver. 12, to the end, just as we now print

in larger characters what is peculiarly important. Mey.]

12. To make a fair show—Comp. 2 Cor. v. 12. Constrain—By

their example, ver. 13, and importunity. The same word occurs, ch.

ii. 3, 14. Only—Such persons therefore wished to be otherwise con

sidered Christians. Tliey should suffer persecution—From the Jews,

or even from the Gentiles, who now bore more easily the antiquated

usages of the Jews, than the supernatural novelty of the Christian

faith.

13. They themselves—So little interest have they in your observ

ance of the law. In your flesh—If it be circumcised. [Boast, i. e.,

of having you as disciples. Theophyl. in Mey.]

14. But as for me—[Eng. Ver., (God forbid) that I, etc.] I should

be sorry to share such things. God forbid that I should glory—Josh,

xxiv. 16, nVSn, prj tevoito tjptv xarahnuv Kuptbv, God forbid, that

we should forsake the Lord. Glory—We have a specimen of such

glorying, 2 Cor. v. 15-19; Phil. iii. 8, etc. In the cross—Which has

nothing to do with circumcision of the flesh. To glory in the cross is

an Oxymoron [union of apparently contradictory terms]. By which—

The cross; for the apostle is speaking here chiefly of the cross;

and if Si oh be rendered, by whom, and referred to Christ, [which

is right. Mey., Alf.], still the cross must be regarded as the

ground of the reference. That, by which anything is such as it is,

possesses the same nature in a higher degree. The world is crucified

—The world, with its elements, has no longer dominion over me ; ch.

iv. 3. There is a gradation from the flesh to the world. And Iunto

the world—The world is at variance with me ; I could not, though I

were willing, henceforth gain any favor from the world. This cross

includes death, Col. ii. 20.

15. [The true reading is, aiure yap xepaopiq rt iariv, etc., as Beng.,

Tisch., Alf, etc.] Neither is circumcision anything, nor uncircum
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vision—So, according to a very old reading. The more recent reading

agrees with ch. v. 6. Both circumcision and uncircumcision are not

merely of no avail [lo%Oti], but they are [iVrrtv] nothing ; but there

is the new creature and glorying in the cross of the Lord Jesus

Christ. Katvrj xriatz—The new creation arising from the cross of

Christ, Eph. ii. 15, 16. This is opposed to old things 2 Cor. v. 17.

16. Rule—Referring chiefly to teachers. Peace—May it be, and

it shall be. On peace, comp. Eph. ii. 14-17. On them—In contrast

with the uncircumcision. And mercy—Rom. xv. 9. And upon the

Israel of God—In contrast with the circumcision. The Israel of

God are believers of the circumcision, or Jewish nation [Phil. iii. 3].

The apostle's meaning, which is by no means Jewish, has beautifully

seized on an expression inconsistent with the Jewish idiom ; for the

Hebrews do not say, Israel of God.

17. But—Gr. too Xoa:ou. The mode of breaking oft' the discourse.

[But Eng. Ver., from henceforth, is right. Mey., Alf.] Trouble—

Polemic theology, seriously discussed, is a laborious task to godly

men, ver. 11, note, and iv. 20. Konoi, labor and anxiety of mind,

Matt. xxvi. 10. Let no man cause me trouble—Gr. xdnouc xape-

%irw [Eng. Ver., trouble me.] Apostolic severity. For I—Afflic

tion should not be added to the afflicted. The marks—From the

lash, Acts xvi. 23. These marks rendered Paul infamous in the

eyes of the world, but really conferred on him great dignity, for by

these he was known to be a servant of Christ. Marks in the body

are opposed to the mark of circumcision, the body of Paul to the flesh

of others, ver. 13. [Omit Kuptou, the Lord. Tisch., Alf] Of the

Lord—Col. i. 24, of the afflictions of Christ. I bear—So that I

consider it an honor to me, ver. 14. Therefore they will trouble

me, who please themselves in any other way.

18. Grace—This accords with the whole epistle. With your spirit

—Having vanquished the flesh, ver. 1 ; comp. 1 Thess. v. 23 ; 2 Tim.

iv. 22 ; Philem. ver. 25. Brethren—The severity of the whole epistle

is thus softened ; comp. i. 6, note.



ANNOTATIONS

ON TEE

EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.

CHAPTER I.

1. [Transpose to read XptaroZ 'Irjaou, Christ Jesus. Tiseh., Alf.]

Tlie will—So ver. 5, 9, 11. To the saints and faithful who are—

[So Beng., omitting the words iv 'Efiatp, in Ephesus, which are also

suspected by Tisch. and Alf, and bracketed; other editions retain

them, and as Mey. remarks they are so strongly attested as to be

critically unassailable.] In all those places to which Tychicus went

with this epistle. It appears from the records quoted in the Appa

ratus, that no city was named in this inscription, whence some have sup

plied Laodicea (although all that peculiarly referred to the Laodice-

ans, Paul explained in the epistle to the Colossians about the same

time, ch. iv. 15, 16) ; others, Ephesus : either of them might be in

the apostle's mind, for Paul doubtless told Tychicus whither he should

go,—to Laodicea, for example, and thence to Colossae, near Laodi

cea, and either first or last to Ephesus. Wherefore our annotations

are sometimes specially applicable to the Ephesians. Nevertheless,

here ro?c ouatv, thore who are present, is said absolutely, as Acts xiii.

1, xara n;v ohaav ixxfyatav, in the church that was at Antioch ; and

Rom. xiii. 1, a\ dk obaat jouatal, and the powers that be. Paul, when

writing to the churches planted by himself, generally mentions many

things concerning his own present and former circumstances, and

(382)
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those of the churches ; but he had been at Ephesus, and that for s

long time, not many years before, Acts xx. 31. Why then does he

•write as a person unknown, ver. 15, ch. iii. 2, 4 ? and why does he

descend less to particulars in this epistle, than in any other ? Why,

at ch. vi. 23, 24, does he conclude in the third, and not in the second

person, as on all other occasions ? Why does he add no salutations,

which, however, he does not omit even to the Colossians ? Why does

he not mention Timothy, whom, however, he joins with himself, Col.

i. 1 ? For, the similarity in the tenor of both epistles, the mention

in both of their bearer, Tychicus, and many other circumstances, con

firm the fact, that this and the one to the Colossians, were sent at

one time. Why does he only call them brethren at ch. vi. 10 ? A us.

All these things are proofs, that Paul so prepared the whole letter,

that it might be publicly or privately read, both at Ephesus and in

many of the Asiatic churches, to which, as having been perhaps

pointed out to him by name, Tychicus was to go, and that all might

receive it as if addressed to themselves ; comp. Col. iv. 16 ; 1 Thess.

v. 27. So far as this matter was concerned, full liberty was granted.

" We must observe," says Usher, " fhat in some ancient copies, this

epistle was inscribed in general terms, as was usual in writing evan

gelical letters, to the taints who are . . . and to the faithful in

Christ Jesus : as if it had been sent first to Ephesus, as the principal

metropolis of Asia, and was thence to be transmitted to the other

churches of the same province, with the insertion of the name of

each, etc." It may be said : Paul wrote this epistle before he had

seen the Ephesians. Ans. He had formerly suffered no bonds so well

known and so long, Acts xvi. 35, xviii. 10 ; but these, which he men

tions, were distinguished, Eph. iii. 13, vi. 20. As to the rest of the

inscription, holiness is put before faith, ver. 4, 11, 12, where also the

the word xhj(>oi>o&at, to obtain an inheritance, is before hope [Eng.

Ver., trusted] ; moreover, at 2 Thess. ii. 13; 1 Pet. i. 2. It belongs

to God to sanctify and claim us for himself; to us, through God's

gift to believe.

3. Blessed—who hath blessed—with blessing—An Antanaclasis [use

of the same word in a different sense]. God has blessed us in one

sense, we bless him in another. The doxologies at the beginning of

the apostolic epistles accord with the New Testament sense of grace.

Nearly thus, the first Epistle of Peter commences, which was also

sent into Asia, and therefore to Ephesus. Paul writes with an affec

tion greatly elevated by adversity ; and this epistle furnishes a re

markable specimen of evangelical discussion on the general principles

of the Gospel ; and, from the third to the fourteenth verse of this
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chapter, it presents a summary of the Gospel' [respecting the grace

of God. ; and that, too, in such a way that the respective benefits of

Christ, ver. 7, and of the Holy Spirit, ver. 13, are inserted in their

proper order. V. G.] Hence he specially refutes no error, and re

bukes no fault, but proceeds generally. And however much light

may be obtained from ecclesiastical history, as regards the Epistle to

the Colossians, which is otherwise parallel, it is less needed in this

epistle. He writes very properly to the Ephesians, too, regarding

the recent union of the Jews and Gentiles ; for the temple at Ephesus

had been the stronghold of Paganism, as on the contrary the temple

at Jerusalem had been the stronghold of Judaism.

Here follows a summary of the Epistle :—

I. THE INSCRIPTION, i. 1, 2.

II. THE DOCTRINE AFFECTINQLT SET FORTH.

I. Blessing God for all heavenly blessing, ver. 3-14 ; and

then thanksgiving and prayers for the saints, 15-ii. 10.

II. A more special admonition concerning their formerly mise

rable, but now blessed condition, ver. 11-22 ; and then

the apostle's supplication, that they may be strengthened,

iii. 1, 2, 14, 15 ; with the doxology, 20, 21.

III. THE EXHORTATION.

I. General—that they should walk worthily, as is required by

1. The unity of the Spirit and diversity of gifts, iv. 1, 2,

7,8.

2. The difference of their heathen and Christian state,

17-24.

H. Special—

(1) That they should avoid

1. Lying, 25.

2. Anger, 26, 27.

3. Theft, 28.

4. Corrupt conversation, 29, 30.

5. Bitterness, 31-v. 2.

6. Impurity, 3-14.

7. Drunkenness, ver. 15-20 ; the virtues being everywhere

commended to which those vices are opposed, with

the addition of submission, 21.

(2) That they should do their duty,

1. As wives and husbands, 22, 23, 25, 26.

2. As children and fathers, vi. 1, 2, 4.
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3. As servants and masters, 5, 6, 9.

(3) And, lastly, an exhortation to the spiritual warfare, 10,

11, 19, 20.

IV. CONCLUSION, 21, 22, 23, 24.

There is a great resemblance between this epistle and that to the

Colossians, which has been already noticed ; wherefore the two may

be profitably compared. With all—Paul describes the source and

the archetype of this biasing, He has chosen us, having predestinated,

ver. 4, 5 ; also its nature, He hath embraced us in his grace, ver. 6 ;

also its parts, remission, etc., ver. 7, 8. Blessing—[Eng. Ver., bless

ings']. The very term denotes abundance. Spiritual—Peculiar to

the New Testament, [meaning not merely, as in modern language,

spiritual as opposed to bodily ; but implying always the working of

the Holy Ghost. Alf.~] In heavenly places—Explaining the term

spiritual. Often in this epistle he mentions the heavenly things : ver.

20, ch. ii. 6, iii. 10, vi. 12. The glorious abode of the heavenly ones

In Christ—To this refer the next verse, according as—in him. Here

now he touches upon the three persons of the Godhead, who are con

cerned in our salvation. The heavenly things belong to the Father :

he names Christ himself: the Holy Spirit produces spiritual blessings.

Paul treats of all subsequently. .[The apostle had before his eyes,

here, Christ's whole career, from his birth to his ascension. He con

templates his birth in this verse, then his circumcision ; wherefore at

ver. 5, and not till then, the name, Jesus, given him at his circum

cision, is expressed ; at ver. 6, the baptism of the beloved Son is im

plied ; followed, at ver. 7, by the bloody suffering of death. Lastly

follow his resurrection and ascension, at ver. 20, etc. F. (?.]

4. [This passage, to ver. 14, expands ver. 3, who hath blessed, etc.

Mey.~\ According as he hath chosen us—The blessing corresponds to

the election, and follows upon it and makes it manifest. In him—iii.

1L These things assume the eternity of the Son of God ; for the

Son, before the world was made, was not merely the future, but even

then the present object of the Father's love ; John xvii. 24, 5, other

wise the Father would not have loved him for himself, but likewise

through another. Before—John xvii. 24. Holy—Positively. With

out blame—Without evil and fault [ch. v. 27].

4, 5. Having predestinated us in love—[See below]. Many con

strue these words with the preceding, holy and without blame before

him in love. The terms, I love, love, loved, are very common in this

epistle in both ways, denoting either God's love to us, or ours to him ;

but it accords with the very beginning of the epistle, that love should

49
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be construed not with holy and without blame—an expression which

is likewise used without express mention of love, ver. 27—but with

the subsequent description of adoption ; comp. ch. ii. 4, 3 : 1 John

iii. 1 : and that the love of God may be celebrated before ours. Thus

the sum of what follows will be in love, ver. 5, at the end. So love

heads the section, ch. iii. 18. [Here too, it is placed^emphatically at

the beginning ; In love having predestinated, etc. ; love being the dis

position of God, in which he did it. Mey.] And, on the other hand,

having predestinated is much more emphatic, if we consider it to be

placed at the beginning : and everywhere the apostle, especially in

this chapter, closes the period with some clause, which as respects

what precedes, is equivalent to a Syncategorema [accessory propo

sition], and as respects what follows, is equivalent to a main propo

sition. By noting this, and observing the connection by participles

and relatives, the analysis will be rendered easy. This is the custom

of the ancients, differing from our present method, which proceeds by

many divisions and sub-divisions clearly distinguished. [Alf. con

nects the words in love with holy, etc., as Eng. Ver., but this does not

accord with the true force of the phrase holy and without blame,

which expresses a state conferred through the propitiation of Christ;

and would require iv maret, in or by faith, rather than in love. Beng.'s

punctuation is right. Mey. So Be W., and many.] „ Having predes

tinated—The participle depends on he hath chosen : Rom. viii. 29.

Chosen from among others, they are predestinated to all that belongs

to the obtaining of blessedness, ver. 11. According to the good plea

sure—We are not allowed to go beyond this good pleasure either in

investigating the causes of our salvation or of any of the Divine

works, ver. 9. Why dost thou philosophize about the best world ?

Beware, lest thou thyself be bad. Nor was there anything in us

which deserved love. Of his will—Ver. 9, 11, 1.

6. To—The end. The praise of the glory of his grace— The praise

of his glory, ver. 12, 14. The praise of grace arises first, ver. 7,

then, the praise of the glory ; [concerning the glory, comp. ver. 6, 17,

18. V. (?.] Wherein—In which grace. Kindred words, as dydiajv,

love—ijdnrjoev, loved, ch. ii. 4. Hath made accepted—Xapnom, of

the same form as dra&om, I make good, ouvapoio, I make powerful,

signifies, to embrace in grace, of which the immediate consequence is

blessing ; comp. Luke i. 28. To this refer of his grace, here, and in

ver. 7. [But it is better to render it, which he bestowed on us in the

Beloved. Comp. highly favored, Gr. xe%apnwpivn, Luke i. 28. Alf,

Mey.] In the beloved—The only begotten Son. A fitting Antano-

masia [substitution of a description for a proper name]. Love signi
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fies more than grace. See 1 Pet. ii. 10, where the title, the Beloved,

far surpasses what is said of those who have obtained mercy. Mercy

necessarily assumes previous misery, but not so love.

7. We have—In the present. The redemption—forgiveness—The

New Testament blessing, Rom. iii. 24. [Another redemption fol

lows, ver. 14. [Blood—ii. 13. V. G.] The riches of his grace—

Ch. ii. 7 ; the riches of the glory, ver. 18. Comp. ch. iii. 8, where

we have the riches of grace, and consequently of glory ; likewise in

ver. 16, where the riches of the glory of the Father himself is under

stood.

8. Wherein— That is, in which, grace. Hath abounded—

God. [And so Eng. Ver. But the rendering, hath abounded, is

wrong; the verb is transitive, (comp. 1 Thess. iii. 12, etc.) Render,

which he shed abundantly (caused to abound) forth to us in all wis

dom, etc. Mey., Alf] In wisdom—Concerning the past and present,

respecting the things which God does, ver. 17. In prudence—Con

cerning the future, respecting the things that we may do.

9. Having made known—This depends on hath abounded. The

8ame word occurs, ch. iii. 3, 5, 10, vi. W. The mystery—Ch. iii. 3,

4, 9, vi. 19 ; Rom. xvi. 25 ; Col. i. 26, 27. Which—Good pleasure.

Purposed—Proposed to himself. Thence purpose, ver. 11. In him

—In Christ. [But this is impossible : for CJirist is referred to by

name, as first introduced in this connection, in ver. 10. Eng. Ver.,

purposed in himself, that is, in God, is right. Mey., Alf., etc.]

10. [Literally, that (the purpose) in the economy of the fulfilment

of the times, etc. Mey.] In—Construe with having made known.

[Better with, hath purposed. Mey.] The dispensation of the fulness

of the times—Fulness rmv xatpmv, of the times, is in some degree dis

tinguished from the fulness rov %povou, of the time, Gal. iv. 4, for it

involves the fulness of the blessings themselves, and of men who re

ceive them, Mark i. 15. Still each fulness is in Christ, and there is

a certain peculiar economy and dispensation of this fulness, Col. i.

25. Paul very often uses the words nhjpoio, /j?W, and n^pwpa, ful

ness, in writing to the Ephesians and Colossians. Gather under one

head—Gr. dvaxetpaXataiaao9at [Eng. Ver., more correctly, might

gather together. Alf-, might sum up; so Mey.] AH things had beeH

wader Christ, but had been torn and rent from him by sin: they have

been restored. -Christ is the head of angels and of men : the former

agree with him in his invisible, the latter in his visible nature. AU

things—Not only Jews and Gentiles, but also those things which are

in heaven and upon the earth :—angels and men, and the latter either

alive or dead, iii. 15. [But the phrase cannot be limited to angels
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and men, but embraces everything in heaven or earth ; the whole cre

ation is summed up in Christ. Mey., Alf. Omit re, both. Tisch.r

Alf.] In the heavens—[Eng. Ver., in heaven]. In the plural.

11. [Render, In him, in whom we (Christians, Jew or Gentile) were

also (not in whom also, as Eng. Ver.) taken for his inheritance. (So

Beng. Eng. Ver. is wrong). Alf. after Be W., etc. Ver. 11, 13.

We—you—Israelites—Gentiles. V. G. Ver. 13. In the Spirit—

Comp. ver, 17. V. G. Ver. 14. Of our inheritance—Which be

longs to sons, ver. 5 ; mentioned anew in ver. 18. V. (?.] In him,

in whom—[But Eng. Ver. includes iv aortp, in him, in ver. 10].

This is repeated from ver. 9, so that ver. 10 is a parenthesis. Taken

for his inheritance—He here speaks in the person of Israel, we were

made nSm, xtfpot; or xhjpovopia, the lot, the inheritance of the Lord.

Comp. Deut. xxxii. 9. The contrast is you, ver. 13. He is, how

ever, speaking of a spiritual benefit : xhjpouadat is not only to ob

tain the lot: see Chrysost. on this passage : he interprets it, ire^&rj-

piev xexhjpwpivot, we are put in possession by lot. All things—Even

in fhe kingdom of his Son. Counsel—Which is most free.

12. We—Jews. Who before hoped—The predicate. The Jews

first obtained hope in Christ when he was manifested to them (1 Cor.

xv, 19) ; afterwards the Gentiles, Acts xiii. 46. First, here, does not

refer to Old Testament times ; comp. on hope, ver. 18 ; ch. ii. 12 ;

iv. 4. [But the sense is, we, Jewish Christians, who, before his com

ing, made Christ the object of our hope ; namely, we who have before

hoped in the Christ. Mey., Alf]

13. [Render, In whom are ye also, since, etc. Mey., Alf. Eng.

Ver. incorrectly supplies trusted. Nor is there a change of con

struction, as Beng. supposes]. In whom—Referring to in Christ,

ver. 12, or to m him, ver. 10. After that ye heard—The sense is

suspended until the correlative participle, having believed, be added.

Of truth—Hence it is called the hearing of faith. The mention of

truth recurs, ch. iv. 15, 21, 24, 25, v. 9, vi. 14. In whom also—In

whom, after the intervening clause, is here resumed ; comp. in him,

ver. 10, note. Ye were sealed—which is the earnest—2 Cor. i. 22,

note. With that Holy Spirit of promise—The Holy Spirit was pro

mised by the word ; therefore when the Holy Spirit was given, those

who believed the word were sealed ; and those who have the Holy

Spirit know that every promise will be fulfilled to them.

14. Our—He here includes Jews and Greeks. Until the redemp

tion—Construe with you were sealed, iv. 30. This future deliverance

or redemption, by the addition of t^c nepmoirjoeioz, of preservation'

[Eng. Ver. better, of the purchased possession, so Alf], is distin-
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guished from the redemption made by the blood of Christ So nept-

xotyatz owrrjpiaz, tJie attainment of salvation, and ipt>yrfj<:, saving of the

toul, 1 Thess. v. 9 ; Heb. x. 39. Ileprnoirjatz, possession, is said of

that which remains, when all else perishes ; Sept., 2 Ghron. xiv. 12

Mal. iii. 17.

15. After I heard—At a distance. This may be referred not only

to those who were personally unknown to him, Col. i. 4, but also to

bis most intimate acquaintances, Philem. ver. 5, in accordance with

their present state. Faith—Towards God in the Lord Jesus. And

—Whoever has faith and love, shares the whole blessing, ver. 3, etc.

Hope is added, ver. 18. All—The stamp of Christianity Compre

hensive love]. Paul often includes all; ch. iii. 8, 9, 18, iv. 6, 13,

vi. 18, 24.

16. I cease not—Paul mentioned all the churches in his prayers,

Col. i. 9.

17. That—A subject of prayer for true Christians. The Father

of glory—That infinite glory, which shines in the face of Christ ; nay,

more, of the glory, which is the Son of God himself, by whom also

the glorious inheritance will become ours, ver. 18. The Spirit of

wisdom and revelation—The Spirit of promise is as believers' pro

gress, also the Spirit of wisdom and revelation. Wisdom works wis

dom in us ; revelation, knowledge. In—Construe with may give.

Of Aim—God.

18. [For dtavoiaz, understanding, read xapdiaz, heart. Tisch., Alf.

So Beng.] Enlightened—The accusative absolute, as Acts xxvi. 3,

when the eyes of your heart shall have been enlightened. The arti

cle rouc, the, with df&aXpobz, eyes, that the eyes are already present ;

and not about to be given for the first time. The eyes of the heart—

Comp. iv. 18 ; Matt. xiii. 15. The heart is that by which we per

ceive so great things, ch. iii. 17. So Theophilus speaks of the ears

of the heart. JVhat—what—what—Comp. the next verse. Three

remarkable points of time, respecting the future, the present, comp.

iii. 6, and the past. Of his calling—The calling by which he called

you. In the saints follows, as the apostle often names together the

called and saints.

19. Who believe—Faith is therefore something living and effica

cious. The working—This is the act. Of the might of his power—

[Eng. Ver. weakly, of his mighty power]. This is in the act, Job xxi.

23, ian Diya, Sept., iv xpd.ru ia%boz aurou, in the might of his power.

Of power—This is the Divine power itself.

20. Which — Namely, working; ivepruv ivipruav, to work a

working, as dyanav dydnrjv, to love a love. ch. ii. 4. When he raised
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—set him—Gr. iyeipaz—xai ixd&taev. Often from the participle the

sentence is turned to the indicative, ch. ii. 17 ; Col. i. 6 ; Rev. iii. 7.

21. Far above—Gr. unepdvw. A compound. Christ not only

takes precedence, but rules supreme. Principality, and power, and

might—1 Cor. xv. 24, note. And dominion—Col. 5. 16. And every

mime—We know that the Emperor precedes all, although we cannot

enumerate all the ministers of his court ; so we know that Christ ia

placed above all, although we cannot name all. In that which is to

come—Aiwv, age [Eng. Ver., world], denotes here not time, but a

system of things and operations revealed at its own time, and perma

nent. It is called future, not that it does not yet exist, but because

it is not yet seen. Authorities powers, etc.r are in the future, but

yet they are named also in this world, but even those things, which

are not even named at the present, but both in name and reality will

be at length revealed to us in the future, are subject to Christ.

22. Hath put all things under his feet—1 Cor. xv. 27. Gave—

Yet Christ was formerly Head of the Church, eh. v. 25: John iii.

29. Over all things—The Church, as being above all things, above

authorities, etc., the Head of which [ver. 10] is Christ, Col. ii. 10",

may say, Christ is my Head : I am his body. The dative of advan

tage, to the Church, is in contradistinction to the over.

23. The fulness of him thatfilleth all in all—This is neither predi

cated of the Church, as most think, nor construed with gave, according

to others ; but is put absolutely in the accusative, as ro papruptov,

the testimony, is construed in 1 Tim. ii. 6. For it is an Epiphonemm

[added exclamation}, put after what is said at ver. 2ft, and by it the

apostle implies, that there is in Christ the fulness of the Father, who

fills all in all. [But it must refer to the Church, and means the ful

ness, not that inherent in God, but that fulness of gifts and graces

communicated by him to the Church. Alfi] See on the fulness of

God, of Christ, and of the Spirit, ch. iii. 19, iv. 13, v. 18 ; likewise

ch. iv. 10 ; John i. 14 ; on the fulness of the times, cb. i. 10. The

glory of IMvine hoe fills all things, and in Christ extends itself over

aU. The passage resembles 1 Cor. xv. 28. What I have just now

explained, the apostle means, exhibits to us the fulness, etc., which,

as mathematicians say, was the thing to be demonstrated. The

whole of this may be brought under this title or brief description,

the fulness of, etc. In all—The neuter including the power of

the masculine. That filleth—Gr. nX^poufxivou, middle. That is,

xbjpouvroc, active. But the force of the middle voiee is stronger

in denoting the relation of Him who fills, and of those who are filled.
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CHAPTER II.

1. And you—This is very closely connected with he wrought, in

ch. i. 20. You is construed with hath quickened together, ver. 5.

You when you were—[Better than Eng. Ver., who were]. Coinp.

when we were, in ver. 5. The former word, in both cases, is emphatic,

as Phil. ii. 7, note. Dead—What can be more wretched ? Trespasses

—Although the feminine ro?c apapriatz, sins, intervenes, the neuter o?c,

in which, refers to napanruypaat, trespasses, ver. 3 ; comp. ola olouz,

which, what, 2 Tim. iii. 11, where the gender is in like manner two

fold. In sins—Refer to this word aTc, in which, ver. 2. A! apapriat,

sins, are chiefly applied to the Gentiles, who are ignorant of God .

rd xapanrmpara, trespasses, to the Jews, who have the law, and yet

turn from the light, ver. 5. Moreover the latter obeyed the flesh ;

the former, the prince of the power of the air ; see following verses.

[Tisch. (not Alf.) adds bpiov, your (trespasses and sins).]

2. [This verse is the shadow before the Light, that rises in ver. 4.

Mey.] According to the course of this world—Almv, course, and xoa-

poz, world, differ ; 1 Cor. ii. 6, 12, iii. 18, 19. The former regulates,

and, as it were, shapes the latter : xoapoz, world, is something more

outward ; almv, course, something more subtle. Time is spoken of

not only physically, but also morally, including the character of the

men who live in it ; and so almv, course, applies to a long series of

times, in which one bad age follows another; comp. Acts xiv. 16; 1

Pet. i. 18. According to the prince—Thus the fact becomes more

distinct. All men perceive the world; but are not aware that this

prince lurks beneath it; ch. vi. 11, 12: comp. John xii. 31. Of the

power of the air—This power is widely diffused and penetrating ;

comp. Job i. 15, etc. ; yet it does not reach the sphere of believers,

ver. 6 ; 1 John v. 18. Even the celestial spheres themselves are va

rious. Christ however is superior to Satan, although the latter also

abides in heavenly places ; Eph. vi. 12. The Spirit—In apposition

to trfi izooaiaz, of the power. Here the prince himself is not called

a spirit ; but the spirit in this passage is that inward principle, whence

the actions of unbelievers flow, and which is opposed to the spirit of

the believing sons of God;~ comp. Luke iv. 33. Now—To-day; or

rather, now most of all; for he does not say, as yet, but now. Those

who despise the Gospel through unbelief, remain subject to that spirit,

and are more and more enslaved. Express mention of Satan is prin

cipally made in describing the state of the Gentiles : Acts xxvi. 18.

In the children of unbelief—[Gr. d.xuduaz Eng. Ver., better, disobe
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dicnce]. Unbelief, respecting the Gospel, shows of itself how power

ful that spirit is. Akin to this is, children of wrath, ver. 3. Wrath

abides upon unbelievers, John iii. 36.

3. Also we—Jews. In the last times of the Old Testament, sin

had greatly prevailed, even among the Jews, that grace might more

abound; Rom. v. 6, 20; Tit. iii. s'- Luke i. 17, 79; Matt, iv. 16.

Had our conversation—This is somewhat more specious than to walk,

ver. 2. Of our flesh—Without the Spirit of God. Of the flesh and

of the thoughts—[Eng. Ver., of the mind]. The thoughts imply the

more subtle purpose of sinning; the flesh rushes on blindly. By na

ture—Nature denotes man's state without the grace of God in Christ.

We owe this to our nature [although we have been Jews, Isa. i. 13.

V. (?.], that we are the children of wrath. Of wrath—While we

thought that we were God's children. The contrast is in ver. 4.

The others—[Eng. Ver. omits the article]. 1 Thess. iv. 13: the

others, who do not believe, or at least not yet.

4. Rich—Over all, Rom. x. 12. [Connect for his great love—hath

quickened (ver. 5) etc. Mey., Alfl, etc-.] In mercy—love—Mercy re

moves misery ; love confers salvation.

5. Even—This is connected with when you were [Eng. Ver., who

were], ver. 1. Us—Both Jews and Gentiles. Hath quickened us to

gether with Christ : by grace ye are saved—Quickening precedes rais

ing up, and ch. i. 20 ; the raising up presupposes life. We were

quickened when Christ was quickened; comp. 2 Cor. v. 15, concern

ing Christ's death, and so of the other steps. But when faith is re

ceived, all those things are applied to man by God, and are consid

ered as ratified by man. The apostle, stating this very order of sal

vation, shows that grace is the beginning and end in this and in the

eighth verse, and sometimes he uses indiscriminately the first and

second person, because of the equal footing of the Jews and Gen

tiles. Together with Christ—Hence he is the fountain, ver. 6-10.

[By grace, etc.—A parenthesis, reminding his readers of the sole

ground of salvation. The- mention of their quickening, as dependent

on Christ's resurrection, has dispelled every idea of merit. MeyJ]

6. Made us sit together—Believers are spiritually raised ; they will

be raised bodily ; and to both resurrections the sitting in heavenly

places corresponds. They are not, indeed! bodily present in heaven,

but are so through right and spiritual virtue, and they have each a

seat expressly assigned to them, to be occupied at the proper time.

They are meanwhile hidden in God ; Col. iii. 3. In the heavenly

places—[Eng. Ver. omits the article]. He does not say, on the right

hand. This pre-eminence is left to Christ. In Christ Jesus—In thit
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sublime discourse, especially, Paul calls him Christ Jesus ; oftener

elsewhere, Jesus Christ.

7. In the ages to come—The plural, in opposition to the one bad

age, ver. 2, which blessed ages effectually supplant. This expression

accords with Paul's idea, that the last day was not close at hand.

Exceeding—Rom. v. 20.

8. By the grace—[Eng. Ver. omits the article]. Tfj, the, refers to

ver. 5, %dpni, ty grace. For—He does not say, therefore, but for,

because he infers from the effect to the cause. Through faith—Aris

ing from Christ's resurrection, chap. i. 19, [whence it is not at all

mentioned in ver. 5, but first in ver. 8. See Col. ii. 12. V. (?.]

The contrast is, not of works ; a contrast like that between grace and

boasting. And that—Namely, believing or faith, is not of yourselves.

The contrast is, this is the gift of God alone. [But this refers not to

faith, but to your salvation, implied in are ye saved. So Mey.,

Alf, etc.]

10. His—God's. For—He proves that salvation is by faith, not

of works, and that faith itself is 'entirely of God's gift. Workman

ship—The word rarely occurs in this sense, and its force is increased

by the xrta&evrsz, created. [For if any man be in Christ, he is a new

creature ; 2 Cor. v. 17, xanrj xriatz. Mey.] Comp. ver. 15, made

out of spiritual nothing. We are elsewhere said to be regenerated.

Nothing produces nothing. Believers of after ages are not only Op

irii, a people born, Ps. xxii. 32, but also soaj ay, a people created,

cii. 18. Unto—For the sake of good works ; that thenceforth at

last we should devote ourselves to them. For that reason Paul never

calls the works of the law good. Hath before ordained—Gr. npor^oi-

paaev. The npb, before, ascribes the whole matter to God. 'Hzoi-

paaev, ordained, is used as a neuter verb very forcibly, Sept., 2

Chron. i. 4, ort -fjzoipaaev aurf/ Jautd, because David made prepara

tion for it. So ioare hoipdaat abrip, so as to make ready for him,

Luke ix. 52. God hath so prepared. [Grace, therefore, with sal

vation, precedes works. V. (?.] That we should walk—Not, that we

should be saved, or, we should live.

11. Remember—Such remembrance excites gratitude and strength

ens faith, ver. 19. Gentiles—D-un, the Gentiles. In the flesh—Paul

purposely joins this with Gentiles, for the Jews simply called the

Gentiles the uneircumcision, not the uncircunicision in the flesh. Who

are called uneircumcision—Very insultingly. The word called, mas

culine and neuter, shows that these words are now obsolete, since the

distinction is removed. Called— Construe with the circumcision,

apart from the epithet, in the flesh made by hands. And the circum
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cision is used in the concrete for the people circumcised ; in the flesh

made by hands, in the abstract.

12. That—On this word, ye were, and ye are made depend ; but

the particle is repeated from ver. 11. Without—The contrast is in

Christ, ver. 13. Their misery is detailed under three heads : with

out, and strangers—and without God : you were without Christ, with

out the Holy Spirit, without God; comp. ver. 18, and the following

verses; ch. iii. 6, iv. 4, 5, note. Without Christ—He proves this in

the next clause, being alienated from, Gr. dnrjXXorpuopivoi [Eng. Ver.,

not so well, aliens] ; nor does he say, aliens : comp. note at iv. 18.

From the commonwealth of Israel—The whole commonwealth of Israel

had reference to Christ. And strangers—Unsharing. Tlie covenants

ofpromise—God, the gift of Christ being assumed, had chiefly prom

ised the Holy Spirit ; i. 13 ; Gal. iii. 14, note ; Luke xxiv. 49 ; Acts

ii. ; and the covenants had been subservient to that promise, Rom. ix.

4. This clause is proved by the next, having no hope; for had they

had a promise, they would have had the corresponding hope ; but

they had no hope ; and therefore not even a promise. Without God

—atheists—They had not determined that there were no gods ; for

they had even Diana and Jupiter, Acts xix. 35 : but, so far were

they from having the true God, 1 Thess. iv. 5, that they were even

ignorant of him. He says first, you were without Christ; afterwards

he infers, you were without God. In the world—Paul proves the lat

ter also, that they were without God; and on the ground, that thoy

wandered in the world, which is wide (2 Cor. i. 12), and vain (Luke

xii. 30; John i. 10, at the end), serving the creatures, enjoying per

ishable things, removed far off.

13. Far off—From God and his people, ver. 17, note. By the

blood—Ch. i. 7.

14. He—Emphatic. [He, and none beside. Mey.] Peace—Not

merely, the peace-maker ; for at the cost of himself he procured peace,

and he himself is the bond of both. Who—Apposition : Peace ; he

who hath made, etc. A striking remark, ver. 14-18. He imitates

poetry by the very tenor and as it were rhythm of the words. There

is described, (a.) the union of the Gentiles with Israel, ver. 14, 15 ;

and then (/9.) the union of the Gentiles and Israel, as now one man,

with God, middle of ver. 15, ver. 18. The description of each is

subdivided into two parts, so that the first may correspond to the first,

concerning the enmity that has been taken away ; the second to the

second, concerning the ordinances of the Gospel. Both—The neuter

for the masculine, ver. 18, properly, because iv, one, follows. The

middle wall of partition—Gr. u3obtoc£ov too fpaypo~v, [Literally, the
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middle wall of the fence]. It is called a wall because the space be

tween was strongly fortified ; a fence, because it is easily re

moved at the proper time. The wall separates houses ; the fence,

fields ; comp. ver. 19. Therefore the distinction between circum

cision and uncircuracision is intimated. The very structure of the

temple of Jerusalem corresponded. The wall and the fence exclude ;

and the Gentiles were excluded, since they were not permitted to

approach so near as even the most common Israelites. [The primary

allusion is to the veil, rent at the crucifixion ; the removal of this

chief symbol of separation from God included the admission to him

of the One Body which Christ made of both Jew and Gentile. Alf.~]

Who hath broken down— Who hath broken down—who hath abolished,

and not being repeated, are very closely connected. This short

clause, and hath broken down, is explained in ver. 15, in the first

half of the verse ; He hath abolished the enmity in his flesh ; comp.

Ter. 16, at the end. The law of commandments, adapted to the Is

raelites, he hath abolished, in the universal ordinances of grace ; comp.

ver. 17, at the beginning.

15. Enmity—The Jews abominated the Gentiles; the Gentiles

scorned the Jews because of circumcision, the Sabbath; etc. In his

flesh—So, in one body, ver. 16. [That is, by his suffering and death.

V. G.~\ The law of commandments—Namely, ceremonial. In de

crees—[That is, The law of decretory commandments ; marking the

dictatorial character of the law, which is essential to it, but wholly

done away in Christ. Mey., Alf. The Eng. Ver. misses the point,

and Beng. is altogether wrong.] Belonging to the Gospel, by which

mercy was offered to all, Col. ii. 14, note. [See the same words with

the very same meaning, Acts xvi. 4, xv. 28. V. (?.] Having abol

ished—Each Iv, in, is construed, as we have already intimated, with

this participle. Christ abolished, by \\isflesh, the enmity; the law of

commandments by spreading over the whole world the ordinances of

the Gospel. But if, in ordinances, belonged to IVTO).<OV, of command

ments, in his flesh, would not have been placed before, but after it.

It is written, as it were, in the style of a lapidary [that is, arranged

so that alternate pieces match].

the enmity, in his flesh ;

the law of commandments, in ordinances ;

having abolished.

Of twain—He elegantly omits men; for formerly they had scarcely

maintained the name of men. The two, who were Jew and Greek.

New—By taking away the old letter. Making—The participle mak

ing depends on the verb to make ; and having slain, on might recon
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die: each of them has an explanatory force derived from what

immediately precedes. Peace—This peace-making precedes ks pub

lication, ver. 17.

16. In one body—Crucified. To this refer by one spirit, ver. 18 ;

comp. iv. 4. Having slain the enmity—By his death, he slew the

enmity against God himself. In himself—Namely, in his body.

[Gr. iv aurtp, in it, i. e., on the cross. Beng. and Eng. Ver. are

wrong.] Comp. what precedes. ,

17. And came—From death, from his descent into hell, and from

his resurrection, he, himself a joyful conqueror, spontaneously

preached. A remarkable expression ; 2 Tim. i. 10 ; John xiv. 18;

Preached—The verb for the participle; comp. xoojaaz, who hath

made, ver. 14. He announced peace with his own mouth to the apos

tles, Luke xxiv. 36 ; John xx. 19, 21, 26 ; and by them to others.

Peace to you which were afar off—Acts ii. 39, note. And to them—

There is great elegance in mentioning eiprjvrjv, peace, only once in

this passage. The peace of both is undivided. [But the true text

is xai uprjvqv rotc irj'jz, and peace to them that were nigh. Tisch.

The repetition of peace shows especially that it means, not mere mu

tual reconciliation, but the far greater peace thus wrought, peace with

God, which made necessary the union of the far and the near in him.

Alf.]

18. Unto the Father—As to a Father. In this verse Christ, the

Spirit, the Father are mentioned, in the same order, in which Christ,

the Spirit of promise, and God, are referred to at ver. 12 ; [comp.

ch. i. 3, 5]. The order is different in Rev. i. 4, 5.

19. No more—Contrasted with their former state. Strangers—Its

opposite is citizens, a metaphor from a state. Foreigners—Its opposite

is members of the household, a metaphor from a house. Of the

saints—Of Israel, ver. 12; comp. iii. 18. [Rather, saints in the

widest sense, all members of Christ. Mey., Alf.] Of God—Again

the Holy Trinity is indicated, ver. 19, 20, 22.

20. Built upon—A common phrase with Paul, writing to the

Ephesians, iii. 18, (comp. Acts xx. 32) ; and to Timothy, bishop of

Ephesus, a metaphor from architecture ; 1 Tim. iii. 15 ; 2 Tim. ii.

19. Upon the foundation—As the foundation supports the whole

building, so the testimony of the apostles and prophets supports the

faith of all believers ; by them the foundation was laid ; Christ Jesus

is here called the head of the corner. The same Person is called the

foundation itself, 1 Cor. iii. 11. And prophets—New Testament

prophets, who are next to the apostles ; iv. 11, iii. 5. Being the

chief corner stone of it—[Gr. avrou, Eng. Ver., himself, which is
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right. Mey., Alf., etc.] Paul briefly indicates the passage in Isaiah

xxviii. 16, as very well known ; comp. 1 Pet. ii. 6, note. Christ

Jesus is the chief corner stone of the foundation. The participle ovroc,

being, at the beginning of this clause, is strongly demonstrative in

the present tense. The pronoun auzou, of it, is to be referred to

depuiti), foundation ; for if it were construed with Xptarou, Christ, it

would be in this form: aurou TOY XptazoT) 'lrjaod, Jesus Christ him

self, as we read abrbz b 'Iiodwrjc, the same John, with the article,

Matt. iii. 4 ; Mark vi. 17 ; Luke iii. 23, xxiv. 15, 36 ; John ii. 24,

iv. 44; 2 Cor. xi. 14. [Read Xptarou' lrjooii, Christ Jesus. Tisch.,

Alf.}

21. In whom—In Christ. This, by Anaphora [repetition in be

ginnings], is repeated in the next verse. Fitly framed together,

groweth—Words relating to a living mass, ch. iii. 18, note ; and 1

Pet. ii. 5. So fitly joined together, ch. iv. 16. So the branch and

the house are combined, Zech. vi. 12. A temple—It is a house, and

that too, holy, to which the temple of Ephesian Diana must yield.

Holy—That is, of God, ver. 22. In the Lord—In Christ. To this

expression, through the Spirit, corresponds in ver. 22. So also ch.

iii. 17, 16.

CHAPTER III.

1. For this cause—This is resumed at ver. 14. [With the repe

tition of for this cause. Alf. Such is the richness of the apostolic

spirit. V. (?.] Tlie prisoner—The ambassador, and he too bound.

For you—The persecutors were incensed at Paul's zeal for the Gen

tiles, so that they imprisoned him ; and his very bonds benefited the

Gentiles, ver. 13; 2 Tim. ii. 10. Gentiles—This is explained in the

following verses.

2. If (since) ye have heard—[Better, if ye heard, i. e., when I was

with you. Alf.} What they had heard of Paul (comp. note on i. 1),

was a testimony that he, ver. 1, spoke the truth concerning himself.

3. By revelation—Gal. i. 12; Acts ix. 3, 4. [For irvioptae, he

made known, read irvwpia&rj, was made known. Tisch., Alf.} Made

known to me—God, by his grace. The mystery—Of Christ ; see the
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following verses. [But here the mystery is the share of the Gentiles

in Christ, ver. 6. Mey.] I wrote afore in a few words—He refers to

i. 9, 10, and he repeats the words from that passage.

4. Whereby—Gr. npbz b [literally, according to which]. This

does not refer exclusively to in a few words, but to the whole thought;

and Ti/i0c, according to, marks the analogy, as in the common saying,

know the lion by his claw. From what I have written above, you may,

etc. Ye may—The word is modestly and graciously used. When

you read—This book is very sublime, and yet it is given to all to

read. Understand my knowledge—And therefore profit by me.

Paul wrote more plainly and sublimely in this epistle, than in any

other before.

5. Which—Referring to ver. 3, as the repetition of the verb

yviopt^io, I make known, indicates. In other ages—The ablative of

time, as Acts xiii. 36. Was not made known—He does not say obx

o\nsxaXufdrj, was not revealed. Making known by revelation (ver. 3)

is the source of making known by preaching. Revelation is some

what more special ; making known occurs in the hearing of others

also : revelation is only made to the prophets. Unto the sons of men

—A very broad title, expressing the cause of ignorance, natural de

scent, to which the Spirit is opposed ; comp. Matt. xvi. 17. He

speaks of their former state in the Hebrew idiom. Moreover, the

contrast of the apostles and prophets of the New Testament to the

sons of men leads to the conclusion, that by this title the ancient

prophets are principally meant; as Ezekiel, who is often called mx p,

son of man. and has fully described the city and house of God, as

Paul does here. By the Spirit—The gift of whom was reserved for

the New Testament, to glorify Christ.

6. Should be— That the Gentiles are ; and in order that they may be.

Fellow-heirs—In the inheritance of God. Ofthe same body—Under the

head Christ. [Omit attrou, his. Tisch.Alf. Rend, ofthe promise.~] Far-

takers of his promise—In the communion of the Holy Spirit. The

same participation is mentioned, Heb. vi. 4 ; the same promise, ch. i.

13. Comp. on the Trinity, ch. iv. 4, 5, 6, 18, 21, 30; v. 1, 2, 18;

2 Cor. xiii. 14. [For tw Xptortp, Christ, read Xptartp 'fyaou, Christ

Jesus. Tisch., Alf.]

7. Whereof— The Gospel. By the working— Ver. 20 ; ch. i. 19.

8. Less than the least—The idea of the name Paul, increased by

a comparative which is more forcible than the superlative ; implying

that he scarcely reckons himself among the saints. Most elegant

modesty. Of saints— The saints here are opposed to the Gentiles ;

comp. note on Acts xx. 32. Unsearchable—Ver. 18, 19. There is
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a similar epithet at ver. 10, manifold. Riches—Here heavenly riches

are commended : presently wisdom, ver. 10.

9. To make—see—To show [Gr. fmrtaat, to illuminate; said of

the spiritual enlightenment produced by preaching. Mey.] Comp.

Col. i. 28. For min, Sept. fiort^et, instruct, 2 Kings xii. 3, and

elsewhere. What is the dispensation—[Gr. r«'c $ oixovopla, (not xoi-

\HDviu, fellowship). The true reading, according to all editors.] Col.

i. 25, 26. In God—A contrast to creatures, even the most excellent,

ver. 10. Who created all things—The creation of all things is the

foundation of all the rest of the economy, unrestrictedly regulated,

according to the universal power of God. All things, includes prin

cipalities, etc., [and is very emphatic. Alf. Omit Sta 'Irjoou Xptarou,

by Jesus Christ. Tisch., Alf]

10. Now—First; comp. ver. 5. Unto the principalities and powers

-Good, or even bad, but in a different way to each. [Nay, but to the

good only, all reference to the others is foreign here. Mey., Alf, etc.]

By—From those things which happen to the Church ; for it is the

theatre of the Divine works. . Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 9. Manifold—Syr.

Vers, renders it, full of varieties. Wisdom—An object of especial

investigation to the angels.

11. The eternal purpose—Concerning the ages, and before the

ages, 2 Tim. i. 9. Which—Referring to purpose. Our—Believers,

-who are the Church.

12. Boldness—Of the mouth, in praying. Access with confidence

—In reality and with the heart.

13. I desire—Ask God : comp. ver. 20, 12. So, asking absolutely,

Col. i. 9. That I may not faint—That I may not fail, but may speak

boldly and allure many. The infinitive referring to the same person

as the finite verb, I ask. [But Eng. Ver., to faint not, referring

to the Ephesians, is right. The exhortation is to them, as the prayer

which follows is for them. Mey., etc.] At my tribulations for you—

Ver. 1. Glory—Spiritual glory, since your faith is assisted thereby.

[1 Cor. iv. 10].

14. I bow my knees—If Paul had been present, he would have

bent his knees with a glowing breast. Acts xx. 46. Father—Its

kindred word is narptd, family. [Omit tou Kuptou fjpmv 'Irjoou

Xptazoiu, of our Lord Jesus Christ. Tisch., Alf, etc.]

15. Of whom—The Father of Jesus Christ. The foundation of all

sonship is in Jesus Christ. The whole—Of angels, of Jews, of other

men. [But it cannot mean this. Render, Of whom every family (or

race) m heaven, etc. Mey., Alf] Family—Depending on him as its

Father. Comp. xarptd, lineage, Luke ii. 4; Actsiii. 25. Is named
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—In the passive or, namet itself, middle voice. They are called the

sons of God bj God himself, and delight in this name, Isa. zliv. 5,

comp. / will call, Rom. ix. 25, 26.

16. With might—This accords with the mention of the Spirit. In

the inner man—The inner man is the man himself with all his facul

ties, inwardly considered, ch. iv. 22, 24 ; 1 Pet. iii. 4. The inner

man is to the Spirit of God what the hearts of the saints are to

Christ, ver. 17. The inner man is mostly taken in a good sense ; be

cause with the wicked all things folly harmonize with wickedness, and

there is no need of limitation or distinction. The Scripture chiefly

contemplates inward things. The Chiasmus [cross reference] must

be noticed ; in the first sentence we have, that he would grant you ;

in the second, to dwell; in the third, in love—that you may be able;

in the fourth, that you might be filled. The third relates to the se

cond, the fourth to the first. In the first and fourth God is men

tioned ; in the second and third, Christ. If we suppose a colon

placed after Av&ptonov, man, and after XpiaroLi, Christ, the matter

will be clear.

17. May dwell—That Christ may dwell for ever. The connective

is wanting. Where the Spirit of God is, there also is Christ. In

love—Of Christ ; ver. 19, note. [But love is the toil in which the

readers are rooted and grounded, and must therefore be the brotherly

love of Christians. Mey.] Rooted and grounded—The root, of a tree

—the foundation, of a house. A Syllepsis [a construction in which

the sense is regarded rather than the syntactical connection] precedes,

which must thus be explained ; that you may have Christ dwelling in

you, being rooted, comp. Col. ii. 2, note ; unless the Nominative ra

ther agrees with you may be able, Paul being earnestly intent on what

follows. So, in the middle of the sentence, \f and how are placed, 1

Cor. xi. 14, 15, xiv. 7, 16 ; and tva itself, that, 1 Cor. xiv. 12 ; 2

Cor. ii. 4 ; but the words preceding these particles render his earnest

supplications very emphatic.

18. May be able—Still further. What is the breadth and length

and depth and height—These dimensions of the spiritual temple refer

to the fulness of Q-od, ver. 19, to which the Church, according to its

ability, should correspond ; comp. ch. iv. 10, 13, concerning Christ.

For the breadth of the fulness and of the love of Christ is signified,

and that too as respects all men and all peoples ; and its length,

through all ages, ver. 21 ; and its depth, which no creature can fa

thom ; and its height, iv. 8, which no enemy can reach. Comp. Ps.

cxvii. As regards this breadth, length, depth, height, all which are

one magnitude, there is nothing broad, long, deep, high in any crea
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ture. By Chiasmus [cross reference] the order is love, breadth ; love,

fulness; the third corresponds to the first, therefore the second to

the fourth. In ver. 19 the love is at length expressly mentioned ; hut

in ver. 18, the fulness of God in itself; but this is itself tinctured

with love. [But these are not dimensions of the spiritual temple, to

which there is no allusion, but of the love of Christ to men. Mey.]

19. And to know—which passes knowledge—This also depends on,

that you may be able. This is a very charming correction, so to speak ;

he had said, to know ; he immediately denies that our knowledge can

be considered adequate ; we know only this, that love is richer than

our knowledge. Christ's love to us always exceeds our knowledge ;

and so in ver. 20 God's power exceeds our knowledge. That—With

out a conjunction ; comp. tva, that, ver. 18. Spiritual knowledge

and fulness are united. Unto—Gr. elz [Eng. Ver., with]. This is

the goal.

20. [Beng. construes incorrectly, To him that can do all things ex

ceedingly, very abundantly above, etc. Render, To him who is able to

do beyond all things, far beyond the things which we ask or think, etc.

Alf] But we may render, bnep ndvra, above all things: comp. ch.

i. 22, where bnep ndvra means, that which is above all ; this is above

all exaltation, that he himself is the Head of the Church, etc. Ex

ceeding abundantly—Construe with to do. That—The genitive is

governed by the comparative, contained in neptaaou, above. Or think

—Thought takes a wider range than prayers. A gradation. Accord

ing to—Paul appeals to experience.

21. In the Church—Ver. 10. Into all—Gr. siz ndaazz. [Eng. Ver.,

throughout all]—ver. 11, ch. ii. 7 : comp. again Ps. cxvii. Into all

generations, which b almv, the age, comprehends, and which termi

nates in the everlasting ages. Generations—Gr. yeveaz [Eng. Ver.,

ages]. A generation is properly a period of human life, while we

proceed from parents to children ; alwvez, ages, are periods of the

Divine economy, passing on, as it were, from one scene to another.

Here both words, for amplification, with a metaphor in yevea, genera

tion, are united, so that a very long time may be implied. For there

are in a/iovec, ages, no longer generations.

51
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CHAPTER IV.

1. The prisoner—Paul's bonds subserved the calling of the Ephe-

sians ; and these should be so affected by them as to delight Paul with

their obedience ; most feelingly said. In the Lord—Gr. iv Kopitp,

Eng. Ver., of the Lord.] Construed with prisoner. Of the vocation

—Ver. 4. This is derived from ch. i. 18 ; rather from ch. i., ii., and

iii. [For the second part of the epistle begins here, comprehending

exhortations, and especially those which flow from the doctrine al

ready discussed. V. (?.] Comp. Col. iii. 15.

2. With—with—To these refer the two following participles, for

bearing, endeavoring, which, being nominative, depend on the preced

ing imperative implied, walk ye. [The man, who is properly affected

with a sense of the Divine calling, will be found to be adorned with

the virtues mentioned here, 1 Pet. iii. 9 ; Phil. i. 27. V. (?.] With

all—Construe also with meekness, Col. iii. 12, 13. Lowliness—From

a sense of grace, Rom. xi. 20. In love—In the bond of peace, ver.

3, corresponds to this. In love, recurs, ver. 15, 16. And here,

love is preached : faith, in ver. 5 ; hope, in ver. 4.

3. To keep—Even where there is no division, admonitions are

needed. The unity—As regards ourselves, for the Holy Spirit in

himself remains one, ver. 4. In the bond— The bond, by which peace

is maintained, is love itself ; Col. iii. 14, 15. [But there love is ex

pressly named. Here the bond of peace is peace itself considered as a

bond. Meg., etc.]

4. One body and one Spirit—In the Apostle's Creed, the article

relating to the Church properly follows that which relates to the Holy

Spirit. And one—Spirit, Lord, God, and Father: the Trinity;

comp. the following verses. In one Jiope—The Spirit is the earnest,

and therefore the hope of the inheritance is joined with the mention

of his name.

5. One faith, one baptism—Into Christ, the Lord. Sometimes

baptism, sometimes faith, is put first ; Mark xvi. 16 ; Col. ii. 12.

6. Of all—This word used thrice, and nuatv, in all, soon after, are

masculine ; for all are made one. Above—High above all with his

grace. Through all—Working throughout all, by Christ. In all—

[Omit uptv, you. Tisch., Alf] Dwelling in all, by the Holy Spirit.

7. But—The contrast is one, in the foregoing verses. Is given—

This is from the psalm in the next verse.

8. He saith—David, nay, rather God himself, Ps. lxviii. 18. Thou

hast ascinded on high, thou hast led captivity captive, thou hast received
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gifts for men. Some also in the Sept. read avaftdz, having ascended.

But in the Septuagint version that reading which too closely agrees

with the New Testament text is generally inferior, because it has

been conformed to it. On high—So the heavens are called in He

brew poetry ; likewise in Is. xxxii. 15. Led captivity captive—A

common repetition ; as 2 Chron. xxviii. 5. Here the forces of hell

are denoted, 2 Pet. ii. 4, opposed to men. Christ, at his ascension,

led them captive; nor, however, does it therefore fare better with the

malefactor, who is to be tried for his life, when he is led from prison

to court. This leading did not interfere with the state of the

damned. If ever there had been for them any hope of escape, it

would have been then ; comp. ch. vi. 12, and Col. ii. 15. Nor does

every ascension, but only the ascension in connection with captivity

taken captive, presuppose and infer a descent into the lower parts of

the earth. He gave gifts—To this may be referred he gave, ver. 11,

and is given, and of the gift, ver. 7. In Hebrew, nnpS is an abbre

viated expression ; to wit, Christ received gifts, which he might im

mediately give. Camp, npS, Gen. xv. 9; 2 Kings ii. 20; where

sudden action is denoted by a concise expression ; so XaiHirmadv vol,

take for thee [Eng. Ver., bring thee], Ex. xxvii. 20; Lev. xxiv. 2.

Unto men—The dative of advantage for dix2- Gifts benefit not only

the recipients but all.

9. Now this fact, namely, that he ascended—Gr. to Se, dviftrj.

[Eng. Ver., now that he, etc.] Paul proves that the language of the

psalm refers to Christ ; and the ascension is inferred from the de

scent ; John iii. 13. All beheld the sojourn of the Son of God upon

earth : they ought, therefore, to have believed his ascension, which

they did not see. There is a similar mode of reasoning at Acts ii. 29,

etc., xiii. 36, 37 ; and especially at Heb. ii. 8, 9. The humble char

acteristics attributed to the Messiah are fulfilled in Jesus ; there

fore the glories attributed to the Messiah should be referred to him.

He descended first—Paul assumes Christfs Deity; for those who are

of the earth, although they did not previously descend, obtain an

ascent. [Omit xpiorov, first. Tisch., Alf] Into the lower parts of

the earth—Not merely to the earth itself, but to the lowest parts of the

earth [so that through all its depths he left nothing unvisited ; comp.

ver. 10. V. (?.] The highest heavens, or all the heavens, are op

posed to the lowest parts of the earth, or to the whole earth. Christ,

by his own power, took possession of all,—first of the earth, then of

heaven. Men are mentioned with the earth ; the -captivity is men

tioned with the lower parts. [The allusion here is simply to the
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descent of Christ upon the earth, in his incarnation. Mey.] Tht

earth—Where men are.

10. He—Gr. auroc [Eng. Ver., the same]. He, not another. Far

above all heavens—A very sublime expression. Christ not only as

cended into heaven, Mark xvi. 19, but through the heavens, Heb. iv.

14, note ; above all heavens ; the heaven of heavens, Dent. x. 14.

Might fill~—By his presence and working with himself. All things—

The lowest and the highest; comp. Jer. xxiii. 24, where also the

Sept. use the word nhjpouv, to fill.

11. Be—By his supreme power. This he is repeated from ver. 10.

Ministers have not given themselves. [The apostle, apparently de

scends very abruptly from the entire universe, just now mentioned,

to these. He doubtless has reference to the body of Christ. Likewise,

eh. i. 22. V. 6?.] Apostles—prophets—evangelists, etc—With the highest

grades, lower ones might be united ; for example, the apostle John

acted as a prophet in the Apocalypse, and as an evangelist in the

Gospel ; but not the contrary. All the apostles had likewise pro

phetic power. Only that eminent degree of prophecy, by which the

Apocalypse was written, was peculiar to John. But prophets and

evangelists were not at the same time apostles. The prophet takes

precedence of the evangelist ; for the prophet testifies infallibly of

the future, the evangelist infallibly of the past : the prophet derives

all from the Spirit ; the evangelist records what has been seen and

heard, and yet he is fitted for an office of the highest importance, by

a gift superior to that of pastors and teachers. Workers of miracles

are not added here ; for their actions have now somewhat less refer

ence to the perfecting, etc. And perhaps already, before the last

days of the apostles, the gift of miracles was more rare ; comp. Heb.

ii. 4. Pastors and teachers—The title pastor (shepherd) is everywhere

else given to the Lord alone. Pastors and teachers are here joined ;

for they chiefly feed by teaehing, as also by admonition, rebuke.

12. To—for—for—Gr. npbz—e/c— [Eng. Ver., renders all for.

The first clause (npbz) denotes the ultimate end ; the other two the

immediate purpose of the giving, ver. 11. He gave them in order to

the perfecting of the saints, to the work of the ministry (and) to the

edifying, etc. Mey., etc.} To this refer, into, [Eng. Ver., in], unto,

unto, in the next verse ; although to [npbz, towards], and into [«c]i

somewhat differ, Rom. xv. 2. The office of the ministry is denoted

in this verse ; in the next, the goal of the saints ; in ver. 14, 15, 16,

the way of growth; and each of these has three parts, expressed in

the same order. There are three triple paragraphs. The first three

parts have a mutual relation ; then the second three ; lastly, the
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third ; and all without a Chiasmus [cross reference]. Perfecting—

This especially tends to unity.

13. Till—Not even the apostles thought that they had reached the

goal, PhiL iii. ; much less the Church. They had always to advance,

not to stand still, much less to fall behind- And now the 'Church

must not look backward for its ideal of excellence, but keep it in

view, as something yet to be attained. Mark this, ye who do not so

much follow antiquity as make it an excuse. We should some—This

tense, following the past tense, is imperfect. This should have al

ready happened when Paul wrote ; for faith belongs to travelers.

All—The saints. Unto—unto—unto—[Eng. Ver. renders the first

«c, in]. The connective is wanting. The natural life grows to wis

dom, strength, and stature. Unity of faith, the mind strengthened,

and the fulness of Christ, correspond to these in the spiritual life.

Unity—This unity is placed in friendly opposition to the variety of

gifts, and to the whole body of the saints ; and the contrary of this

unity is every wind, ver. 14. Of the faith and of the knowledge—

These two both agree and differ; for knowledge means something

i more perfect than faith. Of the Son of God—The highest point in

the knowledge of Christ is, that he is the Son of God. Unto a per

fect man—The concrete for the abstract ; for unity and measure are

abstract nouns. On perfection, comp. Phil. iii. 15. Of the stature

—That Christ may be all and in all : spiritual stature is the fulness

of Christ. [It is disputed whether fjhxia means age or stature here.

Mey. decides for the former ; but it seems rather to be a comprehen

sive word including both ideas; maturity, or the fulness of manly age

and growth. Alf.]

14. No more—Not, as formerly and as yet. Children—Children

are opposed to a man, in the second degree, and to a young man in

the first : a perfect man, who can no longer increase in stature, yet

otherwise becomes more perfect ; a child, who scarcely begins to grow.

Tossed to and fro—Inwardly, up and down, even without wind.

Carried about with every wind—Outwardly, hither and thither, -others

assaulting us. By the sleight—A metaphor taken from the dice-

player, who contrives his throw, so that the numbers he desires may

always turn up. [Alf. renders well, in the sleight of men, in craftiness

furthering the schemes of error. Eng. Ver., cunning craftiness, where

by they lie in wait to deceive]. The schemes—Gr. fie&odtiav ; see ch.

vi. 11, note. Of error—That is, of Satan. The change of the ab

stract expresses the enemy's concealed mode of acting. [This is ar

bitrary, though error is here personified. Mey.]

15. Speaking the truth—In contrast with error. On this same
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word, truth, see ver. 21, 24. In love—By which the body is com

pacted. Here we have the beginning, and in ver. 16- the end. Speak'

ing the truth and in loue are joined. The latter is the more simple.

May grow—Depending on that, in ver. 14. This increase, ver. 16, i»

between childhood and manhood. Into him—Paul, having Jesus in

mind, first says him, and then shows of whom he is speaking. All

things—Each and all, in all things. Who—Referring to Christ. The

Head is put as a distinct clause. Christ—Ploce [repetition of a word

to express an attribute of it], emphatic. For before it had been*

said, into him, though Christ is nevertheless afterwards mentioned at

the end very emphatically, as if he should say, Christ is Christ. To

him all things are to be referred.

16. [Mey., Alf., etc. differ little from Beng. in their view of this verse.

Render, From whom all the body (which is) being closely framed to

gether, and compounded,—by means of every joint of the supply, ac

cording to vital working in the measure of each individual part, carries

on the growth of the body for the building up of itself in love]. Front

—The source of growth. Fitly joined together and compacted—The

concrete for the abstract, that is, the compacting and uniting of the •

body by right shaping and firm conjoining ; joined together refers to

what is according to rule, that all the parts may be rightly fitted in

their proper position and in mutual relation ; compacted denotes at

once firmness and consolidation. By every joint of supply—Gr. dtet

ndarfi dfrjc rrjC inefopzflia£. [Eng. Ver., By that which every joint

supplieth]. In the wrestling ground the dfat are the means by which

the antagonist is seized ; for the opponents threw over each other dust

and sand, so that each might grasp his adversary, though anointed

with oil. Jed, by, construed with xoiuzat, maketh. According to the

effectual working—The power should also be exercised ; comp. tkn

eording to the working, ch. i. 19, iii. 7. But the article is wanting

here, because he is speaking of the particular efficacy of single mem

bers. Of every—Construe with ivepruav iv pirpw, wprking in the

measure. Of the body—The noun for the reciprocal pronoun ; there

fore TiOttizat, maketh, (middle voice) is used, not none (active voice).

In love—Construe with the edifying.

17. This I say therefore—He returns to his starting point, rer. 1.

That ye henceforth walk not—This is a contrast te ver. 1. In the

vanity—The cause of such walking is departure from the knowledge

of the true God, Rom. i. 21 ; 1 Thess. iv. 5 : construe in with they

walk. Vanity is explained in ver. 18 ; walking, in ver. 19.

18. Having the understanding darkened— This verse has four

clauses. The third refers to the first, and in it ouaav, that is, answers
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to ovrec, being (darkened in the understanding) ; the fourth to the

second. For ovrec, being, is connected also in Tit. i. 16, as here,

with the preceding epithet. [This is wrong. Their alienation from

the life of God was through their ignorance, and that the guilty igno

rance, caused by the hardness (blindness) of their heart. Mey.] The

participles, darkened, alienated, assume that the Gentiles, before they

revolted from their father's faith, nay rather before Adam's fall, had

been partakers of light and life ; comp. be renewed, ver. 23. The

life—Of which, ch. ii. 5. Of God—The spiritual life is kindled in

believers from the very life of God. [Through the ignorance—This

of itself is the beginning of their wretched state, Rom. i. 21, 23.

PL Hardness—Gr. xdpmatv [not as Eng. Ver., blindness].

The contrast is life ; life and feeling exist and fail together. Comp.

Mark iii. 5, note. Hardness is distinguished from blindness, where

the latter is expressly noticed ; otherwise it includes it in itself. Of

their heart—Rom. i. 21.

19. Past feelings—A very significant term, in which pain is used

by Synecdoche [use of a part for the whole] for the entire sensibility

of the affections and understanding, whether painful or pleasant. For

pain urges us to seek a cure ; and when the pain is removed, not only

hope, but also the desire and thought of good things are lost, so that

a man becomes senseless, shameless, hopeless. That is hardness, ver.

18. Despairing in the Vulgate and Syriac Version, is noteworthy,

and illustrates its meaning. In this way $ dvaXpjaia, insensibility,

and f) dnoyvtoatz, despair, are conjointly noted by Chrysostom on

Heb. iii. 13. But the very word dnaXritv, Cicero seems to para

phrase, lib. ii. famil. Ep. 16, when he says, that by long-continued

Despair, the mind has become hardened to new Pain. Therefor©

dnaXyuv is more than to despair. Have given themselves over—Volun

tarily. All—,AoiXyua, lasciviousness, the species; dxa&apaia, im

purity, the class. Those who practise these carnal works, seized

with the desy-e of material objects, fall also into greediness [greed,

self-seeking, the desire of having more, which is wider than mere cov-

etousness ; Alf.] ; and gain from unchastity was common among the

Gentiles.

20. But ye have not so learned Christ—Deut. xviii. 14, 15, is sim

ilar, The Lord thy God hath not suffered thee to do so—unto him ye

shall hearken. Christ is one, says Paul (comp. 2 Cor. xi. 4) ; as you

have heard him, so you should represent him. As soon after refers

to not so ; not so is opposed to uncleanness, ver. 19 ; if so be that,

etc., to vanity, ver 17, 18. Christ—He uses the name Jesus, more
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expressly, in the next verse. Jesus most perfectly and gloriously

completed the idea of Christ.

21. 1f so be—The particle does not diminish, but increases the

strength of the admonition. Him—This word, and in [Eng. Ver.,

iy] him, soon after, are introduced here from the next clause: as

you, Gal. iv. 11. To hear Christ, means something more than to

hear of Christ. Ye have heard—Even the first hearing about Christ

removes sins. In him—Gr. iv aurip [Eng. Ver., by him]. That is,

in his name, as to what concerns him. [Better, in him, i. e., as

Christians, in vital union with him. Mey., Alf] Ye have been taught

—You have received the doctrine. Learning follows hearing and be

ing taught. As—That is, so as : comp. xa&ioz, in such a way as, 1

Cor. viii. 2, so, as the truth is really in Jesus. The contrast is ac

cording to, ver. 22. The truth—This is opposed to heathen vanity in

general, ver. 17 ; and is resumed, ver. 24, for fuller discussion. Truth,

namely, the true knowledge of the true God. In Jesus—Believers

in Jesus speak the truth, 1 John ii. 8.

22. That ye put off—This word depends on I say, ver. 17: and

thence the force of the particle. Henceforth—not—Is resumed, as it

were, after a parenthesis, without a conjunction, in the equivalent

verb, put off : for the reverse of those things, mentioned ver. 18, 19,

has been already disposed of in ver. 20, 21 ; and yet this verb put

off, has some relation to the words immediately preceding ver. 21.

[This is wrong ; that ye put off, depends on have been taught, ver.

21. Alf.] Putting on, ver. 24, is directly opposed to putting

off. According to—Gr. xara [Eng. Ver., concerning] the former con

versation—According to your former walk. The contrast is the whole

of ver. 23 : according to shows the force of the verb, related to it,

put off, not merely abstain. The old man—The concrete for the ab

stract, as presently, at ver. 24, the new man : comp. ver. 13, note.

The abstract, for example, is lying, ver. 25. Which was corrupt—

Gr. tov f&etpbpevov. [But Eng. Ver., which is corrupt.] , The imper

fect, as xXsxtiov, who stole, ver. 28. The contrast is, was created,

and that too in the aorist [xrta&evza, not as Eng. Ver., which it cre

ated], in respect of the first creation and intent. According to the

lusts—The contrast is, after God, in righteousness, etc. The lusts—

The contrast is, righteousness and holiness. Of deceit—[Not as Eng.

Ver., deceitful lusts.] Of heathen error. The contrast is, of truth.

23. In the spirit of your mind—1 Cor - xiv. 14. The spirit is the

inmost mind.

24. The new—Gr. tov xatvbv. Tov vlov, the new, is used, Col. iii.

10, of what is innate in believers ; but here dvaveoua&at, renewed,
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has been used by him just before. Conversely in Col. iii. 10, dvaxat-

,mupevov, renewed, is added concerning the aim of believers. Which

was created— Gr. xrtadevra, [not as Eng. Ver., is created]. At the

beginning of Christianity. This new man is created in Christ : comp.

jh. ii. 10. [Render, In righteousness and holiness of truth, (not as

Eng. Ver., true holiness.) Alf. See on ver. 22.]

25. Lying—The mention of lying and truth in conversation [truth,

rer. 21, 24. V. G.], is properly added to the general commendation

of truth. For—Col. iii. 11, note. One of another—Jews and Greeks,

Col. iii. 11. Members—Ver. 4.

26. Be ye angry and sin not—So the Sept. Ps. iv. 5. Anger is

neither commanded, nor entirely forbidden ; but this is commanded,

not to permit sin to enter into anger : it is like poison, which is some

times used as medicine, but must be managed most cautiously. [It is

in infirmity, which, cherished, becomes a sin. Alf.] Often the force

of the mood falls only upon a part of the remark, Jer. x. 24. The

tun—The feeling maintained during the night is deeply seated. Let—

not go down—Deut. xxiv. 15, the sun shall not go down upon it. Up

on your wrath—Not only should wrath cease, but a brother should be

Bet right without delay, and reconciliation take place, especially with

a neighbor whom you will not see again in this life, or whom you have

seen for the first time in the street, at an entertainment, or in the

market-place.

27. Neither—Place is given to the devil by persisting in anger,

especially during the night ; comp. of the darkness, ch. vi. 12. Mrjre,

neither, is used as xai prj, and—not, ver. 30.

28. Who stole—Gr. b xXs^-mv. This is milder than b xXinrrfi, the

thief. The participle is of the imperfect tense, without here exclud

ing the present. But rather—Than if he had not stolen. Whatever

kind of sin a man has committed, he should afterwards practise the

contrary virtue. Let him labor—Often theft and idleness go together.

Good—A contrast to theft, first committed with thievish hand. With

his hands—Which he had abused in theft. That he may have—The

law of restitution should not be too strictly urged against the law of

love. [He who has stolen should also be liberal beyond the restitu

tion of what was purloined. V. (?.]

29. Corrupt—Savoring of oldness, ver. 22 ; without grace, insipid,

Col. iv. 6. Its opposite is good. Let—not proceed—If already on

the tongue, swallow it again. That which—Gr. u Wc, whatsoever, as

often soever : However, equal fluency is not demanded of all. For

edifying—unto the hearers—Such speaking is profitable ; it does not

53
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subvert the hearers, as those words mentioned in 2 Tim. ii. 14. May

minister grace—There is great power in godly conversation.

30. [The connecting idea is, If thou speak a vile word, or one un

worthy of Christian lips, thou grievest not men, but the spirit of God.

Theophylact in Alf] Grieve not—By corrupt conversation. The

Holy Spirit is grieved not in himself, but in us [or in other men,

V. (?.], when his peaceful testimony is disturbed. The Sept. often

use Xunuv, to grieve, for mn and tlxp. Ye are sealed—That you may

know that there is not only some day of deliverance, but also that

that day will be a day of deliverance to you, as the sons of God ;

and therefore rejoice to the day of redemption. This is the last day ;

of which there is a kind of representation in the day of death ; it

assumes all previous days, Rom. ii. 16. On that day it will be of

special import to us, who shall be found to be sealed.

31. Bitterness—Its opposite is in ver. 32, kind to all. Wrath—

Gr. -&upbr. [But Beng. crueltyJ] Its opposite is merciful, to the weak

and wretched. And anger—Its opposite is forgiving, towards those

who injure us. Thus far the climax descends, in reference to things

forbidden. Blasphemy—A heinous species of clamor. Love removes

both. Malice— Wickedness. This is the class, therefore with all is

added. [It denotes that depravity, by which a man shows himself

illnatured and troublesome to his associates. V. G.]

32. [God in Christ—Gr. iv Xpto-tp ; (not as Eng. Ver., for Christ's

sake), in giving whom, to die for us, the act of forgiveness was con

summated, 2 Cor. v. 19. MeyJ] Hath forgiven—He has shown him

self kind, merciful, forgiving.

CHAPTER V.

1. Imitators—Gr. ptprjzai [Eng. Ver., followert]. In forgiving

(comp. ch. iv. 32), and in loving ; for dear follows. Oh how much

more glorious and blessed is it to be an imitator of God, than of Ho

mer, Alexander, Apelles, etc. ! As children—Matt. v. 45.

2. Walk—The fruit of our love, kindled from Christ. ~ [For^ac,

read bpaz, and for tfpmv, bfuov, Tisch. not Alf. Read, loved you—

given himself for you.] For us—The dative, to God, is not con-
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•

strued with the verh, gave himself, but with an offering and sacrifice,

which immediately precede it. For Paul is alluding to Moses, with .

whom such words are common : a burnt offering unto the Lord, for

a savor of sweet smell, it i* a sacrifice unto the Lord, Ex. xxix. 18,

25, 41 ; Lev. xxiii. 13, 18, etc. An offering and a sacrifice—Corop.

Heb. x. 5, etc. For a sweet-smelling savor—By this sweet-smelling

odor we are reconciled to God.

3. Fornication—Impure love. Or covetousness—Ver. 5, ch. iv. 19.

Let it not be once named—Namely, as done ; comp. 1 Cor. v. 1, it is

reported commonly ; or unnecessarily : comp. ver. 4, 12. Becometh

—Its opposite is wliicli are not convenient, ver. 4.

4. Filthiness—In word, or even in gesture, etc. Foolish talking—

Wherein a mere laugh is the object even without wit. Or jesting—

This is more subtle than filthiness or foolish talking; for it depends

on the understanding. The Asiatics were very fond of it : and for

merly jesting prevailed for some ages, even among the learned. Why ?

Aristotle considered jesting a virtue ; and they wore Plautus thread

bare. Olympiodorus observes, that Paul rebuked jesting, in such a

way that there is not even room for pleasantry. Which are not con

venient—An epithet. Supply the predicate, let them be absent. Giv

ing ofthanks—Supply dvyxet, is convenient. The holy and yet joy

ful use of the tongue is opposed to its abuse, ver. 18, 19. The abuse

and the use are incompatible. Ebrpaneiia, jotting, and eu%af>tffTea,

thanksgiving, form an elegant Paronomasia [similarity of sound or

form] : the former disturbs (and indeed the refined jest and humor

sometimes offend the tender feelings of grace), the latter exhilarates

the mind.

5. JffnoM'ye—[For ears, read tare, Tisch., Alf. Render, For this ye

know, being aware that, etc., not the imperative, as Seng. Mey., etc.]

The imperative, Gal. v. 21. Who is an idolater—Col. iii. 5. Ava

rice is the chief act of revolt from the Creator to the creature, Matt,

vi. 24 ; Phil. iii. 19 ; 1 John ii. 15 : and it too in the highest sense

violates the commandment concerning the love of our neighbor, which

resembles that respecting the love of God. It is then idolatry, and

therefore the greatest sin, 1 Sam. xv. 23. Of Christ and God—[Not

and of God, as Eng. Ver., which would require the article again.

Alf.~\ The article only once expressed indicates the most perfect

unity, 1 Tim. v. 21, vi. 13 ; 2 Thess. i. 12. Comp. Mark. xiv. 33.

Elsewhere it is double for emphasis, Col. ii. 2.

6. With vain words—By which God's anger is despised, and by

which men strive to evade their duty, to ignore good, and to extenu

ate and varnish over evil [in which moreover all things everywhere
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abound. V. (?.] This is the class ; there are three species at ver.

4. So the Sept. let them not regard vain words, Exod. v. 9. Became

of these things—Fornication, etc. The wrath of God—The contrast

to the reconciliation, ver. 2 ; ch. iv. 32. On the children of disobe

dience—In heathenism. .

7. Be not—Lest God's anger come upon you. Two parts ; be not,

and be not, ver. 7, and 11. Fellowship both with wicked men, ver.

7, and wicked works, ver. 11, must be avoided.

8. Darkness—light—The abstract for the concrete, very emphatic ;

for, children of light, follows.

9. [For xvev{xaroz, the spirit, read ftur6c, light Tisch., Alf.] The

fruit of light—The contrast is, the unfruitful works of darkness, ver.

11. In—Is in, consists in, etc. In goodness, and righteousness, and

truth—These are opposed to the vices just described, from ch. iv. 25.

10. Proving—Construe with walk, ver. 8.

11. But rather—It is not enough to abstain. Reprove—By words

and deeds worthy of the light. [But the meaning is, by words.

Mey., etc.]

12. For—The reason for speaking indefinitely, ver. 11, of the

works of darkness, whereas he described definitely the fruit of light,

ver. 9. At the same time the kindness, the justice, the wholesome-

ness of reproof, appear from this. In secret—Avoiding the light,

most frequently. Of them—Who are in darkness. It is a shame—

Writing familiarly to the Corinthians, he names them ; also to the

Romans, because it was necessary ; here he deals more severely.

Even—Even to speak of, much less to do them. To speak of—They

may be judged by their contraries, goodness, righteousness, truth.

13. But—Although those things cannot be mentioned or named.

Reproved—By you, ver. 11. Are made manifest by the light—<Pooc,

light, favepoz, manifest, are kindred words. Are made manifest—

That their vileness may be known, whether those who have done

them scorn reproof, or repent. Whatsoever—The abstract for the

concrete; for the subject here is the man himself; comp. the next

verse, wherefore. For—For makes an emphatic addition in a grada

tion. Doth make manifest—An Antanaclasis [a word in a twofold

sense], for favepomat, are made manifest, is passive ; fat.epoupevou

is middle, what does not avoid manifestation; comp. afterwards

Iyupat, awake, and dvdara, arise. [An error. The word is passive,

as always. Render, for every thing which is made manifest is light,

i. c., has thereby ceased to have the nature of darkness, and has put

on that of light. Mey., Alf.] Light—A Metonymy, [change] as ver.

8. Is—Becomes, and afterwards is light.
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14. Wherefore he saith—The chief part of this exhortation is in

Is. lx. 1, Shine, shine, Jerusalem, for thy light is come, so Is. lii.

1, 2, Awake! arise! But the apostle speaks more expressly ac

cording to New Testament light, and the state of him who requires

awakening. At the same time he seems to have had in mind the par

ticular phraseology commonly used at the feast of trumpets : Arise,

arise from your sleep ; awake from your sleep, ye who deal in vain

things, for very heavy sleep is sent to you! And perhaps he wrote

this epistle at that time of the year : comp. 1 Cor. v. 7, note. Awake

—arise—Ammonius, to rise up, for work ; to be awakened out of sleep.

From the dead—Ch. ii. 1. Shall give thee light— Will shine on thee,

as the sun, Is. lx. 2. The primitive word, imfauaxu, I shine, is in

the Sept.

15. [Literally, take heed, therefore, how ye walk strictly, i. e., in

what way ye undertake to make your walk thus strict and exact. A

double exhortation. Mey., Alf.] See—This is repeated, ver. 17.

How—Gr. TrtSc [not as Eng. Ver., that]. True solicitude regards

even the manner. As corresponds to it. Circumspectly—[Accurately.

V. (?.] Comp. Acts xxvi. 5. Not as fools—Who walk irregularly.

16. [Alf. well renders, buying up for yourselves (the) opportunity

(of good, whenever occurring), because the days (in which we live) art

evil. Beng. and Eng. Ver. are wrong]. Redeeming the time—So tht

Sept., Dan. ii. 8, ye would gain the time. The days, says Paul, are

evil, and in the power of wicked men, not in yours. Wherefore,

since you see that you are hard pressed, endeavor until the hostile

intervals of this period pass away, to spend your time, if not profit

ably, at least without loss, which is done by keeping quiet, or at

least by acting moderately. This is the force of the verb om in a

passage of Amos, presently to be quoted. Wisdom and circumspec

tion are commanded, not sloth. There is however one mode of work

ing in summer, another in winter, even with greater labor [in the for

mer]. Those who in evil days seek meanwhile no fruit of time, but

time itself (like the Magi, Dan. ii., or like a besieged city awaiting

aid), these act wisely, and in the end will the better use the time,

which they have thus redeemed. Sir. x. 31, Boast not in the time

of thy distress. A similar expression occurs in Polycarp's Ep. to the

church at Smyrna, where the martyrs are said, " to have gained ex

emption from everlasting punishment by one hour's suflTerings."

The opposite is, to waste time. Days—Ch. vi. 13. Evil—Amos v.

13, he who has understanding at that time will be silent, because it it

an evil time.

17. Understanding—Amos, as cited, has auvtiov, having under
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standing : hence we may conclude that Paul referred to that passage.

What the will of the Lord is—Not only generally, but specifically.

18. Be not drunk with wine—So the Sept. plainly, Prov. xxiii.

3L Appropriately to the exhortation against impurity, he adds

that against drunkenness. Wherein—W^ne, so far as it is immode

rately drunk. Excess—"Aouzoz, riotous, is used for o\awaroz, extra

vagant : hence daiorta, excess, denotes every luxury inconsistent with

frugality. See its opposite, ver. 19, on the effect of spiritual fulness.

But—So generally the Sept. in Prov. quoted above : but associate

with righteous men.

19. Speaking to yourselves—The contrast is, to the Lord; comp.

Col. iii. 16, note. The Spirit makes believers eloquent. In psalms

—Of the Bible, of David, new, unpremeditated, with an instrument.

In hymns—To be used expressly in praise of God. Songs—Which

are or may be sung on any sacred subject. Spiritual—Not worldly,

as those of drunkards. To the Lord—Christ, who searches the

hearts.

20. Giving thanks—Paul often urges this duty, and diligently

practises it : it is performed by the mind, by the tongue, and by

working. Col. iii. 17. For all things—The neuter, including the

masculine force ; comp. 1 Thess. v. 18. Of Jesus—By whom all

things become ours.

21. To one another—Now as to our duty to others ; the founda

tion of which is the fear of Christ, which derives its motives from the

Christian faith; 1 Pet. ii. 13. A rare phrase; comp. 2 Cor. v. 11;

1 Cor. x. 22. [For deou, God, read Xptarou, Christ. Tisch., Alf,

etc. So Beng.]

22. [The word, (n:ozdaaeade, submit yourselves, is no part of the

true text, Tisch., etc., but is to be supplied from 6noraaabpevot, sub

mitting yourselves, ver. 20. Alf] Wives—Inferiors are put first,

then superiors, ver. 25 ; ch. vi. 1, 4, 5, 9 ; 1 Pet. iii. 1, 7, because

the proposition treats of subjection; and inferiors should do their

duty, of whatever kind their superiors are. Many, even of inferiors,

become superiors ; and he who serves well, directs well. Moreover,

all these are addressed in the second person ; therefore it is the duty

of all to hear and read the Scripture: comp. 1 John ii. 13. To your

own—Wives should obey their own husbands, even though elsewhere

they should seem to have superior prudence: supply submitting your

selves from ver. 21. It is said of children and servants, obey, ch. vi.

1, 5. There is a greater equality in the case of wives ; comp., how

ever, Rom. xiii. 1. As—The subjection rendered by the wife to the

husband, is at the same time rendered to the Lord Christ himself. It
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is not compared with the obedience which the Church renders to

Christ, but with that which the wife herself should render to Christ.

Obedience is rendered to the husband, under Christ's eye ; therefore

also to Christ himself.

23. [Omit xai, and, before auroc, he. Tisch., etc. Render, as also

Christ is head of the Church* himself Saviour of the body. Alf.] And

he—But the husband is not the saviour of the wife ; in that Christ

excels. Hence but [Eng. Ver., therefore] follows.

24. But as—[Eng. Yer-i therefore as]. The contrast is, husbands,

wives. Is subject—Supply here also, in every thing. Let wives—Be

subject. [Omit idioiz, own. Tisch., Alf]

25. Gave himself—From love. [For her—Gr. avrjj, feminine. Alf]

26. Might sanctify—Often holiness and glory are synonymous;

wherefore here also follows, he might present it—glorious. Cleanse—

Cleansing precedes the bestowal of glory and the marriage. That—

The construction is, he gave himself—cleansing (i. e., and cleansed) ;

that depends upon both being put twice in the text. Sanctificatibn is

derived from the death or blood of Christ ; comp. Heb. xiii. 12 ;

cleansing or purification, from baptism and the word. Holiness is

inward glory : glory is holiness shining forth. Why did Christ love

the Church and give himself for it?—to sanctify it. Why did he

cleanse it ?—to present it to himself. The former is the new right

acquired by Christ over the Church ; the latter shows how he adorned

his bride, as befitted such a bride of such a husband. And the men

tion of washing and that of the word are presently urged conjointly,

though the word refers to cleansing. The cleansing power is in the

word, and it is manifested through washing. Water and the bath are

the means ; but the word is the nobler instrumental cause. With

the washing of water by the word—A remarkable testimony for bap

tism, Tit. iii. 5. By the word—Baptism has a purifying power

through the word, John xv. 3 ; construe by with cleansing, iox, pr^ia,

word.

27. [For avrrjv, it, read abroz, himself. Tisch., Alf]; render, that

he might himselfpresent to himself a, etc.] That he might present—

This holds good, in its own way, of the present life ; comp. ch. iv.

13. [Rather, it alludes to his coming ; and is the final aim of the

giving, ver. 25, and cleansing, ver. 26. Mey.] To himself—As to a

Husband betrothed. A glorious Church—We should estimate sanc-

tification by the love of Christ : what bride despises the ornament

offered by her husband ? The (church)—Gr. rfv [not rendered in

Eng. Ver.], that Church which answers to his own eternal idea. Spot
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—From any wicked disposition. Wrinkle—From old age. Without

blemish—Cant. iv. 7.

28. Himself—Ver. 29, 31, at the end.

29. No man—Unless indeed he revolts from nature and himself.

His own fle»h—Ver. 31, end. Nourisheth—Nourishes it, within.

Cherisheth it—Without. The same word occurs in Dent. xxii. 6 ;

Job xxxix. 14 ; 1 Kings i. 2, 4. This refers to clothing, as nour

ishes to food. The Church—Supply nourishes and cherishes. [For

AOO/OC, the Lord, read Xpurcbz, Christ. Tisch., Alf.~\

30. For—The reason why the Lord nourishes and cherishes the

Church, is the very close relationship, here expressed in the words of

Moses regarding Eve, adapted to this subject. The Church is

propagated from Christ, as Eve was from Adam ; and this propa

gation is the foundation of the spiritual marriage : for this cause, ver.

31. Of his body—The body here does not mean the Church, which

is contained in the subject, tee are, but the body of Christ himself.

0/-«-Gen. ii. 23, 24, in the Sept. Adam said, This is now bone of my

bones, and flesh of my flesh. She shall be called woman, because she

was taken out of her husband (man.) For this cause shall a man leave his

father and mother and shall be joined unto his wife, and they two shall be

oneflesh. Hisjksh—Moses mentions bones first, Paul flesh ; because the

bones chiefly support the natural structure, of which Moses is speak

ing ; but in the new creation, Christ's flesh is more considered. More

over, Moses speaks more fully ; Paul omits what does not legitimately

belong to the subject. Not our bones and flesh, but we are spiritu

ally propagated from Christ's humanity, which has flesh and bones.

31. Shall leave—Ver. 30 presupposes a clause from Moses, re

specting natural marriage, it expresses the conclusion, respecting the

spiritual marriage ; now, on the contrary, ver. 31 here expresses the

understood clause, and allows the conclusion to be supplied : comp.

ver. 32, in the middle. Christ also, so to speak, left the Father, and

was joined to the Church. [Omit'aurou, his (with xarepa, father).

Tisch., Alf.] Shall be joined—By matrimonial unity. One flesh—

Not only as before, in respect of origin, but in respect of the new

union.

32. Great—Paul felt more than those to whom he wrote compre

hended. It is not a marriage among men that is called a mystery,

ver. 33, but the union itself of Christ and the Church. [There are

in all three kinds of duties which the Law prescribes to the husband,

Exod. xxi. 10. The apostle had mentioned the two former in a

spiritual sense, ver. 29; now the order would lead him to the third,

which is summed up in that expression of Hosea, ii. 20, Thou shalt
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know the Lord. But the apostle suddenly breaks off. Minds of the

rarest character and capacity are required. V. G.~]

33. Nevertheless—Paul, as it were, forgetting his subject through

the nobleness of the digression, now returns to it. That—Supply /

trill, or / wish, or something similar ; comp. 1 Cor. iv. 2, note, vii.

29 ; 2 Cor. viii. 13. The particle gives force ; the Ellipsis courte

ously tempers that force.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Obey—This expresses even more than be subject, comp. ver. 5.

To obey is the part of one less experienced ; to be subject of an in

ferior. Right—Even by nature.

2. Honor—Children's duty is more expressly prescribed than pa

rents' ; for love rather descends than ascends ; and from children

men become parents. Commandment—Deut. v. 16, Honor thy father

and thy mother, a* the Lord thy Q-od COMMANDED thee, that it may be

well, etc. Thefirst with promise—The commandment respecting strange

gods [Beng. joins our first and second commandments] is indeed

attended by a promise, but likewise by a threat, and both these ap

plying to all the commandments. The commandment respecting the

profanation of God's name has a threat. For our duties to God are

especially due, and necessary ; therefore they are thus guarded : our

duties towards men are due in a less degree to men, and so far are

not so necessary ; they have therefore a promise. The commandment

about honoring parents, of which Paul is speaking, has a peculiar

promise above all, if we look at the whole Decalogue : if we look

only at the second table, it also alone has a promise ; moreover, it is

the first with a promise, even in respect to all the commandments,

following the Decalogue. And very properly ; for, assuming the

pious affection of parents in training their children in God's precepts,

the honor, which is shown to parents chiefly by obedience, includes

obedience to all the commandments in early life. This apostolic ob

servation proves that the observance of the law in the New Testa

ment is not abolished.

3. Well with thee—Let the young attend. And thou maymt be
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(long-lived)—[Eng. Ver., live long."] The Sept. in both passages, in

Exodus, and Deuteronomy, where the Decalogue is recounted, have

it, that < li'-it mayett become long-lived, hut Deut. xxii. 7, that it may

be well with thee, and thou mayest have many days. He, who lives

well long, long experiences God's favor, even in his children honoring

him, and he has a long sowing of an eternal harvest. Long-lived—

The more tender age of childhood, according to its capacity, is al

lured by the promise of long life ; the exemption from calamity is

more expressly added for the mature. But long life is promised,

not only to individuals who honor their parents, but to their whole

stock. On the earth—Moses, writing to Israel, says, in the good land,

whitth the Lord thy God giveth thee. Now, the godly live equally

well in every land, as Israel did in that which God gave them.

4. And ye fathers—And is also prefixed at ver. 9, and ye masters.

It is not put before husbands, ch. v. 25. Parents and masters more

readily abuse their power than husbands. He spoke of parents, ver.

1; he now especially addresses fathers, for they are more readily car

ried away by passion. The same difference in the words, and the

same admonition occur, Col. iii. 20, 21. [But the word include*

mothers, who are not expressly mentioned, because considered as sub

ject to their husbands in bringing up the children. Mey., Alf.~\ Pro

voke, not—Lest love be extinguished. Hut bring them up in the nur

ture—Kindly. In the nurture and admonition—The one of these

counteracts ignorance; the other, forgetfulness and levity. Both in

clude the word, and all other training. So among the lawyers,

vouderr^ia, admonition, is mentioned, even such as is given by

stripes. Job v. 17, 1010, admonition ; 1 Sam. iii. 13, Eli did not

admonish his sons.

5. Servants—Here comprehensively said of slaves and freedmen,

as the class next to slaves, ver. 8, end. [But the exhortation is ad

dressed to slaves, and doiuXoi should be so rendered. Alf., etc.] Your

masters according to the flesh—It was not proper after mentioning the

true Master, ver. 4, that such persons should also immediately be ab

solutely called masters ; therefore the rather, he adds, according to

the flesh. Withfear and trembling—Just as if threatenings, so far

as concerns believing masters, were not removed, ver. 9. He refers

to the condition of ancient slaves. In singleness of heart—So the

Sept. for the Heb. aa1? ner, 1 Chron. xxix. 17. This is explained in

the following verses, where eye-service is especially opposed to single

ness : comp. Col. iii. 22. Slavery is subordinated to Christianity,

and not to be identified with it.

6. As men-pleasers—The contrast immediately follows, as the
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%ervants of Christ, doing, etc. Whom does he call the servants of

-Christ ? Ans. Those who do the will of God. Such persons are an

xious to please God. We have the sairfte contrast, Col. iii. 22, ex

pressed thus, fearing God', for doing the will of God, in Ephesians, and

fearing God, in Colossians, are parallel. [Connect with the next verse,

from your soul with good will, etc. Alf So Beng., etc.] From tlte sow}

—So heartily, Gr. ix ^Vfii Col- 23. So 1 Maec. viii. 25, 27,

napdia xlyau, with all the heart, and ix 4'uXr/z, from the soul, are

parallel.

6, 7. From the -soul with good will^—Raphel well remarks, from the

-economics of Xenophon, that good-will was considered the chief vir

tue of a slave, by which he promoted his master's interests ; and he

possesses this virtue who does net give eye-service, but serves from the

soul. Xenophon says of the slave that is a steward, " Be must have

good-will, if he is to fill thy place adequately." Not even the mas

ter's severity extinguishes the good-will in the slave, as in pet dogs.

To the Lord—The dominion of Christ should move and govern all,

.even in outward service. The Lord looks at the heart.

8. Good—In Christ. £ The same—Literally, this, emphatic ; this,

in fuH, tJiis exactly. Aif]

9. The same—Do in turn that which is the part of good-will. Love

regulates the duties of servants and masters, as the same light attem

pers various colors. Equality of nature and faith is superior to dif

ference of rank. Forbearing threatening—Severity was generally

abandoned by the masters on becoming believers*, now they are even

to forbear threatenings, and not display their power to their slaves te

terrify them, Dj.it, Sept., (b:uty, threatening. [For xai bpiov auriou,

your—also, read xai avriov xai ^pmv. Tisch., Alf. So Beng. Render,

that both of them and of yourselves the master is, etc. Alf] Of them

and of yourselves—We have a similar expression in Rom. xvi. 13.

In heaven—Who is Almighty. As the Lord hath treated you, so

treat your servants; or, as you treat your servants, so he will treat

yen.

10. Finally—The particle or form of concluding, and of rousing

the attention to an important subject ; 2 Cor. xiii. 11. f_Omit AdeX-

foi pott, my brethren. Tiseh., Alf] Brethren—He addresses them

thus in this passage of the epistle alone. Nowhere do soldiers call

each other brethren more than in battle. Be strengthened—[So Alf

Mey., etc., not as Eng. Ver., middle voice, be strong]. Those only,

who are strong in themselves, are fit to put on the whole armor. In

the powet of his might—This is said of Christ, as i. 19, of the

Father.
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11. The whole armor—Ver. 13. To stand—A word taken from

the arena and the camp ; comp. note on Matt. xii. 25. The power

of the Lord is ours. The triles—Which he frames both by force and

by craft, Mi&odoz, a way opposite to the direct way, a circuitous

road, u»ed by those who lie in wait, 2 Mace. xiii. 18 ; whence ps&o-

Seuuv, to slander, 2 Sam. xix. 28, Sept., Esther, of Haman : with

manifold deceits of wiles. Chrysostom has used Mt&ode'ta in a good

sense. " We should be thankful to God, who through much discipline

cures and saves our souls/'—dta noXXiov ps^oduiov, through prosper

ity and adversity. The devil—The chief of the enemies, designated

at ver. 12. [The same who is called, ver. 16, the wicked one. V. G.]

12. Tlie wrestling is not—[Eng. Ver., we wrestle not]. The evil

spirits lurk behind men who are hostile to us. Against blood and

flesh—Comp. Matt. xvi. 17, note, iboi di, blood and flesh; weak

men, even at Rome, where they kept Paul a prisoner. But—After

ft very distinct mention of good angels, ch. i. 21, iii. 10, he thus ap

propriately speaks also of bad spirits, especially to the Ephesians ;

eomp. Acts xix. 19. The more plainly any book of Scripture treats

of the dispensation and glory of Christ, the more clearly, on the

other hand, does it present the opposite kingdom of darkness.

Against—Against occurs four times. In three of the clauses the

power of our enemies is indicated ; in the fourth, their nature and

disposition. [Omit too atiovoz, world. Tisch. Alf. Render, against

the world-rulers of this darkness. Alf] World-rulers—Gr. xoapo-

tpdropez [Eng. Ver., simply, rulers~]. The holders of the world, in

Tertullian's words. It is well that they are not holders of all things :

yet the power not only of the devil himself, hut also of his subjects,

is great. There seem to be other kinds of evil spirits, that remain

more at home in the citadel of the kingdom of darkness : principali

ties, powers. This third class on the contrary go abroad and seize

the provinces of the world, as it were : holders of the world. Of the

darkness—Herein they are distinguished from angels of light. This

is mostly spiritual darkness, ch. v. 8, 11 ; Luke xxii. 53, synonymous

with wickedness mentioned soon after; yet even natural darkness is

more congenial to them than light. The contest is more difficult in

darkness. Of this world— The word xoapoxpdropaz, rulers of

the world, directly governs the two genitives axorouz, darkness, and

aiiovoz, world, according to either part of the compound word. Koa-

fitoz, world, and aitihi, age [Eng. Ver., world], refer to each other, as

time and place. The term, rulers of the world, is the ground on

which this wickedness is practised. There are princes of the dark

ness of the World now. The connection between xbopoz, world, and
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uttuv, age, is not grammatical, but logical: xovpoz, world, in its ex

tent ; aiiov, world, age, the present world, in its character, course,

and feeling. I cannot say xoofioz rou aitbvoz, the world of the age,

as, on the contrary, I can say, ato)v tou xbopou, the age of tfte world.

The spiritual things of wickedness—£Eng. Ver., spiritual wickedness.]

The contrast is, blood and flesh. These spiritual things are opposed

to the spiritual tilings of grace, 1 Cor. xii. 1, and are contrary to the

gifts of faith, hope, love, either as an opposing force, or as a false

imitation of them. Moreover, as in the same epistle, ch. xiv. 12,

spirits are used for spiritual things, so here spiritual things are very

aptly used for spirits. For these spirits attack so quickly and dex

terously, that the soul is scarcely aware of the presence of these for

eign existences, but believes that somethingin itself produces the spiritual

temptation ; and even xveupartxov, spiritual, in the singular, may be

taken as a kind of military force, as rb ixmxav, horseman, is applied

in Rev. ix. 16, and ro arparuortxbv is elsewhere used of an army ; so

that here zd nveupartxa, spiritual things, viz., zdrpara, bands, may

be used as in Zosimus, 1. 3, za xs^txa zdrpara, £evtxbv, the bands of

infantry, a foreign force. In places above tiie heavens—Even enemies,

but as captives (ch. iv. 8, note), may be in a royal palace, and

adorn it. [The rendering is, in the heavenly place* (regions) ; but not

heaven as the residence of God and angels, but in the popular sense of

the upper regions, above the earth. Meg.]

13. Take unto you—Ver. 16, Deut. i. 41, Sept. dvaXaftovzez,

girded on. The whole armor—A lofty expression. Paul (says Vict.

Strigelius, in summing up this chapter) give* to the Cliristian soldier

the means of protection, defence, and attack. The protections are

thre-e, the breastplate, the girdle, and the shoes ; the defences are two,

the shield and the helmet ; the weapons, are also two, the sword and

the spear. He referred, I think, to the order of putting them on, and

thought that Paul proceeds from those accoutrements which adorn the

man even off the battle-field (as the breastplate of any material), to

those which are peculiar to the soldier ; and indeed the phrase above

all is between protections and defences. He adds the spear, prayer.

Although Paul rather introduces prayer with a view to our rightlv

using the whole armor. In the evil day—Ps. xli. 1, Sept. In thi

time of trouble—The war is perpetual. The battle rages less on one

day, more ou another : the evil day, either when death assails us, or

during life, beyig longer or shorter, often varying in itself. £When the

wicked one assails you, ver. 16, and malignant forces infest you, ver.

12. V. (?.] Then you must stand, and not for the first time pre

pare. Having done all—Having rightly prepared all things for the
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tattle. So xarepyd^ea&at, wrought, 2 Cor. v. 5; Ex. xv. 17, xxxv.

33, xxxviii. 24 ; Deut. xxviii. 39. [But the force is here, having ac~

tomplished all things (necessary to the combat). Alf.] The repetition

is appropriate, to stand, stand ye. [To stand—For the sake of fighting,

Ter. 14. V. £.}

14. Girt about—That you may be unincumbered. Cemp. Luke xii.

35 ; Ex. xii. 11 ; Is. v. 27. Your loins—with truth—According to

the Messiah's example, Is. xi. 5. [Truth—Not truth as known or

believed, but as innermost character of the man ; truthfulness. Mey.r

Alf] Having on the breastplate of righteousness—and the helmet of

salvation—Is. lix. 17, And he put on righteousness as a breastplate, and

placed the helmet of salvation on his head. The seat af conscience

is in the breast, which is defended by righteousness. Of righteous

ness—Is. xi. already quoted. For often truth and righteousness ar«

joined, ch. v. 9. The enemy is to be vanquished by all things con-

trary to himself.

15. Feet—Thefeet are often mentioned along with the gospel and

with peace, Rom. x. 15, iii. 15, etc. ; Luke i. 79. [Render, with the

readiness of (i. e., arising from) the Gospel, etc. Alf. Beng. is

wrong.} ' Ezoipaaia, [rendered preparation in Eng. Ver.], often cor

responds to the Hebrew jUa, as Ezra ii. 68, iii. 3; Ps. x. 17, lxxxix.

" 15. The feet of the Christian soldier are strengthened by the Gospel,

lest he should be moved from his place or yield. [1 Pet. v. 9.

V. (?.}

16. Over all—Whatever you have put on. [Eng. Ver. has above

all. Both this and Beng. are wrong. The meaning is besides all.

Meg., Alf.\ Fiery—To quench harmonizes with this.

17. Him that saves—That is, of Christ. Acts xxviii. 28, note.

The mention of the Spirit elegantly follows ; and therefore, by com

paring ver. 13, we have mention of the holy Trinity. [But Eng.

Ver., ef salvation, is right. So Mey., Atf.~\ The head is exalted and

defended by salvation, 1 Thess. v. 8 ; Ps. iii. 3, 4. Receive—Gr.

iezaaOe, [Eng. Ver., take.~] What is offered by the Lord. Th*

word of God—Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10.

18. With—As often as you pray, pray in the Spirit, since he is at

no time shut out.

19. [Bender, that there may be given me speech in the opening of

my, mouth with boldness to make known, etc. Alf.] May be given—

Paul did not depend on his acquired power. With boldness to make

known—Therefore boldness of speech i» required, because it is a

mystery.

20. I am art ambassador in bonds—A paradox. The world has its
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ambassadors surrounded with splendor, "ha, that, which immedi

ately follows, depends on this. [It depends rather on praying, etc.,

ver. 18 ; and is parallel with that utterance, etc., ver. 19. Mey., Alf.]

Therein—In the mystery. As—Construed with to make known.

21. Ye also—As well as others. All things—A salutary narra

tive. Faithful—Who will declare to you the truth.

22. To you—Afar off. [Render, for this very (not the same, as

Eng. Ver.,) purpose. Alfi] Might comfort—Lest ye should take

offence at my bonds.

23. Peace—Peace with God and God's love to us. A recapitu

lation is contained in this word peace, comp. Jude ver. 2. [To the

brethren—In this conclusion he does not say to you, as in ver. 21. It

was, it seems, an encyclical epistle. V. <?.] With faith—This is

taken for granted, as the gift of God.

24. With all—Jews or Gentiles, in all Asia, etc. [That love—See

how important is that love, 1 Cor; xvi. 22. V. G.] Sincerity—Con

strued with grace, comp. iii. 13. Not to faint, which is a proof of

sincerity. Add 2 Tim. i. 10. Its opposite is, iv. 22. 'Af&apaia,

sincerity or incorruption, implies health without blemish, and its con

tinuance flowing from it. This accords with the whole sum of the

epistle ; and thence dip&apaia, incorruption, redounds to the love of

believers towards Jesus Christ. [The word dprjv, amen, and the sub

scription, written, etc., should be omitted. Tisch., Alfi



ANNOTATIONS

ON THE

EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS.

CHAPTER I.

1. Servants—Paul writes more familiarly to the Philippians than

to those to whom he calls himself an apostle. Under this general

statement, he very courteously joins with himself Timothy, who was

called through him to he a disciple, and who, having recently joined

Paul, had come to Philippi, Acts xvi. 3, 12. [Transpose 'lyaou Xpta-

roo, Jesus Christ, Tisch., Alf.'] With—The Church is superior to

the bishops ; and the apostolic writing is sent more directly to the

Church than to the officers ; Heb. xiii. 24 ; Eph. iii. 4 ; Col. iii. 18,

etc., iv. 17; Rev. i. 4, 11; 1 Thess. v. 12. With the bishops and

deacons—At that time the former properly managed the internal, the

latter the external affairs, 1 Tim. iii. 2, 8; neither, however, were ex

cluded from the others' province. Sometimes Paul, in the inscrip

tions, calls them churches ; sometimes he uses a circumlocution, which

either signifies something greater, as we remarked at 1 Cor. i. 2, or

is used because, as in the case of the Romans, they had not yet been

fully reduced to the form of a church. Only this epistle to the Philip

pians is so inscribed as to connect the mention of the bishops and

deacons with the emphatic paraphrase.

2. I thank—We give here a synopsis of the epistle. We have

in it—

I. THE INSCRIPTION, i. 1, 2.

(424)
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II. Thanksgiving and Prayers for the flourishing

SPIRITUAL STATE OF THE PHILIPPIANS, ver. 3, 4,

9, 10. f

III. Paul mentions his present state, and good hope

for the future, ver. 12, 13, 18, 19.

Whence he exhorts the Philippians :—

1. Since he is to continue to live, that they should walk wor

thily of the Gospel, 25—ii. 16.

2. Although he should he put to death, that they should re

joice with him, 17, 18 ; and promises that he will very

soon give them all information by Timothy, ver. 19, 20 ;

and meanwhile sends Epaphroditus, 25, 26.

IV. He Exhorts them to rejoice, iii. 1, admonishing them

to avoid false teachers of righteousness, and to follow the

true, ver. 2, 3 ; and commending harmony, iv. 1-3.

Likewise he exhorts them to joy, with gentleness and

calmness of mind, ver. 4—7, and to do all things that are

excellent, 8, 9.

V. He accepts warmly the liberality of the PHILIP

PIANS, 10-20.

VI. The Conclusion, 21-23.

3. Upon—The mention, the remembrance is the occasion of

thanksgiving. My whole—[Not every, as Eng. Ver. Alf.] Paul's

heart was large : comp. the next verse, where nuz, all or every, occurs

thrice.

4. For—Construe with making request. With joy—The sum of

the epistle is, / rejoice, rejoice ye. This epistle on joy aptly follows

that to the Ephesians, where love reigns ; for joy is constantly men

tioned, ver. 18, etc. ; likewise ch. ii. 2, 19, 28, iii. 1, iv. 1, 4. The

fruit of the Spirit is love, joy. Joy particularly animates prayers.

Request—Just mentioned.

5. For—Construe with I thank. Fellowship—Which has come to

you from above, and is practised by you in holy liberality, ch. iv. 10,

15, 16; comp. 2 Cor. ix. 13. [As regards the Gospel—Not in, as

Eng. Ver. Alf] From—Construe with I thank. Day—When ye

became partakers of the Gospel.

6. Being confident—This confidence is the impulse of thanksgiving.

Which hath begun in you—'Ev, in, twice emphatically. A good work

-—God's one great and perpetual work for our salvation, ch. ii. 13,

Will perfect—Gr. imrsXiau, Eng. Ver., will perform']. The begin

54
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mng is the pledge of the consummation. Not even a man begins

anything at random. Until—Believers set before their minds, as the

goal, the day of Christ, rather ,than their own death. [Transpose

XptOTou '/yffou, Chritt Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] The day—Ver. 10.

7. Even at—He explains why he speaks BO kindly of the Philip-

]>i;ms, Meet—I find just and weighty reasons in my own case, from

the relationship of faith. I am both justly bound by them, and de

mand them. [The sense is, because I have you in my heart both in

my bonds and in the defence and confirmation of the Gospel,—all ye,

namely, as being partakers of my grace (Eng. Ver. punctuates

wrongly). Mey., Alf., etc.] Because—This is the connection : I

have you in my heart as partakers of grace (2 Cor. vii. 3), and long

for you, and this not from natural affection, but from devotion to Je

sus Christ ; hence I clearly perceive, that rather the Lord himself

has the same affection for you, and he will carry on the work from be

ginning to end. In my bonds—in defence—A Hendiadys [My bonds

in defence of the Gospel]. Bonds do not restrain my love. In de

fence—The Romans brought charges against the Gospel. Confirma

tion—This is something more than a defence. Of the Gospel—By

which grace is announced. You are—partakers—He said above, you ;

therefore here is the accusative for the genitive, as Acts vii. 21, note.

8. [Read XpeoTou 'lyaou, Clirist Jesus. Tisch., Alf.~\ In the bowels

of Jesus Christ—Not Paul, but Jesus Christ lives in Paul; where

fore Paul is not moved in the bowels of Paul, but of Jesus Christ.

9. And this—He declared from ver. 3, that he prayed for them ;

he now shows what was his prayer. Love—Love makes men docile

and sagacious, 2 Pet. i. 7, 8. Hence arose the form once used in the

Church assemblies. Four love, in a wider sense. Tour—Correlative

to Paul's love, ver. 7, 8. An anticipatory allusion to the love they

had shown him, ch. iv. 10, 18. Yet more—The fire in the apostle

never says, It is enough. In knowledge and all judgment—Know

ledge is a very noble species, as sight in the body : aiofhjati;, judg

ment, perception, is the class ; for it includes spiritual sight, hearing,

smelling, tasting, touching, that is, the senses of investigation and

enjoyment, as they are called. So part of the perception is joy, often

mentioned in this epistle. And all indicates that it is the class ; 2

Cor. viii. 7, note. In philosophy, the Peripatetics referred all things

only to knowledge [which is the principal fault of the modern philoso

phers also, when they fall upon spiritual subjects. V. G.~\ The Pla-

tonists referred all things to the remaining sense or perception ; as in

Jamblicus. Both must be regarded in Christianity : each is met with

in the Cross, and renders men fit to approve. Here, after love, ex
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pressly mentioned, he describes faith, and in the next verse, hope.

Paul everywhere describes Christianity as something vigorous;

wherefore the doctrine of the Mystics on Privation is so to be re

ceived, as not in any respect to injure that activity.

10. Approve—And embrace, Rom. xii. 2. The things that are ex

cellent—Not merely good, rather than bad, but the best among the

good, whose excellence none but the more advanced perceive. Truljfc^

we choose accurately in outward things, why not in spiritual ? Com

parative theology is very important [from which they are farthest

who are always asking, how far they may extend their liberty without

sin. V. (?.] Sinct/re—According to knowledge. Without offence—

According to all judgment.

11. [For xapniov, fruits, read xapxbv, fruit. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.~}

Filled with thefruit of righteousness—The same construction is at

Col. i. 9, that ye might be filled with the knowledge ; and the fruit of

righteousness is generally used in the singular number, Heb. xii. 11 ;

James iii. 18 ; also Rom. vi. 22, just as Paul elsewhere speaks of the

fruit of the Spirit, of light, of the lips.

12. Understand—The churches may have been prepossessed with

contrary rumors. Rather—So far from my bonds having been inju

rious. Unto—Faith views all misfortune favorably, ver. 19, 28, ch.

ii. 27. Have fallen out—Easily.

13. Bonds—Paul, delivered up with other prisoners, seemed their

equal : afterwards it became known that his case was different, and so

the Gospel prevailed. Manifest—Col. iv. 4. [Read, my bonds have

become manifest in Christ, etc. Alf.] Palace—The prcetorium, or

the court of Csesar; comp. iv. 22. [Rather, the barrack of the prce

torian guards, to whose chief Paul was delivered when brought to

Rome, Acts xxviii. 16. Mey.] And—Then. Other—Places out

side ; 2 Tim. iv. 17. So other, 1 Thess. iv. 13.

14. [And the majority—Most of the brethren ; not many, as Eng.

Yer. Mey., etc.] Of the brethren—Who had formerly feared. In

the Lord—Construed with, are bold. By my bonds—They saw Paul

both firm and safe in his confession. Without fear—No one terrify

ing them. Fear often deserts those who try.

15. [The word—Which, he says, I preach. V. (?.] Some indeed

—and some—Two clauses are laid down, which are afterwards more

fully treated. Of good will—Eudoxia, good will, often corresponds to

the Hebrew pxi.

16. [Transpose verses 16 and 17, Tisch., Alf, etc. Render, the one

of love, etc.—but the other preach Christ of contention, etc.] Of con

tention—[Rather of self-seeking, or intrigue. Alf.] Construed with
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preach. Not sincerely—Not with pure intent, or, not without Jewish

leaven ; comp. Gal. vi. 12, 13. They spoke and related what Paul

taught : they either did not believe it themselves, or did not confess

their belief. Rumor, report, general preaching are useful to rouse

many, and require no great fitness in the preachers, which, however,

is necessary, and demands purity of mind and doctrine in closer ap

plication ; as among the Galatians ; comp. Gal. i. 7, etc. Supposing

—They thought that the Gentiles, on observing the increase of the

Gospel, would be indignant with Paul especially ; but his opponents'

efforts did not succeed, nor did Paul consider it as an affliction, there

fore he says, supposing. Affliction—Even with the danger of death.

[For imfipetv, add, read irupuv, raise up. Tisch., Alf.] His

bonds were already an affliction : they were adding affliction to the

afflicted.

17. Of love—Towards Christ and me. Knowing—In contrast with

thinking. For the defence—Not on my own account. Iam set—In one

place. Lying, or running, Paul advanced, 2 Tim. ii. 9. He abode at

Rome, as an ambassador does anywhere, because of along negotiation.

18. What then ?—What matters it ? That is, I am helped either

way, ver. 12. In pretence—Such, says he, make the name of Christ

a pretext: they really design to injure me. In truth—From the

heart, seriously.

19. For—His reason for rejoicing. This shall turn to my salva

tion—So evidently the ~Sept., Job xiii. 16, with whom, in that one

book, the verb au:oftaivw, I go or turn away, is common; and in the

same passage, Job xiii. 15, 16, the subject is sincerity, which is purity

with Paul, ver. 16. To salvation—Not only not to affliction, ver. 16.

Prayer—Ascending to heaven. Supply—[Not the supply, as Eng.

Ver. ; but through your prayer and supply of, etc., i. e., the supply

of the Spirit obtained for me by your prayers. Alf] Coming down

from heaven ; lai, towards, indicates the relation.

20. In nothing shall I be ashamed, but with all boldness Christ shall

be magnified—He removes the ignominy from himself : he ascribes

the boldness to himself, the glory to Christ. In my body—In bonds.

Whether by life or by death—The disjunction follows, ver. 21, 22.

However it shall result, says he, it will be well. I cannot lose. Paul

himself was ignorant of the issue ; for the apostles were not omni

scient, but rather in what referred to themselves they were disciplined

by faith and patience.

21. To me— To me, at the beginning of a section, means, so far as

J am concerned; for he treated in the preceding verse of what con

cerned Christ. To live—(Gr. to is Christ—The article denotes
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the subject, as again in the next clause. Whatever life 1 live (in the

natural life), I live Christ. [While I live in the world I consider

Christ's cause mine. I". < «'.] To die is gain—Although in dying I

seem to lose all.

22. [The sense is, But. $ the continuance in bodily life, this is to

me the fruit of my work \\. e., the condition of producing it), what I

shall choose, I know not. Alf. So Mey., etc.] But if—Here he be-,,

gins to discuss the first member: the second at ch. ii. 17, yea, and if

I am offered. Moreover, he uses Sk, but, because, of the alternatives

laid down in the preceding verse, he now assumes the one ; and hav

ing assumed this, presently, as if repenting, he begins to doubt, so how

ever, as not to avoid assuming it meanwhile. In the flesh—This is a

limitation ; for even they who die, live. The fruit of my lt$or—I

have this fruit from it, that I can do the more work ; a noble workr

ch. ii. 30; desirable fruit, Bom. i. 13. Another seeks fruit from his

labor ; Paul regards the labor itself as the fruit. This living is the

fruit of my labor. Kapnb/; Sprou, the fruit of labor, is used as, the

river of the Rhine, the virtue of liberality. The reward of the labor

is its immediate result. Cicero says, Ipropose to myself as the fruit

of friendship, friendship itself, than which nothing is richer. I shall

choose—He supposes the condition, viz., if the power of choosing were

his. Hence the future. [The lot of the Christian is truly excellent.

Only of good things can the choice be made, so as to perplex his

mind. He never can be disappointed. V. (?.] I wot not—I do not

explain, viz., to myself ; that is, I do not determine.

23. lam in a strait—He suitably expresses this hesitation, when

he dwells upon this deliberation. [For fap, for, read 8k, but. Tisch.,

Alf. So Beng.~\ But—He states the cause of his doubt. Having—

The participle, expressive of feeling, for the indicative. [Render,

having my desire towards departing; Alf., i. e., the desire which I

have, is towards, etc. Mey.~\ To depart—From bonds, the flesh, and

the world. It is unnecessary to seek for metaphor. This word has

a wide application, Luke xii. 36 ; 2 Tim. iv. 6. With Christ—There,

whither Christ has gone before. Paul assumes as certain, that, after

his martyrdom, he will be immediately with Christ, and that his con

dition will be far superior to what it was in the flesh. [How delight

ful to rejoice in this hope ! Reader, dost then love Christ ? Think

then what will be thy feeling, if, after some months or days, thou

shall be with Christ. If that were indeed sure in thy case, what

wouldst thou consider thy duty ? See then that thou art doing this

very thing now. V. G.~\ Far better—This clause refers to to be, not

to depart, whether we take it as a predicate, or rather understand it
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absolutely, by supplying ov, in this sense, since that is much better.

For the comparative is cumulative; comp. 2 Cor. vii. 13, note. To

depart is better than to remain in the flesh ; to be with Christ is far,

far better. The Vulgate alone, so far as I know, has rightly, multo

magis melius, far, far better. To depart was always desired by the

saints, but to be with Christ is something peculiar to the New Testa

ment, comp. Heb. xii. 24.

24. More needful—It concerns me more, he says, even as respects

your sense of my love ; more than even the entrance to blessedness

just mentioned. The Philippians might have said, This man is neces

sary to us ; and Paul is not egotist enough not to acknowledge this ;

comp. ch. ii. 25. He however adds this also : It is more important

for me* to serve you, than to enjoy heaven sooner. Heaven will not

fail me.

25. And—this—While writing these things, he had a prophetic sug

gestion concerning his continuance with them. 1 know confidently—

Gr. nexoi&wz olSa [Eng. Ver., having this confidence, is more cor

rect. Alf, etc.] He knew by spiritual confidence; he did not yet know

from men's report, ver. 17, ch. ii. 23. That I shall abide—In life. Con

tinue with—I shall remain for some time with you. Ps. lxxii. 5.

Sept. He shall continue along with the sun. There is no doubt that

Paul returned from his first captivity into that country, Philem. ver.

22 ; Heb. xiii. 19

26. Your rejoicing—Concerning my restoration to you, who were

praying for that very thing. It is correlative to to my rejoicing, ii.

16. Glory is joy, proceeding from virtue ; glorying is the expression

of joy, feeling full of joy : from virtue, either true or false ; whence

glorying is also true or false ; comp. Is. lvii. 12, where righteousness

is called, though falsely, righteousness.

27. Only—Care for this alone; nothing else. [Whatever hap

pens as to my arrival. By supposing this or that event, many

persuade themselves, that they will be at last what they should be ;

but it is better always to perform present duty, without evasions.

V. G.] The Gospel—To propagate which I delight to remain.

[There is plainly taught in this very passage all that is worthy of a

Christian man, who desires to be called evangelical. Faith is men

tioned, ver. 27, hope, ver. 28, love, ch. ii. 2. V. (?.] See—I may hear

—Comp. ver. 30. I may hear—And know ; for dxouatu, may hear, re

fers also to coming and seeing you. In one spirit—One among you.

With one mind—There is sometimes a certain natural antipathy

among the holy, but this is overcome, when there is not only unity of
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spirit but also of mind. Striving together— With me. Paul was

struggling, ver. 30. [Comp. ch. iv. 3. Mey.]

28. Terrified—Gr. nzupopevoi. With a great and sudden terror ;

for itrupw, is properly said of horses. Which—The striving. An

evident token—2 Thess. i. 5. [For bptv, to you, read bpmv, your.

Tisch., Alf. But of your salvation.~]

29. For—The force of the statement falls upon it is given. God

bestowed it of grace. The gift of grace is a sign of salvation. The

(suffering) for (his) sake—Gr. to bnkp. It is repeated after the inter

vening clause. To believe—to suffer—Ver. 27, at the end.

30. Having—Construed with ye standfast, in nothing terrified, ver.

27, 28. Ye saw—Acts xvi. 12, 19, 20. In me—Who am not

terrified.

%

CHAPTER II.

1. [A doubtful reading in this verse (u rtz, being ungrammati

cally connected with onXdryya, in all the most ancient authorities ;

and so Tisch. not Alf.) has led Beng. into an error. The Eng.

Ver. gives the true sense, for either reading; except that xapdxXrjatz

means, not consolation, but (as Beng., etc., have it) exhortation. Alf,

Mey.] If u rtz be read four times, we may thus explain it : if there

fore exhortation in Christ be any (joy), if the comfort of love be any

(joy), if the fellowship of the Spirit be any (joy), if bowels and mer

cies be any (joy), fulfil ye my joy ; so that the predicate supplied four

times may be joined with the subject expressed. See on a similar

Ellipsis, Mark xv. 8, note. [This is impossible here. Mey., etc.]

Certainly Paul's joy was most immediate ; even with the common

reading, u tiz—u rtva, if any—if any, the joy is still implied to be

fulfilled by harmony, etc. Therefore—This corresponds to ch. i. 27,

in one spirit, with one mind. Exhortation in Christ—This has added

comfort of love ; and fellowship of the Spirit has added bowels and

mercies. The four fruits correspond to these four motives in the same

order, that, etc., in the next verse, as even the mention of love, put

twice, in the second place indicates ; and the opposites of each pair

are put away in ver. 3 and 4. All things are derived from Christ

ind the Holy Spirit.
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2. Be like-minded—The following participle depends on this. Of

one accord—Supply that ye be or being, as Eng. Ver. On thia

the following participle also depends. Thinking [Eng. Ver., being

of one mind] the one thing—That ye be like-minded, implies that the

feeling should hare the same direction : being of one mind, implies

that the feeling itself should be the same.

3. Nothing—Supply think, do. Strife—Which cares not to please

others. [For )J, or, read pjdk xara, nor through. Tisch. not Alf.]

Vain-glory—Which is too anxious to please others. Bettei—In right

and endowments. That may be done not only outwardly, but by true

humility, when a man, through self-denial, turns away his eyes from

his own privileges, and studiously contemplates another's endowments

in which he is his superior.

4. [For oxmeiTe, look, read ffxoirouvrEC, looking (regarding). Tisch.,

Alf.~\ Not on hit own things—Not merely your own interest, nor for

your own sake : comp. ver. 21. 9

5. Let the mind be—He does not say <ppoveir€, think ye, but <ppo-

veiadio, cherish this mind. In Christ Jesus—Paul also regarded what

belonged to others, not merely what was his : ch. i. 24 : and this fact

gave him occasion for this advice. He does not, however, propose

himself, but Christ, as an example, who did not seek his own, but

humbled himself. [Even the very order of the words, as the name

Qhrist is put first, indicates the immense weight of this example.

V. (?.]

6. Who—Since he was one who. Being in the form of God—The

name God, here and in the next clause, does not denote God the Fa

ther, but is put indefinitely. The form of God does not imply the

Deity, or Divine nature itself, but something emanating from it ; and

yet again it does not denote the being equal with God, but something

prior, viz., the manifestation of God, i. e., the form shining forth from the

very glory of the Invisible Deity, John i. 14. The Divine nature

had infinite beauty in itself, even without any beholder of that

beauty. That beauty was the form of God, as in man beauty shines

forth from the sound constitution and elegant symmetry of his body,

whether it has or has not a beholder. Man himself is seen by his

form; so God and his glorious Majesty. This passage strikingly

proves Christ's Divinity from this very fact; for as the form of a ser

vant does not signify the human nature itself—for the form of a ser

vant was not perpetual, but the human nature is to continue for ever

—yet nevertheless it takes for granted the human nature : BO the

form of God is not the Divine nature, nor is the being equal with God

the Divine nature; but yet he, who was in the form of God, and who
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might have been equal irith God, is God. Moreover the form of God

is used rather than the/orm of the Lord, as presently after equal with

God : because God is more an absolute word, Lord involves a rela

tion to inferiors. The Son of God subsisted in that form of God

from eternity : and when he came in the flesh he did not cease to be

in that form, but rather, BO far as Concerns the human nature, he be

gan to subsist in it : and when he was in that form, by his own pre

eminence itself as Lord, it was entirely in his power, even according

to his human nature, so soon as he assumed it, to be equal with God,

to adopt a mode of life and dress corresponding to his dignity, that

he might be received and treated by all creatures as their Lord ; but

he acted differently. [This being in the form of God must be referred

to Christ before his incarnation ; the taking the form of a servant is

contrasted with it, ver. 7. Mey., Alf.~] Thought it not—[Alf. ren

ders regarded not as self-enrichment (the act of seizing or snatching

for oneself; nearly the same here, as the thing seized) his equality with

God.~\ Those to whom any opportunity of sudden advantage is presented,

are usually eager to fly upon it and quickly to lay hold of it, without re

spect to others, and vigorously to use and enjoy it. Hence bpnaJita,

with Eustathius, means, the things which one may with all eagerness seize

for his own use,, and may claim as his own. But Christ, though he

might have been equal with God, did not seize upon this, did not re

gard it as spoil. He did not suddenly use that power ; compare Ps. '

Ixix. 5 ; Gen. iii. 5, etc. This/eeZiw^ on his part is at the same time

indicated by the verb jjreta&at, to think. It would not have been

robbery, had he used his own right ; but he abstained from doing so,

just as if it had been robbery. Compare a similar phrase at 2 Cor.

xi. 8, note. To be equal with God—J/ffa, equal, the accusative used

adverbially, as happens often in Job, on an equality with and suitably

to God. To be equal with God, implies \i\sfulness and exaltation, as

appears from the double contrast, ver. 7, 8, He emptied and humbled

himself. The article, without which ftofxfyv, form, is put, makes now

an emphatic addition. It is not therefore wonderful, that he nevet

called himself God, rarely the Son of God, generally the Son

of man.

7. But—To this word refer the two clauses, he emptied himself, to

which the form of a servant belongs ; and he humbled himself, on

which his obedience depends. The former is opposed privatively, tho

latter also in direct contrariety to being/ equal with God; wherefore

.these two words are used by way of gradation, and he humbled is put

before himself. (Comp. James ii. 18, note). For, for instance, when

Philip V., whose deeds were agitating the public while we were eit

55
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gaged in these meditations, ceased to be King of Spain, he so far

emptied himself, yet he did not equally humble himself : he laid down

the government, but he did not become a subject. He emptied him

self—Gr. kaozov ixevioae [Eng. Ver., made himself of no reputation].

YDnn, Sept., xevbv xonpat, to make empty, Is. xxxii. 6, where the

subject is indeed quite different, but yet Paul, when he uses ixivmaev,

emptied, translates by it the verb ion, Ps. viii. 5, comp. Heb. ii. 7.

Wherever there is emptying, there is a thing containing and a thing

contained. The thing containing, in the emptying of Christ, is him

self ; the thing contained was that fulness, which he received in his

exaltation. He remained full, John i. 14 ; and yet he bore himself

just as if he were empty ; for he avoided the observation, so far as

was expedient, of men and angels, nay, even of his own self ; Rom.

xv. 3 : and therefore not only avoided observation, but also denied

himself, and abstained from his rights. Form—These three words,

popfij, bpo'uopa, a%rlpa,form, likeness, fashion, are not synonymous,

nor even interchangeable, yet they are kindred ; form signifies some

thing absolute ; likeness denotes a relation to other things of the

same condition ; fashion refers to the sight and sense. Took—The

act of emptying involves his taking the form of a servant. Moreover

he was able to take it, because he was in the likeness of men. In the

likeness of men—He was made like men, a true man.

8. And in fashion—A distinct and lower degree of emptying. The

contrasts are, the form of God, and the form of a servant. Yet such

a division remains as joins the two words, emptied, humbled, by and,

without an Asyndeton [absence of conjunction]. 'A?la, but, ver. 7.

divides the whole contrast, which, after the 5c, who, in the former

part, has two clauses ; more in the second. Being found in fashion

as a man—Fashion, dress, clothing, food, gesture, words, and actions.

Beingfound—Showing himself such, and bearing himself so in real

ity. As a man—A common man, as if he were nothing else besides,

and as if he did not excel other men ; he assumed to himself nothing

extraordinary. He humbled himself—The state of emptying gradu

ally becomes deeper. [He humbled himself still further in his hu

manity. Alf] Became obedient—Heb. v, 8, viz., to God. This El

lipsis expresses the condescension of Jesus Christ ; obedience becomes

a slave. Unto—Construed with humbled, also with obedient. [The

latter alone is right. Mey.] There is the greatest humiliation in

death : ch. iii. 21 ; Acts viii. 33 ; Ps. xc. 3, Sept. ; and the greatest

obedience, John x. 18. Of the cross—The usual punishment of

slaves.

9. Wherefore also—The most appropriate reward of emptying is
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exaltation ; Luke xxiv. 26 ; John x. 17. That result could not but

follow it; John rvi. 15. Whatever belongs to the Father be

longs to the Son. Those things could not so belong to the

Father, that they should not belong to the Son; John xvii. 5.

Paul elegantly leaves to be supplied, that they also will be exalted

who humble themselves according to Christ's example ; nay, he ex

presses it, ch. iii. 21. God—Christ emptied Christ; God exalted

Christ, comp. 1 Pet. v. 6, and made him to be equal with God.

Highly exalted—[Not hath exalted, but the simple past ; an historical

fact. Alf.] Thus the humiliation was compensated. A noble com

pound verb, bxep6<fiaioe. And gave—Thus the emptying was compen

sated, to which also the fulness is more expressly ^opposed, Eph. i. 23,

iv. 10. By the verb %api^ea&at, to give, is denoted, how acceptable

Christ's emptying was to God, and how humbly Christ, after he had

completed all that servitude, received this gift. A name—With the

thing, that is, dignity and praiee. Above every name—Eph. i. 21,

not merely above every human name.

10. [2%af in the name of Jesus, etc., not at, as Eng. Ver. Alf.]

Every knee—every tongue—A Synecdoche [part put for the whole];

that is, that in every way they may worship and acknowledge him as

Lord ; comp. Rev. v. 13. Should bow—Either with applause or with

trembling. Of those—[Eng. Ver. inserts thingt]. In heaven—The

heavenly ones bow their knees, for Christ the Lord has taken heaven.

Of things in earth—For he dwelt upon the earth. Of things under

the earth—See Mark iii. 11 ; Job xxvi. 5 ; [Eph. iv. 9 ; Rev. v. 13.

V. G.] Afterwards he also presented himself to them. This divis

ion goes further into the height and depth than that, Ex. xx. 4.

11. Should confess—Expressly. Lord—No longer in the form of

a servant. In the glory—That Jesus Christ is Lord, since h,1 is in

the glory of God the Father. So ezc, in, John i. 18. [This is

wrong, and the common rendering, to the glory, etc., is right. Mey.,

Alf] Of God the Father—The Son acknowledges, and those who

see the Son's glory, also acknowledge that the Son has this glory

with and from the Father ; comp. 1 Cor. xv. 28.

12. Wherefore—Christ being presented as an example, he infers,

that we should maintain the salvation procured for us by him. Yt

have obeyed—Me, exhorting yon to salvation, and God himself; comp.

obedient, ver. 8. With fear and trembling—You should be " servants"

according to Christ's example, ver- 8 : moreover fear and trembling

become a servant, Eph. vi. 5, that is, humility ; comp. Rom. xi. 20.

Wolf has observed, that Paul, though filled with joy, still writes se

riously. Your own—In this respect, indeed, look each of you at hit
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own things ; comp. ver. 4, your own, he says ; because I cannot be

present with you, be therefore the more careful of yourselves. Sal

vation—Which is in Jesus. Work out—[Or rather, carry out, bring

to an accomplishment. Alf] Even to the goal.

13. For—God—God alone ; he is present with you ever, in my ab

sence. You want nothing, only be not wanting to yourselves ; comp.

2 Pet. i. 5, 3. [You can do nothing of yourselves ; avoid careless se

curity. Some, trusting too much to their exalted condition, think

that they may hojd the grace of God on the same footing as the Is

raelites held the food sent down from heaven, Num. xi. 8, and there

fore that it is theirs either to resist it or admit it anew. V. (?.] To

will—So that you have willed salvation in my presence, and may still

will it. To do—Even now in my absence. Of his good pleasure—

To this refer, to will ; and to do, to who worketh.

14. Do— With his good pleasure. Sons should imitate their fa

ther, ver. 15. Without murmurings—As respects others. To this

refer blameless. Not only brawlings and clamors, from which the

Philippians had now withdrawn, are opposed to love, but also mur

murings. Doubting and wrath are joined to these, 1 Tim. ii. 8.

[One may either cherish both in himself or rouse them in others.

V. (?.] Inquire or accuse in my presence ; do not murmur behind

my back or secretly. ' And disputings—As respects yourselves. To

this refer Gr. dxipatoi. Unharmed—[Eng. Ver., more correctly,

harmlest}, viz., in the faith. Many words of this sort are both ac

tive and passive at the same time ; comp. Rom. xvi. 19, note. 'Axi-

patov, uninjured, is applied to a patrimony, by Chrysostom.

15. Of God—Who is good. Ye shine—By having kept this ex

hortation. Of life follows, as light and life are often mentioned to

gether. In the world—Among the human race, of whom many are

yet to be converted, others are to be reproved.

16. The word of life—Which I have preached to you. Life is

often mentioned in this epistle, ch. iv. 3. Holding fast—Gr. ixi%ov-

rec. Lest you should yield to the world. That I may rejoice—Con

strue with holding fast. [But Eng. Ver., holding forth, is better.

Alf.] In the day—The Philippians thought the day of Christ so

near, that Paul's life might be lengthened out even till then. Paul

considered it unnecessary to confute this. Not—m vain—With your

fruit.

17. Yea, and if—Refer to i. 22, note. If I am even poured out

upon the sacrifice (victim) and ministration—[This is better than Eng

Ver., if I be offered upon the sacrifice and service. The Philippians,

and the other nations converted to the faith, were the oblation; Paul
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was the minister, Rom. xv. 16 ; and as at the holocausts [whole burnt

offerings] a libation of wine was usually made, and poured out at the

base of the altar, so Paul rejoices that his blood should be poured

out. The future accomplishment of the sacrifice was joyful to

both. Here is the exeellenee of martyrdom. The phrase accords

with the punishment of the sword, which awaited Paul. Sacrifice—

To this refer, / rejoice with you, rejoice ye. Service—To this refer, I

rejoice, and rejoice ye with me.

18. Rejoice with me—Congratulate me, on being offered up.

19. But— Although I have no grounds now for writing expressly

about my death. Unto you—Gr. bpiv, that is, for your advantage.

This is more expressive than «c, to- I also—Not only you upon be

ing informed of my affairs, ver. 23. May be of good comfort—He is

anxious for the Philippians ; and yet hopeful.

20. No man—None other, him alone. Who depends on him, as the

antecedent, understood. Like-minded—Paul's second self, viz., Tim

othy : So Ps. lv. 14, oijd Enjx nnto, but thou, 0 man like-minded,

Deut. xiii. 7, (6), ypsn who is like-minded with thee. [Where

Timothy is, says Paul, there you may consider that I myself am.

V. (?.] Truly—Gr. rvqaiioz, [Eng. Ver. is inferior, naturally], ver.

22; 1 Tim. i. 2. Will care—While among you: and will accurately

report to me.

21 All—If at that so distinguished time, Paul quite approved of

only one, as it were, of his own band (ch. i. 14, 17), speaking of those

who were then present, ch. iv. 21, and that too writing so far away

to the Philippian church, how many do we think in our times ap

prove themselves unto God ? [This fact may be tested, when a man

should have aided a laudible undertaking, either near or afar oft,

which either he hah not in charge, or which he does not perceive will

profit him, Judg. v 23, viii. 6. Nay, it sometimes happens, that he

who has some extraordinary endowment, if in any way he has found

an opportunity of refusing its benefit to others, derives much plea*

sure from this very fact. 0 Christians, unworthy of the name !

V. (7.] It was a very keen sense, by which Paul perceived

this. Their own—Ver. 4. Oh how many are godly for .their own

sake ! although they are not enemies, iii. 18. Seek—A godly inti

mation may be given to godly hearers as to the character of these or

those ministers. Not the things which are Jesus Christ's—They ex

perience this, who heartily seek to promote the common edification.

They find few coadjutors, Judg. v. 17, 23, viii. 6, 8. They are

abandoned, when there is no obligation near, no hope of reward or

fame. When the advantage of Christ's kingdom is consulted, it is
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generally done in the way of a secure expediency. When something

must be sacrificed, the man does not fight, but flees, and excuses him

self with the hope of fighting at another time.

22. But—A contrast, all, and of him. Rare praise, Neb. vii. 2.

Ye know—Comp. Acts xvi. i. 12. As a son—He speaks elegantly,

partly as of a son, partly as of a colleague : so in ch. iii. 17, he pre

sents himself as the ensample, and yet he commands them to be fol

lowers with him, not merely followers. [So here ; he has in mind, a»

a son a father, so he served me; but changes the words, that the ser

vice may be spoken of as rendered with him, to Christ, whom he him

self serves. Mey., etc.}

23. So soon as I shall see—'AmSuv, to acquire information. Pre

sently—Gr. ifaorijc- The relative force implied in the atirijc of the-

compound refers to the phrase, / shall see, etc.

25. Epaphroditus—iv. 18. Fellow-soldier—Ch. i. 27, 30. Your

messenger—The Philippians had despatched him to Paul [iv. 18]. BT»

that ministered to my wants—To this also refer your; for he had

served Paul in the name of the Philippians. See too how highly

even outward ministration is esteemed : ver. 30. To send—He says,

to send, not to send back; for he had come to Paul to stay with him :

yer. 30. i

26. [Longed—Something of nature may have been mingled with

this ; but when grace prevails, all things are estimated by love.

V. G.] Full of heaviness—Gr. d.drjpovi**. Hesychius translates, to

be in distress ; to be worn out with grief. Acedia, languor in spiritual

things. Ye had heard—And hence were anxious.

27. Nigh—He speaks mildly, lest he should at once terrify the

Philippians : then ver. 30, he says, ^rytaev, he was nigh unto, by

which verb greater danger is indicated. Had mercy on him—By

restoring health and life. On me also—The saints were allowed to

consider all things as gifts. Sorrow—For the death of Epaphroditus

—sorrow, opposed to the "joy," of which the whole epistle treats.

Upon sorrow—For Epaphroditus' sickness, for his own bonds, etc.

28. The more carefully—Sooner than Timothy, ver. 19. Ye may

rejoice—Godly men may receive joy from all things. I may be the

less sorrowful—When I know, that you rejoice.

30. [Omit roo Xptarou, of Christ. Tisch., Alf.] Unto death—

This relates to the comparison of duties. To minister to Paul, seems

in itself somewhat less important than the danger to Epaphroditus!

life, who however most rightly purchased by this disadvantage that

important benefit, 2 Tim. i. 16, 17. Drew nigh—[Eng. Ver., was

nigh.] Epaphroditus, on departing from Philippi, does not seem to
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have known that he would be sick ; but yet, as he undertook the ar

duous journey, not shrinking from whatever might befall him either

from Paul's enemies or from any other cause, the sickness, though

unforeseen, is kindly attributed to him as if suffered for Paul's sake.

Regarding his life— Tjj ^ojtj, life, the dative. Heeychius : napaftou-

huadpevoz, e«c &dvarov kaurbv ixdouc, exposing one's self to death.

Hapaftftouhuopat properly signifies, I plan contrary to my interests. It

is a Paronomasia [play upon words] on the word napaftdXXopat,

I dare, I expose myself to danger, which the apostle seems to

have skilfully avoided, comp. iii. 2, at the end, note. [For napa-

ftouhuadpevoz, not regarding, Alf, Mey., and most editors (not

Tisch.) read xapaftftohuadpevoz, setting at hazard, risking.~] Lack of

service—Paul did not so much esteem this a defect as the Philippians

themselves, through their love to him, ch. iv. 10, 11.

CHAPTER III.

1. Furthermore—Gr. to Xontbv [Eng. Ver., finally]. A phrase

used in continuing a discourse, 1 Thess. iv. 1. So Xombv and too Xoi-

noo are used. [Rejoice in the Lord—Dost thou thyself diligently

and constantly rejoice in the Lord Jesus Christ ? ch. iv. 4. V. (?.]

The same things—Concerning joy. [This is the ground tone of the

whole epistle, ch. i. 18, 25, ii. 17, iv. 4. Alf. The proper principle

of rejoicing is given presently, namely, to be in communion with

Christ. V. G.] Is not grievous—For it is pleasant for a joyful per

son to write, rejoice. The contrary is at Gal. vi. 17. Rut for you U

is safe—Spiritual joy produces the best security against errors, espe

cially Jewish errors, ver. 2.

2. Observe—[Eng. Ver. wrongly, beware of. Gr. ftXinere, see']. A

strong Anaphora [repetition of words in beginnings], See, and you

will avoid; a change of the antecedent for the consequent. The

contrast is, axonure, mark, ver. 17 ; for ver. 17 resumes this topic,

wonderfully tempered by reproof and exhortation. The dogs—[Eng.

Ver. omits the article]. Doubtless he used this title often- in their

i
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presence, ver. 18, and he now recalled it to the Philippians ; and

hence they would more easily understand it than we. Comp. 2 Thess.

ii. 5. The three members of the next verse correspond, by a de

scending climax to the three clauses of this verse ; so that the dogs

are the false apostles and carnal men, who do not trust in Christ, but

in the flesh, and are slaves to foul lusts [utter strangers to true holi

ness, though exulting in the name of Jews. V. G.], ver. 19. So

those to be abominated are called dogs, Rev. xxii. 15 ; comp. Rev. xxi.

8; or the abominable, impure, Tit. i. 16, 15, strangers to holiness,

Matt. vii. 6 ; quite different from Paul, living and dying ; for in life

they abound in the vices of dogs, in filthiness, unchastity, insolence,

2 Pet. ii. 22; Deut. xxiii. 19 (18); Ps. lix. 7, 16: and they are es

pecially the enemies of the cross of Christ, ver. 18 ; comp. Ps. xxii.

17, 21 ; and in death they are dead dogs (a proverb denoting some

thing of the vilest sort) : comp. ver. 19. That common saying ap

plies to these, Beware of the dog* The Jews considered the Gentiles

as dogs ; see at Matt. xv. 26 ; they are now called dogs, who are

unwilling to be the Israel of God. [The profane and impure are

meant by the dogs. Comp. Deut. xxiii. 18, etc. Mey., Alf.] Evil

workers—Who do not serve God ; comp. 2 Cor. xi. 13. The concision

—A Paranomasia [play on the word] ; for he claims for Christians

the glorious name of the circumcision, in the next verse. Bodily

circumcision was now useless, nay hurtful. See xararepvw, to make

a cutting, on the prohibition of concision, Lev. xxi. 5 ; 1 Kings

xviii. 28. He speaks not without indignation.

3. For—The reason for separating the others so widely in_ ver. 2,

[and also for calling the outward circumcision of the flesh only con

cision. V. G.] The circumcision—The abstract for the concrete ;

the true people. In the Spirit—Not in the letter, Rom. ii. 29. [For

dup, God, read deod, of God. Tisch., Alf. Render, Which serve by

the Spirit of God. Alf. Not as Eng. Ver., which serve God in the

spirit]. So Rom. i. 9. [No—in the flesh—In carnal circumcision

and origin, v. 5. V. G.] Rejoice—This is more than trusting.

4. Though I—The singular is included in the preceding plural: we

glory, and I glory, though I, etc. ; but because the discourse proceeds

from the plural to the singular, / is interposed and is added, because

the Philippians had been Gentiles. Paul was of the circumcision.

Comp. Rev. xvii. 8, note. Have—For the construction depends on

what precedes : having, not using. If any other—A general expres

sion: other is sweetly redundant. / more—'.That is, I have mort

ground for confidence. He speaks of his formez feeling with a Mi
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mesis [quotation of an opponent's words] of those who gloried in such

things ; see next verse.

5. Circumcised [literally circumcision] the eighth day—These points,

counted very briefly as it were on the fingers, render the discourse

very plain. Moreover, for brevity, he unites the abstract and con

crete—circumcision, a Hebrew ; as in Col. iii. 11. [But TrepiTOfifj is

dative; literally, in circumcision of eight days; in contrast with

proselytes, circumcised in later life. Mey., Alf.~\ The eighth day—

Not deferring it until maturity. Benjamin—Son of Rachel, not of

the maid-servant. Of the Hebrews—Not a proselyte, and neither pa

rent being Gentile. A Pharisee—Most rigid.

6. Persecuting—He had formerly thought that he was acting most

meritoriously.

7. What things—Just enumerated. Gains—Gr. xspSrj [Eng, Ver.,

gain]. A strong plural. 2 counted—A. most Christian profession re

specting the past, present, and future ; as far as the 14th verse.

For Christ—To these words refer those following in ver. 8, 9,

that, etc.

8. Tea—There is an amplification of the language in this particle,

and then by the emphatic addition of synonymous terms ; also in the

fuller title of Christ himself. Even [Eng. Ver., and] I count—Kai,

even, intensifies the force of the present tense in I count. Righteous

ness, not only at first, but always throughout the whole career of the

saints, is of faith. All things—Not only those just mentioned, but

all things. For—of the knowledge, etc.—Construed with I count, and

refer to this ver. 10, 11, that I may know. The excellency of the

knowledge—Excellency properly belongs to Christ ; but when he is

known, the knowledge of him likewise obtains excellency. My Lord

—The believer's appropriation. Ihave suffered the loss—Not only /

counted them loss, but 1 actually cast them away. Dung—There is

an amplification here respecting the believer's self-denial in all

things; loss is incurred with equanimity; refuse is hastily thrown

away, as hereafter unworthy either to be touched or looked at. The

Hebrew ana, contains an Antanaclasis [same word in a double sense]

respecting the Pharisees. Gataker says : " axuftatov denotes any

worthless thing, to be cast away, such as animal excrements, the

dregs and grounds of liquors, the dross of metals, the droppings of

plants, the refuse of the crops, the bran of meal, the crumbs of the

table, the wipings of the hands, which are destined for the dogs."

That—Other things cannot be obtained and Christ won. That Imay

win and be found—Both are opposed to loss. He who loses all things,

not even excepting himself, wins Christ, and is won in Christ. Christ

56-
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is his, and he is Christ's. Still farther, Paul speaks as if he had not

yet won.

9. Not having—To suffer loss, to win, to be found, to have, are

figurative. The immediate consequence of being, and being found,

in Christ, is to have righteousness by faith in Christ. The book mach-

sor, the collection of prayers for the Jews, has nnjn bbw tnjjraa 'jx

T,OD nti ma1? 'jnjrwi, that is, As regards works I am quite empty

and bare, and Thy righteousness alone is my clothing. Mine own—

The contrast is, that which is of God ; but iprjv, my, without fhe ar

ticle, serves to indicate forgetfulness of the past. Which is of the

law—Ver. 6 ; comp. of, Rom. iv. 14. The contrast is, that which is

by faith. Through the faith of Christ—In Christ. By faith— Gr.

ini rgi t:tatu. Resting upon faith.

10. That I may know—[Beng. connects this with the preceding

verse ; the righteousness which is of God, on the faith of knowing

him, etc., but this is impossible. Render, in order to know, etc.

Mey., Alf.] The power—Rom. i. 4. Of his resurrection—It accords

with the order of the discourse that the verbal noun dvdaraaizz, (rising

again) resurrection, should be taken, not for the resurrection from the

dead, which is expressed in ver. 11, by another word, but of Christ's

rising (the raising up of him), Heb. vii. 14, as the verb dvaar^aat,

to raise up, is used in Acts xiii. 33, see note. For it is not always

put for the resurrection of the dead, Luke ii. 34, (vii. 16) ; Lam. iii.

63 ; Zeph. iii. 8 ; and truly the very rising or coming of the Mes

siah has its own power* on the knowledge of which believers depend,

2 Pet. i. 16. [This is wrong; and the word means resurrection, here

as usual. Mey., etc.] The fellowship—Gal. ii. 20. Being made

comfortable—The nominative case after the infinitive is common with

the Greeks, although here it may be construed with the following

finite verb. Believers are conformed by faith. Imitation is not ex

cluded, but most assuredly follows after, Gal. iii. 1, note ; comp. aup-

popfov, conformed, ver. 21.

11. If by any means—This denotes the struggle of Paul's faith;

so, ei, if, ver. 12. I might attain—Gr. xazavnjaai. He gradually

passes from the figure of loss and gain to that of a race. Karavtq.v

is to come up to, the very act of attaining and gaining possession.

[For rtov, read zrjv ix. Tisch., Alf. Render, tlie resurrection from the

dead], that is, the resurrection (of Christ) from the dead ; comp.

Rom. i. 4, note [2 Tim. ii. 11] ; for Paul's style ascribes fodaraatv,

resurrection to Christ ; izaxda:aatv, resurrection to Christians. [But

the words have the same force. Mey.] But Christ's resurrection and

ours are considered as one, by reason of the fellowship. After the
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mention of the resurrection, he introduces some things befitting his

own present state, and interweaves the rest, at ver. 20, 21.

12. Not as though—When most fervent, the apostle does not let

go his spiritual sobriety. / had attained—The prize. Were perfect

—Gr. rereXuwpat. TiXuoz, perfect, and zerehuopivoz, differ. The

former applies to one fit for running, ver. 15, 16 ; the latter to him

who is nearest the prize, at the very point of receiving it. If I may

even apprehend—Eng. Ver. omits xat, even]. Kdi, even, is inten

sive ; for xaraXapftdvio, to apprehend, is more than Xapftdvw, to grasp :

Xapftdvetv, to grasp, is done at the moment when the last step has

been made ; xaraXapftdvetv, to apprehend, is done when one is in full

possession. There is an example of one on the very point of receiv

ing at 2 Tim. iv. 7, 8, [Ps. lxxiii. 23, 28]. Since—Gr. If tp, [Eng.

Ver., that for which.] The perception of Christ's power influences the

Christian. Also I am apprehended—By a heavenly calling, ver. 14;

Acts [ix. 6], xxvi. 14, 19 ; 2 Cor. v. 14. Christ, the author and

finisher, as he finished his own course of faith, also consummates his

people, Heb. xii. 2 where the very title dpfrrjrou, prince (author),

implies his relation to his followers. Kat, also, is again intensive, so

that the force of the first aorist may be observed denoting the apos

tle's present state. [Omit 'Jrjaou, Jesus. Tisch., Alf.]

13. Brethren—He confesses familiarly. /—Others might easily

think this of Paul. I count not—It is proper for the saints, and con

ducive to their activity, to consider themselves inferior to what they

really are.

14. One thing—Supply I do. The things that are behind—Eveo

the very part of the course that has been finished." Reaching forth

—That is literally, extending myself over. The eye outstrips and

draws on the hand, the hand outstrips and draws on the foot. Toward

the mark—Straightforward. I press—It is used as a neuter verb, as-

in Luke xvii. 23. The prize—The crown of life. High—Ver. 20.

15. Perfect—Ver. 12, note. Be thus minded [literally, consider

this thing]— This alone, ver. 14. Otherwise—Otherwise than perfect

(for the person is changed, let us be minded, ye be minded). He does

not, however, say irepov or &XXo, another or a different thing : nor

does he mean any thing earthly, ver. 19. Comp. also Gal. v. 10.

[But there is no change of subject, and the readers, in general, are

addressed still. Mey.] Even this—Which we, that are perfect, feel,

expressed in ver. 14. God—Even though I do not write it. Unto

you—Striving for perfection. Shall reveal—Eph. i. 17.

16. Nevertheless—The expectation of a new revelation should not

drive you from the position you now firmly hold. Whereto—In that,
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to which we have attained. We have attatned—Farther or more

nearly. They are admonished in order that the others may act with

them" that are perfect. Walk—Gr. aroryiiv. The infinitive, mildly

for the imperative ; Rom. xii. 15. [Omit all in this verse after aroi-

%uv in Gr. (i. e., after by the same, in Eng. Ver.) Tisch., Alf] The

word xaxovt, rule, seems evidently to have been transferred from Gal.

vi. 16. [The sense is, walk by the same (path.) Alf.] Mind the

tame thing—He resumes this topic, ch. iv. 2.

17. Followers together—Paul himself was an imitator of Christ ;

the Philippians, therefore, were to be imitators together with him.

[Rather, together with those mentioned in the next clause, who al

ready were imitating him properly. Mey.] Mark—With unanimity.

So—The inferior examples of the friends of Christ's cross should be

tried by the standard of the greater and more perfect.

18. [Many—To imitate many is dangerous. V. G.] Walk—Be

fore your eyes. Often—There should be a constant demonstration.

Weeping—We may suppose that Paul added this, after moistening

the epistle with his tears ; in joy, there is still sorrow, Rom. ix. 2.

The enemies of the cross—Gal. vi. 12, 14.

19. Whose—The nominative is implied ; comp. ol who, which soon

after occurs and depends on nepa:arodatv, walk. End—This state

ment precedes the others, that what follows may be read with the

greater horror. It will be seen in the end. [The end, to which

~every man's plans tend, shows truly what is his condition. V. (?.J

Destruction—The contrast is, Saviour, ver. 20. Whose God is their

J>elly—Rom. xvi. 18. The contrast is, Lord, ver. 20 : and body, ver.

zl, as 1 Cor. vi. 13. Their belly is sleek, our body is wasted ; the

fashion of both will be changed. Glory—God and glory, here are

set down as parallel ; and therefore do£a, glory, here denotes a god,

or glorying concerning a god. Hos. iv. 7, Sept., / will turn their

glory to dishonor. Shame—Corresponding to the Hebrew ntw, for

example, Hab. ii. 19. Comp. on this prophet, the note at Col. ii.

23 ; likewise nny below, the belly. But at the same time the word

alludes to an idol, to which fitM, ala%pvq, shame, corresponds. The

Sept. have sometimes aiajuvrj, shame, for ncty, nakedness ; therefore

here Paul seems to denote the concision, to indicate, that the circum

cision now was not glorious, but shameful. So the belly and shame

(or the parts of shame) are closely allied. [This reference to circum

cision is repudiated by Chrysost., etc., (Mey.), and has no ground.

Alf] They worship that of which they should be especially ashamed,

and they will be miserably ashamed of it at the proper time, although
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even now they want boldness. Who mind earthly things—The con

trast is at the beginning of the next verse.

20. Our—Whom you have as an example. For—The reason why

the Philippians should imitate them. Our country—Gr. to noXireupa

|'Eng. Ver., our conversation, is wrong]. The community, country,

state: for bndp%et, is, follows. Therefore it is the antecedent to i£

ob, from whence. [An error. Render, our country is in the heavens,

from whence we wait for a Saviour, the Lord, etc. Alf, Mey.] The

Saviour—The ground of our expectation, 2 Tim. iv. 18. The Lord

—Now exalted, ch. ii. 11. The confirmation of this expectation.

21. Who shall change—Not only will give salvation, but also glory;

2 Tim. ii. 10. Body of humiliation—[Eng. Ver., vile body]. Pro

duced by the Cross, ver. 18f ch. iv. 12, ii. 17 ; 2 Cor. iv. 10. mi is

in the Sept., zanuvmatz, humiliation [Eng. Ver., destruction], Ps.

xc. 3. [Omit siz to yevia&at aura, that it may be. Tisch., Alf. But

the words are understood.] According to—Construe with, he shall

change. The work of the Lord's omnipotence. According to the

working, whereby he is able—His power will be brought into action.

Even—Not merely to conform our body to his. All things—Even

death. [For kaurtp, himself, read autip, him. Tisch., Alf]

CHAPTER IV.

1. Therefore—Such expectations being set before us. Beloved—

This is twice used very sweetly : first at the beginning of the period,

and then, for strengthening the exhortation. Longed for—So he

speaks of them absent, ch. i. 8. My crown—ii. 16. So—Stand as

ye now stand: comp. outw, so, 1 Cor. ix. 24, note. [Rather, so, as

I have described, see ch. iii. 17. Alf] Stand—i. 27. [Beloved—

In no other epistle has Paul so multiplied expressions of affection and

praise of the readers. Mey.]

2. [Euodias and Syntyche—Both women. Mey., Alf] I exhort—

Gr. xapaxaXw [Eng. Ver., beseech]. He uses this word twice, as if

exhorting them singly, face to face, and that most impartially.

3. [For *ar, and, read vat, yea. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Yea—An

affectionate expression. Philem., ver. 20 ; Heb. xj. It is put, as

it were, into the mouth of him who is besought, so that, upon merely

pronouncing it, he may assent. True yokefellow—Zu£irroz, one

joined properly in marriage, and then in other things ; so, however,
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that the word applies to two, and denotes some equality ; yvrjatoz,

true, also is of the common gender. Some say, that Paul once had

a wife, but we are well convinced that he is here addressing a man.

He had many auveprobz, fellow-workers ; not many au'urouz, yoke

fellows, first Barnabas, afterwards Silas ; and he seems to address the

latter here ; for Silas had been his yokefellow among the Philippians

themselves, Acts [xv. 40] xvi. 19. [Or, as I rather think, Epaph-

roditus. V G. This is quite arbitrary, and we have no means of

determining the person. It was, of course, a fellow-laborer of Paul,

now in Philippi, and known by the Philippians without further de

scription. Mey.] He was also certainly a minister, whom Paul here

entreats. Help those—That thou mayest maintain harmony among

them, hindrances being removed. Wlio—It is proper to help a per

son who once stood well, even when he is wavering. [But the true

rendering is, seeing that they labored, etc. Alf.] Labored with me—

They seem to have been involved in that danger described at Acts

xvi. 19. With—This depends on labored. Clement—They had imi

tated the great men, among whom Clement excelled. The women

were thus highly favored and honored. Names—Though not men

tioned here. The allusion is to the victorious competitors in the pub

lic games, whose names became famous. In the book of life—Supply

are, or I pray may be. The optative must be often supplied, ver. 23.

[But here the indicative, are. Mey., Alf] They seem to have been

already dead, for we generally follow such with wishes of that sort.

Who would not help the surviving companions of these? Associ

ation with those who have died honorably ~is, as respects younger sur

vivors, a great recommendation to him who thus, as it were, stands

between the dead and the living; for example, it recommended Tim

othy to the Philippians, because he had been intimate with Paul.

[Those have also good ground for concord who have mutual reason to

think that they are partakers of eternal life, 1 Pet. iii. 7. V. (?.]

4. Rejoice. in the Lord : again I say. always rejoice—[But always

belongs to the first clause, as in Eng. Ver. Mey., etc.] The particle

again requires an Epitasis [emphatic addition], as in Gal. i. 9, where

the Epitasis is in napeXdfteze, ye have received, comp. ver. 8 ; so the

Galatians are more strongly bound, because they also received the

Gospel preached. Add Gal. v. 3, where I testify makes an Epitasis

to Xirio, I say, ver. 2; and navri, to every man, has an Epitasis to

unto you, ver. 2 ; and dfuXirr^, a debtor, to shall profit you nothing,

ver. 2 : here the word always forms such an Epitasis with rejoice ye,

repeated. At the beginning of the verse, it is said, rejoice ye in the

Lord, as ch. iii. 1.
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5. Tour kindliness—[Better, forbearance. Alf. Gr. TO

Eng.Ver., moderation]. Joy in the Lord produces true kindliness tc

our neighbor, and proper unconcern about one's own affairs, ver. 6 ;

likewise true candor towards men and God himself: which candor

is expressed by let it be known, that is, in acts, and let (your requests)

be made known, by prayer, ver. 6. Moroseness attends sadness and

care. Let be known—From the thing itself. There are some who

cherish kindness, and wish no ill to the unkindly, yet they conceal

their benignity; these do not act rightly. All men—Good and bad,

or the unkindly, ch. ii. 15, even that the wicked may be gained. No

one is so harsh as not to be kind to some one, from sympathy, fear,

avarice, emulation, etc. The believer does this to all. [But if, among

all men, you know even one who has experienced the contrary con

duct from you, see that even yet you show him kindness. V. (?.]

The Lord—Christ the Judge, favorable to you, but taking vengeance

on the wicked. This consideration produces kindness, James v. 9.

6. Be careful for nothing—When others do not treat you kindly,

when different things harass you, care not, rather pray. Care and

prayer, [and likewise care and joy. V. Gr.~\, are more opposed than fire

and water. With thanksgiving—This is the best characteristic of a

soul freed from cares, and of prayer joined with resignation of the

human will. Accordingly peace follows, ver. 7 ; and thanksgiving

and peace are united also in Col. iii. 15. All things are thereby safe

and tranquil. Requests—A thing sought, the subject of supplication.

Be made knoivn—Those who veil, stifle, and restrain their desires,

•with absurd shame and distrusting modesty, as if they were too small

or too great, are tortured with cares. Those who lay them before

God with a free and filial confidence, are relieved. The Psalms

abound in such confessions. To God—Even though often men be

ignorant of them, and you modestly conceal them from men. Paul

had not even asked the Philippians. [But the exercise of pure can

dor towards men, ver. 5, and here towards GOD, well accord. V. (?.]

7. The peace—Peace, free from all anxiety [the companion of joy;

comp. ver. 9. V. G.~\ That passeth all understanding, and there

fore every request ; Eph. iii. 20. Shall keep—It will defend you

against all assaults and cares, and will properly regulate your desires,

Rom. viii. 26, 27. Hearts—thoughts—So Alf., etc., [not as Eng.

Ver., minds.] The heart is the seat of the thoughts.

8. Finally—The" summing up. In ch. iii. 1, TO Aombv, finally, con

cludes the particular admonition to joy ; and here it concludes the

general exhortation to every duty. Whatsoever things—In general.

"A, Those things which, ver, 9, specially in regard to Paul. True—
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praise—Eight nouns, in two rows of four members each, of which

the one relates to duty, the other to its commendation. On compar

ing both rows, the first noun corresponds to the first, the second to

the second, the third to the third, the fourth to the fourth. It is a

manifold and elegant Chiasmus [cross reference] comprehending the

duties of children, parents, husbands, and wives, and the other du

ties. True—In words. [And in every thing. Mey.] Honest—[That

is, venerable\ In action. Just—Towards others. [Rather, in them

selves ; right, in the widest sense. Mey., Alf] Pure—chaste—As

respects yourselves. Lovely—Gr. npoaftXrj. JlpoiTft^ ouvariofjj

aeauzov noUt, make thyself to be loved by the synagogue, Sir. iv. 7.

The wise man will make himself to be loved in what he says, Sir. xx.

12, (13). Whatsoever things are of good report—Ilpoafdrj, lovely, in

our presence : eutl^pa, of good report, is used of the absent: comp.

i. 27. Virtue—Paul uses this word only here. It refers to whatso

ever things are just. For every virtue is included in righteousness.

Praise—Even in those things which are less your neighbor's than

yours. Think on these things—This refers to the things that are

true, and which have been, or are done even by others, that we may

approve, remember, assist, promote, imitate such things. We should

not only do them when they fall in our way, but also provide for their

being done. Do these things, follows with Asyndeton [omission of the

conjunction], denoting that the one kind of good things does not

differ from the other.

9. Those things which ye have also—Gr. Kai. [This is right ; not

as Eng. Ver., both, Mey., Alf] Kai, also, connects this verse with

the following, not with the preceding words. He passes from what

is general (oaa, whatsoever) to what concerns Paul. There would

have been place [but for the Asyndeton] for the xat, and, before &,

which, the word xat, also, still remaining. Have heard—Although

you have not yet sufficiently received them. Have seen—Although

ye have not yet sufficiently learned them. [And—That is, and these.

Alf] The God of peace—Not only the peace of God, ver. 7, but

God himself.

10. [Render, I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that at last ye flour

ish (literally, came into leaf, budded forth again) in anxiety for my

interest ; for which purpose (that of flourishing) ye also were anxious

but had no opportunity. So Alf, Mey., etc., mostly after Beng.] Greatly

—This would scarcely have pleased a Stoic. Paul had large affec

tions, but in the Lord. Now at the last—He shows that the Philip-

pians' gift had been expected by him ; with what feelings, see ver.

11, 17, now, not too late—at the last, not too soon. The time was
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suitable. Heb. oysn ntf. Flourished again—As trees: comp. tho

same metaphor, ch. i. 11, with fruit : ava&dXho, flourish, is here a

neuter verb, on which the infinitive fpovuv, to think [your care] de

pends, by supplying xara, in respect to [that is, the passage reads

literally, ye have flourished in respect of your caring for my interest] ;

you have flourished again, in your very exertion. The deputation

from the Philippians seems to have been appointed in Spring, from

which, accordingly, the metaphor is taken. The phrase, ye lacked

opportunity agrees with Winter. My interest—Gr. to uxkp ipou,

[Eng. Ver., (care) of me]. The accusative to, is governed by fpo-

veiv; rb unkp ipou is said, as ta. nap bpmv, things which were sent

from you, ver. 18. Wherein—In proportion to that which ; Epithera-

pia [qualification of the previous words]. Ye lacked opportunity—

Gr. tfxatpua&e. Katpbc, opportunity, by Synecdoche, [a part for the

whole], denotes all ability and opportunity.

11. /—In so much adversity. / have learned—From on highr

Heb. v. 8. [Rather, by experience. Mey.] There is a direct Chias

mus [cross reference] in the four words, / have learned^ I know, I

am instructed, I am able. The phrase / am instructed is added to /

have learned ; I am able, to 1 know. Often words referring to the

understanding argue also power in the will. In the state in which I

am—[Eng. Ver., in whatsoever state I am is wrong. Alf] In my

present state, Heb. xiii. 5.

12. To be abased—In dress and food. To abound—Even in re

lieving others. The order of the words is presently inverted, so that

the transition from few to many, and from many to few, may be

marked. In everything—Gr. iv t:ovtt, [not as Eng. Ver., everywhere,

but Beng. is right. Mey., etc.] A Symperasma, [summing up], as

all things, ver. 13. In the case of all—In respect of all men. [Eng.

Ver. is right. In all things. The phrase in everything and in all

things, emphatically expresses universality. Mey., Alf] I am in

structed—By secret discipline unknown to the world. Both to be full

—Construed with I am instructed. To be full and to be hungry—For

one day. To abound and to suffer need—For a longer time. The

repeated mention of abounding accords with Paul's condition, who

then abounded through the liberality of the Philippians. Abasement

had preceded, and need would perhaps follow. He who can relieve

others has high position, to which abasement is opposed.

13. [Omit XptazoJ, Christ. Tisch., Alf. Read, through him that.]

14. That ye did communicate—To me in my affliction of your re

sources. The compound verb indicates, that different persons also

had communicated differently.
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15. Ye know—He shows that he remembered even former kind

nesses : you know signifies remembrance in respect of the Philippians ;

knowledge, in respect of other churches. PhilippiHtns—The proper

name indicates a contrast to the churches of other towns. [Rather,

it specifies them more strikingly, as the ones here meant. Mey., Alf.]

In the beginning—Among you. He had departed from them some

time ago. When—Join this with the following words, no, etc. No

—They might have said, We will do it, if others have done it : now

their praise is the greater ; that of the others, the less. Church—

Therefore the Philippian church sent to Paul in common. As con

cerning—This is a limitation. [The true rendering is, as to an ac

count of giving and receiving ; ye alone opened such an account with

me. Alf. after Mey.] Giving—On your part. Receiving—On mine.

Only—In a praiseworthy manner. He shows his need.

16. Once and again—Jic an ordinal here ; that is, not once and

twice, which would be equivalent to thrice, but once and again, so

that diz, twice, comprehends 8.Tza£, once. So 1 Thess. ii. 18.

17. Not because—He explains why he uses many words. I desire

—Having welcomed your kindness.

18. I have—The apostle's receipt. 1 abound—Behold the con

tented and grateful mind ! The things from you—They had sent

money or clothes and what might be serviceable. Odor of a sweet

smell—He beautifully describes the fact. A sacrifice—Heb. xiii. 16.

19. But my God—Who will recompense what is given to his ser

vant. In ver. 19 this particular statement of the Philippians' liber

ality is concluded by dh, but ; but in ver. 20 de, now, concludes the

whole of this joyous passage. Shall supply—May God supply, nay,

he will supply. [We may perceive that this kindness of the Philip

pians was indeed excellently bestowed, even if it only produced this

prayer of the apostle. V. G.] Need—As you have relieved my

need, yours shall not remain unsupplied. In glory—Refer this to the

whole sentence. There are riches in glory, glorious riches, close at

hand; besides, God m\\ fully supply in glory, that is, gloriously.

20. Glory—For his gift, 2 Cor. ix. 15. The doxology flows from

the joy pervading the whole epistle.

21. Every saint—Individually. So presently in ver. 22, All the

saints. Kai ol, and the, viz. saints, so called in a wide sense. Therefore,

brethren, ver. 21, may rather be understood of the Jews, (comp. Acts

xxviii. 21), and these too believers.

23. [Omit rjpiov, our. Tisch. Alf]



ANNOTATIONS

ON III '

EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS.

CHAPTER I.

1. [Transpose eo as to read, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.]

2. At Colosse—A Phrygian city. To the mints—This has a sub

stantive force. It implies union with God : to the fatthful brethren,

implies union with Christians. Brethren suggests union. These were

believers. [Omit xai Kupiou 'lrjaou Xptarou, and the Lord Jesus

Christ. Tisch., Alf]

3. We give thanks—since we heard—Comp. Eph. i. 15, 16. For

the Epistle to the Colossians strongly resembles the two epistles to

which it is subjoined ; the Epistle to the Ephesians, in its subject and

mode of exhortation; the Epistle to the Philippians, in its opposition

[to false teachers], and in their refutation. More coincidences will

be noticed in their places. The epistles to the Ephesians and Colos

sians were sent at the same time by Tychicus, iv. 7 ; Eph. vi. 21.

[Omit xai, and. Tisch., Alf.] Always—Construed with praying:

Rom. i. 10 : Phil. i. 4.

4. All—Present and absent.

5. For—From the hope it appears how great is the cause of

thanksgiving for the gift of faith and love : construe for with we give

thanks, ver. 3. [An error. It depends rather on which ye have, etc.,

ver. 4, and gives the ground of the love. Mey., Alf. Faith, hope,

love, ver. 4, 5, the sum of Christianity. Comp. ver. 9, 10, 11. V.

Laid up—Without danger. Which—Hope, comp. ver. 23. Ye heard

(451)
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—Before I wrote. [Rather, before ye had this hope. Mey.] In the

word of the truth—Eph. i. 13. The truth of knowledge, ver. 6, cor

responds to the truth of preaching. Neither admits of artifice

6. Unto—Etc, unto, and iv, in, here are parallel. And is bring

ing forth—[Eng. Ver., bringeth forth']. After the participle, the in

dicative is resumed ; see ver. 26, ch. ii. 13, .14 ; present, that is, which

is come to you,—and is producing fruit. Bringeth forth fruit—Sup

ply, in all the world. [After xapxoipopobpevov, bringeth forth fruit,

add xat ab£avbpevov, and increaseth. Tisch., Alf, etc.] As—When

traveling they joyfully recognize the same fruits of the Gospel in

every clime ; and its fruits prove that it is the word of truth. Comp.

presently as, ver. 7. For the Colossians are inclined in their turn to

propagate the truth. Since the day that—Construed with in you.

In truth—In the truth of the Gospel testimony, and of faith arising

from the testimony and directed toward the testimony.

7. As—Paul thus confirms and approves the doctrine of Epaphras,

which perhaps some had despised. It was Paul's duty to write rather

than that of Epaphras. [Omit xai, also. Tisch., Alf] Our—Paul and

Timothy. Love in the Spirit—Love, the fruit of the Spirit ; spiritual

love; comp. ver. 9, at the end.

9. We heard—Ver. 4. To pray—He mentioned prayers for them

generally, ver. 3 ; he now states what he prays for. Ye might be

filled—This verb, with its derivatives, often occurs in this epistle, as

far as ch. iv. 12, 17. With the knowledge of his will—There is a

gradation in the next verse, in the knowledge of God. Will—Eph.

v. 17, i. 9. In wisdom—A word common in this epistle ; that they

may be led the more from false wisdom and philosophy, Eph. i. 8.

[There seems to have been a want of knowledge among the Colos

sians, who were otherwise of an excellent spirit ; wherefore the apostle

urges that point so earnestly throughout the whole epistle, ver. 11,

28, ii. 2, 3, iii. 10, 16, iv. 5, 6. V. G.] Knowledge is less recom

mended to the Corinthians, who were more inclined to conceit. Wis

dom denotes taste, relish ; comp. Matt, xxiii. 34, note. Understand

ing—That you may discern what accords with, or is opposed to the

truth, and may not pass by what requires consideration. Wisdom is

something more general : understanding is a kind of sagacity. So

that on every occasion something may suggest itself suited to the

place and time. Understanding is in the perception ; wisdom is in

the whole compass of the soul's faculties. Spiritual—Not natural.

10. That ye might walk—Such walking arises from the knowledge

of God's will. Worthy of the Lord—As is worthy of Christ the

Lord, Eph. iv. 1. Pleasing—On your part ; so far that you may
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really please the Lord. jn, Sept., dpiaxuat, acts of pleasing [Eng.

Ver., favor}, Prov. xxxi. 30. Being fruitful—The participles, bear

ing fruit, increasing, strengthened, depend on, that ye may be filled,

ver. 9. [Rather, they belong to the subject of the verb xeptxarrtaat,

that ye may walk worthy, etc. Mey.}

11. With might—Eph. i. 19, iii. 16, vi. 10. Power of his glory—

[This is right ; not as Eng. Ver., his glorious power. Alf.], Rom. vi.

4. Long-suffering—Eph. iv. 2. With jqyfulness—Ver. 24.

12. Giving thanks—That is, and we give thanks. It depends on

ver. 9. Us presently follows, and you, ver. 21. [He gives thanks,

namely, in behalf of the Israelites, ver. 12-20, on account of the

Gentiles, ver. 21, etc. Comp. Eph. ii. 3, 11. V. Which hath

made us meet—For we had been before not meet. The same word is

found at 2 Cor. iii. 6. For a share—[Eng. Ver., to be partakers}.

That is, that we might receive a part of the saints' inheritance ; comp.

the next verse, and Eph. i. 11, or rather Acts xx. 32, xxvi. 18.

Partakers of the inheritance—A part allotted, not purchased. In—

Construed with partakers. Light is the kingdom of God, and believ

ers enjoy a blessed share in this kingdom ; iv, in, is, so to speak, a

preposition of place. Compare the opposite, Matt. iv. 16, where in

occurs twice. In light—In contrast with of darkness, ver. 13.

Comp. Eph. v. 8. Light is of knowledge and joy.

13. Who— Tliefafher. From the power—The contrast is, king

dom ; power detains captives ; a kingdom fosters willing citizens::

comp. Eph. ii. 2, v. 5, vi. 12. Of darkness—The darkness of blind

ness, of hatred, of misery. The Son of his love—[Eng. Ver., hit

dear Son, is inferior. Alf.}, John xvii. 26 ; Eph. i. 6. This is dis

cussed in the 15th and following verses.

14. In whom—The Son, Eph. i. 7. The redemption—[Eng. Ver,,

omits the article.] This is discussed, ver. 18, (from the middle) and

19. [Omit dtd roD atuaroz auroD, through his blood. Tisch., Alf.]

15. Who is—He describes Christ's glory and excellence as even

above the highest angels, and prepares the way for proving, next, the

folly of angel-worshipers. [He teaches believers to apply to Christ

himself, as their Saviour, and the head of all. V. (?.] Those only

obtain this full knowledge of Christ, who have experienced the mys

tery of redemption. The image of God—2 Cor. iv. 4, note. Of the

invisible—A most glorious epithet of God, 1 Tim. i. 17. The only

begotten Son alone represents the invisible God, and is himself hit

image, invisible, as to the Divine nature; visible, as to the human

[John xiv. 9], visible even before the incarnation, since the invisible

things of God began to be seen from the creation, which was accom
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plished through him. To this refer ver. 16, things visible and invisi

ble. The first-born of every creature—He was begotten ; and that

before the creation of all things. The npb, in xpwToroxo(, first-born,

governs the genitive xz'taemz, creature. Time is an accident of the

creature. Therefore the origin of the Son of God precedes all time.

[Render, the first bom of all creation. Alf.]

16. For—The second part of ver. 15, is explained. In—'Ev, in,

[Eng. Ver., correctly, by], denotes something prior to dta, by, and

uztfor, which presently occur. There is here marked the beginning,

the progress, the end. The same is summarily repeated in the next

Terse. Him—He himself, often used here, signifies his great majesty,

and excludes every creature. Were created—It appears from the

enumeration immediately following, that the subject here is that cre

ation described. Gen. i. ; comp. ver. 23. That are in heaven—And

the heavens themselves. But those things which are in the heavens

are rather named, because the inhabitants are more noble than their

dwellings. Visible—There follows by gradation, and invisible, of

which species are added. [Since visible things, such as the sun, moon,

stars, are named first, invisible things afterwards, it may not be un

worthy of consideration, whether the visible things may not have

been created during the six days, and the invisible on the seventh ?

Gen. ii. 1, 2; Exod. xxxi. 17. V. (?.] Whether thrones or domin

ions—The former greater than the latter. The abstract for the con

crete. Principalities or powers—The former stronger than the latter.

Both express an office exercised toward the creatures ; but thrones

and dominions seem rather to be so called in their relation to God, so

far as they display his majesty, Eph. i. 21.

17. [For him—All things are referred to Him himself. Nothing

was made without him, John i. 3. E. 2?.] He is—He does not say,

he was made; nor, he was, of which the latter might, however, have

been used dignifiedly, comp. John i. 1 ; but he is, in the present ;

comp. John viii. 58. Before all things—Even before time, that is,

from eternity. By him all things consist—The universe found its

completion in him. Sept. the gathering together of the waters, Gen.

i. 10. He is the first and the last. Rev. xxii. 13. [Is. xli. 4, as re

gards the origin : I the Lord am first, and I am with the last.

v. a.]

18. And—He now descends from the whole to the principal part

the Church, comp. Eph. i. 22, note. Who is—The Anaphora [repetitioi

of words in beginnings], comp. ver. 15, shows that here a new para

graph begins, and its own 8zt, because, is added to each member. Be

ginning—This word corresponds to the Hebrew wto, head, especially
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concerning Christ, Hos. ii. 2, and ri'inn, beginning, concerning a first-

begotten in particular, Deut. xxi. 17, but chiefly of Christ, Prov.

viii. 22. 'Anapj[ij, first fruits, is used, 1 Cor. xv. 23, the word being

rather restricted to the resurrection of the dead : ap-pj, beginning,

more expressly denotes excellence; comp. ii. 10; Ps. Ixxxix. 27.

'Apjftj, beginning, in the singular is opposed to dp%ai, principalities,

in the plural, ver. 16. The first-born from the dead—Christ, even

before his resurrection from the dead, nay, before the creation of the

world, was the first-born, ver. 15 ; but he is said to be first-born from

the dead, because, since he was the Son of God, he could not but rise

again, and because, in consequence of his resurrection, he is acknow

ledged to be the Son of God ; comp. Acts xiii. 33, note ; and esp'e-

cially since, from his resurrection, flows the life of many brethren.

In all things—Neuter, ver. 17. He—Of himself, without deputies or

substitute. Have the pre-eminence—As, in his resurrection, ascen

sion, etc., John iii. 13.

19. [In him—Namely, the Son. The words respecting the Father

and the Son, must be carefully distinguished in this and the next

chapter. V. G.] He was well-pleased—[Eng. Ver. It pleased the Fa

ther], Namely, God. This must be supplied, according to Paul's

intention, who, while mentioning the benefit of Christ, never fails to

remember the Father. As to the Father's good pleasure in the Son,

comp. Matt. iii. 17 : For eudoxio, I am pleased, with the accusative

and infinitive following, see 2 Mace. xiv. 35. Moreover, on euddxrjce,

he was well pleased, depend to reconcile, and having made peace. All

the fullness— [Eng. Ver., omits the article], ch. ii. 9, 10, 2, iv. 12, 17,

i. 9, 25 ; Eph. i. 23, note. Who can fathom this depth ? Dwell—

Constantly, as in a temple, in which it is ready for us. This indwell

ing is the foundation of the reconciliation.

20. To reconcile—Eph. ii. 16. All things—Eph. i. 10. Unto him

self—That is, unto God, ver. 22 ; 2 Cor. v. 19. Having made peace

—Eph. ii. 14, 17. The nominative depends on he was well-pleased.

Through the blood of his cross—By the blood shed on the cross, and

therefore by his death on the cross ; or there is an apposition, and the

blood, that is, his cross. The effect of the crucifixion (although not

of the crucifixion alone) is the shedding of blood. By him—This

repetition both adds emphasis, and shows that the all things are

straightway explained by it, whether the things which, etc. This all

things, includes also the dead. In earth—On the earth enmities had

begun ; therefore the earth is put first. Things in heaven—Luke

xix. 38. It is certain that the angels, God's friends, were men's

enemks, when they were hostile to God. [But the reconciliation is
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not to men, but to him, i. e., God. Sinful creation is reconciled

strictly by Christ ; sinless creation, by being raised in him to a

tiearer relation, and higher glorification of him. Alf.]

21. And you—Eph. ii. 1, 12. Alienated and enemies—Actual

alienation makes habitual enemies. Mind—In the original and in

most force of the mind, which draws after it the other faculties. Now

—On having received that faith, by which you have been brought to

the reconciliation made on the cross ; that is, you were formerly ali

enated, but now he has reconciled you ; although you were enemies,

nevertheless he has reconciled you. The conclusion refers to the

words just preceding, although they do not complete the sentence.

Jteconeiled—God hath.

22. In the body of his flesh—By this whole title, he is distinguished

from the Church, which is called Christ's body : and at the same time

the body denotes Christ's true and entire humanity, Rom. vii. 4. [It

eeems to be particularized here, to correct the tendency of readers,

in their following of angels, to ascribe mediation toward God, in part

to spirits which had no body of flesh. Mey.] Flesh implies the ca

pacity of suffering, and the suffering itself; Eph. ii. 15. To present

—Eph. v. 27. Holy—Towards God. Unblameable—As respects

yourselves. Unreproveable—As respects your neighbor.

23. If—This depends on the finite verb, he hath reconciled, ver.

21, rather than on the infinitive, to present; and this presentation, the

ultimate object, is itself the most delightful fruit of reconciliation ;

whence it is not the truth of the reconciliation accomplished, that de

pends on the Colossians' perseverance, but the most delightful fruit

for the future, which is not to be obtained, unless the Colossians shall

have persevered ; comp. it ye, if so be, Eph. iv. 21 ; idvnep, if, Heb.

iii. 6. In the faith—In confidence ; to which hope is usually joined.

Grounded—Gr. rsOehiopivoi : kSpatoi, settled, firm within. The

former is metaphorical, the latter, more literal ; the one implies

greater respect to the foundation, by which believers are supported;

but kdpatoi, settled, suggests inward strength, which believers them

selves possess ; just as a building should first rest uprightly and sol

idly on the foundation, but afterwards cohere securely, and stand

firmly, even by its own mass. And settled and—1 Cor. xv. 58, note ;

Eph. iii. 18. Of the Gospel—By which reconciliation is declared.

To every—Ver. 20; Mark xvi. 15, note. Minister—Ver. 25:

Eph. iii. 7.

24. Now—In contrast with since the day that, ver. 9. And—Ex

plain thus : in my sufferings, in which Ifill up in turn. And is used

as but, Eph. v. 27. [Omit pou, my. Tisch., Alf] I fill up—The
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Church's measure of sufferings was fixed. The more of them there

fore that Paul endured, the less is left for himself and others ; the

communion of saints produces this effect. [While the measure of

sufferings destined for Paul was filling up, the Gentiles attained the

full communion of the Gospel. V. (?.] Hence the Papists infer

merit in behalf of others, as very many errors in their system have

sprung from a subtle truth, received without discrimination. For—

Eph. iii. 1, note.

25. The dispensation of God—Therefore Paul was a steward of

the grace of God, Eph. iii. 2. For you—Gentiles, ver. 27. Fulfil—To

bring it to all. Paul everywhere aims at completeness ; comp. Rom. xv.

19, fully preached. The fulness of Christ and of the times required that.

26. The mystery—A Hendiadys : the word—the mystery, that is, the

word concerning the mystery. The mystery is declared in the next

verse, Eph. i. 9, iii. 9. Glory is the object of the mystery. Hid—

So are concealed, ch. ii. 3. From ages—[That is, from earliest ages

to the present time. So from generations. Mey., Alf, etc.] In

which the silence had been greater. From generations—During which

other things were gradually revealed. The ages refer to angels, the

generations, to men. Is made manifest—The verb again after the

participle. To his saints—Eph. iii. 8, note.

27. To whom—Since they were persons, to whom. An explana

tion. Would — Most freely. The riches—Descending upon all

men ; see Eph. i. 7, note. Who—Gr. 8z, for 8, which. Christ among

you—[So Alf, etc., Eng. Ver., in you.] The parallel expressions

are, among the Gentiles, and among you. Christ among (in) the

Gentiles was the greatest paradox at that time. Comp. in, Eph. iii.

8, (17) ; 1 Tim. iii. 16. [In V. G., Bengel wrongly renders in you,

as Eng. Ver.] The hope of glory—Christ in us is most delightful in

itself, but much more delightful in respect of those things which shall

be revealed, ch. iii. 4 ; Eph. i. 18. So Rom. v. 2.

28. We—Ver. 1. Every man—This common expression is most

vehement and forcible, and contains his reason for writing even to

strangers, ch. ii. 1. Compare the distribution of the all, Gr. xdvza,

Eng. Ver., every], with ch. iii. 11. And teaching—Gr. dtddaxovrez.

Nou&erouvrat, they are admonished, is said of those already taught,

as the Colossians ; dtddaxovrat, are taught, of the ignorant. Perfect

—See Eph. iv. 13 : perfect, without worldly elements. [Omit 'lrjoou,

Jesus. Tisch., Alf]

29. Striving—In ch. ii. 1, the conflict (comp. iv. 12) refers to

this. According to—Paul would not be able to strive in himself:

he is only mighty, as Christ works in him. His—Christ's.

58
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CHAPTER II.

1. For I would—He explains, why he used the word striving, ch.

i. 29, for conflict presently follows. Conflict—Of anxiety, desire,

prayers, with which I try to compensate for what I cannot do in my

absence. As many—Among these may be comprehended the Chris

tians at Hierapolis, ch. iv. 13. Paul made himself a debtor to all the

Gentiles. Have not seen—Hence, in this whole epistle, and in it

alone, Paul does not use the familiar titles, brethren, beloved. [More

over, he writes- to those churches which he had instructed face to face

concerning the particular affairs, which were to be regulated on hia

return to them ; he suggests many things, and occasionally uses a

reproof, savoring of paternal authority. But to those places where

he had not been, he sent letters which may be compared to persons

preaching to strange hearers ; presenting to them a compendium of

the whole doctrine of salvation. Take care to profit by both kinds

of discussion. V. G.] My face—Even the sight of Paul was com-

forting, ver. 2 ; Acts xx. 38.

2. They being knit—Gr. aupfttftaadivriov. The participle absolutely

affirming : they are knit together, says Paul, in love ; comp. ver.

5 ; the other things should be added. If you read aup^aa&hzez,

knit, explain thus : that they, being knit together, may be com

forted in their hearts. Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 16, note. In love—In

the mutual love of God and believers. Unto—to—An Anaphora

[repetition of words in beginnings] ; of which the second part

explains the first in two clauses. [The thorough knowledge—Not ac

knowledgment, as Eng. Ver. Alf. Omit xai .tarpon xai roD Xpta-

rou. And of the Father and of Christ. Tisch., Alf.] Of God, etc.—The

Greek article is here used with strict accuracy. He here lays down

a proposition regarding God and Christ, and discusses it at ver. 8

9, 12, 13 : for all the fulness of the Godhead is in Christ, ver. 9.

3. In which—[Eng. Ver., wrongly, whom.] Namely, the mystery

of God and the Father and of Christ. He who possesses this should

ask nothing more, as regards wisdom and other blessings. Christ

himself is treated of at ver. 9. Are—Construe : in which (the mys

tery) are all hidden treasures. [Eng. Ver., is wrong. Alf. renders,

in which are all the secret treasures of, etc. So Mey.] 'Anoxputpot,

hid, without the article. All corresponds to the all, ver. 2. Trea

sures—Hence the riches. Of wisdom—Hence comes the understand

ing. Of knowledge—Hence iniyvwotz, the full knowledge [Eng.
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Ver., acknowledgment] : comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 12, note. Sid—For it

is a mystery : comp. 1 Cor. ii. 7, 8.

4. Lest any man—So ver. 8, 16, 18. Beguile you with enticing

words—Comp. Rom. xvi. 19, with what precedes. That is an entic

ing speech, which, for instance, professes humility, ver. 18, 23.

Some mingled Judaism and the Eastern philosophy.

5. Joying and beholding—That is, joyfully beholding. Ordei—

That nothing may be out of joint, Heb. xii. 13. Both individuals

and those who are united should maintain order. Paul looks to those

joined, that they be knit together, ver. 2. Steadfastness—That

it may not easily lose order. Steadfast faith permits nothing to be

removed from its order. This steadfastness is required in individuals,

as the full assurance in ver. 2. Order is understood to belong to

love. Faith is steadfastness when it is itself steadfast. [The Greek

word is arspeiofta, thing of strength, firmament, representing the

steadfastness of the faith, as if it were protected against attacks by

a firm bulwark. MeyJ]

6. The Lord—The article shows that they had received Christ a*

the Lord. Walk ye in him—This is the design of the epistle. We

give the following summary :

I. THE INSCRIPTION, i. 1-2.

II. THE DOCTRINE, by which the apostle prophetically explains

the mystery of Christ by way of thanksgiving for the

Colossians, ver. 3, 4, and prayer for the same, 9, 10, 12,

13, 15, 16, 21, 22 :

With a declaration of his affection for them, 24, 25, ii. 1, 2.

III. THB EXHORTATION.

(1.) General, by which he incites them to perseverance in

Christ, 6, 7 :

And warns them against deception, 8.

Here again he describes the mystery of Christ, in

order, 9, 10 :

And in the same order draws his admonitions from

Christ, the Head, 16 :

And from his death, 20, etc.

And exaltation, iii. 1-4.

(2.) Special.

1. To avoid vice, 5-9 :

And practise virtues, 10, 11:

Especially love, 12, 18:

And to study Christ's word. 16, 17.
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2 To do their duty.

1. Wives and husbands, 18, 19.

2. Children and parents, 20, 21.

3. Servants and masters, 22, 23 ; iv. 1.

(8 ) Final, to prayer, 2, 3.

To wisdom, 5, 6.

IV. CONCLUSION, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 18.

7. Rooted—Gr. IfaZaifdvot, Eph. iii. 18. Time past instead of

the beginning. Built up—The present, even still in progress, Acts

xx. 32. In him—In Jesus Christ, as Lord. The parallel is, in the

faith, soon after. With thanksgiving—This constitutes and shows

the lawful and joyful use of things, which some load with prohibi

tions, ver.721 ; 1 Cor. x. 80 : 1 Tim. iv. 3, 4

8. Lest any man be a spoiler—[Eng. Ver., tpoff]. So Iva larac,

that—may be [Eng. Ver., they may have~\, Rev. xxii. 14. A spoilt r

—Who not only despoils you, but makes yourselves a spoiL Both to

this word and to «fijc, vain, are opposed fulness, riches, treasures.

Through—This expresses the instrument. Philosophy and vain de

ceit—A ffendiadys [philosophy which is vain deceit], as ver. 18.

Philosophy is in itself something of an intermediate character ; but

its abuse, however, tending to deceit, is more easy, especially in that

Jewish philosophy of which they then boasted, and which they strove

to accommodate to the purity of the faith ; for Paul does not say, that

•we are brought to Christ by philosophy. Paul maintains that what

his opponents lauded as philosophy and wisdom, ver. 23, was vain de

ceit. After—This definitely indicates what philosophy is meant, and

restricts the general title to the Jewish philosophy. This is intimated

in the discussion, ver. 11, 16, 20 ; wherefore the statement in ver. 8

should not be more widely extended to the Gentile philosophy, al

though the Jews had taken their philosophy from the Gentiles ; and,

by parity of reasoning, this remark applies to all philosophy. Of

men—The contrast is, of the Godhead, ver. 9. The rudiment—The

contrast is, bodily, ver. 9, 17 : comp. elements, Gal. iv. 3, note. And

not after Christ—We should therefore only approve of the doctrine

that is according to Christ.

9. For—The reason why those alone should be listened to who

teach according to Christ. In him—John xiv. 10. Dwelleth—Ch.

i. 19, note. All the fulness of the Godhead—Believers are filled

toith all God's fulness, Eph. iii. 19. But all the fulness of the God

head, that is, the fullest Godhead, dwells in Christ: not merely the

Divine attributes, but the Divine nature itself; ch. i. 19. The ab
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stract word is most significant. Bodily—God is the head of Christ,

1 Cor. xi. 3, and Christ is the head of all, ver. 10 ; and Christ is re

lated to God, as his body, the Church, is to Christ ; but Christ could

not properly be called the body of God. Therefore the language is

varied. The Godhead itself, as it were the entire essence of the God

head, dwells in Christ most immediately and really. The type was

God's glory dwelling in Solomon's temple. Zmpa, the body, does not

always denote the literal body, ver. 11, 17.

10. And—And therefore. Complete—[Filled up, Alf.], John i.

16. The fulness of Christ redounds to the Church; Ps. cxxxiii. 2.

Therefore his fulness is infinitely more abundant. He himself is

full; we are filled with wisdom and power. The head of all—Eph.

i. 10. Of all principality—Therefore we should pray to Christ, not

to angels.

11. Also—Paul now traces the progress of those, who have be

come partakers of Christ's fulness. Ye are circumcised—As circum

cision, so baptism, refers to initiation. With the circumcision—Of

the heart. Made without hands—An epithet very appropriate to the

New Testament; comp. Eph. ii. 11; Heb. ix. 11, 24. Inputting

off—A most significant word ; ver. 15. Of the body—This, as a

whole, is opposed to the part, uncircnmcision : the putting off the body,

a mild definition of death. It differs therefore from baptism : it is

the circumcision of the heart ; it is spiritual death, in a good sense,

whereas baptism is compared to burial. [Participation in Christ's

death, burial, and resurrection, is described in this and the next verse.

V. G. Omit the words rwv dpapriwv, of the sins. Tisch.,Alf] Of the

flesh—An apposition ; the body of sins, i. e., theflesh. [Render, in your

putting off (in baptism), of the body of the flesh (the dominion of it).

Alf.] By the circumcision of Christ—Which accords with the New

Testament ; a circumcision, to which that of Moses, in the flesh,

gives place.

12. In baptism—As death precedes the resurrection, so in this

third term of the comparison, baptism naturally precedes matured

faith. Wherein—An Anaphora [repetition of words in beginnings],

comp. ver. 11. Through the faith of the operation of God. [Better,

By your faith in the operation of God. So Mey., Alf., etc.] A re

markable expression : faith is of Divine working, and Divine working

is in believers; Eph. i. 19, ii. 8; 1 Thess. ii. 13.

13. And you—The discourse, ver. 10-12, in the second person, was

indefinite; now he speaks strictly in the second person; and, indeed,

there is a remarkable Asyndeton [want of conjunction], connecting ver.

13 14,15. Being dead—Eph. ii. 1,2. Intheuncircumcision q/' (literally,
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theforesldn of) yourflesh —A carefully selected (exquisite) term for origi-

nalsin. [Add you, after auve^monoi^aev, quickened. Tisch., Alf\

Hath he quickened together with him — God hath quickened you

together with Christ; comp. Eph. ii. 4, 5. The words, took away,

and made a show, with the annexed participles, depend on this ex

pression, and all refer to God the Father. [For bptv, you, read fjpiv,

us, (after forgiven.) Tisch., Alfi] Having forgiven—The aorist is

determined by the tense of the verb, to which it is added. Now, I

adopt this reading, %aptadpevoz bptv, having forgiven you, and con

nect this clause with the preceding words. In this view, ver. 13,

with those that precede it, addresses the Gentiles ; and ver. 14 in

troduces the Jews speaking. Trespasses—Whence death had arisen.

Deliverance from the reproach of sin, ver. 14, and deliverance from

the power of darkness, ver. 15, are united with this deliverance

from sin.

14. Blotting out—A word appropriate as to writing: join it with

took out of the way. Against us—This verse introduces the Jews

speaking. [Not only was the law against us, by its demands, but

also hostile to us, by its accusation. V. G.] Handwriting—When a

debt has been contracted, it generally follows, that the debtor by his

handwriting acknowledges himself bound. The debt is forgiven : and

then only, the handwriting is blotted out. Our sins were debts : our

sins themselves were not the handwriting, but their consequence, the

undeniable stain, the remembrance, the outcry (see Jer. xvii. 1, 2),

not so much in our conscience, as in God's presence, while the law

variously accuses and condemns us. Heb. x. 3, 17 ; 1 Cor. xv. 56.

To be against, and to be hostile [Eng. Ver., contrary] differ, as a state

of war and an actual engagement. The handwriting was against us,

but God blotted it out. The handwriting was hostile to us, but God

removed it, Eph. ii. 15, etc. Blotting out by the decrees— [Better,

Eng. Ver., the handwriting of"ordinances ; literally, the (writing)

written with decrees. The reference is to the law itself; not at all to

decrees of grace. Mey.] At his pleasure—These are the decrees of

grace. The mention of the writing is included in that which was

against us, not in that by which we were relieved. The letter killeth,

2*Cor. iii. 6. Contrary—Gr. bT:zvavrtov—'Ynb does not mean se

cretly, in this compound, as appears from the Sept. Took it out of

the way—So having abolished, Eph. ii. 15. Nailing it to—Alluding

to the nails of Christ's cross. The handwriting, being pierced, is

considered as abolished. Explain, after he had nailed it to his cross ;

for he took away refers to the fruit of the resurrection. So alsc

ver. 15, after he had triumphed over them. The full exercise of
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power over the vanquished is now the beginning of the triumph, when

tbe vanquished are bound, and prepared for exhibition. The triumph

presupposes the victory, and follows- it after an interval. It perhaps

occurred at Christ's descent into hell.

15. Having spoiled—Matt. xii. 29. Principalities and powers—

Those, who worshiped good angels, at the same time feared the bad ;

groundlessly: comp. ver. 10. Made a show—This was done at his

ascension, Eph. iv. 8. Openly—Both they themselves beholding it

in their turn, and good angels, and then men, and God himself. The

nakedness of the vanquished enemy appeared from jhe fact itself,

and in the Gospel. Them—The. masculine refers to the angels. In

him—[Better than Eng. Ver., in it, which gives a feebler sense after

ver. 12. Alf.~\—In Christ. This belongs to the whole paragraph,

[which treats of GOD from ver. 12. V. (?.], and is here concluded.

[Evidently as Eph. i. 20, ii. 5. F. #.]

16. Therefore—The therefore is deduced from ver. 8-15. See ver.

16 (comp. note i. on ver. 20), ch. iii. 1, 5, 12. Let no man judge—

Metonymy [the antecedent for the consequent], that is, attend to

no one who attempts to judge you; so ver. 18. In meat—Tapeinosis

[less said than meant]. In respect of a holiday—The expression, in

respect, here seems to have a separative power. One might disturb

believers about meat and drink (ver. 21), another again about holi

days. The holiday is yearly; the new moon, monthly ; the sabbaths,

weekly. Comp. Gal. iv. 10, note. Or the Sabbath days—The plu

ral for the singular, Matt. xii. 1 : but used here significantly ; Cor the

several days of the week are called Sabbaths, Matt, xxviii. 1 ; there

fore Paul intimates here the removal of all distinction of days ; for

he never wrote more openly of the Sabbath. Christ, after he him

self, the Lord of the Sabbath, had come, or before his suffering,

clearly taught the liberty of the Sabbath ; but he asserted it more

openly by Paul after his resurrection. Nor has it yet been clearly

defined what is due to the Sabbath, what to the Lord's day ; but this

has been left to the measure of every one's faith. The Sabbath is

not commended, is not enjoined ; the Lord's day is mentioned, not

enjoined. A stated day is useful and necessary to those who are en

grossed in worldly concerns. They who keep a continual Sabbath,

enjoy greater liberty. The Sabbath is a type even of eternal things,

Heb. iv. 3, 4 ; yet its obligation does not therefore continue in the

New Testament, otherwise the new moons should be retained, Is.

Ixvi. 23.

17. A shadow—Heb. viii. 5, x. 1. A shadow, lifeless. The body

—The very truth foreshadowed by the old ceremonies. The body
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(substance) as well as the shadow, to which it is opposed, is the pre

dicate ; and therefore it may be thus resolved : meat, drink, etc., are

the shadow of things to come ; but the body of Clirist is the sub

stance, or, that which belongs to Christ is the body. Allusion is made

to the very body of Christ, but Christianity is understood ; TO TOU

XpcoTou laTt owfia, that which belongs to Christ is the body. If body

be supplied in the subject, it will be a Place [repetition of the word

to express an attribute of it].

18. Let no man deal with you at his will—[Eng. Ver., beguile you of

your reward ; see below.] Gr. xaraftpafttusTta. A word closely con

nected with judging and establishing ordinances, ver. 16, 20; for $»«-

PSUW, Iregulate, see iii. 15, note ; from which xaTappapeow, defraud, dif

fers, as xara^pdoftat, I abuse, differs from %pdofj.at, I use ; and the verb

itself, which is compounded with xara, governs the accusative, btm$, you,

for the preposition xara would require the Genitive; Hesychins has

xarappdpsTae (read xarappafitueTai), gives judgment against, prevails

against. Therefore Paul means, Let no one, usurping judicial au

thority, and accordingly abusing it, regulate you in the race, and

wrongly prescribe what you, about to receive the prize, should follow,

what avoid. A French interpreter has skillfully used the word mai-

triser, to domineer ; for the apostle is not speaking of a rival snatch

ing the prize of the race before you, but of a bad, perverse, insolent

judge. On this verb depend four participles, through as many sen

tences, of which the first and third, the second and fourth, relate to

each other. The manifold advantage of this Chiasmus [cross refer

ence], now noticed, will forthwith appear. [Render, Let no one of

purpose (Gr. fUXcw, comp. 2 Pet. iii. 5) defraud you of your prize

(the interpretation as given by Seng., of xaraftpafteua), above, is

wrong), in humility and worship of the angels. Alf.~\ Humility and

worshiping of angels—A Hendiadys [expression of a complex idea

by two distinct ones]. They worship angels under pretext of humil

ity and modesty, as if they dared not immediately and directly ad

dress God and Christ. This error, says Alexander Morus, had be

come so deeply rooted, that not even after three centuries could it be

eradicated ; for the 35th canon of the Council of Laodicea, the me

tropolis of Phrygia, where Colosse also was, was framed against it.

That canon condemns the Angelici, for so they were called. The

Angtlici, says Augustine Haeres. 39, are those inclined to angel-wor

ship. By this authority, the invocation of saints and spiritual inter

course, however plausible, are entirely done away. Intruding into

those things which he hath not seen—Heinsius observes : This language

resembles in principle that of the Greek tragedians, Kelv'
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Baaa prj ftXsxuv &iptz, intruding into those things at whieh it it un

lawful to look. ' Eiopaxev, saw with the eyes, and ipftareumv, intrud

ing with the feet, are said metaphorically of the mind. The foot

should not anticipate the eyes ; ipftuzebio, Igo in, I enter, I penetrate.

It is used of a hostile invasion, 1 Mace. xii. 25. It is applied to the

understanding, and signifies, I pry into, I handle. For how should

Christ, who searches the hearts of all, ask to learn ? There is little

doubt, that Paul himself had in mind the word of Plato, xevepftaruv,

used of the vain study of abstruse subjects, when he was refuting those

who held Plato's opinion concerning angels ; comp. xevrfi, vain, ver.

8. But yet, when he might have said, 3 prj hopa xevepftarvjwv,

vainly studying what he hath not seen, he yet does not say so (for the

things into which the xaraftpajisOwv, defrauder, intrudes, are not in

themselves utterly vain, but only not seen by him) : but he states

something even more weighty, since the ipftareuuv, to intrude, rather

expresses the haughtiness of the xazajipaftsiHitv, defrauding. On the

contrary, the xpariiv, to hold the head, corresponds, which is not done

in vain, but tends to increase. [The word pij, not, is very doubtful,

though Tisch. retains it. Without it the sense is, standing on the

things which he hath seen, puffed up, etc., and so Alf., Mey., etc.]

Puffed up—The contrast is humility ; and yet these two are joined.

19. Not holding—He who does not hold Christ alone, does not

hold him at all. The head—Here faith has a firm foundation. The

opposite is, & pij kdtpaxev, ipftareuwv, he who flies beyond obvious

things, and grasps at those that escape him. From which—From

holding the head, or else, from whom, namely, Christ, the head. By

joints—Namely, offaith, Eph. iv. 16. To this i^t%oprjroopevov, hav

ing nourishment ministered, refers. Bands—Of love and peace, Eph. -

iv. 3. To this aupfttfta^bpevov, knit together, refers ; comp. ver. 2.

Having nourishment ministered—Receiving ministration ; so 3 Mace,

vi. 38, supplied with all things by the king.

20. If—The inference, begun at ver. 16, is continued ; and at ch.

Hi. 1, a new inference follows. [Omit obv, wherefore. Tisch., Alf.]

Ye are dead—from—Concisely said : dead, and so freed from the ele

ments, etc. From the rudiments—Ver. 8. Areye subject to ordinances—

In the middle voice, you receive dogmas, ordinances. [Better taken

passive, why are ye prescribed to. Alf., Mey.] ^

21. Not—Thus the dogmatists generally spoke. Touch—The class:

the species are, to taste with the tongue, and to handle with the hand.

22. Which—are—Namely, the things touched, tasted, etc. To

perish—And therefore do not defile, 1 Cor. vi. 13 ; the middle of

Matt. xv. 17. With the consumption—Gr. dtzo^prjau [Eng. Ver.,

59
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using]. Not strictly so called, but so far as it denotes the use, which

is natural, civil, outward, truly indifferent, and removed from super

stitious fear and severity. After—As human commandments are

wont to be. The commandments and doctrines—Matt. xv. 9, note.

23. Which—An Anaphora [repetition of a word in beginnings] :

comp. 8., which, ver. 22. Are having a show—[Eng. Ver., have a

show.] Construe, are—for the satisfying, as ver. 22, are for perish

ing [Eng. Ver., to perish] ; therefore resolve I%ovra, having, into

though they have, that it may form a clause : Iort, are, and xpbz, to,

being disjoined, the sentence becomes appropriately suspended. Show

—A name and appearance. Indeed—The force of the particle de,

but, which offsets this, is concealed in the finite verb lart, are. Will-

worship— Will-worship, as well as humility, has a plausible appearance.

For this word, as E. Schmid well shows, denotes worship (whether

right or wrong), performed freely and with ready will : such prompt

ness has the appearance of wisdom : -comp. James iii. 17 ; for it

seems removed from obstinacy, as humility seems removed from pride.

Humility—Ver. 18, note. Unsparingness of [Eng. Ver., neglecting]

the body—When many things are withheld, which might be afforded

to the body, ver. 21 ; nay, the body itself is wasted. This also looks

plausible, for it becomes saints, 1 Cor. ix. 27 ; although dfudta, un

sparingness, expresses something more odious, than to keep under, and

bring into subjection, 1 Cor. ix. 27. These three plausible things in

volve a threefold relation : to God, to angels, to one's own self ; and

therefore they have, when united, a perfect appearance. Not in any

honor—This clause is connected with the preceding ; and the latter

iv, in, is opposed to the preceding iv, in. The Sept. dveu zepSfc, that

is, for nothing, Is. lv. 1 ; Ps. xliv. 13 ; Job xxxi. 39. It becomes

the man who is ennobled by faith, to estimate himself justly, not in

himself, but in his Lord Jesus Christ alone, whereby he is not un

worthily to degrade himself, redeemed at such a price, and striving

for so great a reward, for example, through the appearance of will-

worship : Acts xiii. 46 ; Rom. ii. 7 ; 1 Cor. vi. 15, iii. 21, vii. 23 ;

1 Thess. iv. 4. This estimation produces holy ambition, 2 Cor. v. 9;

but it is restrained by- true self-denial, and again is tarnished by hu

man commandments, which, because they profit us nothing, comp.

Jleb. xiii. 9, have an utterly empty and vain appearance of wisdom

and every good thing : comp. by all means, vainly, ver. 18. This

passage accords with Phil. iii. 19, see note ; and both accord with

Hab. ii. 16, Thou hast filled thyself with shame for glory; therefore

drink thou also, and let thy foreskin be uncovered. But true honor is

theirs who see the glory of the Lord, lb., ver. 14. To the satisfying
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of the flesh—Ilhjopovrj, satiety, generally denotes excess : trap£, flesh,

does not signify the body, but is used as at ver. 18. Hilary, on this

passage, says : human tradition is the surfeiting of the carnal appetite.

A golden sentence. Tradition puffs up ; it clogs the perception of

the heavenly. WiM—worship, and satisfying of the flesh, are therefore

opposed and yet united. They put away true honor, to satiate the

flesh ; npbz, to, denotes the object of interest, or the end, for which

the other things are assumed.

CHAPTER III,

1. [Render, if then ye are raised up together with, etc. The allu

sion is to a definite time, their baptism, ch. ii. 11-13. Alf] Seek

those things that are above—Christ, after the resurrection, immediately

turned his thoughts towards heaven, John xx. 17, note. So believers,

Eph. ii. 6.

2. Set your affection—They who truly seek heavenly things, cannot

but relish the things that are above. The apostle says, set your affec

tion in the second place, not seek ; for there is an Antithesis to

-earthly things, which we are said to relish, to care for, not properly to

seek, because they are present.

3. [The sense is, For ye are dead (if risen, ver 1., then dead first;

dead, through fellowship with Christ's death) and your life (the eter

nal life after death) is hid (until Christ's second coming) etc. Mey.]

Ye are dead—To the earth and to the world, spiritually, ch. ii. 20.

Your life is hid—An abbreviated expression in this sense : ye are

dead to the world, that ye may live to God ; but that life is as yet

hid. Is hid with Christ—The world knows neither Christ nor Chris

tians, and Christians do not even fully know themselves.

4. When—This word, used absolutely, fills the reader, as if forget

ful of the preceding words, with a sudden light, so that it is doubtful

whether and or but should be supplied. Shall appear—In glory, 1

Pet. iv. 13. Your life—Expressing the aspect under which he will

appear. Then—We should not demand it sooner. Ye also—This

hope withdraws men from earth. In glory—A glorious member.

5. Jforfc/yr-[Unsparingly. V. (?.] Your members—Of which
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snited the body of sin consists, ch. ii. 11. [Nay, but simply, the

members of the body ; mortify them in a moral sense. Mey. Here

all impurity, without exception, is excluded. V. G.] Upon the earth

—Where they are nourished. These are presently enumerated. For

nication, ete.—Eph. v. B, 4. Inordinate affection—The disease of

lust within. Concupiscence—Of the outward senses. Covetousness—

The article makes an emphatic addition, and includes the whole class

of vice, which differs from the class of the species just enumerated.

Avarice especially binds men to earth.

6. For which things—Eph. v. 6. [Omit inc robc uloix; rffi dnu-

feiaz, on the children of disobedience. Tisch., Alf.]

7. Ye lived—As if in your first principle, origin, element. Comp.

Gal. v. 25, on the spiritual life.

8. Ye also—This answers to the ye also, Ter. 7. In ver. 7, it was,

ye also, as well as the other children of disobedience. In ver. 8, it

is, ye also, as well as other believers. All—All old things, especially

anger, etc. So in the Antithesis, above all, ver. 14. _ Anger, cruelty

—[Eng. Ver., wrath.~] Wrath—Eph. iv. 31. Malice—Faults of the

disposition ; as suspicion, perversity, impatience. Blasphemy, filthy

communication—[A rather, abusive conversation. Mey., Alf] Out of

your mouth, refers to these two.

9. Lie wot—Eph. iv. 25. To—Or against. See History of Su

sanna, ver, 55, 59, thou hast lied against thy own head. Fut off—

Eph. iv. 22.

10. The new man renewed—Eph. iv. 24, note. In knowledge—

Of the truth (ch. i. 6, 9, 10), whereby all love of lying is destroyed.

After the image—This image consists in perfect truth. Of him that

treated him—That is, of God, Eph. iv. 24 : compare Eph. ch. ii. 10.

Regeneration is indicated by the word creation, from which the image

results.

11. Wliere—That is, in whom, or in which. There is—In the es

timation of God and believers there is neither Jew, etc. Greek not

Jew—The concrete for the abstract, as afterwards also Christ is used :

for circumcision and uncircumcision, soon after, are abstract nouns.

Uncircumcision—Even the Greek could be circumcised. Therefore

the mention of uncircumcision renders the expression more distinct.

Barbarian, Scythian—These two words, without a conjunction, form a

pair, as bond, free. The Greeks were on the west, the Jew* on the

east ; the Barbarians on the south (for Scaliger shows that the Nu-

midians were properly called Barbarians in Arabic), the Scythians on

the north, more barbarous than the barbarians. And with this im

pression Anacharsis, according to Galen, was reproadhed by some
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one that he was a barbarian, and a barbarous Scythian. Every na

tion, as it prefers some other to itself, so again, under every pretext,

prefers itself to all the rest. Therefore the Barbarians, as between

the Greeks and Scythians, yielded to the Greek, but considered him

self superior to the Scythians. [But the word Barbarian includes

Scythian also. Mey.] Faith removes this distinction. Perhaps at

Colosse there were one or two Scythian Christiana. Christ is all and

in all—A Scythian is not a Scythian, but Christ's. A barbarian is

not a barbarian, but Christ's. Christ is all, and that too in all, who

believe. The new creature is in Christ, ver. 10; Gal. vi. 15.

12. Elect—This is equivalent to a substantive; its epithets are,

holy and beloved. He calls them the elect of God, as Rom. viii. 33.

The order of the words admirably corresponds to the order of the

things : eternal election precedes sanctification in time. The sancti

fied feel God's love, and then imitate it. Bowels—Eph. iv. 32. [For

oixrtppmv, mercies, read oixrtppou, mercy. Tisch., Alf.] Humbleness

of mind—Eph. iv. 2. These virtues are exercised by forbearing and

forgiving.

13. Forbearing—In present offences. Forgiving—Past offences.

[There is no such distinction, but the forbearance shows itself mutu

ally in forgiveness. Mey.] On these depends so also ye. Christ—

Who had the greatest cause of complaint against us.

14. Above—The expression becomes stronger; love, superior to

all, 1 Pet. iv. 8. The band—[That is, sum and substanee ; but this

rendering is inconsistent with what precedes ; over all tJtese. Eng.

Ver., bond, is right. Alf.] Love comprehends the whole circle of

virtues, 2 Pet. i. 7. Of perfectness—nn, zeXuorrfi, perfection [Eng.

Ver., sincerity~], Judg. ix. 16 ; Prov. xi. 3. He who has love, wants

nothing : he is not bound by the elements of the world. Particular

duties arc also derived from this source, ver. 19, 2L

15. And—And, so. The connection may be inferred from Eph.

iv. 3. [For dso~v, God, read Xptarou, Christ. Tisch., Alf] The

peace of God—Phil. iv. 7. Rule—Gr. ftpafteuirtti ; a remarkable

word. Hesychius has, ftpafteuirw, fieatzeuerto, mediate, iajwadrio,

inform, iduvia&w, direct, Wisd. x. 12 : Wisdom [gave Jacob the vic

tory. Eng. Ver.] directed Jacob in a sore conflict; therefore ftpafteiiuv^

is to direct a person running, until he reaches the goal. Keep, PhiL

iv. 7, is akin to it. Entrust yourselves to the peace of God, that di

rects all things. An imperative after an imperative involves the

meaning of a future indicative. Its opposite is xaraftpaftevuv, beguile,

ch. ii. 18 ; see note, with the notion of excess. Ye are called—Eph.
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iv. 4. Tliankful—For that calling. This is 8 statement of what

follows. The same duty is enjoined, Eph. v. 4.

16. The word—By which ye have been called. Dwell in you—As

in a temple, for ever. In you—In your inner man ; comp. full, Rom,

xv. 14. [Omit xai, and (after psalms, also after hymns). Tisch., Alf.\

Richly — The distribution follows; in all wisdom—[so Mey., etc.,

better than Eng. Ver., which joins in all wisdom to the preceding]—

one another; with grace—in your hearts, that is, mutually and apart.

In wisdom, with grace, recur, ch. iv. 5, 6. Teaching in all wisdom—

[Eng. Ver., dwell in aU wisdom]. So it must be construed, comp.

ch. i. 28. The nominative, by Syllepsis [concord of parts of speech

regulated not by the syntax, but by the sense] depends on ivotxeirw;

dwell in you, that is, have ye it dwelling in you; and this construe

tion is the more suitable, because yivea&s, be ye, occurring a little be

fore, has possession of the reader's mind. One another—Gr. kaurobz,

yourselves, for dXtyXouz, one another. There are parallel expressions

at ver. 13. In Psalms—Eph. v. 19. With grace—Xdptz, favor, jny

Ps. xlv. 3. [But the meaning is, by grace, i. e., singing by the grace

of God, which inclines the heart to do so. Mey. For Kupitp, the

Lord~, read detp, God. Tisch., Alf.]

17. Ye do—The word is used in a wide sense, so as also to include

speaking. In the name—That it may be just as if Christ were doing

it, ver. 11 ; or at least that you may gain Christ's approval in all

things. He who can say, 0 Jesus Christ, I have done this in thy

name, certainly approves his conduct to Christ. In the name of

Christ, for Christ's sake, comp. the following verses. [Omit xai, and

(after detp, God). Tisch., Alfi] By him—Not by angels. Theodoret.

[This reference is very doubtful. Mey.~\

18.—Chap. iv. 1. Wives, etc.—Eph. v. 22-vi. 9. In the Lord—

Construe with submit yourselves ; comp. Eph. vi. 1; or with as it is

fit ; comp. in this view, ver. 20, unless obey, ver. 20, be likewise con

strued with ip Kopttit. It may be construed either way. [Omit

W/oic, own. Tisch., Alf.]

19. Be not bitter—Iltxpia, hatred mixed with love. Many, who

are polite to all abroad, nevertheless readily treat their wives and

children at home with covert bitterness, because they do not fea*

them. The subjugation of this spirit shows great meekness.

21. [Fathers—The husband is the head of the wife; whence powei

is chiefly attributed to fathers. V. G.] Lest they be discouraged—

Despondency is the bane of youth.

22. [For debv, God, read Koptov, the Lord. Tisch., Alf.] God—

Who knows the heart.
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23. Whatsoever ye do—In your service. Whatsoever, Eph. vi. 8.

24. Of the inheritance—Although you have no worldly inheritance,

but are part of an inheritance passing from your Master to his chil

dren. [Omit yap, for. Tisch., Alf] Christ—Who rewards his ser

vants. Ye serve—While you thus serve.

25. [For Se, but, read yap, for. Tisch., Alf.] He that doeth wrong-

—In heart and in fact. There is no respect of persons—The low

often think that they should be spared for their lowness. That

is denied.

A

CHAPTER IV.

1. That which is just and equal—Comp. the same things, Eph. vi.

9, note. [Equal—Not in outward condition, but by the compensation

brought by Christian communion. Mey.]

2. In prayer—Eph. vi. 18.

3. For us—Ch. i. 1. Would open a door of utterance—That is,

the mouth, Eph. vi. 19 ; Mic. vii. 5. [Not exactly mouth, but un

hindered activity in preaching, etc. Mey.] A great opportunity is

elsewhere called a door, 1 Cor. xvi. 9. / am in bonds, that I may

make it manifest—[But Eng. Ver. puts a colon after bonds ; thus

connecting Iva, that with praying, not, / am in bondt]. A paradox ;

as in 2 Tim. ii. 9 ; Phil. i. 12, 13.

4. As—Depending on to speak, ver. 3.

5. In wisdom—Eph. v. 15, note.

6. With grace—Joined with spiritual grace, Eph. iv. 29. With

salt— With the salt of wisdom. [Lest it should conceal anything cor

rupt. V. That ye may know—The infinitive used as an abla

tive case.

7. My state—Eph. vi. 21.

8. He might know your estate—Awrs za nepi tfpotv, ye may know

our affairs, is found in Al. Colb. 7, etc. It has been transferred

hither from Eph. vi. 22. The two epistles have indeed many points

of resemblance, but yet vary where change is necessary. And gene

rally in such parallelisms, which the officiousness of transcribers has

mixed together, one reading in the one place, and another in the other,
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is the genuine one. Tychicus, and through Tychicus (us it appears)

Paul, was to learn the state of the Colossians (whence, instead of yvtp,

he might know, yvo~), I may know, may he also read), just as he

learned that of the Thessalonians through Timothy ; that of the Cor

inthians through Titus ; that of the Philippians through Epaphro-

ditus ; and Paul wished the more to learn that of the Colossians, be

cause he had a great conflict on their account. Moreover the Colos

sians' knowledge of Paul is sufficiently indicated, not only by the

preceding words, as in the Epistle to the Ephesians, but also by those

following, which are peculiar to this Epistle to the Colossians : They

shall make known unto you all things which are done here.

10. My fellow-prisoner—Such was Aristarchus, not Epaphras, ver.

12 : but Epaphras, not Aristarchus, is spoken of in Philem. ver. 23,

24. Perhaps Epaphras, when he came to Rome, was imprisoned, and

soon after liberated. Paul might have so called Aristarchus, because

he had been formerly imprisoned. Sister's son, to Barnabas—Bar

nabas was better known than Mark ; therefore the latter is designated

from the former. Touching whom—Namely, Mark ; the oh, whom,

refers to the nominative, not to the oblique case, Barnabas. Ye

received—Tychicus and Onesimus seem to have borne these injunctions

to the Colossians, with this epistle. Ye received, he says, not, you

will receive; for the ancients suited their language to the time of

reading the epistle, not of writing it, as we do. Thus, / have writ

ten, for / write, Philem. ver. 19. [This is impossible here. Mey.]

Commandments—These are in Antithesis to the writing. If—This

is the sum of those commandments.

11. Who are—Namely, Aristarchus, Marcus, Jesus. Only—Of

the circumcision. A comfort—Observe the propriety of the word : what

xapapudia, consolation, is in domestic sorrow, xaprpropia is in public

danger. [This limits it too much ; it means consolation, in general.

Mey.]

12. [Read Xptarod ' Irjoou, of Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] Perfect

and complete—Gr. Tehtoi xai xenXrjpmpJvoi. [But the true reading

is rihioi xai nenhjpowop^phoi, Tisch., etc. ; i. e., mature and fully

persuaded. Alf.] This is introduced from the former discussion.

In all—Construe with, ye may stand.

13. For—The reason is properly in, he hath. The verb, I bear

him record, is modal [expressing feeling]. Zeal—Lest you should be

seduced, ch. ii. 4 : comp. 2 Cor. xi. 2.

14. The physician—He is so called, either because he had prac

tised, or was practising, medicine. He calls him Luke, as well known

to Timothy by his name alone, in 2 Tim. iv. 11. He calls him the
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*

physician here, as unknown to the Colossians. Demas—He alone is

put without any epithet; comp. 2 Tim. iv. 10: but perhaps this was

because Demas wrote the epistle under Paul's dictation.

15. Nymphas—Of Laodicea, as may be inferred from this passage.

Philemon's house was open to the congregations of believing Colos

sians, Philem. ver. 2.

16. Is read—Publicly, in the church. Comp. 1 Thess. v. 27 ; Rev.

i. 3 ; Deut. xxxi. 11. This epistle—This very one. Cause—So also

1 Thess. as above. The Epistle from Laodicea—Mill thinks that the

Epistle to the Ephesians is intended, which was to be obtained from

Laodicea, and brought to Colosse. It is certainly not without reason

that Paul mentions the town from which the epistle was to be pro

cured, rather than those to whom he sent it.

17. Say—Speak in my name, as witnesses. This was more affect

ing than if he had addressed Archippus himself. And perhaps

Archippus, a minister, was detained from the public assembly by

weak health or old age. For that his career was nearly finished, may

De inferred from fulfil, Philem. ver. 2. Moreover, not the different

Dverseers of the Church, but the Church itself, is commanded to

speak to Archippus. Therefore the epistle was directed to the

Church, although its subject is very sublime. [Why then are laymen,

as they are called, to be prevented from reading the Scriptures ?

V. (?.] Which thou hast received—By a mediate calling ; for there

does not follow, from the Lord, but in the Lord.

18. The salutation—Paul adds this verse with his own hand, ac- "

knowledging that all which precedes is his. Remember—Especially

in prayer, ver. 3. [Omit o\f&jv, amen. Also the subscription, written

from Rome, etc. Tisch., Alf, etc.]



ANNOTATIONS

ON THE FIRST

EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONI ANS.

1. Paul—Paul, in this the first of his epistles, uses neither the

title of an apostle, nor any other, because he writes most familiarly

to the godly Thessalonians, who required no preface respecting his

The divisions of the epistle are as follows :—

I. The Inscription, i. 1.

II. In the discussion he celebrates God's grace to

wards the Thessalonians, ver. 2, et teqq. ;

adding a notice of the sincerity of himself

and colleagues, ii. 1 ; and of the Thessalon-

CHAPTER I.

apostolic authority, ch. ii. 6.

ians' obedience, 13, 14

III. He then declares,

1. His desire, . .

2. His solicitude, . .

3. His joy, with his prayer, .

ii. 17

i iii. 1

. 6, 7, 10, 11

IV. He exhorts them to progress,

1. In holiness, . . .

2. In brotherly love, with prudence,

iv. 1, 2

9, 10, 11, 12

V. He teaches and exhorts them,

1. Concerning them that are asleep,

2. Concerning the times, .

13, 14

y.1,2

(474)
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VI. He adds miscellaneous exhortations, v. 12, 13,

14, 15 ; with prayer and consolation, . 23, 24

VII. CONCLUSION, . . . 25,26,27,28

There is a pure sweetness in this epistle, which, to a reader unaccus

tomed to sweet affections, is less pleasing than the others, which are

more severe. The expectation of Christ's coming among the Thessa-

lonians was included. So exalted was their condition, and so unem

barrassed the state of Christianity among them, that they were able

hourly to look for the Lord Jesus. The epistles to them were writ

ten before the others ; afterwards various evils crept into the

churches. Of the Thessalonians—James Mehrning says, In the memory

of our fathers, there were two Greeks, first among the Moravian

brethren, afterwards in Belgium, who asserted, that even now both

of St Paul's epistles to the Thessalonians are well preserved by them

in autograph. In—Indicating union with God. [Omit all in this

verse after eipyvy, peace. Tisch., Alf.~\

2. Mention—unceasingly—Comp. Rom. i. 9 ; 2 Tim. i. 3.

8. Your—Depending on of faith, etc. Work—labor—patience—

These have the force of epithets, joined to faith, love, hope. Work

is opposed to empty words, and in the singular signifies something

lasting and effective involved in faith, exercising itself in the very

fact of believing, not proceeding merely from love. [The work which

faith is, i. e., the activity of your faith. Alf. Of faith, of love, of

hope—Ch. v. 8 ; 2 Thess. i. 3, 4. F. (?.] Labor—In spiritual or

outward kindnesses. Those who evade all exertion for the sake of

their own interest and quiet, love little. [Who, you say, will procure

for me leisure ? Nay, but beware of losing time in sloth, in protract

ing social entertainments too long, and in vain conversation ; and

you will find ample time for the labor of love. V. G.~\ In our

Lord—Construe this with patience [but Eng.Ver. is correct], as at 2

Thess. iii. 5 ; as I might say, the heavenly devotion of sighs. Perse

verance for Chrises name. In the sight— Construe with remembering.

4. Knowing—Construed with we give thanks, ver. 2. Brethren

beloved by God—[This is right. Lun., Alf., etc. ; not as Eng. Ver.,

your election of God]. Comp. 2 Thess. ii. 14. Election—1 Cor. i.

27, note.

5. For—This for extends its force beyond this verse. In—These

words refer both to the teachers, compare the end of this verse ; and

to the Thessalonians, compare the next verse. In power—For ex

ample, in reference to faith. In the Holy Ghost—And his saving

and miraculous operation, for example, as respected love. In much
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assurance—For example, as respected hope, ver. 3- Ye know—Refer

ring to knowing, in ver. 4. Both knew. What manner of men—

Joyfully imparting to you the word. For your sokes—To gain you.

6. Followers—Followers become ensamples, ver. 7. Of the Lord—

Christ, who acted as the Father's apostle, brought the word from

heaven, and taught it under opposition. With—Construe with hav

ing received.

7. [For rwiouc, types, patterns (Eng. Ver., ensamples), read runov,

a pattern, type, Tisch., A If] Patterns—Ensamples of faith; see

presently and in the next verse.

8. For—The intensive particle. Sounded out— Was spread abroad

with a clear sound. Of the Lord—Christ. [Omit xai, also. Tisch.,

Alf] So that—It is lawful to speak of the conversion of souls.

Paul assumes this ;. and he himself would have spoken of the conver

sion of the Thessalonians, had not others known the fact already be

fore, and spoken about it. To speak anytJiing—Concerning your

faith, ver. 9.

9. Of us—Both teachers and believers. To serve God—The

Thessalonians are thus distinguished from the GentiUs; from the

Jews in the next verse. And true—This denotes the truth of his

nature.

10. And to wait for—The compound dvapivetv, to await, is applied

to him who has gone away, to come again. John xiv. 3, note ; Acts

i. 11, note. I do not altogether deny the return, but I say that the

coming is elegantly used for his return, because the glorious

coming is marked by very many new things. [To wait is the

surest characteristic of a true Christian. V. G.] Whom he raised

from the dead—The crowning argument is here introduced, from

which it is evident that Jesus is the Son of God. Which delivereth—

[The present ; not as Eng. Ver., delivered. It is descriptive of his

office, our deliverer. Alf] Christ once hath redeemed us, he always

delivers us. From the wrath to come—The wrath comes at the last

judgment, ch. v. 9. ^

CHAPTER II.

1. For—Referring to ch. i. 5, 6 ; for what was there stated, is now

resumed for discussion, and that, too, concerning Paul and his com-
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t panions, ver. 1-12 ; concerning the Thessalonians, ver. 13-16. [This, -

to ver. 12, refers rather to ch. i. 9, first clause ; and ver. 13-16, to

the second clause. Alf.] Not in vain—But full of power.

2. [Omit xai, even. Tisch., Alf] Suffered before—What might

have deterred others from preaching.

3. For—For occurs again, ver. 5. There is a double reason as

signed, a, concerning their invariable and constant practice ; b, as to

their behavior among the Thessalonians, ver. 5, and the following

verses ; comp. in both these respects 2 Cor. i. 12. Exhortation—

The whole preaching of the Gospel, imbued with the sweetness of

sufferings is so called ; see ver. 2, comp. 2 Cor. i. 3. Ilapdxhjotz,

exhortation, has a wide meaning ; when he rouses the slothful, it is

exhortation: when he consoles sorrow, it is comfort ; comp. ver. 11,

note. Not—nor—nor—He disavows evil intentions, respecting God,

himself, and others. The Antithesis is similarly universal, in the

next verse, comp. ver. 10. Of deceit—[Gr. ir^tfwjc, rather error.

Alf.] Supply is [Eng. Ver., was], comp. we speak, in the present,

ver. 4." Nor of uncleanness—This is when the fruit of the flesh is

sought : comp. Phil. i. 16. The fruit of the flesh is somewhat sub

tle: Eigenheit, self-seeking. Concerning its opposite, purity, see

Acts xv. 9.

4. Approved—[Better than Eng. Ver., allowed]. Refer to this

word, trieth, soon after.

5. Flattering words—The Antithesis is in ver. 7, 8 ; even as a

cloke of covetousness has its Antithesis in ver. 9 ; and glory, ver. 6,

in ver. 10. Flattering—Which they chiefly use who aim to please

men. As ye know—God is witness—These two clauses correspond,

just as the double confirmation of the third member of the sentence,

which is placed in the next verse, follows in the same ver. 10. He

appeals to men, as the witnesses of a manifest fact ; to God, as the

witness of something concealed in the heart ; to men and God, as the

witnesses of a matter partly known, and partly hidden. Cloke—

With the specious pretext for covering avarice. .

6. Of others—Those, namely, who would have admired us, if we

had treated you more haughtily. When we might—Although we might

have. Been in honor—[Similarly, Alf. When we might have stood

on our dignity ; and iMn. Eng. Ver., less correctly, might have been

burdensome.]. 1M ftdpoz, weight, dignity, authority; the splendor

which the majesty of the Lord communicates to his ambassador.

Jo£a, glory, in the preceding verse, is akin to it ; comp. weight of

glory, 2 Cor. iv. 17. Brightness burdens the sight, as weight the

touch, and a loud sound the hearing ; and hence such things are said

r
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assurance—For example, as respected hope, ver. 3. Ye know—Refer

ring to knowing, in ver. 4. Both knew. What manner of men—-

Joyfully imparting to you the word. For your sokes—To gain you.

6. Followers—Followers become ensamples, ver. 7. Of the Lord—

Christ, who acted as the Father's apostle, brought the word from

heaven, and taught it under opposition. With—Construe with hav

ing received.

7. [For rwiooc, types, patterns (Eng. Ver., ensamples), read runov,

a pattern, type. Tisch., Alf.] Patterns—Ensamples of faith; see

presently and in the next verse.

8. For—The intensive particle. Sounded out— Was spread abroad

with a clear sound. Of the Lord—Christ. [Omit xai, also. Tisch.,

Alf] So that—It is lawful to speak of the conversion of souls.

Paul assumes this ;. and he himself would have spoken of the conver

sion of the Thessalonians, had not others known the fact already be

fore, and spoken about it. To speak anything—Concerning your

faith, ver. 9.

9. Of us—Both teachers and believers. To serve God—The

Thessalonians are thus distinguished from the Gentiles ; from the

Jews in the next verse. And true—This denotes the truth of his

nature.

10. And to wait for—The compound avapivuv, to await, is applied

to him who has gone away, to come again. John xiv. 3, note; Acts

i. 11, note. I do not altogether deny the return, but I say that the

coming is elegantly used for his return, because the glorious

coming is marked by very many new things. [To wait is the

surest characteristic of a true Christian. V. (?.] Wliom he raised

from the dead—The crowning argument is here introduced, from

which it is evident that Jesus is the Son of God. Which delivereth—

[The present ; not as Eng. Ver., delivered. It is descriptive of his

office, our deliverer. Alf] Christ once hath redeemed us, he always

delivers us. From the wrath to come—The wrath comes at the last

judgment, ch. v. 9. f

CHAPTER II.

1. For—Referring to ch. i. 5, 6 ; for what was there stated, Is now

resumed for discussion, and that, too, concerning Paul and his com-
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t panions, ver. 1-12 ; concerning the Thessalonians, ver. 13-16. [This, -

to ver. 12, refers rather to ch. i. 9, first clause ; and ver. 13-16, to

the second clause. Alf] Not in vain—But full of power.

2. [Omit xat, even. Tisch., Alf] Suffered before—What might

have deterred others from preaching.

3. For—For occurs again, ver. 5. There is a double reason as

signed, a, concerning their invariable and constant practice ; b, as to

their behavior among the Thessalonians, ver. 5, and the following

verses ; comp. in both these respects 2 Cor. i. 12. Exhortation—

The whole preaching of the Gospel, imbued with the sweetness of

sufferings is so called ; see ver. 2, comp. 2 Cor. i. 3. Ilapdxhjotz,

exhortation, has a wide meaning ; when he rouses the slothful, it is

exhortation: when he consoles sorrow, it is comfort; comp. ver. 11,

note. Not—nor—nor—He disavows evil intentions, respecting God,

himself, and others. The Antithesis is similarly universal, in the

next verse, comp. ver. 10. Of deceit—[Gr. xXdvrjz, rather error.

Alf.] Supply it [Eng. Ver., was~], comp. we speak, in the present,

ver. 4* Nor of uncleanness—This is when the fruit of the flesh is

sought : comp. Phil. i. 16. The fruit of the flesh is somewhat sub

tle: Figenheit, self-seeking. Concerning its opposite, purity, see

Acts xv. 9.

4. Approved—[Better than Eng. Ver., allowed]. Refer to this

word, trieth, soon after.

5. Flattering words—The Antithesis is in ver. 7, 8 ; even as a

cloke of covetousness has its Antithesis in ver. 9 ; and glory, ver. 6,

in ver. 10. Flattering—Which they chiefly use who aim to please

men. As ye knoto—God is witness—These two clauses correspond,

just as the double confirmation of the third member of the sentence,

which is placed in the next verse, follows in the same ver. 10. He

appeals to men, as the witnesses of a manifest fact ; to God, as the

witness of something concealed in the heart ; to men and God, as the

witnesses of a matter partly known, and partly hidden. Cloke—

With the specious pretext for covering avarice. .

6. Of others—Those, namely, who would have admired us, if we

had treated you more haughtily. When we might—Although we might

have. Been in honor—[Similarly, Alf. When we might have stood

on our dignity; and Hun. Eng. Ver., less correctly, might have been

burdensome]. ~m ftdpoz, weight, dignity, authority; the splendor

which the majesty of the Lord communicates to his ambassador.

Joca, glory, in the preceding verse, is akin to it ; comp. weight of

glory, 2 Cor. iv. 17. Brightness burdens the sight, as weight the

touch, and a loud sound the hearing ; and hence such things are said

7
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to be borne or not to be Ixrne, Heb. xii. 20. The kindred word, lict

fapf^ffat, be chargeable, presently occurs, ver. 9. Both ideas, weight

[of authority], and a burden, must be included. But the apostles

refrained from both.

7. Q-entle—A very sweet word, usually applied chiefly to parents and

physicians. It is opposed to flattery : for he is called ^mof, who is truly

gentle. Among you—Like a hen surrounded by her chickens. They

did not act with the authority which is said to belong to Peter, and

which calls the style of its conrt apostolical. Nurse—.1 nursing

mother. Ponder the expression, her own, Gr. r« kaurr^ [which Eng.

Ver., her, loses]. The spiritual resemble the natural affections, ver.

11 ; 1 Tim. v. 1, 2.

8. So, i. e., being affectionately desirous, we were willing—The text has

been at once suited for correct delivery, while a more careful punctu

ation is equivalent to a note. The same word, {peipovrae, long for, is

found in Job iii. 21. Eudoxovptv, we were willing, even without the

argument, may still be the imperfect tense : in the whole narrative,

all the facts proceed in the preterite, which the versions here also re

tain. Souls—Our soul desired as it were to enter into your soul.

[But the meaning is, to offer our lives for you. Liin., Alf.~]

9. [Omit r«/>, for. Tisch., Alf.]

10. [Ye are witnesses—And what is much more important, God is

witness. The language is not unbecoming, as the Jews falsely repre

sent. See Josh. xxii. 22 ; 1 Sam. xii. 5, as to its source. V. G.~]

How holily and justly and unblameably—Those who seek no glory

from men attain this, that they behave holily in divine things, justly

towards men, unblameably as respects themselves. [Rather, unblame

ably towards all, God and men. Liin.'] Among you that believe—

Although we might not appear so to others.

11. How—every one—They do not act thus who seek glory, ver.

6. As a father—Mild gravity characterizes fathers. Exhorting—

[Eng. Ver., exhorted]. This depends on we behaved, ver. 10. Ex

hortation rouses one to willing action ; consolation, to joyful action ;

charging, to reverent action.

12. His kingdom and glory—A magnificent combination.

18. [Prefix to this ver. xai, and. Tisch., Alf.~] For this cause—

Because you have had such teachers. [ We also—As well as all who

believe, etc., ch. i. 7. Alf.] We thank—The absolute sentence would

be, You have received. Affection has rendered it feeling by adding

thanksgiving. When ye received—I7ar>ai.apftdvco signifies simple re

ception; Ss^o/tat includes also pleasure in receiving. Not as the word

of men—This explains his recent remark, the word of God. Ye have
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received it, namely, not the word of men, etc. Who—[But Eng. Ver.,

which, is correct. Lun., Alf.] Namely, God, showing that the word

is truly God's, ch. iv. 8, 9 ; Acts xiv. 3. Effectually worketh—Gal.

iii. 5. [It, for instance, worketh patience, ver. 14. V. (•?.]

14. For—Divine working is chiefly seen and felt in affliction. In

Judea—The Jewish churches were distinguished examples to the

others. Like things—So, the same, Phil. i. 30. The same fruit, the

same afflictions, the same proofs of believers, in all places and times,

admirably attest the truth of the Gospel. Your own—Matt. x. 36 ;

Luke xiii. 33, at the end. Countrymen—These were Thessalonians,

Jews and Gentiles. Acts xvii. 5. [Nay, but Gentiles only, in con

trast with Jews. L'un., Alf.~\

15. Who killed—This is indeed the sin of the whole people, their

greatest sin, and not yet acknowledged. [Omit ediouy, their own.

Tisch. (Alf. brackets it.) Render, the prophets.'] Prophets—Con

strue with who have killed. That former guilt especially awoke, when

they slew the Lord himself. Us—The apostles. Who have perse

cuted—Luke xi. 49, note. Not pleasing—Not seeking to please.

[Rather, a fact, the result of what precedes. Lun.~\ And are con

trary—The Jews despised Gentiles, and were unwilling at that time

that the word should be preached to them.

16. To speak—Tapeinosis. [Less is said than intended]. To fill

up—Obstinacy against the word especially fills up the measure of

sins. Their—The Jews. Alway—As always, so now also. To the

uttermost—A sad catastrophe. The same phrase occurs at Luke

xviii. 5. Under Herod Agrippa the Jewish state had flourished again,

but after his death, Acts xii. 23, the Roman procurators returned.

Cumanus and Felix, and their successors, more and more harassed

the Jews. This epistle was written A. D. 48, and about that time,

a tumult arose at Jerusalem during the passover, and an immense

multitude were slain : some say, more than thirty thousand. God's

wrath pursued these wretches, and at length, destroyed their city and

temple.

17. Brethren—He begins a new division of the epistle. Being be

reft of you—[More properly, separated from you, Alf., or, taken from

you, as Eng. Ver.] As parents, in the absence of their children.

For a short time—[Gr. for the space of an hour ; i. e., a very short

time. Alf.~\ Katpbt; means time indefinitely ; &pa, a definite period,

Ex. xiii. 10, mjnoS; xara xatpou:; &ipa>v, according to the times of the

seasons [Eng. Ver., in his season from year to year]. To see—2

Tim. i. 4.

18. Once and again—So the Sept. Neh. xiii. 20. Satan—Paul
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wisely considered that this author of evil was at the bottom of the

matter, and we should not have suspected otherwise, when reading

the history in Acts xvii. 13, 14. Satan acted through wicked men.

19. For what—So, r«c yap, for who, Sept. 1 Sam. xi. 12, Hope

—Comp. the end of this verse. It is great praise. A crown of re

joicing—So Sept. Prov. xvi. 31. Even ye—He does not exclude

others : he chiefly reckons these. In—On this particle, comp. ch.

iii. 13 ; Rom. ii. 16, note. So far is hope extended ! [Omit Xptarou,

Christ. Tisch., Alf.]

CHAPTER III.

1. Wherefore when we could no longer forbear—This is resumed at

ver. 5, as if after a parenthesis. Alone—Observe how highly Timo

thy was esteemed, since at his departure Paul and Silas seemed to

themselves alone, as in a city wholly estranged from God. [But the

we is I Paul, ch. ii. 18, not Paul and Silas. Liin., Alf.]

2. We sent—I and Sylvanus. [The true reading is, tov ddetybv

tfpiov xai ouvsprbv rod deou iv, etc., our brother and a fellow-laborer

of God in the Gospel, etc. Tisch., Alf.]

3. Moved—Gr. aaeveo&at: aaivio from aiio, to move. Eustathius

shows, that it is properly applied to dogs, fawning by wagging the

tail ; by metaphor applied to those that are deceitful at heart and flat

terers ; which is the idea here. For in afflictions, relatives and oppo

nents, and the heart itself, mingle their flatteries, and when these are

overcome, believers are confirmed. By these—The present. We are ap

pointed thereunto—An argument from our calling : comp. ch. v. 9,

God hath appointed.

5. The tempter—Satan, ch. ii. 18. The expression is Euphemistic

[softened statement of something unpleasant]. Often this enemy is

near, unsuspected. Comp. at Matt. iv. 3.

6. Now—Immediately upon Timothy's arrival, he writes these

things with fresh joy and the most tender affection. Consonant with

this is the ebarythaapevoo, brought good tidings, a striking participle.

Desiring greatly—This is the sign of a good conscience.

7. [Read, dvdrxjg xai OXifu, distress and affliction. Tisch., Alf\

By—faith—Construe with we were comforted.
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8. Now we live—Now we feel that we are alive. The form or

testifying the highest joy ; comp. Pa. lxiii. 4.

10. Night—Alluding to his holy thoughts during the night, 2 Tim

i. 3. That which it lacking—Even the Thessalonians needed im

provement.

11. Himself—Both epistles to the Thessalonians have almost every

chapter sealed with its own prayer, ch. v. 23 ; 2 Thess. i. 11, ii. 16,

iii. 5, 16. Jesus—Prayers and vows are also addressed to Jesus

Christ ; for the word direct, extends both to him and to the Father :

comp. 2 Thess. ii. 16, 17. [Omit Xptarbz, Christ. Tisch., Alf]

12. You—Whether we come or not. To increase and abound—

On the difference between these two words, comp. 2 Cor. iv. 15^ note.

Even—we.—Namely, even as we are full of love.

13. [Omit Xptarou, Christ. Tisch., Alf. With—Construe with at

the coming ; comp. 2 Thess. i. 7. AU his saints—This comprehends

angels and the elect of the earth. Ainou, His—Christ's, Acts ix. 13.

CHAPTER IV.

1. [In the Lord—Not by, as Eng. Ver., but in, as the element in

which we do all duties of our office. Alf.] To please—To the Lord.

[The true text is, xa&dbz xat neptnarUze, Iva, etc., as also ye are

walking, that ye abound yet more. Tisch., Alf.~]

2. Commandments—Paul uses this word thus early, when writing

to the Thessalonians, whose piety took it in the right spirit, as did

also that of Timothy, whom he enjoins most severely. The same

word occurs, ver. 11, 2 Thess. iii. 4, 6, 10, 12. In addressing other

churches subsequently, when his authority was established, he uses it

very seldom.

3. Will—So ch. v. 18, without the article. There are many wills,

Acts xiii. 22. The—(Sanctification) [not rendered in Eng. Ver.]

The mark of the subject. Your sanctification—The word, your, re

calls to the Thessalonians their former unholy state. Sanctification

especially includes chastity. From fornication— Though exalted

Christians, they yet required to be admonished respecting this sin ;

for the Gentiles had no scruples as to lewdness.
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4. Should know—07Sa, I know, not only denotes knowledge, but

power of mind, Phil. iv. 12 : comp. according to knowledge, 1 Pet. iii.

7. Both are certainly required for matrimonial chastity. Vessel—

His body, 1 Sam. xxi. 5 ; 1 Cor. vi. 18. [Rather, a figurative ex

pression for the woman ; the exhortation being to restrain the sexual

impulse within the limits of purity and honor, each having his own wife

for that purpose. L~un., etc.] Possess—Illustrated from Luke xxi.

19. And in honor—The contrary is dishonor, Rom. i. 26, 24.

5. Not in the lust of concupiscence—As concupiscence gains the

mastery, it at length waxes strong, so as to become a wretched pas

sion and disease, 2 Sam. xiii. 4. The Gentiles—These are also de

noted at ver. 12, 13, by different periphrases. Which know not—

Ignorance is the origin of unchastity, Rom. i. 24. [Look at the

serenity of heaven, and thou wilt conceive a loathing of impurity.

v. g.]

6. Go beyond and defraud-^-The article rb, the (not going beyond,

etc.), [not rendered in Eng. Ver.], makes an emphatic addition, which

falls upon unepftaivuv, go beyond. Eustathius explains bxepftrtvat,

to miss the mark in what is especially necessary. Therefore Paul does

not seem to be speaking here of avarice, Vhich however is joined to

sins of impurity in Eph. v. 5, and Col. iii. 5, (whence also the article

makes an emphatic addition), and which, as a capital transgression,

is called idolatry ; but of the deceptions and arts of adulterers, Heb.

xiii. 4 ; for the Asyndeton [absence of conjunction] indicates that the

same subject is continued ; and he is speaking of a matter of which

the blame is greater than that of theft, Prov. vi. 30 : and in ver. 7,

he resumes the mention of impurity and holiness alone. It is by a

Euphemism [softened expression] that the apostle does not call it

adultery. In the matter or business—[Eng. Ver., any is wrong ; as

rtfi cannot have the meaning in the New Testament. Alf.] The ar

ticle points out the business in hand at this or that time, 2 Cor. vii.

11. Brother—The reason for avoiding the transgression. Avenger

—Heb. xiii. 4, note. The Lord-^~Christ, the Judge.

7. In sanctification—[Not as Eng. Ver., unto]. 'Ezi, for [Eng.

Ver. wrongly, unto], rather expresses the end ; iv, in, the character

of the thing.

8. He that despiseth—This thing. Who hath also given—Also in

timates that a new importance is here added to what just precedes.

[For $//"C, it*, read 6//tZc. you. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] His Holy

Spirit to you—Eph. iv. 30.

9. We have no need—[So Beng. ; and Lun. adopts this reading, be

lieving the common 1%sts, ye have, to be ungrammatical. The com
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snon reading is adopted by TucJi., etc., and defended by Win., Alf.,

-etc.]] Heb. viii. 11. Taught of God—God imbues us with love by

regeneration ; therefore the word taught has a Catachresis [irregular

application of a word], that it may be opposed to writing. To love

The Divine doctrine centres in love.

11. That ye study (ie ambitious) to be quiet—^n Oxymoron [union

of contraries]. Political ambition is ashamed to be quiet. Its oppo

site is xepeep]-d^u7&at, to be busybodies, 2 Thesa. iii. 11, 12. To do

your own business, is therefore added here. Propriety, however, is

imparted to ipdortpztadat, study, from ver. 12, at the end. To work

—It was necessary to mention this to men who had received a taste

-of heaven. Men immersed in the world labor voluntarily. The ad

monition intensifies at 2 Thess. iii. 6, 7. [Omit idioiz, own, (before

-fcepotv, hands). Tisch., Alf.]

12. Becomingly—[Eng. Ver., honestly]. Lest men be able to say

that Christianity leads to sloth and poverty. The opposite is, the

unruly, v. 14 ; 2 Thess. iii. Q. Of nothing—Which you must ask from

those without. This is the highest degree of disengagement in mat

ters of property, and is to be desired by a Christian, for the liberty

it bestows.

13. \TJiem wMch are asleep—Consolation in recent sorrow.;—not

for those long dead. Not. Crit.] That ye sorrow not—For those who

have lately died in the faith ; for hope respecting them is well-

grounded. The efficacy of the Christian religion especially appears in

that it does not remove or embitter, but sweetly soothes that finest of

the affections, grief for the dead, whether recently or long since

departed. [Hope—And joy. V. 6?.]

14. For—The Scripture, from so many consolations for death, gen

erally adduces this one concerning the resurrection, as pre-eminent.

Died—This word is usually applied to Christ; to fall asleep, to be

lievers, 1 Cor. xv. 3, 6, 18, 20, 5L Even so—Just as Jesus himself

rose, so we believe that we shall be brought alive by the path of

death. In Jesus—Construe with xoipyj&ivzaz, which sleep. For the

verb will bring, which follows, has the urith him standing in apposi

tion. [So Alf. and Eng. Ver. But Sta rou ,Ir/aou must mean by or

through Jesus, and belongs to et, will bring. Them that sleep will

.God through Jesus bring with him, (Jesus). iAln., etc.]

15. Unto you—Who are worthy of knowing this. We say by the

word of the Lord—The Lord Christ has spoken to us: we to yon;

comp. 1 Kings xx. 35, nw 'ma, oy the word -of the Lord. Such

phrases are used of a matter now first opened, disclosed. [Many mat

ters connected with a truly remarkable subject, which would be sought
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in vain elsewhere, are here discussed. V. (7-3 We—The saints, by

■peaking thus in their own age, have increased the obligation of those

of following ages to look for the Lord. The we is presently explained

by who are alive, and further on, by who remain. Which are alive—

So also ver. 17. This is equivalent to an apposition. Who live is an

antithesis to who sleep. There is at the same time intimated the few

ness of the living, compared with the multitude of the dead ; likewise

the blessedness of those who are asleep, so that the living may desire

to be gathered to them. The men of all ages conjointly form a

whole, and believers who have long awaited the Lord's eoming, and

who regard themselves as then to be aliver have spoken accordingly.

Those who liver and those who remain till the Lord's coming, are the

Bame, and are denoted by the pronoun we. Each generation, which

Kves at this or that time, occupies, during lifer the place of those

who shall live at the Lord's coming. So the we is put here, as else

where the names Cairn and Titius [imaginary persons used as repre

sentatives], and that too the more properly, because believers of each

past age have not yet been allowed distinctly to know the vast period

to elapse till the end of the world. The present tense in both parti

ciples is in reference to the coming of the Lord itself, as in Acts x.

42, and elsewhere. Hence Paul has not hereby asserted that the

day of Christ is so near ; see 2 Thess. ii. 2, 3. A similar phrase occurs

at Rom. xiii. 11 ; 1 Cor. xv. 51 ; James v. 9; 1 Pet. iv. 5, 6 ; Matt,

xxiv. 42, note. Of the Lord—Jesus Christ. SJiall not prevent or

anticipate—This assurance sweetly contradicts the fear of the surviv

ors regarding the dead, and reckons that their advantage is not

greater than that of those who are asleep.

16. Himself—A sublime word. With a shout, with the voice of the

archangel, and with the trump of God—A climax, comprehending

three things. Kihuajta, a shout, is used, when some order is given

to a multitude, for example, by a herald. It is not used by the Sept.

The archangel—Michael, or some other. The article is not inserted.

With the trump of God—And therefore great.

17. Together—"Apa, at the same time, is an adverb of time, bpou,

together, of place. Ammonius. You see here the propriety of the

apostle's language. Into the air—[Eng. Ver., in the air, is wrong.

Alf.] The ungodly will remain on the earth. The godly, freed from

earth, will be made assessors in the judgment. And so—When Paul

has written what was necessary for consolation, he thus briefly treats

the most important matters. Ever—Without any separation. With

the Lord—Not only in the air, but in heaven, whence he came. We

shall be—Both the living, and the raised.

18. Comfort one another—In your grief. Comp. also ver. 11.
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CHAPTER V.

1. Of ihe times—When these things shall happen, which I have

mentioned. Katpoi, seasons, are parts ipovav, of the times. Ye

have no need—Those who watch need not be told when the hour will

come : for they are always ready.

2. [ Yourselves—Opposed to the writer as in «h. iv. 9. Zua.] A*

a thief—2 Pet. iii. 10. A common expression with the apostles,

agreeing with the Lord's parable, Matt. xxrv. 43. In the night—

Refer to a thief, just mentioned. The night is where there is security

and quiet ; comp. however, Matt. xxv. 6. So—As we shall describe

in the next verse. Comp. on tliis wise, yap, when namely, Matt. i.

18. Cometh—The present expressing a sudden event very emphatic

ally. So ver. 3, Sudden destruction oometh ; comp. Luke xxi. 34.

3. [Omit yap, for. Tisch~, Alf.\ They shall say—The rest, whe

are of darkness, ver. 5, 6 [ch. iv. 13}. Peace and safety—They wiH

determine the world is eternal.

4. [But ye brethren are not in darkness that the day (emphatic,

contrast to darkness) should, etc. Alf.]

5. [Add yap, for, (after xdvtez). Tiseh., AlfJ] Read, for ye

are, etc.]

6. [.4nii they shall not escape—However anxiously they desire it.

V. G.] And be sober—Gr. vrjfwl&v. This denotes the state, dva-

vrjfw, ixirffat, the act, become sober, 2 Tim. ii. 26; 1 Cor. xv. 34.

Nrjfa>, I am sober, is a milder term.

7. They that be drunken, are drunken—Gr. px&oaxopa,oi. Me&ua-

xopat denotes the act, pe&ixo, the state or habit ; so in xa&evdovrez—

xa&eOdouat, sleep—sleep, the Place [repetition of a word' to express

an attribute of it] is apparent. For first, xa#eu<Jowec denotes the

entering upon the state, falling into sleep ; then xa&eudooot expresses

continuance, iJiey go on in sleep. In the night—Mostly. Even con

stant somnolency and drunkenness render the night burdensome.

Such shrink from the day.

8. The hope of salvation—Refer to this the next verse.

9. Hath appointed—So the Sept. Ps. lxvi. 9, who hath placed

[Eng. Ver., holdeth] my soul in life ; Judg. i. 28, IOero top

Xavavdtov «c fopov, put the Canaanite to tribute ; where indeed the

Vatican reading has ixoirtat, made, but l&ezo, put, was a phra

seology certainly not unusual with the transcriber. To obtain salva

tion—Salvation of that kind is intended, by which they who are

saved are excepted from the multitude of those that perish.
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10. Who died—That appointment for a peculiar preservation, con

sisted in the very death of Christ. Whether we sleep—Bodily, in nat

ural sleep or in death. Together—At the same time as the coming

occurs. Or are we rather to- take it, together with him, where, and as he

Kves ? I cannot think so. The whole subject is concerning the

times (ver. 1), and at the end of the discussion the discourse returns

to that with which it began. They had always set before themselves

Christ's coming as near at hand.

12. Beseech—Paul beseeches, making the cause of those laboring

in the word as it were his own : another verb follows, -RapaxaXodpev,

we exhort, ver. 14. To know—Torespeet and regard ; a change of the

antecedent for the consequent. [Properly to estimate and esteem.

Liln.] Labor—Sometimes the same pezson may labor, be over, ad

monish; sometimes different persons, according to the variety of

gifts. To labor is not only used generically, but it denotes different

functions, not comprehended under presiding and admonishing ; as

Rom. xvi. 2, Phoebe was a superintendent ; on the contrary, ver.

12, Tryphama and Tryphosa had indeed labored, but they had not

been superintendents. Superintending implies authority ; to admonish,

denotes zeal and skill, which one exercises more than another.

13r. Among yourselves—Mutually.

14. Unruly—Such persons were not wanting, however that church

flourished. And disorder presently increased, 2 Thess. Hi. 6, 11.

Support—Attend to, iow, dvzi%ev&at, to have regard to, Prov. iv. fx

Toward all—There is no believer to whom long-suffering may not be

shown ; none, to whom a believer should not show it. Many show it

more to strangers than to their own families, more to the powerful

than to the humble ; but it should be shown towards all.

1&. See—Let every man guard himself and his neighbor. An in

jured person who is in a passion, sees too much ; his neighbors there

fore should see.

18. In every thing—Although it may seem adverse ; [and that, too>

not only generally, but, like David, in particular cases. V. Cr.] Thi*

—Thanksgiving. Will—Always good, always contemplating your

salvation in Christ Jesus.

19. The Spirit—That is, Spiritual gifts. A Metonymy [change

of antecedent for consequent]. Quench not—Where the Spirit is^

he burns ; therefore he should not be quenched, in ourselves or in

others.

20. PropJiesyings-—Which shouH be exercised more than the other

gifts, 1 Cor. xiv. 1, 391. Despise not—The other gifts were more

showy.
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21. [Read ndvra dk, but prove all, etc. Tisch., Alf] All things

—Spiritual things, which, without carelessness and curiosity, you

may consider as in any way belonging to you, and not exceeding

your ability.

22. From every evil species—Gr. drzb navrbz udouz novrjpou, [Eng.Ver.

all appearance ofevil is wrong. But see below.] NoteWoc TOY novrjpou,

appearance of evil. Comp. to xaXbv, the good, ver. 21. But exdoz

novrjpbv is a bad kind or species: sldoz, species, Sept., Jer. xv. 3;

Sir. xxiii. 21 (16), xxv. (2) 3. We should abstain from every evil

species or kind, lest we be deceived. The whole class (genus) of

good is simple, belonging to the spirit, soul, and body ; the kinds

(species) of evil are many, 2 Cor. vii. 1 ; comp. the antithesis in the

next verse. [In this rendering Beng. takes novrjpou, evil, as an ad

jective, which is wrong. Render, from every kind of evil. Liin., Alf.]

23. The very—Himself. You will be defended, says Paul, not by

my zeal, but by the Divine protection. The God of peace—Who

gives all that is good, and removes all that is evil : tiprjvq, peace, and

bXozeXrfi, whole, Hebrew dW, are kindred. [Therefore the following

prayer shows what this title implies. V. G.] Wholly—whole—He

wishes that collectively and individually they should become and re

main wholly God's ; collectively, all the Thessalonians without excep

tion, so that no one should fail ; individually, every one of them,

with spirit, soul, and body. The exposition of this verse will per

haps be more matured in time. There might be an elegant Chiasmus

[cross reference], and if bXbxhjpov, whole, were taken adverbially, it

would cast new light on the exposition. In another sense, oXoxhjpov

bptov, your whole, would constitute the class and the whole : the three

following words would be the parts. Your spirit and soul and body

— You ; he just before has called them generally ; and the same per

sons he now denominates according to their spiritual state, wishing,

saith he, that your spirit (Gal. vi. 18) may be preserved entire; then

from their natural state, and soul and body, for the nature of the

whole man consists of these two parts, wishing, that it may be pre

served blameless. The mention of the body agrees with the preceding

discussion, iv. 4, note 16.

24. [Faithful—This short clause includes the whole summary of

consolation. If you will enjoy your calling, rejoice in the faith

fulness of him who will do it. V. (?.] Tliat calleth you—So that he

will not even now change his calling you. This verse exhibits great

triumph.. Will do it— Will preserve you, ver. 23. So that his call

ing you may attain its end, Phil. i. 6 ; 1 Pet. v. 10 ; Rom. viii. 30.

25. For us—As we for you, ver. 23. [Paul begs the same thing
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in the second epistle to the TheRsaloniana, also in the epistle to the

Romans, Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon, and incidentally in

the second epistle to the Corinthians, as well as to the Philippians.

He does not ask this in the epistle to Timothy and Titus, because he

either addressed them as sons, or was sure of their spontaneous inter

cessions. Nor indeed does he ask this of the Corinthians in his first

epistle, nor of the Galatians ; for it was necessary to rebuke them

with paternal authority. /'. '/. ]

27. / charge you—In the Old Testament Moses and the prophets

were publicly read. In the New Testament this epistle, as being

Paul's first, is, like all the others, recommended to be publicly read,

as afterwards the Apocalypse, ch. i. 3. This was the very important

reason why Paul so charged the Thessalonians [and these too dear to

him. I ". (•?.] ; and there had been some danger of their thinking

that the epistle should be concealed, because of the praises given to

themselves. The Lord—Christ. He is invoked as Divine, Ps. Ixiii.

11. Unto all—At Thessalonica, or even in all Macedonia. The bre

thren—The dative, in its strict force. The epistle was to be read in

the hearing of all, especially those who could not read it themselves ;

not excluding women and children. Comp. Deut. xxxi. 12; Josh,

viii. 33, 34. What Paul commands with an adjuration, Rome forbidt

under a curse. [Those who stealthily remove the Scripture, and ren

der the reading of God's word so difficult to the common people,

doubtless treat it unfairly themselves ; they therefore are shunners

of the light. But how sadly will they be silenced when the Judge

shall ask, Why have you so violently forbidden others to read my

word ? Why did you take it from those who would have used it better

than yourselves ? It would be desirable (as an excellent Wittem-

berg divine remarks) that in many places, and high places too, instead

of the sacred prayers, which seem often more numerous than was

suitable, the reading of certain chapters of sacred Scripture should

be appointed and observed in the Church. That would be indeed

right. At present we should so much the more lament, that many

estimate the dignity of the public assemblies of the Church according

to the disregard of Scripture. V. (?.]

28. [Omit a^v, amen. Tisch., Alf.~]



ANNOTATIONS

ON TIM SECOND

EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

CHAPTER I.

2. [Omit fyitiov, our. Tisch., Alf. Read, God the FatherJ]

3. We are bound—Urged by exultation of mind on grounds so

manifest. So also ch. ii. 13. [There is a generous sense of such a

debt. V. (?.] Meet—Because of the greatness of the fact. Comp.

1 Cor. xvi. 4. [Bound—By a sense of duty, within ; as is meet, in

view of circumstances without. Liin. Are the proofs of thy Chris

tianity worthy of thanks to God from those who know thee ? V. (?.]

Faith; charity—Of hope, ver. 4, 5. For these three are usually

joined.

4. We ourselves—Paul himself, with Sylvanus and Timothy, gloried,

as a witness ; he not only heard from witnesses. For—Construed

with to render thanks, ver. 3. Hence at the end of ver. 3, we must

put a comma ; comp. Col. i. 5, note. The parallelism is forcible.

Andfaith—Faith here denotes faithful constancy in confessing the

truth.

5. Manifest token—Supply ov, which is. The accusative absolute ;

comp. Acts xxvi. 3, note. [Rather, nominative, in apposition with

the preceding sentence. Liin.] Your enduring, ver. 4, is a token.

Righteous—What is laid down in this clause is discussed at ver. 6, 7.

Ye may be counted worthy—This clause is connected with ye endure.

[Better, with what is implied just before ; which judgment is even now

62 ( 489 )
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bringing it to pass that ye he counted, etc. Alf.] For whith—The

suffering makes them worthy of the kingdom.

6. With God—Although the good and bad do not consider the in

juries done by the latter, and the sufferings of the former, as so

important. > Tribulation—to them that trouble—The law of compen

sation in kind. To this refer yer. 8, 9.

7. And to you—To this refer ver. 10, 11. Who are troubled—In

the middle voice, who endure affliction ; comp. ver. 4, at the end.

Rest— Trouble and rest are very properly opposed, 2 Cor. vii. 5, viii.

13. " Moreover rest includes also abundance of blessings, ver 10.

With us—That is, with the saints of Israel, ver. 10, note. Comp. 1

Thess. ii. 14. [Us apostles, who also are persecuted, is the sense.

Liln.j Angels of his power—[Not mighty angels, as Eng. Ver. Alf]

The angels serve Christ in manifesting his power.

8. In flamingfire—Gr. iv nopt fXorbz. Others read iv fXoyi xupbz,

in a flame offire. The same variety occurs, Acts vii. 30 : with flames

offire, Sept. Is. lxvi. 15. That know not God—To those who are

living in heathen ignorance of God> 1 Thess. iv. 5 ; Ps. Ixxix. 6. So

Job xviii. 21, >t vh, of those who knoiv not the Lord. Obey not—

[Two classes of persons to be punished are mentioned ; those who

know not, etc., and those who obey not, as the Gr. article shows ;

(Eng. Ver. omits it ;) the heathen and the Jews. Liin.] Chiefly on

the Jews, to whom the Gospel concerning Christ had been preached.

[Omit Xptarou, Christ. Tisch., Alf.]

9. From—From the presence of God shall proceed their punish

ment. -Jaa, from the face. Devils will not be the tormentors; for

even in this life the wicked are not punished by devils, but rather by

good angels : and in Ps. lxxviii. 49, the phrase, angels of evil, [Eng.

Ver., evil angels,] may even denote good angels. Ex. xii. 23 ; 2 Sam.

xxiv. 16. [But from is here away from, separate from the presence,

etc. Liin., Alfi, etc.] The face—Gr. xpoamxou, [Eng. Ver., the

presence~]. This face will be intolerable to them ; they shall not see,

but feel it. Face and glory are generally parallel. Of his power—

Lay aside your haughty defiance, ye wicked.

10. In—Saints and believers shall not only behold him, but by

them Christ's admirable glory will manifest itself. See the following

verses. Saints—The mention of glory, and the saints, is sweetly

joined, and the mention of admiration, and believers. All—This

word, not added to, the saints, but to them that believe, intimates, that

the term believers means something more than saints. See Acts xx.

32, note. So all, Phil. i. 9, note. Saints are of the circumcision ;

believers are of the Gentiles, among whom were also the Thessalo
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nians [who, when the Apostles' testimony had reached them al*o,

received it with praise-worthy firmness of mind. V. Comp. the

two expressions opposed to these, ver. 8, note. [For mrrreuo)atv, be

lieve, read xtarsuaaatv, believed. Tisch., Alf.] Because—The motive

of admiration will be, that the testimony of the Apostles concerning

Christ, having obtained faith among the Thessalonians, stands unim

paired in that day, when truth alone stands firm. Comp. Phil. ii. 16;

1 Thess. ii. 19. Was believed—[d»o, marbv, stood forth as faithful,

and as such was received by you, upon whom it had come. Among

you—Coming even to you, in the west. In that—Construe with IX&g,

when he shall come.

11. For which—[This is right ; not as Eng. Ver., wherefore. Alf]

We strive for this in prayer. Would count you worthy—There is no

dignity in us before we are called, 2 Tim. i. 9. It is not until after

wards conferred upon us in the way presently described. Our God

—Whom we serve. Good pleasure—On the part of God. [So Eng.

Ver., of his goodness, but incorrectly. Render, fulfil all right purpose

of goodness, or good pleasure in goodness (on your part.) Alf, Ltin.]

Of faith—On your part.

12. The name—We confer nothing on the Lord, the Lord really

eonfers upon us salvation ; and hence his name is glorified in us ; and

we ourselves in him. [Omit Xptarbv, Christ, (the first time.) Tisch.,

A{f.] Grace—Is the goodness, ver. 11.

CHAPTER II.

1. We beseech—There are five divisions of the epistle, of which the

principal one begins here.

I. The Inscription, i. 1, 2.

II. Thanksgiving for the Thessalonians, 3, 4.

With prayer, 11, 12.

III. The Doctrine of the man of sin, who is to come be

fore Christ, ii. 2, 3, 4.

Whence he comforts the saints against that calamity, 9,

10, 13, 14.

With the addition of exhortation and prayer, 15, 16, 17.
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IV. An exhortation to prayer, with a prayer for them,

iii. 1, 2.

And to reduce to order the brethren who are walking dis

orderly, with a prayer also for them, 6, 7, 16.

V. Conclusion, 17, 18.

With respect to—Gr. dnep, [on behalf of, for the subject had been

misrepresented. Liin., Alf., not by, as Eng. Ver.] The particle is in

tended to indicate the subject of discussion, not for adjuration, al

though the subject ought in itself to rouse the Thessalonians ; comp.

imep,for, 2 Cor. v. 20. Gathering together—Which will take place

at the coming of Jesus ; care must be taken lest any fall away. Be

lievers are already gathered to the Lord, but that gathering will be

the crowning one. This is the force of the double compound ; comp.

Heb. z. 25, note.

2. Shaken—In mind. Be troubled—In your emotions. That

readily occurs to those who are too eager to know the future. Spirit

—A prophesying spirit. Word—Utter—Ver. 15. As from us—This

was the ground on which the Thessalonians might be moved. A gen

uine epistle of Paul might indeed be wrongly explained ; but another's

letter might be substituted, ch. iii. 17. As that at hand—This word

signifies to be exceedingly near; for ivearwc means present. [The

true rendering is, therefore, to tlie effect that the day of the Lord is

present. Comp. Rom. viii. 38 ; 1 Cor. iii. 22, ta. iveariora, things

present. Alf., etc.] It is therefore declared that the day of Christ

is not so near. The epistles to the Thessalonians are the oldest of

the apostolic epistles. Hence it is evident that the apostles, in speak

ing of the nearness of the day of Christ, did not err, but spoke un-

derstandingly. [For Xptarou, Christ, read Kupioo, the Lord. Tisch.,

Alf.] Christ—To whom Antichrist is opposed, in a sense of the

word long used in the Church.

3. By any means—He indicates three means, ver. 2, [and this im

plies that perhaps some other way might be found. Liin.] For—

Supply that day shall not come, unless, etc. But this ellipsis shows

reverent caution. He is reverently cautious, who well understands the

matter proposed, not with an unseasonable and foolish rashness. Rev

erent caution is shown in that Paul does not expressly say, The day

of Christ does not come, unless, etc. He speaks mildly : he abstains

from words to which the lover of Christ's coming would not willingly

listen. Except—What we read in ver. 3-8 demands a fuller consid

eration. And first we shall examine this paragraph singly ; then we

shall compare the Apocalypse with it. Its former aspect comprehends

something like thefollowing positions :—
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I. Paul's object is to admonish the TJiessalonians not to think the

day of Christ nearer than it really is.—The expectation of the future,

which is supposed to rest upon Divine testimony, and jet is finally

found to be false, occasions great offence. Such an expectation of

the day of Christ might occasion very great offence; wherefore Paul

carefully obviates it. The Thessalonians had been prepared to re

ceive the Lord joyfully, ch. i. 11 ; 1 Thess. i. 10; and indeed such a

desire presupposes hope and faith ; yet it may itself be inordinate.

It is therefore regulated.

II. Paul especially teaches, that some great evil will first come.—

Paul does not enumerate all the events which were to transpire be

tween that age and the day of Christ : but he points out one thing,

especially remarkable, the declaration of which was even then season

able and salutary to the Thessalonians. He therefore describes the

apostasy, the Man of Sin, etc.

III. Not only does the apostle point out the evil, but also its cheek.—He

who checketh the Man of Sin is mentioned. That check is in some

measure prior to the evil itself, and therefore its announcement greatly

concerns the apostle's design, that the time of revealing the adver

sary may be defined, though with a proper latitude.

IV. The evil extends itselffrom Pauls times to the appearance of

Jesus Christ's coming.—That evil not only extends most widely, ver.

4, 10, 12, but is also very long continued ; and although it rises by

various degrees, yet it is also continuous from first to last. Now al

ready, says the apostle, the mystery of iniquity is working. It already

wrought in the apostle's time, but more after their death, especially

after the death of the apostclic fathers. They do not decide most

wisely, who think that the ideal and rule of the Church lie, not in

the truth itself, but in the practice of some of the earliest ages, which

merely rebuke the greater declension of posterity.

V. There was also a check in Paufs time, and that check only

ceases, when the evil breaks out in all its force.—He who now letteth

[restrainetJt], says Paul, until he be taken out of the way. Hence it

is evident that the check was not the preaching of the Gospel, either

universal or apostolical. The check remained even after the apostles,

who finished their course long before the check ceased to act as such ;

but the preaching of the Gospel is never wholly removed.

VI. The evil is described first in the abstract, then in the concrete.—

The mystery of iniquity is said to be already working ; but after an

interval, that Wicked himself shall be revealed. The event corres

ponded with this order. Not unlike is the fact that the title is first

apostasy, then the Man of Sin. In preaching of Christ, it was said
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first, in the abstract, The kingdom of heaven is at hand; then

Christ himself, with his glory, was more openly manifested. So, on

the contrary, the testimony is framed concerning evil. The vicious

humor is drawn together, and breaks out at length in one abscess.

VII. The apostasy and the mystery of iniquity are a great evil.—

The description of the evil in the abstract and concrete has different

parts, and these mutually explain each other. Apostasy is a fatting

away from the faith, and is clearly described, 1 Tim. iv. L This

apostasy is not limited in its extent ;—the apostasy is, for the most

part, commensurate with the faith ;—yet it prevailed most among the

Jews. There is also the apostasy of those to whom faith had been

offered, although they did not receive it. Some of those who had re

ceived it, drew back ; comp. Heb. iii. 12. The people is as one man,

whether as regards the Divine grace, which offers itself, or man's re

fusal of it, under whatever circumstances. It was apostasy in the

people who refused to enter into the promised land, Sept., Num. xiv.

31. The bitterness of the Jews was excessive, especially at Thessa-

lonica, Acts xvii. 5, 11, 13 ; and Judaism at Rome greatly damaged

Christianity. In like manner iniquity, the mystery of which was al

ready working, is not any iniquity whatever, although it be manifold,

Matt. xxiv. 12, but that from which the Wicked himself is named,

ver. 8, comp. ver. 3, 4. The mystery of this iniquity was already

working (comp. Deut. xxxi. 21, 27), and was so concealed, that it

crept in among men almost unawares, and increased for many ages.

But even yet it is working, until Satan's working shall bring forth

the Wicked himself, ver. 9. Judaism, infecting Christianity, is the

fuel ; the mystery of iniquity is the spark.

VIII. The Wicked himself is the greatest evil.—He is the Man of

Sin, the son ofperdition, opposed to and exalted above all that is called

Q-od, or worshiped; so that he tits himself as God in God's temple,

and declares himself God. He is the very Wicked one, whose coming

is after the working of Satan, etc. These points we shall afterwards

consider singly.

IX. The check [he who letteth] is used indifferently in the mascu

line and neuter gender: unless the neuter be put first in the text, that

b xaTe%fov, he who letteth, may be afterwards opposed to the adversary,

in the singular number. HE WHO NOW letteth, says he. will cease to

interfere : and a little before, Now ye know WHAT withholdeth, that

he might be revealed in HIS TIME.

X. That check, whatever it is, does not restrain the apostasy and

the mystery of iniquity—but the Man of Sin himself, that wicked one.

—The mystery of iniquity, and he who letteth, are coincident in time;
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but, when Jie who letteth, and that which withholdeth, have ceased to

interfere, then the Wicked is revealed.

XI. At length out of the apostasy arises the Man of Sin ; but the

political power of Rome restrains this very one. We clearly see, from

the mutual comparison of the evil and the check, and of the qualities

of each, what both are. That Wicked one, besides marks of false

hood, has also a certain majesty, adorned with a spiritual disguise, at

if he were a god. The civil authority restrains him ; and this au

thority was assuredly in the hands of the Romans in Paul's time, and

comprehended Jerusalem, Rome, and Corinth, whence he was writing,

as also Thessalonica, to which he was writing, etc.

XII. The date of this epistle greatly helps the interpretation. It

was written in the time of Claudius; comp. Acts xviii. 2, 5, with 1

Thess. iii. 1, 6": and this utterly refutes Grotius' attempt to interpret

Paul's prophecy of Caligula. The ancients thought that Claudius

himself was this check ; for hence, as it appears, it happened, that

they considered Nero, Claudius' successor, to be the Man of Sin ; and

when the wickedness of Nero, however furious, had not, however,

filled up the measure, they accounted Domitian, and the other similar

emperors, as it were tho complement of the evil. They certainly did

not exhaust the prophecy ; yet they attained a part of the truth,

namely, that something connected with Rome is here meant at any rate.

To come closer. The check is something with which the Thessa-

lonians were unacquainted when Paul was with them not long before :

and now, when the same apostle wrote these things, they knew it,

since the beginnings of the events corresponded more than many, a

little before, would have thought. This is evident from the antithesis

between the fifth and sixth verses. The epistle was written about

the eighth year of Claudius, 48 of the Dionysian sera. At that period

Claudius had expelled from Rome the Jews, whether believers or un

believers, which latter were constantly raising tumults ; and in Judaea

itself, too, Cumanus was severely oppressing them. Therefore, in the

provinces, the prefects and procurators, in Italy and at Rome the

Emperor himself, were restraining the evil. It is a remarkable proof

of this, that the Jews did not kill James until after the death of

Festus, and before the arrival of Albinus. Whatever they did on

that occasion, they would willingly have done on other occasions

against Christ, but could not for the Romans. So Gallio restrained

them at Corinth, Claudius Lysias at Jerusalem, Acts xviii. 14, 21,

32. In the time of Paul, the Roman power certainly restrained the

evil; not directly: therefore indirectly. Moreover, it was restrained

by severity towards the Jews, who would have proceeded farther, had
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they been permitted by the Romans. I should be glad to hear an

easier or more likely interpretation.

XIII. When the check ceated to interfere, that Wicked one i» re

vealed. This position agrees with the fifth, yet with a difference.

The former marks the long continuance of the check ; the latter, the

time of revealing the Wicked one. The coming of the Wicked it

after the working of Satan with all power, and signs, and lying won

ders, etc. This coming has not yet occurred, although its preludes

are not wanting for a long time; therefore the check still exists.

And it is evident from this most powerful argument, that the politi

cal power of the Romans is the check. For no other check, so pow

erful and so long-continued, will anywhere be found. This check,

however, did not restrain Satan's working, but the dominion of the

Wicked one ; and when it is removed, Satan aids the Wicked one.

[Bengel proceeds to compare this passage with the Apocalypse ;

and infers that Antichrist here spoken of is the Pope, or the Fapal

power of Rome. This view is now generally abandoned, for control-

ing reasons. Alf. remarks (vol. in. Proleg. p. 66.), "In the charac

teristic of ver. 4, the Pope does not and never did fulfil the prophecy.

Allowing all the striking coincidences with the latter part of the verse

which have been so abundantly adduced, it never can be shown that

he fulfils the former part, nay, so far is he from it that the abject

adoration of and submission to He-jroftevoi 6eoe (those called godii) and

fftf)dofia.ru (things worshiped) has ever been one of his notable cha

racteristics. The second objection, of an external and historical

character, is even more decisive. If the Papacy he Antichrist, then

has the manifestation been made, and endured now for 1500 years,

and yet that day of the Lord is not come, which by the terms of our

prophecy such manifestation is immediately to precede." He adds

(p. 67) " According then to this view, we still look for the Man of

Sin, in the fulness of the prophetic sense, to appear, and that imme

diately before the coming of the Lord." If a literal, outward fulfil

ment is necessary, this seems to be the only view tenable. We there

fore omit the remainder of Bengel's argument, which lias little weight

in our day.]

Falling away—[Eng. Ver., a falling, etc.] The Greek article is

frequent in this paragraph, and refers either to what Paul had pre

viously said, or to the Old Testament prophecies. Man of Sin—

Most hostile to true righteousness. ' Paul so describes him, as to al

lude by way of contrast to Jesus Christ, and especially to the passage

Zech. ix. 9, 10: for the King of Zion is, (1) Righteous; (2) Full of

salvation ; (3) Meek and riding on an ass : in short, he is the author
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uf peace. But his enemy is, (1) Tke Man of Sin ; (2) The son of

perdition ; ($) He opposes and exhalts himself: in short, he is the

Wicked one. For where justice and equity flourish, /•..•••. flourishes.

The whole benefit of Christ is indicated by peace. But the Wicked

one occasions all misery and calamity. The law is holy and just and

good ; the Wicked one, on the other hand, is profane and unjust and

evil. Moreover, of what Paul principally declares elsewhere con

cerning Jesus, he declares the reverse concerning the enemy, ascribing

to him revelation and mystery, coming signs, etc. Son of perdition—

Who will both consign as many as possible to destruction, and will

himself go away to the deepest perdition, Rev. xvii. 8, 11.

4. Who opposeth—[Render, he that withstand* (namely, withstands

Christ and God ; not to be connected with all that, etc.), and exalts

himself (hostilely), etc. Alf.~\ The two preceding names are in direct

antithesis to the name of Jesus. What follows is in antithesis to the

majesty of Christ. So Dan. xi. 36, et seqq. : And the king shall be

exalted and be magnified above every god, and against the God of gods,

and shall speak high-swelling words. This then is Paul's meaning :

The day of Christ does not come, unless Daniel's prediction concern

ing Antiochus be so fulfilled, (in the Man of Sin), that it shall even

better suit the Man of Sin, who corresponds to Antiochus, and is

worse than he. These two words, who opposeth and exalteth himself,

stand under the one article : for he opposes himself, to exalt himself.

He exalts himself in heart, tongue, style, and deeds, by himself and

by his adherents. Above all that is called god or is worshiped—

Angels are wont to be called gods, as are also men of great authority,

1 Cor. viii. 5. Above every such god, the Wicked will exalt himself:

ai'-iiwtKi. is, tlnit which is worshiped ; and the Roman Emperor is dis

tinguished by the peculiar title, o Sspao-cbz, Augustus, Acts xxv. 12.

Therefore the majesty and power of Caesar, which are most conspicu

ous at Rome, constitute the principal oiftaofia, object of worship, on

the earth. Now the Wicked one so exalts himself, that he not only

arrogates to himself greater power and worship than any one called a

god worshiped as one possesses, but also so that every one who is called

god or is worshiped is forced to be subject to him on the earth, or is

feigned to be so, so far as concerns the inhabitants of heaven. Clem

ent VI., in his Bull concerning the jubilee, commanded the angels of

paradise to introduce into the glory of paradise the souls of those

that died on their journey, being entirely freed from purgatory. Sc

that, etc.—Comprehending the spiritual and civil power, and in both

cases the highest. In the temple of God—In that temple of God

mentioned, Rev. xi. 1. For in ver. 7, of that passage this adversary

63
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is the subject. Sitteth—By hit authority. [Omit u< 6tbv, at God.

Titch., Alf.] Showing himtelf—''Anodsixvufu, to designate, to declare.

Herodian more than once says, dnodeiscu Kaiaapa, to declare the

Cottar. That he it a god—The strong statement of the Wicked one

concerning himself is here expressed. He will not say, that he is

very God, the Creator of heaven and earth, but still, that he is a

god superior to any other called god.

5. Remember ye not ?—The apostle intimates, that he neither con

tradicts himself, nor helps his former statement by a kind of new

declaration, as conjecturers are wont to do, when convicted of error :

that he had not said, the day of the Lord was near in such a sense,

that other important events would not occur meanwhile. Yet- -The

antithesis is now, ver. 6. With you—At present Judaism greatly

prevails at Thessalonica, and at the proper time it can be observed

whether the Wicked one is to have a great party, especially in that

city. Some even of the tribes of Israel, before the death and resur

rection of the two witnesses, will stand by the beast, Rev. xi. 9, and

after the witnesses' ascension into heaven, and the earthquake, will

repent. I told you—So, ver. 15, ye have been taught.

6. What withholdeth—Some interpret it of one obtaining authority;

but 6 xarejfoiv, he that withholdeth, is not thus used absolutely, much

less TO xar&fov, what 'withholdeth : xaxifttv is to detain, to delay, in

Sept., Gen. xxiv. 56, fty xarfyere fie, hinder me not. On XUTC^OV,

withholdeth, that he might be revealed, soon afterwards, depends. If

there were not the TO xarfyov, what withholdeth, the Wicked would be

sooner revealed. [Render, therefore, In order that he may be revealed

in (not before) hit own time. iMn., Alf."} Ye know—They knew

from the present information in this epistle, with a view of existing

events. He speaks guardedly, nor was it necessary to say anything

more openly. In hit time—Not sooner.

7. For—The reason for just before speaking of the revelation at

future. For there is added the mystery, already present. [Already

—It is the same impurity, diffusing itself over many ages. V. <?.]

Doth work—The verb is in the middle voice, (as Rom. vii. 5), with the

personification, indicating the very secret conduct of the enemy.

Only—Showing, not the short continuance of him who withholdeth

the evil, nor the speedy full realization of the event, but that he who

withholdeth it, is its only check. Until, presently after, denotes de

lay. The subject is, he who now letteth : the predicate is elliptical.

holdeth back [Eng. Ver., will let], till he be taken out of tJte way or

ceases to exist, so that he can nowhere hinder the Wicked one. The

power of him thai holdeth back, as a powerful whole, has been sue
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cessively divided into many parts ; and yet the Withholding power ie

but one. [The supplying of a predicate here is arbitrary and need

less. The sense is, Is already working, only until he that now hinders

be removed. Liin., Alf.]

8. Then—Immediately. That Wicked—<3r. b Avopoz. This is

the last and weightiest title, comprehending the force of the preceding

ones. That unjust, iniquitous, lawless one, and (more closely, as

Plautus and Nonnns,) "illex" the outlaw, yen, Sept., dtrs/9jjc, un

godly, Isa. xi. 4 ; He shall smite the earth with the word (rod) of his

mouth, and with the breath of his lips -shall he slay the ungodly.

Whom—After having raged long enough. [Read 6 Kuptoz ' /iyttoOc,

the Lord Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] The Lord— The Lord of lords, Rev.

xix. 16. With the Spirit of his mouth—A sword also proceeds out

of this mouth, Rev. xix. 15, 21. With the appearance of his coming—

[So Alf, Liin. Eng. Ver., incorrectly, with the brightness of his com

ing~]—In some places appearance, in others Homing is mentioned, the

latter in ver. 1, in the same sense; but here the appearance of his

coming, or at least the dawn of his actual coming is before the coming

itself, as lx*tpavtia r^c rfpepaz, the appearance of day.

9. Whose—The wicked one. Paul now adds a fuller description

of the calamity, so that by way of contrast he may console the

Thessalonians, ver. 13. Of Satan—As Christ is related to God, so

on the contrary is Antichrist to Satan, standing midway between

Satan and lost men. And signs—These signs will be shown by the

false prophet, who serves the beast, and that too eves before the as

cent of the beast from the pit, Rev. xiii. 13.

10. [Amrf with all deceit of, etc. (not deceivableness, as Eng. Ver.~)

Alf. Omit iv, in. Tisch., Alf. Read, for them that perish.~] Of

the truth—Which is in Christ Jesus. They received not—The Jews

especially were guilty of this, John v. 43 ; and that Wicked one will

particularly hurt the Jews. The remarks, a little before thrown out

here and there concerning the Jews in the positions laid down, refer

to this.

11. [For nilupu, shall send, read xefmu, sendeth. Tisch., Alf]

The working of error—Gr. ivepruav nXivrfi [not as Eng. Ver., strong

delusion, which quite destroys the sense. Alf], which is in An

tichrist.

12. [That—Endeavour therefore with all your might to believe the

truth. V. All—That error then prevails widely, long, and vio

lently. [Judged—That is, condemned, as the context shows. Alf]

13. But we—Comfort after the prediction of mournful events. So

2 Tim. ii. 19. It may be said, What need had the Thessalonians of
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comfort then ? Ans. The mystery of iniquity was even then work

ing ; and instruction may be equally derived from the distant future,

and from the remote past, 1 Cor. x. 1, et seqq. We are bound—

Ch. i. 3. Of the Lord—Christ. Hath chosen—from the beginning—

He does not say i£eXecaro, picked out, but here alone, and on this

subject, he uses uhro, took. That was effected by the success of

evangelical calling ; and yet there is added from the beginning, that

is, from eternity, comp. 1 John r. 1, because believers are fortified

and claimed by the eternal decree, Eph. i. 4, in opposition to those

who worship the Man of Sin. Rev. xiii. 8. Comp. Dent. vii. 7, x.

15, npouXzzo Kvptoz £//«c xai ifeXi$aro, the Lord preferred and chose

you, etc. Ibid. xxvi. 18, 'rvOMTI, hath avouched thee this day to be his

peculiar people. The decree is as truly from eternity, as the genera

tion of the Son of God is from eternity : yet the decree is one thing,

the generation is another. In sanctification of the Spirit—[Eng. Ver.,

through, etc.] The Holy Spirit sanctifies us, and sanctification is

the test of election, 1 Pet. i, 2.

14. Whereunto—The phrase, to salvation is explained. To the de

liverance—Gr. uc neptxOtrjotv, [Eng. Ver. is correct, to the obtaining.

Alf. renders, in order to (your) acquisition of the glory, etc.] Elz, to,

is resumed ; supply namely. There is no deliverance from the world's

destruction, but as it is conjoined with glorification, 2 Tim. ii. 10.

Jleptoijotv, peculiar, in Deut., eited above, agrees with this.

15. Therefore—The conclusion. Mold—Adding nothing, subtract

ing nothing. The traditions—Would that those who adduce this

passage in support of Traditions, held and would hold, the traditions

furnished by Paul in this chapter. Tradition is a great benefit. God

bestows traditions by means of the Gospel messengers. Paul taught

many years before he began to write. Tradition is either oral [comp.

ver. 5] or written. Epistle—He had written on this subject, 1 Thess.

iv. and v.

16. Lord—Refer to this, through grace. God—To this refer, who

loved; 2 Cor. xiii. 13. Everlasting—Nothing then can destroy be

lievers. [In grace—Not through grace, as Eng. Ver., Beng., etc.

Grace is the sphere in which the consolation is. Alf]

17. Comfort—This is deduced from who hath given consolation.

Stablish—This is deduced from who hath given good hope through

grace. [Omit dpaz, you. Also Transpose Iprtp xai Xoytp, work and

word. Tiseh., Alf] In word—By consolation. Work—By estab

lishment, 1 Cor. xv. 58.
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CHAPTER XIL

1. Havefree course—Quickly; comp. Ps. cxlvii. 15; without im

pediment, 2 Tim. ii. 9. [Run—That is, be spread swiftly and with

out hindrance. Liin.]

2. AU mm,.have not—Tapeinoek, [less said than understood.] That

is of fear. The Thessalonians, who had readily believed, might easily

suppose that all would be ready. Paul denies this, from hie experi

ence of the reverse. The faith—{That is, the Christian faith ; not

faith in general. Liin., Alf] In God through -Christ. This alone

takes away what is unreasonable and wicked.

3. But—faithful—After stating a very sad fact, he immediately

adds a consolation; soch. ii. 13. In opposition to men's unbelief he

praises the Lord's faithfulness. So 2 Tina. ii. 13. Shall stablish you

—Although all others may not even receive faith- From the wicked

one—[But Eng. Ver., is correct; from evil. L&n., Alf*, etc.] ; from

Satan ; not merely from wicked men, by whom he assails faith.

4. In the Lord—Trust no man by himself. We command—As,

that ye pray for us, that ye guard yourselves. See ver. L {Omit

bl£tv, (the second) you. Tisch., Alf]

5. Tlie Lord—Christ. Into the love of God—You will thus favor

the free course of God's word, and will not be unreasonable. To the

patience of Christ—[Namely, that patience or endurance which Christ

showed; (the Eng. Ver., patient waiting for Christ, is wrong.) Alf,

Liin.~] Thus you will endure the hatred of Christ's wicked enemies.

Each must be taken objectively : love towards God, patience shows

on account of Christ.

6. [Omit ij/kSv, our. Tisch., Alf. Read, the Lord."] Withdraw—

Gr. ariXXut&at. This word properly applies to sailors and travelers,

to be bound for some place, or from some place. Hence to avoid ;

comp. ver. 14. He keeps the Thessalonians in suspense, until at ver.

11, he distinctly states the fact itself. They seem to have ceased

laboring because of the nearness of the day of Christ. The first

epistle admonished more gently; the second complains somewhat,

although of such an error as only tempts lofty minds. From .every—

Although he may otherwise walk plausibly. Disorderly—Therefore'

the Order of Mendicants is not an order, but burdens the state, ver.

8. If the Thessalonians had bound themselves by a vow, what would

Paul have said ? [For xapetafte, he received, read napeMftosav, they

received. Tisch., Alf.]

7. How—In what manner of living ?
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8. Wrought [literally, working~]—Construe with, we ate. To be a

burden to—[Eng. Ver., be chargeable]. While waiving his right, he

expresses his just claim somewhat severely.

10; When—They had already seen the necessity of this command

ment among the Thessaloniane. If any would not—To be unwilling

is a fault. Neither should he eat—An Unthymeme [confirmation

of the argument from its contrary]. Supply, But every man eats :

therefore let every man labor. Paul does not mean, that such a man

should be immediately deprived of food by others ; but he proves

from the necessity of eating the necessity of laboring, by throwing

out this pleasantry, let such a one show himself an angel [live without

food as an angel]. There is a similar Enthymeme at 1 Cor. xi. 6.

11. But—From idleness, men's disposition naturally passes to cu

riosity. For nature always seeks employment. Busybodies—Opposed

to doing one's own business, 1 Thess. iv. 11.

12. [For dta, by, (with gen.) read iv, in, (with dat.) ; also omik

our. Tisch., Alf. Read, in the Lord, etc.] With quietness—

Laying aside curiosity. Their own—Hot another's.

13i Well doing—Even with manual labor.

14. [Our word—Spokea ia person, ver. 10. V. 6f.} Note, this man

by letter—[But Eng. Ver., is right, connect our word by this epistle.

Ltin., Alf., etc.] This very epistle is meant ; comp. 1 Thess. v. 27,

where the article has the same demonstrative meaning : frjiHiouo&e,

mark, with a note of censure ; using this epistle to admonish him,

and enforcing it upon him. [But this perverts the sense of the verb*

Liin.] Comp. oh vtvt, Sept. xai iyztnj&rjaav iv mjpe'np, and they be

came a sign, Num. xxvi. 10. The meaning of the verb xapaSurpa-

ri^uv, to make an example of, is akin to this. It may be done to

others either by letters, if abroad, or face to face, if present. This

diversity of circumstances does not alter the meaning. He may hum

ble himself—[Eng. Ver., be ashamed.] Being aware of the judgment

of others. lyiuj, they humbled themselves, 2 Chron. xii. 7.

15. Yet not—We are everywhere cautioned against falling into

extremes. Admonish—It is- not enough not to associate with a per

son, ver. 14 ; he should know the reason.

16. The Lord of peace—Christ. Peace—With the brethren. By

all means—In every mode of living, even in what concerns the doing

of work ; comp. ch. ii. 3, by any means. Paul uses xavzi rponip,

every means, without iv, in, Phil. i. 18.

17. With mine own? hand—Therefore the most of the epistle had

been written by another hand. Token—We have reason to believe

that Paul [to guard against fraud of every kind, eh. ii. 2. V.
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distinguished by a peculiar and inimitable handwriting, the words,

grace, etc., ver. 18. [But the salvation is ver. 17 ; and cannot mean

the blessing in ver. 18. Lun.] In every epistle—He had, therefore,

already written more. So—Not otherwise. He hereby meets any

doubt.

18. [Omit dliijv, amen. Tisch., AJf.]



ANNOTATIONS

ON THE

FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

CHAPTER I.

1. An apostle—This title serves to confirm Timothy. Familiarity

must he laid aside where God's cause is concerned. [Transpose and

read Xptarou 'lrjaou, of Christ Jesus. Tisoh,, Alf] By the com

mandment—So Rom. xvi. 26 ; comp. 1 Cor. i. 1, note. Our Saviour

—So God the Father is also called, ch. ii. 3, iv. 10 ; Tit. i. 3, ii. 10,

iii. 4 ; Jude ver. 25 ; Luke i. 47. The reason is explained, 2 Tim. i.

9. [Omit Koptou, Lord, and transpose, to read Xptarod 'Irjoou,

Ctirist Jesus. Tisch., Alf] Our Hope— Synonymous with our

Saviour.

2. To Timothy—The epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon,

heing addressed to individuals, have some things which are rather in

timated, than explicitly stated, as ver. 18. If there were no epistle

to Timothy, we should have particularly wished for one, to see what

Paul would chiefly recommend to Timothy ; now, since there are two,

we should the more diligently use them. [Own—Gr. yvqo'up, true,

genuine. Alf.] Son—Acts xvi. 13. Grace, mercy, peace—To the

churches Paul writes, grace to you and peace. Writing to Timothy,

he adds mercy here, and many years after, in 2 Tim. i. 2 ; comp.

Jer. xvi. 5: Gal. vi. 16. Mercy implies more tender grace, as it

were, towards the wretched, and the experience of this Divine mercy

produces fitness for the Gospel ministry, ver. 13, 16; 2 Cor. iv. 1;

1 Cor. vii. 25 : comp. Heb. ii. 17. [Omit fjpiov, our (with narpbc,

father), also read Xptarou 'Irjoou, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] Christ

I 504 )
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Jesus—Paul, especially when writing to Timothy, often puts the sur

name Christ before the name Jesus, as having a view to the Old Tes

tament promises concerning the Messiah, which were fulfilled in

Jesus, and were well known to Timothy, 2 Tim. iii. 15.

3. As—The conclusion is at ver. 18. [Meanwhile Paul refutes

the teachers of other doctrine, by the striking example of his own

conversion. V. (?.]

There are three divisions of this epistle :

I. The Inscription, i. 1, 2.

II. The instruction of Timothy in the holy administration ft

of affairs at Ephesus in Paul's absence, where

(1.) Generally he gives him a charge to those who errone

ously taught the law, the sum of the Gospel being at

tested by his own example, ver. 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12,

18, 19.

(2.) Specially,

1. He prescribes the order of prayer, ch. ii. 1, 2,

chiefly to men, ver. 8 ; moreover to women good

works, ver. 9, 10, with modesty, ver. 11, 12.

2. He enumerates the requisites of a bishop, iii. 1, 2.

And also the duties of deacons and women, ver.

8, 9, 11, 12, 13.

2. He explains what Timothy should teach, after im

pressively stating the most important points, ver.

14-iv. 3 ; in 4 and 5, also what he should avoid,

and what he should follow, 7, 8, 12, 13.

Then how he should deal with men and women,

v. 1,2;

With widows, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16 ;

With elders, ver. 17, 18 ;

With offenders, ver. 20, 21 ;

With Timothy himself, ver. 22, 23 ;

With those of whom he is in doubt, ver. 24, 25 ;

With servants, vi. 1, 2.

4. Those who teach otherwise are reproved, ver.

3, 4, 6, 7 ; but Timothy is admonished and incited,

ver. 11, 12, and a charge is given him, ver. 13, 14;

and precepts are prescribed for the rich, ver. 17, 18.

III. The Conclusion.

To abide—The same word occurs in Acts xviii. 18. The presence

of good men restrains the wicked. Timothy at Ephesus, Titus at

64
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Crete, were not bishops, but were directors of the bishops, and, so to

speak, Vicars Apostolic. To teach no other doctrine—Than I have

taught. Let them substitute nothing, let them add nothing. Comp.

Paul's address to these same Ephesians, Acts xx. 28, 29, 30. The

same word occurs, ch. vi. 3, where things contrary to sound doctrine

are condemned, just as at the beginning of ~the epistle, good things

are commended. Even the things which seem only different, involve

something contrary. They taught the law _in opposition to the Gos

pel, ver. 7, 11.

4. Neither give heed—In teaching. To fables and genealogies—A

Hendiadys [for genealogical fables ; but this is wrong. The fables

are probably the Gnostic invention of Aeons; the genealogies, the

lists of their successions. These are endless, as being arbitrary and

without any fixed starting point. Hut.] Comp. on fables, ch. iv. 7 ;

2 Tim. iv. 4 ; Tit. i. 14 : on genealogies, Tit. iii. 9. And because

these two things are joined, and because the teachers of such doctrines

boasted of the law, it is evident that the reference is not to the gene

alogies of the Jewish families, but to the genealogies of the ages,

against which Irenaeus and Tertullian quote this very passage. Nay,

even Paul opposes to them the true consideration of the 020ns, ver.

17. But if you doubt whether the teachers of another doctrine al

ready used the word ceons (ages), God's wisdom should be the more

admired, which confutes words not yet framed ; comp. note to Matt,

xxvi. 27. Avea, generation, and aiiov, age, are kindred. The more

inquisitive Jews had at that time greatly mingled themselves with the

Gentiles. Paul does not reproach civil genealogies ; he prefixes fa

bles, a fact inconsistent with the genealogies of families, which were

evidently not fabulous. At least Paul would not have cared whether

they were true or false. Those men were wont to boast, that they

could search more deeply than others into the mysteries of the law—

a circumstance which greatly impeded the power of the Gospel, es

pecially around Ephesus. Questions—Questions to be ended by no

decision, nothing desirable ; pure truth is profitable. Comp. on these,

and on strifes about words, ch. vi. 4; 2 Tim. ii. 14, 23, 24; and

presently, ver. 6, 7 ; Tit. iii. 9. [For oixodopiav, edifying, read

olxovopiav, economy, dispensation. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Godly

economy—Otxovopia, economy, here implies the act, not the state;

moreover, the act is constant. Where time is wasted in useless ques

tions, the necessary and salutary duties in God's house are neglected.

[It is better to render, the dispensation of God. Alf.]

5. The end—To which all things tend. The article marks the

subject. Whoever rightly regards the end, cannot suffer himself to
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be distracted to other things. Paul does not, even to Timothy, write

especially about deep mysteries, that he may the rather rebuke the

Gnostics; the governor of a church in the discharge of his duties,

should regard the necessary, not the sublime. Of the commandment

—Which you must urge upon the Ephesians, ver. 3, 18. Love—[Eng.

Ver., charity]. The foundation is faith, ver. 4: the end is love, ver.

14; Tit. iii. 15. Contentions are unfavorable to this love. Pure—

2 Tim. ii. 22 : Tit. i. 15. A good conscience—Ch. iii. 9 ; 2 Tim. i.

3 ; 1 John iii. 19, note. Here, with Paul, conscience is in the un

derstanding ; the heart is the seat of love. The former would be in

the idea, the latter in the desire : comp. Matt. xxii. 37, note. Of

faith—Faith in God strengthens when the heart is purified as respects

our neighbor, and the conscience corrected as respects one's self:

wherefore faith is put third. Pure faith and a good conscience are

also discussed conjointly in ver. 19, and ch. iv. 1, 2.

6. From which—A pure heart, etc. Having swerved—The same

word is found at ch. vi. 21 ; 2 Tim. ii. 18. 'Aozo%uv, is said of him

who misses his aim, who does not obtain his end. Have turned aside

—Not only did they not become better, but worse. A false and pre

posterous elevation and extent of knowledge renders one more es

tranged from the faith, and from the perception of good and evil,

etc., than any illiterate person. Unto vain jangling—Tit. i. 10, iii.

9. He comprehends in this one term the vain babblings and oppo

sitions, ch. vi. 20. It is the greatest vanity when Divine things are

not truthfully discussed; Rom. i. 21.

7. Desiring—Rashly. Neither—nor—A good teacher should be

intelligent, and at the same time well-informed. Paul says, they are

wanting in both these qualities. What—Gr. 8. ; nepi riviov, whereof.

"Oc, which, and rtz, what, (interrogative) differ. Neither what they

say—Thence arise the vain babblings, ch. vi. 20. [Render, nor con

cerning what things they make their affirmations. Alf] Nor whereof

they affirm—Thence arise the oppositions of science, falsely so called,

ch. vi. 20. Biftatoz and i?ztwc, firm and position, harmonize. Affirm

—Tit. iii. 8.

8. Law—lawfully—Kindred terms : volupioz, according to what is

agreeable to the law. They used to strive about the law, Tit. iii. 9.

Use—Sophocles says, vbpnu %prjf&at, to use the law, which the Scho

liast explains by vopo&eruv, to lay down a law, and so Paul is speak

ing here, not of the hearer of the law, but of the teacher. [For Paul

is here inquiring, how the law is to be, not obeyed, but used by

Christian teachers. Hut.~]

9. Knowing—Construed with, use. For a righteous man—Many
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things which follow are contrasted with this one word. Therefore

righteousness is widely spread. Is not made—Therefore a true teacher

must not use the law against a righteous person, Gal. v. 23. The anti

thesis is avrtxerrat, is contrary to, in the next verse. For the lawless

—Paul here names the unrighteous according to the order of the

Decalogue, from which it is evident that the commandment, Honor

thy father, is fourth, not third. [The Church of Rome joins the second

commandment to the first, and divides the tenth into two. So Beng.

also. Thus our fifth is his fourth. To make our fifth into third, their

third and fourth must be joined and made second.-] Lawless and dis

obedient—The first commandment, the foundation of the law, the

foundation of all obedience. For the ungodly and for sinners—Not

reverencing the name of God, and thereby involved in great guilt,

Ex. xx. 7. For unJioly and profane—Despising God's true worship

with a profane mind. Such were those very persons whom Paul no

tices ; comp. iv. 7. BiftrjXoz, profane, is compounded of the insepa

rable preposition, fte, Lat. ve, and ftrjXbz, a threshold, especially a

sacred threshold : whence ftiftrjXoi roxoi, places accessible to the com

mon people.

10. Men-stealers—Who forcibly make free men slaves. They do

not differ far from these, who do not enlist soldiers, but impress them.

Any other thing— Inconsistent with the ninth and tenth command

ments. To sound doctrine—So 2 Tim. iv. 3 ; Tit. i. 9, ii. 1 ; and

wholesome words, ch. vi. 3 ; 2 Tim. i. 13 ; and to be sound as regards

believers, Tit i. 13, ii. 2. The contrary is, voaiov, doting, ch. vi.

4 ; a canker, 2 Tim. ii. 17.

11. According to—Construe with sound doctrine, ver. 10. Paul

establishes the authority of his own commandment. Those who know

God's glory from the Gospel, vehemently detest profligacy. The law

is thus established by faith. Or, xara, according to, is construed

with ipzpat, use, ver. 8 ; although I know not whether it can be said,

that we must use the law according to the Gospel ; or with niareioz,

from faith, ver. 5. Gospel of the glory—[Eng. Ver., glorious gospel.]

Glory redounds to the Gospel from the Divine blessedness, and thence

results soundness of doctrine. Of the blessed—The same epithet is

applied to God, ch. vi. 15. A peculiar phrase, indicating immortality

and supreme happiness, which most powerfully move men to confess

the Gospel. The summit of praise is blessedness ; comp. notes on

Chrysostom de Sacerdotio, p. 371. The Blessed blesses : thence he

is called the Saviour, ver. 1. Which was committed to my trust—Tit.

i. 3. Paul's peculiar privilege, Rom. xv. 16 ; Eph. iii. 8 ; Col. i. 25.

12. / thank—Expression of feeling. These are correlatives:
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Christ entrusted the Gospel to Paul: Paul, being accounted faithful,

thanks Christ. He thanks him at ver. 17 ; and in all his epistles

and their introductions. Who hath enabled me—True conversion and

calling confer power, Rom. v. 6. Counted mefaithful—A change of

the antecedent for the consequent ; that is, he hath entrusted to me

the office of the Gospel ministry : $e/ievof, putting, denotes the very

act. That he entrusted the ministry to me, is the moral aspect : That

he put me into it, is as it were the physical aspect. In the phrase,

he counted me faithful, we have an example of dv&f>a>i:oKddeia [men's

actions attributed to God.] For if I count one faithful, and trust

him, this is as it were the opposite of actual knowledge. But the

Divine judgment concerning Paul, that he would be faithful, is in

fallible. God sees and knows all things. Therefore, active faith

does not properly apply to him. Faith and virion are opposed. I

wished to explain all this by that Metonymy. [Render, accounted

me faithful, appointing me to (not putting into, but said of that ap

pointment by which God fixes one's course to a certain end) the min

istry. Alf.~]

13. J. blasphemer—Against God. A persecutor—Against holy

men, lest others should be converted. Despiser—[Eng. Ver., injuri

ous'], in rejecting my own salvation. This threefold relation to God,

his neighbor, and himself, is common in this epistle especially, and in

that to Titus ; see presently at ver. 14, an antithesis to this verse :

likewise ver. 5, 9. Tit. ii. 12, where tuaejSwt;, godly, is opposed to

daefieif, ungodliness, and yet the two words, soberly, and righteously,

are opposed to worldly lusts. So here love alone has a threefold re

lation : it is love towards God, of which the opposite is a blasphemer;

love towards the Church, of which the opposite is a persecutor; love

towards himself, of which the opposite is a despiser. I obtained

mercy—This is resumed, as if after a parenthesis, in ver. 16. This

sense of mercy was perpetual in the apostle's mind, ver. 2, note.

[God's mercy and Paul's want of it are put in sharp contrast. I'.lil-

tott. in Alf.~\ Because—Ignorance does not deserve pardon in itself;

but in classifying the reasons which might impel a man to reject sal

vation, it is opposed to pride and every higher degree of wickedness.

14. And wat exceedingly abundant—He explains how he obtained

mercy, namely, with faith, etc. The epistles to Timothy, peculiarly

breathe this abundance. Grace—By which I obtained mercy, ver.

13. Of Lord—Jesus. With faith—Its opposite is, in unbelief, ver.

13. And love—Opposed, as we have said, are a blasphemer, a per

secutor, a despiser. The words, mercy and grace correspond. Unbe

lief and faith are opposed.
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15. Faithful—A very impressive form of preface. Paul knows

what- he says, and whereof he affirms, and refutes the false teachers

by the very simplicity of his language, treating, but beautifully, of

common topics, the rather, as others affected more abstruse subjects.

So also Tit. ii. 1. All—liven faith is a kind of acceptation. This

statement deserves all acceptation by all the faculties of the whole

soul : dnodo%7j, acceptation, (from de%etr&at, to receive, Luke viii. 13),

is when I am thankful, and speak of a thing as a good deed: comp.

tfcc correlative, duzodexrov, acceptable, ch. ii. 3. Christ Jesus—Christ,

as promised : Jesus, as manifested. Franck on this passage, shows

that in this sense the name Christ here is put first, and Jesus after it;

comp. 2 Tim. i. 9, note. World—Full of sin, John i. 29 ; Rom. v.

12; 1 John ii. 2. Sinners—Great and notable. He saves also of

fenders of a milder type ; but it is much more remarkable that he

eaves so great sinners. It can scarcely happen, but that they who

themselves have tasted God's grace, should taste its universality, and,

likewise from it entertain favor towards all men. Paul argues from

himself to all men. First—[Eng. Ver., chief] This is repeated

very forcibly in the next verse. Paul's example is incomparable,

whether we consider sin or mercy. [There had been no such exam

ple since the Lord's ascension. V. Or.]

16. [/am—I am, he says, not / was, including the very moment

of writing. V. G.] But—Although I am the chief of sinners.

[That in me the first, or the. chief, to which answers all below. The

greater this sin, the greater the proof of long-suffering. Hut. Trans

pose and read Xptarbz ' IrjooZz, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.\ All long-

suffering—Whereas even a less proportion, so to speak, may restore

sinners of a milder type; comp. Ex. xxxiii. 19, 'aits Sa, all the good

ness of the Lord respecting a people exceedingly guilty. For a pat

tern—That others might thus be conformed to the pattern, or might

consider and weigh it. If you believe, as Paul did, you will be saved

like Paul. [In like manner, David also desired to be an example,

Ps. xxxii. 6. V. G.] The same word occurs, 2 Tim. i. 13. On him

—On God. To—This may be construed with pattern. [Better as

the aim of faith in him. Hut.]

17. Now unto the—The doxology flows from a sense of grace.

To the King eternal—A common phrase with the Hebrews. The

thought of eternity particularly delights those assured of grace,

while it miserably terrifies others. Invisible—This relates to praise.

See how perverse they are who deny God, because they do not see

him. [Omit aoftp, wise. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Mbvio detp, the
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only God—So, the only Potentate, ch. vi. 15 ; comp. Ps. Ixxxvi. 10 ;

John v. 44 ; Jude 25. [A magnificent reading ! Not. Crit.]

18. I commit unto thee—To lay before thy hearers, ver. 3. [Its

sum is indicated in ver. 5. V. G. An error. Its sum is what fol

lows, that thou mayest, etc. Hut., Mey.] Which went before—When

hands were laid on Timothy, the spirit of prophecy showed that many

important things were to be entrusted to him, ch. iv. 14. Prophecies

—Divine predictions (Acts xi. 27), made concerning thee by many

witnesses, ch. vi. 12. Mightiest war—A military comparison. In

the next verse the comparison is naval. By them—IlpoilrjXtlatz, the

predictions.

19. Holding—During the warfare. Faith—Faith is like a very

precious liquor ; a good conscience, like pure glass. Which—Good

conscience. Having put away—[Gr. dnmadpevot, having thrust off ;

implying violence and resistance. Alf.] It withdraws unwillingly;

it always says, Do not injure me. He who retains it, does not easily

make shipwreck of faith. Bave made shipwreck—Gr. ivaudpjoav.

Therefore they had entered on the voyage of faith. Hesychius ex

plains ivaudpjaav as ixtvdvveuaav, imperiled.

20. Bymenceus and Alexander—A reproof, by name ; comp. on

Hymenseus and Alexander, 2 Tim. ii. 16, 17, iv. 14, 15. Whom—

Though absent. They were at Ephesus, Paul at Rome. This was

the part of an apostle ; Timothy had merely to avoid and beware of

them. I have delivered—For the destruction of the flesh. Not to blas

pheme—Lest they shouldfall into blasphemy, and consummate their

guilt by becoming more hurtful to themselves and others. [He who

has made shipwreck of his faith, is in, great danger of blasphemy.

Satan might harass them : he could not force them to blaspheme.

V. G. This phrase, delivered unto Satan, seems most probably to be

a form of excommunication, Satan being regarded as ruler of all.

outside of the Church. But., etc.]

CHAPTER II.

1. I exhort—In this chapter he describes public worship : I. As to

prayers; II. As to doctrine, ver. 11, 12. Therefore—This exhorta

tion flows from that sense of grace. Paul intimates not only his own
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wishes, but what Timothy should inculcate. First of all to make—

[But xpmrov belongs to xapaxaXio. Render, I exhort thee first of all,

(so Hut.) to make supplications, prayers, etc. Alf. Eng. Ver., be made

is wrong]. The highest duty. [The apostle here furnishes sufficient

employment to prevent any investigation into irrelevant questions,

ch. i. 4. V. G.] Supplications, prayers, intercessions, giving of

thanks—The plural number indicates force : Si^atz, supplication (from

3si, it is needful) is the imploring of grace in any special necessity ;

xpoasu-p), prayer, is employed in any offering of our wishes and de

sires to God : ivreuziz, is intercession for other men or creatures, ch.

iv. 5, even if they cannot pray for themselves: zb%aptariazz, giving

of thanks, is properly made for all men, because, for example, God

wishes all men to be saved, and Christ is the Mediator of all. For—

This is connected with supplications—thanksgivings. All, at separate

times, have special necessities. For all—Ver. 4, 6.

2. For kings—On whom other men depend, [and who frequently

enjoy less opportunity of attaining the knowledge of saving truth.

V. G.] All—Often the humblest magistrates, even in villages, do

much harm, or much good. Authority—As the royal counsellors, or,

where there is no king, other magistrates. That—The reason, why

we must pray for kings. Quiet—Free, aliens being removed. Chry-

sostom, for example, applies itpepiav, quietness to the Holy of Holies,

in the temple ; and the word is akin to Iprjpoc, lonely, by Metathesis

[transposition of letters]. Peaceable—Free ; those who are aliens,

who at least make no disturbance. In godliness—Piety towards God.

A common word with Timothy and Titus. [Luke uses the same word

in the Acts, and Peter in his jecond epistle. It may be called a re

markable device, adverse to God's kingdom, and advantageous to Sa

tan, that piety has been made a term of reproach, Pietist. Nor even

4 does the termination itself involve anything bad. But if it be de

signed to distinguish peculiarly fanatics and hypocrites, why, pray,

is piety punished? This is a serious matter. Experience confirms

the fact ; in social intercourse, when a man, having said not a word

in behalf of religion, behaved rather modestly, he is readily assailed

by this title, which the common people do not sometimes know how

to pronounce. It can scarcely be told, how many sparks of piety

have been quenched by the scoffing term pietist. God will execute

judgment for all this. Jude, ver. 15. V. (?.] Honesty—On the part

of men towards one another.

3. For this—The reason, why we must pray for all. You ask, why

are not more converted ? We do not pray enough. It is a religious

duty, that for ourselves, and others, we should meet God's will which
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is favorable to us. And—Therefore. Our Saviour—Who has ac

tually saved us that believe. The antithesis is in the next verse :

Who wishes that all, even including unbelievers, should be saved :

comp. ch. iv. 10. It is strange if a soul, having really found God's

salvation, can deny the universality of grace.

4. All—Not merely a part, much less a very small part ; ver. 3,

note. Men—Lost of themselves. Will—Seriously, v. 3, note. To

be saved—This is discussed, at ver. 5, 6. And—unto—This is dis

cussed, at ver. 6, 7. Truth—Of saving truth. Come—They are not

forced.

5. One—Common to all. They who have not this one God, by

one Mediator, have none, [— and therefore they lire not saved. Yot

God wishes all men to be saved by the saving knowledge of God and

the Mediator ; but there is a legitimate and most holy order in that

will, wherewith men should receive it. All mankind constitute as it

were one man before God ; wherefore it is right, that the recipients

of salvation should intercede for those who are farther from it. Were

that done, how much better would be the condition of the human

race ! Let him pray, I beg, who knows how to pray. V. G.] For

—Ver. 4, is proved from ver. 5 ; ver. 1, from ver. 4. All are of

general application. Comp. Isa. xlv. 22. One also—[Eng. Ver., and

one.] He does not say, also one ; therefore the emphasis does not so

much fall upon the adjective, one, as upon the substantives. We

could not rejoice that there is a God, if we did not rejoice also in the

Man Mediator. One—one—Mark xii. 29, 32; 1 Cor. viii. 6; Eph.

iv. 5, 6. Mediator—This is as it were an epithet of the noun, man ;

and the word, one is connected at once with both of these. Man—

The Saviour, not without reason, is here called man, rather than

God ; that the reason may be marked, why all men should be con

verted to this Mediator, who gave himself for all : comp. Rom. v. 15, #

note. The article is not added. Again, he calls him God, ch. iii. 16.

6. [Render, Who gave himself a ransom in behalf of all, the testi

mony (i. e., that which was to be testified) in its own seasons, etc. Alf]

The testimony—[Eng. Ver., to be testified.~] The accusative ab

solute, as Ivdurpa, manifest token, 2 Thess. i. 5. A word suited to

the character of Paul and Timothy ; for they were witnesses. The

testimony of universal redemption is meant. In due time—Ch vi.

15, note.

7. Preacher—A herald solemnly appointed, sent by God. A great

word, as 2 Cor. v. 20 ; 1 Thess. ii. 6, at the end. An apostle—Of

Christ. [Omit iv Xptartp, in Christ. Tisch., Alf.] I speak the

65
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truth, I lie not—This affirmation belongs to the preceding clause; for

there is added to the next clause the parallel, in faith and verity.

8. I will therefore—The apostolic authority is here expressed; ch.

v. 14: comp. presently ver. 12, I suffer not. The particle therefore

takes up again ver. 1. That the men pray—[Eng. Ver., obscures the

passage by omitting the article ; the men, as opposed to the women,

ver. 9. Alf.] So also in 1 Pet. iii. 7, prayers are assigned to men,

from some special point of view. He is speaking here of public

prayers, in which the heart of the people follows the language of him

who prays : comp. the next verse concerning women. Everywhere—

Construed with men. Paul also appeals elsewhere on this subject to

a like practice in all the churches. Wherever men are, there are

those by whom and for whom prayers are to be made. Lifting up—

They turned the palms of their hands to heaven, as suppliants are

wont to do. Holy hands— Wrath and doubting are in the soul : but

the hands also should be holy. The contrary is found at Is. i. 15,

end. The word daiooz, holy, is especially used in the Greek idiom for

freedom from violence. Wrath—Which [molesting men especially,

V. (?.], is the reverse of love (comp. 1 Pet. iii. 7, at the end), and

the mother of doubting. [For dtaXoytopob, doubting, (disputation, Alf.)

Tisch. (not Alf.) reads dtuXoytapiov, doubtings, disputings. See below.]

Doubting—Which is opposed to faith. Christianity consists of faith

and love, and comprises grace and truth : The height of our desires,

therefore should be, that we may both pray, and live and die, without

doubting and wrath. Our prayers, and our whole Christianity, are

either true or false together. Grace cherishes faith ; truth, love, Eph.

iv. 15. [But the rendering, doubting, is wrong; it means disputa

tions. Hut., Alf., and see note above.]

9. Apparel—Gr. xazaarulfr A fine word. Women are delighted

with elegant clothing ; and to this the apostle here alludes. They

were rich at Ephesus, ch. vi. 17. Modest—Spiritually, as it is pre

sently described at ver. 10. Shamefacedness—Ver. 11, 12. Sobriety

—A common word in the epistles to Timduhy and Titus. This vir

tue governs the whole of private life. [Adorn themselves—Construe

with with good works. V. (?.] Not—Gr. Ob, not, denies, prj,

forbids, in a discourse of this kind. There is a great difference be

tween ov, not, and prj, not. Ob, indeed might even here be used, be

cause there is not here a finite verb ; and so with participles. But

otherwise the particles cannot be exchanged. [For rj %puritp, or gold,

read xai %puaui, and gold. Tisch., Alf.]

10. Professing—The same word is at ch. vi. 21. With works—

Construe with adorn; with works, without speaking, which belongs to
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men, yer. 8, 11, 12 ; 1 Pet. iii. 1. Works are very often mentioned

in the epistles to Timothy and Titus, and those are adorned with the

name of good works, which come to be performed in ordinary life.

1L Let the woman learn—The antithesis of to teach, ver. 12. In

subjection—The antithesis of to usurp authority, ver. 12.

12. I suffer not—I do not commit to the charge of, that is, I can

not commit it. Litotes [softening of a severe expression.] To usurp

authority—To use authority over the man, by teaching, by speaking,

for example, in prayer. Over the man—Implying not merely a hus

band, but the whole human race.

13. For Adam—The reason which applies to the first man, holds

good for all men ; and that which applies to Eve, holds good for all

women. Again, what is said of the woman's salvation, ver. 15, is

also appropriately understood of the first woman. First—So that

the woman was created for him, 1 Cor. xi. 8, 9.

14. Wo* not deceived—The Serpent deceived the woman; the wo

man did not deceive the man, but persuaded him : Gen. iii. 17, thou

hast hearkened to the voice of thy wife. [She listened to sense and

expediency, he to conjugal love; not to deceit. Alf. So Hut.] In

the preceding verse, we are taught why the woman should not exercise

authority, now, why she should not teach ; more easily deceived, she

more easily deceives ; comp. Eccl. vii. 29. Deceiving indicates less

strength in the understanding; and this is the chief reason why a

woman is not allowed to teach. Being deceived, was in the trans

gression— That is, admitted the deception ({Jen. iii. 13, the serpent

deceived me), and so she began to be in the transgression. It is not

said, iv xapaftdau rerovoia -itxarrjdfj, having come to be in the trans

gression, she was deceived. Therefore rerove, was or became, does

not apply to the very origin of the woman ; for the deception followed

not until after that ; but yeyove, became, closely agrees with iv xapa-

ftdaet, in the transgression, which has the meaning of a noun ; see

Acts xxii. 17, and comp. note on John i. 15. The state of trans

gression which quickly followed the deception, once admitted, is here

meant. A very similar phrase occurs at Num. xxvi. 10, ife^d^aav

iv orjpeiip, they became in a sign [that is, became a signJ]

15. She shall be saved—She shall be rescued from that offence.

In child-bearing—The woman's office is here described, in the contrast

with the duty of teaching and governing : bringing forth and training

children. He is not speaking here of the particular cause of salva

tion ; for many who bear children nevertheless perish : many, who do

not, are saved ; but the state is denoted, in which a woman may be

likely to obtain salvation, although she be not mixed up with the
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man's duty. Wherefore the if has a stronger force here than dta, in,

and the continuing assumes the standing in faith, etc. Continue—

Namely, the women. A Syllepsis of the number [agreement of the

Terb with a plural implies in the singular nominative]- For sobriety,

which is presently praised, becomes women : eomp. ver. 9. Let them

remain within bounds. In faith and charity—General divisions.

Holiness with sobriety—A special part of sanctification is moderation,

which regulates man as respects himself, as faith in respect of God,

love in respect of our neighbor : holiness, especially chastity ; mode

ration, self-control, ver. 9, 11.

CHAPTER III.

1. This is a true saying—This preface is used, because it does not

seem so to the world. Desire—Gr. dpirerat—he desireth, Gr. int-

#opei. There is here great propriety in the words : dpirio, to stretch

out, thence bpiropat, to ask with outstretched hand, to grasp : im-

dupia, desire, of the mind, seeking a good thing, produces opestv, out-

reaching ; again d-pe$ic, outreaching, indicates imOopiav, desire, dpi-

yea&at, to reach after, ifeiiyuv, to flee from, are opposed. In human

affairs, what a man confers or performs voluntarily, is more agree

able than when he is asked : how much more in religion ! 1 Cor. xvi.

15, at the end. But away with sacrilegious solicitation of favor.

There were not wanting persons who wished it, James iii. 1. Paul

does not altogether reject their desire, but he reduces it to order.

Good—Honorable, excellent,- demanding noble virtues. To this re

fer the then, in the next verse. [Bishop—In the New Testament

this word has nothing in common with the title bishop among us. It

would be better rendered everywhere, overseer. Alf.] Work—It is

a work, a business, not ease ; Acts xv. 38 ; Phil. ii. 30.

2. Must—Paul shows what Timothy should regard in the appoint

ment of bishops, ver. 15 ; wherefore he so particularly describes the

virtues as they meet the eye. Then—A good office must be entrusted

to good men. The bishop—[Eng. Ver., a bishop.^ Deacons are directly

opposed to bishops, ver. 8; therefore bishop includes presbyter;

Acts xx. 28, note. Blameless—Without crime, bad report, and just
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suspicion ; comp. Tit. i. 6. Be—Not only while discharging his

duty, hut when appointed : ver. 10. Observe the order of the vir

tues, which follow. The husband of one <wife—So ver. 12, ch. v. 9;

Tit. i. 6. This characteristic of the blameless man is put first. It

is the original nature of marriage, that one have one. Tlte husband

of one wife is therefore a simple paraphrase of husband; ch. v. 9, note.

The opinion that a second marriage is here forbidden to bishops, seems

formerly to have been drawn from the Canons of the Apostles ; since

the 17th Canon runs thus: Whosoever after bapti&m contracts ft

second marriage or keeps a concubine, cannot he a bishop. Some

have understood it, as if second marriages were forbidden, and cer

tainly the old translation gives this meaning : If any .one <rfter bap

tism is married for the second time, etc. ; whence the unfavorable

interpretation of the Canon was easily transferred to Paul. But what

matters it, whether a man has for his help one woman for twenty

years, for example, or two after a term of widowhood? But why

does Paul, rather assuming than requiring that the bishop have one

wife, not add, or be unmarried ? Unmarried persons were then rare,

nor does he exclude the latter from the sacred ofiice, yet he assumes

that the father of a family was somewhat better fitted for it, and that,

of two candidates, equal in other respects, he who has a wife and vir

tuous family, is preferable to a bachelor, who has less recommendation

from that very fact, ver. 4, 5 ; for he who is himself bound to the

domestic duties, so often mentioned here, attracts more those bound

by similar ties to the world, and benefits the oommunity by a more

popular example : ver. 4. Add to this, that indiscriminate celibacy

has exposed many to blame. The Jews also teach, that a priest

should be neither unmarried nor childless, lest he be unmerciful.

[It is impossible to understand this as a command to be the husband

of a wife, as Beng. does. The most natural view is that it forbids a

second marriage to elders (bishops) in the church. So But., Atf.J

Vigilant—In mind ; so ver. 11 ; Tit. ii. 2 ; for vrjtpto is to watch.

This is opposed to slumbering and sloth, which are sins in defect.

Nrjtpw, I watch, used alone, denotes both watchfulness and sobriety,

and by Metonymy the one is put for the other (comp. 1 Tbesa. v. S\

but when yprjropem, I watch, and vrjfio, are joined (as at 1 Thess. v.

6), the latter properly signifies to be sober, and is opposed to, to be

drunk. Sober—Self-controlled. It is opposed to impetuosity of

mind, which sins in excess. Comp. Tit. i. 7, 8, where xipoivoz.

(which in Greek denotes a bold and rash man, such as drunkards

usually are) and awfiov, sober, are opposed. Ofgood behaviour—Gr.

xbofuov. What sobriety is within, good behaviour is without. Hesy-

.
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chius defines xoapiouz as blameless ; Plato, xbopot xai euxoXot, men

moderate and good-natured. The new man is something saered, and

shrinks from every species of pollution, confusion, disorder, excess,

violence, laxity, assumption, harshness, depravity, mutilation, mean

ness ; he sparingly and privately obeys the necessity of nature, and

of material food, and keeps all the traces of the corruptible body con

cealed; Phil. iv. 8. Given to hospitality—To- strangers, especially

to the needy and exiles, who are despised by many. Apt to teach—

See 2 Tim. ii. 24, note.

3. Not given to urine~—But patient refers to- this. For xapoivta

here, as everywhere, not only signifies drunkenness, comp, ver. 8 ;

Tit. ii. 3, but also the rudeness proceeding from it. No striker—

With tongue or hand. For nothing prevents this word from being

taken literally, 2 Cor. xi. 20, note. Refer to it not a brawler, comp.

2 Tim. ii. 24. [Omit faj ata^poxepd^, not greedy of filthy lucre.

Tisch., Alf]

4. His own house—Many men, for instance, are mild abroad, but

restrain their passion the less at home, directing it against their wives,

etc. One that ruleth well—To this not covetous chiefly refers. [Hav

ing children, not his children, as Eng. Ver., but having ehildren, and

them in subjection. Hut., etc.] With all gravity—S& that there may

be no rioting : Tit. i. ft.

5. If a man know not—Paul intimates that he who rightly rules

his own house will have well-behaved children. How—It is more t»

rule the Church, than a family.

6. Not a novice—Not recently converted from heathenism. Such

might Be more easily and safely set over other new converts, Acts

xiv. 23, than over veteran Christians, who were numerous, and among

whom were more candidates. The metaphor is taken from plants ;

John xv. 2, note. The young plants generally exhibit a luxuriant

verdure ; the new convert has not yet been humbled by the cross. [Is

every kind of life, it may be observed that those who immediately

begin at the highest elevation can hardly consult their own advantage,

scarcely condescend to inferiors, cannot be moved by the condition

of the afflicted, and cannot rnle themselves, and maintain moderation

in all things ; but all these qualities particularly become the office of

a bishop. V. Cr.] The antithesis is an aged disciple, Acts xxi. 1ft.

Lifted up with pride—The same word oecurs, ch. vi. 4, note ; 2 Tim.

iii. 4. 'Fufar is xatio, to burn: rofoz, a smoking heat without flame:

whence they are said rofoua&at, to be fired, whom urine, and a high opin

ion of their knowledge, and prile deprive of self mastery, and fill with

giddiness : see Is. xxviii. 7, Lutheran version. Into condemnation—
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That is, into the same condemnation into which the devil fell, being

lifted up, at the very beginning of his most glorious state, like a nov

ice : comp. Job xxxviii. 15, concerning the proud. "He seems to

have been raised and exalted above the other angels, to the govern

ment of many angels, though younger than many of them ; and this

very circumstance aroused his pride." Artemon. Paul's words do

not bear out the whole of this statement. The condemnation here is

taken passively ; and yet 6vei8tff/tb;, reproach, in the next verse, is

active ; for condemnation corresponds to the inward state of the soul:

reproach is opposed to a good report of them that are without ; and

the devil may bring a reproach, he cannot bring condemnation; for

he does not judge, but is judged.

7. Moreover a good report—Not even his former life should be open

to reproach. Mere report is not sufficient ; but there should be a

good report with the practice of virtues, nay, a good testimony.

Paul wishes Christians to be highly esteemed ; comp. ch. v. 14, note.

Of them that are without—That they be more easily won and God be

glorified. Reproach—Comp. ch. v. 14. The devil, by himself and

by malicious men, may seriously annoy the minister who is subjected

to bad reports. Snare—Comp. Matt. xxii. 15.

8. Not double-tongued—Saying some things to some men, and

others to others. The deacons might take occasion to commit such

sins in the discharge of their duties. The deacons should not be

double-tongued, nor the deaconesses slanderers, ver. 11 ; the deacons

it seems visited more houses than the deaconesses. To wine—The dan

ger of drunkenness threatens those who, from duty, visit many houses.

9. Of the. faith—The deacons often spoke of the Christian faith,

as their duty gave occasion ; and though they should not speak, still

they were bound to discharge the duties of their office, and go to the

church with a holy mind and a good example.

10. And these also—The bishop was bound to have more and

greater virtues conspicuous, and he was of greater dignity ; wherefore

no further scrutiny is required ; but the deacons were bound to give

proof of what they were, in the deaconship itself, before they were

fully admitted into the office.

11. Wives—Gr. j-ova?xac, women. This depends on holding (hav

ing), ver. 9. [This is impossible. The meaning is women deacons,

deaconesses must be grave, etc. De W., etc.] Even so—This refers

to ver. 8. Not slanderers—Especially among those that are without.

Faithful—This refers to ver. 9.

13. Step—Gr. flaft/wv [Eng. Ver., degree]—From the humble dea

conship to the higher offices in the Church. He who is faithful in a
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lower station, is promoted to a higher. [But this interpretation pre

supposes a gradation of rank, which was unknown to the Apostolic

church. Hut. The meaning seems to be, a good standing place at

the great day. Alf., etc.] To themselves—They do not merely pro

mote others' interests. Great boldness—Towards God and man, as a

result of their practice. In the faith—That they may perceive that

they are most richly partakers of his faith and benefits.

14. These things—The whole epistle. Hoping—Paul, however,

did not defer necessary admonitions. To come—Ch. iv. 13.

15. But if I tarry long—Comp. ch. iv. 13, at the beginning. That

—The design of the epistle. How thou oughtest—Comp. ch. iv. 11.

In the house of God—God is the Master, 2 Tim. ii. 12. Which—In

dicating the universal Church, not universally, but so far as a part

of it was then at Ephesus, committed to Timothy. The Church of

God—The community of those who are the Lord's, 2 Tim. ii. 19.

Of the living—The Church of the living God is opposed to the temple

of the Ephesian Diana. The life of God, the ground of our hope,

ch. iv. 10, and the fountain of truth, in this passage. The epithet is

not added, first, to the same name—it is afterwards added for Epita-

sis [emphatic addition], as in 2 Cor. vi. 16. [Beng. would begin a

new paragraph with the words, UruXoz, etc., with the sense, The mys

tery of godliness is the pillar and ground of the truth, and without con

troversy great, etc. But this is harsh and unnatural (Hut.), and is

rejected by Tisch., Alf, etc.] Departure from the faith, lying, and

fables, are opposed to the truth, a thing which is most especially to

be noticed, ch. iv. 1 (the particle ds, now being interposed in ver. 1),

in ver. 1, 2, 7, the hypocrisy of those w7io lie, and have their conscience

seared, is opposed to confession, in ver. 2 ; what belongs to old women,

to that which is great, and profanity to godliness, ver. 7 [ch. vi. 3].

16. Without controversy—Confessedly. There is a remarkable

Oxymoron [union of apparently contradictory terms]: confession and

mystery. This doctrine of godliness is celebrated in the whole Church,

but in the Church alone. Now, reader, read again the text, if you

have leisure, from iii. 14 to iv. 7, 8, and consider the subject with an

unbiassed and religious judgment. [For debz, God, read bz, he who.

Tisch., Alf, etc. It refers to him of whom all that follows is spoken.

Alf.] God—He called him Man, ch. ii. 5. He now compensates

for what might there seem to have been derogatory to him, calling

him here God. For the greatness of the mystery depends chiefly on

the greatness of the subject, God. Paul, writing to Timothy and

Titus, whose faith was advanced, calls the Father Saviour, and in

turn the Son God ; and he adds three pairs of predicates, in which

Christ's whole economy, from his departure to his return or assume
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tion, is summarily embraced. The sum of these predicates, namely,

He was taken up in (to) glory, is ascribed to the same Subject, God,

in Ps. xlvii. 5, 6 ; and this one place compensates for the ambiguity

in Paul's reading here, if any such there be. Was manifest in the

flesh—The same verb occurs, 1 John i. 2 ; the same noun, John i.

14. This manifestation applies to the whole economy of Christ, who

was once visible to mortal eyes. Justified in the Spirit—Christ, while

manifest in the flesh, walked among sinners and mortal men. He

was regarded such as themselves, and actually bore their sins ; but

afterwards, by his death suffered in the flesh, he abolished sin that

had been laid upon him, and claimed for himself and his people eter

nal righteousness, with the Father's entire approbation, withdrawing

from the sight of men, and entering, by his resurrection and ascen

sion, into the spiritual and glorious state befitting his righteousness.

See on the notion of flesh and spirit, Rom. i. 3, 4 ; 1 Pet. iii. 18,

note. Thus he was justified in the spirit. At the most precious mo

ment of his death, he ceased to be mortal, and to be burdened with

the world's sin. Comp. on Christ's righteousness and justification,

Matt. iii. 15 ; Luke vii. 35 ; John xix. 80, xvi. 10 ; Acts xxii. 14 ;

Bom. vi. 10, 7 ; Heb. ix. 28 ; Isa. 1. 8 ; 1 John ii. 1. [But this in

troduces an idea strange to the passage. Hut. The meaning is, was

approved to be righteous in the Spirit (who rested on him in bnptism,

led him to temptation, etc.) Alf.~] And he himself, going in spirit to

the spirits in prison, preached that righteousness, and from that time

powerfully exhibited it; comp. Rom. iv. 25. This clause accords

with the passage of Peter quoted ; as, he was preached among the

Gentiles, with 1 Pet. iv. 6. Seen of angels—He was seen, chiefly

after his resurrection, by angels, good or even bad ; to the former of

whom his economy was at the same time revealed, while the latter

were terrified, Eph. iii. 10; where the mention of angels, properly

so called, agrees with this summary of Paul. Preached—This ele

gantly follows. The angels were nearest to Christ, the Gentiles far

thest removed. And the foundations of this preaching, and of the

faith existing in the world, were laid before Christ was taken up into

heaven, John xvii. 18. The preachers and first believers were as it

were the seed of the rest. In the world—That is, the whole world.

[A stupendous fact. V. <?.] The world is opposed to heaven, into

which he, being God, was taken up. He fills all things. Taken up

in glory—[Eng. Ver., received up into glory."] Supply, And he is now

in glory, and comes in glory. The first thing is, manifest in the flesh ;

the last, he was received up in glory. These things especially refer

to the greatness of the mystery.

66
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CHAPTER IV.

1. Now—The antithesis is between the ground, ch. iii. 15, and

shall depart ; as also between the mystery of godliness, and the mys

tery of iniquity, of which the apostle speaks here, and by mime at 2

Thess. ii. 7. Expressly—As of a very important thing which will

speedily occur, in a set form of words. Speaketh—By the prophet in

Paul's time, or by Paul himself, who also was a prophet ; hence he

says, This know, 2 Tim. iii. 1. In the latter times—[Better, the after

times. So Alf, Hut.] Paul shows that these times, following the

Lord's ascension, ch. iii. 16, were already in existence, since he uses

an immediate remedy, ver. 5, 6 ; comp. 2 Tim. iii. 1, etc. ' Ytripoc,

latter, is used comparatively, for uarazoz, last, expresses a different

idea. Some shall depart from 'the faith—Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 18 ; shall

depart, by denying the truth and adding what is false. Some—Many

and gradually more ; Rom. iii. 3, note Their names are not men

tioned. Some suspect that Apollonius Tyanseus is meant, who came

to Ephesus in Timothy's lifetime. They do not deserve well at the

hands of the truth, who too much extenuate the heresy of the first

century. From the faith—Which strictly maintains Divine revela

tion, ver. 6, [and of which the foundation was a little before described.

V. G.] Seducing spirits and doctrines of devils—Seducing spirits are

those who speak by false prophets, and are called spirits, not only in

respect of their own nature, but because they inspire with deceit ;

therefore the word spirits is parallel to doctrines. Jatpoi,iiov, of de~

mons, is the genitive of the cause. Jatpoviov is often used in a good

sense by the Greeks ; as, by the Athenians, Acts xvii. 18 ; but with

the Sept. interpreters and the apostles it always denotes evil spirits.

2. Through the hypocrisy of liars—[Not as Eng. Ver., speaking

lies in hypocrisy]. This is construed with they shall depart. That

hypocrisy, which characterizes liars, shall carry them away. Ttvbz,

some, viz., they are the seduced ; the liars are the seducers. (Psodo-

Xoywv, of liars, the genitive, depends solely on bnoxpiou, hypocrisy.

The expression, of liars, implies a relation to others, and therefore

the antithesis is in their own [Eng. Ver., their] conscience. Having

their conscience seared with a hot iron—As faith and a good con

science are joined in ch. i. 5, note, so hypocrisy (i. e., unbelief, Matt,

xxiv. 51, note) and a depraved conscience here; where, on the con

trary, faith and the knowledge of the truth and thanksgiving are

commended. The medical use of a cautery is to cure ; here, therefore,

a different use is denoted, namely, to brand. Those who are con
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demned of themselves, are meant, Tit. iii. 11 : those who are infamous

of themselves in their own conscience, which is branded with spots of

deceit; having a conscience not good and pure, because they have re

jected it, but polluted. For so, in Tit. i. 15, those seared a» with a

hot iron here, are described by their conscience is defiled ; just as

liars here, are described there by their mind is defiled. Kauryp, a

branding iron means the same thing, in a bad sense, as a teal, in a

good sense, 2 Tim. ii. 19 ; although Macarius uses both words in a

good sense, of Christ's flock. Plato, in Gorgias, speaks of the soul

marked with stripes and covered with scars, through perjury and ini

quity, which every man's own conduct has deeply impressed upon his

soul. Claudian says, Why do you foolishly deny what is manifest 1

lo ! branded spots disfigure the breast. Their own—[Eng. Ver.,

their]—While, however, they urge others.

3. Forbidding to marry—to abstain from meats—The -hypocritical

appearance of false doctrines, very austere and plausible, giving color

to the rest of their dogmas, is expressed ; comp. Col. ii. 23. Ana

lyze thus, commanding, not to marry, to abstain from meats. KuMw,

Iforbid, is the same as I command not to. To marry and to abstain

are construed with commanding; the negative belongs only to, to

marry. Paul refutes the more specious error respecting meats. He

considers it enough to mention that respecting marriage (unless the 5,

which, that follows, refers to this also), and he refutes it also below,

ch. v. 14. Meats—They shall not forbid all meats (therefore the

article is not added); for who would listen to such prohibitions?

therefore they only forbid some kinds. Moreover, he who forbids

even one kind, wrongs his Creator and believers. The old heresies

are chiefly denoted ; but their remains have come down to those who

pride themselves on antiquity. Of them—Gr. -roFf. The Dative, as

the Hebrew S, signifies, so far as concerns believers. For God hath

created meats, even with those who are without faith, and do not give

thanks. Paul withdraws from those who are without faith and the

knowledge of the truth, and leaves them, as it were, to themselves ;

he declares that he is speaking of believers. Them which believe and

know—The words are synonymous. The second synonym, knowing

the truth, gives occasion for presently declaring the truth, For every

creature, etc., and forms a more express antithesis to lying, fai>doz,

contained in <!>eu8o).{rfa>v, liars, ver. 2. The truth—This is explained

in the next verse. [That is, Seng, would render, know the truth,

that every creature, etc. But Eng. Ver. is right, ver. 4, giving the

ground of the preceding thought. So Hut., Atf., etc.]

4. Good—Gen. i. And—The particle connects the two proposi
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tions, of which the second has this subject, everything which is re

ceived with thanksgiving ; the predicate, is not to be refused. With

thanksgiving—This includes a good conscience. Rom. xiv. 6.

5. Is sanctified—Lex. xix. 24. By the word of God—The word

of God enters into all thanksgiving, nay, also into the creation and

granting of meats. And prayer—It is the duty of God's children to

offer prayer for the creatures which they use. It is a high dignity.

Not only Christians, but also Jews and Heathens, consecrated the

table with prayer.

6. Suggest—Gr. lixort&ipevo(; [Eng. Ver., put in remembrance].

Suggesting mildly. Eustathius says, voiiv implies perceiving at once

and spontaneously ; bno&ea&at, to cause to perceive, by admonition.

A good minister—2 Tim. ii. 15. [Transpose and read Xptarou 'Irjaou,

Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf] Nourished up—[Or better, training thy

self in. A1f»] The present, with reference to the preterite, nourished

up, 2 Tim. i. 5, iii. 15. Continued nourishment. Of faith—In thy

behalf. Of good doctrine—In behalf of others. Which thou hast

followed—[Eng. Ver., whereunto thou hast attained]. On this word,

see Luke i. 3, note.

7. Profane—The antithesis is, godliness. Whatever does not fur

ther this, though specious, is profane, 2 Tim. ii. 16. [Old wives'—

Both old wives' fables and youthful lusts must be shunned. V. G.]

Fables—The antithesis is faithful, ver. 9. Refuse—Reject them, so

as not to suggest them to the brethren. But exercise thyself—Gr.

yupva^e dk aeautov. A rare expression (as 1 John v. 21), for yup-

vd^ou, exercise thyself. Paul had been accustomed to exercise Timo

thy when with him; he now commands Timothy to be a Paul to

himself.

8. Bodily exercise—And that, whether violent or pleasant. Is to

small extent—[Eng. Ver., profiteth little.~] Reaching only to the pri

vate fortune, to reputation, to enjoyment, to long life ; and therefore

it is terminated in this bodily life. Timothy, as a young man, seems

to have sometimes used some bodily exercise [ch. v. 23], which Paul

does not so much forbid as not praise. He mingles a similar admo

nition, salutary to a young man, with the same argument against

profane doctrines, 2 Tim. ii. 22. For all things—In body and soul.

Promise—To which hope tends, ver. 10. Whatever does not serve

this purpose is scarcely profitable. Of the life that now is—Which

they who exercise the body seem in other respects to consult.

9. Faithful—The next verse is joined to this short preface by the

for, as in 2 Tim. ii. 11. The godly seem often to suffer loss as re

gards the enjoyment of this life. Paul refutes this notion.
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10. Therefore—On this account, for this end, with this hope. We

both labor and suffer reproach—Despising the advantages and safe

guards of this life : di>eidi£6fjteda, we suffer ourselves to be reproached,

in the Middle voice. We trust—Have placed our hope, for the fu

ture, despising the present. Living—Who will also give us life, ver.

8; 2 Tim. ii. 18. Of all men specially of those that believe—Paul

shows that he, and men like him, hope for a double salvation from

God : salvation in this life, for God preserves all men (nay, even he

wishes all men to be saved eternally) : and, what is greater, in the life

that is to come, for he especially preserves believers, who even in this

life also experience greater protection, because of their greater temp

tation. Especially—Here lies the strength of the argument from the

less to the greater.

11. [Of those that believe—Who place their hope in the living God.

V. 6?.] Tliese things—Dismissing all others.

12. No man—Behave so, that no one can despise thee as s mere

youth. Worthless old men readily do so. An example—The way

of obtaining true authority. In word—Public and private. [Omit

iv IlwufjtaTi, in Spirit. Tisch., Alf.~] In charity—in the Spirit—2

Cor. vi. 6, note. In faith—Faith, considered apart from its justify

ing office, enters often into an enumeration of this kind, and denotes

sincere trust in God, in prosperity and adversity : ch. vi. 11 ; 2 Tim.

ii. 22 : comp. Gal. v. 22, which passage likewise comprehends faith

in the enumeration. In purity—Ch. y. 2.

13. To the reading—Of the Sacred Scripture in the Church. To

this are added two principal classes : exhortation, referring to con

duct ; and doctrine, to knowledge ; ch. vi. 2, at the end ; Rom.

xii. 7, 8.

14. Neglect not— They neglect, who do not exercise, and who think

that they cannot fall away. The gift—2 Tim. i. 6. Construe, by

prophecy, (with the laying on of hands) of the presbytery. For Paul

laid his hands on Timothy, 2 Tim. i. 6 ; the presbytery consisted of

Paul himself (comp. 2 John 1 ; 1 Pet. v. 1) and Silas, or others also.

Many Latin copies have presbyteri, of the presbyter. The laying on

of hands is properly done by one person, and that, too, more digni

fied. But equals also prophesied, viz., several who, while Paul was

laying his hands on Timothy, congratulated, and augured every good

thing ; perhaps even in Timothy's absence. This is an energetic

young man, they said ; God will do much good by him. [This is

altogether wrong. The presbytery laid hands on Timothy; but not

without Paul, 2 Tim. i. 6. Hut., Alf.]

15. Meditate—Gr. iti/.sm. Mtteripv, practise, is also applied to
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gymnastic exercises ; comp. ver. 7. Let this, he says, be thy study.

He directed Timothy to continue in the same study when older, Ep.

2, ch. iii. 14, etc. Who would not desire to be engrossed with the

game study while he lives? There are vicissitudes in all other studies;

some are fashionable to-day, others will be to-morrow. That alone

which is devoted to Sacred Scripture never seems to be very conspicu

ous, but it alone nerer becomes obsolete. It has an everlasting king

dom, without tyranny and magic power, a solid reward, a use which

will cause no regret. Owe thyself wholly to them—He who devotes

himself to them, will be less engaged in worldly convivialities; in

other studies, in collecting books, shells, coins, in which many pastors,

unwittingly, waste much of their life. Profiting—Maintained by

exercise.

16. Take heed—Hesychius defines, apply thyself; Job xviii. 2,

Iran, mark; and so, often the son of Sirach. In them—Refer this

to, thes.e things, ver. 15; or to what follows. Them that hear thee—

[Rather, to all that is said before. Hut.~\ Thou ihalt save—From

being seduced, ver. 1. Them that itaw —With obedience.

CHAPTER V.

1. An elder—A word here denoting age. Rebuke not—This be

longs also to the words which follow. As brethren—So an old man

should exhort the young men as children.

2. As sisters—Such respect promotes purity.

3. Honor—By kindnesses, vor. 17, 18. Widows indeed—Place

[repetition of a word to express an attribute of it] ; the word indeed

excludes those who have children or live in pleasure.

4. [Grandchildren—Eng. Ver., nephews, which is used in the same

sense by old English writers, and as late as Locke. See Richardson's

Diet.] Let them learn—The sons ; or rather the grandsons, for in

the correlative parents alone are mentioned. There is an elegant

change of the antecedent for the consequent ; the consequent is, that

the widows remain with their relations. First—their own home—

[Eng. Ver. does not render tdtov, own.] Before assuming any pub

lic duty. To show piety at home —The same word [euffefjecv, to show
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piety] occurs with the accusative, Acts xvii. 23. The ground of

dutiful conduct appears from the end of the verse. To requite their

parents—Some think that the duty of widows who have families, is

here meant ; and Pricaeus compares with this passage that of Augus

tine regarding his mother Monica, She had requited her parents, she

had treated her family with pious affection. That saying of the Ro

man censors ahout old bachelors agrees with this : " Nature writes in

you the law of begetting, as of being born ; and your parents, by

supporting you, have bound you, if you have any shame, to pay the

debt of rearing grandchildren." Val. Max. But fjtavOavsrwffav, let

them learn, the plural, shows that the subject is the duty of children

and grandchildren. Therefore the widow in ver. 5, who has no

children, is opposed to the widow who has, because the former has no

one from whom she can receive requital, and therefore hopes solely

in God. [Omit xaXbv xac, good and. Tisch., Alf.~\

5. Desolate—The idea of the word %ypa, widow, signifying bereave

ment, is here explained. Trusteth—The antithesis is in ver. 4. Con-

tinueth in supplications—The antithesis is in ver. 6.

6. She that liveth in pleasure—James v. 5, Ye have lived in plea

sure and been wanton—Hesychius defines anara}.^v, to revel. Is dead

while she liveth—This may be said of any ungodly man, although he

may be in active business, but especially to a widow devoted to plea

sure. Although she seems to herself still to enjoy life, yet she is

dead while she lives, because she is no longer serviceable, either natu

rally or spiritually, and therefore she deserves no honor.

1. These things—Just spoken. May lie—True widows.

8. Sis own—Even out of his house. Those of his own house—

Such especially as a widowed mother or grandmother, at home, ver.

4. Many parents thus excuse their avarice ; but this passage chiefly

treats of the duty of grandchildren, which should flow from love, not

be opposed to faith. Provide not—With food and necessary clothing.

Hath denied the faith—Paul hopes that there will be no one among

Christians who does not provide for his mother. Faith does not

abolish natural duties, but perfects and strengthens them. An infidel

—Whom even nature teaches this, although he has never embraced

the faith.

9. Under threescore years—The genitive here does not depend on

the comparative, for then it would have been written lld-mov, less,

but on ;£^/>a, widow; liarrov, at least, is'used adverbially. So Plato,

•c6.\av~a oux fAarrov Ixarov, at least a hundred talents. Ttireescore

years—The antithesis is in ver. 11. Even virgins of this age might

be classed with widows. But the apostle would by no means praise
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those who thrust their younger daughters into convents, to remain for

life. Of one—That is, who has heen lawfully married, or has had one

husband, or one and afterwards a second.

10. Good works—Gr. Iproiz xcdoiz. These are presently enumer

ated, including diligently followed every good work, where dra&bz,

good, is more than xaXozz, honorable, [Eng. Ver., good.] Have brought

up children—Either her own or others', for the benefit of the Church.

Lodged strangers—That she may be worthy of public compensation

by the Church for her benefits towards its members. Have washed

the feet—A Synecdoche [part for the whole] of the part, for every

kind of humble offices. The afflicted—With poverty. [Or in any

way. Alf. Every good work—Wherever any good arises either near

or at a distance, it is our duty to support it. If it was the duty of

widows, who were afterwards glad to enjoy the aid of others, how

much more does it become men, and those, too, in office ? Many at

tend to their sons perhaps, their relatives, neighbors, or countrymen.

But, indeed, they consider it no part of their duty to bestow any

thing on the unknown and on strangers ; or if any case seems to be

foreign to them, or a little remote, to attempt anything in its behalf;

1 Sam. xxv. 10. Whoever has attempted a good work will experience

this. V. G.] Followed—It is for ministers and men to lead in good

works, Tit. iii. 8, 14, [where Beng. translates xpoiarao&at, to lead,

instead of Eng. Ver., maintain.'] ; of women to follow up, by assist

ing so far as they can.

11. Refuse—Do not take up their case. The same word occurs,

Tit. iii. 10. When they have begun to wax wanton against Christ—

As regards ecclesiastical benefits. The genitive is governed by xara,

against ; what arprjvoz, is, see Rev. xviii. 3, "delicacies." Wanton

ness and Christ in no wise agree. Christ—To whom they had

entirely devoted themselves. They will—Their devotion being no

longer entire.

12. Having—Certainly by this time. They have cast off their first

faith—Iliartv dderuv, is not to keep the faith ; comp. ver. 8. It is

called their first faith, the faith of their early life, which they had

before they became widows. Their second vows break this faith, and

are opposed to it ; comp. first love, Rev. ii. 4.

13. They learn wandering about—This participle is not put for the

infinitive, but the class, learning, is censured : the species follows.

they learn what is learned by going from house to house, that is, they

pry into the state of families. The Mimesis [use of the words of one

reproved or refuted], lies in this, that they say they learn. For else

where only good things are said to be learned. But these women learn
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by going about, they search out all things ; and advance from this to

something worse. From house to house—2 Tim. iii. 6. Tattlers—

In words. Bust/bodies—In deeds. Speaking—Construe with they

learn. They speak out what they have learned. Which they ought

not—Tit. i. 11.

14. The younger women—He does not add, widows, for the widow

here is properly she who remains a widow. And this conduct which

the apostle mentions, equally applies to the unmarried and to widows

under sixty years. The monastic system regarding nuns is repug

nant .to the apostle's whole meaning; and Paul does not write to

Timothy about governing any company of monks, for there were

none. To marry, to bear children, guide the house—Three steps in

domestic life. So they shall have enough to do without idleness or

curiosity. To the adversary—The word lobt, satan, Symmachus, in Ps.

xxxviii. 20, has translated by dvrixupat, to be opposed, and in the

next verse Satan is mentioned : yet avrtxupevoz, adversary, may be

here understood of wicked men ; comp. ch. vi. 1 ; Tit. ii. 8, 10. To

speak reproachfully—Which is eager to exaggerate the vices of a few,

and to impute them to the whole Church and its doctrines.

15. Already—A particle appealing to experience,. Some—Rashly

professing widowhood. Are turned aside—And thereby have given

occasion to calumny. After Satan—Who turned them from Christ.

16. Relieve them—Ver. 10. The Church—In relieving the widows.

That it may relieve—The Church.

17. Double—Because of their age, and their office. The eldership

involves of itself veneration on account of age. Even Peter opposes

the elders to the younger men, and yet he speaks as of an office, 1

Pet. v. 5, 1, etc. Double, abundant, Rev. xviii. 6. Especially—

Some then were able to rule, and to rule well, although they were not

employed in word and doctrine, viz., in sacred studies, and in the in

struction of others. But those who had been so employed, had less

leisure for working, and for acquiring fortune, and were worthy of

compensation.

18. And—worthy—The apostle quotes this, either as Scripture, or

as a proverb approved of by the Lord, Matt. x. 10 ; Luke x. 7

[The ox while treading—Not as Eng. Ver., that treadeth.]

19. An elder—Ver. 17. Accusation—According to the law of

Moses, a private person might be summoned, but not condemned, on

the testimony of one witness : Paul directs that an elder be not even

summoned ; for both his innocence is less questionable, and he is

more opposed to envy and calumny. Receive not—Timothy had

therefore judicial power in the Church, ver. 21, 24.

67
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20. Them that sin—The elders convicted by witnesses. The other*

are distinguished from those. The others—[Eng. Ver., others]. In

the flock, either who have committed the same sin, or lest they com

mit it. Fear—Suitable to those prepared to sin.

21. Before—Paul portrays to Timothy the last judgment, in which

God will be revealed, and Christ will be seen face to face with his

angels; comp. 2 Tim. iv. 1. And yet the words, face to face do not

exclude reference to the present, ver. 4 ; 2 Cor. viii. 21. See cb.

vi. 13, etc. [For Kupiou 'Irjoou Xptard~j, the Lord Jesus Christ,

read Xptarou ' lrjaou, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] And the Lord—

The article is not added, though it is immediately added concerning

the angels. Therefore the titles God and Lord refer to one subject ;

comp., however, 2 Tim. iv. 1. Elect—An epithet, which kindles

Timothy's reverence : elect, 1 Pet. ii. 6. Partiality, prejudice—[Eng.

Ver., preferring, etc.]—the failing of him who determines, before the

matter fully develops itself, ver. 22, note. There should be judgment,

not prejudgment, ver. 24. By partiality—Prejudice through hatred,

partiality through favor. [One is often actuated by some hasty im

pulse, and treats this or that person either well or ill accordingly ;

but we should act considerately, and think what suits the Divine

will. V. (?.]

22. Hands—It was Timothy's duty to lay his hands on the pres

byters. Hastily—[Eng. Ver., suddenly] — Without examination.

Neither be partaker—They do so, who do anything hastily. [Es

pecially, who admit unfit persons into the ministry, being held re

sponsible for the consequences. Alf. And indeed, in this passage,

the sudden imposition of hands is forbidden. But certainly, in the

other departments of life, the participation in others' sins is very com

mon. That happens either before or after the act, in our thoughts,

affection, gestures, words, writings, works; by doing, omitting; to

ward superiors, equals, inferiors, ministers, subjects ; a greater or

less share of the fault falling now on the one side, now on the other.

V. (?.] Ver. 24, 25, show that delay is salutary, and an admonition

is introduced, which young Timothy was meanwhile carefully to ob

serve. Thyself—The antithesis is, other men's. Timothy is incident

ally admonished how to regulate his own conduct, while he is regulat

ing others', and this parenthesis very elegantly intimates the delay

that should intervene in such matters.

23. No longer — A safe admonition, keep thyself pure, being

premised.

24. Some—Not only the sins which are committed, but the men

committing the same sins, are to be differently viewed. The sins—
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Their evil deeds, and their evil dispositions to be known from these.

Open beforehand—Manifest before inquiry is made, or anything de

termined concerning the meo. Going before—Preceding the perpe

trator, so that he is immediately seen to be unworthy of the imposi

tion of hands. The antithesis is, follow after. To judgment—Sofar

as concern* the- judgment to be formed of the men. Some—That is

more emphatic than if he had repeated rtvaiv, tome; tome also their

own eins follow. Follow after—Meanwhile we must wait patiently,

till the matter discloses itself, and we must not inquire too harshly.

God, however, directs his faithful servant to do and say what is sea

sonable. The preposition Ine, after, implies no long interval.

25. That are otherwise—Which are not beforehand manifest. The

eaying, in Eccl. viii. 14, is remarkable, and should at present be es

pecially observed. Be hid—Long. Cannot—Although the perpe

trators may often wish to conceal them.

»

.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Under the yoke—Of heathen masters. Th« antithesis is, but,

ver. 2. Service, therefore, with believers, is not a yoke. [It is

tetter to render, as many as are slaves under the yoke, etc. Hut.,

•Alf.~] Their own—Let them not turn from them and attach them

selves to others. Disorder is forbidden. Honor—Although they are

not Christians. The opposite, despise, occurs presently. Worthy—

Though without Christian virtue. Count—In feeling and conduct.

That—not—For the masters would ascribe their disrespect to this;

eomp. Tit. ii. 5.

2. Brethren—And therefore equal. Are—The masters. Servants

might seek a pretext for disobedience, whether they had believing or

unbelieving masters. Both sins are met. Do them service—Remain

in the household. [Render, because those who receive the benefit are

faithful and beloved. Alf.] Are faithful and beloved—Supply, the

masters. Beloved, having experienced the Divine love, and hence show

ing love to their servants. Subserving the beneficence—[Eng. Ver.,

partakers of the benefit]—Beneficence is the beneficence of God, as the

word, the name, tJte Spirit, the wrath, stand for the word of God, the
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name of God, etc. Believing masters, as benefactors, subserve this

beneficence. Believers experience the heavenly beneficence towards

men, and subserve it; as, masters towards their household, and

through their household towards others. This by implication teaches

also believing masters their duty : ver. 17 also teaches it.

3. Teach otherwise—The antithesis is, teach, ver. 2. The conclu

sion, corresponding to the beginning of the discussion, ch. i. 3.

4. He is proud, knowing nothing—Harpocration : rerufwpat for

ip^ftpovrrjpat, Iam gone out of my senses. Knowing nothing—Al

though he claims knoivledge : comp. ch. i. 7. Doting about—The an

tithesis is wholesome, ver. 3-. Strifes of words—2 Tim. ii. 14, note.

Whereof cometh—2 Tim. ii. 23. [For Iptz, strife, read Ipuz, strifes.

Tisch. (not Alf.)] Strife—Tit. iii. 9. Evil surmising8—By which

those who do not at once agree to all things, are regarded as enemies.

5. Perverse disputings—Gr. dtanaparptftat. Jtarptftrj, a scholastic

disputation. The insertion of napa gives the meaning of something

perverse, as xaruzoftrj, concision, for nepaopa/j, circumcision, Phil. iii.

2. It is opposed to consent, ver. 3. Perverse disputings—Which

only become men of corrupt minds, 2 Tim. iii. 8 : men of corrupt

minds. Supposing—That is, since they think, for there is no and

put before it ; comp. Rom. ii. 18, 20 ; 2 Tim. ii. 21 ; Heb. vi. 6,

where the use of the participles is the same. That godliness is a

gain—[That is, a source of gain, gainful trade. Hut., Alf.] So Beng.

correctly, not as Eng. Ver., gain is godlinest] given for procuring

property. [Omit dfiaraao tknb rmv toioutwv, from such withdraw

thyself. Tisch., Alf.]

6. But—is—He does not wish altogether to deny that godliness is

a gain. Gain—An advantageous mode of life. Great—For it pro

duces contentment, a mind contented with its lot, unknown to all others.

With contentment—The companion of godliness.

7. Nothing—A man, when born, consists of soul and body: all

Other things are to him foreign and external. We brought—Supply,

and yet we have obtained life; see Matt. vi. 25. Certain that—A

form of declaring. Carry out—Why then do we amass much wealth ?

Our only object is to have an unembarrassed journey, till we reach

our country.

8. Having—It is implied that we shall have them. Food—Gr.

dtarpofaz, by which we may meanwhile be nourished. This is the

force of dtd. Raiment—Also a shelter. Therewith—Although

money be wanting, ver. 10. Content— We shall have enough in fact :

why not also in feeling ? -

9. That will—This wish is the enemy of a mind content with its
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lot; it is not the wealth itself : rich men are not therefore commanded

to cast away their wealth, ver. 17, 18. Be rich—Have more than

food and clothing. Fall into—drown—A sad gradation. Tempta

tion—There is a Paronomasia [play upon wordsj : xopta/tbc, gain,

Tietpaffftoi;, temptation. Temptation is opposed to food, and to faith :

a snare is opposed to clothing and to righteousness : lusts to a con

tented mind. A inare—Therefore they do not find gain. Destruc

tion—Of the body. Perdition—Also of the soul : comp. of all, ver.

10. This is opposed to great gain, ver. 6.

10. Of att evil—For it destroys faith, the root of all good : at first

eight, the love of money seems to take away the food of many crimes,

as luxury, wantonness, etc. ; but it is really the root of all evils. All

evils in ver. 9, are comprehended under temptation, a snare, lustA,

destruction, perdition; although the article T<OV, the (evils) [not ren

dered in Eng. Ver.], does not precisely relate to those evils, but is

added to ndvriov, all, according to custom, to heighten the effect, and

without its relative force. The love of money—When money is loved

for itself, it is not used for procuring food and raiment. Which—

Money. Some—The Ephesians, ch. v. 15. Coveted after—Ch. iii.

1, note. With many sorrows—Of the conscience, reproaching for

property badly acquired ; of the mind, urging to lay up more. The

remedy of these sorrows is faith.

11. 0 man of God—So- the Sept. for the Hebrew, man of God,

that is, a prophet, a mediating messenger of God to men, removed

from earthly things. Flee these things—He resumes, after the paren

thesis, what he had said at the end of ver. 5. Therefore these things,

refers to ver. 4, 5: for both enumerations form an evident antithesis:

to this antithesis, flee, follow, belong. Righteousness—This compre

hends all the rest, and is again put first, 2 Tim. ii. 22. Godliness—

The antithesis is the abuse of godliness, ver. 5. Faith, love—Their

antitheses are envy, strife, ver. 4. Patience—By which even slandert

are endured, v. 4. Meekness—By which evil surmising* are over

come, v. 4.

12. The goodfyht—In antithesis to strifes of words, ver. 4. [Of

the faith—Not of faith, as Eng. Ver. Alf.~\ Lay hold—As some

thing that is near at hand. Leave to others their own questions, v.

4. A change of the consequent for the antecedent, with the argu

ment drawn from what is easy. The same expression is found at ver.

19. It is a figure taken from the race-course and the prize ; comp. 2

Tim. iv. 7, etc. Thou art called and hast professed—the divine call

ing and profession of believers are contemporary. Both take place

in baptism. [But the allusion here probably is to some confession of
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Timothy under persecution. Comp. ver. \%, end. Hvt. If at any

time thou hast made a promise to Go&, he himself deems that then

art bound to him ; and that is especial favor. V. Q-. Omit xat, nl*n.

Tisch., Ay."] That good profession—[Eng. Ver., a good, etc. Con

cerning the kingdom of Christ, ver. 13. V. ff.] So also in the next

Terse. But the words differ : Thou hast professed, with the assent

of witnesses: He witnessed, without Pontius Pilate's assent. Before

many witnesses—Who would testify against thee, if then should'st

fall away.

13. Igive thee charge—See how important is the office of preach

ing the Gospel ; 2 Tim. IT. 1. Who quiekerteth all things—Sept. Neh,

ix. 6. The creation of all things, mentioned there, is here assumed.

Part of the hymn is expressed, the whole hymn is implied. God's

power quickens thee also, O Timothy, in thy duty, and will raise the*

up to everlasting life. Witnessed—Christ's confession animates all

confessions. It was for the Lord to witness a confession, for Timothy

to confess a confession. Before Pontius Pilate—A well-known era.

That (confession) [not rendered in Eng. Ver.} That, concerning hu

kingdom, rer. 15, known to all Christians, Ter. 15.

14. Without spot, mrebukeable—In the masculine gender. Until

—BelieTers used to set before themselves the day of Christ as neat

at hand : we are wont to set before us the hour of death. Ap

pearing—This word often occurs in the second Epistle to Timothy,

and in the Epistle to Titus.

15. In his times—Mark the plural number, which does not muck

abridge the shortness of the times : Sis, of which the principle,

power, knowledge, and revelation, is in his own hand. So c$to$, hi»

own, ch. ii. 6 ; 2 Tim. i. 9 ; Tit. i. 3. A divine reservation. Us

shall sheur—To be shown is said of what formerly existed. God will

ehow him (Acts iii. 20), of whom a most magnificent panegyric fol

lows here, involving the glory of Christ itself. The blessed and only

Potentate—These are two predicates : the first, with the additior als»

of only, is treated of in ver. 16; for the words fiaxdptot;, blessed, axq-

paTOC, only, have the same derivation, and signify immortal, and

hence honor is due to him : the second is treated of presently, in this

verse, and hence power everlasting is dne to him. This is the reason

why men in power, and death threatened by them, should not be

feared in the confession of the Gospel. So eternal power is men

tioned at Rom. i. 20. Of kings—Of Lords—Spiritual and political

rulers.

16. Only—This word only was properly deferred till now, because

another similar phrase follows, no man, nor. Both—And therefor*
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will give us. Immortality—The adjective dddvaroi;, immortal, is not

found in the New Testament, but atpdaproi;, incorruptibk. The Sept.

has neither d<Mvaroc, immortal, nor adavaaia, immortality. The

Book of Wisdom, written originally in Greek, has both. Light—

After life, light is immediately mentioned. Inaccessible—To creatures,

except as they are both admitted by him, and he goes forth to

them. No man—So Exod. xxxiii. 20: what is denied to mere men,

John i. 18 ; 1 John iv. 12, will be vouchsafed to the saints ; Matt. r.

8 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 12 ; 1 John iii. 2 ; Rev. xxii. 4.

17. Them that are rich—There were many rich men at Ephesus.

This forms the Appendix of the epistle, which is very important.

Trust—This bad trust, which strengthens their grasp on riches,

checks the enjoyment which Paul presently mentions. [Render, the

uncertainty of riches. Alf.~\ Uncertainty—We ought for this reason

not to trust in wealth, because it is most uncertain, as regards the time

to come. Upon, or in God—Gr. irct T(J> deifi. [So many manu

scripts, but see below.] So the antithesis is more expressly marked

to the words, in uncertain riches. Trust, leaning upon God, is strong.

[Omit Tqt £a>nTt, the living, read li> r<ft 8etp, in God. Tisch., Alf.~]

Richly—Otherwise no one would be rich. To enjoy—Enjoyment con

sists in giving, not in retaining. Inactivity should be removed, alike

from man, and his resources : James v. 2, 3.

18. Do good—To be rich in good works follows this diligence : dra-

66v, good, and xakbv, good or honorable differ ; d^ai^of involves at the

same time the idea of blessedness (comp. Mark x. 18, note) i xaoldf in

cludes the idea of beauty. Heady to distribute—In imparting, indi

vidually. Willing to communicate—By lending, by contributing for

the common good, with many. Commonly, the rich are chiefly de

lighted with a division of proceedings, plans, and property, and are

imperious and insolent.

19. Laying up in store for themselves—The best property which is

laid up against the time to come. The antithesis is, willing to com

municate. So Tob. iv. 10, be not afraid to perform works of charity,

for thou wilt lay up for thyself a good deposit for the day of neces

sity. Otherwise the rich do not collect treasures for themselves, but

for others. To collect by giving forms a pleasant Oxymoron [union

of contradictories]. The preposition aito in aKod-yoaupirovTaz, lay

ing up in store, has admirable force, apart for a distant time. A good

foundation—An elliptical apposition, that is, laying up a treasure,

namely, a good foundation. The metaphor is cumulative, as in Ps.

xxxvii. 6, with the explanation of Gejer. He calls works of benefi

cence a good foundation, to which is opposed the uncertainty of riches.
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6epiXioz, foundation, ip'j;, that on which we depend as a security, a

pledge. Against the time to come—The antithesis is, in this world,

ver. 17 ; comp. ch. iv. 8. May lay hold—As persons escaping from

shipwreck. The merchant saved from shipwreck, finds his treasures

sent home before him. In ver. 12, & fight is mentioned ; the expres

sion is the same, but the figure is different. [For aiioviou, eternal,

read oVrioc, really. Tisch., Alf. Render, that which is really life. So

Beng.] Really—Comp. ovrioc, indeed, ch. v. 3, 5, 16. True life

from the living God.

20. O Timothy—He addresses him familiarly as his son, ch. i. 18,

gravely and affectionately. The conclusion, in ver. 20, 21, corres

ponds to the beginning of the epistle, and is to be explained from it.

That which is committed—i. 18. So the commandment, ver. 14 ; 2

Tim. i. 14, note. The opposite here is vain babblings. Profane and

vain babblings — Sept., rouc xevoXorouvraz, those that mutter, for

CaJfaxan, Is. viii. 19. Barbarous words were formerly used by the

Magi, which are said to have a mysterious power, though they have

really none, and are altogether vain. Paul seems to have referred to

this circumstance, as he has substituted the more significant term ;

for ipmvrj, a voice, expresses vehemence : comp. 2 Tim. ii. 15, 16, note.

Moreover, the word piioatz, science, agrees with the Hebrew 'J'JTP, &

wizard, in the passage quoted abo.ve, which the Greeks in the books

of Samuel and Kings at least, have interpreted yvioar^v, a wizard.

And thus Paul calls the false teachers by the terms signifying magi

and magic, to show how he abominated them : comp. foiyrec, seducers,

2 Tim. iii. 13. Clement of Alexandria adds to these words of Paul,

the heretics being reproved by this word fwvf^z, reject the Epistles to

TimotJiy. And oppositions—A false knowledge eagerly advocated

various oppositions taken from philosophy, pretending that there are

two rival Gods, the one good and the other bad ; and in both, that

there are wonderful oppositions. Paul notices these oppositions, and

at the same time severely ridicules them by a play on the words, be

cause their teachers oppose themselves to the truth, and their §iaetz,

positions [dvrtitiauz, oppositions] are contrary to the foundation al

ready laid. See the kindred words, dbrtdtart&epivouz, oppose them

selves, and &epihoz, foundation, 2 Tim. ii. 25, 19. On the other

hand, Paul himself, in his epistles, especially to Timothy, deals in

most wise oppositions : as 1 Tim. i. 7, 8 ; iii. 16 ; iv. 1, 6, 7, vi. 2, 3,

5, 6, 10, 11, where we have expressly, But thou. Moreover 2 Tim.

ii. 15-23, where again the phrase, But thou, is common ; ch. iii. 10,

14, iv. 5. Of science falsely so called— Which, in ver. 21, refers to

science, without its epithet. The Gnostics, who are denoted by a
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change of the abstract for the concrete, boasted of their teaching,

and called it their teaching science; but Paul says that it was nanjed

falsely ; they are without understanding, ch. i. 7.

21. Have erred concerning the faith—Although they attempt to

acquire science and knowledge, ver. 4, 20, and its accurate reasoning,

and sagacity, yet they have lost the true sagacity, which is of faith,

not comprehending what is to be believed, and what is to believe;

comp. 2 Tim. iii. 7, 8. Grace—Not unknown to thee. He briefly

indicates it. With thee—No salutations to others are here added, for

the epistle was not to be publicly read. [Omit dprjv, amen. Tisch., Alf.~\

68



ANNOTATIONS

ON TUB

SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

CHAPTER I.

1. Paul—This epistle has three divisions.

I. The Inscription, i. 1, 2.

II. An Invitation, Come to me in prison, variously intimated.

1. His affection for Timothy expressed, 3, 4.

He kindly exhorts him : be not ashamed of me, ver. 6, 7 ;

to which are added sad, ver. 15, and blessed examples,

16, 17.

2. The twofold proposition, Be strong, and commit thy office

to faithful men, ch. ii. 1, 2. The first part is discussed,

ver. 3-13 ; the second, ver. 14, with an exhortation to

Timothy to behave himself as a man of God before his

journey, 15, 16 ; iii. 1, 2 ; iv. 1, 2.

3. Come quickly, ver. 9. Here Paul—

1. Mentions his solitary state, 10, 11.

2. He orders his books to be brought, 13.

3. He admonishes him concerning the adversary, 14, 15.

4. He points out men's inconstancy, and proclaims God's

faithfulness, 16, 17.

4. Come before winter. This invitation is encompassed

with salutations, 19, 20.

' III. The Prayer, 22.

(538)
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Paul wished Timothy fearlessly to come to him in prison ; and he

was about to deliver to him before his death the evangelical office, ch.

iv. 5, 6. This epistle is Paul's dying testimony. It was written long

after the first Epistle to Timothy, and yet the tone of both is very

similar. [Transpose to read Xptarou 'Irjoou, Christ Jesus. Tisch.,

Alf.] Kar' inaryeXiav, according to the promise—The fulfilment of

this promise is the object of Paul's ministration. So xara, after,

John ii. 6 : comp. on the particle and on the subject, Tit. i. 1, 2. Of

life—Prepared both for me, and thee, and the elect. Hence his exhor

tation to Timothy, ver. 10; ii. 8. [In fact the journey necessary to

be undertaken, did not seem to be without risk of life. V. (?.]

2. Dearly beloved—An appropriate epithet ; for the strongest de

claration of love follows. In the first epistle he had written own,

(real) : that is made good here in ver. 5. [But see note on ver. 5.]

3. I thank—Very near to his martyrdom, still he gives thanks.

Paul thanks God for the faith bestowed on Timothy, ver. 5. There

fore from that without ceasing, to / may be filled with joy, is paren

thetical, to explain what follows, when I call to remembrance, etc. : for

as [Eng. Ver., that], is an explanatory particle. Whom I serve—

Rom. i. 9. note. Frommyforefathers [Eng. Ver. inserts my]-Pau\ means

the forefathers : not Abraham, etc., whom he calls roDc naripaz, thefa

thers, never npoyovouz, ancestors, but the immediate progenitors ; and sig

nifies their long continuance in the true religion from an earlier age of

mankind, whether Paul's ancestors were themselves godly, which is

highly probable, or not ; for he does not add, my. The memory of

those who have preceded him, and to whom he is being gathered, de

lights him, now ready to die. He even calls to mind Timothy's

grandmother and mother, ver. 5. This epistle especially is marked

by something matured, gentle and affable.

4. Greatly desiring to see thee—He begins his invitation to Timothy

gradually. Being mindful of thy tears—He seems not merely to

speak of Timothy's former tears at bidding Paul farewell (for tears

are usually called forth at parting, comp. Acts xx. 37), but of his

pious tenderness of feeling. In this respect both were like-minded :

Acts xx. 19, note. Tears, the flower of the heart, indicate either

the greatest hypocrisy or the utmost sincerity. Ridiculing tears is a

proof of the depravity of our age. That—Construe with to see thee.

5. Receiving a remembrance—[Eng. Ver., when I call to remem

brance.] Some outward occasion, or message from Timothy, had re

minded Paul of his faith. Ammon, says, dvd/twyt7?c is when one

comes to the remembrance of things past—unopa^atz, when they are

suggested to him by another. [But this idea is groundless here.
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HutJ] Faith—Among all Timothy's virtues, faith best answered

Paul's purpose in this epistle. Dwell in—This word implies continu

ance. First—Perhaps before Timothy's birth. So far Paul's remem

brance reaches. What the condition of the parents of Lois was, is

not mentioned. Grandmother—The memory of the dead is pleasant

to friends, especially to those near death, and to the posterity of the

dead. Mother—She had married a Greek. Eunice—That name is

found in Hesiod's Theogony, Lois seems to have been the mother

of Eunice, and both were dead. [Render, but I am persuaded, etc.,

as if to imply, notwithstanding appearances. There is certainly an

intimation of a want of entire confidence here. Alf.]

6. Wherefore—Namely, because / have been reminded. I put thee

in remembrance—Being reminded, he reminds. Stir up—The same

word occurs, Gen. xlv. 27 ; 1 Mace. xiii. 7 : ^omupiw, of raising the

dead, 2 Kings viii. 1, 5. The opposite oftevvvuv, to extinguish;

Matt. xxv. 8 : 1 Thess. v. 19. Timothy, being long without Paul,

seems to have become remiss ; comp. note to ch. ii. 22 : at least he is

now incited to greater exertions. The gift—Joined with faith, ver.

5 : living, ver. 7.

7. Spirit—That is, the spirit which God has given us is not the

spirit of fear, but of power, etc. Hence believers testify : see next

verse and in John xv. 26, 27. Fear—Eustathius says, duXdz, b

SsSuoz .rac «2ac, one that is afraid of troops of soldiers ; comp. Sir.

xxxvii. (11) 12. [But the etymology is utterly fanciful.] This de

rivation quite accords with the sense here ; comp. ch. ii. 3. The fear

is that, of which the causes are within, rather than without. This

fear within too much exaggerates the causes without. The act of

fear always has its cause in the mind, but a courageous disposition

repels and overcomes outward causes. Of power—Power is opposed

to fear. Divine power in us, not our own, is intended; see ver. 8;

and so of love and sober-mindedness. All these operate in us, and

animate us to our duties towards God, the saints, and ourselves.

Power and sober-mindedness are the two extremes, but in a good sense;

love is between : the bond, and as it were the check upon both, coun

teracting the two bad extremes, timidity and rashness. Concerning

power, see ver. 8, etc. ; concerning love, ch. ii. 14, etc. ; concerning

sober-mindedness, ch. iii. 1, etc. [These gifts are preferable to any

miraculous powers. V. (?.] And of love—Moreover love embraces

even those in bondage, by expelling fear ; comp. 1 John iv. 18. And

of a sound (sober) mind—This is a verbal noun. The duty of young

men is, to act with sober-mindedness, Tit. ii. 4," 6 : and Timothy was

a young man, ch. ii. 22 ; 1 Tim. iv. 12. He is therefore admonished
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to relinquish all the advantages and pleasures of life, ch. ii. 4, and to

remove the thorns, whereby he may be entangled ; Luke viii. 14.

The Spirit teaches this ; and he who learns it, is delivered from fear,

and heartily embraces the testimony of his Lord. [But amfpovtapbz,

means correction; admonition of others, to become sober-minded.

Alf, Eut.]

8. Be not thou therefore ashamed—Shame is the companion of

fear; if fear be overcome, false shame flees. Comp. ver. 12, 16,

where Paul adduces his own example and that of Onesiphorus, add

ing examples of a contrary character in ver. 15. Of our Lord—A

rare Antonomasia [general designation for a proper name.] Else

where Paul either omits our, or adds the name of Jesus Christ. Now,

when he says our Lord, he contrasts him with Csesar, whom his cour

tiers so called. [Rather the word our is a link between Timothy and

himself, being about to speak of himself. Alf] Ifor of me—The

cause of God's servants cannot be separated from the cause of God.

His prisoner—Men are easily ashamed of prisoners, especially at

Rome. But be thou partaker of the afflictions—Suffer afflictions, ch.

ii. 3, 4, 5; and that with me and with the gospel. Power—This,

which far surpasses all things, is described, ver. 9, 10 ; and at the

same time the previous exhortation, ver. 8, is deduced from the sub

ject itself, and derives its strength from the following description,

ver. 9, 10. Of God—Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit are men

tioned, ver. 13, 14.

9. Who hath saved—By conversion, Acts ii. 47. The Father's

love, the Saviour's grace, and the whole economy of salvation, for

the propagation of which it is worth while to suffer and die, are well

described. This salvation is not merely to be acquired, but applied,

because it is so closely connected with the calling. All that is

placed, ver. 9, under xard, according to, actually precedes salvation

and calling. Salvation and calling, in fact, follow. If one comes

into the state of being called, this is already the beginning of his

whole salvation ; in which sense calling is a part of salvation : salva

tion is the whole, but both are very closely connected. The very

anxiety of the Shepherd precedes the hearing of the Shepherd's

voice by the sheep. With a holy calling—Which is entirely from

God, and claims us entirely for God. The holiness and Divine origin

of this calling is afterwards more fully described, especially as the

epithet his own excludes our own works, His own—Rom. ix. 11 ;

Eph. ii. 8 : 1 Tim. vi. 15, note. Given us—Before we existed, it

was given to us, the Mediator even then receiving it. In Christ Je

sus- The name Christ is very skilfully put first when the old economy
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is mentioned ; the name Jesus, when the new economy is mentioned.

Before the world began—Tit. i. 2 ; Rom. xvi. 25, note.

10. Made manifest—Those remarkable words, the appearing, and

bringing to light, agree with this. Appearing—In the flesh. Not

merely his coming is here meant, but the entire stay of Christ among

men. Death—The article is used here emphatically. Paul here, as

it were, directly abolishes death. Hence the soldier of Christ should

no longer fear death. [Transpose to read Xptarou ' Irjoou, Christ Je

sus. Tiseh. (not Alf.j] Brought to light—An abbreviated expres

sion : implying, and has procured for us (to be supplied from the an

tithetic expression, who hath abolished) and has brought by the Gos

pel ; comp. Eph. ii. 17. Life and immortality—A Hendiadys, im

mortal life. Through the—We may construe thus : favepwduaav 3ta

rrfi—(xai) dta rou euarysXiou, made manifest by his appearing—(and)

by the Gospel.

11. Of the Gentiles—Construe this with preacher and apostle also.

There are three names, preacher, apostle, teacher. I. A public

preacher is even in one and the same place. II. An apostle goes

about everywhere ; but he would have discharged his apostolic duty,

if he had once declared his message. III. Teacher. Here is added

diligence and perseverance in teaching ; whence arose suffering.

12. I suffer these things—These misfortunes happen to me. For

—Confidence as to the future drives away shame. Whom—He says,

tp, whom, not rivt, [who he is, in whom']. I know him, in whom I

have trusted, although the world knows him not. / have believed—

And committed to him my trust. Here the faithfulness of God is

implied ; comp. ch. ii. 13 : his power also is presently mentioned. I

am persuaded—Rom. viii. 38. Able—Against so many enemies.

My deposit—[Eng. Ver., that which I have committed unto him~]—

There is one deposit which, committed to us by God, we ought to

keep, ver. 13 ; comp. ch. ii. 2, commit : there is another which, com

mitted to God by us, and mentioned here, he keeps ; and this is our

soul, 1 Pet. iv. 19 : comp. Luke xxiii. 46, ourselves and our heavenly

portion. Paul, with death close at hand, had two trusts, one to be

committed to the Lord, the other to Timothy, ifeep—Even in death.

That—Ver. 18, ch. iv. 8. [Against—Not merely until, but for.

Hut., Alf]

13. Pattern—[Gr. bnorunioatv. Render, have an ensample of (the)

healthy words, which, etc. Alf.] ' Ynozuxbopat, I revolve in mind.

Therefore Paul wishes that what Timothy had once heard, should be

always kept in view, and remain impressed on his mind. From this

an outward profession must derive its strength. Paul set before Tim
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othy faith and love : let Timothy express and represent faith and

love. Hold—A word suiting the context, which relates to a trust.

He uses l%e, hold, not e;f«c> tJwu holdest. Nor did Paul intend as a

teacher to give Timothy a summary of sound words. Thou hast heard

of me—Comp. ii. 2, where thou hast heard of me occurs with the

words differently arranged. Here indeed, ver. 13, Paul's authority

is urged as a reason for holding it the more ; hence from me is put

first. But ch. ii. 2, thou hast heard and commit are the antithetic

words ; hence thou hast heard precedes. In—Construed with £jfe,

hold: comp. 1 Tim. iii. 9.

14. That good thing which was committed—Namely, the sound

words which I have committed to thee ; comp. ch. ii. 2. By the Holy

Ghost—He is the earnest of the heavenly trust, which he who keeps,

also keeps the trust committed to him ; whence his indwelling is

urged upon us.

15. [All—Not without exception, ver. 16-18. Alf.~] Haw turned

away from me—At Rome, ch. iv. 16. In Asia—They therefore re

turned thither. Not so Timothy, although he was also in Asia at

Ephesus. Phyyellus and Hermogenes—One might perhaps have

thought that these would be more steadfast than the others.

16. Give—He does not invoke evil against the inconstant, ver. 15.

He prays excellently for the steadfast. The apostle is affected. He

means to say Onesiphorus acted nobly, but his emotion gives the pos

itive statement the form of a wish. Mercy — Onesiphorus had

• abounded in works of mercy. The Lord—Christ. The house of

Onesiphorus—At Ephesus, ver. 18, ch. iv. 19. Onesiphorus himself

was absent, or was then dead. Paul therefore honors the survivors

by his wish, nay, also Onesiphorus himself, ver. 18. Often—At

Ephesus and Rome.

17. Andfound—By Divine aid. A great thing in so great a city,

where not many would care for the prisoner Paul. Find, in ver. 18,

corresponds to this. He found me in so great a crowd : may he find

mercy in the last general assembly. A similar allusion occurs twice,

ch. ii. 9, note.

18. Grant—A pathetic Anaphora [repetition of a word in begin

nings.] To himself—[Eng. Ver., unto him.~\ An antithesis to his

house. The Lord—Christ, for whom he did this. Of the Lord—The

same Christ, who shall reward him. The noun for the reciprocal

pronoun, with emphasis, as Luke xi. 17, note ; 2 Thess. iii. 5. Min

istered—Even after my departure ; 1 Tim. i. 8.
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CHAPTER II.

1. Thou—He proceeds to exhort him ; ver. 3, ch. iii. 10, note.

My son—An argument for Timothy's imitation of Paul, viz., from his

spiritual relationship. Be strong—i. 7, and show thyself so. [This

is discussed in ver. 3-13. V. (?.] In the grace—The common grace

incites and strengthens us even for special duties. It is an incentive

and stimulus.

2. Among—Before, 1 Tim. vi. 12. Commit—Before coming thence

to me. [A perversion of the sense. It refers to the general duty of

instructing other faithful men. Alf, Hut.] To faithful men—The

virtue of those to whom thou committest this trust. [This is dis

cussed in ver. 14-21. V. <?.] Shall be—After thy departure.

3. [For ah ohv xaxond&rjoov, thou therefore endure hardness, read

auyxaxond&rjaov, suffer hardship with (me). Also transpose to read

Xptarou 'lrjoou, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf] An Anaphora [repetition

of words in beginnings] ; comp. ver. 1. Timothy is called to higher

duties; comp. ver. 2.

4. No man—The word abstain is recommended in this verse : sus

tain is added in the next. That warreth—Do with all thy might

what thou doest. With the affairs of this life—In which merchants

and workmen are involved. May please—Being entirely devoted to

a soldier's duties.

7. Consider— Understanding is a divine gift ; to consider, is the

part of a noble-minded man. Paul says this, if you compare ver. 6,

with ver. 5. If the husbandman (Timothy) have labored, then he

ought first to partake of the frnits (in which Christ's resurrection

abounds, ver. 8, 11, 12); but if this were Paul's whole meaning, he

would have said, rbv pezodrj^6pevov, del xomij.v, he who is to partake,

must labor. Therefore from this seventh verse we may gather that a

rather different thought is here involved, amounting to this :—Paul

trained Timothy's mind, i. 6 ; therefore fruits are chiefly due to him

from Timothy. Thus Paul does not openly require, as is necessary

with dull men, that Timothy should nobly acknowledge and perform

the duty, but ambiguously and enigmatically ; and this he does by

three figures taken from the soldier, the wrestler, the husbandman.

[For Stprj, give, read ddxrst, will give. Tisch., Alf. Render, for the

Lord will give, etc.] For the Lord give thee—The meaning is, he will

give; thus consider and for are connected; but affection adds the ex

pression of feeling. The Lord—Christ. In all things—He had
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already given him understanding in many things : this being assumed,

Paul says, May he give it in all things.

8. Remember—So that thou mayest follow. Paul, as usual, ani

mates his own example by Christ's. Wag raisedfrom the dead—An

abbreviated expression, that is, Who died and was raised from the

dead; so we, ver. 11. Kara, according to, depends on these words.

Of the seed of David—He wishes Timothy to attend to this one gene

alogy, which goes to prove that Jesus is the Christ.

9. Wherein—In the Gospel. / suffer trouble—Kaxouproc, an evil

doer, is akin to this. I suffer evil, as if I had done evil. Sends—

Is not bound, is kindred to this. As an evil-doer—With danger of

life and with disgrace. It not bound—That is, progresses without

hindrance. [The hands are bound ; but not the tongue. Comp. ch.

iv. 17. Acts xxviii. 31. Chrysost. in Alf.~]

10. Therefore—Because the Gospel runs while I am bound. Sal

vation—with glory—There is an exquisite propriety in the words :

salvation, the deliverance from evil, is for those who receive faith :

io£a, glory, the abundance of blessings, is for those who reach the

goal, Acts ii. 47 ; Rom. viii. 24, 21 : [cornp. Ps. Ixxxiv. 12.]

11. Be dead with—The abv, with, occurs thrice : viz. with Christ :

owanz&dvofiev, we be dead with, said of those that hope for life.

12. We suffer—The present, and in this place something more

significant, and far-reaching than to die : therefore also there is a re

ward besides life, the kingdom. If we deny—With the mouth. If

we do not believe, with the heart, follows in the next verse. The de

nial precedes, for it extinguishes the faith which had existed. He

also— Christ.

13. Abideth faithful—This expression, on comparing with it, He

will deny, most sweetly and unexpectedly affects the believing reader,

who is not to be denied : He remains faithful to himself, viz. towards

us, who are unlike him. [It is therefore our own fault, if we fall

away. V. G.~\ Thus the subsequent axiom corresponds to it, He

eannot deny, etc. So in Deut. vii. 9, 10, he is praised as the faithful

God, who both rewards the godly and takes vengeance on them that

hate him. He cannot—This impossibility is worthy of our praise :

Jer. xliv. 22.

14. Of these things—Which thou hast heard of me, ver. 2. Put

in remembrance—Those, over whom thou presidest ; Tit. iii. 1. Be

fore the Lord—Comp. 1 Tim. v. 21, note. Strive about words—The

meaning is not a battle about words, but a battle carried on by word»,

ver. 23, 24, about very important matters, ver. 17, 18. Comp. Acta
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xviii. 15. To no profit—Gr. dz oudev iprjotpov. Supply of, which

is. The accusative absolute, as in Luke xxiv. 47. Eu%prjozov, meet

for me, ver. 21, corresponds to it. To—They are not only unprofit

able, but also injurious and subversive. 'Enl, to, expresses the con

sequence, as in 1 Thess. iv, 7, not to uncleanness. Subversion is

opposed to edification.

15. Study—A word suited to the character of the whole epistle

Thyself—An antithesis to the work of which workman is the kindred

word. Approved—Approved unto God ; not reprobate unto every

good work, Tit. i. 16, but having his work perfect, James i. 4. Hesy-

chius : Soxtpov, useful, perfect. A workman that needeth not to be

ashamed—Whom thy own conscience cannot shame. The Scholiast

quoted by Pricseus explains airtxaio%uzov by napp^ata^opevov,

speaking freely ; comp. Phil. i. 20. Rightly dividing follows, viz. one

who will extend the word of truth among others. Rightly handling—

Here many think that the idea of cutting is implied [as Eng. Ver.,

rightly dividing~] ; but the Vulgate translates it, rightly treating, an

excellent rendering; comp. Sept. Prov. iii. 6, xi. 5, op&oropelv

bdobz, just as in Latin, secare viam, to travel a road. Therefore

the meaning of Paul is, that Timothy prepare a straight course

for the word of truth, and walk himself straight forward accord

ing to this line, turning neither to the right nor to the left,

teaching no other doctrine, 1 Tim. i. 3 ; and in this view the an

tithesis of the word, will go forward, [Eng. Ver., increase], ver. 16,

is more clearly perceived. [The meaning seems to be simply to treat

rightly; truthfully, without falsifying. Hut., Alf.] The word of truth

—The antithesis presently occurs, xevoipmviaz, babblings, of which the

first part of the compound, signifying empty is opposed to truth ; the

last part, involving loudness of voice, is opposed to the moderate

word.

16. But the (babblings)—[Eng. Ver. does not render the article].

So ver. 21, 22, by Anaphora [repetition of words at beginnings.]

Therefore profane vain babblings, which foster great errors, differ

from questions about worthless things ; the former are pernicious, the

latter useless, Tit. iii. 9. Shun—The same word, Tit. iiii. 9, in

which xept elegantly means the same thing, as in xeptyivopat ; but

neptyivofuu [I am over and above, I overcome, I get the better of

another] denotes the act of separating and overcoming ; xspttarapat,

the state. Timothy had never entangled himself ; therefore Paul ex

horts him to steadfastness : remain thou separate. To more ungodli

ness—So im xliiov xaxiaz xpoftaivuv, to advance more in vice.—Dio
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dorus Siculus. They will advance—[Eng. Ver., increase"]—Namely,

those who utter such vain babblings. To this subject also refer (heir,

ver. 17. It contains a Mimesis [use of an opponent's words in re

buke or refutation] as afterwards in the phrase will eat. These men

think they are advancing in sacred things. The future is used liter

ally ; for it is a prediction, as in will eat in the next verse ;

comp. iii. 1.

17. Hymenceus—Who was pertinacious ; comp. 1 Tim. i. 20. And

Philetm—His companion.

18. TJte resurrection—Perhaps these Ephesians had taken a pre

text from Paul's own epistle to the Ephesians. Eph. ii. 6. Clement

of Alexandria says, that the defamers of marriage interpreted the

resurrection, Luke xx. 35, referring to this life. {So the hope of

eternal life was taken away. V. G.] Overthrow—The figure is from

a foundation, a house; see the following verses.

19. {Render, Nevertheless God's firm foundation standeth. Eng.

Ver. is ungrammaticaL Alf] Indeed—[better Eng. Ver., neverthe

less]—sure—The antithesis is, overthrow, ver. 18 ; add by all means

the note on 1 Tim. iii. 15. Indeed has its conclusion in the dk, but,

ver. 20. The foundation of G-od— Hebr. foundation, that

is, the subject at issue; for example, in a contract. The foun

dation of God, on which his people depend, so that they can

not be overthrown, is God's immoveable faithfulness. [Rather,

the church, founded by God. Hut., Alf, etc.] Standeth—It is said

to stand, for to remain unmoved, as a sentence is said to stand. The

word depart presently corresponds to'it. Paul expresses the meaning

of D~pn, to be sure. Seal—Sentenqes used formerly to be engraven

on seals. TJiis—To which the remainder of this verse refers. The

Lord knoweth—God has looked upon and knows them that are his,

and draws his saints near to him, Num. xvi. 5. He knows his own

in love, and ceases not to know them, but always keeps them his ; and

this JHV, he will make known, Num. xvi. 5. And—Observe, saya

Petit, that according to Paul, some words were written on both sides

of the seal; for on the one face of the seal these words are read, the

Lord knoweth, etc. : but on the other, let him depart, etc. Depart

from iniquity—Num. xvi. 26 : be separated from the tents of these

wicked men. Paul uses the abstract, iniquity, for the concrete ; comp.

ver. 21, if a man by purging himself shall go forthfrom these ; and at

the same time he refers to that passage of Is. Iii. 11, Depart ye,

depart ye, touch no unclean thing ; be ye clean that bear the

vessels of the Lord. The Imperative, let him depart, pronounced
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in the name of God, implies power to depart, and the blessedness of

those who depart. Every one that nameth—The name of Christ, as

his Lord : comp. Acts xix. 13, note, That is done by preaching,

Jer. xx. 9, and by celebrating his name, Ps. xx. 7. The name—On

the name of the Lord, on the Lord knowing none save his own, on un

righteousness, comp. Matt. vii. 22, 23-. [For Xptarob, Christ, read

Kuptou, the Lord. Tisch., Alf., ete. So Peng.]

20. Cheat—Such is the Church. Of gold and of silver—Of pre

cious materials, hard, able to endure fire. Of wood and earth—Of

viler materials, fragile, and fearing the fire. Some—Some—And the

former, those of gold, to honor; but the latter, those of wood, to

quite a different purpose. Even the gold vessel may be applied to

dishonorable purposes ; the wooden one, to such as are honorable ;

but that does not readily happen in a well regulated household. Mem

bers of the Church inferior in gifts and degrees of faith and sanctifi-

cation are not vessels for dishonor, nor should any one purge him

self from these.

21. If a man therefore—As Timothy. Purge himself from these

—By ~purging himself, shall go forth from the number of these disJiori-

ored vessels. The active voice with the reciprocal pronoun indicates

the most unrestrained power on the part of believers. Sanctified—

God's own and entirely devoted to him. [Omit xai, and. Tisch., Alf]

For honor prepared forms four clauses, of which the first is ex

plained by the second, the third by the fourth. Therefore and con

nects these two pairs. Comp. iii. 17, perfect—thoroughly furnished.

The Master—God, whose house Paul in his epistles to Timothy calls

the church. Every good work—Ch. iii. 17 ; Tit. i. 16.

22. Youthful—In which young men indulge, 1 John ii. 16, note,

and which injure the purity of heart, mentioned presently and ver.

21. Paul had formerly warned Timothy against old wives' fables

and against the drinking of water, 1 Tim. iv. 7, v. 23 ; now he warns

him against the other extreme, youthful lusts. Righteousness—This

is put first, in opposition to iniquity, ver. 19. With—Construed with

peace. [But Eng. Ver. puts a comma after peace]. Zeal for a holy

party is holy, Rom. xii. 9 ; 3 John 11. Them that call on—Comp.

note on ver. 19; Acts ix. 14. The Lord—Christ. Pure—Ver. 21,

purge. Lusts are hostile to this purity; righteousness, faith, love,

peace attend it.

23. Foolish and unlearned—For thou shouldst instruct, ver. 25,

and be wise, iii. 15 : comp. foolish, Tit. iii, 9. Strifes—Tit iii. 9.

24. Must not strive—Should not be a bitter controversialist. Gen*
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tie, apt to teach : pitient, instructing—A Chiasmus [cross reference].

Towards all, the servant of the Lord should be gentle, so he will be

apt to teach ; towards adversaries, he should be patient, so he will be

able to instruct. He should neither attack nor resist ; he should be

gentle, lest he should occasion evils ; and patient, that he may endur*

evils. Apt to teach—This implies not only competency and read

iness in teaching, but even especially patience and diligence. For we

must holdfast, Tit. i. 9, note, and that too with gentleness, James iii.

17, and perseverance, Acts xx. 31, in all long-suffering and doc

trine, below, ch. iv. 2. Patient—Enduring evils. Zeal is sometimes

needed, gentleness always.

25. If peradventure—Gr. jirjnore. Mtj, interrogative: with this

expectation, if at any time, etc. God will give them—For human

power cannot. A motive for patience. £He who tries to use vio

lence, is so much the less successful : nor yet should he yield slug

gishness. V. G.] Repentance—This precedes acknowledgment. To

—So «c, at, in the next verse.

26. May recover— This depends on ifperadventure.- if they may awake,

and shake off sleep. Out of the snare—Two evils, captivity and sleep.

Two good things, awaking and deliverance. An abbreviated expres

sion. Taken captive—Luke v. 10 ; taken captive willingly. By him

—By the servant of the Lord. [But this cannot be, as abrou, him,

must refer to dtaftoXou, Hie Devil. Hut., Alf.] Where God goes be

fore, ver. 25, the work of his servant is successful. -God rouses : his

servant rescues them. At his—Construed with, they may recover.

'Ex, out of, marks the starting point, e/c, to [Eng. Ver., at] the goal.

The former is, oppose themselves, ver. 25, and the snare of the devil,

ver. 26 : the latter is the acknowledgment of the truth and the will of

God. His—God's. [Rather, the devils. Hut, etc.] Will—Which

is entirely free, and frees ; 1 Pet. iv. 2. The opposite is, from the

snare. Paul himself was awakened to the will of God ; Acts xxii. 14.
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CHAPTER III.

1. But know this—[Eng. Ver., this know also.] The apostle writes

clearly, 1 Tim. iv. 1. In the last days—Which had already begun,

Ter. 5, end. A similar expression is found at 2 Pet. iii. 3; Jude ver.

18. Shall come—Unexpectedly. The future, in respect of former

prophecies. Perilous times—When it will be difficult to discover

your duty.

2. Men shall be—Such shall be of higher rank and more numerous

in the Church than ever : ver. 5. They shall be worse even than

those who had abased the light of nature alone, Rom. i. 29, etc. :

where we explain in the notes, much which is here repeated. Lovers

of their own selves—The first root of evil. Covetous—The second

root. Disobedient to parents—The character of the times is to be

gathered especially from the manners of the young. Unthankful—

The obligation of a grateful mind is next to filial duty.

3. Incontinent, fierce—At once both yielding and harsh. Despisers

ef those that are good—Its contrary is a lover of good, Tit. i. T,

note 3.

4. Heady—Rash, headstrong in action, etc. High-minded—1 Tim.

vi. 4, note ; as if one should be so suffocated with smoke, as to be no

longer sane. Sueh does pride make men. Lovers of pleasures—An

epithet of the Epicureans. Pleasure destroys the love and sense of

God. Such are our Epicureans.

5. Form—The outward appearance, not without some inward prin

eiple of godliness. [Having repudiated the powei—not denying, as

Eng. Ver. Alf] Turn away— Tpiserat, he turns, is said of one

who flees perforce ; dxorpinzzat, he turns away, of one who with

draws, and voluntarily shuns any one. Eustathhis

6. Of this sort—See the preceding verse. Such—He clearly points

them out. They which creep in—Privately. Silly women—Who are

presently described as like those (in ver. 5). With divers lusts—Of

the mind and of the flesh : iv. 3. Even this variety delights.

7. Learning—Curiously. Never—Whence they are easily led

eaptive, ver. 6.

8. Jannes and Jambres—Euseb., i. 9, Prep. Evang., quotes the

following passage from Numemius, a Pythogorean philosopher : Jan

nes and Jambres, understood to be Egyptian sacred scribes, men of

no small skill in magie, when the Jews were driven out of Egypt, etc.

Jannes and Jambres were notorious names in Paul's time ; for they

were very often mentioned in the ancient books of the Hebrews, as
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two of the chief magicians among the Egyptians. The very acnte

Hiller, according to the Abyssinian language, interprets Jannes, a

jegter or trickster, and Jambres, a juggler ; for he thinks, that the

appellatives were changed into proper names in time. Certainly, if

they were simply proper names, we may believe that they were for

merly intermediate terms, indicating the profession of the art itself;

comp. Acts xiii. 8. Withstood Mose»—By rivalling to some extent

his wonders. Resist—The opposite is, shall suffer persecution, ver.

12. Reprobate—Having no power to prove : comp. Rom. i. 28.

9. They shall proceed no further—Not so as to seduce others, al

though they themselves, and those like them, shall proceed to worse,

ver. 13. [But in ch. ii. 16, 17, we are told that error shall extend. But

here he is looking to its final extinction ; as Chrysost. "Even though

error flourish for a time, it shall not abide to the end." Hut., Alf.~\

Often malice goes deeper when it cannot extend itself. Folly—

Though they think themselves wise. Their—Ex. vii. 12, viii. 18, ix.

11. A very severe punishment is denoted by the apostle's moderate

expression, concerning a well-known fact.

10. Bid thou—An antithesis : so again after new descriptions of

evils, ver. 14, ch. iv. 5. Thou hast followed—[Eng. Ver., fully

known.] Timothy became Paul's companion after the persecutions

here mentioned, Acts xiii. 50, xiv. 5, 19, xvi. 3. This word is there

fore well used here, as in Luke i. 3. So Antiochus of his son : I am

persuaded that he, understanding my mind (Gr. following) ; 2 Mace,

ix. 27. Purpose—His purpose for the future closely follows his mode

of life ; comp. Acts xi. 23, note ; and long-suffering closely follows

faith, as in Heb. vi. 12 : patience follows love, as in 2 Thess. iii. 5.

11. At Antioch, Iconium, Lystra—Acts xiii. 14, 51, xiv. 6. What

— OFoc, how great, shows the importance of the subject: 1 Mace. v.

56, he heard the valiant and warlike deeds, how great things they did.

What persecutions— The noun repeated after the interposition of

another adds clearness and weight to the remark. Persecution and

affliction are species and class : persecution is properly, when one is

driven from city to city, or when they try to seize him in his flight ;

but affliction is any calamity in general, as, when Paul was stoned,

etc. I endured—The mark of an apostle. Delivered—Another

mark, to be miraculously preserved ; Ps. xxxiv. (xxxiii.) 17, He de

livered them out of all their afflictions. The Lord—Christ.

12. Yea and all—All, and they only. The third mark, to have

persecutors ; so far should persecution be from offending any one.

When persecution begins, it does not yet appear that that is the mark

of an apostle : it at length appears from the help, and endurance.
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In this, however, is the third mark of an apostle : patience is a great

thing in the apostle's eyes ; he prefers it to all the others. All other

things may be taken from a man, so that he may be ruined and him

self fall away ; but when he has patitnce all things are preserved.

Hence Timothy might at the same time infer that he would also suffer

persecution. There is a similar transition from Paul to all godly men,

ch. iv. 8. That will—Gr. t^e/lovrec- Consider therefore whether

you are willing ; comp. intending, Gr. dttiov, xiv. 28. Even a per

severing will has a beginning. Live godly—The whole energy of their

life devoted to Christian piety, Phil. i. 21. Live—To pass life, Gal.

ii. 14. In Chritt—There is no godliness out of Christ Jesus. [And

indeed the world easily wears that mask of religion which depends on

itself; but the piety which nourishes directly from Jesus Christ, is

Tery hateful to the modern Christians, who are without any token of

good, as it was to the old Jews. V. (?.] Shall suffer persecution—

Nor will they refuse it, Gal. v. 11. They thall wax worse, ver. 13,

answers to this future.

13. Evil men—The antithesis is godly, ver. 12. These are nXavta-

fttvot, with a middle signification, who permit themselves to be seduced.

Seducers—Enchanters, like those of Egypt, ver. 8. These are itXa-

jxuvrec, seducen. Shall wax—So that no one will persecute them,

but they will persecute the godly. Deceiving and being deceived—He

who begins to deceive others, the less easily recovers himself from

error, and the more easily embraces others' errors.

14. 15. But thou—Whatever they may do. He resumes what he

began to aay at ver. 10. Hast been assured of—flia-coo), I confirm a

thing or a mind : iv off ixtartb&rfi, in which thou hast been rendered

faithful and firm [out of the Scripture, ver. 15. V. (?.] Comp.

Sept., Ps, Ixxviii. 8, 37, where m<rrovo9ai, to be steadfast, corres

ponds to jaw. Knowing—and because thou hast known—A double

^Etiology [assigning of a reason], of which the first part refers to in

the things which thou hast learned, the second to thou hast been as

sured. A similar construction, 3ta—xai Srt, because—that, occurs,

John ii. 24, 25 ; also Ixrruouf—xai 8rt, knowing—and because, Acts

xxii. 29. [But this is wrong, and Eng. Ver. connects properly,

knowing ofivhom—and (knowing) that, etc. So Hut., etc.] Of whom—

Paul, an approved teacher, ver. 10, 11.

15. And—Even after Paul's death, Timothy is the more bound to

the Scripture. Paul does not bind Timothy to himself alone, but en

joins him who, however mature, was his son in the faith, to use the

Scriptures. They should consider this, who are so devoted to the

teachers by whom they have been trained, that they admit nothing
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beyond their circle which is afterwards presented to them from Scrip

ture. Sometimes slothful mental satiety and self-complacency st«?al

upon men under the name of steadfastness and sobriety. From a

child—Tender age is best adapted for being assured, so that faith may

be stamped upon it, diffusing firmness through the whole life. The

holy Scriptures-—The books of Moses and the prophets. For these

existed when Timothy was a child. Thou hast known—By thy mo

ther's instructions, ch. i. 5. Which were able—[But Eng. Ver., are

able, is correct. So lint., etc.] The particle receives a preterite force

from thou hast known. This ability expresses sufficiency and perfec

tion. Thee—As if they were written for thee alone. To make wise

—A grand expression. The antithesis is folly, ver. 9. Unto salva

tion—Thine and others'. Through faith—The unbeliever does not

receive wisdom and salvation. Through is construed with salvation;

[better with make thee wise. Alf.~\

16. All Scripture—The sacred Scripture, in all its parts. All

Paul's latest epistles as much as possible recommend the Scripture.

Given by inspiration of God—This is a part, not of the subject (for

what Scripture Paul means, is evident in itself, as elsewhere, so here),

but' of the predicate. But Alf. takes it as subject, every scripture

given by inspiration of God is also profitable, etc.] It was divinely

inspired, not merely while it was written, God breathing through the

writers, but also while it is being read, God breathing through the

Scripture, and the Scripture breathing him. Hence it is so profitable.

For doctrine—Doctrine instructs the ignorant ; reproof convinces the

erring and prejudiced; correction recalls a man from wrong to right;

training [Eng. Ver., instruction~\ in righteousness positively instructs,

ch. ii. 24 ; Sir. xviii. 13.

17. May be perfect—In his duty. The man of God—1 Tim. vi.

11, note. Unto all good works—The kinds of such works are enum

erated, ver. 16. For the man of God should teach, reprove, correct,

train or instruct ; comp. iv. 2. [But this is too limited. Ver. 16

shows what Scripture accomplishes, not in duties towards others, but

for the man himself who uses it. The phrase, every good work, is

general. Hut.~\ Thoroughly furnished—By Scripture. He should

be thoroughly perfected, then he will be perfect. To become and to be

differ.

70
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CHAPTER IV.

1. [Omit ohv irw, therefore (I). Tisch., Alf.] Therefore—This is

drawn from the whole of ch. iii. /—Whom thou knowest, ch. iii.

14. [Omit rov Kdptou, the Lord, and read Xptarou ' Irjoou, Christ

Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] The quick and the dead—Paul's death was

near, while Timothy was to survive. [For xara, at, read xai, and.

Tisch., etc. Render, I adjure thee before God, etc., and by his ap

pearing and kingdom, etc. Alf] At—Then when he shall appear;

xard, at refers to time, Heb. i. 10. Appearing—1 Emfdveta xai ftaoe-

hia, is a Hendiadys [i. e., appearing of his kingdom] : ixtfiveia, ap

pearing, is the revelation and rise of the kingdom, 1 Tim. vi. 14, 15.

[An error ; each has place in the adjuration. Alf.]

2. Be instant—Urge. In season, out of season—Gr. euxatpwz,

dxaipioz. Pricseus understands the word as it were proverbially, for

assiduously, or at every time, and has collected numerous examples,

not all of which involve the same principle. This is the apostle's

meaning : Be instant at ordinary and proper times, and beyond these,

whether it suit thyself and thy hearers or not, night and day, Acts

xx. 31. Reprove, rebuke—The conjunction is appropriately omitted.

All these things do no violence to 'long-suffering, but require it. In

doctrine—Ch. ii. 24, note.

3. Will come—And now is, ch. iii. 1, note. Doctrine—The con

crete follows, teachers. He who despises sound doctrine, abandons

sound teachers ; like teacher, like pupil. Lusts—In which they are

unwillingly interrupted by true teachers, and which they seek to sea

son by the sweetness of laxer doctrine. Shall they heap up—Gr.

ixtaopevaouat. A weighty compound, denoting abundance. Variety

delights those who have itching ears.

4. Having itching ears—Man's ear does not brook teachers who

oppose the lusts of the heart.

5. Watch in all things—In all circumstances, so as never to fall

asleep. So nept ndvra, in all things, Tit. ii. 7. The work—1 Tim.

iii. 1. Do—The journey to Paul is especially included. Of an evan

gelist—A magnificent term. Fulfil—Gr. xhjpofbprjoov [Eng. Ver.,

make full proof of\ By resisting those and coming to me. The

same word occurs, ver. 17.

6. For I—A cause which may influence Timothy to duty,—Paul's

departure and blessedness. The end crowns the work. Now—As

the time was indicated to Peter, 2 Pet. i. 14, so to Paul. / am being
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offered—[Better than Eng. Ver., ready to be offered]—Phil. ii. 17,

note. Of my departure—Phil. i. 23, note.

7. That good fight—[Eng. Ver., a good fight], Comp. 1 Tim. vi.

12, note. The faith—The thing, twice expressed figuratively, is now

expressed for the third time without a figure. / have kept—To the

end, Rev. ii. 10.

8. Henceforth—What a delightful particle !—the decisive moment.

Paul, as befits the moment of his departure, contemplating his three

states: 1. the past, I have fought; 2. the present, there is laid up ;

3. the future, the Lord shall give. There is laid up—All hardship

and danger being for ever overcome. Righteousness—For which I

have fought. The righteous refers to this. The crown—[Not as

Eng. Ver., a crown. Alf.] The crown was bestowed after wrestling,

running, fighting. Shall give—The word righteous accords with this,

2 Thess. i. 6, 7. The Lord—Christ. Of whom also, ver. 1, 14, 17,

18, 22, speak. In that day—Whether Paul was aware of the first

resurrection, and claimed any such thing for himself, I do not know.

That day is the last—the day of the general judgment. The elect

will then at length receive a large accession of glory, 2 Cor. v. 10 ;

a passage which should be understood generally. There is nothing

to prevent the partakers of the first resurrection from receiving a

crown also at the last day, and from being commended anew in that

general assembly. The brethren, Matt. xxv. 40, will be much fewer

than the others who benefited them. Therefore the favorable sen

tence passed upon those brethren is assumed. To me—Individual

application. To all—This heightens Paul's joy ; it stimulates Timo

thy. Paul had won many of these. That love—Gr. iffanaxoai.

This is more imposing in the preterite, than dyair/jaaz, having loved,

ver. 10 ; where see a sad antithesis. This desire of the Lord's ap

pearing assumes the whole state of sincere Christianity, especially

faith. A change of the consequent for the antecedent. Appearing

—The first and the second.

9. Do thy diligence—This is repeated, ver. 21. To come unto me

—What Paul has hitherto intimated, he finally, in the conclusion,

states openly, ver. 21. Timothy was both to be a comfort to Paul

the martyr, and to be strengthened by him, and afterwards was to

carry on the work of the Gospel, perhaps, for a little time at Rome.

It is reported that he became a martyr at Ephesus.

10. [For—Paul is almost deserted. V. G.] Unto Thessalonica—

"A Scholiast in the Medic. Library, reads, and became there (at Thes

salonica) an idolatrous priest, of which I have read nowhere else."

Pricseus. Galatia—This reading seems to have crept in here owing
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to its rhythm with Dalmatia. Good authorities have raXXiav, Gaul,

and some who retain raXXaziav, Galatia, refer it to Western or Eu

ropean Galatia, that is, Gaul. Titus—He therefore departed from

Crete, after arranging affairs, Tit. i. 5. These persons had either

attended or visited Paul. i .

11. Luke—Luke has not brought down the Acts of the Apostles

to this period. Only—He is speaking of his companions ; for many

friends were present : ver. 21. Profitable—More than before, Acts

xiii. 13, xv. 38 : -comp. Philem. 11. Dcmas apostatizes : Mark re

covers himself : but he, who had gone away in an easier undertaking,

should now be present in more serious difficulties.

12. Tychicus—Whom Timothy might set over the Church; but

Paul leaves this to himself: comp. Tit. iii. 12.

13. The cloak—Some take it for a book-case (book-bag) ; but the

case would not be named separately from the books. [The meaning

is doubtful, most probably cloak. So Alf., Be W.] I left—The cloak

might perhaps have been taken from Paul at Rome, where they first

attacked him, if he had brought it with him. Now when Timothy is

desired to bring it, personal security is distinctly promised to him.

With Carpus—The man must have been very faithful, to whom the

apostle would confide this most precious trust.

14. Did me—At Ephesus, or even at Rome. Reward—[Alf. (not

Tisch.) after Lachmann, reads dnodioaet, will reward, but remarks

that the wish of the common reading makes no difficulty ; for it ex

presses, not personal feeling (see ver. 16.), but zeal for the gospel.]

The apostle knew that he would not be unavenged ; he therefore ac

quiesces in the Lord's judgment. Much—Therefore he will not cease.

Our—Believers have a common cause : and Timothy was already

Paul's companion. This adversary was where Timothy was, and

where Paul had been, at Ephesus ; Timothy must beware of him.

16. First—It was now therefore the second ; in which he wishes

Timothy to be present with him, and is confident that the Lord will

stand by him, that he may prevail. Stood with—The auv, with, indi

cates that they were in no great danger. [All—How lamentable !

V. (?.] Forsook—From fear. It may not be laid to their charge—

The greatness of the sin is implied, as well as Paul's wish : auroiz, to

their charge, preceding the verb, intimates, that it will be imputed to

those who had deterred the godly.

17. Notwithstanding the Lord—The more on this account. Stood

with me—Gr. xapearrj. This is more than xapayivea&at, to be pre

sent. Strengthened me—The opposite is, forsook. That by me—A

single occasion is often of the greatest moment. All the Gentiles—
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Of whom Rome was the capital. I was delivered out of the mouth of

the lion—Ps. xxii. 22, gave me from the lion'» mouth. We may sup

pose that Paul had seen a vision under the form of a lion. The lioD

signifies either Nero, or some one who threatened danger. It is at

all events a figure ; for he would have said, from the mouth of the

lions, if he had literally meant beasts. I was delivered, he says, not

he delivered me, because, that the Lord had done it, was not outwardly

apparent.

18. [Omit the first xal, and. Tisch., Alf.} And—Hope argues

from the past to the future. Shall deliver me—Paul takes everything

in good part. Does he live ? He has been delivered. Shall he be

beheaded? He will be delivered by the Lord. Evil work—The an

tithesis is, his. [The evil works are especially faint-heartedness and

apostacy. Alf.~\ And—A sweet conjunction. He is the Lord, and

the Deliverer, 1 Thess. i. 10 ; and Saviour, Phil. iii. 20. He removes

evil, he confers good. Witt preserve—This word was in Paul's mind

from the Psalm quoted above. Kingdom—Better than Nero's. To

whom be glory—The very hope produces a doxology : how much more

the realization !

20. Erastus—Trophimus—The reason why these do not send salu

tations, is implied. Abode—While I was traveling. Paul's second

imprisonment was not long ; for he wrote these things a short time

after his journey, a little before his death. At Corinth—His native

country, Rom. xvi. 23. [/ left—Therefore Paul had returned from

Asia to Rome not very long before. V. Q-. The word left implies

an earlier companionship. De TF.] At Miletus—Miletus was near

Ephesus. Whether Timothy was aware of Trophiraus' sickness

or not, still Paul might have mentioned it. And perhaps Trophimus

accompanied Timothy afterwards to Rome. The Scholiast on this

passage in Pricseus says : Trophimus, Aristarchus, and Pudens, after

suffering severely with the apostle in the persecutions, were at last

beheaded with him.

21. Before winter—Formerly, during the actual winter, navigation

almost ceased; and Paul's martyrdom was near. To come—He is

invited by the mention of Eubulus, etc., who were with Paul, and

were notwithstanding alive. And Linus—He is put third, he was

not yet a bishop.

22. [Omit V)y<royf Xptorbs, Jesus Christ. Tisch. (not Alf.}] With

you—Ver. 19. [Omit dfiyv, Amen, and the whole subscription

Tisch., Alf.']



ANNOTATIONS

ON THE

EPISTLE TO TITUS.

CHAPTER I.

1-3. Paul—A title suitable to Paul's character and the office of

Titus. [Transpose Xptarou 'lrjaoii. Tisch., Alf.] According to—

Comp. xara, after, ver. 4, 9 ; 2 Tim. i. 1, note. It is an apostle's

duty to propagate the faith, Rom. i. 5. Faith—faith—Hope—are the

sum of Christianity ; and these Titus should regard in all his teach

ing, and avoid everything else; comp. 1 Tim. i. 5, Hi. 15, 16, iv. 1,

3, 10. God's elect—For whose sake we should do and suffer all

things, 2 Tim. ii. 10. The elect were of the Jews and Gentiles ; and

their faith was common, ver. 4 ; 2 Pet. i. 1 : of the former was Paul;

of the latter, Titus.

2. In hope of eternal life—Ch. iii. 7. Hope refers to the promise.

Which—Life. That cannot lie—The foundation of our confidence.

Before the world began—The promise of eternal life is already con

tained in the title, the God of Abraham, etc. An explicit promise

to men is here implied. See Gen. iii. etc. The eternal ages followed

the creation and the fall.

3. Times—Xpovot, seasons, were longer than these.

4. Common—Otherwise Titus, who was a Gentile, would fall short

of it. [For IXsoz, mercy, read xai, and, (supplied in Eng. Ver.)

Tisch., Alf.]

5. For this cause—The divisions of the epistle are four.

( 558 )
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I. THE INSCRIPTION, i. 1, 2.

II. THE INSTRUCTIONS to Titus, to this effect :

(1) Ordain good presbyters, 5, 6.

(2) Such are needful among the wicked Cretans, 10, 11.

(3) Rebuke them sharply and admonish them, 13, 14.

(4) Teach old men and women, and young men, showing

thyself an example of good works, ch. ii. 1, 2 ; and

also teach servants, ver. 9, 10; where an excellent

motive from the very marrow of the Gospel is intro

duced, 11-14, 15.

(5) Admonish them to obey magistrates, and to show gen

tleness to all men ; wherein the same motive is re

peated, iii. 1-7.

(6) Good works should be performed, foolish questions

avoided ; one that is a heretic should without hesitation

be left to himself, 8—11.

III. AN INVITATION to Titus to come to Nicopolis, and an admo

nition to attend to some necessary matters, 12, 13.

IV. CONCLUSION, 15.

[In Crete—Now Candia, a populous island. V. G.~] The thingt

that are wanting—Which I could not accomplish when there, because

of the shortness of my time. Set in order—Gr. ini8topd(baT]. Paul

dtop&tboato, set in order. Titus inidtopdourat, completes the setting

in order. As—Paul had stated the qualifications necessary for pres

byters ; he now repeats them.

6. Faithful—[Believing.] How shall he bring others to the faith,

who could not bring his children ? Of riot—Which would be wrong

fully supported at the expense of the church.

7. [Bishop—Or overseer ; see 1 Tim. iii. 2. Here plainly identified

with the presbyter or elder, ver. 5. Alf.~\ As the steward of God—

The greater the Master is, the greater should be his servant's

virtues. Paul calls the ministers of the Gospel the stewards of God,

1 Cor. iv. 1, note. A bishop's power, therefore, is indeed limited,

but not abrogated. He is a steward, and the steward of God ; but a

steward has at least some authority and power, something is entrusted

to his fidelity and skill ; he does not merely use his bodily power, he

is not an instrument or a machine: the steward of God is not men's

slave, not a drudge or a sutler ; only let him be a true steward. Note

this remark in opposition to the false politicians, who desire the min

isters of Christ, and the princes, whose name they abuse, and believ
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era and all things, to belong, not to God, not to believers, but to

themselves. Not telf-willed—The antithesis is in ver. 8, a lover of

hospitality ; for a self-willed man neglects humble guests, as Nabal

did, 1 Sam. xxv. ; he cares for himself and his surroundings alone,

others also he bids to keep their affairs and anxieties to themselves.

Not soon angry—The antithesis is a lover of good. Not given to wine

—The antithesis is sober. No striken—The antithesis is Just, who de

cides by reason and equity, not by violence. Not given to filthy lucre—

Filthy lucre might be acquired in a matter honorable in itself, as in

the work-shop, in bargains and merchandise, in the episcopate itself;

ver. 11 ; 1 Tim. vi. 5 ; 2 Cor. xi. 12, 20 ; Phil. iii. 19 ; 1 Pet. v. 2;

2 Pet. ii. 3. The antithesis is holy.

8. Temperate—' Erxparrji;, temperate, and dxparijt;, incontinent, are

sometimes taken in a wider sense ; comp. Matt, xxiii. 25, note. The

opposite, dx/>ari}f, incontinent, is clear, so that it was not necessary

to express it ; and dxpaaia, incontinence, so far as it is opposed to rj

napotviif, drunken violence, would come less under Titus' notice.

9. Holding fast—One who holds fast, defends, sealously urges. By

this word the Sept. mostly translates the Hebrew verb pm. Faithful

—Whence exhortation and power to convict receive their strength.

10. Vain-talkers and deceivers—Two nouns, whose epithet is un

ruly. On vain-talkers, see 1 Tim. i. 6, 7. Those who deceive men's

minds : unruly, like horses who bite the bit ; they are unwilling to

submit to the obedience of the faith.

11. Whose mouths must be stopped—Silenced by the Spirit's power,

as the unruly deserve. Whole houses—A great loss to Paul. [But

at present what happens as regards whole streets ? What is done

regarding hamlets and cities ? V. (?.] Subvert — As deceivers.

Teaching things which they ought not—As vain-talkers, for filthy

lucre's sake—Construed with, they subvert. Baseness is seen chiefly

in the vileness of the gain ; Ez. xiii. 19. 1 Tim. vi. 5.

12. One—said—Those who study too much the profane writers

should not applaud themselves because Paul quotes from Menander,

Aratus, Epimenides : for he does not even mention their names : Acts

xvii. 28 ; 1 Cor. xv. 33. Of their own—In origin and condition.

This increases the witness' authority. Testimonies of the Cilicians'

wickedness were also adduced, but by others ; therefore Paul, a Cilician,

could quote this without reproach. A prophet—Epimenides, accord

ing to Diogenes Laertius, uttered many predictions ; and he acted as

a prophet when he spoke that which Paul quotes. Always—Every

natural man is at times guilty of lying, but always is a more heinous

matter. Liars — Unlike God, ver. 2 ; and in their doctrine
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concerning God since they love fables, ver. 14. The Cretans

had the sepulchre of Jupiter; therefore they were called liar»

by the poets. Evil beasts—Crete was considered free from wild beasts.

Slow bellies—Pasor thinks that df)fo<;, slow, is here used by Aphceresis

[removal of a letter from the beginning of a word] for ftdpfot;, voraci

ous ; comp. ch. ii. 2-6. But the common idea is satisfactory : bel

lies are slow which are useful to nobody.

13. True—Although coming from a Cretan. Rebuke—The chief

part of the rebuke follows.

14. Fables—The antithesis is truth.

15. All things—The defenders of fables and of human command

ments used this pretext, which Paul destroys. To the pure—Supply

and to the faithful, from the antithesis, 1 Tim. iv. 3; Acts xv. 9;

Rom. xiv. 23. All things without are pure to those pure within.

[To the pure—Not in their judgment, but for their use. Alf.~\ To

them that are defiled—This is discussed presently. Unbelieving— This

is discussed in ver. 16. Nothing—Either within or therefore with

out. Mind—Rom. xiv. 5. Conscience—Concerning things which ar»

to be done, or have been done ; 1 Cor. viii. 7.

16. God—Whom to know is the highest wisdom. Profess—And

by profession claim knowledge ; 1 Tim. vi. 20. Deny—God. Abom

inable — This agrees with the Sept., Prov. xvii. 15: unclean and

abominable. Reprobate—This may here be taken actively for those

who are useless, because they cannot approve what is good either in

themselves or in others.

CHAPTER II.

1. Speak—Without restraint : carefully, vigorously, boldly.

2. Aged men—Supply exhort from ver. 6. Watchful—[Eng. Ver.,

sober]—In feeling. Grave—In actions. Temperate—In life. In

patience—A virtue especially becoming old men.

3. As becometh holiness—Observant of sacred propriety. Behavior

—Gr. xardaryfjia, is used here of the ornament of the virtues, which

are presently enumerated. Kardarrjfjta has a wide application. En-

tlaved—[Eng. Ver. less forcibly, given]—It is indeed slavery not to
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overcome the appetite; 2 Pet. ii. 19. Teachers of good things—

As follows.

4. That they may teach the young women to be sober—Titus is bid

den to treat the Cretan women somewhat more severely than Timothy

was tc treat the Ephesian women, 1 Tim. v. 2. He himself was to

admonish the latter: Titus, the former, through the older women.

5. [For oixoopouz, keepers at home, read oixouprouc, workers at

home. Tisch., Alf. Keepers at home—Or rather, keepers of the house,

Prov. vii. 11. V. G.]

7. Thyself—Though young. In doctrine—Public teaching is in

tended, to which Xbroz, speech, in daily practice is presently opposed.

[An arbitrary distinction. Hut.] In the former, uncorruptness and

gravity are required, to which sound and dxazdyvioarov, that cannot

be condemned, correspond in the latter, so that the subject-matter and

the form may be rightly framed in both. Uncorruptness—Supply

showing : here we must not repeat thyself. [Omit dfdapaiav, sin

cerity. Tisch., Alf.]

8. May be ashamed—The great power and truth of innocence.

[Eor bptov, you, read fjpwv, us. Tisch., Alf]

10. Good—In things not evil. May adorn—The lower the condi

tion of servants, the more beautifully is their piety described. [Even

such should not cast themselves away, as if it were unimportant what

sort of persons they were. V. G.]

11. [Render, For the grace of God was manifested, bringing salva

tion to all men, etc. Alf] For the grace hath appeared—There is a

double appearance, of grace and of glory, ver. 13. That bringeth

salvation—As the very name Jesus indicates [comp. ver. 10]. To all

—[Of whom eo many different classes are mentioned, ver. 2—9.

V. (?.], even to servants, even to the Gentiles; comp. ch. iii. 2.

12. Ungodliness—In antithesis to §odly. Worldly—Which pre

vent a sober and righteous life. Soberly and righteously and godly—

The three cardinal virtues, from which, either single or united, the

others spring.

13. Locking for—With joy. [And manifestation of the glory of,

etc. Et/fcr Ver., glorious appearing, etc. injures the sense. Alf., etc.]

Hope—of God—This may be referred to Christ. [But this is not the

natural reference. Yet the appearing of Christ is that of God also :

bo that the passage is a proof of Christ's divinity. Hut.] Saviour—

Ch. iii. 4, 0, where the Father and the Son are mentioned in very

close conneztion, as here, ch. ii. 11, 13. [Hope corresponds to the

name of t!'viour; the appearance of the glory, to that of God.

V. G.]
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14. That he might redeem—An allusion to redemption from slav

ery. A peculiar people—Gr. xtptouoiov. That is, a people peculi

arly God's, above all nations. Comp. a peculiar people, 1 Pet. ii.

S, note.

15. Let no man—1 Tim. iv. 12, note. Despise—The minister of

the Divine word, unarmed, unwarlike, is certainly despised by those

who do not submit to God's word, but confide only in worldly

defences. But perverse hearers much more despise him who teaches

somewhat slowly : they should feel the authoritative inculcation, net

assume the authority themselves.

CHAPTER III.

1. [Omit xai, and. Tisch., AlfJ] To principalities and powers—

Crete was a Roman province. To be subject, to obey—The words

foolish (comp. Ps. xxxii. 9), disobedient, ver. 3, are opposed to them.

2. No brawlers—Who do not attack. Gentle—Who yield to any

assailant. All—Crete was much frequented by merchants, and they

were generally such as are described, ver. 3.

3. For—As God has treated us, so should we treat our neighbor.

We also—Eph. ii. 3. Foolish—We have not known God of ourselves.

[This is the very image of human life without grace. Grace alone

cures foolishness. Some, strange to say, though remarkably skilful

and shrewd in some things, yet in others, when godliness or even

mere natural equity is at issue, err most, and allow themselves to be

duped and their authority to be basely exercised. V. (?.] Disobedi

ent—We did not obey God when revealing himself. Pleasures—

Which consist even in evil speaking, not merely in the gratification

.of the appetite. Divers—2 Tim. iii. 6. A remarkable epithet. Va

riety delights.

4. Kindness and love toward man—Human vices of a quite con

trary character are enumerated, ver. 3. Our Saviour—The kindred

term, he saved, occurs ver. -5.

5. Not by works—The negative belongs to the whole sentence: we

had not been righteous ; we had not wrought in righteousness ; we

had no works by which we could be saved. So Moses to Israel, Deut.

ix. 5. [He saved us—Christianity itself, as opposed to former mis
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ery (v. 3) affords an actual salvation. V. G.] By the laver of regene

ration and renewing of the Holy Ghost—[Laver—not washing, as

Eng. Ver., but the place or vessel, in which washing was done. Alf.,

etc.] The renewing is directly construed with by ; for as laver and

regeneration, so renewing and he shed on us, are closely connected.

Two things are mentioned : the laver of regeneration, a circumlocu

tion for baptism into Christ ; and the renewing of the Holy Spirit.

Comp. Heb. ii. 4, note. For in both places the benefits are praised,

which have come to us by Christ and by the Holy Spirit. So it is

called the work of divine grace, not only as respects individuals, but

as respects the very rich economy of the New Testament. This re

generation and renewing removes all the death and the old state of

wretchedness, described, ver. 3 ; 2 Cor. v. 17.

6. Which—The Holy Ghost. Through—Depends on saved, etc.,

ver. 5, as the kindred terms saved and Saviour prove. [But Eng.

Ver. rightly connects shed on us and, through Jesus Christ, etc. So

Alf, etc.]

7. That—Depending on he saved. Being justified—For formerly

we were without righteousness, ver. 5. His—Gr. ixeivou, God's,

ver. 4, 5. 'Exelvoz, He, points often to something remote. The idea

of remoteness is drawn from the position of the words, not exactly

from the thought itself. The grace of God is an ordinary phrase ;

and his kindness and love to which all things are here attributed, have

appeared. God is supremely good, we are very bad. By grace—An

antithesis to works. According to the hope—Of which we were desti

tute before. [This hope softens the mind, 1 Pet. iii. 9. V. (?.] Of

life—Construed with heirs.

8. Faithful—The reference is to what precedes. These things—

Not trifling things : 1 Tim. i. 7, end. Careful—No longer foolish,

ver. 3. [Diligence is necessary. V. G.] Good—Really so. The

antithesis is, vain, in the next yerse. [Profitable—The antithesis is,

unprofitable, V. G.]

10. A heretic—Following at will, the things reprehended with at

ver. 9. Reject—Cease to admonish I im, for of what use is it ? We

should be laboring in vain. Matt. vii. 6.

11. Subverted—Thus the Sept. translate the Hebrew 'jan, Deut.

xxxii. 20. Sinneth—Whatever he does and thinks, he is wrong. Con

demned of himself—His own judgment, accompanies sin, and condem

nation follows close after ; Rom. xiv. 22, 23.

12. Artemas or Tychicus—To whom Titus might commit the Gos

pel. To come unto me— When affairs in Crete are more settled.

There—He does not say here. Paul was not yet at Nicopolis.
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13. That nothing—Titus therefore had the means. They did not

go empty.

14. Learn—By thy admonition and example. Ours alto—Not

only we, but also ours, whom we have gained at Crete. These eeem

not to have sufficiently aided Zenas and Apollos, when they ought.

£It is proper that some should ever shift their business to others.

V. G}.] Zenas and Apollos were already in Crete with Titus ; for

this is why he distinguishes them from Artemas and Tychicus, who

were to be sent afterwards. For necessary uses—[Alf. renders, con

tributions to the necessary wants which arise.~] Even as spiritual re

lationship [Lat. necessitudo, meaning also necessity] requires; so

Xpeiu, business, Acts vi. 3. Spiritual relationship—Lays the founda

tion of obligations, so that one cannot withdraw from another. [Omit

alxrjv, amen. Also the subscription, was written, etc. Tisch., Alf.]



ANNOTATIONS

ON TUB

EPISTLE TO PHILEMON,

CHAPTER I.

1. ./7au>lof, Paul—A familiar and exceedingly courteous epistle,

concerning a private affair, is inserted among the New Testament

books, intended to afford a specimen of the highest wisdom, as to how

Christians should manage civil affairs on loftier principles. Franks

says : The tingle epistle to Philemon very far surpasses all worldly

wisdom. A prisoner—Why therefore should Philemon refuse him ?

yer. 9. [Transpose Xpunou 'lyaou, Christ Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] Ti

mothy—This epistle (ver. 22) was written before the second Epistle to

Timothy.

2. To Apphia—Philemon's wife, who had something to do with

the business of Onesimus. Thy house—Philemon's.

5. Hearing—[Or, for that I hear. Alf.~] Paul had gained Phile

mon, ver. 19, and here he praises his consistency. From Onesimus

himself he might hear of his love and faith. Love—-faith—to—Jesus

and toward—taints—So Eph. i. 15 : but here there is a Chiasmus

[cross reference of clauses] in regard to Philemon. The first is con

nected with the fourth, the second with the third ; but love is put first

because it is to an example of love that he is exhorting Philemon, to

whom the order of faith and love had been long known. Paul thanks

God for this blessed state of Philemon.

6. That—This depends on thou hast, ver. 5. The communion of thy

faith—[The Eng.Ver., communication, is wrong. Alf. etc.] That is, (Jay
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faith, which thou hast and exercisest in common with us. May be

come effectual—Paul speaks at first indefinitely. By the acknowledging

of every good thing—Every good thing is all that wealth which JESUS

procured for us by his life of poverty. He briefly intimates to his

friend what he more expressly states in 2 Cor. viii. 9, where there is

also, ye know. JESUS ought in turn to enjoy (in his own people) those

benefits which he has conferred upon us. An elegant circle. Bene

fit, occurs presently afterwards, ver. 14. [For bfilv, you, read facv,

us. Tisch. Alf.~\ In—Construed with may become. The good shown

to us should redound unto Christ.

7. [For yapuv, joy, read %dptv, grace. Tisch., Alf.~\ Joy—and

consolation—These words are usually joined : 2 Cor. vii. 4, and I re

joice, says he, for thanksgiving, 1 Cor. xvi. 17, note. Of the saints

—Philemon's house was open to them, ver. 2.

8. Wherefore—I exhort depends on this. To enjoin—Great au

thority, of which the foundation is Philemon's obligation, ver. 19,

requiring obedience, ver. 21.

.9. Love—Mine to thee, thine to Onesimus. Philemon's love to

l*aul was previously mentioned. Paul asks lovingly one who loves

him. Rather—He does not say, like the Roman court, if you re

fuse you will incur my indignation and Peter's ; a style by no means

apostolical.

There are three divisions of the epistle :

I. THE INSCRIPTION, 1-3.

II. Having mentioned Philemon's flourishing spiritual condition

ver. 4, etc., HE BEOS him to receive Onesimus, a fugitive,

12-17.

And desires him to provide a lodging for himself, 22.

III. CONCLUSION, 23-25. •

Such—He lays down three arguments for preferring affectionately

to exhort and aak, rather than command him ; his own (Paul's) dis

position, long ago familiar to Philemon, his old age, and his imprison

ment. Old age renders men mild: comp. Luke v. 39 : but even before

old age, Paul was still Paul ; he formerly depended on the kindness

of others, and now, in no respect happier abroad, he depends upon it.

The graceful courtesy in this epistle is mixed with gravity. [Trans

pose XptoTou '/yaou, Christ Jesus. Also connect the words from

being such an one, etc., with the following verse. Tisch., Alf.~\

10. / beseech—This word is repeated very forcibly, as if after a

parenthesis. For my son—Besides other things, he premises a favor

able description, having suspended the sense till he mentions the
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hated name of Onesimus. And the whole epistle savors of the re

cent joy for Onesimus, who had been converted, and from whom he

seems to have concealed the fact that he was writing so kindly about

him. I have begotten—He was the son of Paul's old age." [Omit

pou, my, (with bonds). Tisch., Alf] Onesimus—He alludes pleasantly

to this name in the next verse.

11. Unprofitable—A Litotes [softened form of expression], for he was

guilty. Likewise the word, departed, is mildly used, ver. 15 ; like

wise ver. 18, but if—he oweth. To thee and me—He courteously puts

Philemon first. He treats himself, ver. 13, 14; of him, ver. 15, 16.

Chiasmus [cross reference.] Profitable—He alludes to the name

Onesimus; so dvatprjv, let me have joy, ver. 20. Not even a servant

does his duty without godliness. With godliness any man is proflt-

able. I have sent again—Onesimus even before he had become truly

profitable, had however thought well of Paul, and fled to him on the

occasion of his own crime.

12. Mine own bowels—An example of spiritual affection, ver. 17.

[Omit npoaXaftou, (do) thou receive. Tisch., Alf.] Receive—A mild

word, recurring in ver. 17.

13. Whom—He shows that Onesimus was now worthy of confi

dence.

14. As it were—A mitigating particle ; for although Philemon had

not been compelled, yet his willingness would have been less apparent.

Necessity—For Philemon could not have resisted. [That thy benefit

—Or, for the good which proceeds from thee should be not forced but

voluntary. Mey.]

15. Perhaps—The apostle speaks thus humanly, as 1 Cor. i. 16.

Because the judgments of God are concealed. Departed—A mild ex

pression. For ever—In this life, Ex. xxi. 6, and in heaven. A very

elegant ambiguity, quite true in both cases. The whole time of One

simus' absence was but an hour compared with that long duration.

Receive—Rave him for thyself.

16. Not noie as a servant—He had been a servant. Above a ser

vant—This is equivalent to an epithet. But is connected with a

brother : above a servant : from whom thou wilt derive greater benefit

than from a servant. Brother—He does not add dic, as. He evi

dently recommends him for a brother. Beloved—Love is borne to a

brother and a friend, not to a servant. Especially to me—Before all

others, who are however not excluded. Unto thee—Even before me:

to me and thee are construed with a brother beloved. In the flesh he

is above a servant, a freedman (comp. bn&p, more than, ver. 21) ; in

the Lord, a brother.
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17. Thou hast—[But Eng. Ver., literally, If thou count~] ; there

fore receive is introduced. A partner—That what is thine may be

mine, and mine thine. [But it is simply, one who has Christian fel

lowship with thee. Mey.]

18. If—aught—A gentle expression. Onesimus had confessed his

crime to Paul. Or oweth—A milder synonym is put after the verb

wronged. Put on account—Hesychius, iXXoyu, that is, make it of no

account. Consider me the debtor.

19. I Paul—It was his handwriting. I will repay—As a parent

is wont to pay his son's debt. The prisoner writes seriously, and

with confidence in his ability to pay. But yet he promises condition

ally, namely, if Philemon would exact it, ver. 21. Thine own self-

It cannot be told how great is the obligation due to those who have

won souls. Outward property is due for spiritual benefits, but not

by civil law. Thou owest even—This refers to oweth, ver. 18. It is

not only fitting that you pardon Onesimus for my sake, but you even

owe me yourself.

20. Me—Profit from Onesimus was due thee, I should now have it

from thee. Let me profit—[Eng. Ver., have joy]. An allusion to

the name of Onesimus. Refresh—By receiving Onesimus. [For

Kupiip, the Lord, read Xptartp, Christ. Tisch., Alf]

21. Thou wilt do—Towards Onesimus.

22. A lodging—Where others may visit me. See the power of

hope. Paul, a prisoner, makes this arrangement at so great a

distance.

23. My fellow-prisoner—On this very account Epaphras is placed

before the others.

24. Luke—He, who was most closely connected with Paul, is

named last. There is a note in two Greek copies, intimating, that

the blessed Onesimus suffered martyrdom at Rome, by the breaking

of his legs. [Omit dpijv, amen, and the subscription. Tisch. Alf]

72



ANNOTATIONS

ON TM

EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

Many anonymous writers, though unknown, endeavor to profit

their readers ; but the writer of this Divine Epistle shows, that he

was known to those to whom he writes: xiii. 19. And the Apostle

Paul is said to be the writer of the epistle, with the general consent

of antiquity. Above all, Peter, writing to the elect strangers scat

tered through Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia,

praises Paul's letters to them. But Paul's other epistles were sent

to Gentile converts ; this one alone to the Hebrews, although he him

self does not call them Hebrews ; and in the title, no doubt old, but

not prefixed by Paul's hand, they are less properly called Hebrews,

instead of Judaico-Hellenistic CJiristians, to whom we have observed

below that he wrote, ch. vi. 10. Moreover Paul's method and style

may be easily recognized ; for he puts the proposition and division

before the discussion, ch. ii. 17. He distinctly and separately sub

joins the hortatory to the doctrinal part : he puts the hortatory part

at greater length at the end of the epistle. He quotes the same

words of the Old Testament which he does elsewhere, ch. ii. 8, x. 30,

38 ; also, i. 6 : he uses the same ideas and expressions. See note on

ch. i. 3, 6 ; ii. 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15; iii. 1, 6, 12, 16; iv. 9, 16; v.

6, 11, etc. ; vi. 1, 9, 10, 11, 12 ; vii. 2, 5, 18, 19, 22, 25, 26, 28 ;

viii. 1, 6, 11, 13 ; ix. 1, 10, 11, 15, 28; x. 5, 39; xi. 7, 11, 13, 19,

35, 37 ; xii. 1, 4, 10, 12, 22, 23, 27 ; xiii. 1, 5, 9, 10, 14, 18, 20,

( 470 )
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21, 23, 25. Formerly some thought that Barnabas, or Luke, or

Clemens Romania was the author ; indeed, because every one of

them had in his hands this epistle without the author's name, each of

them was considered the author. But why did not Paul prefix to this

one epistle his name, which was evidently dear to those to whom he

was writing ? see ch. xii. 19. He did not prefix it, because, in ac

cordance with an ancient custom, he did not address it to any person.

Comp. 2 Kings v. 6, x. 2, 6, where the word nnK1?, saying, placed before

them, scarcely permits us to believe that extracts are given rather

than the epistles themselves. Moreover the fervency in this epistle,

as in the First Epistle of John, bursting at once into the subject, es

pecially strikes the hearers ; but he compensates at the conclusion of

the epistle for the salutation and thanksgiving usually placed by Paul

at the beginning of the other epistles. This epistle of Paul, and the

two of Peter (to which may be added the very similar ones of James

and Jude), were written to the same believing Israelites, scattered in

Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia, and about the same

time. Three years before the destruction of Jerusalem, Paul and

Peter were put to death at Rome ; therefore this epistle was also

written to them when the temple was standing, ch. viii. 5. Peter

wrote both his epistles a little before his martyrdom ; and in the se

cond, praises Paul's epistles—this one expressly, which was then new,

many of the first hearers being now dead ; Heb. ii. 3.

As Peter, James, Jude, wrote in Greek, not in Hebrew, so Paul

did the same here ; for he quotes the Greek translation of Moses and

the Psalms, which differs from the Hebrew, ch. i. 6, x. 5. He com

prehends in one Greek word, xardxaiiffti;, rest, the meaning of the

two Hebrew words, raxy, Sabbath, and anua, resting, comfort, ch. iv.

4, 5. He translates the Hebrew words into Greek, ch. vii. 2 ; and

insists upon the Greek idea of the word dta&yxrj, testament, ch. ix. 16.

[The idea that Paul wrote this epistle is now generally abandoned by

scholars. It was considered as uncertain in the second century ; tKe

great reformers, Luther and Calvin, decidedly opposed its Pauline

origin ; the language of ch. ii. 3, the entire absence of personal no

tices of the writer, the general cast of style and use of words, seem

quite incompatible with Paul's authorship. The question who wrote

it is not likely to be finally settled on conclusive evidence ; but the

most probable view is that it was APOLLOS. This is the hypothesis

of Luther, and is adopted by Sleek, Thol, Liin., De W., Alf., etc.]

The discourse is wholly intended to confirm the faith of the breth

ren in Jesus Christ, ch. xiii. 8, 9. Moreover, he confirms it by show

ing his glory. He calls this the sum, ch. viii. 1. Hence all the di
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visions of the epistle, abounding in the sharpest admonitions, and the

strongest incitements, are presented in the same form of discourse ;

and doctrine and practice are everywhere connected by therefore.

This is the SUM:—

The glory of Jesus Christ shines forth—

I. From a PREVIOUS comparison with the PROPHETS and ANGELS,

L 1-14 ;

THEREFORE we should heed his words, ii. 1-4.

II. PRINCIPALLY from a comparison of his SUFFERING and his CON

SUMMATION. We must here observe—

1. The proposition and sum from Ps. viii. 5-9.

2. The discussion : We have the author of salvation and glory

PERFECTED; who SUFFERED first for OCR sakes that he

might become (1) a MERCIFUL, and (2) FAITHFUL (3)

1 1 1 1; ii PRIEST, 10-18. These three things are separately

explained, being from time to time most suitably inter

woven with his PASSION and his CONSUMMATION.

A. He has the virtues of the priesthood :—

I. He is FAITHFUL :

THEREFORE be ye not UNFAITHFUL, iii. 1, 2,

7-iv. 13.

II. He is MERCIFUL:

THEREFORE let us approach CONFIDENTLY, 14, v. 3.

B. He is called of God a PRIEST. Here—

I. The SUM is stated from Ps. ii. and ex., and from hia

act, 4-10 ;

And hence the hearers are SUMMARILY ROUSED TO AC

TION, ii.-vu 20.

II. The fact itself is copiously

(1.) Explained. He is to us

a. A GREAT HIGH PRIEST,

I. Such as Psalm ex. describes ;

1. After the order of MELCHISEDEK, vii. 1-19:

2. With AN OATH, 20-22 :

3. FOR EVER, 23, 24, 26-28.

II. And therefore peculiarly excellent ;

1. A HEAVENLY Priest, viii. 1-6:

2. And that of the NEW Covenant, 7-13.
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/?. The ENTRANCE INTO THE SANCTUARY, Ix. 1-X. 18.

(2.) It is practically applied. Therefore.

I. Evince your faith, hope, love, x. 19—39.

These three things are urged more fully :—

a. Faith with persevering endurance, which is to be

exercised after the example of the old saints,

xi. 1—40 ; xii. 1 :

And of Jesus himself, 2, 3 ;

And it should be exercised, 4-11—

Cheerfully, peacefully, holily, 12-17.

/?. Hope, 18-27.

y. Love, xiii. 1—6.

II. For improvement in these graces, call to mind your

former ministers, 7-16 :

And use the watchfulness of your present ministers,

17-19.

The prayer, the DOXOLOGY, and the calm conclusion suit this

paragraph, and the whole epistle, 20-25.

The titles of those to whom he writes—as, Brethren—are not in

considerately used, but indicate either a new division of the epistle,

or affectionate feeling. Therefore the apostle first addresses them in

ch. iii. 1, 12: and says, holy brethren, partaken of the heavenly call

ing, and simply, brethren : and so again not until ch. x. 19. For

two special exhortations begin at these passages. Besides, he calla

them brethren at the Conclusion, ch. xiii. 22 ; and beloved, after that

severe admonition, ch. vi. 9. He who will consider well, in this Sy

nopsis of the epistle, these names, and the Divisions marked by them,

ch. ii. 17, x. 19-21—the one of which is followed by its own discus

sion in the text, while the other is preceded by it,—and also the par

ticle there/ore will readily perceive that this very Synopsis is not

contrived by us, but drawn from the epistle itself ; and will study it

with profit.

In the same Synopsis we notice some comparisons; but the epistle

itself has many more, which however, may be referred to two heads.

I. There are great prophets, angels, Moses, Joshua, Aaron, etc. ; but

Jesus is infinitely greater. The old Hebrews think,—King Messias

is greater than Abraham and the patriarchs, than Moses and the

ministering angels, II. The condition of the ancient believers was

good, but that of Christians is better ; and this second fact is

chiefly discussed in ch. xi. But everywhere bad and wretched ex

amples are interspersed among good and blessed ones. We find,
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•

then, in this epistle the recapitulation of the whole of the Old Testa

ment, and at the same time Judaism is abrogated, and the promul-

gotion of the New Covenant carried to its height, at the very

b'undary of the fourth and fifth thousandth year.

CHAPTER I.

1. In many portions—[So Alf., etc. Eng. 'Ver., wrongly, at sun

dry times.] God spoke in many portions. The creation was revealed

in Adam's time ; the last judgment in Enoch's ; and so from time to

time knowledge was more clearly revealed. He also spoke in divert

manners of revelation, in dreams and visions. Therefore in many

portions refers to the matter, in divers manners to the form. In both

there is an antithesis to one entire and most perfect communication

of God to us in Jesus Christ. The very multitude of prophets shows,

that they prophesied in pari ; therefore, says he, you must not be

frightened at the novelty of Christianity. In time past—For a long

time no prophets had arisen, that the Son might be the more ear

nestly expected. [Malachi, the last of the Old Testament prophets,

prophesied some ages before Christ's birth. V. (?.] God—The

apostle treats of God here ; of Christ, ch. ii. 3 ; of the Holy Ghost,

ch. iii. 7. Spoken—A Synecdoche [part for the whole] for every

sort of communication, as Ps. ii. 5.. So iai, Gr. firjpa, a word, is used in

a wide sense. In—Gr. iv, [Eng. Ver., by, but the sense is God was

in them, when he spoke by them. Liin., etc.] Therefore God him

self was in the prophets, and especially in the Son. A mortal king

speaks by his ambassador, but not in his ambassador. If the apostle

had not used the iv, in, with a view to what follows, that it might

apply to the Son, he would doubtless have put dtd rtov xpofrjrwv, by

the prophets. Hence it is not inconsistent to urge the use of the iv,

in. In the prophets—[Eng. Ver., by.] Artemon contends that

Luke wrote iv zolz dryiXotz, in the angels; for he thinks that

Luke wrote this epistle, p. 98 ; and this opinion agrees with

Clement of Alexandria, on 1 Pet. v. 13, where Luke is said to

have translated Pauls Epistle to the Hebrews, although we have

proved above that it was written in Greek by Paul himself. All

,
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the copies have iv ro«c zzpofrjratz, in the prophets ; and the epistle,

showing the excellence of Christ by so many comparisons, certainly

prefers him to the prophets also, and to them all : Matt. xi. 13, xii.

41 ; John viii. 53. But it prefers him to the prophets, here or no

where ; and here, indeed, it touches upon it, as it were cursorily, at

the very beginning, as this comparison is immediately swallowed up

by others more striking. Meanwhile, this summary mention of the

prophets, at the very beginning of the epistle, admirably anticipates

objections, and presents a conciliatory argument, whereby the apos

tle declares, that he embraces the whole Old Testament scripture, and

asserts nothing contrary to it. [But it is the prophets themselves,

not their books, in which God spoke. Alf., Liin.]

First among the prophets is Moses, of whom Paul afterwards speaks

separately. The antithesis of the prophets and the Son is the same as

in Matt. xxi. 34, 37, and the very title, Son, indicates his excellence

above the prophets : and whatever is presently said of the angels is

intended to apply much more to the prophets. [For la%driov, read

ia%drou. Render, at the end of these days, or this age. Tisch., Alf.

So Beng.] In the last of these days—There is a similar expression

in Num. xxiv. 14, D'aTi mrno, Sept. in io%drou tmv fjpepiov, in the

end of the days ; in like manner, 1 Pet. i. 5, 20, and in a different

sense 2 Tim. iii. 1, note. The antithesis is in time past. The apos

tle intimates, that no speaking was afterwards to be expected. This

whole epistle, on which comp. 2 Pet. iii. 15, presents the end of all

things as at hand: ch. ii. 8, ix. 26, 28, x. 13, 25, 37, xi. 40, xii. 23,

xiii. 4. Spake—[Not as Eng. Ver., hath spoken. Alf] All things,

in one most perfect way. Unto us—The antithesis is unto the fathers.

In the Son—[So Alf, etc., not as Eng. Ver., by his Son]. ,M, in,

often denotes by, but here it is stronger; comp. John xiv. 10. How

great a prophet is the very Son of God ! The name, Son, is put here

by Antonomasia [use of a common for a proper name] as equivalent

to a proper name ; but a proper name in Hebrew is without the arti

cle ; and so in this case the article is omitted. It is also omitted in

ver. 5, iii. 6, v. 8, vii. 28. So ia, Son, Ps. ii. 12. God hath spoken

to us in the Son alone. The apostles were also addressed ; who them

selves also are considered as those to whom the word was spoken,

before they could speak it to others: they were ministers of the word ;

but the apostles taught nothing new after Christ, and as the Father

spoke in the Son, so the Son spoke in the apostles. The Son also

spoke by the prophets in the Old Testament: but differently. The

majesty of this Son is stated, I. Absolutely, —(a) By the very

name of Son, ver. 1 ; (/?) by three glorious predicates, expressed by
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as many finite verbs with the pronoun who : Whom he has appointed,

By whom he made, Who sat down ; and thus his course, as it were, is

described from the beginning of all things to the goal, ver. 2, 3. II.

In comparison with the angels, ver. 4. The Confirmation soon after

corresponds to this proposition, and the very name of Son is presently

proved at ver. 5 ; as also the inheritance, at ver. 6—9 ; the making of

the worlds, ver. 10-12 ; the sitting on the right hand, at ver. 13, 14.

Let us consider them singly.

2. Whom he hath appointed heir of all things—Immediately after

the name of Son, heirship is appropriately mentioned; and God

really appointed him heir, before he made the worlds, Eph. iii. 11 ;

Prov. viii. 22, 23 ; hence in the text the making of the worlds fol

lows. As the Son, he is the first-begotten ; as the heir, he is heir of

the universe, ver. 6. By whom also he made the worlds—[The phrase

rouc aiwvaz, the worlds, or the ages, is parallel with all things above,

denoting the whole creation, the revelation of God in the universe of

space and time. So Ubrard, Alf., etc.] The emphasis of also falls on

made in this sense : He not only appointed the Son heir of all things *

before creation, but also made the worlds by him. The particle by

detracts nothing from the majesty of the Son. On the fact, see ver.

10; and on the particle, comp. ch. ii. 10. By the Son he made the

worlds, and all things therein ; ch. xi. 3. Therefore the Son was

before all worlds : and his glory reaches forwards and backwards, al

though God has spoken to us in him, only in these last days. Indeed

he has thus conferred on these last days the highest salvation.

3. Who—on high—The third of those glorious predicates, He sat

down on the right hand of the Majesty on high. Again, three impor-

tan^points are introduced into this predicate, by the three participles.

Paul mentions these points in the same order, Col. i. 15, 17, 20. The

first participle and the second, from the aorist of the finite verb ixd-

&toev, sat down, have the force of an imperfect tense, and may be

resolved into because ; because he was, because he was upholding

(comp. &v, he were, ch. v. 8) ; but the third, being without the part

icle rk, and, being more closely connected with the same finite verb,

is to be resolved into after : noi^aipevoz, after he made. Being—and

upholding—The glory assumed by the Son when he was exalted to

the right hand of the Father, no angel could take, but the Son took

it ; for he also had it before in respect of God, whose glory shines in

him, and in respect of all things, which he upholds ; John vi. 62 ;

Rev. i. 18. The brightness—Gr. anauyaapa. Wisd. vii. 25, 26 :

For she (wisdom) is the breath of the power of God, and a pure afflu

ence from the gloky of the Almighty : therefore no defiled thing falls
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into her. For she is the brightness of the everlasting light, and the

unspotted mirror of the power of God, and the image of his goodness.

'Anb, in this compound, is intensive—as in dnoariX^m, to be bright,

dnortxrw, to bring forth,—it does not weaken. It does not imply less

or greater, but extension. Of the glory—Glory denotes God's nature

revealed in his brightness, the same as his eternal power and God

head, Rom. i. 20. The express image—Whatever the personal es

sence of the Father has, is represented in the Son, as his express im

age. Of his person—Gr. unoardaeioz [which Alf. renders substance ;

Ltin., etc., essence or being]. If we gather from the Sept. the mean

ing of this word, variously used by them—but never concerning God

—it denotes here the changeless duration of the Divine life and

power ; comp. ver. 11. Therefore the parallels are, the glory always

undefiled, Rom. i. 23, and the person which always holds as it were

the same place. With this feeling apparently the old Rabbins called

God Dipa, Place, or rather State. All things—The article refers to

of all things, ver. 2. By the word—The Son of God is a person : for

he has the word. His—That is, his own ; so himself, next clause,

[So Alf., Ltin. Not God's power. Alf. and Lachm. (not Tisch.,

1859) omit St kaurou, by himself] By himself—Without the out

ward Levitical instrumentality. This power of his appears from the

titles already given. [Omit ftfiiov, our. Tisch., Alf. Render, having

made purification of sint]. Purification—An objection here is antici

pated. Christ's life in the flesh did not seem to bear out such lofty

statements ; but the apostle replies that that was only temporary, for

the purging of our sins. In this chapter he describes the glory of

Christ, particularly as the Son of God ; afterwards he describes the

glory of Christ as man, ch. ii. 6. He mentions the actual glory ~of

the Son of God before his humiliation briefly ; after his exaltation,

most fully ; for it was from this exaltation, that the glory which he

had from eternity began to be most clearly seen. And the purging

of our sins, and subsequent sitting on the right hand of the Majesty,

are most fully discussed in ch. vii., etc. Sat down—By the Father's

will ; comp. he hath appointed, ver. 2. On this sitting, see ver. 13,

14. The ministering priests stood; the sitting therefore denotes the

accomplishment of the sacrifice, and the kingdom of glory. By this

finite verb, sat down, after the participles, is implied the aim, subject,

sum of the epistle ; comp. viii. 1. Of the majesty—God's. On high

—In the heavens, viii. 1.

4. So much—This verse has two clauses, of which, by Chiasmus

[cross reference of pairs of clauses, etc.], the second is discussed in

ver. 5, but the first in ver. 13 ; and the interrogation heightens the

73
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interest of both. The Chiasmus is BO common in this epistle, that

the observation of this figure alone contributes very much to the ex

planation of the epistle. See ver. 9, ch. ii. 9, 12, 17, iii. 1. 8, iv.

14, 15, 16, v. 7, vi. 7, vii. 6, viii. 4, 10, ix. 1, x. 20, 23, 33, 38, xi.

1, 33, xii. 22, 23, 24, xiii. 10, with the notes. It may be asked,

Why, in thi» one epistle, doe* that figure occur in every chapter ?

Ant. It is shown, at some of those passages just quoted, that Paul

uses the Chiasmus even elsewhere, but more frequently to the Jews ;

with whose teachers this is a favorite figure of speech. Therefore

the apostle, who became all things to all men, has adapted his style

to the Hebrews ; and these men who were guided by the Spirit, had

all the forms of discourse at better command than the most practised

rhetoricians. Being made better—By his exaltation, ver. 3, 13. The

antithesis is, //,•/•/.• lower or less, ch. ii. 9. Compare Mark x. 18,

note. KfHtrraiv, better, more excellent, more powerful : of xpetTrovec,

the gods among the ancient heathens. '/"./// the angels—Whose ex

cellence is elsewhere extolled. Than they—Uapa. denotes great pre

eminence above others. Comp. jcapa, above, ver. 9, ch. iii. 3. An

gels are excluded in part explicitly, ver. 5, 13, and partly by impli

cation ; for while none of them has taken this name, the Son of GOD,

from that very fact they are not the heirs of this name, and therefore

not the heirs of all things ; but they are a portion, a distinguished

one indeed, of the inheritance of the Son, whom they worship as

Lord, ver. 6 : nor were the worlds made by them, but rather they

themselves were made, ver. 7. He hath by inheritance obtained a

name—The name of Son becomes the Son, because he is the Son ;

and in this name principally the inheritance consists. All things are

an addition to the inheritance, ver. 2. '/"/,-. inheritance of the name

is more ancient than the worlds themselves. '/'/,,-• inheritance of all

things is as old as all things themselves. [This superangelic name,

which he obtains forever as his own, as he mounts along the path of

time to the throne of the Father, lies beyond the reach of stammer

ing human speech. The Scriptures quoted in the following verses

are but hints of its glory. Delitsch in Alf.~\

5. for to which—An argument is often drawn in this epistle from

the silence of Scripture ; ver. 13, ch. ii. 16, vii. 3, 14. Of the an

gels—For none of them could take this glory. Son—Acts xiii. 33.

J—a son—So the Sept., 2 Sam. vii. 14. That promise, / will be to

him a Father, and he shall be to Me a Son, referred to Solomon, but

much more, considering how majestic it is, to the Messiah ; otherwise

Solomon also would be greater than the angels. The seed of David,

or the Son of David, is one name, under which, according to the na
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ture of the predicate, sometimes Solomon, sometimes Christ—some

times Solomon, and at the same time, in a higher sense, Christ—-\s

intended; an ambiguity well suited to the times of expectation, Pa.

Ixxxix. 27, 28. The apostles are the true interpreters of the Divine

words, even though we should not arrive at such an interpretation as

this without them.

6. And again, token he bringeth in the First-begotten into the world

—[But -a/.:v, again, belongs to the verb, when he again bringeth,

etc.; i. e., at his coming again to judgment. De W., Thol., Liin.,

Alf. etc.] Comp. with orav, ivhen, orav, when, in James i. 2, joined with

the 2d Aor. subj. The particle 3s, and, intimates that something

greater is to follow. Not only is the Son greater than angels, but

he is worshiped by angels. '// ocxou/jtsvy, is the world subject to

Christ, ch. ii. 5, as the First-begotten ; see the psalm last quoted, and

soon to be' quoted. This introduction implies something more than a

sending. Both, however, assume the pre-existence of the Son of

GOD; and his entrance into the world corresponds to that: ch. x. 5.

He entered, by the will of GOD, when he presented himself to do

GOD'S will, ch. x. 5 ; comp. ch. ix. 11 ; when he came into the world,

as he is everywhere said to have done. Ud)jv, again, is introduced,

corresponding to the common word, likewise, where scripture upon

scripture is quoted, ver. 5, ch. ii. 13, x. 30 ; but the force of this

particle is more clearly seen when it is enclosed in a parenthesis, the

verb, I say, or some similar verb being supplied, thus: But when (I

shall again state what GOD says of his Son) He brings in hi» First-

begotten. So John xii. 39, They could not believe, because (I shall

again quote Isaiah) the same prophet says, he has blinded, etc. Matt.

T. 33, Ye have heard (I shall again cite an example) that it was said

to the ancients. For the forms of quotation are somewhat freely in

troduced into a speech ; ch. viii. 5, opa fdp tpyai, for see, saith he,

instead of For, he says, See.

The title, First-begotten, includes that of Son, and further shows

the force of its meaning. For it involves the rights of primogeniture,

which the Only-begotten most eminently possesses. So Paul also

speaks, Rom. viii. 29 ; Col. i. 15, 18. Here, the title, First-begotten,

includes the description of the subject of whom the Psalm treats,

with the reason given for the predicate, He is brought in, for He it

the First-begotten. He saith—An abbreviated expression. When the

bringing in was predicted, the word was given ; when it was accom

plished, the word was fulfilled. He saith, GOD; comp. ver. 5. There

fore Him, presently after, refers to the Son. And let all the angels

of GOD worship him—Sept. Deut. xxxii., before ver. 43, has these
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words : ebfpdv&rjre oupavoi 8.pa aitrtp xai xpoaxuvr^drmaav avrtp

xdvrez dryeXoi deov, rejoice ye heavens with him, and let all the angels

of God worship him, which are wanting in the Hebrew text and in the

Chaldee Paraphrase. Mill thinks that the omission was occasioned

long ago by the recurrence of the verb lyjin. Then there follows in

Moses, tbfpdv&rjze Idvrj peru rou Xaoii abrou, rejoice ye nations with

his people, my D'U irrin (where a after a is wanting), which Paul,

Rom. xv. 10, also refers to the times of the Messiah. Moses, es

pecially in the Song, wrote of Christ. Nevertheless, Ps. xlvii. 7,

has, npoaxuvrjaaze abrip, ndvrez ol dryeXoe abrou, worship him all ye

his angels [Eng. Ver., worship him all ye gods~] ; and Paul refers to

this psalm, for the bringing in of the First-begotten into the world, in

this passage, corresponds to the inscription of the psalm in the Sept.,

that is, of David, when the land is brought under his authority.

7. Unto—Gr. xpbz, [Eng. Ver., of] He saith to the angels,

indirectly, comp. xpbz, to, xi. 18, note. The apostle seems also to

have had in mind ver. 20, of Psalm 103, which immediately precedes

the passage, Ps. civ. 4. He saith—God, by the prophet. Who male-

eth—aflame—Sept. in exactly as many letters, Ps. civ. 4. [But the

sense is modified in the quotation. The Psalm speaks of the winds

as made messengers by the Lord, because he uses them as runners ,

and it has no reference to angels. So De W., Liin., etc.] Spirits,

[better, winds. Liin., Alf., etc.], and a flame offire, signify not only

the office of angels, but their very nature, which is doubtless exalted,

as the metaphor is taken from things the most powerful and subtle,

but yet greatly inferior to the majesty of the Son. Therefore, who

maketh, intimates that the angels are creatures, made by his com

mand ; but the Son is eternal, ver. 8, and the Creator, ver. 10. The

subject, angels, and ministers, as is proved by their being used with

the article, has its antithesis in ver. 8, 9. Moreover, the antithesis

of Who maketh, intimating the creation of the angels, is found in

ver. 10, 11. I think this is said of the Father ; comp. ver. 8.

8. Unto the Son—Directly. Comp. ~pbz, with reference to [Eng.

Ver., of], ver. 7. [Add xai, and, before fidftdoz, a sceptre. Tisch.,

Alf.] Thy throne—thy fellznvs—So again, the Sept. say distinctly,

Ps. xlv. 7, 8, Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever: the sceptre of

thy kingdom is a sceptre of righteousness. Thou hast loved righteous

ness, and hast hated iniquity ; therefore O God, even thy God, hath

anointed thee with the oil ofgladness above thy fellows. On the Throne,

comp. Lam. v. 19. [Government over all is indicated. V. G.] O

God—The vocative case with the article is most emphatic. They

clearly do violence to the text, who think, that it is the nominative
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here. The Throne and the Sceptre are joined ; nor did God say, 1

will be thy throne, but / will establish the throne of the son of David ;

Ps. Ixxxix. 5, 30, 37. For ever : of righteousness—Eternity and

righteousness are attributes very closely connected, Ps. Ixxxix. 15,

'whereweigh well the words pao and imp'.) See also Ps. xlv.3, (where

note carefully oSi^S.)

9. Therefore—From the love of righteousness, in which Christ

excels, there is here deduced not so much his anointing, as the eter

nity of the office for which he was anointed. This discourse has four

parts : the throne—the sceptre—thou lovest—therefore. Of these the

first and fourth, the second and third, are parallel by Chiasmut

[cross reference] ; for the former describe the happiness of the King;

the latter, his virtue. God, even thy God—It may be resolved thus :

God, who is thy God. Comp. Ps. xliii. 4, Ixvii. 7 : but the Son him

self is called GOD, as in the preceding verse. The oil of gladness—

The oil of gladness and of everlasting joy, is the Holy Spirit. Above

thy fellows—These may seem to some, the angels; for even the an

gels have the name of gods, sans of God, morning stars, although in

a fur narrower sense ; and the name of Angel is wont to be given to

the Son of GOD, although in a nobler sense. And indeed the Son of

God has the angels as his companions, Gen. xviii. 2 ; Job xxxiii. 23;

Ps. Ixviii. 18 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Matt. xxv. 31 : and it might have

seemed proper that he should select angels rather than the seed of

Abraham, if a different economy had not demanded another course,

ch. ii. 16 ; and that very humiliation, see ch. ii. ver. 7, assumes inter

course with them. Nay, the 45th Psalm itself addresses Christ as

God in this very verse, and a little before as 113J, strong, a term ap

plied to the angels, Ps. ciii. 20. Therefore the angels may appear to

be called Christ's fellows, especially since Paul refers all the sayings

here quoted to Christ's superiority over the angels. [This seems to

be the true reference, as the whole context contrasts Christ with the

angels. So Liin., AI/., etc.] Nevertheless Christ's peculiar relation

ship to men leads us to conclude that men are his fellows, ch. ii. 11,

etc. For the Bridegroom has his companions, as the Bride has hers,

Ps. xlv. 14 : and there is the same comparison, Ps. xlv. 2, Thou art

fairer than the children of MEN.

10. And—This particle connects the testimonies. Thou in the be

ginning—shall not fail—Ps. cii. 25-27, Sept., of old hast thou laid,

etc., the remainder in the same words. The time of the creation is inti

mated, to which the end of the world is opposed. Thou—The same

to whom the discourse is directed in the preceding ver. 0 Lord—

The Sept. hav6 repeated that from ver. 23, of the same psalm. Christ
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is spoken of even in those passages, where many might especially

contend that the Father was meant. The earth: the heavens—A

gradation. There.is no reason why angels may not be implied in the

word heavens, as the creation of man is implied in earth, which passes

away.

11. They—The earth and heaven. [More properly, the heavens,

ver. 10. Liin.] Shall perish—There is the same word at Luke v.

37 ; James i. 11 ; 1 Pet. i. 7 ; 2 Pet. iii. 6.

12. The same—xin, the same, never different, without old age and

change. So 1 Sam. ii. 10 mn-, Sept., Autoz, He [Eng. Ver., the

Iiord].

13. But—An Epitasis [emphatic addition].

14. All—Although distinguished into various orders by various

names, implying even some dominion : Eph. i. 21. Ministering—

sent—They minister before God [are employed in praises. V. (?.] ;

are sent, abroad, to men [to execute God's commandments concerning

other created things. V. Or. Render accordingly, sent forth for min

istry on behalf of these, etc. Alf\ Both are opposed to sitting at the

right hand. Comp. Luke i. 19. Who shall be heirs of—That is, the

elect, and them who believe or who" shall believe. A sweet periphra

sis. Salvation—From so many and so great dangers.

CHAPTER II.

1. We ought—Elsewhere he uses dfeihtv, to owe ; here Su, it be

hoves. The former implies obligation, the latter urgent danger, ver.

8. Now the apostle begins to exhort by motives corresponding to

the preceding chapter, concerning Christ the prophet, the king, the

priest : prophet, for it is said, he hath spoken, ver. 2 : king, for it is

said, Thy throne, ver. 8 : priest, for it is said, he hath purged, ver. 3.

And so ch. ii., concerning him as prophet, presently in ver. 1, etc. :

as king, Thou hast crowned, ver. 7 : as priest, everywhere. The ex

hortation begins in the first person, then becomes stronger in the se

cond, ch. iii. 1. More earnest—The comparative in the strict sense ;

comp. the following verses. Give heed—By obedience ; comp. ver.

2, note. To the things which we have heard—Referring to ch. i. 1,
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at the end ; and comp. below ver. 3, ch. v. 11. The office of speak

ing and hearing is, therefore, superior to that of writing and reading.

Lest at any time toe should glide past them—Gr. xapappuwnsv. [So

Al/., etc. Eng. Ver., let them slip, is quite inadmissible]. 2d Aorist

pass, with an act. signification, from psuw, 1 flow, and / pour out :

lest at any time, he. says, we should flow past: with trifling spirit;

comp. Gen. xlix. 4. The apostle referred to the Sept., Prov. iii. 21,

my son, let them not depart from thine eyes ; where also, ver. 20, we

read, vitpt) l/jfiity dpoaqj, the clouds drop with dew, in an active sense,

and so everywhere. Zosimus, 1. 2 : ^ 'Ptuftauov df>%y biteppurj XUTU

the empire of the Romans gradually failed. Greg. : 7va pi)

)).a r<p y[povuj fevrjrat ra xaXa. xai fty napappufj, that what is beau

tiful should not be effaced by time and should not slip away. Tina

word often occurs in a metaphorical sense. Hesychius, slip away.

The punishment of the slothful is expressed by a similar word, itdxt]-

oai>, they wasted away, Wisd. i. 16. The word stands : the slothful

man slips away.

2. By angels—dta, by, is used literally, as in the next verse, com

paring Paul's words, Gal. iii. 19. Otherwise the apostle's argument

from angels to the Lord would not hold good, ver. 5. GOD therefore

spoke by angels, Ex. xx. 1, [in such a way, however, as that it was

the very sound of GOD'S voice, xii. 26. V. (?.] In the New Testa

ment God spoke by the Lord. Was steadfast—Its authority being

established by the punishments of those who violated it. Every—Ir

respective of persons. Transgression and disobedience—Transgres

sion, by doing evil : disobedience, by neglecting to do good. The

change of the abstract for the concrete, namely, for the transgressor

and disobedient, who properly receive the recompense of reward. The

antithesis in the concrete is, if we neglect, ver. 3; the antithesis to

which in the abstract is, ver. 1, to give heed to the things which we

have heard. It behoves [Eng. Ver., we ought], has the accusative

with the infinitive. Thence the sentiment : We (the subject) ought to

give heed to those things which are heard (the predicate). This predi

cate has the antithesis in the abstract. Received—Not only in the

sanction, but in the execution.

3. How shall we escape—The just and severe retribution ? So xii.

25, They did not escape ; we shall not escape. Salvation—In the

world to come, joined with glory, ver. 5, 10, notes. Salvation, re

peated in the tenth verse, is akin to the name Jesus, which resounds

in the gospel of salvation. At the first—-Formerly so great a salva

tion had not been preached, and by so august an exponent. To be

spoken—From his baptism to his ascension, Acts i. 2. By the Lord
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—A majestic title ; comp. ch. iii. 4, etc. : Ps. ex. 1. He does not

say here, by our Lord; for he intimates that he is also Lord of the

angels, whom the angels themselves call Lord: Luke ii. 11; Matt.

xxviii. 6. [Whatever is mentioned, ch. i., and afterwards, ver. 7-10,

is included in this title. V. '/. | The antithesis is, by angels, ver. 2.

Comp. ver. 5, and the following. By them that heard—From the

Lord in person. They also had been eye-witnesses and ministers,

Luke i. 2; but the apostle in accordance with his beginning, ver. 1.

2, mentions their having heard him here. The apostle refers not only

to the evangelical history in general, but even to special points of it,

as that concerning the prayer in the garden, etc., ch. v. 7, note.

Paul,' writing to the Gentile churches generally, speaks much of his

calling, and of the fruits of his labor ; but here, when he writes to

the brethren of the circumcision, he especially cites the apostles who

had been long with the Lord ; comp. Acts i. 21, x. 41, xiii. 31, note;

and he only cites those apostles in a general way, to bring the He

brews to the Lord alone. Unto us—Denoting the age then present.

Wat confirmed—Gr. ifteftatrndij. Not by penalties, but by gracious

gifts. This word corresponds to pepaioz, firm, ver. 2.

4. Searing them witness—Gr. ao'UKti uaprupouisroz. A double com

pound. It is the office of Christ to testify, of God, to superadd tes

timony [force of Ini, upon, in composition] ; and he did so, both when

Christ was upon earth, by signs and wonders, and when he was taken

up into heaven, by divers miracles, Acts ii. 22, 33. That testimony

refers wholly to the Lord Jesus Christ, Acts ii. 36, x. 36, 42; Rom.

xiv. 10; 1 Cor. xii. 3; Phil. ii. 11. If any one is inclined to refer

the divers miracles also to Christ, while upon earth, I have no objec

tion. The parallelism mentioned in the following note, if I mistake

not, has led to my interpretation. Divers—The parallel is fiE/itofioiz,

distributions, importations [Eng. Ver., gifts'] ; comp. 1 Cor. xii. 11.

According to his own will—Most freely, abundantly, mercifully, not

according to the will of the recipients. Whence it appears that the

gift is entirely supernatural, aurou, his own, of God himself, pan,

Sept., Oetyaiz, will.

5. For unto the angels—not—The ^Etiology [assigning of a reason]

referring to ver. 3, where the terms salvation and Lord are skilfully

introduced, serves to begin a new paragraph. The greater the salva

tion, the more glorious the Lord despised,—the graver the offence of

the de.spisers. God subjected both angels and all things, not to the

angels, of'whom nothing was written to that effect, but to man, or the

Son of Man, Jesus Christ. The angels had more to do in the Old

Testament ; but in the New Testament, when human nature was ex
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alted by Christ, the angels are our fellow-servants. I ventured to

say, more to do ; and it maybe also supposed from the antithesis,

that greater reverence was due to the angels in the Old Testament

than in the New, where they are now our fellow-servants. But from

the very fact that they are our fellow-servants, we understand that

they are not inactive under the New Testament, but merely act under

a different relation. As angels are here opposed to the Lord, so ver.

16, they are opposed to the brethren. The apostle couples believers

alone with Christ alone. Put in subjection—This verb is now brought

forward from the eighth verse. God subjected ; for the language re

fers to ch. i. 1. The world to come—There is but one earth for all

times, ch. i. 6. Therefore the world to come is used as we say to-mor

row's sun, although there is but one sun for all days. Nan in Hebrew

is expressed by fteMouoa, about to be, in Greek. The world is one,

under grace and under glory ; to come is added, not because it does

not already exist, but because it was formerly predicted. The new

ness introduced by Christ in the New Testament is considered so im

portant in Scripture, that there arises thence a twofold division, viz.,

between the Old and New Testament times, with the same eternity

depending upon them. These latter, taken together, are called the

world to come. They are frequently about to come, when regarded

from the Old Testament standpoint, which prophetically looks for

ward to the New Testament; but in the New Testament they are

present blessings, obtained by Christ ; commencing while the world

to come is being subjected to him, when first he was crowned with

glory and honour. On this expression of Paul, comp. note at Rom.

iii. 30. Although, even in reference to the time of this epistle, it is

to come, in its own way, namely, when all things, even death, shall be

subjected to Christ, 1 Cor. xv. 24, 25, Consider the not yet, ver. 8,

and the actual description of the world to come, ch. xii. 26, etc.

The noun world, is of very wide meaning. See the psalm presently

flarrj/) rou MEAAONT02 aimiio^, Is. ix, 6, in the Greek and Latin

versions : the Father of the world to come [Eng. Ver., everlasting Fa

ther]. Whereof we speak— We speak, we teachers, ch. v. 1 1, note.

[This is groundless. We, the author of the epistle. Lun., etc.] By

this clause this short verse obtains the force of a proposition.

And the proposition is, A II things shall be subjected to Jesus Christ.

6. But one in a certain place testified— One witness. David did not

here speak of himself ; wherefore it was unnecessary to introduce his

name. Nor should we stop with the intermediate messengers, but

should look to the word of GOD, when it has once testified. David

testified in Ps. viii., to which this chapter often refers, even from dh«

74
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tenth verse, as we shall see. /•'»', forms an antithesis between the

angels and him to whom the psalm testifies that all things are sub

jected. What is—under hit feet—So clearly the Sept. Ps. viii. 5-7.

That clause, and Thou hast set him over the works of Thy hands, the

apostle does not assume, at least in his reasoning, but deduces the all

things from what precedes and follows in the psalm. There are men

tioned in that clause the marks of GOD'S hands, heaven, the moon and

stars. (The sun is wanting, either because, as the slavery and deliv

erance of his seed were shown to Abraham in the night, Gen. xv. 12;

so the humiliation and exaltation of the Messiah were shown to David

and sung by him during the night ; as also the word of the Lord

seems to have come to Job by night, Job xxxviii. 7, 31, 32 ; or be

cause Messiah, when forsaken on the cross, saw the moon and stars

after the sun was darkened.) But Christ's authority continues

beyond the duration of these. What is man—As respects GOD'S

works, the heaven, etc. ; but what is man as respects God himself?

The expression is thus more humble than if he had said : Who am I?

A man, fcOfxoxoz, without the article, as one of many, enjx, a man,

xaffyrbz, subject to suffering and death. That thou art mindful of

him—The Messiah's condition is so described, as that in it he might

seem to have passed away from the remembrance and care of God.

Whence, with wonderful humility, he himself wonders at this very

thing, the remembrance of him ; how much more at so great glory

prepared for him ? It could not be otherwise, Acts ii. 24 ; but he

prays as if it could scarcely be so. Or—DIK J3, the son of man, here

implies something more insignificant than DIX, man. Son of man—

OIK |3, comp. Ps. xlix. 3. Again without the article. Visitest him

—The expression is intensified; for remembrance refers even to the

absent ; to visit, denotes the care of one present.

7. A very short time—Gr. ftpayj « [Eng. Ver., a little, is incor

rect here ; though it is the sense of the Hebrew, as Beng. gives it.

Liln., etc.] The same word occurs at Luke xxii. 58. Than the an

gels—In Ps. viii. 6, the Hebrew is : Thou hast made the Son of Man

to be little less than God, that is, than himself. The beautiful para

phrase of Christopher Corner is as follows : Christ having become

man, humbled himself under the cross, and abased himself BELOW GOD,

when, the Divine nature remaining quiescent, and not exerting its power,

God himself and the Lord of Glory was crucified and put to death.—

Expos. Psalm, p. 24. (Corap. Mem. prefixed, 2 Chron. xv. 16; Is.

lii. 14. Eccl. iv. 8.) In another of Paul's phrases we find py S>v taa

9*tjj, thought it not—to be equal with God, and xsvowrac laorov, made

himself of no reputation ; Phil. ii. 6, 7, note. But Paul retains the
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interpretation of the Sept. as suited to his purpose ; for the Homon-

ymy [something differing in nature, but called by the same nnmc from

analogy] of the Hebrew word dtiSn, God, signifies an invisible na

ture, and therefore, whether angelic or divine, superior to the human

nature ; and he who was made lower than the angels, was certainly

made lower than God : but he as it were anew supplies the title, God,

in ch. iii. 4. For so the apostle is accustomed appropriately to use

the words of the Sept. and to present to the reader anew the force of

the Hebrew words, when they answer his purpose better ; ch. x. 8,

xii. 6, note. [Omit the clause, and didst set him over the works of

thy hands, (xai xariazrjoaz, etc.) Tisch., Alf., etc. The works of

Thy hands—The sun, moon, stars, etc. Ps. viii. 4. V. (?.]

8. Put all things in subjection—See 1 Cor. xv. 27, and what pre

cedes with the note. For—The apostle shows why he quoted this

passage, namely, because we are taught in it that it was Jesus to

whom all things were subjected, and therefore the world to come, ver.

5. Often yap, for, is useful to give a reason, ch. vii. 14, ix. 24 ; and

so Paul, Rom. iii. 28. Under him, under him—Of whom he is

speaking, the Son of Man. [Man in general ; who has not yet at

tained his promised sovereignty. Alf.] This is explained in the

middle of ver. 9, concerning Jesus, the application to him having

been most suitably deferred. A 11 things—Gr. za ndvra. Ta, in the

second and third place has the force of a relative to the xa\za, all

things, preceding. The same force of the article may be found at

John xix. 5, 7 ; Gal. v. 13, vi. 14. Nothing—Not even angels ; ver.

5, ch. i. 6. Left—In the language of the psalm, to which the events

partly correspond, partly will correspond. But now—not yet—Now,

serves as an Anthypophora [part of a refutation by anticipation], for

the time is denoted in not yet, and the latter is construed with bpio-

pev, we see, in antithesis to the present ftXixopev, we perceive [Eng.

Ver., aee.] More things are already subjected to Christ than we see ;

and all things will be entirely subjected to him at the proper time, in

our sight ; Eph. i. 22 ; 1 Cor. xv. 27, 28. But why not yet all things ?

Because both his body, the Church, is in distress, and he himself is

not acknowledged, at least is not seen. BXhtw, I perceive, denotes

something more definite ; bpdw, I see, something broader and more

majestic.

9. [Render, But him who is made a little lower than the angels, wt

behold Jesus, on account of his suffering of death, crowned with glory

and honor. Alf. after Liin., etc.] But—The antithesis is between

that in the psalm, which we do not yet see, and that which we already

perceive fulfilled in Jesus. But what do we perceive ? We perceive
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that Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels, on account

of the suffering of death, has been crowned with glory and honor.

In this paragraph, made lower—crowned—that, etc., is a Chiasmus

[cross reference] such as Paul has, Gal. iv. 4, 5 : and in the present

clause, for the suffering, etc., (which clause requires no point before

do£j/, glory), that for which Jesus was crowned, namely, the suffering

of death, is mentioned according to the natural order of the subject,

and not without emphasis, before the actual crowning. The apostle

takes away from the Jews the offensive stumbling-block of the cross :

and so refutes the argument, which might be drawn from Christ's

sufferings against his glory, and that the source of glory to us also,

that he even turns it in favor of Christ. He shows that the suffering

of death is so far from obstructing the Messiah's glory and honor

that it rather confirms them to us. Whence he infers, that the fact

of Jesus being made lower than the angels, which was only for a

little, did not refer to the fact that he should continue in death, but

that, after he had once fully suffered death, he should have everything

subjected to him. It is Jesus to whom the humbling and crowning,

described in the psalm, apply. It is therefore the same Person, to

whom also the universal power which follows, in the progress of the

psalm appropriately belongs. For some little time [Eng. Ver., a little~]

—Some hours on the cross, days of suffering, years of toils, how

little when compared with eternity! Than the angels—Incapable of

suffering and dying. Made lower—Less, a worm : comp. Luke xxii.

43. The participle implies, that Jesus of himself, and for his own

sake, might have obtained glory without suffering ; but his brethren

were likewise to be regarded. We perceive—Gr. fttinopev, [Eng

Ver., see.] The act of looking, saith he, speaks. The same word

occurs, ch. iii. 19, x. 25. The fact and the issue agree with the pre

vious testimony ; ver. 6, at the beginning. The suffering of death—

The suffering of death is the main feature : ch. v. 7. With glory and

honor—Becoming the Son of God. [Glory presupposes death ;

honor, suffering. V. G.] Crowned—After death. That—This should

be connected with being made lower, and therefore denotes the end.

By the grace of God—Some formerly read jfwjO'c deoit, except (or

without) God. Both readings give a good sense ; let us look at each.

The clause with %wpiz, except, stands thus : Christ tasted death for

every one except God. This sentence is to be explained by its mem

bers. (I.) Ildvrozz, every, is neuter, for xavrbz, navri, without a sub

stantive or a participle, are always neuter, so Orig. Theod. Ambros.

The apostle shows the glory of Christ from the eighth Psalm, and

especially from the clause, Thou hast put Sa, everything, under his
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feet ; and he supplies the emphasis of the singular number contained

in that significant syllable Su, and omitted by the Sept. when he says,

iravroz, every. This irav, all, to which oitdsv, nothing, likewise neuter,

is opposed, ver. 8, and in which all, in the masc., are included, John

iii, 35, 36, chiefly comprehends angels, than whom Christ had been

made a little lower; and thus the two members of the sentence corres

pond, We do not yet see all things subject to him, but yet that for which

he tasted death is ALL. (II.) To taste death, implies the reality, and

yet here also the shortness of death ; so Chryxostom, and others.

(III.) Hence we at length gather the meaning of bxep, for, it de

notes here the thing to be obtained, as in John xi. 4 ; 2 Cor. i. 6,

xii. 8, 19 ; 2 Thess. i. 5. He tasted death for all, that he might claim

all for himself, that he might obtain power over all things : or in

other words, that what was written might be fulfilled to him, Thou

hast put ALL under his feet. (IV.) That All has a very manifest and

proper exception. Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 27, discussing the same psalm,

the same verse, and the same word, all, adds, it is manifest that

he is excepted, who put all things under him. The same exception-

therefore is made here, all, but God, is subject to Christ: %<opit; is

used to express an exception. Theodoret acknowledges that £w/>«c

here expresses an exception; and the parallelism of the psalm shows

us what the exception is. And the exception itself very significantly

and briefly, points out the vastness of the things subject to Christ,

which are absolutely all but God; and the exception properly pre

cedes the subject, from which the exception is made. The same

clause, if ydpm, by grace, be retained, will be thus explained: that

by the grace of GOD he might taste death for everything. By the grace

of GOD towards us, Gal. ii. 21 ; Rom. v. 8, and towards Jesus himself.

His enemies thought that Jesus suffered and died because of the wrath

of GOD, Ps. xxii. 8, 9, Ixix. 27; Isa. liii. 4; John xix. 7. But he

suffered and died entirely by the grace of God, of which grace the

gift is honor and glory : Phil. ii. 9, given, etc. ; Luke ii. 40, 52 ;

Rom. v. 15. And this noun, grace, expresses the same idea as the

verbs, art mindful, visitest, ver. 6, from that eighth Psalm. In this

interpretation, imep Tnzvroc might be equivalent to for all (men), so

far as the preposition is concerned, but the neuter, Travroc, is an ob

jection. [On these grounds Beng. decides for the reading Jf«y>'C,

except. So Ebrard, with a slightly different interpretation : tasted

death in behalf of all (the universe) except God; but Tisch., Alf., Liln.,

etc., with the great weight of authorities, retain the common reading;

in order that by the grace of God, he might for every man taste of

death. (So Alf.)'] Might taste—The reality of death is implied in
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this phrase, as everywhere; and here, as we have said, at the same

time /',< shortness, to denote which the genitive $aw£roo, death, is well

fitted ; comp. ch. vi. 4, note. [The metaphor must not be strained to

include these ideas. /,/;«., etc.] To taste death partially is one

thing ; a part or the shortness of the time, in which death is wholly

tasted, is another. Matt. xvi. 28, does not oppose the signification

of shortness ; for there the expression is negative, as in Luke xiv. 24.

Moreover, Ps. xxxiv. 8, sustains this view, Only taste and you will

tee; otherwise taste would not precede sight.

10. It became—Gr. Srrpenc. So Ps. viii. 1, -pin, Sept. $ (*£?<*•-

Aoxftlxeid ecu, Thy glory is set above the heavens. Moreover in the

whole of this verse 10, the proposition, which in verses 8, 9, was

elothed in the words of the same psalm, is now expressed in words

better suited to the apostle's purpose ; but with this difference, that

ver. 8, 9, treat more expressly of glory, from what precedes, ver. 7 ;

whereas ver. 10, treats more expressly of his sufferings, thereby pre

paring us for the transition to what follows. The predicate* of the

proposition is, It became him, for whom all things, and by whom all

things exist : The subject follows, to make perfect, through sufferings

the Captain of their salvation, who brings many sons to glory. 'Ara-

foi/ra, bringing, might be resolved into Iva. drurtav Tehtclttnj, that, by

bringing, he might make perfect. But this is the construction, dya-

•fbvtti TOV dfi^rjov, that the Captain of salvation may be also the One

bringing unto glory. [This rendering is less correct than Eng. Ver.

Connect dpafovra with ai>r<jj,for it became Him (God) bringing many

sons—to make the captain, etc. Liin., Alf., etc.] 'Afiy^fbi;, captain,

is compounded of a/Jjfiy, beginning, and drto, to lead, and d/>jpf, begin

ning, looks forward in the text to Tehuooai, to make perfect, (comp.

ch. xii. 2), but dy-at, lead, looks back to dfafoina., bringing. There

fore the proposition comprehends many important sentiments, which

may thus be unfolded :— 1. Jesus is the Captain of salvation. 2. It

was necessary to procure salvation by suffering. 3. He was perfected

by suffering. 4. The glory of the sons was united with that consum

mation. 5. The eons are many. 6. This whole plan highly became

God, though unbelief considers it a disgrace. 7. It became God,

that Jesus should suffer and save the sons ; because for Sim are all

things. 8. It became God, that Jesus should be made perfect, and

sons brought to glory ; for by Him are all things.

We state four of these points, marked by as many letters, at the

same time observing the order of the text :—

A. The glory of the Sons : B. The Captain suffering.

C. The salvation of the sons : D. The consummation of the Captain.
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These points are referred to God, for whom and by whom all things

exist, that is, to whom are to be attributed the beginnings and ends

of all things. B and C refer to the beginnings of things, D and A,

to the ends of things. But the same four points are transposed in

the text by Chiasmus [cross reference], so that the discourse proceeds

in most beautiful order from the end, A, to those intermediate, which

are included in B C D. Him—God the Father, mentioned in ver.

9, and understood in ver. 5. For whom : by whom—Paul generally

accumulates prepositions with nice and elegant discrimination. Many

—As many as possible, whence the general assembly, in ver. 12. Sons

—In the Old Testament style they are called children; comp. ver.

13, 14, note ; in the New Testament style they are sons, whose con

dition is opposed to bondage, ver. 15 ; as with Paul, Rom. viii. 15 ;

Gal. iv. 6. Jesus himself is the Son ; he makes us sons of God, he

regards us as his own offspring : onS1, natdia, offspring, are synony

mous. Comp. Ps. xxii. 31; Is. liii. 10. Unto glory—The glory con

sists in the very fact that they are sons, and are so treated ; Rom.

viii. 21. Examine John xvii. 10, 22, and that whole prayer ; and

comp. ver. 7 of this second chapter. Glory and holiness, bringing

unto glory and sanctification, are very closely related in meaning, ver.

11. Of their salvation—This word presupposes destruction; and to

deliver us from it, Christ must suffer. Glory follows, salvation, in

Paul's style, 2 Tim. ii. 10, note. To make perfect—Bringing to the

end of troubles, and to the glorious goal ; ch. v. 9, is included in this

word. A metaphor from the public games. For to be perfected, per

fect, perfectness, perfection, perfector, respecting Christ and Christ

ians, are common in this epistle. This perfecting by sufferings im

plies two points : I. The glory of Christ, since all things are subjected

to him, now that he is perfected. II. His previous sufferings. He

presently discusses his sufferings directly, ver. 11-18, although he

has touched upon them in what precedes. He has put the discussion

concerning Glory in this very passage first, to render his exhortation

more pointed, and to meet beforehand the objection of his suffering

and death. But he has interwoven a fuller consideration of both

points with the following discussion on the Priesthood which is brought

forward at ver. 17. And indeed, as to his sufferings, the fact is evi

dent ; but he describes the Glory, while he mentions, at suitable

places, that Jesus was made perfect, that he is in heaven, that he is

made higher than the heavens, that he sits at the right hand of God,

that he will be seen a second time, that his enemies will be made his

footstool: in this verse and ch. iv. 14, v. 9, vii. 26, 28, viii. 1, 2, ix.

24, 28, x. 12, 13, xii. 2.
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11. For—The closest relationship was the reason why it became

Jesus not to be made perfect without us. He that sanctifieth—Christ,

ch. xiii. 12. Christ is called he that sanctifieth, because of that whole

benefit, that he by himself makes us holy, that is, Godlike. They

who are sanctified—The people, ch. x. 10, 14, 29. To sanctify, to

bring to God, to be sanctified, to be brought to GOD, to draw near, to

have access, are synonymous. He who sanctifies, was begotten by the

Father, and appointed the Sanctifier : they who are sanctified, are

created by God and appointed to receive sanctification ; comp. Idtoxev,

hath given, ver. 13. This is the origin of his brotherhood, and of

his communion with flesh and blood (ver. 14). Of one—That one is

Abraham, as Mai. ii. 15 ; Is. li. 2 ; Ezek. xxxiii. 24. All men are

of one, Adam : all Abraham's descendants are of one, Abraham.

[But the One is God, as Father of the Christians, his spiritual chil

dren. Liin., etc.] In this whole passage, Paul, writing to Abraham's

descendants, accommodates his discourse to them apart, ver. 16, 17,

ch. xiii. 12: as also in Ps. xxii., which is here quoted, ver. 12, Israel

is the subject, ver. 22, etc., but the Gentiles, ver. 25-31 ; and the

whole of the subsequent discussion on the priesthood and sacrifices

especially suits the comprehension of the Hebrews. Wherefore this

epistle will at some time contribute much to Israel's salvation. If

this one meant God, the angels should be included, who are excluded

at ver. 16. All—Construe with who are sanctified. [This is impos

sible. The position makes it refer to both parties, as the Eng. Ver.

So Liin., Alf., etc.] He is not ashamed—Whereas, but for this cause

(that they are of Abraham, who is considered not as a sinner, need

ing salvation, but as the common ancestor, as he who had received

the promise), [but see on of one, above], there might have been

many causes of shame ; for, far from being holy, we had been very

guilty, ver. 14, 15 ; yet he is not ashamed ; nay, he accounts it a

glorious thing to himself, because of the holiness and glory unto which

he has brought us. It becomes God to have such sons restored to him.

Christ is not ashamed of such brethren ; comp. is not ashamed, ch. xi.

16, note.

12. Saying—Here three things are quoted from the Old Testa

ment, by which the apostle's preceding discourse is admirably con

firmed, by Chiasmus [cross reference], in retrograde order. For

the apostle mentions Christ says in the words of the

Old Testament,

Ver. 10, Sons. Ver. 13, at the end, I and the

children.
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Ver. 10, The perfecting Ver. 13, at the beginning, /

by sufferings. will put My trust.

Ver. 11, The relationship Ver. 12, Unto My brethren.

of the Sanctifier and

the sanctified.

And again, ver. 14, 17-in inverted order, the children, and the suc

cessful work of Christ, and brethren are mentioned. The two chains

of quotations, ch. i. on the glory of Christ, ch. ii. on Redemption,

most sweetly correspond. / trill declare, I will sing praiie-^-Pa. xxii.

22, Sept., dtrjfrjffofmi, I will declare : as to the rest, the words are

the same. Messiah declares the name of the good Lord, which was

unknown to his brethren, that the brethren may also praise him. Ps.

xxii. 22. Will I sing—As the leader of .the choir; comp. Ps. viii. 3.

13. I will put my trust in him—Sept., I will put my trust in him,

in Isaiah immediately before the place from ch. viii., to be afterwards

quoted: In him will I trust, 2 Sam. xxii. 3, which the Church imi

tates, Is, xii. 2. The Messiah's filial confidence is indicated, fleeing

from his sufferings to the Father [and by no means disappointed :

comp. ver. 10, end. V. (7.], ch. v. 7 : comp. 2 Sam. xxii. 4, etc. A

small portion is quoted ; the whole is meant by the apostle. Our

Theologians rightly blame the Schoolmen, who think that Christ's

atonement was not simply and in itself meritorious. But yet the

most marked feature of this atonement is the very pure confidence

by which solely he was supported in approaching the Father ; Ps.

xxii. 10; Matt, xxvii. 43. For he did not show his merits, but ra

ther confessed the sins that were laid upon him, Ps. Ixix. 6. As he

therefore by himself trusted in the Father by faith, so we by faith

trust in Christ, and through Christ in the Father. The argument is

very strong against the merit of men's works. But Christ exhibited

this confidence not for himself, for he and the Father are one, but for

his people, ver. 16. Every present help gave assurance of future

aid (comp. Phil. i. 6), up to the complete victory over death and the

devil. Behold—God—Is. viii. 18, Sept., in the same words. He

calls them ntudia O'lV, children, an expression becoming the First-be

gotten, who intimates that the same are both his brethren and his

younger brethren : and he presents all these, to be glorified with him

self, before God, who had given them to him to be saved.

14. Forasmuch tJien as the children— To. jraidea. The children

here is not a noun denoting a natural age, but is drawn from ver. 13.

The Messiah here cannot be suitably placed in the company of the

fleshly children; He is speaking of his spiritual sons; then is an in

75
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ference from ver. 10, etc. [Transpose alparoz and aapxbz, blood and

flesh. Tisch., Alf., etc. So Beng.] Were partakers of blood and

flesh—The past, in respect of the greater part, who had already

lived at the time of the testimony given in the psalm. He mentions

brethren in the psalm, children in Isaiah : as respected that time when

David and Isaiah prophesied, many of the brethren and children were

then living, and had lived, whom he was to reconcile. These are not

excluded but included. Koivmvim, I partake, with the genitive,

Prov. i. 11, where also, ver. 18, peridw, I share, is used with the

same meaning: xotviovrjaaz, bdou, goeth in company with, Job xxxiv.

8. In this passage, however, the change of the words is elegant ; so

that perea%e, he took part, may express the likeness of one to the

rest, xotvwvuv, to be partaker, the likeness of many mutually. Flesh

and blood are sometimes used for man, Gal. i. 16 ; but here they are

more properly taken in the abstract, as in 1 Cor. xv. 50 : although

in that passage of Paul to the Corinthians, flesh and blood include the

notion of the oldness of the corrupt nature. Elsewhere, as we have

just seen, flesh and blood is the expression used, the principal part,

flesh, preceding ; this is also sometimes written alone : here blood

and flesh (although some have transposed the words) is the order, just

as in Eph. vi. 12. Against blood and flesh—[Eng. Ver., flesh and

blood.~] Whether the expressions are used indiscriminately, or atpa,

blood, is put first sometimes for a certain reason (for which Physiolo

gists may be consulted), I dare not determine. Although my

commentary does not descend to such things, yet it barely avoids the

censure of too careful refinement, with those who weigh heavenly

words less scrupulously. Himself—Gr. auroc. There sweetly fol

lows riov abriov, the same. Likewise—Gr. xapanhjolux;. IIapa in

xapanhjatoz, like, sometimes like the Latin sub, weakens the mean

ing of the compound, but here it is almost the same as xara xdvra,

in all things, ver. 17 : ch. iv. 15. Therefore xapanhjo'uoz, likewise,

serves the apostle, in entering upon this discussion, as a reverent cau

tion, that he may gradually speak what he thinks ; comp. Phil. ii.

27, note : and the less significant particle is the more suitable, be

cause without sin is not yet added here. Therefore the reality of the

participation remains. Of the same—Gr. twv aurwv. This is not

a mere relative, as the article shows : the same things, which happen

to the brethren laboring under flesh and blood, not even excepting

death. [But it refers to flesh and blood, as in Eng. Ver., Liin., etc.]

That—Here the subject is briefly noticed: it is more fully explained,

ch. v. 7, 8, 9. It will be profitable to compare thoughtfully both

passages, ch. v. and ii., till you perceive how both end in a eulogium
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on the great Nigh Priest. Through death—A paradox. Jesus suf

fered and overcame death; the devil, wielding death, succumbed.

Jesus in turn imparts to us life through his flesh and blood ; John vL

He assumed our nature, that his body might be delivered up, and his

blood poured out. Therefore the delivering up and the out-pouring

are chiefly contemplated : John vi* 51. Might destroy—An inference

from thou hast put in subjection, ver. 8 : corap. 1 Cor. xv. 27, with

the preceding, where Paul uses the same synonyms, xaraprecv, de

stroy, faordffffsiv, put under foot. So Ps. viii. 3, mwrh ; roD xara-

Kffae, that thou mightest still the enemy and the avenger. Power—

Great indeed, Matt. xii. 26, 29. That had—By a certain law,

namely, in so far as the captives suffered no injury thereby : comp.

p"W, Is. xlix. 24, where the devil does not seem to be called just,

morally, but a mighty tyrant, having authority over the captives;

Col. i. 13; 2 Pet. ii. 19, end: although here it is called poicer in a

restricted sense, not authority. Death was the attendant and minis

ter of the devil as of a cruel master, delivering up to him men whom

he led away in sin : but Jesus dying made them through dying hie

own, Rom. xiv. 9. Of death—By sin. That is—His power was mani

fest : Men did not perceive who lurked beneath.

15. Deliver—From the devil, who had the power of death. Them

—A demonstrative with relation to what precedes. [Rather, to what

follows ; themwho through/ear, etc. Liin., etc.] Throughfear—Even be

fore they experienced the power itself, for that followed ; on fear, comp.

ch. xii. 19, 20 ; Ex. xix. 21, 22 ; 2 Sam. vi. 9. Of death—Sudden

deaths were inflicted, in Moses' time and afterwards, even on unwary

transgressors. All—An antithesis to a little, ver. 9. There are

many and successive ages of the brethren. Life—That life was not

life. To bondage—The antithesis is, sons unto glory. Paul brings

out the same antithesis, Rom. viii. 15, 16. Politicians define liberty

to be living as we choose ; slavery, to live not as we choose.

16. As we well know—Gr. dynou [Eng. Ver. verily loses the force.]

A particle of courtesy, implying conjecture, but by the addition of

oux, not, promoting assurance. The whole verse has a wonderful de

monstrative power ; comp. npoo'rjl.ov, evident, ch. vii. 14. Not angels,

therefore us; there is no third party. Of angels—Without the arti

cle. That is, they are not angels without flesh and blood, whom he

taken. He takes—on him—[Eng. Ver., took.~\ Christ lays hold of,

or takes, in the words quoted ; about to aid, about to deliver, ver, 15,

10, 11. The same word occurs, ch. viii. 9; Matt. xiv. 31. If the

subject were the very incarnation of the Son of GOD, there would be

in the antithesis the singular number angel, or the angelic nature;
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now, since angels occurs in the plural, seed is taken collectively.

Seed of Abraham—So he calls the whole human race, but by Synec

doche [part for the whole], because Genesis is referred to ; and there

the promise was given to Abraham, which belonged especially to his

descendants : and Christ was born of Abraham's race. [But this is

forced. The meaning is, the Jewish race. He names one race in

stead of the whole, representing the idea more vividly to the Hebrews

to whom he writes, Zwn.] Furthermore the apostle is writing here

to Abraham's descendants, and it was unsuitable to say, of the seed

of Adam, because the first and second Adam are opposed. And yet

the Gentiles are not excluded ; for the seed of Abraham is not op

posed to them, but to the angels ; and all believers are the seed of

Abraham. [See ver. 12, respecting the church, comp. Ps. xxii. 23,

26, 28. V. G.] I think the omission of the article before axipparozz,

seed, corresponds to the Hebrew construct state. The omission of

the article would not so much include the Gentiles, as exclude the

carnal Jews.

17. Wherefore—The particle 66ev, wherefore or whence, occurs six

times in this epistle, but never in the epistles signed with Paul's name;

and yet it occurs in Paul's speech, Acts xxvi. 19. It behoved him—

A grand expression, ch. v. 3. It behoved him from consanguinity,

and because he had undertaken it in the Old Testament, ver. 12, 13.

He now speaks more confidently ; comp. ver. 11, he is not ashamed.

In all things—In all sufferings and temptations. Unto his brethren

-—Ver. 11. To be made like—This is a recapitulation of what pre

cedes. The sum of what follows is immediately added. That—The

apostle thrice touches upon the High Priesthood, till he reaches its

full discussion, ch. vii. He alludes to it in three successive steps. I.

It behoved him to be made like to his brethren, THAT he might BE

COME a merciful and faithful Bigh Priest, in this passage. II. He

was called a High Priest when he was made perfect ; ch. v. 10.

III. He was made High Priest when he entered into that which is

within the veil ; ch. vi. 20 ; and this entrance being made once for

all, he always, as a Priest, presents himself to God for us; ch. ix.

24. [Beng. renders, as Eng. Ver., a merciful and faithful High

Priest ; but the Greek seems to menn merciful, and a faithful High

Priest. De W., Liin.J Merciful—This word, with faithful, is con

strued with high priest ; ch. iv. 15, v. 2. He was made merciful, to

the people oppressed by sins : faithful, so far as concerns God. There

is a Chiasmus [cross reference] here. We have the Priest and the

High Priest, who has the right of approach and of bringing men to

God. Faithful is treated of, ch. iii. 2, a practical application : mer
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•vful, ch. iv. 14, etc., also with a practical application : High Priett

s discussed, ch. v. 4, 5, vii. 1, 2, with the practical application, ch.

t. 19. There is a very similar statement of many things at Rom. i.

16, nate. Of these three points, merciful precedes fiv^at, that he

might become [Eng. Ver., be], hecause it is deduced from what was

said before. The other two are properly connected, hecause they fall

under discussion afterwards along with the first But merciful, and,

conjointly with it,faitfiful High Priest, elegantly have in this propo

sition a rather absolute meaning, because the subsequent discussion

in turn contemplates faithfulness without the priesthood in the case of

Moses, and mercy with the priesthood in the case of Aaron. First,

Jesus is merciful. No one suppose that Jesus was more merciful be

fore he suffered, and more severe now. Only let us escape the wrath

of the Lamb, which is even yet to come. High Priest—The Latin

Pontifex, Priest, was so called because he built a bridge at Rome, or

sacrificed on a bridge ; and the priest was either alone or with others;

but the high priest was exalted above the others, over whom he pre

sided. In the Evangelists and Acts, where the Jewish high priests

are often mentioned, the term pontifex, pontiff, used by the Vulgate

and others, will, I think, offend no one ; but in this epistle, in which

Christ is the principal subject, I do not know whether that term suits

Paul's style as well as the institutions of Numa. At least Schmidt

uses it reluctantly, and occasionally substitutes chief priest ; but a

single word is better, especially when other epithets are added, as

here merciful and faithful; for we cannot conveniently say, ch. iv.

14, a great chief pontiff. High Priest is the most convenient term

which the learned have long used. As respects the subject, this

glorious title of High Priest recurs, ch. iii. 1. But nowhere, except

in the 110th Psalm, and Zech. vi. 13, and in this epistle, is Christ

expressly called a Priest; and only in this epistle is Christ's priest

hood professedly discussed. Whence it appears, how peculiar in its

character, and how necessary, is this book of the New Testament.

However, in all these passages, even of the Old Testament, there is

also mentioned the kingdom, which is oftener mentioned elsewhere

without the priesthood. Even on the Cross, on which this Priest

offered his sacrifice, his title was King. The priesthood, as well as

the kingdom, belongs to this First-begotten. Pertaining to God—

So ch. v. 1. The sins—Which bring death and the fear of it. Of

the people—Whom he called the seed of Abraham, ver. 16. He him

self knew no sin. He made atonement for the sins of the people,

Isa. liii. 8.
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18. In that—This is like an adverb ; Rom. ii. 1, [i. e., in to far as

or because. LiinJ] He is able—His ability to sympathize is dis

cussed, ch. iv. 15, v. 2. To succor—Hence Paul infers the help,

oh. iv. 16.

CHAPTER III.

1. etc. [The two divisions ch. i. 5, to ii. 18, and ch. iii. 1, to iv.

16, are exactly parallel ; thus :

I. The Son and the Angels. II. The Son and Moses.

a. The Son is in himself superior a. The Son is in himself su-

to angels, ch. i. 5-14. perior to Moses, ch. iii. 1-6.

(Exhortation, ii. 1-5.) (Exhortation, iii. 7-19.)

b. In him, man is raised above b. In him, Israel is led to

the angels, ii. 6-16. his rest, iv. 1-13.

For he was at the same time Therefore he was at the same

High Priest, ii. 17, 18. timeiT^APne**, iv. 14-16.

Ebrard.]

1. Wherefore—An urgent particle. From those very things said

in ch. ii. consideration should arise. Brethren—He now first ad

dresses those to whom he is writing. And the title brethren is sacred,

from ch. ii. 11. Holy—There is a Chiasmus [cross reference] in this

verse. Of the heavenly calling—Made by the Lord from heaven, and

leading them to that place, whence it was made, ch. xii. 25, of the

calling of Godfrom above, as Paul says, Phil. iii. 14. [Heavenly—

Which comes from heaven, and calls to heaven ; its origin, its sub

stance, its aim, all are heavenly. Delitsch in Alf.] The correlative

of calling is confession; of which the writer treats presently: so

Paul in 1 Tim. vi. 12. Partakers—The same word occurs, ver. 14,

ch. vi. 4, i. 9, xii. 8. The apostle—The Ambassador of God the Fa

ther ; who pleads the cause of God with us. Thence we are said to

be partakers of the heavenly calling. And High Priest—Who pleads

our cause with God. Hence we are called holy. This Apostleship

and High Priesthood are included in the one term Mediator. He com

pares Jesus as an apostle to Moses, and as a priest (which title is re

sumed iv. 14) to Aaron, and at the same time prefers him to both ;

He alone holds both dignities united, and in a higher degree, which
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those two brothers held separately. Here he is called, relatively,

faithful, as true, John v. 31, a testimony which cannot be refused.

Of our profession—Not to men, but to God. This word admirably

expresses the nature of faith, which meets the promise with a ready

response : God, who tent his Son and gave him as a priest to us,

Xiret, speaks : man SpoXoyet, agrees, assents, subscribes. So ch. iv.

14, x. 23. They did that most solemnly in baptism. The opposite

is dvrtXoyia, contradiction, ch. xii. 3. [Omit the word Xptarbv,

Christ. Tisch., Alf.]

2. Who was faithful—Comp. Num. xii. 7, at the end, Sept., My

servant (comp. soon after, ver. 5) Moses is faithful in all mine house.

He calls him faithful, who is both so himself, and is acknowledged

to be so by God, and is praised. Hence arises faithfulness in office,

and the faith of the hearers without exception, for this very reason

that Moses is faithful; comp. Num. xii. 8, likewise at the end. To him

that appointed him—His heavenly Father appoii^ed Jesus Christ to

be both his Apostle and High Priest, ch. v. 5 ; corresponds to ro re-

vrj&rjvat, to be made, by the word of the Lord. Add Acts ii. 36.

[But xoirjaavri cannot mean appointed, but made, created; He was

faithful to him that made him ; i. e., either made him the Man Jesus,

the Apostle, etc., (Alf), or made him by eternal generation. Ltin.']

And this rouses us to faith. There is a very similar expression in 1

Sam. xii. 6, 8 : It is the Lord who appointed [Eng. Ver., advanced]

(Sept., 6 xov'joaz) and sent Moses and Aaron. As also Moses—So

Deut. xviii. 15. He praises Moses, and thus conciliates the Jews,

before preferring Christ to him ; although he has prepared their

minds to hear it, by preferring Jesus even to angels. In his house—

A rare appellation in the time of Moses. His—God's, ver. 6, note.

3. Of more—Christ, a prophet as Moses, Acts iii. 22, note (where

as the other prophets only explained Moses) ; and yet different from

Moses, ch. viii. 9 ; John i. 17. Here he is greater than Moses. For

—The reason refers to consider. Glory—Presently rtprjv, honor:

rtprj, honor, here rather denotes something inward ; doza, glory, fol

lows it. The house—The genitive is governed by nhiova, more, the

comparative ; for it is an Enthymeme [a covert syllogism, where one

premiss must be supplied] as follows : Christ is greater than the

house (for the house is being built : Christ hath built the house and

all things, and so Christ is God) ; therefore Christ is greater than

Moses. The~reason is: for Moses is less than the house, as a minis

ter, and, as it were, a portion of the house ; comp. Matt. xii. 6, note.

4. But he—Christ. The article indicates the subject, and has

here also a relative meaning, as in ch. vii. 6. God is the predicate.
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[This assertion of the Divinity of Christ would be out of place here,

when the argument is on his superiority to Moses, in God~s house, as

the Son. The Eng. Ver. gives the sense. So Liin., Alf.] God—

Absolutely. Moses was a god to Aaron, but he was not God

absolutely.

5. And—Another reason for Christ's superiority to Moses. Ser

vant—So the Sept., Num. xii. 7. This implies the excellence of

Moses compared with all other prophets : but again it mentions

Moses as inferior to Christ the Lord. For—He served, that testi

mony might be given by him. Of those things which were to be spoken

—Which Moses was to speak (ch. ix. 19), chiefly of Christ ; and af

terwards Christ himself was to speak. In ch. ix. 19, there is a verbal

parallelism, which however at the same time introduces a like reason,

namely, what Moses, according to the time, Num. xii., both had

spoken and was about to speak. Miriam did not question Moses' au

thority respecting the past, but she wished to claim as much for her

self for the future, because of certain past tokens.

6. But Christ—Moses yields to him. An ambassador, in the

king's absence, is highly distinguished—in the king's presence, he

retires among the multitude. Here also supply is faithful. The Sou

shows his faithfulness in all that belongs to his Father and to him

self. Over—This ini, hy, over, shows his surpassing power ; iv, in,

is applied to Moses, ver. 5. His—[Not his own, as Eng. Ver. The

house is God's throughout; Christ its chief authority and glory.

Liin., Alf] That is, God's, ch. x. 21. If—The same sentiment

occurs at ver. 14. An abbreviated expression : the house are we,

since we have confidence : the house we shall be, if we retain our con

fidence. There is an expression of Paul's very similar, Col. i. 23,

note. The confidence—A common word in this epistle : xapfcaia,

boldness, ch. iv. 16, x. 19, 35 ; and lXmz, hope, ch. vi. 11, 18, vii.

19, x. 23, likewise nhjpofopia, full assurance, lmbozaatz, confidence ;

confidence towards God : glorying, with respect to enemies. If we

hold fast—So ver. 14; ch. x. 23. So xparuv, hold fast, iv. 14, vi.

18. [Omit l*iipt riXouz ftejiaiav, firm unto the end. Tisch.,Alf]

7. Wherefore—[Connect with take heed, ver. 12. Liin.~] A choice

inference, and the strength of this whole passage. Jesus is faith

ful: be not ye unfaithful, ver. 2, 12. [As—The conclusion is at

ver. 12. Not. Crit.] The Holy Ghost saith—So ch. ix. 8, x. 15.

To-day—forty years—wherefore I was grieved—and said—alway—

Ps. xcv. 7, to the end, Sept., To-day—-forty years—/ was grieved.

To-day is an expression of David's, and is opposed to that day, which

was in Moses' time, ver. 8. If—If you will obediently hear his voice,
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Unaer this hearing is included any sort of hearing, ver. 16, ch. iv.

2. The force of this clause is joined in the Hebrew with what pre

cedes, and falls thence upon what follows. Voice—Full of grace, in

these prophetic words, to be heard on that very account.

8. In the provocation—temptation—By Chiasmus [cross reference]

in ver. 9, temptation is first treated, then provocation. Both refer to

the History, Ex. xvii. 7, the first offence : comp. below ver. 16, they

that came out. Beware of the first offence ; for it easily produces

more, and the first is usually most severely reproved. In the wilder

ness—The theatre of very great events.

9. With which—Supply nupaopou, temptation. [But ov means

wJiere : in the wilderness, wJiere, etc. Liin., Alf. Omit pe, me, and

for idoxipaadv pe, proved me, read iv doxtpaaia, by way of trial.

Tisch., Alf.~] They tempted Me—Whether I was able or willing.

Your fathers—Whose hardness of heart is very often mentioned.

Therefore the authority of the ancients is not conclusive. Proved—

That is, searched out, not approved. Weigh well what follows. Saw

—Clearly, but without improvement. My works—Most glorious in

helping, partly also in avenging. Forty years—This is joined with

/ was grieved, in the Sept. and in the Hebrew, and below, ver. 17.

At the same time the people both saw the bys, work of God, and of

fended God, until they consummated their guilt. Here it is joined

with they saw ; and therefore the hard heart of the people is implied.

10. Wherefore—This particle is not in the Hebrew, nor in the

Sept. I was grieved—Gr. xpoaio%piaa. A very common word in

the Sept., but occurring scarcely anywhere else. '' O%fioz denotes

a local eminence : thence d%fliio or d%di^w, of the mind, signifies I

am roused. I was grieved with them, so that they should not enter

into the land, when they wished too late to do so. The phrase, to

walk contrary, Lev. xxvi. 24, 28, is akin to it. [For ixuvrj, that,

read ratirg, this. Tisch., Alf] Gr. ixeivrj, with that, signifies re

moval and alienation : Heb. ina absolutely, with the same meaning.

And said—I declared with my lips the displeasure of my soul. Ob

serve the subsequent gradation : first displeasure with those who

sinned made him say ; then anger, more severe towards those who

did not believe, made him swear ; comp. ver. 17, 18. The first temp

tation, Ex. xvii., was presently the cause why God was grieved. The

complaint as to the erring of their heart, then anger, and the oath

followed. So the displeasure and anger, the complaint and the oath,

are the better distinguished. They—DH, they, in Heb. is repeated

very forcibly. Therefore it is not included under I said, but this is

the meaning ; they perceived that I was displeased with them ; and

76
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yet the tame persons did not a whit the more wish to know My ways.

There is a similar antithesis, they and /, ch. viii. 9; corap. ver. 10.

So but they, Ps. cvi. 43 ; comp. also Luke vii. 5 ; Is. liii. 7, in the

Hebrew. They have not known—This is unbelief ; the gin is de

scribed, ver. 9, they tempted. Concerning both, again, ver. 12, 13,

and ver. 17, 18. My ways—In which I wished to lead them as My

flock to rest.

11. So I gware—The oath preceded the forty years. If—Gr. el

[not rendered in Eng. Ver.] The conclusion omits something for the

sake of Euphemism [softening the expression], which has the force

of the oath itself [that is, the complete form of the oath would be,

if they enter, etc., may tome evil befal me, or some similar expression]:

si, if, here is negative, as % /rijv, surely, is affirmative, ch. vi. 14.

They shall enter—By my ways. Into my rest—In the promised land.

The people, the sheep ; Ps. xcv. 7. nnun, rest, is their blessing, Ps.

xxiii. 2.

12. Take heed—This word depends on wherefore, ver. 7 : the con

clusion here to ver. 7, also introduces the word brethren ; 1 Thess. iii.

7. The same word occurs at ch. xii. 25. We must not trust the

heart; Jer. xvii. 9. Lest—of unbelief—Observe the connection.

Christ is faithful, ver. 2 ; therefore we must be faithful to him, not

unfaithful, as our fathers were toward Moses ; ver. 18, 19, ch. iv. 2,

3, vi. 12. In like manner Paul contrasts God's faithfulness and men's

faithlessness, Rom. iii. 2, 3 ; 2 Tim. ii. 13. Be—Care must also be

«xtended to the future, because of the greatness of the danger. He

uses the fut. indie, in preference to the pres. subj. Evil—An unbe

lieving people; j'l an evil nation and unhappy ; comp. miserably wicked,

Matt. xxi. 41. Indeparting—Theantithesis is letuscomeunto, ch. iv. 16,

and substance, presently at ver. 14 ; comp. Jer. vi. 8, let not my soul de

part from thee. This whole passage of the apostle agrees with Jer. xvii.

5, 6. CURSED is the man who TRUSTETH in man, and whose heart

DEPARTETH from the LORD ; he shall not see tvhen GOOD cometh. From

the living God— The life of GOD most powerfully and promptly ani

mates our faith. The living God is also praised, ch. ix. 14, x. 31,

xii. 22. He who revolts from Christ, revolts from GOD ; ch. iii. 12-

19. [Namely, the very God of Israel. Alf.~] Chiasmus [cross

reference.]

ver.

13. One another—Let each exhort himself and another; so far
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should you be from instigating and provoking one another. Daily,

to-day—Kindred words ; ch. iv. 7. While—As long as. This to-day

will not continue for ever. /* called—While that psalm is heard and

read. Lest any be hardened—Repeated from ver. 8. Through the

deceitfulness—This corresponds to they err, ver. 10. Of sin— Unbe

lief and sin, which are equivalents, John xvi. 9; Neh. vi. 13: where

unbelief and sin are mentioned together, they differ as species and

class ; and unbelief, as the principal species of sin, involves something

more sad and deadly. . But if sin be put by itself, the class, sin, Is

contracted into this particular species, namely, unbelief: as apapria is

literally missing the aim, which results especially from unbelief, the

grace of God having been neglected.

14. Partakers of Christ—Ver. 1, 6. So partakers of the Holy

Ghost, ch. vi. 4. The beginning—to the end—Comp. ch. vi. 11, xii.

2. A Christian, so long as he is not perfected, considers himself a

beginner. Of our confidence—xi. 1 ; 2 Cor. ix. 4, note. Steadfast—

Bsftaiav. A common word in this epistle, with its synonyms, axh-

vijz, unwavering, d.ptzd&eroz, immutable, dofaXrfi, safe, io%upbz,

strong.

v 15. [_Beng. and Eng. Ver., are both wrong in rendering this verse ;

it is variously explained, best by Ebrard and Alf., who render, For

(since) it is said, to-day, etc. ; giving the proof that we must holdfast,

to become partakers, etc.] While it is said—The connection is with

ver. 13, in reference to exhort. Even in the psalm the Divine ex

hortation precedes, viz., O come ye. Comp. Ps. xcv. 7, that is, it

depends on you alone that this may not only be a mere invitation

and offer, in the first instance, but also real enjoyment, in the second.

So in that he saith, ch. viii. 13. As in the provocation—Heb. ru'iM ;

it is taken as a proper name, with its signification.

16. [For rtvez, some, read «'v«c, who. Also put a note of inter

rogation after each clause. Tisch., Alf., etc. Render, For who,

when they had heard provoked ? Nay was it not all, etc. Alf., Ziin.]

Who—Gr. rivez. Many write rtvec, some ; but the argument of the

apostle is thus somewhat weakened : some, but not all, is rather a

general expression concerning the Provocation, ch. iv. 6 ; Ex. xvii.

2. There is plainly a question, as ch. i. 5, 13, and at the same time

a very weighty Anaphora [repetition of a word in beginnings], who,

with whom, to whom, ver. 16, 17, 18; and there are indicated in

these three verses, 1, The beginning of the 'Provocation, soon after

the departure from Egypt ; 2, The forty grievous years in the wil

derness ; 3, The refusal of the entrance into the land of rest. 'AXX

ob, howbeil not, is used, ver. 16, as « prj, but, ver. 18 ; for neither is
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properly interrogative, but both stand under the interrogative word,

rrWc, who. To show the force of the particle more clearly, suppose

some one to say, There were men who provoked, but not those that

went out. The apostle denies that, and therefore says, who were they,

but these ? that is, these were the very persons. There are similar

particles in Luke, r«'c dJJC oujrt, which—but not, xvii. 7, 8 ; and in

Paul, ric, ^ oiijfi xai, x.r.X., what—are not, etc., 1 Thess. ii. 19.

[Beng. explains fftivrec, all, to mean here, none else but merely those,

a meaning which it cannot by any possibility bear. Liin., Alf.]

These are not in this passage said to have been led out, but to have

come out. They had already the pledge of Divine assistance, and

had followed the Divine guidance; but their future progress did not

correspond to that excellent beginning (comp. ver. 14). Chrysostom

evidently reads rivez, who : who, says he, have been mentioned as

being hardened; where those hardened, (comp. ver. 15) are the

same as those who provoked. When they had heard—Ver. 15.

Provoked— The Lord, namely, by quarreling with Moses, Ex.

xvii. 2. By Moses—Whose words, 'When heard, they should have

obeyed.

17. Whose—The event proves the fact. So also ver. 19. Whose

carcases fell in the wilderness—Num. xiv. 29, Sept. your carcases

shall fall in this wilderness. This name, D'US, carcases, mere bodies,

perishable, always indicates indignation. KobXa, limbs, properly feet,

according to Eustathius. If the forty years be resolved into days,

and the daily deaths averaged, forty men died every day. A great

cause for writing the 90th Psalm !

19. They could not—Though they afterwards had wished it.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Let us fear—Where many have fallen, there is cause for fear.

A promise being left us—After the others have neglected it. The

same word occurs in the same sense, Rom. xi. 4. A kindred verb is

dxohtiurat, remaineth, ver. 6, 9, ch. x. 26. This, interwoven with

the exhortation, is a statement which is proved, ver. 3. The verb
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t, I promise, is very common in this epistle, and the noun,

& promise. In this chapter the subject is the rest of eter

nal life ; for to-day still continues, when the danger of fulling re

mains, if we yield to hardness of heart. To-day, well improved, ends

in rest. Rest, once obtained, is not again lost. We now (comp. ch.

ii. 5, note) are urged to look further. Foretaste in thia life is not

denied; full rest is. All foretastes of rest are evidently small, when

compared with heavenly things. Any should seem—Euphemism

[agreeable expression of an unpleasant fact]. Every man should so

run, that it may be said of him, without any appearance of the con

trary, This man runs. Aoxtiv, to seem, here, bxodstrfta, an example,

ver. 11, and ^8dxwa9cu, to show, ch. vi. 11, are kindred terms: for

he who shmcs a desire does not seem to remain ; he who seems to re

main is an example of obstinacy. To have come short—The same

word occurs, xii. 15. The examples, xii. 17; Num. xiv. 40; Luke

xiii. 25 : to fail to keep thepassover. Num. ix. 13. ' Tarfpuv, in Plato,

at the beginning of the Gorgiaa, is to come after the festival is ended.

2. For—This refers to let us fear. Unto us was the Gospel

preached—We may regard this as spoken especially to us, who are

called Evangelical: ver. 6. As well as unto them—The promise of

the land of Canaan had been proclaimed to those men of old, ver. 6.

Did not profit—There is less said here than intended. On the con

trary, the unbelievers incurred the greatest punishment. Supply,

nor will it profit us without faith. Not being mixed with—The word

is entirely mixed with and infused into the believing soul ; and when

mingled, it wonderfully manifests its power, as a healthful draught,

and something more powerful even than that, ver. 12, 13. In them

that heard it—Comp. Rom. iv. 12, note. To these are opposed those

who believed, in the next verse. •

3. For—This word refers to a promise being left, ver. 1. [Rather

tofaith, believed being emphatic. Lun."] As— Unbelief alone hinders.

Although—The first member of the clause is, although the works were

finishedfrom the foundation of the world. The conclusion is, yet he

said, Ihave stoorn. But because the conclusion in the text comes first, yet

is omitted. The proposition is, a rest remains to us. This proposition,

ver. 3-11, is proved thus. Rest is mentioned in the psalm ; and yet

there it does not signify, I. God's rest from creation ; for this was

long before Moses' times. Therefore another rest was to be expected

in the times of Moses, of which those during the same period, who

had heard, plainly came short. Nor yet, II., is that rest the one

which they had obtained by Joshua; for it was not until afterwards
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that the Psalmist sung of it. Therefore, III., he sung of a rest more

recent than all these, namely, a rest to be enjoyed in heaven.

4. He said—GOD, who also speaks in ver. 5, 7. And God did rest

the seventh day, etc.—Gen. ii. 2, Sept., and he retted on the seventh

day from all his works which he had made. He rested, he withdrew,

so to speak, to his eternal tranquility. It is remarkable that Moses

has mentioned the end of the former days, but not of the seventh :

Heb./rom his work. It was one work, comprehending many works. The

single terra xariKauaev, rested, corresponds to both the Heb. nm:s and

r\3V, by most suitably connecting the two passages Ps. xcv. and Gen. ii.

5. In this—Supply, saying of the psalm [Eng. Ver., place]. So

in another, ch. v. 6.

6. Seeing therefore—GOD does not wish that his rest should be un-

enjoyed : Luke xiv. 23. First—In Moses' time. Preached—A rare

use of the word concerning the ancients. He is doubtless speaking

of the promise of the land of Canaan, but with a view to the Gospel

of eternal life. [On account of disobedience—Not unbelief, as Eng.

Ver. Alf.]

7. Again—Who would have thought that there is a sermon so im

portant and solemn in the 95th Psalm ? Let us highly value GOD'S

words; comp. ch. x. 8, note. He limiteth—GOD. A day—This is

deduced from to-day, which is presently cited. See how beautifully

he emphasizes the word DV, a day, and so frequently single words, ch.

ii. 8, 11, 12, vii. 11, 21, viii. 13, x. 9, xii. 5, 27 : the day of striving

for the heavenly rest; ver. 8. In—So ch. i. 1. [That is, dwelling

in, inspiring David. But it is rather in David, i. e., his book, the

Psalms. Alf.~\ So long a time—More than four hundred years from

Moses and Joshua to David, who sung this psalm. [For et[iijrat, said,

read nfioslfir/rat, said before. Tisch., Alf. So Bena.~\ As it was be

fore said—[Eng. Ver., is said]—The apostle refers his hearers to the

whole text, as repeated above from the psalm.

8. Joshua—Gr. '/ijffoDc, Jesus. [The usual form of Joshua in

Greek. To retain Jesus here, as Eng. Ver., introduces utter confu

sion. AlfJ] Would he not—There is a similar mode of reasoning,

ch. vii. 11, viii. 4, 7, xi. 15. Of another day—By observing which,

there would be access also to another rest.

9. Therefore—Because he speaks of another day. Rest—Gr. oafl-

paTtafWZ. The word is changed for xaTdxavotz, rest ; comp. the next

verse. In time there are many sabbaths ; but then there will be the

enjoyment of rest, one, perfect, eternal. The verbal noun is very

emphatic : it does not occur in the Sept. There will be no element

ary sabbath in heaven : because earthly labor shall have passed
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away : but perpetual rest, which, however, itself will vary according

to the different state of the priests and of the rest of the blessed,

and according to the intervals of the heavenly times to which the new

moons and Jewish Sabbaths corresponded ; Isa. Ixvi. 21, 23. To the

people of GOD—He bad said absolutely, of the people, ch. ii. 17, when

treating of reconciliation : but now, treating of eternal rest, he says,

to the people of God, that is, to the Israel of God, as Paul speaks,

Gal. vi. 16. He therefore especially intends the Israelites (since he

is writing to the Hebreivs) and those, believers.

10. Foi—Verse 9 is proved : He who has entered into God's rest,

rests from his labors ; but God's people do not yet rest ; therefore

they have not yet entered in. It remains, that they enter in. [But

the reference is to Jesus. He has finished his 'works and entered into

his Sabbath ; his people therefore shall share it. Comp. ver. 14.

Hbrard. So Alf.~\ From hie own works—Even from good ones, per

formed at fitting times. Labor precedes rest ; and that would have

doubtless been the case, even in paradise, Gen. ii. 15. As—GOD'S

work and rest are the archetype to which we should be conformed.

11. That—Future, great. After the same—As those ancients.

[Better, fall into (he same example of disobedience, that is, into the

same contradiction with them, so as to become an example. Liin.,

Alf.~\ Example—The same word occurs at viii. 5, ix. 23. He who

falls through unbelief, is an example to others, who then say, Behold,

that man has likewise fallen. Fall—With the soul, not merely with

the body ; ch. iii. 17. Moses has no reference to the ruin of souls,

when he recounts the destruction of the people in the wilderness.

12. For—quick [i. e., living]—The efficacy of GOD'S word and the

omniscience of GOD himself are described as saving to those, in

whom God's word is mixed with faith, but as terrible to the obsti

nate : comp. 2 Cor. ii. 15. The word of GOD—That is preached,

ver. 2, and which is the Gospel, v. 2, and is joined with threatening,

ver. 3. For Christ, the personal Word, is not said to be a sword, but

to have a sword (comp. Jos. v. 13, to which this passage, relating to

Joshua, ver. 8, seems also to refer) ; nor is he called XJIKIXO;, judicial,

but xfterrji;, the Judge. The title Sword, given to God, Deut. xxxiii.

29, is suitable to poetry, not to the ordinary style of epistolary writ

ing. Piercing even to the dividing—Its parallel presently, xfitTtxbf,

discerning [Eng. Ver., a discerner]. Of soul and spirit—Hence it is

evident that soul and spirit are not synonymous, but the spirit is in

the soul. Man, viewed according to his nature, consists of soul and

body, Matt. x. 28 ; but when he has in him the working of GOD'S

word, he consists of spirit, soul, and body. The inmost parts, and the
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recesses in the spirit, soul, and body of man, are called by Synecdoche

[part for tbe whole], joints and marrow. Moses forms the soul,

Christ the spirit, 2 Cor. iii. 6. The soul attracts the body, the spirit

both, 1 Thess. v. 23. The spirit is divided from the soul by the

power of GOD'S word, when the former is claimed for GOD ; the lat

ter is left to itself, in so far as it either does not keep pace with, or

does not follow the spirit. And as the joints are not only divided

from the marrow, but the joints and marrow are divided into their

own parts : nor are the intentions only distinguished from the thoughts,

but the intentions themselves, as well as the thoughts themselves, are

distinguished : so, not only is the soul divided from the spirit, but

spirit and soul have their respective divisions ; Luke ii. 35. Flesh

and spirit are also separated ; 1 Pet. iv. 6, note. Of the intentions

and thoughts—[Eng. Ver., thoughts and intents}. He comes from the

greater parts as soul and spirit, and from the less as joints and mar

row, to the faculties of the mind. ' Ei/d'Jfjojai^, intention, involves

feeling ; there follows by gradation iwoea, thought, expressing some

thing simpler, previously existing and inward. Both nourish and fos

ter either good or evil.

13. Creature—A word quite general : presently we find all things.

In his sight—Bis, GOD'S, ver. 12. The analysis of the statement

will be easy, if both of its parts are put in the nominative case : It

is GOD, whose word is quick : it is GOD, before whom there is no

creature that is not manifest. So, in ch. xi. 23, the nominative case

is understood : By faith Moses' parents concealed Moses, xi. 30 : By

faith the Israelites went round the walls of Jericho, that they might

fall. GOD'S omniscience is disclosed to men by the word ; and those

who have not the word still feel that omniscient power in their con

sciences. A striking argument for the truth of religion from its

power. Opened—Gr. TeTpufflkaueva. Tpa%yM£at, I throw one on

his back, is used in Greek and Latin for / lay open. Bodies which

lie on the belly are scarcely considered naked, for they cover them

selves : those lying on their back are exposed to view in all their no

blest and most distinguishing parts. [This is doubtful, but no better

meaning has been given. This is essentially that of Liin., De W.,

etc.] Show, 0 man, shame and fear towards thy GOD; for no veil,

no twisting, bending, coloring, or disguise, can cover faithlessness.

Of him—Referring again to GOD. With whom we have to do—We

have to do with him, with God, with such a one as is described, ver.

12, 13, [whose face and judgment we cannot escape. V. <7.] We

therefore need earnestness. The relative on, whom, has a demon

strative force : Aoroi;, 121, business. So the Sept. Judg. xviii. 28,
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they had no business with any man ; 2 Kings ix. 5, Xbro^ pot

I have an errand to thee ; comp. Acts xix. 38.

14. Seeing that we have—The exhortation begins in the same way,

ch. x. 19, xii. 1. Then—He resumes the proposition laid down, ch.

ii. 17. Great—For he is the Son of GOD, higher than the heavens.

He is called absolutely, in Hebrew phraseology, a Great Priest, ch.

x. 21 : but here the Great High Priest, greater than the Levitical

high priest. Who has passed through—Not merely entered the heav

ens : ch. vii. 26. [Eng. Ver., into, is wrong. Through to God's

throne, as the High Priest through the veil to the holiest. Alf., etc.]

Let us holdfast—From ch. iii. 1, to ch. v. 3, there are four points

explained by Chiasmus [cross reference], since they contain the doc

trine and application, the application and the doctrine. Consult

again, I beg, the Synopsis of the epistle.

15. Not—The apostle institutes, by Chiasmus [cross reference], a

comparison between the Levitical high priest and Christ, (1.) As to

qualities : (2.) As to calling, ch. iv. 15, 16, v. 1, 2, 4, 5. Touched

with—He sympathizes, as having suffered the same things, Is. 1. 6, 4 :

mercy is a kindred noun, ver. 16. The reference is to ch. ii. 17.

Our infirmities—A fitting expression: ch. v. 2. The idea of sin, aa

respects us, is included ; as respects Christ, is excluded. The words,

without sin, presently follow. Like as we—Since he was made like

us; ch. ii. 17. Without sin—So ch. ix. 28 : but how can one, tempted

without sin, sympathize with those who are tempted with sin ? As

respects the understanding, the Saviour's mind much more keenly

perceived the forms of temptation than we who are weak ; as re

spected the will, he as quickly repressed their assault as the fire a

drop of water cast into it. He therefore experienced what power

was necessary to overcome temptations. He can sympathize, for he

was both tempted without sin, and yet truly tempted.

16. Let us come—The same word occurs, ch. vii. 25, x. 1, 22, xi.

0, xii. 18, 22 : likewise, iffi^tcu, to draw nigh, ch. vii. 19 : eiffsftysa-

Oat, enter, ch. vi. 19 : etaodoz, entrance, ch. x. 19. So Paul also,

Rom. v. 2, -upoanftaf^, access. The throne—Ch. viii. 1, xii. 2 ; Is,

xvi. 5. Of grace—This word is also common in this epistle. Obtain

—Christ's mercy, being shown, is obtained: and further, God's gruce

is found. The appropriate verb precedes the one noun, and is put

after the other : Chiasmus [cross reference]. Mercy—This refers to

touched with. Grace—Referring to of grace. In good time—[Not

exactly in time of need; but in time: before it is too late; to-day.

Liin., Alf., etc.] Believers do not at once and long in advance ex

77
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perience the grace prepared for them ; but, at the necessary time,

they find it; and this seasonableness is peculiar to the times of the

New Testament, Rom. iii. 26, v. 6, and under it to the times of per

secution. Help—Ch. ii. 18.

CHAPTER V.

1. [Render, Every High Priest, being taken from among men, it

appointed for men in matters relating to God, that he may offer, etc.

Alf.] Every—Every Levitical priest. An antithesis to Christ; for

the subject is the Levitical priesthood, ver. 1-3 : and the conclusion

is not added, because it is included in what precedes. But in ver. 4,

there is a Protasis in a new part of the comparison followed by the

conclusion. This is the sum. Whatever is excellent in the Levitical

priests, that is in Christ, and indeed in a higher degree ; whatever is

wanting in them, that however is supplied in Christ. Taken from

among men—A part of the predicate. Before they were taken, they

were evidently of the same condition. For—From among men, for

men, an elegant expression, Is ordained—The present ; is usually

ordained. In things pertaining to God—So the Sept. Deut. xxxi.

27. Gifts—Referring to inanimate things. Sacrifices for sins—Of

animals. [But the words for sins belong, not only to sacrifices, but

to the whole clause, iwn.]

2. To have a moderate feeling [Eng. Ver., have compassion]—Gr.

perptoxa&uv. Hesychius, ptrptona&rfi, enduring little things, or

kindly making allowance. Moderation is opposed to severity and

rigor, which are only shown towards the obstinate ; ch. x. 28. Who

can—Who does not please himself; comp. Rom. xv. 3. The ignor

ant and them that are out of the way—Who sin through ignorance and

error : rut?, Sept. ayuoiiv, to be ignorant. Simple ignorance is merely

want of attention and memory ; but error confounds good and evil,

truth and falsehood. Infirmity—Which is sinful and to be expiated

by sacrifices.

3. [For dta raurrjv, on account of this—(Eng. Ver., by reason

hereof) read dt aurrjv, on account of it, (the infirmity). Tisch., Alf.]

4. And—The apostle here commences a discussion on the priest
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hood of Christ itself. No—Levitical priest. Honor—The priest

hood is an honor. Its synonym is glory, ver. 5. Aaron—Received

it by being called.

5. Sigh Priest—So Christ is often called ; and yet often, and pre

sently at ver. 6, he is termed a priest. He is a priest absolutely,

because he is alone without an equal. He is High Priest as respects

the Aaronic type, aqd as respects as, whom he has made priests by

his access to God and guidance of us. He that said unto- him— The

LORD said, Ps. ii. 7. My Son—The apostle does not mean that the

Father conferred the priestly honor on the Son, when he said, Thou

art my Son ; for the generation of the Son certainly precedes hifl

priesthood: but declares, that the Son, who can do nothing of him

self, and who is always under the Father's authority, and docs only

•what the Father wills, and receives only what the Father gives, has

also received from the Father the honor of the priesthood, of which

none but the Son himself was capable. Hence the connection, at,

in the next verse. Thus David had his sons as priests [Eng. Ver.,

chief rulers'], that is, his confidential friends. 2 Sam. viii. 18, and

the name of Son and Priest, quoted from the Psalms in ver. 5, 6,

is presently repeated ver. 8, and ch. vii. 3, 28.

6. In another—So Paul also, Acts xiii. 35. He saith—GOD.

Thou—Ps. ex. 4, where the Sept. has it in as many words. Mel-

chisedec—It is unimportant to know who Melchisedec was, beyond

what is mentioned of him ; nay, the very silence respecting the rest

of his history is mysterious. He was certainly a king and priest at

that time, and of the human race.

7. Who—Namely, Christ, the Son of God, the Priest. TJiis is not

said, but who, the relative pronoun being very significant ; for the

subsequent discourse corresponds to the names in ver. 5, 6. A sum

mary of what is to be discussed in ch. vii. and the following chapters,

is contained in ver. 7-10, introduced with a remarkable anticipatory

caution and preparation, ver. 11, 12. And there ie most exquisitely

embraced in this summary the progress of his passion, with its inmost

causes, from Gethsemane even to Golgotha, and the same expressions

are used as by the evangelists : comp. also Ps. xxii. 3, 20, etc., 25,

Ixix. 4, 11, cix. 22. In the dayt of his flesh—In those days, the two

especially, in which he suffered those things, to suffer which, he as

sumed the likeness of sinful and mortal flesh ; ch. ii. 14, x. 20 :

Matt, x xvi. 41, at the end : when through weakness he seemed to be

a mere man, John xix. 5. Prayers and supplications—Plural ; for

in Gethsemane he prayed thrice. The particle re, both [not rendered

in Eng. Ver.] indicates that the words are not mere synonyms here :
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prayers refer to the mind ; supplications, also to the body, as the

origin of the word, ixereOio, I supplicate, shows, in Eustathius. On

both see Matt. xxvi. 39. Unto him that was able to save him from

death—Abba Father, says he, all things are possible to thee ; let this

cup pass from me. Mark xiv. 36: comp. John xii. 27. This ability

is opposed to the weakness of Christ's flesh. To save—Zio^uv and

presently awzfjpiaz, are kindred, to save, salvation. .From-^Presently

ixb, by. The two words, otherwise equivalent, here harmonize with

the difference of the subject : out of death, from terror. He, how

ever, in obedience to the Father's will, underwent the death, out of

which the Father might have delivered him, so that he should not die:

ne was altogether delivered from its horror, in that he was heard.

With strong crying and tears—On the cross, he is said to have cried,

not to have shed tears. Both of these, as the series of the events

shows, refer to Gethsemane. Kpd^uv, to cry, and xpaupj, a crying,

in the Sept. correspond to the Hebrew verbs ppt, and pyx, and ;-it7,

a heartfelt cry, or strong desire ; more earnestly, Luke xxii. 44,

with a most willing spirit, Matt. xxvi. 41, whatever may be the words

uttered : these occur everywhere in the Psalms, as lax, to speak, to

say, signifies also thought. Indeed, the cry of the mind, unuttered,

better befits tears and sorrow ; and yet doubtless Jesus at intervals

seconded his prayers in Gethsemane by short cries, and his supplica

tions by tears (observe the Chiasmus [cross reference]) drawn not only

from the eyes, but from the whole face and body, in that extreme

agony. See Luke xxii. 44 ; comp. with Rev. vii. 17, 16. Heat,

tears. Christ's sweat and blood were poured out like water. Through

out his passion he alternately cried and was silent. Mutt. xxvi. 37,

etc. ; Ps. xxii. 2, 3, 15, lxix. 2, etc., cix. 21, etc., where silence im

plies a wounded heart. And was heard—jrisnn, Sept., uoaxouuv,

hear, Ps. lv. 17 ; ity likewise, 2 Chron. xviii. 31 : therefore here, to

save, and to hear, are very nearly akin. That agony and its issue

are here referred to, he began to be sorrowful and very heavy. Unto

death. Matt. xxvi. 37, 38. To be sore amazed, Mark xiv. 33 : Luke

xxii. 44 mentions the agony and sweat. When the cup was presented,

the dreadful image of lingering death, joined with sorrow, ignominy,

and cursing, was also presented to the Saviour's soul, and moved him

to pray for the removal of the cup. But the purity of filial affection

in the Saviour with his holy reason and moderation instantly softened

that horror, and afterwards absorbed it completely, as his calmness

returned. And he was heard, not in the removal of the cup, but in

his now drinking it without any horror: whence also he was strength

ened by an angel. The fear was a something more horrible than
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death itself : the horror being removed before the coming of his ene

mies, he lays it down, that the cup which he had wished conditionally

not to drink, now cannot but be drunk. Johnxviii.il. From—[Gr.

d.To, see below]. An abbreviated expression, as ipbavrtapivoi dsd,

sprinkledfrom, ch. x. 22. So Ps. cxviii. (cxvii.) 5, heard vie (and

set me) into a large place. From horror—Gr. dnb r^c tttXafteiaz

[Eng. Ver., in that he feared, are both wrong. The true meaning

seems to be by reason of his piety, or of his reverent submission. Liin.,

Alf., etc. (after Bleek.)] The Greek word here is peculiarly elegant,

and means something more subtle than fear. Comp. euXaftrjOeiz,

moved with fear, ch. xi. 7. He had lately used davdrou, death, with

out the article ; now he has rijc euXafteiaz, fear, with the article,

whose relative power indicates that the meaning of euXaftuaz is in

cluded in death, which was fearful in its assault.

8. Though he was a Son—This paragraph, in the days, etc. has

two parts. The first is, in the days—obedience by the things which he

suffered; the second, and being made perfect—of eternal. The first

part speaks of things very humble ; for death and to be in dread, and,

although the dread of it be removed, to die, and to learn obedience

from such suffering, may appear somewhat servile; wherefore, by this

clause, although he was a Son, care is taken, that nothing said in

that part, before and after, should offend any. The second part is

altogether joyful and glorious, and implies that we must repeat from

ver. 5, because he was the Son : comp. ch. vii. 28, at the end. In his

agony in Gethsemane he so sweetly, so often, appealed to the

Father, Matt. xxvi. 39, etc. ; and hence we have the clearest evidence

that Jesus was not the Son of God after his resurrection merely.

Learned—The word learning, preceding suffering, elegantly points to

Christ learning most willingly. He learned obedience while he began

to suffer, while he set himself to drink the cup. The word to learn

implies a kind of beginning, and the making perfect corresponds to

this beginning, of which presently. There is a pleasant Paronomasia

[play upon words] in Ipa&ev dif wv Ina&e, he learned by the things

which he suffered. He also experienced the adage, na&rjfmra paOrj-

para, suffering is learning. Christ alone opened the way of obedi

ence according to the Father's will. Obedience may be rendered

without prayers. By the things which—So paduv dnb, learn from,

Matt. xxiv. 32. Obedience—Gr. bnaxorjv. That humble obedience

in suffering and dying. Phil. ii. 8, note. He says to the Father,

as Thou wilt. Eiaaxoua&uz, heard, and unaxorjv, obedience, are cog

nate. The Father hearkened to the Son, and the Son to the Father.

Likewise Christ obeyed the Father ; we obey Christ ; see next verse.
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9. And being made perfect—By sufferings, ch. ii. 10. To them

that obey him—2 Cor. x. 5. We must obey likewise through suffer

ings and death [as Christ obeyed the Father. V. G.], and chiefly by

faith, ch. xi. 8. Unto all—Great power, ch. ii. 10, 11, 15. The au

thor of eternal salvation—For which the dear Lord Jesus have thanks

from us for ever, says E. Schmid, piously. Moreover dntoz, author,

is a word very worthy and appropriate (cornp. 1 Sam. xxii. 22, occa

sion) implying, that Christ, being perfected, pleads the cause of the

brethren, because it is now clearly his to accomplish their salvation ;

for he is able : comp. that was able, ver. 7, ch. vii. 25 : and ought to

do so, comp. it behoved, ch. ii. 17. [He is something to which one

can cling. V. G.] Observe also the epithet, eternal salvation, which

is opposed to the shortness of the days of Jesus' flesh, and is derived

from ver. 6, for ever. Concerning this salvation, refer to ch. ii. 10,

14, etc. The eternity of salvation is mentioned, Is. xlv. 17. Israel

is saved by the Lord urith an eternal salvation.

10. Called—[This depends closely on what precedes ; inasmuch as

he is called. Alf., etc.} His name was the Son of God, his surname,

Priest. The title of priest not only followed Jesus' perfecting, but

also preceded his passion at the period mentioned in Ps. ex. 4. The

same word occurs 2 Mace. xiv. 37, where it is said that Razis was

called the Father of the Jews.

11. Of lohom—[Melehisedec, Alf, etc.] Ob, whom, masc., comp.

8c, who, ver. 7. He now commences that very long precautionary

preface, consisting of rebuke, admonition, exhortation, and consola

tion. The Rhetoricians call it the securing (Captatio) of the reader's

good will. The preparation of the heart, to which the doctrine is

committed, is often more laborious than the teaching itself. Many

things—a1, much, that is, too much : comp. ch. xiii. 22. We—Paul

includes, as usual, Timothy or others : comp. ch. vi. 1, 3, 9, 11, ii.

5, xiii. 18. Hard to interpret—Gr. duaepprjveuroz [Eng. Ver., hard.]

Not from the writer's fault but yours. To be uttered—A correlative

to hearing. Airuv, to speak, is not redundant, speaking is opposed

to writing, as ch. xiii. 22. Hard to be uttered, harder to be written,

and yet the more necessary to be written on that account. Dull—

Gr. vwdpoi. Ch. vi. 12. The root implies loitering on the road,

[this derivation is inadmissible]. Ye have become—[Not as Eng.

Ver., ye are. Alf] The state of the Jews must be noticed, both in

its good and bad points, v. 12, vi. 10, x. 25, 32, 33, xii. 4, 5, 12.

12. Teachers—A term not of ofiBce, but of ability here. The an

tithesis is, that one teach you. On account of the time—[Eng. Ver.,

less correctly, for the time]. So Arist. 1. 7, Polit. c. 9, uses this
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phrase. The antithesis is by reason of use, ver. 14. Time is used

here either abstractly for years ; or in the concrete for strength.

Age either brings vigor with time, or is impeded by it. Ye again

have need—[So Alf., etc., Eng. Ver., less correctly, joins teach you

again], ye have become such as have need follows. The former refers

to the doctrinal articles of the Old Testament, the latter, to those of

New Testament. What—Gr. m-a. [So Beng., but Eng. Ver., that

gome one. Gr. rtva]. You must not only be taught the*Very elements,

but also what they are. They are therefore enumerated, ch. vi. 1, 2.

First principles—Gr. orotfiia. r^c d/>jr^f, [which Alf. renders liter

ally, the rudiments of the beginning]. Elements—A word used by

Paul, Gal. iv. 9. And this passage to the end of the chapter plainly

abounds in Pauline expressions. Letters, elements, primary, simple.

The articles of the Old Testament are to the perfection of the New

Testament doctrines, as letters are to further learning. But yet let

ters denote figuratively the principles of learning, called rudiments.

So every kind of learning has its own elements, and the title elements

is often given to a system by no means subtle. Comp. the end of the

note on 2 Pet. iii. 10. Of the beginning—Ch. iii. 14, where the one

phrase illustrates the other: although the one implies theory, the

other practice. The antithesis, by the introduction of a figure from

meats, is explained at the beginning of ch. vi., where the word itself

recurs. Of the oracles of God—Rom. iii. 2. Of milk—Milk is here

the doctrine brought from the Old Testament ; 1 Cor. iii. 2. And—

And therefore. To this refer for in the next verse. [Omit xai, and,

(before oi>, not.) Ti*ch. (not Alf.)]

13. That useth—Even the strong feed on milk, but not chiefly,

much less alone. Therefore those are here meant, who, in short,

either take or seek nothing but milk. Unskilful—Not expert, with

out strength and practice. In the word of righteousness—Jixatov,

just or righteous, from Siya, in two : comp. dtdxpcatv, discernment, in

the next verse. For dexatoouvr], righteousness, is such perfection (as

the Sept. renders D'on, Jos. xxiv. 14), as after its separation from

evil, attains to the just degree of good: exercised accords with it;

comp. xii. 11, where in like manner exercise and righteousness are

joined. Such a word of righteousness is Christ's doctrine in -the New

Testament. Righteousness of faith and of life is understood, accord

ing to circumstances. A babe—The antithesis is them that are offull

age: comp. Eph. iv. 13, 14.

14. Of them that are of full age—Gr. Tfhttau. TehiOTyca, per

fection, ch. vi. 1, is a cognate term. Tehtot, perfect, xai /«*)/<?-

e;, learning, are opposed, 1 Chron. xxv. 8. Belongeth to—They
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who are fully matured both desire and take solid meat. Uie—Gr.

£?«>. The Sept. use this word, Judg. xiv. 9 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 7 ; Dan. vii.

15 ; and also Wisd. xxx. 14. It is said of a whole, in which the

parts hane themselves and are had in turn, hold and are held in turn ;

and here it denotes the strength of discernment arising from spiritual

maturity : not habit acquired by practice, Sea rrtv t£tv, because their

discernment it habitually stronger. Exercise, follows habit; and

strength makef*a man exercise with alacrity, dexterity, profit, without

affectation or the perverse imitation of others. iSenses—Properly

the organs of sense, as the tongue, the organ of tasting : comp. aia-

dijfftt, perception, [Eng. Ver., judgment], Phil. i. 9, note.

CHAPTER VI.

1. Wherefore—Gr. Sib [Eng. Ver., therefore"]. You might think

that we should say Si, but : but Stb, wherefore, is more animated. So

Paul also, Rom. ii. 1, note. Leaving—In this discussion. [But this

is an exhortation to the reader, naturally following the reproof for

their dullness, ch. v. 12, etc. Liin.j etc.] Otherwise these principles

are not rejected, but assumed. The apostle speaks, in his own name

and that of the other teachers, in the plural number. TJie word—

Ch. v. 11. Of the beginning of Christ—[Eng. Ver., renders rbv

rffi fyzfc roy Xpiaro'j loyov, the principles of the doctrine of Christ.

The three pairs of doctrinal points, enumerated in this and the

next verse, were such, that a Jew, well instructed among his country

men out of the Old Testament, should have applied them for the

most part to Christianity. Regarding repentance, the resurrection,

and the judgment, the point is clear ; for since eternal life is only im

plied among these, and is expressly mentioned in the antithesis, ver.

5, it also agrees with the system of both testaments: and the apostle

mentions faith 'toward GOD, not toward the Lord Jesus ; comp. Acts

xi. 21, note. He speaks of baptisms in the plural, of which the Jews

had various kinds for initiation ; and the imposition of hands (Num.

xxvii. 18, 23) was very common among them. Whoever was ac

quainted with these two, quickly comprehended the doctrine of

Christian baptism and of the apostolic imposition of hands ; and this
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is the very reason why these two points are interwoven with others

more fundamental; namely, because the gift of the Holy Spirit cor

responds in the antithesis to these, of which each refers to perfection,

not to initiation. Therefore these six points were the principles of

the oracles of God, ch. v. 12 ; likewise the principles of the doctrine

of Christ, viz. among those learning Christ ; for Christ is often used

by Paul, for Christianity : Gal. iv. 19 ; Phil. i. 21, my life, or abid

ing in the flesh, is Christ, that is, is the work of Christ. Add Col.

iii. 11, note. These points had been, so to speak, the Christian Cate

chism of the Old Testament ; and those who had begun to recognize

Jesus as the Christ as soon as the new light was shed on these funda

mental points, were regarded as having the principle of the doctrine

of Christ. Perfection, that is, the perfect doctrine concerning Christ

himself—is opposed to this beginning [ver. 4, 5]. Let us go on—An

energetic word. He properly puts this subjunctive before the indica

tive, xotyaopsv, we will do, ver. 3. Again—Again, ver. 6, accords

with this. Foundation—A synonym of the principles. Laying—An

architectural term. Of repentance, etc.—He might have said, con

cerning GOD and faith in him, concerning sin and repentance; or at

least, concerning repentance from dead works, concerning faith in GOD;

but he forthwith says, the foundation of repentance, etc. Therefore

we should not delay in the consideration of sin, but begin with active

repentance. Therefore we should connect faith with the first mention

of GOD. Therefore Theology is practical, from dead works—So

ch. ix. 14. This term implies a loathing of sin.

2. Of the baptisms of doctrine—Gr. panrtff/tfov dtdaffiz [Eng. Ver.,

of the doctrine of baptisms is more correct. But the word ^a-nrta^Cov,

baptisms, (washings, Alf.), must be understood to include also Jewish

purifications by water. Liln., etc.] Kat, and, is not put before ftanrta-

(juov, baptisms ; for three pairs of doctrinal points are enumerated, and

the second point in every pair has the conjunction ; but only the third

pair is similarly connected : whence it also appears that

baptisms, and dcdayifi, doctrine, must not be separated.

dtdayrfi, baptisms of doctrine, were baptisms received by those who

devoted themselves to the sacred doctrine of the Jews ; therefore, by

the addition of doctrine, they are distinguished from the other Leviti-

cal washings; ch. ix. 10. Of eternal judgment— See Mark iii.

29, note.

3. This—Referring to let us go on. If—For, in the next verse,

refers to this. Without the Divine blessing, cultivation avails

nothing ; ver. 7.

4. It it impossible—For men, however qualified. [But the impos

78
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sibility cannot be thus limited to mm. TJiey cannot be renewed.

Ltin., etc.] Once—The adverb does not extenuate the fact, but ren

ders the expression precise. Enlightened—Christianity is the Whole,

into which men enter through the Gospel received by faith, and by

baptism. There follow here the three parts in respect of the three

principal benefits in the New Testament, proceeding from the Son of

God, from the Holy Spirit, from God. So, enlightened, ch. x. 32.

Whence this word is very common with the Fathers concerning bap

tism. Life and light are often mentioned conjointly ; the one is often

included in the other. Therefore, as regeneration is said to take

place in baptism, so also enlightening. And this phrase especially

suits the Israelites, who had not been without life by faith, according

to the Old Testament, when they abstained from dead works, ver. 1 ;

but yet afterwards they were bathed in the new light of the New

Testament. Who have tasted the heavenly gift—The enjoyment of

light is in vision : now .to vision is added taste, by which believers,

being allured, should be always held. The heavenly gift is the Son

of God, as expressed, ver. 6,— Christ, who is tasted by faith, and also

in his own sacred Supper; 1 Pet. ii. 3; and this taste involves more

than repentance from dead works, and faith toward God. The parti

ciple, reuaapivouz, who have tasted, although the genitive and accu

sative are often used promiscuously, seems, however, to imply here a

difference in the cases. The one denotes a part; for we do not fully

enjoy Christ, the heavenly gift, in this life : the other expresses more,

since the whole tasting of the preached Word of God belongs to this

life, although the powers of the world to come are joined to this Word.

[But the expressions are strictly parallel. Lun.] Partakers—This

partaking, as we observed at ver. 1, involves more than the doctrines

of baptism and the imposition of hands. In this clause the word taste

is not used, because the Holy Spirit here is considered rather as pro

ducing the taste, than as its object. Of the Holy Ghost—He is often

mentioned along with Christ ; Acts ii. 38.

5. Who have tasted—A new taste, likewise involving more than the

knowledge of the resurrection of the dead and of eternal judgment.

The good word—Jer. xxxiii. 14, the Gospel. Powers—Of the most

exquisite taste. The plural is magnificent. The same word occurs,

ch. ii. 4 ; comp. xi. 34. Both passages show the emphasis of the

word, powers. Of the world to come—Eternal glory is chiefly im

plied ; comp. ver. 2, at the end ; as the city to come is mentioned, ch.

xiii. 14 ; but the present time is not excluded under the New Testa

ment, for in this sense things to come are also mentioned, ch. ix. 11,

x. 1, ii. 5, note.
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6. And who have fallen away—[Eng. Ver., if they shall fall away].

An impressive -word, suddenly occurring, arouses just terror. Thus

the Sept. translate the Hebrew Sya. He does riot merely speak of

those relapsing into their former condition, but of those falling from

that most glorious state, and at the same time from faith, hope, and

love, into new 'ruin, ver. 10, etc.; and that, too, voluntarily; ch. x.

26. Such a fall may be separated from the blasphemy against the

Holy Ghost, but yet the bitter state of their soul is nearly the same;

comp. ch. x. 29, note. The apostle does not say, that they to whom

he is writing are such, but he hints that they may become so. The egg

which held and lost the young fowl, is not even eatable ; he who has lost

his faith is in a worse state than he who never believed. To renew

again—A renewal had been already made ; therefore again is added

corresponding to once, ver. 4. But observe particularly, that Avaxat-

vi^stv, to renew, is used in the active voice; it is impossible for men,

not for GOD. Therefore the apostle undertook this which he is do

ing, on this very condition, if GOD permit; ver. 3, note: Matt. xix.

26. [There is a similar admonition, x. 26. V. (?.] Men, ministers,

have already done for such persons what they could ; Tit. iii. 11.

Ministers have a certain measure, and those obstinate persons have

overstepped it in their opposition : it remains for ministers to leave

them to GOD, and (whether they meanwhile admonish them more or

less, and entertain hopes of them) to await what GOD will give, 2

Tim. ii. 25, through special afflictions and workings. Unto repent

ance—He appropriately mentions that, which is first in the founda

tion, ver. 1. But the other things are understood, considered either

by themselves or in their effect. Seeing they crucify afresh—He has

described the subject by former participles : he now adds the reason

of that impossibility. The preposition in dvaffTaupovisTaz, crucifying,

signifies upwards in Herodian, but here again, for it answers to a.ua

in dvaxae^i^eiv, to renew. To themselves, which is added, forms an an

tithesis to put to an open shame, viz., to others : see araufioto, crucify,

with the same case, Gal. vi. 14. From which it appears, that he ia

speaking of those who deliberately deride Christ from hatred and

bitterness of spirit, and who, if they were able, would actually do to

Christ what the Jews did under Pontius Pilate. Those who deny

the efficacy of Christ's cross, long since endured, or think that he was

justly crucified by the Jews, say in effect that he must still be

crucified, Rom. x. 6, 7.

7. The earth—A figure. Which drinketh—Not merely on the

surface. Upon it—This is more signiGcant than if it had been IT?

auTrjV, over it ; for it denotes the unceasing bounty of heaven. Oft—
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Hence the once is softened, ver. 4. Which cometh—Spontaneously.

Bringeth forth—By the regular mode of generating. The antithesis

is, that which beareth, without law and order, in the next verse. The

Sept. also use ixfipw, to bear, in a good sense ; but here the force

of the particle dk, but, falls upon that which beareth. Meet—The an

tithesis is rejected. Also—Gr. xai [not rendered in Eng. Ver]. This

particle intensifies the present tense of the verb ytwprurat, is con

stantly dressed : dressing, blessing ; cursing, burning, are opposed by

Chiasmus [cross reference]. Is partaker of—Gr. pezaXapftdvu, [so

Beng., (partakers of; Alf.) more correctly than Eng. Ver., receiv-

ethj. The antithesis is, nigh. The Divine blessing on good land is

lasting : the Divine curse follows bad land. Concerning both, comp.

Jer. xvii. 5, 7. From God—It is not merely cultivated by men.

8. Which beareth—This also is connected with which drinketh.

Thorns and briars—Entirely, or at least chiefly. Rejected—So that

it may be left uncultivated. Nigh unto cursing—That it may be loaded

with all evil. Whose—-The lands. To be burned—These words here ex

press great severity. Sept., Is. xliv. 15, that it may be for men to burn,

v. 16, an endfor confirmation. Fire is the punishment of the Jews, Matt,

xxii. 7, and of their land. A prophetical stricture a very few years

before the city Jerusalem was burnt. Those were the most abandoned

of the Jews, who resisted the faith in and around the city. [The land

is itself to be burned, as were Sodom and Gomorrah, with fire and

brimstone from heaven. Lun.]

9. We are persuaded—beloved—1 Cor. xiii. 7. Here only he calls

them beloved, for the sake of exhortation. For Paul often exhorts

without this title, but he never uses it except for exhortation. So in

the epistle to the Romans, likewise once, ch. xii. 19, but oftener to

the Corinthians and Philippians. But—A remarkable Epitherapia

[mitigation of what has been said]. Better things—More consistent

with godliness, ver. 10. Which accompany, Gr. i%buzva, salvation—

An admirable expression, God, conferring upon us salvation,

holds us : we, depending on him by faith, are held, i%bpeda : as we

say, l^ea&at drxupaz, to hold one's self on the anchor: comp. ver. 19.

Salvation itself will hold good men.

10. For God is not unrighteous—That is, he is entirely just and

good. [Omit too xonod, labor of. Tisch., Alf.] Of love—The sub

ject is hope, ver. 11 : faith, ver. 12 : love, here. So Paul, 1 Cor.

xiii. 13, and everywhere: likewise below, ch. x. 22, 23, 24. He

takes occasion of their love, to stimulate their faith and hope. Ye

have shewed—Even where hope is small, from whatever cause, in the

present, the past is of great advantage: Rev. iii. 10. Paul uses the
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same vorJ, 2 Cor. viii. 24. Toward his name—So the Hebrews use

di?. Comp. 3 John v. 7 ; Matt. x. 41. The name of God excites

true love. In that ye have ministered to the saints—This is a phrase

of Paul, Rom. xv. 25 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 15. Beneficence was ministered

-to the poor saints at Jerusalem, by the brethren in Greece and Asia.

See the passages quoted. So it often happens with Paul, that al

though he be speaking to Jews and Gentiles indiscriminately, he

nevertheless applies those motives which peculiarly affected either

party. «,

1L And we desire—Therefore we thus speak. Every one—Not

merely as you have hitherto done in common. The: same—In hopo

and faith, as in love. This epistle rather held it necessary to urge

faith : that of James, works : ch. x. 36, xiii. 7. To show—The verb

is repeated from ver. 10. The fall assurance of hope—Long-suffer

ing is closely allied to it, ver. 12. So in full assurance of faith, ch.

x. 22; and Paul often, as Rom. iv. 21. IlXrjpofopta implies fulness

either of employment, 2 Tim. iv. 5, 17, or of the mind, 1 Thess. i.

5, and here ; Eccl. viii. 11, Sept. Unto—Construe with to show.

12. [That ye become not—Eng. Ver., be not, misses the delicate

force of the Greek. Alf] Slothful—There follows presently the

antithesis, through faith, etc. They were dull of hearing, ch. v. 11: *

he now cautions them, not to become slothful absolutely, in mind also.

Through faith and patience—So Paul, 2 Tim. iii. 10, and James v.

8. There is the long-suffering of love, 1 Cor. xiii. 4 : there is also

the long-suffering of faith, ver. 15. Inherited—[Eng. Ver., inherit].

The participle of the imperfect tense ; comp. ver. 15 ; for Abraham

is referred to. Promises—By this very word their confidence is

roused ; and made promise presently follows.

13. By no—This epistle abounds in comparisons : here it states

that no comparison was to be found. He sware—He now consoles,

by the oath of God's grace, those whom, in ch. iii. and iv., he had

admonished by the oath of God's wrath, although indeed the oath of

his wrath did not extend its force beyond the wilderness for ever ; for

David and Paul bring down nothing of that oath to their own times :

but the oath of grace is in force for ever.

14. Surely—'a, Gen. xxii. 17, Sept., xar' ipauroij iopoaa, Urtt

Kvptoz, j) prjv eOXoywv euXoYrjaio ak, x.r.L, I have sworn by Myself,

saith the Lord, surely [Eng. Ver., that] blessing I will bless thee, etc.

So Jj prjv, surely, Gen. xiii. 16. Devarius infers that " this word is

used merely by way of ornament, when applied to a promise or an

oath ; but differently in simple affirmations, in which it is necessarily
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used." But it may be resolved thus: 5, let (here be, whatever shall

happen, prjv, yet this shall be done. [But this analysis is fanciful].

15. After he had patiently endured—This is evident from Abra

ham's life. He obtained the promise—lie received what was prom

ised ; ver. 14.

16. By the greater—Generally by God himself. And—And so,

because of the authority of the greater, which is cited. An end of

all gainsaying unto confirmation—[So Alf., etc., the Eng. Ver., strife,

does not suit the context]. By which a controversy is terminated in

a confirmation of the disputed point, beyond all exception : I'rov.

xviii. 18, D'r-n, the lot causeth contentions to cease. The oath—The

last resource, which we should not use, while any other method of re

moving strife remains.

17. Wherein—In which case. More abundantly—Than might

seem to have been done without an oath. BouXopevoz—rijc ftouXfjz,

willing—counsel—are cognate. The utmost benignity is here ex

pressed. Interposed—[Eng. Ver., less correctly, confirmed.] God

[who might require of us the greatest faith in his word. V. (?.],

drawing nearer to us with wonderful condescension by an oath, al

though he is the greatest, as it were acts as a Mediator, and comes

between himself and us; as if he were less, while he swears, than

himself by whom he swears. Dost thou not yet believe, that hearest

the promise ?

18. Two—The one the promise, the other the oath. In which—

Referring to two. Strong—Which may swallow up all mistrustful

contradiction. Biftaiav, steadfast, follows ver. 19. Both words are

joined, ch. ix. 17. ' Ia%upoz, one who is able to deal his enemy hard

blows : ftiftatoz, one who is not moved from his position. [Encourage

ment not consolation, as Eng. Ver. Alf., etc.] Who have fled for

refuge—As from a shipwreck : an anchor follows. Set before m—

The same word occurs, ch. xii. 1, 2.

19. Which—Hope. The following things are compared :—

A ship ; The soul :

A sure anchor ; Hope, that is, heavenly blessings

set before us by God, hoped for

by us : in a complex sense.

The connection of the ship and The consolation through God's

the anchor; promise and oath.

Sure—As respects us. Steadfast—In itself. The veil—He gradu

ally returns to the priesthood, ch. ix. 3, x. 20.

20. [Alf. renders well, where as forerunner on our behalf, entered
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Jesus, having become a High Priest forever, etc.] Forerunner—Swift.

A very significant word : a forerunner has followers. He is else

where called the first, the first fruits, the first-begotten. After—Heads

the clause for emphasis.

CHAPTER VII.

1. 27*i*—The subject, This man, mentioned ch. vi. 20, from the

psalm, and the same who is mentioned in Genesis. The Predicate is,

ver. 3, without father—continually. The summary of this chapter :

Christ, as is known by the type Melchisedec, who was greater than

Abraham himself, from whom Levi is descended, has a priesthood

truly excellent, new, perfect, steadfast, everlasting. King—Priest

—Christ is also both. Priest of the most high God-1—So the Sept.,

Gen. xiv. 18. Who met Abraham returning from the slaughter—The

Sept. Gen. xiv. 17, and the king of Sodom went forth to meet him

after his returnfrom the slaughter, etc.

2. A tenth part of all—4. Gave—Sept. Gave him a tenth part

of all—first—From his own name : after that, from the name of the

place. There are often mysteries even in the names of men and

places. Righteousness—peace—So righteousness and peace are joined

by Paul, Rom. v. 1. And—also—Supply being : for o Ian, which is,

answers to Ipfjtyveuofjtwoz, being interpreted.

3. Without father, without mother, without descent—[That is, who

has neither father, mother, nor genealogy recorded in Scripture. Liin.,

(and nearly all commentators.) But the words seem to mean more ;

and are perhaps purposely obscure, to intimate some unknown supe

riority of Melchisedec. Alf.~\ The parents, ancestors, children, pos

terity of Melchisedec are not descended from Levi, as was required

with the Levites, ver. 6, and they are not even mentioned by Moses;

and this silence is full of mystery, which is immediately explained.

There are few of the Levitical priests whose mothers are mentioned

in Scripture ; but yet the Levitical purity of the latter was generally

enjoined, Lev. xxi. 13, 14 ; and, at all events, the wife of Aaron,

from whom all the priests are descended, is mentioned, Ex. vi. 23 :

and Sarah, the wife of Abraham himself, Is. li. 2. Beginning—The
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eternity of the Son of God is implied. Having—According to Moses,

who nevertheless relates the death of Aaron. Of days—It wa» not

so suitable to say, the beginning of life or the end of days, ver. 16,

•where power is mentioned along with life, But made like unto the

Son of GOD—But properly refers to the opposition between the neg

atives, which precede, and the positive, which follows, and assumes

the former. The likenest of Melchisedec to the Son of God refers

both to the former and the latter ; but is more directly connected with

the latter, because it has more reference to the positive statement.

The Son of GOD is not said to be made like to Melchisedec, but the

contrary ; for the Son of GOD is more ancient, and is the archetype ;

>•>')). ;.. viii. 5, [where likewise heavenly things are set forth as more

ancient than Levitical things. V. G.~\ Abideth—The positive for

the negative in respect of Melchisedec : he remains and lives, ver. 8 :

that is, nothing is said of his decease or succession. But concerning

Christ it holds good literally.

4. Consider— You see ; comp. Acts XXT. 24, note; or rather, con

sider. For Paul here begins to teach, and at the same time excites

our admiration : this man accords with this view. Unto whom—As

greater, and as a priest. Even—The greatness of Melchisedec is

described in all those things which precede and follow this clause ;

but the principal thing is receiving the tenth. For this is the privi

lege of a superior. Of the spoils—Gr. Ttav axpodtviwv. Of the

spoils, which had properly belonged to Abraham as the victor. Hesy-

chius explains: axpodmiov is first fruits, or arms, the first fruits of

spoils : axpodtviov, the first fruits of wheat or barley ; or any first

fruits whatever. The patriarch—He highly praises Abraham, that

Melchisedec may be made the greater. The patriarch, the progenitor

of kings, is even greater than a king.

5. The people—An abbreviated expression, to be resolved into a

subject and predicate consisting each of two members. The priests

(and Levites) tithe (the Levites and) the people, Num. xviii. 21, 26;

Neh. x. 38. Compare Paul 's style, Rom. v. 16, note. According to the

law—Ch. ix. 19. Brethren—With whom they are of the same natural

condition. To these, however, are preferred the Levites ; to these

latter, the priests ; to these again, Abraham ; to Abraham, Mel

chisedec.

6. From them—As he was more ancient even than they. And—

This verse has two propositions, of which the explanation precedes the

first, follows the second : Chiasmus [cross reference]. And at the

same time this second point of Melchisedec's superiority to Abraham

—namely, the blessing, is fitly joined with the former point conceri.
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ing tithes, because its description is afterwards completed. That had

—This both increases Abraham's dignity, and intimates that even the

posterity, who had been already promised to Abraham, are inferior

to Melchisedec. The promises—Plural. Where Christ ia the sub

ject, it is called the promise : promises refer to other things. Already

GOD had twice promised Abraham, Gen. xii. 2, xiii. 15, before Mel-

chisedec's blessing. Blessed—The blessing which the priests pro

nounced on the people, is also implied in the first member of the

clause concerning the Levitical priests.

7. Is blessed—Namely, if the blessing be given, with authority as

of priests.

8. That he liveth—Melchisedec's death is not mentioned in the Old

Testament. That is positively expressed by the term, life, for the

sake of the conclusion, respecting Christ. [But see Ps. ex. 4, when

an endless priesthood, and therefore life, is affirmed of Melchisedec.

9. As I may say—When, in aiming any subject, something most

important must be unexpectedly said after the other parts, which had

been and might be mentioned, this courteous phrase, w/; txoz eexeiv, so to

speak, not occurring elsewhere in the New Testament, was usual with

the Greeks to avoid hyperbole and the prolixity of a somewhat pre

cise discourse, or for anticipatory mitigation, intimating that the mat

ter can scarcely be told except in the present words, and yet that it

must be told. Levi—The progenitor of the priests. Who receiveth

-Ver. 5.

10. Yet—lie says yet, not already. The offspring, on withdraw

ing from the parent's power, become their own guardian ; but while

under the parent's power, nay, in his loins, they follow his condition.

You may say, Was not Christ himself, according to the flesh, as well

as Levi, in Abraham's loins ? Comp. Acts ii. 30. Ant. The Psalm

distinctly sets forth Christ as a priest after the order of Melchisedec,

and that too so that Melchisedec is made like to the Son of GOD, not

the Son of GOD to Melchisedoc ; nor is Christ subjected to Abraham,

but is opposed to the sons of Levi. And Abraham, when Melchise

dec blessed him, Gen. xiv. 19, already had the promises, Heb. vii. 6 ;

namely, those in which were included both the blessing expressed

more generally and the natural seed, and so also Levi, Gen. xii. 3, 7,

xiii. 15, 16 : but those promises under which Christ was compre

hended, followed Abraham's meeting with Melchisedec, as well- as

Abraham's faith, which was most highly commended, Gen. xv. 1, etc.,

where see the remarkable beginning, After these ihingt. [Better ans

wered, did Christ proceed from the loins of a human father ? £brard/\

79
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11. If therefore—Now the apostle, by citing the 110th Psalm,

shows that the Levitical priesthood yields to the priesthood of Jesus

Christ; because Melchisedec, according to whose order and likeness

Jesus Christ is a priest, (1.) is opposed to Aaron, ver. 11-14 ; (2.) has

no end of life, ver. 15-19. Perfection—The Sept. put this word for

the Hebrew d'k^d, Ex. xxix. 22, etc. ; Lev. vii. 37, viii. 22, 28, 29,

31, 33, where the subject is Levitical perfection : but here absolute

perfection is intended : comp. ver. 19. The article is not added, and

therefore Paul increases the force of the negative expression. Were

—Gr. Jjv. So had been, ch. viii. 7. For—the people—The conjunc

tion rup, for, put after the noun, as in ver. 28, intimates that the noun

people is here emphatic : the whole people of God. It at the same time

shows why any one might perhaps ascribe perfection to the Levitical

priesthood, and why that opinion must be confuted: comp. yap, for,

which is likewise added to et, if, ch. viii. 7, 8. Under it—Under the

Levitical priesthood. ' Exi, with the dative, upon, often denotes the

object, and that sometimes having the force either of cause or effect,

ch. viii. 1, 6, ix. 10, 17, xi. 4. [But the true reading here is, ltz' au-

r^c, upon it, i. e., on the ground of it. Tisch., Alf, Ltin.] Had re

ceived the law—[Eng. Ver., received]—The Pluperfect, because a time

intervened in which the 110th Psalm was given. As min is vopoz,

the law, ver. 12, so the Sept. translate min by vopo&eruv rtva, to in

struct anyone; Ps. xxv. 8, xxvii. 11, cxix. 33, 102. The people

were only instructed about the Levitical priesthood, with which the

whole law is occupied, and speaks of no other priesthood, ver. 5 ; but

the 110th Psalm introduces a different system, namely, because God

has changed the priesthood. What further—This further is very

urgent. Need—For God does nothing in vain. Another—Comp.

the epithets, new, second, ch. viii. 13, x. 9. Should rise—anew, ver.

15. The antithesis is be called, according to the old system. Be

called—In the Psalm, at the time of which Aaron, that is, the order

of Aaron, flourished.

12. Being changed—From order to order, from tribe to tribe. For

—He shows why, in ver. 11, he presses the words of the psalm con

cerning the order of Melchisedec, because it follows thence, that the

law was also changed with the priesthood, and that both are brought

to Christ. Of the law—Ver. 5, 16, 19, 28 ; ch. viii. 4. TdSK, order,

is said of Christ.

13. Of whom—By the Psalmist. Had part in—Gr. periaffixev

[Eng. Ver., pertaineth to]. We have the same verb, ch. ii. 14. At

the altar—Levitical.

14. Evident—Therefore, at that time, Jesus Christ's genealogy la
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bored nnder no difficulty ; and this very circumstance entirely re

moves the subsequent difficulties. It is both evident a,nd sufficient

that this point was formerly clear. Out of Judah—See Luke i. 27,

89, note, and ch. ii. 4, 5. For the Tribe is particularly referred to ;

but also the city where our Lord was born, Bethlehem-Judah ; nay,

there is also reference to Hebron, a city of Judah, where Lightfoot

says, that it is very likely he was conceived. That—sprang—As thz

Branch of Righteousness. Of which—Gr. e«c rjv. So er'c, concern

ing, Eph. v. 32 ; 1 Pet. i. 11.

15. It is evident—Namely, the assertion in ver. 11, [that no per

fection was realized by the Levitical priesthood. V. G.J If— Gr.ee

[Eng. Ver., for that]—An elegant particle for 8re, when, respecting

those to whom this point might seem to be either new or doubtful ;

as Acts xxvi. 23. Similitude—Included in rd&c, order, and called

similitude, because here the discourse contemplates the eternal vigor

of the priesthood in the next verse, from the phrase, for ever, ver. 17.

16. Who is made—a priest. Kara, after, is construed with priest.

The law of a carnal commandment—Power is presently opposed to

the lata ; life to commandment ; endless to carnal. Commandment

recurs, ver. 18 ; law, ver. 19. On the flesh, comp. ch. ix. 10. The

power of life—Both words recur, ver. 25.

18. [Render, For there is the abrogation of the former command

ment—etc., (ver. 19), and the introduction of a better hope, etc. The

clause, for the law made, etc., is a parenthesis. So Lun., Alf., etc.,

and Beng.] A disannulling—So take.th away, ch. x. 9. Is—In the

psalm. • Of the commandment going before—This commandment is de

noted in the abstract, ver. 16, and in the concrete, with men, ver.

28 ; just as the first testament or covenant, ch. viii. 7, 8. Weakness

and unprofitableness—So Paul uses the term, weak elements, Gal. iv.

9 ; and he also often desires and refers to what is profitable, ch. xiii.

9 ; comp. Epistles to Timothy and Titus.

19. The law made nothing perfect—Paul speaks very similarly of

the powerlessness of the law, in that it was weak through the flesh,

Rom. viii. 3. The bringing in—Gr. inuaarmrrj. Properly, the bring

ing in afterwards. Construe with yiverat, is, ver. 18,—[in the psnlm,

doubtless. V. G.] The antithesis is manifest : a disannulling indeed,

but the bringing in. 'Em in inztaayupj, bringing in, is opposed to

the npo in xpoarouarfi, going before, and is the same as pera, after

[Eng. Ver., since~], ver. 28. Of a better—That is, not weak and un

profitable. The epithet better is common in this epistle. We draw

nigh—This is true perfection.

20. Inasmuch as—Supply from what follows, he was made a priest.
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[This is not necessary. The sense is, Inasmuch as (it was) not with'

out an oath—by so much better a testament, etc. Alf] The conclu

sion is in ver. 22, by so much. The swearing of an oath—A magnifi

cent compound.

21. By him that said unto him—On other occasions, the recipient

of the office swears ; here, he who conferred the priesthood swore.

There is nothing about this oath in Moses, but in the psalm. See

how great is the authority even of the Psalms ! ver. 28. The Lord

swore and will not repent—So Sept. It is intimated by the oath it

self that the decree is not to be annulled by any repentance. [Omit

taru njv rdztv Ms?ytaedey[, after the order of Melchisedec. Liin., Alf.]

22. Of a better—Testament or covenant, not to be repented of,

eternal, ch. xiii. 20. Testament—After this passage this word is

common, ch. viii., ix., x. : likewise ch. xii. 24, xiii. 20. Paul also

uses it often elsewhere. It denotes a divine appointment, combining

the characters of a covenant and of a testament. Surety—Hesy-

chius, bail. Its synonym is mediator, ch. viii. 6.

23. Many—Successively. To continue—On earth. The antithe

sis is pivetv, to continue, absolutely in heaven, ver. 24.

24. Continueth—In life and in the priesthood. He—Because he

himself continues : Sb, Thou art a Priest, in the singular. Not pass

ing away—[Eng. Ver., less correctly, unchangeable]—Into the hands

of successors.

25. Wherefore—Because he remains. Also—He not only remains

but also saves. To save—By his own name, Jesus, ver. 22. To the

uttermost—So Luke xiii. 11. 77avre^flic means in all ways, 1, 2

Mace, often. Construe with, he is able ; as ndvroze, ever, with £iov,

Uveth. Them that come—By faith, ch. iv. 16, x. 22. By him—As

by a priest. Unto God—Ch. xi. 6, xii. 22, 23. Ever Uveth—Be

cause he always lives, therefore he is able to the uttermost. He is

not prevented by death ; comp. ver. 23. To—That is, to that ex

tent that he intercedes for them. The gradation may be compared

in a very similar passage of Paul, Rom. viii. 34, and uc ro, so that

things were not made, below, ch. xi. 3. There was but one offering,

ver. 27 ; but intercession, for our salvation is continual in the heavens,"

ver. 26. Therefore we can never be separated from the love of God

in Christ. See again Rom. viii. 34^ 38, 39.

26. Such—From what precedes, great and holy exultation are

poured into this and the next verse. Became us—Who were by no

means godly, etc. Thus the verb, became, renders the expression a

paradox, such as Paul loves, when he kindles into praise. The same

word occurs, ch. ii, 10. Holy—With respect to God. Harmless—
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As respects himself. D'nn, Sept. axaxoz, harmless. Undefiled—De

riving no stain from other men. The same word occurs at ch. xiii. 4.

All these predicates jointly paraphrase the word, dftot^, holy, and are

illustrated by the preparation of the Levitical high priest fqr the feast

of expiation, when he also was bound to remain alone, and in the

high place. Our High Priest must be entirely free from sin, and,

after having once tasted death, also from death. Separate from sin

ners—Not only free from sin, but also separate from sinners. He

was separated when he left the world. Examine the next clause, and

John xvi. 10; 1 John ii. 1. Higher than the heavens—And there

fore than the inhabitants of the heavens. [He is therefore the true

GOD : comp. Job xxii. 12 ; Ps. Ivii. 6 ; Prov. xxx. 4. V. G.~] Eph.

i. 21, iv. .10. Made—Christ was both higher than the heavens be

fore, and was made so afterwards ; comp. being made, ch. i. 4. We

have the same force in the participle, made perfect, at ver. 28.

27. Not—The Negation has a double force, and is thus explained:

He has no necessity to offer, 1. daily : 2. for his own sins also. Not

daily, for he has done that once for all. Not for his own sins, for he

offered himself, a holy sacrifice. There is moreover an inverted Chi

asmus [cross reference]. The first follows from the second, the se

cond is confirmed by ver. 28. Often in Scripture two positions are

laid down, and are proved by the for, twice following them. Daily—

fear by year, properly, ch. x. 3. [But the reference is to the daily

sacrifice. Liin., Alf.~\ The Hebrews speak of the day, instead of

the day of expiation ; whence some translate xaff1 tyiifiav, on every

day of expiation : but it retains here its usual meaning, so that there

is as it were a kind of indignant hyperbole (such as at ch. x. 1, for

ever), intimating that the high priest availed no more by offering

yearly on a stated day, than if he had offered daily with the common

priests, ch. ix. 6, 7. This— Thin simply refers to his offering, not to

his offering also for himself. [Rather to offering for the people : the

latter of the two parts named. Liin., etc.] Once—Rom. vi. 10,

note; so below ch. ix. 12, x. 10.

28. For the law—but the word—The antithesis is very pointed, as

the conjunction is put after the nouns. The word—Most firm in

consequence of the oath. Which was since the law—Not only the

word, but the Divine oath itself, is said to have been given after the

law (comp. v. 18) in David's time, and that too by David, as GOD

very often swears by the mouth of the prophets. Comp. Acts ii. 30,

where Peter speaks of Christ's kingdom sanctioned by an oath in

that same age. Paul is reasoning from the order of revelations, as

Gal. iii. 17, note. Below, ch. x. 7, 16. [Consecrated—Literally made
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perfect. Alf., etc.] Son—Of God. The antithesis is, men having

infirmity. For evermore—Resolve thus : The Son (once perfected)

was made a priest for ever, ch. v. 9, 10, note. Absolute eternity is

here intended. Jesus continues a priest for ever. His work being

finished, his state remains.

CHAPTER VIII.

1. The head—Gr. xetpdXatov, [not the sum, as Eng. Ver., but a

chief point, (Liin.), or the principal matter. (Alf.)] The head, that

is, the principal point. In the things which are being said—Gr. ixl

roiz hropivoiz [Eng. Ver., of the things which we have spoken.]

While these things are being mentioned, while we are discussing this

object, while we are stating all these things concerning our High

Priest, the main point of the whole discourse, as the arrangement 80

requires, comes now to be mentioned : comp. ine in inireXouvzez, ac

complishing, ver. 6, ch. ix. 10, 15, 17, x. 28. The force of the Greek

prepositions should sometimes be taken alone, nor can it be ade

quately paraphrased in Latin or German. See note 3 on ver. 15, ch.

ix. I did not quote that verse at ch. vii. 11, note 5 ; wherefore the

words of this note 5 are not to be extended to ch. ix. 15. ' Enl, in,

also applies to concomitancy, which is expressed by while. Such—

The capital proposition, very prominent. For, having finished the

explanation of the type in Melchisedec, he begins plainly (without

type) to discuss the superiority of Christ's priesthood to the Leviti-

cal. Is set—After having completed his sacrifice. [This is the very

head of the whole discussion, says the apostle, that Christ, sitting in

heaven, performs his office of priest, ch. x. 12. V. G.] Of the ma

jesty—That is, of God, ch. xii. 2, end.

2. Of the sanctuary—Gr. riov ay~uov. So called absolutely, the

true, not made with hands, ch. ix. 8, 12, x. 19. Minister—Namely,

being : so ministry, ver. 6. Of the tabernacle— Ch. ix. 11, note. Of

the true—Ch. ix. 24. Pitched—Firmly. [Omit xat, and, before

oOx, not. Tisuh., Alf] Not man—As Moses, ver. 5.

3. For—The reason for calling him hnouprbv, minister, ver. 2. Of

necessity—Supply was ; [not is, as Eng. Ver., for the author recog
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nizcs but the sacrifice once for all, ch. vii. 27. LiinJ] For the aorist

follows, xpoaeverxri, should offer.

4. For—The reason for saying in the heavens, ver. 1 : a Chiasmus

[cross reference] : comp. ver. 2, 3. On earth—If our Priest were a

priest upon the earth [or rather, if he, Jesus, were on the earth, had

his abode here. LilnJ]—If his priesthood terminated on the earth, he

would not even be a priest at all. Christ, while he discharged the

duties of the priesthood, entered into heaven. Seeing that there were

—[Eng. Ver., are.] Since there were already priests existing.

[Omit tmv hpewv, priests. Tisch., Alf. Read, there are those who

offer.]

5. Example and shadow—A Hendiadys [the faint or shadowy ex

ample.] The latter is added, lest the former should be understood in

too august a sense : each is repeated separately, ch. ix. 23, x. 1. It

denotes the manner here ; after the example and shadow. So after

the example, ch. iv. 11. [So Eng. Ver. But it is better to render,

which serve the representation and shadow of, etc. Liin., Alf. etc.]

Serve—The same verb, ch. ix., often ; x. 2, xiii. 10. He speaks in

the present tense, as the temple was not yet destroyed, ch. ix. 6. xiii.

11. Of heavenly things—Which are both older in design and more

far-reaching in the consummation. Comp. Rev. xi. 19. The mention

ing of the mount accords with heaven. For see, saith he, that thou

make all things according to the pattern showed to thee in the mount—

Ex. xxv. 40, Sept.; and so xxv. 9, xxvi. 30, xxvii. 8.

6. Now—This is opposed to the if, ver. 4. [3ibre excellent—

Heavenly. V. G.] Hath he obtained.—The same phrase occurs, 3

Mac. v. 32, ftorj&eiaz rersujforsc, having obtained aid. By how much

—The character of the duty follows the nature of the testament, that

the promises, which it contains, may be accomplished. Mediator of

a covenant—established upon promises—These are all Pauline expres

sions, 1 Tim. ii. 5; Rom. ix. 4. Upon promises—Which are enumer

ated, ver. 10, 11. The old promises, strictly considered, referred to

the things of this life, and they were exactly fulfilled, so that the

people, being satiated with them, might afterwards the more eagerly

embrace the heavenly promises. [But the better promises are especi

ally those of forgiveness of sins, which the old covenant could not

attain, Rom. viii. 3, etc. Liin.] Was established—By an elegant

difference in the words it is said of the Old Testament, 6 Xabz vevopo-

j?enfro, the people had been established in the law, ch. vii. 11 ; but the

New Testament itself, vewpo&err^at, has been established on the law.

Man violates it : God keeps it. The Greek word, vevopodirr^at, has
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been established, does not admit the particle, as if; and yet the mean

ing is through a law, ver. 10, vo/ioc, a thing established.

7. First—A Metonymy [change] ; for blame does not fall upon a

divine institution, but upon a real and personal object. With them,

is said ver. 8 ; hence it is plain, that not only the New Testament it

self was faultless, but also its people. That—The pronoun suitable

to a past event. Should have been sought—A fitting expression :

that first covenant would have anticipated all.

8. Finding fault—A choice expression, as dpepnzoz, faultless, in

the last verse. Ammonius : Blame is an accusation against a care

less person; and carelessness was the fault of the ancient people.

There was practical carelessness on the part of the people, which pro

voked God's disregard; ver. 9, note. With them—Who were under

the Old Testament. Behold—Jer. xxxi. 31-34. We shall point out

where the Sept. differ. SaitJi—Gr. Xiret, Sept. f^ai, saith, and so

ver. 9, 10 : for the very solemn phrase, saith the Lord, is used thrice.

I will make (a covenant)—Gr. auvzeXiaio. Sept. dta&rjoopat, I will

make (a covenant,) the Heb. ttui ; for which word the Sept. give aov-

rehtv, to make, Jer. xxxiv. 8, 15. The expression is suited to this

passage, I will perfect ; comp. with the antithesis at the end of ver. 9,

and with the promise at the end of ver. 10. With—Gr. im. Sept.

rut oixtp 'laparjX xai rip oixtp ' louda, with the house of Israel, and with

the house of Judah: Heb. nx, with. The dative is retained, ver. 9, as

to the Old Testament ; but the preposition ini, concerning, is more

significant in respect of the New Testament. Israel—Judah—

Therefore the Ten Tribes, as well as Judah, share this covenant.

9. / made—Sept. die&ep^v, I have arranged. To perfect is more

than to make and dispose. In the day—Days in the plural, are op

posed to this one day, ver. 8. These many days are the days that

intervened between the day of the Exodus and the New Testament.

When I took them by the hand—While their sense of the Divine help

and power was fresh, these ancients obeyed ; but they used soon to

revolt and turn God from them. This was their custom ; comp. pre

sently, they continued not. It was not merely a single act. ~ Out of

the land of Egypt —There are three periods: 1. Of promise; 2. Of

discipline; 3. Of fulfilment. The discipline began with the depart

ure from Egypt, with that which was destined to become old (ver. 13).

They continued not in my covenant, and Iregarded them not—Correla-

tives^as ver. 1 0, on the contrary, Iwill be to them a God, and they shall

be to me a people ; where, however, the relatiomis reversed : formerly, the

people had begun to abrogate the covenant : In the new covenant, God

both begins and perfects all things, ver. 10, 11. And Iregarded them noi
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—Sept. xae trio fjttstyaa airriav, and I did not regard (hem. Ileb.

03 'nS.jn 'jjxi, and I ruled over them; although some give Sj'3, the

meaning ^pj, disregard, from an Arabic idiom. God's ruling and dis

regard may, in a measure, be reconciled in this view : / treated them

as if they were not mine ; Hos. i. 9 : nor was I propitious to tfreir

sins; Dent. xxix. 19, xxxi. 16, etc. They are not regarded over

whom such rule is exercised ; they have not that access, which allies or

friends have ; John xv. 15 : but they are treated as slaves ; nor are

they much regarded, whatever may befall them ; Ezek. xxiv. 6, at

the end ; Jer. xv. 1, 2. The passages, Jer. iii. 14, Ezek. xx. 33, 37,

express something similar: but in both places there is rather a prom

ise than a threat; nay, even in the present, Jer. xxxi. 32. The He

brew Masters understand the word 'nS^3, of the dominion of love and

good pleasure ; and it is only by an error in writing, that they turn

it into the contrary, 'nSm, I have disdained or disregarded. The Sept.

seem evidently to have read 03 "D^i'j, the very word Jeremiah uses,

ch. xiv. 19, hath thy soul loathed Sion f

10. Covenant—My covenant, Sept. Israel—Here Judah is to be

understood. A new union of the people. The two houses in the

Old Testament, ver. 8, become one house in the New. / will put—

The participle for the verb ; 2 Pet. i. 17 : Sfdoiiz diaaia, giving I will

give, Sept. [But it is better to connect it with what precedes ; this

is the covenant which I will establish, * * giving my laivx into their

mind ; and on their heart, etc. Alf.] So diSou;,.giving [Eng. Ver.,

he givetK], Is. xl. 29. There are four sentences arranged by Chias

mus [cross reference]. The first, I will put ; the second, and I will

be; the third, and not; the fourth, for all. The second explains the

first ; the fourth, the third. My laws—Heb. 'mm PN, my law. We

have the sum of these laws presently, / will be to them a GOD, and

they shall be to me a people. Into their mind—03 ipa, into the midst

of them, that they may obey willingly. In their heart—Gr. ijti xap-

diat; [Eng. Ver., hearts."] Genitive, ch. x. 16. Write them—Sept.

ffdipia auroyj, xai oipofiat auroiic, / will write them and behold them.

11. They shall not teach—A change of the consequent for the an

tecedent ; that is, All will be taught by GOD himself, especially love,

•which is the sum of the law. The aid of brethren in teaching is not

absolutely disclaimed ; for men must first be taught, while the cove

nant itself is promulgated to them; Acts iii. 25: Is. ii. 3; then the

instruction of brethren is plainly no longer necessary, at least to

those who attain the peculiar power of the covenant in the remission

of sins, and in the knowledge of the Lord. We have no need to

write, nor you to be written to, says Paul, 1 Thess. iv. 9, v. 1. There

so
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will be a very full accomplishment of these promises when that which

is perfect has come, even eternal life. But on the way, every man

should certainly exhort himself and his brother ; xiii. 22, Jude 3.

In short, even the doctrine, which is either solid meat or milk for the

strqpg and for the weak, both being godly, delights the godly ; Heb.

v. 12, 13, xiii. 7 ; nay, these very persons now just fully compre

hend doctrine, 1 Cor. ii. 6, iii. 1 ; and the apostle himself, both here

and throughout the exercise of his office, teaches. That crowning

point, Know the Lord, is learned from the Lord. One proclaims to

another every doctrine consistent with this point ; and admonition

especially has place ; 2 Pet. i. 12. In the mean time the doctrine is

not irksome and forced, because grace renders all very teachable; for

it is no longer the ministry of the letter, but of the spirit ; 2 Cor. iii.

6, note. Nor does the firmness of believers depend on the authority

of human teachers. This is also the reason why the New Testament scrip

ture is shorter, and why somethings are not so clearly decided. God him

self teaches his people. [For nlrtaiov, neighbor, read noXtrrp, (fellow)

citizen. Tisch., Alf] His brother—This implies a closer relation

than a neighbor or fellow-citizen. [Shall know me—From the deepest

experience of my grace ; Jer. ix. 24. V. (?.] From the least—He

that is feeble among them shall be as David, Zech. xii. 8.

12. For—The forgiveness of sins, the root of blessings and of

knowledge. To their unrighteousness—The abstract for the concrete;

sin is abolished; sinners obtain grace. [Alf. and Tisch., 1849, omit

xat rtov dvopuaw auriov, and their iniquities. But Tisch., 1859, re

stores it.] It is not found in the Hebrew nor in the Sept. ; but the

apostle adds it for greater weight ; ch. x. 17 : comp. x. 8, 5. Will

I remember no more—Comp. x. 3.

13. In—The time is denoted wherein it was said by Jeremiah.

He hath made old—-For there is no place for both. The preterite of

the verb xsxaXa'uoxe, he hath made old, implies that it was become

old when he spoke by Jeremiah. The New covenant was once prom

ised in the Old Testament under this very name. And- yet the apos

tle strongly urges this name ; so important are the prophetic words.

That which is being made old—Gr. to xaXmobpevov [Eng. Ver., de-

cayeth]. By God's word. So also in 2 Cor. iii. 14, Paul calls it

the old testament. And waxeth old—By the revolt of the people.

IlaXatbz, old, and xatvbz, new, are opposed ; so also yepmv, old, and

veoz, young ; thence dta&rjxrj via, the new testament, ch. xii. 24; for

there is a new life, ch. x. 20; 2 Cor. v. 17, 15. Near—Gr. iryvi

[Eng. Ver., ready']. Jeremiah uttered these prophecies during the

Babylonish captivity, almost in the last age of the prophets, at a long
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interval [that is, of 899 years, V. #.] after the departure from

Egypt, not very long [namely, about 627 years] before the coming

of the Messiah, whose nearness was being proved by this very

circumstance.

CHAPTER IX.

1. The first—Supply dta&rjxrj, covenant; not axrjtnj, tabernacle.

For the tabernacle itself was the worldly sanctuary, which we shall

presently see. By a very elegant ellipsis, the word dta&rjxq is omit

ted, because it is rather appropriate to the New Testament ; whence

also, ver. 15, it is called Stadrjxrfi xatvrfi, new testament, the substan

tive preceding the adjective. [We have here an admirable descrip

tion of Christ's entrance into the true sanctuary, as far as to ch. x.

18. V. (?.] Ordinances—By which the duties of the sacred office

were fulfilled [ver. 6, 7]. The same word occurs, ver. 10. Of ser

vice—Outward. Worldly sanctuary—An Oxymoron [union of two

apparently contradictory terms]. That sanctuary was worldly (as

Paul speaks of the elements of the world, Gal. iv. 3,) and carnal, ch.

vii. 16. It consisted of precious materials, but still it was material.

This verse may be thus divided : first, the duties are set forth, then

the sanctuary ; the discussion follows, first, concerning the sanctuary,

ver. 2-5, next concerning the duties, ver. 6, etc. (Paul has a very

similar Chiasmus [cross reference], 1 Cor. ix. 1, note) : the antithesis

to both is in ver. 11, 12.

2. The first—The outer tabernacle. The candlestick and the table

—A type of light and life. The setting forth of bread—[So literally

the Gr. ; the shew of the bread, Alf. ; Eng.Ver., the shew bread]. A

change of the abstract for the concrete, meaning, the bread thus set

forth. The sanctuary—Gr. Urta (not aria, in the feminine sing.)

Compare presently, ^ hropevrj dria iriiov, which is called the holy

of holies. Ta dyta often in this epistle signifies the holy of holies ;

but here dria without the article denotes the sanctuary, in antithesis

to dria hyiiov, the holy of holies. Some have dria here.

3. Which is called—So ver. 2, is called. The opposite is, of the

true, ver. 24.
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4. Golden—The apostle uses those words which signify something

precious and glorious, as of glory, ver. 5. Cemer—Gr. duptarrjptov.

So the Sept. express the Heb. mtspa, a censer for frankincense ; not

the ALTAR of incense, which it was no more necessary to mention than

the altar of whole burnt-offering, which is not mentioned. [The word

may mean either censer or altar of incense, and the rendering is

doubtful here. Liin., JEbrard, etc., adopt the former ; Alf. with Eng.

Ver. and Beng., the latter]. But the censer alone, with the ark of

the covenant, is named here, because it was the principal part of the

furniture which the high priest used on the day of expiation ; and

although on that day alone he both carried in and again carried out

the censer, yet the participle I%ouaa, which had, agrees with the fact.

Further, this precedes, because a fuller description of the ark follows.

Wherein—Namely, the ark ; for to it also refers it, ver. 5. The

golden pot that had manna—Mdvva, manna, has the article, not

azdpvoz, the pot; for the contents were more important than the

golden vessel containing them. Ex. xvi. 33, nnx ruxjx : Sept., ardp-

vov ^puaow sva, one golden pot. Some suspect that this pot and rod

of Aaron, two most remarkable memorials, whereon a perpetual mir

acle was displayed, had been taken from the ark before the building

of the temple ; others, that they were not put in until afterwards,

because in 1 Kings viii. 9 only the tables stored in the ark are men

tioned. But in the same passage it is distinctly affirmed, that Solo

mon acted according to the example of Moses ; and the apostle re

fers to Moses' times, ver. 6, at the beginning; ch. viii. 5; comp. ch.

xiii. 11, where there is no mention of the city, as here none of the

temple. What then shall we say ? The tables were alone in the ark

itself, but the pot and the rod were nnjffl 'jsh, before the testimony,

and therefore before the ark, Ex. xvi. 34 ; Num. xvii. 25, in the

Ilebr., very near the ark, as appendages to it; just as the book of

the law and the deposits of the Philistines were put on the side of the

ark ; Deut. xxxi. 26. 1 Sam. vi. 8. Therefore iv, in, here is used

with some latitude, as Luke ix. 31, etc. The manna—[Eng. Ver.

omits the article]. A memorial of God's providential care of Israel.

Rod—A memorial of a lawful priesthood, Num. xvii. 16, etc., in the

Hebr. The tables of the covenant—Beat. ix. 9. These are put last

by gradation.

5. The Cherubim—Ex. xxv. 20, xxxvii. 9. Of glory—They were

of the most costly materials, and represented the Glory of God rid

ing upon the Cherubim ; Ezek. x. 4. Shadowing—Gr. xaraaxtd^ovra.

Sept. auaxtd^ovrzz, covering, in the passages quoted above. Of which

—The pronoun refers to the whole enumeration, from ver. 2. We
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cannot now speak. The apostle intends to treat, not so much of the

sanctuary and its furniture, as of the sacrifices; and he does not say,

we cannot afterwards, but we cannot now, implying, that each of these

things also might be profitably discussed.

6. Enter—Gr. tlaiaatv, present tense [Eng. Ver., went, is incor

rect. Alf., etc.] So ver. 7, 13, 22, 25, ch. x. 1.

7. Once every year—So Sept. Lev. xvi. 34, once every year ; on

one day of the year, and on that same day but once. [Once a year

—That is, on one day only of the year ; but twice orofteneron that

day. Lev. xvi. 12-16. Liin. So Alf., etc.] For himself—The Vul

gate has pro sua, for Ms own, viz. error ; I do not think, however,

that uxep rtov kaurou, for the (errors) of himself, was in the Greek

copy from which it was translated. Although the priest was exempt

from the errors of the people, yet he was not sinless, and therefore

needed sacrifices, ch. vii. 27. Errors— Gr. ayvor^zdrmv. This term

lias a very extensive meaning, as, on the contrary, ixiyvioatz, know

ledge. See Num. xv. 22-31.

8. Signifying—As it were a thing which otherwise would have re

mained hidden from us ; so signifieth, ch. xii. 27. Was made mani

fest—The same word occurs, ver. 26. The Holiest—Gr. riov ayiwv. The

plural in the Greek corresponds to the singular in the Hebrew. The

whole Levitical tabernacle bore the same relation to the heavenly

sanctuary, as the holy place did to the holy of holies ; then, as the

holy place prevented the people from entering the holy of holies, so

the whole tabernacle prevented an entrance into the heavenly sanc

tuary. Therefore first, soon after, involves a figurative ambiguity:

if we understand it of place, it denotes the fore part of the taberna

cle, as opposed to the holy of holies ; but if of time, it denotes the

whole Levitical tabernacle, as opposed to heaven. The way—Gr.

bdbv. Much less uoodov, entrance ; comp. ch. x. 19, 20. Having as

yet a standing—[Eng. Ver., was yet standing."] A suitable phrase.

Sept. ardatz, standing. When Paul was writing, the temple,

or first tabernacle, was not yet destroyed ; but still it had no longer

any standing, from the time that the veil had been rent ; and when

its standing was impaired, the tabernacle itself soon after was utterly

destroyed.

9. Which is a figure—(A parable). "Hrtz, which, for S, which, before

the feminine xapaftoX^, figure. This relative refers to the three preced

ing verses. Present—[That is, then present, as Eng. Ver. But the

meaning is, for the time present, i. e., now present to the writer; a

figure reserved unto this time ; of heavenly things now first made ac

cessible. Alf, after Delitsch ; rendering what follows; according to
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which both gifts and sacrifices are offered, having no power, etc.] In

respect of that standing. The standing, emphatically such, now no

longer existed, although the tabernacle was not yet broken up, not yet

destroyed, not yet razed. The antithesis is, things to come, ver. 11.

[For xaO' ov, in which (time), read naff" rtv, according to which (figure

or parable). Tisch., Alf.] Gifts and sacrifices that could not—The

victims might seem more efficacious than the other gifts : therefore

with great elegance the efficacy is more expressly withheld from the

sacrifices. Conscience—The same word occurs, ch. x. 2, 22. The

antithesis is, of the flesh, ver. 10, as ver. 13, 14, [1 Pet. iii. 21]. Him

that did the service—The priest, who offered for himself ; or the Is

raelites, for whom the priest offered.

10. Only—The commandments concerning meats are as it were an

appendage to the commandments concerning sacrifices ; an appendage

which this particle shows was of little moment. Sacrifices do not

purge the conscience; meats have respect to the flesh. Concerning

both, comp. ch. xiii. 9, etc. Paul often puts povov, only, absolutely ;

1 Cor. vii. 39 ; Gal. ii. 10, v. 13 ; Phil. i. 27 ; 2 Thess. ii. 7. On—

'Em, on, with the Dative, implies something concurrent, as already

remarked regarding the appendage ; comp. ver. 15, 17, 26. Sacrifices

in public worship, and meats in daily life ; were both subjects of the

ceremonial law, which is wholly occupied with these and similar mat

ters. In meats—Of which some were never allowed to any, others

not to all, and not always, nor everywhere. Drinks—Lev. xi. 34 ;

Num. vi. 3. Divers washings—These were manifold, of the priests,

of the Levites, of other men. [For dtxauopaaa, read dtxauopara—

Tisch., Alfi, etc. So Beng. Render, divers washings, ordinances of

the flesh imposed, etc. Alf.] The apposition of the nominative and

an oblique case, as Luke xxii. 20, note. Of reformation—yum, Sept.

dtop&tlxrare, amend, Jer. vii. 3, 5 ; therefore the verbal dtap&ioatz,

reformation, corresponds to the adjective better, ver. 23. Imposed on

—As a burden, without intermission.

11. Christ—High Priest—So Lev. iv. 5, the priest that is anointed.

Paul also here refers to Christ as the Priest, but with Moses, %ptarbz,

anointed, is an epithet. Being come—He then said suddenly, With

draw, ye Levites, ch. x. 5, 7. Of good things to come—So ch. x. 1.

Those good things are described at the end of ver. 15. By—Con

strue with entered, ver. 12. Greater—And more noble. So, a more

excellent, ch. xi. 4. Tabernacle—That was his own Body, ch. x. 5,

20 ; comp. John ii. 21. His body is opposed to the tabernacle, as

his blood to the blood of goats, etc., ver. 12. Schomer says cor

rectly, the tabernacle is here taken for the way to the inner sanctuary.
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For the subsequent title xrtauoz, of this building, proves an abstract

notion of that sort ; so that, not the Tabernacle itself is meant, but

the building or institution. Therefore the Body or Flesh (for flesh is

inseparable from the body) is the veil, and the sanctuary is Heaven.

Thus, as I hope, the matter is distinctly explained. [So many com

mentators. But the better meaning is the heavens; the lower heav

enly spaces as the vestibule of the heavenly holy of holies. Liin., and

nearly so Alf., and many.] Not made with hands—Therefore this

was greater, ver. 24. So Paul, Col. ii. 11. Not of that—The Tab

ernacle, through which Christ entered, was not of that workmanship

or structure. [Literally, not of this creation; i. e., of the visible

earth, the made world. Liin. Eng. Ver., this building, misses the force.

Alf, etc.]

12. Of goats and calves—One goat and one bullock was sacrificed

at one time, Lev. xvi. 9, 3 : but that animal was not by itself better

than all the animals of the same kind ; therefore it is here plural.

An additional reason, was the annual repetition of the sacrifices. Heb.

IS, Sept. poa%oz, young bullock, Lev. xvi. 9, 3, and elsewhere. Into the

holy place—Into heaven, ver. 24. Eternal—Not merely for a day or

a year. Having obtained—So, I have found a ransom, Job xxxiii.

24. The zeal of the^~iirfer, and his fidelity and wisdom, are denoted:

the newness and joyousness of the finding, ch. x. 20. Christ's access

to the Father was arduous ; ch. v. 7. No one had trodden the way

of life before; Acts ii. 28; John iii. 13. Christ could not but find:

yet to seek was difficult.

13. For—He proves, that the power of Christ's single sacrifice is

as great as he intimated at ver. 12. [Transpose goats and bulls.

Tisch., Alf.] Bulls and goats—Which are mere brutes. Softening

the expression. Of a heifer—Red, Num. xix. The Jews say, that

nine such heifers were sacrificed from the time of Moses to the de

struction of the second temple. Unclean—A participle : less strong

than xoivouz, common. Construe with sanctifieth; compare what fol

lows. Purifying—Purifying was performed by sprinkling, not by

washing ; but washing immediately followed ; Num. xix. 19. This

fact clearly shows the distinction between justification and renewing.

14. The blood—And death ; see th« following verses. Through

the eternal spirit—See Luke iv. 18; and comp. Rom. i. 4, xv. 16.

The Spirit is opposed to the condition of irrational animals, ver. 13.

[This is the true meaning. Many understand it mistakenly of the

Holy Ghost. Liin., Alf] The epithet eternal is understood from

ver. 12, 15, ch. vii. 16, and is opposed to the ashes of a heifer.

Without spot—Superior to every Levitical victim. Purge—Corres
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ponding to xadapoTy-ca, purifying, ver. 13. So ver. 22. 23, cb. x.

23, i. 3. It is put in the future in antithesis to the present, tanctifi-

eth, Levitically, ver. 13. From—'//ro, «c, from, to, denote things

contrary. From dead works—Things dead especially defile. The

antithesis is living. The power of sin and death was abolished by

Christ's blood. To serve—For ever, in a manner most blessed and

truly priestly, [ver. 12: Rev. xxii. 3. V. <?.]

15. Of the new testament—Here the testament is rather urged,

than the newness of the testament; comp. ver. 16. His death hav

ing occurred—GT. 9a.v6.rou jtvofjievou [Eng. Ver., by meant of death].

That is, at the time when the death had occurred. The momeiTt of

this death properly divides the Old Testament from the New. For

the redemption of the transgressions, that were under the first testa

ment—There is a very similar passage of Paul in Rom. iii. 24, 25.

The preposition ixl, under, not only denotes the time, but intimates

that the first testament had no redeeming power, and that the people

of old were so much the more transgressors. 'AxoMrptuat;, redemp

tion, the compound, occurs here: tirpiaatz, redemption, the simple

word, occurs, ver. 12. The promise—Given to Abraham. Might

receive—For formerly they could not. They which are called—

Named heirs (ch. iii. 1). Inheritance—A fitting name ; for there is

a figure : testament, death, inheritance.

16. Testament—Gr. dtadyxij. This is the peculiar force of the

Greek word, above the Hebrew ma. The article $, the, omitted,

agrees with the general sentiment, as in Gal. iii. 15. Be shown—

[Or implied ; Eng. Ver., there must be the death]. The Greek words

tfipeadat, to be shown, npootfepsodat, to offer, ver. 14, allude to each

other. Of the testator—Christ is the testator as respects ns. This

agrees with the Lord's words before his death ; Luke xxii. 29.

17. Over the dead—[Eng. Ver., after men are dead]—Briefly ex

pressed for upon the death of the testators. So Sept., Lev. xxi. 5,

ini vtxp<p, over the dead [Eng. Ver. does not render]. Surely it is

not f—Gr. [Manors. [But render, seeing that it is never available

when he that made it is alive. Alf.~\ This particle plainly implies a

question : moreover, Insi, since, with an interrogation, has great

force, Rom. iii. 6 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 16, xv. 29.

18. Whereupon—The two words ma, covenant, and dtatyxri, testa

ment, differ; but yet they signify the same thing, in so far as both

denote such an agreement or arrangement, as is ratified by blood.

Where the agreement is ratified by another's blood, as of animals,

which cannot covenant, much less make a testament, it is not properly

y, a testament ; but yet ma, a covenant, differs little from the
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nature of a testament, on account of the victims slain. Where the

arrangement is ratified by the blood of him that makes it, that is, by

his death, it is properly dta&yxy, testament, also expressed by the

Hebrew rm, covenant, in a wider signification. The particle odsv,

whence, should not be pressed too far, as if the Old Testament were

also consecrated by the blood or death of the testator : but still it has

its proper fprce, in so far as it is intimated, that the New Testament,

and therefore also the Old, needed to be dedicated with blood. Was

dedicated—Gr. IfxexaivtaTat. So the Sept. express the Hebrew -pn.

On the very day of initiation, the Old Testament most properly be

gan, and it continued till the night and day when the Lord was be

trayed and died.

19. Spoken—Ex. xxiv. 16, etc. Every precept according to the

law—[But the words, according to the law, belong to having spoken.

Lun.~\ Moses had recited or read those commandments in Ex. xx.,

and perhaps also those in the following chapters. And the brief

reference to the written book was equivalent to a recapitulation of all

that was recited. Of calves and goats—In Ex. xxiv. 5, they are ex

pressly called fjtoffydpta, little calves : the word bUoxaurtofjiara, whole

burnt offerings, there, implies the goats mentioned here. With water

and scarlet wool and hyssop—These-are not found in the passage quoted,

but are assumed as already known from other passages of Moses, Lev.

xiv. 5, 6. The scarlet wool corresponds to the Hebrew n/?inn *xp.

The Sept. translate Heb. nybin by xoxivov, crimson, 'yg by xXtaarbv

darXow, double spun, from its form : the apostle names it from its

material ; scarlet color, like blood. Book—Many, and the Latins too

from the Vulgate, construe this word with he sprinkled; but it

should evidently be construed with he took, as Ex. xxiv. 7, xal

Xafliov TO ficftliov rijc dea/hjxyz, and he took the book of the cove

nant. [This is impossible ; and Eng. Ver., is right. So Liln., Alf.,

etc.] The connection of the blood and the book is elegant, as appears by

comparing those words, the blood of the testament; that in this cere

mony the blood may be shown by itself ; the testament, by the show

ing of the book ; and that tie dedication may he perfected by that

double exhibition : attrb, itself, [not rendered in Eng. Ver.], is added

[to book~\, because the testament described in the book, was more im

portant than that blood. The other things here mentioned by the

apostle, and yet not found in Exod. 24, may be derived from other

passages ; but respecting the sprinkling of the book, which, notwith

standing, would constitute a large portion of that ceremony, we find

nothing in all Moses' writings. Furthermore, if the book had been

sprinkled, and if the apostle had mentioned that sprinkling, he would

81
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have joined it, not with the sprinkling of the people, hut with the sprink

ling of the tabernacle and the vessels, and therefore of the altar. But in

deed it was not fitting that the book itself should be even sprinkled, for

the book, containing GOD'S word, represented there GOD himself. Flasius.

Doubtless the tabernacle [which was at that very time adapted to the

altar, Ex. xxiv. 6-8, xxv. 8. V. (?.], along with the vessels, needed

purification, ver. 21; Lev. xvi. 16, 19, 20, 33; 2 Chron. xxix. 21;

but the book, or the word of GOD, did not need it. And since these

things are so, yet xai, and, before rrfvra, all, is not only no disad

vantage, but is very elegant. For the sentence is copulative : Moses

sprinkled all the people, on the one hand; and the tabernacle indeed—he

sprinkled on the other. Corap. oyre—xai ob, neither— ,•,•/•.•'. Rev. ix.

20, 21 . Sprinkled all the people—Sept. xartoxeSaat roit Haou, sprinkled

it on the people, Ex. 24, 8. But elsewhere they often put pai\>w, pav-

ri^ta, etc., to sprinkle.

20. Unjoined unto you—Enjoined on me, to bring unto you.

21. The vessels—Even the garments. Sprinkled—Sept. half of

the blood he poured upon the altar.

22. With blood mostly—Gr. a%t36v, almost, nearly. The force of

which f:ills not upon all things; for it admits of no exception; but

upon with blood; because other material things besides blood were

also used, ver. 19. [This is wrong ; as is theEng. Ver. The ayeSbv,

almost, belongs to the whole sentence ; as often in Greek. One may

almost say that by the law, etc. Lun., Alf., etc.] Without shed

ding of blood is no remission—See especially Le?. xvii. 11. Re

mission—Levitical.

23. Therefore—The particle intimates that the execution of the

things mentioned at ver. 18, is embraced in this passage. [Delinea

tions—That is, types, symbols; not as Eng. Ver., patterns. Alf.~\

With better sacrifices—The plural, corresponding to the Levitical plu

ral, is used for the singular, because of the excellence of the one

sacrifice of Christ, which was perfect in all respects. If a Jew asks,

What are your sacrifices? We answer: Our sacrifices consist in the

single sacrifice of the Crucified. In this conclusion. xa9a/ii^sa9at, to

be purified, which is to be supplied, makes a Hypallage [attributing to

one subject what strictly belongs to another] ; for the heavenly things

are pure in themselves, but we needed to be purified to enjoy them,

ver. 14. So, is sanctified, 1 Tim. iv. 5, 4, that is, the use is rendered

holy in respect of us. Comp. Lev. xvi. 16, 19 ; Num. xviii. 1.

24. Not—Jesus never went into the inmost recesses of the temple

at Jerusalem ; never caused a sacrifice to be offered for 'himself, dur

ing the whole period between his baptism and sacrifice. The figures
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of the true—The true were the more ancient : those made with hands

were imitations of them ; viii. 5. Into heaven itself—Beyond which

there is nothing. Now—So ver. 26. To appear—Gr. tfufav'tafry-

v<u. An appropriate word respecting GOD : in respect to UP, neya-

\flpa)Tnt, he hath been manifested [Eng. Ver., hath appeared], ver. 26,

and dcfOyffSTat, he shall be seen [Eng. Ver., shall appear], ver. 28.

In the presence of God—More than Aaron in the tabernacle before

the ark.

25. Nor yet that—He did not enter for this purpose, that.

26. For then must he—Here it is assumed that Christ suffered for

the sins committed from the beginning of the world: ver. 15. Christ

in the beginning already was he who is according to the divine nature.

Philo shows that the Jewish high priest offered sacrifices for the whole

human race. Have suffered—Therefore the offering is not without

suffering. Once—This once is absolute, being foreshadowed in the

once, relative, which was Levitical : ver. 7. In the end—When sin

had reached its height; comp. note to John i. 10. Of ages—[Eng.

Ver., of the world]. The beginning of these ages is not to be com

puted from Moses, but from the foundation of the world: comp. ch.

i. 2, note : and therefore the end here is not the end of the Old Tes

tament, but of the world. ' H ouv-ehta TO~J aitovoz, is the very end

of the world, a phrase frequent in Matthew : fj awrefeta TCOV ouwvaiv,

the end of the ages, here includes times nearer our own, as being in

the plural number. The sacrifice of Christ divides the age of the

world into two parts, of which the first is certainly not shorter than

the second. Sin—The singular, with great force. Has been mani

fested—[Eng. Ver., appeared."] In the world.

27. And as—This expression has a comparative force, and inten

sifies the conclusion. It in appointed—Divinely. Once—The once

in the next verse refers to this. To die—The verb for the noun ;

death and its condition. But after this—Death and judgment are

immediately connected, because man's intermediate state is uniform.

Judgment—When Christ shall be seen; and comp. this with ver. 28,

and also Matt. vii. 22, note.

28. [Add xai, and, after oBrwc, to. Tisch., Alf.~\ So—That is,

Christ hath delivered us from death and judgment, notwithstanding,

as death, RO judgment remains, as far as respects the name. Offered

to bear—Gr. Kfioffsvsyfteiz £<C TO dvs^sfxscv. The words differ ; comp.

1 Pet. ii. 24, he bore our sins: Our sins were laid on him by the Fa

ther : while therefore he was lifted upon the cross, he took our sins

with him. The Sept. uses the same expression, Num. xiv. 33, dvol-

auuat rrjv xopvsiav bfuov, they shall bear your whoredom. Elsewhere
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they are put indiscriminately : ch. vii. 27. Of many—A pleasant

antithesis: once; of many, who lived during so many ages. Isa. liii.

12, in the Sept. Thus the absolute power of Christ's single sacrifice

is very clearly evinced. Again, John xiv. 3, accords with the second

time here. Both places treat of his coming, regarded in itself. But

his first coming in the flesh, was in the strange form of a servant ;

his second coming is in his own glory. In the eyes of all, who had

not only not seen, but had not acknowledged him, he is at that time

Coming. Let us imagine the arrival of a guest, the intimate friend

of the father of the family, but unknown to the family. The father

of the family will think, A brother returns ; in the family it will be

said, A guest is coming. He will be seen—[Eng. Ver., appear'].

In his glory. Unto them that look for him—The dative of advantage.

The unrighteous also will see him, but not for salvation. To them

that look for him, he will be the Saviour, Phil. iii. 20. [Without sin

—On him. The whole work of atonement done. Alf.] Unto salva

tion—And therefore to free us from condemnation.

CHAPTER X.

1. Shadow—The antithesis is image. The very image—The arche

type, the original image, ch. ix. 24, note. That shadow, though the

prelude of future events, did not however precede, as in a picture,

but followed a little after. See by all means, ch. viii. 5. Year by

yeat—This refers to the whole sentence to the end of the verse.

With the same—[Eng. Ver., with those]. Not in number, but in

kind. Which they offer [Eng. Ver., offered] continually—Offer, viz.,

those who offer, who approach and minister. They offer for ever ;

that is, they do not cease to offer, nor will they cease, unless com

pelled. Can never—So ver. 11.

2. For then—So clearly inu, with an interrogation, in ch. ix.

17, see note.

3. A remembrance—Public; comp. ver. 17. [Rather, a recollec

tion, a calling to mind. Liin, Alf] Of sins— Of the last year, and

of all years. The day of expiation was not on that day on which

Christ was crucified, but on the tenth day of Tisri. The forgetting
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of sins is opposed to this admonitory remembrance : ver. 17. Every

year—An Epanalepsis [resumption] ; comp. ver. 1. He is speaking

chiefly of the yearly sacrifices.

4. Take away—Gr. dfatpuv. IlepteXuv, to remove entirely ; ver.

11. In the writings of Moses, great effects are ascribed to these ele

mentary ordinances, that it might appear that it is not in themselres

that these are so efficacious.

5. When he cometh into the world—In the 40th Psalm, the Mes

siah's entrance into the world is set forth. The tabernacle itself was

part of the world, ch. ix. 1 : and it is here called the world, because

the Messiah's sacrifice extends much more widely than the Levitical

sacrifices, reaching through all times and through all the world,

which is claimed for him, Ps. xl. 10, because he is its heir. The

word tiaep%opevoz, coming into, is elicited from rjxw, I am come, and

is represented by it, ver. 7. Sacrifice—thou hast had no pleasure—

to do thy will, O God—Sept., in the psalm now quoted, fhaiav—obx

i^zrjaaz—roo noi^aat to &ehjpd am, b dzbz poo, -ijftouty&rjv, xai rbv

vbpov oou iv piatp rrfi xoiXiaz pou, sacrifice—thou didst not desire—I

would do thy will, 0 my God, and desire thy law within my heart

The apostle joins those words, to do thy will, O God, which had been

separated from those following, with those preceding, which relate to

the same thing, as the words, forty years, in the wilderness, ch. iii. 9.

But a body hast thou prepared me—Ileb., thou hast bored my ears,

(comp. Exod. xxi. 6), namely, that I may subserve Thy will with

perfect love ; comp. Is. 1. 5. The slave, whose ears were bored, was

claimed with his whole body, by the master whom he loved. Petit

ascribes the Greek translation of the Prophets and Psalms to the Es-

senes, together with this phrase, Thou hast fitted for me a body ; for

he says, that among the Essenes there was no slave, but that they

had bodies or colleges, whose members mutually served and obeyed.

The favorers of liberty, however strong, might still retain the read

ing, ears ; but the apostle maintains the literal acceptation of the

term body. The ears are a part : the body, as a whole, follows their

obedience. Thou hast prepared for me a body, for sacrifice; ver. 10.

The mention of the whole here is very suitable. There is a very sim

ilar expression of Paul, concerning Christ's body, Rom. vii. 4.

7. Then—We shall speak of this particle at ver. 8. The parallels

are then ; I come ; in the book ; I said ; of Me ; it is written. I am

come—[Eng. Ver., I come]—It corresponds to the Hebrew preterite,

-nso. \I come, or rather, I have come, was Jesus' creed, as it were.

I am come, s;iys he, to fulfil the law, Matt. v. 17 ; to preach, Mark i.

38 ; to call sinners to repentance, Luke v. 32 ; to send a sword, and to
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tet men at variance, Matt. x. 34, 35 ; / have come down from heaven

to do the will of him that sent Me, John vi. 38, 39. These are the

very words of the fortieth Psalm. I am sent to the lost sheep of the

house of Israel, Matt. xv. 24 ; I am come into this world for judg

ment, John ix. 39 : / have come that they may have life, and may have

it more abundantly, John x. 10 ; to save what had been lost, Matt,

xviii. 11 ; to save men's lives, Luke ix. 56 ; to sendfire on the earth,

Luke xii. 49 ; to minister, Matt. xx. 28 ; to seek and to save that

which was lost, Luke xix. 10, comp. with 1 Tim. i. 15 ; I am come

into the world the Light, John xii. 46, etc. ; to bear witness to the

truth, ch. xviii. 37. See, Reader, that thy Saviour accomplish his

purpose in thee. But thou, say why thou art come here. Dost thou,

then, also do God's will ? since when? and how? V. (?.] The verb

fyio, I come, is discussed at Rev. ii. 25. In the volume of the book it

is written of Me—n^Ja nso, Sept., xefaXiz fitftljoi), volume of the book,

here, and Ezek. ii. 9. rhm is rendered by the same translators xe-

tpaXtz, volume, Ezek. iii. 1, 2, Ezra vi. 2. This phrase cannot be un

derstood of any particular part of the Pentateuch (for, except it, no

other prophetical writings, to which the Psalm might seem to refer,

existed in David's time), for so many, nay, all the parts, treat of

Christ ; nor of the whole, for the whole volume of the law, though often

quoted, is never so styled. Moreover, the sacrifices here are called

the first, ver. 9; wherefore the volume of the book does not denote the

book containing the very account also of the previous sacrifices.

Also, the Divine rejection of sacrifices, and the Messiah's presenting

himself to do God's will, succeeded their perpetual offering. What,

then, is the volume of the book ? We need not go far to learn ; it is

the very page on which this very psalm was written. For there are

these two parallels: I have said, lo ! I come : and, in the volume of

the book it is written 'hy, of Me : by this very writing I undertake to

do Thy will. The Messiah becomes surety by both expressions ; and

hence the presence, in the highest degree, of the prophetic Spirit is

perceived. David had before his eyes, and in his hand, the book in

which the psalm was written, and shows this very book as the Mes

siah's contract; comp. Neh. x. 1. From that very day when this

psalm was written, it became incumbent on Christ, in some sense, to

do God's will. It agrees with this, that it is not said, in Thy book,

or in the book of the Lord, as in Ps. exxxix. 16, and Is. xxxiv. 16,

but simply in the book. Comp. note on the next verse. Augustine

understands the expression of the beginning of the book of Psalms ;

but at that time the Psalms had not yet been collected into one vol

ume. Others have understood it of the whole Scripture ; but even
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the Old Testament writings then existing, had not been so collected,

as to be called one book. [The phrase is from the Sept., and means

simply in the book of prophecies. Liin., Alf., etc.] Thy will—That

God wills and has pleasure in something different from the legal sac

rifices, appeared from this very fact, that the flesh of oxen and the

blood of goats did not satisfy him ; but what he wills, we deduce

from the very preparing of the Messiah's body, by which, when of

fered, we were to be sanctified; ver. 10. Christ, in the Psalms, ac

knowledges and embraces this as God's will.

8. 9. [For &uaiav xa~t npoafopav, sacrifice and offering, read Ouaiaz

xa'e npoafopaz, sacrifices and offerings. Tisch., Alf] Above, when

he said—then said he—Paul insists on that order of the words of the

psalm which depends on the particle, ix, then, showing that it falls on

that very time when the prophet sang the psalm in the character of

Christ, and on that very point of time when, immediately after the

words, sacrifice, etc., placed above in the psalm, there arose the words,

lei I come. Therefore ix is altogether demonstrative of the present

(comp. ?x, rore, then, Ps._ lxix. 5), with an antithesis between

the things concerned, from which the wisdom of the apostle infers the

first and second, ix, (ver. 9) ; comp. pera, after, ch. vij. 28, note.

Let this ix, then, be the boundary. Paul also puts first the general word

of the Sept., uxov, said, then one more significant, uprjxev, said he ;

whence it appears that Xkymv, saying, is of the imperfect tense. But

observe how great is the authority of the Psalms. Jehovah's oath

was given at the very time Ps. ex. was written. The formal invita

tion was issued to the people when Psalm xcv. was written ; ch. iv. 7 ;

Heb. vii. 28, note. The declaration of the Son was made when Ps.

ii. was written ; Acts xiii. 33, note. So, the Messiah promised God

that he would do his will, when Ps. xl. was written. This writing,

which Uavid executed, is opposed to the law written by Moses ; ver.

8, end. Wherefore Christ always appealed most forcibly to the

Scriptures, and especially at the beginning of his passion. Accord

ing to the law—[Eng. Ver., by the law]—The strong argument by

which that very point asserted in ver. 1 is proved from the psalm.

9. [Omit b ezbz, O God. Tisch., Alf] That—A powerful parti

cle; that he may forthwith establish the second. May establish —

With the highest authority, as it were, by his own writing. From

Iotrjiu, I place, oomes ardatz, a standing, ch. ix. 8, with the same

idea.

10. By the which will— Of God, accomplished and fully satisfied

by Christ and his sacrifice. Is not this deservedly called a satisfac
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Hon ? Sanctified—The same word occurs, ver. 14, 29, ch. xiii. 12,

ii. 11. Of the body—Ver. 5.

11. [Every priest—Especially every high priest. V. (?.]

12. This—So ch. iii. 3. Others read auror, he, by an easy alliter

ation. One—The antithesis is, the same sacrifices often, ver. 11. For

ever—Christ's offering once made, will continue the one and only ob

lation for ever : no other will supersede it. [But this belongs to what

follows ; forever sat doum. Liin., Alf.] Sat down—The antithesis is

standeth, ver. 11. The sacrifice of the mass is inconsistent with sit

ting at God's right hand : for Christ's sacrifice is neither continued

nor repeated in the mass. The apostle not only urges the identity,

but also the word, once, concerning Christ's sacrifice, in antithesis to

the Levitical sacrifices, often offered, although they were the same.

A sacrifice which is often repeated, although it be the same, does not

satisfy God. Not only is Christ's body one, but also his offering is

one, and that inseparable from his passion : ch. ix. 26. Every later

offering shows that the former is valueless; every former one proves

that the latter one is superfluous : ch. x. 18.

13. Expecting—By this word our exalted Lord's knowledge is not

denied, Rev. i. 1 : comp. Mark xiii. 32 : but his subjection to the

Father is intimated ; Acts iii. 20. Sitting and at rest, he expects

His enemies—Whose strength consists in sin.

14. For by one offering—Gr. piq. yap npoafopij.. Or should we

rather read pta yap npoatpopa, for one offering hath, etc ? For the

discourse proceeds in the abstract also in ver. 11 ; and with the same

verb rehtouv, to perfect, which here sustains the conclusion, it pro

ceeded similarly, ch. vii. 19, ix. 9, x. 1. [The former is better ;

Christ being the subject throughout. Liin., Alf.] For—The assign

ing of a reason refers to ver. 12. Those who were sanctified—[Eng.

Ver., are.] A participle of the imperfect tense. For this sanctifica-

tion was accomplished in the very act of sacrificing, ver. 10.

15. Also—There is added, not a testimony to the arguments ; for

the testimonies even preceded ; but paprupwv, witnessing, to papru-

pouvzuz, those who bear witness. Paul had given the Father's testi

mony to Christ's priesthood, ch. v. 10, and the Son's, ch. x. 5 ; now

also the Holy Spirit's : everywhere tending to the same conclusion ;

ver. 18. Consult the Synopsis of the epistle. And he presently

repeats in his admonition this reference to the Holy Trinity, ver. 29,

note. After—The verb frjoiv, says he, is absorbed in the clause,

Xiru Kupioz, saith the Lord, in the next verse. But this after, shows

that the forgiveness of sins belongs to the New Testament. There

fore the intermediate words of Jeremiah are not repeated here. The
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passage in Jer. is quoted Heb. viii., on account of the word xatvrtv,

new, and ch. x. on account of dfeatv, remission. The title Spirit of

grace agrees with this : ver. 29.

16. This—See ch. viii. 10, 12.

18. Remission—This is evident from ver. 17.

19. [The doctrinal discussions of the epistle are now closed; and

the author proceeds to exhort his readers by applying them. Liin.]

Having—The exhortation is drawn from the subjects discussed from

ch. v. 4, beginning at the recapitulation. To enter—High Priest—

Ver. 21. The apostle treated of the High Priest from ch. v. 4, 5 ;

of the entrance from ch. ix. 1, 12. Now he mentions, by Chiasmus

[cross reference] the entrance in this verse, and the High Priest, ver.

21, at the commencement of his exhortation. There is the same,

sentiment and figure, at ch. vi. 20 : comp. the following chapters.

20. Which—Supply uaodov, entrance, for there follows odbv, way,

a synonym as it were. They are not, however, simply synonymous,

but in as far as the way, reaches the goal, THROUGH the veil. Hath

consecrated—The same verb occurs, ch. ix. 18. It is intimated by

this verb, that we should follow in that way by which Christ went.

New—Gr. npoatparov. The Sept. often use this word. It is properly

applied to an animal recently killed. New and living—The way, as

secured by Christ's blood and death, is a new, and it is a living way.

It is opposed to a thing old and lifeless. Life is ascribed to the way

by personification, from the very life of Christ, who is the way. It

denotes the vigor of the New Testament as a living hope. It is op

posed to dead works. It is as it were an Oxymoron [union of appar

ent!y contradictory termsj, because T:s)batpa-ozz, recently killed, and

living are conjoined. As soon as Christ had passed the point of

death, unmixed power and life were at hand. His flesh—Which was

likewise rent like the veil.

21. High Priest—-Ch. vii. Over the house of God—Ch. iii. 6.

22. Let us draw near—By that way. True—Which has thoroughly

imbibed the truth, ver. 26. Offaith—Hope and love are added, ver.

23, 24. These three abide. Faith and hope often have the same

relation : wherefore they are here also closely united, and blend in the

following passages : ch. xi. 1, [xii. 18, xiii. 1], etc. Sprinkled—So

ch. xii. 24, ix. 13, 19, 21 ; 1 Pet. i. 2. Hearts—Both the hearts

and the body, ver. 23, are cleansed. From—An abbreviated expres

sion, sprinkled and delivered from an evil conscience. Conscience—

Ch. ix. 9, note. Washed—Single verbs and single participles are

connected in ver. 22-24, and the particle xai, and, divides the mem

bers of the sentence. But the order is, verb, participle ; participle,

83
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verb ; verb, participle, by Chiasmus [cross reference.] The body—.

[Eng. Ver., our bodiet}. He alludes to the Levitical washings ; and

yet he does not say the flesh, but the body, by which the whole sub

stance of the man is denoted by Synecdoche [the whole for a part.]

The body also had been formerly polluted by sin, but it is washed, that

it may be fitted, after the example of Christ's holy body, ver. 10, for

an offering: Rom. xii. 1; 1 Cor. vi. 13, 20. With pure water—

Ezek. xxxvi. 25; John xix. 34; 1 Cor. vi. 11; Tit. iii. 5; 1

John v. 6. [With sure—of hope—In like manner cleansing is joined

with hope, 1 John, iii. 3. V. Gr. Beng. would render, and having

our bodies washed with pure water, let us holdfast, etc. So Ebrard,

Lriin., etc.]

23. Confession—[Eng. Ver., profession]. Also of our faith ; but

the Gr. is iXnidoz, hope ; and so Beng.] Confession was assumed at

baptism, and should be retained.

24. Let us consider—So intaxo-ovvzez, looking diligently, ch. xii.

15. To provoke unto love—Opposed to which is provocation to

hatred.

25. The assembling of ourselves together—The modern Greek ver

sion interprets imauvarmrrjv, au%yoauvaztv, the assembling of a mul

titude ; but the apostle alludes to the Jewish synagogue, while the

preposition, somewhat changes the meaning of the word. The

meaning is : you should not only frequent the synagogue as Jews,

which you willingly do, but also [the additional force of ini in composi

tion] the assembly as Christians: and yet an assembling in one place, is

not strictly implied, nor an association for promoting onefaith ; but the

expression is used in a middle sense, the mutual assembling in love,

and the public and private interchange of Christian duties, wherein

brother does not withdraw himself from brother, but they stimulate

each other. For even spiritual heat separates things of different na

ture, and unites those of a similar nature. This interpretation ex

plains the order of the discourse,~ in which, next to faith towards

God, love to the saints is commended ; the verbal substantive intauva-

yiovrtv, assembling together, and the fact that it is singular ; the pro

noun, which is kauriov, of ourselves, not our; the complaint, as the

manne,- of some is ; and the antithesis, exhorting. Some—Who per

haps feared the Jews. Exhorting—The power of exhorting, which is

required, includes the peculiar ardor of every individual. And so

much the wore—This refers to the whole exhortation from ver. 22 :

comp vei 37. Ye see—From the signs of the times, and from the

consummation of the very sacrifice for sin, ver. 13. The day—The

day of Christ. After Christ's coming in the flesh, expected for so
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many ages of the world, his glorious coming is thought to he at hand ;

comp. ver. 27, 30, 35, etc. [The Hebrews lived close upon the great

foretaste of it, the destruction of the Holy city; the bloody and fiery

dawn, (Delitsch) of the Great Day. Alf]

26. Wilfully—For after the truth has been acknowledged, there is

no excuse for ignorance. If we sin—To sin here means entire apos

tasy from God, ver. 29, ch. iii. 12, 2 Kings xxi. 16 ; and the vio

lation, not of the law, ver. 28, but of the whole New Testament

economy, ver. 29. Comp. despised, ver. 28, note. After we have

received—This refers not so much to individuals as to the state of

New Testament believers : whence, however, the conclusion holds

good to individuals, ver. 29. Of the truth—The truth, here, and

grace, ver. 29, apply to the New Testament. The Spirit of grace is

called the Spirit of truth in John xiv. 17. No more—The fruit of

Christ's sacrifice is always evident to them who do not reject it, but

those who reject it have nothing else. For sins—Refers to if we sin.

27. Fearful—A very bad hope. Looking for—Quite different

from what is described, ver. 13. Fiery—the adversaries—Gr. £;re-

vavrtouz. Is. lxiv. 2, fire will consume the adversaries. We must

not seek any particular meaning in &ro, under : in Ex. xv. 7, Imevav-

rtoi is applied to the most open enemies. Fiery—Deut. xxxii. 22 ;

comp. Ps. cvi. 18. Indignation—Deut. xxix. 20. Devour—Ch. xii.

29; Is. xxvi. 11.

28. He that despised—Not by a slight error, but by a flagrant vio

lation, opposed to the whole law—an offence to be punished by death.

Few so violated the law, as to be capitally punished. Without mercy

—Without mitigation or delay of the prescribed punishment.

29. Sorer— Worse and more horrible than any corporeal punish

ment. He—That is, he who most atrociously sins against God,

whose Son is the Priest, ch. v. 5, and against the Son, whose own

blood is the blood of the New Testament, and against the Holy Spirit,

who is the Spirit of grace. Such a man retracts the whole form and

confession of his baptism, and rejects the whole New Testament

economy ; comp. vi. 6, note. Who hath trodden—Whereas he should

adore. But he who sins wilfully, treads him under foot, as it is de

scribed at ver. 26. Of the covenant—The better covenant which God

has made. Common—Gr. xotvbv [Eng. Ver., unholy]—As if it were

the blood of a mere man, common or even guilty. [As the blood of

a malefactor, which Jesus was, if he was not the Son of God. LiinJ]

The antithesis is, he was sanctified. And hath counted—Without

discernment : comp. 1 Cor. xi. 29. Wherewith he was sanctified—.

Therefore Christ died even for such a man as this. The same word
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is used of the redeemed, ver. 10, 14, ch. ii. 11 (where they are dis

tinguished from the Redeemer, who sanctifies); ch. xiii. 12, where the

blood is likewise mentioned. Of grace—See note on ver. 26. And

hath done despite unto—By repelling him. Despite is done by deeds;

blasnhemy is vented in words : comp. 1 Tim. i. 13, note. Where blas

phemy is added, the guilt is most heinous ; Mark iii. 29.

30. Him that hath said—God, who does not threaten in vain.

Unto me—See Rom. xii. 19, note, from Deut. xxxii. 35. Again—

After a few words intervening in the same song of Moses. The

Lord shall judge his people—Deut. xxxii. 36. This epistle very often

refers to the song of Moses and to Deuteronomy, a book which is

well explained by it. He will judge in grace and in anger, as he

shall find each one.

31. To fall—To fall with faith is good, 2 Sam. xxiv. 14; to fall

rashly is terrible, ver. 27 ; comp. Sir. viii. 1.

32. Call to remembrance—The Imperative. He adds consolation.

After ye were illuminated—That is, immediately after Christian bap

tism, ch. vi. 4. In baptism, Christ is put on; Christ is the light;

therefore the light is put on in baptism. Enlightening denotes that

accession to the force and power of the Spirit, pre-existing for us

from the Old Testament, which is gained from the vigor of the New,

in the case of those baptised. This was the first entrance into Chris

tianity : baptism was the means of salvation with those who were

fitted for it. I think, that these divine ordinances, even in theory

are not highly enough esteemed. In the very baptism of Christ, his

holy human nature was gloriously enlightened. He was the Son of

God before ; and yet the power of this Divine testimony long affected

him deeply. But, as man consists of body and soul, so divine ordi

nances have the double aspect. We must, therefore, make no sepa

ration, nor should the glass be taken for the liquor, nor the sheath

be grasped for the sword.

33. Partly—partly—Gr. roDro. A pronoun with an adverbial

meaning. Two heads are presented, which are explained in inverse

order by Chiasmus [cross reference], ver. 34.

34. [For deopoiz pou, my bonds (Eng. Ver., me in my bonds), read

Ae*;uoiz, those in bonds. Tisoh., Alf. So Beng.] Those in bonds—

These are mentioned, ch. xiii. 3 ; and Timothy had been also among

them, xiii. 23 ; wherefore Paul is speaking not of himself, or at least

not of himself alone; comp. ch. vi. 10. Of goods—Gr. (rxap%ovnov.

' Ynaa^tv, substance, among the Greeks, is the cognate word. Ye took

—An elegant Oxymoron [union of apparently contradictory terms],

as appears by comparing spoiling. Knowing—Determining confi
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dently. That ye have for yourselves—[So Beng., more correctly than

Eng. Ver., knowing in yourselves]—The Dative signifying property,

aa ch. v. 4, to take to himself. Personal property is decribcd, Luke

xvi. 12 (xii. 33). Abetter—Heavenly; comp. ch. xi. 16. Endur

ing — Exposed to no spoiling. [Omit iv oupavoiz, in heaven.

Tisch., Alf]

35. Cast not away—Confidence, where once it finds a place, only

withdraws when expelled : but it is expelled and rejected, as worth

less, by those who do not persevere. Hath—The 37th verse refers

to this present. Recompence of reward—So ch. ii. 2, xi. 26 ; and pto-

&onadozrfi, reward, rewarder, xi. 6.

36. Patience—Gr. bxopovffi. The apostle, from this to ver. 38,

gradually introduces the prophet, Hab. ii. 3, 4, where the Sept. have

' mOMEINON, wait. The will—Ch. xiii. 21. Done—That where

as you have done God's will hitherto, ver. 32, 33, you now also may

show patience, and therefore obtain the promised reward of obedience.

[But it refers to the future: the doing of God's will must be com

pleted before the promise is received, Liin.] Comp. ch. vi. 10-12.

We must both do and suffer, 1 Pet. iv. 19. The apostle evidently

takes his arguments from the past, and recounts the proofs of theii

having done God's will, ver. 32, 33. Nevertheless, doing the will of

God for the present and future is not excluded. This doing God's

will is assumed in all the virtues of believers, which are reckoned up

in ch. xi. ; otherwise the things which are praised there, as ver. 33,

would have been vain ; comp. Matt. vii. 21, etc. Ye might receive—

The promise, that is, life eternal, which the Old and New Testament

believers will receive conjointly at Christ's coming. See next verse.

The promise, life eternal, is found at ch. iv. 1, ix. 15, xi. 13, xii. 26.

Individual happiness is refused to none, but the great consummation,

as yet future, is difficult. There will be a great amelioration in the

future day, which should be esteemed much more highly. Even the

present flourishing state of faith, which many so largely experience,

cannot be compared with it. The promise—pin, Hab., quoted above.

37. Yet a little while—[Yet a little, little while. Alf] So Sept.,

Is. xxvi. 20. The word ptxpbv, little, with the addition of oaov oaov,

how much [repeated to intensify the meaning] takes the diminutive,

but at the same time the indefinite form, and therefore accords very

well with this passage : see Gen. xxvii. 30 : Sept. iyivero oaov i^b^ev,

was only just gone out. He that cometh—[Eng. Ver., shall come]—

The apostle, by adding the article, elegantly turns the prophet's

words to Christ.

38. [Head b dk dixatoz pou, but every just man (shall live, etc.) Tisch.,
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Alf., LUn., etc.] Now the—The apostle transposes the halves of the

verse, and so, by adding the next verse, makes a very appropriate

Chiasmus [cross reference]. For the things opposed are repeated :

faith unto life, drawing back : drawing back, faith unto life, ver. 38,

39. The particle dk, but [Eng. Ver., now], forms an antithesis to the

slothful. Just—See Rom. i. 17, note. Byfaith—Sept., by myfaith.

Comp. the pronoun likewise prefixed, 1 Cor. xi. 24 ; John vi. 54, ix.

10 ; Heb. in the faith of him, namely, who was Seen, that is, of

Christ, who will not fail: an elegant antithesis. I refer the New

Testament text to the Heb. as far as possible. And—For but [as Eng.

Ver.] Elegantly : for both halves of the verse flow from the same

holy feeling. The Heb., I think, may be thus interpreted: Lo, if a

soul draw itself back, the soul of that man is not right (nor pleasing),

as respects him (namely, who was seen or promised) ; but the just, in

the faith of that (promise), shall live. Comp. Mark xvi. 16. There

is a metaphor in the Heb. from those who hide in dark caves.

39. We are not—A polite expression, in Paul's style, Rom. viii.

12, note. Of the drawing back—[Eng. Ver., who draw back]—Cor

responds to draw back, ver. 38. Unto perdition—They perish, who

do not approve their souls unto God. To the saving of the soul—It

corresponds to shall live, ver. 38.

CHAPTER XI.

1. Now faith is—This is resumed from ch. x. 39. And the apostle

here defines faith, in a way most suitable to his purpose of confirm

ing the brethren's minds. The substance of things hoped for, the evi

dence of things not seen—V Ynoazaatz, rendered substance by Beng.

and Eng. Ver., means rather confidence, as it does in ch. iii. 14 ; and

the sense is, is the confidence of things hoped for (not yet really attained).

Liin. So Alf. , De W., etc.] Things hoped, for are the species;

things not seen are the class : for the former are future and pleasant

to us ; the latter also are past or present, and either pleasant or

painful to ourselves or others,, ver. 3, 7, 8, 27, 29. Whence the two

clauses of this verse, in which there is an Asyndeton (absence of the

conjunction) are in gradation. Moreover, as the things not seen are
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to the tilings hopedfor, so is the proof of the things to the substance ,

and therefore faith is the substance by which the future things hoped

for, are represented or set before us as present ; and also the proof

of the things, by which those things which are not seen are set be

fore us as realities. That which is absent is opposed to substance ; a

non-entity, a dream, is opposed to the evidence of things. Whence

it is clear how closely the two words nparp.d.T<ov lleryoc, evidence of

things, are connected, forming, as it were, a compound : and why

things is put in the last, and not also in the first clause. ' YxoaTaatc;,

substance, is opposed to rjj foroaro^j, drawing back, which was lately

repudiated, ch. x., end ; for the metaphor is taken from a pillar stand

ing under a heavy weight, and denotes patience and constancy ; comp.

ver. 27. ' TxoaTaaa; in the Vulgate is translated substantia, which is

correct ; for substance is opposed to opinion, [see above]. Substance

then refers to something certain, and therefore also to something

present. Things future are represented by faith : llefX0*? is evidence

also in philosophic language. Substance is put first ; and then evi

dence of things ; but the examples which follow, relate first to the

proof of the things, ver. 3, etc., and secondly, to the substance of the

things hoped for, ver. 6, etc., Chiasmus [cross reference],

2. In it—[Kng. Ver., by]—In faith, that is, by faith, in the fol

lowing verses : in faith : through faith, ver. 18, 33. For—Paul

shows the nature of faith from the examples of men of old. Many

things, which they hoped for and did not see, afterwards occurred

and were seen, the event confirming faith. Obtained a good report—

This word is very significant. GOD not only testified of them, but

also partly to them. They RECEIVED THE TESTIMONY, an equivalent

to the things themselves : comp. ver. 4, 5, 39. Hence they also be

came witnesses, so that they might testify to others, and others of

them ; ch. xii. 1. The elders—Gr. npkafiitTtpot. Who lived both

formerly and for a long time. He does not say, of Ap-^atot, the an

cients, but the elders, as it were by personification, since they still

testify with power, as if present : comp. ch. xii. 1. This is an ex

cellent summary of the Old Testament, in which the apostle by a re

markable gradation, comprehends the pursuits of the men of old—

their toils, journeyings, expectations, temptations, martyrdoms ; and

shows how we should seek fully, under the veil of history, the essence of

doctrine sometimes briefly indicated. The patience of the earlier worthies

was exercised chiefly by a long life ; of the later, by severer afflictions.

3. By faith—To a certain extent also without faith, Rom. i. 20;

but much more hy fnith, as, for example, in Genesis i. We under

stand—The Eldirs, who are therefore previously mentioned in the
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second verse, also understood it. Adam also, who was created after

all the rest, understood what he did not see done, but believed to

have been done ; but concerning his faith, Moses maintains a myste

rious) silence; and the apostle follows Moses, except that, in mention

ing these things before Abel's sacrifice, he virtually recognizes the

faith of those first created. Adam is only viewed as the root of our

misery, suppressing the other things which might have been said of

him. Were framed—The framing, consolidation of the whole world,

includes the creation of single parts, and a continual providence

throughout all ages, in wonderful harmony. The worlds—Gt. rouc

aiiovaz. The ages. A grand plural, intimating the course onward

to the end of the heaven and the earth, and all things therein, visible

and invisible, and, afterwards, their everlasting condition when their

course is ended ; and whatever change may at length take place, ac

companying the end. And as creation is the foundation and ensam-

ple of the whole Divine economy, so faith in creation is the founda

tion and ensample of all faith. By the word—By the command,

power, without matter or instrument. This accords with what imme

diately follows. So that—Comp. «c to, to, 2 Cor. vii. 3. The ages

embrace many things which are not seen ; and that we understand

only by faith, that these were produced by the word of God is not

strange ; but we best understand by faith alone, that the creation of

these visible things was thus affected ;—which shows much more the

wonderful power of faith. Were framed is amplified by this clause.

[For rd fthxbpu<a, things which are seen, read ro fthndpevov, that

which is seen. Tisch., Alf. Not out of things apparent hath that

which is seen been made. Alf] Note carefully the distinction be

tween the words. (Paivopat, I appear, begin to be seen, with the idea

of beginning ; ftXinopat, I am seen, I am before the eyes. Ta fthx-

opiva, the things which are seen, exist, and are to-day ; the light, the

sky, the earth, the stars, etc. ; but the same things are appearing,

when they were made out of things not existing, 2 Mace. vii. 28, and

were ordered to come forth : and so indeed it might be said, ix tpat-

vouivtov ra fihnopeva yerovivat, the things which are seen, have arisen

from those which began to be seen, namely, in themselves ; that is,

that the things which are seen to-day, were beginning to be seen at

the first ; they were not from eternity, but began to appear and to be

conspicuous at some particular time, since they did not exist before ;

comp. ix, from, Rom. vi. 13. But as respects us, the apostle, by pre

fixing not, gives a different meaning, and declares, that the things

which are seen were not made of the things which do appear. For

both the first man was created and we are born after the creation of
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the world. We did not see the creation. -Consider that Question of

the Creator, Job xxxviii. 4, etc. By faith, therefore, we perceive the

creation ; faith has scope for exercise both in the past and in the fu

ture. Hence it appears, that the particles pij ix, not from, should be

explained in their order ; although sometimes ou or pij, not, with a

preposition, is transposed for courtesy's sake, without affecting the

general sense, as 1 Chron. xv. 13, oux iv rtp npozepov bpuz that, be

fore you were employed. '

4. A more excellent—And therefore more highly esteemed. Each

of the brothers sacrificed according to his own mode of life. But

Abel behaved more righteously in his way. The husbandman, Cain,

offered of the fruits of the earth ; Abel, a shepherd, offered of the

firstlings andfat. The latter therefore took his best, which the for

mer is not said to have done. At the same time Cain's offering

merely implied a confession of obligation ; Abel's victim, a confession

of sin and a desire of atonement. This well befitted faith. Than

Cain—Who was wanting in faith, and therefore without the Divine

testimony. By which—He obtained by faith both righteousness and

the testimony of righteousness, ver. 7. Testifying—For inudev, had

respect to, Gen. iv. 4, by some sign, also seen by Cain. By it—Faith;

construed with being dead. [But Eng. Ver., correctly construes with

speaketh. So Liin., etc.] ; comp. ver. 13 ; for by has the same

meaning as in; 1 Tim. ii. 15. [For XaXu, speaks— Tisch. (not Alf.)

reads XaXuzat, is spoken of]. Speaks—Speaks of himself, and those

like himself, against Cain's followers, ch. xii. 24.

5. Was translated—Wherefore ? Our faith waits for this. Gen.

v. 22, 24, Sept., and Enoch pleased [Eng. Ver., walked with] God

—and Enoch pleased God, and he was not found because God trans

lated him. Not—He was therefore translated from mortality without

death to immortality. Before—Construed with pleased. [But it is

better, with Eng. Ver., to connect it with had this testimony. So

Alf., etc.] Pleased—Instead of to walk with God, before God, the

Sept. have to please, also Gen. vi. 9, xvii. 1, xxiv. 40, xlviii. 15 ;

Ps. cxvi. 9. Comp. Ps. xxvi. 3, xxxv. 14. It not only signifies to

please, in a passive sense, but implies the desire of pleasing. There

fore Gen. xxxix. 4, rni? is to please : comp. please, Rom. viii. 8,

notes.

6. Without—He proves Enoch's faith by the result. To please—

To show one's selfpleasing to. The parallel presently occurs, to come

to God, to walk with God. Therefore the apostle skilfully joins the

Hebrew and Greek text. Believe—Enoch had been favored with no

divine appearance, as we may infer from this passage; so neither had
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Moses before he left Egypt, ver. 27. The position, that he is, etc.,

was strongly felt by Enoch, and is asserted from Enoch's faith. There

seem to have been few visible instances of Enoch's faith so peculiarly

described. Otherwise Paul's description would have been fuller.

Must—A necessary and strong inference is intended here. To God

—Since he is invisible, ver. 27. That he is—Hence b QN he who is,

is used absolutely, Wisd. xiii. 1 ; comp. of things, note, ver. 1. He

who walks with God, acknowledges that he is God. This is opposed

to antidiluvian atheism. And—This word also depends on ort, that.

Them—Not of others. Who diligently seek—Gr. ix'rjrouatv. With

out seeing him. A grand compound. Rewarder—As of Enoch,

whom he translated. That he will be—[Eng. Ver., «.] The future

bestowal of the reward is implied. The reward is he himself, who is

earnestly sought. With God, says Moses, signifying communion.

7. Being warned by God—A prophetical revelation does not re

move faith, ver. 20, etc. Of—Of the coming deluge, construed with

the foregoing participle. Moved with fear—The same participle oc

curs, Acts xxiii. 10. On the other hand, the world, not believing, did

not fear, and used no means of repentance or escape. It despised

and laughed in security. An ark—The omission of the article suits

that extraordinary building. By the which—Faith, ver. 4. Con

demned—By a remarkable testimony. The world—Which was very

unlike Noah. Of the righteousness which is according to—[Eng. Ver.,

by.] Faith—So Paul, Rom. i. 17 : xara, according to, is used in the

same way, Tit. i. 1. Noah p-rc t?'a, a righteous man, Gen. vi. 9; a

preacher of righteousness, 2 Pet. ii. 5. Heir—In the succession of

the patriarchs, of whom there was always some head and propagator

of those who believed the promise. [But it means simply attained the

righteousness ; not strictly, inherited. Ltin., etc.] The word is ap

propriate here, and therefore common, ver. 8, 9, in the same way as

ixaryeXia, the promise, ver. 9, 11, 13, 17, 33, 39.

8. [Render, by faith Abraham, being called, obeyed to go out, etc.

Alf. So Beng.] Abraham—Rom. iv. 1, 16, etc. Obeyed so as to go

out, and went out—A gradation [Eng. Ver., called to go, is wrong.

See above] ; comp. 2 Cor. viii. ver. 10, end, and ver. 11. Should—

A word adapted to future events. So ver. 20; comp. ver. 1. Not

knowing—Comp. Acts vii. 3, end.

9. Sojourned—He went as a stranger, ver. 13, note. Of the prom

ise—[Eng. Ver. omits the article.] It had been promised immedi

ately, Gen. xii. 7. In tabernacles—Gen. xii. 8 : strangers use tents.

The antithesis is a city, ver. 10. • With—The same mode of living, a

token of the same faith. Construe with sojourned. [Better, as Eng.
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Ver., with dwelling. Liin., Alf., etc.] And Jacob—He was fifteen

years old at Abraham's death. Heirs with him—Nowhere else are

sons called joint-heirs with their parents, but merely heirs. Isaac

was not indebted for the inheritance to Abraham, nor Jacob to Isaac,

but they received it severally from God himself. This expression,

the heirs of the promise, and he obtained the promise, vi. 17, 12, 15,

are said of the very thing promised ; but both phrases in this chapter

ver. 9, 33, the heirs with him of the promise, and obtained promises,

and likewise ver. 17, 6 rdc inarytXiuz o\vaSe£&pevoz, he that had re

ceived the promises, are said of the promise of something future : and

believers are said to receive, to obtain the very thing promised, especi

ally in this same chapter, ver. 13, 39. The difference of expressions

suits the different intent of ch. vi. and xi. j for in ch. vi. the condition

itself of the men of old is commended, and adduced as an example,

but in ch. xi. the condition of New Testament believers is celebrated

above the other.

10. Foundations—Which the tents had not. Of these founda

tions, see Rev. xxi. 14. A city—Which is not removed : v. 16.

Whose—Which is worthy of God, its founder. Builder and maker—

The synonymous terms intimate, that the whole city was founded by

him alone : he not only made it, but also devised it.

11. Kai abrij, even herself [Eng. Ver., also Sarah herself] Even

herself, the weaker vessel. Seed—By her aged husband. [Render,

received strength to found a seed (i. e., posterity.) De W., Liin., etc.

Omit Itbxev, was delivered of a child. Tisch., Alf] Past age—Paul

has a similar passage, Rom. iv. 19. She judged htm faithful—Other

wise she would not have laughed. The laughter argued a mixture

of distrust ; but yet more of faith, especially after the reproof.

12. Of one—From Abraham, by Sarah. Sprang—Sons.

13. In faith— lie does not say here, by faith, for in faith, accords

better with they died. Comp. xazd, in, Matt. i. 20. Died—Faith is

very jflpng in death; ver. 20, etc.: and then hope as to things in-

visibleand future is most bright.—These—The pronoun refers to

those mentioned from ver. 8. who obtained more distinct promises.

The promises—That is, the things which had been promised, ver. 39:

good, nay, heavenly things, ver. 13, end. [Omit xai xtta&u.zez, and

were persuaded of them. Tisch., Alf.] Having seen and embraced

them—This forms an Oxymoron [union of contradictories] with afar

off, in which Paul delights ; for Eustathius explains daxd^eadat, to

clasp or draw to one's self by grasping his hand, and to embrace him ;

and this is the custom of friends when they meet. The faith of the

ancients is thus exquisitely described ; and the passage seems plainly
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to refer to John viii. 56, Abraham taw Christ's day, and was glad.

Confessed—Willingly. The confession of being strangers arises from

their embracing heavenly things. Strangers andpilgrims—Gen. xxiii.

4, J am a stranger and a sojourner : ibid, xlvii. 9, the days which 1

sojourn—which they sojourned [Eng. Ver., of my pilgrimage] ; napa

in xapenidrjpot, pilgrims, diminishes the signification. The worldly

cleave to the world ; believers scarcely cling to it in any part, either

in deed, or at least in heart. On the earth—An antithesis to hea

venly, ver. 16.

14. Declare plainly—Gr. iptpavi^ouatv. A remarkable word. Is.

iii. 9, nro «S. They seek—Citizens of the world, do not call them

selves strangers in the world.

15. They had been mindful—They had forgotten, by faith. An

opportunity—During so many years.

16. Is not ashamed—Although they are inhabitants of the earth,

and strangers : He is not ashamed, because he has bestowed on them

great blessedness, such as becomes God to confer, and has fulfilled the

promises made to them ; therefore, not only is he not ashamed, but

glories in it. A Meiosis [softened expression]. Or also, he is not

ashamed, because they eagerly grasp at it, provided that it does not

seem as if God's good pleasure was merited by their obedience. To

be called—A verb in the middle voice. First, he called himself, then

they so called him : the God of Abraham, etc/ A city—Where he

himself reigns. [How great may we suppose its splendor to be, since

God himself displays it ! V. (?.]

17. Offered—As far as it depended upon him. Only-begotten—In

respect of his wife Sarah, and of the promises. Abraham sent away

his other sons. He—This word has an intensive force, as b, the, ch.

vii. 4. Received—Likewise by faith.

18. Of whom—The pronoun refers to the only-begotten ; nay, this

verse explains the only-begotten, Ilpbz, as to, has a limiting force.

The word had been spoken to Abraham, but referred to Isaac ; comp.

npbz, to, Luke xix. 9. [But it means unto whom, i. e., Abraham.

Ltin., A If, etc.]

19. Was able to raise even from the dead—[Not as Eng. Ver., to

raise him from the dead ; but believing in God's resurrection power.

Alf.] Although no example had hitherto occurred of the dead being

raised. Likewise Paul commends Abraham's faith, Rom. iv. 17, 21

He was assured that, had he sacrificed Isaac, who had not yet wife

nor children, he could notwithstanding be restored, and thus the

promises would be fulfilled in him. Whence—That is, wherefore,

draws an inference, also he in a parable [or figure] bore " tulit" him
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napafiolr), namely, aw. There is an expression very like this

in Num. xxvi. 10, Ifevq&qaav Iv tnrj/jteitfj, they became a sign. Abra

ham not only bore away his son, as he had before led him to the

mountain, but he also himself became a figwe, and so obtained a good

r '.port, ver. 2. For all posterity celebrates the faith of Abraham,

who offered his only-begotten eon : so TcapaftoM), a parable, Hab. ii. 6,

and elsewhere. [But •xapaftolii seems to mean abandonment, giving

up. Render, on which account he received him by means of surrender

ing him ; i. e., obtained his son, by the very act of giving him up.

Lun.']

20-22. By faith—There are more examples of faith in Isaac,

Jacob, and Joseph ; but the apostle considers it enough to give a

single instance, in each case, concerning things mostly future. Blessed

—Assigning to both his sons future things, as if they were present.

[Add xai, also, before Jre/>f, concerning. Tisch., Alf.~\

21. When dying—Near death ; Gen. xlvii. 29. The sons of Joseph

—He also blessed his own sons, Gen. xlix., and divided the land of

Canaan among them, as if already theirs; but the blessing of the

sons of Joseph, on both of whom he laid his hands, was remarkable

in many respects ; for he knew his own sons long ago ; he could not

distinguish Joseph's sons by sight, and yet he distinguished them by

faith, Gen. xlviii. 10; and, from being grand-children, he declared

them his sons, after transferring the right of primogeniture to Joseph,

and adopting his two children. And worshiped—The Lord ; Gen.

xlvii. 81. The apostle refers to that very thing which Moses related

that Israel did when Joseph's oath assured him that he would be

buried in the Promised Land ; comp. ver. 22 : whence the mind and

body of the gdty old man were aroused. Upon the top of his staff—

So plainly the Sept. in the passage quoted above following another

reading, for the Heb. text means, of the bed; so the Chaldee, etc.

Jacob's bed is also mentioned soon after, Gen. xlviii. 2, and xlix. 33;

and yet we may suppose that even then Jacob had a staff at hand, for

that is usual with weak old men. Moses does not mention Jacob

speaking, much less standing, during that act of worship. There was

greater reason for Moses mentioning both the bed and the head of the

bed, than the rod and the top of the rod. For likewise, in 1 Kings i.

47, King David worshiped on his bed: and Jacob, having slightly

changed that position in which, reclining, he had received Joseph's

oath, sworn on his thigh, and having turned his face from the other

part of the bed and towards the top, where the pillow is, seems to

have summoned all his strength and^tp have worshiped on his knees,

as in Gen< xlviii. 2. However, he might on the bed itself support
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his side or arm with a staff. Whether the apostle knew, from divine

or human evidence, that the circumstance concerning the staff also

was true, or considered that it made no difference on the whole, he

rightly retains the Sept. reading, as afterwards at ver. 23.

22. Made mention—He mentioned, what he had never forgotten,

the promise to their fathers, and as it were renewed it for the future.

Concerning his bones—So that even though dead he might leave

Egypt, and come into the Land of Promise. Those who are faith

less, either have no care, or a vain and foolish one about their bones.

23. Byfaith—Moses' faith is not referred to here, but that of his

parents ; as in ver. 30, it is not the faith of the citizens of Jericho,

but of the Israelites. Of his fathers—Gr. xarepiov [Eng. Ver., cor

rectly parents, though the word is rarely so used. Liin., Alf, etc.]

In Exod. ii. 2, the Sept. relate the fact as follows : and seeing that

he was a goodly child, they hid him three months; and when they

could no longer hide him, the mother took to him an ark. In the He

brew, the whole is ascribed to the mother; by the apostle, to the fa

thers. By the term, fathers, the Syrians understand father and

mother ; but we can scarcely prove that this was the case among the

Hebrews and Greeks. Chrys. remarks, he begins with the parents of

Moses, some undistinguished Men. So .T«re/iec, fathers, i. 1, iii. 9,

viii. 9; Eph. vi. 4, note. The Sept. never use fovslc, parents, for

rtnx, fathers, nor will it be found in the New Testament that naripaz,

fathers, can be appropriately substituted for rovztz, parents, which is

so common. Moses was concealed by his fathers, that is, by his fa

ther (Amram) and by his grandfather, not the maternal grandfather,

who was Levi himself, but by the paternal grandfather, Kahath.

Therefore Kahath was alive when Moses was born. The right ex

planation of this passage is very useful in sacred chronology. [Of

course these inferences cannot be trusted. Alf, etc. See above.] They

saw—With a kind of presage of great events. Fail —[Eng. Ver.,

proper]. Acts vii. 20, note. They were not afraid—The feeling is put

for the effect, ver. 27, note.

24. Byfaith, Moses—So far from faith being opposed to Moses,

he was an eminent example of it. The name of Moses is repeated,

because in ver. 23 the apostle is speaking of his parent's faith, here

of his own. When he was come to years—So the Sept., Ex. ii. 11.

Refused—An instance of great se\f-denial.

25. Choosing—Resolve it into, and he chose ; but -fjrrjodpevoz, be

cause he esteemed, ver. 26. To suffer affliction with—The people had

been oppressed. The antithesis is enjoy. For a season—It is op

posed to faith expecting future things; it is therefore put emphatic
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ally before £%Etv, to have. Of sin—IH which he would have been in

volved in the idolatrous Egyptian court. At the same time the con

crete, tinners, that is, Egyptians, is intended by the abstract. The

antithesis is, of God.

26. The reproach of Christ—So ch. xiii. 13. The expectation

of Christ, which Moses entertained so strongly, was the centre of

all the things for which both the Egyptians and all the Gentilea

despised Israel, especially of circumcision, of which the opposite,

uncircumcision, is called the reproach of Egypt, where circumcision

was unknown, Josh. v. 9; and yet Moses did not therefore desert

the people. [Better Sleek in Alf. ; reproach of Christ—that which

lie had to bear in person, and has to bear in his members. For lt>

'AerurcTifj, in Egypt, read 'Acrunrou, of Egypt. Tisch., Alf.] He

had respect—He looked far forward. The recompense of reward—

This which follows the reproach of Christ, is more glorious than the

treasures of Egypt, and to be expected by Moses and all the saints.

A grand expression.

27. Not fearing—He was indeed afraid, Ex. ii. 14 ; and yet he

did not fear (so as to regard). Each is distinctly known by its effect.

He feared, and fled; he did not fear nor care how the king might

view either the Egyptian's death or his own flight. This resulted

from the faith, by which he afterwards bravely withstood the king.

Him who is invisible—GOD. He held—[That is, held God the invis

ible] ; steadily, with expectation, by the strength of faith. [But

Eng. Ver. is right. Alf., etc.]

28. He that destroyed—So Sept., Ex. xii. 23. He was doubtless

a good angel. Comp. Acts xii. 23, note.

29. They passed through—Moses and Israel. Red—The sea of

Edom : cnx, red. Assaying—Rashness is denoted without faith.

[With similar rashness many rush into eternity. V. (?.] When two

do the same thing, it is not the same thing. So far the apostle

draws his examples from Moses, and his Genesis and Exodus : after

wards from the earlier and later prophets.

39. Compassed about—Without engines, Sept., Josh. yi. 6 (7).

Joshua's faith is virtually praised here ; and yet the miraculous stay

ing of the sun is not mentioned, because there was to be nothing

like it in future : Josh. x. 12, 14. Seven days—Elsewhere many

sieges lasted many years.

31. The harlot—Heb. run HEW, Sept., fuvij nopvy, a woman a har

lot. Josh. ii. 4. This reason for Rahab's habitually receiving strang

ers, even increases our wonder that she was afterwards preserved.

82. Of—A remarkable accumulation, first Subjects, then Predi
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cates. Gideon — The order of time is Barak, Gideon, Jephlhah,

Samson, Samuel, David, the prophets ; and the reason of the change

may be gathered from the note on the next verse. The Greek or

thography is the same as in the Sept., nnjj', 'letfdde, e for £, as in

f/tos. Samuel— The prophets are properly mentioned after Samuel.

David was also a prophet ; but Samuel was a prophet, not a king,

Of the prophets—Elijah, Isaiah, etc. Other believers are also in

tended, who were in any way connected with the prophets.

33. 34. Who—of aliens—After enumerating seven Subjects, he

adds nine Predicates, and the verbs impressively begin the clauses.

For it is of David especially, that they subdued kingdoms is said ;

2 Sam. viii. 1, etc. Of Samuel they wrought righteousness ; 1 Sam.

viii. 9, xii. 3, etc., 23, xv. 33. Finally, of the prophets generally

they obtained promises ; for to them properly it was vouchsafed, that

the promises, afterwards to be fulfilled in Christ, should be uttered

by them, as Dan. ix. 21. Here the meaning of the phrase agrees

with the word prophets. So we say now, to obtain a diploma: comp.

note on ver. 9. It is likewise said of the prophets, they shut the

mouths of lions, quenched the violence of fire, Dan. vi. 22 (where the

Sept. have the same phrase), iii. 27 ; which are the last miracles de

scribed in the Old Testament, and that too in the ffagiographa.

[Books, such as Job, Esther, etc., which the Jews reverenced less

than the Law and the Prophets]. And here, what is ascribed to GOD

and his angels in the passages quoted, is said of believers themselves.

In short, to these examples, in which faith is clearly manifest, those

more ancient examples are added which receive evidence from them,

by Chiasmus [cross reference], as at Matt. xxii. 46 ; comp. ver. 41,

29, and b retrograde order ; for it is said especially of Jephthah,

they escaped the edge of the sword, Judg. xii. 3 : of Samson, out of

weakness were made strong, Judg. xv. 19, xvi. 28, 29 : of Barak,

waxed valiant in fight, Judg. iv. 14, 15: of Gideon, turned to flight

the armies of the aliens, Judg. vii. 21, so that these four predicates,

comp. ver. 32, respectively correspond to as many subjects in retro

grade order, including the gradation. Thus faith animates the great

est, nay, heroic deeds, both civil and military. Finally, observe that

the authority of the earlier and later prophets is summarily ap

proved by this group of subjects and predicates.

34. Turned to flight—By routing, and by the mutual slaughter of

the latter. Of aliens—Of enemies.

35. Women received—As it were rescued them. Women—Believ

ers, naturally weak. From a resurrection—He says, from, not by.

They anticipated a future resurrection. Dead—Dead sons, 1 Kings
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xvii. 22 ; 2 Kings iv. 35. And others—He comes from those who

act to those who suffer (although Abel, ver. 4, was long ago an exam

ple both of acting and suffering) ; and the particle <Je, but, makes an

emphatic addition (Epitasis). The AUoe, others, distinguishes these

classes ; srsfioi, others, ver. 36, distinguishes the species of sufferers.

Paul observes the same distinction, 1 Cor. xii. 8, 9. Tortured—Gr.

iTi>HXUi>ia&rtaav. [Or as Seng, would render it, were clubbed to death,

from ry/.cravot', first, a drum-stick, then a cudgel. The derivation

seems to be correct ; but the particular kind of torture referred to is

uncertain. Robinson compares English, to break on the wheel, and

Alf. so renders it ; were broken on the wheel. So Liin.~\ Deliverance

—Eleazer, as we lately saw, used axoku&i^au, to be delivered. The

writer of the second book of Maccabees took care, that he might

seem to need some indulgence ; he excuses himself, ii. 24—81—33 :

but yet the history of the Jewish people from the building of the

second temple to the beginning of the New Testament is very valu

able. Better—This resurrection is better than that which restores

mortal life. The beginning of this verse is referred to. The anti

thesis is plain : Women received their dead and recovered them from

a resurrection to a temporal life ; Martyrs, who underwent death, set

before themselves a better resurrection, not to temporal but to eternal

life. Comp. 2 Mace. vii. 9, 11, 14, 29, 36. [So De W., Alf., etc.]

36. blockings and tcourgings—The same words occur, 2 Mace. vii.

7, 1. Had trial—This makes their constancy more laudible. The

bitterness of experience overcame many, who thought themselves

strong. The same form of expression occurs at Deut. xxviii. 56.

The delicate and prosperous are ignorant of this experience, only let

them not shun it. Yea, moreovei—An increase in force ; comp. Luke

xiv. 26. Of bonds, etc.—The apostle here seems to descend to re

cent examples, although these are also found in the canonical books.

37. They were sawn asunder—The Jews have an unquestioned tra

dition, that Isaiah was sawn asunder, by Manasseh, with a wooden

saw ; whence the most of our writers apply the phrase, were sawn

asunder, said in Hebrews of the sufferings of the saints, to Isaiah's

suffering ; Jerome, lib. xv., comm. on Isaiah. If the story be fabu

lous, told of Isaiah, it really happened to others. They were tempted

—The passage has four parts : the first is complex, of mockings, etc. ;

the second complex, .they were stoned, they were sawn asunder; the

third simple, they were tempted; the fourth simple, they were slain by

the sword. The third corresponds to the first (trial, they were

tempted), the fourth to the second, and the murders are alternately

mixed with tortures : they were tempted, in every way (the same word

84
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occurs, ver. 17, ch. ii. 18), with threatenings, reproaches, tortures, of

which the variety and novelty are heyond expression; again, with

caresses (1 Thess. iii. 3, note), which are often not less harassing, and

by promises and benefits ; comp. again 2 Mace. vi. 21, 22, vii 24.

They were slain with the sword—am 'aS, which the Sept. in several

instances translate, iv fovip pa%aipazz, by the slaughter of the sword.

The sword is- the last of the punishments mentioned by Paul, Rom.

viii. 35, note. In sheeps' skins—As Elijah, Sept. 1 Kings xix. 13.

Nevertheless, even false prophets imitated Elijah outwardly ; Zech.

xiii. 4.

38. Of whom the world was not worthy—The saints, though few

and wretched, are more valuable than all the world besides. So Prov.

viii. 11, no precious thing is to be compared with it. The clause is

construed with they went about ; and yet it is put in this passage in

particular, because of the antithesis between the spacious world and

the dens and caves of the earth. They wandered—Excluded by wicked

men. Caves—1 Kings xviii. 4, 13. [Render, in deserts and moun

tains and caves, and the chinks of the earth. Alf.] And the (chinks)

—[Eng. Ver. omits the article, see above.] The article makes an

emphatic addition, and so therefore.

39. And all these—A pathetic Symperasma [Summary]. Having

obtained a good report—Ver. 2, note. The promise—That is, the

promise of the heavenly inheritance, ch. x. 36, note. [Other prom

ises they did receive ; but not this great one. Alf.] Flacius says : It

is probable, that some degree, so to speak, or accumulation of blessed

ness was added to holy souls, when Christ came and fulfilled all

things ; even as at his burial the evangelists testify that many rose

from the dead, who doubtless ascended into heaven with him. Even

Christ himself was altogether perfected in the death of Christ, ch. ii.

10; and the living and the dead have obtained this perfection, ch. x.

14, and the perfecting of individual believers occurs at their death,

ch. xii. 23 ; but the universal and final perfecting of believers will

occur at the Lord's coming, of which the passage here speaks.

40. Some better thing—This better thing is the clearer revelation of

the promised salvation ; its surer confirmation ; a nearer expectation,

through Christ's manifestation ; and finally, salvation itself and glory.

Having provided—Gr. npofthtpaphou. An exquisite word. God

foresees what faith does not yet see ; Gen. xxii. 8, 14; John vi. 6.

From this provision flowed the whole economy of ages, and God's

testimony to the ancients. Without us—Meiosis [softened expression] :

not only not without us were they perfected, but they are rather per

fected with us, than we with them. He does not say, that we not
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without them, but that they not without us. We should carefully

keep this in view : for not merely is our being gathered to them inti

mated, but our condition superior to theirs, who were a waiting hia

appearance.

CHAPTER XII.

1. TJierefore we also having so great a cloud of witnesses sur

rounding (literally, lying round) us—[Eng. Ver., being compassed about

by.] The Greeks often use the verb, xupat, I lie, and its compounds,

as presently at ver. 2, and in various senses ; wherefore lie, here,

must not be too closely pressed. But ~epi, round, very emphatically

implies a cloud almost surrounding us, pressing upon us : -spt in eu-

nepiararov, the attribute of sin, accords with it. Cloud—Cloud is

used because of the great multitude, and the holy swiftness with

which they ascend. Of witnesses—Ch. xi. 39, note. Weight—Gr.

orxov; orxoz (from Irxio ivirxw, I bear), weight ; and when applied to

the mind, haughtiness, pride. [This is against the context. Better,

every hindrance. Liin.] Such a weight is most unfavorable to spir

itual moderation, and is very nearly allied to madness. That doth so

easily beset—Gr. eunspiararov. Ihpiaraotz, a standing round; thence,

by Synecdoche [use of the class for the species], danger, disadvantage:

hence eunepiararoz, easily besetting. Hesychius explains very easily

putting difficulties in the way, and placing in danger. wpit?n ySm,

Gen. iv. 7, Sin surrounds thee. On the other hand, axepiozarov

eXxoz, in Galen, an ulcer unattended with danger: $ apaprta, sin, the

class ; $ utxeptozaroz apaprta, unbelief, the species, because its dan

ger is immediate, and because this sin, if committed, incurs the

greatest risk of destruction; ch. iii. 12, etc.; Neh. vi. 13. With

patience—This refers to ch. x. 36. To this patience weight is op

posed in respect to excess ; and the easily besetting sin in respect to

defect. Both these maladies characterize the Jews. To despise, cor

responds to the former ; to faint, to the latter ; ver. 5, note. Let us

run—Let us finish our contest in the race. So Patd, 1 Cor. ix. 24, 25.

2. Looking—Gr. aipopwvrez—'Anb denotes afar, as in dnifthxs, he

had respect, ch. xi. 26. He, says the apostle, sits at the right hand

of God's throne. To the chief [Eng. Ver., less correctly, author]
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and finisher of our faith—By this title Jesus is distinguished

from all those enumerated in ch. xi. He himself is the only example,

the only rule and standard of faith. He is called the Leader and

Finisher of faith, because he himself showed faith in the Father

from the beginning to the end ; ch. ii. 13. [Rather, because he

awakened faith in us, and is bringing it to perfection. Liin.] Our

faith, first and last, contemplates him : from him it is drawn and

strengthened for its necessary consequence : believers, from first to

last, have looked and still look to him; ch. xi. 26, xiii. 8. For—

Denoting Jesus' faith. For the joy set before him, namely, that

which he was soon to experience, Acts ii. 28. With equal willing

ness he meanwhile endured the cross. [For the joy, that is, that

he might obtain the joy. V. G.] Christ was not so disposed as that

the cross should not seem to be a joy to him ; comp. ver. 11. Thus

xpoxeipevov, set before (the race), and npoxetplvTfi, set before (the joy),

correspond. The cross—Now at last, Paul, after strengthening the

faith of those to whom he writes, utters the name of the cross, which

was hateful to many. The shame—Which was very great along with

the cross. Comp. xiii. 13 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24, note : Matt, xxvii. 35.

Despising—Although painful : Ps. lxix. 20, 21. And at the right

hand—After he was perfected. At that Right hand there is joy, Ps.

xvi. 11, and glory. Joy and the cross are opposed, and so also are

shame and sitting at the right hand of the throne of God. -

3. Consider—By comparison. The Lor,d has suffered so much;

how much more should his servants suffer something ? It is, so to

speak, an appeal to feeling ; for yap is very rarely added to the im

perative ;—it is the same as saying, for the Lord endured so great

contradiction, and you should remember it. The force of the Etiol

ogy [assigning of the reason for considering~] falls upon the other verb,

which is put beside it : comp. bxopepevrjxoza, endured, here, and also

bnkpuve, endured, ver. 2. Of sinners— It is said of us, against sin,

ver. 4 : comp. ver. 1. Sin itself, by which others are seduced and

we are tempted, assails us; not sin, but sinners contradicted Christ.

Contradiction—Sept., dvrtXorta, contradiction for lna, Ps. lxxx. 7 :

for y\, often. Contradiction involves resistance, John xix. 12 ; Acts

xviii. 19, and especially denotes the disposition of unbelief, as confes

sion follows faith. Lest ye be wearied—in your minds—Sept., weary

of my life, Job x. 1. For elsewhere xdpvuv, to be weary, refers to

the body; but ixfoopevoi, faint, is put absolutely, as ver. 5. Faint

—Ver. 5. He who actually faints, is habitually wearied out.

4. Not yet—A spirited Asyndeton [absence of conjunction]. Unto

blood—Unto wounds and death. Paul passes from the race to the
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pugilistic contest, as in the passages formerly quoted. You have,

says he, spent your wealth, not your blood : x. 34. Set before you

severer trials [such as you have not hitherto experienced; 1 Cor. x.

13. V. (?.] Have resisted—Gr. d.vrtxariarr^s. Because contradic

tion is taken in a bad sense, he uses d.vrtxaraarr{vat, to resist, in a

good sense. See the Sept. in a passage soon to be quoted. Against

—Construed with resisted. Comp. Deut. xxxi. 21, Sept. [But Eng.

Ver. properly connects it with striving. So Ltin., Alf.] Striving

against—Sin excites a strife ; it is ours to resist.

5. And—And nevertheless already. Ye have forgotten—Ye have

dismissed from memory and mind. So to remember is used both of

the memory and of the mind. The exhortation—An illustrious tes

timony to the authority of the books of Solomon. Comp. 1 Pet. iii.

6, iv. 8, 18, notes ; and ch. v. 5 ; 2 Pet. ii. 22. This exhortation

. should influence you more than all the words of the exhorters affect

those who are striving in the world. As unto sons—[Eng. Ver., chil

dren]—For it is said, my son, most affectionately. My son—Prov.

iii. 11, 12, Sept., ufe, son; the rest, as far as receiveth, in the same

words: and they usually translate 'Ja, son. For thus Solomon calls

him, whom in the Proverbs he instructs in the name of God. [De

spise—faint—Gr. dXq-iopu ixMou—Two extremes : dhrwpuv, to de

spise, refers to a contumacious mind; ixXuea&at, to faint, to one that

is broken. The former is called weight, ver. 1, the latter, the sin,

not sin in general, but the easily besetting sin, that is, unbelief, ch. iii. 12.

Not. Crit.] Despise not—oxan bx (comp. oxa, Is. viii. 6), that is. do not

contumaciously despise. Subjection is enjoined, ver. 9, as respects

chastening, which is gentler. Nor faint—ypnbxi (comp. yp. Is. vii. 16),

flee not back with a faint mind. Patience, ver. 7, is commanded in

respect of rebuke, wherewith one is more severely reproved.

6. And scourgeth—Heb. axa1, and (supply the Lord 10", will

chasten) as a father his son, in whom he shall he pleased. The Sept.

read 2x31, paariroi Ss, and he scourges. The apostle retained it, al

though elsewhere it does not denote paternal chastisement. Blood is

drawn by the lash, ver. 4. And he himself insinuates the meaning

of the Hebrew reading in the following verses. It belongs to a pru

dent teacher, not openly to censure a version before a number, and

yet to jxive force of the originals to those who are ignorant.

7. [For u, if, read e«c, unto or for. Tisch., Alf. Render, It is

for chastisement ye are enduring ; as with sons, God is dealing with

you. Alf.] The necessity of discipline is asserted here, and in the

next verse ; but the duty of those who are disciplined at ver. 9, etc.

Therefore in ver. 7, discipline is regarded rather than patience. In

»
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ver. 7 and 9, discipline at the same comprehends rebuke; but in ver.

5, discipline is destinguished from rebuke. Sons—Not merely rixvotz,

children. The condition of sons is most glorious. Dealeth—Shows

himself in the very act of chastising. For what—It is assumed, that

all need chastisement for a fault.

8. If ye be without—If ye are and wish to be, etc. ; Jf«Y)ici with

out, a sad particle. Partakers—A favorable word. All—all sons,

ver. 7 : all the witnesses, ver. 1. Then ye are bastards and not sons

—An Enthymeme [incomplete Syllogism] in which this may be un

derstood ; but we do not wish to be bastards, but sons ; therefore we

shall receive the discipline.

9. Furthermore—A particle following up the argument laid down,

and urging the hearer still further. The fathers of our flesh—An

antithesis to, to the Father of spirits. Generation by men is carnal;,

by God, is spiritual. Here the propagation of the soul by parents is *

not denied, even as by mentioning spirits it is not denied that our

flesh, that is, our nature, is formed by God. We had—We patiently

endured in early life. We gave them reverence—Gr. iverpenope&a.

The fruit of discipline is to be turned to virtue and success. The

Sept. have hrpsneadat, to turn towards—to heed, for yj^j, 2 Chron.

vii. 14, xii. 7, 12, xxx. 11, xxxvi. 12, etc. To the Father of spirits

—An exquisite title; comp. to the spirits, ver. 23. So Sept., the

Lord God of the spirits, Num. xxvii. 16, also Num. xvi. 22. And

live—In spiritual and eternal life. This is explained in the next

verse. Often spirit and life are mentioned together : xai, and, de

notes a consequence, as just before, and we reverenced.

10. For a few days—Of which our life consists in the flesh. Not

only those days are denoted, during which the discipline lasts, but

those to which the fruit of discipline appertains. [But this expres

sion, for a few days, belongs to both clauses; he too for a few days

chastens. Liin.] The «c, to, corresponds to this xpbz, for, at the end

of the verse : comp. ch. ix. 13, 14. Similarly Paul joins these pre-

~ positions, Eph. iv. 12, where see note. After their own pleasure—

So indeed it is. Our fleshly fathers err greatly in discipline, both in

indulgence and severity; nor do they so much chastise, as think that

they chastise us. But the Father of our spirits chastens us entirely

for our advantage : avzotz, to them, includes an antithesis to those

who are chastened by the fathers of the flesh. Sodoxouv, appearing,

and doxetv, to seem, in the next verse, correspond. That we might be

pai-lakcrs of his holiness—Gr. aytorr^ozz. For the distinction be

tween dytioaui,rj : d-ytaapbz and h\ribzrjz, see note, Rom. i. 4. The

holiness of God, that is, God, who is holy, to whom men do not at
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tain unless they be sanctified ; and they who attain to him, shall en

joy the spiritual life for ever. [It is a duty to pursue this Holiness

with filial reverence ; and yet we are not allowed to approach it.

V. (?.] An abstract title, as Majesty, i. 3; his glory, Jude, ver. 24;

the excellent glory, 2 Pet. i. 17. And that you become partakers of

the Divine nature, that is, of God, 2 Pet. i. 4, peculiarly accords with

the present passage.

11. All chastening doth not appear—[Eng. Ver., no chastening appear-

eth]. Applied by both fleshly fathers and the Father of spirits. But—Oc-

cupatio [anticipation of an objection]. Seemeth—For painful feeling

often prevents sound judgment. Grievous—Those who chasten, seem

to have in view the pain of those chastened ; but this is not so : 2

Cor. i. 24, vii. 8. Peaceable—of righteousness—Sept. and the works

of righteousness shall be peace, Is. xxxii. 17. Eiprptxbv, peaceful,

Heb. vh\o, Sept. tiprtvtxbz, peaceful, Gen. xxxvii. 4, etc. : an antithe

sis to seems. The chastener shows that he has acted faithfully : he

who is chastened, acknowledges that, and is grateful ; and hence

peace. Unto them which are exercised—Such have both a lighter

burden, and whatever burden they have, they bear it more easily.

They acquire experience. Yieldeth—The fruit, which had been for

merly withheld back. Of righteousness—This explanation, after the

language had kept the reader in suspense, is sweetly added at the

end: the peaceable fruit, namely, of righteousness, endued with which

man joyfully approaches the holiness of Gov.

12. Wherefore—The exhortation is resumed from ver. 1. Lift up

the hands which hang down, and the feeble knees—Is. xxxv. 3, Sept.,

be strong ye weak hands and feeble knees. The same also at Deut.

xxxii. 36, for he beheld them, etc. So Sir. xxv. 25. This exhorta

tion has three parts, as it refers to ourselves, to others, and to God ;

and Paul often refers to this threefold division, as 1 Cor. vi. 11. The

first part begins with that hang down; the second with peace ; the

third with and holiness: and the first is referred to in lest any man

fail, the second, in lest there be any root of bitterness ; the third, in

lest there be any fornicator or profane person. The Anaphora [repe

tition of the same word in beginnings] proves this by putting lest any,

thrice. Hands—Your, comp. ver. 13, and the brethren's, ver. 15;

Is. xxxv. 4: and so knees and feet.

13. Paths— Tracks, conspicuous. A Hexameter verse, very ap

propriate. Prov. iv. 26, make sp-aight paths for thy feet. [Straight

—Leading directly to joy and grace, ver. 12, 15. V. (?.] For your

feet—The dative answering to the Hebrew genitive in Prov. iv. 26.

The feet, because they are lame, need help, not less than the hands
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and knees. That which is lame—This, in the feet, is what hanging

down, is in the hands. Cease to halt between Judaism and Christian

ity. Comp. 1 Kings xviii. 21, and Is. xxxv. 6. Be turned out of

the way—To the right or left from the straight path ; Prov. iv. 27.

The being turned out of the way adds a new defect to lameness. Be

healed—Proper exercise of itself contributes to health.

» 14. With—Construe with peace ; comp. many, ver. 15. And that

—Gr. xai tov, [Eng. Ver., does not render the article]. The article

makes an emphatic addition, ch. xi. 38. Holiness—Of which the

principal parts are chastity and sobriety : comp. ver. 16. [But not

merely these; the sense is general. Alf.] No man shall see—Asa

priest; Rev. xxii. 3, 4, or as a son; comp. 2 Sam. xiv. 24. The

Lord—Who is holy, pure.

15. Lest any man fail—Through sloth in running. Lest any root

of bitterness springing up trouble you—Deut. xxix. 18, Sept., lest any

root of bitterness be in you, springing up in gall and bitterness. But

the apostle wrote for iv %otfn lre ga^' ^v0%tfb trouble, in exactly as

many letters. 'Evo^X^, trouble, may even formerly have been intro

duced in the Sept. : or the apostle first may have thus written. At

all events, the expression has been appropriately varied, to recom

mend the study of peace. The apostle did not write iv %o^fn **• 9a^i

as the transposition of the mxpiaz, bitterness, shows. In Hebrew, he

who thinks very wickedly is himself called a root, which also

agrees with the apostle's context. Sweet peace is destroyed by bit

terness. The adverb up is opposed to root, which is below ; comp. Is.

xxxvii. 31. Many—Deut. xxix. 19, the drunken to the thirsty, soil.

16. Fornicator—Ch. xiii. 4 ; 1 Cor. x. 8. Or—Lust and glut

tony are closely connected. Profane—Throwing away a spiritual

privilege for the gratification of appetite ; see Gen. xxv. 34 : Esau

both ate and drank, and rose and went away. A graphic representa

tion of a profane mind. As Esau—A fearful example, which it was

necessary to impress on the sons of Jacob according to the flesh. One

—This increases the fault, does not deserve mercy; comp. Gen. iii.

6. Sometimes a single action has the greatest force for good or evil.

This also appears from the example of Reuben and Saul ; and on the

other hand, of Abraham and Phineas, etc. Birthright—Very preci

ous. The right of primogeniture belonged to the Hebrews, to whom

he is writing before the Gentiles, ver. 23, note. His—He had there

fore really possessed it. Holy sobriety and temperance become the

sharers in spiritual primogeniture.

17. For ye know—The reason of the admonition from Gen. xxvii.

30, etc. Afterwards—He who has not, loses, Luke viii. 18. When
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he would—Rom. ix. 16. Wan rejected—He did not lose every bless

ing, ch. xi. 20 : but only that which would have followed primogen

iture. Place of repentance—There is said to have been no repentance,

not with respect to Isaac ; not that the case itself opposes this, for

so far was he from changing his opinion, that he said of Jacob, I

have blessed him, and he shall be blessed, Gen. xxvii. 33, but because

with the Sept. and others TO ptTawecv, or even perdvota, means re

pentance, by which a man changes any opinion whatever,—in short,

a change of mind : whereas in the New Testament it always implies

that by which the sinner entirely repents. Nor is it said, that no re

pentance was in Esau's power ; who, although he doubtless relin

quished the rights of the first-born, but never the blessing, will not

be said to have sought a change ofpurpose (if even ftvcdvota denoted

this). Lastly, that distress of mind in Esau demanding back the

blessing, is called fterdwia, repentance; the term referring to the

conclusion [to the spiritual rather than to the literal Esau], (comp.

notes on Matt, xviii. 13 ; Gal. iv. 29), concerning profane despisers,

who voluntarily cast away grace, ver. 15, 16. They will indeed seek

repentance afterwards, but in vain, ch. vi, 6; Matt. xxv. 10, 11.

The same expression occurs, Wisd. xii. 10, but executing judgment

upon them little by little, thou gavest a place for repentance. MST-

dvota, repentance, is put as it were impersonally, as ft&tyfta, will, 1

Cor. xvi. 12. It was no more in Esaus power. The nature of the

thing did not admit of it. With tears—He might have had it for

merly without tears ; afterwards, though weeping, he was rejected.

[The sternest men sometimes weep, 1 Sam. xxiv. 17. What is not

done at the time, is done with difficulty afterwards. F". (?.] Let us

improve the time ! Luke xiii. 28. It—The blessing. It has been

thus expressly written, Gen. xxvii. 38. [But aurrjv, it, refers to

psTavoeai;, repentance. He sought repentance carefully. So Liln.,

Alf., etc.] And the Synonyms here are, when he would have inheri

ted, though he earnestly sought.

18. For—not—The reason why they should obey this whole ex

hortation, drawn from Christ's priesthood, because the salvation and

the vengeance are more immediate. Comp. ch. ii. 1, etc. Ye are

come—Deut. iv. 11, Sept. and ye came near and stood under the

mountain, and the mountain burned with fire unto heaven ; darkness,

blackness, storm, [Eng. Ver., darkness, clouds and thick darkness].

Which was touched—[This is right, not as Eng. Ver., might be touched.

Liln., Alf., etc.] By God, so that the whole was shaken, ver. 26; Ps.

civ. 32, cxliv. 5, and was to be touched meanwhile by no man or

brute, ver. 20. So i/'r/Aafifv, to touch, is used in Judg. xvi. 26. The

85
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mountain was touched at that time alone ; but God's eternal habita

tion is described in ver. 22. [This sense is doubtful. Liin., Alf, etc.,

would render was touched, or was being touched, by men, t. e., to test

it, as a blind man feels~]- To the mount—The name Sinai is elegantly

omitted, whereas Sion is mentioned. To the fire which burned—[Eng.

Ver. correctly refers it to the mountain that burned with fire. So Liin.,

Alf] And to blackness and darkness—Ephraim Syrus, says, There

is no light withcut fire, nor darkness without blackness. Whence the

literal meaning of the words is evident. We have already seen that

the Sept. use the same expressions : ^ofoz, gloom, is a synonym of

yvbfoz, blackness.

19. And the sound of a trumpet—Ex. xix. 16, Sept., the voice of

the trumpet sounded greatly. The trumpet rouses hearers to listen.

And the voice of words—So the Sept., Deut. iv. 12 : moreover the

ten commandments are meant. The Decalogue, Deut. iv. 13, pro

nounced with a loud voice, Deut. v. 19 (22). Which—Construe with

they that heard. Entreated—That not a word more should be spoken,

Ex. xx. 16 (19). That there should be no more added—[Eng. Ver.,

should not be spoken to them any more]—Deut. v. 19 (22), Sept.

These words the Lord spake—and he added no more : for the rest

were afterwards committed to Moses.

20. That which was forbidden—[Eng. Ver., commanded]—That

very command, Even if a beast, etc. The participle for the noun, as

in the next verse. If so much as a beast touch the mountain, it shall

be stoned—The full text of Moses concerning the mountain is, There

shall not a hand touch it, for he shall surely be stoned or shot through

with a dart ; whether it be man or beast, he shall not live, Ex. xix.

13. Here is a twofold proclamation, that the beast is to be slain by

a dart, man by stoning. The apostle, for brevity, expresses the sub

ject out of the one sentence, the predicate out of the other, and

leaves the rest to be supplied from what is expressed. [See below].

There is a closely analogous elliptical expression at ch. vii. 5 ; Acts

vii. 16, notes. It may be called a semiduplex oratio [that is, two

clauses, each of which supplies what is wanting in the other. Omit

ij ftoXioi xararozeudrjoerat, to thrust through with a dart. Tisch., Alf.

So Berig., etc.]

21. [Punctuate with a comma after and, making so fearful, etc. a

parenthesis, and (so. fearful was the sight) Moses said, etc. Liin.,

Alf] The sight—An actual sight is meant. Moses—Who alone

however was admitted very near, and therefore saw and felt more

than the rest. He indeed acted as the messenger between God and

the people ; but while the very words of the Ten Commandments
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were pronounced, he stood by as a hearer; Ex. xix. 25, xx. 16 (19),

etc. I exceedingly fear and quake—I am struck with fear of mind,

and trembling of body. The words differ: 1 Cor. ii. 3, notes. In

Deut. ix. 19, for vnr, I was afraid, the Sept. have the present. The

apostle adopts that version, and supplies and quake. Thereby Moses

shows his fear and trembling for God's anger, kindled by the people's

misconduct after the giving of the law ; but the sight itself presented

to Moses, who was reckoned one of the people before, Ex. xix. 23,

in the word, ua; ch. xxxiv. 27, increased his fear respecting the peo

ple's misconduct, while the burning of the mountain still continued ;

Deut. ix. 15.

22. But—A sevenfold opposition. [The systematic contrast Beng.

seeks is not to be found in the text. Liln., etc.] Let us see the sev

eral points :

I. The mountain which was Mount Zion.

touched :

II. The fire that burned : The city of the living GOD.

III. Blackness: An innumerable company

of angels and first-born.

IV. Darkness : GOD, the Judge of all.

V. Tempest : The spirits of just men

made perfect.

VI. The sound of a trumpet : Jesus, the Mediator of the

New Testament.

VII. The voice of words : The blood of sprinkling

speaking what is very good.

In articles I. and VII. there is an obvious opposition : doubtless there

is an opposition also in the intermediate points, whose number also

the apostle adapts to one another. Access, in the Old Testament,

was such, that the people were kept back ; in the access of the New

Testament, all things are open. Ye have come—Having received the

faith of the New Testament. And from this beginning, they who

partake of Christ, more and more reap the benefit of this access, till

their perfection at death, and till the judgment, and unto eternal life.

For this is not said of the coming to the church militant, since others

rather came to Israel, than the Israelites to others ; but there is de

scribed here the exalted state of New Testament believers, perfected

through communion with the Church, and with Christ and GOD him

self. This access, too, not less than the former, ver. 19, was joined

with the faculty of hearing, and that too in this life, ver. 24, etc., al

though our approach is much more obvious to heavenly eyes than tc
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ours, that are still veiled, and brings with it the best hopes for the fu

ture. The apostle here displays an excellent knowledge of the

heavenly economy, worthy of his glorious vision in the third heaven ;

2 Cor. xii. 2, 4. Mount Zion—This is the seat of Christ's dispensa

tion [and therefore comprehends the spirits of just men made per

fect. V. (?.], Rev. xiv. 1 ; John xii. 15 ; 1 Pet. ii. 6. And to the

city of the living God—The seat of God's dispensation, ver. 23, [com

prehending myriads of angels and of the first-born. V. (?.] For it

is a Chiasmus [cross reference] : 1. Zion. 2. The city of God. 3.

God the Judge. 4. Jesus the Mediator. The first and fourth, the

second and third agree. The heavenly Jerusalem—Rev. xxi. 2. Ten

thousand—[Eng. Ver., an innumerable company]—These are spoken

of absolutely, as in the prophecy of Enoch, Jude 14 ; comp. Deut.

xxxiii. 2; Dan. vii. 10. Of angels—We cannot construe [as Eng.

Ver.], ten thousands of angels, general, assembly, etc. of the first-born ;

for both the word xai, and, is the connective of all the clauses, and

the general assembly no doubt belongs to one party ; the church to

another; for who would join the synonyms, general assembly and

Church ? The Church consists of the first-born ; the general assembly

therefore, of angels. But the ten thousands consist not only of the

general assembly of angels, but also of the church of the first-born.

\Beng. reads then, to the innumerable multitude (namely) the general

assembly of angels, and the church of the, etc. Alf. adopts the same

order]. For the expression, ten thousands, is applicable to both,

and the dative puptdatv is suited to both. The things soon to be

mentioned, may be added. Meanwhile observe here the Chiasmus

[cross reference] of the genitive and dative ; dyrihov nabrjrupet, as

sembly of angels, and ixxhjaia. npiororoxiov, church of the first-born.

General assembly—This word, and soon after, church and Judge, in

dicate a solemn pomp ; which is even now in heaven, and will be at

its height at the revelation of Jesus from heaven. Consider the ex

pression—all angels, all nations, Matt. xxv. 31, 32.

23. Church of the first-born that are written in heaven—The sons

of God, of the ages preceding Christ, and the believing Israelites,

come under the name of the first-born ; Ex. iv. 22 ; Jer. xxxi. 9 ;

Eph. i. 12 ; especially the patriarchs, Matt. viii. 11, and those who -

first attended him who rose as the First-born from the dead, Matt,

xxvii. 53, together with the rest, so to speak, of the ordinary flock.

The church or assembly consists of these, as the general assembly

consists of the angels. The first born in Moses' time were written,

Num. iii. 40; but these, of whom the apostle speaks, are written in

heaven, because-they are citizens of the heavenly city ; comp. dxor-
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odfea&at, to be enrolled [Eng. Ver., taxed], Luke ii. 1. Hence it

appears, that it does not follow that they themselves are not in

heaven, because they are written in heaven. They are, however, also

written, that their names may be hereafter publicly read : Rev. xx.

12, xxi. 27. Made perfect, is a sweet antithesis to these first-born ;

for the procession of the blessed is led by the one, is closed by the

other. Finally, it is remarkable that these first-born are more

nearly connected in the Gradation with the mention of God, than

the angels ; comp. James i. 18. And to the Judge, the God of all—

[But Eng. Ver. is correct, God the Judge of all. Alf, etc.] He is

the God of all, Eph. iv. 6 ; your Judge, favorable to you, opposed to

his enemies. And to the spirits of just men made perfect—Lastly,

the apostle here enumerates the things which drawn from Christ's

economy may more gently affect and may refresh the eyes of

travellers, dazzled with the splendor of God's economy. The spirits,

souls in the separate state, 1 Pet. iii. 19. The three young men

in their song, exclaim : O ye spirits and souls of the righteous,

bless ye the Lord. The just made perfect are New Testament be

lievers, who enjoy, after their death, the benefit of the perfection af

fected by Christ's death, and of the righteousness thence derived ;

comp. ch. xi. 40, note. [Rather, all the saints that sleep. Alf., etc.]

The number of these was still imperfect ; and hence also they have

been separated from the ten thousands, and therefore from the first-

born. Why the first-born and the spirits of just men made perfect are

separated in the description, will appear from the train of thought

soon to be unfolded. While Paul himself is alive, he declares that

he is not perfect, Phil. iii. 12 ; for the verb rerehxa, I have finished,

has one reference, 2 Tim. iv. 7 ; the verb rshio~vpuu, I am perfected,

has another. The former refers to the office, the latter to the per

son. TehtoTipat, I am perfected, does not apply so long as one has

even a single step before him, even if up to that point, he cannot ad

vance further in his own spiritual perfection. Christ himself was

perfected at death ; Heb. v. 9. In the second to Timothy, Paul con

gratulates himself on having finished his course. In the Epistle to

the Philippians, he vigorously spurs them to the race ; and with that

in view, represents himself as one yet far from the goal ; comp. Heb.

iii. 14, note.

24. Of the new covenant—It is elsewhere called xatvrj, new, via,

new, here : vloz denotes innate, or even vital newness : comp. ch.

viii. 13, note, and ch. x. 20 ; Is. xliii. 19. The mediator—Formerly

Moses, the very ambassador, was afraid and trembled: now access has

been granted to the Mediator of the New Testament. To the blood
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of sprinkling—A striking union : to Jesus the Mediator of the new

covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling. The blood is here regarded

as it exists in heaven, just as also the Mediator and God, and the

spirits, etc., are regarded. [Beng. argues at length that Christ's

blood is actually preserved in heaven. We abridge his discussion, re

taining its essential features].

§ 1. The blood of Jesus Christ was most freely shed in his passion

and after his death. In the Old Testament sacrifices, the shedding of

blood, was requisite. This was accomplished also in the one offering of the

New Testament—the body ofJesus. His most precious blood was shed in

every way : in the garden, by sweat ; in the palace, by scourging ; on the

cross, by the nails ; and after death, by the spear. Thus Christ was

manifestly put to death in the flesh, 1 Pet. iii. 18. Comp. Ps. xxii.

L5, 16, as his whole body was delivered up, so his whole blood was

shed : Matt. xxvi. 28.

§ 2. The state of shed blood followed the actual shedding of that

blood. By the state of shed blood we mean the whole period short

or long of its continuance out of the Lord's body.

§ 3. That blood, even in its shed state, was free from all corruption.

We were redeemed NOT with corruptible things, but with the pre

cious blood of Christ, 1 Pet. i. 18, 19. The precioumess of that blood

excludes all corruption.

§ 4. The shed blood was not again put into the veins of our Lord's

body. Scripture gives no direct intimation of such an act ; nor is it

to be deduced from Scripture by fair inference.

§ 5. At the ascension, the blood was carried into heaven, apart

from the body. The ascension was the entrance of the Priest of the

New Testament into the true sanctuary. At the death of Christ, the

veil of the earthly temple was rent, and the true sanctuary, heaven,

was opened ; but the actual entrance was made by the ascension, forty

days after the resurrection. Moreover, Christ entered into the sanctuary

by his own blood; not merely by theforce of its shedding, nor with the blood

taken back into the body, but by the blood : therefore this Priest himself

oarried into the sanctuary his own blood separately from his body ; and

at the very time of his entrance or ascension Christ had his blood apart

from his body. In the body it would not have agreed with the type

of the priest under the Old Testament, who bore into the sanctuary

the blood of animals. See ch. ix. 7, 25, and especially ver. 12.

§ 6. The blood of Jesus Christ remains shed blood forever. If

the return of the blood of Jesus Christ into his body ever could or

should have happened, it could or should have happened at least at

the moment of the resurrection, not later. But it is evident from
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wnat has been said (sect. 5) that this did not happen before the as

cension. Hence there is no time to which we may ascribe that return.

The condition of the shed blood is perpetual. Jesus himself is in

heaven, and his body is also there : so too is his blood in heaven ; but

his blood is not in his body. There are other indications of this.

The sacred writings present the body and blood as divided, not only

in the sufferings and death of our Lord, but also in the Lord's sup

per. Examine ch. xiii. 9, etc., x. 10, 29; 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25. And

they are considered as distinct, because there is an actual distinction

or separation in their existence. Therefore the blood, as shed, is still

in heaven before the eyes of God ; it still speaks for us ; it is still the

blood of sprinkling: 1 Pet. i. 2. Hence too, here the blood of

sprinkling is named apart from Jesus himself, as in ch. x. 19, 21, the

entrance into the sanctuary in the blood of Jesus, and this same

High Priest, are celebrated apart ; and ch. xiii. 12, the blood of Jesus

is considered apart from his body (comp ver. 11); and ch. xiii. 20,

the very raising of the great Shepherd of the sheep from the dead is

said to have been accomplished through the blood of the eternal

covenant.

§ 7. This fact was recognised by the ancient Teachers of the Church.

The fathers generally agreed that the body of the Lord is now blood

less, nay, even aerial.

§ 8. The personal union and the state of shed blood harmonize.

§ 9. The resurrection of Jesus Christ, and his life in glory, do not set

aside the state of the shed blood. What will happen in regard to our

blood, I know not. The Saviour will certainly conform the body to

his glorious body.

§ 10. This doctrine of the shed blood very strongly confirms com

munion in both kinds. The relations of the body and of the blood

of the Lord in the sacred Supper are most distinct. First, he says,

This is my body : next, This is my blood. At the death of Christ

the blood was drawn out of the body: the "showing forth" of that

death (1 Cor. xi. 26) demands that the bread, after blessing, should

be eaten in remembrance of the Lord, and that the cup, after bless

ing, should be drunk in like manner in remembrance of the Lord ;

1 Cor. xi. 24, 25.

§ 11. It admirably supports our faith. Truly, believers, in every

exercise of their faith, and especially in the sacred Supper, as much

enjoy the efficacy of the blood of Jesus Christ, as if they had been

placed at the moment when his blood was shed.

§ 12. It demands more ample consideration from the lovers of

Christ.
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1. A double benefit becomes ours by the blood of Christ, namely,

I. Deliverance from the guilt of sin ; II. The gift of the new power*

of life, which are subsequently put forth in good works. The former

is called justification by his blood : the latter is obtained by him who

eats his flesh, and drinks his blood, John vi.

2. But as the blood of Christ is the blood ofsprinkling, does that blood,

at such, come to believers in both these ways, or only in the former?

8. In the Old Testament the sprinklings were many, whether we

consider those who performed the sprinkling, or the matter sprinkled,

or the men and things sprinkled for and on, or the design of the

sprinkling—for dedication, consecration, etc. The whole of the peo

ple were sprinkled, Ex. xxiv. 8, and Ex. xxix. 21 ; Aaron and his

sons, Lev. riii. 23, etc. In both cases, in beginning, for initiation;

and therefore, as they say, once for all. So with lepers, beginning to

hold intercourse with other Israelites, after long exclusion.

4. In the New Testament there is a sprinkling, by the blood of

Christ Jesus ; and as this is the only New Testament sprinkling, while

all the Levitical rites had relation to Christ, all the Levitical sprink

lings must have been types of this one sprinkling. Thus the blood

of Christ is celebrated for its spiritual excellence, not only in oppo

sition to the blood of bulls and of goats, but also in opposition to the

ashet of a heifer, in the water of sprinkling, ch. ix. 13, 14.

5. '/"/•• sprinkling of blood is mentioned, 1 Pet. i. 2 ; and again the

blood of sprinkling, in this passage. We are said also to have our heartt

sprinkled, and delivered from an evil conscience, to have a true heart

in full assurance offaith, Heb. x. 22. Nothing more occurs in the

New Testament of New Testament sprinkling. But Esaias prophe

sied, Hi. 15, So shall he (Christ, the great Servant of Jehovah) sprinkle

many nations ; the kings shall shut their mouths at him, etc. : where

we once for all see who he is that sprinkles, and who they are that

»re sprinkled ; in what way that sprinkling may be the consequence

Df his Sufferings ; and that the obedience of faith follows from it, as

Peter joins together obedience and the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus

Christ.

6. The Levitical sprinklings did not purify physically, but morally.

For, 1. It was not just the hand, or the part of the body, which

chanced to have contracted uncleanness, or even the whole body, that

was sprinkled, but the sprinkling was general, wherever the blood or

water might fall. 2. The sprinkling was analogous to the blood of

the passover, Ex. xii. 7, 13, which was not sprinkled on their bodies,

but on their gates ; and yet was profitable to the Israelites. 3. After

a man was sprinkled, and not till then, he was to wash his body and
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clothes. Hence the sprinkling had a moral, and the washing & phy

sical effect.

7. The washing is analogous to this washing in the New Testa

ment which is attributed to pure water, the Holy Spirit, 1 Cor.

vi. 11; Heb. x. 23; also to the blood of Jesus Christ: He has

washed us from our sins in his own blood, Rev. i. 5 : They have

washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the Lamb,

Rev. vii. 14.

8. But sprinkling has a moral power. As Dorscheus says : "That

sprinkling is not effected in ANY OTHER WAT THAN through the com

munication of the meritorious power, or rather of the atonement and

redemption, obtained by Jesus Christ.

9. The passage in John vi., on eating Christ's flesh and drinking

his blood, is very emphatic ; but must not be stretched too far. For

it is metaphorical and unusual. Throughout the conversation, eat

ing Christ's flesh and drinking his blood (as John iii. the new birth)

are resolved into Faith. By such representations we are guarded

against understanding faith in too weak and slight a sense ; and

are tiiught that the boldness of these images does not exceed what

is just.

10. In all this it is clear that by eating Christ's flesh and drinking

his blood, or by faith, 1. Christians are intimately united with Christ;

2. that they are indebted for that union to his flesh and blood, be

cause they eat the one and drink the other ; 8. that the flesh and

blood of Christ have in them a close and efficacious operation, and

bring them eternal life.

11. Wherever cleansing from sin is ascribed to the blood of Christ,

it must be taken morally as the context requires, or physically, or

both ; Heb. i. 3 ; 1 John i. 7. So the victory, Rev. xii. 11.

12. All this transcends nature, and it is very necessary to guard

ourselves Against the attractive fallacy of the senses.

13. In short, the precious blood of Christ is applied to us in sprink

ling, in washing, in drinking, on account of the personal union, in a

manner real, yet supernatural, and therefore quite incomprehensible.

14. In like manner, on our part, faith not only has a moral power,

but also in its own way, as it were a physical efficacy and operation

for our justification and salvation.

15. I shall indeed rejoice, if what I have said occasion any in

crease of the love and knowledge of our Redeemer, who has paid the

price of his blood for us. The capability of our heart for holy mys

teries is enlarged, less by activity of the understanding, than by the

growth of the new man.
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16. Jeiut can tare to the uttermost them that come to God by him,

ever living to make intercession for them.

[For xnitTTova, better thirty*, read zpeirroti, better. Tifch., Alf.,

etc. So Seng.] That speaketh—Not that crieth. Than AM—Abel'a

blood shed in the first murder, is put by Synecdoche [use of a. part

for the whole] for all blood shed on the earth, and crying to heaven

for vengeance, and multiplying the other cries of sin in the world ;

and this fierce cry of the blood hidden by Cain, is overcome by the

open and calm speaking of Christ's blood in heaven for us, and from

heaven to us, Comp. xptirroiia, better things, ch. vi. 9.

To recapitulate, Christians have come to

A. Mount /•• a,

B. And the city of the living GOD, the heavenly Jerusalem,

C. a. And an innumerable company ;

a. The general assembly of angels,

/9. And the church of the first-born written in

heaven :

6. And GOD the Judge of all :

D. - And the spirit! of just men made perfect :

• /. And ./•.--.. the Mediator of the New Testament;

• . And the blood of sprinkling, speaking better than

Abel.

This enumeration is not only plain, but carefully arranged. A and

D, B and C, refer to each other by Chiasmus [cross reference]. In

B and C, GOD'S economy as more widely extended, is described, and

that too, chiefly as it will most gloriously appear at the last day,

which is now present to our faith, ver. 26, ch. xi. 1 ; and so it is con

sidered by Paul, Rom. ii. 16, note : in A and D, Christ's inward

economy, of the New Testament, so far as it meanwhile prevails, as

Paul testifies, 1 Cor. xv. 24. A precedes B in the natural order,

because, in Rev. xiv. and xxi., Mount Zion is seen before the New

Jerusalem ; hence D and C, and the particular points in D and C,

come to be considered in retrograde order •(on which comp. ch. xi.

33, note.

25. See—An admonition which is sharpened by the omission of the

particle, then. That ye refuse not—Through unbelief. Him that

speakf.th—Namely, GOD ; whose word, now present, is such as to be

the prelude of the last shaking. The same word, which is heard in

the gospel from heaven, will shake heaven and earth. The blood

speaks to God, ver. 24 ; but in ver. 25, there is a speaking, which is
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to us : AaHowrc, that speaketh, ver. 24, is neuter, agreeing with alfta,

blood; XaXo'jvca, that speaketh, is masculine. The apostle returns to

his starting point, ch. i. 1. They escaped not—They could not avoid

hearing, nay, they rushed on their punishment. Who refused—Ver.

19. Him that spake warnings—[Eng. Ver., that spake}. God him

self: ver. 26, at the beginning. From heaven—Mount Sinai on forth

reached to the lowest region of heaven ; but from the heavens, and

therefore from the very heaven of glory, has the Son brought both

his blessedness and his preaching, whence the kingdom of the heavens

is often mentioned in his discourses : and the Fathei has super-

added his testimony : and now in his word he sets before u£i the shak

ing of heaven, of which ver. 26. If we turn away—This word im

plies greater obstinacy than refused.

26. Whose voice—As being One whose voice. Hereby is explained

the character of that speaking on earth, and of this speaking from

heaven. Therefore the article TOV, him, in ver. 25, does not prevent

it from being the same person who spoke on earth and who now speaks

from heaven. There is however a Mimesis [use of an adversary's

words in argument], and their feelings are expressed who do not ac

knowledge him that speaketh. The earth—Sept., the earth was shaken

Ps. Ixviii. 8, Heb. r\vy~\, and Haggai uses this same word. The

psalm mentions, that even the heavens dropped at that time, namely,

those near to the mountain ; but Haggai speaks of the whole created

heavens. Now—The apostle shows not only what GOD now has

promised, but what he is doing. He hath promised—A promise in

tended to excite the hope of the saints, although the ungodly are ter

rified at it : therefore this passage contains an admonition entirely

evangelical : comp. ch. ii. 3. [For asl<u, shake, read aelaw, will

shake. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.~\ Yet once more I will shake not only

the earth, but also heaven—Sept STI <?;ra£, yet once, etc., and ver. 21,

yet once I shake the heaven and the earth and the sea and the dry

land, etc. The apostle unites the two verses, by which he shows that

it was one and the same shaking, of which the one verse of Haggai

denotes the beginning, the other the end. For that shaking began

at the Messiah's first coming ; it will be finished at the second : con

cerning the former, comp. Matt. iii. 17, xxvii. 51, etc., xxviii. 2 ;

Acts ii. 2, iv. 31 : concerning the latter, Matt. xxiv. 7 ; Rev. xvi.

20, xx. 11. There is a distinguished testimony given by Sir Isaac

Newton on Daniel, p. 94: And there is scarcely any prophecy concern

ing Christ in the whole of the Old Testament, which does not, to some

extent at least, refer to his second coming. I will shake—Expressing

the promise.
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27. Of those things that are shaken—The heaven and the earth.

The removing—The same word occurs at vii. 12. The antithesis is,

may remain. It will be said : When the earth was shaken before, no

removal took place ; how is a removal now connected with the shak

ing of the heaven and the earth ? Ans. This shaking is total; is

final; is promised, and it is therefore implied, that better things will

succeed,—that is, those things which are not removed, but are im

moveable. The first was the prelude of the second. As of things

that are made—The reason why those things, which are said to be .

shaken, fall under removal ; for they are made formerly by creation,

and so made, that they would not remain of themselves, but would be

removed ; and that afterwards those should only remain which are

not removed. So Paul speaks, 2 Cor. v. 1. Should remain—[Eng.

Ver., may remain]—For he says peivfl, should remain, not pivfl, may

remain. It depends on xenoajpeviov, made. [That is, made, that—

should remain, etc. But this is wrong ; and the sense given by Eng.

Ver. is right : the removal of the things shaken—that, etc. So Liin.,

Alfi] Mevw, Iremain, is often said of a thing which remains when

others pass away : 1 Cor. xiii. 13. The things which are not shaken

[Eng. Ver., cannot be shaken]—The city of the living God, ver. 22 :

the new heaven and the new earth, Rev. xxi. 1, note.

28. A kingdom—More glorious than the present heaven and earth.

Receiving—Receiving a promise from God, accepting with the willing

ness of faith. [Rather, since the kingdom we receive is such, let us,

etc. Liin.] Let us have grace—Be grateful, Luke xvii. 9, and often.

Xdptv l%uv a'so means to be acceptable to, Acts ii. 47 : and so, nearly,

2 Cor. i. 15. To have grace, passively, is to be affected by grace : so

nearly, here. To find grace is an act: to have grace, a state, joined

with the will of believers. We may serve—As royal priests. With

reverence—From the perception of our own unworthiness, lest we

should offend the eyes of God. And Godly fear—Gr. ebXafteiaz.

From the perception of the divine majesty, lest we should bring de

struction upon ourselves. Hesychius explains ebXaftuo&at, to take

care, to be apprehensive. Hope is tempered with reverence and fear,

lest it should degenerate into presumption ; comp. next ver. with

ch. x. 27.

29. For—A very important Epiphonema [added exclamation].

Our God is a consuming fire—Deut., above, at ver. 18, 19, several

times quoted, in ch. iv. 24, Sept., for the Lord thy God is a consum

ing fire, even a jealous God: comp. Deut. ix. 3. Our God, in whom

we hope, is likewise to be feared.
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CHAPTER XIII.

1. Brotherly love—The characteristics of this virtue are unfolded

hereafter. Paul uses the same word elsewhere. Continue—Although

old things have passed away : it continues (a Pauline word) of itself;

1 Cor. xiii. 8, 13 : let it also continue with you.

2. Be not forgetful—Although you have been robbed. It is easy

to forget such a duty, ver. 16 : so remember, ver. 3, 7. Have enter

tained unawares—Gr. Hadov £evtuavref [literally, having entertained,

were not aware of if] ; for ^rt(?6vrsc ££eveoav, entertained unknowingly.

A Hypallage [transposition] frequent with the Greeks. Hereby he

obviates the distrust towards unknown strangers. Some—Abraham,

Lot ; Gen. xviii. 2, xix. 1. Angels—So an unknown guest is often

more worthy than he appears, and has angels as attendents, although

they are unseen. Actions are estimated according to what a man

does, not merely according to what he thinks he does, Matt. xxv.

40, 45.

3. Remember—In your prayers and charities. As bound with

them—Because of the unity of the body under the one head, Christ.

In the body—In the natural body, which is not yet freed from adver

sities, and the dangers which have befallen them. One man experi

ences much misfortune throughout his life, as Jacob ; another in

youth, as Joseph ; another in manhood, as Job ; another, finally, in

old age: and this admonition is especially adapted for such an event.

4. Honorable—Supply (ario, let it be [but Eng. Ver., w], comp.

rer. 5, that is, let it be honored. It is an antithesis to whoremongers.

He exhorts the unmarried, who are in great danger of fornication,

to marry, acknowledging it as 'something valuable, and worthily to

use the good it confers; comp. 1 Thess. iv. 4. [Render, Let your

marriage be in honor in all things, and your marriage-bed be unde-

defiled : for fornicators, etc. Alf. after Lun., etc.] In all—There

is greater danger of fornication than of adultery : comp. 1 Cor. vii.

2, every one ; and all should value marriage highly, so that if a man

does not marry himself, he should not prevent others from doing so, 1

Tim. iv. 3. The bed—The couch, the state and use of marriage.

Marriage—the bed—whoremongers—adulterers: a Chiasmus [cross

reference]. Undefiled—Supply again let—be [but Eng. Yer., is].

An antithesis to adulterers. GOD will judge—The great majority of

whoremongers and adulterers doubtless escape the notice of human

tribunals. As such intrigues are not made known as formerly, Num.

v. 20, 21, many, although their conduct is well known, yet escape
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civil punishment and church discipline, or experience it very slightly.

[Sometimes, indeed, judges themselves are whoremongers and adul

terers, occupying the highest ecclesiastical and political offices : and

therefore they know how to cover their sin ; hut they also shield

others like themselves, when the case admits of it. Very many acts

of this sort remain entirely concealed in the world, or are extenuated

by various devices, or are upheld by violence. V. (r.] God will

judge : [Terrible to be said ! ch. x. 30, 31. V. G.] He especially

punishes those, whom man does not punish. Comp. 2 Sam. iii. 39.

The apostle speaks of the judgment as near. [At that greatest of

all days, what deeds, think of it, will be revealed ! Then indeed ex

ecrable crimes will cease to be regarded as a mark of polished

manners. V. (?.]

5. Being content—[Eng. Ver., and be content]—The participle for

the imperative ; just as the ellipsis, for courtesy, of the verb, let—be,

(v. 4), so there is a similar ellipsis here of the verb, be ye. Such

things as ye have—So Paul, speaking of himself, Phil. iv. 11. Hath

said—What was said to Jacob, to Joshua, and the people, and to

Solomon, applies also to us. I will never leave thee nor forsake thee

—Gen. xxviii. 15 ; the Sept. omit the first clause, and have only, /

will not forsake thee ; Deut. xxxi. 6, he will not fail thee nor forsake

thee ; so also ver. 8 : Josh. i. 5, / will not forsake thee nor overlook

thee ; 1 Chron. xxviii. 20, he will not fail thee nor forsake thee. It

is therefore like a Divine adage. He will neither withdraw his assis

tance nor his presence.

6. The Lord is my, etc.—So the Sept. Ps. cxviii. 6, and so nearly,

Ps. lvi. 5, 12.

7. Them which have the rule—Gr. tfroupiiHov. Ver. 17, 24. This

word is used in a wide sense, of a prince, a teacher, etc. ; it is pre

sently explained in this passage, who have spoken to you the word of

God. He therefore means teachers, who were among Christ's first

witnesses and apostles, or their disciples and companions, who had

died a little before, or were soon to die. Considering—That is, when

you look at with remembrance. The same grand expression occurs

at Acts xvii. 23. The end—Blessed, desirable. Of their conversa

tion—In the faith, consistent. Follow—The imperative. We more

readily contemplate and admire the happy death of the godly, than

imitate the faith by which they have attained it. Faith—Chiefly

shown at the end.

8. [This verse is not connected with ver. 7, (as in Eng. Ver.), but

is an assertion preparatory to the command, in ver. 9, Jesus Christ is

the same, etc. Liin., Alf., etc.] Jcsm Christ—A solemn title : The
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sum of the Gospel, which is to be maintained by faith. Not only the

doctrine concerning Christ is intended, but Jesus Christ himself, of

whom the doctrine of faith treats. Our predecessors departed safely

in that faith, which is supported by God's word. Yesterday and to

day— Yesterday and to-day, are used literally, not figuratively, in 1

Sam. xx. 27 : but the apostle speaks more comprehensively. Jesus

Christ, who was yesterday, is the same to-day ; yesterday, before his

sufferings and death ; to-day, in glory ; comp. ch. i. 3 ; Rev. i. 18.

As night comes between yesterday and to-day, and yet night itself is

swallowed up by yesterday and to-day, so the suffering did not so in

terrupt Jesus Christ's yesterday glory, so to speak, and his glory of

to-day, that it did not continue to be the same. These expressions

have the force of a proverb, yesterday, yesterday and the day before,

yesterday and to-day, yesterday and to-morrow : Is. xxx. 33 ; Deut.

iv. 42 ; 2 Sam. xv. 20 ; Sir. xxxviii. 23 ; and in this general sense of

the apostle, yesterday and to-day resemble a proverb, so as to mean

any past and present time, especially that referred to in the discussion

thus far. Jesus Christ is the same, yesterday—before he came into

the world, before his passion, before his ascension—and to-day, in

heaven ; yesterday and to-day in the former and latter part of this

exhortation : yesterday in the time of our earlier and later predeces

sors, and to-day in our own age. The same—Some improperly place

a comma before it. This is the apostle's sentiment: Jesus Christ is

always the same ; He who was yesterday, is the same to-day, nay,

for ever. [Always the same Saviour and the same Teacher. V. G.]

Also, the true doctrine, delivered to you by your teachers, is always

the same, not variable, ver. 7, 9. He himself is always the same : ch.

i. 12, Thou art the same : The same in the Old and New Testament ;

ch. xii. 2, note. See also 1 Cor. iii. 11 ; Phil. iii. 16. He is un

changeable, and never dies, although teachers die. And for ever—

Ver. 20, ch. vii. 3, 16, 24, 25.

9. With doctrines—So Paul, Eph. iv. 14. Divers—Which differ

from the one faith in one and the same Jesus Christ. There was a

variety in the Levitical worship ; ch. ix. 10. Strange—Differing

from the faith of your ministers. Even the Levitical rites were now

strange to their present faith, ver. 9-14 ; and the apostle had now

forgotten their very oldness. He does not therefore call them old,

but strange. [For xepttpipeo(hu, carried about, read xapafipea0e,

carried away. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Be not carried away. So

xapa, by, in composition, ch. ii. 1. The antithesis, to be established,

1 Sam. xxi. 13, (14), V?nrn, Sept. xai napefipezo, and he was borne

aside [Eng. Ver., feigned himself mad]. Eccl. i. 17, n'S^n. Thco
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dotion translates rafmtfoiid^, madness. For it it a good thing tkat

the heart be established with grace—A categorical sentence : we have

the heart established by grace ; to which the antithesis corresponds,

not with meats ; but the apostle feelingly adds, good, to point the ad

monition. So Paul, Rom. vi. 17, note. Kadov, good, beautiful,

salutary: also pleasant, without strange variety; and profitable. The

antithesis, have not profited. With grace—Grace, which becomes ours

through Christ, who offered his body. Be established—Gr. fcjiato'jo-

&at. Srrifn%0ijvatt to be supported, is a kindred word, just as the

heart, in Hebrew phraseology, is supported by bread or the staff of

bread; Judg. xix. 5; Is. iii. 1; Ps. civ. 15, etc. That is here de

nied of meats, and is claimed for grace. Not—Judaism and Chris

tianity do not agree. With meats—A softened expression, as ch. ix.

10. Those meats are also denoted which yere eaten in the holy place.

The antithesis is, to eat, ver. 10. The Jews have their own meat ;

and we have ours, which is most healthful for us. Therein—Con

strued with xsptxaTrjaai/rtz, they that have been occupied. Not pro

fited— Gr. o'jx aiifsArjdrtoav, comp. ..'•. ,-v£/£C, unprofitable, ch. vii. 18.

They that have been occupied—Long and much.

10. We have— This verse has two clauses: on the first, ver. 15,

and 16, depend ; on the second, the intervening verses. Chiasmus

[cross reference]. An altar— The Cross of Christ, on which his body

was sacrificed. Of which—They are partakers also of this altar who

eat its sacrifice, not the others : comp. 1 Cor. x. 18. To eat—The

meat, Christ's flesh given for us. An antithesis to ceremonial meats.

It is eaten especially in the Sacred Supper, where are set forth his

body given for us, and his blood shed for us, in that single sacrifice

of the cross. No—Gal. v. 2, etc. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits i^ouaiav,

right. Render, are not able (permitted) to eat.~\ The tabernacle—A

figurative ambiguity, as at ch. ix. 8, note. For the tabernacle, if we

consider ver. 11, denotes the fore part of the sanctuary ; but if we

consider the conclusion at ver. 12, it implies the whole Levitical wor

ship. There is also a sarcasm in his saying, rj oxrjvrj, not Iv rj

axqvj/, who serve the tabernacle, not in the tabernacle. Similarly Paul,

Rom. vii. 6, note.

11. For whose—is brought in—Lev. vi. 23 (30), And no tin-offer

ing, whereof any of the blood is brought into the tabernacle of the testi

mony, to reconcile withal in the holy place, shall be zaten ; it shall be

burnt in the fire. Of those beasts—Ch. ix. 12, 13. Blood; bodies—

Which foreshadowed Christ's blood and body. [Omit ittpt i//a/>re'oc,

for sin. Tisch., Alf.~] Without the camp—In which were the taber
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nacle, and the Levitical priests, and as many of them as adhered to

that worship. So the Sept. Lev. iv. 12, 21, etc., xvi. 27.

12. That he might sanctify—Might cleanse from sins, might bring

from the world to GOD. This corresponds to 3.j-ia, sanctuary, ver. 11.

His own—An antithesis to of beasts. Blood—The mention of the

body is implied in the verb, he suffered; and accordingly ver. 11, re

specting the blood and bodies of animals, has its conclusion here.

The people—Ch. ii. 17. Without the gate—As if deemed unworthy

of human companionship ; Matt, xxvii. 32. Comp. Lev. xxiv. 13.

He suffered without the city gate (although the apostle purposely omits

the word, city), which very city resembled the camp in the wilderness,

and had the temple, as the camp had the tabernacle. Suffered—The

type of the passion was the burning of the victims. The passion,

properly, is that on the cross, without the gate.

13. Therefore—The particle, put first (Is. v. 13, xxvii. 4, xxxiii.

23), here, breathes the deliberate fortitude of believers. So there

fore at the beginning of chap. xii. Without the camp—Ver. 11.

The camp denotes Judaism. Sis reproach—That is, the cross, ch.

xii. 2. Bearing—As Simon of Gyrene ; Matt, xxvii. 32.

14. For—The reason for saying, the camp, not the city, ver. 13.

Faith considers Jerusalem itself as a camp. Continuing—to come—

Gr. uivouoav, fiMouaav. A. Paranomasia [play upon words. It can

not be expressed in English]. At the same time not continuing al

ludes to the approaching devastation of Jerusalem. He does not

condescend to name the city, which does not continue. We do not

continue here ; nor does the city itself continue at all. City—Ch.

xi. 10, note. Similarly Paul, Phil. iii. 20. One to come—Ch. ii.

5, note.

15. By him—1 Pet. ii. 5. The sacrifice—The Altar is mentioned,

ver. 10 ; now the sacrifices are enumerated : of praise here, of well

doing, ver. 16. Of praise—For the salvation established. Contin

ually—A continual sacrifice. Nothing of the Mass. Forget not, ver.

16, corresponds to continually. The fruit of our lips—So the Sept.

Hos. xiv. 3; also Is. Ivii. 19: but the Hebrew in the former is, ac

count our lips as calves (for sacrifice) ; in the latter, fruit of the lips.

Confessing—[Eng. Ver., less correctjy, giving thanks']. In faith, de

spising all the world's reproach, ver. 13.

16. To do good—To. the needy. To comviunicate—With the de

serving; Gal. vi. 6; comp. ver. 17. With such—Referring also to

the preceding verse : with these, such, not with the blood of beasts.

[But it means with such as are mentioned in this ver. Lun.~\ Is well

pleased—The verbs euupeaToufjtai, duaapearoLifjtac, with the ablative.

67
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signify, Iam pleased, displeased with this, Juaapeazoupevoz, ill at

ease, as is usual with men threatened with some disease.

17. Obey—Remember your dead teachers, ver. 7 ; obey the living.

Submit—This is more than to obey. Obey in what they enjoin upon

you as salutary : submit, even when they seem to demand a little

more, "ha, that, depends on this verb. They—As they are careful,

so, when they wish you to be careful, you should submit. As they

that must give account—Truly this both causes a man to be watchful,

and to avoid any abuse of authority. Chrysostom was always struck

with these words. With joy—If they see you respond to their vigi

lance. That—This does not refer to they who are to give an account,

but to they watch. Disciples should obey and submit to their teachers,

so that with joy, etc. It would not be joyous for the teachers them

selves to render their account with sorrow : on the contrary, to watch

with sorrow, does not injure the teachers, it is unprofitable to the

hearers. And not—He is not a good minister who does not either

rejoice or grieve, or do both. With grief—The groans of other crea

tures are heard ; how much more of pastors ? Unprofitable—Sorrow,

opposed to joy, whence flow griefs, greatly weakens the teachers ; and

their sight do not profit, nay, greatly injure the disciples.

18. Pray for us—A customary request with Pawl of those to

whom he writes, especially in conclusion ; Rom. xv. 30. We trust

—[Beng. puts a pause here. But Eng. Ver. correctly, we trust (that)

we have, etc.] That we ourselves shall be heard and delivered. For

—The force of the JEtiology [assigning the reason] properly falls on

ver. 19. Because—Gr. 8rt. [So Beng. ; but more correctly, that (we

have) Alf., not rendered in Eng. Ver.] For we trust is used absolutely,

as we are confident, 2 Cor. v. 8. Conscience produces confidence : 1

John iii. 21 ; 2 Cor. i. 12. Good, honestly—Gr. xafyv, xaXioz ; kin

dred words. In all things—Neuter : see note on 2 Cor. xi. 6. Will

ing—The conscience follows the will.

19. More abundantly—[Eng. Ver. is feeble, the rather]—Construe

with to do, [but properly with / beseech, as Eng. Ver. Liin.] I be

seech—Paul for the first time here writes something of himself alone.

20. Now the God—He desired the brethren to pray for him, ver.

18 ; he now prays for them. Of peace—Paul often calls him the

God ofpeace, Rom. xv. 33. Here the verb, join you together [Eng.

Ver., make you perfect] accords with it, ver. 21. That brought again

from the dead—God brought the Shepherd : the Shepherd the flock.

He brought him from the depths and set him on high, before the eyes

of all. The apostle does not conclude without mentioning Christ's

resurrection. That great Shepherd of the sheep—An appropriate
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title. You have, says he, many ministers, ver. 17 ; hut he is the

Minister of all. I am absent from you, ver. 19 ; but God is not ab

sent, nor will he fail you. The allusion is to Is. lxiii. 11, and by this

allusion, the apostle at the very end of the epistle again and again

gives Christ the precedence of Moses, of whom Isaiah is speaking in

the passage quoted above. [But the figure is very common in the

Old Testament, Ltin.] In—[Eng. Ver., through]—Significantly.

Construe with who brought again ; comp. ch. ii. 9, dta, for ; likewise

John x. 17, 18 ; Phil. ii. 9. Everlasting—A magnificent epithet.

The eternity of the covenant implies the necessity of a resurrection :

Acts xiii. 34, note, from Isaiah.

21. Join you perfectly together—[Eng. Ver., make you perfect]—1

Cor. i. 10, note. To do—working—Since God works, we will do.

[God fits us for doing ; nay, indeed he rather does himself, 2 Pet. i.

3. V. G.] Will—Comp. Is. liii. 10, on Christ's resurrection and

progress of the Divine will. Through—Construe with working, Phil,

i. 11. To whom—God, ver. 20: Rom. xvi. 27, note; Gal. i. 5,

note. Glory can only be given to God, if we subject ourselves to his

saving will. Comp. on Christ, 2 Pet. iii. 18. Glory—They to whom

he wrote, had afforded no occasion for a joyful beginning, in which

thanks might be given ; Paul therefore here places the Doxology,

as at Gal. i. 5, 6, note. [Omit rmv aimviov, and ever. Tisch., Alf.]

22. I exhort [Eng. Ver., beseech] : of exhortation—Gr. napaxcduf

xapaxtyoeaiz. Kindred terms, sweetly used. The word—With which

your ministers abundantly exhort you face to face. The antithesis

is, I have sent, I have written : comp. Acts xv. 27, 32. In few

words—Considering the extent of the subject. I have sent—[Eng.

Ver., written]—Namely, this hortatory epistle.

23. Know ye—Joyfully. Our brother—So Paul calls Timothy ;

see note on 1 Cor. iv. 17. Set at liberty—He had therefore been

in prison. If he come—Tome. Therefore they had been in differ

ent places.

24. All them that have the rule of you—They were dull of appre

hension ; but this epistle has solid food for them that are perfect.

Therefore this epistle, if any needed to be removed from the multi

tude. And yet this epistle too is directed to the multitude, rather

than to the ministers, to whom it was less necessary. [So the dis

course is addressed to women, children, servants, young men, etc.,

Eph. v. 22, etc. ; 1 John ii. 18 ; 2 John 1 : and to all together, 1

Pet. iii. 8 ; v. 5. Paul gives an injunction to Archippus through

the Colossians, iv. 17. V. G.] The writings of the apostles were

publicly read in the assembly, as those of the prophets formerly
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were : how much more should every man be free to read them in

private, as much as is requisite, without a dispensation from the Pope !

For it is more profitable often to read, what is safe once to hear.

Paul elsewhere mentions the bishops and deacons; Phil. i. 1. Here

he only names them that rule—the ministers ; comp. 1 Thess. v. 12 ; 1

Tim. v. 17. He sends salutations to them all; for those to whom

he writes were in many places. All the saints—Believers, especially

Israelites.

25. Grace—A clause peculiar to Paul,



ANNOTATIONS

ON THH

EPISTLE OF JAMES.

CHAPTER I.

1. James—Peter, John, and James were the apostles of the cir

cumcision ; Gal. ii. James was especially employed at Jerusalem and

in Palestine and Syria ; Peter, at Babylon and in other parts of the

East ; John, at Ephesus and in Asia. Of the twelve apostles, these

and Jude have left us seven Epistles, called General, an old title,

though not adapted to all alike, since some of them are addressed to

individuals. The name Canonical, distinguishes them from Paul's

Canonical Epistles. John, according to tradition, wrote from Ephe

sus to the Parthians ; Peter, from Babylon to the dispersed Jews of

Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia ; Jude, from some

place unknown, to the same persons as his brother James ; James

wrote from Jerusalem to the twelve tribes scattered abroad. This

James is an apostle : see Acts xv. 23. [No doubt the James who

wrote this epistle is the James referred to there, and at Acts xii. 1,

xxi. 18. He is called by Paul, Gal. i. 19, the brother of the Lord.

But this President (Bishop) of the church at Jerusalem cannot have

been the son of Alphseus, one of the twelve, brother of John ; comp.

Jno. vii. 5, with vi. 67, 70. Nor can the state of things implied by

this epistle have been well reached before that James was put to

death, Acts xii. Alf. So Hut., and many.]

The Epistle has three parts.

(693)
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1. The Inscription, ch. i. ver. 1.

II. An Exhortation,

1. To patience, that the brethren endure outward, ver. 2-12,

overcome inward temptations, ver. 13-15.

2. That, having regard to God~s goodness, ver. 16-18 ;

Every one be swift to HEAR, slow to SPEAK, slow to

WRATH.

And these three subjects

(a) Are proposed, ver. 19-21 ;

(6) Are discussed :

I. That HEARING be joined with doing, ver. 22-25;

(And especially with bridling the tongue, ver. 26 ;

With compassion and purity, ver. 27 ;

Without respect of persons, ch. ii. ver. 1-13).

And, moreover, that faith be joined in all cases with

works, ver. 14-26.

II. That the SPEECH be modest, ch. iii. ver. 1-12.

III. That WRATH, together with the other proud pas

sions, be restrained, ver. 13-iv. 10, 11, 12, 13-17.

3. A second exhortation to Patience, which is

(a) Enforced by the COMING of the Judge, in which

draws near—

I. The calamity of the wicked, ch. v. ver. 1-6 ;

II. The deliverance of the righteous, ver. 7-12.

(6) Is nourished by PRAYER, ver. 13-18.

III. The Conclusion, by Apodioxis, [transfer of duty to another],

ver. 19, 20.

Of the Lord Jesus Christ—The apostle does not again introduce

the name of Jesus Christ in this Epistle, except ch. ii. 1 ; nor ever in

his speeches, Acts xv. 14, 15, and xxi. 20, 21. If he had often used

Jesus' name, it might have been supposed to arise from vanity, be

cause he was the Lord's brother ; and therefore he less knew Christ

after the fiVsh : 2 Cor. v. 16. He does not mention Abraham, Isaac

(except incidentally, ch. ii. 21), Jacob, or Moses ; he says nothing of

Judea, Jerusalem, and the temple. The whole Epistle flows from

Christian newness. To the twelve tribes—Of Israel. In their dis

persion—[Eng. Ver., which are scattered abroad]. 1 Pet. i. 1 ; Acts

viii. 1 ; Sept., Deut. xxviii. 25, xxx. 4. Greeting—Gr. %aipuv. A

common word in salutations, and especially appropriate here. Xapav,.

joy, in the next verse. The apostle's designs, amid the distress of
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those times, to exhort to patience, and to check their Jewish pride,

-which was aggravated by the abuse of Christian faith : in short, to

commend moderation, or, a spiritual calmness of soul. See notes on

ver. 19 : comp. Heb. xii. 1. For in many particulars the Epistle of

James corresponds with the Epistle to the Hebrews, and also with the

First Epistle of Peter. We will note the agreement where it occurs.

Often different prophets and apostles have used the same sentiments

and expressions, to confirm their hearers' minds.

2. All joy—[That is, all sorts or kinds of joy. Alf, etc.] The

meaning is, Every trial should be esteemed a joy. Hence all is trans

ferred from the subject to tho predicate, while this meaning is re

tained. A trial should not be esteemed other than a joy. Comp.

Heb. xii. H-^ So 1 Pet. v. 10, of all grace; Is. lx. 21, Thy people

shall be all righteous. So Num. xiii. 2, 3 ; Dan. xii. 1 ; comp. Rev.

xx. 15. The other degrees of patience are contained in joy, which

is the highest. Brethren—James often uses this address, especially

at the beginning of a new section. Divers temptations—So ver. 12 ;

1 Pet. i. 6 ; various of soul and body ; for instance, diseases : ch. v.

16. Ye fall into—The same word is used Luke x. 30, compared

with ver. 36.

3. Fbttr proving, or trial—Gr. to doxtpuov bp&v. [Beng. here

omits the words zTtz xiarswz, of faith, but without sufficient reason ;

and they are retained by Tisch., Alf, etc., as they were in later years '

by Beng. So V. G., etc. (E. B.J] So the trial, 1 Pet. i. 7 ; Prov.

xxvii. 21, Sept., a man tested by his eulogists. The meaning of the

word doxiptov, is therefore trial patiently undergone. Here trial is

spoken of in general terms, and embraces the trial of faith, love, and

hope. And though faith is not mentioned here, yet to James also,

faith is all in all. See ver. 6, and v. 15. And the trial offaith, es

pecially, is firmly established, on Peter's authority. Worketh patience

—The same expression is used, Rom. v. 3, with the addition, and

patience experience. See below, ver. 12. Patience—See ver. 12,

and Luke viii. 15, note. So Psalm lxii. 6, Sept., for my expectation

(patience) is from him.

4. Perfect work—This is followed by a perfect man. The man

himself is characterised from his condition and work. To attain this,

joy is needed. Tifatoz, perfect, is equivalent to doxtpoz, tried, in ver.

12. Compare the note on 2 Tim. ii. 15. Let—have—He exhorts as

in ver. 2, count. The patience which rejoices is perfect. Perfect

and entire—This expression denotes something absolute : wanting

nothing, is relative ; for to be in want, is opposed to to abound.

[Worldly, or even literary men, when they desire to praise any one
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very highly, style him an accomplished man. We may see from the

passage itself with what characters this description truly corresponds:

probation is required, and perfect work. That which seems complete

to the world is nothing to God, in the absence of faith. V. (?.]

5. /' —The connection of the subjects in the first and following

verses, and in the .first and following verses of ch. i v. , will be evident

to him, who, while he suffers wrongfully, refers to this passage. For

the good and the bad affections are brought forward variously. But

—Gr. 3t [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] An antithesis, wanting no

thing, and if any man lack. Wisdom—By which we understand the

source and cause of temptation, and how it is to be borne, and how,

for example, sickness is to be met. Patience is more in a good man's

power than wisdom ; the former is to be exercised, the latter asked

for. The highest wisdom, which governs patience iff the trial of

poverty and riches, is described in ver. 9 and 10. /,• ' him ask—

James strongly urges the prayer offaith. Comp. ch. v. 13, and fol

lowing verses. To all—Who ask aright. Simply—Gr. &r>la»c- fJThis

is right, not as Eng. Ver., literally. Alf., etc.] Construe with who

giveth to all. Divine simplicity is an admirable virtue. He gives sim

ply, to the more or the less worthy, whether they are to use his gifts

well or ill. To this simplicity that of the faithful answers, not that

of the double-minded. Upbraideth not—He gives no repulse : when

he blesses, he neither upbraids us with our past folly and unworthi-

ness, nor with future abuse of his goodness.

6. In faith—To James also faith is all in all. Comp. ch. v. 15.

In the middle of the Epistle he merely removes the hindrances to

faith, [and shows its true character. V. (?.] Is like—The same

word occurs ver. 23. A wave of the tea—Such is he who is destitute

of wisdom, not obtained by prayer. Driven by the wind—From

without. Totted—From within, by its own instability. [This dis

tinction was not held good in the Greek usage. The two words are

synonymous. Hut.~\

1. For let not that man think—:Faith does not fancy. He who

thinks, or fancies, as the double-minded man, thinkt in vain.

8. [Render, He (the man described above) wt a man with two minds,

unstable in all his ways. A//., (nearly so //«'.)] -A- double-minded

man—Gr. dvrjp oYj£yjrof. The same word is applied, ch. iv. 8, to

those who have not a heart pure and wholly given up to God. The

word does not occur elsewhere in the New Testament, or in the Sept-

uagint. It may be translated, having two souk, as we speak of a

double-tongued man. Such a man has, as it were, two souls, of which

the one holds one opinion, the other another. Ecclesiasticus ii. 12,
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Woe to fearful hearts, andfaint hands, and the sinner that goeth two

ways ! [On the word man, coinp. v. 12, 20. V. #.] Unstable—

For he does not obtain Divine guidance by prayer: and being with

out wisdom, he ia at variance with himself and others. Comp.

ch. iii. 16.

9. Glory—Gr. xau%dffdoj [Eng. Ver., rejoice]. The best remedy

against double-mindedness. The word glorying occurs also, oh. ii.

18, iii. 14, iv. 16. The brother—James thinks it fitting thus to style

the lowly rather than the rich. Of low degree—Poor and tempted.

In that he is exalted—James proposes to speak of the lowly and the

rich: he shortly afterwards treats of the rich, ver. 11; and then of

the lowly, ver. 12 ; being about to discuss each subject more fully in

ch. v. The design of the whole Epistle is, to bring all things into

proper relations. Comp. ch. ii. 1, v. 13. Exaltation, blessedness,

the unfading crown of life.

10. The rich—A Synecdoche [use of a part for the whole] for

every one that is prosperous and in high standing. In that he it

brought low—This is strictly construed with let—rejoice. Compare 2

Cor. xii. 9 ; 2 Sam. vi. 22. Taxelvtooiz, humiliation, does not de

note the fading away of the rich man, but the lowliness of mind

arising from the sight of that fading away. Because as—As the

flower of the field—the fashion of it perisheth ; the first member of

the comparison : so shall the rich man fade away, ver. 11 ; the second

member. The flower of the grass—That part of the grass which is

most beautiful, the flower, 1 Pet. i. 24.

11. The sun is risen—perisheth—Four points : the first is the

cause of the second, the third of the fourth. Burning heat—The

mid-day heat and parching wind, following the sun's rising. A gra

dation. The grace—Which is in the flower. Hit ways—Gr. nopsi-

<wf. Elsewhere cvnopia, success in one's ways, is attributed to the

rich ; but the apostle uses the simple word, and that too in the plural,

because of the burdensome extent of his undertakings. Shall fade

away—In death.

12. Blessed—This word, and the crown of life, are opposed to shall

fade away. Shall endure—[But the present sense is right, as Eng.

Ver. Alf., etc.] See ver. 3 and 4 ; 1 Pet. ii. 20. [Omit b Kupmc,

the Lord. Tisch., Alf. Render, which he hatK]. Hath promised—

See ch. ii. 5. Who love him—Love produces patience. [He knows

how to regard all temptations properly ; Rom. viii. 28. V. £?.]

13. No man, when he is tempted—Now follows another section on

temptations. It is an important element of patience to know the

source of the evil. Say—In heart or word. He—That is, Neither
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do any sins tempt God from without, to entice us to worse; nor does

he tempt any man of his own accord. This very thing is also char

acteristic of the Divine simplicity, ver. 5. The word aur6c, he, often

implies something spontaneous; wherefore ftouhj&eiz, of his own will,

ver. 18, agrees with this. [The rendering of d.neipaaroz, cannot be

tempted, in Eng. Ver. is wrong. It means, unversed in, without expe

rience of, i. e., God has nothing to do with evil; and this sense suits

the context well. Hut., Alf, etc.]

14. Every man—Antithetical to no man, ver. 13. Of—Lust is the

harlot : human nature, the man. His own—We must therefore seek

the cause of sin in ourselves, and not from without. Even the devil's

suggestions do not occasion danger, before they become our own.

Every one has his own lust, arising from his own disposition, tempera

ment, and habit. Drawn away—Gr. isefaotievoz. In the beginning

of the temptation, which draws him away from truth and virtue. A

passive participle. Enticed—Gr. deha^opevoz. As it progresses,

admitting the allurement to evil. A middle participle.

15. When it hath conceived—Sin arising from man's will. Sin—

The act of sin. It does not therefore follow that concupiscence it

self is not sin. He that begets man, is man. When it is finished—

Having attained its full strength, which quickly takes place. Death

—Sin is born big with death.

16. Do not err—It is a great error to attribute to God the evils we

receive, and not the blessings. It is for love, to lead us away from

this error. A faithful admonition. Comp. ch. v. 19.

17. Every—The connection of the discourse is evident, when thus

resolved: doatz, a giving, which is altogether good; dioprjpa, a bu^m,

which is altogether perfect. No evil things come from above, but

only things good and perfect. Good and perfect form the predicate

of the sentence; giving and boon [Eng. Ver. renders both gift] are

the subject. Every, in both clauses, if the meaning is consid

ered, belongs to the subject. [This weakens the sense. He says not

only that no evil comes from God, but further that all good comes

from him, and not from elsewhere. Hut., etc.] Comp. all, ver. 2,

note. Giving—[Eng. Ver., gift]—A good gift, as opposed to sin,

denotes that which, from the beginning and daily, tends to righteous

ness and piety. A perfect boon, as opposed to when it is finished and

death, denotes that which relates to perfection and a happy life ;

comp. 2 Pet. i. 3. Is that which descends from above—[Eng. Ver.,

(is from above, etc.) and Beng. are both wrong. Render, —gift de-

scendeth from above, from the Father of the lights (the heavenly

bodies), etc. Alf. So But., etc.] Comp. descendeth, iii. 15. From—
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Namely, from the Father of lights. The expression from above is ex

plained. The Father of lights—The title of Father is very appro

priate here. There follows in the next verse, he begat u». He

stands in the place of father and mother. He is the Father even of

spiritual lights in the kingdom of grace and glory. Much more then

is he himself "Light," 1 John i. 5. To the mention of light there

is immediately added, as usual, that life, by regeneration, ver. 18.

With whom is no variation [Eng. Ver., variableness], neither shadow

of turning—IJapaMarrj, variation, denotes a change in the under-

derstanding (see 2 Kings ix. 20, Sept.) ; rponrj, a change in the will.

In each word there is a metaphor from the stars, very appropriate

here, where lights are mentioned. [Dr. Clarke even finds here an al

lusion to horizontal parallax of the heavenly bodies ; a phenomenon

unknown for many centuries after James wrote]. HapaUarij, varia

tion, and rponij, turning, occur in nature (see rponaz, turnings [Eng.

Ver., ordinances] in Job xxxviii. 33), which has a daily alternation

of day and night, and has at one time longer days, at another, longer

nights : but there is no such thing in God. He is pure Light. Va

riation and change, if they occur at all, occur in us, and not in the

Father of lights. '' A^oaxiaafia may mean shadow, that is, likeness.

But here it is opposed to lights, and is therefore used more strictly ;

so that dxooxiafffta r/^o/T^c is the first casting of a shadow, which it

accompanied by a revolution. The same Hebraistic use of the geni

tive occurs shortly after in ver. 21, superfluity of naughtiness, whence

•we may infer an opposition between variableness and good gift ; just

as shadow of turning is opposed to perfect gift. /JapaHa-fr], varia

tion, denotes something greater : hence there is a gradation in the

negative sentence : not even the shadow of turning. This makes up

perfection; the former is good. He is more perfect who has not even

the shadow of turning.

18. Of his own will—With a disposition most loving, most free,

most pure, most fruitful. In Hebrew 3N, from roK, Tie willed: comp.

John i. 13. Mercy, 1 Pet. i. 3, corresponds with this. There is an

antithesis in the words, Lust, when it hath conceived. [This is forced.

Hut. Render, because he willed it; i. e., of his own mere will. Alf.]

Begat he—Antithetical to bringeth forth, ver. 15. Us—Who believe,

especially of Israel. A twofold generation is spoken of, good and

evil ; and that which is in evil is described by abstract terms, that

which is in good by concrete. Of truth—The Gospel. A kind of

first fruits of his creatures—We are of God by creation and genera

tion ; his workmanship, Eph. ii. 10 ; and offspring, Acts xvii. 29. Of

all his visible creatures, so many and so great, the faithful are the
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first fruits, the chief and noblest part, more holy than the rest and

sanctifying the rest ; and therefore they are exercised with tempta

tions. A kind of: a modest expression, for strictly and absolutely

Christ alone is the first fruits. [Rather, it denotes consecration, as

in the Old Testament ; that we might be a sort of first-fruit of God's

creatures, because first of all his creatures consecrated to him, as be

ing born of him. Hut.]

19. Wherefore—The Summing up, and also a Statement of what

follows, in three divisions. Excess in words and the affections of the

tongue and the heart, ver. 26, is unfavorable to profitable hearing.

Every man—Opposed to no man, ver. 13 ; for this 19th verse refers

to that, and not merely to the preceding verse. Swift to hear—The

true method of hearing (receive ye), together with the obedience and

right disposition of the hearers, is discussed in verses 21-27, and the

whole of ch. ii. Slow to speak—This is discussed in ver. 26, and in

ch. iii. Slow to speak ; so that he speak nothing against God, ch. i.

13; nor anything improperly of God, ch. iii. 1-13. Slow to wrath—

This is discussed, ch. iii. 13, 14, ch. iv. 5. Slow to wrath, or impa

tience, towards God, and to anger toward his neighbor. He who is

slow to anger will readily forbear all anger, and assuredly all evil

anger. Hastiness drives to sin.

20. Wrath—A most powerful passion. Of man—The male sex

especially cherishes wrath, 1 Tim. ii. 8; and its actions, whether just

or unjust, are more widely exposed. [But no such sharp precision in

the use of the word avdpbz, man, is to be supposed here. Hut., Alf.]

Natural wrath is here implied, without grace. The righteousness of

God—All duties divinely enjoined and pleasing to God. Worketh

not—That is, altogether hinders the righteousness of God ; although

it seems to itself, while inflamed, especially to work that righteous

ness ; [and therefore it constitutes the principal part of this three-

membered sentence. V. G.] Purer effects are produced without

anger.

21. Laying aside all filthiness- A metaphor from a garment; ch.

ii. 2. 'Punapia, defilement, which is washed away by hearing the

word : John xv. 3. Superfluity of naughtiness—Abundance. [This

is a better word ; superfluity is perhaps too strong for xtptaasiav.

Alf.]\ excess, which is usuallyfaulty, especially in speaking (Matt. v.

37). [In thoughts, words, gestures, and works, excess is faulty.

V. G.] Kaxia, is not malice or craftiness ; but badness or vice, as

opposed to virtue ; and the genitive xaxiaz, of naughtiness, has here

the force of an epithet, [that is, faulty excess. But Eng. Ver. is

right.] With meekness—This is opposed to wrath, and is shown in
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all things. Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 1, 2. Anger and sudden impetuosity

of mind hinders hearing : therefore meekness is required. Receive—

With your mind, with your ears, and in action. [Act the part of

ready hearers. V. <?.] Engrafted—By regeneration, ver. 18, and

by habit [acquired from your earliest years. V. <?.], Heb. v. 14 ;

and also by custom derived from their ancestors, Israelites [namely,

the people of GOD. V. G.\ ver. 1. Corap. 2 Tim. i. 5. It is en

grafted, and therefore most intimately connected with the faithful,

and nigh unto them ; Rom. x. S : therefore it is to be received

meekly. The word—The Gospel : 1 Pet. i. 23, etc. Which i» able—

With great efficacy. To tave—The hope of salvation nourishes meek

ness ; and the latter supports the former.

22. [Deceiving your own telvet—Pleasing yourselves in hearing.

V.Q.]

23. For—The self-deceit of indolent hearers is unfolded. Natural

—[Gr. the countenance of his birth. Alf.~] Comp. ch. iii. 6. In a

mirror—[Eng. Ver., glass"]. The truth of Scripture is proved from

this, that it presents to a man a most accurate portrait of his soul.

24. [He beholdeth himself—It can hardly happen that no know

ledge whatever of one's self is imparted by hearing the word : 1 Cor.

xiv. 24. V. (?.] Straightway—Turning away to other subjects. The

repetition of xai, and, very forcibly expresses this hastiness joined

with levity. Gen. xxv. 34. Forgetteth—Forgetfulness is no excuse :

ver. 25 ; 2 Pet. i. 9.

25. Whoso looketh into—Answering to ver. 24, he beholdeth him

self. The word napaxiiKTta, I bendforward to look, implies a search

for a hidden object, which does not confine itself to the surface of the

mirror, but penetrates within. Sir. xiv. 23, he that peepeth through

the windows of wisdom. A blessed curiosity, if it results in fruit.

Into the perfect law of liberty—He so styles the law, in so far as it is

established by faith : Rom. iii. 31. Comp. the notes on ch. ii. 12

and 8. James takes care that no one abuse Paul's peculiar expres

sions respecting the bondage and yoke of the law. He who keeps the

law is free : John viii. 31, 32. Man should answer the perfection of

the law, in the perfection of his knowledge and obedience ; otherwise

he is not free, but guilty. Comp. ii. 10. And continueth—Antithe

tical to goeth his way, ver. 24. This man—this man— This man, I

say. The words inserted express the reason of the predicate, and

the repetition is forcible.

26. If any man—He now adds examples of doing the work. [Omit

Iv 6f*fv, among you. Tisch., Alf., etc. Seemeth to be—Or rather,

imagines he is; seemeth to himself to be. A1f.~\ Religious—A wor
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shiper of God, privately and publicly. Hesychius defines the word,

Qpfjoxoz, one who knows more than others, and has a nobler mind. So

(Ecumenius ; one who knows the secret things of the law, and diligently

ob.serves them. Bridleth not—A most appropriate metaphor. Comp.

ch. iii. 2, 3. His tongue—And heart. His heart—And tongue.

The one leads and follows the other. Speech is of the tongue, affec

tions, of the heart. [These two are similarly joined, Eccles. v. 1, 2.

And that Book of Solomon agrees with this Epistle of James in

this especially, that they both urge moderation in all things. Com

pare Matt. xii. 34. The tongue sins in reproaches, perjuries, lying,

jesting, false promises, murmuring, etc. V. (?.]; ver. 19.

27. Religion—[Or, religious service. Alf.] That is, only his worship

who succors the wretched, and avoids those plunged in worldly gaiety,

can be wholly right before God. Pure and undefiled—Proceeding

from pure love, and removed from worldly defilement. To visit—With

advice, comfort, kind offices, and voluntarily. The fatherless and

widows—That is, the afflicted, even strangers, who are neglected by

many. Synecdoche [a part for the whole.] In their affliction—For

if it is done for other reasons, it is not religion. Himself unspotted

—That effect is produced by abstaining from intercourse with those

who are of no benefit to us, nor we to them. To keep—Anxiously.

CHAPTER II.

1. My brethren—The equality of Christians, as indicated by the

name of brethren, is the basis of this admonition. In—[Eng. Ver.,

with]. The phrases iv xpoamxoXr^iat^ l%uvi to have in respectings

ofpersons, and iv ixcrvioau £jfzrv, to have in knowledge, Rom. i. 28,

are similar. Receivings of persons—[Eng. Ver. respect of]. The one

(manner of receiving) refers to the rich who are strangers to the

faith ; the other, which differs widely, refers to the Christian poor.

Faith—In which the poor abound. Of glory—The pronoun our seems

to show, that this does not depend upon Lord. It is therefore in ap

position, so that Christ himself is called the Glory. [Beng. would

render, the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Glory. But this is not

justified by the references, and Eng. Ver. is better. Alf.] Comp.
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Luke ii. 32 ; Is. xl. 5 ; Eph. i. 17 ; 1 Pet. iv. 14. The Glory is

Christ himself. Thus James both declares him to be the Son of God,

and publishes his resurrection from the dead, as becomes an apostle.

Christ is Glory ; and therefore faith in him is glorious, and the faith

ful are glorious. This glory of the faithful exceeds worldly honor ;

no respecter of persons acknowledges it.

2. There come—As an unknown stranger. Assembly—And that

a sacred one ; for he adds, your. The name of synagogue is trans

ferred from Jews to Christians. A man with a gold ring—The use

of rings was formerly more rare than now. The antithesis is a poor

man. Splendid—[Eng. Ver., goodly~]—Bright and new, of any color

whatever.

3. Ye look upon—[Eng. Ver., have respect]—Admiringly. Him

that weareth—Although you are ignorant who he is ; when perhaps

he may be a heathen. [Omit aurtp, unto him. Tisch., Alf] Thou

—thou—This has here the force of a proper name. [Omit aide, here.

Tisch. (not Alf.)] Sit here—The antithesis is, stand there. Honor

ably—[Eng. Ver., in a good place]—yon ; Sept., xaXioz, honorably.

There—At a distance from us.

4. Neither—Gr. xai ov [Eng. Ver. correctly, are ye not then]—If,

of ver. 2, has its conclusion here : xai ov, xai, both ye do not discrim

inate aright, and. Ye do not discriminate—[Eng. Ver., are ye not

partial]—Though you thus discriminate between the rich and the

poor, you do not discriminate with due hesitation, consideration, and

estimation, what should have been given to the poor man, rather, or

at any rate not less, than to the rich, Jiexpi&rj, he discriminated, oc

curs in an active sense also in Rom. iv. 20. Jtaxpiveadat, to discrim

inate, is used here in a good sense. To this compound, the simple

xptrai, judges, is opposed, denoting those who settle any thing defin

itely. Jtdxptatz, discrimination, should precede xpiatz, judgment;

whereas you omit the former and exercise the latter. [But dtaxpivea-

-&at never has this meaning in the New Testament ; but means to

doubt. Render, did ye not doubt within yourselves ? that is, your faith

abolishes such distinctions ; by making them ye become of those who

doubt that faith. Alf., Hut.] Judges of evil thoughts—Judges, ap

provers of evil thoughts ; that is, of the rich, who have outward

splendor, but abound with evil thoughts. They who honor the rich

man above the poor, do not expressly desire to approve of his evil

thoughts ; but James so interprets their conduct, and imputes it to

them, because the rich man in his pomp is full of evil thoughts. The

more common sentiment is assumed to be known.

5. Hearken—By this address he checks and restrains rash judges,
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showing that the presumption should he in favor of the poor, nthw

than the rich. God—Our judgment should conform to God's, eveu

in ceremonies and outward manifestations. [The rendering is, ~m;

KTivyoiiz rtft xofffftft, Titch., etc., the poor at regardt the world, Alf.;

or rather, the poor to the world, that is, those who pass for poor in the

world. IInt.] Chote the poor—They who are chosen, are needy. All

the poor are not here meant, nor the poor only : for poverty and

riches of themselves render no man good or evil ; and yet the poor

are everywhere pronounced happy in preference to the rich : ch. T. 1.

And wicked and rich, righteoiu and poor, are generally synonymoffl.

Is. liii. 9 ; Amos ii. 6, v. 12. The rich man, if he is good, renounce?

his riches ; the poor man, if he is wicked, neglects the advantage of

poverty. Many Christians were of the poor, few from among the

rich ; especially at Jerusalem, and among those to whom James

writes. Comp. the notes on ch. v. 1 and following verses. So also

1 Cor. i. 27. Rich in faith, and heirs—Beza thus explains it: Hi

cHote the poor, that they might become rich in faith, and heirt, etc

E. Schmid thus : He chote the poor, who are however rich in faith, to

be alto heirt, etc. The latter separates two points which are most

intimately connected, rich and heirt. The former, contrary to the

apostle's design, places faith and love after election. For James treats

of the order of election, faith, and love, just as that order becomes

known to us; and thus furnishes us with a rule of judgment respect

ing the poor ; in which point of view not only faith, but also low,

precedes election in the order of our knowledge. The apostles

meaning is this : God, ehote the poor, who are rich in faith, and VIM

are also heirt, etc. Whence this argument is derived: Whoever are

rich in faith and heirs, we should acknowledge and treat as God's

chosen ; but the poor are rich in faith, etc. Thus election is so for

from preceding faith, that even the inheritance precedes election ; and

on considering the antithesis between he chote and ye have deipit#h

this conclusion presents itself. Both God highly esteems, and we

should have highly esteemed, those who are rich in faith, and heirs

of the kingdom. In faith—Which looks to the Lord of glory. To

this faith are assigned as a consequence the riches of heaven and of

the world to come, even as the inheritance is assigned to love. HM

—because sons. Of the kingdom—The highest dignity.

6. Ye have detpised—While ye esteemed the poor too lightly. A

most expressive word. Do not rich men—Not all, but very many,

and none but they ; for the poor cannot, even if they wished. The

apostle mentions this, not to excite the godly to envy, but to show the

unworthiuess of the rich. They—[Not rendered in Eng. Ver.j—Th?
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demonstrative pronoun, as in ver. 7. In Hebrew, on. These are

they who act both with open violence, and with the appearance of jus

tice. Draw you—Violently.

7. Blaspheme—Prov. xxx. 9. The apostle is speaking chiefly of

rich heathens. Comp. 1 Pet. iv. 14, ii. 12. For there were not

many rich men among the Jews, at least at Jerusalem. That worthy

name—own, the name of God, to be praised above all things, 310 '3,

since he is good and his name good. Which is invoked over you—

[Eng. Ver., by the which ye are called]—From which ye are called

the people of God. There is a similar expression, Gen. xlviii. 16 ;

ts. iv. 1.

8. The royal law—Which does not allow itself to be enslaved at

man's will ; but is itself the law of liberty, ver. 12, and the sum of

the commandments, ordering all to love and be loved—the greatest

law of the Supreme King, who is Love, with whom there is no ac

cepting ofpersons, and who exalts all his people to liberty and a king

dom, who commands them to avoid the accepting of persons, and can

punish transgressors. Ye fulfil—Even by avoiding the respecting of

persons. According to—This word particularizes : the law is the

•whole ; that Scripture, thou shalt love, etc., is a part. Comp. ver.

10 and 11. Thou shalt love—Even in paying honor. The royal law

is a law of love ; Luther, Love is empress : comp. 2 Cor. ii. 8, note.

Thy neighbor—Even though poor. Well—Gr. xcdtat;, not in the sense

noticed in ver. 8 [in a good place] ; comp. ver. 19 and 7.

9. Ye have respect to persons—The respecting of persons does not

love all alike. Ye commit sin—Your whole proceeding is sin. for,

in ver. 10, refers to this. Convinced—Because of your respecting

persons, incurring conviction.

10. Offend—Especially in a heinous manner. UraUtv, offend, is

used of a daily offence, ch. iii. 2.

11. For he that said—One Being gave the whole law; and they

•who violate his will in one point, violate it altogether.

12. So speak ye—Be such in speech. In this recapitulation he re

fers to ch. i. 26. By the law of liberty—See note at ch. i. 25. The

law abhors slavery, and therefore also the respecting of persons.

13. For—judgment—That judgment of God respecting us, which

no one shall escape, will be such towards every one, as jvery one

shall have been : without mercy to him who hath dhowed no mercy.

Mercy—This is synonymous with love, ver. 8 ; one common misery

being assumed. [Omit xae, and. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Rfjoiceth

against—An important word ; a memorable statement. Judgment it

self willingly bears this rejoicing. The apostles frequently omit the

89 •
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connecting particle as here. Mercy—Divine mercy, answering to

human. [But the sense is altogether general. In the case of the

merciful, the judgment which would condemn us all, is overpowered by

mercy. Hut., Alf.]

14. What—From ch. i. 22, the apostle has been exhorting to

practice ; now he meets those who avoid practice, under pretence of

faith. Moreover, Paul thus taught :—Righteousness and salvation are

of faith, and not of works. Already pretended Christians had

abused this doctrine, as human perversity is wont to abuse every

thing, and had employed Paul's words in a sense opposite to what he

intended. Wherefore James (repeating here the same phrases, testi

monies, and examples, which Paul used, Rom. iv. 3; Heb. xi. 17,

31) refutes, in ver. 24, 14, not Paul's doctrine, but the error of those

who abuse it,—an error which seeks to shelter itself behind Paul's

words. Sometimes the use of expressions good in themselves is

checked, while many abuse them : comp. Jer. xxiii. 33 with Hab. i.

1 and Mal. i. 1. The characters of Paul and James, none will deny,

differed widely ; and some traces of this difference may be perceived

in this chapter especially : comp. note on Gal. ii. 9. Nor, however,

must they be supposed to be at variance with each other, as one

might easily think, who should attach himself to Paul or James, sep

arately. We should rather receive, most reverently and simply, with

out reserve or wresting of words, the doctrine of each as apostolical,

and as proceeding from Christ and his Spirit. Both wrote the truth,

and appropriately, but in different ways, as having to deal with diff

erent kinds of men. Moreover, James himself had maintained the

cause of faith on another stage, Acts xv. 13-21 : and afterwards,

Paul himself strenuously urged works, especially in the Epistles writ

ten at the close of his life, when men were now abusing the doctrine

of faith. Now, however, they both use the same words, though not

altogether in the same sense, as we shall presently see. Moreover,

this short verse is a summary of three divisions. Ver. 15—17 refer

to Wliat doth it profit ? Ver. 18 and 19 answer to, If any man say.

Can faith save him? is explained in ver. 20-26. Faith is introduced

thrice, as being dead without works, namely, at the end of the first

part, just at the end of the second, and at the end of the third, in

ver. 17, 20, 26. Though a man say that he hath faith—He does not

say, if any man has, but, if any thinks and says that he has. James,

therefore, here means a true and living faith, as Paul everywhere

does ; and thus also in ver. 22, 18 at the end, where he treats of the

good man who is under its influence ; but afterwards, in this verse,

and in the rest of the argument, under the name of faith, by way of
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Mimesis [imitation of a supposed opponent's words], for brevity's

sake, and speaking after the manner of men, he means the hypocrite's

faith, which rests on self-deceit: ch. i. 22. He does not teach, that

faith can exist without works, but rather, that faith cannot exist with

out works. He does not oppose faith and works ; but he opposes the

empty name of boasted faith, and the faith which is true and firm in

itself, and full of fruit. That faith—[Eng. Ver. does not render the

article $, that]—The article has the force of a pronoun,—that pre

tended quality, which is called faith, just as that which liars boast of

is called wisdom, ch. iii. 15. Sim—Such a faith neither benefits

another, nor saves the man himself.

15. But if—Gr. lav 3e [Eng. Ver., does not render Ss.~] A com-

parisoriv (the conditional clause of which, even by itself, conveys a

timely admonition, appropriate to the subject) : hence the Epanelep-

sis [same words at the beginning of a preceding clause, and the end

of a subsequent clause], what doth it profit? ver. 14, 16.

16. Of you—This tacit appeal to his readers makes the conclusion

more forcible. Depart in peace—A form of repulse even now in use :

Q-od help you, that is, / will not. Be ye warmed and filled—This is

good and courteous advice, if clothing were at hand to warm, and

food to satisfy.

17. If it hath not works—If the works which living faith produces

in other cases have no existence, it proves that faith itself (this is the

meaning of xaff1 ka'jrrp) has no existence, or that that, which any

one boasts of as faith, is dead. Is dead—A.8 the mere saying, Take

food and drink and a garment, is not meat and drink that satisfies,

nor a garment that warms, so the saying, / have faith, is not real

faith, which profits his neighbor, and benefits the speaker himself.

The title dead strikes us with horror. The abstract word is used, the

concrete is meant. Faith is dead; that is, the man who says that he

has faith, has not that life, which is faith itself. A similar change in

the attribution of words occurs, ch. iii. 4, note. By itself—[Not as

Eng. Ver., being alone. Alf., etc.] And when it has works it is alive,

and is discerned to be so, not by the works, but by itself. It does not

derive its life from works.

18. But some one will say—[Eng. Ver., a man may say]. Think

ing more correctly than that other man, mentioned in ver. 14, and

asserting the true nature of faith and works. [Omit <rou, thy (with

Uriraiv, works). Tisch., Alf. Render, without the works, (i. e., which

should accompany it.) Alf.] Show me thy faith without thy works—

(Show, if thou canst ; that is, thou canst not) ; and I will show thee

by my works, of which I know that I cannot be destitute, my faith.
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There arc two savings, the former of which speaks of faith before

works, the latter of works before faith, and that for emphasis; tht

former refers to Thou hatt faith ; the latter to, and I have vorh.

[The £w/«c, without, gives point to the challenge, show, etc. Not.

19. Thou believest—There is an Anaphora [repetition of words in

beginnings] in the word thou ; for this verse also is embraced under

the words, a man witt toy. [Read 8n «Fc b #«<ic iarev, Thou belia-

ett that God it one. Tisch., Alf., etc. The order of these words

varies much in manuscripts ; but in all the readings the idea of tk

unity of God is the prominent one. This article of faith is given u

an example ; and this one is selected for the reason which Beng. gives.

Hut.~\ One God—That fundamental article, which has always dis

tinguished believers from unbelievers, is prominently stated. Belint

—The word believe js here used in a very wide sense ; for the devils

perceive, and understand, and remember, that there is a God, and

one only. And tremble—In fearful expectation of eternal torments.

So far is such a faith as that from justifying or saving; and jet i:

has some efficacy, but in an opposite direction. This, added against

the reader's expectation, has great force.

20. Wilt thou f—A feeling question : vain men are in fact unwill-

ing to know, and take refuge in their ignorance. Vain wan—Utter

ing vain and empty words. [For vexpd, dead, read Apfiq, idle. TM-,

Alf.~] Without works i» dead—This is both illustrated and proved in

the next verse. Dead—Without life and strength to justify »nd

nave.

21. Abraham our father—So Paul, Rom. iv. 1. Justified by teorkt-

•Tames recognizes the inward and peculiar power of faith, which pre

cedes works, and is distinct from works and from their salutary inflo-

ence upon faith (ver. 22) : but hypocrites are ignorant of this ; more

readily commending works, of which, nevertheless, they themselves

are destitute. Therefore James argues from their own standpoint;

and to convince them, he mentions works chiefly, assuming meanwhile

as their basis the active principle of faith. Nor does James use the

word dcxatouadat, to be justified, in a different sense from Paul; in

whose sense righteousness is most intimately connected with salvation,

ver. 14. But that sense is a very pregnant one ; so that rigJittow-

ness is co-extensive with sin, with its guilt and corruption (see especi

ally, Rom. iii. 20, note); righteousness, denoting that whereby a nan

is, is adjudged, and is pronounced, a righteous man; that is, one with

whom God is no longer angry because of his guilt, bnt reconciled:

and who, in turn, is no longer God's enemy, but his friend, ver. 23.
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Comp. Rom. viii. 7, with what precedes and follows. Now both James

and Paul apply dtxatow, to justify, in the same sense ; Paul more re-

strictively, and James more widely ; because Paul usually speaks of

the act of justification, which chiefly consists in the remission of sins;

whereas James, which is especially to be noted, speaks of the state

resulting from the same justification (incorrectly but frequently

termed a second justification), when a man continues in the righteous

ness which is of faith, and advances in that which is of works.

Hence Paul, from Gen. xv. 6, cites Abraham as believing ; James,

from Gen. xxii. 10, as even offering his son, long afterwards. The

former simply adduces, It iva* counted to him ; the latter also, He

was called friend, which was afterwards added. The former says,

Godjustifies, and justifies the ungodly, and we are justified ; the lat

ter simply says, A man is justified. The former mentions faith only,

and not works, although they proceed from faith ; the latter men

tions faith and works. [ WJten he offered—Not had offered, as Eng.

Ver. Alf.~] Upon the altar—He intimates that Abraham's work was

altogether in earnest.

22. Thatr-[This is right ; not as Eng. Ver., how. Alf.] Here

are two clauses ; and if faith be emphasized in the former, and works

in the latter, it will make prominent the sense by which the mutual

bearing of the parts is expressed. Faith—By faith Abraham offered

his son, Heb. xi. 17. Wrought with—Therefore faith has one kind

of efficacy and working; works, another: and indeed faith is before

works and with them. Works do not animate faith ; but faith pro

duces works, and works perfect faith. Was made perfect—He does

not say, was made alive. Faith derives from works not its reality,

for it has that before works, but its perfection and attainment of the

Divine friendship ; ver. 23. Comp. John xv. 10. The vigor of faith,

which produces works, is increased, aroused, and strengthened by the

very act of producing them, just as the natural heat of the body is

promoted .by the exercise which it stimulates. See 1 John iii. 22.

Abraham returned from that sacrifice much more perfect in faith than

he had gone to it. Faith itself is perfected, that is, is shown to be

true, by works. [Not shown to be true, bubcompkted, developed, and

brought to perfection by obedience. Alf.']

23. The Scripture was fulfilled—The sense is here anticipated, for

it was fulfilled before it was written : but at what part of Abraham's

time was it fulfilled ? When he first believed, or afterwards, when

he offered his son ? At both times : but James especially refers to

the time of the offering, since he is speaking of Abraham's state after

his justification ; to which, he was called the friend of God, also re
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fers ; but from this he proves justification by works : from the former

expression, justification by faith. And he was called the friend of

God—This is the second part of the whole verse ; for it has no refer

ence to wat fulfilled. Abraham had already been God's friend,

before his death ; and after his death he was so called by his posterity,

2 Chron. xx. 7; and by God himself, Is. xli. 8. He was the friend,

in an active sense, the lover of God, which refers to works ; and in a

passive sense, loved by God, which refers to justification by works.

Both senses, united by the force of the relatives, are found also in

John xv. 14. [But the sense here is rather God's friend, he whom

God loves. ffut.] In Hebrew it is sn.x, which, in the passages cited,

is active in form, but passive in meaning. At least the parallel words

in Isaiah are, servant, elect, and friend; and in the Sept., 8v ftfdunjoa,

whom I loved, as in 2 Chron. xx. 7, it is rtp iffaarrjpeixp aou, beloved

by Thee. On which passage also the Halle reviewers remark, that

Abraham is called by the Arabs as it were by a proper name, Alcha-

lil, that is, the friend of God. So also Judith vii. 22, in the Latin,

Abraham was made God's friend, though these words are not found

in the Greek text.

24. Ye see—So seest thou, ver. 22. [Omit roivov, then. Tisch.,

Alf.] Is justified by works—See ver. 21, note. A man—Whether

Jew or Greek. Only—Here Scripture has prophetically stigmatized

these degenerate disciples of Luther, who ever call for faith only, not

that of Paul, but faith isolated from works.

25. Also—Rahab—After a man, Abraham, the father of the Jewish

nation, he brings forward a woman (for he addresses men and wo

men ; ch. iv. 4), a Gentile, and dissolute, that no one may require

works from Jews only.

26. For—For, for therefore, as Rom. iii. 28, note. The body with

out the spirit—IIveupta often denotes xvoyv, the breath, the sign of

life ; but when opposed to the body, it denotes the spirit or soul ; nor

is that sense foreign to this passage. Faith without works resembles

a lifeless body ; but living faith does not therefore derive its life from

works. It has been already explained, at ver. 21, why James has

mentioned works rather ~than the peculiar energy of faith. Vain

pretenders have the form, but not the power of godliness. 2 Tim. iii.

5 ; Tit. i. 16.

•
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CHAPTER III.

»

1. Not many—[teachers—Not masters, as Eng. Ver. Alf.~] A

rightly governed tongue is rare. Ver. 2, all. There should there

fore be few teachers. Comp. Bom. xv. 18. In accordance with this

principle also, a teacher should not be much given to speaking. Be

—Voluntarily. Greater condemnation—Because of more numerous-

offences. Comp. Wisdom vi. 5. [For we must give an account of

all our words. V. G.~\

'2. Many—In many and various things and ways. All—[ We all

offend. Eng. Ver. may give a wrong impression ; we offend all. All

—Gr. cifoaKrec, a strong word; all without exception. Alf., etc.)

The apostles do not even except themselves ; 1 John i. 8. In word—

In a single word. Opposed to many things. The tongue does not

always answer to the feeling. Offend—This word is properly used

of a fault or slip of the tongue. The same—Only. Able to bridle

the whole body—The description of a perfect man. The body—That

is, the man himself. In antithesis to the tongue, which is a member}

ver. 5. Comp. body, ver. 3, 6.

3. [For iSob, Behold, read el 3&, but if. Tisch., Alf. Beng. reads

ids, lo, without sufficient authority.] Horses—This is emphatically

put first. Mouths—Appropriately said ; for the tongue is in the

mouth.

4. Even—Gr. xai [Eng. Ver., ami]. Not only animals, but even

ships. Fierce—There is a twofold resistance : the bulk of the ships,

and the force of the winds. With a helm—An elegant simile, ap

plied to the tongue. The phrases, very small and a small member,

correspond. The same may be applied to the pen, the tongue's sub

stitute between the absent. Whithersoever the force applied by the

steersman may will—The force moving, and turning, and directing to

its place. [But Eng. Ver. conveys the correct idea, whithersoever the

governor listeth, or literally, the desire of the steersman may wish. Hut.,

Alf.~\ The feeling which moves the tongue corresponds with this.

Listeth—That is, wherever he wishes, who commands ; for the mov

ing force [see note just above] is under his control.

5. Boasteth great things—Makes great pretensions, both of the

past and the future. There is often great importance in what thf

careless think small. The idea of greatness is also conveyed by the

words, world, the course of nature, and hell, ver. 6. Behold—The

word behold, used for the third time, is prefixed to the third com par.

eon. [For diifov, little (fire), read faixov, how little. Tisch., Alf. (Be
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IjXixov usually means how great, and. so De W., here). Render, Le'.old

how ismall a fire kindleth how great a forest. Hut., Alf.]

6. The world—[Eng.Ver.,- a world.~] A part of the subject, with

the addition of the article (as fj oxdobaa, that which defiltth, whicli

follows), showing why the tongue is called fire : namely, because it

is a world of iniquity. The words, how great a matter, and the world,

refer to each other. As man is an image of the universe, so the

tongue is an image of man, exciting him throughout. The universe

is often symbolized by man : Ps. cxxxix. 15 ; Eccles. xii. 2 ; and not

only by man : but also the whale, Jonah ii. 3, 6, 7. James uses this

figure. The world has its higher and its lower parts : these are, in a

better point of view, the heaven and the earth ; in a worse, the earth

and hell. And as in the world, heaven or hell bear relation to the

earth ; so in man, the heart, whose instrument is the tongue, bears

relation to the whole body or nature. For with the good, heaven,

and with the wicked, hell, has its veins in the heart : whence so many

wonders are diffused to the course of nature. We may learn from

Ps. lxxvii. 18, what this course means. The voice of Thy thunder

was in the heaven, Thy lightnings lightened the world : for as there

blbi, in heaven, Sept. rpo%bz, a wheel, as opposed to San, rfj oixoupivrj, the

world, denotes the celestial or aerial sphere, so here rpojfiz rijc reviaeioz,

the course (wheel) of nature, as opposed to reibvjj, hell, or the heart, de

notes the higher parts of the earth, or the entire nature of man which is

between heaven and hell ; and therefore the body with its entire constitu

tion. Comp. ver. 15, from above, earthly, devilish, rtveatz, the natural

constitution; i. 23; and life; Judith xii. 18. Ildaaz raz fjpepaz

rrfi revioedx; pou, all the days since I was born. The metaphor, from

a round wheel, is very appropriate : for as a wheel is turned about

very swiftly, so it is with the sphere of heaven, and the nature of

man ; and this, being kindled while it revolves, is soon wrapped in a

blaze, so that the fire seems not only to be borne in a circle, but also

to be a circle. Respecting the flaming wheels of the Divine throne,

see Dan. vii. 9. [Omit obrioz, so. Tisch., Alf. So Beng. Render,

the tongue is among our members that one which, etc. Alf. So Beng.]

There are three comparisons beginning with tde, idob, idob (ver. 3, 4,

5). The third comparison begins in the middle of ver. 5 : Behold,

how great, etc. ; the conclusion begins at the beginning of ver. 6, ant*

consists of two declarations, the former of which is : And the tongue

is, etc. : the other is, The tongue is among our members, etc. Ourwz,

so, would be out of place between them. The explanation follows,

since it both inflames and is itself inflamed, etc. ; where, by a meta

phor from the universe to man, the wheel, or higher sphere (comp. Ps.
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lxxvii. 18), is man's rational nature itself; but hell is the lower pint,

the heart. The tongue, situated between, is inflamed by the lower

parts, and inflames the higher, being itself a world, or orb of iniquity.

[This ia inadmissible. Render, which defileth the whole body, and set-

teth on fire the orb of the creation, etc. Alf., and nearly so, Hut.] Is—

Gr. xa&iozarat. The same word occurs, ch. iv. 4. Defileth—As fire,

by smoke. Setteth on fire, and is set on fire—Since it both inflames

and is inflamed. The passive succeeds the active ; for he who sins

with his tongue, more and more loses power over himself.

7. For—Nothing is more violent than fire. The nature of beasts

—[Eng. Ver., every kind of beasts]—A circumlocution for beasts. Is

tamed and hath been tamed—Is tamed, in a passive sense : and~ hath

been tamed, in a middle sense. To mankind—Gr. fuau zft dv-

OpwxivQ [literally, to man's nature]. The dative case denotes the

obedience of those things which are tamed. [But the dative is the

agent ; tamed by the nature of man. Hut.]

8. No man—The antithesis is, of man, ver. 7. Oudeez, no other ;

scarcely each one himself. [But there is no reference to others. No

man can tame his tongue. Hut. For axarda-^tzov, unruly, read

axardararov, restless, (fickle). Tisch., Alf] Unruly—So itvp, fire,

ver. 6. Full—The nominative, after the parenthesis, compared with

ver. 6. Then especially the evil is not to be restrained, wJien it

swells with deadly poison.

9. Therewith—therewith—A very expressive phrase. [For debv,

God, read Kvptov, the Lord. Tisch., Alf, etc.] After the similitude

of God—We have lost God's likeness : there remains however from it

an indestructible nobleness, which we should reverence both in our

selves and in others. Moreover, we remain men, capable, by the Di

vine blessing, of being formed again after that likeness, to which

man's likeness should conform. They who curse, hinder that effect.

Absalom has fallen from his father's favor, yet the people recognize

him as the king's son.

10. Out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing and cursing—Ps.

Ixii. 4. Sept., they blessed with their mouth, but in their heart they

cursed. There is no need—[Eng. Ver., ought not]—That is, it is by

no means becoming. These things so— These good things, with the

evils so mixed with them. [Wrong. These things themselves ; so,

the form or manner. I2ut.]

11. A fountain—The heart resembles this. Opening—[Eng. Ver.,

place]—The mouth resembles this.

12. Can ?—He now prepares to pass from the mouth to the heart.

He had said of the former, There is no need ; he says of the latter,

90
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It is impossible. [The true reading is, outs aXuxbv rXuxb noa^oat

Ldiop, nor can salt (water) bring forth sweet water. Tisch., Alf., etc.

Nearly so, Beng.] The apostle had said, in ver. 11, that it is not fit

ting that two contraries proceed from one source ; he now says, that

nothing can proceed from any source, unless it be of the same kind.

Salt, in the nominative case, has a substantive force, as, just before,

tweet and bitter. Hesychius, dJ.uxyj, $ &dXaoaa, the sea. In James,

(O.uxbv, salt, has a wider meaning, a salt lake or spring pouring forth

water. Outioq, so, is used before the word salt, because this simili

tude, already set forth in ver. 11, becomes more exact, and contains

here the very conclusion which is to be added immediately without

figure.

13. Who ?—All wish to appear wise; all are not so. Let him

show—Hy deed, rather than by words. A good conversation—The

opposite is found in ver. 16. This good conversation itself is de

scribed, ver. 17, 18 ; comp. 1 Pet. ii. 12. With meekness of wisdom

—In meekness, with which true wisdom is connected.

14. Bitter emulation—[Not as Eng. Ver., envying']—Friendly emu

lation is not condemned, nor kindly indignation, proceeding from

faithfulness and love. Not—They boast and lie against the truth,

who, when they have bitter emulation, still profess that they them

selves have wisdom.

15. [Render, This wisdom is not (one) descending from above, but

earthly, etc. Alf, Hut. From above—Ch. i. 17. V. (?.] Earthly

—Not heavenly, descending from the Father. Se?isual—Not spirit

ual, from the Holy Spirit. Comp. animal, 1 Cor. ii. 14 ; Jude 19.

This is a mean between earthly and devilish. Devilish—Such as even

devils have, ii. 19 ; not that which Christ gives.

16. There confusion—Opposed to peace, ver. 17. The character

of that wisdom is known by the effect. James disdains to call it

fruit. Comp. ver. 17 and 18. Every evil work—The force of every

is plain, if the sentence is thus stated: Every work arising from that

source is evil. The antithesis is, full of mercy and of goodfruits, etc.

17. First pure—Pure from earthly, animal, and devilish defile

ments. A kind of anticipation. Being about to commend peace, he

first removes that unholy peace with the world, which collects and

cements everything it meets : i. 27, at the end, and iv. 4, throughout.

Thus also, cleanse your hands, etc. ; iv. 8 ; 1 Pet. i. 22. Peaceable

—The whole ; the parts follow. Gentle—Lenient, not harsh in cases

where a neighbor's duties are in question. Easy to be entreated—

Tractable, not morose, where a neighbor's fault is in question. Full

of merty—Where the question concerns a neighbor's misery. Good
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fruits—Two more distinguished fruits follow worthy of special com

mendation to those whom he addresses: not judging and without pre

tence. Not judging— Gr. dSidxotToc;. It does not make a distinction

where it is unnecessary ; for instance, between the great and the

humble. It embraces all good and just things : it rejects all evil

things. It acts impartially, not harshly esteeming one above others.

[Thus Beng. gives much the same sense as Eng. Ver., without par

tiality. But the true sense seems to be, without doubting, free from

every kind of duplicity and uncertainty. Hut., Alf. etc. Omit xat, and.

Tisch., Alf.~\ Without pretence—[Eng. Ver., hypocrisy}—Removed

from pretence and flattery, which is exercised directly towards the

powerful, indirectly towards the humble, by harshness.

18. The fruit of righteousness—in peace—So Heb. xii. 11, note.

The fruit of righteousness is most abundant ; although that fruitful-

ness does not appear at the very beginning. Righteousness is peace

able ; peace is fruitful. Is sown in peace—The expression, is sown,

accords with fruit. Peace is described, ver. 17. On the sowing and

the righteous, see Ps. xcvii. 11, in the Hebrew. For [Eng. Ver. cor

rectly, of or by] them that make peace—The dative of advantage, with

a limiting force. See the opposite, iv. 1, 2. Ilocstv siprjvijv, to put

forth peace ; as Ttoatoai u8wp, to sendforth water, ver. 12.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Whence ?—James hints that many often seek the causes of

contentions, though they are evident. Wars andfightings—Opposed

to peace, of which he treats in ch. iii. Fighting is the prosecution

of war. Ye fight and war follows presently in ver. 2. An inverted

Chiasmus [cross reference. Read xat xodsv ftd%ae, and whence (are)

fightings. Tisch., Alf., etc.] Hence—Referring to pleasures, ex

pressly mentioned ver. 3, and implied in ch. iii. That war—The

same word occurs, 1 Pet. ii. 11. In your members—The body is the

first seat of war ; thence follows the war of man with man, of king

with king, of nation with nation.

2. Ye lust—A kind of Anaphora [repetition of words in begin

nings], intensifying the sentiment. Yedesire, with longing for an object:
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ye kill and envy, man with man ; ye fight and war, many against many.

Ye kill and envy—[Eng. Ver., desire to have]— Ye kill through hatred

and envy. One sentiment is expressed by two words. The same

verb occurs, ch. v. 6. He who covets any object, desires the removal

of the former possessor. He mentions murderers, as in ver. 4, adul

terers. Comp. 1 John iii. 15. Thus, foveuere, do ye murder ? Ps.

lxii. 3, Sept. And the tenor of the whole Epistle of James very

closely resembles the whole of this Psalm. See notes at ver. 7, 12,

14, i. 3, iii. 10. See also Ps. x. 8. [Omit Se, yet. Tisch., Alf., etc.]

Became—This is connected with the threefold clause, and ye have

not ; and ye cannot obtain ; yet ye have not. Ye ask not—For the

lustful, the murderer, and the contentious man, cannot pray.

3. Receive not—He does not here say, ye have not. To ask and to

receive are relative terms. Ye ask—Now he refutes others who wish

to appear somewhat better.

4. [Omit poi%oi xai, adulterers and. Tisch., Alf., etc. The femi

nine only is used ; for the Lord is husband of every soul that is his.

Alf] Ye adulterers and adulteresses—Men and women are involved

in such a war, and break their promise to God. The friendship of

the world—The way of the world is pleasure, ver. 3. Enmity—1

John ii. 15. "E%&pa, enmity, and fiha, friendship, are opposed.

Whosoever therefore—In this second sentence, something is super

added to the former, by introducing fiouXrjOjj, will, and xa&iararat, is.

Enemy—Who will obtain nothing by prayer. Is—A middle verb,

that is, renders himself.

5. [The best explanation of this verse is given by Alf, who ren

ders, Do ye think thai the Scripture saith in vain, the spirit that he

(God) placed in us (when the Spirit descended) jealously desireth (us

for his own) ? The emphasis is on jealously desireth, and the refer

ence to Deut. xxxii., where Jehovah's love and jealousy of his people

are described]. In vain— Without effect, so that it in no wise con

cerns guilt or salvation. Whatever the Scripture says is in earnest.

We should reverence every word. Saith—Gr. Xiyu [denoting a more

formal statement]. Not XaXu, speaks [as in conversation]. Saith

what follows. Against envy—[Quite wrong. See above]. This

noun does not occur in the Sept., nor does James seem to have wished

to make so great a change here, since in ver. 6, he quotes another

passage exactly. Hence we may infer, that the quotation here is

from the New Testament Scriptures ; for the New Testament writ

ings, as well as the Old, are reckoned in the Scriptures ; 2 Pet. iii.

16. Some refer it to Gen. vi. 5, 3 ; or to Num. xi. 29 ; or to Prov.

xxi. 10; or to some lost book. But the words of James sufficiently
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resemble Gal. v. 17, and following verses ; where tp0bvoi, envyings,

are placed among the works of the flesh, and the spirit is said to have

desires contrary to the flesh, and they who are led by this spirit, are

not under the law, but under grace. But this passage agrees especi

ally with 1 Pet. ii. 1, 2, 5. Laying aside—envyings, desire the

milk of the word—a SPIRITUAL HOUSE. And what follows here, He

giveth more grace, agrees with that, the Lord is gracious, ver. 3. He

who has this passage of Peter well impressed on his mind, will readily

recognize James' reference to it. Nor does the chronological order

of the epistles interfere. Thus James not only concurs with Peter,

but also with Paul. Envy—The friendship of the world necessarily

produces envy: the Spirit, which has taken up his dwelling in us,

does not bear envy. The Spirit—The Spirit of grace and love. In

us—New Testament sons.

6. Greater—[Eng. Ver., more.]—So much the greater the farther

you depart from envy. [Nay, but the more grace, because of this

jealous desire. Alf, Hut., etc.] He giveth—God. It saith—The Scrip

ture [but Eng. Ver., He saith, God], ver. 5. James confirms Solo

mon's authority, and quotes him appropriately, in dissuading us from

the hindrances to wisdom. God—grace—Prov. iii. 34. Sept. has

Kuptoz, Lord—the rest in the same words. James altogether agrees

with Peter : see 1 Pet. v. 5. The proud—Pride is the mother of

envy, on which see ver. 5. The Hebrew is D'xV?, scoffers, such are

they who think that Scripture speaks in vain. Besisteth—In the

Hebrew yV, he will laugh at. The humble are of such a spirit, that

could God possibly need any one's service, they would afford it ; but

the proud strive to resist him, as Pharaoh did : therefore he repays

each according to their deserts. He resists the proud, but he gives

grace to the lowly. Grace—He, to whom God gives grace, forgets

all enoy.

7. Submit yourselves therefore to God—Ps. lxii. 5. Sept., but, my

soul, submit thyself to God. This submit yourselves agrees with thr

lowly, ver. 6; and after an explanation of this submission is inserted,

it is concluded in ver. 10 : comp. 1 Pet. v. 6. Resist—from you—

The opposite follows, Draw nigh—to you. Comp. resist, 1 Pet. v. 9.

The devil—Who is proud, and tempts men by pride especially ; the

enemy, under whom pride and envy serve in the world. Will flee—

[Or rather shall flee ; a divine promise, not a mere prediction. Alf.]

As overcome. A joyful word, 1 John v. 18.

8. Draw nigh—The devil's flight is followed, in the order of na

ture rather than of time, by an approach to God, in holy prayer, ver.

2, 3. He will draw nigh— As propitious. A most joyous word.
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Cleanie—That you may put to flight the devil. Purify—That ye

may approach God, having laid aside your adulterous thoughts. Te

double-minded—Who give yourselves both to God and to the world,

ver. 4. The form of address varies in this Epistle ; and at one time

they are styled holy brethren, at another, sinners, at another, warer-

ers. The double-minded man errs in heart ; the sinner, in hit handi

likewise.

9. Be afflicted—That ye may be weaned and estranged from the

world. This is a blessed affliction. He does not here add howl, as

ch. v. 1. [To falling of countenance—(Eng. Ver., heavineti)—

The same phrase as the German Kopfhangen, hanging the head.

Coinp. 1 Kings xxi. 29 ; Is. Iviii. 5 ; Mic. vi. 8. They who rail at

others on this ground, are generally such as need especially to let

fall the countenance. V. (?.]

11. Speak not evil—He now notices other excesses of a rest

less soul ; having in ch. iii. spoken of the rest, and in the beginning

of ch. iv., of confusion. [For (the first) xai, and, read »?, or. Ti»ch.,

Alf.~] Hit brother—[The second time]. The article is here used,

though not with dittyou, brother. Fraternal equality is violated by

evil-speaking, but more by judging. Judgeth the law—For he acts,

just as if the law itself could not perform that duty, which such a

man pounces upon. But if—If you judge, you are a judge. The

figure Place [repetition of a word to express an attribute of it]. Of

the late—After tliis passage, the Law is not expressly mentioned in

the New Testament, since it does not occur in the Epistles of Peter,

John, and Jude, or in the Apocalypse.

12. Lawgiver—There i» 'one, namely, the Lawgiver, God, who it

able, etc. [Add xat */HITJC, and judge. Tiich., Alf. So Beng.~]

Who is able—It is not ours to judge, especially since we are not able

to execute. To tave—Ps. Ixii. 1 : for from him is my salvation, and

the same psalm, ver. 3, 7, 8. Scripture often inverts the order of

the words : to kill and to make alive, to wound and to heal, to caute

tadnegs and to comfort. Who—A feeble person. [For TOV erepov,

another, read rov xtyaiov, thy neighbor. Titch., Alf.~\

13. Come now—The interjection, to call attention, ch. v. 1. Ye

that tay—Plainly, ye who boast: ver. 16. [For ij, or, read xai,

and. Titch., Alf. So Beng.~] To-day and to-morrow—One says, to

day ; the same, or another says, to-morrow, as suits him ; as though

he had a free choice. We will go, etc.—The subjunctive [fet tu go\

is expressive of feeling, and suggests urgent reasons for action. Such

a—This is put for a proper name. And—The repetition of and ex

presses the caprice of a self-secure mind. Spend one year—[More
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strong and vivid than Eng. Ver., continue there a year. Alf.~] They

thus speak, as though they would soon after deliberate also respecting

years to come.

14. Ye know not—Prov. iii.«28. Life—On which to-morrow's ac

tion depends. A vapor— Gr. dr/«c. A diminutive. For—From the

question the particle is repeated in the answer: this gives force.

[For tartv, it is, read lars, ye are. Tisch., A If.}

15. For that ye ought to say—Referring to ye that say, ver. 13.

An Imperative is here implied, rather say thus. And—If the Lord

will, we shall BOTH live AND act. We shall both live is part of the

conclusion ; for, if it were part of the condition, and would not be

placed before we shall act. The boasting man speaks as though he

had in his own power, (1.) the particular kind of action, (2.) the ac

tion, and (3.) life ; whereas (1.) the life of men, (2.) action, and (3.) the

kind of action, depend entirely on the Lord's will. We shall live,

etc.—Gr. {ijaiofjtev—Subjunctive ; giving a modest tone to the dis

course. [But Tisch., Alf., etc., read the simple future.]

16. Ye rejoice in your boastings—Their arrogance is expressed in

we will go—we will get gain ; their boasting is implied in their pre

suming upon the time. Evil—The opposite is good, ver. 17.

17. To him that knoweth—A brief conclusion, leaving the haughty

to themselves. Not—A sin of omission. [Not merely ; but the doing

the opposite, evil. Hut., Alf.~]

CHAPTER V.

1. Ye rich men—[Who have neglected the enjoyment of your

riches in doing good, ver. 2, 3. V. (?.] In the prophetic writings,

foreign nations are often apostrophized, although the prophecy would

not come to them, but to the Jews. Under the same figure, the apos

tle speaks of the rich, though he writes, not so much to the rich

themselves, who are without faith, as to the saints, that they may

patiently bear the violence of the rich, ver. 7. Miseries—This was

written a few years before the siege of Jerusalem. That shall come

upon you—Unexpectedly and swiftly.

2. Are corrupted—The avarice of the rich is set forth. [Rather,
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the future judgment is prophetically set forth as present. Hut., Alf.]

Moth-eaten—Job xiii. 28, a garment that is moth-eaten.

3. The rust of them—Synecdoche [use of a part for the whole].

Even the rust of their riches and garments will testify to the bond

age in which their means were so held, that they profited none, but

lay idle, without interest. To you—Against you. [So Eng. Ver.

But wrongly. It is a testimony to you, i. e., a token of what shall

befall yourselves. Hut, Alf.] Shall eat—With death. Your flesh

—Gr. adpxaz. While yet alive : he does not say xpia, flesh. As

fire—A proverb, respecting swift and total consumption ; whereas

the rusting before was slow and partial. In the last days—[Not as

Eng. Ver., for the last daysJ] Men are wont to lay up treasures for

the future : you have collected it too late ; you will not enjoy it. The

same phrase occurs, 2 Tim. iii. 1, note. The apostle here sets forth

the Lord's coming for the terror of the wicked ; in ver. 7, etc., for

the comfort of the holy.

4. [Who have reaped—It is remarkable, that though so great

variety of injustice exists, Job xxii. 6-9, xxiv. 2-12, xxxi. 7, 13,

that committed in harvest should be alone specified here. V. (?.]

Crieth—A cry ascends to heaven respecting those sins especially,

about which men are silent, [or those whose escape is in violence, so

that they may not expiate them in this world, V. (?.], as unchastity

and injustice. [At present, owing to the want of ecclesiastical disci

pline, the whole life and conversation of all so called Christians,

constitutes almost one crying sin. In which respect, not merely the

wicked are in fault, but also those who, in the discharge of public

functions, are too cold and inert. V. (?.] Both the hire kept back,

and the laborers utter that cry. A double cry. Are entered—The

antecedent for the consequent. That is, Now the Lord comes as

Avenger.

5. Ye have lived in pleasure—With specious delights, supported from

that very hire. On the earth—Now to be laid waste. Been wanton—

With luxury, sordid and mad, and wasting yourselves. Luxury pro

duces wantonness ; and wantonness is akin to slaughter. James de

scribes together the pleasure and the cruelty of the rich, as befits the

gradation. [Omit &ic, Titch., Alf.] As in a day of slaughter—

An adage. The slaughter, not of the rich, but of oxen and sheep,

etc., for banquets is here meant.

6. Ye have condemned, ye have. killed—The omission of the con

junction expresses haste. The Just—A distributive meaning in the

singular~number is admissible, denoting any just person, as the wicked

get each into their power ; but especially Christ himself, The Just
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One, Acts iii. 14, who was slain by Jews and Gentiles ; and after

wards James, the writer of this Epistle, who was surnamed by the

Hebrews the Just, whose murder is here divinely foretold. The pre

sent tense is suitable, He doth not resist you ; by which clause, fol-

lgwing without a conjunction, it is likewise intimated that by the very

patience of the Just One the wicked goad themselves to slaughter.

Comp. Wisdom ii. 10-20.

7. Therefore—Whatever the wicked may do meanwhile. The com

ing—Ver. 8, 9, 12. Of the Lord—Jesus Christ. Waitethfor—Ob

tains by waiting, at the harvest, ixp', shall reap. Sept., ixSezerat,

Hos. viii. 7. Precious—The reward of labor and patience. Until—

Construe with and hath long patience. He does not cease before.

He receive—[Better than Eng. Ver., it receive. Alf.] From heaven.

[Omit uerbv, rain. Tisch., Alf., etc. It is understood]. The early—

After sowing. The latter—As harvest approaches.

8. The coming—Which will also bear precious fruit. Draweth

nigh—The apostles said this truly : although those times intervene

which are spoken of, 2 Thess. ii., and in the Apocalypse. Comp. the

note, Acts ii. 39.

9. Do not groan—[Eng. Ver., not so well, grudge']. Through im

patience. Lest ye be condemned—At the Judge's coining. Groans

injure, both those by whom, and those against whom, they arc

uttered. The Judge—That is, Christ, whose office they, who unbe

comingly groan, usurp, and anticipate the time of judgment. The doors

—[Eng. Ver., door]. A very close approach : Matt. xxiv. 33.

Standeth—Always hearing everything.

10. [Omit pou, my. Tisch., Alf] Suffering affliction—Lest yon

should think that something strange has befallen you. The word

xtawxadii, is afflicted, occurs, ver. 13. The prophets—Who were

peculiarly persecuted in their time, and therefore blessed : Matt. v.

12. Have spoken—How great was the world's violence, and the pa

tient endurance of the prophets, is here intimated. In the name—

The obedience of the prophets in praising the Lord's name is in

tended : iv, in, is understood, as at Matt. vii. 22 ; Lev. xix. 12, Sept.

11. Which endure—Above those who have lived luxuriously. Pa

tience—James returns to his starting point: comp. ch. i. 3, note,

npn, Sept., unoporij, patience, in Job xiv. 19. It here indicates

constancy attaining the desired object. The end of the Lord—Which

the Lord gave Job. Ye have seen—[But the true reading is tdeze,

imperative; see (the end. etc). Tisch., Alf., i. e., do not limit your

attention to Job's suffering, but see the end God gave him. Alf]

There is the same use of the word, respecting a transaction long past,

91
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Heb. iii. 19. Patience and its end agree, ch. i. 4 ; Matt. xxiv. 13

James is not silent as to the end of Job's patience. Since—[Eng.

Ver., that]. This depends upon the words just preceding. It is a

continued sentence. Patience is twice mentioned, and the Lord is

twice mentioned. Sir. ii. 11, full of compassion and mercy, long-suf

fering and very pitiful. [Omit b Kuptoz, the Lord. Tisch. (not Alf.)

Read, That he is, etc.] Very pitiful—He does not afflict the patient

beyond his strength. Offender mercy—He mercifully gives a happy

issue. Chiasmus [cross reference] : oixrippwv, mercies, from uxm, to

yield, denotes a tender affection even without reference to calamity or

misery, as David says to the Lord, -lanix, / will love thee, Ps. xviii. 1.

12. Swear not—For instance, through impatience. The proper

use of the tongue in adversity is contrasted in ver. 13. Neither by

heaven—Matt. v. 34 and 35. Let your yea be yea—Let your yea be

the same in word as it is in deed. [But the requirement here is not

truthfulness but simplicity. Let your yea be a simple yea, no more, ,

etc. ; as Matt. v. 37. Hut. Read &xb xpiatv, under judgment. Tisch.,

Alf. So Beng.] Comp. ver. 9.

13. Let him pray ; let him sing psalms—It is allowable also to sing

psalms in adversity, and to pray in prosperity: but in adversity the

mind is usually less able to bear the singing of psalms; and that

should rather be done which the mind endures. They did this chiefly

in public, in an assembly of believers ; as the antithesis shows, let

him call for, said of the sick : ver. 14.

14. The elders—For while they pray, it is much the same as though

the whole Church should pray. Anointing him with oil—What Christ

had committed to the apostles, Mark vi. 13, was afterwards continued

in the Church, even after the apostle's times : and this very gift, re

markably simple, conspicuous, and salutary, continued longer than

any other. And Ephraim Syrus has a remarkable testimony, If, in

discharging thy office, thou anointest the sick with oil. It even seems

to have been given by God, that it might always remain in the Church,

as a specimen of the other gifts: just as the portion of Manna be

tokened the ancient miracle. James clearly assigns the application

of this oil to the presbyters, who were the ordinary ministers. This

was the highest Medical Order in the Church, as in 1 Cor. vi. we

have its highest Judicial Order. O happy simplicity! interrupted or

lost through unbelief. For since the Latin Church has its extreme

unction, and the Greek its sO%zlatov, consecration of the oil, [equiva

lent to extreme unction,] from the force of experience, they assign

much less efficacy in restoring health to this mystery or sacrament,

as they term it, than James does to the apostolic usage. Whitaker
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very forcibly says against Durseus, Let them use oil, who are able by

their prayers to obtain recovery for the sick : let those who cannot do

this, abstain from the empty sign. For the only design of that

anointing originally was miraculous healing ; failing in which, it ia

but an empty sign. But the laying on of hands is also a holy out

ward rite, although it does not by the act confer the Holy Spirit.

For not even originally was it always used with this design alone.

In—This is certainly not less connected with the verb, let them pray,

than with the participle, anointing ; whence there follows the prayer

offaith. The Lord—Jesus Christ.

15. The prayer offaith—[He does not say the oil. V. Cr.~] When

a number of believers pray, the whole power of faith is diffused and

exercised through the whole body of the Church. James would have

complained of injustice, were any one to say, that he attributed the

remission of sins to works. And if—A man may be sick, even

though he has not committed sins. It shall be forgiven him—Their

commission.

16. Confess—The sick man, and whoever has offended, is ordered

to confess : the injured party, to pray. Those things are to be con

fessed which especially burden the conscience : he to whom the con

fession is made, knows better how he should pray, and is more

aroused to prayer. [But the direction is general ; and refers not

only to wrongs done towards others. Hut., Alf.] One to another—

Confession may be made to any one who can pray. That ye may be

healed—Diseases therefore prevailed. Much—Even to the restor

ation of health. Availeth—Even for another. Of a righteous man

—Who is himself involved in no fall into sin. Effectual—Efficacy is

followed by a favorable hearing : by this prayer avails. There are

therefore three things: (I.) efficacy of prayer; (2.) a favorable hear

ing ; (3.) the availing. This follows at length from the two former.

The first is inward in the mind of him who prays : the third produces

even outward effects.

17. Elias—The whole effect of prayer is supernatural, and so far

miraculous, though it does not appear so outwardly. Subject to like

passions—The same word occurs, Acts xiv. 15 : having the same

passions, the same mental and bodily affections, under which such

efficacy did not seem possible. He prayed earnestly—While the idol

atry of Baal flourished, he only prayed earnestly : using no other

instrumentality to accomplish this result. The Hebrew phrase itself,

in which a verb is joined with a substantive or a quasi-substantive,

always denotes something vehement : for instance, dying thou shall

die : shalt so die, that it may deserve to be called death.
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18. He prayed again—After the idolatry was abolished. His atti

tude in prayer is described, 1 Kings xviii. 42. And the earth—Kai,

and so. Her—Though a little before it could not produce it.

19. Brethren—James, under the Holy Spirit's guidance, avoiding

a multitude of words, closes the Epistle. I, he says, in this Epistle,

seek your salvation ; let every one seek his neighbor's salvation.

Comp. Heb. xiii. 22. Any—one—Every one should seek the salvation of

every one. Do err—Through sin. One—Whoever it shall be, that

shall be his gain. An appropriate ending of the Epistle.

20. Let him know—Both the one who converts, that he may be

more diligent, and the one who is converted, that he may gratefully

obey. Shall save—The Future : it shall hereafter appear. His soul

—The sinner's. A great work. From death—Which will destroy

sinners. The connection is : not only in bodily diseases, ver. 14, do

you succor one another, but also drive away the death of the soul.

Shall hide—Impelled by that very love, through which he recalled

him when in error ; 1 Pet. iv. 8, note. A multitude of sins—The

sins which the person in error had either committed, and which are

known to him who converts him, or was about to commit. [And

also sins which either had been committed, or might still hereafter be

committed, by the converter or others. V. G. But better, it is simply

the sins of the converted man ; covered by bringing him into the state

cf grace, where all sin, past and to come, is done away with and for

given. Alf.] James concludes as though it were an ordinary book

and not a letter.



ANNOTATIONS

ON TH*

FIRST EPISTLE OF PETER

CHAPTER I.

1. Petei—There is a wonderful weight and liveliness in Peter's

style, which most agreeably holds the reader. The design of each

Epistle is, to stir up by way of remembrance the pure mind of believ

ers, 2 Pet. iii. 1, and to guard them not only against error, but even

against doubt, ch. v. 12. This he does by reminding them of that

Gospel grace, anointed with which believers are aroused to bring forth

the fruits of faith, hope, love, and patience, in every duty and afflic

tion The first Epistle contains three parts.

I. THE INSCRIPTION, ch. i. 1, 2.

II. THB STIRRING UP OP A PURE FEELING. He arouses the

elect—

(a.) As those Born again of God. Here he mentions

both GOD'S benefits towards believers, and the du

ties of believers towards God ; and he interweaves

these one with another, by three powerful motives,

to which weight is added from the mystery of

CHRIST.

(A.) God has regenerated us to a lively HOPE,

to an inheritance of glory and salvation,

ver. 3-12.

Therefore HOPE to the end, 13.

(726)
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(B.) As obedient sons, bring forth to your heav

enly Father the fruit of FAITH, 14-21.

(C.) Being PURIFIED by the Spirit, LOVE with

a PURE heart, without fault, 22, ii. 10.

(fi.) As strangers in the world, he calls upon them to

ABSTAIN from fleshly lusts, ver. 11, and to

maintain—

(A.) A good CONVERSATION, ver. 12.

(1) In particular,

1. Subjects, 13-17.

2. Servants, after the example of Christ,

18-25.

3. Wives, iii. 1-6,

4. Husbands, 7.

(2) In general, all, 8-15.

(B.) A good PROFESSION :

1. By vindication of the faith, and by shun

ning evil company, 15-22, iv. 1-6.*

(Christ's whole course, from his passion to

the final judgment, gives weight to this

part).

2. By their virtues, and a good administra

tion of their gifts, 7-11.

(c.) As fellow-partakers of future glory, he calls upon

them to SUSTAIN adversity. Let every one do

this—

1. In general, as a Christian, 12-19.

2. In his own particular condition, v. 1-11.

(The title dyctxrjroi, beloved, twice employed,

separates the second part from the first, ii.

11, and the third from the second, iv. 12.

The state even of the elders is regarded as a

burdensome state in this life, and there should

be a salutary looking forward from it to

glory, v. 1-4 ; and submit yourselves, v. 5,

also introduces suffering and endurance not

withstanding ; and this seems to be the very

reason why the apostle separates these two

conditions, v. 1-11, from those which he

mentions, ii. 12, etc.

III. The Conclusion, 12-14.
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Elect—[Literally, to the elect strangers of the dispersioit. So Alf]

In heaven ; elect from the whole people, from mankind. Comp. this

and ver. 5, with Matt. xxiv. 24. Strangers—On the earth, [with

reference to their heavenly country. V. (?.] Scattered throughout

Pontus—He addresses the dispersed Jews, James i. 1 ; although he

afterwards addresses the Gentile believers, mixed with them, ch. ii.

10, note, iv. 3. He mentions five provinces in the order in which

they occurred to him, writing from the East : ch. v. 13. Cappadocia,

Pontus, and Asia, is the order in Acts ii. 9. Peter's Epistles were

formerly placed before those of John, James, and Jude; and hence

all of them appear to have been called Catholic (General) Epistles,

because that title especially suits the first. It is not clear whether

Peter first sent this Epistle into Pontus, or to Jerusalem, where the

Jews collected.

2. According to the foreknowledge—Construe with elect. Fore

knowledge is also mentioned, ver. 20. It includes also good-will and

love. Of God—The mystery of the Trinity, and the economy of our

salvation, are here intimated, constituting indeed the sum of the

Epistle. [He treats of the Father in v. 3, 15, 17, 21, 23 ; of Christ

in v. 3, 7, 11, 13, 19, ii. 3; of the Spirit, in v. 11, 12, 22. V.

Father—Even our Father. In sanctification of the Spirit—[Eng.

Ver., through]—2 Thcss. ii. 13, note. Unto obedience—Obedience

rendered through faith is meant; ver. 22, note. Paul doubtless

joins, in v. 22, sanctification of the Spirit and faith. Observe also

the particles, xara, according to, iv, in, etc, unto, by which the relation

of the three cardinal benefits to election, and their mutual order, is

indicated. Comp. Apocalypse i. 4, 5, 6. And sprinkling—The

obedient are sprinkled to the remission of their sins ; 1 John i. 7.

But here the sprinkling is passive, where the sprinkling is obediently

received. On obedience, see again, ver. 14 ; on the blood of sprink

ling, ver. 19. Be multiplied—Still further. The same word occurs,

2 Pet. i. 2. So Dan. vi. 25, peace be multiplied unto you.

3. Blessed—The sentiment is, God has regenerated us. A thanks

giving is added. Father—The whole of this Epistle closely agrees

with the Lord'8 prayer, and especially with its earlier clauses. Com

pare the sentiments in their proper order.

Father; Ch. i. 3, 14, 17, 23, ii. 2.

Our ; i. 4, at the end.

In heaven ; The same.

Hallowed be thy name. i. 15, 16, iii. 15.

Thy kingdom come. ii. 9.
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And Peter often refers expressly to prayer itself, ch. iii. 7, iv. 7

According to his mercy—We had been wretched; Eph. ii. 1, 2.

Hath begotten us again—Ver. 23, ii. 2. [From this place to ii. 10,

Peter recounts what GOD has done for our benefit; and from that

saving provision, he draws most effective admonitions to hope, i. 3-13 ;

to sanctification and fear in believing, 14-21 ; to love, 22—ii. 1 0 ;

most sweetly introducing now and then doctrine concerning Christ.

V. G.] Unto—A remarkable Anaphora [repetition in beginnings] :

to hope, to an inheritance, to salvation. To a lively hope—This hope

is a heavenly inheritance, ver. 4 ; [rather, hope itself in the heart.

Rut. ;] and it is termed lively, because it springs up from Christ's

resurrection. Peter frequently uses the epithet living, ii. 4, 5 ; and

he mentions hope, ver. 13, 21, iii. 5, 15. Comp. the epithets in the

next verse. To hope, moreover, he joins faith and love, ver. 8, 21,

22. By the resurrection—This depends on living. Comp. ver. 21.

[That is, Beng. understands, a hope that lives through the resurrection,

etc. But it is better, as Eng. Ver., to connect with hath begotten, etc.

Alf., Hut.]

4. An inheritance—Sons, regenerated, are heirs. On this inherit

ance also, see ch. iii. 7, 9. Incorruptible—For it is a divine inherit

ance. Undefiled—For no impure person, however closely related, is a

joint-heir. That fadeth not away—For the heirs themselves are not

subject to decay, they do not die. Peter delights to accumulate sy

nonymous words ; ver. 7, 8, 19, v. 10. Kept—From the beginning.

Comp. ver. 10. The same word occurs, John xvii. 12. Comp. also

John ii. 10. In heaven—In the power of God. For you—Who are

now alive.

5. By the power of God—He himself does, and will do it entirely :

ch. v. 10. Comp. 2 Pet. i. 3, [1 Thess. v. 24 ; Matt. xix. 26. With

out this protection, how could we remain steadfast in the presence of

the adversary ? 1 Pet. v. 8. V. (?.] No one can propose to him

self, how he may wish to reach the goal. Cod's power protects us

against our enemies ; the Lord's long-suffering, against ourselves : 2

Pet. iii. 15. The apostles themselves exemplify this. Who are kept

—The inheritance is kept ; the heirs are guarded. Neither shall it

be wanting to them, nor they to it. A remarkable confirmation oc-

Thy will be done.

Daily bread.

Forgiveness of sins.

v. 7.

iv. 8, 1.

iv. 12.

iv. 18.

ii. 15, iii. 17, iv. 2, 19.

Temptation.

Deliverance.
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curs, 2 Pet. iii. 17. Through faith—By faith salvation is both re

ceived and kept. Ready to be revealed— The revelation occurs at the

last day : the preparations for it were begun when Christ came. To

be revealed—A common word in this Epistle : ver. 7, 12, 13, iv. 13,

v. 1. In the last time—Peter considers the whole of th* time, from

the beginning of the New Testament to the glorious coming of Christ,

as one time, and that short, compared with the Old Testament times.

[But last is absolute here : the last day. Alf.] Comp. note on Acts

i. 11. Therefore construe in with ready [but Eng. Ver. with re

vealed].

6. Ye rejoice—The present, ver. 8. Augustine, imperative, re

joice ye. Comp. James i. 2. For a little time—[Eng. Ver., for a

season]—This is said of the whole Church, ch. v. 10. Comp. iv. 7.

Since it is needful—[Eng. Ver., correctly, if need be, that is, if God

bo order. Hut., Alf] If affirms : so in ver. 17.

7. The trial—That is, your faith, thus tried ; for it is compared

with gold. Much more precious—An epithet of the subject. [Than

gold—Not than of gold, as Eng. Ver. The gold itself is the pre

cious thing compared. Alf] Which perisheth—Gold perishes with

the world, ver. 18 ; nor will it then profit any one. The same parti

ciple occurs, John vi. 27. But which is tried, etc. [Eng. Ver., though

it be tried]— Faith is compared with gold, not with reference to the

perishing of gold, but to its trial by fire. May be found—For it

does not now appear ; but it will appear when other things shall per

ish. Praise—In words. [Transpose to read, glory and honor. Tisch.,

Alf] Honor—In deeds. Glory—In the judgment. At the revela

tion—Gr. dzoxal,6tfiu [Eng. Ver., appearing]—Ver. 13.

8. Having not known—[Eng. Ver., better, seen]. Ye love— Ye

love, although ye know him not in person. A paradox : for usually

knowledge produces love. This is said of love: Peter afterwards

asserts the same of faith. Whom and in whom : the absence of the

copula resembles Anaphora [repetition in beginnings]. In whom—

In and now properly belong to believing. Though ye see not—The

present: that is, although you see him not yet in glory. The apos

tles, who had seen him themselves, thought that their faith was not

so great as that of others. Unspeakable—Even now : 1 Cor. ii. 9.

Andfull of glory—This joy is glorified in itself, and glorified by wit

nesses. Comp. ver. 10. Otherwise it is unspeakable.

9. Receiving—Now, at present. [Tisch. omits bpiov, your, (not

Alf.)] Of faith—Ver. 8. Souls—The soul especially is saved : the

body shares in the resurrection.

10. Of which salvation—The foretelling and eagerness of the pro
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phets are strong arguments for the truth. Inquired and searched

diligently—There is great emphasis in the two compound words, ix^rj-

T«v, to teek out, to attain by seeking : izepeuvuv, to search through,

to attain by searching. The simple word i^osuKuwec, searching, oc

curs in ver^ll. What they attained by inquiring and searching, is

expressed and defined in ver. 12. 'Epeuvtdvrez, searching, refers to

the first and principal searching respecting Christ himself : they in

quired and searched diligently, to a further searching respecting

Christians- Prophets—[Not the prophets, as Eng. Ver. So angels,

ver. 12. Alf., etc.] With other righteous men : Matt. xiii. 17; John

yiii. 56. The omission of the article gives majesty to the style, as

often in German [and English] : for it tends to divert the hearer's

attention from the special consideration, of individuals to the class it

self. So ver. 12, angels. A gradation. Unto you—Who live in

this age. Grace—New Testament grace, ver. 13. True grace, ch.

v. 12. Comp. John i. 17.

11. What, or what manner of—The disjunctive particle expresses

the great eagerness of the prophets : as to whether those things were

to happen in their time or afterwards : ver. 12. What denotes the

time absolutely, an era so to speak marked by its own numbers :

what manner of refers to time to be known from various events. Dan.

ix. 2. The Spirit of Christ—Testifying of Christ; Rev. xix. 10.

[Rather, as Hut., the Spirit of Christ, as being the same Spirit which

dwelt in Him ; and as He, the Word, is the revealer.] The sufferings

—Hence salvation. The sufferings of Christ— The sufferings to hap

pen to Christ. That should follow—After these sufferings. Glories

—[Eng. Ver., glory]—In the plural. The glory of his resurrection ;

the glory of his ascension ; the glory of the last judgment and of

the kingdom of heaven.

12. Unto whom—Searching. Not unto themselves—Matt. xiii.

17; Ps. cii. 19; Dan. xii. 13. [Fori^rv, us, read bplv, you. Tisch.,

Alf] Us—The times defined by the seventy weeks of Daniel exactly ex

tend to the time of Christ's appearance on earth, and to the faithful

then living : this is the force of unto us. And these weeks came to

an end during Peter's time. Those things—[Eng. Ver., the things].

Those things: for prophets is understood with ministered, as appears

from the answering clause, not to themselves. Compare dtaxovim, I

minister, with an accusative, ch. iv. 10. aA, which, and e«c into

which, refer to aura, these. Now—Or, as in Latin, to-day. In—

[Eng. Ver., with.~] The Evangelists were infallible witnesses. From

heaven—That is, from God. Desire—It was not so soon revealed to

angels : at least, not to all.—A well-regulated curiosity is a virtue,
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not only in prophets, ver. 10, but also in angels. Angelz—The reve

lation from heaven gathers weight. Prophets, and righteous men,

and kings, desired to see and hear what Christ spake and did, Matt,

xiii. : angels desire to look into that which the Comforter teaches

concerning Christ. To look into—It became known to us by hearing,

to angels by sight, which is greater : 1 Tim. iii. 16. And yet it con

cerns us more nearly : it is for angels napaxbxzuv, to take a side

glance at ; note the force of napa, beside.

13. Wherefore—An exhortation is now drawn from what has been

said. Gird up—To collect the strength. Comp. to stir up, 2 Pet. i.

13. The loins—A similar phrase occurs, Job xxxviii. 3. Sober—

Ch. v. 8. Hope perfectly—Gr. rehewz, i. e. [Eng. Ver., incorrectly,

to the end], have that hope which may grasp the proposed end, ver.

9. [Rather, hope perfectly without doubt or dejection, with full

devotion of soul. De W., Alf] Hope is repeated from ver. 8.

Which is being brought—[Better than Eng. Ver., is to be brought].

Which is afforded and displayed. The same word is used, Heb. ix.

16. Grace is given to us in perfection, and with that our hope should

perfectly correspond. They are correlatives. At the revelation—The

revelation is one which occurs throughout the New Testament period,

embracing both comings of Christ : Tit. ii. 11, 13. [But this refers

to His second coming. Hut., Alf]

14. Children—See ver. 17, at the beginning. Obedient—[Gr.

children of obedience, comp. Eph. v. 6, etc. Alf] Obedience is paid

either to the Divine truth, ver. 22, or to the Divine command. The

latter is the fruit of faith ; the former is faith itself. Therefore Peter

expressly arouses them to hope~m ver. 3, etc., (using the word hope itself,

ver. 3, 13); to faith in ver. 14, etc., (using the word faith twice in

ver. 21) ; to love, ver. 22, but in such a manner that he mingles faith

with hope, in ver. 7, etc. ; and again hope with faith, ver. 21, and

faith with love, ver. 22, ch. ii. 6, 7. In your ignorance—Their for

mer state, even as Jews, before their calling.

15. As—The highest example. Which hath called you—Peter

often cites this calling, ch. ii. 9, 21, iii. 9, v. 10; 2 Pet. i. 3, 10.

In conversation—Ver. 17, 18.

16. [For yevea&e, be, read laetr&z,ye shall be. Tisch. Alf]

17. Ye call on—[Render, call on as Father him who, etc. Alf.]

And are called by his name. Without respect of persons—Whether

one be a Hebrew or a Greek. Without respect ofpersons—Infear—

Comp. 2 Chron. xix. 7. Work—The singular. The work of one

man is one, whether it be good or evil. In fear—Fear is joined to

hope, both flowing from the same source. Fear prevents our falling
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away from hope. Of sojourning—He calls them strangers, because

they are in the world, ch. ii. 11 ; not however without an allusion to

tie dispersion in Asia, ver. 1.

18. Not with corruptible things—Ver. 23. Vain—A vain course

of life, which leaves no fruit, when the time has passed away. Re-

eeivedfrom your fathers—But one Father is to be imitated, ver. 17.

There is the same antithesis, Matt, xxiii. 9. In religion men too

willingly keep to their father's footsteps, and the Jews especially did

thus.

19. Precious—Christ's blood is incorruptible, ver. 18. .4*—Ex

plaining the reason for using the word precious. Witliout blemish—

Jesus Christ had in himself no taint. Without spot—Nor ,i~:~! he con

tract any stain from without.

. 20. Was fore-ordained—Acts ii. 23. Before—Therefore all God's

good pleasure is fulfilled in Christ. But manifest— The foreknowledge.

was in God alone. [Read in io%drou raiv %povwv, at the end of the

times. Tisch., Alf.] Times, viz. of the world.

21. By him—By Christ, in whose resurrection is the ground and

power of faith and hope. [Believe—By the power of that manifest

ation. V. G.] Your faith and hope—These two are most closely

joined, and yet they differ with respect to the present and the future.

[Faith is derived from Christ's resurrection : hope from his glorifica

tion. V. G. Are in God ; not as Eng. Ver., might be; but simply

stating the fact. Alf] In God—Alone, ch. iii. 5, who hath exalted

Jesus, nnd prepared an anchor for us; Heb. vi. 19; Rom. viii. 34;

whereas, out of Christ, we could but have feared him. Now we clearly

believe and hope.

22. Your souls—Without the conjunction, as ver. 14 and 15. Hav

ing purified—[A covert exhortation ; purify them; assumed as a fact.

Alf. Not as Eng. Ver., seeing ye have]. Having undergone purifica

tion of your souls. Hence follows presently xa&apuz, pure. The

word dyvt^stv denotes both chastity and all other purity. See Sept.

In obeying—This is faith, to which love is wont to be joined : for

Peter attributes purification to faith, Acts xv. 9. The truth—Re

vetted in Christ. [Omit dta riveuparoz, through the Spirit. Tisch.,

Alf.] Through the Spirit—The Holy Spirit bestows that obedience

and purity. Comp. ch. i. 2., unto love of the brethren. Love ye—

Two steps : comp. 2 Pet. i. 7. Hence the things which precede love,

here in ver. 22, and in ver. 5, 6, may in like manner be compared.

Unfeigned—For it flows from the truth. Comp. ch. ii. 1, 2. Love

ye—The sentiments agree, ch. ii. 3, 10. [Omit xa&apuz, pure. Tisch.,

Alf. Read from the heart]. Fervently—Ch. iv. 8.
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23. Being born again—Hence their brotherhood. Of towing—

[Eng. Ver., seed]. The Word of God is the seed : its preaching, the

sowing. Therefore of is not afterwards repeated, but by the Word,

is used. Liveth and abideth—Construe with the Word, ver. 25.

[This is right: not with God, as Calv., etc. Rut., Alfl The Gospel

bears incorruptible fruity not dead works : because it is in itself in

corruptible. The living Word is full of power ; abidingfor ever, it is

free from all corruption. [Omit uc rbv aimva, forever. Tisch,, Alf]

24. Allflesh—Is. xl. 6-8. Flesh, that is, man by old descent

As grass—The Sept. does not contain w$, as, nor avzou, its, in the

next clause. Glory—Man's wisdom, strength, riches, and righteous

ness. [For dv&pdnou, man, read abirfi, it. Tisch., Alf] Withereth

—From the roots. The grass—That is, the flesh. The flower—That

is, its glory. Falleth away—At the top.

25. The Lord—The Sept. has roD deou r)piov, our God. Preached

by the Gospel—Ver. 12. Uzdo you—In whom immortality is thereby

implanted.

CHAPTER II.
-i

1. All vice—[Eng. Ver., malice]. Huaav, xdvra, xdaaz, all: he

indicates three classes. Kaxiav, a fault of mind, as opposed to vir

tue. All guile, and hypocrisies, and envies—In actions. Guile harms;

hypocrisy deceives ; envy assails a neighbor: all injure love, on which,/

see ch. i. 22. All evil speakings—In conversation.

2. As new-born—Who do nothing else, only desire. The first age

of the New Testament Church is denoted. Babes—Who are free

from guile. Of the Word—Aortxbv is derived from Abroz, the Word,

ch. i. 23. The milk of the Word is for the Word itself. Comp. Rom.

xii. 1, note. [But this is wrong. Render the spiritual, guileless milk.

Alf. So Hut.] Sincere—The antithesis to guile in ver. 1. Milk—

The same as what is before called seed, ch. i. 23. [The true reading

is, may grow unto salvation. Tisch., Alf, etc. So Beng.] Unto salva

tion— We are born again unto salvation, ch. i. 3, 5, 9 ; and we grow

unto salvation, here. Peter had in mind Ps. xxxiv., which in ver. 8,

just after those words which Peter repeats, offers us salvation. 0

taste and see that the Lord is good : Blessed is the man that trusteth
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m him. The first tastes of God's goodness are afterwards followed

by richer and happier experiences.

3. Ye have tasted—A taste excites the appetite. [Comp. Mal. iii.

10. V. That—Ps. xxxiv. 8. Peter quotes the same Psalm in

the next chapter. Gracious—Therefore they, who are born again,

are and should be like him. The Lord—Heb. mrr, Jehovah, Christ,

ver. 4: Ps. xlvii. 6.

4. Whom—Apposition : whom, that is, the Lord, the Stone. Com

ing—Voluntarily, through faith. Stone—How he is regarded both

by believers and unbelievers, is declared, ver. 6, 7. The name given

to Peter by the Lord remained fixed in his mind : hence he alludes

to it in various ways, not only in the name Stone, Acts iv. 11, but

also in the frequent mention of firmness, Living—Living from the

beginning, 1 John i. 1, and raised from the dead, Rev. i. 18, after

having been rejected by men, both Jews and Gentiles. Disallowed—

Especially before his death : ver. 7, note. Chosen—Ver. 6.

5. Ye— Yourselves, partakers of the same name (Stone). Stones

—Many names, which belong to Christ in the singular, are given to

Christians in the plural. Christ is the Living Stone ; Christians are

living stones. From him they also are called sons, priests, kings,

lambs, etc. So the Shulamite is called from Solomon. Living—

Such persons, living stones, may be at once both a house and a priest

hood. Are built up—The indicative, as Eph. ii. 22. [Better, the

imperative. Be ye, as living stones, built up. Hut., Alf., etc]. A

House—A temple. A priesthood—A multitude of priests. This is

presently explained, and (the contrary having been premised in ver.

8) in ver. 9 and 10. Holy—Belonging to God. Sacrifices—Of praise,

ver. 9. Acceptable—Is. Ivi. 7. Their sacrifices shall be accepted on

My altar. By—Christ is both precious in himself, and makes us ac

cepted ; for He is the altar. See Is. Ivi. 7.

6. [For dtb xai, therefore also, read Stort, because. Tisch., Alf.]

It is contained—Used here impersonally. Behold—See Rom. ix. 33,

note. Elect, precious—Elect refers specially to the stone ; precious,

to the chief corner-stone. In Hebrew px a stone, -mm mp' roo lna

iDia, of searching out, a corner-stone of preciousness, most firmly laid.

Elect is also used of believers, ver. 9. From precious is derived ij

rtpj), the preciousness, [Eng. Ver., preciout], ver. 7. He that believeth

—From this is derived who believe, ver. 7. Shall not be confounded

—He shall experience that Christ's preciousness abounds towards him

believing.

7. The preciousness or price—Gr. $ rtprj. Supply iar~tv, exists, is

well known ; that is, he is precious to you. 'H, that, [not rendered
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in Eng. Ver.], refers to precious, ver. 6, note. The abstract, pre-

ciousness, expresses the way in which the faithful regard Christ. [But

the context shows that thi5 reference is not to their regard for Christ ;

but to their own portion. Render literally : To you then who believe

it the honor. The rendering of Eng. Ver. is quite out of the question.

Hut., Alf.] Stone—of the corner—See Matt. xxi. 42, note. Peter

had quoted the same saying, Acts iv. 11 ; and here he quotes it most

appropriately. The stone, etc.—The Syriac translator, or Greek

copyist, before him, passing from Xidov, stone, to Xi&oz, stone, omitted

the intermediate words, as sometimes happens. But these plainly be

long to the subject. Peter quotes three sayings in ver. 6, 7 : the

first from Isaiah, the second from the Psalms, the third again from

Isaiah. He alludes to the third in ver. 8 ; but he alluded to the se

cond and the first in ver. 4, even then thinking of them both. There

fore the words, disallowed and they disallowed, in ver. 4, 7, refer to

each other. The dative, to them that are "disobedient, as just before,

to you that believe, accords with the Hebrew prefix b, with this mean

ing, as regards those that believe not ; and the remainder of this verse

is connected with this dative, and the construction is easy : was made

the head of the corner and a stone of stumbling, etc. ; the union of the

two sayings softening the disparity of the accusative and the nomi

native case, «c xefafyv, to the head—Xi&oz, stone. The saying of the

Psalm has a twofold agreement with this. For 1st, They who rejected

the stone, were truly disobedient. 2d, The same persons, in rejecting

the stone, were unconsciously contributing to its becoming the head

of the corner ; nor can they now prevent this, however they may

chafe, and they shall experience, to their great misery, that he is the

head of the corner : Matt. xxi. 44. The head—Christ is the head

of the corner, especially as respects believers, who are built upon him;

yet unbelievers experience this in another way.

8. Who stumble, not believing [Eng. Ver., being disobedient, is

right. Alf.] the word—[Eng. Ver. joins stumble with the word ; but

this is altogether wrong. Alf., etc.] In ver. 7, he expressed the dif

ferent judgments of believers and unbelievers respecting Christ ; now

he states the difference itself between believers and unbelievers.

Many construe, stumble at the word. But npoaxoxzOvat, stumble,

put absolutely (as in John xi. 9), is derived from Tzpoaxdpiparozz, of

stumbling, the word quoted from Isaiah ; and the declaration follow.",

disobeying the word, as ch. iv. 17, What shall be the end of those who

obey not the Gospel of God ? and certainly ch. iii. 1, If any obey

not the word. In the Gospel-word the preciousness of Christ is set

forth : they who disbelieve the word, despise Christ, and stumble at
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him. To whieh [Eng. Ver., whereunto] also they were appointed—

Which refers to stumble : they who do not believe, stumble ; they who

stumble are also appointed for stumbling. This appointment follows

unbelief and stumbling, as the intensive particle, also, and the po

sition of this clause at the end, signify. And yet stumble is present.

They were appointed has the force of a past tense ; implying, that

by a most just judgment of God, unbelievers stumble more and more

daily. Are appointed answers to / lay, ver. 6; but with a difference :

for God is said, in the active, to appoint Christ and the elect : unbe

lievers, in the passive, are said to be appointed. Comp. Rom. ix.

22, note.

9. But ye—After so sorrowful a subject, he consoles the godly ; as

2 Thess. ii. 13. A generation—peculiar—He twice mentions two re

markable sayings, indicating the relation of believers, as towards

their Father and towards their God : Is. xliii. 20, 21, Sept., My na

tion, My chosen : My people whom I have reserved as a possession, to

show forth My praises. Ex. xix. 5, 6, a peculiar, Gr. xeptouatoz,

people from all the nations, a royal priesthood, and a holy nation,

Ilepi in composition often denotes something surviving : as nepty'fvea-

8at, to conquer, the enemy being repulsed : xepmoiua&at, to reserve

something, when you give up the rest ; xeptfttouv, not to put to death ;

neptovrez, D'Titf, the surviving, Job xxvii. 15. And thus for hSjo the

Sept. has neptoivatoz, peculiar, Exodus xix. 5, 6 : (comp. neptouatao-

pbz and nepmoirjatz, Mal. iii. 17). Peter does not add, from all the

nations ; because he honors the Gentiles also with this title : ver. 10.

Chosen—Excellent. A royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for

a possession—[Eng. Ver., a peculiar people]—A kingdom of priests is

a Hebrew expression. God is a king ; believers are his priests ; Rev.

i. 6. Comp. 2 Sam. viii. 18 with 1 Chron. xviii. 17. A holynation,

God's property. Ileptnoi^atz, possession, in the abstract, is the same

as izeptouatoz, peculiar, in the concrete, in the Sept. Comp. Eph. i.

14, note. The praises—His wonderful glory in this verse, his mercy

in the next verse, his goodness in ver. 3. [Comp. Num. xiv. 17.

V. (?.] Paul only once uses the word aperij, virtue, excellence [Eng.

Ver., praise], Phil. iv. 8, of the righteous ; Peter, in this passage

only of this Epistle, of God : in the second Epistle, ch. i. 3, he uses

it a second time of God, and in ver. 5 of the same chapter, he uses

it of the faithful. The Hebrew is viSnn at the passage already

quoted : which word in Is. xlii. 8, 12, lxiii. 7, the Sept. translates by

o\peraz, virtues, just as they put aperrj, virtue, for tin, Hab. iii. 3;

Zech. vi. 13. Should shew forth—The sense is, that ye acknowledge

and declare. Sept., Is. xlii. 12, they shall declare his praises in th*
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islands. 'E£, forth, in iGarytttrjrs, shew forth, expresses the igno

rance of many, to whom the faithful should declare God's excellen

cies. [Rather, it simply strengthens the force of the verb. HutJ]

Of Aim—Of God : 2 Pet. i. 3, note.

10. Which in time past—See Rom. ix. 25, note ; and with in time

past, comp. presently ye were, ver. 25. The quotation from Hosea

is a kind of enigma. In Hosea, literally, it refers to the Jews ; for,

according to the context, as an axiom, it is only applied to a particu

lar subject ; but there may be a more general question in the speak

er's mind, and then it may be applied to other subjects. / will call

them My people, who were not (My) people, applies to the Jews and

Gentiles. Thus care is taken that the sense of the text may not ne

cessarily appear twofold. Not a people—Rom. x. 19, note; not even

a people, much less God's people. The former half of the verse re

fers specially to the Gentiles ; the latter, to the Jews. Concerning

the latter, see Tit. iii. 4, and the context : concerning the former,

Acts xv. 14. [ Who were uncompassionated, that is, unpitied, objects

of aversion and wrath ; but now compassionated. So Alf., better than

Eng. Ver.]

11. Dearly beloved—A friendly and benevolent exhortation. 1 be

seech you—So ch. v. 1. [A great exhortation, of which the former

part begins here; the second part in the middle of ver. 15, ch. iii.

Both parts have that whereas, etc., ch. ii. 12, and iii. 16. Not. Crit.]

Strangers andforeigners—[Eng. Ver., pilgrims; Alf. better, sojourn

ers]—A gradation : ye are not only as in a strange house, but even

as in a foreign city, ye Jewish and Gentile believers. The reason

why ye should abstain. Lev. xxv. 23, Sept., ye are strangers and so

journers before Me. Ps. xxxix. 12, for I am a stranger on the earth,

and a sojourner, as all my fathers were. Comp. Heb. xi. 13, note.

Abstain—The imperative, as ch. v. 1, 2, I exhort—feed. Thus are

connected, having your conversation, etc., ver. 12, and ch. iii. 7, 8, 9,

and ready, ch. iii. 15. Fleshly—2 Pet. ii. 10, 18. War—They not

only hinder, but attack. A noble word.

12. Your conversation—There are two things in which strangers

and foreigners should behave well : The conversation, which is well

laid down for subjects, ver. 13; for servants, ver. 18; for wives, ch.

iii. 1 ; for husbands, ch. iii. 7 : for all, ver. 8 : and confession, ch. iii.

15, 16, which passage manifestly refers to this. Each passage is de

rived from the will of God : ch. ii. 15, iii. 17. Speak against you—

That was common even then, ver. 15, ch. iii. 16, iv. 4, 14. As evil

doers—As though ye were not obedient to authorities and magistrates

and good laws : ver. 13, 14. By—Construe with they may glorify.
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Good works—Hence well-doing, ver. 14 and 15. This is trne mt-

mission. Which they shall behold—The same word ocean, ch. 5L 2.

Other men narrowly scrutinize the actions of the righteous. Glerifj

God—God, who has children like himself. In the day of risttation—

In the day, used indefinitely. [The note in the Germ. Vers. inter

prets it of the last day. £. B.] The divine visitation is meant, wbra

Ood reveals the long hidden innocence of the righteous : and he oftei

accomplishes this by hostile magistrates themselves, during the in

quiry, and he often converts even adversaries. Thus Sept., t» tit

day of visitation, Is. x. 3 ; at the season of visitation, Jrr. vi. li

Until such a day arrives, patience is necessary. [The time referred

to is God's glorious visitation of the heathen, when even the accusers

of ver. 12 shall be brought to repentance. J/«' ]

1 3. To every creature [Eng. Ver., ordinance'} of man—A king «

Caesar is called a creature, and so are governors sent by him: tk

abstract being put for the concrete, as in political language tkc

phrase, to create a magistrate, is often used (comp. '--.m-, a building.

Hob. ix. 11) : hence the word every is divided by the words, whether,

or. And they are called creatures of man, because they govern hs-

man affairs after the manner of men : which saying savours of the

apostle's heavenly perception, raised above all human things. And

under this very name, they who have attained to the nobility of faith.

might despise that whole creation. Peter guards against this, and

bids them to submit themselves, for the take of the Lord Christ, whs

once was subject, though all things are subject to him. for—The

highest obligation, by the name of Jesus Christ, whose honor U at

stake. To the king—Caesar. For they were Roman provinces inw

which Peter WHS sending. The Jewish zealots refused obedience.

14. Tin m that do well—A common word in this Epistle.

15. The ignorance—For instance, respecting Christian integrity.

This word contains the reason why Christians should pity the heathen.

16. As free—Without malice. This depends on ver. 13. [That

is, submit yourselves, as free. But it is better to connect with rer.

15 : put to silence by well-doing, as free, etc. So Alf.~] On libertj,

comp. ver. 9. Maliciousness—A slavish vice.

17. All—To whom honor is due : Rom. xiii. 7. Sonar—They

who are unconnected with us, should be treated with courtesy ; breth

ren, familiarly. [But courtesy is too weak a term for Tifajaare, honor.

Appreciate their worth, and show that you do so. Hut.~\ This Aorist

is followed by three Presents. The king must be so honored, that

the love of the brotherhood, and the fear of God, be not violated.

The brotherhood— The abstract, ch. v. 9. Brethren must be lored,
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because they are brethren. God—Prov. xxiv. 21, Sept., Fear God,

my son, and the king. The king—Ver. 13. Honor—In action also,

and not in feeling only.

18. Servants—He prescribes duties to these, and not to masters,

the most of whom are heathen. Subject, Gr. feoT-a<rrf6//evo«—The

participle for the imperative, depending upon urronfpyre, submit your

selves, ver. 13 ; from which the form of the imperative should be re

peated by Zeugma [that is, a connection in which several sentences

are referred to one word, each of which, if standing alone, would re

quire it to be expressed]. So also ch. iii. 1. Not only—Gentleness

is obeyed more readily than harshness. To the good—Who inflict no

injury. The gentle—Who pardon errors. Thefroward—Who with

out cause employ severity, blows, and reproaches.

19. Thankworthy—With God : ver. 20. For conscience toward

God—On account of the consciousness of a mind which does things

good and pleasing to God, even though they please no man (consider

the force of xi.so;, glory, presently). [When a just man's good deeds

are not approved of by men, and when he does not acquire, either

before or afterwards, either their assent, support, or the intimation,

gratitude, nay, rather experiences everything of an opposite kind, he

may be greatly chagrined and grieved. But if his conscience can

only have God's approval, unmixed delight remains. V. (?.] Wrong

fully—That is, suffering those things which are unjustly inflicted.

DJn, «Wf'x<«C, unjustly, Sept., Prov. i. 11, 17.

20. Glory—ATAeoc denotes praise, not so much from many, as from

the good ; and here from God himself, in return for insults. Buffeted

—The punishment of slaves, and that sudden. [For your faults—

More exactly, when ye do wrong and are buffeted for it. Alf.~\ Suf

fer—Afflicted with deliberate evils. [Read TOUTO rap, for this (is

acceptable). Tisch., Alf.~] Acceptable—Peter imitates the phrase

which he himself, when a new disciple, had heard from the Lord

Luke vi. 32, etc.

21. Hereunto—To the imitation of Christ, who condescends to set

before servants his own example, as he himself was formerly esteemed

as a servant. Were ye called—With a heavenly calling, which found

you in a state of slavery. Leaving—On his departure to the Father

[into glory. V. G. For fyuv read upv. Tisch., Alf. Read, leaving

you, an example]. An example—A copy is adapted to the capacity

of a novice, learning to paint. Thus Peter here plainly delineates. to

servants Christ's example, bringing out strongly those features espe

cially adapted to servants. Steps—Of innocence and patience. The

same word occurs, Rom. iv. 12, note.
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22. WJio did no sin, neither was guile found, etc.—Is. liii. 9, Sept.,

he did no sin, nor guile in his mouth, that is, He committed neither

open nor secret sin. Words were suited for the admonition of ser

vants, who easily fall into sins and deceits, reproaches towards their

fellow-servants, and threats, arising from powerless anger.

23. He reviled not again—Is. liii. 7. He threatened not—Although

as Lord he might have done so [and although he declared his coming

again. V. (?.] How much more should servants exercise patience !

[Indeed such arms are often used by the feeble ; such as slaves espe

cially were, who might, therefore, readily threaten their masters with

the Divine judgment. V. (?.] But committed—The judgment. Right

eously — God's righteousness is the foundation of peace to the

afflicted.

24. Who—Peter infers, that we can and ought to follow Christ's

footsteps. Himself bare—Personal exertion becomes a servant, that

he himself do what is to be done. Jesus Christ himself undertook

the part of others : he did not substitute others for himself. Peter

agrees with Is. lii. 11, Sept., And he himself shall bear their sins.

Comp. Heb. ix. 28, nttte. In his own body—Most afflicted. On the

tree— Slaves were wont to be punished with the tree, the cross, the

fork [an instrument shaped like a V, placed on the neck, while the

hands were bound to the two ends]. That—That declares that the

expiation of sins, properly so called, was made on Christ's cross,

since its fruit alone frees from the slavery of sin. Being severed—

Gr. dnoyevopevot [but Eng. Ver., being dead, is right. Hut., Alfi]

Aptly describing our deliverance from the slavery of sin ; for a slave

is said to become the property of any one, reveadat rtvbz. 'Anb signi

fies separation ; as Job xv. 4, Sept., thou castest off fear. The op

posite term is npoarevea&at, to be added to, in the Sept. The Body

of Christ was presently removed from that tree to which he had borne

our sins : so should we be removed from sin. Unto righteousness—

Righteousness is altogether one ; sin is manifold, to sins. On right

eousness, comp. Is. liii. 11. Should live—In a noble service.

25. By whose stripe [Eng. Ver., stripes] ye were healed; for ye

were as sheep going astray—Is. liii. 5, 6. A paradox of the apostle :

Ye were healed with a stripe. But piohoip, a weal, is common on a

slave ; Sirach xxiii. 10. Shepherd and bishop—Whom you are bound

to obey. Synonymous words. Comp. ch. v. 2.
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CHAPTER III.

1. In subjection—In the progress of the discourse, by a courteous

change of construction, the participle is put for the imperative : ver.

7, 8. If any—Peter speaks mildly. The word : the word- -Used

in a double sense [Antanaclasis] : in the former place, the Gospel is

signified; in the latter, discourse [or preaching. So Alf.] The, con-

versation itself breathes the force of the doctrine. Be won—The fu

ture Subjunctive, rare. So xaudrjaopat, to be burned, 1 Cor. xiii. 3 ;

ipftXrjdrjaerat, he should be cast, Dan. iii. 11, vi. 7. It is a more re

mote future, as in Latin, lucraturus eris, you will be about to gain.

2. Coupled with fear—This is to be referred to irv^v, chaste ; not

to dvaorpofrjv, conversation. Fear is something general, commended

by the apostle to all Christians, but especially to women, that their

conversation be chaste.

3. Whose let it be—A delineation of the inward character by the

outward manifestations. Women themselves thus clothe the spirit;

we claim for ourselves, we regard as ours, not outward ornament, but

the inner man, etc. Not—adorning—Although they use such adorn

ing, as occasion demands, yet they do not regard it as adorning. Of

plaiting : of wearing : of putting on—The verbals imply the labor

of dressing, which consumes much time.

4. But the hidden—The inner is opposed to the outward; but in

stead of the inner it is called the hidden, in which a just desire of

concealment is included. Man—Eph. iii. 16, note. In—Supply

which is. This hidden man is not the ornament itself, but is adorned

by the ornament : the ornament itself is that which is incorruptible,

etc., whence those women are so adorned whose hidden man rejoices

in such a spirit. Not corruptible— Eph. vi. 24, note. This is opposed

to outward adorning, which is corrupted. On gold, comp. ch. i. 18.

Meekness and quietness should be incorruptible. Moreover, the cor

ruption of this spirit is obstinacy and fear. Of a meek and quiet

spirit—The meek is he who does not disturb : the quiet, who bears

tranquilly the disturbances of others, whether superiors, inferiors, or

equals ; to the former, the end of ver. 5 refers ; to the latter, the end

of ver. 6. Moreover meekness resides in the affections ; quietness of

spirit is shown in words, countenance, and actions. Which—The in

corruptible. [Rather, the meek and quiet spirit. Hut.] In the sight

of God—Who regards inward, and not outward things ; whom the right

eous strive to please.

5. The holy w)men—M.osl worthy of imitation. Who hoped—
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[Eng. Ver., trusted]—Hope in God is true holiness. This epithet is

a- part of the subject. Being in subjection—The adorning of the an

cient matrons is explained by being in subjection (of which subjection

Sarah is an example), doing well, and not fearing, etc.

6. Even as—The particle used in citing an example. Obeyed—

Gen. xviii. 6. Lord—Gen. xviii. 12, Sept., my lord. Also 1 Sam.

i. 8 : And Elkanah her husband said to her, Hannah ! and she

said, Here am I, my lord : and he said, WJiy weepest thou ? Him—

Although born of the same father : Gen. xx. 12. Ye have become—

He says not, ye are [as Eng. Ver., incorrectly, ye are]. He ad

dresses even Gentile believers. Daughters—Daughters should imi

tate their mother, as the sons of Abraham. Doing well—This also

depends upon adorned, ver. 5 [that is, The holy women, doing well,

etc. ; but Eng. Ver. is much better. Render, of whom (Sarah) ye have

become children, if ye do good, etc. Alf, etc.] And not—Comp. ver.

13, 16, 15. You need fear no man in doing right. Being afraid—

Anger assails men ; fear, women. Terror—[Eng. Ver. is feeble,

amazement]—Coming from without, ver. 14, note. Prov. iii. 25,

Sept., And thou shalt not be afraid of sudden terror.

7. Likewise—The likeness does not refer to special duties, some of

which belong to the wife, and others to the husband ; but to the foun

dation of love: thus likewise, ch. v. 5. Knowledge—The master

shows gentleness, ch. ii. 18 ; the husband, knowledge. Knowledge,

which has regard to the weaker vessel, implies moderation, and pro

duces rvdiiajv, judiciousness : on which word, see 1 Cor. vii. 25, note.

Therefore it excludes all violence, by which the weaker are terrified,

especially that caused by anger. Adam furnished a striking example

of marital rule, tempered with moderation, in that he himself named

his wife, and gave her the power of naming her children. [Connect

thus : dwelling according to knowledge with the feminine as with the

weaker vessel, etc. Alf] As—Twice used here : in the former place

it refers to knowledge ; in the other, to honor. The weakness of the

vessel requires moderation ; the inheritance enjoins honor (which im

plies more). The weaken—The comparative : even the man has

weakness. [Rather contrasted with man, the stronger. Alf] Vessel

—This denotes the sex and entire disposition and temperament of

woman. Giving honor—This is said in accordance with the com

mand, that women should be in subjection. Comp. ch. ii. 17. Honor

—That of justly estimating them, of kindness, and of a chaste con

versation. Comp. m honor, 1 Thess. iv. 4. Heirs together—Gr.

ourxXrjpovopoi. Others read aurxhjpovbptoiz. [The latter reading is

right. Render, giving honor as to those who are also fellow-inheritors,
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etc. Alf] But the apostle is prescribing to husbands their duties to

wards their wives of whatever character, even towards those who do

not believe the word. Comp. ver. 1. Heirs together—Heirs with

other believers. The reason why the husband should show modera

tion towards the wife, is drawn from the wife's weakness ; the reason

why the husband should honor the wife, is derived from the fact, that

God also honors the man, as an heir. The hope of eternal glory

makes men noble-minded and mild. There is a similar argument,

shortly afterwards, in ver. 9, Bless, inasmuch as ye are called to in

herit a blessing. The nominative case, joint-heirs, elegantly corres

ponds with dwelling together with them. Husbands are said to be

joint-heirs, not with their wives, but with all believers. Comp. elected

together with you, ch. V. 13. Hindered—Gr. irxonzaa&at. Some few

read ixxbnrso&at [cut off. So Tisch. (not Alf. J] The Hebrew phrases

in Shcetgen agree with both the Greek words : and indeed ipy with

the word ixxdnrea&at, cut off, where barrenness is treated of, through

which children fail, who otherwise succeed their parents through

prayer; yzy and "oy with the word irxbnrea&at, to hinder, where

sins which hinder prayers are treated of. This therefore is the better

reading. For the apostle wishes the prayers of husbands to be not

even hindered or interrupted. But they are interrupted by intem

perance and wrath, 1 Cor. vii. 5; and there is no time in which the

recollection of injuries is more vivid, than when in prayer. [It often hap

pens, that when dissension prevails among friends, neighbors, col

leagues, the learned,—so as to occupy the mind day and night, prayer

entirely ceases. V. (?.] And the unforgiving our heavenly Father

does not forgive, although they pray. Prayers—Whereby you gain

that inheritance, and seek the salvation of your wives. Comp. note

on 1 Tim. ii. 8.

8. All—Before this, from ch. ii. 18, he has been describing par

ticular duties. Of one mind—The three parts of ver. 8 and 9, by

an inverted Chiasmus [cross reference], answer to the psalm repeated

in ver. 10 and 11, by three clauses. [Therefore finally refers not to

the conclusion of the whole epistle, but to the exhortation to maintain

a right conversation. V. (?.] Sympathizing—[Not as Eng. Ver.,

having compassion]. In prosperity and adversity. Having brotherly

love—[Eng. Ver., love as brethren]—Towards the saints. Pitiful—

Towards the afflicted. [For fdofpovez, courteous, read ranuvo-

fpovez, humble-minded. Tisch., Alf]

9. Evil—In deed. Railing—In words. Contrariwise—This re

fers to railing. For evil is the opposite of what occurs in the preceding

verse. [For tidoze^ ort, knowing that, read ort, for. Tisch., Alf. So
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BengJ] For—No railing can injure you. Comp. ver. 13. Y«

should imitate God, who bleuet yon. Thereunto—So, for tiii pv-

pote, that, ch. ir. 6. Bletring—Eternal, the first-fruits of whiektbe

righteous even now enjoy. See next Terse.

10. He that will love life and to tee good dayt—If yon wish, ap

Peter, to taste of that inheritance, you must abstain from evil n

word and deed. Pa. xxxiv. 12—16, Sept. : What man is then rw

withet life, loving to tee good dayt f Peter, withont altering tie

sense, adds fresh vivacity : who withet to to live, that he may *d «

wearied of life. [This puts the love of life too far out of sight. Tin

/'•('•• for life, in the higher sense, like its possession, implies a peculw

state of mind. //.--.] Opposed to this is Eccles. ii. 17; 1 1***

weary of life. And so Gen. xxvii. 46 ; Num. xi. 15. Let ha* rt-

/rain hi* tongue—The Sept. has refrain thy tongue, and the rest of tbe

passage in the second person, as far as the words Suafov aurr,*, *

*<i<- it.

12. For the eyet—The Sept. has Oifdalpoi, eyet, the rest is in tie

same words, as far as xaxd, evilt. Over the righteovt—Who h»ve

from that source life and good days. The face—With anger: coop.

2 Sam. xxii. 28. Anger excites a* man's whole countenance; J«

affects the eyes.

13. And who f—And has an inferential and assertive force. W»

it he that will harm you f—That is, often a matter is much more asj

than is supposed. Opposed to that which it good. Isa. 1. 9, W

'V«rv, Sept., who thatt do me harm f Followeri of that which ago*

—Follow good (in the neuter gender), says John, 3d Epistle, ver. H-

And thus Peter also here. Satan is called the evU one: where*

God is good. But this epithet is not usually put for the proper

name.

14. Ye tuffer—Gr. jrder^oire. A milder word than xaxowrf*."

be afflicted. ffappy—Ch. iv. 14. Not even does this depri« jo"

of a happy life ; it rather increases it. A remarkable treatment o

the subject of the cross. Be not afraid with their terror—[not °/

their terror, as Eng. Ver. The Greek may be rendered in either m.T)

but here, as in Sept. etc., ybjiov, fear, is subjective. Alf-,^i

neither be troubled; but sanctify the Lord God in your hearti—"

teaches how to bear adversities, that happiness may not be dimimsbe

Isa. viii. 12, 13, Sept. Te thall notfear theirfear, nor shallye, beofra&

Sanctify the Lord of Hosts himself, and he shall be thy fear. DoBOt

fear that fear, which the wicked both feel themselves and striw to a'

cite in you. (Pofjeiffftat ifbftov to fear a fear, is said, as yaiptm )«/'as>

to rejoice with joy. One only is to be feared, even the Lord: i* *
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sanctified with pure fear, and truly honored as God, the feelings of

the pious answering to the Divine omnipotence [Isa. viii. 13].

15. [For 6s6v, God, read Xpttrrbv, Christ. Tisch., AlfJ] But

ready—The word ready implies boldness; dk, but, is forcible. Not

only should the conversation be good, on which see ch. ii. 12, note,

but every one also should be prepared to confess. That asketh—

Among the Gentiles some were openly wicked, ver. 16 ; others

doubted. Believers are bidden to answer the latter kindly. Hope—

Which they confess, who say that they are strangers in the world,

and avoid its lusts, ch. ii. 11. Comp. Heb. xi. 13, etc. The hope

of Christians has often moved others to inquiry. [Add dUa, but,

before //sr«, with. Tisch., Alf.~\ With—This depends upon ready to

give an answer. Meekness is needed as respects ourselves ; fear, as

respects others : a good conscience, towards God. Fear—In common

language, respect. They who have a good conscience, when accused,

are more easily provoked, and less easily preserve meekness and fear,

than the guilty. Therefore they are here admonished, to unite with

a good conscience, meekness and fear, and so gain a complete victory.

Meekness avails especially in our dealings with inferiors ; fear, with

superiors.

16. Having—This is added to ready without a copula. [For xara-

Xa/Maiv, read xaraXahlode, and omit o/jttiv &; xaxuKotoji*. Tisch.,

Alf., etc. Render, that in the matter in which ye are spoken against,

they may be ashamed, etc.] Falsely accuse youi—conversation—A

concise expression : that is, who falsely accuse you for your good con

versation.

17. Better—Happier, in innumerable ways. If—And this is re

cognized from what befalls us. The will—Which is kind. [Literally,

if the will of God should will. Luther says ; " Go forth in faith and

love: if the cross comes, take it up; if not, seek it not." Alf.~\ Of

God—For our inclination does not will. Comp. Christ's words to

Peter, John xxi. 18.

18. For—That is better, by which we are more assimilated to

Christ, in death and in life: for his passion brought the best result to

himself, and the best fruit to us. Christ—The Holy of the holy. These

are elegant expressions : Christ for sins, a just man [not as Eng. Ver.

the just. Alf.~\ for the unjust. Once only—Never to suffer again.

It is better for us also to suffer once with Christ, than for ever with

out Christ. For sins—As though he himself had committed them.

Suffered—And in such a way too, that his enemies slew him because

of his confession. But his preaching was not thereby hindered ; for

he discharged that office, both before the day of his death, and on the

94
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day of his death, and immediately after his death. Just—[Who hai

accomplished good for us in a most eminent way, ver. 17. V. (?.]

Why should we not suffer for justice 1 ver. 14. [For tfjuuz, «*, read

bpa c, you. 2VicA. (not -4(f.)] TAa< Ae m#A< 6n'n^ us—That he himself;

wAin he departed to the Father, might justify us, who had been alien

ated, and might bring us to heaven (ver. 22) with himself, by the

same steps of humiliation and exaltation which he himself trod.

From this word to ch. iv. 6, Peter closely connects the path or pro

gress of Christ and of believers (by which path he himself also trot

following his Lord, according to his prediction, John ziii. 36), inter

twining therewith the unbelief and punishment of the many. To God—

Who willed it. Gr. r<ji detp. More is signified by the Dative than if he

had added a Preposition, unto God. Put to death—As though he now

had no existence. Peter shows us how our access to God was effected.

In the flesh— [In the spirit—Not by the spirit, as Eng. Ver. Beng. is

right. Hut., Atf.] The flesh and the spirit do not respectively de

note the human and divine nature of Christ : comp. ch. iv. 6 ; but

either of them, so far as it is the principle and condition of his life,

and its correspondent working; whether it be among mortals in

righteousness, or with God in glory : Rom. i. 4, note. To the for

mer state the soul in the body is better adapted ; to the latter, the

soul either out of the body, or united with the glorified and spiritual

body: 1 Cor. xv. 44. Quickened— Quickening should be explained

as antithetical to put to death. As to the rest, Christ having life in

himself, and being himself the life, neither ceased, nor began again,

to live in spirit : but as soon as he hud been released by death from

his fleshly weakness, immediately (as distinguished divines acknow

ledge) the energy of his imperishable life began to exert itself in new

and unembarrassed ways. This quickening, accompanied •with his

going and preaching to the spirits, was necessarily soon followed by

the raising of his body from the dead, and his resurrection from the

tomb, ver. 21. Christ liveth unto God, Rom. vi. 10. Comp. accord

ing to God, ch. iv. 6. Our Lord's discourse, John vi., which Peter

had becomingly received, ver. 68, had been fixed in Peter's heart;

and with that portion, and especially ver. 51, 53, 62, 63, may be

compared what Peter writes, ch. i. 2, 19, iii. 18, 22, iv. 1.

18, 19. In gpirit ; to the spirits—These expressions harmonize.

19. In which—[Not as Eng. Ver., by which]—Spirit. Christ dealt

with the living, in the flesh ; with spirits, in spirit. He himself has

power with the living and the dead. There are wonders in that in

visible world. In a mysterious subject, we should not dismiss from

it the peculiar signification of the language, because it has no pa
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rallels. For they, to whom any mystery has first been revealed, have

most nobly believed God's word even without parallel passages. For

instance, our Saviour only once said, This is my body. The mystery

respecting the change of the living [at the last day], is only once

written. To the spirits—Peter does not say that all the spirits were

in that place of confinement, for many might have been in a more

gloomy place ; but he means, that Christ preached to all who were

imprisoned. In prison—The guilty are punished in prison ; they are

kept in guard, until they experience what the Judge will do. The

expression about the state of those living under the Old Testament,

Gal. iii. 23, is analogous to this. To the spirits—Of the dead. Comp.

Heb. xii. 23. He does not call them souls, as in the next verse.

Went—Gr. noptu&tti;. Namely, to those spirits. The same word is

used in ver. 22. Those spirits were not in Jesus' tomb : He went to

them. He preached—Gr. Ixypusev. By this preaching, which suc

ceeded his quickening, Christ showed himself both alive, even then,

and righteous. Peter would not say, eur^e^iffaTo, He preached the

Gospel, if the preaching of grace only were here designed especially :

for the hearers had fallen asleep before the gospel times ; therefore

he uses a broader word, he published. Noah, a preacher of righteous

ness, was despised, 2 Pet. ii. 5 ; but Christ was a more powerful

preacher, who, when quickened in spirit, vindicated his own right

eousness, which was not believed by the ancients, and openly refuted

their unbelief, 1 Tim. iii. 16. If he were speaking of preaching by

Noah, the word sometime would either be omitted entirely, or be

joined with preached. This preaching was a prelude to the general

judgment ; comp. ch. iv. 5 ; and the term preaching itself is to be

taken in its wider sense, that it may be understood to have been to

some a preaching of the Gospel, as Hutter says, to their consolation,

which is more peculiarly Christ's office ; to others, and perhaps the

majority, a publishing of the law, for their terror. For if the judg

ment itself shall be joyful to some, assuredly this preaching was not

dreadful to all. The author of the Adumbrations, which are assigned

to Clement of Alexandria and to Cassiodorus, says, TJiey saw not hit

form, but heard the sound of his voice. Calvin, Institutes, B. 2, ch. xvi.

9, says, For the context also leads to this conclusion, that the faithful,

who had died before that time, shared the same grace with us : because

it enhances the power of his death from this circumstance, that it pen

etrated even to the dead, while the souls of the righteous obtained an

immediate view of that visitation, which they had anxiously expected ;

on the contrary, it was more plainly revealed to the lost, that they are

utterly excluded from salvation. And though Peter does not speak so
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distinctly, it must not be understood as though he mingled the righteous

and the wicked without any difference, but he only wishes to teach, that

both had a perception of Christ's death.

20. Who had been unbelieving—[Eng. Ver., disobedient]. Who in

their life had not believed the patriarchs, who admonished them in the

name of God. Sometime—This sometime (used in ver. 5, also of a

long time,) and this long-suffering, of which he presently speaks, refer

to all ages of the Old Testament, before Christ's death. It is called

forbearance, Rom. iii. 26. Long-suffering preceded Christ's first

coming, as here shown, and his second coming, 2 Pet. iii. 9, note.

[For 8.tza£ i£edi%ezo, once—waited, read ebr i£edi^zo, was waiting.

Tisch., Alf, etc. So Beng.] Waited— Or was waiting. That is,

God continued waiting, that men might believe. But there is greater

force in the Greek double compound : He continued waiting until

there was an end of his waiting, in the death of the men. In—Un

derstand olov ; that is, for instance, in the days of Noah. The most

remarkable species is added to the class, for these reasons : (1) Never

did more perish at once than at the deluge. (2) By mention ofwater,

Peter conveniently passes to baptism. (3) The destruction of the

world by water is a prelude to its destruction by fire, 2 Pet. iii. 6, 7,

along with the last judgment, ch. iv. 5. Nor is it surprising that

sometime is used more widely than the days of Noah ; since also the

days of Noah altogether were many more than the days of the build

ing of the ark ; these, however, are immediately added. Compare

with this the marking of time, which gradually becomes more par

ticular, in Mark xiv. 30; Luke iv. 25; Deut. xxxi. 10. 0 what

comprehensive preaching ! While an ark was a preparing—[Eng.

Ver., the ark.]—Ark without the article: Heb. xi. 7. The expression

is adapted to the mind of the unbelieving spectators. This building

occupied a long time, for it is not probable that many aided Noah in

his work. Throughout that time, especially, God's long-suffering

waited. Into which—[But Eng. Ver. is right, in which]. Having

entered into the ark by faith, they sought and found safety. A few—

It is the more probable that some out of so great a multitude repented,

when the rain came ; and though they had not believed while God

was waiting, and the ark building, afterwards, when the ark was fin

ished, and punishment assailed them, began to believe; and to these,

and to all like them, Christ afterwards presented himself as a preacher

of grace. Luther attributed less weight to this interpretation in his

homilies on 1st Peter, published in a.d. 1523 ; but shortly before hia

death he more decidedly embraced it. There is a well-known passage

in his Comm, on Gen. vii. 1, and his exposition of Hosea agrees with
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it, published in the year 1545, in which, ch. vi. 2, he referred' the two

days to the descent into hell ; and quoting this passage of Peter, he

says : Here Peter plainly says, not only that Christ appeared to the

dead fathers and patriarchs, some of whom doubtless Christ, on his re

surrection, raised with himself to eternal life, but also preached to some

who in Noah'g time did not believe, and waitedfor the patience of God,

that is, hoped that God would not deal so severely with all flesh,—in

order that they might understand that THEIR sing were FORGIVEN

through Christ's sacrifice. Eight—Ham, who was to incur the curse,

being omitted, there were seven, a sacred number. Through [Eng.

Ver., by] water—Jia, through ; an appropriate particle, denoting

passage, without consideration either of the peril which threatened

from the waters in themselves, or of the safety afforded in their being

borne in the ark. Thus the following verse accords with this.

21. [For y> read o, and for ^"C, us, read £//«f, you. Tisch., Alf.

Render, which, the archetype, is now saving you (namely) baptism, etc.]

Now—At this time, in other respects evil. Save—Withdraws us

from the destruction of the whole world, and of the Jewish people.

There is a reference to were saved, ver. 20. Peter shows that, as for

merly there were some who perished through unbelief, and others who

•were saved through faith, just so in the New Testament there are

some who are saved (as here), others, who perish: ch. iv. 4-6 ; that

they both experience, although differently, Christ's power, which

very thing has special force to withdraw the godly from the wicked,

and to confirm them in patience. Not (the baptism) of the flesh—

[But Eng. Ver., the filth of the flesh~]—He explains why and how far

baptism has so salutary an effect. There were baptisms also among

the Jews : but these purified the flesh, and were limited to this : even

now the flesh is washed in baptism, but baptism does not consist in

the washing, of the flesh, nor does the mere act of baptism save ;

comp. Eph. ii. 11 ; but so far as it is the answer of a good conscience.

Of the flesh, is emphatically put first, and the putting away of im

purity is ascribed to the flesh, (accordingly it is not said, the putting

away of the filth of the flesh [as Eng. Ver.]) ; and the conscience is

opposed to the flesh. Asking of a good conscience—[Eng. Ver., an

swer, is quite wrong. Render, the enquiry of a good conscience after

God. Alf.~\ Dan. iv. 14, snSxi? (parallel to which is Kojns, a judicial

decree, Heb. IT ), Sept., lnepd>rqfia, asking, in this one passage. But

SxKf and am are both often rendered iictpatrdta, ask. The Greek

Scholia explain IxtpitiTr/fjia, an earnest, a pledge, a proof. The apos

tle doubtless refers to the Hebrew rhwff. It is characteristic of the

j;odly to ask, to consult, to address God confidently ; but it is charac
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i

teristic of the ungodly not to ask him, or to ask idols ; Judges xx.

18, 23, 27 ; 1 Sam. x. 22, xxiii. 2, 4 ; Isa. xxx. 2 ; Hosea iv. 14 ; in

all which places the Sept. has inepanijLv, to ask. Therefore the ask

ing of a good conscience saves us ; that is, the asking, in which we ad

dress God with a good conscience, our sins being forgiven and re

nounced. Comp. ver. 16 ; Heb. x. 22. This asking is given in bap

tism, and is exercised in all acts of faith, of prayers, and of Christ

ian life; and God always honors it with an answer. Comp. Deut.

xxvi. 17, 18, moxn mrr nx, thou hast chosen God; p'aun mm, and

the Lord hath chosen thee : Isa. xix. 21. By the resurrection—Con

strued with saves, [and referring back to ver. 18, quickened. Hut.]

Comp. ch. i. 3, 21.

22. Who is, etc.—The Vulgate, by far the most ancient of all ver

sions, reads, Who is on the right hand of God, after having swallowed

up death, that we might be made the heirs of eternal life. So all the

Latins, in Mill. Peter draws special applications from Christ's suf

ferings, from his death, from his quickening, from his resurrection,

from his going into heaven, from his judging the quick and dead;

but from his sitting at God's right hand he either draws no applica

tion, or that which is still read in the Latin Version. By his death,

Christ utterly destroyed death: but his sitting on the right hand of

God, assumes that death which he endured once for all to obtain life

for us ; and involves a state of life glorious, eternal, and salutary

for us. Acts ii. 28; Rom. vi. 9, 10; Heb. vii. 16, 24, 25; 1 Cor.

xv. 54; John xiv. 19. Note especially the signification of past time

in xaraxuov, who is gone. Angels—To him angels are subject, and

that too of all ranks, good or evil ; and so also are men.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Christ—The Lord of glory. [Omit bnkp fjpwv, for us. Tisch.,

Alfi] With the flesh [Eng. Ver., tn the flesh]—Shortly after, iv

aapxi, in the flesh. [The same mind—Of suffering willingly. V. G.,

i. e., the same intent, resolution, to suffer, as he had. Hut., Atf.]

Arm yourselves— Against enemies. For—This is that continual sub
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ject of reflection. Comp. Rom. vi. 6-11. Hath ceased—Has obtained

a cessation, freedom.

2. That he should live—For it is construed with he hath ceased.

In the flesh, ver. 1, and in the flesh, ver. 2, are connected. Sin, ver.

1, shows itself in the lusts, and suffering in the flesh reminds the man

that the rest of his time in the flesh is at length to have an end. Of

men—Yourselves and others. Lusts—Various : hut God's will is

perfect. There is the same antithesis, 1 John ii. 17. Live, Gr. ftewaat

—An appropriate word. It is not used of brutes.

3. Suffice—A softened expression, for not even should the past

times have been wasted in sins. At the same time a loathing of sin

is expressed on the part of those who repent. [Omit Ijlitv, us, and

too ftiou, of our life. Tisch., A If] To have wrought—Namely, for

you to have wrought. This is presently explained. When we walked

—Advanced madly. The antithesis is nopeu&uz, he went, is gone,

ch. iii. 19, 22. [Gentiles—Heathen, as opposed to Christians. Alf]

In excesS of wine, revelings, and banquetings—Those before mentioned

are practised by individuals, these by clubs. Abominable—By which

God's most sacred law is violated : Rom. i. 23, 24. Idolatries—Of

various kinds. So, in the antithesis, manifold, ver. 10.

4. Wherein—While you determine that it is sufficient to have lived

badly. Run with them—In a troop, eagerly. The same—As they

do to this day, and as you formerly did with them. . Confusion—This

is described in ver. 3. Speaking evil of you—Reproaching you with

pride, singularity, secret impiety, etc.

5. Shall give account—Especially of their evil speaking: Jude ver.

15. To him—Christ. That it ready—The apostles, when they do

not professedly treat of the time of Christ's coming, set forth that

coming as close at hand to their expectation and piety ; hence Peter

comprehends those who then reviled under the living, as though soon

to be judged.

6. For—The particle connects ready and is at hand, ver. 5, 7.

The Judge is ready ; for, since the Gospel is preached, only the end

remains. To them that are dead—Peter calls those dead who lived

through the whole New Testament period, from the time of the preach

ing of the Gospel by the apostles after Christ's ascension, especially

concerning Christ the Judge, Acts x. 42, and those whom the Judge,

who is speedily to come, will find dead, and will restore to life, ver.

5. The Gospel is preached also to the living ; but he mentions the

dead, because the saying, that they might be judged, etc., is especially

accomplished in death. And hence it is plain that the preaching of

the Gospel before that death is meant, and not after it. When the
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body is pat off in death, the soul's condition is unalterably fixed, for

evil or for good. The Gospel is preached to no one after death.

Christ himself preached to those who had formerly lived, ch. iii. 20.

In the New Testament there is abundant preaching to the living.

The Lord cares for those who do not enjoy the benefit of that preach

ing in life. Preached—Christ ttas preached. While they lived, he

caused himself to be preached to them by the Gospel. [But this

seems to violate the plain sense of the words, which assert that the

Gospel was offered to the dead; the spirits in prison, see ch. iii. 19.

Hut., Alf., etc.] The Gospel is always preached at the present day ;

but Peter speaks in past time, respecting the time of judgment,

which, as we have said, he sees as it were close at hand. That—The

end and efficacy of the Gospel is, that men may be assimilated to

Christ in death and in life, ch. iii. 18. The way of salvation through

Christ is both secured and shown to all : they who have believed are

saved, and should be imitated, not reviled, by others ; they who have

not believed, nay, have even reviled, are justly punished. Slight be

judged: might live—The recipients of the Gospel become like

Christ's death through repentance ; and afterwards through all adver

sities, even until the death of the body. That death is called a judg

ment, in respect of the old man : and to this judgment, distinguish

ing evil from good, the faithful themselves readily subscribe : nor will

they be liable to £he dreadful universal judgment : ver. 5, 17, 18 ; 1

Cor. xi. 32. But the same live with Christ: and they are said to

live, not to be made alive ; because they have been quickened already

with Christ : ch. iii. 18, comp. Eph. ii. 5. On this judgment and

life, comp. ver. 1, 2, 3 ; for believers, while in the flesh, already re

ceive the beginning of these things. According to men—For they

are exempted from human affairs. According to Q-od—For they live

to God. In the spirit—See ch. iii. 18, note.

7. Of all things—And therefore also of the arrogance of the

wicked, and of the sufferings of the righteous. The end—When the

number of the dead and living shall be complete : [in the last judg

ment. V. 6?.] Therefore—He returns to exhortation ; and in ver.

7-11, duties are opposed to the sins enumerated in ver. 3. For lux

uries are opposed to being sober and watchful ; lusts, to love; excesses

in wine, revelings, banguetings, to hospitality ; abominable idolatries,

to the lawful ministering of heavenly gifts to the glory of the true

God. And watch—Temperance assists watchfulness, and both assist

prayers : the intemperate are sleepy ; and the sleepy are slow to praj,

because they do not willingly take any time from the labor of com

mon life. Prayer—Which is necessary at the last time.
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8. Cliarity—Love is already assumed : greater vehemence is en

joined. [For xaXutiiu, shall cover, read xaXontu, covers. Tisch., Alf.

So Beng.] Love covers, etc.—Prov. x. 12, [Heb.] The Sept. is,

friendship shall cover all that are not contentious. Comp. Prov. xvii.

9. He who greatly loves, covers the faults of him whom he loves,

however many they are : he averts his own eyes from them, and, as

far as is lawful, blinds others to them, and makes them the subject

of prayer to God. And the Divine love attends such love with aid

and approbation, and appropriately rewards him who loves : Matt,

vi. 14. Love also is especially necessary, because the Judge is near :

James v. 9. And they are blessed whom the end of all things finds

only with covered sins.

9. One to another—This relates to those who dwelt in different

cities or districts. Murmurings—[Eng. Ver., grudging]. These are

avoided by preserving an equality of duties, or by not scrupulously

weighing their inequality.

10. As—Understand presently, so. The same—Without striving

for another. Manifold—Distributing various gifts, with reference to

speaking, or ministering. See next verse.

11. As the oracles—That is, let him speak what God supplies, at

present. As of the ability—Vigorously. In all things—For all men

and all things are of him, and through him, and to him. To whom—To

God. There is a similar expression respecting Christ, 2 Pet. iii. 18.

Praise—For instance, of wisdom, which utters the oracles. The might

—[Eng. Ver., dominion]. Which gives power to the righteous. The

same doxology occurs, ch. v. 11.

12. Beloved, think it not strange—He exhorts them lovingly. A

taste of the Divine power, of which the preceding verses speak, for

bids us to be offended as by a strange thing. For adversity to befall

the Raints is, in one sense, strange ; for they are sons of God : in

another, it is not strange ; for it is adapted to purify them. The

burning for trial—[Eng. Ver., fiery trial]. Ch. i. 7. [Render,

which is taking place, (not as Eng. Ver., which is to try you), in your

case (or, among you. Hut.) for a trial to you. Alf] For trial—Only

for trial. You—Gr. &ptv. The dative of advantage. Which is—-

By Divine counsel. Happened—Accidentally.

13. In so far as—[So Hut., Alf, not as Eng. Ver., inasmuch as].

Glory answers to the measure of sufferings, but much more abund

antly.. Ye are partakers—Willingly. Sufferings—Ver. 1. Rejoice,

that—That, Gr. tva, here, is more than if he had said 8rt, because.

By joy and desire we attain joy and gladness. Comp. Iva, that,

95
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John viii. 56. The reward of joyful patience is referred to here.

With exceeding joy—Then free from all suffering.

14. If ye are reproached in [Eng. Ver., /or] the name of Christ—

The Gentiles thought it a reproach to call any one a Christian: \tr.

16. The Spirit of glory and of God—The same Spirit which was on

Christ : Luke iv. 18. He is here called the Spirit of glory, overcom

ing all the reproaches of the world, and the Spirit of God, whose Son

is Jesus Christ. The abstract, glory, is put for the concrete ; as 2

Pet. i. 17, 3, 4. The article TO, the, is very forcibly put twice, as

Apoc. xxi. 6. And Glory and God, may be taken as the God of

glory, or as an appellation of Christ (comp. ver. 16, as a Christian,

and ver. 13 ; James ii. 1, note) ; and it may be implied that the

Spirit of Christ is also the Spirit of God the Father. Believers,

deeply feeling joy, experience the same Spirit sometimes as the Spirit

of glory, -and sometimes as the Spirit of God, in a different sense, the

difference of which the Spirit itself reveals. [Omit all in this ver. after

dvaxauerai, rests upon you. Tisch., Alf., etc.] Upon you—That spirit

is upon the righteous even before they suffer reproaches ; but then they

are more confirmed on this very account, and receive richer spiritual

consolations : Num. xi. 25, 26, the spirit rested upon them. He it evil

tpoken of—Namely, Christ. He i» glorified—In the midst of your

reproaches, ver. 16. He writes from experience. Comp. Acts v. 41.

15. For not—[Eng. Ver., but—none]. The particle for intimates

why the Lord is glorified in those who suffer. For it assumes that

they have it settled in themselves, to wish to suffer only as Christians;

and to do nothing contrary to this, worthy of punishment. There is

a similar imperative, ch. iii. 3. As a murderer—Disgraceful titles.

At a busy-body in other men's matters—The particle as, repeated here

Dnly, widely separates him who pries into other's business, from the

classes of evil-doers; but still it also distinguishes him from the

Christian. Such are they who thrust themselves into business, pub

lic or private, sacred or civil, which does not concern them, as though

impelled by great prudence and faithfulness, and hatred of the world's

wickedness. Such men often incur the world's ill will, and more

than they deserve (especially from those in power, and who less

readily endure lawful advisers and inspectors, than such as are like

themselves) ; and thus they easily meet with sufferings. And this

might especially happen with heathen magistrates.

16. Let him not be ashamed—Although the world is ashamed of

shame. Let him glorify—Peter might have said, antithetically, let

him esteem it an honor to himself: but he teaches that the honor is

to be resigned to God. Let him glorify the God, who regards man
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as worthy of the honor of sufferings, and at the same time bestows

upon him a great benefit, with an exemption from the future punish

ments of the wicked. There is a similar antithesis in Psalm Ixxix.

12, 13, Let our enemiet be put io shame : let the Lord be glorified.

On, this behalf—That is, in respect of better sufferings. See next verse.

17. That judgment must begin—It is the same judgment from the

time of the preaching of the Gospel by the apostles until the last

judgment. *Ap£aaOat, to begin, a middle verb. At the house oLGod

—The Church, ch. ii. 5. Judgment begins here, mildly : Jer. xxv.

29, xlix. 12 ; Ezek. ix. 6. What shall be the end—The judgment,

tolerable at first, gradually becomes severer. The righteous, having

discharged their duty, behold securely the miseries of the wicked :

the wicked, while they afflict the righteous, fill up their own measure,

and learn what their own portion will be; but the righteous better

know this, and are therefore patient.

18. And if the righteous—apptar ?—ftov. xi. 81, Sept. The

righteous who offend meanwhile, are very severely chastened : how

much heavier punishments shall the wicked suffer? Nero's persecu

tion preceded the Jews' calamity by a few years. The righteous, the

ungodly, and the sinner. A semi-duplex oratio [that is, two members

of a clause, so related that each shows the necessity of supplying the

other], righteous refers to one's neighbor, ungodly to God, a sinner

to himself. Supply therefore, from the force of the opposites in the

first proposition, eiiae^ij;, godly ; and 8atof, holy: in the second pro

position, d<J«of, unjust. Scarcely—[Comp. Matt. xxv. 5, 9]. This

is softened, 2 Pet. i. 11, Ttlouaioiz, abundantly.

19. Even [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] them that suffer—Kal, even,

with a concessive force. Kal, even, with a participle, is the same as

ei xat, even though, with a verb, and if ye suffer, ch. iii. 14. We

should not conceive distrust from suffering. According to the will of

God—Because of doing God's will differently from evil-doers, who

suffer according to God's will, since God wills that they be punished:

ver. 15. God's will is in Christ. Unto a faithful Creator—To him

to whom souls are safely committed, who does not even at first inflict

sufferings for our injury. Let the supra-Lapsarians see how they

recognize a Creator faithful towards all. Commit—As a deposit, not

alarmed, but rather gladdened by sufferings, since they receive them

to their advantage. Their souls—Although the body seems to perish.

In wttlrdoing—This should be the only care of those who suffer, both

to act and to suffer well : He will care for the rest. Construe with

commit. Well-doing is always joined with confidence: ch. iii. 6; 1

John iii. 22.
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CHAPTER V.

1. Oldert—A title of office, in ver. 2 ; and of age, in ver. 5. A

fellow-elder—[Eng. Ver., who am also an elder]—Mutual exhortation

has great weight among equals and colleagues. Appropriately and

modestly does the first of the apostles thus speak of himself. And

a witness—Peter had both witnessed the Lord's sufferings, and he was

now enduring sufferings-. [But he means here an eye-witness ; I who

say, Christ suffered, etc., say this of what I saw. Alf.] Glory—

Ver. 4 : 2 Pet. i. 16. A partaker—Ap. i. 9. An incentive to

good shepherds.

2. Feed—By discipline and doctrine. Entrusted to you for

your part—[But the simple local meaning it's best, as Eng. Ver.,

which is among you. AlfJ] Not by constraint—Necessity is laid upon

them, 1 Cor. ix. 16, but willingness prevents its being felt. This is

efficacious both in undertaking and in administering the office. Those

pastors are censurable, who, if they could, would prefer to be any

thing else. [But—but—The motive and intent should be faultless.

V. (?.} Norfor filthy luere—The receiving of pay is not forbidden,

1 Cor. ix. 14 ; but baseness should be absent, and there should be a

noble promptness. Of a ready mind—So that the enjoyment may

be in feeding, and not in the pay.

3. As being lords over—Who only give orders with a proud mind,

and not with humility, and who oppress. The presbyters afterwards

assumed the rule ; whence the title Signore, especially in Italy, from

Senior. Portions, Gr. rmv xXrjptov [Eng. Ver., God's heritage, is

incorrect. The word means as usual, the lot or portion assigned.

Hut., Alf, etc.]—Plural : of the flock, in the singular. The flock is

one, under one Chief Shepherd, Christ ; but the portions are many,

according to the number of places or overseers. But the style

closely resembles a Mimesis [using the words of a real or imaginary

opponent] : for the congregation is not the elder's peculiar property,

but he who rules it, treats it as though it were his lot or property.

KXr,poz signifies a lot ; then a portion of the Church which falls to

the elder as a pastorate ; then the pastor's office ; then the pastors ;

then the other clergy. How great a change is there, and how the

idea finally degenerates ! Ensamples—The purest obedience is ob

tained by example, [such as you will hardly see rendered to any who

lord it severely. V. (?.] Such frank intercourse subdues the desire

for rule.

4. Shall appear—It is the part of faith to serve the Lord, though
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yet unseen. [Alf. renders, ye shall receive the amaraniine (everlast

ing, or unfading) crown of hit glory],

5. Likewise—The foundation of the exhortation which precedes

and follows is humility. [Omit bnoraaobpevoi, be subject. TiscL, Ay.]

One to another—Even without regard to age. Be clothed with, Gr.

irxopt^ioaaodt—Kdpftoz, a knot, or band, by which the sleeves were

fastened, especially in the dress of slaves. Hesychius: xopftriiaao-

#at, to put on a dress ; and irxopftw&eir., bound; and irxexopftwzat,

he is wrapped up in. Therefore irxopftdHjao&e ia, put on and wrap

yourselves up in : so tHkt the covering of humility cannot possibly be

stripped from you. God—See James iv. 6, note.

6. The mighty hand—God's hand appoints ranks ; he humbles the

proud, and exalts the humble. He who is subject to human ordi

nances for the Lord's sake, ch. ii. 13, submits himself to the Lord.

Comp. Rom. xiii. 2. In due time—At the fitting time. Comp. dti-

rov, a little [Eng. Ver., a while], ver. 10. Peter often contemplates

the day of judgment. [But this is more general, at the fitting time.

Alf.]

7. All your care—If the world depress you, or if many things be

wanting to you. Casting—Boldly. [Exemption from cares pre

eminently accords with humility. V. G.] Ps. lv. 22, Sept., Cast thy

care upon the Lord, and he shall sustain thee. Casting, watch. These

two duties closely agree, Luke xii. 22, 37 ; and Peter adds to each

its own because. God provides: therefore be not anxious. The

devil seeks, therefore watch. He care~th, Gr. peXu—Not so strong a

word as ueptpva, anxiety.

8. Watch—[Eng. Ver. correctly, be sober]—Let this be your care.

Watch with the soul. Watch [Eng. Ver., be vigilant]—With the

body. [This distinction is not well founded. Both words refer to

the mind ; be sober—be watchful. Alf. Omit ort, because. Tisch.,

Alf] The adversary—may devour—He seeks the righteous both by

the semblance of justice and by violence ; Ap. xii. 10. Roaring—

Furiously. Seeking — Treacherously. Whom — Especially of the

faithful, Job i. 8. He may devour—First as to the soul, and then as

to the body. But he especially plots by the sorrow arising from

cares, which injures faith.

9. By the faith—Construe with resist [but Eng. Ver. is right,

steadfast in the faith. So Hut., Alf, etc.] TJie same afflictions—Not

merely like sufferings, but the very same. The same governs the Da

tive ddeXfbrrjrt, brotherhood [Eng. Ver., brethren]. The apostle's

meaning is : the same sufferings which befal your brethren, befal you.

[Better, as Eng. Ver. So Alf. The very same sufferings are being
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accomplished in, etc.] Comp. Matt. v. 12 ; 2 Cor. i. 6 ; Phil. i. 30.

[Therefore it is not a bad sign, if the devil harass one with sufferings

V. (?.] In the world—In this whole world, which* lies in the evil

one, the devil; ver. 8. It is antithetical to the eternal glory of God,

ver. 10. To your brotherhood—[Eng. Ver., brethren]—Of Jews and

Gentiles. Are accomplished—The measure of sufferings is gradually

filled up.

10. Of all grace—Of all and unmixed grace, which begins and com

pletes, which calls and settles. [It is an act of grace, when God even

afflicts us. V. G. For i}/*ac, us, read bpatfyou. Tisch., Alf.] In

—[Eng. Ver., by]—Taken with who hath called. A little—[Eng.

Ver., a while]—However great it seems, it is little and short com

pared with eternal glory. Suffered—Some sufferings are to be en

dured, then perfection comes, etc. Himself—Gr. aoroc [not rendered

in Eng. Ver.—Without human aid. V. (?.] Do you only watch,

and resist the enemy : God will perform the rest. Comp. the I,

Josh. xiii. 6, 1. [For xaraprtaat, make perfect, read xaraprtau, will

perfect. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Will perfect—So that no defect re

main in you. The Doxology which follows agrees with the Indica

tive, rather than with the Optative, which some here read. Comp. 1

Tim. i. 17 : 2 Tim. iv. 18. [Read also arrjpizu, o&ivwou, &epeXuo-

aet, will stablish, strengthen, settle. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Will

ttablish—So that nothing may shake you. Will strengthen—So that

you may overcome every adverse force. A saying worthy of Peter.

He is strengthening his brethren.

11. [Omit $ Soza xat, the glory and. Tisch., Alf] Strength—

[Eng. Ver., dominion]—Whose effect is expressed ver. 10. [Omit

rmv auovwv, and ever. Tisch. (not Alf.)]

12. Silvanus—Silvanus, or Silas, a companion of Paul, appears to

have been sent by Paul to Peter. On this occasion, Peter expresses

his approval of Paul's doctrine and acts. Comp. 2 Pet. iii. 16. At

I suppose—That Silvanus was a faithful brother was not revealed to

Peter, but he formed this opinion according to the judgment of pru

dent charity, not having before had much intercourse with him ; and

therefore he entrusted him with the letter, I have written briefly—

That is, in this very letter. Concisely said : I have written, I

have written and sent by Silvanus. Comp. Acts xv. 23. [Un

to you belongs to have written; not to faithful, as Eng. Ver.,

etc. Alf] Exhorting—For brevity's sake. Doctrine requires fuller

treatment than exhortation. And testifying—Gr. impaprupiov, in

addition [Eng. Ver. does not render ini, in addition]. A compound

word. They had long since heard the testimony by Paul and Silas :
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Peter gives additional testimony : 1 John ii. 27. That this is the truz

grace—That this present grace, 2 Pet. i. 12, is that true grace for

merly promised by the Prophets, and that no other is to be expected.

Wherein ye stand—Rom. v. 2, note. We must stand truly in true

grace.

13. [Render, She that is elected together with you in Babylon sa

lutes you. Most expositors understand the Church in Babylon; as

Eng. Ver. So Hut., etc. But Alf. inclines to Beng.'s view.] At

Babylon—This was the Chaldean Babylon which abounded in Jews.

From Babylon the series of countries is enumerated : ch. i. 1, note.

Elected together with—Thus he appears to speak of his wife ; comp.

ch. iii. 7 ; for she was a sister, 1 Cor. ix. 5 ; and the mention of his

son Mark agrees with this.

14. Of charity—Of sacred love. Peace—diW, that is, I pray for

your salvation: farewell. [Omit 'Irjoou, Jesus, and d/tijv, amen.

Tisch., Alf.]



ANNOTATIONS

ON THB

SECOND EPISTLE OF PETER.

CHAPTER I.

1. [The authenticity of this Epistle has been disputed with much

plausibility, and is more widely questioned among scholars than that

of any other in the New Testament. Neand., De W., Hut., and many

others take decided ground against it ; but Olt., Bruckner., Alf., etc.,

defend it with ability, and with strong, if not conclusive reasoning.

The question was little discussed in JBeng.'t day.] Simon Peter—

At the beginning of his former Epistle he had only placed his sur

name: here he adds his name also; in his last days reminding him

self of his former condition, before he had received his surname. The

character of this Epistle remarkably agrees with the former, and

with Peter's speeches in the Acts. See note on eh. ii. 22, iii. 1.

Like the former it contains three parts.

I. THE INSCRIPTION, i. 1, 2

II. A NEW AWAKENING OF A PURE FEELING ; in which,

1. He exhorts partakers of the same faith to increase in

divine gifts, and show all diligence in growing in grace,

and in the knowledge of Jesus Christ, 3—11.

2. He adds incitements :

1. From the firmness of true teachers, 12-21.

2. From the wickedness of false teachers, ii. 1-22.

3. He guards them against scoffers :

(760)
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1. He refutes their error, iii. 1-9.

2. He describes the last day, with appropriate exhorta

tions, 10-14.

III. TgE CONCLUSION ; in which

1. He declares his agreement with Paul, 15, 16.

2. He repeats the sum of the Epistle, 17, 18.

A servant and apostle — A servant of Jesus ; an apostle of

Christ. lake precious—Faith has its value, since it grasps precious

promises; ver. 4. The faith of those who have seen Jesus Christ,

as Peter and the other apostles, and of those who believe without

having seen him, is equally precious, flowing from Jesus Christ : it

grasps the same righteousness and salvation; 1 John i. 3; 1 Pet. i.

8. With us—The apostles; ver. 18. [Or rather, the Jewish Christ

ians ; with whom the Gentiles are also admitted. Hut., Alf.~\ Who

have obtained—Gr. laywat. They did not acquire it for themselves.

Through the righteousness—The ground of the expression, like pre

cious. This righteousness of God is prior to faith; for faith depends

upon the righteousness. On this righteousness of God, comp. Rom.

i. 17, iii. 26, notes. The title of Saviour is appropriately added.

2. Through the knowledge of our Lord?—This short and simple

reading seems to have been the original reading both of the Latin

translator, and a little previously of the apostle himself. For this

Epistle assumes the knowledge of God; ver. 3; but it particularly

urges the knowledge of our Lord, namely, Jesus Christ ; ver. 8, ii.

20, iii. 18, where the conclusion answers to this beginning.

3. As—unto us—all things— There is a wonderful cheerfulness in

this opening, beginning with tlie exhortation itself, add, etc., ver. 5.

For this is the object; ver. 13, iii. 1. All things, here, and all, ver.

5, refer to each other. As explains, as 2 Cor. v. 20. Comp. by all

means the parable of the ten virgins, Matt. xxv. The flame is what

is imparted to us by God and from God, without our labor : but the

oil is what man should add by his own diligence and faithfulness, that

the flame may be fed and increased. Thus the matter is stated with

out a parable here : in ver. 3 and 4, we have the flame ; but in ver.

5 and 6, etc., we have that which man himself should add, Divine

grace being assumed. Sis Divine power—God's : for this is to be

repeated from Divine. From God's power proceeds all power to life

and godliness. Things (hat pertain unto life and godliness—To life

from God, and zeal towards God. Observe, it is not by godliness

alone that we obtain life. The Divine glory imparts life (comp.

Rom. vi. 4, note) ; His power, godliness. To the one corruption ia

96
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opposed, to the other lust ; ver. 4. Hath given—Thus SsSiopr^at, he

hath given : used twice actively. Thus Gen. xxx. 20, Sept., God

hath given me a goodly gift. Of him that hath called us—To this re

fer the calling, ver. 10. The calling and knowledge are correlative.

The knowledge of God is meant ; and to this God calls us. [For dtct

dozrjz xai dperrfi, by glory and virtue, (which Eng. Ver. wrongly ren

ders to glory, etc.,) read idiil dozrj xai dperf„ by his own glory and

virtue— Tisch., Alf., etc. So Beng.] By his own glory and virtue—

This explains what his Divine power is: so that God's natural attri

butes refer to his glory ; those which are called moral, to his virtue.

The two are closely united.

4. Whereby—By his glory and virtue. His glory renders the prom

ises very great ; His virtue renders them precious. Unto us—ye might be

—He now gradually approaches the exhortation. And the expression,

like precious, ver. 1, supports the change from the first person to the

second. He hath given us promises—[Eng. Ver., are given unto us, is

incorrect. Hut., Alf.] The promise itself is a gift ; then that which

follows it, the thing promised. Peter, both when speaking in the

Acts, and writing in his Epistles, is accustomed weightily to put sub

stantives in the plural. That by these—That is, by his glory and virtue.

[No, but by thesepromises. Hut., Alf.] Communion itself with God

was promised : wherefore Peter might have said because ; but he says

that, more forcibly. For the promise is given, that, being allured by

it, we may obtain the great and precious thing promised. Partakers

of the Divine nature—The Divine nature is God himself. So, Divine

power, ver. 3 ; excellent glory, ver. 17 ; the holiness of God, Heb. xii.

10, for God himself. Likewise, the nature of man, etc., is used,

James iii. 7. As escaping is opposed to partakers, so corruption

through lust is opposed to the Divine nature. Moreover glory and

corruption, virtue and lust, are contraries. And thus the title, the

Divine nature, includes glory and virtue ; and the same is called the

Divine power, since it is the origin of all good ; and the Divine nature,

since it admits us to itself. But there is a gradation ; and these two

things differ as a part and the whole ; namely, to receive the gifts of

the Divine power, and to be a partaker of the Divine nature, that

is, to become holy ; comp. Rom. i. 20. Having escaped—Gr. dxoipo-

7"iJwec. Hastily and swiftly. (Deuyin, Iflee ; dnofvjyw, Iflee from,

escape. This flight is here put, not so much for our duty, as for a

Divine benefit, accompanying communion with God ; comp. ch. ii. 18,

20. The corruption that is in the world through lust—Ch. ii. 20, 18,

19. The sentiment is : In the world is corruption through lust.

5. [Eng. Ver., besides this, is wrong; Gr. aurb toutu, this very
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thing, means on this very account. Hut., Alf.] This very thing—The

answer of the godly towards the Divine gifts is accurately expressed.

Auto touto, this very thing, is used as it were adverbially, for xar

auro robro, according to this very thing. Diligence—Diligence com

prises many things ; 2 Cor. vii. 11, note ; and in Peter the things

which follow : whence give diligence, ver. 10, refers to this ; and so,

to endeavor, ver. 15, iii. 14. Introducing—Gr. napuoevirxat'ztz

[Eng. Ver., giving]. Ilapa, by the side of, indicates modesty. God

acts : we are diligent. Furnish—[Not as Eng. Ver., add, but fur

nish forth, in exercising the former, the latter also. Alf] The cor

responding word is, shall be ministered, ver. 11. Our diligence

follows God's gifts ; an entrance into the kingdom follows our dili

gence. In your faith—[Not as Eng. Ver., to your faith]. This is

called knowledge, Yer. 3, by which grace and truth are recognized ;

and God furnishes us this, just as he does life. Faith is God's gift,

Eph. ii. 8 : therefore we are not commanded to furnish faith in ad

dition, but in faith those seven fruits, faith leading, and love closing

the train. Your—Construe with faith; 1 Pet. i. 7, 9, 21. Virtue

—By which you may imitate God~s virtue, ver. 3, and actively per

form all that the spiritual life undertakes. Every present step pro

duces and facilitates that which follows : the following tempers and

perfects the preceding. But this is the order of nature, rather than

of time. 'Apezrj, virtue, a bold tone and vigor of mind ; 1 Pet. i.

13. Faith begets this ; 2 Cor. iv. 13, 16, at the beginning. Next

is knowledge or moderation ; comp. Rom. xv. 14, note. Virtue makes

us active, watchful, circumspect, discreet, so as to consider what is to

be done or avoided, for the sake of God, ourselves, and otners ; and

how, where, when, etc., this is to be done ; 1 Cor. xvi. 18, at the end.

Next is temperance [or better, self-government]. This results from

knowledge, since this distinguishes evil from good, and teaches us to

flee from evil. Next is patience. Incontinence weakens the mind ;

continence banishes effeminacy, and adds strength. Next is godli

ness ; sanctifying the natural affections towards parents and others,

yea, even towards the Creator. Patience removes all the hindrances

to godliness. Next is brotherly love [better than Eng. Ver., kind

ness]. He who has his natural affections sanctified, advances to a

purely spiritual love. 'Aydnrj, love to all, completes the band ; Col.

iii. 14, throughout. He who is rightly disposed towards his brethren,

extends his love to those less nearly connected with him, nay, to

enemies. Hence it appears how each present step produces and

facilitates that which follows. Moreover, how each step which follows,

tempers and perfects that which precedes, will readily appear, if this
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scheme be duly considered in a retrograde order. He who has love,

will exercise brotherly affection impartially. He who has brotherly

affection, will perceive that godliness is altogether necessary. The

godly will mix nothing stoical with his patience. To the patient man

abstinence is easy. The continent man calmly and thoroughly weighs

all things, and has knowledge. Knowledge takes care lest sudden

impulse should carry away its virtue. The opposites are connected

similarly in the case of the wicked: unbelief produces vice, etc.

Moderation—[Eng. Ver., knowledge]. 1 Pet. iii. 7, note.

6. Temperance—Which avoids evil desires. Abstain. Patience—

By which adversities and adversaries are endured. Endure. Godli

ness—By which the faithful look to God above all things. Euaeftua

may be affection towards relatives, parents, brothers, etc. ; but a

sanctified affection. Comp. 1 Tim. v. 4.

7. Brotherly affection—[Eng. Ver., kindness']—Towards the saints

united with you in God. Charity—From brotherly affection is de

duced charity: 1 Pet. i. 22.

8. These things— Virtue, moderation, etc. A condition is in

volved : If you have these things, then and only then you have true

knowledge. Comp. ver. 9, for. Be in you—Really. The same

phrase occurs, Acts iii. 6. Not barren refers to this. And abound

—Copiously. Abundance quickly follows truth. Nor unfruitful re

fers to this: that is, you shall have the good and abundant fruit which

the knowledge of Jesus Christ produces : ch. i. 3. They make—At

present. In, Gr. tiz—[here rather towards. Alf.] Comp. tiz, at,

Rom. iv. 20. Knowledge— The recognition [the perfect knowledge,

Alf], with the cleansing from sins.

9. For—[Eng. Ver., but]—In its proper sense. 7* blind, etc.—

The steps of his relapses are depicted by a happy inversion of style.

Such a man (1) forgets the cleansing of his former sins ; (2) he is

short-sighted as to present privileges, ver. 12 ; (3) he is wholly blind

to future ones, ver. 11. The inversion of style consists in putting

the reference to past time last, whereas, according to the nature of

the subject, the order should be, past, present, future. Dim-sighted

—[Eng. Ver., cannot see afar off]—Hesychius defines puiond^oiv,

affected with ophthalmia. Hath forgotten—[Literally, obtained for-

getfulness]. A most appropriate phrase, the participle having ob

tained expressing what the man willingly undergoes ; comp. note on

Rom. v. 19. He who reflects how many are the old sins from which

he has been cleansed, the more easily abstains.

10. The rather—They who have diligence should, nevertheless,

have more. Brethren—Peter never employs this title in the former
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Epistle, and but once in the latter: whence the weightiness of this

passage appears. Sure—This confirmation results from virtue, mod

eration, abstinence, etc. ; and therefore there follows immediately, for

if ye do these things. Comp. Heb. vi. 10. Your calling and election

sure—That is, yourselves firm in your calling and election. For the

confirmation belongs to those to whom the falling would otherwise be

long. The calling precedes the election, as far as relates to us.

11. Abundantly—So that at any time, without stumbling, you may

enter, not as from shipwreck or fire, but, as it were, triumphantly ;

and that past, present, and future things may profit you. Here

Peter does not now say, scarcely, as in his first Epistle, iv. 18. This

answers to abound, in ver. 8.

12. Wherefore—He speaks from a foretaste of his own immediate

departure and entrance into the kingdom: ver. 15, 11. [For obx

dpetyaio, I will not be negligent, read peXtyaw, I will take care.

Tisch., Alf., etc. So Seng.~] I will take care—Peter says, I will re

gard you as always to be admonished : I will never think how much

I have admonished you ; I will think only that you should be ad

monished by me. The present, piXXw, I intend, conveys the notion

of a future action ; wherefore pMrjom is a strengthened future : I

shall be about to admonish. Hesychius explains axouddaw, I will

earnestly strive. And this very synonym, anouddaio, I will endeavor,

follows presently in ver. 15, where the apostle's earnestness is also to

be observed extending itself by letters even beyond his decease ; and

thence the propriety of prfprj, remembrance, with reference to his

death. Always—He gives his reason for writing a second epistle so

shortly after the first. Peter is convinced that there is increasing

need of admonition, because of the increasing corruption of the

wicked : ch. ii. 2. Know—The truth. Established—To stir up, ver.

13, is akin to this. He wishes them to be firm and as intent as pos

sible. Present—Truth is present, as in the New Testament: 1 Pet.

v. 12, note. [But it is like Col. i. 16, of the Gospel (known and

professed) among you. Alf.]

13. Yea—An explanatory particle. Tabernacle—The soul's im

mortality is implied, and its brief abode in the mortal body, with the

ease of the departure of believers.

14. The putting off of my tabernacle is sudden—[Not as Eng.

Ver., shortly I must put off, etc.]—The present. They who are long

sick, can yet feed others. The cross was not to allow that to Peter.

Therefore he first does what he has to do. The putting off—Violent,

but yet desired. Thus departure, ver. 15. Hath showed—He had

long ago showed this ; John xxi. 18, 19, When thou shalt be old.
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Peter's old age was now close at hand. Some other token may after

wards have been given him.

15. I will endeavor—On this depends that you maybe able. Al

ways—As often as occasion shall demand. Have—[Eng. Ver., be

able]—An elegant phrase, l%w noiela&at, I have it to make [that is,

/ can make]. But they were about to be able, since this very Epistle

of Peter was left to them.

16. For—He shows that the subject was worthy of his discussion,

even on the point of death, by citing the testimony of apostles, and

the discourse of prophets. Cunningly devised—IIXaarOiz, feigned,

ch. ii. 3. Fables—Such as the heathen held respecting their gods.

Followed, Gr. izaxoXou&rjoavrez—The i£, from, denotes error ; ch. ii.

2, 15. There is no such error in this matter. The power and pres

ence—[Eng. Ver., coming]—Hendiadys : that is, most present majesty.

[This is unnecessary and injures the force. Hut., Alf.] Power is

opposed to fables. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 20, where word and power are

opposed. The Transfiguration on the Mount typifies the revelation

of glory at the last day; and the whole testimony of the apostles

contemplates this revelation : Acts x. 42. Eye-witnesses—Admitted

to his deepest secrets, as on the Mount. His—'Exelvoz, he, denotes

something distant, and wonderful, and great. Majesty—As the name

of the Father and the Son are correlative, so are excellent glory and

majesty. Excellent glory in the text is ascribed to the Father:

majesty, to the Son.

17. Received, Gr. Xafttbv—The participle for the indicative, hereceive.d,

by the testimony of his Father. Honor and glory—Divine. The

word glory is presently repeated. When a voice came—This is im

pressively repeated in the next verse. To him— Alone. [By, uttered

by the Sublime Glory, i. e., God himself. Hut., Alf, etc. Not from,

as Eng. Ver.] The excellent Glory—So God himself is termed.

18. We—John also was still alive. From heaven—From God.

TJie holy—The mountain was holy from that very circumstance ; at

least then.

19. [Render, and we have more sure the prophetic word, i. e., more

sure than that mere voice. Alf] We have more sure—He does not

say more clear, but more firm. Wherefore it is here unnecessary to

discuss the difference in the clearness of prophecy before and after

its fulfilment. But, undoubtedly, the word of prophecy becomes

surer from its fulfilment: Rom. xv. 8. For the same reason the

prophetic word is not surer than the apostolic, either in itself or in

relation to those to whom Peter writes : ver. 12, 16. [Nor is the

word of the prophets preferred either to the seeing or hearing of the
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apostles. For in the New Testament is the day; and the seeing and

hearing on the holy mountain was a brilliant beam of the day itself;

BO far is the pre-eminence from being due to the lamp (of prophecy,

Eng. Ver., light). V (?.] Even the word of prophecy was always

firm of itself: but it became firmer, I will not say to the apostles, but

at least to their hearers (in whose name he says, we, not ye have), to

whom the apostles were demonstrating the fulfilment completed in

Jesus Christ, and were, moreover, drawing inferences from this for

the future. The dawning day confirms the fact that you saw correctly

what you had faintly seen by the lamp. See note on ver. 20, t'«.>

The word ofprophecy—The words of Moses, of Isaiah, and of all the

prophets, constitute one word, in every way consistent with itself.

For Peter does not now cite individual sayings, but he embraces their

whole testimony, as now disclosed. Comp. Acts x. 43. Moses, too,

had been with them on the mount. Well—Peter does not upbraid

for their dulness those who still attach greater credit to the prophets

than to himself and the other apostles. Every one should praise the

support of his own faith, on which he especially rests. He calls

them, however, to go further. Take heed, as—The light of the day

does not remove the beholding and looking upon the lamp, but over

powers it. By the greater light, the less is both acknowledged to be

less, and is strengthened ; by the less light, the excellence of the

greater is shown. [Grateful remembrance is inculcated : comp. ch.

iii. 2. V. G.~] A lamp—[Eng. Ver. not so well, light]—Used in the

night. [But the lamp of prophecy benefits even those now walking

in the day. V. (?.] Which was shining—[Eng. Ver., that shineth,

present tense, is correct. So Hut., etc.]—It is imperfect (as ovrec,

when we were, ver. 18) ; for there follows, until the day should dawn,

etc., not in the present, may dawn, rise. [But until is to be con

strued with take heed, Hut.'] Dark—Where there is neither oil nor

light. Place—Such is our heart. Until—The use of Scripture is

not altogether done away in the case of the enlightened, especially in

convincing others, as we learn from the example of Peter himself.

Comp. until, Matt. i. 25. And yet the enlightened now possess that

very thing of which the prophets testify. Wherefore John, for in

stance, in his first Epistle, though he writes to such persons, and so

af'en reminds us of the fact, never appeals to the prophetic, It is

written ; he only cites the apostolic testimony : for the darkness was

past, and the true light was shining ; 1 John ii. 8. And so you will

find that It is written is much more common in the older New Testa

ment books, than in the later. The day—The full light of the New

Testament. See how a lamp and the day differ ! just so does the Old
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Testament light differ from the New. See 1 John ii. 8. Dawn—

Having burst the darkness. Ttie day-star—Jesus Christ : Ap. xxii. 16.

20. This—The reason of the phrase, ye do well, since ye know this.

First—Before I speak. [Rather, first of all, as 1 Tim. ii. 1. Hut.~]

Thus ch. iii. 3. In these Epistles, Peter does not teach, but reminds.

Prophecy — In the body of Scripture. Of private interpretation—

iniXuatz, interpretation, from imXuw, to explain; Mark iv. 34; Acts

xix. 39. ira some Greek versions render iniXuae, interpreted, Gen.

xli. 12. As the sight of the apostles is opposed to cunningly devised

fables, so the inspiration of the prophets is opposed to private inter

pretation. Therefore that is called interpretation, by which the pro

phets themselves opened to mortals things hitherto wholly concealed.

Prophecy is not at first human, nor does it ever so far depart from

itself as to begin to be the word of private, that is, human interpreta

tion ; but it is altogether of Divine revelation, and is known to be so

in events and their issue; nay, it even becomes firmer. So for, ver.

21, is connected with this. Does not become—[Eng. Ver., is not]—

What has" once been truly spoken by the prophets, remains truth to

day. A lamp is not the day, but still it dispels the darkness.

21. By the will—The desire : Jer. xxiii. 26, Sept. Man often

feigns in fables, or conceals in error, that which he wishes. Comp.

willingly, ch. iii. 5. Of man—Alone. Antithesis, holy men of God,

the definition of the prophets. Was borne—[Eng. Ver., came]—

Thus ver. 17 and 18. Heb. ma from vaoi, to bear. Never, Gr. ov—

nore [Eng. Ver. incorrectly, in old time]—At a remote or nearer

time : hence prophecy, without the article [which Eng.Ver. inserts], is

used indefinitely. But—by—Comp. John xi. 51. [For be irtoi deou,

holy of God, read ebro deou, from God. TiscJu, Alf. Render, But

men spoke from God, borne by the Holy Spirit. Alf.] Carried—[Eng.

Ver., moved]—This refers to was borne [Eng. Ver., came]. A most

beautiful antithesis : they did not bear, but were borne ; they were

passive, not active. That which is borne, is borne by no force of its

own ; it does not move and forward by its own labor. Comp. on the

prophets, Ps. xlv. 2 ; Jer. xxxvi. 18. Spake, soon after, denotes

also the ease with which they prophesied. Spake—This also refers

to the pen of the Scripture. They spake : the past tense shows that

Peter is speaking particularly of the Old Testament prophets.

Comp. ch. ii. 1, note, and ch. iii. 2. Holy—Because they had the

Holy Spirit.
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CHAPTER II.

1. But there were false prophets also—An antithesis to the true

Old Testament prophets, on whom see ch. i. 19. Among the people

—Of Israel. He is writing to Israelites. An example of a false

prophet is given, ver. 15. There shall be—And even then there had

begun to be. A prophecy, already given, is now repeated, ch. iii. 2 ;

Jude 4, 14. False teachers—Antithetical to the true New Testament

teachers. Shall privily bring in, Gr. napuadzouatv—Ilapd, beside,

the salutary doctrine respecting Christ. Damnable heresies—Not

only bad, but the worst. Even—The epithet swift, added to destruc

tion, which is repeated, is appropriate. That bought them—Whom

they should have confessed even unto death. [Universal redemption

could not be affirmed more clearly. Alf.] : ch. i. 16. Lord—Whom

the true doctrine testifies to be Lord. Denying—[A remarkable

word from St. Peter. Alf.]—In doctrine and works: Jude 4. They

deny that he truly came in the flesh, and thus they wholly abrogate

the mystery of redemption: 1 John iv. 2, 3. Bringing in—Man

brings upon himself : God brings as an avenger : ver. 5. Swift—On

account of the speedy coming of the Lord.

2. Many — How sad ! [For anohiatz, destructions (pernicious

ways), read d.aeXyeiatz, licentiousnesses. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.] Li

centiousnesses— Wantonness is that bait which draws many to follow

them : Jude 4. That following is succeeded at length by destruction ;

wantonness, not destruction, so meets the eye, that men are led to

speak evil of the way of truth : and this is the crime by which the

punishment mentioned in ver. 6 is incurred. By reason of whom—

It refers to of them. The way—Ver. 15, 21. Gen. xxiv. 48, nun

.pi, in the way of truth. Shall be evil spoken of—By those who are

without, and cannot distinguish between true and false Christians.

3. Covetousness—Ver. 14. Feigned—As dealers do. Make mer

chandise of you—That is, they shall deceive, take money. Whose—

It tends to console and strengthen the righteous, that the punishment

of the ungodly is fully described before the mention of their wicked

deeds. Of a long time—As it were from of old, from the fall of the

angels. Is not inactive—[Eng. Ver., lingereth not]—That is, is in

full vigor. It is the same judgment which threatens all sinners, and

which is unceasingly revolved in the Judge's mind until it breaks

forth ; and in those who are mentioned in Scripture as punished, it is

shown what awaits others ; although sinners think that it lingers, and

they themselves slumber. Their destruction—[Eng. Ver., damnation]
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—The destruction, to which they will be adjudged. Thus also judg

ment and destruction are mentioned conjointly, ch. iii. 7. Slumbereth

not—The same word is used, Matt. xxv. 5, note. Comp. knoweth,

ver. 9.

4. If—The conclusion is in ver. 9. Angels—Most noble creatures :

Rom. viii. 38, note. Spared not—Thus also ver. 5. A severe judg

ment is intimated against those, who, you might have thought,

would escape. Chains—Gr. aupatc. Twisted ropes, of twig, hemp,

hair, etc. Thus deopoiz, in chains, Jude 6. [So Tisch., Hut., etc.

But Alf. after Lachm., has aetpotz, dent]. Of darkness—Darkness

itself keeps them prisoners, and is as a chain. Wisdom xvii. 17,

Sept., they were bound with a chain of darkness. Cast them down to hell

—Gr. zapzapmaaz. This verb does not occur elsewhere in the New

Testament, nor in the Sept. Therefore the meaning must be sought else

where, from Homer, Hesiod, and Plato: according to whom Tartarus is

the lowest place in nature; most dreadful with darkness and cold.

Whence Hesychius : Tartarus, the lowest place beneath the earth. But

slaves of Tartarus may dwell also on earth : Luke viii. 31 ; Eph. ii. 2 ;

Ap. ix. 11, 14 ; xii. 9, etc. : just as one captured in war may walk even

beyond the place of his captivity. Therefore, the angels who have

sinned, suffer different degrees of condemnation. Delivered—As the

judge delivers the prisoner to the officers. Compare Ap. xx. 2. Re

served unto judgment—The judgment of the great day. Jude 6.

5. Old—Antediluvian. Noah the eighth person—[The Greek idiom

for, Noah and seven others. Alf., etc.] Noah and his family num

bered eight. Comp. 1 Pet. iii. 20. To the eight souls is opposed the

universe, the populous world of the ungodly. A preacher of right

eousness—Not only was he himself righteous, but he had also

preached righteousness to the world. The flood—Although therefore

the godly are saved, the wicked cannot hope that they shall be saved

with them.

6. Cities—There were therefore similar sins in the neighborhood

of Sodom, Gomorrha, etc. Burning with an overthrow—[But the

true connection is with condemned, as in Eng. Ver. Render, con

demned them to overthrow. Hut., Alf] The words xaraarpifuv, to

upturn, and xaraarpofrj, an overthrow, are thus used, Gen. xix.

25, 29, Sept. Making—It was an imperishable memorial of God

and of the Divine judgment.

7. Just—Gen. xix. 1, 7. Of the wicked—Of those who sinned

against nature. Filthy—Gen. xix. 5.

8. The righteous man—his righteous soul—The reaction of sorrow

is elegantly expressed. Lot vexed himself: and the Sodomites were
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guilty of his vexation. From day to day—Thus the Sept. often ren

der DV DV. Deeds—And words.

9. Knoweth—And remembers : even when men know no aid. The

instances cited show this. There is no doubt as to the Lord's will.

The godly—Such as Noah and Lot, godly and righteous men. To

deliver—There are more examples, Jer. xxxix. 11, 18, xlv. 5. Un

just—The unrighteous and ungodly : such as many lately mentioned.

To be punished—Gr. xoXa^ojiivou^. A future event, and yet ex

pressed in the present ; because the punishment is certain and immi

nent. [But it is rather, under punishment, present. Alf.~\

10 Chiefly—These will be especially punished. After—The class

is, the walking after the flesh : the species, the walking after the flesh

in the lust of uncleanness. And—There is a division, concerning im

purity and blasphemy : after , and government . The latter

subject is discussed immediately : presumptuous, etc. ; the former,

pleasure, etc., ver. 13. Each discussion has a nominative, and a finite

verb. The same two subjects are referred to at ver. 18 : swelling :

they allure. Despise government—In this proposition, he calls it gov

ernment : presently, in the discussion, dignities, including the one in

the other. Each, by an impressive change of the abstract for the

concrete, seems to signify the angels, and those fallen : for while it

is here asserted, ver. 11, that that railing accusation is not to be

brought by angels against dignities, Jude ver. 9, to the same purport,

but more definitely, asserts that this same railing accusation was not

brought by the archangel against the devil. Government seems to'

signify the prince of the fallen spirits ; dignities, the other fallen

spirits. At least Jude also (ver. 8) retains the singular and the plu

ral : they despise government, but -speak evil of dignities. Each apostle

shows that he is speaking of creatures whom the wicked do not know.

The sinning angels, still, as God's creatures, have a goodness, and in

their exalted nature, which they received from the Creator, retain the

indelible impress of majesty: comp. Luke x. 18, 19; Matt. xii. 26,

29 ; John xiv. 30 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4 ; and this we should regard rever

ently, not on their account, but on God's. Comp. James iii. 9, note.

For this is the most august mystery of the Divine judgment, which is:

passed upon angels : and into this no angel, no man, should by his

own authority thrust himself; much less the wicked (Sir. xxi. 27,

When the ungodly curseth Satan, he curseth his own soul) : and yet

somehow, these men, indicated by Peter and Jude, endeavored to do

so, turning all spiritual things upside down: ver. 12; Jude 10, 19.

See the dignity of the saints, who shall have the power of judging -

angels : 1 Cor. vi. 3. Presumptuous—Although Michael did not pre-
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sume, Jude 9. The nominative case is soon followed by the verb,

are not afraid. Many put a comma ; roXprjrai, presumptuous, ali&&-

Suz, self-willed [as Eng. Ver. correctly] ; but there is no reason why

the substantive and adjective should not be joined. Self-will produces

presumption: the words ou rpipouat, are not afraid, which follow

presently, denote presumption. Are not afraid—Although insignifi

cant in strength and power. Speak evil—Evil-speaking is their first

crime ; whose root is first mentioned, presumption, pride. So the

other crime, uneleanness, ver. 14 ; whose root is also first mentioned,

luxury, ver. 13.

11. [An example of the dignities. Render, Where angels being

greater (than they) in strength and might, bring not, etc. Alf] Where

—[Eng. Ver., whereas']. Used for when. A particle suitable for

reproof: 1 Cor. iii. 3. Angels—And moreover the archangel. What

Peter had in mind, either already known to his readers, or not yet to

be disclosed, Jude afterwards expressed. The Epistles of both are

strikingly parallel. Power—Right is defended by strength; and

these both agree. Men are insignificant in both respects; angels are

greater; God is best and greatest. Greater—An impressive plea

santry : greater than puny men. Bring not against them—That is,

do not assail dignities, etc., Jude 9. [Omit xapa Kupitp, before the

Lord. Tisch. (not Alf.)] Before the Lord—They abstain from judg

ment, through reverence of the Judge and his presence. Kailing—

That is sometimes railing, which is spoken against any one with truth,

but unbecomingly. Judgment becomes God, not angels.

12. Unreasoning—[Eng. Ver., brute beastt]. This differs widely

from angels, Ps. xlix. 21. Born mere natural animals—[Eng. Ver.,

natural brute beasts]. Ignoble from their very birth, and acting ac

cording to their origin, naturally, Jude 10 ; following the natural

guidanco of their senses, in food, etc., and knowing nothing superior

to these things, nothing above nature, nothing spiritual. There fol

lows, in those things which they understand not. To be taken and

destroyed—Antithetical to men, who should have aimed at liberty and

heavenly glory. Speak evil—There should be great caution in our

language. [For xaraf&alrrjoovzat, shall utterly perish, read xai tp&a-

prjoovrat, shall even perish. Tisch., Alf] In their own corruption—

The destruction caused by iniquity, has for its just reward destruction

full of misery. On another subject, the Sept. has xarafdaprjan, thou

wilt wear away, Ex. xviii. 18.

13. [Render (with a full stop after unrighteousness), Imagining a

pleasure delicate living, for a day, spots and blemishes, luxuriating in

tJieir deceits (means of luxury obtained by deceit), while they, etc.
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Hut."] Shall receive—Willingly. Pleasure — That pleasure

which man should chiefly aim at. [And which embraces all things

else. V. (?.] Count—A similar phrase occurs, ch. iii. 15. In llit

day—In the day of your feasts of charity, whatever it be, careless of

what to-morrow may bring with it. Spots and blemishes—They are

tpots in themselves ; disgraces, which provoke others to blame the

Church itself. As tpots most foully disfigure the brightest objects, so

do these disgrace your feasts of charity. Sporting tfie.mselves—Gr.

IvTpiHffavTts. So that they indulge themselves, and mock at others.

The verb has a middle sense. It is used in the Sept. followed by In,

in, Isa. Iv. 2, Ivii. 4. Deceiving*—Jude 12, drdnauz, feasts: Peter,

making an important change in the letters, dndTaic;, deceivings.

Catena says, It is not for LOVE, and to share your salt, that theyfeast

with you, but to find a convenient opportunity of deceiving your ivives.

At any rate, it appears from this, that Peter alludes to the love-feasts;

because each of them adds, feasting with you, and the one, sporting

themselves, the other, feeding themselves. While they feast with you

—Gr. auveijto%ou/tsvot—Euaifia, a splendid feast, especially a sacred

one ; from eu, well, and l%io, I have, because those who assemble at a

feast in honor of the god, have good cheer, and give themselves to

indulgence.

14. Of an adulteress—[Eng. Ver., less literally, of adultery]. An

adulteress has seized upon their eyes, that is, alluring desire. The

parallel word is, from sin. Beguiling—With those eyes to carnal

sins. Heart—Besides the eyes, the heart is also mentioned : Ezek.

vi. 9. Of curse—[Not as Eng. Ver., cursed children, but of a curse,

i. e., devoted to the curse. Alf., etc.] Not of blessing in Christ, 1

Pet. iii. 9. Cursing especially follows covetousness. See the follow

ing verses.

15. Following the way of Balaam—See note on Jude 8, from Isa.

Ivi. Bosor—This and JBeor are synonyms.

16. The dumb ass : of the prophet—A fine antithesis. So great

was Balaam's madness, that an ass must speak, lest it should pass

unreproved. Dumb— Without a human voice.

17. These are—From ver. 10 to 16, the character of false teachers

has been described ; now their very mode of proceeding with their

disciples is described. Wells—A well and a cloud promise water:

so these men boast great swelling words, as though they were the

lights of the Church ; comp. ver. 10, 19, at the beginning ; but these

wells and these clouds give no supply. Those great swelling words

are of vanity. [For ve<peXat, clouds, read opi-fiat, mists. Tiseh.,

Alf. So Beng. in Test, and V. Gr.~\ Clouds—Impostors. To whom
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—This does not refer to wells and clouds, but to these. The defini

tion is put for the thing defined, wandering stars. Comp. Jude 13,

note. The mist of darkness—Zofoz is the chilling horror attending

darkness. Comp. note on Heb. xii. 18. Is reserved—Especially,

because they destroy so many souls. See the following verses.

[Omit uc aiiova, forever. Tisch., Alf]

18. [Forowioc, quite, (Eng.Ver., clean), re&d&Xzrax;, scarcely. Tisch.,

Alf. So Beng., but rendering dtirwz, a little time, also for dnofu-

j-ovrac, were escaped, read djzofd,ro^zazz, are escaping. Tisch., Alf.

So Beng.] Those, who for a little time had escaped from them who

live in error—(Not an apposition, but the second rooc, etc., is gov

erned by as:ofeurovraz, eomp. ver. 20), to make known what they have

escaped ; and these dvaarpefopevoi are false teachers, either the same

or others. Here an accusative governs an accusative ; as in Luke

xviii. 9 ; but dXiywz, for a short time, added to the verb, adds remark

ably to the sense of the passage. No sooner have some escaped from

those who live in error, than these wretched men are afresh ensnared by

them. Such haste is indicated in ver. 21 and 22, on account of which

the fool remains a fool, Prov. xxvi. 11, the dog a dog, the sow a sow.

19. Liberty—So as neither to fear the devil, nor to loathe the flesh.

Of the same is he enslaved—[Eng. Ver., brought in bondage]. 1 Sam.

xvii. 9.

20. After they have escaped—Said of those who are enticed, as in

ver. 18. And these are entangled in the calamity of their beguilers:

they are overcome. Pollutions—Bringing corruption. By these—[So

Beng., but Eng. Ver., is right therein.] By these, the impure. But

,—[Not rendered in Eng. Ver.] This particle marks the antithesis

between two participles. Worse—Antithetical to better, ver. 21.

21. Than after they have known it— Understand it is, from it had

been. Delivered unto them—Jude 3.

22. [Omit de, but. Tisch., Alf.'] But—You may wonder that they

thus go back : but it is not strange ; for they were, and still continue,

dogs and swine. Proverb—,l7t?a, Sept. the Proverbs of Solomon,

Prov. i. 1 ; also xxvi. 11, as a dog, when he returneth to his vomit,

and becometh hateful, etc. Peter had frequently quoted the Prov

erbs of Solomon in his former Epistle, i. 7, ii. 17, iv. 8, 18, and now

he quotes them also in the second. This may be added to the other

arguments, showing that both the Epistles are from the same writer.

Vomit—Gr. i£ipapa. Animals which live among men more easily

contract the stomach [which takes place in vomiting] than those

which are wild. It is a rare word.

Who loathes not the vomit of sin ?
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CHAPTER III.

1. Now—Therefore he had lately written the former Epistle. The

seven Canonical Epistles were written by the apostles shortly before

their death. While they lived, they had judged that it was less need

ful to write. In which—Syllepsis [where the sense, rather than the

grammatical construction is regarded]. The meaning is, in which, as

in the former Epistle. By way of remembrance—Ch. i. 12, 13. Ye al

ready know, ver. 3 ; a reminder only is necessary : Jude 5. Pure—

Adulterated with no error.

2. Prophets—Jude 14. [For fjpiov, of us (the apostles), read bpS)v

of your (apostles) ; Tisch., Alf.] Your apostles—Who now live among

you, in antithesis to the ancient prophets. Comp. the apostle of the

Gentiles, Rom. xi. 13. Of the Lord—Construe with the apostles.

3. First—So ch. i. 20, note. Knowing—The nominative case co

heres with that ye may be mindful : comp. Acts xv. 23, note. The

righteous knew this from the word of the apostles, Jude 17, 18.

Shall come—In greater number and shamelessness. By which very

thing they themselves confirm the truth of this prediction. [Read

ipnatxrut, iv iimatypovfj, scoffers in scoffing. Tisdh., Alf. So Beng.

in Test, and V. G.] Scoffers—Thus the Sept. renders Isa. iii. 4, D'SiSyn,

those who most triflingly perform the most serious acts, even when they

do not jest and laugh. [They are wholly given to mocking, having no

foundation besides for whatever they please to do. V. G. Walk

ing according to their own lusts—This is an exact description of an

abandoned man, that he does whatever he pleases, and is restrained

by no reverence towards God. V. (?.] Lusts—This is the origin of

error, the root of licentiousness.

4. Where is ?—They think, either that it should already have oc

curred, or that it never will occur. With this meaning also they say,

all things continue as they were. The promise—Mockers thus term

it, not in respect of themselves, but in mimicry, because the promise

is longed for by the righteous. His—Of the coming Lord, whom

they disdain to name. The fathers—Who rested on the promise. AU

things—The heaven, the water, the earth. Thus—[Not as Eng. Ver., as

they were, but as they are. Alf.]—An adverb of pregnant meaning; that

is, they thus continue, as they continue. From the beginning of the cre

ation—These mockers at least confess that the world did not exist from

eternity.

5. They are ignorant—The reason why they thus speak. Anti

thetical to be not ignorant, ver. 8. This—The nominative. Will

ingly—Their ignorance is voluntary. They obstinately neglect to
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consider the deluge. The heavens—the earth—The heavens and the

earth, before the deluge, differed much in quality, though not in sub

stance, from their present state. Were of old—Just as they are now.

The deluge, and the destruction of the world by fire, Peter says,

might have seemed equally incredible ; and yet the former event has

occurred, and the latter will occur. Just as the mockers were argu

ing against the world's destruction by fire, so, before the deluge, men

might have argued against the deluge. But as the argument of these

last was refuted by the events, so also is the argument of the former.

The instance of the deluge destroys the force of the as they were

of the mockers, ver. 4. The pluperfect refers back from the time of

the deluge to the time of the creation ; and then, ver. 6, also refers

to that. Out of the water and by [not as Eng. Ver., in] the water—

A gradation. The water had covered the earth : the earth emerged

out of the waters; and the water served for the stability of the earth,

as the Creator formed and placed it. Water is in other cases lighter

than earth, and earth seeks the lower parts, to such a degree that all

water in a straight line from the surface to the centre of this globe,

or round system, always has earth beneath it : but on the surface it

self, the earth everywhere rises above the water more or less ; and

even this place the water yielded and left to the earth, as it were un

willingly, and compelled by the most powerful command of God, Ex.

xx. 4; Ps. xxiv. 2, civ. 5-8, cxxxvi. 6; Job xxxviii. 10, 11; 2 Es-

dras xvi. 59. [But the true rendering is, and the earth formed out

of the water (as material) and by the water, (by means of, as Beng.)

Hut., Alf.] Standing together—[Eng. Ver., standing}—Supply was.

The framing and duration of the earth are indicated : and thus stand

ing answers to of old. By the word of God—Gen. i. 6-9. Construe

with were, expressed, and was, understood. The duration of all

things is determined by God's Word, so that it can be neither longer

nor shorter.

6. Whereby—By the heavens and the earth ; whence the water

flowed together. The world that then was—That is, the human race :

for destruction is not here attributed to the heaven and the earth, as

Burnet says. [But the latter is right ; the world here is the heavens

and the earth, ver. 7. But the destruction meant is such a change

that the old state of things gave place to a new one. Hut.] Comp.

the end of ver. 7 and ver. 10-13. The deluge was universal. Per

ished—An emphatic addition follows : of judgment and perdition, ver.

7. With this corresponds they shall perish, they shall be judged,

Horn. ii. 12. Before the deluge God said : My Spirit shall not always
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pa«« sentence upon man, Gen. vi. 3. Judgment is reserved for the

last day.

7. But the heavens which are now—The heavens and the earth are

the same as of old (although they seem to have undergone no slight

change at the deluge) : but the mockers speak as though they were

not at all the same. The apostle expresses their feeling. Je, but,

makes an antithesis: by water, and unto fire. Fire shall refute the

mockers. This verse also depends upon that, ver. 5. [For TIJJ aurip,

the game, read rip aurou, his. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.~\ His, Gr. r<p

airou—The article is rarely placed before aurou, of him ; but it is

thus placed, Heb. ii. 4 ; James i. 18. Reserved—Therefore the

heavens and the earth do not more quickly grow old. Unto fire—

The Dative. Consider those fiery meteors, which in our time often

gleam from the lofty sky. Of ungodly men—These very persons,

and the others.

8. This one thing—Namely, that which pertains to this subject.

This is the only thing that pertains to teaching in this epistle, which

otherwise admonishes, but does not teach. Let it not escape you—

[Eng. Ver., be not ignorant]—Antithetical to them, ver. 5. He does

not so fully reply to the mockers as he instructs the faithful. One

day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one

day, Ps. xc. 4, Sept., for a thousand years, 0 Lord, are in Thy sight,

as yesterday, which is gone, and as a watch in the night. The pre

ceding words have this force : Thou art our refuge, Eternal God :

and not we ourselves, frail men. The reason is for a thousand years,

etc. Moses describes God's eternity somewhat more absolutely ;

Peter, in its relation to the last day, and to men- looking for this; BO

that his eternity itself is denoted, by which, in essence and in opera

tion, he wonderfully exceeds all measure of time ; and his divine

knowledge is also included, to which all future things are present ;

and his Power, which does not require long delays to complete its

work ; and his Long-suffering, free from all impatient expectation

and eager haste. With the Lord one day is as a thousand years

(Peter adds this to the saying of Moses) : that is, he is equally

blessed in one day, or in one moment, and in a thousand years and a

whole age: he can perform the work of a thousand years in one day.

Wherefore in the next verse it is added : he is not slack. It is always

in his power to fulfil his promise. And a thousand years are as one

day (thus Peter, while in this clause he re-echoes the former one, and

accommodates both to the subject in hand, appropriately varies Moses'

words) : that is, no delay happens which is long to God. As to a

very rich man a thousand guineas arc as a sbgle penny, so to the
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Eternal God a thousand years are as one day ; wherefore in the next

Terse but is long-suffering is added : he gives us space for repentance

without annoying himself. Comp. Ecclesiasticus xviii. 10, 11. To

sum up, the age-measurer (so to speak) of God differs from the hour-

reckoner of mortals. Its index shows at once all hours in the great

est activity and in the deepest repose. To him time passes neither

more slowly nor more quickly than hefits him and his economy.

There is no reason why he should consider it needful either to delay

or to hasten the end. How shall we understand this ? If we could

understand it, it would be unnecessary for Moses and Peter to add,

uiith the Lord.

9. It not slack—As though the time of his promised coming were

already present, Heb. x. 37, note. Thus Ecclesiasticus xxxv. 17,

18, the Most High shall judge righteously, and execute judgment ; for

the Lord will not be slack, neither will he be patient towards them, etc.

This passage of the Son of Sirach closely agrees with the passage of

Peter's epistle. His promise—The promise will be fulfilled, ver. 13,

whatever mockers may prate, ver. 4. Is long-suffering—Therefore

he waits until the number of those to be saved shall be complete, ver.

15. [For uc $/*«c, "to usward," read «c &p&z, to you. Tisch., Alf.]

That any—Not even those some just mentioned. Should perish—This

would be the case, if he did not give space for repentance. Comp. 2

Esdras viii. 59.

10. [Omit iv vuxrl, in the night. Tisch., Alf.] Tlie heavens—

Which the mockers say shall continue as they are, ver. 4. The ele

ments—That is, the works which are in the heavens, as the following

words show. The sun, the moon, and the stars, are often called aroi-

£eta, elements. [So Alf., etc., and this seems best. But Hut. pre

fers to consider the expression as referring to the fundamental divis

ions of the heavens. Compare the powers of heaven, Matt. xxiv. 29].

As at the creation, so at the end of the world, the sun, the moon,

and the stars, are wont especially to be mentioned, Matt. xxiv. 29;

and they are certainly contained in some part of Peter's representa

tion, and especially in the word elements, rather than fire, air, water,

and earth. For Peter mentions the earth separately, and under this

he includes water, or even air (which, however, the Scripture rarely

mentions, when speaking of the nature of things) ; by fire, the ele

ments shall melt away. The same word is used, Wisdom vii. 17. It

is a most elegant metaphor. For as a letter on a parchment, so is a

star in the heaven. The works—Of nature and art. [Or perhaps

equal to the earth and the fullness thereof, in the Psalms, etc., ». e.,
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the creatures of God on earth, as enumerated in the history of crea

tion. Hut.]

11. [For oLv, then, read ourax;, thus. Tisch., Alf. Render, These

things being thus to be dissolved ; i. e., since they will be. Alf.] Since

they are being dissolved—The present tense ; as though it were now

taking place : thus in ver. 12, rrjxerat, are melting, [Eng. Ver., shall

melt]. On the fourth of the six days of creation, the stars also were

made, Gen. i. 16. They also shall be dissolved with the earth. They

are mistaken, who restrict the history of the creation and the de

scription of this destruction only to the earth and to the quarter of

the heaven which is nearer to the earth, but feign that the stars are

older than the earth, and will survive it. It is not to the heaven

only which surrounds the earth, but to the heavens, that both disso

lution and restoration are ascribed, ver. 10 and 13. Ought—This is

the commandment mentioned in ver. 2. Conversation—As regards

human affairs. Godliness—As regards divine things.

12. The coming—This depends upon looking for and hastening,

[so Hut., Alf. Not hasting unto, as Eng. Ver. The word unto is

not in the Gr.], conjointly: when ye offer prayers for his speedy com

ing. He who eagerly desires, presses the matter itself, if possible,

to a speedy accomplishment. UneuSio, I hasten, is used with an Ac

cusative, Sept. ; Esth. v. 5 : Isa. xvi. 5. The participle includes the

statement of the cause, as in ver. 14. Of God—The expression, the

day of God, is rare. For diet Dei, the day of God, the Latin trans

lator, or a very early copyist, wrote diet Domini, the day of the Lord,

perhaps for more easy pronunciation. God grants to men many thou

sand days : one, the last, is the great day of God himself. On ac

count of which—[Not as Eng. Ver., wherein]. Coming. A Chiasmus

[cross reference] of four parts: what manner of persons—lookingfor

—on account of which—but new heavens. The first part is deduced

from the third, and the second from the fourth. Being on fire—with

fervent heat—Elsewhere, nopouo&at, to be burned, applies rather to

a dry body, xauaoua&at, to be burned, to a moist one.

13. [But—Not nevertheless, as Eng. Ver., which makes the con

trast too strong. Alf.] New—A great mystery, new heavens and a

new earth. It is something external to God and external to man.

Promise—Ver. 4. In which dwelleth righteousness—Therefore they

shall not grow old. There will be a complete separation between

good and evil, Matt. iii. 12, xiii. 30. The inhabitants also must be

Hghteous, ver. 11, comp. ver. 6 and 7. In the new world, which com

prises the heaven and the earth, dwelleth righteousness. The new
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world is one whole : in it dwelleth righteousness. That part, which

unrighteousness had polluted, shall be cleansed.

14. Look—Gr. npoadoxiovrez- With trembling and with joy. This

word has a wide meaning. Of him—God.

15. Account—salvation—Although those mockers account it slack

ness, Yer. 9. Even as—This refers to the whole discussion thus far.

Comp. of these things, ver. 16. Our beloved brother—Paul has not

praised Peter ; but Peter praises Paul, showing that he was not of

fended with him, although sometimes reproved by him, and far sur

passed by him in the work of the Lord : respecting the love of Paul

towards Peter there could be no doubt. Unto you—Hebrews. He

intimates that there was the less need for him to write to them at

length, and expresses his approval of Paul's epistle. But Paul had

written to this purport respecting the approaching end of the world,

Heb. i. 1, ix. 26, x. 25, 37, and so in his other epistles. [More

probably in the Epistle to the Romans ; see ch. ix. 22. Esp. ii. 4,

etc. Dietbzin in Hut.]

16. In all—Peter wrote this epistle shortly before his own martyr

dom and Paul's. Therefore Paul had written nearly all his epistles

long before, even the epistle to those to whom Peter writes. Peter

therefore read all Paul's epistles, which were perhaps sent him by

Paul himself: nor was he offended at what Paul had written of Peter

to the Galatians, ch. ii. Who can doubt that Paul's epistles were early

collected into one body ? Of these things—Concerning the Lord's

coming delayed through his long-suffering, but yet near and sudden,

and the things which will happen at and before his coming. When

Paul appeared to put the day of the Lord farther off than the other

apostles, there were some who either doubted or denied the coming

itself. In which—In which things. [Rather, in which sayings of

Paul, on this subject. Hut., Alf.] Hard to be understood—It is one

thing to be hard, and another to be impossible to be understood.

Some things—Not all. Which— Which subjects, and so even the

writings of Paul. With this correspond the Scriptures, and so even

• the subjects mentioned in them. The one includes the other. Un

learned—Without heavenly learning. Wrest—Although straight in

themselves. There is an instance, 2 Tim. ii. 18. TJie other Scrip

tures—Paul's epistles therefore already formed part of the Scriptures.

Comp. has written, ver. 15. Unto—So that they seem to agree with

the abandoned perception of the wicked. Their own—Without any

injury to Paul. Destruction—Ch. ii. 1. .

17. Ye—Warned by the loss of others. Defence—[Eng. Ver.,
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steadfastness]- Comp. ver. 16, i. 12. This defence is grace. Comp.

Jude 21.

18. Grow—The more ; the more they decrease [ingrace and knmcledyt

—Ch. i. 3, 8. V. (?.] To the day of eternity—[Eng. Ver., forever].

This name agrees with that sense, in which the apostle employed it,

through the whole of this chapter. Eternity is a day, without night,

unmixed and perpetual. [But the idea is simply duration, as opposed

to time. Hut., Alf. Omit d/ajv, amen. Tisch. Alf. brackets it.}



ANNOTATIONS

ON THI

FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN.

CHAPTER I.

1. [The second ver. is a parenthesis ; and that which, etc., ver. 3.,

resumes the sentence thus interrupted. Liicke, etc.] That which

wag—John writes simply an Epistle, [beginning most majestically.

V. (7.], without inscription or conclusion. He does not appear to

have sent it abroad, but to have communicated it in person to his

hearers. See ver. 4, comp. 2 John, ver. 12, end. He says, That

which wot from the beginning, for //•• who wot, ch. ii. 13 ; because

that which presently recurs. When speaking of God and Christ, the

apostle often uses a common name for a proper one, as He himself,

He, The Holy One, The True One, and periphrastically, He who is

from the beginning, etc. In the first clause he indicates the Word

himself; and then the things which they have heard of him. Wat

—Even before he wot manifetted. He was with the Father : ver. 2.

From the beginning—The phrase from the beginning, common in this

epistle, is not to be always taken in the same sense, but to be ex

plained according to its connection : ch. ii. 7, 13, 14, iii. 8. In this

first passage, from the beginning comprises the whole state of the

Word of life, with the Father, ver. 2, which state preceded his mani

festation. Comp. //( the beginning, John i. 1, note. Wherefore the

expression is not inappropriately used in a different sense. That which

we have heard—Hearing, the sense by which we receive instruction, is

(782)
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put first, sight follows by gradation. Both are resumed in ver. 3,

where I say may be understood. John furnishes so great evidence

of this manifestation, that it is not now necessary to cite the prophets:

Comp. 2 Pet. i. 19, note. He speaks in the plural, in his own name,

and in the name of other fathers : ch. ii. 13. He appears to have

written when many of the fathers were still alive. Have looked upon

—Abundantly. Of—They perceived the truth of his flesh, and in it

the glory of the only begotten. Was denotes the latter, was mani

fested, the former. The Word of life—[That is, Christ. Hut. Not

the word concerning Christ, but our Lord himself. This is the key

stone of the sentence. Alf] '0 ^o^oc, the Word, is used by itself,

and the Life by itself : whence the Apposition, The Word, the Life ;

then the Word of Life ; The Word in whom was Life: John i. 4;

and the Life, that is, the eternal; and Life eternal: ver. 2. Thus

that title, the God of glory, includes the simple title of God.

2. Was manifested—He gave himself in the flesh to our eyes, ears,

and hands : John i. 14. The same word is used of his coming in

glory : ch. ii. 28. And we bear witness and show—Testimony is the

class ; there are two species, showing and writing, ver. 3 and 4.

Showing lays the foundation, ver. 5-10; writing builds upon it, ver.

4, note. Unto you—Who have not seen. Eternal life—In the be

ginning of the epistle that Life eternal is mentioned, which always

existed, and afterwards appeared to us : at the end of the epistle is

mentioned the same Life eternal, which we shall always enjoy. This

title alone teaches, that the goodness of Jesus in its highest sense is

not denied : Mark x. 18, note. Was—Epanodos [repetition of the,

same words in inverse order] ; comp. ver. 1, at the beginning. With

the Father—So John i. 1, with God.

3. Heard—This is now put after sight, because the declaration is

principally from hearing. Fellowship together with us—The same

which we have, who have seen. [Better, with us, as Eng. Ver. Hut.,

Alf.] Fellowship, so that he himself is ours ; he in us, and we in

him. With the Father—Who sent the Son, ver. 4-10. With his

Son—Whom the Father sent : ch. ii. 1, 2. On the Holy Spirit, see

ch. iii. 24, note.

4. These things—From the emphatic singular he comes to the plu

ral, to express himself more conveniently. These things, and no

other, 2 Cor. i. 13, much less, smaller and more trifling things, such

as the defenders of traditions adduce. Write we unto you—To this

present the past, I have written, ch. v. 13, answers. Comp. ch. ii. 1,

12, etc. Writing strongly confirms. That—Fullness of joy arises

from a full and abundant confirmation of soul in faith and love. Tc

i
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this, declaration and writing, conjointly, especially tend : 2 John ver.

12. Joy—Thus also John, in his Gospel, ch. xv. 11, xvi. 22. There

is the joy of faith, the joy of love, the joy of hope. Here the joy

of faith is first noticed : and the expression is abbreviated, your joy :

that is, your faith, and the joy springing thence : but there is also in

dicated the joy of love and of hope flowing thence.

5. The message—Ch. iii. 11. The declaration, relating to the

main subject. Neither in the gospel nor in the epistles does John

name the Gospel [evaryiXtoii] : but he terms it the testimony, the word,

the truth ; and here, by a very similar sound, dyyeXiav, the declara

tion. That d.rreXia, declaration, which was in the mouth of Christ,

the apostles dvayriXXouat, declare ; for they proclaim and propagate

the declaration received from him. It is called the word, ch. ii. 7.

From [Eng. Ver., of] him—From the Son of God, John i. 18. Light

—The Light of wisdom, love, and glory. What light is to the natu

ral eye, God is to the spiritual. As he here calls God Light, so ch.

ii. 8, he calls Christ Light. Darkness—The meaning of this is plain

from the opposite.

6. If we say—To say anything at variance with the fact, is fraud :

ver. 8, 10. So he that saith, ch. ii. 4, 9 : if a man say, ch. iv. 20.

To say, is to persuade one's self and others, to think, to profess, to

pretend. Fellowship—Ver. 3. In darkness—Comp. ch. ii. 8-11.

Walk—By inward and outward action, wherever we turn ourselves.

[Darkness of sin being the element of life. Hut.] We lie—A simi

lar expression occurs, ch. ii. 4. Do not the truth—That is, the truth

has no place with us in our very action.

7. As—Imitation of God is the test of fellowship with him. He

—God. So the Hebrews often say, ton, He, that is, God. So aoroc,

he, 1 Mace. iii. 22. Is—This word is deeper, and more worthy of

God, than to walk. We have fellowship—That is, Then we truly say,

that we have fellowship ; for walking in the light certainly and imme

diately follows this : One with another—Mutual, between us and you :

ver. 3 : for d.XMjXwv, one with another, reciprocally, does not seem appro

priate respecting God and men : comp. John xx. 17. It is however an

abbreviated expression : in ver. 6, with him, understand from ver. 7,

and one with another; in ver. 7, one with another, understand from ver.

6, with him. [It is strictly fellowship one with another, here on earth,

and not with God that is here meant. So Liicke, Hut., Alf, etc.]

Comp. John xiv. 10, note. And the blood—Fellowship with the Son

of God is described. On the blood, comp. ch. v. 6 ; John vi. 53, etc. ;

Apoc. i. 5. [Omit Xptarou, Christ. Tisch., Alf] Cleanseth us—By

remission and removal : comp. ver. 9. All—Original and actual.
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8. Sin—Those who say, We have no sin, and those who confess

their sins (plural) are opposed. He is therefore speaking of actual

sins, which flow from original sin. As each person has contracted

less or more, so he deems it necessary to confess less or more ; Prov.

xxviii. 13 ; and that either respecting the past, ver. 10, or the pres

ent, ver. 8. John comprises in his discourses all to whom that decla

ration comes, both good and bad, according to their measure. But

there were even then some who extenuated sin, and therefore also

disparaged grace. The truth—John often embraces faith in the idea

of truth : ch. ii. 4. nax fidelity, and njiax truth, are akin. Is not.

in us—Not in our heart, and therefore not in our mouth. The fault

is in us ; is ours : the glory is God's : ver. 9.

9. If we confess our sins—This verse is placed between two anti

theses, as ch. ii. 10. For it is antithetical to say, / have no gin, and,

/ have not sinned, ver. 8 and 10. The former is concerning the guilt

of sin, which still remains ; the latter is concerning the actual com

mission. By the former, we deceive ourselves ; by the latter, we make

him a liar. It is the best plan to confess to God, who treats us as

guilty sinners, ver. 10 ; and the universal necessity of this confession

is here asserted ; so that John not only says, that if we have sinned

we must confess ; but that all have to say, I have sin, and / have

sinned, and should confess that, although in different degrees : other

wise we should not need cleansing by the blood of Jesus Christ.

Faithful—He confirms all that we promise ourselves respecting the

good God. Is—So that we experience it, and do not make him a

liar. And just—So as to spare the sinner, and abolish the sins.

Thus also Jesus Christ is called the righteous, ch. ii. 1. [The wider

idea, /tut, is the ground of the faithful, which it includes. God is

jaithful, true, because he is just, upright. Lucke\. To forgive—

While he takes away the guilt. To cleanse—So that we sin no more.

10. We make him a liar—God says, Thou hast sinned : to deny

this is impious. Comp. ch. v. 10. His word—Which is true, ver. 8.

The word accuses us truthfully ; and by contradiction it is kept from

the heart. In us—And therefore we are liart ; ch. ii. 4.

99
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CHAPTER II.

1. My little children—The diminutive, used affectionately. He

now first names those to whom he writes. These things—Which fol

low. [Nay, but which precede; ver. 8-10, of ch. i. Hut., Alf., etc.]

That ye sin not—Mrj, lest, or, that—not—to be emphasized. He

warns them against wresting his discourse on reconciliation to a li

cense for sinning. There is here a precautionary warning ; and a

similar after-qualification, ch. v. 18, note. All the Divine purposes,

words, and judgments, are directed against sin, either to prevent, or

to destroy it. If any man sin—And lose the confidence of asking

for himself ; on which, see John xvi. 26. An advocate—Who pleads

our cause, so that the Father may not turn away his love from us.

Tlie righteous—Ver. 29. Jesus Christ, in the presence of the Father,

-at his right hand, chiefly from his access to him, having offered a

sacrifice for sins, is called The Righteous, John xvi. 10. His right

eousness removes our sin : and it is not itself lessened because he is

the Advocate for sinners : Isa. liii. 11, 12.

2. He himself—{Eng. Ver., he]. This word forms an Epitasit

[emphatic addition] : a most powerful Advocate, because he himself

is the propitiation. Is the propitiation—' IXaopbz, and izdnopdz, are

common in the Sept. ; they denote a propitiatory sacrifice : ch. iv. 10 ;

comp. 2 Cor. v. 21 : that is, the Saviour himself. There had been

therefore enmity between God and sinners. Our—Believers. There

is no reference here to the Jews ; for he is not writing to the Jews :

ch. v. 21. For the sins of the whole world—If he had said only, of

the world, as ch. iv. 14, the whole must have been understood : now,

since of the. whole is expressed, who dares to restrict it? ch. v. 19.

The propitiation is as wide as the sin. [This holds good against Cal

vin's assumption ; " the all does not include the reprobate," etc. Hut.,

3. Hereby we do know—That is, thus only, there is true knowledge

in us. We know, that we know : a reflex knowledge. Spiritual

characteristics are often given in this Epistle : manifest, we know, ch.

iii. 10, 14, 19. The Gnostics are refuted, who boasted of knowledge,

but rejected obedience. That we know him—As he is, the Advocate,

the righteous, the propitiation. [But the avrbv, him, refers to God,

here and in ver. 4, 5 ; not to Christ. Liicke. So Hut., etc.] So ver.

4, 13, 14 ; lsa. liii. 11. Commandments—Concerning faith and love.

We keep—John viii. 51, note.

5. His word—Jesus Christ's word respecting the Father: ch. i. 5.
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The precepts are many ; the word is one. Verily—It is not a lie or

vain boasting. This adverb has great force at the beginning of the

clause. The love of God—Towards man, reconciled to us by Christ.

[Rather, our love to God. Hut., etc.] Perfected—Having obtained

perfect rule, it is also perfectly known: ch. iv. 12. Hereby—The

preceding words are referred to, but whoso keepeth, as ch. iv. 6, from

this. We are in him—Synonyms, with a gradation: to know him;

to be in him ; to abide in him : ver. 6, knowledge ; fellowship ; con

stancy.

6. He abideth—This word is common in ch. ii., iii., and iv. It im

plies a condition, lasting, unintermitted, endless. Ought—By the

force of that Divine example. Thus, we ought, ch. iii. 16, iv. 11.

Even as he—He, whom we formerly saw. Thus, as he, etc., ch. iii.

3, 5, 7, 16, iv. 17. Believers readily supply the name ; since their

hearts are filled with the remembrance of the Lord. Walked—While

in the world.

7. [For ddtXtpol, brethren, read Ayamjroi, beloved. Tisch., Alf.]

From the beginning—When you first heard Christ's Gospel : ver. 24,

ch. iii. 11. The word—Ver. 5. [The question is often asked, what

commandment is here referred to? Some say to walk as Christ

walked, ver. 6 ; others, the lata of love, ver. 9, etc. But the command

meant is that which sums up the whole of Christian duty, including

all others ; it is presented first in the form, ver. 6, then in another, ver.

9, but these are not different commandments, but the same. Hut.

etc.] Which ye have heard—John did not deem it necessary to re

peat this word, as already known. He frequently says, ye have heard,

for they had heard, before even the apostles wrote. [Omit the se

cond dV dpyrffi, from the beginning. Tisch., Alf.]

8. A new commandment—Now first written to you in this Epistle.

This passage savors of the fullness of the Spirit in the apostle.

Which thing is true— Truth, substantively, as in ver. 27, where truth

and a lie are opposed. Thence also 3, which, is put for rj, the, that is,

the commandment. The sense is : the commandment is truth ; that

is, the darkness truly passes away, etc. As in ver. 7, to the word

old, so here, to the word new, its definition is immediately added,

what is the old, and what is the new. The old is that which we had

from the beginning : the new is that which is true in Jesus Christ and

in us. The difference of time in the words, ye had, and it is, implies

this. In Christ all things are always true, and were so from that

beginning ; but in Christ and in us, conjointly, the precept is truth,

when we acknowledge the truth, which is in him, and have the same

flourishing in us. John praises the present state of those to whom
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he writes, as even more glorious than their condition, when they be

gan to hear the Gospel, as Rom. xiii. 11, 12; whence also the oUl

precept could be sweetly set forth to them in a new way. [Render,

which (thing, namely that this commandment is a new one) is true in

him and in you, because the darkness is passing away, etc. Alf, So

Liicke, Hut., etc.] That—[But because (Eng. Ver., for) is right ;

see above]. This is that precept, the love of a brother, resulting

from the light. Hence at the beginning of ver. 9, supply therefore.

Comp. ch. i. 5, 6. Is past—He does not say napdru, passes by, but

napdrezat, it caused to pass, is changed, so that at length it is ab

sorbed. The same word is used, ver. 17, opposed to abiding. Thus

Ezra ix. 2, Sept. isapr^drj aneppa rb dytov, the holy seed was trans

ferred to the nations, and was mingled with them. Observe the pre

sent, as in shineth. The true light—Jesus Christ: John i. 9. Now

—With you ; but it will shine more brightly for ever : ver. 28.

Comp. until now, ver. 9. Shineth—Therefore it was now less need

ful for John to cite the prophets in his Epistles than it was for Peter;

whose 2d Epistle, i. 19, comp. on the day and the morning star. Pe

ter, with his Epistles, stands about midway between Christ's suffer

ing and the close of John's life.

9. In the light—As if in his own element. Thus in, ver. 11.

Brother—A believer : 3 John, 3, 5, 10. The very title contains the

cause of love.

10. There is none occasion of stumbling in him—The contrary is in

ver. 11, has blinded. But the idea of the one is supplied from the

other : in him who loves, there is neither blindness nor an occasion

of stumbling : in him who loves not, there is both blindness and an

occasion of stumbling. He who hates his brother, is a stumbling-

block to himself, and stumbles against himself and everything within

and without: he who loves, has an unobstructed path.

11. But he that hateth—A direct opposition. Where there is not

love, there is hatred ; the heart is not empty. Hath blinded—Dark

ness not only surrounds him, but has also blinded him.

12. I write unto you, etc.—John, in this chapter, as throughout

the Epistle, calls all to whom he writes, r«w'a, little children ; but in

ver. 13-27, he divides them into fathers, young men, and naidia, or

children. Wherefore zexvta, little children, and natdia, children, are

not synonymous. Writing to the little children, ch. ii. 1, he says, at

the beginning of the paragraph, I write, ver. 1, (comp. ver. 7 and 8) ;

and here, at the conclusion, he adds, / have written; not changing

the things already mentioned, but repeatedly confirming them : ver.

12. Comp. 1 Pet. v. 12, / have written. Thence he appropriately
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addresses three degrees of age, which are according to nature, but

variously imbued with grace : and he styles fathers, those who had

witnessed the time of Jesus Christ's life on earth : young men, those

who, having overcome the wicked one, must also boldly subdue the

world lying in the wicked one, and the lust of the world : as children,

those whom, after the departure of the fathers and the young men,

the last hour awaited, and in it Antichrist. This address contains a

proposition, and a discussion. In the proposition he says : / write to

you, fathers: I write to you, young men: I write to you, little child

ren : ver. 13 ; but in the discussion, he says, I have written to //•</<.,

fathers, ver. 14 : / have written to you, young men, ver. 14-17 : /

have written to you, little children, ver. 18-27 ; / have written, being

itself twice inserted at ver. 21 and 26. The method, of these pas

sages very closely resembles that of the beginning and conclusion of

the Epistle : for ch. i. 4, he says, of writing, in the present tense ;

but in ch. v. 13, he says, / have written. Having ended the three

fold address, he returns to them collectively, again styling them little

children, ver. 28. Unto you—The doctrine of the remission of sin»

belongs to the fathers also, of whom we have just spoken. Are for

given—The apostle sums up the things which he has hitherto dis

cussed, proceeding to others founded upon the remission of sius. Hit

—Jesus Christ.

13. That—Gr. Srt [not because, as Eng. Ver., etc.] Thus three

times; comp. ver. 12; 1 Pet. v. 12, where art is explained by an ac

cusative with an infinitive, which is clearer. [But the meaning is be

cause, as Eng. Ver., etc. The Apostle declares here, not what, but

why, he writes. Hut., etc.] He proposes three subjects, and will

shortly discuss them ; and he here presents the summaries of what

he is about to discuss. Ye have known—A heavenly Father, in pre

ference to fathers of flesh. The Father—And so all things, ver. 20.

14. I have written—In ver. 13 and 14 he passes from I write to /

have written : and not without reason. For by transposing the verb

of writing from the present to the past, he suggests a very strong ad

monition. Ye have known him that is from the beginning—Jesus

Christ, ''fyjfi?, beginning, is not the beginning of the Gospel, but

the beginning of all things: ch. i. 1, note. Artemon objects, that

God the Father might also be so styled. I reply, Why not ? But

the figure Antonomasia [use of a common for a proper name] is com

mon with John, when he speaks of Christ. Comp. ver. 20. The fa

thers, as well as *,he apostle, were already alive when Jesus Christ

was upon earth : and some of them, probably, had known him both

in person and by faith. Comp. ch iii. 6, note ; 1 Cor. xv. 6 ; Matt.
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xiii. 16. Certainly all had known him by faith, and had seen that

golden age of the Church, to which the age of the younger men, who

should avoid antichrists, is opposed. John repeats this clause from

the preceding verse, without more words, adding to the statement a

discussion equally brief, and modestly addressing the fathers, to whom

it was unnecessary to write much. The knowledge of even these re

specting Christ is very great, comprising all things. Knowledge is

assigned to fathers and children : strength, to young men. Strong—

Other young men are strong in body : you, in faith. The Word of

God—From which is strength : ch. iv. 4. Abideth in you—Nor can

the Evil One tear it from you, nor does Antichrist endanger you.

The Wicked One—Who especially lies in wait for youth. John seems

to refer to a certain remarkable instance of virtue exhibited by the

young men to whom he writes. Such was their constancy in confes

sion in the persecution of Domitian ; and also the return of that

young man, whom the apostle, with the greatest gentleness, reclaimed

from robbery to repentance (although the apostle did not make that

expedition until he had returned from Patmos ; comp. ver. 22, note).

15. Love not the world—This especially refers to you, young men.

Follow up your victory against the wicked one, in whom the world lies ;

ch. v. 19. Is not—Contraries do not co-exist. The love of the Fa

ther—Towards his children, and filial love towards the Father. [But

here it means, love to the Father. Hut, etc.]

16. All—the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride

[vain glory, Alf.] of life—The world contains all these, and nothing

besides. The lust of the flesh means those things on which the senses

of enjoyment so called, namely, the taste and touch, feed. The lust

of the eyes means those things, by which the senses of investigation,

the eye or sight, hearing and smelling, are occupied. 'AXa^oveia is

arrogant pomp, when one assumes too much to himself either in word

or in act. It is also comprised under lust in the next verse ; and

therefore the pride of life, is that which leads forth lust and diffuses

it more largely in the world, so that a man wishes to be as great as

possible in food, in dress, in means, in furniture, in buildings, in es

tates, in servants, in his retinue, in his equipage, in his offices, etc.

Comp. Ap. xviii. 12, 13. Chrysostom speaks of rov rbfov zov ftiw

ztxbv, the vanity of life, and trjv favraaiav tou ftiou, the display of life :

where he relates a youthful example of such insolence overcome by

sacred love. Either kind of lust is the spark : arrogance is the fire.

Even those who do not love arrogance of life, may pursue the lust of

the eyes ; and they who have conquered this, yet very often retain

the lust of the flesh : for this prevails most among the poor, the mid-
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die classes, and the powerful ; even among those who seem to exercise

self-denial : and again, unless it is overcome, a man easily advances

from it to the lust of the eyes, where objects are afforded ; and from

this to pride of life, where his means admit. The second is included

in the third, and the first in the second. The three cardinal vices,

pleasure, avarice, and pride, do not coincide with these three ; yet

they are comprised in them. Comp. Luke viii. 14 ; Deut. xvii. 16,

17 ; Matt. iv. 3, 6, 9. And youth is especially commanded to avoid

these three, comp. 2 Tim. ii. 22, since it might abuse its great vigor.

Ecclesiastes xii.

17. And—An abbreviated expression : that is, the world passeth

away, and the lust thereof, and he also who loves the world ; but God

and he that doeth, etc. [The lust thereof, the desire of the world;

not after it, but that which dwells in it, and gives it character. Hut.,

Alf.~] That doeth—As the love of the Father requires. The will—

This will demands of us self-restraint, temperance, modesty, which

are contrary to the world. Abideth—And has abiding blessings,

truly desirable, opposed to those three ; namely, riches, and glory,

and life : Prov. xxii. 4. Even as God also abideth forever—This is

a various reading of great beauty, and undoubtedly true, found in

Latin fathers of no mean authority, [but is not genuine.]

18. Little children—See on ver. 12. The doctrine of antichrist is

not beyond the capacity of a more tender age : 2 John ver. 7, note.

The last—Not as respects all times of the world, but in the antithesis

of children to fathers and to young men. [There were three seasons

in all, beginning successively, existing conjointly, and terminating

successively. The season of the fathers and also of the youths was

immediately completed. Hence it is to the little children that John

says, It is the last hour. In this last hour we all even live. V. G.~\

And as—And it is so, as ye have heard, namely, that antichrist

comes : and even now there are many, etc. There is a similar ellip

sis, ver. 27, note. Ye have heard—Ch. iv. 3. That—The particle

is not redundant. Comp. next verse. The language is clearer by

appending or«, that. Antichrist—The Spirit had predicted the fall

ing away of many from the truth of Christ Jesus the Son of God ;

but John does not use the word antichrist in the singular number ex

cept in the 1st Epistle, ii. 18, 22, iv. 3, in the 2d Epistle, ver. 7 ; he-

does not introduce it at all in the 3d Epistle, in his Gospel, or in the

Apocalypse ; nor does any other New Testament writer use it.

Whether the phraseology of the apostle, or the language of believers

led to the introduction of that word, John, about to guard against the

errors which might arise, wishes not only antichrist, but also anti
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ihrists to be mentioned ; and when he speaks of antichrist, or the

spirit of antichrist, or a deceiver and antichrist, he indicates under the

singular number all deceivers and enemies of the truth. The faith

ful had heard that the sj,irit of antichrist, and antichrist himself,

should come. John acknowledges that, and adds, that the spirit of

antichrist is already in the world, that now there had arisen many an

tichrists. And as Christ is sometimes spoken of for Christianity, so

antichrist is spoken of for antichristianity, or the doctrine and multi

tude of men opposed to Christ. [But this generalizes too much the

definite term. Hut., etc.] There is one prominent adversary, who is

called the Horn speaking great things, Dan. vii. 8, 20 ; the man of sin,

etc., 2 Thess. ii. 3, 4 ; a beast ascending out of the bottomless pit, Ap.

xi. 7, xvii. 8 ; but he indeed appears to be called by the same name

of antichrist, rather according to ecclesiastical usage, ancient and

modern, than according to the sense of the apostle. John so admits

that antichrist was already come, as to teach, that not one only, but

many antichrists had come ; a matter which he considers more im

portant and disastrous. The whole class of those, who have any

good or evil disposition, is often expressed in the singular number

with the article. The good man [every man that is good], etc.

Matt. xii. 35, xviii. 17; 1 Pet. iv. 18; Tit. ii. 8; John x. 10, 12;

and so everywhere, especially in Proverbs : also 1 John iv. 2, 3, 6.

Thus the liar, the deceiver, antichrist, ch. ii. 22 ; 2 John ver. 7.

Therefore antichrist, or antichristianity, has propagated itself from

the close of John's life throughout all ages, and remains until that

great adversary arises. Cometh—[Eng. Ver., shall come~]—From

another place. The antithesis is, have arisen [Eng. Ver., there are],

namely, from us, ver. 19. Comp. Acts xx. 29, 30. Even now—

This is opposed to mere previous hearing. Whereby—it is—Hence

the necessity of the admonition follows.

19. They went out—The antithesis is, they would have continued.

For if— One who is truly faithful does not easily fall away: ch. Hi.

9, v. 18. [They would, etc.—The apostle speaks absolutely. By ex

horting his readers to abide in him, he implies that they might fall

away ; yet is it sure that he who abides not, cannot have entered with

his whole heart into the fellowship of the Lord. Hut.] But—that—

That is, but they went out, that, etc. [That they might be made

manifest that all are not of us, (all, that is, who are found commonly

among us). Alf. after Liicke, etc.]

20. And [Eng. Ver., but] ye have an unction from the Holy One— .

An abbreviated expression (as John i. 18, xiv. 10, notes), in this

sense : ye have an anointing from Christ ; you have the Holy Spirit
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from the Holy One. But the term anointing alludes to the name of

antichrist, in an opposite sense : ver. 18 ; He who hath anointed us it

God, 2 Cor. i. 21 ; Christ, the Anointed, is the Son of God, Acts iv..

26, 27 : the anointing is the Holy Spirit, Heb. i. 9. The little chil

dren have this spiritual anointing ; for to haptism, which they re

ceived, was joined the gift of the Holy Spirit ; and to signify this, it

seems to have been afterwards the practice, in accordance with this

very passage, to anoint the bodies of the baptized with oil. He

speaks of the Holy Spirit more plainly, ch. iii. 24, iv. 13, v. 6. For

John is wont to touch upon any subject immediately, intending to

handle it more plainly and fully afterwards. Thus, is born, ver. 29,

comp. with ch. iii. 9 ; thus confidence, ch. iii. 21, comp. ch. v. 14.

From the Holy One—The Ri-liteous, ver. 1, 29; the Son of God,

John x. 36. See on the anointing of the Most Holy, Dan. ix. 24.

Formerly there was a sacred material ointment, Ex. xxx. 25 ; now it

is spiritual. And—And hence. All things—Which it is needful for

you to know. Seducers were to be repelled with this answer : just as

a prudent man answers a troublesome vender, I want nothing.

21. I have written—He did that at the end of ver. 13. Because

—So ver. 13, note. The address is very confirmatory : Be assured

that ye know : comp. ver. 3. The truth—Respecting the Son, and

so respecting the Father, ver. 3. No lie—The truth is wholly true,

and nourishes no lie.

22. Who ?—So who ? ch. v. 5. The liar—Gr. o ^£y<rnfc [Eng.

Ver., a liar]. 10, the, refers to the abstract, a lie, ver. 21; that is,

who is guilty of that lie and imposture f That—The crowning truth

is, that Jesus is the Christ: John xx. 31. In the Acts, Paul contin

ually demonstrated this main point ; and in his Epistles he assumed

it. John often mentions this point in his Gospel, and in this and the

following Epistle. Hence it may be inferred that these books were

not written by him wholly at the close of his life. Antichrist—Ver.

18. The truth respecting Jesus, that he is the Christ, that he is the

Son of God and is come in the flesh, must be held entire. He who

denies one part respecting Jesus, does not hold both him fully and

the Father at the same time. The spirit of antichrist, and antichrist

itself, has done and does this. The Father and the Son—That is, the

Son, and therefore the Father.

23. Whosoever—Even though he does not think that he also de

nies the Father. Hath—In acknowledgment and fellowship : 2 John

ver. 9. [The words, he that acknowledged the Son hath the Father

also, are printed in italics in Eng. Ver., because not found in the

100
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common Gr. text. But they are part of the true text, and as such

are added by Tisch., Alf., and all critical eds.]

24. [Omit obv, therefore. Tisch., Alf] Ye—There is an antithe

sis in the pronoun : therefore a transposition is used, as in ver. 27.

That which—Respecting the Father and the Son. Ye have heard—

This is to be emphasized. Let—abide—He exhorts. Wherefore, if

it remain, has this meaning : If you shall be such at those in whom it

abides. That—from the beginning—Now this is to be emphasized.

Ye also—In turn. Thus, in you, in him, ver. 27.

25. He—The Son : ver. 27, 28. 27*—If we abide in him. Life

—The construction follows the verb preceding, He hath promised.

The sense is, the promise is life eternal.

26. These things have I written— These things from ver. 21. John,

as usual, begins and concludes with the same formula ; and having, as

it were, ended his parenthesis, he continues the 20th verse in the

27th. Them that seduce—That is, try to seduce you.

27. Ye have receivedfrom him—John i. 16. Abideth in you—This

indicative involves a very subtle exhortation (comp. 2 Tim. iii. 14),

by which he makes the faithful, when annoyed by deceivers, thus to

answer them : The anointing abideth in us : we do not need a teacher:

it teaches us the truth : in that doctrine we will continue. See how

pleasant the transition is from this introduction of the language of

another speaker to the direct address, in the next verse. Abides in

you, ye shall abide in him, are correlative. And—Therefore. Ye

need not—A phrase characterizing the believer's repulse of deceivers.

God is sufficient for those whom he teaches. Any man—Whoever he

may be. By rejecting the whole class of seducers, individuals are

the more easily repelled, although they wish to seem better than

others. Teach—Heb. viii. 11, note. You—You are little children,

but not ignorant. But as—Supply the verb substantive between the

two particles, as between but as, and as, not as, in ver. 19, 18, and

ch. iii. 12 ; 2 Cor. iii. 13. Nor are we to think that as here has not

its conclusion until the is, or ye shall abide. [For rd aurb, the same,

Tisch. (not Alf.) reads, to abrob, his]. The same—Always ; not

one thing at one time, and another at another, but consistent with it

self, and the same with all the holy. [Rather, the same which ye re

ceived. Hut] Teacheth you—The mutual communion of those who

become partakers of the anointing in one body is not abolished, but

approved. Teacheth, the present tense : from which arises the past,

hath taught, with an eye to the future, ye shall abide. Of all things

—Which you should know and be taught. An antithesis to the same.

And is no lie—Like that of which they boast. Hath taught you—
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The anointing. ) V shall abide—Believers are bidden to say, At the

anointing hath taught us, abiding in that doctrine, we shall abide in

the Son, and therefore in the Father : ver. 24. This Future has a

consolatory and hortatory force. [Alf., Hut-, etc. (not Tisch.\ read

/J.SVSTS, abide, for jueveirs, ye shall abide~\. The whole discourse,

brought down from ver. 18 to this verse, is most sweetly adapted to

young children, especially the mention of teaching and anointing.

28. Little children—Having now finished addressing the three dif

ferent ages, he returns to the whole. In him—In Jesus Christ. For

he shall be manifested. Confidence—Of having kept the truth (ch. iii.

21, iv. 17, v. 14). Not be ashamed—Oh ! how great will then be

your shame, ye Jews, Socinians, and all pretended Christians, and

whomsoever he shall deny to be his ! At his coming—He propounds

this to the fathers, the young men, and children. It appears, there

fore, that he wrote this Epistle before the Apocalypse, in which his

coming is first represented as deferred. Tertullian thinks that the

Epistle was written afterwards.

29. If ye know—From the mention of the future manifestation of

the Son and the sons of God, he draws a new discussion on sin and

righteousness. Is righteous— Jesus Christ it Righteous: ver. 1, iii.

5 and 6. Ye know—Or acknowledge. [And so Eng. Ver., Alf.

But it is perhaps better to take pvtoaxsrs as an imperative : know ye

that, etc. If you know that the Son of God is righteous, learn to see

also that none is a child of God who does not practice righteousness.

Liicke. So Hut. For irac, every one, read xal TTWC, also every one.

Tisch., Alf.] Every one—And he alone. Is born—The righteous

produces the righteous.

CHAPTER III.

1. Until bestowed—Not only hath destined and conferred, but also

hath displayed. Sons of God—What is greater than God ? What re

lation is closer than that of sons ? Should be called—Should be so

with the name : which appears empty to the world. Therefore—A

consequence, as ver. 13. Behold is to be opposed to the world, which

despises the righteous. Us—Who are like God. [But if those who

regard not God esteem thee at all, thou mayest well feel alarmed
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about thy state. V. Gr. Alf. adds at the end, xat iopev, and we an

(i. e., children of God). So Hut. and Lachm., with good reason ; but

Tisch., Liickt, etc., omit it].

2. Beloved—Beloved by me, because the Father loves us. Now—

At present. The antithesis is not yet. In this verse observe especi

ally .what words are to be pronounced more emphatically: now, not

yet, what, like him. Sons—Repeated from ver. 1. What we shall

be—Further, by the power of this sonship. This what, by Epitasis

[emphatic addition], suggests something unspeakable, contained in

the likeness of God, which so exalts the sons of God, that they be

come as it were gods. [Omit dk, but. Tisch., Alf.] We know—In

general. [Render, but we know that if it were manifested (namely,

what we shall be), we shall be like him, etc. Alf., etc. So Beng.] It

were manifested—[Eng. Ver. appear,] Gr. favepioOij—The same word

occurs, ch. ii. 28. Like him—God, whose sons we are. For—From be

holding comes resemblance, 2 Cor. iii. 18 ; as the whole body, the coun

tenance, and especially the eyes of those who behold the sun, are

sunned. [But this for (since) gives the reason of we know. The

sight of God is the sure Christian hope. Hut.] We shall see—Sight

includes all the other kinds of senses. Him—God. As he is—That

is, openly.

3. Hope—He has treated and will treat of faith : next, he will

treat of love ; now he speaks of hope. In him—In God. Purifieth

—Holiness is appropriately mentioned here after sight, which is de

lighted with purity. He—Jesus Christ: ver. 5.

4. Whosoever committeth sin—There is an antithesis to this in he

that doeth righteousness, ver. 7. Iloiuv is to do, to exercise. Also—

By that very fact. Transgresseth the law—'Avopia, iniquity, has a

somewhat more dreadful sound, especially to those who greatly es

teem God's law and will than b\papria, sin. From the law is the

knowledge of sin. There is a kindred expression, ch. v. 17, all un

righteousness is sin. A crooked line is seen of itself ; but it is more

conspicuous when compared with the ruler. By this expression philo

sophical sin is most aptly refuted. And—[Eng. Ver., for]. Nay

indeed, not only are the principles of sin and iniquity allied, but they

are the same. Thus xai, and, ch. v. 4, and yap, for, ch. v. 3. Sin

is the transgression of the law—Sin is the subject, since the whole dis

course treats of it. The antithesis is, He that doeth righteousness is

righteous : he that doeth righteousness, is not considered unrighteous,

but he has the testimony and praise of righteousness: ver. 7, comp.

Gal. v. 23 ; 1 Tim. i. 9.

5. Was manifested—In the flesh. [Omit faiov, our. Tisch., Atf.
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To take away sins, i. e., all sins, not merely ours, nor some.

Our sins— Since they are especially displeasing to him. To take

away—John i. 29, note. In him—He is righteous, ver. 7, refers

to this.

6. Sinneth not—In him the good of righteousness is not overcome

by the evil of sin. Hath not seen him—In spirit ; although perhaps,

as to personal appearance, he hath seen him in the flesh : or even if

he hath seen him in spirit, at the very moment of sin he becomes as

if he had never seen him in any way. [Hath not seen—That is, con

tinuously, from the past to the present. So the Greek perfect often

implies. Hut., Alf.~\ Nor known him—Truly; although perhaps he

hath formerly known him personally. Sight and knowledge produce

likeness to God: ver. 2.

7. Let no man deceive you—He deceives, who thinks that he can

be accounted righteous without the deeds of righteousness. [Is right

eous—Deut. vi. 25. V. (?.]

8. Of the devil—As a son : ver. 10. The word born is not how

ever used here, nor seed, but works. For from the devil there is not

generation, but corruption. From the beginning—From the time that

the devil is the devil. [Or ever since sin was sin. Liicke."] He seems

to have kept his first estate but a very short time. Sinneth—An ab

breviated expression : that is, has sinned from the beginning, and is

the cause of all sins, and still sins: he sins (with daily increasing

guilt), and induces others to sin : he is never satiated. [But this

great sinner shall be shut up in the abyss as in a prison. Then he

shall be punished in the fire. V. Or.] The because in ver. 8, is op

posed to the because in ver. 9. For this purpose—The devil does not

make an end of sinning : to destroy sin, is the work of the Son of

God. The works—Which are most entangled, and to unravel which,

was worthy of the Son of God.

9. Doth not commit sin—The sentiment is immediately intensified :

and he cannot sin. To each proposition its own because is added :

doth not commit sin, for his seed, etc. ; he cannot sin because he i»

born, etc. His seed remaineth in him—In him who is born of God,

God's seed remaineth, that is, the word, with its power, 1 Pet. i. 23 ;

James i. 18 ; although sin often tries, by a furious attack, to over

throw the regenerate. Or rather, thus : the seed of God, that is, he

who is born of God, abideth in God. [But the former is right. Alf.

See 1 Cor. iv. 15]. Such persons are truly DTlS» JHJ the teed of God,

Mai. ii. 15. He cannot—The possibility is not absolutely denied ;

but this is affirmed, that the new birth and sin cannot co-exist. Thus,

how can he, iv. 20, comp. Ap. ii. 2 ; Acts iv. 20. The case resembles
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that of an abstemious man; who cannot drink wine ; and various anti

pathies. Gataker has thus elegantly paraphrased : The regenerate

doei not tin : he proposes to himself, at far at possible, a lifefreefrom

tin : nor doet he ever voluntarily indulge in tin. And if at any time,

contrary to hit purpote, he shall have offended, he neither rushes head

long into tin, nor continuet in it ; but having acknowledged his error,

he immediately returns to hit former course as toon ax, and as far at,

he can. He adds the similitude of the magnetic needle, which al

ways points to the pole, is easily turned aside, bat always reseeks the

pole. /• born of God—The former words, [in the Gr.] of God, are

pronounced more emphatically ; and this being observed, it is plain on

comparing the beginning of the verse that the same thing is not

proved by the same.

10. In thit—This refers to the preceding words. And—[Eng.

Ver., neither]. He that loveth not—A transition from the class, or

the whole to a part. [But the love is not a part of righteousness, but

its substance and essence, fl/ii.]

11. Thf. message—A very gracious title for the law, which word John

never uses.

12. Not at—An ellipsis. See ch. ii. 27, note. Cain—The Scrip

ture speaks more mildly of Adam himself, than of Gain and persons

like him. Of that Wicked One—Afterwards novqpa, eviL It is an

tithetical to of God, ver. 10.

13. [Omit /tou, my. Tisch., AlfJ] My brethren—In this passage

only he calls them brethren, in antithesis to the world without, and in

his repeated mention of the brethren. Elsewhere he says, beloved,

my dear children, ch. ii. 7, i. 12. Hate—As Cain hated even his

brother, [with a murderous hatred : for its bad works are reproved

by your righteous works. V. (?.]

14. We have passed—We had therefore been in death. From

death—Spiritual. Unto life—Spiritual, and also eternal : next verse.

The language again is reciprocal : we are in life, and life it tn us ;

ver. 15. Because—A judgment from the effect. [Omit rbv d£eJLfbv,

his brother. Tisch., Alf.] Abideth—ls still.

15. A murderer—As Cain. All hatred is an attempt against life:

but life does not assail life. He who hates his brother desires either

his brother's or his own death. Hence duels. [While ver. 16 bids

us lay down our life for the brethren, duels require one (awful to

say !) to risk hit own life in order to deprive another of his life. This

is desperate insanity, far removed from bravery. We may suppose

that the devil himself wonders how men, even called Christians, can

have fallen so low. It is lamentable that the men of chief authority
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in the world, with all the power that has been entrusted to them by

God, either can not, or will not, suppress duels. One such atrocity

may involve in the direst guilt before God the whole human race, the

•whole assembly of Christians, or a whole camp of soldiers. V. (?.]

Abiding—Eternal life is verily in him who believes and loves.

16. Love—The nature of love.

17. The substance of the world—[Eng. Ver., this world's goods].

Litotes [softened expression] : in antithesis to lives, ver. 16. Shut-

teth—Whether asked for aid, or not asked. The sight of the wretched

at once appeals to the hearts of the spectators, or even opens them :

then a man freely either closes his bowels of compassion, or opens

them more fully. Comp. Deut. xv. 7. Sis bowels—With his bowels

a man's substance is also closed or opened. The love of God—That

is, love towards God : ch. iv. 20. Dwelleih—He said that he loved

God : but he does not now love : ver. 18.

18. [Omit ftou, my. Tisch., Alf.~\ In word—In idle word: op

posed to in deed. In tongue—By a pretending tongue : opposed to

in truth.

19. Hereby—On this depends we know and shall assure ; and to

this refers, since He is greater, ver. 20. [For fivdaaxofisv, we know,

read rvwao/teda, we shall know. Alf., Hut., etc., (not Tisch.)~] Of

the truth—Of expresses the beginning or origin : Rom. ii. 8. For

the truth makes love also true : ver. 18. Before Him—Who knows

all things in truth, we shall tranquilize our hearts in prayer : ver. 22.

We shall tranquilize—[Gr. Titiaofitv, shallpersuade, Eng. Ver., assure"].

So that they shall cease to condemn. The same word is used, Matt,

xxviii. 14. Our hearts—The word aweidyatt;, conscience, is used by

Peter and Paul alone of the sacred writers : nor is it used in the

Sept. more than once, and that in another sense, Eccles. x. 20. For

the Hebrew J~> is rendered xapdia, the heart, as 1 Kings ii. 44, viii.

88. And so John nowhere uses owdd^atz, conscience ; but here he

implies it, in the heart : for it is the conscience which is assured, and

which condemns.

20. [Beng. writes 3 TI lav, whatever, for on Ian, for (because) \f.

The sense then is, Whatever our heart condemns us for (we shall as

sure our hearts, ver. 19), because (Gr. 5rt again, not rendered in Eng.

Ver.) God is greater than our heart and knoweth all things. As

Luther says : " Though conscience weigh us down, and tell us God

is angry, yet God is greater than our heart. The conscience is but

one drop; the reconciled God is an ocean of consolation." This is

the best interpretation among the many suggested. Hut.~\ What

ever—Col. iii. 23, note : nearly equivalent to 6 lav, whatsoever, after
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wards in ver. 22. Whatever, or in whatever things, our heart shall

condemn us, that we shall be able to tranquilize. Or rather, if you

prefer to take ort, because, and iav, if, separately, you will have to

repeat became after the sentence, understanding / say, as is very

often done. Condemn—Not respecting our entire condition, but re

specting one or two failures or errors. This word is to be emphasized :

but in the next verse the emphasis falls upon heart. Because greater

—Gr. ort fiei^wv, [Eng. Ver., does not render ort, because]. Con

science is weak, and knows something of ourselves only, not without

trembling ; nor can it pardon : but God is great, knows all our affairs,

present, past, and future, and those of all men ; and has the right

and the will of pardoning. This by itself does not yet tranquilize

our hearts ; but while the righteous acknowledge this very thing, and

confess their faults, and appeal from conscience to God, who is greater

than it, and seek in nothing to withdraw themselves from God's om

niscience, they attain tranquillity, ch. i. 9. See examples, Ps. li. 8,

with the context ; Ps. xxxii. 5, xix. 13, xc. 8. Knoweth—Gr. ytwbo-

xu. Nor however does he condemn (xaraytvdaxei). In the Greek

there is a pleasant Paregmenon [union of cognates].

21. Condemn not—Either as never wounded, or as again calmed.

Confidence—In asking. This is repeated, ch. v. 14, 15. This confi

dence far excels that tranquillity expressed by nsioopev, we shall

tranquilize.

23. On the name—Comp. Heb. vi. 10. As—This particle belongs

to we should believe and love. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits rjpiv us].

24. By the Spirit—This is the first mention of the Holy Spirit in

this Epistle, suitably to the Divine economy here, as also in the Gos

pel of John, ch. xiv. 1-3, 26. And in this verse there is a kind of

transition to the discussion respecting the Holy Spirit, which follows

immediately in the beginning of ch. iv. It is given to us by the

Spirit, and it is the Spirit which is given.

CHAPTER IV.

i

1. Every—Which presents itself. Spirit—By which any teacher

is influenced. Try—According to the rule, given in ver. 2 and 3.

Many—As at other times, so in that age also. A dreadful crop of

heresies sprung up in those times. John zealously fights them. Were
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he alive to-day, he would be called by some too severe. False pro

phets—2 Pet. ii. 1; Matt. xxiv. 11, 24. Have gone out—From their

places. They have entered into the world : 2 John 7. The world

—Which is easily deceived : ver. 4 and 5.

2. Every—The discourse relates to the spirits of that time : for at

other times false prophets also impugned other points of doctrine re

specting Jesus Christ. Every spirit—The Spirit of God is one only :

but from him every true teacher has his own inspiration, called Meufta,

spirit. Confesseth—With the assent of the heart and mouth. Bj

this word the doctrine is assumed as already ratified and confirmed.

In the flesh—He himself, therefore, is something more than flesh.

The heresies, which deny the truth of the flesh of Jesus Christ, as

sume, and by this very thing confirm, his Deity, since they could not

reconcile with this his flesh, as worthy of it. Is come—On this com

ing the whole doctrine respecting Christ depends; for that coming

partly assumes, partly embraces, and partly draws after it, this doc

trine : ver. 15, note.

3. [Omit Xfjiarbv Iv oapxc Shtofrora, that— Christ is come in the

flesh. Tisch.,Alf. Read, that confesseth not Jesus]. And now—Ch.

ii. 18, note.

4. Ye—Who acknowledge Jesus Christ. Ye have overcome—Ch.

v. 4, 5. [Them—The false prophets. V. (?.] That is in you—God.

That is in the world—The spirit of antichrist, or the evil one.

5. Speak of the world—They draw their language from the life and

perception of the world. Heareth—Because of its agreement with

them.

6. We are—Understand, therefore we speakfrom God. Hereby—

From this which is stated in ver. 2-ti.

7. Let us love—From that very doctrine, which he has just de

fended, he now draws an exhortation to love. See ver. 9. The love

of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit: ver. 2;

Rom. v. 5. Love—All love is from God.

8. Knoweth not—Is not born of God, and knoweth not God. [Or

rather, hath not known. He that loveth not, hath not learned to

know God at all, for God is love. Liicke.~] God is love—'drdny, love,

without the article, as in ver. 16. This brief sentence gave John,

even during the mere time of writing it, more delight than the whole

world can impart.

9. In iis—[Eng.Ver., toward us]. That is, the love of God, which

is now in us, throughout our spiritual experience. Because—This

motive of love is drawn from ver. 8. From what is said in ver. 3,

of Jesus Christ, who is come in the flesh, mutual love is inferred, ver

101
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7: the consequence is proved from God's love towards uf, who sent

his Son, that we might live. It is a. proof of God's love towards us:

it is a motive to our mutual love.

10. i*—This denotes something prior to his manifestation. God

—Wlio is most worthy of love. Us—Who are most unworthy.

11. God—Who owes nothing.

12. God—Otherwise invisible. Comp. ver. 20. DwelletJi in us—

This is discussed in ver. 13-16. Is perfected—Accomplishes all

things, which follow the expiation of sins. This is discussed, ver.

17-19.

13. Because—of—Where God's Spirit is, there is God.

14. And we—Ourselves. Thus John xv. 27. Have seen and do

testify—This is inferred from what follows, we have known and be

lieved, ver. 16. By we have known, the first knowledge is marked,

as if appears, as in the German Kennen lernen, to become acquainted

with. For there is a kind of knowledge which precedes faith : and

faith precedes testimony. But we have seen denotes full satisfaction

in beholding. The Son—There are two rounds and tests of our

dwelling in God, and God in us: the fellowship of the Spirit, and

the acknowledging of the Son of God : ver. 13, 15.

15. The Son of God—And therefore the Saviour of the world,

Ver. 14.

16. And we—Anaphora [repetition in beginnings]. Comp. ver.

14, note. There is also here an Epitasis [emphatic addition] : where

fore iv jiuv, presently, means strictly in us [Eng. Ver., to us], comp.

the end of the verse. [In love—The Divine love. V. G.]

17. Herein is love made perfect with us—[Eng. Ver., our hve made

perfect]. God's love in itself is always the same, and perfect: but

with uk it is consummated, rising more and more from its descent to

us. [But this is not God's love, but the principle of love in the ab

stract. A If] That— To such a degree that. Boldness—The oppo

site is fear. In—Thus, in, Rom. ii. 16, note. The day—Most

terrible to others, above the day of death itself. Because—The be

cause refers to herein. He is—Jesus Christ is love, in heaven ; which

is tncitly opposed to the world. In heaven, however, I suppose, im

plies his previous dwelling in the world: is, on the other hand, shows

certainly Jesus Christ's present state. Are we—Who love God. See

next ver.; John xv. 10. In this world—Which is void of love, and

fears judgment. The mention of the world is an evidence that he

means Jesus Christ. Comp. ver. 9.

18. Fear—Which shrinks from God and the day of judgment.

Men's condition is varied : without fear and love ; with fear without
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love; with fear nnd love; without fear with love. Love—Towards

God. Perfect—To this refers, is made perfect. Hath torment—For

it distrusts : it imagines and represents all things as unfriendly and

opposed to it; it flees from and hates them. [But xo/Aatz is properly

the torment of punishment. Fear of God includes punishment, ». e.,

the consciousness of deserving it. Liicke, etc.]

19. We love—Driving away fear. [Omit avrbv, him. Tisch., Alf.

We love refers to love in its root and ideal ; and is abstract. Alf]

He first loved us—How much the more hereafter ? Therefore fear is

cast out.

20. Whom he hath seen—In this life we are bound by the outward

senses. How can he—A feeling expression : It is impossible that such

a man should love God, in the present.

21. Commandment—To be kept by those who love God: Matt,

xxii. 39. [He who loves not his brother, does not keep the command

ment concerning brotherly love, and therefore does not love God.

V. (?.]

CHAPTER V.

1. Wliosoever—The design and point of this paragraph appears

from the conclusion, ver. 13. And every one—He who does not love

his brother, does not love God : ch. iv. 20. He who loves God, loves

his brother also. The apostle elegantly mentions love in this part

of the discussion, so that faith, the beginning and end of the whole

discussion, should be referred to last. Also—1'roppj, spiritual love,

is great towards any brother. Where there is aversion, the new life

is immediately injured. Him that is begotten—An Enthymeme [syllo

gism in which one of the premises is understood], whose conclusion

is : The believer delights in the love of all who love God ; and in

turn loves them : ver. 2.

2. And—Hendiadys [i. e., by keeping his commandments]. Comp.

ver. 3. [For rrjpiopev, keep, read noiwpev, do. Tisch., Alf]

3. Are not grievous—To the regenerate, who love; and in them

selves. In themselves they are pleasant; but the expression, not

grievous, contradicts nnd opposes those who think them grievous.

4. Whatsoever is born—John iii. 6, note. TJie world—Which is
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hostile to keeping God's commandments, and to the knowledge of

Jesus Christ, and all things which the world presents to invite and

terrify. The victory—As faith increases in the heart, the world

yields. Faith—See the power of faith.

5. WJio is he ?—Every believer, and he only, overcomes. He es

teems nothing in comparison with the Son of God.

6. See below.

7. [Omit iv rip oupavtp, b Ilarrjp b Xoroc xai ro 8.ytov Jlveupa- xai

obroi ol rpuz ev tior xai rpuz eiotv o! paprupouvrez iv rj yft, For

there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and

the Holy Ghost : and these three are one ; and there are three that

bear witness in earth. Tisch., and all critical editors. The words are

clearly proved to be no part of the text. They are not found in any

Greek manuscripts before the 16th century : in any Greek 'Father,

even in arguments for the Trinity : nor in any ancient version. Fur

ther, the variations of form in the few codices which contain them

show them to be an insertion translated from the Latin. They are

alien from the context, in themselves incoherent, and betray another

hand than John. Alf., etc. They are to be unconditionally rejected,

as demonstrably spurious. No result of modern criticism is better

established. Liicke. Bengel defends the passage in his critical appa

ratus, though with hesitation, chiefly on the authority of the Latin

Vulgate, seemingly ignorant of what has since been fully proved

(Alf., etc.) that the most ancient Latin copies are without it. It will

be seen, however, that in his exposition he defends it also on internal

grounds, but his argument has no force against the conclusive testi

monies which prove it spurious].

(1.) Some think it difficult to ascertain the design and arrangement

of this Epistle ; but if we examine it candidly, this will readily ap

pear to us. In this letter, or rather treatise (for a letter is sent to

the absent ; but here the writer seems to have been among those to

whom he was writing), John aims to confirm the happy and holy com

munion of believers with God and Jesus Christ, by showing the tok

ens of their glorious state.

There are three parts :—

The Opening, ch. i. 1-4. :

The Discussion, ch. i. 5-v. 12.

The Conclusion, ch. v. 13-21.

In the Opening the apostle establishes authority for his own preach

ing and writing from the appearance of the Word of Life : and

clearly indicates his design (tva, that, ver. 3, 4). The Conclusion (to
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have done with this at once) corresponds with the Opening, more

fully explaining the same design, a recapitulation of those tokens be

ing made by the thrice-repeated we know, ch. v. 18, 19, 20.

The Discussion contains two parts, treating—

I. Separately,

a. Of communion with GOD, in the light, ch. i. 5-10.

b. Of communion with the SON, in the light, ch. ii. 1,

2, and 7, 8.

A special application being added to fathers, young

men, and little children, ch. ii. 13-27.

Here is interwoven an exhortation to ABIDE in him,

ch. ii. 28-iii. 24 :

That the fruit arising from his MANIFESTATION in the

flesh may extend to his MANIFESTATION in glory.

<•. Of the confirmation and fruit of this abiding by the

SPIRIT, ch. iv. throughout ;

To which subject ch. iii. 24 prepares the way, comp.

ch; iv. 13.

II. By a Summing up, or comprehensive statement of the testi

mony of the Father and Son and Spirit : on which depends

faith in Jesus Christ, the being born of God, love towards

God and his children, the keeping of his commandments,

and victory over the world, ch. v. 1-12.

The parts often begin and end similarly ; just as the Conclusion an

swers to the Opening. See above on ch. ii. 12. Sometimes there is

a previous allusion in some preceding part, and a recapitulation after

wards. Every part treats of the Divine blessing, and the duty of

believers : and the duty is derived from the blessing by the most fit

ting inferences, concerning love towards God, the imitation of Jesus

Christ, the love of the brethren ; and although many things may

seem to be repeated without order, yet these same inferences are, in

another point of view, formed most methodically, from different

causes.

The seventh verse therefore contains a recapitulation, which not

only treats of the Father and the Son, but also of the Spirit. What

the sun is in the universe, the needle in the compass, or the heart in

the body, the 7th verse of chapter v. is in this discussion. First

take an edition without this verse, and then one containing it : and

you will easily perceive what the whole tenor of John's discourse

requires.
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(2.) The connection of the verses is indissoluble in this text: rer.

6. 7V, M it he who came by water and blood, Jesus CJirint, act n

voter only, but in water and blood : and it is the Spirit which bearetk

vitneu ; became the Spirit it truth. 7. Because there are three that

bear witneit on earth, the tpirit and the water and the Hood ; and

thete three agree in one. 8. A nd there are three that bear tcitneu m

heaven, the Father and the Word and the Spirit ; and thete three art

one. 9. If we receive the witness of men, the witness of God it

greater.

To avoid confusion, we remind the render, that the 7th verse, in

the further consideration of this passage, is that which treats of those

who bear witness on earth ; nnd that the 8th verse is that which

treats of those who bear witness in heaven. And we add this Sib

Terse, partly as confirmed by critical arguments in the Apparatus,

and partly as about to be further confirmed by exegetical arguments,

6. Thit i» he—John states his reason for ascribing victory over

the world only to him who believes that Jesus is the Son of God;

because namely that faith in Jesus as the Son of God has invincible

Strength, from the testimony of men, which is strong enough, bat

much more from God's testimony, which has complete strength

That came—He does not say, 6 l(i%f>p£uoz. coming, in the present,

but a :/<i>»;, that came, in the aorist tense, with the force of the pre

terite : as ch. i. 2, lifavefxiiflrj, tca» manifested : iv. 2, lAr^i'j&ora, it

come ; and below, ver. 20, iyx«, it come. For yxio, in the present,

does not mean / come, but / am come (ver. 20, note) : whence Jobi

adds in the same place, and hath given, in the preterite. Jesus is be

who ought to have come, because of the promises respecting him;

and who is truly come : and this the spirit, and the water, and the

blood do testify and prove. By water and blood—The water .-ignifiei

baptism, which John first administered; hence he was called the Bap

tist, arid sent to baptize in water, that Jesus might be manifested u

the Son of God ; John i. 33, 34. Moreover baptism was also admia-

istered by Jesus' disciples: John iv. 1,2; Acts ii. 38, etc. Tst

blood is surely the blood of none other than Jesus Christ, shed at his

passion, and drunk in the Lord's Supper. Jesus the Christ—[Eng.

Ver. omits the article]—Jesus, who came by water and blood, is by

this very fact pointed out as the Christ. Not in [Gr. £v, Eng. Yw,

by] water only—UK recently said, Ay ; he now says, in. Each part

icle is opposed to Jf«v>«c, apart from: 1 Cor. xi. 11, 12 ; lleb. ix. 7,

12, 25. The apostle shows that the words immediately preceding an

well considered. The article ry, the [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] haf

a relative force. By seems to refer more strictly to the water, and til
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to the blood ; for John, who baptized with water, preceded the com

ing of Jesus, and Jesus came by water ; but Jesus, when he had fin

ished the work which the Father had given him to do, bestowed the

blood ; therefore he had before come in blood. But in [Eng. Ver.,

by] water and blood—He not only undertook, when he came to bap-

twin, the task of fulfilling all. righteousness, Matt. iii. 15, but he also

completed it by shedding his blood, John xix. 30 ; and when this was

done, blood and water flowed from the side of Jesus Christ, being

dead on the cross. John xix. 34. Ami it is the Spirit that beareth

witness—He beareth witness of Jesus Christ : ver. 5, ii. 22 ; 2 John,

ver. 9. Because the Spirit is the [Eng. Ver. omits the~\ truth—The apostle

explains what he here means by the word Spirit, namely, the truth. But

what does he mean by the word truth ? Doubtless, in the enumeration

here set forth, he unbraces in some way all things pertaining to the

testimony concerning Jesus Christ, except the Divine testimony it

self. These we shall collect from the writings of John and others of

the New Testament. The Scriptures testify of Jesus Christ, John v.

39, that is, Moses and the prophets, John v. 46, i. 46; Acts x. 43;

John the Baptist testified, John i. 7. Afterwards the aposiles testi

fied, John xv. 27 ; 1 John i. 2, iv. 14; Acts i. 8, ii. 32; and especi

ally the writer of this Epistle, John xix. 35. Now when the apostle

collects the testimonies concerning Jesus Christ, as concerning him

who is come, he by no means overlooked the Gospel. He indeed

never calU it the Gospel; he generally calls it the testimony. But

here it would be unsuitable to suy, there are three that bear witness,

the testimony, and the water, and the blood ; therefore for testimony,

he uses the truth; the truth, namely, not only as known, but also as

preached ; and he distinguishes the truth by the name of the Spirit ;

with which subject the predicate, to bear witness, elegantly agrees.

Carefully consider the name of Spirit; ch. iv. 1, 2 : 1 Cor. xiv. 12;

Apoc.' xix. 10: John vi. 63. In this Spirit the prophetic testimony

also of the Old Testament is embraced with its fulfilment and demon

stration. The apostle says, Jesus Christ came both by water and by

blood: he does not here say, and the water and blood are they which

bear witness. Again he says, with striking emphasis, KA1 TO Tcisiiftd

tart TO [utfiTUftoiiv, it is the Spirit which bears witness : he does not

say, Jetus Christ came by the Spirit, or in the Spirit : for the Spirit

bare witness, even before Christ's coming, through many ages ; but

the water and the blood were most intimately connected with hisverj

coming. Anil the testimony is more properly ascribed to the Spirit,

than to the water and the blood : since the Spirit of itself has the
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power of testifying, and the water and blood obtain and exercise the

same power, upon the addition of the Spirit.

7. For there are three that bear witness—The participle, bearing

witness, used for the noun, witnesses, implies that the act of and effect

of testifying, are always present. Before he had also spoken of the

spirit, in the neuter gender, to xveupa iozt TO MAPTYPOYN, it is

the spirit that beareth witness : now he speaks in the masculine gen

der, there are three who bear witness, of the spirit also ; at the same

saying, that the water and the blood bear witness, also in the mascu

line gender. Those feminines, faith, hope, charity, are said to be

three (rpia) in the neuter gender, 1 Cor. xiii. 13 ; but here xvedpa,

udtop, alpa, all of the neuter gender in Greek, that is, the spirit, the

water, and the blood, are rpuz papropouvzez, three bearing witness, in

the masculine gender. To be bearing witness, properly applies to

persons : and the fact that three are described, by personification, as

bearing witness on earth, as though they were persons, admirably

suits the personality of the three who bear witness in heaven ; but

yet neither the spirit (the Gospel truth), nor the water, nor the blood,

are persons. Therefore the apostle, advancing from the preceding

verse to the present, employs a figure suited to the brevity of the dis

course, so as to say this : There are three classes of men (ver. 9,

comp. John v. 34), who discharge the office of bearing witness on

earth ; (1st) that class of witnesses in general which is employed in

preaching the Gospel ; and, in particular, (2d) that class of witnesses

which administers baptism, as John the Baptist and the others; and

also (3d) that class of witnesses, which beheld and proclaims the

Lord's passion and death. There is therefore a most impressive Me-

TALErsis [a twofold or manifold figure] : viz. one wherein (a) for the

whole class of witnesses, there is put one who witnesses ; as though

it were said, a prophet, baptist, apostle : for although these three

functions might often meet in one man, yet of themselves they were

divided : comp. Eph. iv. 11 : and therefore the change is the more

suitable, on which presently. The degrees of these three functions

are found, Matt. xi. 9, 11, where however the word prophet is used

more restrictedly. (b) By a change of the abstract term, instead of

those who bear witness, as auroxzat xat bx-qpitat, eye-witnesses and

ministers, tlte spirit itself, the water, and the blood, are mentioned.

In earth—See below. The spirit, and the water, and the blood—-The

apostle changes the order: for whereas before he had put the spirit

third, he now puts it first, according to the natural order. The

spirit, as before stated, bore wituess before the water and the blood;

and the spirit bears witness even without the testimony of the water
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and the blood, but the water and the blood never bear witness with-

out the spirit. And these three agree in one—The Prophet, the Bap

tist, and the Apostle are equally of the same earthly nature of them

selves (comp. are one, 1 Cor. iii. 8), and are ordained wholly to one

end, to testify of Jesus Christ, as of him who is come into the world.

Comp. itvat «c ri, to be present for a purpose, Luke v. 17. To 2v,

with the article, denotes not so much one, as the same thing.

Does this interpretation of the 7th verse seem somewhat weak ?

This complaint will presently serve our purpose.

8. [See above on ver. 7th, at the beginning]. And there are three

that bear record—The testimony of the spirit, and the water, and the

blood, by a remarkable gradation and emphatic addition, is corrobo

rated by the additional testimony of three who give greater testimony.

Comp. by all means, John iii. 8, 11. In heaven—See below. The

Father—Under this name the name of God is also understood ; as

under the name of the Word, (on which, however, see presently,) the

Son is understood, according to the nature of the relations. Comp.

1 Cor. xv. 28. The Word—The name, Word, well befits the testi

mony. The Word testifies of himself, as of the Son of God. Ap.

i. 5, xix. 13. Some of the Fathers here wtite the Son, according to

the more frequent usage of Scripture. The Spirit—Here, and every

where throughout the Epistle, John, when speaking of the Holy

Spirit, understands the epithet Holy. Jesus Christ, before his pas

sion, had spoken openly of his own testimony and of the Father's:

there is added, especially after his glorification, the testimony of the

Holy Spirit: ch. ii. 27; John xv. 26; Acts v. 32; Rom. viii. 16.

Wherefore, as a pair of witnesses was urged before, John viii. 17, 18,

so now there is a Trinity. And these three are one—The preceding

verse has, and these three agree in one : now it is said, these three are

one. The difference o£ expression is well considered, although else

where uz, in, is either inserted or omitted indifferently. These three

are one: just as the two, the Father and the Son, are one. The

Spirit is inseparable from the Father and the Son : for unless the

Spirit with the Father and the Son were one, we would have to say,

that the Father and the Son, who are one, together with the Spirit,

are two : a statement opposed to the whole sum of the Divine revela

tion. They are one in essence, in knowledge, in will, and moreover

in the agreement of their testimony: John x. 30, 38, xiv. 9, 10, 11.

The three are not opposed conjointly to the other three, but each to

each, as though it were said, Not only the Spirit testifies, but the Fa

ther also, John v. 37 : not only the water, but the Word also, John

iii. 11, x. 41: not only the blood, but the Spirit also, John xv. 26,
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27. Now it is clear, how necessary is the reading of the 8th verse,

John could not think of the testimony of the spirit, and the water,

and the blood, and add the testimony of God as greater, wiihoot

thinking also of the testimony of the Son and of the IIulv Spirit,

and mentioning it in an enumeration so solemn; nor can any reason

be imagined why, without the three who bear witness in heaven, he

should mention those that bear witness on earth, and those as three.

Such enumerations are usually not single, but manifold, as Prov. xzx.;

how much more so here ? The 7th verse, however important, has in viewa

progression from the 6th verse to the 8th; and here lies the advantage of

the complaint above noticed. Whether the 7th verse, respecting the three

thnt bear witness on earth, be compared with the preceding or with the

following verse, the 8th is necessary. For the 6th verse and the 7th

have some things the same, and some different. Those which are the

same, are only repeated, that they may be adapted to the 8ih verse;

those which differ, and either vary the expression, or add something

more to the sense, refer still more plainly to the 8th verse. For in

stance, in the absolute expression, the Spirit only is said to be bearing

witness; in the relative expression, the water also and the blood are

mentioned. Likewise the 7th and 8lh verses have some words in

common ; in others, when the expression is changed, the sense itself

introduces something different, as in one, and one. The heavenly

Trinity, archetypal, fundamental, unchangeable, is the foundation of

the triad of witnesses on earth, which conforms to it. The apostle

might eiiher have made the number of those who bear witnet-s on

earth greater; eotnp. ver. 9; or referred them all to one spirit;

comp. ver. 6 ; but he reduces them to a triad, solely with reference

to the three who bear witness .in heaven. Because the Father, and

the Word, and the Spirit, are properly three, and are bearing wit

ness, and are one, similar things are also, by a figure, predicated of

the spirit, and the water, and the blood ; which things are evidently

less applicable of themselves to those subjects: and this has been

perceived by those who, in the verse on the spirit, and the water, and

the blood, have changed the masculine tres, three, into the neuter trio,

three. If the witnesses on earth have any relation to the witnesses

in heaven, the arrangement of the words, the spirit, and the water,

and the blood, requires, that the spirit be referred to the Father, the

water to the Word, and the blood to the Spirit : but this is confirmed

only by the express reading of the Father, and the Word, and the

Spirit : in the absence of which reading a varying allegory has

changed the order of the words The apostle, in asserting that God~*

commandments are not grievous, deduces their observance not only
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from the sacraments, but chiefly also from faith in the Sacred Trinity,

afl the Lord himself does, Matt, xxviii. 19, 20. This whole para-

graph shows, on John's part, a divine perception, and a style

worthy of it. They who reject the 8th verse, cannot suitably ex

plain the 7th. They reduce the Metalepsit [twofold or manifold

figure], noticed above, into an open Catachresit [harsh metaphor] :

but the 8th verse being admitted, the whole Metalepsit becomes

smoother, and the order in which the spirit is placed, before the water

and the blood, is) explained, and all the words are accounted for. In

ehort, there is an intimate connection between both verses, a complete

rhythm, an inseparable correspondence; and the one without the

other is as a compound period, or a poetical strophe, where the half

is wanting.

7, 8. On earth : in leaven—The testimony is not given in heaven,

but on earth : but they who bear witness, are some on earth and some

in heaven; that is, the former are of an earthly and human nature,

the latter, of a divine and glorious nature. Moreover, because the

witnesses on earth, and the witnesses in heaven, testify concerning

Jesus Christ, and a true witness is present and not absent, not so

much with reference to those to whom he witnesses, as with reference

to what he witnesses : therefore they who are witnessing on earth,

are said so to witness concerning Jesus Christ, that their testimony

chiefly concerns Jesus' dwelling on the earth, so that it may be testi

fied that he is the Chrit-t : whence he himself is said to have come by

water and blood, that i.«, into the world; though his exalted state is

not excluded from this testimony, especially while the apostles lived.

But the witnesses in heaven, bear witness of the same Jesus Christ,

so that their testimony chiefly concerns the heavenly glory of Jesus,

the Son of God, ex:ilted to the Father's right hand, without exclud

ing his state of humiliation. Doubtless the testimony of water (for

instance), or of bapti.-m, was chiefly administered by John before the

death, before the manifestation indeed, of Jesus Christ, as he walked

on the earth ; whereas the testimony of the Comforter was reserved

uiuil Jesus Christ's glorification. Whence the Lord had said of tho

apostles, ye bear witness, in the present; but of the Comforter, He

shall bear witnesit : John xv. 27, 26.

The seventh verse therefore, with the sixth, contains a recapitula

tion of Jesus Christ's whole economy, from his baptism until the day

of Pentecost, Acts ii. The eighth verse contains a summary of tho

Divine economy from his exaltation and thenceforth : see John viii.

28, xiv. 20; Matt. xxvi. 64. Wherefore Christ, on his ascension,

commanded to baptize in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
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and of the Holy Ghost: Matt, xxviii. 19; and the Apocalypse be

gins with announcing grace and peace from the Holy Trinity.

This being the case, a new argument arises, that that arrangement

of the verses, which mentions the witnesses on earth first and then

the witnesses in heaven, is preferable, as containing a gradation most

suitable to the subjects themselves.

9. If—From that which is undeniable, and yet less important, he

argues to that which is greater. Of men—In any business whatever,

John viii. 17 ; and in administering the very testimony of the spirit,

and the water, and the blood. For although they do that by the

Divine institution and command, yet they themselves continue men :

John v. 34, iii. 31. The witness of God—The Father : whose Son is

Jesus. See the end of this ver. But, with the Father's testimony,

that of the Son and of the Spirit is indicated as divine and heavenly,

because it is opposed to the testimony of men, in the plural. The

Father's testimony is, as it were, the basis of the testimony of the

Word and the Holy Spirit, just as the Spirit's testimony is, as it were,

the basis of the testimony of the water and the blood. Is greater—

[And therefore much more worthy of acceptance. V. (?.] John v.

36. This is—It altogether consists in this. [For rjv, which, (he hath

testified,) read or/, that. Tisch., Atf.]

10. In himself—In the inner man.

12. He that hath—In faith. The Son—The verse has two clauses:

in the former, of God is not added ; for believers know the Son : in

the other it is added, that unbelievers may know at length how seri

ous it is not to have him. Hath—In the former part of the sentence,

hath must be emphasized ; in the second, the emphatic word is life.

13. [The readings here vary greatly. Tisch. reads zaura lrpaipa

bliiv tva udrjre ort £wijv £)fere aiiowv, ol xtarei)ovze^ «c ro ovopa too

ofou to~v deoii ; These things I wrote unto you that ye may know that

ye have eternal life, who believe on the name of the Son of God. Nearly

so Alf.] These things—Contained in this Epistle. [Rather, what

immediately precedes. Then the idea, eternal life, is resumed from

ver. 11, 12. Comp. These things, ch. ii. 1, 21, 26. Hut.~] The verb,

/ write, used in the opening, ch. i. 4, now in the conclusion becomes

the preterite, / have written. Unto you that believe on the name

of the Son of God—The sum of verses 5-10. That ye may know that

ye have eternal life—This is derived from ver. 11. And that ye may

believe—Namely, under the nearer hope of life. This is derived from

ver. 12. We must believe implicitly.

14. According to his will—A most just condition, of very wide ap

plication. [Autou, his, refers to God. V. (?.]
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15. If we know—'Eav, if, sometimes takes an indicative, of past

time ; and it does so for strength. We have—Even before the result

itself (comp. 1 Sam. i. 17, 18) ; and we know that the result itself

is not casual, but obtained by prayers.

16. If any man—The most important case of all is added, that

you can pray even for another, in a most serious matter : comp. ch.

ii. 1. See—This sin can therefore be known by the regenerate. Sin

a tin, not unto death—Any sin, provided it is not unto death. Not

—A form of excepting (Matt. xix. 9), more forcible than ob, not,

ver. 17. As long as it is not evident that it is a sin unto death, it is

lawful to pray. Death—Of the disease of which Lazarus died, but

soon after was raised from the dead, it is said, It is not unto death,

John xi. 4, note : but Hezekiah was sick niaS, unto-death, Isa. xxxviii.

1, had he not recovered by a miracle. But John is here speaking of

death and life, as ch. iii. 14. Moreover the meaning of a tin unto

death, is explained from the opposite, ver. 17, where the subject is,

all unrighteousness ; the predicate consists of two members, sin, and

that which is not unto death. Therefore any unrighteousness, com

mitted in common life, is a sin not unto death. But sin unto death

is not an ordinary or sudden sin, but a state of the soul, iu which

faith, and love, and hope, in short, the new life, is extinguished :

when any one knowingly and willingly embraces death, not from fleshly

allurements, but from the love of sin, as sin. It is A deliberate re

jection of grace. A man.rcjects life, while he commits this sin : how

then can others procure for him life ? [But the Apostle means a

definite act of sin, which can be seen, as is implied by see, at the be

ginning of the verse. This must be the denial that Jesus is the Christ,

ch. ii. 22, comp. 2 John ver. 10, 11. Alf., etc.] There is also a sin

that is to the death of the body ; as in the case of the people, for

whom the prophet thrice entreated, he is forbidden to entreat : Jer.

vii. 16, xi. 14, xiv. 11, xv. 1, 2. Yea, even Moses himself com

mitted such a .-in unto death; unto death, not to be made the subject

of prayer : Deut. iii. 26 ; comp. 1 Sam. ii. 25, iii. 14, respecting the

house of Eli ; and, on the other hand, on the averting of sins and

diseases by prayer, James v. 14-18. He shall ask—Namely, he who

has confidence. He shall give—God, when entreated. [Rather, and

shall give (by his prayer) life, etc. A\f.~\ Him—The brother. Life

—Therefore he who sins unto death is in death, and yet he sins far

ther unto death. For them—S, that is, as far as relates to those who

sin not unto death. There is a sin unto death—The chief command

ment is faith and love. Therefore the chief sin is that whereby faith

and love are destroyed. In the former is life ; in the latter, death.
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The sin, here indicated, however, is not such as we call mortal, as are

all the sins of the unregenerate, ch. iii. 14, and some sins of the

brethren who relapse : and these alone strictly need that life be given

them. I do not—say—For 1 say—not. A feeling and elegant ex

pression. God does not wish the righteous to pray in vain : Deut.

iii. 26. If, therefore, he who has sinned unto death is restored to

life, that results wholly from God's prerogative. For it—The word

here has the force of removing. Shall pray—Gr. ipwnjaTj. He just

before used uirjoet, shall atk. The two words differ : John xi. 22,

note. Here we are enjoined not only not ahitv, to ask, but not even

ipwrifv, to intercede. ' Epoyrjarj, pray, is, as it were, the generic word :

ahuv, ask. is the species, as it were, more humble. Not only airuv,

ask, is rptnoved, but also the generic term. This species, atzuv, ask,

does not occur in Christ's prayers. It is suitable to one who is

as it were conquered, and a criminal.

17. All unrigJiteousness—Instances of sin not unto death occur con

stantly in life. And—And that too. The declaration is this : all

unrighteousness is sin, (but) not (necessarily sin) unto death : but lest

any one interpret that too lightly, he prefaces, is sin.

18. We know—Anaphora [repetition in beginnings] : see the fol

lowing verses. That whosoever—Now he guards against the abuse

of verses 16, 17, to the purpose of false security. Is bom, Gr. rerev-

vrrfdvoz—Shortly afterwards rewfttiz [Eng. Ver., that is begotten'].

The Perfect has a loftier sound than the Aorist. Not only he who

has advanced far in regeneration, but every one who has been born

again, keeps himself. [But the difference is, that the latter simply

denotes him who was born, as a historical fact; the former, that he is

one born of God. Hut.] Keepeth himself— lie is not wanting in

wardly. [For kauzov, himself, read «0rov, him. Tisch., Alf., etc.

Render, it keepeth him, that is, the new birth. Alf] Toueheth him

not—The regenerate is not ruined from without. The wicked one

approaches, as a fly does to the candle : but he does not injure or

even touch him. The antithesis is lieth, ver. 19.

10. Of—An abbreviated expression : We are of God, and abide in

God ; but the world is from the wicked one, and lies wholly in the

wicked one. Lieth in the wicked one—[Eng. Ver., in wickedness ; but

Bung's rendering is right. So Hut., Alf, etc. Therefore the

world can no more touch the sons of God, than the wicked one, in

whom it lieth. V. G.] The wicked one, coinp. ver. 18, is opposed to

Him that is true, ver. 20. The whole world [comprehending the

learned, the respectable, and all others, excepting those only who

have claimed themselves for God and for Christ, V. G.] is not only
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touched by the wicked one, but wholly lies, through idolatry, blind

ness, deceit, violence, lasciviousness, impiety, and all wickedness, in

the evil one, without Divine life and understanding : see 1 Cor. v. 10,

xi. 32. The dreadful state of the world is most vividly portrayed in

this brief summary. The world itself is a commentary, with the ac

tions, discourses, contracts, strifes, brotherhoods, etc., of the worldly.

[It is more wonderful that the worldly do not do worse deeds than

the worst, than that they act in the worst way. They deem them

selves happy in their own wretchedness, and the sons of God us des

titute of what is for their welfare. V. G.~\ The antithesis is abides,

as iipplied to God and the saints. Ye regenerate have what ye pniy

for: eh. ii. 2. [Ye may well desire to fly forth from the world to

God. V. (?.]

20. Is come—Thus are come [Eng. Ver., came'], Mark viii. 3, note.

Hath given—God; for in the preceding clause also God is implied

as the subject, in this sense: God sent hi» own Son: and to this re

fers avroy, his, which presently follows. [But the subject here, as

there, is the Son of God. Hut.~\ Understanding—Not only know

ledge, but the means of knowing. Sim that is true—Understand,

His Son Jesus Christ: as presently afterwards. Whence it is per

ceived how majestically the Son thus styles himself: Ap. iii. 7. This

—The true one, the Son of God Je?us Christ : whom the title of

Life eternal befits. [But This refers to God the Father, namely, him

that is true, in whose Son we are. Comp. Jno. xvii. 3. Liieke, Hut.,

Alf.] Sternal Life—The beginning and the end of the Epistle

harmonize.

21. Keep yourselves, Gr. (fu).d$me kauro\—In my absence, that

no one deceive you. The elegance of the active verb with the recip

rocal pronoun is more expressive than <fuk<S£aa9s, be on your guard.

From idols—And not only from their worship, but also from all real

and apparent communion with them: Ap. ii. 14, 20. [Omit

Amen. Tisch., Alf.']



ANNOTATIONS

ON THE

SECOND EPISTLE OF JOHN.

1. The Elder—An appropriate title for this familiar Epistle, and

the following one. And indeed the weight of the argument, and the

familiarity of the little Epistle, are wonderfully combined. The parts

of the Epistle are three.

I. THB INSCRIPTION, ver. 1-3.

II. AN EXHORTATION to perseverance in true Jove and faith,

ver. 4-11.

III. THB CONCLUSION, ver. 12, 13.

Elect, Or. IxhxT-fi—He calls her elect, from her spiritual condition:

for that this name is appellative, appears from its being attributed to

her sister also, ver. 13 ; and had it been a proper name, it would

have been Ixkixn) from Ixhxrof. They were either widows, or women

surpassing their husbands' impiety. But Kupla, Cyria or lady [answer

ing to the Hebrew Martha, V. <?.], as elsewhere, so here, is a

proper name. [This seems to be the most probable view, that the

letter was addressed to a Christian woman, named Kyria. So L&eke,

Alf. (in Proleg.), etc.] Nor can any one doubt it, unless he is igno

rant of or forgets the style of the ancients. The appellative A'upia,

a mistress, independently of the relation to her slaves, could scarcely

1816)
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be given to a queen at that time without exciting envy. Even dis

tinguished persons were anciently wont to be addressed by proper

names, in preference to appellatives. But the Elder elegantly inter

poses, between his own name and the lady's, a word signifying spirit

ual relationship, from which this short Epistle proceeded. The word

Kupta again occurs, ver. 5. The Syrian Version retains the proper

name ; and the Synopsis of Athanasius says, ypdfu Ku{iio, Jie writes

to Cyria, using the proper name, but omitting the epithet elect. But

proper names and appellatives are often confounded. Whom—

Referring to the mother and her children. In the truth—Love is not

only true love, but it rests on Gospel truth : ver. 3, end. All—The

communion of saints.

2. For the sake of—Construe with I love. They who love in truth,

also love for truth. Which dwelleth—Which still is. The future

follows, shall be. 1 Cor. vii. 37, note.

3. Shall be [Eng. Ver., be]—TP. A prayer, with an affirmation.

[For //st?' biuov, with you, read fjpuov, with us. Tisch., Alf.]

Comp. 3 John, ver. 2. Grace, mercy, and peace—Grace removes

guilt ; mercy, misery ; peace expresses a continuance in grace and

mercy. Peace—Even under temptation. [Omit Kupiou, the Lord.

Tisch., Alf.] Lord—In this passage only the Epistles of John con

tain the title of Lord, which befits a salutation. He usually calls

him the Son of God. In truth and love—On the former, he speaks

in ver. 4 : on the latter, in ver. 5. Paul usually says, faith and love,

for truth andfaith are synonymous : and the Sept. constantly express

Hebrew rex by either word. Comp. 3 John, ver. 3, the truth that is

in thee.

4. I found—A thing rarely found at the present, a rare joy. Of

thy children—Cyria had at least four children. Comp. ver. 1 with

4. John had found these children in the house of their maternal

aunt, ver. 13. As—The rule.

5. Not as—new—Love fills the whole account: truth suffers noth

ing else.

6. His—The Father, ver. 4. In it—In love. This verse contains

a very pleasing Epanodos [repetition in inverse order]. Ye should

walk—He had just before said, that we walk. Now the second per

son answers to the verb, ye have heard ; that is, from us the apostles.

7. For—His reason for bidding them keep the things which they

have heard from the beginning. [Rather, of his exhortation to love.

Love is the best safeguard against error. Hut.~] Many—1 John ii.

18, iv. 1. [For tioftX&ov, have entered, read izrjXdav (Oov, Alf.)have

103
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gone out. Tisch., Alf] Entered—The world is averse to God and

Christ, intent upon its own husks: but to oppose God and Christ is

of Satan's instigation. Come—Thus ip%opivtov, came, 3 John, ver.

3. Comp. is come, 1 John iv. 2. [Better, coming in the flesh ; the

great truth of the Incarnation, without reference to time. Alf.] This

is—A gradation. This is the distinctive characteristic of a great im

postor and antichrist. No other of a more fearful appearance is to

be sought. A deceiver—Opposed to God. Antichrist—Opposed to

Christ. The warning against antichrist belongs even to women and

young men : ver. 4, 5. Antichrist denies the Father and the Son ;

and does not confess that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh.

8. Yourselves—In my absence. [For dxoXitrqre, read dnoXiaiopev,

and for eipyaadpe&a, read iiprdaao&t, and for dxoMftwpev, read «Lto-

Xdfars. Tisch. Render, Look to yourselves that ye lose not the things

which ye wrought, (but Alf. here reads -adpeda, we wrought,) but re

ceive a full reward.] I think the apostle wrote, that ye lose—

which y? have wrought—that we receive. Hence some put the whole

admonition in the second person, others, afterwards, in the first per-

son. But—There is no half reward of the saints ; it is either wholly

lost, or wholly received. There is a direct opposition. We must

however consider the different degrees in glory. Full—In full com

munion with God : ver. 9.

9. [For izttpaftaiviov, transgresseth, read xpodriov, goeth before

(you). Tisch., Alf] Transgresseth—From perfidy. [Omit too Xpta-

to~j, of Christ. Tisch., Alf] The doctrine of Christ—Which teaches

that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. He—1 say. [Tisch. (not

Alf) transposes Son and Father].

10. There come—As a teacher or brother. This—Of Christ.

Bring not—By a true profession. God speed—Let him be to you as

a heathen, who, however, is more safely saluted : 1 Cor. v. 10. He

is speaking of a familiar greeting, and that of brethren and Christ

ians. Salutations appear to have been anciently more unusual among

strangers and foreigners.

11. For—Severity in love. Is partaker—For he declares him to

be capable of joy and salvation, even in that antichristian state.

[The rel:it:ons of purer doctrine are most. subtle. V. G.] Deeds—

Opposed to faith and love. Evil—On the contrary, participation in

good works is blessed.

12. Many things — Joyful. This, therefore, which the apostle

writes, was especially necessary and pressing. / would not—The

very task of writing is not always pleasing to a heart full of holy
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emotion. With paper and ink—A lowering of style. In antithesis

to face to face. For this short Epistle, the apostle used paper, and

not parchment.

13. Greet thee—The apostle's courteousness is seen in announcing

the salutation in the words of the children. [Most delightful fellow

ship. V. G. Omit dfiyv, amen. Tiwh., Alf.~\



ANNOTATIONS

ON Tin

THIRD EPISTLE OF JOHN.

1. The Elder—This Epistle also has three parts :—

I. The Inscription, ver. 1-2.

II. He commends strangers to their hospitality :

1. He approves of the former good deeds of Caius, ver.

2-6.

2. He urges a continuance in well-doing by adducing

reasons and examples on both sides, ver. 6-12.

III. The Conclusion, ver. 13-15.

To Caius—Caius of Corinth, mentioned Rom. xvi. 23, either closely

resembled this Caius, John's friend, in his hospitality, or was the

same person ; if he were the same, he either migrated from Achaia

into Asia, or John sent this letter to Corinth.

2. Beloved—So thrice in ver. 2, 5, 11. Respecting all things—

Gr. nept xdvzovv [so Hut., Alf., etc. Eng. Ver., above all things, is

wrong]—In all respects. Prosper—In property, etc. Be in health

—In body. Even as—Where the soul is in health, all things may

be in health.

3. I rejoiced—This is enlarged upon in ver. 4. For—A healthy

state of the soul is known by the works : and the prayers of the

820
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righteous aim at this state. Even as—Is explanatory. Thou—Op

posed to Diotrephes, ver. 9.

4. [Read rj dhj&ua, in the truth. Tisch., Alf]

5. Thou doest faithfully— Thou doest something, which I readily

promised myself and the brethren from you. Thus whatsoever har

monizes. Thou doest—In the labor of love. [For xai «c rouc, read

xui to~vto. Tisch., Alf. Render, and that (although they, the breth

ren, are) strangert]. And—What is most important, to strangers in

particular.

6. Before the Church—These examples were publicly mentioned,

for encouragement, [very familiarly. V. G.] Thou shalt do well—

A characteristic form of exhortation. Thus in the past and the

present, to express approbation: Thou hast spoken well—Thou

hast done well, etc., Luke xx. 39 ; Acts x. 33 ; Mark vii. 37 ; John

iv. 17, xiii. 13 ; James ii. 8, 19 ; 2 Pet. i. 19. Bring forward

on their journey—With provisions for the way, Tit. iii. 13. Continue

your benefits even to the end. After a godly sort—He, who honors

such as are described in the next verse, honors God.

7. [Read roi> dvoparozz, the name — Without uurou, his. Tisch.,

Alf.] The name—Understand God's, Lev. xxiv. 11. Comp. James

ii. 7. [Better, Christ's. Alf, etc. They went forth—Either as ex

iles, or as preachers of the Gospel. V. G.] Nothing—They waived

their right; and labored gratuitously, or suffered the spoiling of their

goods. From—Construe this with they went forth. [But it belongs

to taking nothing, as in Eng. Ver. Hut.]

8. Fellow-helpers—That we may assist the truth, ^that it be not

hindered. [Rather, fellow-helpers (with them) for the truth. Hut.,

Alf, etc.]

9. [Read lypaipd. rt, I wrote somewhat (to, etc.) Tisch., Alf]

Wrote—Concerning these things. That epistle is not extant. Unto

the Church—Of that place from which they went forth : ver. 7.

[Rather, to which Caius belonged. Hut.] An objection is anticipated :

lest Caius should say, Why do they come to us ? Who loveth to have

pre-eminence among them—If even during the apostle's life, Diotre-

phes exalted himself, what must not have happened afterwards? Us

—Who commend, and those commended.

10. If I come—Ver. 14. I will remind—[Eng. Ver., remember],

A change of the antecedent for the consequent : that is, I will at

tend to, I will mark, so that he may feel. With malicious words—

By which he endeavors to excuse himself. Them that would—That

is, receive us and them. He casteth out—Great insolence.

11. That which is evil—In Diotrephes. That which is good—In
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Demetrius. Of God—Who is good, It—As born from him. [Omit

Sk, but, (in the last clause.) Tiseh., Alf.]

12. Demetrius—He seems to have been a hospitable minister. We

—I, and my companions. Yet—Gr. dk. Although Demetrius is

already supplied with many testimonies. And ye know—For we de

ceive in nothing.

13. [For ypdfuv, to write (first clause), read ypdipat aot, to write

to thee. Titch. Alf]

15. [But Eng. Ver., 14]. Friendt—Compare John xv. 15. A

title seldom found in the New Testament, since it is absorbed by the

greater one of brotherhood. Philosophers are mistaken in supposing

that friendship is not forme 1 by faith. By name—Just as if their

names were written.



ANNOTATIONS

ON TUB

EPISTLE OF JUDE.

CHAPTER I.

1. Jade—The Epistle has three parts.

I. The Inscription, ver. 1, 2.

II. The Discussion : in which he exhorts them to contend for

the faith, 3:

And, having described the destruction and character of the

adversaries, 4-16,

He admonishes the righteous, 17, 18 ;

, Confirms them, 19-21 :

And instructs them in their duty towards others, 22, 23.

III. Tub Conclusion, with a Doxology, 24, 25.

This Epistle closely agrees with the Second of Peter, which Jude

appears to have had in view. Comp. ver. 17, 18, with 2 Pet. iii. 3.

Peter wrote that in his last days : whence it may be inferred, that

Jude lived longer, and saw by that time the great declension of all

things in the Church, which had been foretold by Peter. But he

omits some things mentioned by Peter, he expresses others with a

different purpose and in different language, he adds others, with mani

fest apostolic wisdom, and increasing severity. Thus Peter quotes

and confirms Paul, and Jude quotes and confirms Peter. [Transpose

X/uarub '/r,oob, Christ Jesut. Tisch. (not Alf.)] And brother of

(033)
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James—James was more widely known, being styled the Lord's

brother : therefore Jude modestly calls himself the brother of James.

To them—A circumlocution, to which the antithesis is in ver. 4. [For

tfriaapivoiz, sanctified, read ^ya~rjpevoiz, beloved. Tisch. Alfi, etc. So

Beng. Render, to the called, beloved in God the Father, and kept for

Jesus Christ. Alfi] The conclusion corresponds with the introduc

tion : ver. 21. Preserved—To be preserved uninjured for Christ, is

joyful: John xvii. 2, 11, 15; 2 Cor. xi. 2. The beginnings and the

consummation of salvation are pointed out : and this passage has a

precaution, lest the righteous should be alarmed by the mention of

such dreadful evils. Called—Calling is wholly the prerogative of

Divine bounty.

2. Mercy, etc.—In a time of wretchedness. Hence mercy is put

first : the mercy of Jesus Christ, ver. 21 ; peace, in the Holy Spirit,

comp. ver. 20 ; love, of God, ver. 21. A testimony concerning the

Holy Trinity. [Better, mercy from God ; peace, resulting from it,

among men ; love, the active life of men, proceeding thence. Hut.]

3. [ While I was giving all diligence, etc. : i. «., while engaged in

preparing another, more extensive Epistle (whose loss we have to

mourn) he was called awny to write this, for a special purpose. Dt W.,

etc.] To write—salvation—Antithesis, ordained to judgment : ver. 4.

Of—The design of the Epistle : ver. 20, 21. The beginning and the

end of the Epistle closely agree. Common—By like precious faith :

2 Pet. i. 1. The ground of mutual exhortation. Salvation—Even

severe admonitions tend to salvation. To write unto you and exhort

—Of all kinds of writing, Jude judged exhortation to be most salu

tary at that time. To write, is in close connection with ex

horting. Exhortation is introduced in ver. 17 and 18. This is the

express design of the Epistle. Contend—A double duty, to fight

earnestly for the faith, against enemies; and to build one's self up in

the faith : ver. 20. Comp. Neh. iv. 16-18. Once—The particle is

cogent : no other faith will be given. [That is, Once for all ; so Hut.,

etc.] Comp. afterwards, ver. 5. Delivered—From God. To the

saints—To all who are holy, by reason of their most holy faith : ver.

20. Construe with delivered. The faith—Whereby we arrive at

salvation : ver. 20, 21.

4. Crept in unawares— Gr. xapuaiduaav. Tlapa, under, by the

way. Who were before of old ordained to this condemnation—For

their coming was predicted, ver. 17; and that they should undergo

the judgment, soon to be described, is evident from the examples long

since recorded of punishments inflicted upon similar offenders. There

is no reference to predestination ; respecting which, however, there
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is a similar expression, they who are written unto life [Eng. Ver.,

among the living], Isa. iv. 3 ; but he is speaking of the prediction

of Scripture. Ildlat, of old, in Enoch's time, ver. 14 ; and since he

himself only spake it, and did not also write it, it must be regarded

as an abbreviated expression, in this sense : They were leng ago fore

told by Enoch, and afterwards marked by Scripture. Therefore

comp. ungodly, with ver. 15. Etc means as far as relates to. Touto,

this, is strongly demonstrative; the apostle already, as it were, seeing

their punishment. The langauge of Enoch comprises all the ungodly

of the beginning and of the end of the world. The character and

the punishment of all are alike. Our—Not the ungodly' s. The grace

—Of the Gospel. [Omit dtbv, God. Tisch.,Alf. So Beng.] ~ TIim

only Master—Gr. deoxozrjv, [Eng. Ver., Lord]. Kuptov, and Lord

—Jude show that the impiety of those whom he censures, attacks

both God and Christ : turning the grace of our God into lasciviovsness,

and denying our only Master, and Lord Jesus Christ. This was

not observed by those who inserted deov, God, after dumor^v, mas

ter. A passage exactly parallel occurs, 2 Pet. ii. 1, denying the Lord

that bought them. Denying—The monstrous fictions of the ancient

heretics, as mentioned by the fathers.

5. [Omit (after udozaz). Also for touto, this, read xdvra,

all things. Tisch., Alf. Render, But I wish to remind you, knowing

as ye. do all things, etc. Eng.Ver. is wrong. Alf] To remind—In

an active sense. Knowing as ye do—Accusative Absolute, as Acta

xxvi. 3. The reason why he only admonishes or reminds them is,

because they already know it, and have learned it once for all. Thia

expression answers to Peter's knowing this first. Once for all—Gr.

&rac : ver. 3, note. Having saved—Antithesis, destroyed.

6. The angels— 2 Pet. ii. 4, note. Which kept not—They should

therefore have kept it. First estate— Their dignity ; the state ones

for all assigned to them, under the Son of God : Col. i. Left—Vol

untarily. Their oion—Befitting them. Habitation—Bright and shin

ing, opposed to darkness. Everlasting—A dreadful epithet here.

So ver. 7, everlasting. He hath reserved—Determined to reserve.

7. In a manner like these—[Eng. Ver., in like manner]—The un

godly, who are to undergo a like punishment. [Nay, but these an

gels above mentioned. Hut., etc.] Giving themselves over to fornication

—For the simple verb xopvtum, to prostitute, Heb. rut, the Sept. often

has ixzopveVM. But here the word is peculiarly adapted to a lust

Btill more abominable. Going after—strange—Unnatural lusts. [Art

set forth—The cities therefore were situated, not in the Dead Sea,

but upon the shore. V. G.] An example—vengeance—These are in
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apposition; the punishment, which they endure, is an example of eter

nal fire, as Cassiodorus says : for the punishment of those cities is

not itself eternal: Ezek. xvi. 53, 55. Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 6.

8. Indeed—Gr. pevrot [not rendered in Eng. Ver.]—A particle

setting forth and comparing the impurity of such ungodly men with

Sodom, whence the resemblance of punishment in ver. 7 is clear.

Filthy dreams—Disturbed with impure and confused dreams, and

from their dreams conjecturing the future. The words, they know

Hot, ver. 10, are equivalent: Isa. lvi. 10, 11, Sept., They are igno

rant—sleeping, lying down—they cannot understand—they all look to

their own way. [By the one word ivunvta^opevoi, dreaming, the cha

racter of mere natural men is very graphically described. A dreamer

seems to himself to be seeing and hearing many things, etc. His de

sires are agitated by joy, distress, fear, and the other passions. But

he cannot control himself in such a state; but the condition of such

men is like a phantom in a dreamt rising from a phantom. Hence,

though they apply all the sinews of reason, they cannot conceive that

the sons of light, who are awake and in the light, enjoy true liberty.

V. Or.] Dignities—See 2 Pet. ii. 10, note.

9. Yet Michael—It matters not whether the apostle received the

knowledge of this strife from revelation only, or from the tradition

of the elders; it is sufficient that he writes true things, and even ad

mitted to be true by the brethren. Comp. ver. 14, note. Yet an

swers to pivroi, indeed. The archangel—The archangel is only men

tioned here, and at 1 Thess. iv. 16 (where also a most important sub

ject is discussed, the resurrection of the dead) : so that we cannot

determine whether there is one only, or more. Wlien—When this

dispute arose, and on what day, is not expressed ; it certainly hap

pened after Moses' death. With the devil—Against whom it is espe

cially fitting for Michael to contend, Ap. xii. Contending—he dis

puted—It was therefore a judicial contest. About the body of Moses

—He is plainly speaking of the identical body of Moses, now life

less. In a matter full of mystery, we must not alter the plain part

of the language according to our own convenience. The devil, who

had the power of death, and therefore perhaps claimed the right of

hindering Moses' resurrection, made some attempt, whatever it was,

against Moses' body. Durst not—Modesty is an angelic virtue. The

greater was the victory afterwards given to Michael: Ap. xii. 7.

Man is not allowed ignominiously to rail at a hostile race, that is, evil

spirits. Shoetgen. Not—but as it were, Rom. ix. 32. Bailing—2

Pet. ii. 11. Rebuke thee—The Divine prerogative. The Lord—

Only. To his judgment the angel assents beforehand.
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10. They know not—Spiritual things, belonging to God and the

Baints. Naturally— By their natural faculties, respecting natural

things, by a natural mode of learning, and a natural desire. The

physical is here opposed to the spiritual, ver. 19. They know, Gr.-

iniaravrru. Otduat, they are (not) acquainted with, denotes a more

subtle knowledge. They corrupt themselves—Comp. next verse.

11. Woe!—Jude alone of the apostles, and he here only, threatens

a woe, from a threefold reason, which follows immediately. To the.

same purport, Peter calls them accursed children! Of Cain—The

fratricide. Of Balaam—The false prophet. They have been poured

forth—[Eng. Ver., ran greedily after]—Like a torrent without a*

bank. In the gainsaying—Heb. nTia, Sept., d.vrtXofta. Of Korah—

Thrusting himself into the priesthood. ,

12. In your feasts of charity—In your banquets by which brotherly.

love is nourished. Spots—As there is a Paronomasia [play upon

words] between Peter and Jude on the words dyd-atz, love-feasts, and.

dndratz, deceivings, so there is an instance of Homonymia [calling,

things of different nature by one name] between the same writers in

the words omXoi, spots, 2 Pet. ii. 13, and ondddez, spots, here; for

axdddez may be taken for spots, as the Vulgate renders it : comp. ver.

23 ; whence Hesychius explains oxdddez, by peptaapivoi, polluted, at

the same time showing a Metonymia [change of name] here. But

he also says, oxdddez, the rocks which are surrounded by the sea.

ExUaz also denotes a storm. Let the reader choose. This metaphor

is followed by four others : from the air, the earth, the sea, the

heaven. Feeding themselves without fear—Sacred feasts are to be cele

brated with fear, [which is opposed to luxury. V. G.] Feasting is

not faulty in itself: therefore without fear should be joined with this

verb. Themselves—Not the flock. Trees whose, fruit withereth—

Gr. devSiiu f&tvomoptva. 0&ivoiv, withering, supply ftrjv, month, tht

last part of the month: thus f&nxmiopav, the end of the autumn:

thence Seviipov fdtvomoptubv, a tree resembling that which is seen at

the end of the autumn, without leaves and fruit. There is here a gra

dation, consisting of four members. The first, and flowing from it

the second, has reference to the fruit ; the third, and flowing from it

the fourth, refers to the tree itself. Without fruit—Trees which pro

duce not food. Twice—That is, entirely ; with respect to their for

mer state, and their Christian state. [Trees—Uoice dead—First, by

the seeming death of winter, then, by real, hopeless death. Alf)

Plucked up by the roots—The last step in the process here mentioned.

13. Foaming out—Swollen through plenty: Isa. Ivii. 20. Wan

dering stars— It has been ascertained in a more recent age, that
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planets are of themselves dark bodies, shining with borrowed light.

Jude, even then, from his divine light, intimated this. For it is plain,

from the subsequent mention of darkness, that the allusion is not

merely to the etymology of xXav^zriu, wandering stars [xXav^zat from

tXavdopat, I wander] (although this is also fitting). Comp. 2 Pet. ii.

17. And the same reason forbids our understanding it of the ignis

fatuus. To whom—As before, in the case of the clouds, trees, and

waves, so now to the wandering stars, an appropriate description is

added, with reference to the conclusion.

14. Even to these—[Better, of these, as Eng. Ver. So Alf]—Not

only respecting these, and not to the antediluvians only; for he says,

til, ver. 15. The seventh—The antiquity of the prophecy is shown,

rer. 4 ; for it appears to have been the earliest respecting the com

,ng of the Judge. There were only five fathers between Enoch and

Adam : 1 Chron. i. 1 ; and the translation of Enoch occurred earlier

than a. M. 1000: and this very title is peculiar to Enoch, and com

mon among the Hebrews. The seventh from Adam, is not without

mystery ; for in him freedom from death and a sacred number are

tombined ; for every seventh object is most highly valued. The

Fragment of Enoch, indeed, mentions ten sevens: since those un

godly men, who were overwhelmed with the deluge, were bound to

dark valleys of the earth for seventy generations, even until the day

of their judgment. From Adam—Christ's first coming was foretold

to Adam ; the second to Enoch. The seventh from Adam prophe

sied the things which shall close the seventh age of the world.

Enoch—Who shall determine, whether Jude drew this also from some

ancient book, or from tradition, or from immediate revelation. The

Lord—The name of Jehovah was already known in Enoch's time.

With holy myriads—[Eng. Ver., ten thousands of his saints]—Of an

gels: Matt. xxv. 31. A mysterious ellipsis was suitable to those

early times.

15. Judgment—Enoch looked forward beyond the deluge. Upon

all—Who have sinned. The class. To convince—The conviction,

which there was even then, will be completed in the judgment. Con

viction is employed against those who are unwilling to know. All

that are ungodly—The species. Have spoken—Ver. 8, 10. Against

him—Even though they had not thought that all their ungodly say

ings [with which also the sons and servants of the Lord are assailed,

Job xlii. 7; Mal. iii. 13. V. (?.], were aimed at him. Ungodly sin

ners—A sinner is bad; daeftrjz, one who sins without fear, is worse.

16. Murmurers — Against men. Complainers — Against God.

Walking— With respect to themselves, ver. 18. Having men's per
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tons in admiration—So the Sept. for d'js kt?j to lift up the face,

and D'ja nn, honor of face, in either sense.

17. But beloved—ye—Thus also ver. 20. Remember—They there

fore to whom Jude writes had also heard the other apostles. Apostles

—Jude does not exclude himself from the number of the apostles ;

for in the next verse he says, to you, not, to us.

19. These—He shows that the characters of these are such as

have been foretold, ver. 18. [Omit iauzobz, themselves. Tisch., Alf]

'Eauzobz, themselves, is understood and added by some : Isa. xlv. 24,

Sept., All that separate themselves, abrovz, shall be ashamed. They

separate themselves from God, and from living communion with the

Church ; yet not from its outward fellowship, ver. 12, at the be

ginning. Comp. Hos. iv. 14, [Prov. xviii. 1 ; Isa. lxvi. 5 ; Luke

vi. 22. V. (?.] Sensual—Influenced by the animal nature only,

without the spirit. Having not the spirit—Therefore the spirit is

not an essential part of man.

20. But— Separating, and building yourselves up, are opposite

terms ; also animal, (sensual,) and in the Holy Spirit. Most holy—

Than which none can be holier. The superlative singular, with great

force of exhortation and urging. Praying in the Holy Ghost—Eph.

vi. 18; Zech. xii. 10; John iv. 24. Jude mentions the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Spirit : he also mentions faith, love and hope, in

this and the following verses. Praying—The zeal of the righteous

is requisite, but much more their prayers, by which they obtain /

Divine aid.

21. Yourselves—He who defends himselft first, then only can pre

serve others. The following verses. Waiting for—[Eng. Ver., look

ing]—They, who build themselves up, can wait with confidence.

Mercy—Opposed to fire, ver. 23. Unto—Construe with waiting for.

22. [This verse should read, xat ouz pev iXir^ers dtaxptvopivouzz,

and some indeed convict when contending with you. Tisch., Alf. So

Beng. rendering differently]. And—He who has already consulted

his own interests, may consult those of others.

22, 23. [The true reading is ooc dk adhere ix nupbz d.pnd^ovze^

ouc de ihuze iv ipofttp, but save others, snatching them from the fire ;

and others compassionate with fear. Tisch. Alf, etc. So Beng].'

Some, indeed, who are doubting, convince—The apostle enumerates

three classes of those, whose safety the righteous should consult :

and the first class is troubled in the intellect ; the second in the heart,

greatly ; the third in the heart, but less. Therefore, 1st, conviction,

or a demonstration of good and evil, should be applied to those whc

are harassed with doubts, and hesitate in uncertainty and perplexity.
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2d, Those whom the fire has already nearly seized, thoul 1 be grasped

anywhere, quickly and strongly, and thus preserved. 3d, They are

to be treated with mercy and gentleness, who can be led back into the

way by fear alone, and a kind pointing out of the danger. Hating

—This is properly joined with pity. He says, Wretched men must

be rescued in one way from the flame, and in another from the mire.

It is sufficient to treat the latter mildly, fear only being applied:

these, being almost untouched by you, may perceive from this very

circumstance your hatred and loathing even of the surface of impur

ity. Even—Not only the flesh itself, which they pollute, ver. 8, but

even the garment. TJie garment spotted—The garment is the whole

outward habit of life, in which we are affected by others. The phrase

resembles a proverb.

24. [For bpuz, you, read aerobz, them. Tisch., AJf. Beng. also

reads avrouc, but renders it you, incorrectly]. To keep you from

falling—In contradistinction to those ungodly men. Aurubz, them,

for 6/i'Ic, you, refers to the preceding announcements, as Matt, xxiii.

37. Before the presence of his glory—Before the presence of himself,

when he shall be revealed most gloriously. Faultless—In your own

selves. This is antithetical to, free from stumbling.

25. [Omit troftf>, wise ; also after atorrjOt fjpiov, our Saviour, add,

dta ' lrjaou Xptarou roo Kupiou ^fuov, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Also omit the first xai, and ; also add after isouaia, power, xpb irav-

toc rov aiwvoz, before all time (and now and, etc.) Tisch., Alf]

Glory and majesty —This refers to the only God. Might and power

—This refers to, wlw is able.



ANNOTATIONS

THE APOCALYPSE,

INTRODUCTION.

[The following able and impartial view of Bengel's labors on the

Apocalypse, we take from L&cke, Versuch ein. Vollstand. Einlei-

tung, etc. p. 547, etc.

" That school of interpretation which finds in the Apocalypse the

History of the Church, culminated, in learning and spiritual insight,

in the labors of Bengel. His system, as set forth in several works,

but chiedy in his German Commentary on the Apocalypse, (the Gno

mon being devoted to the exposition of the words, and a random

gleaning of thoughts), is briefly this.

" He assumes that, in spite of the multiplicity of failures hitherto,

it is possible to expound the Apocalypse correctly, even before it is

entirely fulfilled. Perhaps, he says, the course of time will still make

it clearer ; and each age does its part by throwing such light on the

present and future from tliis prophecy, as its own need requires. Yet

each expositor ought to follow up diligently every ray of this light,

collect them with care, and watch in humble patience for what God

will reveal to him. The main points to be regarded are the facts and

the numbers. It cannot be for nothing that twenty definite numbers

are determined in this book. Without disregarding the gramraati

(831)
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cal and historical side of the interpretation, which he treated with

intelligence and taste in the Gnomon, and without neglecting the net

work of plan, the intimate mutual connection of the visions in this

book, he yet thought the most important task to be the explanation

ami application of its prophetic sense, and the deciphering of its

chronology; both that of the predictions already fulfilled, and that

which is yet future. He brought to this task wonderful resources of

knowledge and intellect ; but how sad it is that a spirit so noble, so

richly endowed in many things, so far in advance of his age, should

in this respect be so enslaved by it as to waste such vast scholarship,

labor and genius, on what, after all, was only a blunder !

" The main features of his chronology are these. The Apocalypse

has seven names for periods of time ; hour, day, month, year, time,

(xrupoz), period (jfoovoc) age or era (itiwv). The first point is to dis

tinguish where the Apostle speaks of common time, and where of

prophetic time ; the next, to find a key to the length of Prophetic

time. The latter he finds in ch. xiii. 18 : where he understands 666

years of common time to be named, as the explanation of the forty-

two months of Prophetic time. (ver. 5). Dividing 666 by 42 he Jias

fifteen and six-seventh years, for the value of a Prophetic month ; i. e.,

& prophetic day is about half a year. Again, comparing this 666

with the 1000 years of ch. xx., the proportion being nearly 2 : 3, he as

sumes that it must be exactly this, and so makes the 666 stand for 666

and two-thirds. Dividing this by 666 (or 1000 by 999) the result is 1 and

one-nine hundred and ninety-ninth. From this he deduces the Apoca

lyptic century (111 of these units) to be 11 land one-ninth. On this basis

ho reckons the short time (ch. xii. 12), as 888 and eight-ninth years;

the no more—a time (time no longer, x. 6), as between 999 and nine-

ninths and 1111 and one-ninth; and even the era (aiiov, eternity) as

2222 and two-ninths. This was the key by which he fancied himself

able to open, not only the previously fulfilled predictions, but the

Apocalyptic future.

" Among the results of his system were these. The final rage of

Antichrist for three and a half years extends from A.D. 1832 to

1836. The fight with the beast from the abyss, and his overthrow

by Christ's appearing, were to occur in June 18, 1836. From then

to 2836, Satan was to be bound, and then loosed for a season, until

2947. From A.D. 2836 to 3836, would be the millenial reign of

saints in heaven, and the latter year the date of the end of the world,

and the last judgment. All this was to Bengel no play of fancy, but

the solemn pursuit of truth, under a sense of duty. It is strange

with what mingled modesty and confidence he contemplates this sys
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tern. But he admits that if the year 1836 should pass without re

markable changes, there must be a fundamental error in it.

" It were wrong to mock at the blunder of such a noble Christian

spirit, to whom Theology and the Church owe so much. We can only

regret that his age was unripe, and could not show him that his prin

ciples and method were wholly wrong. As it was, his work was the

occasion of many others, some opposing him, but rarely on general exe-

getical grounds, others striving to develop and complete his system. Its

influence was 'not limited to the learned, but was greatly felt among

the people, and extended beyond Germany, especially to England,

where it seems to have given rise to an extensive literature. But

since the middle of the 18th century, the tendency of interpretation of

the Apocalypse in the Evangelical church of Germany, has been

very different. Weary of the fanaticism that grew out of the cur

rent interpretations, and carrying out the free Protestant spirit more

and more, as science and thought advanced, expositors have adopted

it as a fundamental principle, that every Biblical prophecy is to be

interpreted historically, that is, according to the views and the per

spective of events that were historically conceivable at the time it

was written. As this principle, and the word of Christ, ' It is not

for you to know the times or seasons, which the Father hath kept in

his own power,' meet and refute the obtrusive and curious chrono

logical exposition ; the understanding of the Revelation has become

continually simpler and surer." Pp. 547-554.

Among recent English writers on the Apocalypse, the most im

portant is certainly Dean Alford. (Greek Testament, etc., vol. iv.

Part ii. London, 1861). Following no system of interpretation, he

endeavors to follow the indications of the text and the analogies of

Scripture, gathering all the light he can find, and freely acknow

ledging obscurities and difficulties where they occur. The result has

less apparent completeness, but more real value than those commen

taries which square all things to a pre-conceived plan. While he

does not reject the Church-history view so decidedly as Lilclce, (quoted

above,) Diisterdieck, De Wette, etc., he is quite free from the enthu

siasm that is continually reading contemporary events in the words

of John. We have freely used Alford's Commentary in our additions

to the Gnomon ; and here subjoin the leading canons of interpretation.

(condensed in language), on which he insists in his introduction.

Most of them are entirely trustworthy.

" There is obviously a close connection between the Apocalypse

and our Lord's prophetic discourse on the Mount of Olives. The

more deeply we consider this, the firmer will be our conviction that

105
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the two must correspond in detail. Thus Matt, xxiv., becomes, as

Williams says, ' The anchor of Apocalyptic interpretation ;' and, in

deed, the touchstone of Apocalyptic systems. Its guidance must be

followed in interpreting the seals ; and ' he that goes forth conquer

ing and to conquer,' must be Christ.

" The sixth seal cannot belong to another period than the close

approach of the great day of the Lord. Hence Mr. Elliott's his

torical system, which requires it to mean the downfall of Paganism

onder Constantine, is self-condemned.

" As the seven seals, so the seven trumpets and the seven vials run

on to the time close upon the end. This is shown unmistakeably at

the end of each series. (See ch. x. 7, xi. 18, xvi. 17).

" In ch. xii. all Scripture analogy, and that of this book itself

(comp. ch. xix. 15.) requires that the man-child who was to rule all

nations be understood of our incarnate Lord, and of no other.

" The word angel throughout the book always means angel; never

our Lord, never a mere man. The Seer carefully distinguishes the

divine Persons from the ministering angels." Pp. 259, 250].

I have prepared two Commentaries on the Apocalypse at the same

time ; one in German, issued separately, for those who, though they

cannot read Latin, seek the truth ; the other in Latin, which is this

last part of the Gnomon of the New Testament. They differ not

only in language, but much more widely, so that they may, or rather

ought to be, used together. The German treatise is full, regular, and

continuous ; but these annotations in Latin are a kind of miscella

neous gleaning, which is also serviceable in its way. For I thought

that the testimonies of antiquity, the explanation of Greek phrases,

critical supplements, and the refutation of errors, would appear more

suitably in Latin than in the popular language. Therefore things

there explained at length, are here only touched upon : things

scarcely introduced there, are here treated more fully. The two

commentaries are distinct : each is a whole, complete in its own way.

The two studied together, will seem as one work, but will give double

profit. [Bengel proceeds to speak of his labors in revising the text

of this book, a work which has been done by later scholars with far

greater advantages. The following summary of the history of the

text is abridged from the Apparatus Criticus, another work of

JBengel].

"Erasmus, by his own admission, had only one Greek Manu

script on the Apocalypse, by John Capnio, the text being scattered

through the commentary of Andrew of Csesarea. From that, he

says, I had the words of the text written down. [In not a few
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places he clearly took the commentary for the text, and thus inserted

readings found in no Greek Manuscript. Treg.] And since the book

was mutilated, he supplied the text, hastily, from the Latin Vulgate,

not yet revised ; and he did this without great care, since he did not

very highly esteem this prophecy. Stephens, a man of learning, but

overwhelmed with business as a printer, published, word for word,

this text of the Apocalypse by Erasmus, especially in his last edition,

which so many other editors have followed. This is evident to the eye.

But before these two, that is before the Reformation, in the Complu-

tensian edition, a text of the Apocalypse very remarkable, and of

signal efficacy as to its testimony against the Papacy, and one which

we ought by no means to disparage, appeared in the midst of Spain,

and was spread far and wide in other countries of Europe. After

wards the Oriental languages and Versions were studied : the very

ancient Latin Version, in which I obtained such gleaning as my Ap

paratus exhibits was restored : and many Greek and Latin Fathers,

and those who make copious and exact citations of the Apocalypse,

have been brought to light and examined. Many different Greek

Manuscripts of the Apocalypse, so rarely met with in former times,

have been procured ; and of two, which came into my hands, one

fortunately contained that commentary of Andrew of Csesarea;

which aided me the more accurately to perceive where Erasmus was

correct, and where at fault. And the Alexandrian Codex (a point

of great importance) has been introduced into the West—a manu

script which is acknowledged by true critics to be incomparable for

its antiquity, and in the Apocalypse especially, for its purity and au

thority. And Erasmus and Stephens, if they were now alive, would

most gladly avail themselves of these aids furnished by God, more

readily than the whole band of their followers ; and would with one

mouth declare, that the text of the Apocalypse is presented to us in

its purest state, not by those editions which they themselves published

with such difficulty, and which others after them perpetuated with

such scrupulous exactness, but by both classes of editions conjointly,

and indeed by all Christian antiquity, and the Marrow of its docu

ments. These are all the foundations on which my criticism is based.

In such a manner not only many passages of lesser, though undoubt

edly of some weight, but also some of the greatest importance,

having reference to the Divine economy, are renewed afresh in the

Apocalypse by the royal proclamation of Jesus Christ to those

who love his appearance-. Very many good souls now acknowledge

this. They give thanks to God, and turn the matter to their own

use." [Yet the common Greek text of the Apocalypse, and that to
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which oar English version corresponds, are essentially that of Eras

mus ; and contain readings, at least in the last six verses, which have

no foundation but hit rendering into Greek from the Latin Vulgate.

Treg., ete.]

But criticism is not suffered to overwhelm, much less exclude, Ext-

;;•-••. which is the chief object of this book. You may say that the

treatise is composed of two threads. I have tried to make it suffi

ciently full, that it might not be out of character with the careful

consideration of the other books of the New Testament in this Gno

mon, the exegetical part of which has often been quoted in the criti

cal Apparatus even on the Apocalypse. I have indicated only by

forcible and concise propositions the principal subjects comprised in

any portion of the prophecy. I have made my own treatise the

more clear, by often examining the opinions of a distinguished

commentator, Dr. Joachim Lange. But a fuller explanation of the

arguments and emblems is to be found in my German commentary.

Here, at the threshold, is a Synopsis of the whole Apoca

lypse, which is natural, as I hope, and serviceable. The Apocalypse

consists of:

I. The INTRODUCTION :

1. The title of the book, . . Ch. L 1-3

2. The inscription, . . . 4-6

3. The sum and substance, . . 7, 8

4. A glorious vision, in which

THE LORD JESUS

a. instructs JOHN to write, . . 9-20

6. -Stirs up THE ANOELS OF THE

SEVEN CHURCHES, at Ephesus and

Smyrna and Pergamos, and at

Thyatiraand Sardis, and at Phila

delphia and Laodicea, to prepare

themselves in a befitting manner

for his coming, promising future

blessings To him that overcometh, i. iii.

II. THE SHEWING of those things which shall

come to pass. Here in one . continued

vision is set forth :

1. Generally and universally, all power

in heaven and in earth, given by

Him that sits on 'the throne to the

Lamb, on the opening of the SEVEN

SEALS of the sealed book, ch. iv., v.

The first four seals comprise visible

things, towards the east, west, south,

north : ch. vi. 1-8 ; the remaining
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three, invisible things ; ch. vi. 9, etc.

The seventh, as of greatest moment,

a. has a special preparation, . Ch. vii.

i. includes silence in heaven,

eeven angels with trumpets,

and a great burning of in

cense. - . . viii. 1-6

. A particular judgment, by which,

under the seven angels and their

trumpets, the kingdom of the

world is convulsed, until it becomes

that of God and of Christ.

Here are to be considered,

A. The first four angels, with their

trumpets, - . . viii. 7-12

B. The three remaining angels, with

their trumpets ; and the three

woes, by means of the locusts,

the horseman, and the beast, viii. 13, iz. 1, etc.

The trumpet of the seventh angel is

the largest: from which is to be

noted,

a. The oath of the angel on the con

summation of the Divine mystery

after the tnimpet of the seventh

angel ; and the approaching change

of the great city. . . x., xL

b. The trumpet itself, and under it,

L A summary and setting forth

of events, . . . xi. 15

II. A previous giving of thanks by

the elders for judgment, ' . 16-18

III. The judgment itself. . . 19

Here are related—

a. The birth of the manehild. and

the casting out of the original

enemy from heaven. . . xii. 1-12

6. A delay on the earth, the

third horrible woe : in which,

1. The woe itself is stirred up :

1, by the dragon. . . xii. 12

2, by the two beasts, . . xiii.

2. In the meantime men

1. are admonished by three

angels, . . . xiv. 6

2. are gathered by the har

vest and vintage, . 14

3. are afflicted by seven

plagues or vials, and in

vited to repentance. . xv., xvL
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8. The great whore, together with

the beast, suffers accumulated

calamity. . . . Ch. zriu

0. A royal victory, in which those en

emies are removed out of the way,

in inverted order. For,

1. The great whore is judged,

and the kingdom of God

prevails, . . . xviii., xix.

2. The beast and the false pro

phet are cast into the lake of

fire, . . . xix.

3. The devil is bound. . xx.

(/. The kingdom cleared. For it now

after the former steps, in succes

sion before the trumpet of the

seventh angel, ch. vii. 9, and es

pecially after those mentioned un

der it, xiv. 1, 13, xv. 2, flourishes

in all respects.

1. The nations are not led astray

by Satan, but are fed by

Christ, . . . xx. 3

2. Those who have a part in the

first resurrection reign together

with Christ, ... 4

3. Gog and Magog are destroyed,

and the devil, having been

loosed for a short time, is cast

into the lake of fire, . . 7

4. The dead are judged, . 11

5. The new heaven and new

earth : the New Jerusalem, the

kingdom which remaineth for

ever and ever. . . xxi., xxii

III. The CONCLUSION, exactly answering to the in

troduction of the Book, . . . xxii. 6-21

He who troubles himself to fix in his mind this Table, and to take

the more palatable Notes, apart from the critical ones, although they

sometimes coalesce ; and, though they are few, thoroughly to weigh

their force, will certainly, I trust, derive some advantage, and will

not only avoid the vague comment of many, but will also perceive

here aids to a true interpretation. We resolve the prophetic '('•••*

into ordinary ones, at the places to which they belong; but the de

monstration of this (it is sufficient to point this out once for all) is

given especially at ch. xiii. 18.
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CHAPTER I.

1. The Revelation, Gr. «brox«Uo^>«c—The Latin Fathers call it

Revelatio, the Revelation, properly : for matters before covered, are

revealed in this book. No prophecy in the Old Testament has this

title : it was reserved for the one Revelation of Jesus Christ, in the

New Testament. It is a Manifest, as the term is, and that of the

kingdom of Christ. Of Je»us Christ—Men prefixed the title, The

Revelation of John the Divine, Gr. 6eoA.aj-ou. It is ancient indeed,

but it implies that doubts had arisen respecting the writer of the

Apocalypse ; and these arose long after the age of the apostles ; also

that the surname Divine had been introduced into the Church, and

assigned to John ; and it implies that there were other Apocalypses,

from which this true one must be distinguished. The Surname, Di

vine, as it were, supplants that of Apostle. It is indeed John, the

apostle, who wrote this book ; but the Author is Jesus Christ. By

prefixing the name John, the ancients wished to distinguish the true

Apocalypse from numerous apocryphal books. Apocryphal gospels

and epistles presuppose the canonical ones, and apocryphal apocalyp

ses presuppose a genuine Apocalypse. Artemon affirms, not without

reason, that no one ever rejected the Apocalypse before Caius, a

Roman presbyter, and the Alogi, but that all received it. The Lord

taught the apostles much before his departure ; and what was unsuit

able for present narration, he brought together in the Apocalypse.

Hence in the JEthiopic New Testament, the Apocalypse is not inap

propriately placed immediately after the four Evangelists. [ Which

God gave him—Did Jesus not know it before ? The man Christ Je

sus, even in his glorified state, receives from the Father, by his hy-

postatic union with him, that revelation which by his Spirit he im

parts to his Church. Alf.~\ To show—So ch. xxii. 6. And thus the

parts of this book have constant reference to one another. Alto

gether, the structure of this book throughout breathes a Divine art.

And it is characterized by comprising in a perfect compendium a host

of future events, and those the most diverse ; the nearest, the most

remote, and the intermediate ; the greatest and the least ; most dread

ful and most salutary ; new, or fulfilling old prophecies ; long and

short ; and these interwoven with each other, opposed and in agree

ment, involving and evolving one another; referring to one another

by little or great intervals, and so at times as it were disappearing,,

broken off, suspended, and afterwards on a sudden most seasonably

returning to sight ; and to these things, included in « '••.• book, the
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structure of the book accurately corresponds. * Therefore, in all ita

parts, it presents an admirable variety, and most beautiful jitfolu-

tions, and at the same time the greatest harmony, strikingly illus

trated by the very irregularities, whictfUppeHr to interrupt it. And

all this is done with such an amount of exactness, that in no book

more than in this would the addition, or taking away, of eren a sin

gle word or clause (ch. xxii. 18, 19), have the effect of marring the

sense of the context and the comparison of passages together, and

of disturbing the most sacred aims of the book. And this is espe

cially remarkable, that when it gives but a slight indication of most

important matters out of the ancient prophets, but more copiously

explains those that are new, it still keeps the most exact proportion.

Hence a true and full analysis, whatever it is, will not fail to appear

too ingenious, and to incur suspicion with those who love simplicity,

and deserve most to attain the knowledge of the truth. But in truth

the Apocalypse proceeded from the intellect of GOD, if one may so

speak ; and, amidst the greatest simplicity, it represents most worthily

his ,-."'!-•"/.•/. o . manifold wisdom, displayed in the economy of so

many ages of the New Testament. And therefore he who will reject

the interpretation because so many various matters flow into the in

terpretation from the context, will violate that very simplicity, which

most accords with the Scriptures. We must certainly beware, lest

the human intellect think this subject given to it as aTfield tor 'exer-

cise, and, on discovering one or two fragments of the harmony, force

the whole into a system to please itself. We must keep jrhat is writ-

ten, that alone, and all of it: and observe jt as it is shewn. To fat

tenants—He who does not permit the things which mutt come to pass

to be shewn to him, fails in the duty of a servant. Would that those

holy men would think of this, who are so intent upon everything

which is most excellent, that they regard this shewing as a hindrance:

though it is able to advance the servants of Jesus Christ in every good

work. Must come to pass—Some, while they acknowledge that some

use in teaching or comforting may be derived from this book

(and this not even Bossuet would deny), yet proceed no further.

They not only put aside meanwhile a part of the special prophetical

sense, as Weisman did ; but in reality they reject the whole prophetic

sense, and applaud themselves for it. And not only do they them

selves fail to enter into the understanding of this book, but they also

forbid, hinder, and jeer at those who are entering. But let them take

heed, lest they offend, or wander from the very scope of the book

What belongs to teaching and exhortation is contained in other

books ; but the Apocalypse especially shows the things which mutt
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come to pass ; and that too with such seriousness, that a very great

oath is interposed, ch. x. We must not invert this design : separat

ing what God hath joined together, namely, the knowledge of future

events, and therefore of future times, and repentance, watchfulness,

etc. Holy men of all times, martyrs, etc., have had a continuous

succession of expectations based on the Apocalypse ; and although,

in individual cases, they were unable to discern the times, yet in the

general principle they had a most real and present advantage from it,

while their error did not harm them. Do others defend the general

and fundamental truth set forth by Christ in the Gospel ? They do

well. But they ought not to act as though the Apocalypse had not

the same Author throughout ; and that too a glorified Author. Every

one who makes wholesome use of the rest of Scripture, studies the

Apocalypse with peculiar advantage : if he does not find what he

seeks, he finds what he was not seeking. Things which must come to

pass, are shown in this book. Whoever, in reading this book, will

weigh (referring, if need be, to the Concordance) the usage of the verb

fivo[j.(u,eome topass[be, ch. iv. 1, became, vi. 12, etc.] will find it strik

ing. There come topast sorrowful things, therecome topass joyful things,

great and many. This book represents those things which come to

pass, absolutely : that is, the sums and series of events, through so

many ages, to the very coming of Jesus Christ. To that event Dan

iel and John reach forward, each from his own age. Shortly—"A

regard for Christianity brings with it a regard for chronology (the

times) also." Paulus Antonius. On this quickness in general, see note

on ch. vi. 11 ; from which it will be seen that Lange's interpretation,

which supposes that the fulfilment will be quick, when after many

ages it shall come, is too weak. The final time itself is at hand, ver.

3 ; and that nearness makes even the advent and the rise of nearer

events speedy, and not merely their progress and result. The whole

book ought to be taken as one word, pronounced in one moment.

With the exception of definite times of sufficient extent, all things

are most truly done Iv rd^st, quickly. Such a quickness is indicated,

ch. xi. 14; 2 Pet. i. 14, and often. Signified—The Apocalypse

abounds with Hebraisms, in simple words, /id-^atpa, comp. Gen. xlix.

5, where our text has ni"OD, mecheroth, [Eng. Ver., In their habita

tions, but this is incorrect. Gesen. renders, their swords are weapons

of violence. But the word is Greek, and not a Hebraism, here], in

words entirely Hebrew, as Abaddon, Satan, Armageddon ; also in

construction, as ver. 5, etc. : so that a proper name, as in Hebrew,

is made undeclinable, and without the article. So here, literally, he

106
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signified, having sent. The Sept. use orjpaivuv, signify, to express a

great sign of a great matter: Ezek. xxxiii. 3. See also John xii. 33.

2. Whatsoever things he saw—Gr. oaa elde. [Omitting re, and.

correctly. So Tisch., Alf., Treg.] Whatever things he saw, John

bare record of, since in this very book he bare record of all things

which he saw, and nothing else. He does not, however, say that he

bears record, but that he bare record : because, when the book was

read in Asia, he had completed it. Lampe doubted without reason

from the tense of the verb bare record, whether John wrote ver. 1, 2,

3. Comp. ver. 9, note. The particle re, and, not genuine here, [see

above] led him and others to refer the verb bare record to the Gospel

and Epistles of John. [So many interpreters, but falsely. It refers

only to this book. Dust.'] Moreover, as in the Apocalypse seeing

and record {testimony) are commensurate, so are the measure of faith

and prophecy (Rom. xii. 3, 6), or, in other words, knowledge and in

terpretation, with those who rightly handle this book.

3. Blessed—Some wretchedly handle this most sacred book with

restless curiosity. Hence others rush to the other extreme, and

hate to hear even the name of the Apocalypse, which ought to stir

them : and on account of the vast multitude of unfortunate interpre

tations and conjectures which are not fulfilled, they distrust the book

itself. Hence, while wishing to know all things, they reject the only

method of knowing the things which the Lord shows as to come to pass.

Hence they esteem the endeavor to find truth here as useless labor ;

they consider sloth as moderation, silence as prudence, and they re

gard and inquire about everything rather than this, just as though it

were written : Blessed is he who does not read, and they who do not

hear, etc. Let them see that they do not, in devising every pretext

for refusing the heavenly gift, weary God (Isa. vii. 12, 13), and be

not found ungrateful towards Christ. Yea, verily. Blessed is he

who reads, and they who hear and keep ; especially in our times,

which are near a great change, as we shall see. It is better, in in

vestigating the times, if only faith, hope, and love have the chief

place in our heart, to attempt as much as possible, and to incur ridi

cule (Gen. xxxvii. 19), than, with the brave spirits of the world,

to despise the paradoxical admonitions, and to be crushed with the

events themselves, Dan. ii. 34, 45 ; compare Matt. xxii. 44, end ; or,

after the manner of the Jews, to be repeatedly expecting events long

accomplished. The Jews curse those who reckon the times of the

Messiah : the Apocalypse blesses the good hearers of prophecy, which

comprises the near approach of the time and the calculation of the

intermediate times. The mournful variety of interpretations, it is
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true, increases daily : whence a kind of cloud is spread over the

eyes of many, so that, though the truth is clearly set forth, they

regard it less, or certainly not more, than they do specious

inventions. And yet there are aids to understanding, for all who

rightly employ them, without throwing away the hope of under

standing.

I. The foundation is a pure text, restored from the best testi

monies.

II. This book is most closely jointed : it arranges a multiplicity of

subjects by means of seven epistles, seals, trumpets, and vials ; it

divides each of these sets of seven into a set of four, and one of

three; it interprets many things of itself, and shows what are the

seven stars ; the seven candlesticks ; the Lamb, and his seven horns

and seven eyes ; the incense ; the dragon ; the three spirits like frogs ;

the heads and horns of the beast ; the waters, where the whore sits ;

the fine linen; the testimony of Jesus ; the second death; the Lamb's

wife.

III. Comparing the ancient prophets is an aid ; and so is the light

given by the predictions of Jesus and the Apostles in the other books

of the New Testament, and especially that of the letter of the Apo

calypse itself, and its own peculiar character, modified by prophetic

figures. We will return to this hereafter.

(1) The Lord Jesus has comprised in the Apocalypse the Comple

tion of ancient prophecy, that which belongs to the times subsequent

to his Ascension and the coming of the Comforter, and the end of the

Jewish system. And thus the book reaches from the old Jerusalem

to the New Jerusalem, all things being reduced to one sum and

harmonious order ; and it strongly resembles the ancient prophets.

The beginning and the conclusion correspond with Daniel ; the de

scription of the male child, and the promises given to Sion, agree

with Isaiah ; the judgment of Babylon, with Jeremiah ; the fixing

of the times, again with Daniel, who followed Jeremiah ; the archi

tecture of the holy city, with Ezekiel, who followed Isaiah ; the em

blems of horses, of candlesticks, etc., with Zechariah. From these

prophets many things more fully described by them are now repeated

in a summary manner, and often in the same words. Hence they

must be referred to. Nevertheless the Apocalypse has a kind of

abzdpxuav (self-completeness), and is of itself sufficient for its own

interpretation, although you may not yet understand the old prophets,

where they speak of the same things: in fact, this often supplies a

clueTor understanding them. Often also, under the agreement be

tween the Apocalypse and the old prophets, there lies a certain differ
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ence ; and the Apocalypse derives its stock from some ancient prophet,

grafting on it a new scion. For instance, Zechariah mentions two

olive trees; John also has the same, but in a different sense.

Daniel has a beast with ten horns ; so has John, but not in jast the

same sense. Here the difference in the words, the emblems, the cir

cumstances, the times, ought to be carefully observed. But the plan

of the Tabernacle erected and described by Motes is also of great

value. For those heavenly things, unto the example and shadow of

which the Levitical priests served, are accurately exhibited in the

Apocalypse : Heb. viii. 5.

(2) '/'•-. /,..;•,/ foretold many things before his passion : for instance,

Matt. xiii. xxii., and those which follow ; John xiv. xv. ; but not all

things: for it was not yet time. Many things predicted by the

Spirit of Christ are contained, in a scattered form, in the Epistles of

John and the other apostles, as the necessity of those primitive

times required. Now the Lord comprises all in one short book, hav

ing reference to the earlier ones, pre-supposing, explaining, continu

ing, and interweaving them. It is altogether right, therefore, to

compare them ; but not to bring into comparison the fullness of these

with the brevity of those. In the Evangelists Christ predicted what

should happen before the dictation of the Apocalypse to John, and

added a description of the Last things : in the Apocalypse he also

mentioned intermediate events. Both make as it were one whole.

(3) In this book there is exhibited, not only a summary and

key of both old and recent prophecy, but also a supplement, after the

seals are closed. Therefore it must contain many things now first

revealed, and not found in other books of Scripture. It shows then

little gratitude for such a noble revelation, and one reserved too for

Christ's exaltation, if anything is revealed in it, or exactly de

scribed in it for the first time, on that account to value it less, receive

it doubtfully, reject it more boldly. The extent of the argument,

and the shortness of the book, prove that every word is of the great

est significance.

He that readeth and they that hear—One person, and first, he by

whom John sent the book from Patmos into Asia, uted to read publicly in

the churches, and many would hear. Scripture highly <k>mmends the

public reading of Scripture: Deut. xxxi. 11; Neh. viii. 8; Jer.

xxx vi. 6; Luke iv. 16; Acts xv. 21; Col. iv. 16; l.-Thess. v. 27;

1 Tim. iv. 13. There would be more edification if teachers would

speak less of themselves, or, at any rate, if Scripture were more fully

read to the multitude who are unlearned. Of the prophecy—In rela

tion to Jesus Christ, it is a revelation; it is & prophecy in relation to
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John ; and it is not nntil he is mentioned that the word proj hecy is

introduced. Prophecies support their claims by their own, and there

fore by Divine authority ; especially the Apocalypse, which, there

fore, does not quote the old prophecies, unless in a summary way,

and that only once : ch. x. 7. In the other books of the New Tes

tament the prophecies of the Old Testament are quoted, that their

fulfilment may be proved; in the Apocalypse they are not quoted.

Hence it came to pass, that when Surenhusius, for instance, had fol

lowed quotations from the Old Testament through each of the Evan

gelists, through the Acts of the Apostles, through the Pauline and

General Epistles, he had nothing to cite as a quotation in the

Apocalypse. In like manner Junius broke off his Parallels, end

ing thus : '- There are indeed countless words, many sentences, and

not a few arguments throughout the Apocalypse, which, with great

dignity, remind us of the Old Testament ; but their interpretation

seems to me* not to belong here ; both because passages of Scripture

ARE NOT EXPRESSLT ADDUCED, nor is any particular authority alleged,

from which they are drawn, but two, three, or more passages are

usually with great skill and grace joined together ; and also because,

if any one should attempt this, he must of necessity undertake to in

terpret the whole book of the Apocalypse."

4. [Seven—The number of perfection. Comp. ch. i. 4, iv. 5, T. 6,

etc. So the series of God's judgments, each as complete in itself,

are sevens; the seals, trumpets, thunders, and vials. Alf.~\ From

him—Gr. from who is, dnb b Sw, [So Tisch., Alf., Treg., etc. The

common text has euro roD b, from him who, etc.] This reading is the

original. When, pray, will they be moved, who, in their ignorance,

esteem the press of Stephens of more value than all the traces of John

m Patmos ? From him who is, and who was, and who cometh—This

is a paraphrase of the Hebrew name Jehovah, and in the Greek is

used indeclinably, as in the Hebrew. [It resembles the paraphrase

in the Hebrew, Exod. iii. 14, / am that I am ; which the Jerusalem

Targum renders, who was, is, and shall be. De W.~\ Seven—" The

Jews, from Isa. xi. 2, speak much and largely of the Seven Spirits of

Messiah. Lightfoot. [Seven—The sevenfold energies of the Holy

Spirit, expressive of his plenitude and perfection. Alf., etc.]

5. To him that loveth us—Gr. dranojvre. [The true reading. So

Tisch., Alf., Treg.~\ Others read drajnyaavri, loved, on account of

the following words, fotjeravrt, washed, and inoirjaev, made. But the

present participle includes the force of the przeter-imperfect also.

But dfaxwiiTt is strictly a present, and denotes perpetual love. [This

is right, present is used to express the certainty that Christ loves his
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own, continuously, forever. DustJ] So John iii. 35. The Father

loveth the Son, and hath given, etc. : the present and past tenses are

joined. In the German translation of the Apocalypse I have design

edly rendered it, who loves us. And such passages, I atn told, dis

please many. But John's style and the taste of to-day are as far

apart as east and west. In translating, I do not seek to gratify fas

tidious ears, but scrupulously follow John, who wrote altogether in

accordance with the sense of the Hebrew. This is a part of the re

proach of Christ. [And washed—In truth he who is not washed

cannot discharge the office of priest. V. G.]

6. And he made—[So Alf., not hath made, as Eng., Ver. For

ftaaduz xai, kings and, read ftaodeiav, a kingdom. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg. Read, and made us a kingdom, priests to God, etc. So Beng.]

See a similar variety of readings below, ch. v. 10 ; but whether ftaat-

Astc, kings, or ftaodeiav, kingdom, be the genuine reading there, the

latter is undoubtedly right here. There the four living creatures

speak, and the twenty-four elders, wearing crowns, and eminent in

dignity: here the address is made in the name of all the faithful.

These Christ made priests to God and his Father: and the whole body

of these priests is a kingdom, [the kingdom of God, or of heaven, as

Christ so often calls it. Alf.], which rejoices in the King himself.

So Royal priesthood, ftaaihiov lepdreupa, Ex. xix. 6, Sept. ; 1 Pet.

ii. 9. The apposition, a kingdom, priests, has the same force: al

though, among the citizens of the kingdom, the priests have the

privilege of a peculiarly near admission to the presence of the King.

The priests of David were his sons : 2 Sam. viii. 18. [Omit rtuv

atmvwv, and ever. Tisch., Alf. (not Treg.) To him—To Jesus

Christ. V. G.]

7. He cometh—Namely. He who is to come, cometh. His glorious

advent at the last day is meant. Pierced—The Saviour and Judge

both did, and will exhibit himself, with most evident marks of the

nails and spear in his raised and glorified body. Then the disdain

and reproaches of his enemies, especially of the Jews, which he bears

so long with wonderful long-suffering, will be refuted for ever. Shall

wail—Without doubt for fear, as of an enemy, or even some for

penitence. [The former will be the mourning of the impenitent and

careless world, the latter of the comforted and rejoicing church.

Comp. ch. xii. 10. Alf.]

8. Alpha, etc.—Omega, the last letter of the Greek alphabet, is

opposed to alpha, the first. This passage is one of great majesty :

[Omit o\pynrj xat riXoz, the beginning and the end. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

Some add the words the beginning and the end, for the sake of expla
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nation. But let us look to the parallel passages. They are four (be

sides ver. 11, on which we shall speak below).

(I.) Alpha and Omega, ch. i. 8.

(II.) The First and the. Last: ch. i. 17, ii. 8.

(III.) Alpha and Omega, The Beginning and the End:

ch. xxi. 6.

(IV.) Alpha and Omega, The First and the Last, The

Beginning and the End : ch. xxii. 13.

Therefore, in the beginning of the book, one clause is used, first

of the Father, ch. i. 8, comp. with ch. iv. 8, then of Christ, ch. i. 17.

At the end of the book the language becomes more copious, and two

clauses are used of the Father, sitting upon the throne, ch. xxi. 6,

and three of Christ, as coming, ch. xxii. 13. We shall presently see

that one sentiment is frequently expressed in this book in Greek and

Hebrew. So here also. The Father is called Alpha and Omega, in

Greek. He also, in the mind of John, who thinks, as we shall pre

sently see, in Hebrew, is The Beginning and The End, which is ex

pressed in Hebrew by Alpha and Tau, the first and the last Hebrew

letters. So also Christ.

The fourth passage, of three clauses, is striking in this view. Its

third clause is never used without the first; therefore its use is to

explain the first. The second is sometimes used without the first ;

therefore, as in Isaiah, so in the Apocalypse, it has its force of itself.

The fii-st and the third are applied to the Father also, ch. xxi. ; the

second, to Christ alone, ch. i. 17. Alpha and the Beginning is God;

as He himself, the Creator and Author of all things, proposes, de

clares, and promises such great things. Omega and the End is the

Same ; as he brings the Apocalypse, especially in the trumpet of the

seventh angel, to its accomplishment, completion, and most desired

and glorious end. So also Christ. The fr»t and last of anything

in Scripture language, is the thing itself, or the whole of it. See 1

Sam. iii. 12; Eccl. x. 13; 2 Chron. xxxv. 27. The Greeks say in

a proverb, prow and stern. Therefore Alpha and Omega, the First

and the Last, the Beginning and the End, means One and all, and

always the Same. Comp. Ps. viii. at the beginning and the end,

where the Design and the Accomplishment are described. Thus, in a

grand sense, the end depends upon the origin. Under this majestic

title, Alpha and Omega, etc., the Apocalypse contains, in the begin

ning, the Protest of God against the dragon, and of Christ against

the beast and other enemies ; and in the end, triumph over the ene

mies. For, as the book advances, the enemies arise, but are utterly

destroyed, so that they nowhere appear. It is also a protest against
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all false gods and false christs, who shall come to nothing. For be

fore the first revelation of God in creation, and after the last revela

tion of him in the final consummation, there is no other God ; all

false gods have both been set up and removed in the mean time : and

so, before the coming of Christ in the flesh, and after his coming to

judgment, there is no other Christ ; all false christs have been in the

mean time. And when all things shall be made subject unto the Son

of God, then shall the Son also himself be subject unto him that made

all things subject unto him, that God may be all in all : 1 Cor. xv. 28.

[For b Kuptoz, the Lord, read KOptoz b deoz, the Lord God. Tisch.,

Alf, Treg.] The Lord God—The whole of this passage is majestic;

and the magnificent and full title of God here employed, requires

fuller consideration.

§ 1. We will only lay down the rudimentary principle; and in this,

many observations will flow together, which may altogether please no

one (nor indeed do I satisfy myself), nor entirely displease ; and

therefore they are subjoined for the selection and more mature exam

ination of any one.

§ 2. The title has four parts [members]:

(1) The Lord.

(2) God.

(3) Who is, and who was, and who is to come.

(4) The Almighty. It will be convenient to examine the

parts in inverted order.

§ 3. Thefourth, the Almighty, b navzoxpdrwp, answers to two He

brew words in the Old Testament; for in Job it stands in the Sept.

often for TP [Shaddai, the Almighty, Job v. 17, and often], but ab

solutely : not in apposition with other Divine names ; therefore a pa

rallelism is not to be fixed there. See below, § 24, on the passage in

Exod. vi. The other word, which the title b xavroxpdriop, the Al

mighty, comprises in the passages, is Sabaoth.

§ 4. Sabaoth is not a Divine name in the nominative case, but it is

employed in speaking of God, when he is called, Jehovah of Sabaoth,

God of Sabaoth, Jehovah God of Sabaoth, that is, of hosts.

§ 5. This title does not occur in Genesis : a germ of it is found in

Exod. vii. 4, I wiU bring forth Mine armies, My people, the children

of Israel, out of the land of Egypt ; and ch. xii. 41, All the hosts of

the Lord went out from the land of Egypt. There appeared to

Joshua, when he had passed over the Jordan, One who called himself

by this title, the Captain of Jehovah's host: Josh. v. 14, 15. Thence,

in the books of Samuel and Kings, in the Chronicles, in the Psalms,

in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and most of the minor prophets, before the
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Babylonish captivity and after it, this expression concerning the Lord

God of Sabaoth is of very frequent occurrence. The Sept. rendered

it variously ; but chiefly by navzoxpdrwp, Almighty, and they say Kuptoz

navroxpdrtop, Lord Almighty, 6 Kuptoz b debz b navzoxpdrmp, Lord

God the Almighty. This word is nowhere found in the other books

of the New Testament, except at 2 Cor. vi. 18, and that in direct

quotation from Isaiah. In the Apocalypse alone it occurs often.

§ 6. The word Sabaoth denotes armies or great forces, particularly

those of the Israelites ; but in general all, in heaven and in earth, be

cause Jehovah is the God of all : and thence 6 navroxpdrwp expresses

the Almighty [All-holding, All-ruling]. To him alone all warfare is

subservient; and the whole agency of that warfare is stirred up and

comes to its height in the Apocalypse.

§ 7. Hence the Third part, who is, and who was, and who cometh,

must answer to the Hebrew, Jehovah : for the title, the Almighty, is

never used, unless either God or the Lord [Jehovah] immediately

precedes. The former precedes in this case, but not immediately ;

hence Jehovah, Gr. Kitptoz, the Lord, immediately precedes.

Moreover, while the three phrases taken together, who is, etc., may

answer to the name Jehovah, the third, who cometh or who is to come,

undoubtedly docs so.

§ 8. He who mrr [yahveh, or Jehovah] shall be, is called, he who

;omelh, or is to come : not 6 iaopu.oz, who is to be, but with great

skill, 6 ip%bpevoz, who is to come, lest his present being be questioned,

and to express his coming more clearly. Who is to be, in Hebrew

ian, coming ; comp. John xvi. 13 ; and so other languages.

§ 9. The manner of pointing and pronouncing the name mrr, Jeho

vah, and its original meaning, are much disputed. Some, [because

the Jews accounted it too sacred to be uttered, and substituted in its

place, Adonai, Lord, or Elohim, God, until the true pronunciation

was lost, and] because the vowels of Elohim or Adonai were written

in it, introduce other vowels, and, for instance, read it as Jihveh.

§ 10. But even if the name mrr always had the vowels of other

names of God, and never its own, attributed to it in our copies, yet

it might be read Jehovah, as well as Jihveh. But many things prove

that Jehovah must be the reading.

§ 11. The Hebrews were careful never to pronounce this name, ex

cept with the greatest reverence ; hence where the prefixes required

a change of vowels, they very frequently substituted the name Ado

nai, having vowels nearly like Jehovah. But wherever mrr is writ

ten, it must evidently be read Jehovah.

§ 12. The name mrr, Jehovah, is incomparably and wonderfully

107
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compounded of tt, Shall be, and mn, Being, anil mn, Wat. This

paraphrase of the Divine Name by the three tenses was handed down

to the most ancient Greek poets and to the Talmudical writers.

Passages are given in Wolf. But the Apocalypse affords the strong

est proof.

§ 13. The second part of the title, God, b deb:, presents no diffi

culty. The name debz, derived from ~i&rjfu, I place, bespeaks

the Author of all things. But the first part, hupto~, the Lord, re

quires some mention.

§ 14. [A~u/ttOc, Lord, is derived from xopoz, the chief matter, might,

decision. Rost and Palm, etc.] He who clearly perceives the force

of the noun xiipoz, denoting not only moral authority, but also natu

ral ability and firmness, will readily acknowledge that the noun xvptof

is a suitable word to render mm, Jehovah, apart from the threefold

expression of time ; and that it certainly denotes Him who is.

§ 15. As often as debz, God, is joined to Kuptoz, Lord, the latter

answers to mm, Jehovah ; and this holds good here also.

§ 16. Now since God is so often named in the Old Testament, and

in all instances, these titles only, at most three, Jehovah, God, Al

mighty, are used together, why are there four here in the Apocalypse,

Kuptoz, the Lord being prefixed to the other three ?

§ 17. The Apocalypse often expresses a thing in a twofold manner,

Hebrew and Greek, as yea, Amen; Abaddon, Apollyon ; Devil, Sa

tan, etc. The names of enemies are expressed in the twofold idiom;

and first the name of the Lord God himself is so expressed.

§ 18. In the Divine tiile which we are considering, the first and se

cond members are put by themselves in Greek; but the third and

fourth members, which have the same meaning as the two former, are

on \y used for this purpose, that they may bring to the memory of the

reader the Hebrew mso* mm, Lord of hosts. For although the name

mrr, Jehovah, itself might be expressed by Greek letters, yet it never

was so expressed among the people of God. The God of Jews and

Gentiles is described by a Greek and Hebrew name.

§ 19. The first and third members are parallel, each having the

force of a proper name; to the first is added b 0zoc, God; to the

third, 6 nat/zoxpdzwp, the Almighty, each an appellative.

§ 20. Thus far have we considered this passage by itself: now we

will compare it with the parallel passages. For here we have who is,

and who was, and who cometh ; and ch. iv. 8, who was, and who is, and

who cometh ; and afterwards, who is and who was ; and finally, who it.

Bee below on ch. xi. 17, xix. 1.

§ 211 When God appeared to Moses in the bush, he called himself
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rrnx, I will be. In Exod. iii. 14, he supplies this reason for his

name ; / will be that I will be, as he had said to Moses at the 12th

verse of the same chapter, / will be with thee. Afterwards he him- •

6elf expresses the name, commanding Moses to say, rrnx I WILL BB

hath sent me. The Verb mnx, / will be, becomes a Noun, as o ^

who was ( with the Article).

§ 22. After this Nume was proclaimed to Moses, still throughout

the same vision, and afterwards through the whole Old Testament,

the name Din', Jehovah is used. It might have seemed that rrnx, of

the first person, 1 will be, would be suitable where the Lord speaks of

himself, and mrr, Jehovah he will be, of the third person, where an

gels and men are the speakers. And yet Moses was commanded to

6ay, rrnx I will be hath sent me ; and the Lord also calls himself

mrr, Jehovah; and the name rrnx, I will be, is not afterwards re

peated, while the name mrr, Jehovah, is of constant occurrence. It

is plain therefore that the name mm, Jehovah, adds to the former

name something more than the mere difference between the first and

third persons ; since first of all the Lord called himself / will be, and

presently afterwards he began to call himself by the habitual title,

He shall be—Being—He wan.

§ 23. The name mm, Jehovah, was used long before the time of

Moses, and so mentioned, that we may be sure it was not introduced

by Moses from his own habit of language, as in the times of Enoch,

Abraham, etc. : Gen. iv. 26, xiii. 4, xiv. 22, xv. 2, 7, etc.

§ 24. Again, it is plain that this revelation was made to Moses,

and through Moses to the Israelites, by which revelation the name

Jehovah be-came known to them in a new way. I just quoted Exod.

iii. 15, a second is to be added, Exod. vi. 3 ; I appeared unto Abraham^

unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, '"IIP Sxa, as a God abounding in all good : but

by My name Jehovah Iwas not made known to them. In which passage

the Hebrew prefix a denotes the aspect under which, like the French en,

as when they say, Vivre en ChrStien. When God appeared to Abraham,

he called himself TW Sx, God Almighty, Gen. xvii. 1 ; and thence Isaao

and Jacob often called him so. At that time too he was called Jeho

vah, but less commonly. It was not until the time of Moses that he

himself ordered that this should be his name forever, and his memorial

from generation to generation: Exod. iii. 15. Then he made for him

self an eternal name, in very truth : Isa. lxiii. 12. See the passage,

Exod. xv. 3, and the whole of that song.

§ 25. mm, Jehovah, comes from mn, to be : and this name of him

self may be viewed either absolutely, as He who is from eternity to

eternity is in himself; or relatively, as he becomes known to his peo
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pie in his character as He who is, by accomplishing his promise by

the work itself.

§ 26. In the former sense, the name mrr, Jehovah, was used fre

quently, even in the days of the Patriarchs: but by the other sense,

added only in the time of Moses, the Lord made himself known to

the Israelites, in the great work of leading them forth from Egypt.

§ 27. By such means he admirably contracted, as it were, the

meaning of his name mrr, so that, just as God, although the God of

all, yet was no other, and was called no other, and would be called

no other, than the God of Israel, so mrr, Jehovah, He who is, was no

Other than He who to Israel is, or, in other words, who affords and

exhibits himself to Israel. He truly said, I will be to you, as he af

terwards said, I will not be to you: Hos. i. 9. In a similar manner,

as often as God performed some remarkable work, we read that he or

his name was known: Ps.lxxvi.l; lxxxiii.18; Isa.lii.6; Esek. xxxix. 7.

§ 28. Therefore in the time of Moses he called himself, as it were,

afresh, mnx, I will be. He does not say, 1 will be what I was, I will

be what I am ; but rrrtN lew frrix, / will be what I will be : where

there is implied the declaration of a benefit to be presently bestowed.

That is, / will be to the Israelites that which I said I would be (in

saying to their fathers, I will be), and which I ought to be to them,

(in the fulfilment of the ancient promise). And thus the meaning of

the future prevailed in mnx, I will be, including both a recapitulation

of the revelations and promises of God, given to the fathers, and a

declaration of the event now to be accomplished, by the bringing

the people out of Egypt.

§ 29. The name runs, I will be, afterwards growing into the name

mrr, Jehovah, transmitted at the same time to it the meaning of the

future, so that in the very form of the name the future might be ob

vious, and from thence there might be an advance to the present with

the past.

§ 30. mm, Jehovah, is the same precisely as 6 ip%bpevoz xai b &v

xai b who eometh and who is and who was. So suitable was the

language of the Old Testament. But in the Apocalypse the order is

inverted by an elegance in construction which none but the proud will

despise; and in ch. iv. 8 he is said to be b xai b fin> xai b ip%bps-

voz, who was, and who is, and who cometh, where, in the natural order

of time, the four beasts celebrate the praises of the Lord comprehen

sively, as he has exhibited himself, and does, and will exhibit him-

sclf. But here, ch. i. 4, 8, both by the pen of John, and by his own

mouth, he is styled, 6 &v xai 6 1}d xai b ip%bfievoz, who is and who

was and who cometh : and so by a fresh idiom, but one founded on
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the Divine nature itself, the wv, is, as the chief and radical word, is

placed first, with a remarkable prelude and token of that change, by

which afterwards both the ip%opevoz, cometh, and the Ijv, was, as in

§ 20, puss into the Stv, is.

9. [Omit xai, also. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] ,Ev rj &tiipu, in the tribu

lation—[Read, in the tribulation and (omitting iv rj, in the. So Tuch.,

Treg.) kingdom and endurance in Jeeut. Alf.] Tribulation—This

book has most relish for the faithful in tribulation. The Asiatic

Church, especially since its most flourishing time under Constantine,

too little valued this book. You can scarcely find any trace of the

Apocalypse quoted in the doctors of Constantinople : where it is

quoted in the works of Chrysostom, this very fact is a proof of inter

polation. The African Church, more exposed to the cross, always

valued this book very highly. And in the kingdom and patience—

These are also joined in 2 Tim. ii. 12. Patience of hope (1 These,

i. 3, i. e., patient hope) has rich support in the Apocalypse. The

order of the words is worthy of notice : affliction, and the kingdom,

and patience : together with the first and and third of these, the se

cond also is given. [For ' tyoou Xptozou, of Jesus Christ, read iv

'Jrjaou, in Jesus. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] Was—Or rather came in the

isle. Gr. irevofajv iv rj vqaip yevka&at iv 'I'ioprj, is to arrive at

Bome, [Eng. Ver., was in Rome']. 2 Tim. i. 17. John therefore im

plies here, that he had been conveyed to tJie Isle of Patmos, and, after

his arrival, had heard and seen these things, which he relates. Nor

does the past time here used prevent us from thinking that the Apo

calypse was written in Patmos: for the ancients, in writing, adapted

the tenses of the verbs to the time when the writing was read, not

when it was written: Acts xv. 27, We have sent. This appears

trifling, but remedies great errors. Which is called—Some omit this

participle [without good reason]. Whether you read it or not, Pat

mos, though near to Asia, was not known to all inhabitants of Asia:

therefore John mentions that Patmos is an island. But Cyprus, a>

well-known island, is simply named. Acts xiii. 4 ; not called the island

Cyprus ; much less, the island which is called Cyprus. Patmos— He

was there in the time of Domitian and Nerva. Artcmon thinks the

opinion that John's life lasted until the close of Domitian's reign,

or the commencement of Trajan's, is false, and originated in con

founding two Johns. But Peter suffered martyrdom under Nero :

and John long survived Peter : John xxi. 22. But he wrote the

Apocalypse not long before his death. For you cannot say that one

part of it wits written under Claudius, another under Domitian or

Nerva, since it is one Apocalypse, one prophecy, one book. Nor is
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Bpiphanius, who alone of the ancients thinks it was published under

Claudius—that is, before the death of Peter under Nero—to be pre

ferred to Irenaeus and the rest. The title of the Syriac version is

•till more recent. But you will ask, Why does John use more Hebra-

ixinx in the Apocalypse than in the Gospel? At the time of his

writing the Apocalypse had he not yet at length become accustomed

to the Greek language? For he wrote the Gospel before the destruc

tion of Jerusalem, but the Apocalypse after. But in fact the whole

•tyle of John, and especially in the prophetical parts, takes its form,

not from habit, but/rom Divine dictation, the resources of which are

boundless. [Omit (the second) dta, for, also the word Xptorov,

Cliritt. Tuck., Atf., Treg.]

10. I teat—Gr. trevoftyv, not merely / watt but / became. ATf.~\

A sentence of three members : I John was—was—and heard: ver.

6, 10. On the Lorft day—That there is a day which is the Lord't

day, and is so called, is plain even from this passage : moreover,

that the Lord's day is that day which was called by the Gentiles Sun

day, which is the first day of every week, and which is opposed to the

Sabbath, the seventh day of the week, is clear from the universal

testimony of Christian antiquity. We may also learn the reason of

this title from the Scriptures of the New Testament. Many seek the

origin of the title in the fact of the Lord's Resurrection on that day.

This indeed is true, but was not the principal or the only reason.

The days of the Lord's Nativity, Baptism, Transfiguration, Cross,

Resurrection, Ascension, and Coming in glory, are all remarkable.

Which of these is, in the highest sense, the Lord's day ? The Lord'*

Supper is the supper of the Lord : the Lord's day is the day of oar

Lord Jesus Christ ; under which name the style of the apostle denote!

the one day of his coming, which also is spoken of absolutely as th$

d'ii/, or that day. The view of the ancient Christians does not con

flict with this : a view of which Jerome says, on the word.*, at mid-

night, etc., Matt, xxv : " Let us say something which perhaps may

be useful to the reader. There is a tradition of the Jews, that Christ

will come at midnight, as in Egypt, when the passover was celebrated,

and the destroying angel came, and the Lord passed over the tents :

the door-posts of our foreheads, too, have been consecrated with the

blood of the Lumb. Whence I suppose also that the apostolical tra

dition has continued, that on the eve of the passover it is not per

mitted to dismiss the people before midnight, expecting the coining

of Christ : and when that time shall have passed, they are confident

of security, and all keep the festival." The Lord was expected on

every Lord's day, although the solemn expectation of his Coming waa
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especially common before the Paschal Lord's day. The seventh day

is a memorial of the creation : the first day is a memorial of the con

summation. The former is the day of Jehovah : the latter, the day

of the Lord. Undoubtedly, whoever perceives beforehand in his

mind, that the first day of the week is called the Lord's day, because

that is the day of the Lord's coming, he then, and not till then, per

ceives with what remarkable propriety it happened to John, that he

should, on the Lord's day, both see and describe the Lord as

coming.

I once thought that the vision which Ezekiel relates from ch. xl.,

was on the Sabbath, and that that Sabbath day might be compared

with the Lord's day mentioned here ; but I now give up that idea.

The Lord's day opens another inquiry. Irenseus, a writer of- the

same age, nearly affirms that the Apocalypse was seen /7/>6c rtji riXu,

at the end of the reign of Domitian. But Domitian was slain in the 96th

year, A.D , on the 18th Sept., on the Lord's day : and since Irenseus

thus accurately marks the time of the vision by the well-known death

of the persecutor, it will be most safe to depart as little as possible

from the very day. But what if that Lord's day in that year was

the 3d of April, that is, the paschal feast, or the 19th of June, or the

18th of September itself? I fix nothing: I follow the footsteps of

Irer.seus. At least, the fact that the Apocalypse was given before

the death of Domitian supplies another observation. Apolloniua of

Tyana was addressing the people at Ephesus, and in the middle of

his speech he exclaimed, Strike the tyrant ; and again, Be of good

courage, the tyrant is slain. And on that day, and at that hour,

Domitian was slain at Rome. Whether Apolloniua had been aware

of the conspiracy against Domitian, or learned from some other

source what would occur, the Apocalypse at the same time supplied

the Epliesiaus with a much greater indication of future events, to

check the followers of Apollonius, and vindicate the glory of Jesus

Christ. [Transpose to read qxouaa fio^v dmaw pou. Tisch., Alf.,

(not Treg.) Render, a voice great as of a trumpet]. I heard behind

me—John's face had been turned towards the east; and in like man

ner the Lord, while he appears to him, directed his face to the east,

towards A»ia, whither the writing was to be sent.

11. Saying—[Gr. farouar^. i. e., trumpet, saying]. John often

construes words as in Hebrew, with others nearer, though agreeing

in sense with those more distant. He would say, voice, saying, in

stead of which he says, trumpet, saying. Saying, what thou seest—

Some prefix ' Erw zipt to A xa't to Si, b <T/«oroc xa~t b Ia%aroz xai, I

am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, and. [These words
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aire properly omitted by Tisch., Alf., Treg., etc.] It often occurs,

that not until after the beginning of a vision, he who appears de

clares who he is: Exoil. iii. 6. But in the present instance that

impressive summary, What thou seest, taken with John's sight of it,

was of itself equivalent to all titles ; while in ver. 17, just after, the

express title followed. And from this very fountain are drawn the

repeated titles which occur in ch. ii. and iii. On the whole, on a review

of the verses 8, 17, these words appear to be an addition of copy

ists, and nottohavebeenomittedassuperfluousinver.il. Learned

men in general, at the present day, are not very ready to deem any

thing superfluous, and most copyists were of the same opinion. Such

passages are more safely decided by authorities than by arguments:

and here the Latin version has special weight, wherever competent

Greek witnesses, however few, prove that it is not affected by its pe

culiar blemishes. Would that all would keep this closely in mind ;

it would be a short way to remove many doubts. The great antiquity

of the Latin is confirmed by the remarkable agreement of the Latin

Fathers with the text of the translator. That age was without nu

merous additions, which after times gradually introduced here, as in

other places. In a book—To this book, which has such an origin,

and to the others of which the body of Holy Scripture is composed,

who gives as much weight as is due them, preferring them to the host

of other books? Eccles. xii. 12. [Omit ratz iv'Aai'f, which are in

Asia. Tisch., Alf., Treg.~]

12. To see the voice— To see Him, to whom the voice belonged ; or,

an Oratio Semiduplex [See Appendix].

13. [Omit ixra, seven. Tisch., Treg. Alf., brackets it.] Bowing

to the feet—Gr. xodrjprj. Ileb. biys, Septuagint xodrjyrjc, of Aaron's

garments.

14. His head and his hairs—Hendiadys, i. e., the hair of his

head. So John saw it.

15. [Beng. reads nsnupwpiiitii, as if it burned, i. e., not the feet,

but the brass, but the common reading is right. Tisch., Alf., TregT]

Xahtbz, brass ; Xiftavoz, incense : %rOjto~i.i^uvoz, a species of brans,

like incense. Bochart explains it as white brass. Comp. Dan. x. 6,

on shining brass. Hesychius says, " The Cretans mean by it what

is all brass, shining all over."

17. [/Is dead—Great contrition of nature usually precedes a largo

bestowing of spiritual gifts. V. G. But the impression here is sim

ply terror. Dust., Alf. Omit poi, unto me. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] The

first and the last—A most glorious title. In Hebrew jnnx pt?m,

Isa. xliv. 6, xlviii. 12 ; where the Septuagint renders it, I am the
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first and I am after these things ; beside me there is no God: and

again, I am the first and I am forever. In, both passages the trans

lators appeared to have considered the word la%aroz, last, as insuf

ficient to express the dignity of the speaker, and yet in fact it an

swered admirably to the Hebrew, comp. Isa. xli. 4. Messiah speaks

of himself. Comp. ch. xlviii. 16. Hence in the Apocalypse the

Lord Jesus applies this description to himself, and explains it by the

following words. Let the Form be observed :

1 am the First and the Last :

and Living and became dead, and

behold I am alive, etc.

The immediate construction, The first and the Last, declares that

his Life, by the brief intervention of death, was so interrupted, that

it ought not to be considered as interrupted at all. Artemon inter

prets the First and the Last as the most excellent and the most abject,

p. 248 ; but if this were the meaning, the order would require to be

inverted, and written, The Last and the First. It is plainly a title

of Divine glory, the First and the Last, in Isaiah ; where Artemon

in vain endeavors so to bend the same title, that it may denote the

Beginning and the End.

18. Became [Eng. Ver., was] dead—He might have said, dnidavov,

I died : but with singular elegance it is irsvdprjv vexpbz, I became dead,

to denote the difference of times, and of the events in them. For ever

more—This form, and the word dprjv, amen, are of very fi equent

use in Doxologies. Hence the copyists readily completed the form,

hereby adding this word amen, though there is no Doxology.

19. [Add obv, therefore, after ypaipov, write. Tisch.,Alf, Treg. And

what things they are—That is, signify. So ver. 20. The signification

is a prominent thought here. De W., etc.]

20. [Also omit & tidez, which thou sawest, (after candlesticks).

Tisch., Alf., Treg.}

CHAPTER II.

1. [In his latter days Bengel strongly recommended to those about

him careful meditation in these Epistles to the churches. He said,

(Scarce any thing is so fitted to affect and purify us. Eengst.'] To
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the angel—The occasion for these seven epistles is very important.

When the people were about to receive the law at Sinai, they were

first purified: the same people, when the kingdom of God was at

hand, were prepared for it by repentance, under the ministry of John

the Baptist; and now the Christian Church is furnished with these

epistles, in order that they may worthily receive so great a Revela

tion (just as the writer himself had previously been prepared by his ban

ishment and alarm to receive it). For the object is, that the Church, put

ting away from the midst of herself evil men, after due admonition, and

evil things, may be prepared with her posterity rightly to embrace

and preserve this most precious deposit, this Revelation of such great

moment, which the heavenly beings themselves honor with such pro

found adorations, and also to behold great events, to receive the most

abundant enjoyments, and to avoid woes; the epistles themselves be

ing interspersed with glowing sparks from the remaining part of the

Revelation, and those most fitted to arouse the attention and prepare

the way to understand what is revealed; and the renovation of the

Church by repentance, as is befitting, is placed before the sight of

the rainbow, ch. iv. 3. Whoever therefore wishes to hear the Apo

calypse properly, ought to observe the admonitions of these seven

epistles ;* for then he will learn, from the pattern they afford, how

the Apocalypse is to be applied to all men and all ages. Some have

attempted to show that the seven epistles, comprised in ch. ii. and

Hi.', refer to seven periods of the Church, part of them retaining their

historical sense, part (which is worse) setting it aside. The celebrated

Lange, preserving the historical sense, extends the prophetic sense

from the time of John to the destruction of the whore and the beast.

But the application of the seven epistles to seven periods is the work

of human subtilty. The epistles obviously were designed at the timo

for the seven churches in Asia, and especially to their angels : and

whether at that time, when the book was sent from Patmos to Asia,

other churches were to be compared with these seven, or not, the

subordination of these churches under John is here considered ; and

from this, all hearers, of all places and times, whether good, bad, or

mixed, ought to apply to themselves the things which equally concern

them. Each address to the angel of the church ends with a promise,

given to him that overcometh. [For ' Efeaivrfi, of Ephesua, read iv

'Ef£ati), in (at) Ephesm. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] At Ephe-

* I remember that, just at the last hours of hi< pilgrimage (1752) my sainted parent

earnestly commended to his family the frequent reading and study of the Epistles in the

Apoc,lypse; adding as the reason: There is ec,rcc anything that cau press to the

depths of one's nature with such purl ying power. E. B.
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sus—In that city Timothy labored a long time, and died shortly after

the giving of the Apocalypse. Polycrates, a bishop of Ephesus, de

scribed the martyrdom of Timothy : lut the busy Greeks of later

times have interpolated this writing, as many others, yet, the princi

pal facts remain, and are preserved fiom interpolation in the more

simple copies. This Polycrates therefore, (quoted by Usher,) says,

that the festival of the Catagogia celebrated by the unbelievers at

Ephesus, took place on the 22d day of January ; and on the third

day afterwards they put Timothy to death, Nirva being Emperor.

Now the 22d and 24th of January occurred in Nervu's reign, only

in the year 97, when he reigned alone, and in 98, when he reigned

together with Trajan. He died soon afterwards, on the 27ih of

January. Therefore also the Apocalypse had been sent to Ephesus

a short time only before the death of Timothy. I do not, however,

think that he is the person aimed at in the address of the Apocalypse.

Timothy was an Evangelist, not an angel of one church ; and, if at

the close of his life he could have declined from his first love, he too

would assuredly have been admonished of his approaching death, as

we may believe, no less than the angel of the church at Smyrna.

2. / know—This word, oldu, 1 know, occurs seven times :

I know thy works, ch. iii. 1, 8, 15. I knoro where thou dwellest, ch.

ii. 13.

I know thy tribulation : ch. ii. 9. I know thy love: ch. ii. 19.

[Omit aou, thy, with xot:ov, labor. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] And how—

Ka~t, and was omitted by some, but erroneou.-ly. For endurance and

sternness against the evil are different virtues, [though they are united

in this Man. Tried—This church president must have had a remark

able power of discernment. V. (?.] Apostles—In this passage false

apostles are repulsed : false Jews, ver. 9 ; those given up to Heathen

ism, ver. 13 and 14.

3. [Read xai Imopoi,rp l%uz, xai iftdazaaaz Sta to ovopd pou, xai

ov xexoxiiaaz, and hast patience, and hast borne for my name's sake,

and hast not labored (been weary). Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.]

Hast not labored—Gr. xo-tip/, used for xdpmtv, to be weary : Matt,

xi. 28, 1 Cor. iv. 12 ; also John iv. 6. Here is an Antanaclasis

[double sense, as of labor], praised by Wolf : I know thy labor ; and

yet thou dost not labor, that is, thou art not wearied with labor.

5. [Remember—Such remembrance is of great advantage. V. 6r.]

Or else—Gr. ei Ss prj, but if not. This is spoken absolutely without

a verb, ver. 16 ; iav prj, except, with a verb, presently in this verse,

and ver. 22, ch. iii. 3, 20. [Omit the word rajtu, quickly. Tisch.,
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Alf. So Beng. Treg. brackets it]. Come—remove—The coming of

the Lord was about to take place at one time ; and the announcement

of his coming was first made at Ephesus, etc., lastly at Laodicea.

[In these announcements it is represented as nearer and nearer: ver.

16, 25, ch. iii. 3, 11, 20. Not. CW<.] The verb Ip%%ofmt, I come

(Eng. Ver., I will come), is used so constantly in the present, that it

remains so even when followed by a future : so ver. 16. See also

John xiv. 3. The angel ought to effect much, on account of his close

connection with his own church.

7. An ear—The singular is the more remarkable, because the plu

ral is more usual. Martz, tLra ipu-pfi, Faith ?* the ears of the soul,

says Clement of Alexandria ; although in the Hebrew the singular is

often used. To the dhurches—[Beng. would render, by the churches :

but incorrectly]. To him that overcometh—The seven promises have

a varied construction in the Greek. In the last four, b vatiov, He

that overcometh, is marked with greater emphasis, just as if it had the

distinctive Hebrew accent ; in the first three, there is a closer con

nection between the phrase, He that overcometh and the following

verb. [Read, In the paradise (omitting peatp, in the midst of.) Tisch.,

Alf., Treg. Also add to dsob the word pou, Tisch., Alf. (Treg. in

margin). Read, of my God. So Beng.] f' Ev rtp xapudeiaip—The

Sept., Gen. ii. 9, has iv piatp rob xapadeiaou, in the midst of the

paradise, where comp. Gen. iii. 3. The iv piaip, in the midst, is

used with great propriety, because the rest of the trees were in the

garden, but not in the midst of the garden. In this passage, accord

ing to the best copies, the tree of life is simply said to be in the para

dise of God: nor is any other tree mentioned except the tree of life.

The tree of life, indeed, is in the midst of the street of Jerusalem:

ch. xxii. 2. From that passage, or from Genesis, some have hero

written, iv piatp, in the midst of.

9. [Omit ra Ipra xai, works and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.']

10. [Tisch. adds after idub, behold, Si), now (for certain ; Alf, who

brackets it). Treg. omits it]. To cast—Understand some one, or

rather, some persons.

11. Second death—Gr. rob &avdroo rob deuripou. The Chaldee

Paraphrase has the same phrase, wan xiiia, Deut. xxxiii. 6 ; Isa.

xxii. 14. [Comp. Apoc. xx. 6. 'V. (?.]

13. [Omit rti iprd. xai, thy works and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.'] Ilia-

ttv—To this the cognate word maraz, presently afterwards answers.

[The reading here is doubtful. Tisch. reads, iv ratz tfpipatz, alz—

6 marbz pou, (Alf. brackets : Treg. omits atc lt0i)i *" the days in

which Antipas, my witness, my faithful one. But the shorter read
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ing is better. Render, in the days of Antipas, my witness, my faith

ful one. Alf] In which Antipas—That is, did not deny : The Me

ndogia say, that Antipas was slain under Domitian ; the Martyro-

login, that he was cast into a heated brazen bull.

14. [Tisch. omits ort, became. Treg., Alf. bracket it]. Bdlac—

Gr. ztp BaXax. [So Tisch. Alf, Treg. The received text has, rbv

BaXax. But the sense is the same, the dative being a Hebraism.

Alf, etc. Beng.'s explanation is wrong]. The Dative of advan

tage [he taught for Balak, that is, in his interest] ; a construction

very frequent, Num. xxii., xxiii. Comp. Josephus 1. 4, Ant. ch. vi.

§ 6. For Balaam did not teach Balak, but he taught the people of

Balak, for the sake of Balak, by whom Balaam had been hired. See

Num. xxiv. 14, xxv. 1, 2, xxxi. 8, 16.

15. [For o ptaio, which thing I hate, read bpoimz, in like manner. '

Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng., but erroneously connecting it with

the next verse].

16. [Read, peravbrjaov ohv, repent therefore. Tisch., Alf. (Treg. in

brackets). So Beng.]

17. [Omit farstv 0.xb, to eat. Tiitch., Alf, Treg.] A white stone,

etc.—The apcients used to write many things on stones, especially

votes. Petit shows that the white stone was a ticket for food (trtri?'-

trso>c), and refers to that custom here. But in this place, the white

stone with the new name is a reward of itself, and therefore it is

placed after the hidden manna.

19. [Transpose to read, faith and service. Tisch., Alf, TregJ]

The last more than the first, Gr. ra. la%ara xhlova rmv npclirmv—

Compare the similar expression, ro Iararov lixkp to xpiorov, the last

above the first, Sept., Ruth iii. 10. On the other hand, ra la^ara

%sipova rtov xptarvav, the last worse than the first, Matt. xii. 45.

[Omit xai, and (before ra la%ara, the last). Tisch., Alf, Treg.

Read, and thy patience, and thy last works to be more, etc.]

20. [Omit dXiya, a few things. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] In

such places the shorter reading is almost alwoys genuine. In the

19th verse the comparative nXtiova, more, sets the last works above

the first, but is not opposed to dXira, a few. The Lord had neither

many nor few things against the angel at Thyatira, but that ono

thing only which is expressly mentioned, as against the angel of the

church at Ephesus, ch. ii. 4, where Andreas writes that ev, one thing,

only is blamed. Hence the declarations to these two are more gentle

than to the angel of the church at Pergamos, against whom the Lord

had a few things. [Also read, xai Siddaxei xai nXav^, and teacheth

and seduceth (my servants to commit, etc.) Tisch., Alf, Treg. So
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Beng.] And teacheth, etc.—The meaning of this too is obvious.

For first the verb dfir^u, let (suffer), is also put absolutely in Matt,

iii. 15; next, the object is here subjoined : thou permitted that woman,

namely, to teach, and she does actually teach, etc. So ch. xi. 3, /

will give to My two witnesses that they prophesy, and they shall pro

phesy. Comp. also xiii. 16. Read, $ Xirouaa, she who calleth, for

rijv Xirouaav, her who calleth. But woman, Gr. zrjv ruvaixa—Many

long :igo read, rrtv ruvatxd oou, thy wife. [So Alf., Tisch. Not

Treg.~] Certainly she had a husband, for she had adulterers, ver. 22.

He writes elegantly, woman for thy wife: either because such an el

lipsis is common, Acts vii. 20, or because he is speaking of an adul

teress : comp. John iv. 18; Acts xxiv. 24: and the woman Jezebel;

though the very name of Jezebel would indicate a woman: for she

usurped the office of teaching, unbecoming a woman.

21. [Read tva peravorjar,, xai ov &ihi peravoi^at ix r^c ~opvuaz

aor^c, to repent, and she will not repent of her fornication. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg.]

22. [For ahriov, their, read avrifc, her. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

23. Kill—with death—"Anoxrwo iv &avdrtp. So Ezek. xxxiii.

27. Sept., &avdrtp dnoxrevw, kill with death.

24. [Omit xai, and, after lerw, say. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Render,

To you I say, the rest that are, etc.] Not known, Gr. obx Iyt.iuaav—

They were not Gnostics. Depths, Gr. r« ftdflea—In Dan. ii. 22, it

is used in a pood sense, «uroc dnoxaXOnzu fta&ia xai dnoxpufa, he

revealeth depths and secrets. [For /?«/t«, will put, read ftd/j.w, put.

Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

25. Till I come, Gr. diptz oh 6\u rpio—"Hxw,~m the present in

volves the preterite [/ am come, i. e., have come]. So the future,

rj£io, will come., will be present, eh. iii. 3, expresses greater nearness

than the present Ip%oluu, I come, itself, when taken alone. Comp.

John viii. 42, ii. 4, iv. 47; 1 John v. 20; Luke xv. 27; Mark viii.

3, note. So the Sept. often; Num xxiii. 1 (or ch. xxii. 36); Deut.

xxxiii. 2; Jos. xxiii. 14, 15; Judg. xvi. 2; 1 Sam. xvi. 2, xxix. 6,

10: 2 Sam. iii. 23. Eccl. v. 14 is a remarkable instance.

26. He that— to him, Gr. 6 vtxwv—oioaw avrtp—What sounds ir

regular in Greek, will sound well when cast in a Hebrew mould.

See instances, ch. vi. 8, vii. 2, ix. 12 (where the feminine is put for

the neuter), 14, xx. 8. Comp. Ps. xi. 4 ; and so Ps. lvii. 5. ciii. 15.

Over the tuitions, Gr. i,7« rwv i#viov—Ps. ii. 8, 9, comp. Sept.

27. Rule, Gr. notpavel—In the Hebrew it is Djfnn, Thou shah

break in pieces, Ps. ii. 9, from he broke. in pieces, the verb of

cognate meaning following, oxajn, Thou shalt scatter them, Sept., auv
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rpiipuz aurouc. The Sept. have rendered it xoipavetz, shalt shepherd,

Heb. D>n,i. The Apocalypse, not through imitation of the Septua-

gint translators, but on its own authority, uses that word, which is pe

culiarly appropriate. And elsewhere, in referring to ancient pro

phecy, it most befittingly preserves the peculiarity of the Hebrew

text : ch. vi. 16, vii. 17, xi. 4. [From My Father—While on earth,

Jesus oftener said, My Father in heaven ; but here, My Father ; for

hfi is himself in heaven, with the Father. V. (7.]

CHAPTER III.

1. [A name—Which does not bring to pass the fact. V. G.]

2. [For piXXu, are ready (about), read IpeXXov, were about. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg. So Beng.]

3. How—Regard to his former character ought to defend him of

Sardis, that the future hour, whatever it be, may not be calamitous

to him.

4. [Prefix to this verse ,AXXd, but. Also omit xai, even. Tisch.,

Alf., Trey.]

7. Key, Gr xhtv—Hence the plural, xhtz, keys, ch. i. 18. [For

ovduz xXsiu, oude~tz dvoiyu, no man shutteth, no man openeth, read ob-

Sit- xhiitzi—ouduz dvoiztt, no man shall shut, no man shall open.

Tisch., Alf. (Treg. only makes the former change)].

8. [For xai, and (before oude'tz, no man), read fy, which. Tisch.,

Alf, Treg.]

9. I will make, etc.—Gr. nocjaw ubrobz, Iva, I will make them,

that they come. The same construction occurs, ch. xiii. 12, 16.

10. [Thee—A most gracious exception in so great temptation.

V. <?.]

11. [Omit idoii, behold. Tisch., Alf, Treg.']

14. [Beginning—Prov. viii. 22 ; Col. i. 18. V. <?. For Aaodt-

xiiov, of the Laodiceans, read iv Aaodtxeiq, in Laodicea. Tisch., Alf,

Beng.]

16. / shall spue, Gr. peXXio ak ipiaat—A milder form than

luiaio ai, will spue thee. [He refers to his denial of them before his

Father, if they remain so : Ps. xvi. 4. V. (?.]
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17. Because, Gr. ort—Connected not with the preceding words,

in which ort, because, is expressed : but with the following words, as

is evident. So ch. xviii. 7.

18. Counsel—But if the Superior Being ignores his power a little

while, that very fact may mark a mind the more estranged, as if the

servant is rebuked by his Lord, and the Lord says, / advise you to

take heed to yourself. We give advice to friends also, but not while

we rebuke them. Shame, Gr. tf aia^Ovrj—Sometimes in Sept. for

Heb. nny, nakedness. [Read ir^ptaat, to anoint, for Ir%ptaov, anoint.

Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.. Render, and collyrium (eye-salve) to

anoint thine eyes]. Eye-salve, Gr. xoXXouptov—Namely aropdaat, to

buy, for the purpose of anointing. .[This is the last thing. Riches

with clothing come first. V. (?.] Celsus speaks at large on eye-salves.

19. Love, Gr. fdm—The Philadelphian, He (ver. 9) dydzrjae, loved

with esteem : the Laodicean, He tpthl, loves with favor. The former,

with his judgment: the latter, with grace. Comp. John xxi. 15,

note. In each passage the former word implies more than the latter.

In John, the spiritual relationship is worth more than Peter's judg

ment. Here, in the Apocalypse, it is a more blessed thing to be es

teemed in the Lord's judgment, than to be chastised through simple

grace.

20. [Tisch. (not Treg. Alf. in brackets) adds xai, and (which is

superfluous in the sense, Alf.) before tiaehuaopat, I will come in.

CHAPTER IV.

1. After this—Here the interpretations divide into two paths. For

the question arises, Did the event of the seals begin immediately

after the book was written, or is it still altogether future ? Lange,

and others, affirm the latter ; but the former is shown clearly enough

by the very particle, after this, repeated here. The first after this

introduces the vision, the second, what followed. After this, that is,

after those things, which are, which relate to the seven churches and

their angels, must come to pass the things, which the Lord will now

show. The past and present and future, ch. i. 19 (from which verse
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the expression, after these things, is here repeated), comprise the

whole book which follows: and, as the past and the present are so

joined together, that the present, in ver. 11, what thou seest, passes

into the past, which thou sawest, ver. 20 ; and again the past, which

thou sawest, into the present, are, are, in the same verse ; so the pre

sent and the future join immediately, without any hiatus, and the

connection between the past and the present is only subservient to

the connection between the present and the future. Not only is there

no trace of delay from the age of John until the last times, but delay

is even openly excluded. Future things, the quick approach of which

is evidently declared, ch. i. 1, xxii. 6, are closely connected with the

present by the expression, after this. I thus arrange the chapters.

Chap. I. II. III. contain the Preparation.

IV. V. the Proposition.

VI.—IX. are fulfilled, as the exposition, without any

violence, shows.

X.-XIV. have been some time in course of fulfilment,

as is proved by satisfactory arguments.

XV.-XIX. contain events to take place shortly.

XX.-XXII. relate to more distant ones.

2. [Omit the first xat, and. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] In heaven—Thus

the heavenly court is described. The constant allusions of the Apo

calypse to things in heaven, the temple, throne, assembly, altar, ark

of the covenant, may not inappropriately be illustrated from the

writings of the ancient Hebrews.

3. A jasper—While the Sardine stone is fiery, and looks like blood,

the Jasper is of a whitish red. Lampe on this passage.

4. [TAe Ulders— The well-known ones. Alf. Omit udov, I

saw. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] There are twenty-four thrones, and as

many elders; and each elder has his separate throne. The elders

(comp. Heb. xi. 2), twenty-four in number, seem to be individuals,

the most excellent of the human race ; for instance, Adam, Seth,

Enos, Kenan, Mahalaleel, Jared, Enoch, Methuselah, Lantech, Noah,

Shem, Arphaxad, Selah, Eber, Peleg, Regu, Serug, Nahor, Terah,

Abram, Isaac, Jacob, Abel, Japhet, (Melchisedek, Job). [Omit la%ov,

they had. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

5. Lightnings and voices and thunderings—[So Tisch., Alf, Treg.,

etc. Common text has thunderings and voices, without good authority].

Ch. viii. 5. Comp. xi. 19, and the emphatic addition (Epitasis) in ch.

xvi. 18, 21. Seven lamps—The Holy Spirit, economically, as plural

maon, Wisdom. Wisdoms—The text explains itself. See ch. v. 6.

109
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6. [Read ioz &dXaoaa, as a sea, etc. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.]

As a sea of glass—The force of the particle obc, as, falls rather on

of glass, than on sea; and the word, sea, is here used somewhat more

literally than of glass. For he speaks of a Deep, both fluid and

transparent, though not flowing, but standing still. Comp. ch. xv. 2,

where both expressions, as a sea of glass, and a sea of glass, are used,

in the same sense, as I think. Vitringa departs too far from the

meaning of sea, when he explains it to be a street or pavement.

Beasts—Gr. £wa, living creatures. There is a wide difference be

tween £wov, living creature, and &rjptov, wild beast. Sept., Wisd. vii.

20. These four beasts are living emblems and ornaments of the

throne, of a nearer admission than the twenty-four Elders. Refer to

their confession, ch. v. 9, which shows that they are often spoken of

in most close connection with the throne, as if parts inserted into it.

[Fowl—Four is the number of terrestrial extension. The four living

beings are the celestial symbols of creation. Comp. ch. vii. 1, ix. 13,

etc., xx. 8, etc. Alf]

7. Calf—Gr. poa^ai. The Sept. renders the Hebrew ipa, beef,

(ox or cow), and is, bullock, and ht?, ox or bullock, all by this word.

[For dvOptonoz, a man, read d.v&pmxou, of a man. Tisch., Alf,

Treg.-] ' \ . .

8. Holy, holy, holy—Some copyists wrote this nine times, after the

liturgical custom of the Greeks ; but John, as Isaiah, wrote it three

times. And in John the four beasts raise this cry to him that sits

upon the throne, that is, the Father, from whose right hand the Lamb,

that is, Christ, takes the book which is sealed with seven seals. The

Tptadriov, (Three-times holy), as the Greeks term it, occurs also in

Psalm xcix., where, on the announcement of Majesty to be displayed,

Justice now being displayed, and Mercy before displayed, there re

sound three addresses on the Holiness. And, like that offering of

praise, this one in the text also points out its own meaning in itself:

Holy, He who was :

Holy, He who is:

Holy, He who is to come.

He showed himself one to be worshiped as holy, in the creation of

all things : He shows himself holy in governing all things : He will

show himself holy in the consummation of all things. From Him,

and through Him, and to Him are all things : to Him be glory forever.

In a similar hymn, Isa. vi. 3, there is added, THE earth is full of

His glory. But in the Apocalypse this is deferred, until the glory

of the Lord fills the earth, on the destruction of his enemies. See

ch. v. 10, xi. 16, 17, 18, xix. 2. From these passages, we gather,
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that the four beasts are more occupied, while the action is in heaven;

the elders, while it is extended to the earth.

9, 10. Give—fall—Greek, shall give, shall fall. Each future ex

presses a simultaneous act of glorification on the part of the beasts

and of the elders : and, at the same time, it has a frequentative force :

As often as the beasts give glory, immediately the elders fall.

11. Pleasure [will]—Gr. Oihjpa. Heb. pn, a free and gracious

will. [For elat, they are, read ^aav, they were. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

They were created, that is, they abide. Similar expressions are, he shall

be blessed, i. e., continue blessed, Gen. xxvii. 33 ; I have written, i. e.,

I do not change it, John xix. 22 ; it tamed, i. e., permits itself to be

tamed, James iii. 7; shall be changed, i. e., shall undergo a change,

and continue changed, Heb. i. 12. [Creation is the foundation of

all the other works of God, and therefore it is the ground also of all

thanksgiving from his creatures. V. <?.]

CHAPTER V.

1. A book—There were not seven books, but one sealed with seven

seals. With seven seals—This prophecy abounds in sevens, of which

four are described at great length ; the seven angels of the churches :

the seven seals of the sealed book ; the seven angels with trumpets ;

the seven angels with vials. The churches are a model, to which the

General Church of all climes and ages, together with its teachers and

pastors, ought to be conformed. The seals represent all power in

earth and in heaven, given to the Lamb. By the trumpets the kingdom

of the world is violently shaken, so that it at last becomes the king

dom of the Lord and of his Christ. By the vials the beasts and

whatever is connected with it are crushed. We ought always to keep

before our eyes this Summary. Thus the whole of the Apocalypse

runs on in its own natural order. The division of these sevens into

four and three, will be explained below.

2. Strong—Vs. ciii. 20.

4. Wept—By an excellent example, John offers himself as an

eager and teachable learner of the Apocalypse. Comp. ch. x. 10,

xvii. 1, xxi. 9, xxii. 8. They are far from perceiving John's mean
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ing, here at least, who seek anything rather than the argument of

this book opened by the Lamb, and who think themselves indul

gent, if they pardon others who seek it. The very things which even

angels had desired to look into during the Divine silence, now, after

they have been brought to light and shine forth in the word of pro

phecy, though they ought to be known and admired to the glory of

God, are despised by wayfaring men as trifling and useless. Much

—So Luke vii. 47. Open—In ver. 1, John saw the book ; in ver. 4,

he says that the book could not be seen. The word see (look upon)

itself implies, read. The language is more royal and appropriate

to the majesty of the Lamb, when the word read is omitted. [Omit

xai dvayviovat, and read. Tisch., Alf. Treg. So Beng.]

5. One—No doubt one of those who rose with Christ, and ascended

into heaven : Matt, xxvii. 52. It appears to be the patriarch Jacob,

because the name of lion given to Christ is from his prophecy : Gen.

xlix. 9. Gerhard, etc. [For dvolsat, to open, Tisch., reads o dvoivmv,

he that openeth, (not Alf., Treg.) All editors omit Xuaat, to loose-].

6. [Omit xai idob, andlo. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] Lamb—Gr. dpwov.

'Apvbz, Lamb, is used absolutely, John i. 29; 1 Pet. i. 19: here

dpviov, is used, with reference to the flock about to follow him.

''Apviov, a young lamb ; as it suggests the male, it properly looks to

taking the lead of the flock.

7. [Omit rb fttjiMov, the book. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Read, and

took it].

8. [For xtddpaz, harps, read xt&dpav, a harp. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

9. A new song—Gr. thdrjv xatvrjv. So Ps. cxliv. 9, but in the

other Psalms it is q.opa xatvbv. Out of every kindred, etc., compare

the order in ch. vii. 9, xiii. 7 ; xiv. 6. Nearly so, ch. x. 11 ; xvii.

15. In these passages yXioaaat, tongues, $&vrj nations, and Xaoi, peo

ples, are always mentioned ; but instead of fuhov, tribes, d%lot, mul

titudes, is used once, and ftaatXuz, kings, once. The number four,

therefore, is always preserved, with respect to the four quarters of

the world. The number of three is used, Dan. iii. 4, 7, 29, the tribes

(in Hebrew) that is, the Israelites being accepted. [Omit tfpaz, us.

Tisch., Alf, (not Treg.) The object is not expressed ; nor need it

be. Comp. Matt. xxv. 8. Alf]

10. [For fjpaz, us, read atizobz, them, and for fiaathuoopev, we shall

reign, read ftaadeuouatv, they reign. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Beng.

reads -aouatv, they shall reign.] Comp. Matt, xxiii. 37, Jude ver. 24.

Ch. xviii. 24 ; Isa. xlvii. 8, 10, Sept. In this passage the Hebrew

use of the third person for the first refers graphically to the redeemed,

and at the same time has a more modest sound, than us, priests, etc
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[For ftaatXiiz, kings, read ftaathiav, a kingdom. Tisch., Alf. (not Treg.)

So BengJ] They who cast their crowns before the throne do not call

themselves kings, in the sight of the great King, although their

priestly access has a dignity so great that the power of reigning on

earth cannot certainly surpass it. In like manner, in ch. xx. 6, they

who have part in the first resurrection are called priests, and it is said

that they shall reign ; yet the name of kings is not given to them.

Upon the earth—' Eni, upon, here denotes locality, as ch. iii. 10, and

constantly : or rather power, as ch. ii. 26 ; Matt. ii. 22. So the

Sept. Judg. ix. 8 ; 1 Sam. viii. 7, xii. 12, 14 ; 2 Kings viii. 20, xi.

3. I should not therefore venture to assert, from this, that these re

main on the earth, though they rule over the earth. The elders were

meek (comp. Matt. v. 5) : but rest of the flock of the meek is much

larger.

11. Myriads of myriads—Gr. puptddez puptdduiv [Eng. Ver., ten

thousand times ten thousandj, pufxdc,, a myriad, is ten thousand ;

uuptddez, myriads, (if you understand only duo, two,) are twenty thou

sand. Hence myriads of myriads are 200,000,000; and so more

over thousands of thousands, 2,000,000. The addition of the lesser

number forbids the whole being taken too indefinitely.

12. Power and riches, etc.—The sevenfold acclamation answers to

the seven seals, the first four of which contain visible things, the re

maining three, invisible things, subject to the Lamb.

13. Every creature—in them—All the works of the Lord in all

places of his dominion : Ps. ciii. 22. And the things in them, I heard

all saying—Gr. xai ra iv aiizotz, ndvraz fjxouaa ^cj-ovrac. This read

ing is supported by the greater number of copies. [And so Tisch.,

Alf, (not Treg.y] Td iv abroic, the things in them, is put absolutely,

as ch. x. 6. And this, I heard all saying, admirably comprises the

harmonious song of all the inhabitants whom the four quarters in the

universe contain.

14. [For D.erov, said, read Xirovra, saying. Read, and (I heard) the

four beasts saying. Also read ro 'Apirjv, the Amen. Tisch., Alf. (not

Treg.) Also end the sense with npoaixuvrjouv, worshiped. So all

editors and Beng.] Here the paragraph ends in all the copies. It is

the part of piety to cut out such additions without fear. The shorter

reading, and they worshiped, denotes the worship paid both to him that

titleth upon the throne and to the Lamb. Comp. ver. 13. Ilpoaxo-

vtiv, worship, often stands absolutely : ch. xi. 1 ; John iv. 20, xii. 20.
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CHAPTER VI.

1. And—The first four seals show, that all the puhlic times of all

ages, the flourishing condition of empires, war, supplies, and calamities,

are subject to Jesus Christ : and a specimen of the first seal is inti

mated in the east, which followed in the reign of Trajan ; of the

second, in the west ; of the third, in the south ; of the fourth, in the

north and the whole world. For towards these quarters the lion,

ox, man, and eagle were looking. [Read riov knra, the seven (seals).

Also omit xat ftXine, and see. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

2. A white horse, etc.—There are four distinct spheres, each of

which has its own subject-matter agreeing with the titles, churches,

seals, trumpets, and vials; and where they are explained as distinct,

they obtain an amplitude worthy of this prophecy. Thus the true

explanation preserves the natural arrangement of the book ; but

this once laid aside, there is nothing which the ingenuity of man

cannot divide and put together, congratulating itself on the discovery

of truth. [Conquering—Shortly after the prophecy was published,

the Roman Empire breathed only victory, V. G. But the conquer

ing and to conquer cannot be said of any temporary victories. It is

victory for God's church and people, the keynote of apocalyptic har

monies, that this first seal denotes. Comp. ch. xix. 11, etc. There

Christ is present in his triumph ; here he works in his bodily absence,

and the rider is but a symbol of his victorious power. Alf]

3. [Omit xat ftXine, and see. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

4. [Kill—Most dreadful wars are indicated. V. (?.]

5. Black—The Greek poets call the famine which this horseman

would inflict on men, were he not restrained, black hunger, gloomy

famine; and the Latins use the same epithets. [Omit xai fMens

and see. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

7. [Tisch. omits fwvrjv, the voice of: (Alf. brackets, Treg. retains

it). All editors omit xai ftXins, and see].

8. Pale—Or. %hopbz, which, in ch. viii. 7, means green ; but here,

pale. So the Sept. Death, Gr. &at.drtp—That is, by pestilence.

Mi, pestilence, Sept., &avdroz, Ex. ix. 3; 2 Sam. xxiv. 13, and re

peatedly. [An accumulation of different calamities. V. (?.]

9. And—The fifth, the sixth, and the seventh seals relate to in

visible things ; the fifth, to those who have died well, namely, mar

tyrs : the sixth, to those who have died badly, kings, etc. ; comp.

Ezek. xxxii. 18, etc. : the seventh, to angels, especially those illus

trious ones, to whom the trumpets are given. Under—With this
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agrees what the seventh brother says, 2 Mace. vii. 36, Far my 5m-

thfrn. having now nutained moderate pain, have been brought under

(fed) the covenant of everlasting life. Not only the Church fighting

nnder Christ, as the world does under Satan, but also the Church in

its glorified state, and the kingdom of darkness, are described in this

book. Moreover, the actions of the forces of the good and wicked

alike on the earth, and their removals from it to a happier or more

wretched state, succeeding one another at different times, marked by

various degrees, celebrated with various applaudings, and the growth

even of expectation and rejoicing in heaven, and even of terror and

punishment in hell, are at the same time shown. See ch. iv. v. vi.

vii. xiv. xix. and following, and notes.

11. [Tisch. reads, toady abroiz, (Alf. and Treg. add £«£<rr<p in

brackets) aroXij huxy, and then teas given to them (each) a white robe.

Alf. Also omit fiixpbv, little. Tisch. (Alf. and Treg. bracket it). So

Beng.~\ This £/>6voc, the subject of ch. vi. 11, after a long time,

ends before the beginning of the little season (jjuxpov ipovou), the sub

ject of ch. xx. 3. Wolf adds : It certainly might have done much

to arouse those souls, if they understood that the delay of the Divine

judgments would only be for a short time. This induced the African

writers to add fjuxpov, little, to solace the martyrs ; although in cases

where the delay is really not short, they who affirm that it is short,

do not arouse lastingly. The best consolation is in the truth itself,

which, in the meantime, in the veil of speech, softens down the more

unfavorable points which are from time to time mingled with the more

joyful, as the longer delay in this passage. Prophecy denies that

this time is short. Its subject extends from the time of John through

the remaining ages of the world, not much fewer than those which

were past, by a continuous thread to the end of the world : and yet

it shuts up many things into periods of time of considerable length,

which are definitely expressed in their places : other things are done

iv Tdyet, quickly. Therefore the Lamb immediately, and in rapid

succession, opens the seven seals, under the fifth of which the souls

cry out. This cry, this complaint, long afterwards, IN THE SAME

WORDS, is transposed into a song, ch. xix. 2 ; but only then, when

the judgment of the saints and the apostles shall be passed upon

Babylon or Rome, ch. xviii. 20. Therefore two classes of martyrs

are pointed out: the one under heathen Rome: the other under

papal Rome. The former are ordered to rest until the latter are

added to them : the age of John already had the former ; the thir

teenth century bore the first-fruits of the latter. To the former,

therefore, while they were awaiting the latter, there was not a little
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time, but really a time, ipbvoz. As xatpbz, chronos, a time, hag a

special meaning in this book, ch. xii. 12, 14, so also has ipbvoz, time,

which even in Latin we call chronos (of which word the Latins form

derivatives), that xatpbz, a time, may not be confounded with it. A

Chronos is 1111 \ years, as we show in its proper place: and this

Chronos flowed on from the year 98 to 1209, or from the first year

of Trajan to the Crusade stirred up against the Waldenses by the

zeal of Innocent III. Before this the Pope had never been a blood

thirsty persecutor; afterwards he never ceased to be such. To this

Chronos is opposed No longer—a Chronos, ch. x. 6 [Eng. Ver., time

—no longer], a beautiful antithesis. The expression Not—a Chronos

itself includes times of some length, expressed ch. xi. and xii. and

xiii., and yet a Chronus exceeds Not—a Chronus in length. How

correct thiu is, although paradoxical, truth will show, but after a

time. I hzre remark, of all passages which contain indications of

time,—Tlu times are not entirely determined from facts, much less

facts from times : but they afford mutual aid, that the event may be

Izfirxts.ly discerned. Until—A Chronus is placed between this answer

tad th.e beginning nXrjpwrtmc, of the fulfilment, as there were four

tings of Persia between the prophecy and the destruction of the

fourth king : Dan. xi. 3. After a Chronus, " brethren" are to be

added, by the continual slaughter of whom, accomplished under the

fury of the beast, the promise is fulfilled. The Chronus extends to

the times of the beast ; after these comes the judgment. Should be

fulfilled, Gr. xhjpw&ioat—[So Treg. with best authorities]. Many

have ithjpaiowat, fulfil (i. e., their course). [So Tisch., Alf.] Eras

mus alone has the middle, xhjptbaovzat, fulfil themselves, i. e., be ful

filled (though the construction repuires the subjunctive). [So the

common text. Bengel argues that it was a conjecture of Erasmus,

with no authority ; but it is found in some inferior manuscripts.

Tisch., etc.]

12. Sixth—See ver. 9, notes. Lange, says, that the agreement of

almost all interpreters, prove the events of the sixth seal future. But

almost all interpreters, except those who refer it to the very end of

the world, interpret it of the past. As far as relates to the subject,

he has not proved that this seal refers to those things which are to

take place before the end of the world, and have not yet taken place:

and yet on this theory he has built this whole edifice. Wherefore

this ought to have been demonstrated as firmly as possible. [Omit

Idou, lo. Tisch., Alfi, Treg.] Sun—moon—Here in the literal sense.

The description is of the alarm occasioned to the dead by that con

dition of the universe which shall exist at the last day : an alarm
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occasioned at the time when the Apocalypse was written : which even

at that early time truly said, it is coming. [These things cannot ob

viously be referred to the destruction of the world; for at last the

seventh seal follows, bringing many things, and of importance : nor

to some other judgment, to be put into execution against enemies, for

they are not mentioned till afterwards. In like manner, under the

fifth seal, it was revealed to the souls under the altar, out of favor to

them, what was being done on their account. The beginning is made

from the earth ; as ch. xx. 11. V. G. Read $ trdiyny ihj, the whole

moon. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

13. [For ftdXXu, casteth. Tisch. (not Alf., Treg.), reads ftaXouaa,

casting].

15. [Transpose, chief-captains and rich men. Also omit nuz, every,

before ihO&epoz, free. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Hid themselves—Where

was now the spirit of those whom the world had so greatly feared?

V. G.]

17. [ Who—They who are freed from wrath to come, in fellowship

with the Lamb. V. (?.]

CHAPTER VII.

1. [Treg. omits xat, and, (not Tisch., Alf, brackets it). All read

tovto, this, for raura, these.] Winds— Winds here denote mitiga

tions of threatening evils ; for the holding of them back hurts, ver.

2. A striking allegory.

2. Another—Another as distinguished either from the angel who

makes proclamation, ch. v. 2; or from the four who hurt, in this pas

sage. [East—It was from the east, then, that plagues began. The

earth and the sea—Here trees are also mentioned. The earth is

Asia ; the sea, Europe ; the rivers (ch. viii. 10), and trees, Africa.

V. (?.]

3. Sealed—By this sealing, the servants of God out of the tribes

of Israel are preserved, all along from the time of John, against the

calamities which threaten under the seven trumpets. Before there

had been no need, before the danger. Ancestors are sealed at one

time, their posterity at another. If the ancestors were slain, there
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would be no posterity. Under the trumpet of the fifth angel, not

even are those not sealed plain ; much less are the sealed slain.

4. Israel—In the strict sense. For this book pronounces literally

respecting Israel many things, which some take in a figurative sense.

Israelism, as More terms it, must not be too widely extended. Lampe

rightly says, that the Jew» are to be sought in the Apocalypse, more

than moit interpreter* have found them.

5. 6. [Omit loifafioneMOt, were sealed (with 'Pcuffiv, Reuben).

Tisch., Alf. (Treg. brackets it.) So the same word throughout verses

6, 7, 8.] Twelve thousand—We ought to understand the twelve

times twelve thousand so exactly, that they amount not to 143 or 145,

but to 144 thousands. Round numbers often have an exact value : see

Jer. lii. 30, where a total of 4600 souls is made up of numbers by no

means round, mentioned just before. Perhaps there are so many

heads or fathers (just as in Rom. xi. 4, men, not souls, are enumer

ated), together with their posterity. [The twelve tribes are men

tioned in six pairs. Not. Crit.~\

6. Napthali : Manasseh—" Dan is omitted, because that tribe had

now long ago fallen away to the single family of Hussim, as the He

brews say ; and this family itself seems to have perished by wars

before the times of Esdras. For in the Chronicles, where the pos

terity of the patriarchs is mentioned, Dan is omitted. And perhaps

this is predicted in Amos viii. 14. John of Antioch relates that a

few of the tribe of Dan survived, and fled into Phoenicia." Grotius.

It is less correct to say that Dan is omitted, than that his small num

bers, included in Manasseh, are joined with Napthali, whose full

brother he was. [For, unless this is tacitly implied, Napthali is the

only one in the whole series, who is not mentioned in connection with

his full brother. As for the rest, Levi here occupies his own place

again, and Joseph has two portions, one in his own name, the other

in Manasseh's. V. O.~\

9. In this passage o%loz, a multitude of the blessed is described in

parallelism [Simultaneum], with the sealing which precedes, and the

trumpets which follow, under which the plague does not touch those

that are sealed. Into this place this o^ot;,- multitude falls, in its own

order, after a happy departure from the world. Afterwards more

companies of this kind are mentioned: ch. xiv. 1, xv. 2, etc. The

degrees of happiness are various, and very different; but the lowest

of them, speaking by comparison, is now above all need of cleansing.

Of all nations, etc.—Gr. Ix jrdvrof Ifoouz, xai C'J/MH, of every nation

and kindred, etc. In such an enumeration, other passages either have

the plural, or the singular four times: see notes on ch. v. 9. la this
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passage alone the singular is put first, and then the plural three

times, not without reason. This multitude is led forth out of the

whole human race. That race is one I&voz, nation, all along from

its origin : Acts xvii. 26. But in progress of time, while Adam him

self was alive, it was multiplied, and separated itself both into tribes,

and peoples, and languages.

10. [Salvation—God enriched them with the salvation they pro

claim. Sublimer doxologies follow henceforth. V. G.]

11. [All—This is not said yet in ch. v. 11, (many). V. G.]

12. Honor—The Apocalypse everywhere divides seven into four

and three, as we show in place. Now, when all the angels say, bless

ing- and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving (and) honor and power

and might, to our God,—the first four acclamations refer to the trum

pets of the first, second, third, and fourth angels~, the remaining three,

to the trumpets of the fifth, sixth, and seventh angels. Therefore if

xat, and, is omitted before rtprj, honor, the sense begins as it were new.

[But for this there is no sufEoient authority. Moreover, this hymn

is appropriately inserted in the description of the multitude adorned

with white robes : when immediately afterwards the trumpets are de

livered to the seven angels. V. G. Tisch. (not Alf.) omits the last

dprjv, amen. Treg. brackets it.]

14. [For Kupie, Lord, (Eng. Ver., sir,) read Kupti pou, my Lord.

Tisch., Alf., Treg. Those who are coming—(Eng. Ver., came.)

Therefore the number is not yet complete, and so much the less is it

to be exactly defined (ver. 9). In the blood of the Lamb—The num

ber of this multitude cannot be reckoned ; therefore it comprises the

blessed dead of the Old Testament also : and they too have their part

in the blood of the Lamb. V. G.]

15. [Therefore—No one is permitted to come into sight, unless

clothed with a white robe. V. (?.]

17. For—Gr. 8rt. Heb. 'a which, preceded by not, often has

the meaning of but. In the midst of the throne—Gr. dva peaov roD

ftpovou. In this place alone, that in ch. v. 7, iv piatp too &povou,

John saw the Lamb : ch. v. 7. Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 5. [ Tisch. reads notpai-

vu—bdrju, feedeth, leadeth. But Alf, Treg., etc., with the best au

thorities, retain the future. All read £wrjz, of life, for ^ioaaz, living.

So Beng. Renter, to the fountains of the waters of life. Alf] Il^raz

liddrwv, water fountains, is, as it were, one compound word, to the

life-water-fountains.
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CHAPTER VIII.

1. Silence—Silence is opposed to voice. The more frequent voices

are in this book, for instance, ch. vii. 10, etc., the more remarkable

is this silence of awful expectation, preceding the clang of trumpets.

Lange interprets it as the rest [sabbatism] of a thousand years, an

error which introduces great confusion. Neither is silence a sabbath,

nor is a half-hour the millenium. [Half an hour—The beginning,

says Victorinus sublimely, of eternal rest. A If]

2. [Szoen angels—To whom a great prerogative is given. Gabriel

is one of them. Luke i. 19. V. (?.] Seven trumpets—By these

trumpets the kingdom of the world is shaken, until nnder the trum

pet of the seventh angel, after most formidable hindrances, it is sub

jected to the Lord and to his Christ. The trumpets of the first,

second, third, and fourth angels are closely connected : so also those

of the fifth, sixth, and seventh angels, which alone have woe,

woe, woe.

3. And another angel came and stood at the altar, having a

golden censer; and there was given unto him much incense, that

he should offer it, with the prayers of all saints, etc.—Of the

angel who offers the prayers of the saints, the Hebrews, in

Elle Shemoth Rabba, section 21, speak thus: "When the Is

raelites pray, they do not all pray altogether, but each syna

gogue (or congregation, tojj) prays separately ; first one, and then

another ; and when all the synagogues have finished all their prayers,

The angel who presides over prayers, bears all the prayers which

they have prayed in all the synagogues, and forms them into crowns,

and places them on the head of God, as it is said in Ps. Ixv. 2, all

flesh shall come as thy crown ; (so he erroneously renders, 'py, to

thee), as Isa. xlix. 18, thou shalt clothe thee with them as with a

crown."—Cartwright. Thus the Hebrews say that there is an angel

who presides over the prayers of their assemblies ; the Apocalypse

only says, that there is an angel who offers incense, while the saints

pray. The word npoaeo%alz, prayers, ver. 3, 4, is the Ablative case,

denoting accompaniment with prayers, as Rom. xi. 11, 30, 31. No

preposition is necessary. The Ablative case alone is more forcible.

The incense of the angel, and the prayers of the saints on earth, are

simultaneous ; but the prayers of the saints are acceptable to God

through Jesus Christ, not through the angel. [See what genuine

prayer is. It is the prayer of saints, accompanied by the incense of

the angel, and made acceptable before the Father by Christ him
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self. Dost thou then pray in such a manner, that thy prayers may

come as a memorial before God ? V. (?.] Under the name of an

gels, Thummius affirms, that created angels are pointed out in the

.New Testament, and especially in the Apocalypse: and this is ac

knowledged by Selneccer and many others. The liturgy in heaven,

with its effect in the world, is here set forth. Upon the, Gr ixi rd—

A skilful variety of cases : the angel stood im too &uataozrJpiov, by

the side of [at] the altar ; and offered the incense inl to Ouataarrj-

ptov, upon the altar.

5. [The true order is, Thunderings and lightnings and voices.

Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

7. [Omit a-p-eXoi;, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] The trum

pets began a very short time after the writing of the book, as is evi

dent from this, that the sealing defended the servants of God against

the plagues which followed, not under the seals, but under the trum

pets, and under the very trumpet of the first angel. Besides, the

sealing precedes the opening of the seventh seal. But the seals be

gin immediately after the giving of the Apocalypse ; therefore the

sealing also must go on presently after. The trumpet of the first

angel befittingly assails the Jews : and comprises the Jewish wars

under Trajan and Adrian. [Add after «c ttjv yitv, upon the earth,

xai to rpfrov zrji yrjz xarexdrj, and the third part of the earth was

burned up. Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.]

8. As it were a mountain—A mass of barbarian nations is meant ;

of the migration and irruption of which, attended with the greatest

injuries, history, from the third century, is so full, that it is needless

to quote particular authors.

9. Were destroyed—Ch. ix. 18 is a similar instance, a third part

of the men were killed.

10. The third—The connection of events, times, and places, proves

that the Arian and Vandal calamities are here pointed out. The

true view, that the star is Arius, is that of Bullinger, Nigrinus, Vie-

gas (though he discusses also the idea that it means Pelagius), also

of Forbes and many others. Before them all, Seb. Meyer thought

that Arius and other heretics together are here pointed out. Bright-

man s interpretation that it is the Arian Emperors, Constantius and

Valens, is well refuted by Marck. " If these emperors are consid

ered as a star on account of their princely majesty, their fall cannot

mean their departure from the faith, but rather the loss of their im

perial glory." This argument also refutes James Abbadie, who in

terprets the star as Count Boniface, on whose invitation the Vandals

seized upon Africa. Independently of this, there was a great influx
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of Arianism into the state also ; so that we cannot be surprised that

this heresy has a place among the trumpets.

11. And the name of the star it called Wormwood—Ariamsm, full

of bitterness. Theodoret says of the Arians who drove ont the

bishops under George of Cappadocia, -i-,:!* such bitterness they drove

them out, etc. Victor thus expresses his pity for Augustine, in the

siege of Hippo : The tweetnets of delight is changed into the bitterness

of Wormwood. [But Alf. is half inclined to interpret this of intem

perance. " It is hardly possible to read of this third plngue and not

think of the deadly effect of those strong spirituous drinks, which are

in fact water turned into poison. The very name absinthe is not un

known in their nomenclature ; and there is no effect which could be

so aptly described by the falling of fire into water as this, which re

sults in ardent spirit, fire-water."]

12. Was smitten—This was in the fifth century, when Italy and

Rome, the seat of Empire, were occupied and obscured by foreign

nations.

13. [For djyttou, angel, read deroo, eagle. Tiich., Alf., Treg. So

Beng."] Eagle—Another angelflying in the midst of heaven, ch. xiv.

6, certainly refers to the present passage : but the reading eagle does

not destroy this reference. The very appellation eagle, not angel, in

this passage, shows that it is not strictly an angel who is meant ; and

the reference to this in ch. xiv. 6, teaches that by the word another

angd is denoted, an illustrious herald belonging to the human race,

as distinguished interpreters acknowledge. Woe, woe, woe—About

the end of the fifth century there were presages enough of future ca

lamities. The second woe is more disastrous than the first : the third

than the second. Of the earth—Lange says : " Bengel not only re

fers to past times the three woes, which refer to the vengeance yet to

come upon the beast and the whore, but he also recalls the beginning

of papacy itself to the third woe, and so declares that the third woe

\\-.\-- come a thousand years ago and more. But when it is said of the

second woe, Ap. xi. 14, The second woe is past : behold, the third

woe cometh quickly: and immediately the seventh trumpet follows,

which refers to the completion of the judgments, and the enlargement

of the kingdom of Christ, it can easily be imagined that the third

woe cannot be thrown back so far."—(Epicr. p. 406.) I reply : The

three woes have reference to the inhabiters of the earth; and I have

shown that they have come long ago, and that the third woe has

come, not indeed a thousand, but nearly eight hundred years ago.

The trumpet of the seventh angel, after the second woe is past, first

sets forth most desirable events: then it describes the third woe; and
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when that is exhausted, a completion of the judgments is made and

an enlargement of the kingdom of Christ. The interpretation of

the Divine of Halle changes this order;- and, without any cause, re

stricts the three woes denounced against the inhabiters of earth to the

last times of enemies ; and accounts as the second woe the rage of the

beast, which is really in the third woe. By which method the well

arranged order of the text is violently disjointed. The trumpet—

The singular, distributively for the plural, trumpets.

CHAPTER IX.

1. Bottomless pit—Gr., pit of the. abyss; as it were its orifice or

opening.

2. And the sun and the air were darkened—An instance of Hen-

diadys, [i. e., the whole sky was darkened], as ch. i. 14, His head and

Sis hair : ch. xix. 16, His vesture and His thigh. The air was ob

scured, as it is illuminated by the sun ; the sun, as it transmits its

light through the air to men. Hence the singular verb iaxoriaOi),

was darkened, is used in the Greek. Hence we need not inquire

separately, what the sun and its darkening means; what the air and

its darkening means. The darkness, which befell the Jews in Persia,

is here pointed out. [Sixth century.]

4. [Omit fiovout;, only. Tisch., Alf., Treg.~]

5, 10. Prevented—hurt—One fact expressed in twofold manner,

passively and actively. The locusts ddtxouat, hurt: men ftaaavi^ov-

rat, are tormented. So, to slay and to be slain, ver. 15, 18; to have

those who nourish, [feed] and to be nourished, ch. xii. 6, 14.

5. Five months—The number five is repeated, ver. 10. Five months

in prophecy are 79 complete ordinary years, from A.D. 510 to 589

[This feature of the vision is simply taken from the popular notion

that the locusts show themselves in the five months beginning with

May. Dust., etc.] The men who were tormented were Israelites,

without the Divine seal : the locusts, Persians, who harassed them

severely.

6. [Shall desire to die—A terrible parallel to the desire of the Apos

tle, Phil. i. 23, springing from holiest hope.
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8. As the hair of women—That is, long hair. As the Arabians

(in Pliny) had : and the Persians anciently. The kingdom of the

Persians, Dan. vii. 5, is a shaggy bear.

9. Running—To make the construction plain, fiovrj, sound, is re

peated with dppara, chariots. The running horses draw the chariot :

but the chariots themselves in their course are strictly and immedi

ately the cause of the sound. See Joel ii. 5.

10. [For xkvrpa Jjv iv, read xivrpa, xat iv. Tisch., Alf., Treg.

Render, tails like to scorpions, and stings, and in their tails is their

power to hurt, etc. Alf]

11. [For xat l%ouatv, and they have (Eng. Ver., had), Tisch. (not

Alf. Treg. omits xat, and), reads l%ouaat, having. The angel of the

bottomless pit—It is not Satan himself. V. (?.] Abaddon—Apol-

lyon—^Aftaddwv—'AxoMwv. The Sept. renders Abaddon by dnd-

Xua, destruction : here it is put in the concrete, 'AxoXXuwv, Apollyon,

the destroyer. This angel named in Hebrew and Greek, as Forbes

and Durham perceive, points out the Jews and Greeks, harassed by

the locusts.

12. The woe—That is, the first.

13. And—The second woe is that of the Saracens. Four horns—The

ancients omit zeaadpwv, four. [Alf. and Treg. bracket it, (not

Tisch.)] The altar of incense had horns; Moses does not say it had

four horns.

13, 14. Before—Where the heavenly liturgy is performed.

15. The hour—[Eng. Ver., an hour, is less correct]. The definite

article shows that it is not any hour, day, month, year, whatever,

that is meant, but a definite period of times ; that is, a period of about

207 years, if it seems correct, from a.d. 629 to a.D. 836, or from

a.d. 634 to a.d. 840, that is, from the last time of Abubeker to the

death of Motassem.

16. Two hundred thousand thousand—Gr. JtapvptdSez puptdSwv.

A chiliad is 1000; but a myriad, 10,000. [So Tisch., Alf, Treg.

The common text has duo poptdSsz puptddwv, literally, two myriads

of myriads]. Myriads (the plural number being taken in its narrow

est sense, for two, as ch. xii. 14), 20,000. Therefore one chiliad of

chiliads is, 1,000,000; a chiliad of myriads is 10,000,000; a myriad

of myriads, 100,000,000 ; myriads of myriads, 200,000,000. But

what are dtapuptddez puptddmvt Jtapuptaq, is a myriad doubled

[400,000,000 at the very least. Not. Crit.] : such as also are those

expressions, Gen. xxxii. 2, two camps ; Eccles. vi. 6, a thousand years

twice (told); Ps. lxviii. 17, two myriads, thousands upon thou

sands, (according to Geier). The Apocalypse expresses doubly
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several periods of times, especially under the first and third woes :

but it marks the duration of the second woe once only, by an hour,

and a day, and a month, and a year ; and in turn under that woe,

instead of a second indication of time, it indicates the number of the

equestrian armies, that is, of the horsemen. The second woe is a

period of about 207 years of men : therefore for every year (if there

arose other or fresh horsemen every year) the immense body of

2,000,000, or at least, if the reading oV, two, be doubted, 1,000,000

horsemen are collected. When John adds, that their number was

heard by him, he hints, that the certain number specified, if it is put for

an uncertain one, yet has not a wide uncertainty ; and that the greatness

of the number, however incredible it may appear, is still to be credited.

At last a yet greater multitude appears : ch. xx. 8. [Omit xai, and,

before yjxouaa, I heard. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

17. Offire, and of jacinth, and of brimstone—Lucretius joins to

gether the same colors in another matter : lib. iv.—Lutea russaque

vela et ferruginea—Saffron and red and dark (iron-colors). Cur

tains—Ferruginea are the same as hyacinthine, a jacinth. Virgil says,

ferrugineos hyacinthos, that is, dark colored hyacinths. Wherefore

in this passage, the breast-plates of jacinth and the smoke answer to

one another; as the breast-plates of fire and the fire, and the breast

plates of brimstone and the brimstone. Literal and figurative things

are blended in this and the following verses.

18. [Read o\nb rtuv rptmv xhtfiov, of these three plagues. Also

omit ix, by, (before smoke, and before brimstone). Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

19. [Road yap i£ouota rwv txxwv, etc., iartv, for the power of

the horses is in, etc. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] For their tails like serpents,

having heads, and with them they do hurt—Such is the serpent, the

amphisboena, apftxdprjvozz, double-headed, of which Pliny speaks:

" The amphisboena has a double head, that is, one from the tail also,

as though it were not enough that poison should be poured from one

mouth." Lucan : " And the dreadful amphisboena rising upon its

double head." Solinus : " The amphisboena rises upon its two heads,

of which the one is in its proper place, the other is in the same part

with the tail ; hence it happens, that by leaning the head on both

Bides it creeps along in circular trails." Of whatever kind of head

the tail of the amphisboena has, it illustrates this picture in the Apo

calypse.

20. 21. Yet not—neither—Gr. ours—xai ob. A Predicate of two

members—in Latin, neque, neque, neither, nor. See similar particles,

John iv. 11 ; 3 John ver. 10 ; Mark v. 3, 4. [Their repentance had

been the aim of the plagues. V. G.] Idols—The worship of images
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was solemnly established in the East, a.d. 842. Fornication—Gr.

rrfi nopvtiaz. The plural, nopvuat, fornications, is used, 1 Cor. vii.

2 ; and yet here the singular number stands among plurals. Other

acts of wickedness are performed by men at intervals : those who are

without purity of heart commit one continuous nopvua, fornication.

CHAPTER X.

1. And—From ch. x. 1, to ch. xi. 13, is a remarkable passage, in

which there is a foretaste of the awful trumpet of the seventh angel.

For while the dragon is yet in heaven, and the beast with seven heads

and the beast with two heads are about to ascend out of the sea and

the earth, nor does there appear any end of calamities in the world:

an angel, and (as Cluver acknowledges) a created angel, places his

right hand upon heaven, his right foot upon the sea, and his left upon

the earth, showing, and affirming by an oath, that all these enemies

[however they may rage, namely, the dragon in heaven, the beast in

the sea and upon the earth, V. (?.], should notwithstanding be re

moved within a Chronus. [For heaven, earth, sea belong to God,

the Creator (ver. 6), and so abide. V. G.] This passage has two

parallel parts : ch. x. 1-7, and ver. 8-ch. xi. 13. Whence also the

two periods, time—not time [Eng. Ver., no longer\, and a multitude

of kings, are parallel: ch. x. 6, 11. Both periods begin before the

close of the second woe, ch. xi. 14 : but, when they have once begun,

they extend far in a continued course to the very trumpet of the

seventh angel, as far as the great goal, referred to in ch. xii. 14.

Therefore, on account of the continued connection with those circum

stances, which precede the rising of the bea#t out of the sea, many

things are here represented, without any interruption of the order of

the book, which occur again much later. Thus the consummation of

the wrath of God, ch. xv. 1, precedes the joyful consummation of the

mystery of God, ch. x. 7 : and this consummation is pointed out as

future, even in ch. xvii. 17. The ascent of the beast out of the bot

tomless pit, ch. xi. 7, is still future, even in ch. xvii. 8. That earth

quake, by which the great city is divided into three parts, ch. xvi. 19,

precedes this earthquake, by which a tenth part of the same city falls,

and the remnant are converted : ch. xi. 13. This is a sure and ne

cessary observation ; and by its aid many great errors, constantly
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met with, are avoided. As pillars of fire, Gr. tLc orvXoe nopoz—

The Sept. call the pillar, by which the Israelites were led by night in

the wilderness, aruXoz nupoz, a pillar of fire. The feet of this an

gel, like pillars, were parallel as he stood ; and round, of equal ex

tent, to the sole. Comp. Ezek. i. 7.

2. A little book, Gr. fttftXapidtov—[a double diminutive]. But in

ver. 8, 9, 10, fttftXtov. This word suggests that the book first ap

peared to John very small, compared with the vast stature of the an

gelic appearance, grasping, as it were, heaven, sea, and earth. Af

terwards the voice from heaven called it a book, on account of the

importance of its contents : and John, with teachable mouth and

hand, followed this title. On the sea—on the earth—Newton and

others correctly interpret the sea as Europe, the land as Asia: hence

the. rivers denote Africa, and the sun belongs to the whole world: ch.

viii. 7, 8, 10, 12, xvi. 2, 3, 4, 8. The sea is Europe; the earth,

Asia. [So Huth. Better, Alf. The imagery represents the glory

and majesty of him whose messenger this is, and is to be taken liter

ally in the vision].

3. Roareth—Gr. pvxuzat. 'Spvso&at expresses the voice of an

animal under the influence of hunger or anger : poxaodat, its natural

voice. Each of them is used to express the lion's cry. Theocritus

ascribes the latter to the lioness.

4. [Omit rdc fwvaz lauriov, their voices ; also poi, unto me. Tisch.,

Alf, Treg.l

5. [(After abroii), add rijv de£tav, right. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Read

his right hand].

6. [ That there should be time no longer—Bengel would render this.

that there shall not be the space of a Chronos, which he interprets to

be a definite period of 1111 and one-ninth years; hence not a Cliro-

nos will be more than a thousand years, but less than a Chronos ; or

from 725 a.D. to 1836 a.D., when he expected the end of all things.

This needs no refutation]. There is indeed great doubt respecting

these periods, and many say that nothing can be known before the

end. But this assertion abandons the martyrs and witnesses of the

truth, at the Reformation, and before and after, who relied on the

Apocalypse, and especially on ch. xiii. and xvii.; and destroys the

principal advantage of prophecy, which forewarns and forearms us

against threatening evils. The truth is, that for the opening of pro

phecy, either the whole event is necessary, or a considerable part it

sufficient. If the whole event is necessary, the Apocalypse will nevei

be understood before the end of the world ; for so far the event ex

tends, nay, even to eternity. If a considerable part is sufficient, why
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not use that part to measure the future hy the past, and not to run

upon events without preparation ? The rash man is he who sleeps

in danger, not he who foresees it. We ought not to be so confident

in determining the future, as not to leave what the text has not de

fined, or the interpreter does not yet distinctly see to be determined

by the result. But they who avoid all particulars, do not know what

to watch for in the event. Spiritual docility and sobriety are in en

tire harmony.

7. When, etc.—[Literally, when he is about to sound, and the mys

tery of God was fulfilled]. Kai, and, has a consecutive force, and

then, as John iv. 35. [So Alf.] The mystery—the prophets—Lange

has illustrated this mystery in a striking manner, by most copiously

comparing the Apocalypse with the prophets of the Old Testament.

But we have shown the time of the completion of this mystery, at

ver. 6, and often in other places repeatedly. It was not only an

nounced by the prophets, but also to the prophets themselves;

Dan. x. 12.

9. [For doz, give, read do~vvat, to give. Tisch., Alf., Treg. But it

stands for the imperative as often. So Beng7\ This use of the infin

itive makes the style expressive of feeling [Moratus], and gives to it

either a sense of majesty, especially where God speaks, or modesty,

as here. For John from time to time, in this book, has expressed

great and almost excessive reverence for the inhabitants of heaven :

ch. vii. 14, xix. 10, xxii. 8. The infinitive, therefore, corresponds

with the modesty which he exhibited towards the angel in asking for

the little book. After the example of John, we ought to unite hu

mility of heart with close searching of the prophets.

11. [Again—Like others before thee, ver. 7. Many—kings—Whose

career coincides with the period described in ver. 6. V. (?.] Pro

phesy—John throughout the whole course of the book acts in a vision.

CHAPTER XI.

1. [The true reading is, xai idoOrj poi xdXapoz Zpoioz pdftSio. Xirwv,

and there was given me a reed like a rod, saying, etc. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg. So Beng. Xiriov, saying, is out of the construction. It is
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not the reed that speaks. Alf.] 'Edodrj poi Xiywv might be resolved

by Syllepsis [into was given me—he who gave it toying]. But the

speaking is more suitably attributed to the rod itself figuratively [by

Metonymy] : John not seeing Him who gave the rod, who is to be

known from ver. 3, 8. For thus also John heard tJie Altar speaking,

ch. xvi. 7. Measure—The measuring is yet future.

2. The court—In the tabernacle of Moses, in the temple of Solo

mon, and in the temple of Ezekiel, the Sept. usually has auXij, for the

Hebrew 'vjm. A court in the open air is meant (in which Yxn, grass,

grows readily ; hence it is without the temple. Some read within, but

this court, being the only one, cannot possibly be within the temple,

from which it is distinguished. Also in Ezek. viii. 16, it is rro'ja ixn,

the inner court. But here only the outer court (in contradistinction

to the temple) is mentioned : which in the measuring must not be

reckoned as part of the temple, but as it is an outer court, so it ought

to be regarded as outside the temple. Without—out—Gr. izio&ev—

The figure Ploce [repetition in modified sense] : as Isa. xxxii.

19, the city shall be low in a low place. Tread underfoot—See Luke

xxi. 24, note. Forty-two months—These, and the 1260 days in ver.

3, are common months and days : for in the event they are later than

the number of the beast, which being put in part enigmatically, in

part literally, fixes the point where the book passes from prophetical

times to common times, as I more fully show elsewhere. [Forty-two

months are 1260 days, t. e., three years and a half. This half of

seven is a ruling number in the Apocalyptic periods of time. " A

time, times, and the dividing of time was the duration of the op

pression of the saints in Dan. vii. 25. The shutting up of heaven

against rain, in ver. 6, reminds us of Elijah, (comp. James v. 17;

Luke iv. 25), and the turning water into blood, and smiting the earth

with plagues, of Moses, whose testimony endured through 42 stations

ef Israel's march." Comp. ch. xii. 6. xiii. 5. Alf]

3. Will give—Namely, that they may prophecy. [This is the lan

guage of the Lord Jesus respecting his highly distinguished servants.

V. (?.] Kat, and, here follows, with the same force as l, and, in

Job vi. 9, Gen. xlvii. 6. To my two witnesses—These are not Moses

and Elias, but two illustrious men (as Selneccer and other interpreters

acknowledged), resembling at once them, and Joshua and Zerubbabel.

But Elias the prophet is certainly to come before the coming of

Christ to judgment, just as John the Baptist came before the coming

of Christ in the flesh : Ma1. iii. 23, (iv. 5). And the genius and

mode of procedure of Elias the prophet are related to the last com
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ing, just as the genius and mode of procedure of John the Baptist to

the former. Comp. Matt. xvii. 12, note.

4. [For too deou, God, read toli Kopiou, The Lord. Tisch., Treg.

(Alf. has Kuptov, the Lord). So Beng.] The Lord—In ver. 13, he

is called the God of heaven, and Isa. liv. 5, the God of the earth ;

Gen. xxiv. 3, the God of heaven and the God of the earth ; but in

this passage he is called the Lord of the earth, as in the parallel pas

sage, Zech. iv. 14.

8. 9. [For ra nrdpara, dead bodies, read ro xtiofim, dead body,

(i. e., wreck. Alf.) Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.] nSaj, corpse, in

the singular, is used collectively, Fs. Ixxix. 2; Isa. xxvi. 19; Jer.

xxxiv. 20: and so here, rbnrmpa, the corpse, of two. Also the head

of Oreb and Zeeb, is spoken of for the heads, Judg. vii. 25. Pre

sently afterwards, the third time, the plural, ra xrwpara, is used.

Although we see no reason for the difference, yet it would be rash to

say that there is none. [In the text they are not said to lie. What,

if you should suppose that they will be suspended, as their Lord also

was suspended from the cross. V. G.] In the street—was crucified

—The place of crucifixion was outside the city under Tiberius ; per

haps under Adrian also. Eusebius teaches, that the scene of the

Lord's martyrdom, or the place of the cross, was included in the city

built by Constantine ; and mentions the neighboring street. The

shape of the city has been changed in various ways, and will bo

changed hereafter. Whether the city has the place of the cross within

the walls at the present day, or not (for travelers differ, those who

deny it, appearing to have the truth), at the time of the witnesses, at

least, it will undoubtedly have the place of the cross in the street,

either within the walls or without. So also am, the street, [a market

place.] 2 Sam. xxi. 12 ; Prov. xxvi. 13; Neh. viii. 1, Luke x. 10,

(comp. Matt. x. 14); Esth. iv. 6. The beast has been this long timo

in great trouble for Palestine ; after his ascent from the bottomless

pit he is in much more trouble. [For tfpuv, our (Lord), read abrmv,

their. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

9. [For ftXiipouatv, shall see, read ftXexooatv, see, also for dfrjoouat,

shall suffer, read dfiouat, suffer. Tisch., Alf~., Treg.] Three days and a

half—Not three or four. This passage alone would be an irrefragable

proof, how scrupulously, that is, how exactly, the interpreter, who trem

bles at the words of the Lord, ought to take prophetic numbers, without

heeding the proverbial roundness of numbers. [For n^paza, graves,

read, pyfjpa, tomb, (grave). Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

10. [For %apouatv, shall rejoice, read %uipouatv, rejoice. Tisch.,

Alf, Treg.]
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11. Spirit of life—Gr. xv&jpa £a>rfi. So the Sept. Gen. vi. IT.

12. [For yxouoav, they heard, read rjxouoa, I heard. Titeh., Alt

(not Treg.)]

13. Of men teven thousand—Gr. dvofiaTadv&pdntwv, •f./.ai.i'!-:-; knra,.

the names of men seven thousand. A frequent apposition : comp. ch.

vii. 5, 6 ; 1 Kings iv. 32 ; 1 Chron. v. 21. And the remnant—Who

survived the decimation : [that is, sixty-three thousand men. A vast

conversion ! V. (?.] Baal Turim—(In Lightfoot) on Num. xxiv. 8,

upon these words, " He shall consume the nations His enemies, and

shall break their bones," remarks that the letter X (». e., 70) is gifted

•with a certain peculiar significancy, which shows beforehand that he

will root out the seven nations (namely, of the Canaanites), and in

time to come the remaining sixty-three nations, that is, all the nations

of the world." This passage of the Apocalypse softens the sadness

of the omen. [ Were affrighted—This is more desirable news than

that of those : in whose case no change takes place, and who do not at

all reverence God: Ps. Iv. 19. Compare also Rev. xvi. 9. V. (?.]

They gave glory—A mark of their conversion : Jer. xiii. 16. To the

God of heaven—He is called the Lord of the earth, ver. 4, when he

declares his authority on the earth by the two witnesses against the

disobedient : He is called the God of heaven, when he not only gives

rain from heaven, after a most disastrous drought, but also shows hia

majesty in heaven, by taking up the two witnesses into heaven.

14. The second woe—This, according to Lange, designates the pe

riod of the rage of antichrist, consisting of 42 months. But the four

angels in the Euphrates plainly brought the second woe. [The third

woe—This is predicted for the last time, ch. xii. 12. Then it actually

follows, ch. xiii. etc. V. (?.]

15. The seventh—The principal trumpet is the seventh angel's.

This was near the very time of the apostles, but was to have a long

continuance. The near approach of the events, which were to follow

in it, were often viewed by the apostles separately, and held forth by

them to the faithful : but by the length of the interval, scoffers de

nied the very end itself, in which the events were to issue. The

faithful did not fully comprehend the length of the interval. Each

class furnished the apostles a reason for explaining the mystery more

fully : 2 Pet. Hi. 2 ; 2 Thess. ii.

Whether Gabriel is the angel here meant, I propose in the German

Exegesis to be considered by the reader. On this, I only inquire.

But that which follows I affirm : This trumpet is the most important

of all, which both of itself has here a most joyful meaning, and ren

ders joyful all the trumpets of the former angels, but only to the in
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habitants of heaven. Wherefore they, who here prefer to interpret

torrouful trumpets, used by the Jews in excommunication, rather than

festive trumpett, are not to be heard. The injury arising from the

abase of Jewish antiquities, in the explanation of the New Testa

ment, and especially of the Apocalypse, is greater than the advantage

arising from their use. Truth is learned from the very clearness of

the text, containing its own completeness; the abuse introduces errors.

We see other examples on ch. xiii. 18, and on ch. xiv. 20, xvii. 9,

note 1. It would be better not to have recourse to the books of the

Jews, if no better reward for the labor could be brought from them.

In heaven—This is strictly parallel with that passage of Dan. ii. 44,

" IN the dayi of those kings (not, after they shall be destroyed), the

God OF HEAVEN thall set up a kingdom." He is called the God of

heaven, showing his majesty in heaven. Comp. in general ver. 13,

note. Afterwards the action descends to the earth. See presently,

on the kingdom of the world. Saying—Gr. yieT-oi/rec. [So all critical

editors, for Asfouaat, the feminine, agreeing with <f<avac, voices.] See

also ch. v. 12. Dionysius of Alexandria thus gave his opinion of the

writer of the Apocalypse, not 200 years afterwards : / notice that hit

dialect and language are not strictly Greek, but he employs barbarous

idioms, and even solaecisms. "But," says Lightfoot, "he forms

this judgment concerning dialect and phraseology, without being

skilled in either, and censures as a fault that which chiefly commends

this book. For John deodiduxroi;, (taught of God), everywhere in his

Apocalypse assumed the style of the Old Testament : while this man,

who was ignorant of the Hebrew language, reckoned as a SOLECISM

the whole of that, which was THE DIALECT OF GOD, and believed that

that which he could not understand was barbarous." But yet the

readings of the Apocalypse (which present the appearance of sole

cism), as Dionysius shows, are ancient, numerous, and have an ana

logy to one another : but those which follow the ordinary syntax have

been introduced by copyists, many ages after Dionysius. [Read,

iyivtTO jj ftaathia. TOU xoffpou, the kingdom of the world is become (our

Lord's and his Christ's). Tisch.,Alf., Treg. So-Bew^.] We return to

the passage. The kingdoms of the world give way to God's kingdom

of the world. Thus Obadiah, ver. 21, and the Psalms often. Yi-

tringa indeed says correctly, Thefulfilment of this oracle it in vain

sought in the time of Constantine : but he also thinks that this pro

phecy will be fulfilled after the destruction of the beast. To both points

Lange assents. Here a true analysis of the text is especially neces

sary : moreover we have presented such a one above, in the Introduc

tion to the Apocalypse. Many separate the natural sequence of ch.
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zi. and those which follow ; but it vindicates itself. The third woe,

•which is set forth in ch. xii. 12, and described particularly in ch. xiii.,

is long ago in its course : and from things present it is distinguished,

what things are past under the trumpet of the seventh angel, what

future. And of his Christ, or Anointed—This is the first time Christ

is named in this prophetic Treatise, after the Introduction of the book,

namely, in the mention of the Kingdom under the trumpet of the

seventh angel. For Christ [The anointed] is called King by Anto-

nomasia [the common name King meaning the same as his proper

name Christ]. Elisha the prophet was anointed, 1 Kings xix. 16 ;

priests were anointed, Exod. xxviii. 41 ; but Kings with especial pro

priety. Whence the title Anointed, put absolutely, denotes nothing

but a king. It is usual to say, the Lord's anointed, not the anointed

king : but [of a priest], the anointed priest, by way of epithet : Lev.

iv. 5. Nay, the Anointed is even expressly distinguished from the

priest, 1 Sam. ii. 35 ; Ps. cxxxii. Ifi, 17. In the whole Gospel his

tory, the name Christ is never set forth under the title of priest;

very frequently under the name of king. And moreover, as often as

Messiah is mentioned in the Scripture, there is a reference to hia

Kingdom. The priestly office and the prophetical also are both con

tained in the kingly (which by a metaphor is the meaning of Shep

herd also: ch. xii. 5). See Heb. ii. 17, note. Among the Gentiles

also, one man has often borne the kingly office in addition to the

priestly, sometimes under the title of priest, sometimes under that

of king.

17. Who is', and who was—Some have added, xae 6 ^ojrd/«voc, and

art to come. The shorter reading here also h the true one. [So

Tisch., Alf., Treg.~] The fuller one is derived from a parallel passage.

Such varieties of reading are not to be decided in a cursory manner,

on general grounds, but by careful investigation, by the proofs which

peculiarly belong to each passage. In the prophecy of the New Tes

tament, that is, in the Apocalypse, the title, b wv xai b ty xai 6 Ifiyo-

fievo;, which is, and which was, and which is to come, by which the

tetragrainmaton, mrr, Jehovah, is usually expressed, is, as it were, set

forth anew ; and the future itself, which is to come, as though reviv

ing in the second coming of Christ, on which see Heb. x. 37, is placed

before us, until at the entrance of the most important trumpet of the

seventh angel, first the words, xai b l(i%6/jievoc, which is to come, and

afterwards also the words xae b jjv, and which was, are miignificently

absorbed, and pass into the simple b d>v, which is. Hence it comes

to pass, that even great things, from this very passage, are not said

to come, as lately they were said to come, ver. 14, and ch. ix. 12, but

112
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to have come, presently in ver. 18, and ch. xiv. 7, 15, xix. 7. Those

persons do not sufficiently hold fast the normal force of Scripture,

which ought to be retained even in addresses, who even still in pray

ers, and in hymns, from time to time, say, Jehovah, instead of Lord,

or Jah. For under the trumpet of the seventh angel this Tetragram-

maton ceases to be used, and the Diagrammaton, JT [expressive of

existence] alone is uttered by the saints with praise; ch. xix. 1.

17. 18. Hast reigned, and the nations were angry—' EftaaiXeuaaz'

xai ta. tbpria&^aav—Ps. xcix. 1: Sept., Kvptoz iftaaihuau,- dp-

yt^ea&ioaav Xaoi, The Lord reigned, let the peoples be angry.

18. The time, Gr. b xatpbz—That is, iariv, it is time. [But it bo-

longs to 7fl&ui, came (is comej]. Be judged, Gr. xpt&rpat—This verb,

equally with douvat xai dtatpdupat, to give and to destroy, is said of

God, and answers to the Hebrew osvi, which is likewise spoken of

God. Isa. lxvi. 16 ; Ezek. xxxviii. 22, Heb. ; and Ezek. xvii. 20,

x. 35, 46; Joel iii. 2, Heb., and Sept. (not xptQftvat, but dtaxptOrivai) ;

Jer. ii. 35, xxv. 31, Sept. There is an allusion to the wonderful con

descension of the Supreme Judge, whereby, for the sake of showing

the justice of his cause, He blends discussion with his unbending

judgment. Rom. iii. 4, see note.

19. The temple, Gr. 6 vabz—Which, in ch. iii. 12, vii. 15, is Sjti,

the whole temple, but here and henceforth it is txi, the inner part of

the temple. [Testament—Or the covenant made with Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob. V. (?.]

CHAPTER XII.

1. [Twelve—The number especially appropriated to the Church, and

to appearances symbolically connected with her. Twice twelve are

the heavenly elders ; twelve times twelve thousand the number of the

sealed elect, etc. -A(f.]

3. Ked—The color represents the fiery spirit of the dragon.

4. Devour—" The notion obtained credit formerly with many, that

serpents eagerly desire the flesh of new-born infants." Pricceus.

5. Brought forth—The Christian Church brought forth a malt

child, Christ, considered not personally, but in his kingdom. Vit-

ringa interprets it of Constantine, when he gained possession of the
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empire ; Lange well refutes him. Yet it does not, as the same writer

supposes, mean the conversion of Israel ; for that nation does not

bring forth at its conversion, but is born : and the crown of twelve

stars prefigures the conversion of the twelve tribes : comp. Gen.

xxxvii. 9. The birth here described has long ago taken place : the

conversion of Israel has not yet. The woman brought forth, when in

the ninth century, more nations than before, were, wi^tb their princes,

added under the name of Slavonians, to the assembly of the Christ

ian name. Therefore almost all this chapter has been fulfilled, al

though Lange refers it to the future. The very war of the dragon

with the rest of the seed of the woman, ver. 17, precedes the rising

of the beast out of the sea ; but this took place in the eleventh cen

tury, as will presently be shown. A man-child—Gr. ofov &iipeva, a

male son. Learned men have gathered passages in Aristophanes and

Alciphron, where a woman is said to have brought forth xatdiov

dp&ev, a male child: but natdiov, child, is generic: vlb-, son, specific.

Yet John does not write this without reason. For so Jer. xx. 15, we

have "Ot~p, a male son. Greek, ulbz dparjv, as here, or simply dpa^v,

male. Primasius makes it, by omitting son, ver. 13. With a rod

of iron—The rod is for long obstinacy, until they submit themselves

to obedience. [Repeat itpbz, unto (before rbv Opovov, his throne).

Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

6. The wilderness—The western part of the world, Europe, par

ticularly its districts this side of the Danube; for on the other side

of the Danube the countries were already more imbued with Christ

ianity, ruijj, the wilderness, and atj'o, the west, are akin. Reinhard

rightly thinks this passage has reference to the state of the Church

from the ninth century. [Add ixel, then, after l%u, hath. Tisch.,

Alf. (Treg. in brackets.)] A thousand two hundred and three score

days—The 1260 prophetic days are 657 full ordinary years. And

if you reckon these from a.d. 864 to 1521, you will not be far from

the truth. The woman obtained a firm place in the wilderness, in

Europe, especially in Bohemia, and there, in particular, she was fed ;

until more free and abundant food was vouchsafed to her by means

of the Reformation. The close of the 1260 days is the Reformation.

The close of the times, 1, 2, and is the Millenium. Between the

Reformation and Millenium there is no more remarkable revolution,

than the Reformation itself, the great importance of which is suffici

ently plain from this. [" I am quite unable, in common with all

apocalyptic interpreters, to point out definitely any period in the his

tory of the Church corresponding to the 1260 days of ch. xii. 6, or

any in the history of this world's civil power, which shall satisfy the
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forty-two months of ch. xiii. 5. As far as I have seen, every such

attempt hitherto made has been characterized by signal failure."

Alf., p. 251.]

7. Michael—An archangel, but still a created angel. Dan. x. 13 ;

Jude ver. 9. [For iixoXiyi^aav, warred, read zou noXtprjaat, to war.

Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng. The sense is the same, but the con- -

struction peculiar. Alf., etc.] War—The war was occasioned by the

nXdvjj, deceiving [ver. 9] with which the whole world was carried

away. Against, Gr. pera, with—[So all critical editors. Common

text, xara, against.'] That is, against. So ver. 17, ii. 16, xi. 7, xiii.

4, 7, xvii. 14, xix. 19.

8. In heaven—In which, all along from the triumph of Christ up

till then, he had accused the brethren of the dwellers in heaven, ver.

10. Comp. ver. 12. The earth is included in heaven ; not the

reverse.

9. Devil, Gr. dtdftoXoz—Satan, Gr. oaravuz—The Devil and Satan

are exactly synonymous ; for both Heb. JOf, [the root of Satan] and

dtaftdXXstv [root of dtdftoXoz, devil] mean to interpose for resistance ;

hence also the Sept. frequently has dtdftoXoz, Devil, for Jtsw, Satan,

which is transferred to the Greek, 1 Kings xi. 14, 23, 25. The only

difference lies in the Hebrew and Greek idiom ; and the adversary

who harasses the Gentiles is pointed out as the Devil, he of the Jews,

as Satan ; here indeed, saints of both classes. Lest I be accused of

refining too much, Grotius refers this double appellation to the

Jews and Gentiles. But the observation belongs to this text, in

which both the Hebrew and the Greek names are joined together ; in

other texts, even the appellation of the devil, standing alone, may no

doubt refer to the Jews. Which deceiveth—Seduceth. The devil is

a liar and a murderer, John viii. 44 ; a seducer, as here, and raging,

ver. 12, where despair, for the shortness of the time, inflames his

rage. But the saints who overcome him, have faith, love, hope.

10. Now—This particle teaches most evidently, that this twelfth

chapter, from its very beginning, refers to the trumpet of the seventh

angel ; for the voice which was heard immediately under the sound of

that trumpet, ch. xi. 15, respecting the kingdom, is here repeated

with a remarkable Epitasis [emphatic addition to the sense] ; nor can

it by any means be placed before this trumpet in particular. The

accuser attacked the citizens, and not the king. Moreover, the former

part of the 12th chapter, has a most close coherence with this very

passage. Ch. ii. 15-18, contains the proposition of the things, which

this most important trumpet comprises; ver. 19, and ch. xii.-xxii

are an explanation [Epexegesis], and copious description of their ac
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complishment. Accuser—Gr. b xaT^rop. [So all critical editors.

Common text has xarijropoz, with the same sense]. This is not used

here as a Greek word, but as a Hebrew word, the purely Greek sy

nonym, & xarqropatv, which accuted, following. The two languages

are joined together, as in ver. 9, and repeatedly in this book, which

has reference to both Israelites and Gentiles.

11. [Not—This negative contradicts the accusation, the substance

of which is indicated by this, (i. e., that they did love them). Their

own life or soul—In like manner Satan had also accused Job, Job ii.

4. Against him, who renounces his love of life, the calumniator has

now no power. V. (?.] •

12. Woe—This is the last denunciation of the third and most

grievous woe, which has already been frequently denounced ; and un

der it at length the beast assails. [Omit role xaTOt%oi>ae, the inhabiters

of. Tisch., Alf., Treg.~] Woe to the earth and the sea—The earth is

placed before the sea, either because the earth, as opposed to the

heaven, is superior (to the sea), and the sea is only part of the earth,

which in the following verse is included under the earth: or because

the third woe really began in Asia, before through the beast it began

in Europe. A short time—Kaepo;, time, in this place, has a peculiar

signification, a time of 222 and two-ninth years ; and d).i^o^ xaepo;;,

a short time, is the period next greater than the 3 and a half times,

which are the subject of ver. 14 ; and therefore the 6J.iroz xatpb?, is

four times, or 888 and eight-ninths years, are from A.D. 947 to A.D.

1836, as is collected from the proportions of the other periods, with

which this is connected.

14. Two wings—The Hebrew dual D'OU, the tioo wings, does not

always involve the number two : but it is used even for four or six

wings, Ez. i. and Isa. vi. Whence in the Sept. it is never expressed

by 3i>o nripurs^, two wings. Therefore in this passage the Greek,

not without great significance is al 3-jo xrepuret;, those two wings.

The.great eagle itself is the Roman empire : the two wings, the power

over the east and the west. Into her place—This place comprises

very large regions, Poland, Russia, Hungary, Transilvania, etc., by

the addition of which to the church, A.D. 965, and thenceforward, the

Christian power reached, in a continuous tract, from the Eastern to

the Western Empire. Time and times and half a time—Kacpbv xat

xaipavz xat rjiuau xatpou. So Dan. vii. 25, xii. 7. Each passage re

fers to the calamity of the holy people. The plural, xatpbbt;, times,

denotes two times. The plural number is to be taken most strictly.

By the phrase after years, the space of two years is signified, so the

law of manumission. " Being bidden to go free after years, he shall
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be free after the space of two years : and that interpretation both the

favor of liberty demands, and the words admit." Thusit?y, ten, D'iBy,

two tens, i. e., two decades, twenty. " According to the usual rule of the

ancient Hebrew doctors, in expounding the Sacred Writings, the

plural number is to be understood of two, if there is no reason to the

contrary." Surehusius. And in this passage, indeed, the strict sense

is admissible even on the ground that there is an interval between the

one and the half. In an indefinite sense several xatpot, are a %pbvoz.

In the Apocalyptic sense xatpbz, a time has a definite length, as is

plain from the distribution of this very period into a time, and times,

and the half of a time. This period begins before the number of the

beast, and extends beyond it : nor however does the whole of it far

exceed it. It has 777 and seven-ninth years. By such a method,

even a Chronus has a definite length, and comprises five xatpobz or

times. Through a time, and times, and the half of a time, the Church

is fed, removed from the serpent, and assailed by the river, i. e., the

attack of the Turks, yet not overwhelmed : therefore those times are

terminated by the captivity of the serpent, and are conveniently di

vided by the turning points of Turkish history. The beginning of

the captivity, as is shown in its place, will be in a.D. 1836. There

fore the time is 222 and two-ninth years, from a.D. 1058 to 1280;

and in the middle of the eleventh century, a new kingdom arose

among the Turks, and shortly afterwards inundated the eastern part

of the Christian world ; but, at the close of that century, the city of

Jerusalem was taken from them, which not long after they took again.

The times are 444 and four-ninth years, from a.D. 1280 to 1725. In

that interval they greatly desolated the Church, having taken Con

stantinople, having long had possession of Buda, and having more

than once besieged Vienna. The half a time consists of 111 and

one-ninth years, from a.D. 1725 to 1836. Before the end of this half

a time, and indeed considerably before the earth swallows up the last

attacks of the river. From the face—That is, is fed. Comp. 2

Kings xvi. 18, and Jud. ix. 21, (where the Hebrew accent plainly

renders the expression parallel), and Neh. iv. (9) 3.

17. The remnant—The faithful scattered in the lands of the faith

ful. [For tou ' lrjaou Xptarou, Jesus Christ, read '/ijttoD, Jesus. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg. Which keep the commandments of God—This belongs to

all those who have the dragon for their adversary. The testimony of

Jesus—That he is Son of God and Saviour of the world. V. (?.]

18. [Treg. reads kazd&rj. he stood, for iazdi^v, I stood. But Tisch.

and Alf. retain the latter. So Beng.] On the visions at the waters,

comp. Dan. viii. 2, x. 4; Ez. i. 3; Gen. xli. 1.
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CHAPTER XIII.

1. Out of the sea—The three woes traverse the world from east to

west. The first was in Persia: the second proceeded from the Eu

phrates: the third, under the dragon, is sustained by the beast in the

west. A beast—Gr. &rjpiov, a diminutive in sound, but not in sense:

for even elephants are called fypia; and in Homer a great &rjpiov,

is a great stag slain by Ulysses. [The order is, ten horns and seven

heads. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Bengel proceeds to refute certain pre

vious interpretations; and to argue, polemically, that this beast is

the Papacy, laying down the following propositions].

1. It is one and the same beast, having ten horns and seven heads,

which is described, Apoc. xiii. and xvii.

2. The beast is an ecclesiastico-political power opposed to the king

dom of Christ.

3. The beast has an intimate and altogether peculiar connection

with the city of Home.

4. The beast exists at the present time.

5. The beast is the Roman Papacy.

3. [Omit eldov, I saw. Tisch. Alf., Treg.~] One—The first head

of the beast is the Pope in the Lateran, on the Cailian Mount, from

Gregory VII. to Innocent III., or later. During that space of time

many adversities befel the Pope, through his contention with the Em

peror. ; but he recovered from all. As it were slain [Eng. Ver.,

wounded to death.] Was healed—You may see paroxysms both of

wounding and healing in the history of Gregory VII., Paschal II.,

Calixtus II., Alexander III., and others. Whatever adversity then

happened, belongs to the wound: whatever prosperity, belongs to the

healing. And all the earth wondered after the beast—That is, went

after the beast with admiration. An abbreviated expression, as Acts

xv. 23. writing and sending by their hands. All followed the beast

with their feet, or eyes, or inclination ; for instance, in the Crusades.

4. [For which, read ort, because. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Add xai,

and, before (the second) rr~c, who. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Who—able—

That is, iori, is. Thus the Septuagint : Num. xxiii. 1 (xxii. 38).

Comp. also Num. xiii. 31 ; Gen. xxxii. 28; Dan. iii. 17. The wor

shippers of the beast challenge others: who is like the beast? who is

able to wake war with him ?

5. [For ftXaofrjpiaz, blasphemies, Tisch. reads ftXaofrrfitav, blas

phemy. Alf. and Treg. have ftXdatprjpa, blasphemous things. For
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nohpov noirjaat, to make war, (Eng. Ver. has to continue?) all read

noajoat, to work.] Forty and two months—Ver. 5 marks one import

ant point, and ver. 7, another, as the calamity grows. A fuller con

sideration of these months will follow at ver. 18 : hy the use of which

there will be no doubt as to the meaning of the close of the power of

the beast. Many persons, when they hear anything of this kind for

the first time, wonder at it, as news of future events, instead of rev

erencing it as the word of God : they say, in short, that the matter

is worthy of consideration, and yet they do not consider it, so as to

lay aside for a little time lighter subjects (and what subjects are not

light with these, so great?), and examine into the truth ; and then,

when they have once or twice heard and related it, having lost the

taste of novelty, they loathe it ; and with the character which they

always had, they rush into the Divine judgments, known or unknown,

regarding neither things past, present, nor future. Let them take

care what they are about. We do not write for them: we will not be si

lent, out of regard for them. See ch. xxii. 10, 11. The close of

the power of the beast comes therefore nearer and nearer: and will

be preceded by matters of the greatest importance, which remain

from ch. xiii. and xiv., and which are contained in ch. xv. and xvi.

But it will be followed by the Non-being of the beast, and many

other things, described in ch. xvii. and the following.

6. [For ftXaofrjpiav, blasphemy, read ^Xaatprjpiaz, blasphemies.

Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

7. To make war with the saints—Dan. vii. 21, Sept., he made war

with the saints. So nohptov xoiiiv, to make war, Ap. xii. 17, xix.

19, and Sept. often, Heb. nanSa rmy. Becman rightly refers this

war with the saints to the Crusades against the Waldenses. Every—

Gr.ndaav [every kindred, etc.] "The law of the Roman Pontiffs

prevailed over a greater portion of the earth than that of the Empe

rors."—Gregory vii. [Add xat Xabv, and people (after fvXrjv, kin-

dred.) Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

8. Shall worship—The word in ordinary use, of the ceremonies

about the Pope are treated of, is adoration (worship) ; correlative to

which is a kiss, that is, of his feet, just as xpoaxwttv, xmtiv, is to

kiss ; whence pt?J, kissed. 1 Kings xix. 18. [For wv—ra dubpara,

whose names, read ob—rb dvopa, that is, (every one) whose name.

Tisch., Alf., (Treg. has iZv—ovopa, whose name.)'] From—Gr. dnb,

here equivalent to before, as Matt. xxv. 34) note, and is plainly con

strued with written, and that so easily, that it is not even to be called

an instance of Hyperbaton [transposition]. All doubt is removed by

a passage strictly parallel, ch. xvii. 8. The Apocalypse often men
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tions the Lamb slain ; it never adds, from the foundation of the world ,

nor indeed was he slain from the foundation of the world : Heb. ix.

26. They wh,o allege that he was thus slain in the Divine decree, in

a like sense may say that he was born, raised from the dead, and as

cended into heaven, from the foundation of the world.

10. [The readings here are confused. The best text is thus : e"

r*c «c at%pahoaiav, e/c ai^paXwaiav bxdru- u r«c iv pa^aipjj dxox-

revu, du wvtov, etc., He that is for captivity, into captivity he goeth :

he that will kill with the ' sword, with the sword must he be killed.

Tisch., Treg. Nearly so Alf] Goeth—Being easily led away.

11. And—The descriptions of the two beasts are most closely con-

i nected here, as are those of pleasanter things in ch. xiv. Another

beast—This is afterwards more frequently called the false prophet :

and here his very action is described, as that of a false prophet.

" That bewitched power and wisdom, which independent of the Word

of God, without a Redeemer and a Comforter, is referenced by many

individually and collectively, which has no dread of Deism, Socinian-

ism, and Pelagianism, which abuses the dogma respecting the internal

Word, which would without scruple reconcile Christianity with Ma-

hometanism itself, and moreover the perverse interpretation of the

Apocalypse itself, and of the whole of the Sacred Scripture," will

fit this beast. Out of the earth— The earth, as opposed to the sea,

comp. ver. 1, is Asia, which contains Palestine, Persia, etc.

12. [For (the second) noiet, causeth, Tisch. (not Alf, Treg.) hat

inoUt, caused. So Beng.] The earth and them which dwell therein—

A remarkable expression ; for in ver. 14, and in others places, it is

said, them that dwell on the earth. I see no difference of meaning,

except that here in ver. 12, a sudden universality of worship is im

plied, perhaps to be proclaimed by some edict.

13. So that—Gr. "tva, often employed by John. In all his books,

he has used ioare, so that, only once, ch. iii., of his Gospel, ver. 16,

where tva, that follows.

14. Of the sword—It had been strictly a wound by the sword.

1 For Henry V., in his transaction with Calixto II., calls the conten

tion which had preceded war [Guerra].

15. Should be killed—Rupertus says with weight on this : " Christ

did not do this ; nor have his prophets nor apostles taught, nor have

kings, now become Christian, understood this, that they should kill,

and think that the service of Christ is to be advanced by bloodshed.

For the true God does not wish compulsory, but willing service.

Therefore also in this, nay, especially in this, he will show to those

who have understanding, and are strong in reason, that he is in truth

113
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Antichrist, that he is in truth not Christ; bat that, in accordant

with his name, he is opposed to Christ. He is Christ who shed his

own blood. He is Antichrist who shed the blood of others." After

the Reformation, illustrious interpreters from time to time laid it

down that a most violent persecution was even then impending from

the beast.

1 7. Construe, he causeth all—to receive a mark—that no man, etc.

There are three periods in the duration of the beast. At the last

part of the first period arises the most grievous calamity, the length

of which can scarcely be defined, unless it be a number of days agree

ing by analogy with the number of the beast, of which we shall speak

presently. •

18. Let him that hath understanding, count—Not, He tJiat readeth,

votirm, let him consider, understand, as Matt. xxiv. 15, but iwf,

mind, understanding, is presupposed ; and he who has understanding

already, is aroused also to computing the number of the beast, and

to make a calculation. \<i:i:. the understanding, is distinguished

from (lie spirit, I Cor. xiv. 14 ; but here it is distinguished from wis

dom. We must calculate ; therefore the numbers which enter into

the calculation, and those which answer to these, must be taken pre

cisely. He who has vow, understanding, is ordered to calculate; he

ought therefore to bear with calmness another who does not compre

hend the calculations : only let hiui not despise and trample upon cal

culations, especially tuis, here, where such a remedy is necessary for

us. Look to the passage, Dan. xii. 4, 10. What kind of persons

are they to whom, in this business, diligence and understanding on

the one hand, and negligence on the other, are attributed ? The

number, etc.—Each noun is without an article, in this sense, the num

ber of the beast is the number of a man, i. e., a human number. [Ben-

gel argues at great length that the number here referred to is the

number of years in a prophetic period. His scheme is wholly ground

less ; we add, merely as a curiosity, his table of periods] :

A Half-time is in ordinary years, . 111£

A time (xatfto:), ' . .... 222f

The number of the beast, . .... 666f

Time, Times, and Half-times, . .... 777J

A Short Time, 888J

A Millenium, 999|

A Chronus (period), . . . . . llllj

An age, 2222|, etc.
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CHAPTER XIV.

1. [Read to dpviov, the lamb. Tisch., Alf, Treg. That is, the one

mentioned ch. v. 6, etc. Alf] Thousand—They are the same an

hundred forty and four thousands, mentioned ch. vii., but now in a

much more splendid condition ; hence they are mentioned without the

article of, the ; just as in ch. xvii. 3, Orjptov, a beast, without the ar

ticle to, the, is the same beast as that in ch. xiii. 1, but afterwards

very unlike its former self. [Add, after l%ouaat, having, to ovopa

ahou xat, his name and. Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.] Some rely

ing on the reading of Erasmus, which does not contain the name of

the Lamb, have expressed the hope that the name of the Father, and

not that of the Lamb, would hereafter be in favor. . Such an enemy

of the Nicene faith, and of Christ's glory, was deceived. Both the

name of the Lamb and the name of his Father are indeed written on

the foreheads of the one hundred and forty-four thousands.

2. [Read xai tf fiovij rpv rjxouaa o<, and the voice which Iheard (was) as

(of harpers, etc). Tisch., Alf~., Treg. So Beng.] John by degrees more

definitely describes the voice which he heard ; and the article $, the

has the force of a relative, conveying the meaning, that the same

voice was heard first as that of many waters, and of a great thunder ;

then as of harpers.

3. [Tisch. omits (Alf. brackets) tuc, as it were. Treg. retains it.]

4. [To God—the Lamb—Hence they sing a hymn before the throne

of the Former, and are accounted worthy to offer themselves as fol

lowers of the Latter. V. G.]

5. [For doXoz, guile, read tfieiidoz, falsehood. Tisch., A If, Treg. So

Beng. Also omit ivdmov too Opovou zov deoib, before the throne of

God. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] No one in Greece, Asia, Syria,

or Africa, nor do I hesitate to add Italy and ancient Armenia, in this

passage read the clause, before the throne of God. They had not the

editions which are in common use now; they had the genuine

reading. -

6. An angel—Under the name of angels the preachers of the

heavenly doctrine come, ver. 6, 8, 9. [They are contrasted with him

who published the threefold woe, ch. viii. 13. V. G.] But as to what

Zeltner says, "Nor shall we oppose any one who may affirm that the

aid of Angels, or of one in particular, was employed here (Ap. xxi.

1), in animating the Confessors of the Gospel, in the same sense in

which an angel is said also to have stood beside Paul, (Acts xxvii. 23,

oomp. Dan. x. throughout) ; and we admit that this explanation is
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most of all approved by us:" we think that applies better to tho

three preachers here mentioned. Everlasting—Gr. aimvtov, of the

age, aidiv, an age, is attributed to the Gospel, or to the office of pub

lishing it, which the angel here has. It is therefore a definite age,

which, in accordance with the analogy of the other prophetic times,

consists of two periods (chroni), and extends from the publishing of

this Gospel to the judgment day itself. This length of the age in

particular, besides many other things, suggests the question whether

this angel be Arndt. We are not so certain that the second angel is

already come ; if he is already come, it must be understood of Spener.

The third precedes the close of the 42 months by a very short inter

val: although the worship of the beast himself, and not only the

worship of the image, which is later, is forbidden by him. Preach—

Gr. ebarrtXiaat. There is a similar construction between ch. iii. 10,

and this passage. [For xaroixouvraz, dwell, read xa&rjpivouz, lite

rally, sit. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] Sit—To sit on the earth

implies greater innocence than to dwell on the earth: the latter is

said of citizens, the former of strangers. They whom the three woes

strike are spoken of as dwelling upon the earth: they to whom the

everlasting Gospel is preached, as sitting on the earth. The differ

ence between the words plainly appears from Isa. xviii. 3, Heb.

7. Judgment—Lange refers this preaching to the last times: how

ever it ought not to be fixed too late. On Matt. xxiv. 14, which he

compares, see ch. vi. 2. Fountains—Gr. zrrtfaz, without the arti

cle : for fountains are as it were contained in the word sea; although,

in themselves, they also are of importance in the universe.

8. [Read uXXoz debrepoz dyrsXoz, another second angel. Tisch., Alf.,

not Treg.'] Fallen—See on ch. xviii. 2. [Read BaftoXiov /j peydX/j,

Babylon the great, (without fj noXez, the city,) also for 5tt, for she, read

rj, who. Tisch., Alf, TregJ] Babylon the great, put absolutely, sounds

more grandly than Babylon the great city. The figure of a* draught

often represents the anger of God, and often the impurity of [spiritual]

whoredom. In the former case, not in the latter, the word rob dupob,

wrath, is used. Made drink—Luther says (in the preface to Robert

Barns' Lives of the Pontiffs,) " I indeed at first, who am not greatly

versed or skilled in histories, attacked the Papacy, a priori, as the

saying is, that is, from the Sacred Scriptures. Now I greatly re

joice, that others do the same a posteriori, that is, from histories.

And I seem to myself to enjoy complete triumph, when, as the light

appears, I understand that history agrees with the Scriptures." And

thus the history of the affairs of Rome, which is more and more

brought into the light, serves to confirm the preaching of this second
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angel. But, laying aside party zeal, it is right that we should here

especially weigh the events which took place in the East at the begin

ning of this century, by missions sent less from the Pontiff than from

Rome, and, on the other hand, those begun by Gospel missions. The

impure draught given to the nations is followed by a purer.

9. [Read dXXoz ayytXoz rphoz, another third angel. Tisch., Alf,

TregJ] Another—The preaching of the angel with the everlasting

Gospel is good, that of the second and third is also good : yet the

second and third angels are different. Spener, for instance, properly

confined himself within his own limits; But if any one supposes that

posterity are to confine their investigation and testimony to the truth

of prophecy within the same limits, he is in error. Both gifts and

times are various. If any—" If any man shall worship the beast and

his image, and shall receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand,

he also shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured

out without mixture in the cup of his indignation ; and shall be tor

mented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the angels, and

before the face of the Lamb. And the smoke of their torment shall

ascend up for ever and ever ; and they have no rest day and night, who

have worshiped the beast, and whosoever shall have received the mark

of his name." This threatening is the most fearful of all in the

whole of Scripture. The fear of Him, who is able to destroy both

soul and body, banishes the fear of those who slay the body. Luke

xii. 4, 5.

10. Wine of wrath—eup of indignation—As the wine is to the cup,

so is wrath to indignation. A designed difference of words : ch. xvi.

19, xix. 15. Indignation, ^prrj leads wrath, rbv Ihpbv, into action.

Comp. Rom. ii. 8, note. The latter represents nan, the former pn,

in the Sept. Poured without mixture—The verb xepdwvpt, mix, is

used generally for pour, even of unmixed wine. "Axparov is unmixed,

that with which no grace or hope is blended. Such an unmixed potion

is already mingled and prepared for the worshipers of the beast.

There is at hand both a salvation, which awaits the saints, and a

punishment, which overhangs the wicked. Comp. Ps. lxxv. 9. [Omit

&rimv, holy. Tisch., Alf. (not Treg.)]

11. For ever and evei—Gr. etc aiwvaz aidvaiv, unto ages of ages.

Elsewhere etc rouc aiwvaz ruiv aiiovmv, unto the ages of the ages.

Each form of expression is, as it were, squared: as a myriad of my

riads, the heaven of heavens. The article is emphatic, especially

where the discourse is on the subject of the Eternity of God. In

these expressions, there is a fitness in the use or the omission of the
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Greek article. Aseendeth—The present, after a future, has the force

of a future, but with emphasis.

12. [Omit the second aide, here (are). Tisch., Alf., Treg. So £eng.

Here — These words also belong to the proclamation of the third

angel, which also contains a kind of antithesis to the threefold woe.

V. 6r.] That keep—Either the abstract and the concrete, patience

and they that keep, are joined ; or rather the nominative is used for

the genitive, ran &rtwv o? Df^oDvrsc, of the saintt who keep : comp.

ch. i. 5. [The latter is right ; the endurance of the saints who keep,

etc. Alf]

13. [Omit poi, unto me. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] Henceforth—That

voice which said, Write, Blessed are the dead, who die in the Lord,

that they may rest, etc., was uttered by one of the inhabitants of

heaven, with whose person and condition it particularly accords to

call Jesus Lord. The Spirit himself, as it were by a parenthesis, in

terrupts that voice, and at once approves and amplifies it, by the word

&i:iprt,from now ; just the words, Write, Blessed, xix. 9, are followed by

•n asseveration. From now, that is, they are blessed, saith the Spirit.

From now, from this very point of time, when this voice speaks in

the series of prophecy. A saying of the Spirit occurs also, ch. xxii.

17, ii. 7, etc. Moreover the Spirit speaks in the saints, especially

the afflicted ones, 1 Pet. iv. 14 ; and those seeking their home, 2 Cor.

v. 5. "Iva, that, depends upon the word paxdptoi, blessed, blessed (in

this) that, etc., as ch. xvi. 15, xxii. 14. Rest—Gr. dvanauaiovrat.

A future, comp. ch. xxii. 14. [Their works—Their gratuitous re

ward being also impliedly included. V. G.]

14. And—The harvest and the vintage, here described, precede the

last judgment, as Cluver fully demonstrates. Each of them is de

scribed also in Joel iii. 18, etc., as Lange teaches. One sat like—Gr.

xa&rjpevov olioiov. [So all critical editors]. Some read xa.drjpevoz

5poioz, [so common text]. It is not without reason that the best

manuscripts in so many places agree in so extraordinary a figure of

speech. As, after long consideration, I do not think that I shall

easily give up the instances of this construction, so 1 do not obtrude

them upon the notice of any one. The sense remains the same in all

respects. By means of the harvest a great multitude of the righteous,

and by means of the vintage, a great multitude of the ungodly, are

removed from the world. [it ripe—Gr. i£apdv&rj, is dried. Having

ripened in a good sense, for reaping. Matters at the present day

very closely approach this point ; and what remains is scarcely grow

ing further. V. G.]

15. [Omit aoi, for thee. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Of the earth—Thus
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also ver. 18, in the vintage. The earth is not here contrasted with

the sea: yet the extent of this word is restricted in ver. 20, by

the city.

18. Fire—Gr. xupbz, in the singular ; but it appears to be used

for the plural, since the word xup, m Greek, has no plural. Comp.

waters, riov uddriov, ch. xvi. 5. Clusters—grapes—Gr. rouc ftbrpuuz

—of aratpu?Mi. These words are often synonymous, but they some

times differ in the Sept. Num. xiii. 23, cluster of grapes, Gen. xl. 10.

Hence fibrpoz, is the whole, a cluster : arafuXat, the parts, grapes.

Of the vine—The plural is not wanting, Heb. D'JSJ, Sept., al duneXot,

the vines, yet here it is singular: all the wicked are like one vine;

they all cohere in one mass. [For aiizffi, her. Tisch. (not Alf, Treg.)

reads zrjz r%z, the earths. Are ripe—For punishment. The wicked

ness,—displayed by men of every condition, who live in our nge, in

all things contrary to faith, hope, and love, can scarcely be thought

capable of greater increase. The appearance of the world is most

abandoned, and altogether desperate. V. G.]

19. Cast—By the agency of this angel, then the grapes will be

brought from the vast vine of the earth into one press. The great

wine-press—Gr. rrjv hjuov rbv peyav. [So all critical editors]. Even

in Hebrew ru, Gr. hjvbz, the wine-press, is feminine ; but here it takes

a masculine adjective, after the Hebrew custom. And this certainly

here amplifies the sense : as also among the Greeks. Formerly some

interpreted it, without perceiving the Hebraism, He cast the great,

that ifr, the haughty, ancient enemy, into the wine-press of the wrath

of God.

20. Blood—Blood of clusters of grapes, red wine, that is, the

blood of the wicked. The Figure Metalepsis [a double figure, or

mixed figures of speech]. It refers to the slaughter of the wicked,

not their eternal torture. Other enemies also afterwards fall into

the wine-press : ch. xix. 15. Unto the horse-bridles, by the space of

a thousand and six hundred furlongs—Each phrase denotes a deep

-and long torrent of blood. Com p. ch. xi. By the space of~—Gr. dno

ardduov, etc. Comp. John xi. 18. Some followers of the Rabbinical

school refer this to the circuit or to the length of Palestine. But its

length, even if you include the districts which are lofty and secure

from inund,ition, is much less; its circuit is much greater. What if

the valley Kidron, which lies between the city Jerusalem and the

Mount of Olives (Acts i. 12), be meant? For the torrent in that

valley, together with its windings, and in the sea itself, as far as it

shall be stained with blood, may have a length of 1600 furlongs.

Let us take the expression literally. [Comp. Ezek. xxxii. 6. V. (?.]
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CHAPTER XV.

1. [is filled up—After this consummation better things are at

hand. V. G.]

2. Gotten the victory over — Gr. wxtuct«c ix. A rare phrase ;

but Lycurgus (contra Leocr.), has one like it, [vix^v Xdftoi ~apa

zwv xohfuavv. Omit ix tou %aparparOz aiizou, over his mark.

Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] Over the number, etc.—In fact there are

not three things spoken of : but the name of the beast, OR the number of

his name (disjunctively) is the mark itself. The mark (character or

stamp) is the genus: there are two species, the name of the beast, and the

number of his name. Hence it is that the mark of the beast is

usually spoken of indefinitely: ch. xiv. 9, xvi. 2, xix. 20, xx. 4; but

when used definitely, it is either the mark of his name separately, as

ch. xiv. 11, or the number of his name separately, as here. For each

of these ideas includes the other : or at one time the name of the

beast, at another, the number of hit name, is more prominent. The

preposition, ix, is here used several times, as ch. xviii. 20. Standing

on the sea of glass—'Em with an accusative, and with this very verb

of standing, denotes either above, on. ch. vii. 1, xi. 11, xiii. 1, xiv. 1,

or near, at, ch. iii. 20.

3. [The song of the Lamb—The Lamb sings that song in honor

of his Father in the great congregation : Fs. xxii. 23-26. V. G.

For aruov, saints, read i&voiv, the nations. Tisch., Alf, TregJ]

King of nations—An august and fitting title: comp. ver. 4, and Jer.

x. 7 ; and yet it has been variously changed by copyists.

4. [Omit tre, (the first) thee. Tiseh., Alf, Treg.] All nations—

Here is declared both the conversion of all nations (comp. Jer. xvi.

19), and the means together with the time of the conversion.

5. [Omit idou, behold. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

6. [Tisch. omits (Treg. hrackets) ix tou vaou, out of the temple,

(not Alf) All omit xai, and (after xu&apbv, pure.)]

7. Vials—Gr. ftdfy, a vessel like a pitcher, widened at the top.

JEustathius. The breadth of the vials at the upper part contributes

to the vastness of the sudden outpouring. Some think that the vials

bring in the third woe.

8. [Read ix tou xanvou, with the smoke. Tisch. (not Treg., Alf.)]

Smoke—The covering of the Divine mnjesty. [No one—Not even

the very angels, who were furnished with the vials. Into the temple

—Although it was opened, ver. 5. When the plagues are finished,

access to the temple is permitted. V. G.]
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CHAPTER XVI.

1. [Read zdz Inra ftdXaz, the seven vials— Tisch., Alf, Treg. So

Beng] Vials—The Epistles to the seven Churches are distributed

into three and four. The seven Seals are divided into four and three,

and likewise the seven Trumpets, as we have seen : and now also the

seven vials. The Trumpets have shaken the kingdom of the world

in a long circuit ; the vials with swift and sharp violence break to

pieces in particular the beast, which had clothed himself with the

kingdom of the world, and his followers and resources. Therefore

the trumpets and the vials advance in the same order. The former

set of four touch the earth, the sea, the rivers, and the sun : the re

maining set of three fall in other quarters, and are much more

violent.

2. The first—Thus, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the

sixth, the seventh, without the noun angel. [See ver. 3, 4, 8, 10, 12,

17, and notes.] The style expresses a very quick outpouring of the

vials, of which quickness this also is a proof, that the vials have no

periods of times expressed. These bear a great resemblance to the

plagues of Egypt, which the Hebrews generally suppose to have been

inflicted at intervals of months. What if the same should happen

with the vials ? Their whole outpouring indeed is as yet future.

Grievous sore—So Deut. xxviii. 35, Heb. jn l-neo, Sept., iv ehzu

novqpip, with'a grievous sore. [This, I believe, will be a new and

hitherto unheard of plague. Of the beast—Therefore the vial of the

first angel will be tho first mark (character) of the beast. V. G.]

3. [Omit dryeXoz, angel. Tisch., Alf., Treg.~]

4. [Omit drreXoz, angel. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

5. [Omit KOpis, O Lord. Also read b ibv xat b fjv oatoz ozt, which

is and was holy, because, etc. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Which art and

which wast—See on ch. xi. 17. At the commencement and at the

close of the Apocalypse the Lord is called b xavroxpdriori, the Al

mighty ; here, at the revelation of judgments, he is called b oatoz,

the Holy. First of all he is praised on account of his Might, lest in

the time of his patience he should appear to have no strength, where

as in the end he will display enough of Might; afterwards he is

praised for his Chracc, when retribution commences. Might and

Grace are alike assigned to the Lord in Ps. lxii. 11, 12. The epi

thet oatoz, holy answers to the Hebrew Ton, gracious, in an active or

a passive sense. God exhibits his own grace in all his works, and he

receives gratitude [the attribution of grace] from all saints.
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6. [Omit yap (the second) for. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] Are worthy

—An abrupt sentence, with great force. So ch. xiv. 5, are without

fault. Ps. xcix. 5.

7. [Omit dXXou ix, another out of. Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.]

I heard the altar say—John heard the altar, where the cry arises and

vengeance descends, or those who served at it, whom here John did

not see, so that the altar itself appeared to speak. Compare the

phraseology, ch. i. 12, ix. 13, xi. 1. So the Sept., Job xxxii. 7.

8. [Omit dryeXoz, angel. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

9. [Read i^Xaafrjp^aav o\ dv&pmnoi, men blasphemed. Tisch. (not

Alf, Treg.)] A dreadful sin, blasphemy : but yet even against the

will of the wicked it turns out to the honor of God : for they confess,

that they are overcome.

10. [Omit dryeXoc, angel. Tisch., Alf, Treg.~] Was full of dark

ness—Gr. irsvero iaxormpivrj, became darkened, much more emphatic

than laxorio&rj or laxozioOrj, was darkened, ch. ix. 2, comp. ch. viii.

12. There are similar expressions, ch. xvii. 16, ch. i. 18: Ps. xxx.

8, Sept. The Arabic translates ceased : but that is too strong. Pain

— 7"o~v t:ovou, Heb. axa, Sept., t:ovoz.

12. [Omit dryeXoz, angel. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Upon, Gr. inl—

We render ixi, upon, rather than in, because on account of the dry

ing up of the waters no mixture is here made, as in the case of the

sea and the rivers, where the preposition e«c, upon or in was used.

Marek. Thereof— And so of those rivers also, which flow into the

Euphrates. The Turks at the present day live near that river. Even

if Mahometanism, as some think, is shortly to receive some injury, it

may yet possibly happen that the sixth angel will not pour out his

vial until somewhat later.

13. [Read ftdrpa%oi, as it were frogs. Tisch., Alf, Treg. So

Beng.] Comp. Sept., Ex. xxxiv. 4.

14. [Omit rrfi yrfi xai, of the earth and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

15. Shame, Gr. rijv dtf^poaut^v—Keb. mip, which the Sept.

generally so renders.

16. And he gathered them together—Gr. owrjyayev. We cannot

here suppose that a singular verb is used for a plural (as the Syrian

Version implies), because the neuter noun nveOpara, spirit, precedes

by so long an interval, ver. 13, 14 ; and in ver. 14 itself we have the

plural verb tiat, are. Who was it then that gathered together the

kings ? The sixth angel. Through all this chapter, the noun angel

is often understood. Without inconvenience this verse is connected

by a leap with ver. 12. Armagedon—[So Treg., Harmagcdon,

Tisch., Alf.], that is, either the city Megiddo or the mountain Me
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giddo, 2 Chron. xxxv. 22 (valley of Megiddo). We do not so mucb

inquire whence Megiddo itself is derived : for it is used as a propel

name of a place in Palestine, well known, on account of great occur

ences there in ancient times. Nor, in a word, is it mentioned with

this allusion on account of the mournful slaughter of Josiah, but on

account of the slaughter of the Canaanite kings ; Judg. V. 19.

17. [Omit drrsXoz, angel. Tisch., Alf, Treg. Also omit ix roD

oupavob, of heaven. Tisch., Alf. (Treg. brackets it)].

18. [The order is lightnings and voices and thunders. Also for ol

dv&pon:oi irivovro, men were, read &v&pamoz iyeveru, there was a

man. Tisch., Alf. TregJ]

19. [The great city—Jerusalem, ch. xi. 8. V. (?.]

21. About the weight of a talent—Of many pounds singly. I un

derstand it literally at the beginning of the Non-being of the beast.

CHAPTER XVII.

1. [Omit poi, unto me. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Judgment—Gr. rb

xpipa. Heb. Baera, the account [reckoning], ver. 16.

2. With whom—Tyre committed fornication with the kingdoms of

the earth: Isa. xxiii. 17, 18. Comp. Ap. xviii. 23.

3. Wilderness—Europe, in particular Italy. A scarlet-colored

beast—As the dragon was red. The Roman Ceremonial explains this.

The text speaks respecting the time when the woman sits on the

beast.

4. [Omit xat, and, (before xe^puompsvrj, decked with gold), Tisch.,

(Alf. brackets it), not Treg. Also for abrr^, her, read zr{- yzfi, the

earth's. Tisch., Alf. (not Treg.)].

5. The great, the mother, etc.—Benedict XIII., above others, mag

nificently honored the boastful name of Rome, in his Indiction for a

general jubilee, a.d. 1725. " To this holy city, illustrious for the me

mory of so many holy martyrs, and especially learned in the doctrine

of the blessed apostles, the princes of the Church, and hallowed with

their glorious blood, flock together with religious eagerness of mind.

Hasten to the place which the Lord hath chosen ; ascend to this new

Jerusalem, whence from the very beginning of the infant Church the
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law of the Lord and the light of Gospel truth has flowed forth to all

nations ; a city honored with so many and so great benefits, loaded

with so many gifts, that it is most deservedly called the city of priests

and kings, built for the pride of ages, the city of the Lord, the Sion

of the Holy One of Israel. Here in truth make confession unto God

in the great assembly, praise him among much people. Inasmuch as

this very Catholic and Apostolie Roman Church, constituted the head

of the world by the sacred seat of the blessed Peter, is the mother of

all believers, the faithful interpreter of the Divinity, and the mistress

of all churches. Here the unsullied deposit of the faith, here the

fountain of sacerdotal unity, here the keys of the kingdom of heaven,

and the supreme power of binding and loosing, here, finally, that in

exhaustible treasure of the sacred indulgences of the Church, of which

the Roman Pontiff is the dispenser, is guarded." But John, in ac

cordance with truth, paraphraset, napafpd^u, and explains this boast

ful title : Babylon, etc.

7. Of the woman—of the beast—There follows, by Chiasmus [cross

reference to these clauses], a discussion of the beast, vcr. 8-14; and,

with a repetition of the short preface, and he saith to me, a discussion

of the woman, ver. 15-18.

8. [For fadruv, go, read b^dyu, goeth. Tisch., Alf, not Treg.

Out of the bottomless pit—The beast ascends out of the sea, when he

begins to be : at last he will ascend out of the bottomless pit. V. (?.]

That he was—[See below]. The reason why the inhabitants of the

earth wonder at the beast : So John ix. 8. [For xatxep lortv, and

yet is, read xai xapearat, and shall come (shall be at hand), Tisch., Alf.,

Treg. Render, that beast, that he was and is not and shall come

again. Alf. So Beng.] The passage is momentous. That tetra-

grammaton, mrr, Jehovah LORD, has a magnificent periphrasis, 6 Siv

xat b xai b ip%bpevoc, who is, and who was, and who is to come.

But the dwellers on the earth wonder at the beast, as though a kind

of antitetragrammaton ; for he was, and is not, and will be present.

The Lord is described as b ip%dp°voz, coming: the beast napearat,

will be present, when that other king comes, ver. 10 ; and that xapou-

aia, presence, (comp. on the whole 2 Thess. ii.) is by far the most

destructive. To the Hebrew word, Wa, go or come, both lp%opat,

come, and ndpupt, be present, correspond in the Sept. ; and in this

place, xat napiarat, and shall be present, most appropriately accords

with Ijv xat oux tart, was and is not, and conveys a meaning some

thing less strong than xai Ip%erat, and cometh, or xai larat and

shall be.

9. Mountains—kings—The seven mountains of Rome were for
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merly defended and adorned with seven citadels. Paeatus says:

" These things thou didst survey, 0 Rome, from thy hills ; and, ele-

vated in a seven-fold CITADEL, thou wast lifted up to a greater height

through joy :" " These hills," says Fabricius, " Virgil in his Geor-

gics, and Ausonius in his Epithalamium, on account of the royal

dwellings once situated on them, called the seven Citadels." Those

seven mountains were the Palatine, the Capitoline, the C&lian, the

JEsquiline, the Viminal, the Quirinal, and the Aventine. But the

prophecy regards the seven mountains according to the time of the

beast, in which the Palatine is deserted, and the Vatican flourishes.

The others are the same as of old. Nor indeed have the seven heads

of the beast a double signification,—the one of the mountains sepa

rately, in a confused manner ; the other of the kings separately, in a

distinct manner : but they have one signification only, yet so, that

the thing signified is something compound, consisting of a mountain

and a king. Some seek for the seven mountains at Jerusalem ; but,

as Wolf forcibly teaches, they do not make it out. See Isa. x. 32.

But grant that there were formerly seven mountains there ; there

were never seven kings there, much less were seven mountains joined

with seven kings individually. The city itself was destroyed before

John wrote. Jerusalem is never called Babylon, even when most

blamed ; and the order of the prophecy places Babylon in much later

times. All these things point to the city Rome. And the first head

of the beast is the Cselian- Mount, and on it the Lateran, with Gregory

VII. and his successors : the second, the Vatican Mount, with the

temple of St. Peter, built by Boniface VIII. : the third, the Quirinal

Mount, with the temple of St. Mark, and with the Quirinal Palace,

built by Paul II. : the fourth, the Esquiline Mount, with the temple

of St. Maria Maggiore, built by Paul V. Thus far the dwelling and the

acts of the Pon tiffs move among these mountains ; so that to the first head

a second is added, the first not falling immediately to decay ; to these

two a third ; to the three a fourth ; and afterwards to the four a fifth,

until the five kings, and all things that have been established by them

on the five mountains, fall. Turn over the Bullarium in order: you

will observe periods from Gregory VII., in the first of which almost

all the Bulls, given in the city, are dated from the Lateran; in the

second, at St. Peter's ; in the third, at St. Mark's and from the Qui

rinal ; in the fourth, at St. Maria Maggiore. No fifth, sixth or

seventh mount has been thus honored by the Popes : and this very

fact tends to prove the truth of this interpretation. The seven

mountains will be clearly understood, when the seventh is honored.

10. [Omit xai, and, before 6 e?c, one. Tisch., Alf., Treg.~\ Five—
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one—the other—Gr. of jreire—o eFc—o AMo;. The Article has a rela

tive force to the seven; who are distributed into five, and one, andtAe

other. A short ipace—This extends as far as the hour, in which not

the one by himself, but the ten kings reign with the beast, ver. 12.

The German Exegesis of the Apocalypse, and the Ordo Temporum

contain a particular consideration of the times, but I wished to omit

it in the Gnomon : and yet that view recurs so that it even becomes

wearisome. But if mathematicians, musicians, painters, and all

artists, bestow pains upon the smallest subjects, and seek elegance in

the smallest matters IN PARTICULAR, why should we not comply with

prophecy showing itself most admirable in the smallest calculations ?

With respect to this also the works of THE LORD are exquisite [sought

out, Eng. Ver.], Heb. D'Bnvt, Ps. cxi. 2. But no /axfjoiioj-ia, (hair

splitting) and curiosity of man can exceed or come up to their minute

nicety.

11. He is both the eighth [Eng. Ver., even he is the eighth] and is

of the seven—Kai, xai, is equivalent to both, and. "Oydoo;, eighth is

part of the predicate, therefore it is without the article : the pronoun

avroc, he, agreeing with it, is also part of the predicate, adding em

phasis to the eighth, in so far as he himself is distinguished from the

seven. The eighth and the seuen are masculines, so that the noun

king or kings is to be understood.

There is here an allusion to that long celebrated and great Adver

sary, whom all antiquity and the whole Church of Rome regard as

some one individual rrun. Bernard, who is called the last of the Fa

thers, has hit the matter closely enough. For in his late age, in his

sixth discourse on the psalm, Qui habitat [He that dwelleth, etc., Ps.

xci.], after bitter lamentations on the corrupt state of the Church

and its ministers, he says, "It remains that the Man of Sin be re

vealed, the Son of Perdition, the demon, not only of the day, but

even of tho mid-day, which is not only transformed into an angel of

light, but is also exalted above everything which is called God, or

which is irorshipped." Of the Reformers, who in other respects had

their »'/• ;ntion especially fixed upon their own times, and not without

reasrr, Francis Lambert acknowledged, that one remarkable adver

sary, the Son of Perdition, was hereafter to come ; and he mournfully

described that calamity. Among the Propositions of Jerome Zan-

chus was this : •' Although the kingdom of Antichrist has long ago

been revealed, and he who holds the primacy in it, and reigns, is the

true Antichrist : yet it is not in opposition to the Sacred Writings to

Bay, that just before the end of the world there shall come one of re-

markaMe character, and outstripping all men in iniquity, the true
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and perfect Antichrist, who may even work miracles." For in a

prelection of Argentina on the end of the world, he had discoursed

to this purpose, and was blamed on that account by others. The Di

vines of Heidelberg, A.D. 1561, approved of this Proposition, and

those of Zurich even confirmed it, in these words besides others :

"Since wickedness becomes greater day by day, and is increased

without measure, there is no reason why there should not at last arise

some one xar Isoyrp [by pre-eminence], who may very far outstrip

in his impiety the other enemies of the Gospel, and whom the Lord

may altogether destroy with the breath of his mouth.". And much

in the same way, on this subject at least, Brent replied in the same

year to Marpach : "I should be unwilling odiously to contend about

Antichrist; we know that the Papacy is antichristianity. But it

may perhaps happen, that among the Popes there may arise one who

may surpass all the rest in impiety, craft, deceits, cruelty, and ty

ranny, and may give occasion to the Son of God to hasten his com

ing for the complete destruction of the Papacy, and the judgment of

the quick and dead. The Lord will take care concerning this mat

ter: we will perform our own duty, and will wait for the coming of

the Loi-d." Says Bailly, "What if we should concede to the Pa

pists, and in this the orthodox ARE NOT OBSTINATE, that in the long

series of Romish Antichrists there should at the end of the world

arise one more wicked than his brethren, (though they are wicked in

the extreme,) by a kind of pre-eminence of wickedness,—one who

should closely resemble the days of Antiochus : they themselves

would gain nothing by this concession." Vitringa says appropriately

on this passage : " That the beast itself is also the eighth king, ac

cording to the order of his predecessors. Thus it can without any

difficulty be imagined, that after these kings of mystic Babylon one

is still to be expected just before the close of the power of Antichrist,

who shall slay the witnesses of Christ, and rage against the Church

above all others ; and of him the Spirit had especially prophesied

under the name of the Beast: ch. 11. 7. And all at the present

day, who understand the prophetic periods, and among these the

forty-two months of the beast, in their ordinary signification, agree,

namely, in ascribing so short a power to the one king. I am not ac

customed to rely on testimonies of human authority : the truth has

no need of them ; but when there is a possibility of its being sup

posed that any doctrine is paradoxical, it is expedient to collect the

anticipations of the truth which lie hidden in the minds of men.

This one, last king, will differ most widely from all his predecessors,

as in malignity, so in the manner of his destruction. They for the
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most part die by a natural death ; he shall be given alive to eternal

torment: ch. xix. 20: 2 Thess. ii. 8. Of the seven—Primasius ad

mirably says, " Lest you should deem this one, whom he calls eighth,

of another race, he subjoined, He is of the seven.

12. The ten horns—The ten horns correspond with the ten toes of

the kingly image: Dan. ii. 41, 42, vii. 7, 20, 24; and since each of

the feet has five toes, we must wait to see whether the ten kings are

to be divided by any means into two divisions of five. They have re

ceived no—they recewe, have, give [see on ver. 13]—shall make war—

The past, the present, the future. They have not received, because

they gave [their kingdom] to the beast: ver. 17. Objection: The

order of the text is thus changed. Answer: Let the Chiasmus

lately noticed be weighed : in accordance with which, even in ver. 18,

present things are put before the future things noticed in ver. 14 ;

and, independently of that verse, even before the future things of

ver. 16. The slaughter of the kings is also mentioned immediately

before the destruction of the beast, ver. 8, 14. As kings—Having

not received the kingdom until now. One hour—Comp. ver. 10,

note. Not in one hour, as ch. xviii. 10; but for one hour. A similar

use of the accusative occurs, ch. xx. 2. With the beast—The beast

has followers, ten kings; antithetical to (ver. 14) with Him, the

Lamb, who also has his followers.

13. One mind—Great agreement of opinion is not always charac

teristic of a good cause. [For dtadtSioaouotv, shall give, read dtdda-

atv, give. Tisch., Alf, Treg., etc. So Beng.] Give—For conflict

with the Lamb.

14. Called and chosen andfaithful—The companions of the Con-

querer are described. They are here called xhjroi, called : at ch.

xix. 9, xexhjpivoi, called. Each word is used once only in this book,

as also ixhxroi, chosen. Comp. 1 Kings i. 41.

16. Horns—The mention of the ten horns before the beast teaches,

that the prevailing party in this most hostile laying waste of the har

lot shall be parts of the horns: for auruiv, of them, ver. 17, also has

reference to the horns rather than to the beast. [For i-i, upon,

read xal, and. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] This sentence in

deed,—And the ten horns which thou sawest, and the beast, these shall

hate the whore,—is very plain, comprising, as it does, the horns and

the beast by the word ouroi, these ; and it i» fully accommodated to

that most weighty sense, which it and it alone conveys, namely, that

not only the ten horns, but even the beast himself (by which view

Protestants are freed from a most invidious suspicion of sounding the

trumpet against Rome), are to hate the whore. It was provided by
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Divine government, that the Apocalypse should be published at Com-

plutum, in the midst of Spain, before the Reformation, in a very

pure form especially in the portions which attack Rome. And in

this passage the Complutensian Edition both exhibits the reading /•/«

ro dypiov, and the beast, and marks it with a point, as a sign of ap

probation. And almost all the copies agree. The collation of so

many manuscripts would be useless, if the true reading of even such

passages were discussed indefinitely, or left in doubt. Through this

one thing Wolf confirms ray opinion in almost all the passages, in

which he dissents from me. The whore—A question arises, whether

the beast, ascending out of the bottomless pit, first carries on war

against the two witnesses, or lays waste Babylon. He first, as it

seems, destroys Babylon, when the kingdom has as yet scarcely been

given to him by the ten horns ; then, having left that station, he

pours out his whole fury upon the sacred city, and soon afterwards

with his followers incurs final destruction. For both upon the ascent

of the two witnesses into heaven, when the multitude repented after

the earthquake [ch. xi. 13], the mystery of GOD is fulfilled ; and the

ten horns give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of GOD

are. fulfilled. And her herself—Emphatic, in antithesis to the flesh

and the possessions of the whore.

17. His will—Namely, that of the beast. The expression yawp)

Bsotj, will of God, occurs Ezr. vi. 14, Sept. ; but here John means

the will of the beast, against the whore. And to agrejs—Gr. xat xotrf-

aru [liav fvfotajv, and to fulfil one will. A twofold point of import

ance is recorded; first, that the ten horns fulfil the will of the beast;

and secondly, that they among themselves fulfil one will, namely, that

of delivering up their kingdom to the beast alone.

18. [Reigneth—Gr. rj S^ootra.^aadslav, having kingdom. This is

to be taken for the present at the very time, in which desolation

threatens the whore. V. (?.]

CHAPTER XVIII.

1. [Omit (the first) xal, and. Tisch., Alf. (Treg. brackets it)].

2. [Read xal Ixpa^sv, tv toyupqi (paivij, and he cried with a might*

1 15
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voice. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Mightily—Gr. iaymi. A construction of

the Dative common in the Sept. See also Acts ii. 30; Eph iii. 16;

Phil. i. 18 ; 1 John iii. 18. Is fallen, is fallen—Some Manuscripts

and translators, ch. xiv. 8, and here, put Ixeae, is fallen, once only :

and it might seem that one of these passages was moulded to conform

with the other. Sometimes Epizeuxis [an immediate repetition of the

same word] increases the emphasis; but Babylon is fallen, is fallen,

is said in Isa. xxi. 9, long before its fall ; nay, even before its flour

ishing condition : Babylon is suddenly fallen, Jer. li. 8, not long be

fore its very overthrow. It is plain, that the actual overthrow is not

now to be here understood, but that it is a prophecy respecting the

overthrow which will certainly and quickly follow ; for not until ver.

4, are the people of God commanded to go forth. But that people

of God are not those whose pastor is the Roman Pontiff, as some have

wished to wrest the Apocalypse. It says, My people, not the people

of the Roman Pontiff ; as Acts xviii. 10, the Lord is said to have

much people in the city of Corinth, without any exact reference to

Paul or any other pastor there. [Habitation—This had not yet been

added, in ch. xiv. 8. V. (?.]

4. [Come out—This command, to come out, will be given just be

fore the plagues of Babylon attack her. V. (?.]

5. Have reached—Gr. ixoXXrjd^aav. [The true reading, instead

of ^xoXoud^aav, of the common text. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] This Apo

calyptic phrase answers to that passage of Jer. li. (in the Greek

xxviii.) 9, firytaev tiz obpavbv rb xptpa aur^z, Her (Babylon~s) judg

ment hath come near to heaven ; (Heb. yJJ, which word no doubt, was

in John's mind. Whether a( &paprtat here denotes sins, or rather

punishments, the passage in ch. xiv. 13, is different ; for the works

follow with those who die in the Lord: the sins do not follow with

Babylon even to the heaven.

6. Reward—The saints will reward in a holy, moderate, rather

than violent manner. [Omit ufuv, you, and aurjj, unto her. Tisch.,

Alf.,Treg.J

7. / sit—am no—sJiall not see—Gr. xd&^pe—oux eipe—oii prj tdw—

Kd&rjpat, I sit, has the force of a perfect. Therefore Babylon dis

plays the most unconcerned security for the past, the present, and the

future. She calls herself Queen : and Bossuet is in error, when he

thinks that we seek in Rome a corrupt church~ only, and not also a

royal city. Both are had in view. See ch. xvii. 5, 18.

8. Strong—Gr. ia%upbz, Heb. Sn, Sept., io%opbz, 2 Sam. xvii.

32, and often. [For xpivwv, judgeth, read xpivaz, hath judged.

Tisch., Alf, Treg.]
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10. Babylon the strong city—" That strong city," Ula civitas Va-

lida, says Tertullian (de Cultu Fcem. c. 12.) 'Piolirj, Rome, means

strength. The earlier inhabitants had called it Valentia, the Greek

settlers, Rome. You may also refer cmxxjf, the strong, Isa. liii. 12,

to the name Rome. The place, as expressing a mark, is much stronger

in the writings of the prophets than of the philosophers. In like

manner, chariots and axes (nvithxtajiiiKov, beheaded with an axe),

characteristic of the Romans, are specified, ver. 13, ch. xx. 4.

11. etc. MercJiandize, etc.—The construction in the Greek is easy

to xpo^aza, sheep, ver. 13, and ^ojtac, souls, is in the same case and

construction ; but at ixnwv, psdmv, aiopdnov, horses, chariots, slaves,

you may understand afresh ybpov, merchandize, (of horses,) etc. ; for

horses, chariots, and slaves, serve to transport different kinds of mer

chandize. There is a mixture of cases. Pricseus is very full in

setting forth this enumeration. If you examine the Romish Cere

monial, you may see that all kinds of these wares repeatedly occur

in abundance.

12. Thyine wood—Gr. &O~ivov. d'!ia, is, according to some, cifria,

[an African gourd], but citria is in Gr. xerpia, &ua, thya. The latter

tree is also fragrant; and thus the citria is not unlike some kinds of

thya. See Plin. 1. xiii. ch. 16, throughout. There is no place here

for ebony, but shortly afterwards. 'Ex fW.oo rtpuo:drou, of most pre

cious wood—For £uXou, some African copies read ?j0ou, from alliter

ation with the preceding words. Vessels are not made out of most

precious stone, but out of precious stone, or out of most precious

wood. Such especially is ebony, which is often mentioned together

with ivory. The one excels in whiteness, the other in blackness ;

each is of remarkable smoothness.

13. [Read xat xtvvdpiopov xat dpwpov, and cinnamon and amo-

mum. Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.] Amomum—A kind of

shrub, the wood of which affords a sweet odor. [This reading is not

to be omitted. The people of Italy are fond of Amomum. Not. Crit.]

A.nd beasts [i. e., of burden] and sheep—These kinds differ, as Heb.

.>pa, and jkx. Comp. Sept. Jer. xxxi. (in the Greek xxxviii.) 12. One

of the Seventy, or, as the Talmudical treatise on the scribes teaches,

after the number of the books of Moses, one of the five translators

has used this distinction to clearly express the passage Gen. xlvi. 34.

Chariots—Gr. pedmv. Vulg. rhedarum. The word is found in no

Greek writer before John. " Many Gallic words prevailed, as rheda,

-which Cicero uses," says Quintil. 1. i. c. 5; says Isidore : the rheda

is a kind of four-wheeled carriage : 1. xx. 12. The Arabian trans

lator who was better acquainted with Greek than with Latin, substi
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tuted of mules and camels. The word thus introduced into Latin,

and become Latin, is not without design used in this passage. This

stricture indeed attacks Rome, and the luxury which is peculiar to

Rome. Jerome on Isa. lxvi. says: With Gallic wagon, and war-

chariots, and horses of Cappadocia and Spain ; and carriages of Italy

[hedis italic], etc. Comp. the use of Hebrew words to point to

the Hebrews, on ch. vii. 4. Slaves—Gr. ampdzwv, bodies. The

Greeks often use ampara, bodies, instead of slaves: Tob. x. 10, and

Sept., Gen. xxxvi. 6, Ezck. xxvii. 13. Wu%ai dvOpioiHnv, souls /]f

men, stands for carcases, the dead, Num. ix. 6, xix, 11, but also for

the living, Lev. xxiv. 17, especially captives or slaves, Num. xxxi.

35, 40, 46. Here, where merchants are introduced complaining, the

bodies are slaves, used for carrying merchandize or their masters : the

souls of men are slaves, so far as they are themselves accounted mer

chandize.

14. And the fruits, etc.—Gr. fj dxiopa. So Sept. Jer. xlviii. 32.

From the things which were imported into the city by merchants, a

transition is now made to those domestic delights, of which this one

species only, tf bmbpa, there held of the greatest value, is expressly

mentioned. But afterwards two kinds follow ; r« Xu:apd, the dainty

things, are the rest of the delicacies, which delight her with herself :

ru Xapxpa, the goodly, consist in dress and clothing, things which are

splendid in appearance towards others. Therefore these words find

a suitable place here, though some suspect that they ought to be

placed after ver. 23. But as the second person is employed in ver.

10, and also follows the third person in ver. 22, so it is here also.

[For dxrjX&ev, departed, (the second time) read dxdhro, perished.

Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

17. [For irdc riov nXoiiov b bpiXoz, all the company in ships,

read ndz b iai rbnov xXiwv, every passenger, (literally, every on* who

saileth any whither). Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.] Trade by sea- -

Gr. zrjv ddXaaaav ipyd^ovrat. This verb iprd^eadat is not only to

effect anything by labor, but also, which is the meaning here, to be

engaged upon, to have to do with. So the Sept. often.

18. What city is like—One city above all others in the world was

deemed incomparable, viz., Rome. Martial calls Rome " the goddess

of the lands and nations, to which nothing is equal, and nothing

second :" and Athenseus calls her " the epitome of the world."

20. [Read ol drtoi xat of dnoaroXoi, saints and apostles. Tisch.,

Alf, Treg. So Beng.] The saints—These are put before the apos

tles and prophets, either as a genus before the species, or as those,

some of whom were slain before the apostles and prophets.
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21. [Thus—This word is a proof that this prophecy is not yet

fulfilled. V. (?.]

22. Of musicians, that is, singers: for these are the chief. Comp.

Sept. Gen. xxxi. 27. Ezek. xxvi. 13. draftsman—Nowhere do the

arts of painting, sculpture, etc., together with music, flourish more

than at Rome: as the Geographies and Itineraries show.

24. In her—The angel speaks this also ; yet he does not say, MI

thee, but in her, (comp. Matt, xxiii. 37), namely, in the deceiver of

the nations, who is now so overthrown as not to hear the last part of

this address. Of all that were slain—Aringius shows that all the

theatres of the Roman empire were marked by the slaughter of

Christians ; and he says, " that Rome alone became as it were the

GENERAL SHAMBLES for slaying the sheep of Christ." Pagan Rome

shed much blood, papal Rome not less. Some say that from A.D.

1518 to 1548, more than fifteen millions of Protestants were pflt to

death through the instrumentality of the Inquisition. Hoe (on the

Apoc. xvii.) even doubles this vast number from A.D. 1550 to 1580.

Neither of these calculations is probable. Seyler calculates that

more than 900,000 were slain from A.D. 1540, or 1550, to 1580. The

true number, whatever it is, is stupendous.

CHAPTER XIX.

1. [Omit xae, and, (at the beginning). Also add w$, as it were,

after jjxo'jaa, heard. Also omit $ ft/aj, honor. Also for Kupiyi rip

6e(fi tyuM, unto the Lord our God, read rou 6eou ij^tav, (are) of our

God. Tisch., Alf., Treg.~\ A voice—Widely different from the com

plaints described in ch. xviii. Hallelujah—Gr. dtfojiouta. This is a

most important cry, on which we deem it necessary to make some re

marks. It is a Hebrew word rv iV?n, compounded of iWn, hallelu,

and TV, Yah, or Jah. The name Jah, rr, occurs in hymns of the Old

Testament; Exod. xv. 2, Isa. xxxviii. 11, Ps. cxviii. 5, 14, 17, 18,

19, and elsewhere repeatedly, especially in Hallelujah, which in the

New Testament is found in the Apocalypse alone, and pnly in this one

chapter, but here repeatedly. It is not a shortened form of mrr, Je

hovah, for the latter is more frequent, and both are sometimes used
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together : Jah Jehovah. It must be derived from the root rrn (mn),

to be ; in the sense b urn, he that is. And even if we derive it with

Hiller, from the future, it must retain this meaning: He that is.

Thus God is called Jah because He is; He is called Jehovah, because

He will be, and Is and Was : He is called Jah Jehovah, because, as

in the Song of Isaiah He is celebrated, as He has shown himself a

present God in the very act itself, and at the same time it is with all

confidence declared that He will show himself for the future. The

name Jehovah was frequently used in times when promises drew to

wards accomplishment : Jah is adapted to all times which are glad

dened with present aid, and therefore especially to the last times.

Thus the consideration of the future, and also of the past (Jer. xxiii.

7), coalesces with the present : and he who was before called He

which is and which was and which is to come, b wu xai b xai b ip-

%optvoz, is at length called which is and which was, 6 &v xai b Ijv,

and which is, b iov. Hallelujah therefore is again and again suitable

to this song, Ap. xix., and in it the name n\ Jah, b ibv, which is.

The observation of Kimchi is often quoted, that Hallelujah resounds,

where it first occurs in the Psalms, upon the destruction of sinners

and the ungodly : Ps. civ. 35. More instances from the Rabbis to

the same purport, comp. Prov. xi. 10, have been collected by Cart-

wright.

2. [True—The words which ch. vi. 10, are related in a form of

prayer, the same are now expressly repeated, and transposed into a

doxology. V. (?.]

5. [For ix, out of, read A.~b,from. Tisch., Alf., Treg.] Praise our

God—Gr. atvelre rtji detp ijpiov. So the Sept., 1 Chron. xvi. 36 ; ch.

xxiii. 5: also 2 Chron. v. 13, xx. 19. That solemn praise which

used to be offered to the Lord by the Levites is described in these

places. Add the passage Ezr. iii. 11, respecting all the people, in

the same phrase in Hebrew and Greek. How much greater solemnity

is there in the Apocalypse ! All his servants, and they that fear him,

small and great, are stirred up to a solemn proclaiming of his praise.

They perform this in ver. 6. [Comp. Ps. cxv. 13. Omit xai, both.

Tisch., Alf., Tr'eg.]

6. [And—The stirring call set forth in ver. 5, Hallelujah ! is now

fully responded to. V. G. Add (after debz) ij/'tSv, our. Tisch.,

(Treg. in brackets; not Alf.) Read The Lord our God the Al

mighty, etc.]

7. Hath made herself ready—That is, hath begun to do so, as xt-

mareuxa, I have obtainedfaith, etc. On the marriage itself, see ch.

xxi. 2, 9, etc.
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8. For—A particle of explanation, as ver. 10.

9. True—A remarkable epithet. It is used by itself in this pas

sage only of the Apocalypse, as marbz, faithful, of the Witness, ch.

i. 5. Elsewhere both are joined. The faithful and true witness, ch.

iii. 14. Faithful and true, put absolutely, ch. xix..ll. Then, Faith

ful and true words, ch. xxi. 5, xxii. 6. In other places another

epithet is added. Jesus, Holy and true, ch. iii. 7. God, the Lord,

Holy and true, ch. vi. 10. Just and true are the ways of God : true

and just are his judgments, ch. xv. 3, xvi. 7, xix. 2. Where the

epithets are used conjointly, God is called Holy, with reference to

himself: faithful and just, with reference to his people, and in the

word given to them : True, in his work, the issue of which, especially

in this place, answers to the word which preceded. Where one epi

thet only is used, as Faithful, at the beginning of the book, and True

here, near the end, the force of the other is to be understood. And

as He himself is, so are his words, and ways, and judgments.

10. [And Ifell—John seems to have regarded the things in ver. 9

as the conclusion of the vision : yet there remained things more ex

cellent than the preceding. V. (?.]

11. A white horse—Antithesis to Svov, ass, Matt. xxi. Judge—

Lange joins with this chapter many passages, even of the New Tes

tament, on the coming of Christ in glory, the resurrection of the

dead, and the judgment. But there is in truth but one coming of

Christ in glory, at the last day : of which, however, the destruction

of the beast, is an illustrious and remarkable prelude. See above on

2 These, ii. And the sum of the testimony on the resurrection and

the judgment has reference to the same last day.

12. [Omit tS>c, as ; also add after z^«tiv, had, dvopara rerpappiva

xa~t, names written and (a name, etc). Tisch., (Alf in brackets; not

Treg.)]

14. The armies—Called and chosen, and faithful, ch. xvii. 14.

White—This is not a superfluous epithet, for some linen is even

yellow.

15. Sword—For slaughter. Bod—For subduing. [Omit xai, and,

so as to read, the fierceness of the wrath, etc. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

17. [Come hither—Victory cannot but follow. The flesh of the

enemy is given beforehand to be torn in pieces by birds. V. (?. For

xai auvdrzo&t, and gather, read aubd%drjze, be gathered. Also for ro£i

(ieydXou, read to pera; render, to the great feast (or supper) of God.

Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

19. [ With—The enemies will undoubtedly attempt to attack the
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saints on the earth. But Christ the Lord, with his heavenly band,

will engage with them. V. G.]

20. The beast was taken : but the angel ixndrrjae, laid hold of the

dragon, ch. xx. 2. The beast and the false prophet even then shall

be reduced to extremities; the dragon shall have strength, but shall

be restrained. Alive—This destruction is much more dreadful than

the death itself of the body. Comp. on the Son of Perdition, 2

Thess. ii. 8 ; also Dan. vii. 11, 26, and Isa. xi. 4, where for, pen, Sept.,

daeftrjz, impious, the Chaldee paraphrase has xjrisn oiVdik, the impious

Roman. The lake offire—The word gehenna does not occur in the

Apocalypse.

21. The remnant—-Even the kings, ver. 18, 19. They are min

gled with the crowd, as Pharaoh, Zaerach, Gog.

CIIAPTUR XX.

1. An angel— Cluver interprets it of a created angel. Primasius,

Ticonias, and Andreas of Ccesareia connect the 19th and 20th chap

ters most intimately. Schmidt acknowledges that the destruction of

Antichrist (what he understands by antichrist does not matter here)

is prior to the millennium, and that he who denies this incurs the

punishment predicted, ch. xxii. 18, 19.

2. A thousand years—a.d. 1716, Zeltner published a dissertation

on the Chiliasm (he might have said more properly, on the Millennium)

now present, in the beginning of which he expresses his surprise,

" that any one can shrink from the title of Chiliast ;" because it is

plain that he who embraces the divine authority o£ the Apocalypse,

must also of necessity admit the thousand years in some sense. Very

well said. But in a short time, they who believe that the Millennium

is coming, will be found to have the true meaning, rather than those

who contend that this period has been the Millennium ; nor do they

delay the course of the sun, who speak against it. In the meantime

let every one see in what things he himself seeks a happy life. There

is no error, much less danger, in saying that the thousand years are

future, but rather in interpreting these years, whether future or past,

in a carnal sense. The doctrine of (he Son of God is a mystery, his
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cross b a mystery, and lastly, his glory also. He himself is a sign,

which is spoken against in one point after another. There is abun

dant ground to believe and confess him.

3. Shut—Khiuv, to shut, is said not only of a prison, but also of

a captwe ; but here Apringius rightly construes shut upon him, so

that the words upon him belong to both shut and sealed: [abrbv, him

being omitted : and so Tisck, Alf., Treg. Render, and shut and

sealed over him. Alf.] Comp. Sept., Gen. vii. 16 ; Job xii. 14.

That no more—Only one benefit is here expressed, but that of itself

by far the greatest, and with many great blessings joined with it.

For when the chief enemy is removed, the kingdom of God gains

vigor without impediment among the nations, and the great mystery

of God, announced by the prophets, is finished. Rev. x. 7. [Omit

xa't, and, before iJiera, after. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

4. [Thrones—Judgment-seats. V.GJ] Beheaded, Gr. twv ite-KtUxta-

pivtov— IleXixuz, an axe, especially used by the Romans in punishment.

Raphelius compares Polybius, "After having flogged them, they be

headed them with an axe, after their (the Roman) custom. Lived—

Returned to life, [in the sense, in which the rest of the dead lived

not again before the general resurrection. V. (?.] So the same

word with the same force, ver. 5, and ch. ii. 8. John saw them not

only when alive again, but when reviving (comp. Ezek. xxxvii. 7);

as before he seen the dragon being bound, and not only when bound.

With—They shall be with Christ (ver. 6), and with God (ver. 6), not

Christ and God with them. Therefore that kingdom will be in

heaven. Comp. ch. xxi. 3, pera, with. A thousand years—Two

millennial periods are mentioned in this whole passage, each three

times: the former is the millennium in which Satan is bound, ver. 2,

3, 7; the other, that of the reign of the saints, ver. 4, 5, 6. Lange

wrote, "that he finds no foundation for two periods of a thousand

years, either in the text, or in fact, or in the connection of the parts

of the Apocalypse." But the second millennium extends even to the

resurrection of all the dead, ver. 5 ; the former comes to a close be

fore the end of the world, ver. 7, etc. Therefore the beginning and

end of the former is before the beginning and end of the second.

5. First—Many, even of the ancients, admitted this first resurrec

tion. " Within an age of a thousand years is concluded the resur

rection of the saints, who rise again at an earlier or a later period,

according to their merits."—Tertullian. Ambrose, on Luke xvii. 4,

speaks to the same purport, but not so in another place : hence I do

not quote his words. The remarks of Augustine (de Civitate Dei, 1.

xx. c. 7) do not at all touch upon the first resurrection of bodies, but
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on the errors with which some had corrupted it. In later times great

numbers have again defended this resurrection.

6. In the first resurrection—The ./Ethiopian Version, according to

John de la Haye, has, on that day which precedes his coming.

7. The thousand—Those thousand years only, during which Satan

was bound ; for now again Satan is treated of. The article is used

demonstratively, to point out the former of the two subjects or

periods of a thousand years. So the article to, the beast, ch. xiii.

15, refers not to ver. 11, but to ver. 1. Comp. Sept., 2 Sam. xxiii.

19, 23. Loosed out of his prison—A concise expression: that is,

shall be loosed from his chain, and sent forth from his prison.

8. Gog and Magog—Magog, the son of Jnphet, was the father of

the northern nations towards the east. The prince of those nations

is called Gog in Ezekiel, ch. xxxviii. 2, and here. A prince and a

people most hostile, perhaps worse than others, though themselves

less wicked then than after the new xXdvq, deceiving. The article

rbv, with Gog, of itself shows the intimate connection between the

prince and the people, as does the Paronomasia [similarity in sound]

Gog and Magog. Both words signify Lofty, Elevated, as Hiller

teaches in his Onomasticon. Therefore Magog is used as a proper name :

but Gog, the chief syllable, being left to it by Apha?resis, [removal of

the first syllable] seems by Antonomasia [substitution] to take the

place of a proper name, until that fierce leader of so many nations

under Satan appears at length in his own name. Jerome on Ezek.

xxxviii. would not have refused to take Itos as a proper name, if the

name of such a nation (the Russians) had been known to him. To

gather together—Not to deceive and gather together, but to deceive for

the purpose of gathering together. The gathering is the end of de

ceiving. Them—In other places the Apocalypse regards the leader

in preference to the forces, ch. xii. 7 ; but of Gog the prince it re

counts nothing apart from Magog, which is his forces, partly because

enough had been said of him by Ezekiel, and partly because Gog

makes an unsuccessful attempt, and in his overthrow is mingled with

the crowd itself, as the kings in ch. xix. 21, see note.

9. The beloved city—So Jerusalem is called, Ecclus. xxiv. 11. But

here it comes under the name both of camp and city. Hendiadys

[one sense in two words]. Hateful—MsptarjpivOz, ch. xviii. 2, and

beloved, ^amy^ievoc, are opposed to one another : and yet in this

place there seems to be pointed out a security on the part of the city,

which is not altogether harmless, as Deut. xxxii. 15. Comp. Sept.

[Omit ano too dtou,from God. Tisch., Alf. (Treg. brackets.)]

10. [Add xai, also, after onou, where. Tisch., Alf., Treg.
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Not until now does the punishment of Satan commence. Up to

this limit he continues to sin without restraint, if you except his

imprisonment during the thousand years, in which his worst doings

are interrupted. V. (?.]

11. And—Up to this the events to he accomplished between the

day of John's vision and the last day have been described. Fled—

This is the day, that day, the great day, Heb. x. 25, in which the

earth and heaven flee away ; and thus the last day, that of the resur

rection and judgment, ver. 12, etc.; John vi. 39, xii. 48. All judg

ment is given to the Son : John v. ; Acts xvii.

12. [Transpose great and small. Tisch., Alf., Trea."] Stand—The

standing of infants, by far the greatest part of mankind, is surpris

ing. [For Ssou, God, read ftfiovou, the throne. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Ac

cording to their works—There is nothing which will not then be

brought to light. Let your works be good and not evil. V. G.~]

14. [Add at the end, ij /.'/'-/. TOU TTW^OC, the lake of fire. Tisch.,

Alf.,

CHAPTER XXI.

1. A new heaven, etc.— The new heaven and the new earth take the

name of heaven and earth rather than the former ones : therefore the

substantives [in the Greek] precede in the former clause only ; and

the order for the first heaven and the first earth, etc., follows.—It is

not a flourishing state of the Church in the last time which John

here describes, but he speaks of all things entirely new and perfect

for ever. Augustine says : " There are many obscure things in this

book ; but in these words, where he says, God shall wipe away every

tear from their eyes, and there shall be no more death, neither sor

row, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain, that which is

spoken concerning the future world and immortality, and the eternity

of the saintt) (for it is only then and there that these things will cease

to be), is spoken with such light, that we ought neither to seek nor to

read anything plain in the sacred writings, if we shall think these

things obscure :" De Civitate Dei. book xx. Passed away—fJajifjl&e,

passed by. But in ver. 4, djrtjU&ov, as ch. ix. 12. [But the true
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text is drfXdav (or -i?ov) in both places. So Treg., Tisch., Alf.] To

pass away is something more in sound than to pass by. Death, sor

row, crying, and pain, altogether pass away ; the former heaven and

the former earth pass by, giving way to a new heaven and new earth.

2. [Omit irw ' Iiodwr^, (/) John, Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng.]

Jerusalem—Gr. ' Iepouaa/yp. Not without reason John always writes

in his Gospel Hierosolyma, ' hpoaoXupa, of the old city; in the Apo

calypse always Jerusalem, 'hpouaaXrjp, of the heavenly city. The

latter is a Hebrew name, the original and holier one : the former

afterwards in ordinary use, is a Greek name, rather used in a political

sense. Paul observes the same difference, when refuting Judaism,

Gal. iv. 26, (comp. the same epistle, i. 17, 18, ii. 1); Heb. xii. 22;

although at other times he uses them indiscriminately, and says to the

Romans and Corinthians, for the sake of oepvorrft, [solemnity] and

to win their favor, Jerusalem, ' hpouaafyp. I saw—The text [(/)

John being omitted ; see above] most closely connects together the

new heaven, the new earth, and the new Jerusalem. The new city

does not belong to the millennium, as Lange and others judge, but to

the state of perfect renovation, and of eternity, as is shown by the

series of visions, the magnificence of the description, and the contrast

with the second death: ch. xx. 11, 12, xxi. 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, xxii. 5.

Coming down—This may be understood in vision, of the act of de

scending: in the reality signified, without reference to that act, it

may be understood of the Divine Condescension to men. For in To

pographies, words which originally imply motion, often signify a con

dition, and among them this very verb descend: Ps. civ. 8; Jos. xv.

3, 10, etc. The whole city is inclusive and included; in so far as it

includes the inhabitants, it descends.

3. [For obpavo~v, heaven, read &povou, the throne. Tisch., Alf.

(not Treg.)] Behold—It is unnecessary to understand the verb iart,

is [as Eng. Ver.] Behold the tabernacle of God is with men; for

idob, behold,of itself points out the fact, as in ch. xix. 11, and often.

With them— Vigilus of Thapsus (under the name of Idacins Clarus),

has, with them, on the earth. John saw the city coming down out of

heaven from God, but does not add, to the earth. [His people— With

them—their God—A most blessed close. V. G.]

5. I make all things new—Gr. xatva ndvra t:ouo—A more ancient

reading is, xatvd noiw ndvza, I make new all things; where xaivd

noied, make new, answers to the single word unn, and ought not to be

separated. This is a word of publication, not command. [Omit poi,

unto me : also transpose faithful and true. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]
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6. Alpha, etc.—A glorious title of God. The former clause is ex

plained by the latter.

7. [For -thra, all things, read raura, these things. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg.]

6, 7. [That thirsteth—he that overcometh—Two classes of men:

two of gifts. Of life—No death now remains, ver. 8. V. (?.]

8. [But—See the same antithesis, ver. 27, ch. xxii. 15. V. (?.]

Sorcerers—Gr. tpappaxolz—[So all crit. eds. for fappaxebat] derived

from fdpixaxov, drug, which may be used in cither a good or bad sig

nification ; but is often used, together with its derivatives, to signify

injurious medicine, witchcraft, which often offers itself as salutary to

men and beasts, but is most pestilential, whether taken by itself, or

when joined with an express compact or secret intercourse with devils.

Hence it is joined with idolatry, Gal. v. 20.

9. [Omit Tr/i6c pe, unto me. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

10. [Omit zrjv ptydi^v, great. Tisch. Alf., Treg. Read, The holy

city, Jerusalem.]

11. [Omit xai, and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Light—Gr. 6 fwarrjp,

which in the singular (comp. Gen. vi. 16) means a part in a building

which is open to the air, or admits the light of the sun, as windows

are, or spaces between the battlements of walls : or a light, ver. 23.

12. [For l%ouaav re, and had, read l%ovaa, having. Tisch., Alf,

Treg. So Beng.] Wall—gates—An .inverted Chiasmus [cross ref

erence ; after treating of the gates, the wall is resumed, ver. 14]:

comp. ver. 12 and 13 with ver. 14. [Read 8. iortv (ra, Alf, Treg.)

dvopaza, which are the names. Tisch., etc. The word names is sup

plied in italics in Eng. Ver.]

13. [Connect all these clauses with xai, and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.~]

14. [Foundations—One placed on another. V. G. For iv aurotz,

in them, read eV aoriov, on them. Also read dddexa dvopara, the

twelve names. Tisch., Alf., Treg. Apostles—The fishermen of Lake

Genesereth. V. G.]

15. [After efyev, had, read perpov, as a measure. Tisch., Alf.,

Treg.]

16. Twelve thousand furlongs—Stadia. Stupendous magnitude !

Alexandria is said by Josephus to have had a length of 30 stadia, a

breadth of not less than ten stadia. According to the same, the cir

cuit of Jerusalem i3 33 stadia ; that of Thebes, according to Dicsear-

chus, 43 ; that of Nineveh, according to Diodorus Siculus, 400.

Herodotus, in his first book, says that Babylon had 120 stadia in

each side, and 480 in circuit, and that its wall was 50 cubits thick

and 200 cubits high. All the cities in the world are mere villages
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compared with the New Jerusalem. The construction here with im,

literally, over twelve tJiousand stadia, is distributive, (though not in

the following verse) and signifies that 12,000 stadia is the extent of

each side of the city, not of the whole circuit.

18. The building—Gr, $ ivSbp-qatz—Therefore the structure itself

of the wall is here of jasper, as it is commonly of stone.

19. [Omit xai, and. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Gamishcd—That is,

built and adorned ; for the very foundations are jewels ; as the very

gates are pearls. Herodotus, lib. i. says of Babylon ixexoaprjro de

gLic ovdkv d/./o xoXtapa, and it was adorned as was no other city, where

the adornment is the ditch, the wall, and the gates.

24. [Read xai xepcnarrjoouatv r« £t?ny dta tou fiozoz abrffi, and

the nations shall walk by means of her light. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

Erasmus added zwv aw^ophwv, of them which are saved, and so did

innumerable editors, following his authority without further exami

nation. If Erasmus was alive now, he would no doubt immediately

expunge the commentary of Andreas, which he took in as the text.

He also and others, who first revised the New Testament in Greek,

if they could compare the copious materials collected in these two

centuries, with that scantiness with which they themselves formerly

had to contend, would gladly yield to the truth, and exhort the most

eager defenders of the reading established by them, in some instances

so feebly, either to follow or lead them to better things. Bring— Gt.

tpifiouat—The present, after the future shall walk, xtptnarrjaouat, has

the force of a future: comp. ver. 26. [Omit xai rrjv rtprjv, and

honor. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

27. [Shall in no wise enter—From this any one may judge whether

he shall enter or not. V. (?.]

CHAPTER XXII.

1. [Omit xa&anbv, pure. Tixch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.']

2. Healing—Gr. Osyaxsia, which has an inceptive signification (a

beginning of health) ; yet there will be nothing like disease. Comp.

Ezek. xlvii. 9. Hence the difficulty of the question of the salvation of

the nations may be explained.
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3. In it—This might refer to the street: comp. Job xxix. 7, Sept.

But it refers to the city itself, us ver. 2, abrffi, of it : although in

truth the throne will be in the most conspicuous place of the city.

Him—Where both God and the Lamb are mentioned ; the following

relative aitrbv, Him, has reference either to the Lamb, ch. vi. 17, also

ch. i. 1, xx. 6, because in these places wrath, revelation, the kingdom

are ascribed to the Lamb : or it has reference to God, as here, be

cause the throne is more frequently ascribed to God; wherefore also,

ch. xi. 15, fiaathbou, shall reign, refers to the Lord. It is not they

shall reign there ; nor has any passage abriov, of them, in the plural,

on account of their intimate unity. In mentioning the Lamb, he im

plies also God: in mentioning God, he implies also the Lamb.

5. [Tisch., etc. omit ixei, there. Alf. (Treg. in brackets) reads Irt,

more (longer.) Tisch. omits fjXiou, of the sun, (not Treg. Alf. brackets

it.) Also for furiost, giveth—light, read fwriou (Alf., Treg.) or

tpairtu ( Tisch.), shall shine upon.]

6. And—There is a strange disagreement between interpreters re

specting the distribution of the speeches in this conclusion. But if

my interpretation is right, the speakers are, the angel, ver. 6; Jesus,

ver. 7 ; John, on his own action, and his correction by the angel,

ver. 8, 9. Again, in the same order, The angel, ver. 10, 11; Jesus, ver.

12-17 ; John, ver. 18 and 19; John and Jesus, and again John, ver.

20, 21. Faithful and true—To be received with firm faith, and with

a worthy interpretation. The truth of these words was confirmed, in

particular, on the marriage of the Lamb, ch. xix. 9, and on the re

newing of the universe, ch. xxi. 5 ; now generally, as in an epilogue,

the truth of the words of the whole book is confirmed : and that is

consistent with itself, even where many refuse to believe. But woe to

them who love falsehood rather than this truth, and who defame the

truth as falsehood, and especially that very truth which lies between

these confirmations, ch. xx. 1, etc. [Read Kbptoz b debz ziov xveupdrwv

tmv njiofrjzwv, the Lord God of the spirits of the prophets. Tisch.,

Alf., Treg. So Beng.] The Lord God, etc.—There is one Spirit,

by whose inspiration the prophets spake: 1 Pet. i. 11; 2 Pet. i. 21:

but individuals, according to the measure given to them, had their own

spirits. The God of these spirits is the Lord ; for instance, the God

of David, the God of Daniel. And he sent his angel, that the very

near accomplishment of those things which had been foretold by those

ancient prophets might now be shown to John. [Sent—The conclu

sion accords exactly with the introduction of the book. V. G.]

7. [Read xat idob, and behold. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

8. [Transpose heard and saw. Tisch. Alf, Treg.] And I—Dio
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nysius of Alexandria construed this also with paxdptoz, blessed, ver.

7 : tipt, 1 am, is rather to be understood. [For xai Iftlsipa, and

seen, read xai ort iSov. and when I saw. Tisch., Alf. (but with eldov,

not Treg.) Before the feet—John had first wished to worship the

angel, ch. xix. 10 : now only at his feet he prepares to worship (God).

But the angel does not even permit this. V. (?.]

9. [Omit yap, for. Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.] More recent

Latin editions and Erasmus inserted yap, for. But as Wolf well ob

serves, " the whole of this speech of the angel is concise and ellip

tical, as the speech of those who greatly loathe anything usually is."

There is a very similar example of the omission of yap, for,

Acts xiv. 15.

10. And he saith unto me—It is the same angel, who speaks in ver.

9 and 10 ; yet the formula, and he says to me is placed between, be

cause the angel (ver 10) is following up afresh the discourse mentioned

in ver. 6, after the interruptions of ver. 7, 8, 9. Comp, and he says

to me, ch. xvii. 15, xix. 9. Seal not—They are like those sealing,

whose purpose it appears to be, under specious pretexts, to restrain

the fuller handling of this prophecy. [Tisch., (not Treg.) omits

(Alf. brackets) or;, /or.]

11. [For puxua6.rti), be filthy, read f)unapeudrjrti), be defiled ; (i. e.,

defile himself ). Tisch., Alf., Treg. So Beng. Render, let him that is

unjust commit injustice still; and let the filthy pollute himself still ;

and let the righteous do righteousness still, and let the holy sanctify

himself still. Alf.] Let him do righteousness—Thus, b noiwv zijv

Stxatoauvrtv, who doeth righteousness, 1 John ii. 29, iii. 7. The holy

—And pure, fleeing from all things filthy and profane, contrary to

the practice of dogs and swine.

12. [Omit (the first) xai, and. Also for larat, shall be, read

iariv, is. Tisch., Alf., Treg.~\

13. [Read xai iyw to dXfa xai rb Q, xpiozoz xai la^aroz, o\p%Tj

xai to tsl.oz, Iam Alpha and Omega. Tisch., Alf, Treg. So Beng.]

The First and the Last, the Beginning and the End. I am the Alpha,

etc.—The Lord Jesus plainly speaks here : and there are three

clauses; the first we examined at ch. i. 8, where the Father speaks

of himself; the second, at ch. i. 17, where the Lord Jesus speaks of

himself ; the third, with the first, we touched upon at ch. xxi.

6, where again the Father speaks. Now, in this passage, the three

clauses are accumulated, for a most manifest proof of the glory of

the Lord Jesus, who testifies of himself both what the Father had

spoken of himself, ch. xxi. 6, and what he himself had spoken of

himself, ch. i. 17. Is it then one and the same sentiment which is
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expressed in a threefold form ? Nay, something more is contained

in it. The clause Alpha and Omega is as it were the basis of those

titles, which we just noticed, of God and Christ ; and has a kind of

general and as it were hieroglyphic force, to be determined by the

other titles which follow. This is first spoken by the Father, ch. i.

8 ; and the second answers to it, in which Christ calls himself the

First and the Last, ch. i. 17. Artemon who is well refuted by Wolf,

translates it, most excellent and most abject. He himself by Isaiah

explains it, as Him, before whom and after whom there is no other

God, the Author of salvation. This at the beginning of the book.

At the close, He who sits upon the throne says, I am Alpha and

Omega, and he himself explains it, the Beginning and the End, ch.

xxi. 6. Then the Lord Jesus says, / am Alpha and Omega, and he

also adds the explanation, but a twofold one : for he both repeats

that saying of his, the First and the Last, and now, when the throne

of God and of the Lamb is in the new Jerusalem, speaking of himself,

he adds that which the Father had said, the Beginning and the End.

14. [For xoiouvrez rac ivzoXaz aurou, do his commandments read

xXuvovrez ra- aroXdz abrwv, wash their robes. Tisch., Alf, Treg.]

His—Those of him, who is coming: ver. 12. He himself speaks

concerning himself. See very similar phrase, ch. v. 10: them, that

is, «t. That they may, etc.—Gr. tva lazat, that they shall be right,

etc. "ha, that, explains the blessedness here mentioned, as ch. xiv.

13 ; and iarai, shall be, for 5, may be, makes the discourse exceed

ingly emphatic. The tree of life—Of which they who eat, live for

ever: Gen. iii. 22. [Through the gates—Namely, as those possessed

of lawful right. V. (?.]

15. [Omit dk, for. Tisch., Alf, Treg.] Loveth—A good mind

loves the truth, a bad one, falsehood. That saying of Aristotle, book

viii. Topic, ch. 14, may as it were be accommodated to this passage,

by transferring it to spiritual things. It is the part of a good dispo

sition to love the truth, and to hate falsehood : of a bad disposition,

to hate the truth, and to love falsehood. Such indeed are we all by

nature; but one receives the truth, another continues to imitate the

deaf adder : Ps. lviii. 4, 5. Hence the hearing of many is averse

from the harmony of the truth, especially that of the Apocalypse.

The things which are set forth are plain from the words themselves

and the parallelism, but aaxppoouvrj, wisdom, must be brought to bear.

16. To the churches—Gr. ra«c ixxhjoiatz. The genuine reading,

to which, as not being understood, one has prefixed iv, in, another

ixi, in, (or at). [So Tisch., but not Alf, Treg.] Bright-morning—

Gr. b Xapnpbz b npuib6z. He does not say kmafbpoc, dawn-bearing,

117
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nor tpwatpbpoc, light-bringing, but uses a new appellation. This greatly

increases the force of the signification. [Omit xai, and, after Xupmpbz,

bright. Tisch., Alf. (Treg. in brackets.)]

17- [Omit xai, and, before b &ihov, whosoever will. Tisch. Alf.,

Treg. Come—The whole matter hinges on this, that you may confi

dently and with joy be able to hear the announcement, I come, and to

reply, Come. But if you have not yet attained this, take care to at

tain it. That heareth—The Spirit and the bride saying, Come.

v. a.-]

18. [Read paprupa irtb, I testify, (without yap, for). Tisch., Alf.,

Treg. So BengJ] Ver. 18 and 19 are a most severe testimony, a

most weighty admonition to all hearers of the Apocalypse. If any

man shall add, there shall be added upon him plagues : if any man ~

shall take away, from him shall be taken away blessings. Retaliation.

It is more grievous, as it appears from the annexed threatenings, to

add, than to take away: though many critics actually show a con- -

trary opinion, being more timid in the erasure than in the admission

of glosses. To change, is at once both to add and to take away.

First, any hearer may offend in this matter, when he endeavors to

pass ofT as Apocalyptic writings which are not such, or suppresses

those which are truly Apocalyptic. An unskilful expounder, who is

blind and rash, offends, and especially if he deems himself to be en

dowed with a singular prophetical gift and faculty. An unfaithful

translator and copyist, who writes out the text incorrectly, exceed

ingly offends : for while the text is uncorrupted at the fountain head,

the offence of the expounder and of the hearer may be corrected ;

but when the text is corrupted, the injury is much greater. Yet in

all these modes the offence may be committed in a greater or less de

gree, the faithful being hindered, so that they cannot learn to hear

the Lord's I come, and to answer Come, and so to enjoy the truth and

fruit of the whole book or of the separate parts and portions, and to

recognise the glory of Jesus Christ : ver. 17, 20. Nor is theirs a

slight fault, who perversely, unfairly, and unseasonably bring forward

mysteries, and produce in the world and its princes envy and sus

picion towards the kingdom of God. It is not the modest endeavor,

joined with the desire of progress, and not blocking up the way to

the truth arising from other sources, which is here condemned ; it is

profane boldness, arising from carnal sense, which is condemned.

And John especially forewarned Cerinthus, who afterwards incurred

this censure. This -clause applies to the case of all the books of

Holy Scripture : comp. Deut. iv. 2 ; Prov. xxx. 6 ; but it especially

applies to the Apocalypse, the crowning point of prophecy, which
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was exposed to peculiar danger, and the minute and admirable con

nection of which might have been disturbed or obscured by the change

of even a single word. The separate parts of this book, guarded as

it is by so severe an interdict, are of great moment. The extraordi

nary multitude of various readings in the Apocalypse cries aloud,

that all have not at all times acted with religious caution in this mat

ter. [In this very interdict, about the not adding or taking away, I

have noticed twenty-four varieties of reading introduced by copyists.

Not. Crit.] Thanks be unto God, who has preserved to us marks and

traces of the genuine reading through the dangers of so many ages !

If any man add— To add, according to Lange, is to put off to the

future those things which are already accomplished : to take away, is

to regard future things as already accomplished. Let another see,

that he does not add ; I am on my guard, that I do not take away.

19. [For ftifiXov rffi C«*^c, book of life, read rou £OXou rijc C'"^i

tree of life ; also omit xai, and (from). Tisch., Alf, Treg. So

Beng.] The tree of life, etc.—The tree of life itself, and the holy

city itself, are the first and-the last (ch. ii., iii., xxii.), nay, even the

sum of those distinguished privileges, the hope of which is given to the

faithful in this book.

20. [/ come quickly—Thus Jesus speaks ; John, both, afterwards

and before, says, Come. These coincide at one moment. So Ps.

xxvii. 8, My heart says, (seek ye my face :) Thy face do I seek.

V. G. Omit vat, even so. Tisch., Alf., Treg.]

21. [The readings vary. Tisch. reads, fj jffif/Hc too Kupiou '"Irjaou ,

pera xdvrwv, the grace of the Lord Jesus (be) with all. Alf. reads

itera twv ayiiov, with the saints. Treg. adds Xptarou, Christ, and

reads, with all the saints. Tisch., Alf. omit dpijv, amen. So Beng.

(Treg. brackets it.)] Wolf will not have "the last word dpijv,amen,

found in many manuscripts and all published editions" omitted. How

ready the copyists were to insert the particle Amen in Doxologies

and clauses containing a prayer, since it is usually found in such sit

uations, appears from almost all the books of the New Testament, at

the close, and from the annotation of Wolf on Rev. i. 18, where al

most all the copyists have absurdly inserted d/inyv. One copyist who

omits it, is of more value than ten who add it at their own pleasure.

Now, if any one should write out at full length such a text, for in

stance of the Apocalypse, as many persons prefer at the present day,

he will have a reading which is full, intelligible, tinged with parallel

ism, that is, interpolated, and almost everywhere made up of the

fewest and most recent authorities, which, when compared with the

editions, would not much differ from the text published by Stephens
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and the Elzevirs. My recension also, in the margin, indeed, some

times differs from the greater number of authorities : hut this hap

pens in those places which were less frequently quoted by the Fathers:

nor yet is it without the support of competent authorities, whose

antiquity, together with exegetical proofs of the text itself, makes up

for the deficiency in number. With the exception of such passages

(for they are to be treated for a while by way of exception), my text

in its whole tenor approaches the copies which are l>y far the most

numerous, spread out from the times of John to all ages and coun

tries, whether you look to the Greek manuscripts, or the versions,

and especially the noted Italian Version, or to the fathers, Irenceut,

Syppolytut, Origen, Athanatius, Andrcat, Tertvllian, Cyprian, Je

rome, Primasiut, etc. : bound to follow no edition entirely, and yet

seldom compelled to betake itself to manuscripts only. The reading

is for the most part brief; and where there was a manifold variety,

it takes a middle course : it everywhere retains its ancient and aus

tere, that is, its natural character. Wherever I have not been able

to exchange my own views for the opinion of others, competent

judges will, as I hope, recognize not obstinacy (for a view which has

already been carefully weighed, through many doubts and considera

tions, is less, liable to change), but love of the truth. And they,

when they shall have considered what foundations I first laid, and

duly weighed what I have replied to doubts in various quarters, will

perhaps determine that a suitable defence of other passages also,

which no one hitherto has censured, if they shall be censured, will be

easy for me to make, or will suggest itself to my readers, if I am

silent or dead.

CONCLUSION OF THE WORK.

Now, by the goodness of GOD, I have finished, in declining years,

not only the criticism, but the exegesis also, of the Apocalypse and

the whole of the New Testament, which I undertook in youth. Kind

readers will find a text conformed to the most genuine copies ; its

meaning explained in dogmatical, prophetical, historical, and chrono

logical matters : the form of evangelical doctrine religiously adhered

to : all things connected by one uniform tenor of rules and argu-
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ments. There are five divisions of the work : the critical Apparatus

annexed to the text itself, the Harmony of the Evangelists, the Ger

man exegesis of the Apocalypse, the Order of the Times, and lastly,

this Gnomon : but the web is one. My " Defences" too have the

same design : I have only re-written and digested again what I had

before written. This indeed is wearisome, and it seems uninteresting :

but those acquainted with the subject will pardon me ; for, on account

of the weight of the subject, and the weakness of some, it must be

so. It has long been evident how the world receives the Word of

.God : if I have treated it as the Word of God, as I trust, I ask to

be received in no other way. Even students of the truth are often

too slow to receive things to which they have not been accustomed.

When they have long ago heard, This is so ; they at length ask,

What i» it ? and when the Demonstration is ended, they complain

that the Postulates are set before them. Some only with their death

cease to obstruct the truth in a portion which they do not understand.

Still the labor is not in vain; while some come unexpectedly short,

others unexpectedly yield, or will yield. Light grows daily ; through

difficulty to triumph truth toils onward ; posterity will judge differ

ently of many things. 0 GOD, whatever stands or falls, stands or

falls by Thy judgment : maintain what thou hast condescended to

perform through me : have mercy on my readers and myself. Thine

is, Thine be Glory for ever !





INDEX

or

TECHNICAL TERMS OCCURRING IN THE GNOMON,

TO SERVE AS A KEY TO THE WORK.

iET~IOLOGY [of the Thing] is, when a thoughtisnotsimplyenun

ciated, but its relation and cause are at the same time stated ; either

explicitly, or else by implication. 2 Cor. xi. 13, for such are false

apostles.

ZEtiology of an expression is, when we assign a reason for using

a certain proposition or enunciation ; as, Gal. ii. 6, for they who

seemed to be somewhat, added nothing to me.

ALLEGORY is compounded of &Moz, another, and dyopim, I

speak :- so that Allegory is when one thing is said, and another meant.

See Gnom. on Gal. iv. 24.

Allegory is defined to be the continuation of the same Figure

through the whole sentence. Some less accurately call an Allegory

a continued Metaphor. Examples occur: John vi. 32, etc. Acts

xx. 29, shall grievous wolves enter in among you not sparing the flock.

AMPLIATIO is, when appellatives or epithets are predicated of

their subjects, even though the reason of so styling them has ceased;

or, when, though the thing is changed, the old name is retained.

( »35 >
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Matt. x. 3, Matthew the publican, that is, who formerly had been a

publican.

Another kind of Ampliatio [called more specifically Prolepsis], is

when a thing is designated from the future event ; or, if a thing is de

scribed as it is to be rather than as it is. Luke ii. 11, for unto you

is born this day, a Saviour .- that is, one who shall be a Saviour.

ANADIPLOSIS is the repetition of the same word in the end of

the preceding and beginning of the following member : Rom. viii.

17, and if children, then heirs : heirs of God.

Anadiplosis, in a wider sense, occurs also in kindred words, Gal. iv.

31, v. 1, but (we are children) of the free (woman) Gr. rijc iXeu&epaz.

Stand fast therefore in the liberty, Gr. rj ihu&epia.

ANAKEPHAL2EOSIS a summing up, or recapitulation. It

designates in general, any brief and elegant repetition whatever.

Acts vii. 1, etc., Stephen proceeds to give an Anakephalseosis of anci

ent facts.

ANANTAPODOTON is, when the entire Apodosis (conclusion) is

omitted. This especially occurs in comparisons. We may under

stand from the Protasis [first part of a conditional sentence] itself,

which is given, and from the rest of the context, what is the force of

the omitted Apodosis, Luke xiii. 9, If it bfar fruit—(The Apodosis

to be supplied is, It is well ; or, I will leave it; or, let it bring forth

fruit, [Eng. Ver, supplies well.])

ANAPHORA is the frequent repetition of the same word in be

ginnings. Examples occur ; Matt. xi. 18, 19. John came—the Son

of man came, Gr. JfX&e yap ' Iiodwrfi—1HXdev—b of6c zou dv&pioxov.

ANTANACLASIS is, when the same word occurs twice in close

succession, but in a double sense. Rom. ii. 12, for as many as have

sinned without law, Gr. duopioz, [that is, not in the. law] shall also

perish without law, Gr. avbpwz, [that is, not by the law].

ANTHYPOPHORA is part of a refutation by anticipation ; the

refutation of an adversary's supposed objection. See Gnom. on Heb.

ii. 8. See also below under Occcpatio.

This Anthypophora, which answers to a foreseen objection, differs

from the other of the same name, which refutes an objection, adduced

by an adversary, by opposing a contrary sentiment.
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ANTIPHRASIS is a form of Irony, when we say by denying

what should have been affirmed. But an expression is generally so

called, which signifies the contrary of what is stated: 1 Cor. viii. 10,

Shall not the conscience—be edified, Gr. oixoSoprj&rjoerat [Eng. Ver.

does not give the force, emboldened~] to eat, etc. Whereas the mean

ing is, shall be instigated [to do something bad].

ANTITHETA, the opposition of contraries to contraries : which is

done in a threefold manner, either by opposing single words to single

words, or pairs to pairs, or sentences to sentences. Rom. viii. 5, for

they that are after the flesh do mind the things of the flesh; but they

that are after the Spirit, the things of the Spirit.

ANTONOMASIA, the use of an appellative for a proper name,

and this by way of excellence, Acts iii. 14, but ye denied the Holy

one, and the just [instead of Jesus]. Another kind of Antonomasia

is, when, for a common, a proper name is employed ; as in M&tt. ii.

18. Rachel weeping for her children, [i. e., Rachel's daughters and

other mothers].

APELSRESIS, cutting off the first letter or syllable of a word.

APOCOPE, when a word loses a letter or syllable at the end; 2

Cor. xii. 7, Sarav, Satan, for 2'«rtt^ac. An intentional Apocope.

See Gnom. on the passage.

APODIOXIS is, if we skilfully transfer to another, and represent

as about to be effected by him, that which, in narration or in teach

ing, seemed to be our own duty. Eph. vi. 21, 22; Col. iv. 7, 8, 9.

Comp. Gnom.

APOSTROPHE is when the address is suddenly directed from the

subject with which it began to another person, whether present or ab

sent. Acta xv. 10, now therefore, why tempt ye God, to put a yoke

upon the neck of the disciples, [Peter having begun with a general ad

dress to the assembly (men and brethren), suddenly directs his re

marks to the Jews who had made the disturbance].

ASTEISMUS, language that is pointed, pleasant, witty, combined

with suavity or force ; for instance, The familiar Epistle to Philemon.

Matt. vi. 34; 2 Cor. xii. 13.

118
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ASYNDETON, omission of conjunctions between words or propo

sitions; Matt. xv. 19, evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornication*,

thefts, false witness, blasphemies. In such enumerations Asyndeton

often has the force of and so forth. Luke i. 17, to turn the hearts,—

to make ready a people prepared for the Lord.

Asyndeton is also, I. when a word which should have been put by

Anaphora (see above) is omitted :—1 Cor. xiii. 4, Chanty suffereth

long, is kind [Eng. Ver. supplies and.] Before ^p^areuerat, is kind,

the word dyanrj, charity, might have been expected to be repeated.—

II., when a conjunction is even but once wanting from the beginning

of a sentence :—John xix. 12, Whosoever maketh himself a king.

The causal conjunction, For, is wanting.

»

CATACHRESIS is commonly applied, among masters of rhetoric,

to a somewhat harsh transference of a word from its literal meaning

to a foreign one. More generally, Catachresis is also applied to a

certain abuse of a word, when it denotes something akin to the thing

■trictly signified :—Rom. iii. 27, by the law of faith. A Catachresis

of the term Law. It is a frequent, and often a sweet and noble Cata

chresis, whereby the name of a thing not good is nevertheless em

ployed in a good sense, there being no other more suitable term:—

Matt. xi. 1 2, the violent take it by force.

CHARIENTISMUS is, when an expression, which might seem

rather harsh, is as it were softened by a word that qualifies it :—2

Thess. iii. 10, if any would not work, neither should he eat. See

Gnom. on this passage.

CHIASMUS, so called from the Greek letter X, which is, as it

were, the figure according to which the words seem to be arranged.

It is the arrangement of two pairs of words or propositions, so that

a relation subsists between both words or propositions of the former

pair, and both words or propositions of the latter pair.

I. Chiasmus is either direct or inverted.

Direct Chiasmus is, when the former word or proposition in the

first pair must be referred to the former word or proposition in the

second pair ; and the latter word or proposition in the first pair to the

latter word or proposition in the second pair. Matt. v. 44, But I

say unto you :—(A) love—(B) bless,—(C) do good—(D) and pray.

The relation is A and C, B and D.

Inverted Chiasmus is, when the former word or proposition in the

first pair must be referred to the latter word or proposition in the so
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cond pair ; and the latter word or proposition in the first pair to the

former word or proposition in the second pair. Philemon v. 5,

Hearing of:—(A) thy love, (B) and faith, which thou hast—(C) to

ward the Lord Jesus, and, (D) toward all saints. A is connected

D, B is connected with C.

II. Chiasmus, in a wide sense, may also consist of more than four

members : Rom. ii. 17, 20, And if [Eng. Vert, Behold] thou art

called a Jew.

(A) and restest in the law,

(B) and makest thy boast of God,

(C) and knowest his will,

(D) and approvest the things that are more excellent,

(E) being instructed out of the law,

(F) and art confident that thou thyself art a guide of the blind,

(G) a light of them which are in darkness,

(11) an instructer of the foolish,

(I) a teacher of babes, /

(K) which hast the form of knowledge and of the truth in the law,

This is a direct Chiasmus of ten members, arranged in twice five

clauses. It is shown generally, (1) what the Jew assumes to him

self : A, B, C, D, E ; (2) what more he arrogates to himself in re

lation to others : F, G, H, I, K. A and F specially correspond ; B

and G ; C and H ; D and I; in fine, E and K, which two at the same

time denote the cause of the antecedent members.

CLIMAX is that figure which joins what follows to what precedes

by the same verb: or which repeats the last verb or member of the

antecedent sentence, in the following one :—Rom. x. 14, How then

shall they call on him in whom they have not believed ? And how

shall they believe in him of whom they have not heard ? And how

shall they hear without a preacher ? And how shall they preach ex

cept they be sent ?

Also, in a more general signification, Climax is employed in the

Gnom. on Rom. i. 23, and Eph. iv. 31. Thus it arises, that under a

figure of speech (diction) there lies concealed at the same time a

figure of the sense. Comp. Gradation.

COMMUNICATIO is, when we call the hearers [or readers] into

consultation with us, and leave the decision to the readers themselves,

or even to adversaries; which is useful in the former case for concili

ating the minds of the hearers ; in both cases for the right under

standing of the justice of our cause. Acts iv. 19, whether it be right

in the sight of God to hearken unto you more than unto God, judge ye.
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CONCISA LOCUTIO is a kind of Ellipsis, where one word is so

put as that another must be understood : or if a sacred writer speaks

so as that the conclusion has to be supplied from the Condition, or

the Condition from the Conclusion :—Matt. iv. 5, 8, then the Devil

taketh him, is abbreviated for he takes Him and leadt Him. Comp.

Semiduplex Oratio, and Sermo Plencs.

CONGERIES. See Symperasma.

CORRECTIO is, when we set aside what we have said, and sub

stitute something better or weightier ; as in Mark ix. 24, Lord, I be

lieve, [but presently remembering his weakness, he corrects his pro

fession of faith], help my unbelief !

THE DATIVUS COMMODI (of advantage) [or also Incommodi]

(of disadvantage) is a Dative not governed by the verb according to

Grammatical rules, but for a special reason is employed to indicate

some advantage [or disadvantage] flowing from it.

Mark ix. 23, all things are possible to [that is, for the good of] him

that believeth. The Dative of disadvantage :—Rom. vi. 10, He died

unto [that is, to abolish] sin : 2 Cor. v. 15.

DECORUM is all that which is exactly and elegantly appropriate

to the state and province of him who acts or speaks, or of those to

whom the language is directed, or to the time and place. Decorum

of this kind shines out especially in the words and actions of Christ.

The Gnom. on Matt. iii. 15, on Luke ii. 9, and Matt. xxi. 19, margin,

Matt. v. 11, ix. 13. Luke speaks with Decorum in ch. iii. 23.

Peter beseeches and warns with Decorum, Acts ii. 14. Paul uses a

decorous appellation, 2 Cor. ix. 12, and a decorous antithesis, Gal. v.

13. Comp. Gnom.

DEINOTES, Gr. JEINO THS, is a peculiar force in the words,

which indicates the authority of the speaker, and serves as a pleasant

embellishment, as Rom. ii. 5, treasurest up unto thyself wrath against

the day of wrath. Ch. xi. 17, and thou being a wild olive tree.

DIAGRAMMA, a term used in the Gnomon, if the mutual rela

tion of the words or statements be represented, as if in a painting,

by two sides placed opposite one another, or by lines, or capital let

ters.—See Gnom. on 1 Cor. xi. 7, note on to cover his head. Rom.

v. 18, note on righteousness.
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DIASYRMUS is the assaulting or traducing another : John vii.

4, for there is no man that doeth anything in secret. Every one who

doeth anything, doeth it, not in secret, but in such a way as to seek

to be himself known openly. So His brethren, that is, His cousins,

censure Jesus, as if he were managing his affairs carelessly, etc.

ELLIPSIS is the omission of a word, or even of an entire sen

tence, which is necessary to the sense.

I. It is either grammatical or rhetorical. The former at times

serves to give elegance : the latter, Emphasis. There occur,

1. Absolute Ellipsis in single words, supplied by the nature of

the context alone ; namely, when a Substantive, Adjective, Pronoun,

Verb, Participle, Adverb, Preposition, or Conjunction, are omitted.—

Matt. xix. 17, keep the commandments [viz., of God.] Rom. ii. 18,

thou knowest the will [viz., of God.]

2. Relative Ellipsis, where the very words used furnish the

words to be supplied ; 1 Cor. i. 26, 27, for ye see your calling, breth

ren, how that not many wise men after the flesh [supply as in Eng. Ver.,

have been called (see Gnom. on this passage), or have been chosen,

comp. i£sXi£arO, hath chosen, ver. 27.]

3. Entire Sentences in many passages are omitted by Ellipsis :

Absolute. Propositions: Rom. ix. 7, but, in Isaac shall thy seed be

called: supply, It is written, and it is being fulfilled. See Gnomon.

Relative propositions are to be supplied from the antecedents or con

sequents : Rom. viii. 3. See Gnom.

II. Comp. Anantapodoton, Asyndeton, Locutio concisa, Ora-

TIO SEMIDUPLEX, SYLLEPSIS, ZEUGMa.

EMPHASIS is, if there be added to the ordinary signification of

a word some increase offorce, which may enlarge and give weight to

the signification. Or,

Emphasis, according to the intention of the writer or speaker,

may occur either in single words, or in phrases, or in the composition

of words, their structure, repetition, etc.

Cases of Emphasis may be divided into

" Temporary, viz., such as words acquire at a certain place and

time. These usually originate, either from the feeling of the

speaker, or from the importance of the subject, which the word ex

presses beyond its ordinary usage.

" Permanent, when a word receives from custom a stronger signi

fication than it had in itself, and always retains it in certain modes

of speaking."
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Matt. xxiv. 33, all these things, Gr. radra xdvra; where the Gno

mon remarks, " The order of the words ought not always be unheeded ;

often the Emphasis and the accent in pronunciation fall upon the

first word. Comp. Luke ii. 48 ; 1 Cor. vii. 22.—Luke i. 4, that thou

mightest know, Gr. ha imrvipz,—the compound verb is emphatic."

ENALLAGE is a Grammatical Etymological Figure, which im

plies a change of words. It is either Antimeria or Heterosis.

Antimeria is an interchange of parts of speech : as a Substantive

for a Verb, for a Pronoun, for an Adjective, etc. An adjective for a

Substantive, for a Verb, for an Adverb, etc. A Verb for a Noun.

An Adverb for a Noun, for a Pronoun, etc.—Examples : Antimeria

of a Noun: a Noun for the Infinitive of a Verb, Mark xii. 38, in

His doctrine, Gr. iv rj dtda%rj, i. e., t\v rdi diddaxuv, during His

teaching. Antimeria of a Verb: the Infinitive is put for a Noun,

Heb. ii. 15, Sta navrbz rod £rjv, through all their living, i. e., [as Eng.

Ver.,] all their life-time.—The Accusative of an Adjective noun tt

used adverbially, Phil. ii. 6, to be equal things [Eng. Ver., equal] with

God, Gr. tlvat laa dup. See Gnom. on the passage.

Heterosis is, when the Accidence of the parts of speech (number,

gender, case, etc.) are interchanged. It may be named, Enallage of

the accidents. Or it is wont specially to be named, Enallage of num

ber, of gender, of case, and so on.—Examples: Enallage (or Heterosis)

of Cases, which is specially called Antiptosis: Acts xix. 34, but

y)hen they knew that he Was a Jew, Gr. intrvovrez dk 8ti 'IouSatoz

lart, " The Nominative case for the Oblique case." Gnom. on

the passage.—Enallage (or Heterosis) of Degree: Matt, xviii. 8, is

better for thee, Gr. xaXov aoi iartv. The Positive degree for the Com

parative.—Enallage (or Heterosis) of Mood : Rev. x. 9, give me the

little book. " The Infinitive Mood, douvat, to give, for the Imperative

ddz, give."—Enallage (or Heterosis) of 'Tense: 1 Cor. v. 10, for then

must ye needs go out of the world, Gr. inu dfuhre dpa ix rou xoapou

izeX&uv. The Present for the Imperfect. Often an Imperative after

an Imperative has the force of the Future. John i. 47, Come and

see, Gr. Ip%ou xai tSe, i. e., thou shalt see.—Enallage (or Heterosis)

of Gender. The feminine gender is put for the neuter Hebraically ;

because the Hebrews have no neuter gender; and, since the language

of the New Testament hebraizes, it is no wonder that the same idiom

occurs in the latter. See the Gnom. on Matt. xxi. 42, and Rev.

xiv. 19.

Enappeia, Distinctness, is that which makes the language perspi
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cnons and clear, so that it may be plainly understood from it what

lias been done [or what ought to be done], and how.—See the Gnom.

on Acts xxii. 3, xxvi. 4 ; also upon 1 Cor. vi. 15.

Elf AlA AT01N. See the title Hendiadys, below.

ENTHYMEME. The Logical ENTHYMEME is an incomplete and

abridged mode of drawing a conclusion, without an express proposi

tion or assumption [or a concealed Syllogism, that is, one of which

one or other premiss must be understood.] It is a compendious way

of drawing a conclusion, and can easily be reduced to the form of a

full and perfect Syllogism.

" A rhetorical ENTHYMEME has two forms, the one of which is

from the consequents, the other from the contraries, which alone some

of the ancients call ENTHYMEME. That from tJte consequents is that

which proposes an argument, and immediately subjoins to it its con

firmation . That from contraries is, when an argument is con

firmed from its contrary."—Gal. iii. 21 ; see Gnom.—2 Thess. iii.

10, that if any would not work, neither should he eat.—Ileb. xii. 8;

1 John v. 1. See Gnom. on passages quoted. In a more general

signification, the term ENTHYMEME is used for a simple enunciation,

in the Gnomon on Rom. vi. 17, Ye were the servants of sin, but now

ye have become obedient to righteousness.

EPANALEPSIS is, when the same Verb, or the same words, two

or more, are in the beginning of the preceding and in the end [im

mediately or mediately] of the following member : or, when the An

tecedent is repeated after a Parenthesis :—John xiv. 11, Believe me,

that I am in the Father and the Father in me ; or else believe me for

the very works' sake.— What doth it profit, my brethren, etc. what

dnth it profit ?

EPANODOS is the repetition of the same words [either the same

as to sound or sense] in an inverted order :—Gal. ii. 16, Knowing

that a man is not justified—but by the faith—we have believed, that we

might be justified by the faith of Christ.

EPEXEGESIS, or EXERGASIA, is an explanation expressed,

in the very context of the same speech, showing what meaning the

sacred writer assigned to any word, or what notion is to be attached

to his own words according to his own mind : Mark vii. 2, with de

filed (that is to say, with unwashen) hands.
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EPICRISIS is a statement added to a discourse, whereby the sub

ject nnder discussion may be more clearly understood.—John v. 39,

40, search the Scripturet—ye have, [there is added the Epicrim,

which approves of the "search" and hope of the Jews,] and they are

they which teitify of me [the second Epierisis follows, which shows

their defect], and ye will not come to me, that ye might have life.

EPIPHONEMA is an exclamation subjoined to a narrative or de

monstration of a weighty matter: as Matt. xi. 15, He that hath eon

to hear, let him hear.

EPITASIS is, when to a word or statement already propounded,

there is added in the following enunciations, or in the continuation

of the discussion, some emphatic increase, or any sort of explana

tion : Mark x. 43, .-••'••(// be your minister ; ver. 44, shall be servant

ef all. The sense is here again, shall be your servant, but there is

added the Epitasis, viz., Tcdvrotv, of all.

EPITIIERAPIA is, if we add in general terms to what we have

laid a declaration of our feeling towards our readers and hearers ; or

if we subjoin some mitigation to those things, whereby modesty, pro

priety, and gentleness might seem to be injured : Phil. iv. 10, Where

in ye were also careful, but ye lacked opportunity [lest their feelings

should be wounded by tbo expression flourished again]. Comp.

PROTHERAPIA.

EPIZEUXIS is, that which successively repeats with force the

game word in the same sentence :—Matt, xxiii. 37, 0 Jerusalem, Je

rusalem, thou that kittest the prophets.

ETHOS, JJtfof, is, when an orator or sacred writer manifests the

disposition of his mind, and an affection and bias of his mind [pru

dence, probity, modesty, or benevolence], whether that feeling be

permanent, or more specially appertaining to the case concerned for

the time ; and therefore it discloses a feeling kindly, mild, and tran

quil.—Acts xxiii. 5, I wist not, brethren, that he was the high priett.

See Gnom. So Paul often betrays the disposition or feeling of his

mind by his phraseology concerning the giving of tfianks, Rom. vi.

17, vii. 25: 1 Cor. xv. 57; 2 Cor. ii. 14. Often ETHOS l!-< hid in

particles : Luke x. 29 : Acts xxi. 39.

ETHOPGEIA paints the disposition of the mind, whether it be per-
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manent, or more specially belong to the special case in hand, in the

manner in which we are wont to betray it for the most part by out

ward signs, as by the countenance, the voice, the gesture, the clothing,

etc.—Luke xviii. 9, etc.

f

EUPHEMISM, or EUPHEMY, is when an odious or disagreeable

subject, or one whose strict designation might be offensive, is ex

pressed in milder or less literal words, or is almost left to be under

stood : Matt. viii. 11, where Jesus prefers this circumlocution to de

signate the Gentiles, many—from the east and from the west, since

those present seemed unequal to bearing this promise given to the

Gentiles. Comp. Acts ii. 39, to all that are afar off. Comp. ETHOS

and PERIPHRASIS.

EXERGASIA.—See EPEXEGESIS.

EXTENUATIO.—See LITOTES. .

FIGURA.—A rhetorical FIGURE is a kind of change from ordi

nary and simple language attended with an accession of power. •:

I

GNOME.—A GNOME is a universal sentiment, appertaining to life

and human actions, or at least conjoined with human affairs in some

way or other.—2 Thess. iii. 10, if any would not work, neither should

he eat. 1 Cor. vi. 12.

GRADATIO occurs, when we progress as it were by steps from

the lowest to the highest • point :—Acts vii. 35, —A ruler and a

judge ? the same did God send to be a ruler and a deliverer. Gnom.

on the passage.—1 Cor. i. 12, lam of Paul: and I of Apollos : and

I of Cephas : and I of Christ.

GRADATION is twofold : by increase or decrease.

HEBRAISM.—The Greek language of the New Testament is

tinged with HEBRAISM. Gnom. on Rom. ix. 9. The diction of the

New Testament is not pure Greek ; and it imitates the Hebrew usage,

(1) In single words: 2a.Tu.vu<;, Satan, Matt. iv. 10;

Alleluia, Rev. xix. 1: xdff%a, passover, Luke ii. 41;

Immanuel, Matt. i. 23.

(2) Informs of speech and phrases: alfta lr%htv, to pour out the

blood, for to kill. Matt, xxiii. 35. Also i^pyea&ac l£ dfftpiioc

119
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to come forth from one's loins, for to be begotten or born of a person,

Heb. vii. 5.

(3) In grammatical figures: Enallage, the putting of the abstract

for the concrete, dxpoftuaata, uncircumcision, i. e., the uncircumcised,

Rom. ii. 26 ; xeptroptj, circumcision, i. e., the circumcised, ch. iii. 30 ;

Pleonasm (see Pleonasm) ; Ellipsis (see Ellipsis) : Hypallage (see

Hypallage).

(4) In the general form of the Language.

It is also Hebraism, if the Greek words have not that signification

in the New Testament which the usage of pure Greek authors as

signs to them, but that which is in those Hebrew words, which are

represented by the Greek words :—pr}p*, word, Luke i. 37, as the

Hebr. -\ai, a word, put for a thing or business ; oneppa, seed, 2 Cor.

xi. 22, as yn, for posterity, etc.

HENDIADYS is a grammatical figure in Syntax, when one thing

is enunciated by two ; a thing which may happen in various ways.

I. When one thing is expressed by two words, either synonymous,

or of distinct signification; so that the one of them sustains the part

of an Adjective, and bears its signification.

II. When two Substantives are so connected by the copula AND,

that the reader may understand, that the one of them should be ex

plained by the Genitive.

III. When the same thing occurs in Verbs, so that the one Verb

obtains the signification of an adverb :—Acts xxiii. 6, Of the hope

and resurrection, I am called in question, that is, concerning the re

surrection which is hoped for (see I.), or, concerning the hope of the

resurrection. (See II.)

HOM(EOTELEUTA [Gnom. on Matt. ii. 6, note, yfj 'Iouda, land

of Juda] occur, when two or more words end alike, and they are for

the most part also Homteoptota (in the same case):— Rom. xii. 15,

.faipuv pera %atpovrwv xat xXaiuv pera xXatovrwv, Rejoice with them

that do rejoice, and weep with them that weep.

HOMONYMY is the calling things diverse in nature by one name

[by Analogy, i. e., comparison or proportion] ; and Homonyms are

those things of which the name alone is common, but the relation

of the nature, connected with that name, is different. Gnom. on 1

Cor. viii. 5 ; Heb. ii. 7.

HYPALLAGE is a change or transposition of words, whereby
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there is said of the one what should be said of the other, or there is

attributed to the one what should be attributed to the other :—Matt,

x. 15, Gnom. Acts v. 20, all the words of this life, i. e., all these

words of life. Rom. vii. 24, who shall deliver me from the body of

(his death? i. e.,from this body of death.

HYPERBATON, a figure of speech, whereby words are trans

posed contrary to their wonted or most natural order of construction :

Mark ix. 20, and they brought him (the boy) unto Him (Jesus), and

when he (the boy) saw him (Jesus), straightway the Spirit tore him

(the boy) and he (the boy) fell, etc., Gr. xai fjvefxav UUTOV TTOO; aurbv

xac tdwu aurbv eudecaz TO irv£u/ta lonapAsev aurbv, xai Treffwv Ixi rijf

715!?. The language is so framed, that EITHER we must put cSov, hav

ing seen, for idaiv having seen [thus it might be referred to -KMtufia,

Spirit'], OR we must suppose a Transposition of the several members,

•which was the opinion of Bengel in the Gnom. See also 1 John ii.

24, 27.—Rev. xiii. 3, 8, and the Gnom. on the passages quoted.

Comp. HYPALLAGE.

HYPERBOLE is, when the Writer is found to have said more,

with a view to enlarging or diminishing a thing, than he intends tc

be understood.—John xii. 19, Behold the world is gone after Him.

In the statements put forth by Jesus and his . apostles there often

seems to be an HYPEBBOLE, where there is none ;—Mark xvi. 15, gc

ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature.—Luke

vi. 23; 1 Cor. xv. 52. See Gnora.

HYPOTYPOSIS is, when a thing done is so expressed in words

as to seem to be presented to one's eyes : as,—Heb. xii. 16, Lest

there be any fornicator or profane person, as Esau, who, for one mor

sel of meat, sold his birthright.

HYSTERON PROTERON is a species of Hyperbaton, when the

one of two members is put in the former place, which seemed to re

quire being put in the latter place. In the New Testament there is

scarcely to be found a genuine Hysteron Proteron, since Sacred Scrip

ture (1) either maintains the order of the things, in opposition to the

order of time,—(2) or else uses an inverted Chiasmus, which has in

it no blemish, nay, even somewhat of elegance, as we have demon

strated above:—(1.) Phil. iii. 19, whose end is destruction.—The men

tion of the end, which seemed to belong to the last place, is put be

fore the other things, in order that these latter may be read with the

greater horror. Gnom. on the passage.—(2.) Heb. iii. 8, etc., is not
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a Eysteron Proteron, but an inverted Chiasmus. See Gnom.—Rom.

xiii. 9, Paul recounting the commandments in a somewhat free order,

places the sixth after the seventh.

IDIOMA or IDIOTISMUS.—The term is taken in more than one

sense. For at one time it denotes the native and peculiar usage of

any language ; at another, the peculiar phraseology or usage of

speech in any author. See Gnom. on Matt. xvi. 13, note, the Son

of Man, at the end ; Luke vii. 30 ; Rom. vi. 17.

IRONY is a figure, arising from the disjunction of things, and is

applied where a word or phrase is employed contrary to that which

should be understood : or, where a word or phrase is employed con

trary to the strict signification. Moreover, Irony is twofold : The

one, which involves nothing of mockery, but, on the contrary, very

much sweetness,—John ix. 27, Will ye also be His disciples ? See

Gnom. The other, which is employed in mockery,—Mark xv. 29,

Ah ! thou that destroyest the temple and buildest it in three days.

Hd0Z.—See Ethos, above.

LITOTES is, when we say less than we wish to be understood.

Litotes, called also Meiosis, Tapeinosis, Extenuatio, which

are severally referred to everywhere in the Gnomon, scarcely, if at

all, differ from one another. Let us run through examples.

Litotes is referred to in the Gnomon on John vi. 37, him that

cometh unto me, I will in no wise cast out, i. e., I will receive and de

fend in all ways: Acts xxvi. 19, / was not disobedient, i. e., I was

forthwith altogether obedient.—Meiosis is referred to,—Luke xvii. 9,

I troio not ; 1 Cor. ix. 17, willingly, i. e., gratuitously.—Tapeinosis

is referred to,—Acts x. 47, Can any man forbid water ?—Water, for

baptism ; ch. xxii. 18, they will not receive thy testimony concerning

me [i. e., they will reject] ; Rom. v. 5, maketh not ashamed, i. e.,

produces the highest glorying.—Extenuatio is referred to,—Heb.

Ix. 13, the blood of bulls and goats, i. e., sacrifices.

LOCUTIO CONCISA.—See Concisa Locutio.

MEIOSIS.—See Litotes.

METALEPSIS is a double or manifold figure in the same word or

phrase ; either of such a kind that the same figure is multiplied, or

that two different figures concur :—Acts xx. 25, Ye all, among whom
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I have gone preaching the kingdom of God, thall see my face no more.

There is a double METONYMY of the Consequent for the Antecedent :

(1) Such things are about to befall me, that I am hardly, if at all,

likeiy to return-, (2) If I were ever so likely to return, yet ye your

selves, after so long an interval, will almost all be dead, or removed

elsewhere. Instead of these two Antecedents, the Consequent is put,

ye thall not tee myface. Comp. the Gnom.—1 Pet. v. 3.

METAPHORA, or TRANSLATIO is the change of the strict

signification into a foreign one on account of a similarity between the

things.—Matt. xvL 18, 19, Upon this rock I will build my church,

and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it : and I will give unto

thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven. A Metaphor from architec

ture.—2 Cor. v. 1, house of thit tabernacle were dissolved. Gnom. on

the passage.

METONYMY is a mode of speaking, whereby the one of those

things, which are conjoined by some outward relation, is put for the

other : or also so, that the other requires to be understood together

with itself. And it is fourfold : METONYMY of Cause—of Effect—

of the Subject—of the Adjunct. There are some who also add to

these Metonymy of the Antecedent (i. e., for the Consequent) and Me

tonymy of the Consequent (i. e.t for the Antecedent) ; a kind of Me

tonymy which may be conveniently referred to Metonymy of Cause

or of ^Effect.—Examples : The Consequent for the Antecedent, Luke

iv. 23, Ye will surely say unto me this proverb ; the fame of a thing,

instead of the thing itself, which is about to produce the fame. The

Antecedent for the Consequent: Rom. ii. 21, thou therefore, which

teachest another, teachest thou not thyself? i. e., Thou dost not teach,

and thou dost not do those things which thou oughtest to have taught

thyself: also, Gal. ii. 10, Only they would that we should remember

the poor : the same which 1 also was forward to do. But PAUL was

anxious not merely to remember, but to relieve and assist.—The Me

tonymy of the Subject and Adjunct : Luke i. 35, the power of the

Highest shall overshadow thee. The power of the Highest, for the

Highest, whose power is infinite.—John iii. 27, from Heaven. The

heaven, for Him who dwells in the heavens. Instead of the Concrete,

i. e., instead of that to which anything is attributed, the Abstract is

put, i. «., the Attribute itself:—Eph. v. 13, for whatsoever doth make

manifest is light. See Gnom.

MIMESIS is, when we either refer to, or repeat, the words of an

other, which we either disapprove of, or desire to refute :—1 Cor. xv.
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32,—if the dead rise not? Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we

die. Phil. iii. 4, 5. See Gnom.—Col. ii. 21.

It is also Mimesis, when we pointedly allude to a word, which an

other is wont to use, for the sake of informing him :—2 Cor. x. 1,

Who in presence am base among you: with which comp. Ter. 10, but

his bodily presence. Comp. Asteismus.

MODALIS SERMO.—When Propositions or statements are

modal, i. e., such as are not enunciated simply, but in such a way as

that the mode may be at the same time explained in which it is ne

cessary that the thing should be done, or in which it can or cannot

be done ; and lastly, the mode in which the Predicate agrees with the

Subject ; it is a Sermo Modalis : viz., when absolute propositions

are not stated absolutely and nakedly, but with the intimation of af

fection, thanksgiving, wishes, or prayers, etc. Whereas Paul might

have said to the Romans, Ye were the servants of sin, he uses the

moral Mode: Thanks be to God that, whereas ye were the servants

of sin, ye now have obeyed righteousness. And, furthermore, what is

intimated by this mode of speaking is taught us in the Gnomon on

Rom. vi. 17. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 57 ; 1 Pet. i. 3.—Matt. xxvi. 25 :

If I answer to one who asks me a question, Zb uxaz, thou hast said,

—I consider his interrogation as a positive proposition, to which I

have only to assent. To the question, Is Judas the traitor? an el

liptical answer, as it were, may be thus supplied : Yes, Judas it the

traitor, thou art right.—2 Tim. i. 16 : The apostle might have said

simply, Onesiphorus nobly stood by me: but a feeling of affection

causes him to use the mode, " May the Lord grant mercy [to Onesi

phorus, awd] to the house of Onesiphorus. Comp. Sync^tegorema.

MORATUS SERMO is that which hath lj&oz. See Bengel's pre

face, § xv. pp. xxxix. xl., and Ethos above.

NOEMA is a sentiment which appertains to life and human ac

tions, etc., applied to a special case: as,—1 Cor. vi. 12, all things

are lawful unto me, but all things are not expedient. Benqel has

used this term frequently throughout the Gnomon in a wider sense

for any sentiment or enunciation, which is contained in the words of

Scripture : Rom. i. 1, ch. iii. 2, ch. xii. 1. Comp. Gnome.

OCCUPATIO, Procatalepsis, Gr. -npoxazaXr^tz, is when we (1)

state, and (2) do away with, that which may be said against us ; of

which the former is called hypophora, the latter, anthypophora : 1 Cor.

xv. 25, but some man will say, how are the dead raised up ? and with
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what body do they come ?—By Synecdoche Anthypophora is also called

Occupatio :—Acts ii. 23, Him being delivered by the determinate coun

sel and foreknowledge of God, ye have taken.—Ch. x. 22, xiv. 16:

James iii. 17. See Gnom.

ORATIO SEMIDUPLEX.—See title SEMIDUPLBX ORATIO.

OXYMORON is, when contraries are •wisely and acutely conjoined :

or when the same thing is acutely denied, as it were, regarding it

self.—Acts v. 41, that they were counted worthy to suffer shame for

hit name. It is truly the height of dignity to he treated with indig

nity for Christ's sake.

PARABOLA.—The PARABLE is a Discourse, which, in the form

of a fiction, hut one resembling a true story, taken from the things

of everyday life, vividly represents less familiar or moral Truths.

It closely resembles Allegory : but differs from FABLE, which is the

narrative of something imaginary, such as has never happened, and

is not possible, and therefore is not like a true history.—Matt. xiii.

18, 20, 21, 22, 25, etc. It is also used in the New Testament either

for any acute or figurative expression : Matt. xv. 15 [comp. the

Gnom.] ; or for any comparison or simile, Mark iii. 23 ; or, for a

Proverb, htm, Luke iv. 23. See Gnom.

PAREGMENON is the conjunction of kindred terma, also of sim

ple words and their compounds. Instances of the former kind :—1

Cor. xi. 29, etc., eateth and drinketh damnation to himself, not dis

cerning the Lord's body [conjunction of xpipa, judgment (Eng. Ver.,

damnation) and dtaxpivtov, discerning'}.—James ii. 4, are ye not then

partial in yourselves, and are become judges of evil thoughts ? [con

junction of dtsxpidijTS, did ye doubt (Eng. Ver., are ye partial), and

xpcrac, judges."] Of the latter kind:—Acts viii. 30, understandest

thou what thou readest ? [conjunction of rtvtoffxecc, understandest, and

rc, readest]. Comp. PARONOMASIA.

PARELKON is a species of Pleonasm, when a term is used, whose

omission would leave the sentence still measurably complete, but

whose introduction makes the language elegant, emphatic, sweet, and

feeling, etc.—Luke xii. 37, iiapeX9(bv, come forth: ch. xviii. 5,

rj, by her coming ; also Acts xvi. 3, Xaftaiv, took. See Gnom.

PARENTHESIS, Interpositio, is, when the current of language

(sentence) is so interrupted by the interposition of another sentence,
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or several sentences, that the intervening sentences require to be con

sidered separately. In the New Testament Greek it is usually

marked by commas, and still more by colons.—Mark vii. 3, 4, for the

Pharisees—and of tables, forms a parenthesis. See Gnom. on Mark

vii. 1.—John i. 24.

PARONOMASIA is, when the signification of a word is changed,

one or two letters or syllables being either altered or transposed or

added, or taken away :—1 Cor. xi. 17.—1 Tim. vi. 6, 9, Great gain

--fall into temptation [where ittipaapbv, temptation, is a play, as it

were, upon noptofibz, gain].

PATHOS is, when an orator or writer betrays or manifests a more

prominent emotion and excited feeling of the mind. Pathos is ap

plied to the Affection itself, which is a stronger feeling either of any

pleasure or pain ; and its parts are four ; two arising from pleasure,

love, and joy ; two also from pain, hatred, and sorrow.—Mark vii. 34,

By the verb larlvazev, he sighed, a deep feeling of the mind is indi

cated. Comp. ETHOS.

PERIPHRASIS, CIRCUTTIO, serve, the one for copiousness, the

other, pleasant ornament. The former is that which rather expresses

a thing by circumlocution, than sets it forth by its own proper term,

aiming at expanding the several words. The latter especially serves

to designate the attribute of a thing ; hence it designates a thing, not

by its own proper word, but by a number of words ; and this, for the

Bake of either -increasing or diminishing, or at least of hiding any

offence which might have existed in the proper word ; or for more

special reasons :—Matt. xxvi. 29, of this fruit of the vine. A Peri

phrasis for wine. See Gnom. on the passage.—Matt, xxvii. 62, the

next day. Periphrasis for the Sabbath. See Gnom.—Luke ii. 11,

in the city of David. Periphrasis for Bethlehem. See Gnom. Comp.

EUPHEMISM.

PLEONASM is usually employed, where the language is so abun

dant in respect to one or two words (as a Noun, Pronoun, Verb. Ad

verb, etc.), that even without those words the sense would be com

plete: for instance, the Substantive is redundant, when the notion

of it lies hid in the Adjective,—Rom. xii. 11, not slothful in butineu

[where the idea of business is implied in the adjective slothfuf].

It is also PLEONASM, when anything is expressed in a number of

words and phrases, which, in the ordinary usage of speech, signify
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much the same thing : Luke xviii. 34, And they understood none of

these things, and this saying was hidfrom them, neither knew they the

things which were spoken. John i. 20; Acts xiii. 45; Phil. i. 23.

PLOCE is, when a word is twice employed, so that in the one in

stance the word itself is to be understood, in the other, an attribute

of it. It almost belongs to Antanaclasis, which compare.—John

iii. 31, he that is of the earth, Gr. ix rijc [i. e., be who is of earth

in respect to natural birth], is of the earth [Eng. Ver., earthly], Gr.

ix z7tz fijc iariv [i. e., is of earth, in respect to disposition and state.]

See Gnom.—Rom. vii. 13, but sin, Gr. dXXa dpapria [sin simply],

that it might appear sin, Gr. Iva favrt apapria [i. e., the worst evil.]

POLYSYNDETON is a species of Pleonasm, when conjunctions

are rather frequently inserted between the words or the members of

a sentence : Ep. James i. 24, for he beholdeth himself, and—and.—

Comp. Asyndeton.

PROSOPOPOEIA is a kind of bold Metaphor, when Life, Lan

guage, and other things peculiar to man, are attributed to fictitious

lifeless things. So care is attributed to the day in Matt. vi. 34.—

So Rom. vii. 1. According to the sense of the apostle, life is as

cribed to the Law itself by Prosopopoeia or Personification. See

Gnom. and note on Gal. iii. 15, no man.—Gal. iii. 24, Nopoz, the

Law, is called naidaywYOz, a schoolmaster.—It is also termed Proso

popoeia, when those long ago dead are said to bear testimony as

though they were present. See Gnom. on Heb. xi. 2 : with which

comp. Luke xvi. 29.

PROTHERAPIA is, if we preface our words by intimating in

general our sincere and kindly feeling towards our readers or hear

ers ; or if, when about to speak words of a kind whereby moderation,

modesty, and gentleness might seem to be injured, we guard against

a misunderstanding by some previous mitigation ; and so effect a

more ready access to the minds of our readers or hearers:—Matt,

viii. 9, The Centurion being about to say, I )iave soldiers under me

[which might seem immodest], employs a Protherapia : 1 am a man

under authority.—Acts ii. 29, Peter, when he had to say something

less favorable of David, premises a Protherapia, Men and brethren,

let me freely speak unto you. Comp. Epitherapia.

RECAPITULATION.—See Anakephal.bosis.

120
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REGRESSION is the figure used, when several things are either

supposed or proposed and the writer goes back to explain or perfect

the several particulars one by one, mostly in an inverse order, or if it

BO please him, in an unstudied order. So Paul 1 Cor. xv 13, com

mences a Regression, and enumerates what he has alleged, ver. 8-11.

Comp. Gnom. on Acts i. 3, ch. iii. 16, and 2 Pet. i. 9.

SEJUGATIO, or DISJUNCTION is, when two members are pro

posed, both of which are afterwards more fully discussed ; as Rom.

xi. 22, behold, therefore, the goodness and severity of God: on them

which fell, severity, etc. Phil. i. 15. Comp. Gnom.

SEMIDUPLEX ORATIO is that species of abbreviated mode of

expression, when the mutual relation of two members is such, that

the reader is to understand, that the one member is to be supplied

from another, and conversely. The difference of Concisa Locutio

and Semiduplex Oratio consists in this : Concita Locutio puts one

member, and implies the other : Semiduplex Oratio puts two members,

and implies two others, either in a direct or inverse relation. The

Gnomon marks, at some passages of the New Testament, Coneita

Locutio, though they evidently contain a Semiduplex Oratio, as Rom.

vi. 4, ch. xv. 18 ; 1 Cor. x. 13. Sometimes a Semiduplex Oratio is

marked as a Concisus Sermo, as Matt. xiii. 49 ; Mark i. 4, ch. xiv.

8. Examples of Semiduplex Oratio :—John v. 21, For at the Father

raiteth up the dead and quickeneth them, even so the Son quiekeneth

whom he will. The double-membered sentence is equivalent to this :

In the same way as the Father raises the dead (whom he trill), and

quickens them ; so also the Son (raises the dead) whom he will (and}

quickens them.—John viii. 28, Of myself (1) I do nothing, (2) nor

speak : but—(3) I speak these things, (4) and I do them. The one

is to be supplied from the other. [Comp. a kindred passage, ver.

38.]—John x. 25, xiv. 10, xvii. 26. Acts vii. 16, where comp. the

Gnom.

SERMOCINATIO is the figure which brings forth a person speak

ing ; or when words are adapted to a person, in accordance with his

own character and the present object of the writer,—1 Cor. ix. 24,

So run that ye may obtain. For by these words Paul does not di

rectly exhort the Corinthians, but by a Sermocinatio brings forward

that exhortation, which the Judges and Trainers and spectators in

the public games usually employed. Comp. MIMESIS.

SERMO PLENUS, or FULL SPEECH, is opposed to Coneiu
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Loeutio (see above), where a proposition is expressly put, which any

attentive reader might have easily understood or supplied:—Matt.

vii. 21, Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, shall enter into the

kingdom of heaven, which is in heaven : on which passage Ben-

gel approves of the reading of the very ancient Latin Version :

" but he who does the will of My Father, who is in heaven, he shall

enter the kingdom of heaven." Comp. a kindred passage, 1 John

li. 17. Bom. ii. 13, for not the hearers of the law are just before

God, but the doers of the law shall be justified. Sometimes, of two

corresponding propositions, the one is brought forward as it were in

abbreviated language, the other in full:—2 Tim. i. 15, 16, 17, 18, of

whom are Phygellus and Hermogenes. The Lord give mercy unto the

house of Onesiphorus :—the Lord grant unto him that he may find

mercy. The apostle does not utter imprecations against those not

steadfast, whilst he prays for the lest blessings upon the steadfast.

SIMULTANEUM.—A graceful arrangement of style, whereby,

of two things properly belonging to the same period of time, the one

is divided into two parts (as it were split into two), while the other ia

unexpectedly placed parenthetically between the two parts. Mark

xiv. 12 ; Rev. xvi. 14 ; Gnom. on the passages.

SUPPOSITIO MATERIALIS \Wetallage\ is, if a word be taken

for itself, as consisting of letters or syllables ; as, for instance, " I

was scarcely able to say that sad word, Farewell." Comp. Gnom.

on Rom. ix. 7, note, but in Isaac, etc.

SYLLEPSIS is, when the concord of the parts of speech is dis

turbed ; when the mind conceives a different thing from what is set

forth in words, i. e., when the idea meant, and the sense is more re

garded than the words.

SYLLEPSIS is either of Gender, or of Number, or of both. Syl

lepsis of Gender is, when we state one gender while we conceive an

other in the mind ; as John xvi. 13, 14, when he, (^XE?K>C, Masculine)

the Spirit (Gr. TO KveLpa, Neuter) of truth is come, he (Gr. Ixeivo?,

Masc.) shall glorify me. The Masculine is put for the neuter; for it

was more becoming to speak in the Masculine of a Divine Person.—

Syllepsis of Number is, when we state one number while we are think

ing of another; as John xxi. 12, and none (Gr. oudsiz [singular] of

the disciples—Durst ask him knowing, Gr. er'56rec [plural].—The

plural is put, whereas the construction itself seems to require the

Singular, but the reference is to the word /*a<?jyr<5v, disciples.
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SYMPERASMA, or CONGERIES [see Gnom. on 1 John v. 7,

8], is a comprehensive outline [or Conclusion] drawn from the pre

ceding declaration and demonstration, which comprises in a kind of

brief summary the foregoing statements : Matt. i. 17, to all the gene

rations from Abraham to David are fourteen generations.—Heb. xi.

39 ; John i. 1. See Gnom.

CONGERIES, Synathroismus, also is a somewhat full enumeration of

the forms (or Specie*) of a Genus, and of the parts of a Whole ; or,

when several words, which signify different things in the Species, are

brought together in one mass :—Heb. xi. 32, of Gedeon, and of Ba

rak, and of Sampson, and of Jtpthah.

SYNCATEGOREMA is an accessory Proposition added to the

principal one :—1 Cor. i. 17, but to preach the </•.-/••", is an accessory

Proposition, in respect of what precedes; but this -very Idea, as to

the preaching of the Gospel is treated by the apostle, in what follows,

in such a way that these two words, in respect of the consequences

deduced from them, sustain the part of a principal Proposition. See

Gnom. on this passage. A nearly kindred passage occurs in eh. xii.

2, where the words OTI ^e<r<?e, even at ye were led, are the predicate

itself, whereas they might appear to be an accessory idea. See the

Gnom.—Comp. MOPALIS SERMO.

SYNCHYSIS is used, when the order of the expressions in a sen

tence has been disturbed. Syperbaton and Synchysis scarcely differ.

Comp. HYPERBATON.

SYNECDOCHE is the interchange or transference of the words

from one thing to another, on account of an internal connection in

the things. There are four species of SYNECDOCHE : Synecdoche

of the Whole (for a part)—of a Part (for the whole)—of the Class

(for the species)—of the Species (for the class).—Examples : The

Whole for the part,—Rom. vii. 1, the law hath dominion—where the

whole law is put for the law of matrimony.—The greater part for the

Whole : Matt. ii. 6, and thou Bethlehem, land of Juda.—The less

part for the Whole:—Matt. xii. 40, the note of the Gnomon, r/>e«c

ffHepas, three days,—the first night and day (expressed Synecdochic-

ally) extends from about the tenth hour of the Friday down to the

night, not inclusively.—This part of a night and day is taken for the

whole of the first night and day. The Class for the Species: Luke

ii. 1, that all the world should be taxed. The whole habitable globe

is put for the world subject to Rome, from which Judca is not ex
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cepted.— The Species for the Class : Heb. i. 1, God—spake in time

past. The speaking of God is put for every kind of communication.

Comp. Metaphor, Metonymy.

SYNTHESIS, or SYNESIS is, when a Pronoun, Verb, or Parti

ciple, is construed with a collective Noun, not grammatically, but ac

cording to the sense :—Matt. xxv. 32, all nations, Gr. ndvra r« l&vq

[neut.], and he shall separate them, Gr. aorobz [masc.]—for abyi,

them [nout.] Also ch. xxviii. 19. Comp. Syllepsis.

SYNTHETON are two words, which either emphatically or fre

quently occur conjoined in Holy Scripture. Often wisdom and power

are joined. Gnom. on Acts vii. 22.— The giving of thanks andpeace;

Philip, iv. 6, 7. Col. iii. 15.—Luke i, 75, in holiness and righteous

ness.—Eph. iv. 24 ; comp. 1 Thess. ii. 10 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 4. Comp.

Gal. v. 22 ; 2 Cor. vii. 7, 11 ; Philem. ver. 7. See Gnom.

TAPEINOSIS.-See Litotes.

TAUTOLOGY is the needless repetition of a word or a sentence,

which is altogether the same either as to sound or sense. See Gnom.

on Acts xxiii. 6, note on the son of a Pharisee.—Rom. vii. 13, note

on working.

TMESIS (Gr. rp^aizz, a cutting) is, when a compound word, or a

connected phrase is divided : as, Eph. vi. 8, o idv rt, whatsoever, for

b,rt idv, whatsoever.

TROPE is the change of any word from its proper signification to

a foreign one, whereby power is gained. There are three sources of

this change : Similarity of the things, Conjunction, and Disjunction.

A Trope from similarity is called Metaphor.

from conjunction of the things, Metonymy and Synecdoche.

from disjunction, Irony.

Trope differs from Figure, which is a change, accompanied with

power, of ordinary and simple language. A Trope has place in par

ticular words, the signification of which it changes ; Figure in the gene

ral character of the language, which is altered, whether the significa

tion of the words has been changed, or the same signification re

tained.—2 Tim. iv. 17, 1 was delivered out of the mouth of the jm.

There is here a Trope.—Gnom. Comp., if you please, Metaphor, etc.

ZEUGMA, junction or connection, is the figure whereby there are
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referred to one verb two or more sentences, each of which would re

quire the verb, if it (the sentence) were placed alone ; or when words

put once are to be understood twice, but in a different sense, i. e., in

a related, or conjoined and connected sense ; or, the contraries are

to be supplied from the words expressed ; as in 1 Cor. iii. 2, I have

fed you, with milk and not with meat [viz., have not fed you with

ftpiopa, meat ; for the verb inortaa, I have made you drink, is not

applicable except to. rdXa, milk]. Ch. vii. 10.—Gal. v. 17 ; 1 Tim.

iv. 3. Comp. Gnom. on the passages quoted.—1 Cor. vii. 19, Cir

cumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing, but the keeping

of the commandments of God. [Supply the contrary lare rt, is

something.]

A peculiar Zeugma is noted in the Gnomon on Mark xiii. 26, but

one which has no difficulty connected with it.
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INDEX I.

PASS AO KS OF rUB OLD TESTAMENT r. X PI, A ly F.I)

OK DISCUSSED.

Gen. i. 1. The Beginning, John i. 1.

i. 3. Light, 2 Cor. iv. 6.

ii. 2. Rust, Heb. iv. 4.

K. 7. Man of the Earth, 1 Cor. xv. 45.

ii. 23, 24. Flesh and bones, Eph. v. 30.

ii. 24. One Flesh, 1 Cor. vi. 16.

v. 22, 24. Enoch. Heb. xi. 5.

x. 25. In the dayi of Feleg, Matt.

1.11.

xii. 1. The outgoing of Abraham,

Acts vii. 3.

xii. 3. The Blessing, Gal. iii. 8.

xiii. 15. And to thy seed, Gal. iii. 16.

xiv. 17, 18, Melchisedec, Heb. vii. 1.

xv. 6. He believed, Rom. iv. 3.

xv. 13, 14. Of his seed a stranger,

Acts vii. 6.

xvii. 5. The Father of many nations,

Rom. iv. 17.

xviii. 12. The lord of Sarah, 1 Pet.

iii. 6.

xix. 26. Lot's 'Wife, Luke xvii. 32.

xx. 16. A covering, 1 Cor. xi. 10.

xxi. 10. Cast out the bondmaid, Gal.

iv. 22.

xxi. 12. Seed in Isaac, Rom. ix. 7.

xxii. 17. The Multitude of the seed,

Heb vi. 14.

xxii. 18. The Blessing, Acts, iii. 25.

xxv. 23. The Elder shall serve, Rom.

ix. 12.

xxv. 34. Esau hated, etc., Heb. xii. 16.

xxviii. 15. I will not leave (desert)

thee, Heb. xiii. 5.

xxxiv. 14. Man who hath a foreskin,

Acts xi. 3.

xlvi. 27. Seventy souls, etc., Acts

vii. 14.

xlvi. 34. Cattle, Rev. xviii. 13.

xlvii. 29. The end of his staff, Heb.

xi. 21.

Exodus, the whole book of, in general,

Acts vii. 17-44, 1 Cor. x. 1, Heb.

xi. 23, 21, 25.

iii. 6. The God of Abraham, Matt.

xxii 32.

Exodus iii. 12. They shall worship Me,

Acts vii. 7.

ix. 16. I have raised thee up, Rom.

ix. 17.

xii. 46. Ye shall not break a bone,

John xix. 86.

xvi. 4. Bread from heaven, John

vi. 31.

xvi. 8, 10. Weaker not to murmur,

1 Cor. x. 10.

xvi. 18. He who gathered much,

2. Cor. viii. 15.

xix. 6, 6. A possession, a kingdom,

a holy nation, 1 Pet. ii. 9.

xix. 13. If a beast. Heb. xii. 20.

xx. 12. Honor thy father, Matt. xv. 4.

xxi. 14. From my altar. Matt. viii. 22.

xxi. 16. He who shall curse, Matt.

xv. 4.

xxi. 24. An eye for an eye. Matt. v.

38.

xxiii. 21. Angel of the Lord, John

i. 1.

xxiv. 6. He took the blood, Heb.

ix. 19.

xxxiii. 19. I will have compassion,

Rom. ix. 15.

xxxiv. 30. The face of Moses, 2 Cor.

iii. 7.

Lev. xi. 34. Of all drink that may be

drunk, Heb. ix. 10.

xviii. 5. He who shall do, Rom. x. 5.

xxvi. 11, 12. I will dwell, 2 Cor.

vi. 16.

Num. xi. 4, etc. Lusting. 1 Cor x. 6.

xi. 12. Nursing Father, Acts xiii.

18, 19.

xii. 7. Moses faithful, Heb. iii. 2.

xii. 8. Moses beholds, 1 Cor. xiii. 12.

xvi. 5. Who is the Lord's ? 2 Tim.

ii. 19.

xvi. 41. Murdered, 1 Cor. x. 10.

xxi. 5. Tempted. 1 Cor. x. 9.

xxv. 9. Twenty-three to twenty-four

thousand, 1 Cor. x. 8.

Deut. i. 31. He bare thee. Acts xiii. 18

(the marginal translation.)

v. 16. Honor thy lather, Eph. vi. 2.

vi. 8. ThoushaR love, Matt. xxii. 37.
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Deut. vi. 13. 'Worship thou Him, etc.,

Matt. iv. 10.

xviii. 15. A prophet like unto me,

Acts iii. 22, vii. 37.

xxi. 23. He that hnngeth, Gal. iii. 13.

xxiv. 15. The sun shall not go down

upon your wrath, Eph. iv. 26.

xxv. 4. The ox, that treadeth out

the corn, 1 Cor. ix. 9.

xxvii. 26. Cursed, Gal. iii. 10.

xxix. 1. A new covenant, Matt. i.

17. \ 7.

xxix. 18. A root of bitterness (bitter

root,) Hub. xii. 15.

xxx. 11-14. The commandment is

near, Rom. x. 6.

xxxii. 21. They have provoked me to

jealousy, etc., Eom. x. 19, 1 Cor.

x. 22.

xxxii. 35. Vengeance belongetb to

me, Rom. xii. 19. Heb. x. 30.

xxxii. 36. He will judge, Heb. x. 30.

xxxii. 43. Rejoice, etc., Rom. xv. 10,

Heb. i. 6.

Ruth i. 1. The judges, Matt. i. 5.

The Books of Joshua and Judges, Heb.

xi. 29, 30, 31.

Joshua xv. 59. Bethlehem, Matt. ii. 6.

2 Sam. vii. 14. Father; Son, Heb. i. 5.

1 Kings viii. 9. The ark of the covenant,

Heb. ix. 4.

xii. 32. A feast in the eighth month,

John iv. 3'o.

1 Kings xix. 14. The prophets slain, Rom.

xi. 3.

2 Chron. xxiv. 22. Zacharias, Matt. xxiii.

35.

Job. The principal point in the charac-

_ter of. James v. 11.

v. 13, Ho taketh the wise, 1 Cor.

iii. 19.

xii. 2. The poople, Rom. x. 19.

xix. 26 The last day, 1 Cor. xv. 45.

xx. 26. Fire. Matt. iii. 12.

xxii. 34. Comfort in vain, Acts iv. 25.

xii. 2. Who has first given? Rom.

xi. 35.

xlii. 17. The resurrection of Job,

Matt. xxvii. 62. ,

Psalm ii. 1, 2. Why niged the heathen?

Acts iv. 25.

ii. 7. My Son, Acts xiii. 33, Heb.

v. 5.

iv. 5. Anger without sin, Eph. iv. 26.

v. 10. Sepulchre, Rom. iii. 13.

viii. 5-7. What is man ? Heb. ii. 6.

viii. All things, 1 Cor. xv. 27.

x. 7. Mouth full of cursing, Rom. iii.

14.

xviii. 49. I will confess. Rom. xv. 9.

xix. 5. Their rule and words, Kum.

x. 18.

xxii. My God, Matt. xxvii. 46.

xxii. Let Him save or deliver Him,

Matt. xxvii. 43.

Psalm xxii. 22. To my brethren, Heb. ii.

12.

xxiv. 1. The earth is the Lord's,

1 Cor. x. 26.

xxxiv. 8. Taste. 1 Pet. ii. 3.

xxxiv. 12-16. Who dcsireth.to en

joy life, 1 Pet. iii. 10.

xxxvii. 11. The heirs of the earth,

Matt. v. 5.

xl. 7. Sacrifice, Heb. x. 5.

xliv. 23. For thy sake, we are killed,

Rom. viii. 36.

xlv. 4. Thy right hand shall show

terrible things, John v. 20.

xlv. 7, 8. Thy throne, Heb. i. 8.

xlviii. The Great King, Matt. v. 35.

Ii. 6. That thou mayest be justified,

Rom. iii. 4.

Iv. 22. Cast thy care (burden,) 1 Pet.

v. 7.

Ixii. Te kill, James iv. 2.

lxii. 13. He shall render to every

one, Rom. ii. 6.

lxviii. 18. Thou hast ascended, Eph.

iv. 8.

lxviii. 28. The princes of Zabulon,

Matt. iv. 15.

lxix. 10. Zeal ; reproach, John ii.

17, Rom. xv. 3.

lxix. 25. Let their dwelling be de

solate, Acts i. 20.

lxix. 22. Their table, Rom. xi. 9.

lxix. 25. Their habitation desolate

Acts, i. 20.

lxxviii. 2. I will open. Matt. xiii. 35

lxxviii. 57. A deceitful bow, Rom

iv. 6.

lxxxii. 6. Ye are Gods, John x. 34.

lxxxvii. 4. Tyre, Acts xxi. 3.

lxxxix. 21. I have found David,

Acts xiii. 22.

xc. 4. A thousand years, 2 Pet. iii. 8.

xci. 11, 12. His angels. Matt. iv. 6.

xcv. 7. To-day, Heb. iii. 7.

xlvii. 7. Worship Him, Heb. i. 6.

cii. 25-27. Of old (in the beginning,)

Heb. i. 10.

civ. 4. The angels, winds (spirits,)

Heb. i. 7.

civ. 35. Hallelujah (praise the Lord.)

Rev. xix. 1.

evil. 20. Word of the Lord, John i.l.

cix. 8. His bishopric, Acts i. 20.

ex. 1. Tomy Lord, sit, Matt. xxii. 44.

ex. 4. He has sworn, Heb. v. 6.

cxvi. 10. I have believed,2Cor. iv. 13.

cxvi. 12. Man is a liar, Rom. iii. 4.

cxvii. 1. Praise ye, Rom. xv. 11.

cxviii. 0. He is my helper, Heh. xiii.fi.

cxvlii. 22. 23. A stone. Matt. xxi. 42.

cxviii. 25. Hosanna; Blessed, Matt.

xxi. 9.

exxxii. 17. ThroneofDavid, Luke i.69.

exxxiii. 2. Christ. the anointed Priest,

Col. ii. 10.
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Psnlm cxl. 4. Sepulchre, Rom. iii. 13.

Prov. i. 16. Feet swift, Rom. iii. 15-18.

iii. 4. Providing good things, Rom.

xii. 17.

Ui.7. Be not wise in thine own eyes,

%tom. xii. 16.

iii. 11, 12. Despise not. Heb. xii. 5.

iii. 34. To the lowly, James iv. 6.

viii. 23. In the beginning, John i. 1.

viii. 25. Before the hills, John viii. 56.

x. 12. Love covereth sins, 1 Pet. iv. 8.

xi. 31. If the righteous, 1 Pet.iv.18.

xxiii. 31. On the wine, Eph. v. 18.

xxiv. 10. Shall fall seven times,

Luke xvii. 4.

xxv. 21, 22. If he be hungry, Rom.

xii. 20.

xxvi. 11. A dog, 2 Pet. ii. 22.

Isaiah i. 9. A seed left, Rom. ix. 29.

vi. 5. I saw, John xii. 41.

vi. 9. You will hoar, Matt. xiii. 14.

vii. 14. Behold! a virgin, Matt. i. 23.

viii. 12, 13. Their fear, 1 Pet. iii. 14.

viii. 18. I will trust, 1 and the chil

dren, Heb. ii. 13.

viii. 23, ch. ix. 1, 2. The land of

Zebulon, Matt. iv. 15.

x. 22, 23. If thy people shall be,

Rom. ix. 27.

xi. 10. Root of Jesse, Rom. xv. 12.

xxii. 13. Let us eat.U Cor. xv. 32.

xxv. 8. He shall swallow up death,

1 Cor. xv. 64.

xxvii. 9. His sin shall be taken

away, Rom. xi. 26.

xxviii. 11, 12. In other tongues,

1 Cor. xiv. 21.

xxviii. 16. A stone in Zion, Rom.ix.

33.

xxix. 10. The spirit of deep sleep,

Rom. xi. 8.

xxix. 13. They honor me with their

lips, Matt. xv. 8.

xxix. 14. Wisdom shall perish,

1 Cor. i. 19.

xxix. 16. As if clay, Rom. ix. 20.

xxxiii. 18. 'Where is the scribe?

1 Cor. i. 20.

xl. 3. The voice of one crying, Matt.

iii. 3.

xl. 6-8. Flesh is grass, 1 Pet. i. 24.

xl. 13. Who hath known? Rom. xi.

34, 1 Cor. ii. 16.

xlii. 1. Behold my servant, Msrtt.

xii. 18.

xlii. 12. His praise now, 1 Pet. ii. 9.

xliii. 20. A chosen people, 1 Pet. ii. 9.

xlv. 9. Potter~s clay, Rom. ix. 20.

xlv. 22, 23. Every knee, Rom. xiv.

11.

xlix. 6. The light of the Gentiles,

Acts xiii. 47.

Iii. 5. My name, Rom. ii. 24.

Iii. 7. Beautiful feet, Rom. x. 15.

Isaiah Iii. 11. Go ve out, 2 Cor. vi. 17.

Isaiah Hi. 15. To whom it had not been

told, Rom. xv. 21.

liii. 1. Who believes? John xii. 38.

liii. 7. By his stripes, 1 Pet. ii. 23,24.

liii. 7, 8. As a sheep, Acts viii. 32.

liii. 12. With the transgressors,

Mark xv. 28.

liv. 12. Thy windows. Rev. xxi. 11.

liv. 13. Taught by God, John vi. 45.

Iv. 3. The mercies of David, Acts

xiii. 34.

lvi. 7. The house of prayer, Matt.

xxi. 13.

lvi. 10, 11. Sleeping. Jude, ver. 8.

lix 7, 8. Feet swift. Rom. iii. 15-18.

lix. 20, 21. The Redeemer of Zion,

Rom. xi. 26.

Ix. 1. To give light. Eph. v. 14.

Ix. 3. The Gentiles in the light, Rev.

xxi. 24.

lxi. 1, 2. The Spirit of the Lord,

Luke iv. 18.

lxiv. 4. The eye hath not seen,

1 Cor. ii. 9.

lxv. 1. I am found, Rom. x. 20.

lxvi. 1, 2. Heaven is my throne,

Acts vii. 49.

lxvi. 23, 24. Their worm, Mark ix.

44.

Jer. vii. 11. A den of robbers, Matt.

xxi. 13.

xvi. 16. Fishers, Matt. iv. 19.

xxii. 11, 18, 24, 28, 30. Barren,

Matt. i. 17, J 7.

xxiii. 6. Jehovah, our righteousness,

1 Cor. i. 30.

xxxi. 15. Rama. Matt. ii. 18.

xxxi. 31-34. A new Covenant, Matt.

i. 17, vii. 1, Heb. viii. 8. , •

Ezek. i. 28. I have seen and heard,

John v. 37.

xx. 5. People exalted. Acts, xiii. 17.

xxxvii. 7. The resurrection, Rev.

20, 4.

xxxviii. 2. Gog, Rev. xx. 8.

xlii. 17. Reeds, Rev. xxi. 17.

xlviii. 31. The gates, Rev. xxi. 12.

Dan. vii. 7, etc. The fourth beast. Rev.

xiii. 1 (in thesis 5,) and ch. xvii. 10

ix. 25. Seventy weeks, Matt. i. 17.

ix. 27. The abomination, Matt. xxiv

15.

xi. 36. He shall be exalted, 2 Thess.

ii. 4.

xii. 12. One thousand three hundred

and five and thirty days, Rev.

xvii. 10.

Hosea ii. 23. Not a people, Rom. ix. 25,

1 Pet. ii. 10.

vi. 6. Mercy. Matt. ix. 13.

xi. 1. Out of Egypt. Matt. ii. 15.

xiii. 14. Where is thy sting? 1 Cor.

xv. 55.

Joel ii. 28, (Sept. iii. 1-5.) I will pour

out, Acts ii. 17

121
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Amos v. 13. Evil days Eph. v. 16.

v. 25, 26. Uave ye ofl~ered sacrifices?

Acts vii. 41.

ix. 11, 12. The tabernacle of David,

Acts xv. 16.

Obad. ver. 21. The kingdom of the Lord,

Rev. xi. 15.

Jonah ii. 1. Jonah in the fish, Matt. xii.

40.

iii. 5. Nineveh repenting. Matt. xii.

42.

Micah v. 2. Bethlehem, Matt. ii. 6.

Hab. i. 5. Behold! Acts xiii. 40.

ii. 3, 4. He shall come, Heb. x. 36.

ii. 4, The Just, Rom. i. 17.

Zephan ii. 11. From his place, Rom. ix.

26.

Hag. ii. 6. Yet once, Heb. xii. 26.

?/ech. vi. 13. Between both, John viii. 17.

ix. 9, 10. Thy King, 2 Thess. ii. 3.

xi. 12, 13. Thirty pieces of silver,

Matt. xxvii. 9.

xii. 10. They shall see, John xix. 37.

xiii. 7. The Shepherd smitten, Matt.

xxvi. 31.

xiv. 8. Living water, John vii. 38.

Mai. i. 2. I have loved Jacob, Rom. ix.

13.

iii. 1. Behold I send, Matt. xi. 10.

The last verse being an anathema,

Matt. iii. 12, Luke i. 63.

xlviii. 11. Elias, Luke i. 17.

2 Mace. vii. 9, 11, 14, 29, 36, etc. The

drum, Heb. xi. 35.

INDEX II.

CERTAIN IMPORTANT HEBREW

WORDS.

Heb. ti. 23,

Apoc. i. 8, 8 21,

Matt. ii. 6,

Matt. v. 18,

2 Cor. vi. 15.

Heb. ix. 16, Matt. xxvi. 28,

Rom. x. 19,

James iii. 6.

John xv. 10,

Apoc. xix. 1,

Matt. xxiii. 34,

Rom. i. 4,

Luke xv. lfi,

2 Tim. ii. 19,

Rev. xix. 1,

Rev. i. 8, c. 11, 17,

Matt. ii. 6, /

Matt. i. 21,

Acts ii. 26,

Matt. vii. 14,

Eph. vi. 4,

Matt. ix. 9,

AND GREEK

rmx

nna

T771

IT TO

Dan

pn

form

jn'

rr

pier

'a

1D10

'na' wra

Apoc. xi. 8,

Matt. ii. 23,

Matt. xii. 18,

Acts i. 13,

Matt. i. 23,

Matt. vi. 7,

Rom. ix. 29,

Rom. i. 4,

Matt. xii. 30,

Apoc. xii. 10,

1 Peter iii. 21,

Matt. iv. 1,

John i. 14,

Acts i. 17,

Matt. xii. 21,

Heb. v. 13,

~AyoSis, Mark x. 18. dyoSds, iiKttf, diff.

Rom. v. 7.

iyariv, Mark x. 21, /p,\ttv, diff1. John xxi.

15.

ay,aopds, (Sy,dr,is, dy,osrvi-tf, diff. Rom. i. 4.

iivs, Luke xvi. 23, 1 Cor. xv. 65.

«fynX*t, Matt. xiii. 2.

ofoo aai oopi, Heb. ii. 14.

tfcsfr&as, Stni,tvatt iptordv, diff. John xi. 22

a,rmt, Heb. V. 9.

a,~xuaXt,wlo, Apq(. xiii. 10.

a,~wv, yseta, Col. i. 26.

claw, diff. Eph. vi. 12.

J«aprros, Mutt. xiii. 22.

anaSapa,a, aWXytia, diff. Eph. iv. 19.

o«aj«f, Rom. xvi. 18.

oVpov, Matt. xxiv. 31.

oXXos, trcpos, diff. Acts iv. 12.

o,,a, hiioi, diff. 1 Thess. iv. 17

Spaiivv, Apoc. xviii. 13.

iv, John iv. 10, Acts iii. 19.

iranXli, Luke i. 78.

dvri, John i. 16.

d,roXyt,,', Eph. iv. 19.

iVoi. t^oiroi, diff. Rom. vi. 10.

n-rrapxh, /ipXh, diff. Col. i. 18.

dVtXm~stii', Luke vi. 35.

iIto, on account of, because of, Luke vii. 35.

d,roffaraoroff,s, Acts iii. 21.

oVnXtw, Aipiniu, diff. Luke vi. 37.

d,roffWXXbo, *irmrt diff. Luke xxiv. 49, John,

xx. 21.

Spa, ovv, diff. Rom. v. 18.

opioid. Rom. viii. 8.

apirayptis, Phil. ii. 6.

itfaffCv, 2 Cor. i. 22.

rii,' dpxh', John viii. 25.

tipxh, ciooff,~o, Col. i. 16.

dpx,tptis. Matt. ii. 4.

apxopat, Matt. iv. 17.

oVSti't,o, Rom. v. 6.

iff ,r-ws, Luke xv. 13.

avptov, Inavp,ov, diff. Acts xxV. 2}

oinis, Matt. i. 21, Luke xvi. 24.

oirou, reciprocal, Apoc. i. 5.
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«ir*, Acts viii. 26.

airois, US, ApOC. T. 10.

fy«ns, Luke iv. 18.

Rom. iii. 25.

tyf,pt, Mark i. 34, Rom. iv. " ; A^tl;, Apoc.

ii. 20.

A>ii,s, Acts xx. 29.

ixf, Acts iii. 21.

<3,i,rru, Luke xvi. 24.

^d,r^ ^opr,~oK, diff. Gal. vi. 2.

fft0n\rir. Matt. xii. 5.

Matt. xi. 12.

0\brtoi bpnu' Stupu S,trOfiat, diff. John xvi.

16, Heb. ii. 8.

36/ikul. m,paiw. diff. John xxi. 16.

-yip, Matt. i. 18, Mark xi. 13, John ix. 30,

Acts xv. 21, 27, Kom. i. 18, iii. 28,

v. 7, vi. 4, Heb. ii. 8.

ytma. Matt. V. 22.

ylpu, Apoc. iv. 8.

yma, Mutt. i. 17, 1 12. and ch. xxiv. 34.

Wwmt, John i. 3, Acts xv. 25, Apoc. i.

1, 9-

y,Pburroo, myowrot, diff. 1 Cor. xiii. 12.

y*6,pot, o*6tO(. diff. Heb. xii. 18.

yt^lin, 1 Cor. vii. 25.

yrwnt, 2 Cor. vi. 6, diff. mpia, 1 Peter iii.

7, 2 Peter i. 5.

ypappartvs, Matt. ii. 4.

&a,p6vtQv, 1 Tim. iv. 1.

U, emphatically added, Rom. viii. 8.

Atna's" ,rpoot,sxtt, Iirtrttpta, diff. 1 Tim. ii. 1.

Heb. v. 7.

ItT tytlXtt, diff. 1 Cor. xi. 10, Heb. ii. 1.

itia,lalpuoi/. Acts xvii. 22.

itptu, rvnrt,v, irait,v, diff. Luke xxii. 63.

lipu. Matt. xxi. 35.

itxopa,. Acts iii. 21.

i,i, Heb. ii. 10, diff. from U, Rom. iii. 30.

iimmU, Acts i. 17.

imiiiKn, Matt. xxvi. 28.

i,airpi^ofiat, James ii. 4.

liSpaXriav, Matt. xvii. 24.

diioiof, Matt. i. 19, Rom. v. 7.

A«m«, Luke vii. 35, Rom. iii. 20.

dtra,upa, Rom. V. 18.

tJ,gasCiur,s, O~'fafOrovr, diff. Rom. iv. 25.

l,xoroptiv, Matt. xxiv. 51.

oWr*, Matt. iii. 9, 1 Cor. iii. 18.

n\a, of God, John xvii. 1. Rom. vi. 4.

id\a, auntpta, diff. 2 Tim. ii. 10.

Wra^,s, Rom. viii. 38.

iyro/,/?^ffaffSat, 1 Peter V. 5.

iyspartK, Tit. i. 8.

l6patot, rtStp.eX,a,fiii'os, diff. Col. i. 23.

iBtXaHpnttKtia, Col. ii. 23.

lBnos, Xass, diff. Luke xxiii. 2.

ii, tl aai, 2 Cor, vii. 8.

«M, Matt. v. 22.

t,at, John, vii. 34.

ilntar, Luke iv. 18

tlvu, XaXu, diff. John xii. 49.

n~t, Mark xiii. 9, diff. from M, Acts viii.

23, Rom. i. 17, iii. 22.

dra, ?«ir«, diff. 1 Cor. xV. 23.

h, Rom. i. 17.

U, Iti, diff. Rom. Hi. 30.

U0i\\t,v. Matt. ix. 38.

t«r. os. Mark iv. 35, diff. from eirof, Matt.

xxiii. 23.

imrttpafa, Matt. iv. 7.

is+ipuv, rUrt,v, diff. Heb. vi. 7.

IXamt, Apoc. xi. 4.

IXets, Matt. ix. 13.

~'inp/n&tv, John i. 15.

In, Heb. ix. 4, diff. from *api and J(, John

xviii. 36.

Iv, diff. from tt,, Rom. v. 21.

Iv, for, with, Rom. i. 23.

Imavris, l"it, diff. Apoc. xiii. 18, { 7.

luratpta^t,v. Matt. xxvi. 12.

IvnM, Rom. vii. 9.

tvtOs, Luke xvii. 21.

?{, irari, diff. Rom. ii. 7.

ti,s, Heb. v. 14.

2io,Wa, ii»«rtat, diff. Rom. xiii. 1.

cuayyMa, Acts i. 4.

/>,;/,i j^rr. Matt. V. 44.

M, with the genitive, Matt. i. 11, Mark

ii. 26, xii. 26, Apoc. v. 10, xxi. 16,—

with the dative, Apoc. xxi. 12,—-

with the accusative, Acts i. 21, Luka

i. 17.

?rr,flaXXio, Mark xiv. 72.

hr,BvpitXti, iptyteSat, diff. 1 Tim. iii. 1.

r,r,owr,Os, Matt. vi. 11.

In, XaXu, diff. John xii. 49.

}pya$ta$at, Apoc. xviii. 17.

iptiytaim. Matt. xiii. 35.

Ipnpf, Matt, xxiii. 38, Apoc. xvii. 3.

IraTpos, Matt. xxvi. 50.

Iro,,,airia, Rph. vi. 15.

ivioKtZv, Matt. iii. 17.

ti\6fft,a, 2 Thess. ii. 3, Heb. v. 7.

tinrtpitrrans, Heb. xii. 1.

tixapurrt,v. Matt. xV. 36.

ty~ iJ, Rom. v. 12.

Jhini, Matt. xiii. 25.

bytiiw, Luke ii. 2.

Ijiu, Mark viii. 3, Apoc. ii. 25.

3 /.»r, Heb. vi. 14.

2 Cor. iii. 16.

ix«s, Luke xxi. 25.

3i,<r-,;{, s<X,)/,«, diff. Rom. i. 20. I

;-rXn^a. Matt. xviii. 14.

Mark xii. 38. \

»«d$, Apoc. i. 8, 1 13.

intiDv, Apoc. xiii. 1.

Sptvot, Kvp,irnrts, diff. Col. i. 16.

iviiapaxttr. Acts xii. 20.

c-~p,t, ipyit, diff. Rom. ii. 8.

li,,^rtsi, iypapfiaros, diff. Acts IV. 13.
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Ix,vdv, Acts xvii. 9.

JXius, Matt. xvi. 22.

Xarnpt, Matt. xii. 25, John viii. 44.

Unpt,v, Gal. i. 18.

*niti(, Mark xiv. 19.

«oi, Mark ix. 5, Luke vii. 37, Apoc. x. 7.

Ml, fur but, John vii. 4.

**, fur relative, Juhn xii. 35.

*a,rri,, vios, difl". Heb. viii. 13.

Kaintp, Apoc. xfii. 8.

na,pis, xrti'os, ditf. Acts i. 7.

*aWa, Kum. i. 29, 1 Cor. v. 8, James i. 21.

naXis, Kom. vii. 16.

tiv, Mark vi. 56.

*ar», Kom. ii. 7, viii. 27, 2 Cor. vii.9, viii. 2.

jura,l~-r,, Kom. XI. 8.

»«ra3i/,o, Apoc. xxii. 3.

«arati/,.iri.nr. Mutt. xxvi. 74.

raraXs«'irtff?ai, Heb. iv. 1.

Kar ,orr^n,, Titus ii. 3.

rartpyu^tffdat, Eph. vi. 13.

tartpyilttiat, diff. from ipyai-, Bom.ii.9, 10.

ttpana, Luke xV. 16.

Kipiaivt,v, Acts xxvii. 21.

*X/}pof, 1 Peter v. 3.

nXn-n, ,tpaptfaros, diff. Acts v. 15.

toWi,riat, Apuc. xviii. 5.

mifr, Apoc. ii. 3.

«&7ptis. Eph. vi. 12.

«ni0,Mis, ,nr pi,-, diff. Matt. xvi. 9.

upartiv, na{«v, diff. Apoc. xix. 20.

,tvpia, 2 John v. 1.

tip,os, Matt. iii. 3, Apoc. i. 8, J 14.

■tujAu,-, Heb. iii. 17.

Xayi3, bw, diff. John xii. 49.

\ariana, Heb. xiii. 2.

Xorr,~Os, Apoc. xiii. 18, \ 12.

Ktmrpyia, Acts i. 17.

X,rpaV, Matt. xxi. 44.,

Xo'yot, John i. 1.

Xovt,v, »lm,v, diff. John xiii. 10.

X»t,r, Matt. v. 17, 19.

l,aSqrittiv, Matt. xxviii. 19.

i^ipo - Luke xviii. 7.

papyapha,. Apoc. xxi. 19.

ptXXu, 2 Peter i. 12 ; ,,r.w«,, Matt. xi. 14.

^uno-pm^,. Apoc. viii. 13.

iuriw,a, Luke v. 32, 2 Cor. vii. 10.

/,tmio, Acts xiii. 42.

ptrtuptsttr&at, Luke xii. 29.

Itnii Hire. diff. Acts xxiii. 8.

f,vitun 2 Peter i. 12.

Iiivos, Matt. iv. 10.

►ai, Matt. xv. 27.

rotir, c-,~,r, ai, diff. Matt. xvi. 9.

M,j,r,s, Mutt. xiii. 15.

►op,vruiut, Luke iii. 23.

fenSirtrr, feAivnv, diff. Col. i. 28, comp.

I, *, nJ, Matt xviii. 17, xx. 10, etc. The

reason for the Article being used or

omitted is very often noticed. See

under the title Article.

fync, Heb. xii. 1.

iStv, Heb. ii. 17.

SXtvs, 1 Cor. v. 1.

ipoio/s~ inrairwi, diff. Luke xiii. 3.

o,rtus Iv, for ifo1?, Acts iii. 19.

ipSoro/itiv, 2 Tim. ii. 15.

su. dipoptst,v, diff. Kom. i. 4.

is, Matt. xiii. 23.

it,t, Apoc. xvi. 5.

irav, Mark iii. 11.

•n, Mutt. ii. 23, with the infinitive, Acta

xxvii. 10.

oO, Kom. iii. 9, pft, diff. 1 Cor. xii. 15; H

f,ii, Matt. v. 18.

oi«, John vii. 8.

oins, diff. from luiros, Matt. xxiii. 23.

oSrus, John iv. 6.

ooruf, including time, Acts vii. 8.

iftXjv, Gal. v. 12.

SxXos, Acts vi. 7.

JxXot, diff. from iipifif, Acts xxiv. 18.

dyt, Matt. xxviii. 1.

*a,lia, rtsv',a, diff. 1 John ii. 12.

m.v. Matt. xii. 18.

iravrOKparhip, ApOC. i. 8.

napd, Mark iii. 21, Heb. i. 4.

wapdytiriat, 1 John ii. 8.

vapanh. Kom. V. 19.

wapaKXnros, John xiv. 16.

napaiiuSta, irap,iyopia, diff. Col. IV. 11.

7tapairXtiaitM,s, Heb. ii. 14.

vaparfiva, Heb. ii. 1.

riptc,s, Kom. iii. 25.

napim-tipi, 1 Cor. Viii. 8.

irapottiia, John xvi. 25.

nSs, Murk ix. 49, Phil. i. 9, Heb. ii. 9.

miirxa, Gal. iii. 4.

wartpts, Heb. xi. 23.

,tr(tre.-m, -i,.-j, diff. Acts v. 32.

nliu, Gal. i. 10.

M,pd^u, Apoc. ii. 2.

-nuuii Gal. V. 8.

«pl, John xi. 19, 3 John, ver. 2.

rrtp,a,poiif,a,, 2 Cor. iii. 16.

ntpMvoMs, Titus ii. 14.

vrpt,rtrcvt,v, nXtovd^tiv, diff. Kom. V. 17.

,rwrutot, Murk xiv. 3.

nXartio, ApOC. xi. 8.

-Xnt~O ; opi rtr ~m. Luke i. 1.

nXnptZaa, (vipov). Matt. V. 17.

wv'vuartniv, £ph. vi. 12.

mnpia, nili, diff. Kom. i. 29.

ml, Luke xxii. 32.

7tpdm,v, m,uTv, diff. Kom. i. 32.

wpnrn, Heb. ii. 10.

nptir0vrtpo,, Matt. xv. 2, Heb. xi. 2, 2 John,

ver. 1, note.

irpnvhsr Acts i. 18.

,rpdt, (indirect, John x. 35), Mark xii. 12.

,rpo;, diff from tit, Kom. iii. 25.

irpictxt, Matt. vi. 1.
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rpoffKMvttv, Matt. ii. 2.

rvyr,g, Mark vii. 3.

rupua,;, Matt. xiii. 15, John xii. 40.

iiffio(, Apoc. xix. 15.

faa. Matt. v. 22.

farina, Matt. V. 39.

(SiJ,t, Apoc. xviii. 13.

pv«r3at, Kom. vii. 24.

wnra,riits. Matt. xiii. 15. Rom. i. 21.

moXXw, Matt. ix. 36.

avapyavaiv, Luke ii. 7.

»rip/,dXoyoS, Acts xvii. 18.

mila, 2 Peter iii. 12.

mXus, Jude, ver. 12.

rrovih, 2 Cor. vii. 11.

ariya, 1 Cor. ix. 12.

rrtv«yi,4s, Kom. viii. 26.

rri«w, Murk xi. 25.

m,xtTa, Gal. iv. 3, Heb. v. 12, 2 Peter

iii. 10.

ttiiQnrV(, Kom. vi. 5.

t-rt,frn,i. 2 Cor. iv. 2, 1 John iii. 19.

a,~.ro>-. Matt. xiii. 15.

rf,myUiu, John vi. 27.

rapmpoS*, 2 Peter ii. 4.

RXr,of, rtrtXtiai,hos, diff. Phil. iii. 12.

rcXta,. r.AnoM. diff. John xix. 28.

reXot, Iiom. x. 4.

rnpttv, John xv. 20.

to,o rr„ Mutt. xix. 14.

rpoiro-pOpt,v, Acts xiii. 18.

rOifoi,,rSat, 1 Tim. vi. 4.

v,A-i s,,-. d,tK',C!"~, diff. Luke xi. 45.

</)\.r,. Acts xxvii. 10.

fmiyiir, concerning degree, see y?n, John

xv. 16.

inaKdh, Rom. i. 5.

imtp, 1 Cor. xv. 29, Philem., ver. 16.

vntpyov, Acts i. 13.

i,ro, Rom. iii. 9.

iToltiKWf,u Mutt. iii. 7.

{moorao,t, Heb. i. 3, xi. 1.

,V-o,-, diff. Rom. viii. 39.

QtpofihtK, Acts ii. 2.

$0ryy«Sat, Acts ii. 4.

0,dXit, Apoc. xv. 7.

0worfyi, ApOC. Hi. 11

gap,root, Kph. i. 6.

xt,poypapon. Col. ii. 14.

xXupof, Apoc. vi. 8.

XoXos, John vii. 23.

Xpovot, Katpo~,. Acts i. 7.

xupi(, lleb. ii. 9.

if)tS{*s, John viii. 44.

,/.^,fis, Apoc. ii. 17.

it, John vii. 10, Acts iii. 22, xvii. 14,

Rom. ix. 32.

wort, ovrws, diff. Rom. vii. 4.

INDEX III.

SUBJECrS, VrEWS, AND AUrHORS.

Abandonment of Jesus Christ on the cross,

Matt. xxvi. 46. %

Abrupt expression, Luke xiii. 25.

Abitratt words, Luke i. 35, ii. 30.

Abstratt for concrete, Lukei. 17, 78, John

i. 5, Rom. iv. 12, vi. 6, viii. 26, x. 6,

1 Cor. iv. 3, ix. 10, xii. 28, xiv. 33,

2 Cor. iii. 9, Gal. y. 8, Eph. iv. 14,

v. 8, 13, Phil. iii. 3, Col. i. 16, ii. 9,

2 Tim. ii. 19, 2 Pet ii. 10.

Abyss, the, Rom. x. 6.

Actent, emphatic, Luke xiv. 26, 1 Cor.

xiv. 22.

Accents, Hebrew, Matt. ii. 18, iii. 3, xiii.

15, Mark xi. 17, xii. 29, Acts vii. 6,

xv. 17, xxviii. 27, Rom. ix. 27, 1 Cor.

xii. 12.

Accusative!, two. Acts xxvi. 3.

Accusative absolute, Luke xxiv. 47, Acts

vii. 21, x. 37, Rom. xv. 20, 2 Thesa.

i. 6, 1 Tim. i. 6, 2 Tim. ii. 14,—of

time, Acts xx. 16,—for an adverb,

Rom. vi. 19.

Attive, with the reciprocal pronoun 2 Tim.

ii. 21,—for the attempt, John, v. 16.

Adtemonism, i. e., orders of dsemons not

named, Eph. i. 21.

Adage, or Proverbial expression, Matt.

xxvi. 24, Luke i. 17, xiii. 32, 1 Cor.

ii. 3, ix. 10, James v. 3, 5.

Adjettive for an adverb, Acts iv. 25.

Adjective agreeing with the latter subst.,

Acts v. 20.

Adoption, Eph. i. 6.

Advent of Christ, John xxL. 22, Acts i. 11,

James v. 8, Rev. i. 7.

Adverb for a noun, John i. 15, Acts xv. 25.

^Equilibrium of the flesh and spirit, Rom.

viii 13.

^Etiology, Luke ii. 14, Acts x. 28, xiii. 10.

xv. 21, Rom. v. 4, 15, viii. 1, 2, 22.

xiii. 1, 1 Cor. vi 19, Heb. ii. 5.

Affection of Jesus, John xi. 33.

Affinity, words in, Luke i. 17.

Age, finished, Rev. xiv. 6.

Al,rS,i,r,s, Phil. ii. 21.

Alacrity of speech, 2 Pet. i. 5.

Alchalil, Abraham, James ii. 23.

Alexandrian dialect, Acts xiii. 18.

Allegory, Acts xx. 29, xxiv. 16, Rom. ii.

15, vi. 13, xv. 16, 1 Cor. xv. 36, 2 Cor.

iii. 13, Phil. iii. 9, 11, 2 Tim, ii. 18.

Allusions, Luke i. 69. 72, 78, John vii. 38,

2 Tim. i. 17, Heb. xiii. 20.

Alogt, the (they were the oldest opponents

of John~s gospel), John i. 1.

Alpha and Omega, Rev. i. 8.

Ambiguous discourse, d^,jioXia, Acts xvii.

22, 1 Cor. iv. 8, 2 Cor. x. 13, xii. 13

Philem., ver. 16.

Ambrose, John xxi. 16. ,

Amen, Matt. v. 18, John i. 51.

America, Acts viii. 39.
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/ Amiable expressions, Luke i. 7.

Ammonius, Rom. ii. 8, 1 Cor. xiv. 20.

Amphisbasna (a kind of serpent), Rev. ix.

,19.

Ampla oratio (enlarged discourse), 1 Cor.

iii. 22.

Ampliatio, Acts vii. 43.

Analogy of faith, Rom. xii. 6.

Analogy of Scripture. See parallels.

Anaphora, Matt. xi. 18, Acts vii. 35, xx.

18, 22, comp. 25, xxvi. 18, Rom. vii.

13, viii. 31, 1 Cor. iii. 9, 2 Cor. viii.

3, Gal. iv. 5, Eph. ii. 21, Pbil. iii. 2,

Col. i. 18, ii. 2, 23, 2 Tim. i. 18, ii. 3,

16, James ii. 19.

Angels, Matt. xviii. 10, Luke xv. 7, 9, 10,

Acts xii. 15, 23, Col. ii. 15, and fre

quently occurring.

Antanatlasu, Matt. i. 17, | 12, Rom. ii. 12,

viii. 3, 1 Cor. iv. 7, Gal. v. 8, Eph.

v. 13. Phil. iii. 8, 1 Pet. iii. 1.

Anthypophora, Rom. viii. 31, Heb. ii. 8.

Antichrist, 1 John ii. 18, Rev. xiii. 1,

Thes. 10, obs. 19.

Antipathy, John viii. 37.

Anliphrasit, 1 Cor. viii. 10.

Antithesis, Matt. iii. 10, v. 19, 24, vii. 21,

x. 3, 30, xii. 28, xvi. 13, xviii. 19,

xxii. 16, xxiii. 4, xxiv. 8, xxvi. 28,

Mark iv. 1, vi. 22, x. 1, 21, Luke i.

17, 11, 14, 26, iii. 23, vii. 47, x. 41,

xviii. 9, John i. 9, ii. 5, iii. 14, xvii.

13, xxi. 23, Acts ii. 17, 18, xvii. 26,

xviii. 26, xxvi. 29, Rom. i. 28, ii. 8,

9, 1 Cor. i. 21, ii. 4, 7, v. 3, vi. 2. 8,

vii. 24, viii. 7, xi. 20, xv. 34.

Antithesis, Luke vii. 47, Rom. ii. 4.

Antonomruia, Acts iii. 14. vii. 52, 1 Cor.

xv. 45, 2 Tim. i. 8, Heb. i. 1, 1 John

ii. 14.

Aorist, John i. 3, iv. 10, xv. 6, Col. ii. 13.

Apocrypha, Matt. xxiv. 15.

Apodosis concealed, John xiv. 31, Acts

xxiii. 9, Rom. v. 12, ix. 22, xii. 6,—

interrogative, Rom. viii. 31, at the

end.

Apostles, Matt. x. 1, Mark iii. 14, xvi. 20,

John xvii. 6, Acts i. 13, iv. 36, viii.

18, Rom. i. 11,—their youth, Matt.

iv. 21, viii. 14,—not omniscient, Acts

xx. 22.

Apoltrophe, Luke x. 13, Acts xv. 10,

xxvi. 8.

Apostrophus, 1 Cor. vi. 11, Gal. i. 1.

Apotomui, Rom. ix. 14.

Apparitions, Luke xvi. 29.

Appeal, useful, John vi. 5.

Appellations of God, Matt. xi. 25, John

xvii. 1.

Application, special, John xi. 26, Acts

xxvi. 2.

Appodiare, Mark xi. 25.

Apposition. Luke xi. 11, xxii. 20, Acts x.

38, Col. ii. 11,—elliptical, 1 Tim. vi.

19,—with Metonymy, Col. i. 20,—

of the noun and pronoun, Atts x

41, Rom. i. 20, viii. 23, xii 1, Heb.

ix. 10.

Apringivs, Apocalypse Preface, etc.

Apt words, Luke viii. 60, ix. 61, Acts ii.

2, vii. 48, xvii. 29, 30, 31, xxvi. 25,

xxvii. 3, 14, Col. ii. 11, 2 Tim. i. 13,

ii. 15.

Archangel, Jude, ver. 9.

Artolragus, Acts xvii. 31.

Argument, the, from ill-will, John vii. 62.

Arithmetical demonstration of justifica

tion, Rom. iii. 28.

Arius, Rev. viii. 10.

Armenian Vers,on, Matt. xxvii. 16.

Arndt,- Rev. xiv. 6.

Artemon, Matt. xxvii. 53, John i. 1, viii.

58, x. 34, xx. 28, Rom. i. 4, ix. 5,

1 Cor. ii. 11, v. 12, Gal. i. 1, Heb.

i. 1, 1 John ii. 14, Rev. i. 1, etc.

Arts, useful- in the kingdom of God, Acts

xviii. 24.

Article, the, See J, «, ri, Index II.—Pro

miscuously written or omitted. Matt

xii. 35,—having force, Luke i. 62

73, iii. 23, xv. 23, John v. 35, Acts

i. 13, ii. 9, 47, iv. 11, vi. 11, ix. 86,

xi. 13, xiii. 2, xv. 20. xxi. 27, xxv.

11. xxvi. 10, xxviii. 14, Rom. iii. 6,

1 Cor. i. 27, ii. 15, iv. 6, ix. 6, 2 Cor.

ii. 17, xii. 12, Gal. v. 10; Col. ii. 2, 6,

iii. 5, 2 Thess. ii. 3, iii. 14,—having

the force of a pronoun, James ii. 14,—

the mark of the subject, John ii. 9,

1 Thess. iv. 3, 1 Tim. i. 5,—adding

emphasis to the predicate. Acts xviii.

28,—omitted, Luke i. 69, ii. 12, 13,

Acts ii. 3, iii. 19, iv. 9, xix. 2, xxvi.

2, 1 Cor. i. 23, ii. 14, iv. 20, Gal. i. 10,

vi. 8, Phil. iii. 9, Eph. iv. 10, Col.

ii. 3, 1 Tim. ii. 5, v. 21, Heb. i. 1,—

simple, Eph. v. 5.

Artifiter not to be always believed, Acts

xxvii. 11.

Ascension of Christ, Eph. iv. 8.

Assentation, Rom. i. 9.

Asteism, or polite discourse, Luke xiv. 8,

1 Cor. iv. 8, xi. 19, 2 Cor. xii. 13,

2 Pet. ii. 11, Philem., ver. 1.

Asyncritus, Rom. xvi. 14.

Asyndeton, Matt. xv. 19, Mark vii. 22,

Luke i. 17, 1 Cor. xiii. 4, Gal. iii

13, v. 23, Eph. iii. 17, iv. 13, Phil.

iv. 8, Col. ii. 13, 1 Thess. iv. 6. 1 Tim.

i. 17, 2 Tim. iv. 2, 1 Pet. i. 22.

Athanasius, Matt. xxi. 28, John v. 39

Atheism, practical, Luke xvi. 30.

Attic dialect, Acts xxvi. 3.

August discourse, Acts vii. 36.

Augustine, John iv. 42, viii. 12.

AiripKtia, John xiv. 8. xvi. 23.

Author of the Gnomon, devoted to ortho

doxy, Pref. \ 21,—bis writings, ib.

\ 7, and conclusion of his work,—
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Neoces. Matt. vii. 11,—Editions of

the New Testament in Greek, and

their defences, Pref. $ 8.

Autograph of the New Testament, Pref.

\ 8, n 17, Acts xix. 19.

Auxiliary verb, Acts xxi. 35.

Axiom, special, may be lost, Acts xv. 37.

Babylon, 1 Pet v. 13.

Baptism, John iii. 5, Matt. xxi. 25, Rom.

vi. 3, Acts x. 47,—of infants. Acts

xvi. 15,—of John, Acts xix. 3-5,—

not to be repeated, Acts viii 13,—

being without, does not condemn,

Mark xvi. 16.

Baptizing, the act of a minister, John iv. 2.

Barbarism is denied, John viii. 68.

Barenius, Kom. i. 11.

Bartholomew, John i. 45.

Boumgarten, Matt. i. 17, \ 14, Kom. i. 7,

16, iv. 5, vi. 11, James ii. 7, and else

where frequently. (Comp. App. Crit.

Ed. ii.)

Bed, suited to conversion. Acts ix. 9—

less so than the cross, Luke xxiii. 40.

Beginning of a discourse, Acts vii. 48,

1 Cor. xvi. 1.

Bellirmine, John xxi. 16.

Benign discourse, Luke vii. 40, 47, xii.

32, Acts i. 7, ii. 15, 29, iii. 17, v. 38,

xi. 3, xvii. 22, 29, xxii. 5, xxviii. 19,

2 Cor. viii. 13.

Bible Germanic, Original, Pref. \ 18.

Bishop, Acts vi. 4, xx. 28, 1 Tim. iii. 1.

Bioia, chronological, Mutt. i. 3.

Blackwall, Pref \ 9, 11.

Blasphemy, Matt. ix. 3, xii, 31.

Blood of Jesus Christ, Heb. xii. 24.

Body of Christ. Rom. vii. 4.

Boehmer, J. G., Rev. 22, at the end.

Boernerianus Codex. Prof. J 8, num. 4, n.

Books, good and bad, Matt. xxi. 42, Acts

xix. 19, Rev. i. 11.

Bruckerns, James, Rev. 22, at the end.

Burial of Christ, 1 Pet. iii. 18.

Burkius, Ph. D.. Pref. \ 25, at the end.

Burkins, J. A. Proem. Editoris.

Burscherus, D. J. F., Rev. xiv. 6.

Busehmgius, D., Pref. J 18.

Calculation changed. Rev. xii. 6.

Callimachus, Acts iii. 7.

Catnn, 1 Pet. iii. 19.

Candor, Luke i. 1.

Canon not imperfeo^, John xxi. 25.

Canons, apostolic, 1 Tim. iii. 2.

Canonization, true, John xvii. 19.

Carnal, debtors, Rom. viii. 12.

Carrouges, Fr. (carob beans). Luke xv. 16.

Cases of conscience to be decided by esta

blished rules, Matt. ix. 13, 1 Cor. vii.

15.

Cases of the relative, Rom. vi. 17.

Castallio, Rom. vii. 13.

Catachi wis. Luke xvi. 8, Gal. iii. 8.

Catechising, Matt. xvi. 13, Luke i. 4, 1

John ii. 18.

Catethism, Romish, Matt. vi. 10.

Celibaty, 1 Cor. vii. 1.

Characters, moral, in Scriptute, Matt. xii.

20, Luke xii. 17, xiii. 31, xvi. 20,—

spiritual, John xx. 4.

Charientismus. John ix. 30.

Charismata (gifts), 1 Cor. xii. 9.

Charta blanca, John xvi. 23.

Chiasmus, Pref. \ 24, Matt. v. 44, viii. 25,

28, Acts ii. 19, 46, xx. 21, Rom. ii.

14, 17-20, 34 comp. 38, ix. 4, xi. 33,

sq., xiii. 13, 1 Cor. ix. 1, xiii. 5, 2

Cor. iv. 1, Gal. iv. 4, Eph. iii. 16,

Col. ii. 18, 2 Tim. ii. 24, Philem.,

ver. 5, Heb. i. 4, iii. 12.

Children, duty of, Eph. vi. 1.

Chtliasm, Rev. xx. 3, sq.

Christ, 2 Cor. v. 16, Rev. xi. 15.—by Me

tonymy for Christianity, Heb. vi. 1,

—the Scripture to be interpreted con

cerning Christ, Matt. ii. 23, Acts ii.

31, 34, viii. 34, sq. See Jesus—Chro

nological, Malt. i. 17, $12, Luke iii.

23, xxi. 22, Acts xiii. 18, Rom. ix.

17, 2 Thess. ii. 3, thes. xii. Heb. xi.23.

Christianity, how to be estimated, Acts ii.

42.

Christians, Acts xi. 26, xv. 7, sqq.

Christlieb, W. B., Rev. 22, at the end.

Chrysostom, Acts i. 12, xxvi. 29, John ii.

16, iv. 25, v. 2, Rom. v. 7, 13, 14, 19,

Gal. v. 26, Rev. i. 9.

Circumcision, Rom. ii. 25.

Civility, holy, John xxi. 15, Acts ix. 38.

Classification, 1 John iv. 18.

Clemens, Romans, John i. 1.

Clepsydra, spiritual teachers not to be

bound by the, Acts xx. 7.

Climax, Matt. xxiv. 5, John i. 1, Acts

xxiii. 6, Rom. i. 23. v. 7, 1 Cor. i. 12,

iv. 8, vi. 3, ix. 5, xiii. 1, xiv. 8, xv.

65, Eph. iv. 31.

Cluverus, Rom. i. 24, viii. 21.

Commandment, new, John xiii. 34.

Commentaries, Pref. {! 3, 4.

Commissioner, Acts xxvi. 12.

Communitation of particular circum

stances, Mark xiii. 32.

Communication, rhetorical, Acts iv. 19,

1 Cor. vi. 2.

Communion under both kinds, Matt xxvi.

27.

Communion of goods, Acts ii. 45, iv 32,

ix. 36, xxi. 8, Rom. xv. 20,—of

prayers, Matt xviii. 19, 20,—of

saints, Luke i. 40.

Comparison, implicit, Rom. v. 14, 15,

Comparative theology. Matt. xxiii. 23,

1 Cor. xii. 31,' Phil. i. 10.

Compound verb. Luke i. 4, 19, vi. 35, viii.

43, Acts xiii. 27, 2 Tim. iv. 3.

Conteption of Jesus Christ, whero accom

plished, Luke i. 39, Hob. vii. 14,
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Conciliatory arguments, Matt. xiv. 4.

Concinnity (fitnessl, Luke xiv. 9, Acts

xxiii. 6-9, 1 Cor vi. 19, xi. 31, xiii.

12, 2 Cor. vi. 8, 1 Pet. iii. 7, 16,

2 Pet. ii. 8.

Concise phraseology, Matt. ii. 20, iv. 5,

Luke i. 15, 17, 23, xiii. 7, xvi. 26,

John i. 23, vi. 21, viii. 58, xii. 31,

xv. 21, 27, xxi. 20, Acts vii. 9, 16, viii.

22, xiii. 33, xv. 23. Kom. i. 8, ii. 10,

vi. 4, xiii. 7, xv. 18, 1 Cor. i. 25, ix.

5, x. 13, 2 Cor. xi. 3, Gal. iii. 8, 23,

Col. ii. 20, iii. 3, 2 Tim. i. 10, ii. 8,

26. Heb. i. 6, v. 7. vii. 5, x. 22,

1 Pet. iii. 10, v. 12, etc. See Stmi-

dupltx (the half of a double sentence

or clause.)

Concord, Acts i. 14, iv. 32.

Concrete and abstract, Acts x. 38,—for

the abstract, Gal. iv. 19, Eph. iv. 13,

22, Col. iii. 11.

Contubinage, Matt. xix. 6.

Cond,tions, unjust, John x. 24.

Confession of praise, Matt. xi. 25,—of

sins, Matt. iii. 6, Acts xix. 18,—of

hope, 1 Pet. iii. 15.

Conjugates, Luke viii. 5, 1 Tim. i. 8, 2

Tim. ii. 9.

Conscience, Acts xxiii. 1.

Consequence, from what is possible to

what is, Rom. xiv. 4.—from the

greater to the less, Rom. viii. 32,—

from the loss to the greater, Rom.

iii. 6.

Consequences, Matt. xxii. 32.

Considerations somewhat enlarged,—Matt.

i. 16, respecting the genealogy of Jo

seph,—ii. 23, concerning a Nazarene,

—x. 2, respecting the order of the

apostles,—xii. 40, respecting the three

days of suffering,—xiii. 3, respecting

seven parables.—xviii. 17, concern

ing the article, never being redun

dant,—xxii. 32, on the value of in

ferences,—xxiv. 29, concerning the

optical naturo of the prophecies,—

xxiv. 33, on not overlooking the or

der of words,—Mark x. 18, on the

words of Jesus suited to the capacity

of his hearers; comp. xiii. 32,—xv.

25, on the hours passed on the cross,

—Luke iii. 23, 30, on the genealogy

of Mary,—vii. 35, on wisdom justi

fied by "her children,—ix. 50, on not

confounding pronouns,—xvi. 8, on

the unrighteous mammon,—John i.

1, on Artemon,—i. 15, concern

ing the two Johns.—i. 51, on the

word Amen,—iii. 5, on water and

the Spirit,—vi. 37, on the Greek

style of the New Testament,—viii.

1, 6, respecting the adulteress and

the writing,—viii. 20, concerning

the teaching of Jesus,—xiii. 14, re

specting the washing of the feet,

xiv. 28, on the sensibility and hum

ble language of Christ,—xxi. 22,

concerning John about to remain,—

Acts i. 7, on Divine reservation,—

iii. 21, on Christ taking heaven,—iii.

22, on Christ and Moses,—v. 5, on

the punishment inflicted on Ananias

and his wife,—vii. 1, 10, on the very

suitable discourse of Stephen,—xii.

21, on the death of Herod,—xiii. 18,

19, on God carrying the people.—

xiii. 33, on the word, to-day, from

Ps. ii. 7,—xiii. 48, on predestination

and reprobation,—xvii, 23, on tho

unknown God,—xix. 5, on the repe

tition of baptism,—xix. 19, on the

autographs of the apostles,—xxiii. 5,

respecting Paul, guilty neither of

falsehood nor stratagem,—Rom. i. 1,

on the epistles, especially those of

Paul—i. 17, on the righteousness of

God,—iii. 23, on the glory of God,

—iii. 25, on napias, and oupartt,—v.

7, on the difference between good

and just,—v. 12, 13, on original

sin,—vii. 14, on the progress of

man from his state under the law to

his state under grace,—viii. 19, on

the creature sighing or groaning,—

viii. 31, on the interrogative Apodo-

sis,—ix. 3, on Paul devoting himself,

—ix. 6, on Christ being God,—xii.

6, on prophecy and the analogy of

faith,—xiv. 9, psychopannyebia (iho

insensibility of the soul, during thu

whole night that the body is in the

grave),—xv. 6-8, on the names of

God and Christ,—1 Cor. i. 27, on

election,—vii. 25, on inspiration,—

x. 2, on the sacraments of the Old

Testament,—x. 9, on Christ, in re

spect to the Old Testament.—xi. 7,

on the woman to be veiled.—xii. 9,

on common and miraculous faith,—

xiii. 4, on the nature of love,—xv.

23, etc., on the last things,—xv. 29,

on baptism over the dead,—2 Cor.

v. 10, on the manifestation of th«

sins of believers, —xii. 2, on Paul

being caught up,—xii. 7, on the btif-

fetings of Satan,—Gal. ii. 9, on Paul

and James,—ii. 10, on the works of

the law not justifying,—iii. 16, on

the only seed,—iv. 24, 25, on the al

legory,—Eph. i. 1, on the scope of

the epistle,—i. 28, on (Christ~s) ful

ness,—iv. 11, on the ministers of the

gospel,—Phil. i. 9, on knowledgo

and sense (judgment),—ii. 6, on emp

tying himself."—Col. ii. 16, on the

Sabbath,—2 Tbess. ii. 3, 4, on the

mystery of iniquity,—1 Tim. iii. 2,

on successive polygamy,—iii. 15, on

the gospel, the pillar and ground of

the churth,—iv. 2, on those who
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nave sacred consciences,—Tit. i. 7,

on the steward of God,—Heb., in the

Introd., concerning Paul being the

author,—ch. i. 4, on the chiasmus,—

i. 6, on the formulse of quotation,—

ii. 5, on the angels our fellow-ser

vants,—ii. 7, on Christ tasting death

z, for every man,—iv. 12, on the soul

and spirit,—v. 7, on the process of

sufl~ering,—vi. 1, on the Christian

catechism of the Old Testament,—

vi. 4, on relapse,—viii. 11, on being

taught of God,—ix. 18, on the word

ma and ittSH\tn,—x. 7, on the vo

lume of the book,—xi. 1, on the de

finition of faith,—xi. 21, on the statf

of Jacob,—xi. 33, on the prophets,—

xii. 24, on the blood of sprinkling in

heaven,—James ii. 14, 21, on James

and Paul,—v. 14, on unction,—IPet.

iii. 18, 19, on the descent into hell,—

2 Pet. i. 5, on the system of virtues,—

ii. 10, on the excellence of the angels

that sinned,—iii. 8, on a thousand

years, Ps. xc. 4,—1 John ii. 12, on

the degrees of age,—ii. 18, on Anti

christ,—v. 7, on the three witnesses,

—v. 16, on the sin that is to death,—

Jude, ver. 14, on the seventh,—Kcv.,

Proem on the assistance derived from

criticism,—ch. i. 1, on tho title and

subject of the book,*—i. 3, on the

helps to understand the Apocalypse,

i. 8, comp. xi. 17, on the Divine

names, especially nw,—i. 10, on the

Lord's day,—ii. 1, on tho seven epis

tles,—ii. 16, on the shorter reading

for the most part genuine,—iv. 1,

chronological table,—xxi. 16, 17, on

the 12,000 furlongs and 144 reeds

(cubits),—xxii. 13, on the title Je

sus,—xxii. 18, on tho sins against

the book of the Apocalypse, etc.

Council, example of a good, Acts xv. 6, 15.

Counsels of the gospel, Matt. xix. 21.

Construttions, singular, Mark iii. 27, Luke

vi. 17, xiii. 16, Acts xv. 7, 23, xx. 3,

xxi. 10, xxii. 17, xxv. 20, xxvii. 1,

xxviii. 27, Col. ii. 8, 2 Tim. iii. 14.

Consummation of the world, Matt. xiii. 39,

2 Pet. iii. 11.

Controversies, how to be treated, Gal. i. 8.

Conversation, holy, Acts viii. 30, xxi. 29.

Conversion, Matt. xiii. 15, Luke i. 17, xv.

17, John vii. 17, Acts iii. 26, ix. 5,

9, 20, xxiv. 25, xxvi. 18, 10,—diners

from repentance, Luke xv. 17, Acts

iii. 19, xxvi. 20,—of the Jews, Kom.

xi. 18.

Corner, Heb. ii. 7.

Correction, brotherly. Acts vii. 20.

Correction of words, Gal. iii. 4, Eph. iii. 19.

Course, Acts xiii. 25.

Court (palace), Mark vi. 14, Luke ix. 9.

Countenance of Jesus Christ, Mark x. 23.

Creation, Mark x. (5, xvi. 15, Heb. xi. 3.

Creature, 1 Pet. ii. 13.

Creed of Jesus, Luke iv. 43.

Cries of Christ, John vii. 28.

Crititism (crisis), Pref. J 8, etc., Rev.

Proem, n. 2, and ch. xxii. 18, 21, etc.

Cross, Matt. x. 38,—hours on the, John

xix. 14.

Crusius, D. C. A., Luke i. 9.

Cumulation of words, Luke xiii. 15.

Customs of Christ, Mark x. 1.

Cutting off, Rom. xi. 22.

Cyril, John v. 39.

Damons (devils), Matt. xvii. 21, 1 Cor.

x. 20,—to have a devil, Matt. xi. 18.

Dozmonological observations, Matt iv. 1,

3, 4, 5, 10, 24, vii. 22, viii. 28, 29,

31, 32, x. 1, xii. 25, 26, 43, 44, 45,

xiii. 19, Mark i. 23, 24, 26, v. 3, 7,

8, 10, 15, vi. 13, vii. 25, 30, ix. 22,

26, 26, Luke iv. 6, viii. 12, 27, 31,

x. 18, 19, xi. 22, xii. 58, John viii.

44, xii. 31, xiii. 27, xiv. 30, xvi. 11,

Acts viii. 7, xvi. 17, xix. 13, Rom.

viii. 38, 39, xvi. 20, etc.

Dat,ve, Luke xii. 20, xv. 30, Acts i. 6,

xix. 27, Rom. iv. 12, vii. 25, viii.

24, 1 Thess. v. 27, 1 Tim. iv. 3, Rev.

ii. 14.

Day, 1 Cor. iii. 13, Heb. x. 25,—that day,

Matt. vii. 22,—near, Matt. xvi. 28,

2 Thess. ii. 2, i?., Heb. i. 1, 1 John

ii. 18.—day of God, 2 Pet. iii. 12,—

of Christ, John viii. 56,—day of the

Lord, Rev. i. 10,—the day of conver

sion, Luke xix. 9.

Deacons, Acts vi. 2.

Dead, the, Rev. xi. 18.

Death of Christ, John x. 18,—of believers,

John xi. 6,—what mitigates a vio

lent death. Acts vii. 55,—state after

death. Matt. vii. 22, xiv. 2 Luke xvi.

29, Rom. xiv. 9, Phil. i. 23, 1 Pet.

iii. 19,—examples of a happy death,

John xii. 30.

Death eternal is not mentioned, Rom. v.

21, vi. 21.

Decorum in the conduct and conversation

of Jesus Christ, and in the Scripture

of the New Testament, Pref. J 15,

Matt. iii. 15, vii. 28, ix. 13, xv. 23,

Mark xiv. 8, Luke ii. 9. iii. 23, ix.

60, xii. 21, John iv. 6, xi. 15, Acts

ii. 8, 14, ix. 9, 2 Cor. ix. 12, Gal. v.

13,—in the life, Matt. xxiii. 26.

Detree, absolute, Rom. xi. 6.

touvintt 'n speaking, Luke xii. 5, Acts vii.

43, xx. 24, xxvi. 6, Rom. ii. 6, iii.

19, Col. i. 20, 25, 1 Tim. i. 15.

De Dieu. Acts x. 36, xiii. 24.

Deity of Jesus Christ, Matt. xi. 10, Luke

i. 16, John i. 1, v. 17, viii. 17, 19, x.

30, 34, xvii. 5, xx. 28, Rom. ix. 6,

xiv. 11, 1 Cor. x. 9, Phil. ii. 6.

122
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1 Thess. v. 27, 1 Tim. iii. 16, Heb.

i. 1, 2, iii. 4, vii. 26, 1 John iv. 2.

Delay dangerous. Acts xxiv. 25.

Depretation for others an important mat

ter, 1 Tim. ii. 5.

Deseent into hell, Eph. iv. 9, 1 Pet. iii. 19.

Destruction, Acts iii. 23.

Devil, John viii. 44,—a sinner, 1 John

iii. 8,—a tempter, Matt. iv. 1,—

judgment of the devil, 1 Tim. iii. 6:

comp. Dsemonolog.

Deylingius, Sal. Rev. xiii. 1, thes. 7.

Diasyrmus. John vii. 4.

Dicluz, Kev. Proem, n. 3.

Didactics of Christ (comp. Trivium),

John viii. 20.

Didymus, 1 Cor. ii. 4.

Diminutive, Luke xii. 32.

D,sciples, Matt. x. 1.

Dic,plme of the Church, James v. 4.

Iiiserepencies in the exegetics of the Apo

calypse, Kev. 13, 1 (thes. 7.)

Divide and command, Acts xxiii. 6.

Divine things, we must reason modestly

on, Rom. xi. 34, 1 Cor. xii. 18.

Divorce, Mutt. v. 31, xix. 4.

Doctrine, pure, Matt. xvi. 6.

Double compound. Acts xiii. 26, xxiv. 12,

2 Cor. ix. 12, 2 Thess. ii. 1, Tit. i. 5.

Doubting, Acts x. 20.

Doxoloyy. 1 Tim. i. 17.

Dreamers, natural men, Jude, ver. 8.

Dreamt, Matt. i. 20, Acts xvi. 9.

Dueh, Mutt. v. 39.

Duties to God, our neighbor, and ourselves,

Mutt. vi. 1.

Ecclesia, tho Church, Matt. xv. 26, xviii.

17, John iv. 42, Acts v. 11, vi. 3, 8,

1 Cor. i. i.

Ecclesiastical goods. Acts vi. 3.

Echo, Mutt. viii. 3.

Ecstasy. Acts x. 10.

Efficacy of the Divine word, Matt. vii.

29, viii. 7.

Efficacious discourse, 1 Cor. xv. 3.

Elect, Mutt. xx. xxiv. 22, Col. iii. 12.

Election, predestination, etc., Matt. xi. 20,

Rom. ii. 4, viii. 29, 1 Cor. i. 27, Eph.

i. 4.

Elegance, Luke xii. 17, John i. 17, v. 2,

vi. 37, Acts i. 21, ii. 33, iii. 14, vii.

48, viii. 31, x. 28, 35, xiii. 26, xvii.

31, xxvi. 15, 23, 29, 1 Cor. iii. 10,

vi. 13, vii. 1, viii. 12, xii. 15, xiv. 5,

26, xv 8, 39, 2 Cor. i. 23, iii. 18, iv.

11, Gal. v. 17, vi. 6, Eph. ii. 15, 17,

iii. 8, 1 Tim. v. 4, 23, James iii. 4,

2 Pet. i. 15.

Elements, Heb. v. 12.

Elenchus (demonstration), when suitable,

John viii 12, Acts vii. 51, xiii. 46.

Elephants, wniling of, Rom. viii. 22.

Ell,psis, Murk xv. 8. Luke xii. 20, 47, 48,

xiii. 9, xiv. 18, xviii. 14, Acts ii. 3,

29, vii. 20, 48, x. 36, Rom. i. 26, it

8, 18, xii. 19. 1 Cor. i. 26, xv. 25, 39,

2 Cor. viii. 13, Eph. v. 33, 2 Thess.

ii. 3, 1 Tim. vi. 2, 1 John ii. 27,—

of the imperative, Gal. v. 13,—of

the optative, Phil. iv. 3,—of the pre

dicate, Phil. ii. 1, Eph.v. 4,—of the

pronoun, Acts v. 41, vi. 1, xxiii. 16,

xxvii. 14, xxviii. 3.

Emphasis, Pref. J 14, Luke i. 4, 45, ii. 48,

iv. 16, xiii. 27, John v. 36, 42, vi.

37, Acts x. 28, xv. 18, xxii. 25, 1 Cor.

vi. 8, vii. 22, viii. 12, 2 Cor. iii. 6,

x. 1, Gal. iii. 10, Eph. ii. 14, Col. i.

27, 1 Pet. i. 10.

Emptying of Christ's glory, Phil. ii. 9,

Heb. ii. 9.

Enallage, John vi. 61, Acts iii. 21, x. 28,

xxv. 22, Rev. x. 9.

Encomia (a yeurly s,,eriflce), Matt. xiv. 6.

Enemies, love of, Mutt. v. 44.—iniquity

of the truth of. Acts v. 28.

Enjedin, John viii. 58.

Emhymrure, Rom. vi. 17.

Epanalepsis, John xiv. 11, Rom. viii. 1,

1 Cor. ii. 6, iv. 13, James ii. 15.

Epanodus, John xiv. 17.

Epiphonema, John xvi. 31, xxi. 25, Rom.

i. 15, 1 Cor. vi. 20.

Epistles, form of, in the New Testament,

Rom. i. 1.

Epitasis, Mutt. vi. 30, x. 18, xviii. 19,

xxii. 37, John i. 1, xviii. 20, Acts

iv. 9, vii. 6, x. 39, xiii. 27, 28, Rom.

i. 4, viii. 3, ix. 7, 1 Cor. vii. 30,

ix. 25, xi. 5, xiii. 13, xv. 35, 2 Cor.

iii. 6, v. 8, viii. 3, Phil. iv. 4, Eph.

v. 13, Hob. i. 13, 1 John iv. 16.

Epitherapia, Acts xxvi. 29, 1 Cor. iv. 14,

xi. 7, Phil. iv. 10, 1 John v. 18.

Epithets, emphatic omission of. 1 Cor. vi.20.

Epiztuxis, Luke viii. 24, x. 41, xxii. 31.

Erasmus, John xiv. 1, Rom. ii. 5.

Error, the evil of, John viii. 44, ix. 41.

Esdras, book of, Matt. xxiii. 34.

Ethos, Luke x. 29, xii. 4, Acts ii. 29, xx.

37, xxiii. 5, Rom. vi. 17, vii. 25, ix.

14, xii. 16, 1 Cor. iv. 8, vii. 8, Eph.

iv. 1.

MMPtm, Mark xii. 32, Acts v. 41, Rom.

ii. 18, Col. v. 13.

Euphemismus, Mutt. viii. 11, Luke vii. 35,

xiii. 1, John ii. 25, xvii. 19, Acts ii.

39, x. 25, 28, xv. 21. Rom. i. 17, iii.

3, ix. 4, 1 Cor. i. 26, 2 Cor. vii. 7, 12,

1 Thess. iii. 5, iv. 6.

Euphrates, Rev. xvi. 12.

Eusebius, Mutt. ix. 20.

Eustathius, AcUi. 16, xv. 2, 1 Cor. xiii. 12.

Evangelical, Phil. i. 27.

Evangelists, Mutt. tit., —their harmony,

Pref. J 18,—thoir cure in reviewing

a subject, John xxi. 23.

Event, tho, how fur it is to bo expected in

the prophecies, Rev. x. fi.
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Evidence, Acts xx. 2b, xxii. 3, xxvi. 4,

Rom. vi. 19.

Exaltation of Christ, Phil. ii. 9, Heb. ii. 5.

Exercises, ages of sacred, Pref. \ 5.

Exercise, prophetical, Mark xvi. 17, at the

end.

Express language, James iii. 9.

Exquisite address, Luke i. 3, John v. 36,

Col. ii. 13.

Exultation, 1 Thess. y. 24.

Ezra, book of, Matt. xxiii. 34.

Fatility of expression, Gal. iv. 20.

- Faith, Matt. viii. 10, Luke xvii. 7, John

xii. 16, James i. 6,—joined with hope

and love, Acts xxiv. 14, 1 Cor. xiii.

13, Heb. x. 22, 1 Pet. i. 3,—saving,

Matt. ix. 22,—miraculous, Matt.xvii.

20, Mark xvi. 17, 1 Cor. xii. 9,—con

sidered apart from its office in justi

fication, 1 Tim. iv. 12,—implicit and

explicit. John vi. 68,—prior to know

ledge, John vi. 69 ; those who are

somewhat slow excepted, John x. 38,

—the fruit of the word, Luke viii. 12,

—slower or quicker, Luke xxiv. 25,

—it is in the understanding and the

will, Luke xxiv. 25,—not slothful,

but active, John xii. 35,—reviving

and purified, Mark xvi. 13,—lays

hold of omnipotence, but more hap

pily on mercy, Luke xvii. 7,—cither

before or after love and knowledge,

John xvii. 21,—historical formerly

rather difficult, Acts i. 22,—towards

God and Christ, Rom. i. 7,—how far

it justifies, Rom. iii. 28—attracts

Christ. Rom. x. 8,—embraces what

we do not yet understand, John xii.

16,—faith, the virtue of a servant,

Matt. xxiv. 45, Luke xvi. 10.

Familiarity, 1 Cor. xvi. 6, Phil. iii. 13.

Fasting, Matt. vi. 16.

Father, Mutt. vi. 4, 9, John xiv. 2, xvii.

1,—duties of fathers, Eph. vi. 4.

Fear of men. Matt. x. 28, x\v. 9.

Federal method in Theol., Matt xxvi. 28.

Feet, washing of the, John xiii. 14.

Fehre, 8. B.."Rev. 22, at the end.

Ferrarius, Acts xiii. 22.

Festival days, much sin is committed upon,

John viii. 4.

Fig-tree. Mark xi. 13.

Fire, Matt. iii. 10, 11, 12, 1 Cor. iii. 13.

Fishes, kinds of, John xxi. 11.

Flaeius, Rom. x. 2.

Flesh, the, the workshop of sin, Rom.

vii. 4.

Flesh and spirit, John vi. 63, Rom. i. 4,

1 Tim. iii. 16, 1 Pet. iii. 18 ; comp.

tit. Spirit.

Flight in the time of persecution, Acts

xii. 17.

Forbesius, Rev. xx. 4.

Force added to what is said, Acts iii. 18.

Formula of concluding and exeit.ng at

tendon, Eph. vi. 10,—of declaring,

1 Tim. vi. 7,—of breaking off, Gal.

vi. 17,—of extenuating, John vi. 9,

—of explaining in general, 1 Cor.

vii. 29,—of bringing in an objection,

Rom. iii. 1,—of pra,sing. Mutt. xxv.

21,—of making progress, Phil. iii. 1,

—of revealing, 1 Thess. iv. 15,—of

transition, Acts iii. 17,—of distance,

Luke iv. 21,—of repetition, Luke

iv. 24.

Formulas, more sacred use of, John xx.

19, Acts xv. 23,—ordinary use of,

increases impiety. Acts xii. 22 ; comp.

Trivial and Proverbs.

Fortuitous, Luke x. 31.

Forty days, etc., Matt. iv. 2, Acts vii. 6.

Fountain, Greek of the New Testament,

what? Pref. £8, mon. 12.

Franke, A. H. Philem., ver. 1.

Fraternal relation of Christ, Matt. xxv.

40, John ii. 12, xx. 17, Heb. ii. 11,—

brethren a title of Christians, Rom.

i. 13.

Frequent occurrence of words, in Acts i.

17, iv. 13,—in 1 Cor. ii. 2, iii. 18,—

in Col. i. 9,—in 1 Tim. ii. 2, 9, 10,

vi. 14,—in 1 Pet. i. 3, 5, ii. 14.

Friendship, Rom. v. 7, 3 John, ver, 15,—

of Jesus to John, John xiii. 23.

Friseh, J. P., Rev. 22, at the end.

Fruit, Rom. i. 13.

Fulness of the meaning, Rom. i. 4.

Future, Luke xii. 42,—twofold, Acts xi.

28.

Future things, the knowledge of, Matt,

xxiv. 4.

Gabriel, Luke i. 19, Rev. xi. 15.

Qain, Acts xix. 27.

Garment, marriage. Matt. xxii. 11.

Gataker, Matt. vi. 7, xx. 26, Rom. v. 19,

1 John iii. 9.

Gaul, 2 Tim. iv. 10.

Gebhardi, Rev. xiii. 1 (twice), xx. 2.

Gehenna, Matt. v. 22.

Genealogy of Christ, Matt. i. 1, 2, etc.,

Heb. vii. 14.

Genitive, 1 Tim. v. 11,—of the object,

John xii. 31, Rom. xi. 31.

Gentiles, how the Apostles refuted the,

Acts xix. 37.

Gerberus, Rom. i. 26.

Gifts, of spiritual knowledge, 1 John ii. 3.

Giving of thanks, Rom. xiv. 6.

Glory : Holiness, Acts iii. 14, comp. Rom.

v. 2.

Gnome, 1 Cor. vi. 12.

God is, Heb. xi. 6,—is in the saints, 1

Cor. xiv. 25,—is a God of patience,

etc., Rom. xv. 5, 13, 33,—God's mak

ing himself known, Matt. iii. 17,

xvii. 5, Acts xvii. 24.—what is said

of God fully expressed, Matt. v. 45,
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or by ellipsis, Matt. iv. 23, 3 Johp,

ver.7,—the subject of God.ourselves,

our neighbor, is frequently intro

duced, Matt. vi. 1, xi. 7,—jealousy

ol God, Horn. x. 2,—beautilul to God

(exceedingly beautiful), Acts vii. 20,

—the only God, 1 Tim. i. 17.

Good pleasure of God, Mutt. xi. 26.

Good works at once free and necessary,

Horn. xv. 27.

Gosptl, the, Matt. iv. 23, Mark i. 1,

Luko i. 19, Rom. ii. 16.

Grate, universal, John i. 9, xii. 47, Rom.

iii. 3, Heb. x. 29, 1 John ii. 2.

Gradation, Acts vii. 35, Rom. xi. 33, 1

Cor. i. 12, iv. 8, xiii. 1, xiv. 8, 16,

38, 2 Cor. vi. 16, vii. 2, 1 Thess.

iv. 16, 1 Pet. i. 10, ii. 11, 2 Pet.

iii. 6.

Grand discourse, Acts i. 3, Rom. i. 29,

ii. 27, 1 Cor. vi. 1, 2 Cor. i. 23, iv.

4, Eph. ii. 6, vi. 13, Phil. ii. 9, iii.

7, James ii. 6, 13.

Grand expression, Luke iii. 23, xii. 32,

John i. 3, Acts ii. 17, 1 Thess. iv.

16, 1 Tim. ii. 7, 9, 2 Tim. iii. 15,

iv. 5, 8, 1 Pet. ii. 11, 2 Pet. ii. 10.

Grateful expression, Acts xiv. 26, 1 Cor.

xvi. 2.

Grave discourse. Luke i. 1, xii. 5, xiv. 11,

Acts xv. 22, 24, Rom. i. 26, 1 Cor.

iii. 9, v. 1, 3, xvi. 1, Gal. i. 6, xviii.

3, ii. 16, 1 Pet. i. 1, 2 Pet. i. 4, ii.

16.

Greek language, observations on the,

sometimes short and yet useful,

Matt. vi. 11, Mark i. 34, vi. 8, vii.

1, xiv. 19, xv. 34, Luke i. 73.ixvii.

7, John i. 15, vii. 34, xvii. 2, Acts

xiii. 18, Rom. ix. 32, xi. 3, 1 Cor.

iv. 6, vi. 11, 15, 2 Cor. vii. 8, xii.

13, Eph. i. 6, Heb. xiii. 2, 1 Pet.

iii. 1, 2 Pet. ii. 4, Rev. i. 0, xxii. 2,—

comparison of it with the Hebrew,

Matt. ii. 23, x. 25, Mark iii. 27, xv.

34. John xviii. 1, Col. iii. 15. Not

a few distinctions of Greek are

marked in Index II. See, also, in

this Index III., Articles Concise

phraseology. Middle verbt, teme, etc.

Gregory VII., Rev. xiii. 1.

Gregory, Thaumaturgus, Matt. vi. 11.

Rom. v. 7.

Griel, John xi. 31.

Grol,us, Mark iv. 35.

Growth of Jesus Christ, Luke ii. 62.

Hair of the head. 1 Cor. xi. 5.

Halieutica, John xxi. 11.

Hand, the apostles labored with the,

John xxi. 3, Acts xxviii. 3.

Hands, imposition of, Mutt. xix. 15,

Acts xiii. 3, 1 Tim. v. 22, Heb. vi.

1, James v. 14.

Harduinus, John xviii. 20.

Harvest, John iv. 35.

Harenberg, J. C, Rev. 22, at the end.

Hauberus, D., John xiv. 1, Pref. \ 18.

Hearer, good, Luke viii. 16.

Heart, Matt. v. 8, xi. 29, xiii. 15, Lukt

xvi. 15, Acts i. 24, viii. 21.

Heaven, Matt. vi. 9,—for God, John iii.

27.

Hebraism, Pref. J 14, Matt. i. 1, iii. 12,

xv. 6, Rom. i. 17, v. 14, ix. 8, 10,

xi. 26, Rev. i. 5, and everywhere

else in these three and the other

books of the New Testament: for

example, Luke i. 30, ii. 21, xi. 33,

Acts x. 36.

Hebrews, Introd. to the Epistle to the

Hebrews.

Hellenists, Acts xi. 20, Introd. to Heb.

Hellwagius, E. P., Rev. 22, at the end.

Hendiadys, Mark x. 21, Acts ix. 31, xxiii.

6, Rom. ii. 20, 27, xv. 4, 2 Cor. viii.

2, Col. i. 26, ii. 8, 1 Tim. i. 4, 2 Tim.

i. 10, iv. 1.

Heresiology, 1 Tim. iv. 1.

Heresy, Acts xxiv. 14, 1 Cor. xi. 19.

Heretie, Tit. iii. 19.

Heritage, 1 Pet. v. 3.

Hermeneutical observations, Pref. § 14,

Matt. i. 22, ii. 1, 15, 18, 23, v. 18,

39, ix. 13, xvi. 11, 13, xviii. 13, xxiv.

16, 20, 42, xxvi. 64. Mark i. 2, vii.

1, xiii. 32, Luko iii. 2, ix. 50, xvi. 8,

Acts ii. 39, Rom. xi. 34, 1 Cor. iii.

19, vii. 26, ix. 17, 2 Cor. xi 17, Heb.

xii. 17, 1 John ii. 18, Rev. xii. 8,

etc.

Herod. Matt. ii. 1.

Hesyehius, corr. Acts iii. 20, xv. 24, xvi,

16, 2 Cor. xii. 7.

Heumannus, 2 John, ver. 1.

High Priest, Heb. ii. 17.

Htlterus, Matt. ii. 23, Rev. xix. 1.

History, ecclesiastical, specimens of ex

plaining, Acts vii. 1, Heb. xi. 2.

Hobbes, Rom. i. 21.

Holmun, C. G., Pref. g 9.

Holiness: Glory, Acts iii. 14, Heb. ii. 10.

Holy, Rom. i. 4,—Holy. Holy, Holy,

Rev. iv. 8,—saints, Matt. xxiii. 29,

xxvii. 62.

Homicide, Acts xxviii. 4.

Homiletics. See Pastoral.

Hormhes, how the fruit of, is to be ga

thered, Acts ii. 37.

Hope, Rom. viii. 24.

Hospitality, Heb. xiii. 2.

Ilottinger, John xvii. 1.

Hours of the ancients, Mark xv. 25.

Human custom, according to, Philem.,

ver. 15.

Humble in heart, Jesus, Matt. xi. 29,

xii. 6.

Humility, 1 Cor. iii. 5, iv. 9, xiii. 11.

Hypallage, Matt. x. 16, James ii. 17, iii.

4, Heb. ix. 23, xiii. 2.
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Hyprrbation, Mark ix. 20, xvi. 1 .

Hypocrisy, Matt. vi. 2, xvi. 1, 3, 6, xxiii.

13, xxi. IB, xxiv. 61, Mark vii. 0,

Luke xiL 1, 5G.

Hypothetical phraseology, 1 Cor. iv. 3.

Hypotyposis, 1 Cor. xi. 13, 2 Cor. iv. 14.

James and Paul, Gal. ii. 9, James ii. 14,

iv. 5.

Ichthyology, John xvi. 11.

Idolatry, Acts vii. 41, xvii. 29.

Jerusalem, Luke xxi. 24, Gal. iv. 26, Rev.

xxi. 2.

Jesus is Christ, Matt. i. 1, 16, sq. 22,—

name Jesus, Matt. i. 21,—Christ

Jesus (with the name put first),

Rom. xv. 8, Gal. ii. 16,—His ma

jesty and glory, Matt. vii. 28, 'ill,

Heb. Introd. Comp. Method, Life,

Prayers, etc.

Jesus, name of. Matt. ii. 2,—argument

against them, Matt. i. 22, sq.

Ignatius, John i. 1.

Illumination, Matt. xvi. 17, Heb. vi. 4.

Image of God, Col. iii. 10, 1 Cor. xi. 7.

Imperative, John ii. 19, Gal. iii. 7,—af

ter the imperative, John vii. 37,

Col. iii. 15,—including the future

of the Indicative, John i. 46, Gal.

vi. 2.

Impersonal expressions, Luke ix. 28, xii.

5, 1 Cor. xvi. 12.

Importunity, natural, Acts xvii. 4.

Imputation, immediate, Rom. v. 14.

Inthoative words, power of, Matt. i. 5.

Intrease of good and evil, Matt. xiii. 7,

30, Mark iv. 19, Rev. 14, 19,—of dis

course, 1 Cor. iii. 3, xv. 9, Phil. iii. 8.

Indefinite expression, Rom. vii. 7.

Indicative, Matt. xxiii. 8, Luke i. 28,

Acts vi. 3.

Indifferent,sm, Act" x. 35, 2 Cor. xi. 13.

Ind,viduals, care of, Matt. xviii. 5, John

xvii. 12, Acts xx. 31. Comp. Pro

vidence,

Infidelity wavers, Rom. x. C,—prevents

mighty works, Matt. xiii. 58.

Infinitive for the imperative, Phil. iii. 16,

—expressive of politeness, Rom. xii.

15, Rev. x. 9.

Infirmity, Rom. v. 6.

Inhabitants of heaven, knowledge of,

Luke xv. 6, sq.

Injustice, blameless, Luke xvi. 8.

Inspiration of words. Matt. x. 19, xvi.

13. John iv. 26, xiv. 20, xxi. 23.

Comp. Theopneustia.

Interrogation, Acts vii. 1,—too much of,

Luke x. 29—power of regarding the

contumacious, Luke xxii. 68,—de

sultory, not always to be censured,

John iv. 20.

Invisible things, Matt. xrii. 3.—an ac

count of them given in the Apoca

lypse. Rev. vi. 9

Irenaeus, Luke iv. 18, Acts iii. 18.

Jerome. 1 Cor. ii. 4.

J,hn, Baptist, Matt. xiv. 2.

John, the Apostle, wrote the Gospel,

John xxi. 2,—in what style, xx. 20,

—his name, xiii. 23,—the disciple

beloved more than the others, xiii.

23,—when and in what language he

wrote the Gospel and epistles, John

j. 1, v. 2, xi. 16, xxi. 19, 1 John ii.

22, and the Apocalypse, Rev. i. 9.

Jojada, Matt, xxiii. 35.

Jonas. Justus, Acts, Introd i. 7, xiii. 2,

xix. 13.

Joseph, when he died, John ii. 12.

Iota, Matt. v. 18.

Joy, Matt. v. 12, Acts viii. 8, Phil,

i. 4.

Joyful words, 1 Thess. iii. 8, 2 Tim. iv. 8,

James iv. 7, 8.

Ire (wrath), Rom. i. 18, ii. 9.

Irentcus. Rev xiii. 18.

Irony, becoming and pleasant, John ix.

27,—not used by Christ, John vii.

28.

/ say to you. Matt. v. 18, vi. 29, Luke

xiii. 3.

Israel, Rev. vii. 4,—their conversion,

Matt. xxiii. 39, Rom. xi. 25,—the

Epistle to the Hebrews useful to

them, Heb. ii. 11.

Iteration, John v. 36.

Ittigius, Jude, ver. 5.

Judas Iscariot, whether he was present

at the Lord~s Supper, Matt. xxvi.

26, Mark xiv. 23, Luke xxii. 21.

Judgment, Matt. xii. 41.

Just. Christ the, Acts xxii 14.

Justite. Matt. v. 2, 6, 20, vi. l,*-of God,

Rom. i. 17, iii. 20.

Justification, Rom. iii. 20, 28, James ii.

21,—of Christ, 1 Tim. iii. 16.

Kainan. Luke iii. 36.

Keys. Matt. xvi. 19.

K,ngdom of heaven, Matt. iii. 2, 4, 17,—

of God, Matt. iv. 23, Acts i. 3,—of

Christ, Acts x. 41,—of the saints,

Rev xx. 4.

K,ss, holy, Rom. xvi 16.

Knowledge, a thing of the greatest im

portance, John xvii. 3,—spiritual,

1 John ii. 3.

Knrb. a village or district. Acts xx. 15.

Karnmannus, Matt. xxiii. 35.

Korte, John xix. 1.

Kyria, a proper name, 2 John, ver. 1.

Lattantius. Rom. i. 18.

Lampius, Rev. i. 2.

I.ang,us, Joach., Pref. J 20, etc.

Latinity of the author. Pref, $ 23.

Law, Acts xv. 5, Gal. ii, 16,—natural

Rom. ii. 14,—prelude of ending the

ceremonial, Luke i. 22.
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Lexica, Pref. J 14, Gal. i. 16.

Liberty, John viii. 32, Acts xvii. 27.

Lile eternal, John iii. 15.

Lile of Jesus Christ, delineated with

brief comments, Matt. iv. 12, into Ga

lilee,—23, every,—24, thote who were

ill,—ch. vi. 27, who ol you,—30, ye

ol little faith,—eh. vii. 21, Lord,—23,

/ will profess,—ch. viii. 3, / will,—

10, wondered,—18, to depart.—20,

hath not,—ch. ix. 1, patsed,—10, tat

down together with,—11, why,—20,

the fringe,—21, hit garment,—24, give

place,—25, arose,—36, moved with

companion,—ch. x. 25, Master ol the

house,—38, Ati crott,—ch. xi. 1, made

an end,—6, blessed,—25, Father,—29,

meek and lowly,—ch. xii. 6, here,—15,

ch. xiii. 63, departed,—55, mother,—

ch. xiv. 12, told,—19, looking up,—

22, while,—xvi. 7, loavet,—23, an of

lente unto me,—ch. xvii. 17, that be

ol God,—ch. xviii. 6, believert,—ch.

xix. 13, disciples,—ch. xx. 22, that I,

—34, companion,—ch. xxi. 2, a tolt,

iii. 6, looked around, being grieved,—

ch. iv. 36, at lie wot,—ch. v. 30, 40,

had gone out,—ch. viii. 23, took,—26,

do not tell,—ch. x. 1, at he wot wont,

—21, looking earntstly, 23, looked

round about,—15, himsell,—16, at hit

custom wot,—23, turety,—43, therefore,

—ch. v. 1, pretsed upon,—ch. vii. 44,

with teart,—54, fire,—ch. xii. 60, how

am I straightened,—ch. xiii. 16, eigh

teen yeart,—31, Herod,—32, / shall be

perlected,—ch. xv. 4, until,—ch. ii. 1,

marriage,—11, this, and manifested and

believid,—24, did not commit himself,—

ch, iv. 6, thus,—34, meat, finish,—ch.

v. 13, had conveyed himsell away,—

ch. vi. 15, King,—ch. viii. 1, went,—

6, to actuse, but,—9, beginning with the

elder,—29, always,—57, fifty,—59, hid

himsell,—ch. ix. 4, no man,—37, he

that talketh,—ch. x. 18, lrom me,

likeioitt ol my Father,—34, answered,

—ch. xi. 30,—not yet,—33, groaned,

and was troubled,—ch. xii. 14, 23, 27,

28, 31, 42, 44, etc.

Lightfoot, Pref. \ 18, John vi. 31.

Like for like, Matt. v. 38, vii. 2, x. 33,

Acts xxviii. 4.

Lilienthaltus, Pref. J 8, Rev. i. 4.

Litotes, Matt. vi. 30, John vi. 37, Acts

xvii. 27, xxvi. 19, Rom. x. 2, 1 Tim.

11. 12, Philem., ver. 11.

Locke, Matt. xvi. 16.

Lot, Acts i. 23, 26.

Love of God and our neighbor, Matt.

xxii. 37, sg.,—pure, Rom. ii. 7.

Lucvt, Acts xvi. 10.

Lucre, spiritual Matt. xviii. 15, Acts

xvi. 15.

LOdeeke, C. W., Matt. vi. 30.

Luther, John xiv. 1, Acts xiii. 26, Bora

iv. 1, 1 Pet. iii. 20.

Macarius, Matt. xxvii. 50. .

Magi, Matt. ii. 1. Magic, Acts viii. 9,

xix. 19. Comp. Datmonology.

Magistrate, Matt. x. 14, xviii. 16, xxv. 24,

Acts iv. 19, xii. 3, xviii. 14, Bom.

xiii. 1, 2, 3.

Magnifitent phrases, Luke ii. 11, 13, vii.

21, Acts iii. 14, vii. 8, xiii 48, 1

Thess. ii. 12.

Maithelius, Eph. iv. 14.

Man, two parts of, Matt. x. 28.

Manuscript copies of the New Testament,

1 John v. 7, 8, Eev. i. 4.

Mark alone relates some things, Mark i.

13,—when he wrote, v. 37,—his stylo,

i. 16, 21, iv. 35, xiii. 26,—did not

make an epitome of Matthew, Mark

xiii. 9.

Marriage, 1 Cor. vii. 1, sgq.,—duties of

husbands and wives, Eph. v. 22.

Mary, Acts i. 14,—whether without any

stain, Rom. v. 15,—her name, Matt.

i. 20,—her worship, Matt. ii. 11,

Luke i. 43.

Matt, Heb. x. 12, xiii. 15.

Masters, duty of, Eph. vi. 9.

Mastrichtius, Pref. $ 9.

Matrimonial causes, Matt. xiv. 4.

Matthew, in what language he wrote,

Matt.ti*.—where ? ix. 26,—with what

condor, viii. 25, x. 2, 3, xv. 16, xvii.

1, 16, xx. 24,—when? xxvii. 8.

Maturity to be expected. Acts vii. 23.

Mediator, Matt. iv. 2, xiv. 23.

Meiosis, Luke xii. 4, Acts xix. 19, xx. 29,

Rom. i. 28, xiv. 15, 1 Cor. xi. 22,

Gal. iv. 12, 1 Pet. iv. 3.

Memory assists faith, John ii. 22.

Mercy, Mark vi. 34, 1 Tim. i. 2.

Messiah, character of, John vii. 15.

Metalepsis, Acts xx. 25, 1 Cor. viii. 3, 1

John v. 7.

Metaphor, Matt. xvi. 6, 1 Cor. iii. 13, 2

Cor. v. 1, Eph. iv. 14, 1 Tim. i. 8,

2 Tim. iv. 7,—accumulated, 1 Tim.

vi. 19.

Method of Jesus Christ, Matt. vii. 22, viii.

7, xi. 1, xiii. 3, xvi. 21, xix. 1, 17,

26, xxi. 24, xxvi. 1, Mark x. 1, 21,

xiii. 5, Luke iv. 16, 23, ix. 61, x. 1,

21, 23, xi. 22, xii. 1, xiii. 32, John

ii. 11, iv. 7, vi. 44, viii. 12, 20, 32,

ix. 4, 37, xi. 4, 7, 23, 26, xii. 35, xiii.

34, xiv. 1, xvi. 4, 5,—apostolic, re

specting justification, Rom. vi. 18.

Metonymy of the antecedent and conse

quent, Luke iv. 23, John vii. 49,

Acts xii. 4, xiii. 46, xv. 10, xxvii. 13,

Rom, ii. 21, x. 21, xv. 1, 1 Cor. xvi.

18, 2 Cor. xi. 10, Gal. ii. 10. iii. 17,

v. 2, Col. ii. 16, 1 Thess. v. 12, 1 Tim.

i. 12, v. 4, vi. 12, 2 Tim. iv. 8.
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Metonymy, Luke i. 35, John iii. 27, Acts

xxvii. 9, 12, Rom. x. 6, 1 Cor. xiii.

4, 2 Ctr. ix. 9, xiii. 3, Eph. v. 13,

1 Thess. v. 19.

Metropolitan Cities, the Gospel took the,

Acts x. 1, xxiii, 11, Rom. i. 8.

Michaelis, J. D.. Pref. J 8, note.

Middle verbs, Matt. iii. 6, vi. 17, Luke ii.

6, xv. 9, John v. 25, Acts ii. 39, iii.

2, xvii. 20, xx. 26, Gal. v. 18, vi. 7,

Col. ii. 20, 2 Thess. i. 7, ii. 7, 1 Tim.

iv. 10, 2 Tim. iii. 13.

Mild discourse, Acts vii. 23, xix. 40, 2

Cor. ii. 10, Philem., ver. 15, 18.

Mildness, Eph. iv. 2.

Mimesis, Acts iv. 3, xxii. 3, Rom. xiii. 2,

xiv. 13, 1 Cor. iv. 9, xv. 32, 2 Cor.

iii. 5, iv. 4, x. 1, Gal. i. 14, vi. 2, 4,

2 Tim ii. 16, 1 Pet. v. 3.

Minister ought to pray, Luke xiv. 21,

Acts viii. 15,—ministry, necessity

of the, Acts ix. 6. Comp. Pastoral.

Ministers, the comfort of, Matt. iii. 12, x.

IS, Luke iv. 20, xix. 40. John x. 40.

Miracles, Matt. iv. 23, viii. 3, 16, 32, ix.

24, xi. 4, xii. 40, xiii. 58, xvi. 1, xvii.

27, Mark xiv. 13, 16.

Mission, foundation of, John xvii. 18, xx.

21.

Mitigating words, 1 Cor. iv. 3, 2 Cor. v. 1,

xi. 1, Philem., ver. 12, 14, 1 Pet. iii. 1.

Modal discourse, Acts iii. 23, Col. iv. 13,

1 Thess. ii. 13, 1 Tim. i. 12, 2 Tim.

i. 16, ii. 7.

Moderation in acting, John xviii. 22.

Modesty, unseasonable, is driven away by

faith, Luke viii. 47.

Modesty in speaking, Acts ii. 30, Rom. i.

26.

Modesty and liberality in conversation,

John iii. 27, Acts xxvii. 22, 1 Cor.

iv. 8, xvi. 6, 2 Cor. i. 21, ii. 10, 16,

iv. 11, xii. 12, Eph. iii. 4, 8, James

iv. 15.

Moment of mystical death, Rom. vii. 24.

Money, old, Matt. xvii. 24, xviii. 24,

Mark vi. 37, Acts xix. 19,—easily

Jroduces scandal, Matt. xvii. 27.

indicative, etc., John v. 39. x. 16,

1 Cor. xi. 26, xv. 49, James iv. 13,

Rev. x. 9.

Moratus Sermo (polite speaking), Pref.

J 15, Acts v. 34, xvii. 28,—morata

enallage, Acts xxv. 22, 1 Pet. iii. I,

—interrogation, James ii. 20,—pai-

ticle, Acts v. 39, 1 Cor. vi. 7, xv. 1

2 Cor. iii. 1.

Moses, the writer of the Pentateuch, Mark

x. 5,—testified of Christ, John iv.

25.—a type of Christ, Acts iii. 22.

Mysteries, Matt. xiii. 11, Rom. xi. 25.

Mythology, Rom. i. 25.

Names, proper, an argument of truth,

Mark v. 22.

Nathanael, perhaps Bartholomew, John i,

45.

Nativity of Christ, Matt. i. 18.

Nature, human, for Divine, Rom. i. 4.

Nature and grace, John xv. 4.

Neatness (purity), 1 Tim. iii. 2.

Negation, double, Acts xix. 40.

Nervous sentence, 1 Cor. xi. 24.

Neuter gender, Luke i. 35,—noun, Luke

xii. 47, Acts xix. 40,—verb, Acts ix.

19, xi. 26.

Neutrality, Matt. xii. 30.

New Testament, Heb. viii. 13,—its begin

ning, Heb. ix. 15. See Testament.

Newest. See Ultimate.

News, Matt. xxiv. 7.

Newton, Heb. xii. 26, Rev. i. 10.

Nicopolis, Tit. iii. 12.

Noah, seven precepts of, Rom. v. 14.

Noema, 1 Cor. ix. 24.

Nominative,- Matt. xii. 36, 2 Cor. viii. 23,

Eph. iv. 2,—to be supplied with the

accusative, Acts viii. 7.

Nonnus, John v. 2, 39.

Noun in place of the pronoun, Matt. xii.

26, Luke xi. 17, Acts iii. 16, Eph.

iv. 16, 2 Tim. i. 18.

Number, i. e. times, Rev. xiii. 18.

Numbers precisely to be understood, Rev.

vii. 5.

Oaths, Matt. v. 33, Heb. vi. 16.

Obediente, active, Rom. v. 19, sq.

Occasion, we must use, Matt. xxv. 40,

Acts ii. 14, viii. 30, xxi. 37, xxiv. 14.

Otcupatio, Acts ii. 23, x. 22, xiv. 16, 1 Cor.

xiv. 35, xvi. 2, Heb. i. 1, 3 James

iii. 17.

(Etonomy, the Divine, John iv. 4, 34—

triple, Rom. v. 14,—of the three wit

nesses, John xvi. 14.

Old Age of the Godly, Luke i. 7.

Olivet, Mount. Acts l. 12.

Omnipotence and Omnisciente of Christ,

John xx. 31, n. xxi. 17, n

Opinions, variety of, Matt. xvi. 14, Mark

vi. 15. *

Opportune words, Acts xiv. 17, xxii. 4.

1 Cor. xvi. 2, Heb. i. 1, 3, James iii,

17.

Orbitular (round) bread, John vi. 31.

Order of words, Pref. 1 15, Matt. x. 2, 33,

xxiv. 33, Mark iii. 31, Luke ix. 28,

xi. 8. 36, xii. 2U, John v. 2, viii. 21

45, xii. 26, xiv. 1, 2, xvii. 16, xx. 6,

Acts i. 7, Rom. ii. 14, xv. 8, 2 Cor

iv. 10, 11, Col. iii. 12, Heb. ii. 10, 14,

xii. 24, at the end, James ii. 18, 1

John iii. 20, sq. and passim.

Origins: we must have recourse to them,

Matt. xix. 4.

Orthodox, Matt. vii. 16.

Orthodoxy, Matt. xvi. 6, Rom. ii. 20.

Osiander, J. A,, Rev. viii. 3.

Oxymoron, Luke ii. 34, Acts v. 41, Rom
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i. 20, iv. 18, 1 Cor. ix. 17, 2 Cor. iv.

11, 17, viii. 2, xi. 30, Gal. vi. 14, 1

Thess. iv. 11, 1 Tim. vi. 19.

Ptedobapiism, Acts xvi. 15.

Pamtlius, 1 Cor. xi. 27.

Parables, Mutt. ix. 15, xiii. 3.

Paradox, Rom. iii. 26, v. 14, vii. 13, Col.

i. 27, iv. 3.

Parallel places not always to be demanded,

1 Pet. iii. 19.

Paregemnon, Rom. ii. 1, 1 John iii. 20.

Purelkon, (HaprX«or,) Luke xii. 37, xviii. 5,

John vi. 15, Acts xvi. 3, Rom. xv. 24.

Parenthesis, Acts i. 15, ii. 8. Rom. i. 2.

Paronomasia, 1 Cor. xi. 17, Eph. v. 4,

Phil. iii. 2, 1 Tim. vi. 9.

Parrhesia, 1 Cor. xv. 34.

Participation of sins, Matt. xxiii. 36.

Participle, John i. 18, iii. 13, Col. ii. 2,

1 Tim. vi. 6, 2 Tim. iii. 15, Heb. i.

3,—in place of an adverb, Acts x.

37,—for the indicative, Phil. i. 23.

Particle of declaring, 2 Tim. i. 3,—of ex

citing, Acts xv. 36,—intensive, 1

Thess. i. 8,—of appealing to experi

ence, 1 Tim. v. 15. Comp. formula.

Particles, polite use of, Acts v. 39, Rom.

1. 10, viii. 32.

Particularism, Jewish, Rom. ix. 6.

Passton of Jesus Christ, John x. 17.

Passover, at the time of the Passion, Matt.

xxvi. 18.

Pastoral observations, Matt. iii. 6, 12, iv.

23, v. 1, 13, 19, 22, vii. 6, 6, 16, 22,

27, viii. 7, 18, 19, x. 8, 11, 13, 14,

18, 19, 28, xii. 5, 30, xiii. lit, 20, 21,

57, xiv. 4, 22, 30, xv. 26, xvi. 6, 8,

13, 20, 21, xvii. 27, xviii. 12, 14, 16,

17, xix. 16, 17, 21, 26, 29, xx. 1, xxi.

14, xxii. 16, xxiii. 34, xxiv. 45, xxv.

15, 25, 40, xxvii. 24, xxviii. 8, Murk

iii. 4, 6, iv. 9, 14, 19, 28, vi. 20, 31,

34, vii. 14, viii. 38, ix. 39, x. 23, xii.

38, xiii. 35, Luke i.80, ii. 62, iii. 19,

23, iv. 23, 26, v. 1, 8, 16, ix. 45, x. 5,

. 7, 26, xi. 1, 27, xii. 13, 54, xiii. 32,

xiv. 7, 21, 35, xv. 4, 15, xvi. 1, 10,

xvii. 7, 10, 21, xix. 40, xx. 14,

17, 39, xxi. 31, xxiii. 40, xxiv 17,

Johni. 6, ii. 11, iii. 31, iv. 10, 20,

37, v. 35, vi. 5, 27, 44, 60, 64, ri. 7,

34, viii. 12, 20, 32, ix. 3, x. 32, xi.

26, xii. 30, 43, 48, xiii. 20, xvi. 30,

xvii. 3, 12, 18, xviii. 16, xix. 37,

ii 21, xxi. 7, 15, Acts i. 17, 24, ii.

14, 37, 40, iv. 8, 16, vi. 2. 4. vii. 27,

32, 61, viii. 2, 15, 21, 22, 30, 35, 37,

ix. 6, x. 38, 44, xi. 26, xii. 17, xiii.

2, 25, 46, xiv. 9, xv. 5, 9, 32, 37, xvi.

6, 15, 31, xviii. 1, 5, 6, 11, 24, 26,

xix. 9, 17, 18, 21, 27, xx. 7, 19, 20,

21, 27, 29, 30, 32, xxi. 29, xxii. 10,

xxiv. 26, xxv. 11, xxvi. 2, 25, xxvii.

24, eta.

' Patience, Luke viii. 15.

Patmos, an island, Rev. i. 9.

Paul, name of, Acts xiii. 9,—apostleship

of, xxvi. 17,—ardor of, xix. 21,—

charucter of, Gal. ii. 9,—Epistles ot,

2 Pet. iii. 15, tq.,—often stood alone,

Acts xvii. 16.

Peace, Rom. i. 7, Phil. iv. 7.

Pedantry, Acts xxvi. 24.

Pelagius, 1 Cor. iii. 5, xi. 27.

Penitence, Luke v. 32, xv. 17, igq., xviii.

13, xxiii. 41, Acts xi. 18.—a joyful

gift, Acts v. 31,—necessary. Luke

xvi. 30,—its fruits. Luke iii. 11.

Peregr,nations, religious. John iv. 21.

Perlection, Matt. xix. 21, Luke xi. 36.'

Periods, seven, of the Church, Rev. ii. 1

Periphras,s, Acts ii. 30, 1 Thess. iv. 5,

James iii. 7.

Persecut,on, Matt. v. 10.—authors of. Acts

xvii. 5, xxiv. 19,—use of, Mark xiii.

10.

Perspicuity, promiscuous, John viii. 20,

Rom. vi. 19.

Peter, Matt. xvi. 18.—first of the apos

tles, Matt. x. 2, Mark i. 36. Luke ix.

32, xxii. 31, Acts i. 13, viii. 14, xxiii.

11, Gal. ii. 9,—was he at Rome?

ibid., and John xxi. 16, Rom. i. 11.

Plafius, Rev. xiii. 1, thes. 7.

Philaulia (self-love), Luke x. 20, Rom.

ii. 1.

Philosophers, the fault of the, Phil. i. 9.

Phlegon, the eclipse of, Matt, xxvii. 45.

Physiognomy, Acts vii. 20.

Piet,sts, 1 Tim. ii. 2.

Planets, Jude. ver. 13.

Pleasant or delightful expressions, Luke

i. 7, 13, John iv. 14, 52. 1 Cor. xv. 42.

Pleonasm, Matt. vi. 26, Phil. i. 23.

Place, Matt. v. 19, 45, xix. 4, Luke xi.

36, John iii. 31, x. 13, xii. 27, xix.

22, Rom. vi. 19, vii. 13, viii. 3. ix. 6,

16, xii. 7, sq., 1 Cor. xvi. 5, 2 Cor.

ix. 5, Eph. iv. 15, 1 Thess. v. 7, 1

Tim. v. 3. James iv. 11.

Plural. Luke ii. 31, xii 33. xiii. 15, Acts

iv. 27, v. 14, xiii. 34, xxviii. 8, 1 Cor.

x. 11. 2 Cor. v. 11, ix. 6, Gal. v. 19,

1 Tim. ii. 1, vi. 15.

Pluperlect, John iv. 10.

Point of time, blessed, Matt. iv. 20, Acts

xxvi. 30.

Polycrates, Rev. ii. 1.

Pol,gamy. 1 Cor. vii. 2, 1 Tim. iii. 2.

Polysyndeton. James iv. 13.

Poor, care of. Acts xi. 30.

Perphyrius, Mark i. 2.

Possession, Mark fx. 18. Acts viii. 7, xvi.

17. Com. Dspmonology.

Posthumus fruit of duty. John x. 44.

Power of speech, Acts iii. 18.

Prayers of Jesus Christ. Matt. xiv. 23,

Luke iii. 21, vi. 12,—of ministers,

Luke xi. 1, xiv. 21, Acts vi. 4—of
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believers, Matt. vi. 7, 8, 9, vii. 7, 11,

viii. 31, 34, ix. 38, xi. 25, xviii. 19,

xxi. 13, xxiv. 20, Mark viii. 6, xi.

25, xvi, 17, Luke i. 40, vii. 3, xi. 1,

2, 6, 6, 8, 13, xviii. 1, 9, 10, John

xii. 45, xv. 7, xvi. 23, xvii. 1, 9,

Acts vi. 4, vii. 34, viii. 15, 24, ix. 11,

40, x. 2, 4, 9, 10, xii. 6, Rom. xv. 30,

1 Tim. ii. 3.

Precepts of Noah, Rom. v. 14.

Precision, 1 Cor. xi. 16, James iv. 17.

Predestination, Acts xiii. 48, Rom. viii. 29.

Predittions, quotations of, Matt. i. 22.

Pricaeus, 2 Tim. iv. 10.

Pregnant phraseology, 1 Cor. xv. 26, 2

Pet. iii. 4.

Prejudice, Mark vii. 14, John viii. 32,

Jewish, John vii. 27.

Prescience, Divine, Acts xV. 18.

Pnesent, Luke i. 34, xii. 49, xiii. 28, 30,

John i. 5, Acts xv. 17, 1 Thess. v.

2,—absolute, Acts xxv. 11,—includ

ing the preterite, Luke xv. 29, 31,

etc., John viii. 68.

Presence better than letters, Rom. i. 11.

Preterite, John i. 3, Rom. iii. 23.

Pride, mother of heresies, Acts viii. 9.

Prideaux, Acts vii. 43.

Priesthood of Jesus Christ, Heb. ii. 14.

Private care of pastors, Acts xx. 20, 31.

Prolane, Luke xvi. 30.

Progress in good, 1 Tim. iv. 15,—in evil,

2 Tim. ii. 16.

Promise, the greatest, Luke xii. 37.

Proper names, mysteries of, Heb. vii. 2.

Proper words, Acts iii. 7, 1 Cor. ii. 4, 2

Cor. v. 4, Col. ii. 14, 1 Thess. iv. 17,

2 Thess. i. 7.

Prophecy, the nature of, Acts ii. 19, Rom.

xii. 6, 1 Cor. xiv. 6.

Prophet, Christ, John xvi. 13, Acts iii. 22.

Prophetital, what? John xii. 38.

Propriety of speech, Luke iv. 18, xiii. 33,

xv. 13, Acts ii. 30, x. 28.

Proselytes, Acts vi. 5.

Prospolepsia, Tlptatmkttyla, Matt. xxii. 16,

Mark xii. 14.

Prosopopeia, Rom. vii. 1, Gal. iii. 15, 24,

Heb. xi. 2.

Protherapia, John iv. 21, xiii. 3, Acts i.

16, ii. 23, 29, Rom. iii. 2, v. 15, ix.

6, 1 Cor. iii. 10, x. 19, xiv. 18, 2 Cor.

xi. 1, 16, 1 John ii. 1.

Providente, Divine, Matt. vi. 26, x. 29,

Acts xxvii. 24. See individuals, care

of, and of the smallest things.

Provincial words. Prof J 14.

Psalms, Acts xiii. 33,—their authority,

Heb. vii. 21. x. 8.

I'seudo-judaism, Rom. ii. 8.

Pseudo-Mess,ahs, LXIV., John v. 43.

I'.,eudo-politieians, Tit. i. 7.

Pttvdo-pr,-phets. Rev. xiii. 11.

i'sythnlugicul. Matt. viii. 17, x. 28, xiii.

lit. xvi. !), xxii. 37, Mark iii. 5, viii.

17, 34, x. 32, xii. 30, xv. 37, Luke ii.

35, Acts vii. 23, Rom. iii. 18, vii. 7,

23, xii. 1.

Punctuation corrected. Heb. ii. 9.

Purgatory, Rom. viii. 10, 1 Cor. iii. 13.

Questions, Acts xvii. 15. See Interrog.

Quitkens, shortly. Rev. i. 1.

Quotations of the Old Testament, Matt. i.

22, Mark xii. 26,—of the prophecies.

Matt. i. 22.

Raphelius, 1 Cor. xi. 21.

Rare words and phrases, Luke ii. 14,

John v. 28, Acts vii. 41, xiii. 32, xv.

24, xxvi. 10, 1 Cor. vi. 14, xv. 65,

2 Cor. iii. 15, xiii. 3, Cal. vi. 2, 7,

16. Eph. v. 21, vi. 3, 1 Tim. iv. 7,

1 Pet. iii.. 1, 2 Pet. ii. 22.

Reading of the Scripture, 1 Thess. v.

27.

Retapitulation, Acts vii. 1, xiii. 17, 18, 10,

Rom. v. 1, 1 Cor. x. 11.

Reduplication, Gal. iv. 31.

Reduplitative, signification of, Rom. iv. 4.

Rtjormation, Rom. xv. 23, Rev. xii. 6.

Regal (royalty), Divine, Rom. i. 32.

Regeneration, John i. 13, iii. 3.

Regressus, Acts iii. 16.

Reliante of Christ on the Father, Heb. ii.

13.

Religion, Christian. See God, Jesus, Scrip

ture, Truth,—hated by the world,

Matt. xxiv. 9.

Remains, Matt. ix. 20.

Remarkable word, Acts xi. 26, xvii. 4,

2 Cor. iii. 16, Col. ii. 12, 13, iii. 15,

Gal. i. 16, 1 Thess. iii. 6.

Renewing, Eph. iv. 24.

Reserved, Divine things, Acts i. 7, Rom.

xii. 19, Jude, ver. 9.

Resistible, conversion is, Acts xxvi. 19.

Resurrection of Christ, Acts i. 22, xvii.

31,—of the dead, Matt. xxii. 23,

Mark xii. 25, Luke xiv. 14, Acts

xxvi. 7, 1 Cor. xv. 12,—first, Rev.

xx. 4.

Revelation, strictures on, Matt. xvi. 28,

John xxi. 22, Acts i. 7, 11,—excel

lence of, Rev. i. 1, etc.,—more re

cent interpreters of, Rev. xxii., at

the end.

Rhythm, Luke xv. 24, John xv. 2, Eph.

ii. 14.

Rigid expression, Gal. i. 11.

Robber, cross, of the, Luke xxiii. 40.

Rome, whence its name? Rev. xviii. 10,

—when founded. Rev. xvii. 10,—in

vain claims Peter for itself, John

xxi. 15.

Sabbath, Matt. xii. 1, 2, 5, xxiv. 20, Mark

ii. 28, Col. ii. 16.

Sacraments, 1 Cor. xi. 26.

Sadduceet, Matt. xvi. 1, xxii. 23.

Sagittarius, Casp., Luke xxi. 15.

12!
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Saintt, Matt. xxiii. 29, xxvii. 62.

Salutation, Luke i. 40.

Salvation, beginning of, Acts ii. 40.

Sanctified, Acts xx. 32.

Satan, full of, John viii. 44,—a most cun

ning spirit, Acts xix. 13. See Dse-

monology and Magic

Sat,sfaction, Kom. v. 18, Heb. x. 10.

Saved, to be, Acts ii. 40.

Scandal, Matt. xiii. 41, xvii. 27, xviii.

6, 7.

Shekinah, John 1. 14.

Schism, manifold, John vii. 43.

Schmidius, Er.—C. F. Proem., Kev. i. 1,

passim. 22, at the end,—J. F., Eev.

xx. 1.

Sthool of Jesus Christ, Matt. viii. 23.

Schudl, John James, John v. 43.

Scripture, enconiums on the sacred, Pref.

\ 1 and 27, Rom. i. 2,—note, Gal. iii.

8, 1 Tim. iv. 16,—authority of. Matt.

iv. 4, xxvi. 13, Kom. i. 2,—efficacy

of, Acts viii. 28,—integrity of, Matt.

iv. 18,—modesty of, Acts ii. 30,—

truth of, Matt. vii. 11, John x. 35,

xii. 38, xiv. 26, Acts ii. 29, 39,—

usefulness of, Luke iii. 38, John xxi.

23, 25, 2 Tim. iii. 16,—silence of,

Rom. iv. 6, Heb. i. 6, v. 6,—sum of,

Rom. xv. 4,—wisely quoted by the

Lord, Matt. iv. 4, ix. 13,—9ays no

thing in vain, James iv. 6,—conde

scends to us, John iii. 12, xi. 11,

Rom. vi. 19,—to be read by all,

Phil. i. 1, Col. iv. 17, Heb. xiii. 24,

—beginning of the Scripture of the

New Testament, Acts xv. 20, 1 Thess.

27.

Sealing, Eph. i. 13.

Seals, Rev. v. 1, 12, vi. 1, 9.

Secret grudges, a hindrance to grace, Luke

xii. 54.

Semiduplez oratio, Pref. \ 24, Matt. vii.

21, xiii. 49, Mark i. 4, xiii. 27, xiv.

8, xvi. 16, John v. 21, 24, viii. 28,

38, x. 25, xiv. 10, xvii. 26, Acts vii.

16, Rom. ii. 8, 10, v. 16, Gal. iv. 25.

Hob. xii. 20, 1 John i. 7, ii. 10. See

Concur, phraseology.

Seme, literal, and of the letter, Matt.

xvi. 11.

Separation, Acts xix. 9, Jude, ver. 19.

Septuagint, In trod. See Greek version

of the Old Testament.

Sermocinalio, 1 Cor. ix. 24.

S-rvant of the Lord, who ? Acts xx. 19.

Servants, duty of, Eph. vi. 5.

Seven, Mutt. xii. 45, Acts xix. 14, Jude,

ver. 14,—the number seven in re

gard to things, Rev. v. 1,—is divided

into four and three, Rev. xvi. 1.

Severity of speech, Acts xvi. 37, Gal. vi.

17. See Apotomia.

Shame, preposterous, Rom. i. 25,—to be

overcome, Mark viii. 38.

Shortly, Rev. i. 1.

Sight, ,raQis, Acts vii. 34.

Sign, Matt. xxiv. 30,—signs of the times,

Matt. xvi. 3.

Significant. words most, Col. ii. 9, 11.

Simile, Acts xv. 2.

Simonius, Luke xii. 38.

Simony. Acts viii. 18.

Simpl,city, Matt. vi. 22.

Sin, Mark vii. 22, John viii. 21, xvi. 9,

Acts v. 2, 3, 4, vii. 35, x. 14, Rom.

iii. 13, vii. 4, 1 John ii. 1,—clamant.

Matt. ii. 16.—original, Matt. vii. 11,

xv. 11, Rom. iii. 10, v. 12, vii. 7,—

sins of godly men will also be laid

open, 2 Cor. v. 10.

Singular phrases, Luke iv. 33, Acts xii.

18.

Singular number, Luke iii. 2, x. 19, Acts

xv. 18, 1 Cor. iv. 17.

Sinning, danger of, Matt. xviii. 28.

Sirach, book of the son of, Luke i. 17.

Sitting of Christ at the right hand of God,

Heb. x. 12.

Smallest things, God cares for, Matt. v.

26, x. 30, xii. 36, xxiii. 23. See Pro

vidente-

Soberly, Rom. xii. 3.

Sobriety, 2 Tim. iii. 15.

Socinus, John viii. 68.

Softer expressions, 1 Cor. xi. 18, xii. 23,

2 Cor. vi. 14, Gal. iv. 20, vi. 18,

Phil. ii. 27.

Solitude is delightful, Matt. xxvi. 38,

Mark vi. 31, Luke i. 8l), Acts ix. 40. -

Solecism, John vi. 37.

Spade, to be called a spade. Rom. i. 26.

Speculator, Executioner, Mark vi. 27.

Spenerus, John xvi. 23.

Sphere of the godly, Acts xxii. 10.

Spira, Franc, Acts xxvi. 11.

Spinoia , John xi. 4.

Spirit: flesh, in Christ, Rom. i. 4,—in

man, Rom. viii. 4.

Spirit, Holy, Acts v. 4, x. 38,—sin and

blasphemy against the, Matt. xii. 31,

—was not a spirit ol bondage, Rom.

viii. 15.

Spirituality of God, John iv. 24.

Standing, the attitude of prayer, Mark

xi. 25.

Steward of God, not a machine, Tit. i. 7.

Stoics, Christian, do not exist, John xi. 3o.

Storrius, J. C. Luke 23. 34.

Students of Theology. Matt. x. 7.

Study, very healthful, Luke i. 06, 1 Tim.

iv. 15.

Stupor only to be taken away by grace.

Tit. iii. 3.

Style, apostolic, John xii. 6, Rom. i. 12,

26,—of John, see note to ch. i. 1,—

of . Paul, see note to Heb. i. 1.

Style, narrative, from the relative. Acta

i. 4,—relative from the narrative,

I Acts xxiii. 24.
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Sublime expressions, 2 Cor. iii. 17, Eph.

iy. 10.

Subtilties, not vain, Luke xi. 36.

Suctession, canonical, Murk ix. 39.

Suidas, Eph. iv. 19.

Summary of the Old Testament, Heb. xi.

2,—of Christian doctrine, Acts xx.

21.

Superlative, Jude, ver. 20.

Supper of the Lord, Matt. xxvi. 28, 1 Cor.

xi. 20.

Suppositio Materialis, Rom. ix. 7.

Supralapsarians, 1 Pet. iv. 19.

Suspended speech, Col. ii. 23, 2 Thess.

iii. 6.

Sweetness of speech. Luke i. 13, ii. 26, v.

25, xi. 49, John iv. 32, Acts i. 3, ii.

17, vii. 60, 1 Cor. vi. 19, xiv. 20, xv.

23, 64, 55, 2 Cor. i. 5, 20, viii. 10,

x. 1, Eph. iii. 19, Phil. iv. 1, 3, 1

Thess. ii. 7, iv. 14, 15, 2 Thess. i. 10.

1 Tim. vi. 19, 2 Tim. ii. 13, Heb. i.

14.

Syllepsis, John xxi. 12, Acts vii. 62, 1

Cor. vi. 16, 17, xv. 60, Eph. iii, 18,

Col. iii. 16, 1 Tim. ii. 16, 2 Pet.

iii. 1.

Syllogism, John vii. 18.

Symbol of the Lord, Heb. x. 7.

Symperasma, 2 Cor. v. 12, 13, vi. 11, Phil.

iv. 12, James i. 19.

Tvy,tara(3iitri( (condescension) of God, Heb.

vi. 17,—of Scripture, John iii. 12.

Syntaiagorema, 1 Cor. i. 17.

Synecdoche, Matt. ix. 13, Mark xvi. 16,

Kom. vii. 1, 2 Cor. iii. 3, Phil. ii.

10, 1 Tim. v. 10, Heb. i. 1.

Synopsis of the books of the New Testa

ment. See Testament.

Synthelon, Matt. x. 19

Syrbtus, Matt. xxii. 37.

Taciturnity, Luke x. 4.

Tapemosis, Acts x. 47, xxii. 18, Rom. v.

5, 1 Cor. xii. 3, Col. ii. 16, 1 Thess.

11, 16, 2 Thess. iii. 2.

Teacher, the character of a false, Acts xx.

30.

Tears, Matt. xxvi. 75, John xi. 31, Acts

xx. 19, 37, 2 Tim. i. 4.

Temptation, Matt. iv. 1, Heb. iv. 15.

Testament, New, style, Pref. $ 14,—dif

fers from that of the Old Testament,

Mutt. ix. 37, xi. 20, Luke i. 63, Rom.

i. 1, vii. 0, viii. 15, 18, xvi. 25,—ad

mirable quotation of the Old Testa

ment in it, Kom. i. 17.—autographs

of the New Testament, Acts xix. 19,

—ditference of the historical books

and epistles. Matt. xxvii. 50,—real

elegance, Matt. xvi. 13, John i. 1,

xii. 17,—the books of the New Tes

tament are exhibited in a Synopsis

nearly at the beginning of every

book.

Tetragrammaton, John xiii. 23, Rom. i. 7.

Text of the Sermons of Jesus, John vii.

34.

Theodolion, Matt. xxvii. 52.

Theology is practical, Phil. i. 16, Heb. vi.

1,—natural, catechetical, and acroa-

matical, Acts xvii. 22,—prophetical,

John xvi. 13.

Theologians, character of false, Mark xii.

38,—futility of, Luke xiv. 35.

Theophilus Alexandrinus, Luke i. 3.

Theopneustia, Matt. xvi. 13, at the end,

2 Tim. iii. 16,^-of Paul, Rom. xv»

18. Comp. Inspiration.

Three days of the death of Christ, Matt

xii. 40.

Thyatira, church of, Rev. ii. 18.

Time past, the present included, Rom. iii.

23.

Timid men, John vii. 50.

Timotheus, Rev. ii. 1.

Tmesis, Eph. vi. 8.

Tongues, new, Mark xvi. 17,

Topits, theological, Matt. xxiii. 23.

Traditions, Matt. xv. 3, 5, John xvi. 12,

xxi. 23, Rom. i. 2, 1 Cor. xi. 2, Col.

ii. 23, 2 Thess. ii. 15.

Transition to Jesus easy from any text of

Scripture, Acts viii. 35.

Trinity, Matt. iii. 16, 17, xxviii. 19, Luke

i. 16, iv. 18, John iii. 11, iv. 23, v.

32, xvi. 14, Acts ii. 38, Rom. viii.

9, ix. 4, Eph. iii. 6, Heb. i. 1, vi. 4,

x. 29, 1 Pet. i. 2, 1 John v. 7, 8.

Trivial formula?, Matt. v. 22.

Trumpets, Rev. v. 1, vii. 12, viii. 2.

Truth, what. Matt. xxii. 16.

Truth of the Christian religion, Matt.

xxvi. 13, Mark v. 22, vi. 20, John i.

47, vii. 17, 18, xi. 4, xiii. 19, Acts,

Proem., and ch. ii. 1, iv. 13, v. 41,

viii. 8, ix. 5, xiii. 10, xvi. 16, 21, 28,

xvii. 11, 22, xviii. 16, xix. 12, 17,

sgg., xx. 19, 37, xxvi. 26, Kom. i. 2,^

8, vi. 17, vii. 16, xiii. 1, 1 Cor. ix. 2/

xiv. 25, 2 Cor. iii. 2, 18, x. 4, 1 Thess.

ii. 14, iv. 13, Heb. ii. 3, 4, iv. 13.~

Theoph. a Verilate, Pref. J 8, 27.

Valedittion, Acts xx. 25, 26.

Vatitan Copy, Pref J 8, mon. 11.

Vehemence of the Saints, Acts xxvi. 25.

Vehement expression, 1 Cor. vii. 9.

Venerable, Mark vi. 20.

Verb, tinite, after participle, Heb. i. 3,—

for an adverb, Acts xv. 16,—for a

participle. Eph. ii. 17.

Versions, Greek, of the Old Testament,

Matt. i. 1, ii. 6, iv. 1, xxvii. 52, Luke

iv. 19, John viii. 58, xix. 37, Acts

vii. 14. xv. 17, Rom. ix. 29, xi. 3,

1 Cor. iii. 19, Heb. i. 6, xi. 21, xii.

15,—of the New Testament, Arabic,

2 John, ver. 1. the word rip,a,—

Gothic, John viii. 58, Luke ix. 43,



INDEX.

—Latin Vulsiato, Pref. J 8, n. 10,

note, Matt. vi. 13, John ix. 21, and

frequently elsewhere,—Syriac, Acts

xv. 23, Versions, how to be treated,

Heb. zii. 6,

Verse, Iambic, 1 Cor. v. 6.

Vialt, Rev. v. 1, xvi. I.

Vicarious ministers, Matt. x. 7.

Vigilanee, Mark xiii. 35.

Vuitation, ecclesiastical, Acts xv. 36.

Vitringa, Rev. xii. 6, xvii. 11.

Vivid expression, Acts xv. 37, 38.

Vivification of Christ, 1 Pet. iii. 18.

Vocative, in a declarative senso, John xx.

28.

Ultimate things, Matt. vii. 22, 26, viii. 11,

12, xii. 32, 41, xiii. 12, xxiv. 4, 43,

Mark ix. 44, 45, Luke xvi. 19, xviii.

8, John xii. 48, Rom. xi. 34, etc.

Unadorned speech, Acts vii. 47, 2 Tim.

iii. 9.

Unction, 1 John ii. 20,—extreme, Mark

vi. 13, James v. 14.

Union, actual, with the Atyt, Luke i. 35.

Union, mystical, 1 Cor. vi. 17, Eph. v.

30.

Vacation, Luke xiv. 18, Eph. iv. 1,—seri

ous, Luke xiv. 21,—of the ministers

of the Gospel, John x. 1, Acts i. 24,

vii. 27, xiii. 2, xx. 28.

Vocative, Luke i. 28.

Vote, Acts xviii. 18.

UrUptrgerm, Luke xxiii. 34.

War, Matt. xxiv. 6.

Weuius, John x. 3.

Weumannus, Rev. i. 1.

Weller, Rom. xiv. 9.

Whitby, Pref. | 9.

Will of God, antecedent, Rom. iii. 3.

Will, Divine, excites the human, John

vii. 17,—of man is broken, Matt.

viii. 19, 21,—good, may be much

impeded, Acts xix. 30.

Witthcraft, Gal. v. 20.

Woe, Matt. xi. 21.

Wolfitu, James iii. 6, Rev. Proem., n. 4,

and frequently elsewhere.

Wolliui, Pref. \ 11.

Word, efficacy of the Divine, Matt. vii.

29, Acts xviii. 5, xix. 18.

Work; good, Eph. ii. 10, 1 Tim. ii. 10,—

doing of, Acts xviii. 3.

Wrath, Rom. i. 18, ii. 9.

Tod, Matt. v. 18.

Zeal, Matt. xiii. 29,—false, Luke xxiii.

10, Acts xvii. 6.

Zeugma, Mark xiii. 26, 1 Cor. vii. 10,

Gal. v. 17, 1 Tim. iv. 3.

ZuUichan Bible, Pref. { 8.

THE END.











NX ooi i?a it?

BOOKS ARE LENT FOR TWO WEEKS

Fine of lOc for each Day after the Date

DUE DUE

Usually books are lent for two weeks, but

there are exceptions, and all loans expire on

the date stamped in the book. If not re

turned then the borrower is fined ten cents

a volume for each day overdue. Books must

be presented at the desk for renewal.

I
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